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TRU'ill IN TESTING ACT OF 1979; THE
EpUCATIONAL TESTING ACT ,c1F 1979

A.,

TUESDAY, JULY 31, 1979

, Hquffit OF REPRESENTATIVES,'
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
. The-subcommittee met, purs4ant to ngtice, at 9:30 a.m., in room
2175, Rayburn House Office B4lding, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the committee) presidin

Members present: Itepresenlarives Porkins,',Hawkins; Miller,
Weiss, Kildee, Williams, g, and Erdahl.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel; Martin L. LaVor, mi-
nority senior legislative associate.

[The complete text of RR. 3564 and H.R. 4949 follows.]
- , (1)

b`vo
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4
11,4

2

96TH CONGRESS H. R. 35641ST SESSION
,

To require all educational admissions testing conducted through interstate com-
merce, and all occupational admissions testing (which affects commerce) to
be conducted with sufficient notice.of test subject matter and test results, and

.0 for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

APRIL 10, 1970

Mr. (In3Bpris introduced the following bill; which was referred to' the Cownittee
on Education and Labor

A BILL
To require all educational admissions testing conducted through

interstate commerce, and all occupational admissions testing-.
(which affects commerce) to be conducted with sufficient

notice of test subject matter and test results, and for othei
purposes.

I. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represent°,

2 tives of the,United Stutes of America in Congress assembled,
° .4.

3 That this Act 'may be cited as the "Truth in Testing Act of

4 1979".

5 SEo. 2. As used in this Act

f



3
t.

2

1 (1) the term educational admissions test" means

2 any test,of aptitude or knowledge which

3 (A) is administered to individuals in two or

4 . more States,

5 (B) affects or is conducted or distributed

through any medium of interstate commerce, and

7 (C). is used as part-I ic..91 of the basis fdr ad-

mitting or denying adfission to an individual to
.

9 . . any .iniititution of higher education;

10 (2) the terin "occupational admissions tee means

Ji -any test, which is used as part or all of the basis for
.

2 admitting or denying- admission to fin individual to any

13 occupation in or affecting interstate commerce;

.14 s (3):. the tern*Vtest" incbtes . any sptitude or

aChievenient.examination, whether writtenipr ;oral, and

16' includes any objective multiple choice, machine scored,

17 essay, practical, gerformance, or demonstration exami-..

18 nation;

19 ' (4) the term "test scoie" means the numerical

20, value given to the test subject's performance on any
1

21 test; .

22 (5) the term "person" includes individuals, coil-

_23 rations companies, tissocialions, firms; partnership ,

'24 'societies, joint, stoat '-companies, and agencies and in-

25 strumentalities: of States and local governments; and
,
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(6) the term "institution of igher education" has

the meaning set forth in sect' 1201(a) of the Higher

Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1,141(a)).

SEC. 3. The Congress hereby finds and declares that

(1) iesting' of scholastic aptitudes and achieve-

ments has become a principal factor in the admission of

individuals to public, as well as to private, institutions

oT higher education and Chat therefore equal Opportuni0

ty under the law requires that that testing be conduct-

4 ed in a manner which will ensure the equal rights and

fair treatment of such individuals;

(2) testing 'of skills for entry into an occupation,

whether of a professional, 6raft, or trade nature, is a

critical lac overning the free 'flow of individual

skills in interstate commerce and. seriously affects the

Nation's capability, for economic growth; and

the righs of individuals and the national inter- .

este can be protected without adversely affecting the.

proprietary interest of any entity administering tests by

simple requirements, governing proper, prior notice to°

individuals of the subject, matter to be tested and

proper subsequent notice of test results and their uses..

4. I t is the purpose of this Act to prohibit the

24 co ducting of educational and occupational admissions tests

25 unless such tests are administered.in a manner to protect the
.
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1 rights of the. individuals tested and. to grant a Federal cause
e A

2 of action to any individual adversely affected by the adminis-

3 tration of any such test in violation of this Act.

4 SEC. 5. It is unlawful for any person to \administer any

5 eduaational orisecapational admissions test .to \any individnal

6. unless such test is administered in accordance with 'the ire-
' I '

7 quirements of section 6 of this Act. :

8 SEC. 6. (a) Each applicant to take any eclucational or
. ,

9 occupational aknissions test shall be provided with a written

10 notice which shall contain
A

11 (1) a detailed description of the area of knowledge

12 or the type of aptitude that the test attempts to apa-

13 lyze;
,

14 (2) in the case of a test of knowledge, a detailed

15 description of the subjects to be tested;

.14 (3) the margin of error or the extent of reliability,

17 of the test, deteimined on the basis of experimental

18 uses of the test and, where available, actual usage;

19 (4) themanner in which the test results will 1.3e

20 distributed by the testing entity to the applicant and to

21. other persons; and

22 (5) a statement of the applicant's rights under

23 subsection.(b) of_this section to obtain test results and

24 related facts.

4

r .
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(b) Each individualkho takes any educational or occu-

2 pational admissions test. shall, at the request of the test sub-

3 ject, promptly upon completion of scoring a such test, be
Aa

4 notified of-

5 (1) the individual's specific performance in each of

6 the subject or aptitude areas tested;

7 (2) how that specific perform-once ranked in rela-

8 tion to the other individuals and how the individual

9 ranked on total test performance;

10 (3) the score required to pass the test for admis-
\

11 sion to such occupatio or the score which is generally

12 required for admission o institutions of higher educa-

.4

14 (4) any further inform tion which may be obtained

15 . by the individual on request

16 (c) No.educational or occupa onal admissions test which

17 tests knowledge or achievement rather than aptitude) sliall

18 be graded (for purposes of determining -the score required to

19 pass the test for admission) on the basis of the relative distri-

20 bution of scores of other test subjeOts:' .

21. SEC. 7. (a) Whenever any person has administered or

22 there ape reasonable grounds t believe that any person is

p......1",bo
to administer any educat nal or occupational admis-

24 sions test in violation of this Aet, a civil action for preventive .

..

.25 relief, including an applicatio4 for a permanent or temporary
,

6
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injuncti?n, restraining order, or other order, pay .be institut-

2 ed by t e idtlividual or individuals aggrieved, Upon applica-

tion bd the complainantnd in such circumstances as the

4 court may deem just,, the coUrt may appoint an attorney for

5 such complainant arid may authorize the commencement of

6 civil action without payment of fees, costs, or security.

7 (b) In any action commeimed pursuant to this section,

8 the court, in ,its discretion, may allow the prevailing party,

9 other than the United Stated, a reasonable attorney's fee as

10 part of the costs. :

11 (c) The district courts of the United States shall have
f

12 jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this Act and

13 shall exercise the same without regard to whether the ag-

14 grieved party shall have exhausted any adniinistrative or

"". 15 other remedies that may be pkovided by)law.

16 SEC. 8. This Act all be effective with respect to anY

17 , test administered, on er after January 1, 1979.
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96TH CONGRESS
18'r SESSION 4949

io require certain information be provi ed to individuals who take standardized
educationalvidmissions test and for other purposes.

4

IN TILE HOUSE OF REinlESENTATIVES

JULY 24, 1979

Mr. WEISS (for himself, Mrs. CHI/MIMIC and Mr. MILLER of California) intro-
duced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee on Education
and Labor

A BILL
to diuire certain information be pi:ovided to individuals who

take standardized educational admissions tests, and for other

purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and Anse of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SHORT TITLE

4 SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Educational

5 Testing Act of 1979".

6 FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

7 SEC. 2. (a) The Congress of the United States finds

8 that-

18

4%
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2 of individual citizens and the progress of the Nation as

3 a whole;

4 (2) there is a continuous need to ensure equal

5 access lor all Ameritans to educational opportrities of

6 a high quality;

7 (8) standardized tests are a major factor in the ad-

8 mission and placement of students in postsecondary

9 education and also play an important role in individ-

10 uals' professional lives;
%

11 (4) there is increasing concern among citizens,

12- ' educators, and public officials regarding the appropriate

13 uses of standardized tests in the admissions decision of

14 postsecondary Iducation institutions;

15 (5) the.rights of individuals and the public interest

16 can be assured withoOligiangering the proprietary

17 rights of the testing agencies; and

18 (6) standardized tests are developed and adminis-

19 tered without regard to State boundaries and are uti-

20 lized on a national basis.

e, 21 (b) It is the purpose of this Act-

22,'C (1) to ensure that test subjects and persons who

28 use test results ate fully aware of the characteristics,
1. . .

24 uses, and limitations of standardized tests in post-

25 secondary education'admissimia;

9

2

(1) education is fundamental to the development

547034.0 80 - 2 1 9
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1 -(2) to make available to the public appropriate

2 , formatidn regarding the procedures, development, and

S. adMinistration of standardized tests;

4 . (3)T to protect the public interest by promoting

5. more knowledge about appropriate use of standardized

6 test.results and by promoting greater accuracy, valid-

7 ity, and reliability in the development, administration,

8 and interpretation of standardized tests; and

9 (4) to encourage use of Multiple criteria in the

10 'grant or denial of any significant educational benefit.

11 INFORMATION TO TEST SUBJECTS AND POSTSECONDARY

12 EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

13 SEC. 3. (a) Each test agency shall protide to any test .

14 subject in clear ,and easily understandable language, 'along

15 with the registration.form for a test; the following informa-

. 16 tion:

. 17 (1) The purposes far which the test is constructed

18 and is intended to be used.

19 (2) The subject matters included on such test and

20 the knowledge and skills which the test purports to

21 mnasure.

,22 (3) StateMents designed to provide information for

23 interpreting the test results, including explanations of

24 the test, 'ant the correlation between test, scores and

25 future'succbss in schools and, in the case .of tests used
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for post*calaureate.admissions, the standard error of

2 measurenint and the correlation between test- scores

§ and success in .the career .for which -admission is
,

4 sought.

5 (4) Statements concerning the effects on and uses

. .
6 of test scores, mcludmg-

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14 percentiles of test subjects by major income

(A) if the test score is used by itself or with

other infirmation to predict future grade point

average, the extent, expressed as a_percentage, to

which the use of this test score improv-es the ac.

curacy of preflicting future grade point average,

over and above all other information used; and

(B) a comparison of the average score and

15 groups; and

16 (0) the extent to whicb test preparation

17 fourses improve test subjects' 4cores on average,

18 expressed as a percentage. (

19 (5) A description of the f rm in which test scores

20 'will be reported, whether t e raw test scores will be

21 altered in any way before being repookd to the test,

220. Subjeg, and the manner, if any, the teat agency will

23 use the test score (in ra or transformed form) by itielf

24 or together with any other information about the test

25. subject to predict in any way the subjeceb futurq aca-

I.
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demic performance for any postsecondary educational

2 institution.
1

$ (6) A *complete description of any promises or

4 covenants that ,the test agency makes to the test .sub-

5 ject with regard to accuracy of scoring, timely forward-

6 ing or score rertting, and privac f information (in-
,

7 eluding test scores and other inform on), relating to

8 the test subjects..

9

10 the test results, if any, the duration for which such re-

11 sults will be retained by the test agency, and policies

(7) The property interests of the test subject in.

12 regarding storage, disposal, and future use of test

13 scores.

14 (8) The time period within which the test sub-

15 jeet's test .score (will be completed and mailed to the

.16 test subject and, the time period wAhin which such

17 scores will be mailed to test score recipientsdelignated

18 by the test subject

19 (9) A description of special services to accommo-

20 date handicapped test subjects.

21 (to) Notice Of (A) the information which is avails.-

22 ble to the 'test subject under section, 5(a)(2),, (B) the'

23 rights of the test subject under section 6, and (0) the

24 rocedure for q.ppeal or review of a test score by °the

25 test agency.

22
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1 (b) Any institution which is a test score recipient shall

2 be provided with the information required.by subsection (a).

3 The test agency shall provide such information with respect

4 to any test prior to or coincident with the first reporting of a

5 test score or scores for that test to a recipient institution.

6 (c) The test agency shall immediately notify the test

7 subject and the institutions designated as test score recipients

8 by the test subject if the test subject's score is delayed ten

ft calendar days beyond tlie time period stated under subsection

10 (a)(8) of this section.

11

12

REPORTS AND STATISTICAL DATA AND OTHER

RMATION

13 SEC. 4. (a)(1) In &der to farther the purposes of this

14 Act, the following information shall be provided to the Com-
.

15 missioner by the test agency:

16 (A) Any study, evaluation, or statistical report

17 pertaining to a teat, which a test agency prepares or

18 causes to be prepared, or for which it provides data.

19 Nothing in this paragraph shall require submisiion of

t.

20 any reports or documents containing informatiq

21 fiable with, any individual test subject'. Such informa--

22 tion shall be deleted .or obliterated prior to sub4ssion

23.

24

25

to the Commissioner.

(B) If one test agency evelops or produces a test

and another test agency sponsors or administers the

'
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1 Bathe test, a copy of their contract for services shall be

2 subm4ted to the Contnissioner.

3 (2) All data, reports, or other documents submitted At._

Inuit to this section will be considered to be records for pur-

oses of section 552(a)(8) of title 5, United States Code.
)

6 (b) Within-one year of the effective 'date of this Act, the

7 Conunissioners shall report to Congress co rning the rela-

8 tionship between the test scores of test sub ects and income,

le

9 race, sex, ethnic, and handicapped status. Such report shall
. I

10 include an evaluation of available data concerning the relti-

11 tionship between test scores and the completion of test prepa-
,

12 ration courses.

13 PROMOTING-A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF TESTS

14 - SEC. 5. (a) In order to promote a better understanding

1'5 . of standardized tests and stimulate independent research on,

16 Bud!' tesis, each test agency:

17 (1) shall, within thirty days after the results of

18 any standaidized test are mks:tied, file or pause to be

19 filed in the office of the Commissioner
,

20 (A) a copy of all test questions used in calcu-

'. 21 lating the test subject's raw score;

22 (B) the corresponding acceptable answers to

those questions; Rad

24 (C) all rules for transferring raw scores:into

254 those Scores Teported to the test subjea and post-

2 4
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secondary educational institutions together 'with

an explanation of such rules; and

(2) shall, after the test has been filed with 4tke

4 Commissioner and upon request of- the test subject,

5 send the test subject-4.

6 ' (A) a copy of the test 'questions used in de-
'

7 termining the subject's raw score;

8

9., together with a copy of the correct answer sheet

(B) the test subject's individual answer sheet

to the same test with questions counting toward
.

the test subject'S raw store so marked; and

. (C) a statement of (the:raw store used to

culate the'ScOres already ;lent to the test subject if

e such request has, been made withm ninety.days of

the- release, of the test score to the test subject.

16 The test ageney may charge a nominal fa for sending out'

170 suck information requested under paragiaph (2) not to exceed

18 the marginal cost of providing the information.
12

19 (b) This section shall not apply to any standardized test

20 for which it can te anticipated, on the basis of past experi-

21 ence (as reported under section 7(2) of this Act), will be ad-

22 ministered to' fewer than five thousand tesf subjects national-
,

23 ly over a testing year.
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1 .
(c) Documentyubmitted to the Commissioner.pursuant

. v .

,.

2 to this 'section shall be considered to be records for purposes

8 'of see.tion 552(a)(3) of title 5, United States Code.

4 PRIVACY OF TEST SCORES
. a

5 SEC. 6. The score of any test subject, or any altered or

6 transferred version of the score identifiable with any test sub-
..

7 ject, shall not be released or distlosed by the test agency to

8 any person, organization, association, forporation, post-
,

secondary educational institution, or governmental agency or9

10

11

12

13

14

15

subdivision unles specifically authorized by the test subject

as a'seore recipient. A test.agency May, however, release alla

previous, scores reclived .by test subject to any cyrently

designated test score recipient.; This section shall hot be con-

strued to prohibit releirf scorei and oilier information in a

form which does notidentify the .test subject Mr purpoies of

16 research leading to studies. and reports primarily concerning

17 the tests theinselves.

We.

Oft

SI

.18 TESTING COSTS AND FEES TO STUDENTS
,

19 SEC; 7. IA order to ensure that tests are being offered at

-20 a reasonable cost. to test subjects, each test agency shall

21 report the following information to the Commissioner:

22 (1) Betore March 81, 1981, or withiri ninety days

23 After it first becomes a test agency, whichever is later,

24 the test 'aencyL shall report the closing date of its test-
.

25 ing year. Each test agency ball report any change in

4,

26
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1 the closing date of its testing year within ninety days

2 after the change is made.

(2) For each test' prcigram, within one hundred

4 and twenty days after the close vf the testing year the

5 test agency shall report

.*6 (A) the total numberi of tinies. the test was'

7 taken during the testing year;

0; 8, ° (B) the number onlest subjects who have

.9 taken the test once, who have taken it twice,Nand

10 who have taken it more than twice.. during the

11 testing year;

12 (C) the number of refunds given to individ-

13 uals 'who have registered for, flut did not take, the

. 14 test;
-

15 (D) the number of test subjects for whom the

16 test fee was waived or reduced;

17 (E) the total amount of fees received from t.\\

18 the test subjects by the test agency for each test

19 program for that test year;

20 (F) the total amount of revenue received

21 . from each test program; ana

22 :Or (G) the expenses to the test agency 9f the.t- .

3 'tests, including-

24 (i) expenses incurred by the test agency

25. :for each.test prograpn;

f
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7

8

9'

10

12

13.

14

15.

16'

17

18

19

21.

22

*23

24

18
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(ii) expenses incurred for test develop-

ment by the test ageficy for each test pro-

gram; and .

(iii) all expensei which are fixed or can

be regarded as overhead .expenses and not

- associated With .any fest program or with

test development;

(3) If a separate fee is charged test subjects for

alissions data assembly serviCes or score reporting

services, ithin .one hundred and twenty days after the

close of the testing year, thel`test agency shall report

(A) the number of indi.Viduals registering for

each admissions data aesembly service during the

testing year;

(B) the number of individuals registering for

each score reporting service during the testing

year;

(C) the total amount of revenue received

from the individuals by the. test agency. for each

admissions data auembly service or score report-

ing service during the testing year; and

(D) le expenses to the test agency for each

admissions data assembly xervictl or score report-

ing service during the testini year.
1
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1 REGULAIONS AND ENFORCEMENT

2$ SEC. 8. (a) The Commissioner shall promulgate regula-

3 tions to implement the proviqons Of this Act within one hun-

4 dred and twenty days after the effective date of this Act. The

5 failure of the Commissioner to promulgate regulations shall

6 not prevent the provisions of this Act from taking effect.

7 (b) Any test agency that violates any clause of any pro-

8 vision of this Act shall be liable for a civil penalty, not to

a _exceed $2,000 for each violation.

10 (c) If any provision of this Act shall be declared uncon-

11 stitutional, invalid, or inapplicable, the other provisions shall

.12 remain in effect.

13 DEFINITIONS

14 SEC. 9. For purposes oithis Act-

15 (1) the term "admissions data assembly service"

16 means any summary or report of grades, grade point

17 averages, standardized test scores, or any combination

18 of grades and test scores, of an applicant used by any

19 postsecondary educational institution in its admihsions
:

20 process;

21 p (2).the term "Commissioneei'means the Commis-

22 sioner otEducation;

23 (3) the, term "postsecondary eddcational institu-
,

tion" means fury institution protiding a course of study
41
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1 beyond the secondary sch4l level and which uses

2 standardized tests as a factor in its admissions process;

3 (4) the term "score reporting .service" means. the

4 reporting ef a test subject's standardized test score to a

5 test score recipient by a testing agency;

6 (5) the term "'standardized test" or "test"

7 means-

8

9

10

11

(A) any test that is used, or is required, for

the process of selection for admission to postsec-

ondary educational institutions or their programs,

Or

12 (B) any test used for prelimi. preparation

13 for any test that is used, or is required, for the

process of selection for admission to post-

15 secondary educational institutiOns or their pro-

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

grams,
1

which affects or is conducted or distributed thiough

any medium of interstate commerce, but such term

does not include any teat designed solely for nonadmis-

sion placement or credit-by-examination or any test de-

veloped and administered by an indivitlual school or in-
% 4

stitution for its own purposes only; .

.23 (6) the term "test agency" means any person, or-

24 ganization, ssociation, 0 rporation, partIlerehip, or in-

A

30

c
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. . 1 dividual which develops, sponsorst or administers a

2 standardizett test;

3 (7) the term "test preparation course" means any

_4 curriculum, course of study, plan of instruction, or

5 method of preparation given for a fee which is specifi-

6 cally 'designed or 'constructed to prepare a test subject

7 foi,,or to improve a test subject's score on, a standard-

I

8 ized test;

9 (8) the term "tes program" means all the admin-

10- istrations of a test of the same name during a testing

11. year;

.12 (9) the term "test score" means Che value given

13 to the test subject's performance by the test agency on

14 any test, whether reported in numerical, .percentile, or

15 any other form.

16 (10) the term "test score recipient" means. any

1.7 person, *organization, association, corporation, postsec-

18 ondary educational institution, or governmental agency

19 or subdivision to which the test subject requests or

20 designates that a test agency reports his or her score;

21 (11). the term "test subject" means an individual

22 to whom a test is administered; and

23 (12) the term "testing ydar means ,the twelie

24 ...calendar months which the test agency considers eater

25 * its operational cycle or its, fiscal year.

sol%
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EFFECTIVE DATE

SEC. 10. Tpis Act shall take effect one hundred and

3 eighty dap after the date of its enactment. %

.
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Chair Man PERKINS. The Subcommittee on .Elementary, Second-
ary, and Votational Education is conducting hearings today and
tomorrow on two bills related to standardized testing.

The first bill, H.R. 8564, the Truth in Testing Act of 1979, was
introduced by Congressman Sam Gibbonif. This legislation would
affect educational and occupational admissions testing conducted

o through interstate commerce. The bill requires that rertain infor4
mation about test subject matter and teat results be made available
to peisons taking theSe tests.

The second bill, H.R. 4949, introduced by,Congressmap Weiss, is
knoWn as the Educational Testing Act of 1979. This 'bill would
cover all tests used for . admission to postsecondary lechicational
institutions and programs. The Weiss bill also requires %hitt certain
information about the .nature of the test be supplied to test takers
prior to the examination. Moreover, the legislation mandates dis-
closure of test questions and correct answers after an exani has
been given, upon request of the test-taker.

Both of these bills raise soMe very important issues regarding
the rights of persons who lake standardized tests. .We.have invited
some very distinguisfied panels of Members of Congress and per-
sons familiar with and involved in standardized testing to respopd
to these bills. I am sure the testimony today and tomorrow will .be
most helpful to the members as we consider this legiplation.

I am delighted to welcome one of our most prominent Members
. of the House of Representatives__, a former member of this commit-

tee, and a great legislator, the Honorable Sam Gibbons.
[Statements submitted by Representative Shirley- Chisholm and

Representative George Miller follow]
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As one who has been involved in the education of children

prior to and throughout My-legislative career,-I am particularly

pleaSed to.present my yiews on the H.4.4949, the Educational

Testing Act og 1979, and to bi*sociated with this legislatiod

as one of its cosponsors. The impact that standardized. tests ,.

'have on the educational futures and careers of millions of
,

.Americans is.not a subject of serious debate; standardized

tests dictate to a very substantial degree the life choicescif

vast nuMbers of our citizens. In many cases, standardized tests

may be nsed.as a gatekeeping device for access to edudational

opportunities. Foff.thesereasons, the sponsors of the Educational

Testing Act believe, that it-is imperative that we implement

:Some uniform standar& of openness,whlch will serve to enhance-

oueunderstdnding of standardized testing and iMbue a funda-

mental element of fairness in the testing process.

There have been a variety Of objectives attributed to the

sponsors and proprinents of H.R.4949, elong with much misinforms-

.

-tion regarding the impact of the bill on the.standardized

testing process. As writteh, the bill will have.no direct

impact:on the content of standardized tests or the uncO of

such tests in the admissions processes of educational inSti-
.

. tutions. The legislation can neither be construed as a too1-

to regulate the testing 4ndustri nor as an inappropriate

'
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Federal foray into the adinissio9 policies of colleges and
.

universities. The legislation i a disclosure bill, nO more,

' no less, and- I.belielie.that it is.vital to opening up this-

important. educational issue to broaderresearch and public

debate.

I want to emphasize that I have no delusions about what

. this legislation can:accomplish. -We are-all. iware of the

. problems And controverpiesthat have prfaced4utrounding the

Iimpact of standardized:testson minorAy students, and the
,

great potential for culture 1, racial and geographical bias
, .

mritten'intO test questions. However,.I Want ta.make it .

.
clear that'in mo'way do I enviSion thip legislati* to-be a'

placebo for the problems that confront minorities and other

iroupi that may face inherent biases in the essmination process.

For too long testing procedures and'uses have remained

prouded in secrecy and aMbiguity, an atmosphere that is not

conducive o the educational interests of Our children. We have

heard.substantial testimony.froM experts in the testing field

thattest questions and anewerd,validity studies, cultural . _.

bias analyses,, and other data vital-in ascertaining the

appropriateness and impact of standardized test on non-white

and non-urban students have often been kept from the scrutiny

of. independent researchers, who'fieSk tO look beyond the body of

..,knowledge currently available. Establishing a nationwide policy

" of openness thrOughlbnactmentCf truth-in-testing-legislation

is a necessary'first steP to approaching the vital issues of

54-834 0 - 80'. - 3
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concern o those who-may find themselvesadversely affected by

a process which is presently void of accduntability..

H.R: 4949 would enhanCe the elimination of biases.in-
. .

qUestion selection not.by/government decree, but by enabling'

broader and more objective research into the procdss of test

preparation and the criteria used.in question selection..

This kind of independent.evaltiation is almost impossible..

-at present, because of the sedrecy in which the industry shrouds

its questions.and answers, 'studies, and procedures. Our bill

will guarantee access to essential material by requiring

the companies to open their analyses of test results to

public- inspection.

The Subcommittee.has heard ample'testimony on the individual'

provisions of thialegislation, and I will therefore be brief

in my statement today. I would like to have the following

article, published in the Washington Post, October 27, 1979,

and authoredby the three sponsors of H.R. 4949,- entered into

the record with my statement. This piece goes into a more

detailed explanhtion of our objectives behind this legislative

initiative and the importance of specific provisions.

The hearings that have besn held to date on this legisla-

tion indl.cate tha here is a dire need for members of this

Congress to become more educated about the extent that testing
/

affects the lives of their constituents, and the problems of

extensive usage of standardizelteets: I believe that the

public bate

°

that.is beginning to develop around this bill

/
ag a re lt f Congressional action and subsequent media coverage

is a vital and healthy debate. I look foward to the growth of-
. .

this debatetin both scope and interest as the legislative progreas
.

of this important issue continues.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. GEORQJ MILLER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STAIVE or. CALIFORNIA .

MR. CHAIRMAN, FELLOW MEMBERS.OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE, I.AM

PLEASED-TO BE HERE TODAY AT THE OPENING.OF.WHAT I HOPE.WILL

BE AN INFORM4TIVE AND CONSTRUOTIVE.LOOK,INTd-THE WORI.O.OF

STARDARDIZED TESTJNG. BOTH CONGRESSMAN GIBBONS' BILL. H.R. 3564,

AND CONGRESSMAN MS' BILL, Alli.:4949,'ARE.USEFUL TOOLS FOR
"

EXPLORING THE ROLE THAT STANDARDIZED TESTING PLAYS IN OUR
. .

EDUCATIONAL.fUTURE..

.IF EDUCATION DETERMINES THE fUTURE FOR AMERICANS,

EDUCATIONAL TESTING. LARGELY DETERMINES THAT EDUCATION. FROM
*

IQ TESTSIN GRADE SCHOOL, TO MINIMUM COMPETENCY AND'SAT TESTS

IN HIGH SCHOOL, TO GRADUATE SCHOOL ADMISSIONS TESTSAND

OCCUPATIONAL.TESTS, WE SEEM TO BE TESTED FROM:CRADLE TO GRAVE.

YET THE AVERAGE AMERICAN KNOWS LITTLE ABOUT THESE TESTS, EXCEPT

OF.THEIR IMPORTANCE.IN DETERMINING HIS OR HER FUTURE.

MANY PEOPLE, BOTOCEXPERTS AND LAYPERSONS, HAVE RAISED

SERIOUS QUESTION ABOUT THE VALIDITY AND APPROPRIATE USES OF

*it STANDARDIZED TES HOWEVER, SINCE.AVAPLABLE KNOWLEDGE ABOUT

THEIR CONTENTS A USES IS GENERALLY QUITE LIMITED, IT IS

VERY DIFFICULT fOR EITHER A RESEARCHER OR-A TEST "CONSUMER"

TO.MAKE Ay INFORMED JUDGMENT ABOUT THESE TEST1r.. THIS I REALLY



WHAT THESE BILLS. ARE ALL'ABOUTI KNOWLEDGE.. WE ARE NEITHER.

DESIGNING TESTS, NONREGULATING THEIR USE. WE-ARE NOT GIVING

.THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CONTROL OVER THE CONTENT OF STANDARDIZED

TESTS.

THESE BILLS.DISCLOSE INFORMATION"THE INFORMATION THAT A

TEST TAKER, AS A CONSUMER OF THAT:PRODUCT, SHOULD.HAVE A RIGHT

'..TO:KNOW. WHEN I GO TO A RANK FOR A LOAN, THE BANK MUST TELL.

:11:44E ALL MY OBLIGATIONS AND LIABILITIES,'AS WELL,AS THi BANK'S

RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER THAT.LOAN AGREEMENT.. WHEN I GO. TO

BUY A TOASTER, I-GET-A GUARANTEE THAT PROVIDES ME WITH.CERTAIN.

QUALITY ASSURANCES.AND A GRIEVANCE 'PROCEDURE IF I FEEL WRONGED!

WHEN-I BUY A BOX OFCORNS.LAXES, I GET A FULL LISTING OF THE

BOX'S CONTENTS.- GIVEN THE SIGNIFIJT ROLE THAT EDUCATIONAL

ItiTS OCCUPY. IN THE EDUCATIONAL .Lins F AMERICANS, WE SHOULD

DEMAND NO LESS FOrTEST.CONSUMERS,-

HiRs.4949 WILL PROVIDE THIS INFORMATION TO TEST TAKERS

TO HELP THEM DETERMINE THE;ROLE THAT THESE TESTS WILL FULFILL

IN THEIR EDUCATIONAL FUTURE, IT WILL ALLOW STUDENTS TO KNOW

HOW THE TESTS ARE REPORTED TO-SCHOOLS, HOW RELIABLE THE COMPANY

CONSIDERS THE TESTS, .WHO WILL .GET TO SEE THE STUDENTS' SCORES,

HOW STUDENTS ACTUALLY PERFORMED ON CERTAIN QUESTIONS, AND HOW

-ACCURATELY THE NESTS ARE SCORED, THE BILL WILL MAKE MANY OF

THE'STUDIES T AT ins AGENCIES HAVE.DONE ON THESE TESTS

AVAILABLE TO E FOLIC FOR. THE-FIRST TIME. -IT WILL STRENGTHEN :

THE PRIVACY RtCy.s1 TEST TAKERS BY RESTRICTING DISSEMINATION
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OF.STUDENT TEST-SCORES BEYOND INSTITUTIONS.AND AGENCIES CLEARLY

-DESIGNATED BY THE TEST-TAKER, 1T.WILL ALSO DISCLOSE THE COSTS. .

, OF TH:TESTS. IN ADDITION/ IT WILL REQUIRE THE U%S. COMMISSIONER

OF EDUCATIOWTO REPORT TO THE CONGRESS ON THE VALIDITY AND
676

RELATIONSHIP OF TEST SCORES TO VARIOUS ECONOMICAND SOCIAL FACTORS.
A

SQMEPEOPLE HAVE ASKED WHAT THE RELEASE OF ALL THIS

'MATERIAL WILLACCOMPLISH. WILL WE GET:IMPROVED TESTS THAT'.

ARE MORE ACCURATE'AND RELIABLE/ THAT.ARE FAIRER TO CERTAIN1

CLASSES OF TEST TAKERS/ THAT-PARENTS/ EDUCATORS AND. STUDENTS

CAN TRUST? MAYBE/. BUT MAYBE NOT, THAT IS UP TO THE TESTING

COMPANIES AND THE AMERICAN.PEOPLE/ NOT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT/

TO DECIDE. THIS LEGISLATION WILL ONLY SUPPLY THE VITAL

INFORMATION NEEDED TO HAVE AN INTELLIGENT DEBATE ON THIS

SUBjECT. .SECRECYi5RD. A LACK OF INFORMATION. ONLY PRODUCE UN.

INFORMED OPINIONS AND-MISTRUST OF THE TESTING COMPANIES AND

THEIR TESTS. THE MORE.TRAT PEOPLE KNOW.ABOUT TSTING/ THE

MORE THEY MAY CARE ABOUT THE RESULTS) AND THEY AREIBOUND TO

MAKE MORE INTELLIGENT DECISIONSOk THAT BASIS?

ONEDF THE'FAMILIAR SAYINGS HER(IN WASHINGTON IS,

"INFORMATION.IS. POWER!" 1F. THIS US TRUE/:THEN AMERICA'S

TEST'TAKERS ARE TRULY POWEPILESSe THESE BILLS ARE DESIGNED TO

GET TO THE HEART OF THIS PROBLEM: TO GIVE THE CONSUMERS OF

THESE TESTS.THE RIGHT TO BASIC INFORMATION SrMILAR TO THAT

wywirLY TO.OTHER PRODUCT CONSUMERSAN THIS NATION. IT IS TIME

VGA TEO TAKERS THE INFORMATION/ AND THE POWER/ TO REGAIN.

CONTROL OF THEIR EDUCATIONAL LIVES.

4 0
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STATEMENT OF HON. SAM GIBBONS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN

. CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA
Mr. GIBBONS. It is a* pleasure and privilege to be here today. I

want to say I first bedtime interested in this subject many years
ago. As a member of the State legislature it wai-brought to my
attention as long ago. as 1953 that there was a great deal of irregu-
larity and discrimination brought about by the testing for such
common occupations as plumbing, electrical work, cOntractor work,
and things of that sort. I thought perhaps it was something unique
to my area of Florida, but I found out as .I grew cader and wiser
that, this was a problem existing in a great many places in the
United States.,

Let me say there is A difference in the °bill I sponsored and the
Weiss bill. They are not incqmpatible. I drafted my bill and intro-
duced, it long before I learned of the efforts that were successfully
conckuded in New York for which I understand the WeisEt bill is
patterned: If the committee so wishes these two bills could be
consOlidaWd and enacted together or parts could be selected and'

0
enacted as a bill that the committee writes. n

First, let me talk about the need for this, Mr. Chairman.
TheA

re
are times in history when an idea's time has arrived, and certainly
this is one of these It is perhaps ironic that Hugh Carey and I sat
next to each other on this committee for 6 years and worked in this
C9ngress for some 15 yeats.and that both of us have come te the
same conclusiontabout the Matter of testing, that.people who take
tests are entitled to certain rights, an bpportunity,to know what is
in the test and an opportunity to make sure they have proper
rights of appeal after the test has been given.

Every year millions of Americans ar& required tO take tests that ' "
have significant influences on theit educational and career opPor-
tunitiesand this, Mr. Chairman, is where my bill differs with the
Weiss bill. These test's haVe a substantial impact-on the choice of
education and employment. But those taking the tests have little
infortnigion about the, tests. The testing industry is unquestioned
and-tinacountable to conspmers.

Individuals deserve to know how they are being ratei and
judged. It is time that the Freedom of Information laws, truth-in-
lending laws, and truth-in-packaging laws be applied to the field of
education and professionaLtesting and liCensing. Testing, companies
.and professional licensing boards should be subject to greater pub-
lic scrutiny. There is a. need to provide individuals with minimum
safeguards requiring itinitnum standards of due process. Actually
that is wind this bill is about, it !is about due process.

Professional licensing teste have a substantial impact on the free
flow of professional skills. Such 'tests almost exclusively determine
entrance fo over 60 Occupations, including firefighters, policemen, -
real estate brokers, electricians, accountants, morticians, contrac-
tora, plunibers, and Many more, Test results determine access "to
some of the most revered professions: Doctors, lawyers, foreign
service officers, CIA and FBI agents: The Tkuth in Testing Act will
not eliminate test's or lower the quality ofeofessional services, Mt
will add a learning elernent to the testing procesS and adcl
element of sunshine to professional licensing examinations. Wlien I
talk about sunshine, I really analking about due process to those
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individuals inNiolved. The bill will improve 'the quality of testing
making such examinations subject to scrutiny by experts and the
public. It .is imperative that we encourage and maintain the high-
est standards of quality in the delivery, of professional services
while minimizing undue restrictions based on secret, exclusionary
testing practices.

The Truth in Testi g Act basically requires that any test which
is administered as requirement for admission into any inatitution
of higher educatiçth or any licensed 'profession provide detailed
notice of the test ubject matter and full disclosure of the examina-
tio&results.

The bill has three primary objectives. First, it is an attempt to
define and strengthen consumer rights. The bill requires examiners
to delineate (1)' what the examination is measuring, (2) a detailed
breakdown of the subjects to be examined, (3) the margin of error
in the test scoring, and (4) the manner in which test scores will be
distributed t4 third parties. May I say parenthetically, here, Mr.
Chairman, that many of the agencies already do this and have
pretty detailed breakdowns of that.

The second purpose is to add a leaining element to the testing
process and to insure that the goal of the examination is education-
al competence and not discrimination or a subterfuge for exclusiv-
ity. This is accomplished by requiring testing boards and companies
to Aisclose to applicants their specific performance in each. subject
area. Where the test is used for admission to a licensed occupation
or profession, the applicant would be entitled to know what scores
are needed to pass the examination. This disclosure would help the
applicant assess his performance and identify subject areas needing
improvement.

Third, the bill makes it unlawful tO administer an educational or
occupational admission test which measures knowledge or educa-
tional competence to be graded on the basis of a relative distribu-
tion of scores. In other words, let me illustrate. Suppose an .exami-
nation io given for adniission to a certain profession. Take architec-

. ture as an example. Suppose before the test is given or after the
test is given, they decide, well, we only need 90 aichitects, and 100
took it, no matter how good they are we are only going to take 90. I.
do not say that is actually done in the .larchitectiure field, but it
seems to be done in other fields.

So, this would say that the test that you took, there should be a
reasonable level of competence that you should be required to
have. In other words, your paper should not be graded upon a
curve and just some of .you thrown away. This is one of the most
controversial provisions of the bill. It prohibits .after-the-fact or
after-the-examinittion curving of test scores to limit the number of
admissions based on a relative distribution of scores. In other
words, they test you on what you know rather than how the group
Performs. Obviously it is a mistake to test on just what the group
knows. You may have a sorry poup and many may need to be
denied.admission. But the test given should set a minimum stand-
ard of what is reasonable proficiency for somebody to take, and not
just graded on the curve and some passed and some thrown away
on some predetermined notidn of how many they want to admit to
that occupation or profession.

\

;

%,



.° The enforcement provisions of the bill require no apppropriation
and no further authorization of an additional bureaucratic agency
to insure, the implementation of thig act. The Truth in Testing Act
merely provides a test applicant with access to the Federal court
system to petition for -declaratory and injunctive relief to insure
'compliance with the provisions of the act

Tests and other screening requirements are absolutely necessary
to distinguish the abilities of individuals and to insure high levels
of competency. However, the convenience of numerical labels mupt
be balanced against the necessitr to insure that examinations are
used for determining a level of educational and professional compe-. tency. Cortanlly1 no 'one would buy a car or a house without ade-
quate information; bnt thousands of students and others must take
tests each year that influence their entire future although .they are
'denied any information about the test itself. A poor performance
on a standardized test is like having an expensive car without
gagyou cannot go anywhere, and in many instances you do not
know where to find the next gas station.

It is ironic that 'a country which stresses peliformance and
achievement opts for convenient numerical test scores instead of
factors such as judgment, integrity, determination, experience, ide- .
alism, and creativity, which are important factors in measuring
competency and prctability.

We probably cannot reverse the heavy reliance on standardized
testing but we can mandate that uniform notice and disclosure
requirements exist to add a learning element to the testing process
and insure due process to all'individdals who are required to take a .

test for admission to a college or an occupation.
I urge the passage of. this bill and welcome suggestions on how

the bill dan be improved to achieve its goal.
Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I hope you will seriously consider this bill and

take it up and pass it.
The other day, some Member of Congress sent me an item from

the Detroit News: It was a story about the admission of the 6ar
examination test in Michigan just this summer.

Apparently someone "in Michigan decided that a lot of the stu-
dents should bust the exam, far Iiigher than ever before. Some of
the students were presumptive enough to protest that they were
unnecessarily discriminated against.. - ,

The people who' administered the test in Michigan just regraded/
the papers of those who complained, although there wag no Rublic
notice that you had the privilege of-complaining, and they Wsed

. about half of those who complained. They found in the process that
even the testers had giiren incorrect a/lowers to the questions.

That is one of many, many examples that takes place year in
and year out around this country having to do with standardized
tests. It is time we take an active interest in this. '

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you for your pregeritation.
I see quite a bit of difference between your bili and the Weiss

bill. I personally feel your bill wquld uot be as objectionable as the
Weiss propos4. I may be wrong, But the' thing that has stood in the
way of enacting several pieces of legislation for Years and yearii:

/gone by, is the old issue, State's rights. Of course in thd past

43
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regulation of testing has always been left up to the States. But I
am wondering whether you feel the time has now come that we
sshould ignore that old argument. no you feel we can get by that
argument by preempting this area, as you have suggested? I would
like to hear your comments along that particular line. That is the
only objection I can see.

Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I am not urging that the Congress
or the Federal Government take over licensing or admission stand-
ards. What I am urging is that the Federal Government exercise
its responsibility to make sure that there is the simple element of
due process, which we guarantee to all people, the right to know
what you are being tested for, and the right to know that your test'
paper has been properly scored, and to know hotr you did on that
test.

I do not go as far as Mr. Weiss and as far as the State ofl,New
.York went when they decided you. not only had, to give general
information as to how you did on that test, but to say as they have
said in New York,1 that you must give the questions and the an-
swers. They go that faf. Perhaps the committee will not want to go
that far. My bill does not go that far.

So, I do not try to take over the licensing of professions or the
admission of students, but I do think that the Federal Government
ought to set standards and give a remedy for people who have
taken tests so they wilrknow that the test accurately refiectsor
they are told what the test is supposed to cover, and once the test
has been, given, to make sure in the subject matter areas they
know hoW they did in those subject matter areas. 4_

I do not want to speak against the Weiss bill, because he has not
had an opportunity to be heard, but I do realize the State of INTNN,
York and our former colleague Hugh Carey, who sat on this com-
mittee for several years and was a very intelligent legislator,
thought it necessary to go as far as the State of New York went.

Governor Carey signed that bill and stated his -reasons for sign-
ing it. I have great respect for Hugh Carey, Congressnuin Weiss,
and others. My bill does notago that far.

A$ I say, when I drafted Any bill I did not even know the action
in New York was pending at that time.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Gibbons, I want to thank you Mr introduction of your legisla-

tion and also for your testimopy this morning.
At Me bottom 9f page 21 you say: "* * the bill makes it

unlawful to administer an educational or occupational admission
test which measures knowledge or educational competence to be
graded on the basis of a relative distribution of scores."

Will you sexplaip to the committee how that would be carried
out?

Mr. GIBBONS. It just says you cannot use the old bell curve to
determine how many passed and how many failed. You have to
deCide how much competency you are measuring and what is the
minimum competency that a person must have in order to -be
dmitted. When you grade them all on the so-called curve, you in

effect are saying, well, if we have a bad lot we will take people who
are less qualified than if We have a good lot from which we are

4 4
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selecting. That does not seem to measure competency. It seeans to
be a way of preventing people from admission even thoughIhey
may be cOmpetent, knd taking incompetents in even though they
may be incompetent.

, In other words the test givers should knowor someone should
set in 'ad*nce what is the minimum amount of competency on this
test that we are attempting to measure, then those who attain this,
pass; those who do not, do not pass. Those who do not pass have a
right to know in which subject matter they, did well in and which

. they did not do well in. .

Mr. MILLER. In the determination of that level . of competency
'which is the threshold, I assume there will .be some disclosure as to
how that was arrived at 80 you do not end up with an arbitrary '
competency level. 1

Mr. GIBBONS. If we are going to put so much reliance on tests,
the test givers, the people who do this as a profession, should have

.

some idea as to how much competency they are measuring.
Essentially now as I see it, Mr.. Miller, they are not measuring

competency, they are measuring coinpetency among a particular
group. If you give a test to 100 people and you say we are only
taking In 90, san fOr admission to practice architecture, or be a
chiropractor, or to be a medical doctor, if yOu say we are only going
to pass 90 of them, no matter how bad they areit just does. not /

make sense.
People who give tests ought to know what they are testing for,

and they Ought to be willing to say in their test, this is a passing
. score, not just, grade it on the curve and either accept or reject

those who do not happen to fit the curve, no Matter, what they may
know.

Mr. Matsu. Thank you.
Chairman Piuumis. Mr. Goodling.
Mr.. GOODLING. I, I.00, ivould say to my distinguished colleague, I

certainly would not wed these two pieces of legislation. I do not
have nearly the problems with' your legislation as I do with Mr:
Weiss' legislation. I would suggest we tread lightly and see what
happens in Igew York. .

You starr pushing these ideas, and soon you come to some na-
tional competency exam for promotion. That would be the most
destructive thing that could happen. If you get into a national
testing program you have to get into a national curriculum pro-
gram in order to fit the testing program. . . , ,

Mr. GunioNs. I recognize that, but that is one of the things my
bill tries to get around. Mine is a due process bill.

Mr. Gomm*, I suggest you do not yield to wedding.
Any testlng program is questionable. Take an essay test, for

example. I' could always take one test and give At to six English
teachers d come up with six different grades.

In secti n 6(c) it says: "No test shall be graded bn the basis of the
relative tribution of scores of other test subjects."

I am nOt quite sure what that means. .

Mr. qIBBONS. No occupational or, admission test which tests
knowl e or achievement, rather than just 'an aptitude test, shall
be grad$ on the basis of relative distribution of other teststhat

w
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is a way .of describing in legalese, you cannot, grade them on the
curve forknowledge of a subject. .

In other words,. the person who' prepares the test ought to know
the subject matter well enough to designate what is the level of
competency we are attempting to measure. .

They ought to know what they ate testing for, and they ought to
know what the minimum requirements are, and they ought to let
the people know what those minimum requirements are, and not
just take the good lots and the bad lq.ts and accept people who are
incompetent. It, is an attempt to gef .around the grading on the
curve which is a lazy man's way of saying well, I will take some
out of this lot, and the rest will be thrown away.

That also can be' used, and can be used very, effectively, to
exclude and can restrict entry into professions,

Mr. GOODLING. Let me specifically ask you if it means this: the
current scoring system for all national tests takes the individual
,score and presents it as a number on the scale established by
referefice to an original population which took the test, and then a
percentile rank. Are you saying this should not be?

Mr. GIBBONS. That should not be the determination for pass-fail.
Certainly people should know-how they ranked, or it is a good idea
to know how you ranked, but it should not be the pass-fail mark.

Mr. GOODLING. What would be the standard?
Mr. GIBBONS. The standard for passing or failing a test would be

determined by the test giver or the agency using the test.
Let us say Educational Testing Service has .developed a test, I

just, use them as an illustration, for a specific subject matter; and
an agency in my area decides they are going to use it, After some
consultation with Educational Testing Service, they can determine
what is the minimum score. How many out of 100 will we require a
person to .pass, but how many out of say 100 on a numerical scale
Is competency within that subject matter. If 50 percent or 60 or 70
percent of them do not measure up to ,that competency, they
should not be passed, but if all who take the test measure up to
that competency, they should be passed.

Mr. GoODLING. Then how do you determine which 'ones you hire
or which ones you take into a class with limited space? .

Mr. GisaoNs. You would have to make some kind of other deter-
mination.

Mr. GOODLING. Of course that becomes' vete/ arbitrary, then,
when you do that.

Mr. GIBBONS. Well, Yes'. Everything we do has some degree of
arbitrariness to it. My bill jUst says, say for admission to a profes-.
sion, in a pass-fail situationgrade it on what the person knows,
do not grade that person against the other people who may .be in
the group. If you grade against the other people who may be in the
group, that becomes an easy way to limit the number of people .

who can practice plumbing, do electrical work, practice law, or
practice medicine, or do any of those things. That is. an important
part of my bill.' I Oelieve that people should be able to be admitted
to get Out and: compete in the market based upon their indiVidual
knowledge, not some arbitrary curve that denys them the opportu-

' nity to get out Itiid compete.
; "
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Mr. GOODLING. The r ason I arn pressing these issues is because I
cannot imagine the ki d of regulations we will get when this "kind
of legislation gets downtown.
«Mr. GIBBONS. Well/ you bring up a good point. And I think we

should be careful in; our committee report or in the language of
9. this report to detail pxactly what is meant.

I want to grade jeople on what they know and admit them to
these occupations sed upon wkat they know, not based upon
some arbitrary de rmination as tdilipw many are going to. pass or
how many are go' g to fail, regardIfill of what they know.

Mr. ,GoODLING. ie you also then saying you would strike down
any of these speca1 considerations that are given in order to bring
about a certain anount of balance and so on?

Mr. GmBorrs. ou are talking about affirmative action programs
and things of th t sort?

Mr. GOODLING Yes. .

Mr. GIBioNs.f Mr. Grdling, this does not go into that subject
matter, althougfri I realize that is a part of the whole process. Test
them on what t eyAnosir.

Mr. GOODLIN . ffne other question. In your statement you 'said
the Truth in Tsting Act basically requires any test administered
as a iequiremeit for a&mission into an institution of higher educa-
tion or any lic nsed profession provide detailed notice on the test
subject matter I do not have any problems with that-.

Mr. Gonori That is no problem. If you look at the inaterial
Educational Tsting Service has' furnished to the committee mem-
bers, they generally do that. It is the nett part they do not do.
They do`not tep you after you take the test'how you did.

Mr. GOODLENG. What do .you mean by full 'disclosure of examina-
tion results? Must they hand back the tesfs?

.. Mr. GIBBONS] No. They would say in our brochure describing our
tests we said we were going to test you in these different areas.
Then they would tell you how you did in those areas. Suppose it
was a case ofYell, I am most familiar with, law, so let me use a
legal illustrationsuppose you were taking a\law exam, you did
real well on tbe contracts part, and you did pretty well on the civil
procedure part, but when you got over, to cnminal law you did not
dd worth a darn. .

Well, you ought to know where you did well and where you did
not do well. This would be no particular problem to them, especial-
ly on machine-graded tests, because they accumulate that infortna-
tion anyway, I believe. Their description of their test pretty well
describeq what they are giving. Maybe Educational. Testing Service
would d$ that.

I watched the "Today Show the" other day, and a repsentative ,
.

from Educational Testing Service was cur there with tfie National I
Education Association. Jane Pauley was -interviewing t h m. angl

thought she Was going to have a scrap between them, hougl#
Educational Testing Service and NEA would be against Wh t was
going on in New 'York. To her surprise and nly surpriset they
agreed the New York situation was fine. Well, she almost hild no
interview there. .

gopportimity to bw what that test-taker is, being examined
B4Educational Tt;itiing Service does givb the test-taker a prett#

z

i
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for. But the people who get the results of the 'examination never
disclose4 to my knowledge, how the test-taker did in those examina-
tions.

Mr. GOODLING. I do not think Jane Pauley, NEA, or Educational
Testing Service knows what they have done in Ne* York. With the
Weiss bill, we darn sure better wait to see what they have done in
New York.

Mr. GIBBONS. As I say, I drafted my bill before I heard of the
Weiss bill. They are not incompatible. What I was saying to the
committee in the beginning, if you decide to take mine, you may
want to incorporate some of the provisions of Weiss. If you take
Weiss you may want to take some of my provisions.

Mr. GOODLING. Let me say in closing that whatever we do, I want
to first of all understand what the real purpose of the legislation is;
not necessarily what your real purpose is but the real purpose of
any movements of this nature. I can see an awful lot of detrimen-
tal effebts coming if we are not careful in what we pass and how
we word it. It cannot be a pressure, for instance, for ,Hispanics and

, blacks, because we know the prcentage of Ijispanics and blacks
entering college is increasing. I have to know Whether or not this is
a drive toward a national competency exam!

Mr. GIBBON . No, sir. Frankly,.this came out of my head, without

k. th abuses that have taken place in testing have just
me even ,kno 'lig _there was any kind of national constituency for
it. I thin
come together and finally made a national constit .

I think it incumbent upon this committee to try &work out a
sound solution to a problem which obviously exists. Mlle is essen-
tially a dud process, the same kind of due process you would give to
anybody in either a civil or criminal matter as far as opportunity
to know an4 to examine and not have either secrecy used against
you or exclusiveness used against you. .

Mr. GoommIG. The probletn with testing is, there is too much of
it. I think it is destructive, eppecially when I see what is done to
first and secopd graders.

Chairman PERKINS. Tell me if I am correqt, but as I look over
your bill, it appears to me it w uld cover certification of contrac-
tors, and also real estate agents, i,

.

Is it your view that we ought to stick closely to educational
testing and only in thd,educational area?

Mr. GIBBONS. No, sir. Mine,includes both educational testing and
occupational-admission 'testing. Some can perhaps make an argu-

. ment that this bill should have gone to Interstate and Foreig9
COmmerce or some other committee in Congress, but it was senttp
your committee exclusiyely because 'frankly, I believe we live in ii.
common market, Mr. Chairman, and we need to do the best we can
to make sure it functions effectively by not, having these kipds of
exams that* we are just not going to let you practice in our
area. No matter how bright you are we will fix this curve or exam
up some way.

As'l say, I first ran into it in the problem of local governmeV
when I was incorporating a city and making it larger than it hdd
been. The peOpl0 outside the old city said that is great, Mr. Gib:.
bons, but we will never be able to do our plumbing in that area.

's 4 8
. ...

v
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Chairman F;EREINS. Let me interrupt you. The second bells have
rung.

Mr. Weiss, have you questions?
Mr. WEIss. No, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PEasms. If not, let me thank you, Mr. Gibbons, for

some outstanding testimony.
Mr. Weiss,you are going to testify.
Mr. WEISS. I am delighted to be associated in this noble venture

with Mr. Gibbons.
Chairman PERKINS. We will recess and-come back and hear Mr.

Weiss.
[Recess.]
Chairman Piainis. be any of the members wish to ask Mr.

Gibbons any questions? If you do, we will pia him back on.
All right, pAr. Weiss, we. ate glad to/ welcome one of our orn

mOmbers here, a member of the Committee on Education &id
Labor.

STATEMENT OF HON. TED WEISS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
ONGRESS FROM THE STATE or II mir YORK

Mr. WEISS. Thank yeu, Mr. Chairman. ,

am going to highlight my statement and, with your permission,
I would like to request that the entire statement be admitted into
the record.

Mr. Chairman and mem.. 4; of the subcommittee, I am grateful
for the opportunity to testify. ay on the Educational Testing Act
of 1979, Ha. 4949, which I Introduced July 24, along 'with Repre-
sentatives Shirley Chisholm and George Miller.

I appreciate the chairman's decision to hold these hearings on
both this legislation and H.R. 3564, the' Truth in Testing Act intro-
duced by Mr. Gibbons.

While the specific provisions of our bills differ in soMe respects,
their overall aim is the same, to improve the accountability of the
standardized testing process anfl to insure a greater degree of
fairness in this area.

A few testing companies today exercise enormous power over the
educational and occupational future of millions of Americans. Thrth
testing industry, despite its influence over vital aspects of individ!
.-uals' lives, operates in a most unaccountabletlashion. Like utilities,
testing corporations perform a public function. Unlike utilities,
they are almost totally exempt.from public scrutiny.

Test results can literally change the course of a person's life. A
poor score on one of these examinations often inhibits or stifles
completely an individual's academic ambitions.

The tests often contain biases that result in lower scores for
certain geographic, racial and income gtoups:

One study prepared by the University of California at Berkeley
shows, for example, that test results vary according to the, level of
family earnings, while .andther study conducted by the 'Association
of American Law Schools reveals that minorities sometimes have
lovrbr scores on the exams because of inherent biases and technical
flaws in the tests.

Standardize4 tests have also acquired an aura of omniscience in
which they are regarded by test-takers and by some acalemic

A44,
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evaluators as the single most important indication of a person's
ability to perform acceptably in a particular academic setting.

., All of us have heard about cutoff points below which an individu-
al is not admitted to a school, and we are likewise familiar with
the status accorded someone who has scored 700 or higher on a
standardized -tea.

-I must stress at this point that my legislation in no way attempts
dictate what questions should or should not be asked° on a test,
r does it fry to alter the admissions criteria deireloped by col-

l ges, graduate and.professional schools. .

,.. j Instead, this bill attempts to make test-takers more fully in-
formed about the standardized exam process, and it aims to lend
needed emphasis to the ways in which these tests do not measnre
certain traits and abilities.

It is estimated that more than 50 million. young Americans will
take up to three standardized tests during their academic careers, N .
while the testing industry receives at least $200,11illion in annual
revenues. .

A handful of agencies and companies develop and administer file
standardized exams on behalf of a few atsociations or councils that
indicate what and wilnm they want tested. The tests which' these
groups produce and administer include the scholastic aptitude tett,
SAT; the graduate recOrd examination, GAE, the law school admis-
sion test, LSAT, the medical college'adrnission test, MCAT, and the

iller ,analogies test.
ore than 2,000 colleges rely to one degree or another on the

, SAT in assessing applicants. Nearly all medical and law schools
. vemploy the results of the MCAT and LSAT. in their admission

procedures. 1 ,

The way in which these tests are prepared and their accuracy is
not publicly known. The testing companies treat these exams like
highly classified documents, withholding background information
from both test-takers and reputable researchers.

The need for investigating the test development process and the
grading procedure as acute.

Why is it, for example, that the Berkeley study. I mentioned
earlier shows that students whose family incomes are below $6,000.
scored 92 points lower on the SAT than did students from families
earning $30,000 or more a year, or that a B rkeley study found
that high school students with high trade ave ages but low SAT.
scores did just as well in college As those stude ts with high SAC
results1 or that a study conducted by David White for the National .

Conference of Black Lawyers indicates that on the average 126
points separate the scores of black and white students taking the
LSAT.

A 1979 Federal Trade Commission report concludes that prepara-
tory courses for ihe Istandardized exams do indeed tend to improve
scores in spite of the fact that the testing companies deny that that
is so. One such course is said in the FTC rePort to have resulted in
up to a 100-point improvement in test results.
' Until recently, for example, persons taking the LSAT on more

than one occasion had their scores marked with an asterisk to
indicate that theY were. repeaters: A computer was, however, at'one.,

t.



point %narking with an asterisk the scores of several persons who
werq tiking the LSAT for the first time.

schools were thus supplied with inaccurate information
about an individual who was asked on a separate form whether/
this was the first time he or She was taking the LSAT.

While many Of the:testing agencies enjoy tax-exempt, nonprOfit
status, they often produce what can orily, be considered a profit;
thaf is, income exceeding expenditure& u:/

A nonprofit, tax-exempt organization has a profit mar be-
tween 22 and 27 percent annually, and that comes out, according to
Asome reports; to anywhere between $3 million and $3% million a
year.

The Educational Testing Act, of 1979 addresses each of these
concerns in ,five baeic ways.

First, it requires that testing agencies include on the r gistrttion
form for the exanis a minimum amount of informatiO abou the
test's purpose and methodology.

A testing agency would, under this provision, state in clear lan-
guage the aim of the test, the skills being assessed, the exam's
margin of error, the manner in which the score will be reported
and when, the correlation of certain data between grades and test
scores, on one hand, and academic and career performance on the
other, the effect of preparatory courses on test scores, appeal proce-
dure for questioning the test results or conditions, and other relat-
ed information.

Most testing agencies 6urr ntly provide an explanatory inanual
along with the regjstration fo m, but these manuals vary according
to the kind and iality of information provided from test to test
and agency tb age cy. My bill would simply insure that the infor-
mation is uhiform t roUghout.

H.R. 4949 would also require that testing agencies share with the
U.S. Commissioner of Education the results of any studies or statis-
tical analyses which they have prepared on their tests. These find-
ings would then become part of the public 'record in order to allow
independent study of these results. .

Third, the legislation requires the, testing agencies to provide the
Commissioner within 30 days after d test is administered the ques-
tions used in Calculating the iv score for an exam, thee corre-
sponding answers, and all criteria for translating the raw score
into the score that is reported to an institution.

The test-taker would also be permitted under this provision in
the bill to' obtain a copy of his or her answer Sheet and the correct
answers upon request to the testing agency.

This provisieni would likewiae enable independent researchers to
review the questions and.answers used in specific exams and there-
by siiggest possible improvements in test methodology,

This section /of the legislation would also make the tests more
relevant to a person's particular educational objective&

It Would provide it with a detailed accounting of results in each
area, the .test-taker van have a much better understanding of how
and where to concentrate improvement efforts.

I must emphasize' here, too, that the legislation requirres only the
release of questions and aniwers used in preparing the raw score,
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while the bill :alio. exempts :from this- provision those tests adminis-
tered to fewer than 5,000 subjects during a testing year.

The fourth 'major section of H.& 494? protects the privacy. rights
*. of testtakers. A student often .receives no assurance that test re-
'sults. will not be shown to institutions or individuals to which the
test-tater does not want resultii revealed.

Finally, the legislation stipulates that testing. agencies must 'file
information with. the Comnuseioner. . Of Education about their fee
structures and expenditures. This paevision would further insure
the imblic accountability Of the testing industry, large segments of
which enjoy tax-exempt status.

:I bIslieve that the Educational. Testing Act of 1979 represente a
vital and overdue reform in an area .that has long escaped .public
scrutiny and which exerts a most powerful influence over, the lives

s.of millica of our\pitizene.
- Thie birl wouldlaccomplish on a national level what iS already
being 'initiated bYthe..States. Both New York land California have,
for example, alread enacted trudt-in-testing legislation 'similar to

: H.R. 4949. In New ork, two 'testing groups have threatened te
boycott the State unl they are exempted from provisions they do
not like. Arrogance sUch as this only underscores the newt for

.....,- Federal legislation. .

---1-liope that you agree that there is a strong and unmet nped for
truth ln...testing, a. need that can be fulfilled only through enact-
ment of legislation along the lines I have discussed today.

Thank, you very much. . .

$ .
[Prepared stateineneof Representative Ted Weiss follows..]

)1 i.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. TED WEISS, A'SEPRZSENTATIVE IN CoNGREES FROM THE
STATE OF NEW YORK

\ Mr, Chairmah and members of thv r.ubcommittbe, I am

grate4u1 -for the. opportunity to'testify today on the Educational

.

Testingct of.1979.(H.R..4949) hich I introduted July 24 along

with-Repreehhtatives Shirley Chisholm and George Miller.

/ appr ate the ChairMan's decision to hold thede hearings.

. 'on both.this legi ation and H.R. 1564, the Truth in Testing Act

introduced by Mr. Gi ons. While the specific provisions of our

bills differ in somi rellTectd, their overall aim is the same --

to improve the accouhtibih4y of the standardized testing process

and to ensure a greater degre fairness in this area.
A

In offering this bill, I h Ve attempted to reform the

testing procedure in a manner'consi tent with the basic objectives

of our educational'syitem. Standardiz d testing ehouLd facilitate

the individual learning process and'at th\same time serve the

broaderteffort to provide quality education `to our people.

Under current practices, standardized telits'do not meet
.

either of these ttdectives.

A few testing companies:today exerciseenormou power Over

the educatiOnal and occupational future of millions of Americans.

,
The testing industry, despite'its influence over:Witql aspects

f

of individuals' lives, operates'in a most unaccountable fashion.

Like utilities, testing corporations perform a public function.

Unlike utilities, they are almost totally exempt frQm public

scrutiny.

Teat results can literallpchange the course of a persoWs

life...A poor.score on one of these examinations often inhibits

qr stifles completely an ilidividpal's academic ambitions.

Banesh Hofipen; a Harvard scientist and author of The Tyranny of

.

1,7



Testing, argues, for example, that standardized tests "corrupt

-education," foster "'intellectual dishonestA" penalize "depth,"

and reward "superficiality."

In addition, the tests.often contain biases that result

in lower scores lor certain geographic, racial and income groups.

-One studyprepared.by. thg University of California at Berkeley .

shows, for example, that,test results vary according to the level

'of faMIly earnings, while ancther study.cOnducted by the AssoCiation

of-American Law Schools reveals that minorities sometimes have

lower dcores'on the exams because ot inherent biades and technical'.

flawa in the testal': '4,

: Standardized tests hdve also acquired an aura of omni

science in which they are regarded by test-takers and by some

academic evaluators as the single most important indication of

'a person's ability to perform acceptably in a particular academic

setting. Allot us nave heard about "cut-off points". elow.which

an individual is not Admitted to a school, and we are likewise

familiar with the-status accorded someone who has. scored 700 or

: higher on Astandardized test,

I.must Atress at this point that my legislation in no way

attempts tc dictate what questions should or should not be Ssked

on A test, nor does it try to alter the admissions criteria developed

by colleges,/ graduate- arid professional schools: Instead, this bill

seeks to make test-takers more fUlly informed about the standardred

exam process, and it liras to.lend needed.emphasis to the ways in

which these'tests'do not measure certain traits and abilities.

I.
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To give some-idea of the sizer'scope. and power of the

standardized testing.industry, i woul0 like to briefly.describe

some key findings by Various researchers.

According to an article in the May 1,1977New YOrk-Times,

it is.estimated that more than 50 million young Americans will

t'
take up tothree Standardized tests dUring their academic careers,

while the.teting induStry receives at least $200 million in

,annual,revenues.

A handful of agencies and companies depelbp and administer

the standardized exams- on behalf of a'few associations or councils

that-ingicate what and whoO.they want tested. The agencies and

companies include the Ameriean.College Testing Program; the

Educational 'Testing Service; Harcourt, Brace and Janovich andt

Scientific Research, a,subsidiary of IBM. The associations and

cobncils include the College Entrance Examipataon.board,' the-

. American Association of Medical Colleges, the American Depta

Association and other prOfessionarentities. The tests which
;T.

these groups produce and administer include the Scholastic

Aptitude Test (SAT), the Graduate Recoi'd Examination (GRE), the

'Law School Admission Test (II,SAT),*the 'medical College Admission

,Test, (MCAT) and the Miller .Analogies test. .

More than 2000 Colleges rely to one degree or another on

the SAT in assessiwapplicants.' Nearly all medical and law

f4

schools employ the results of the MCAT and LSAT in theirld'd--

mission procedurea
" %

;'

The way AA:which these teats are prepare& and heir

accuracy are not.publicly knOwn. teating companiles tieat
. ,

.
I

. .
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' -these exams like highly classified documents, withholding background

information from both test=takers and reputable researchers...le'

testing.agencied meanwhile conduct their own studies on the validity.

:and accuracy ortheir exams:on a regular badis, but.the findings

of these analysed are not"available to "outsiders."

.
Some agencies clailathat qualified researchers can have

access to some of these studies and some'of the background information

on test preparation. But many groups,including the California

Student Lobby and the New York Public. Interest Research Group,

report thet the cbmpanies' rules.fo6 use of thesafiles are so

restrAtive as to prohibit any.meaningful research.

thaneed.for investigating the test development procets

and the grading procedure is acute. Why is it,. Ior eXample,that

the Berkeleystudy I Idemtioned. earlier shows that students Whose

.faMily incomes are below $6.000 scored 92 goints'lower on theSAT

than did itudents from families earning $30,000 or-more a year?

Is it.ndt at Ieatt 6 cause for additional research that

a separate Berkeley study found.that'high school students'with

high grade averages butlow SAT scores did just as well in college.

as those students with:high SAT results?

,Ahd is it.not.mbst alarming that a study condbcted by

pavid White for thaNational Conference of Black Lawyers indicates-

that on the average^120 points separate the scores of black and

white student5taking the LSAT?

These disturbing findings demonstrate, I believe, the

compening, need to open up the testing process to the student,

parents, Sducators and the public in general.. -7\
f: ,

<
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These tests.purport as well to measure general ap0.tude

rather than-specific learning techntues. Why kethen ih t a.

1979 Pederal Trade Commission report 'concludes thoat prlepar*tory

cdursefforthe standardized exams do indeed tend to improve

scores? One suCh course is said in the FTC.report to have resulted

in up to a 100point improvement in test result's.

And whataboUt the errors or oversights that inevitably

.accompany processes such as these?. Because.of their secrecy,

thetesting companies are nct held accountable for these his-'-

haps despite the drastic effectthey may have on-an individual'S

career.

,
Until 'recently, for example, persons taking the LSAT

, '6 6n"more than.bne occasidh had their scores marked with an
T

'asterisk to indicate that they were "repeaters'," A computer Was,

however,,at one point marking with an asterisk the scores of..

several persops Mho sip taking the LSAT forthe first time.

Law schools were thussuppiied with inaccurate information about

an idividual who was asked.on a separate form whether this was the,

first time he or hhe was-taking,the-LSAT.,

The computer error was eventually Corrected only becapse

.of an inquiry frbm a law school'admission-officer:

.
Another-causefor public concern is the fee?level developed.

by the testing industry: While many of the teSting\Aencies enjoy

tax:exempt, nonprofit status, they often produce what-can only .

be Considered!a.profit --that is, income exceeding expenditures.

The New York Public Interest Research Group reports, for example,

that- the Educational Tesqng Service.-- a nonProfii,;tax exempt

/



organization', has a. "profit" margin between 22 and 2-7 percent

.annually.

: .It would, I belieVe, be most interesting to students

and families to learn why an $8.00 or\$15.00 fee is necessary'
\ . -

- for an ag cy located on a.380racre'Rrinceton campus which includes

11a $3 mill n conference center.

The Educational TestinglAct of 1979 addresses each-of these

concerns in five basic:ways.'

'..'
. .

First, ifrequires that testing agencies include on the

'registration form for the-exaMsaminimum amotot of information

about the test's purpose and methodology. :A.testing agency would,

under this-provision, state in clear language the aim of the test,

the.skills being assessed, the exam's margin of error; the manner

in which the score will be reported.and when, the correlation of
t.

certain data between grades and test scores n one hand and

academic and career performance on the other, the effect of preparatory

cOurseCon testosceres,.appeal procedure for questioning the test

results or conditiona,and 6ther related information.

Mdst testing agencies currently provide an explanatory

manuai along with the registration. ferm, but these manuals vary

according to the kind and quality of information providea from

test to.test and agency to agency. This provision in my bill

would simply ensure that the information is uniform throughout.

H.R. 4949 would also require that testing agencies share'

with the U.S. ttamisaioner of Education tile resulta of any

studieAr statistical analyses they repare on their tests. These

findings would then become part of the public record in order to
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allow independent stud f theAresults.

Third, the. legi Aon rdquires the testing agencies to

'proVitae th? commissionb Within 36 clays 'after a test is ad-

ministeredthe questiopi:used.in'calculating the paw score for

.an exam, the corresporiding answers and sll criteria for trans-
.

.1 . fl.

.

asting, the taw' score into the score that is reported to an /
.

I .

institution. The test...taker would also be permitted under this

prpvigion in the bill to obtain a copy of his or her ansWer /

sheet and the correct' answers upon request tp the testing agency..

4. .Some of the mystery surrounding the standardiz testing

. procedure would bel'ended through this provision. It wo dlikewiae

11 enable'independent resear&hers te revie

I
used in'speciffc exams.and thereby sugge t possible. improvements

-\

he questions and answerEi

ip test methodology.

.This sectionLof the legislation vtld also make the.telita
. A

-
more relevant to a- person's particular edubational 'objectives.

The Giles, for example., are currently broken down intd.thr6e bssip

categories -- verbal, quantitatfve and analytical.' The test=taker

now.bas Only the most gene'ral knowledge of'individual strengths'

and weakIsses under.this categorizstion method. .After taking the

exam, a 'Arson will riot have learned very much about his or-ter 4

.own abilities.. But if6provided with a detailed accounting of

results in each.area, ihe testL-taker will have a much better uhdep-

standing of how and where to concentrate improvement efforts..

I muSt emphasize here, too, that the legislation riguires

only the release of questions and.answers'used in preParing the

raw score, while the bill also exempts from this, provisLón those

tests Idministered to.fewer than 5000 'subjectsduring altestirigyear.

!



This particularrrequirement'will,-therefore not Ocluse any.sig-
ti

-'nificant incrense-1A-expenses to the testing agency and, by

extension, to the test-taker.

The costs of test 'development are, in any event, proportionate-

ly low in comparison to revenue's andether expenses. FOr example,

the New York. Public Interett Research Group reports that only -

23 cents of the $7.00 'fee charged for the 1971 SAT went to test
4

question development.

The fburth major section of H.R. 4949,protects:the.pkivacy

rights of test-takers.. A student-oftea receives no assurance that

test results will not be show to institutions or individuals. titi
A

which the test-taker does 'not want results revealed.

Finaily-,the legislation stipulates that testing agencies:

must File information-with the Commissioner of Educat,ion about'

their fee .structures and expenditures. This provision would further

ensure the public accountability of the testing industry, large

segments of which enjoy tax-exempt status.

I believe that.the, Educational Testing Act of 1979

represents- a vital and overdue reform in an area that has long

escaped-public scrutiny andehrch exerts a most powerful in-°.

fluence overthe lives of millions.of- our citizens. . b

This-bill would accomplish on a national Ievel what is

already being initiated by the states. Both New. York and California

have:for example, already enacted truth-in-testing legislaticon

similar to H.R, 4949: In New York, two testing groupt'have

threatened to boycott the state unless they re exempted from.

01
provisions they do not like. Arrogance such as tlYis only under-

scores 'thwneed for federal legislation.'

' I hoPe that rou agree that therg-la a strcing and unmet

need.for truth in testing, a need that can be ftliiilsd only

Orough engctment of legislation along the lines I have dis-

cutsed taday.

Thank'you.

h.
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Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Hawkins? ,

k. Mr. HAWKINS. May I commend you on a very excellent analysis
of the situation, a very fine presentation.'

May I ask you whether or not the proposal that yOu are sponsor-
ing would preempt States or whether or net States such as Califor-
nia would be covered?

Mr. WEISS. I think preempt probably is not -the Tight word. I
think what it would do would be to make the Federal standards
applicable; however, any State which wanted to apply stricter
standards than that which we have prescribed wolild still be' enti-
tled to do so. \

Mr. HAWKINS. You. mentroned the4 is a profit Arnade by some of,
the testing agencies.,

those instances, what happens to the profits? Are they distrib-
uted or in any way plowed back to the. testing agencies" to improve
the quality of the testing or research, or just what does happen?

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Chairman, I don't think that any of us on the
outside really know that for sure,. and technically they &re not
profits. The* would be profit margins if they were with4 non-tax-
exempt kind of an orgampti6n.

We do know thatithere has been over the course of the last 30 .

years or so in the case of the Educational Testing Service, the
development of a magnificent center in Princeton, N.J., with a
hotel and various other accommodations.

I assume in one way or another those moneys are utilized by the
service, but whether they are essential utilization or just using up
the money, there is no way of knowing on the basis of the informa-
tion that is available.

Mr. HAWKINS. I am not implying anything undesirable hi Men-
tioning it, but I was interested in the extent to which the testing
agencies do attempt to improve the quality of their testing:-

Has there been ally study of how the testing that goes on by
these agencies at the present time could, be validated? I am not so
sure the Commissioner of Education should be the one to do it
necessarily, or whether the educational establishment iteelf should'
in some way set up some method of validating them, but is there,

validation that goes on, any approval by any educational group
er tan those involved in the testing itself directly?.
r. Wsiss. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Hawkins, two things should be
. One, the legislation that we have-submitted-would not author-

any validation by the Commissioner of Education.
', In essence, he would be the repositor of certain records tha

would be subniitted by the testing services, which would then
summarized and made_ available to the public at large, but woul 11.not require or authorize him to do anything further by way o
validation. , .

I don't think that there is any validation as such, except perhaps
by the schools or association of schools and colleges which in es-
sence.commission the tests, but there is such an inter1Qcking rela-
tionship that exists beween the testing service and Wtween the

- people who commission the testing service to prepare the test, that
it is hard to say objectively that there* is independent valuation.

Some outside researchers have tried bb determine whether in
fact the tests \ara valid of not, and those are .some of the examples
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'which I wagiable to cite, but most independent researchers claim
. that- they han not had access to enough information on gt consist-

ent enough basis.
,

mr. HAWKINS. As I understand the thrust of your proppal, the
thrust of it seems to be in the procedural aspect of it. IF

I do not see it as any atternpt to interfere with the actual
questions that I asked;.am 'I correct?

Mr. WEISS. You are absolutely. right. There is no attempt to tell
them what questions they ought to ask or how they ought to
prepare the questions. What it simply wants is full public account-
ability, public exposure, of the questions for the world at large, as

4 well as for those who are taking the tests now. ,

Mr-HAWKINS. Isn't the question- that is asked is wheye the bias
really prevails and, if that is so, in what Way would thaf/particular
bias that is contained in the queston that is .asked, let's say, of a
child from a low-income family, be ng asked a type of question that
would he relevant to a child of a middle class fa,mily. That, dispar-
ity that ju there, it seems to me, that is a larger area in which -the
so-calledTroblem does exist. I

Now, in what way would any of theEre proposals reach that
. pgticular situation, or do you feel thatiit should or should not be
reached?

Mr. WEISS. It is my view and the view of those who support this
kind of legislation that if you made the tests and the test -results
available, along with the corrqation studies that have been done
by tre testing agencies themselves, independent scholars in the
field would then be able to analyze the tests themselyes and deter-
mine where, in their judgment, biases have crept into the tests
themselves.

Again, it's one of those instances where if you shed enough light
on it, that "41 itself will allow other -outside objective experts to
come in and tell the testing services what parts of their methods

r
tay. be flawed, but this legislation would 4.ot mandate any changes

all.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank .you verY !such.
Chairman PERKINS. Me. Goodlinr

.,

Mr. GoomaNG, Mr. Chairman, I have so many questions that ii
woula take hours' of hearing.

I hope we will have a lot of deliberation on Mr. Weiss' legislation
, before we. move with' any rapidity. .

I specifically, Mr. ,Weiss, would like to wait to see just what New
York has done, what they hate.created, *tether they have creakd
a monster or something goixt . I

We will not know that for a while. . r
Second&the National. Academy of Sciences has a committee on

ability of testing which is looking into the role, . of standardized
testing in the United States, .

I would likep see their resulti. .

Some of your provisionsOn my estimation, and this is a hurried .
judgnient, of course, are going to hurt low-income individuals and
,minorities particularly if you start making these tests available to
the prep groups. The people "rho are going to be able to loake
adyantage of that are going' to ,pe those that are academically

-/.

s-
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aggressive and those -who have the money to pay for the coaching
dchools, et cetera. \

\ So I have real concerns that the very iiatent of your legislAtion
Could backfire and, of course, as I said elrlier, I. am always con-
cerned as to what will happen when it gets downtown. .

, I think Mr. Gibbons' approach has some merit. It needs a wrench
to tighten it very tightly, so it cannot be misconstFued by the
bureaucracy when they start promnlgating regulations.

Mr. WEISS. Could I sespond to the first point that you- raised?
Mr. GOODLING. Yes. , .

Mr. WEISS. You_ know' (nie of the problems that exists today is
that those, who haVe the ivherewithal, those who have the means'to

. do it, attend the coaching sessions, right now. Indeed', one of the
open secrets in the field is that thie coaching schools hire people
'to go in, take the tests, meMorize- the questions, come back and
report to the coaching school what questions thiy remember.

They then give practice tests incorporating the coaching sessions,
incorporating questions which in essence they haie memorized, but
the 4.ank and file student who does not have the kind of whereWith-

. al to allow him to pay the $1,20 or whatever dollars it takes for one
of those coaching spssions, does not get the benefit

What my proposal would do, I. think, would be to equalize the
system, so that there would be no advantage on the basis of what
you could afford or what you could not afford by way of coa lung
sessions.

Mr. GOODLING. Well; you rare making it aVailable for tha pur-
.. pose: But that does then givw them the opportunity, because frho is .,

going to prepare them, teach them, train thenif
Are they not going to have.to

f
pay for those services?

Mr. WEIss. No.' .
Mr. GOODLING. Are they going to teach themselves?\
,Mr. WEISS. Again, it seems to me that once you make /them .

public so that the tests really' are available, not on the basis'of how
much you can tord to pay for a private coaching session or -
coaching group, btlt open to the world at larke. .

There are such organizations and individuals in the scholastic
'area which, I think, Would be able to provide the kind of assistance
that is needed. , . .. .

. Mr. .GOODLING. Take the SAT,
.

for example; it doesn't test- specif-

Is *ere any need to have a million different SAT's released
Illereby forcing the testing companies to write new ones? Isn't the
reease of a general idea of what is on those tests and some ques-
tions from those tests, enough? . i ,

Is thew any need on a geneiftlized test such as that? .

100 Mr. Miss. One of the questions in dispute, is precisely, what does ,
the SAT test? . .

Does it test scholastic aptitude?
Does it ,test cultural,learAing?
Does if test :specific forms of information which are available to

certain parts of the' public? 4 .
.

Thosepre.all open to liuestion. .

The second part that Ithink is not very well-known, esPedially in
light of the arguments and questions I heard in New York, is that-
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if the New York statute stays on the books, the costs for taking
those tests, and the application i fees are going to be increased.

Now, because it will have to develop lots and lots of new q s-
tions, and I think many people have the impression that the 'sane
questions are given over and over again; the fact is that according
to the educational testing service people themselves, some 70P.per-
cent of the questions on any particUlar test are neW questionsrin
any event.

They developed new questions, and so the question really is who
has access to them?

Should everybody have access, or only those people who can
afford to pay the coaching schools?

Mr. GOODLING. What I was saying about SAT's was that not that
the same questions were given over and over again but I am saying
the same general approach to testing is the same.

I don't know whether or not there is an unlimited amount of
questions that you can come up with time and time and time and
time again. But you see, all of the SAT tests that have been used in
the past are already available for everybody to see and everybody
to use and everybody to prepare from, if they so desire.

Mr. WEISS. Well, even that is open to question as to what parts of
them are open and tuder what circumstances.

Mr. GOODLING. Well, no, it's not open to questions. Those tests
that ha've been used are available.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Goodling, I wish' that were absolutely true, but it
is not.

In fact-, we have had qualified .researchers and you will hear
sorge testimony from them, who Will tell you, the difficulties they
liave had in getting some orthe test resultg.f. Mr. GOODLING. The paint I am trying to make is that I don't
know how you can help an individual by releasing every test
question that has been given on an SAT.

I...don't know how, first cif all; you could ever, sit down and
prepare for any examination trying to go over every one ,of thoie
questions. That is an impossibility.

. I am saying they are available to the general idea of what an
SAT test is all about. On page 4, and 'certainly youztrfariswer the
question very rapidly yourself, your bill says:

The need for investigating the test development process and the grading 'proce-
dure is acute. Why is it, for example, tharthe Berkeley study I mentioned earlier
shows that students whose family incomes are below $6,000 scored 92 points lower
on the SAT than did students from families earning $30,0(10 or molt a year?

You know all the answers to that question. What is your legisla-
tion going to do to improve that situation? What is it going to do to
change the readiness of that child? What is it going to do to'change
the situation in the home for that child?

You know exactly why, the person from that higher income in
some instances and not all, scores better.

What does your legislation do in any way, shape, or form to
change that home situation, that cultural situation?

What does your legislation do to make it better?
Mr. WEISS. I don't acceptlthe premise, Mr. Goodling, that apti-

tude tests, not fact tests but scholastic aptitude tests, of necessity
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have:to show that kind of a range-bf difference of 92 points on the
basis of family income.
. I think that there is something wrong about the way that those
tests tire constructed. You ought to be able to come tip with tests
which in fact tests the aptitudes of the kids taking the tests, rather'
than.their family incomes.

. There is a disagreement between us as to whether or not 'these
,

tests are giving us back the obvious. .

Mr. GOODLING: What does your legislation ilo .to improve the
possibility of youngsters doing better toimprove on the veibal,. part
of the SAT? .

Mr. WEISS. Again, all that my legislation does is to open the
process to the world at large, including the individuals who take
the test, so that qualified experts in the field can review them, can
look at them, and write and analyze and make reports as to the
methodology, the pyeparation and the scoring of those tests.

My legislation inherently does not do anything beyond that,. That
is all that the legislation does.

Mr. CTOODLING. You see, and you have heard me Mention this
Many times, I have a real fear that What your legislation could do,
coupled with a new Secretary of Education and a new bureaucrady
downtown, is get into the very business of standardized tests and
then competency examinations coming from Washington, D.C. This
would certainly be totallY devastating tO the system because they
would have ito match our testing program from on high with our
curriculum.-

Mr. MRLER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GOODI.ING. Yes, sir.
Mr. MILLER. How would that happen with th' bill?
Mr. GOODLING. I am trying to find out speci daily what this bill

\ is supposed to do.
Mr. MILLER. How can You make all those r marks and read the

\ bill and tell me how it happens?
Mr. GOODLING. Because I have been in the 1busines8 so long and I

1 have seen what these little things that we t to do on the Federal
level get translated into, once it leaves the Congress of the United
States.
\ I say let's see what the New York system does. Let's see what
the Academy of Sciences is going to come up with befOre we rush
iff into some kind of *gram which We are not sure willi do.

I am trying to find out exactly what Your legislation is supposed
tO do. -

Mr. Wiiss. My legislation seeks to do what I have beeg saying all
along, that is, to simply open it up so that everyboay can tell
exactly what it is that they are testing and what the scores are,
and so on.

The intekesting thing, is that there have been misconceptions
abbut H.R. 4949: I think that partly is because it's only a week
since this \hilt has been in and I think Mr. Gibbons' bill Was not
been in too\much longer. You had indicated earlier in this dialog
that you thought that perhaps Mr. Gibbon,' l4gislatimi provides
some more safeguards but I want you to know that we drevi this
legi1ation, H.R. 4949, 'very, very carefull y. and very narrowly.
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For exampl , there is a provision that you and'
discussed as te what his legislation would do in prohi
kinds of scorinl.

_ My legislati n does not get into that at tal. I 'le
people and t universities and the collegeh do
want; prepare hatever questions they want, score
ever Iway theyi ant. All that I am saying is that ev
to have the fig t to know what it is that they are doi

Mr. GOODLI G. Let me ask you a couple of specific t
understand y lur bill is supposed to do. .,

Studies, evi luations, or statistical reports pertine
which is pre ared by a test agency, require specific
'studies and so forth to be prothcted, this is what the
er of Educa ion is supposed to do.

Specifica
Commissi

Mr. W
Mr. G
Mr.

provide
We

matte
evalu
pag

r. Gibbons
ting certain

the testing.
atever they
em in what-
ybody ought

ings which I

t to a test,
mes 'within

Commission-

ly, what do you have in mind when you say that the
er of Education to be provided the following?.

8s. Yes; what we are asking--
OWING. And then what is it to do? .

EISS. We are asking that the CommissiAner of Education be
, by the testing service, the information that' is set forth.
ant the Commissioner to receive and keep and hold as a
of public ,record, available for people to look at, studies,

tions, or statistical reports pertinent to a test which is pre.-
by a test agency. .

oesn't mandate that there be any new reports or evalutions
or studies.

It says that those that are prepared ought to be submitted to the
Commissioner of Education and kept there as a matter of public
rec'ord so we don't have a situation whtre sometimes studies are
completed and then they are kept, secret br not released.

What we are trying to do is to provide that the specific names of
t ese who took tests, for example, be protected, that there be a
ri ht of privacy, that peopke's names ought not to be bandied about,
n what their scores were, and so. forth.

A copy of contract for services between test agencies should be
tit to the Commissioner of Education.
It requires that the Commissioner' of Education submit a report

'co the materials which he has received.
That really is all that is asked for.
Mr. GOODLING. Let Me press one other area quickly. .

an you tell me specifically the urgency of the bill? What is it
th t has come to your attention?

hat do you specifiaally know that would say that it's very
ur ent to move in this direction?

hatire the needs, the pressures?
r. iss. Right, right.

I think that if you had discovered that a Federal agency, the
Offi e of Education, and the Department of HEW, were preparing
and conducting tests and holding back results or releasing them in
the ashion that the private testing agenqies do, you would have
been and would be' up in arms about it. You would think that it's
bure ucracy running a riot and keeping information from the pub-
lic.

o
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What has happened to us in the course of our ongoing legislative
mirk, and especially with the publicity attendant to the work that
was going on in New York, we started doing rsome research_our-
silves, and we found that going back a decade at least, there have
been very, very serious questiops raised about the Wiling process,
the methodology, and the secreffl.

. We decided that we wer e,. not going to get into the question of
passing judgment on whethk the tests are or are not valid; but we
felt that we had an obligation to subMit legislation which would
open the process up,,and that is the urgency in this matter.

It's an urgency based on information that we have developed.
Mr. GOODLING. I am trying to get a little deeper than that.
I am trying to find out what you say, is an urgency to open it up.

What is the urgency to open it up?
What have been the discriminatory practices in the past?
What is.it that makes it urgent other than just to say it's urgent

open itup?
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Goodling, like you, I do not like what seems to

smack of secrecy in the public's business, and I consider a situation
urgent wiiere you have some 50 million students who in the course
of their academic careers are subjected to an alierage of three of
those standardized kinds of tests and are unable to see the results
of their tests.

With all the questions that have been raised about the meth-
odology and hat they really test, I don't think that this ought to
be allowed to ontinue. I have a built-in sense of concern about
that kind of ongbng secrecy and I think that we ought to, allow the
breath of fresh aiit to go in on this situation. That is all.

Mr. GOODLING. Can you tell me what the secrecy js in the SAT,
for instance? What is the secrecy?

Mr. WEISS. For example, the secrecy is that a student who takes
one Of those tests does not understand the present system of the
right to request of the people who prepare and administer that
test, that his paper with the raw scores be given back to him or
her, ,so that in fact the test taker knows how they did on the test.

Why should that be?
Mr. GOODLING. Well, simply because, as you knO , you .are

going to release every one of those tests, then you are gm 'to have
to prepare a new one over and over again, and d know
whether you can keep comipg up wit good, logical questions on an
SAT.

Mr. WEISS. They give those tests sometimes six Or nine times a
year; 70 percent of the tests on any examination are new. The
question really. is: ShoUld it be a closely-held secret or should it be
open to the world?

That is really the question.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me say to my distinguished colleague

from Pennsylvania, I don't want to cut him off but we are not
going to get through today if we go ahead with questions now.

Mr. GOODLING. We should take a lot of time and see what to do. I
won't take any more timd.

Chairman PERKINS. The gentleman almost ran 20 thinutls.
go ahead, Mr, Miller.
Mr. MILLER. "won't take much time.
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I just viant to tell Congressmin Weiss that I think he is right,
and I think iou have a process that makes a number of determina-
tioris about Ild people will Spend the rest of their lives.

We heard ea ier from Mr. Gibbons about whether or not people
would be allOw to engage in Various-taipations, arid now you
firegoing into the question of whether the/ will be allowed to enter
various colleges, various professional schools to pursue other occu-_
pations.

rthink that the point is that when you have an entity that can
make those kinds of determinations, even assuming that all of the
determinations are valid sind can be supported through analysis
the procedures: the people who participate and are required
'participatethis is Dept something that is optionalought to k
all there is to know about the process.

You don't tell the University of California you don't feel
taking the SAT's. You don't tell the law school that you don't
to take the LSAT because you 'feel you are competent to go to law*
school.
i You have to take it, and in that case the people who engage that
proces8 as test-takers ought to know all there is to know about the
process that ls going to guide their lives, and they ought to have -
the ability to challenge it and review their tests and they ought-Oil"
be able to sit down anclago over it to see what is going on. .

They ought to be ablb to understand the manner in which those'
scores are developed, the biases that are built in or are not built in,
and I think that it's very important for ,this kind of information.

To go from there riiid suggest a national curriculum, to suggest
national testing as the result of a disclosure bill, I think is simply
to set up strawmen so that they can always be out there to buga-
boo the bill, and I don't think that is the situation at all.

First of all, this committee would never go for it, and second, it's
'not related to this issue. .

The iSstr is disclosure to young people who have to make aca-
demic determinations and who want to know how those determina-
tions are going to be made-for them. ,

I would be delighted if the author of this legislation would point.
out where it gives the basis to talk about national testing, national ,
test development or national curriculum.

I just don't see it in this legislation. We ought to address our-
selves to this legislation, and I don't see it in the bill, Ted,. and I
want to give you a chance to respond to that, because it's one thing
to talk about it but it's not in the legislation, as I read it.

Mr. WEISS. You ar absolutely right, Mr. Miller.
It's not in the legislation. , .

The legislAtion was very, very -carefully drawn.
There is no suggestion of any national tests, and there is nothing

in there even impacting on the use of these tests made by the
colleges or unitersities or the professional schools.

All of that r ally is left exactly as it is. All that we are saying is
that we ought to really open it up so that people see it.

I should also remind my good friend, Mr. Goodling, I share some .
ii of his concerns about liational curriculae and national departments
'of ed4cation, and so on, and I opposed the creation of 'the Depart-
ment /of Education and have been voting it in the. Committee on

. ..
6 8
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'

Government Operations and on the floor of the House .fg: the
better part of 4 years now:

I think that the danger, 'sometimes when we look. at labelsi is
that we allow peogle to get away with doing things in a fashion
which we would never in a million years allow a Government

'agency to do. ihe testing companies,,in this instance. I think, are in
that position.

They OaVe issumed, they could continue, because nobody has
uhallenged them to do things in a fashion which s would never
condon4 the Government agency.

MT". GOODLING. Would the gentleman yield?
, Mr. WIER. Sure.

Mr GoonuNo. You should certainly include the civil service in
your legislatton, if you are going to make a statement like you just
pade 'when,* talk about what we will allow and will not allow:
4khen it comesto GoVernment agencies and Government-connected
4gei)cies, anct lib mi. I think you will find that if ever there is a
'plate.; that neede your proposal it's probably chill 's6rVice testing.

. Mr. WEISS. My legislation?
AkGooDLING, Yon might think about that,

,
Mr.'Wpiss., My legislation doesn't even address the area that Mr.

ItGibbons'',,legislation addresses, that is, the occupational testing.
Alkhat this °legislation does, because I think yout admonition in

; oine regitds lira Very Wise one, is to kart very slowly.
It-,,taIka,about',11.dmissions colleges, the professional schools,

o dlbe-grad14ate,6chools period. That is it.
Mr. "bocukiNG:. was just responding to your comment that we

frou1dnt .alloW.',,sqkh thiiig, to be' connected with the Federal
rnmeitit)ated we, do. ,

irmen 1$1ticibrii...We have a vote.on the Floor.
7:21k 0 We -WM nietess forn AO minutes and resume the hearing.

;[A Vrier rkesk ,vaa taken.]

i...40*.arp:PEfikos.
The.subcommittee will be in order. ,

.e.Oie-w*ting;for.Nr.'WOiss tp come back. He is voting. We will
Wait a coople of minutea,

doeset the-next pAtrel come around?
iianeyi" tkasting, dxpert; Dr. John Cooper, president,

'Ass'OC.iittion;9f- Anteri,can'Atledical Colleges; Mr. Fred Hvgiidon,
.haim& of 'teustoes, the .College Board, accompanied by

itf).**Ruie, xlge tesident,,,Mr. Robert J. Solomon, e4cutive
c .ptesident, nd aCte g .pre,sideAt gducational Testing Sertice.
ye. will-beolropl ustM klftrgadon,

`115*,,,;,N .. .1.
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STATEMENTS OF DR. WALTER HANEY, TEFING EXPERT, AC-
COMPANIED BY- ALLAN NAIRN; DR. JOHN A. D. COOPER,
PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COL-

LEGES; FRED HARGADON, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF TRUSTEES,
THE COLLEGE BOARD, ACCOMPANIED BY LOIS D. RICE,
VICE PRESIDENT; ROBERT J. SOLOMON, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, 'ACTING PRESIDENT, EDUCATIONAL TESTING

SEItifICE I. 6

STATEMENT OF LOIS D. R1cE, VICE PRESIDENT, COLLEGE
BOARD

MS. RICE. Mr. Chairrhan, my name is Lois D. Rice, and I am a
vice president of the College Board.

Unlike many other occasions when I have appeared before you
arid your Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, today I am
not the witness.

Instead I have the pleasure of introducing the witness for the
College Board, an organization which has had the pldasure, Mr.
Chairman, of supporting your efforts to bring about a more just
society by breaking down the barriers to educational opportunity.

We Walked together on a torturous road in 1972, and without, as
you know, much conseneus in the higber education community to
enact what is now the centerpiece of Federal support for postsec-
ondary educationthe basic educational opportunity grants pro-
gram.

Chairman PERKINS. May I make an observation that you were
very helpful in that long and tedious and complicated fight, Ms.
Rice, and I certainly appreciate it.

Ms. RICE. I thank you, Mr. Chainrifftn.
Presenting our testimony is Fred Hargadon: a political scientist,

a dean of admissions and now the elected chairman of the College
Board.

Mr. Hargadon has always acted on his beliefs. He has devoted
himself to educational services for the disadvantagedto upward
bound and talent search programs at the local, State, and national
levels. A

I am, therefore, pleased and proud to introduce him to the com-
mittee. He is perhaps the Nation's most quoted admissions' officer
in the press, but one who, l}as not until today had the honor of
speaking before a congressional committee..

STATEMENT OF FRED HARGADON, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
TRUSTEES, THE COLLEGE BOARD:

Mr. HARGADON. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommit-
tee, my name is Fred Hargadon.

For the last 10 years I have been dean of admissions at Stanford
University and prior to that dean of admissions for 4 years at
Swarthmore College.

I also currently serve as the elected 'chairman of the College
Board.

I Alcome this opportunity to testify on H.R. 3564, Representa-
tive Gibbons' Truth in Testing Act, and on Representative Weiss'
Educational Testing Act of 1979, H.R. 4949.
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Before speaking directly. to the specifics of these bills, I would
make two general observations.

First, I think these bills, if enacted into legislation, would signifi-
cantly alter the historic role of the Federal Government in educe-
tion. They might actually impede the 'god of equalizing educational
opportp,nity, a national goal, and the, historic, unchanging goal for
.which the College Board was founded.

Second, both bills, though in different degree and through differ-.

ent means, would put the Federal Government into the business of
regulating testing programs and admissions practicew in ways
which run the risk of increasing the cost to Students, educational
institutions, and society- as a whole.

Tests do affect the lives of students, althqpigh nowhere near as
significantly or as negatively as the propbahts of this legislation
would have us believe. In fact, when it comes to college admissions,
it is the quality of students' prior educational preparation and the
quality of their performance, as indicated by the grades they have
received, which play a greater role than that of their results on
College Board tests.

Despite this fact, it is tests to which some legislators.at the State
and Federal level have recently turned their attention.

We sympathize with the quest for accurate and full digclosure of
information to those who take our tests. At the same time, we are
concerned about the hazards of precipitous legislative action and
the unanticipated, unintended effects that often result from thefl
Governrnei* intervention into educational affairs:

The Buckley amendment is a prime example.
We symPathize with the stated intent of the framers of that

measure, the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, FERPA,
of 1975. But the legislation touched 4 an agonizing and time-
consuming ordeal of statutory. interbretation and regulation
writing.

And despite the passion that insplred the legislation, few paren%
and students seem to know or care about the procedures which
allow them access to informatioli in student files.

The legislation now before th4 subcommittee could generate the ,

same kind of cumbersome, costly, and sweeping regulation, and
without any clear documentat4i that the changes it seeks are
either needed or useful.

What is the present situation in undergraduate admissions test-
ing? The College Board is responsible for testing more students for.
Undergraduate college ad;nission than all other organizations com-
bined, more than 1.5 million in 1978-79. We are a nonprofit, volun-
tary association of more than 2,500 schools and school systems,
colleges and universities and 'educational associations. Our, two
main activities are the admissions testing program, the most famil-
iar part of which is the Scholastic Aptitude Test--the SATand
the College Scholarship ServiceCSSwhich last year served 2.6
million aid applicants.

Since the founding of the College Board Core than 75 years ago,
our primary commitment has been to promote, not to retard, access
t9 higher education in Our society. In the years following World
War II, the admissions testing prograin enabled a vast expansion of_'
postsecondary education by providing colleges and universities with
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an additional instrument for measuring acadeMic potential among
our young people. In the 1950's the College Board membership
responded to the need for a, more equitablviistribution of financial .

aid bY pioneering procedures for atvarding such aid according to
financial need, a move that increased educational opportunities for
the less affluent and raised the level of participation in postsecon-
dary education of-minority students. At the time of sputnik, 'with
the Nation searching for higher standards of excellence for its
young people, the College Board initiated the advanced Placement
programa model for providing excellence in the secondary
schools and a program- in which over 100,000 high school.students
participated this year. 0

And the College Board has developed arid sustained these efforts
without prodding from any kovernment.

Also without prodding from any government, we provide those.
who take 'our tests with nearly all the information about tests
which the bills before you todaY\would mandate.

Consistent with section 6 of HR. 3564 and section 3 of RR: 4949,
the College Board now provides detailed information to students
describing the tests and their purposes, what they do and do not
*measure, their reliability, their predictive validity, the student's
'performance relative to other students, how scores.a.v calculated,
and When they will be reported to the student and institutions. We
supply all this information and more about the SAT and achieve-
ment tests in pamphlets widely available to high school students.
Every student registering for the scholastic aptitude test automati-
cally receives tlae publication "Taking the SAT," which includes for
practice purpoBes a complete sample of a real test, along with an
answer key, explanations .of questions and answers, and instruc-
tions for timing and scoring the test. And following, each test
administration, every student also receives a complete and careful
explanation of his actual scqte, which is sent only to institutions
designated by the test. taiseir High schools and colleges all receive
periodic' College Board publications explaining the SAT and the
technical limits on the uses of-SAT scores.

Mr. Chairman, I wish to give the committee for the record a
complete set of materials the Collede Board voluntarily provides to
students. But let me tell you how students respond to them. .

[Iriformation.referred to bove is retained in subcOmmittee files.]
Mr. HARGADON. In a 19 7 sample survey of 6,000-SAT takers,

conducted by the Respons Analysis Corp., 'we found that 48 pe -
cent of students read all o the pretest information, and 60 perce t

.tried to 'answer all or most of the practice test. Only 32 percierit
read or most of the post test interpretive materialswhich
suggesta that if we want students to approach the tests asga learn-
ing exerciseone of the stated aims of the legislation's propo-
nentsopportunities for self-assessment beforehand are likely to be
more effective than post test disclosure ind review, as called for in
H.R. 4949.

'The sole purpose of the admissions testing program and the SAT
is to provide a supplemental, but tommon measure of -ability for
secondary school students who have takeu different courses ,in
different high schools with different grading ptactices. .

f
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..
The "waste of resources has been significantly minimized *at most

t colleges in this country. It used to be colleges would take anybody
and plan to flunk out half of their students by the summer of their
first year. This does not happen when tests are used* as a supple-
mental tool in the admissions process: -

Over the yeari there have been ckarges that the SAT is -biased
iagaOst this group or thati.group, wEi a low scorebeing th.e evi-

dence of the bias. We of the College Board have of course been
sensiti+e to such charges, , for it would be a cruel anomaly if an
association of educational institutiOns devoted to increasing access
to college were in fact 'putting' up, instead of knocking down, bar-
riers to,higher education. , ,

And so we have sponsored almost continuous research devoted to
i' detecting and rooting out any" bias in our tests; and every responsi-

ble evaluation of those tests for 20 years now shows we have
- succeeded. Remember that the SAT's fuhr,tion is solely to help

predict academic performance in the first year of college. So it
should come as no surpriSe that, on average, students from families
where ineit r parent is a high school graduate, and where there
are no hoo in the house, LOW who receive poor preparation in
grade schoo and in high school, will not do as well on the SAT .as
test takers whose parents were tooth .college graduates, and the
father has never been unemployed, and whe have received &st-
rafe preparation from kindergarten through the 12th grade. The
SAT takes societr as it is, not as it ought to be. If disadvantaged
groups tend to Achieve lower scores, and th6' do, the sdlution is not
ito shorn the st administrator, but to do something about the
causes.,of d' advanthge, and that is exactly what your committee,

. Mr. Chair an, has been attempting to do through the Elementary.
and Seco dory and Higher Education Acts.

Turning now to the specific subjects of today's hearing, I want
:first /to discuss H.R. 3564, the bill sponsored lay Mr. Gibbons. It
, pro ibits the giving of any educationg or occupational admissions

i test unless prescribed information is prVided the test taker before-
, and and unless other prescribed information is furnished on re;

queSt afterWard; forbids, grading such tests "on the basis of the
relative distribution of scores 'of other test subjects"; and estab-
lishes a Fight to seek Federal. judicial relief for any actual or
threatened violation of the proposed act.

While we are nof sure of the technical meaning to be given all
the terms in ItR. 3564, to the extent that our interpretations are
correct, the College Board already provides its test takers with all
the information called for by the bill, with one large exception.

That- exception is the. bill's requirement- that everytest taker be
told the "score which is generally required for admission to institu-

Otions of higher education." There is nd such siore. It is simply
and fortunatelyimpossible to generalize about the diversity of
admissions ,standards and procedures followed by hundreds of col-
leges and universities using results from our admissions testing
program. More importantly, the College Board discourages the use
of score cutoffs or tpe use of scores in isolation from a variety of
other considerations in evaluating candidates for admission. In
fact, one of-our major con,cerns with the Gibbons bill is that this
provision might -focus-411411e attention on objective criteria and,
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theiefore, have a chilling effect on natioruti effortS to diversify
atudent bodies. .

In sum, with the exception I have noted, the passage of H.R. 3564
Would have no effect on the College Board and the 1.5 million
young people whO annually take our tests. But I do not Want to
suggest that we are indifferent tO its enactment,

First, the Gibbons bill also affects every, test used "as part or all\
. ,of the basis ftir admitting or denyink admission to an individual to

any occupation in or affecting interstate commerce," and defines
test\so broadly that it neCessarily.,ihcludes all kinds of State licens-
ing exAminations; froth doctor to lawYer, from to cosme-
tologist,. frOm real estate salesman to architect; and s on. We are
unaware that a case has been Made, Much less offered, for Federal
regulation of occupational testing on the scale contemplated by the
Gibbons bill. .

Second, even though H.R. 3564 in its workable aspects only tells
the College Board to do What it is already doing, in our view
harmlessness is not a reason for passing a law. A bill that does not
do anything is not Worth passing, but if it does get passed, it
becomes the predicate for later legislative proposals that will in-
deed increase Federal control over the .11oings of our citizenry.

We also urge you\not to act favorably o H.R. 4949, the Educa-
tional Testing Aet of,1979, sponsored by Mi.. Weiss, Mrs. Chisholm,
and Mr. Miller: IIR.4949 iS far more intrusive than the Gibbons
bill, for it not only. directs the College Board to do what the Board
is already doing, but it orders the release of all standardized tests
shortly after the first t
U.S. CominisSioner of

... evaluating college admi
.The first substantive

section iireicribes in consi
must tell test takers ahe
our pamphlet, Taking the,
the requireinents of Section
tion that does not exist, f
obtainable by attending a cOaching school. I think Mr. Weieli in his
earlier remarks .did not aceurately quote the full FTC coaching'

.. study. We still believe coaching has no signifibant effectbut tech-
nicar problems of that sort could be corrected if the bill othemrise
warranted passage. So our serious concern about H.R. 4949 does
not stem from its section 3. . /

: Our main concerns .begin With section 4. T
furnishing the U.S. Commissi et of Educatio
ports on our tests and with cop es of any servi
have with other testing orgad tions. The Com

me they are administered, and it puts the
ucation into the business of regulating and

ons testing programs.
art of the Weiss bill is section 3. That

erajole detail just what a testing service .,
of time. By any reasonable standard,

AT, which goes to all test takers, meets
3. That section demands some informa-

example, the average score increase

at section requises
with research re-
contracts we may
issioner is given 1

year to prepare a report to Congress on the re ation between test
scores and income, race, sex, ethni t* and h ndicapped status.

Obviouply we can have no objecti n io the .dssemination of re-
search results in connection with r testing programs, and our
reports are already available to t ffice of Edtication. But We do
not understand why. the Congre ould order us to furnish the
Commissioner with a copy, for exi ple, of our 'contract with the
Educational Testing Service, any ore than the Congress should
ask colleges and universities to fil with the Commissioner their
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many contracts with Outside agencies. If the College Board and
other testing organizations are to be singled out in that fashibn,
there should be a clearly stated public purpose for doing so; and
there has been none stated .in this instance.

Section 5 requires furnishing the U.S. Commissioner of Educa-
tion with Copies of all standardized tests, plus the correct answers
and other data, within- 30 days after scores on such tests have been
released to test takers. The material is specifiCally to be made
available for public copying. Additionally, any test taker is to be
entitled, on retigest, to receive a copy of the test he took plus his
and the correct answers. He may be charged only a nominal. fee for
such service, defined in the bill as "not to exceed the marginal cost
of providing the information." The !requirement .of filing teats with
the Commissioner, and for sending tests and angwers to test takers,
does not apply if the anticipated:nuinber of annual test takers for a
given test is less than 5,000.

If Section 5- were tp become law, the varibus tests sponsored by
the College Board cbuld be administered Only once before their
sedurity was bteached and their Validity 'destroyed.

At present we make the SAT available more than 20 times each
year, not Counting the dozens of individual one-on-one athnin. trw
tions 'for handicapped students who must choose their own place
and their own time to take the test. If we are to make pu li the
questions used on these tests each time, then the Cost of dev ping
tests each year would necessarily increase. Test discloSure will
increase the need for and, therefore, the cost of test development.

Or if the increased test development costs are to be restrained,
the tradeoff is. to reduce- the opportunities for test taking by the
student population. I would like every student tb be able to take
home his test form; but if the test questions are to be made aVaila-,
ble, every time, to those who take the tests, Men the cost ,w4l go
up, and the opportunities for taking the test will go down,

The central queStion, then, is whether that tradeoff, provides any
substantial gain from the standpoint of student interests. We be,.
lieve it does not.

It has been the policy of the College Board, throughout its his-
tory, to make the SAT available as widely as possiNe among the
countrY's higli school population at the cheapest possible cost and
with the maximum flexib4ity to accommodate the special needs of
students. This legislation, proposes a different principle and a dif-
ferent standard. It suggests that students should Ere prepared to
pay more or to have tests less available in Order to secure the
opportunity bf reviewing the test upon receivilig their scores.

I know of no educational argument for this, and it is not at all
clear on what basis the proponents of this legislation reached this
coriclugion. Publication of test questions gives them unduo empha-
sis. Teachers may be asked, then, to "teach to the tests," , and this

gi legislation will, in turn,' have begun to influence the curricUluni.
We are not certain at this pOint whether the test researchers,

technicians, and scholars who now jointly deVelop and validate our
tests wotild be able to multiply the number of test versiorts while
Still preserving their current high quality in terms of reliability
and validity. But we are certain that research lid development,
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casts would have to rise, and that the higher costs would inevitably
be:reflected in higher fees by all test takers. ,

Given the research uncertainties and the cost certainties, Con-
gress should look long and hard at whatever arguments are ad-
vanced in favor of enacting section 5. It is our strong view that the
issue is not yet ripe for a legislative decision.

We are also troubled to somei extent by the constitutional issue
lurking in section 5. After all, our tests do constitute a valuable
copyrighted property with a predictable useful life. The filing re-
quirement of section 5 would substantialfy shorten that life, bLit
the bill neither authorizes nor_provides any compensation for the
property it would take away. ,

Our final observation about Oection 5 has to do with the provi-
-sion directing that we may charge only a "nominal fee" for provid-
ing.additional information to test takers. We are, as I have noted
before, a nonprofit association. As a nonprofit association, we pub-
lish full financial statements each year, and further, detail is freely
available from our treasurer. The College Board has neither endow-
ments nor property; its revenues and expenditures have fallen
within 2 percent of each other over the past 10 years.

We have throughout our,history kept our service charges at the
.lowest possible levels and we will continue to do so. For example,
in the academic year 1978-79 the charge for the SAT was $8.25up

' from $7.25 20 years ago, but less than half as much in real terms,
and the fee is waived entirely for those. whO cannot afford to pay it,
and this was done for 32,000 test takers last year including all in
Upward Bound programs.

We do not believe there is any reasan for the Congr s to pass a
law regulating the charges we may make, or mandatin that some
users of College Board services will pay less than a ir Share of
the costs of those services. /

Section 6 prohibits release of test scores unless specifically u-
thorized by the test taker. The Buckley amendm'ent .enticted in
1974 contains a similar, provision, but with an exception permitt
carefully guarded test score disclosures for test validiition purpo .

We suggest that the Congress does not have to legislate again on
the same subject. . ,

According to section 7, and "In order to insure that tests are
being offered at a reasonable cost," all testing organizations would
have to file detailed revenue and expense information with the
U.S. Commissioner eyery year. Presumably, the Commissioner is to
make a judgment as to whether the charges to test takers are
reasonable. ,

Finally, the bill directs the 'us. Commissioner to issue imple-
menting regulations within 120 days of enactment, and provides a
$2,000 fine for any violation on the part of a testing organization.

As you know, the GM ns bill and the Weiss bill are not the wily
legislative proposals ;Wit respect to the college admissions testilig ,

process. -Califolnia iind New York have recently legislated in the
same field, and other State legislatures have beep asked to do so.
Most of the publicity on tip' subject has focused on the question of
whether a test taker shodld be entitledasamatter of /r. ht to
obtain a gopy of the test he took. There are arguments o /both
sides of that issue, and one of the two main points I want tdrnake
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. with you todaY is that the debate is not ready to
, be settled. We

want to support the idea of test disclosure, but we wSnt also to be
sure that we can maintain a high quality, reliable, and valid ad-
'Missions testing program at the least possible cost to those who
take our tests. And we want to maintain &level of services that
insures convenience to all test takers.

There is not a public emergency in &mnection with our testing
program and no need to legislate hurriedly on the basis of slogans,
misunderstandings, and incbmplete or inaccurate facts. A good re-
minder when the term "public interest" is used, is that there are
in fact many public interests. There is a need to be deliberate and
prudent in legislating change of the magnitude contemplated by
H.R. 4949. Consequently,' we urge that you let this issue ferment

that we can all see and learn from the experi-
onnection with the State legislation already en-
C011ege Board and other testing organizations can
ore more thoroughly, the feasibility and cost of a
that would .satisfy both the proponents of test

proponents oT a testing program that produces
results. ,'
point I w t to make is that Federal legislation
her edu tion is S particularly, sensitive and

er the yeaft the Congress in general, Mr. Chair-
mmittee, in partkular, have been generous to
in the United States. But you have also been

keeping the Federal Government out of 1 the
g what shall be taught, how it Shall be taught,
and who shall be taught, The bills we have been
morning are the'start of-Federal regulation of
testing programs, just, one step removed from
of college admissions themselves. We at the

not believe you have thus far been given a basis
that road. I

Chairman. I shall be glad-to answer questions.
Ns. Without objectipn, we will defer Tiestions
all members of thelanel.
is Dr. Walter Haney, testing expert.

ey.
,

STATEMENT a F DR. WALTER HANEY, TESTING EXPERT,
AC OMPANIED BY ALLAN NAIRN

for a while yet,
ence gained in
acted, and so the
have time to exp
testing iprogram
disclosulfe and t
ivieliable and vitlid

The other m
th resPect to

elicate matter.
man, and your
higher education
quite consistent
business of deci
who shall teach i
talking about t
college adthissio
Federal.' regulati
College Board do
for starting down

I thank you,
Chairman PE

until we hear fro
The-next witn
Go ahead, Dr.

Dr. HANEY. My n e is Dr. Wader Haney. I am staff director of
the National Conso um_ on Testing and project director at the
Huron Institute o bridge, Mass. r am pledifed to have the
oPportunity to come ore this committee to offer testimony con-
cerning the legition e bodied in the proposed Truth in Testing
Act of 19'79 (H.R. '3564) s red by Congressman Gibbons, and the
proposed Educational Test Act of 1979 (H.R. 4949), sponsored by
Congressmen Weiss and M er, and Congressrman Chisholm. Let
me 'make clear that my co ents this mOrnifig represent my own

%professional and personal o iniOn, and do not -neMUtrily reflect
those of the institutions with which I am affiliated. Nevertheless, II
would like to point out that t e essential goals behind these propos.-
alsnamely, to increase pub understanding of the strengths and
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\ 1 iweaknesses of standardizde testing and assessment and to improve
; testing and assessMent ractices-:--are Ones which prompted the
founding of the National sortium on Testing 'in 1977.

' The role of standardized testing in% American education and in
American society generally i presently both highlY prominent and
increasingly precarious. Testing has cledrlY been a growth industry
over/the last two decades. It has been* tied, for example, to increas-
ing public concern over aCctluntability in education and t o mush-

nirooming governent entliu iasm for prograni evalUatio . At the
same time, however, there has been increasing concern over the
Shortcomings and ill effects of standardized testing. The technical
rationale underlying standardized teSts is subject to increasingly
critical scrutiny. There is growing worry over the, distorting effects
af testing on educational goals and practices. Mare and more peo-
ple are becoming alerted to the misuse of test results in labeling
children in unfair and discriminatory manner. The two legiilative
proposals before this committee clearly reflect thig increasing pub-
lie concern over standardized testing in our society.
; Before commenting on the specific provisions of the proposed

legislation I would like to interject a note of caution. H.R. 4949
uld require reporting of a wide range of information on tests and
t use to the Federal Government. Some of thetie propoSed re-

q4irements strike me as somewhat ironic since it is fairly clear
th;at substantial misuse of standardized tests over the last decade
has not simply grown out of the practices or policies_ of local

cational institutions or test publishers but has been prompted
in significant measure bY reporting requirements of Federal , and
S te governinents. .

aving expresSed that general reServation, let\ me focus in the
re ainder of my remarks on what I think may be'the most impor-
ta t aspect of the proposed legislationnamely, what might be
call ed the sunshine provisions of H.R. 4949section 5which
wo ld require pLblic disclosure of test contents, and upon request;
ret rn of correct test questions to individual test takers. ^

I am sure y& are aware, proposals for so-called open testing
ha e eMerged recently in legislative initiatives in seVeral States,
mo t prominently in legislation passed in New York this year.

Veral arguments have been advanced in favor of, and in oppo-
sitio to, such open testing proposals. Since there ii not time today
to re iew each ',of these several arguments, let me focus on what I
see as the main issue: The primary argunient in favor of open %
testing is the'proposition that as a matter of simple justice, individ- ,
ual test \takers have a right tO know -the exaCt 'manner in which' v
they 'are judged, and t details of the assessments-m-high -may
affect their :educational portunities and life chances. The main
arguments in opposition open testing, which as far as I can tell
originate mainly from publishers and sponsors of currently secure
tests, are that open testing would disrupt current procedures for
developing, pretesting, and equating tests. In part these argu-
mentathat. open testing should be opposed because it would dis- .

rupt segure testing proceduresstrike me as quite ironic. It is the -:
obvioudo intention of the open testing proPosals .to do just that.=
namely, to disrupt'cUrrent secure testing procedures.
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Nevertheless; let me deal with specifics of the arguments again#
open testing. .Argdments dealing with pretesting and equating of
tests are essentially irrelevant to H.R. 4949 since the bill's current *

. provisions would, as I understand it, allow for maintaining security'
with respect to items which are used solely fot the purposes Of
#retesting and equating, and which do not contribute directly to an
individual testaker's raw scores. The main argument against open

/ tIsting, apart from .possible cost issues, seems then to be that open
/ testing would diminish the validity, reliability; and general techni-
/ cal \ quality f tests which would Ander open testing have to be

devOloped esentially anew for eachlest administration.
One critic of open testing, for example, has asserted that "To use

materials fiom active item pools ` * * would invalidate them for
future reuEfe."' 1 Such flat assertions of item .invalidation as neces-
sarily 'resulting from open testing are s' ply erroneous. This isi
clear from the fact that several sorts of tes questions are current!
publicly available and still can be valid! t\ usedessay test qu
tions, and publicly released items from ional Assessment no
being used in several State assessment p ograms, are just tw
examples. ,

As a result, it is not appropriate to view the issue of test valida-
tion as an all-or:nothing issue, ut rather to think in terms of the
conditions under which, and t e degree to which, public release
would result in diniinished validity. I can, for example, mention
three possible mechanisms for developing tests which woUld allow
for release of corrected tests afler administration, and would at the
same time minimize threats to test validity

First, reliance on test items which directly measure relevant
skills, essity questions for example, rather than indirect indicators
of real skills as is the case with multiple choice items;

Secondfidevelopment of item generating algoritluns, which could
produce large numbers of items equivalent in terms of content;

And this has. been proposed recently by several people, and that

Third, development of large test item banks from which relative-
.ly small_ samples of items could_ systematically be drawn so as to
yield alternatiVe test forms. Essentially all I im saying here is
there are certain 'techniques that vrpild be uied which would mini-
mize the concerns about test validity.

A second perspective to which I would like to draw attention
concerns the current quality of secure tests. , .

Publishers and sponsors of such tests naturally now maintain
that the procedures for developing and reviewing their instr4ments
help guarantee high quality.

The Educational Testing Service, for example, has asserted that
actual tests for virtually all national testing'programs are availa-
ble for professional scrutiny and have been for many years.

The Mental Measurements Yearbook is probably the most fam-
ous example of such external professional review, which typically

6

a Carmen Findley and Frances Berdie. "The National Assessment A proach to Exertise Devel-
opment," Washington, D.C.: Nationfil Center for Educational Research and Development, Office
of Education, 1970, p. 5.
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includes scrutiny of test questions\againr specifications and statis-
tical reports.2

But I would point out that in la speeCh delivered about 2 years
ago at the University of Iowa in Mardh 1977, Oscar R. Buros,
educator of the Mental Measurements Yearbook, put forth a quite
contrary view. .

He declared:
The information available to permit an adequate assessment to be made of these

secure tests is quite unsatisfactory. Although our reviewers generally receive some
in-house material, which is not available to other educators and psychologists, even

this material is inadequate.3

In short, the assertion by proponents of secure testing t at cur-
rent procedures for review and disclosure of information Ion such
tests are sufficient to guarantee high quality te t instru enth is
challenged not only by open testing advocates buti also by' the very
author whose work has been cited to bolster the a ertion.

In closing, let me note that I have not addres ed several perti-
nent issues, dealing with costs of open testing, test bias and test
coaching, for example.

There is a great deal that could be said about these, bi there is
really not time for me to communicate my thoughts on some of
these issues.

I would, of course, be happy to answer questions on these issues.
My own summary view is that if bne accepts the validity of the

proposition that individual test takers have a right to know the
basis on wbich they are judged in matters that will affect their
educational and life chances in significant ways, and I would like
o make clear that personally. I do, then issues of test development
and technical quality need not stand in the way of open testing
policies deSigne4d to implement that right.

Thank.you. '
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Dr. Haney.
The next witness will be Dr. John Cooper, president, Association

of American Medical Colleges.

STATEMENT OF 'DR. JOHN A. D. COOPER, PRESIDENT,
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES

Dr. COOPER. Thank you very much, Mr. Weiss.
As you ktrow, the association is a nonprofit educational organize,

tion whose membership includes all 125 medical schools in the
United States, their teaching hospitals, representatives of their
student bodies and faculty organizations, including all medical col
lege admission deans.

The association sponsors the new medical college admission test,
'hew MeAT, on behalf of and under the surveillance of its member
schools: Canadian medical schools and American osteopathk .medi-
cal schools have elected to also make use of the test.

Mr. Chairman, the legislation you are considtring today is writ-
tingly consistent with a nationwide effori by some to eliminate or
emasculate standardized testing. This philosophy is sapping the
quality of education in this country at 11 levels.

2 Educational Testing Service. "Memorandum of OjpoHition [to the 1978 Lavelle bill]." Undat-
ed [1978].

'Oscar Burets. "F'ifty Years in Testing: Some Reminiscences, Criticis9is :nd Suggestions,"
-Educational Researcher, July-August 1977, p. 14.
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It °results in inflated grades and leaves many high school gradu-
ates functionally illiterate. The strength of this country vhll not be
maintained by marching to their deceptive banner, truth in testing.
We should embrace the more worthy concept of truth in education
which standardized testing fosters.

We cannot speak for the effects of the two bills on general
standardized tests such as college boards, and American college
testing (ACT) assessment. However as Mr. Perkins surmised, we
can state thatyour bill, H.R. 4949, the Educational Testing Act of
1979, we believe, is more intrusive and poses a Serious threat to
highly specialized tests, such as the new MCAT.

. It makes allegations about standardized testing that are not
consistent with the situation for the new MCAT. It indicts the new
MCAT od the basis of suspicions about Very &fferent tests.

The association has no quarrel with the stated purposes of the
bill, but 'objects seriously to the way in, which these goili are used
to justify whit, in' our view, is unnecessary and counterproductive
regulation of highly differentiated tests such as the new MCAT.

Indeed, section 2(b) of yOur bill could well have been derived
,from the teit .objectives and guidelines for the development and
implementation of the new MCAT examinations.

In my testimony I intend to describe:
HOw we iniure test subjects and those w o utilize tet resul re

a mide fully, aware of the characteristics, pr per uses ançl limi ns
o of the test (purpose 1 in section 2(b));

How we make available extensive pulllic informati n re rding
the procedures for development and dzninistration of the new
MCAT (purpose 2);
How the public interest is protected t ro

eilge about the proper use of the new MOA
we take to assure accuracy, validity, aud
metit, administration, and interpretat/ion

ugh promoti n of kriowl-
T and the m ltiple steps

reliability in he develop-
of the test results (pur-,

pose 3).
The committee is undoubtedly aware of the iation's deoision

to discontinue administration of the new MCArms7amination in the
t. State of New York after January 1980 under, the requirements of

the recently enacted law in the Stat.
Our opposition to this bill corn& only after long and careful

consideration of its impact. In our judgment, the impact of the New
York law and these bills as currently structured seriously affect

' our ability to maintain the integrity, high\ quality, and usefulness
of our examination as one 'criterion in the highly complex process
for eValuation of medical school applicants.

This admissions process must assure equity for the applicant, but
this is not all. It must select cawlidates capable of attaining the
higft\ level of scientific underst*ding, human' compassion, and
clinical perforMance that makes them worthy of the trust and
confidene -that all citizens have a right to expect in their personal
physicians.

The principal but not the onlY destructive provision of H.R. 4949
is the requirement that a copy of the examination and correct
answers be disclosed'after each tidministration of the test.

I. II
Si
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Our problem witli this provision is that test item specifications to
assure relevance; validity and accuracy impose major resttaints for
a test like the new mcAir.

ese specifkcations were developed by a very extensive effort
which began in 1972 and cost the association almost $1.5 million.
The initial step in this program was the forging of consensus
among medical school deans, admission officers, minority affairs
officers, medical school faculty and students, practicing physicians,
premedical advisers and faculty of undergraduate colleges about
the desired features of the test through national and regional
meetings. . ..;

Each group presented its own independent views on the objec-
tives to be achieved in a revision of the then existing MCAT test
and the characteristics 'of an examidation that would most nearly*
achieve those' goals.

A 3-day conference of representatives from these groups provided
a forum to consider vEkrious viewpoints and perspectives and devel-
op a master plan for proceeding with the revision.

The master plan served as a guideline for a 2%-year effort,
undertaken under contract and supervised by two NAMC appoint-
ed advisory committees, one made up of representatives from
groups inidlved in the initial consensus development and the other
of experts in the field of testing.

It was not to be an aptitude test which Mr. Weiss seemed con-
, terned about. It was to consist of individual sections. devoted to
1

biology, chemistry, and physics, each designed to measure both the
level of knowledge achieved in these disciplines by students and
their ability to apply this knowledge in problem solving.

Evaluation of problem solving ability in applicants is not only
valuable because it is an important attribute of the physician, but
it also provides an insight into the native abilities of students
beyond their store of memorized facts.

The content of the questions was to be limited to those areas
considered particularly relevant to medical education and medical
practice and to material covered in first-year college c urses in the
subjects.

These are the "restrictions which we maintain sev rely limit the .
number and rate qf deVelopment of test questions, not as Dr.
Haney paid, becausg of the problems of evaluation or equating,

Appgndix I .shows the high correlations obtained between tbe
views of vgrious groups of judges on the criteria established for fie
tests.

. [Appendix' I referred to followsl
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Dr. COOPER. From the specifications developed for the teat item,
aft extenaive process is followed in preparing questions: .. .

First, they are written by faCulty experts from the fielda of
biology, chemistry, and physics; )).

Second, they are reviewed by test editoreto asepte 4hat they
meet specifications for relevance and level of difficulty;

Third, they are evaluated in developmental try-out tests involv-
ing sniall representative-groups of students who not onlY answer
questions but write their impressions of each question, paying spe-
cial attention to potential ambiguities and biases and, after a group
discuasion, they present their findings to ountest editors.

They are then submitted to a test committee for review of rel-
evance; accuracy and level 'of difficulty. They undergo a field trial
as a part of .a regularl inistered 'he*, MCAT examination
wlier the answers are arriving' at the reported scOres
of th candidates but to alnate levelof difficulty of the
ques 'ons and deterinine.b ical analyaiSliny previously un-
detected problems, including ity or bias. .

It is only after this veity l'e nsive program which occupies 18 to
24 xnonths to develop, and validate questions that they become a

.
acored element in the new-MCAT test.t .

We have also developed at each test center a procedure under
which students taking the test are able 'to bring to the attention of
proctors any concerns they have about particular test questfons.

The proCtor has immediate access to the natiOnal cciordinating -
center for the test. Students ire also encouraged to write about
their concerns and criticisms of the test and their comments are
carefully considered. .

I apologize for this' detailed description of how the new MCAT
*as developed and implemented. I thought it important for you
arid Your colleagues on the committee as you seek "Truth in Legis-
lation" and truth about the possible differences between the new
MCAT and more general standardized tests.

I cannot speak for all standardized tests, but the proposed legisla-
' tion is fatally inconsistent with the establishment and administra-

tion of this test.
There are many safeguards to assure the accuracy of the grading

'procedure and we N have great confidence in the system that we
have put in place. However, any studenf Concerned about the grad-,' .

, ing procedure may request a separitte hand grading Of their answer
sheet. If questions persist, they are offered an opportunity to .per:.
sonally observe a third grading procedure. /6

From its very inception, the new MCAT was design_ to provide
maximum information to. students well in advance of t e test. The

. new MCAT manual,'Iavailable for $3.25, provides stude precise.,
specifications for the subject matter to be covered in th e areas
tested, biology, chemistry, and physics, the level of difficul y, firat-
yew' college courses, and the description of the types of t t items..

.. used and the rationale of their:seleCtion. :

The manual walks ' stUdents through approxiniately 80 sample
questions. Finally:lin illustrative teat of over 200 questions peimits
students sto evaluate their level *of- preparation 'without the need to
enroll in a proprietary dourse. .

. . -
.., (%,. A

,
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. , Orit of the Concerns identified in H.R. 4949 is the apiropriate use
and. s & s ndardized-teses. The only way we can see Cat
the lull addresses tjs issue is to destroy- the enormous. usefulness
of a *Oily spatial test, stich as the new MCAT .test, thrOugh its
disclosure provisio4 and cause them to be abandoned by medical
schbof admissions committees. -

We have an extensive, systemthatic program te inform and edu-
cate those using the test results on the limitations and appropriate
Application of the new MCAT. Detailed technical and practical
information is set out in the new MCAT interpretive manual pro-

Aided to all medical school adMisSions officers.
I In addition; annual, regional, and national workshops are held
with admission officers and admission committee members to in-
forth them about the characteristiog.iand pr4er use sit the exami-
nation. 'These workshops also provide 'for exchange of,experiences
and information of those using and preparing the test.

To the extent that there are concerns that the new MCAT is the
only criterion for admissions decisions; let me reassure the cdrimit-
tee.

- In a separate s udy at the University of Washington on admis-
sions process by Hmbtirgh, and othersJournal of Medical Educa-
tion, vol. 46, No. 1the-. referenCe is given that new MCAT test
results, prernedic1 grades, interview ratings and letters of recorn-
mendation from uridergraduate faculty members are given aPpLoxi-
mately equal weight in Medical school admissions. decisions. w

Examination of MCAT scores of applicants accepted to medical
schools is consistent with these findings. Between 25 and 30 per-
cent of applicants s&iring in the foiii highest levels of the various

. MCAT subtests; that is, those with scores from 12 to 15 on the 15-
point scale which has a mean of 8, fail to gain entrance to any
medical school.

On the other hand, between 0" and 13 percent of applicantS with
scores in the four lowest levelsthat is, scores from 1, to 4,are
admitted.

' If the quality of the new MCAT is so compromised by Govern-
, ment intrusion that it is no longer -of yalue, 4 a are the alterna-

tives for choosing among applicants?
. Should adthissions decisions be based on grades

1
ned in oollege,

grades that vary with the individual standards4f e professor, the
difficulty, in. content of" courses at the samle1s in different
institutions, on the 'caliber of other 'students in the class, on the,
system of evaluation used by the institution; on the courie load the
Student is carrying, on the extent of his outside 'work, and so on?

If for these reasons und,prmaduate grades are considered imper-

impressions. of crea vity, judgment, determination, capacity for
fect criteria; should idmisliong decisions depend only on subjective

growth or'tdealisth?
Should the choices rest with the letters of.recommendation ar-

ranged by the, applicant? ^,

It does not rsquire long experiena on an admissions committee
to conclude that the only defensiblg strategy to fulfill one's respon-
sibilities to the medigal schoOl, to fll applicants, and to the welfare
of the public is to de a mosaic of all. of the available criteria of

N
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which standardized testing Is an important one, in the selection of
students.

Since the neW MCAT taps so wide a range of knowledge and
attributes important in the study of medicine, it serves as valua-
ble diagnostic indicator of: the institutional resOurces that wbuld be
needed fo support a candidate to become a well-trained physiO.
should that candidate 'be admitted.

This is especially importath in platinihg programs for those wit
educationally disadvantaged backgrounds, and we are proud of the
sucCess of the medical schools M Maintaining those students in
schocil and graduating them.

It is claimed in the 'introductory remarks to H.R. 4949 that
proprietary preparatory courses use questions from previously ad-
ministered tests as a part of their review program. No evidence to
verify such rumors lhas been obtained, by enrolling knowledgeable
MCAT personnel in these courses.

I would also like to note here that our *information from ques-
tionnaires to students indicate that almost the same percentage of
Minority candidates take proprietary MCAT preparation course as
white candidPtes. *

A 'major issue is also made about the relationship between paren-
tal income and standardized performance. If test performance can
be expected to relate to educational opportunity and if educational
opportunity is related to parental income, the relationship is not
surPrising.

The new MCAT test does not 'correct inequalities in premedical
education, but it does furnish an objective basis to;call for educa-
tional reforms that will equalize this opportunity.

For wiample, it is not possible to consrruct remedial programs
unless a reliable indication of baseline knowledge is established.
Those whol purposely or inadvertently . promote elimination of
standardized testing are burying their heads in the sand, putting
the blame 'in the wrong place, and aiding and abetting the estab-
lishment of false standards and the continuation of inadequate
preparation for educationally deprived young people.

H.R. 4949 alsp charges that bias is °inherent in standardized tests:
For the new MCAT, it is difficult to understand how the universal-
ly accepted facts of biology, chemistry and'physics, or their applica-
tion in problem solving, can be biased oh any social designation,
whether it be racial, sexual, or political. .

The Russians tried, to injett a .political bias into genetics with
disastrous results for Soviet genetics under the.state-approved Ly..-
senko doctrine. However, we are sensitive' to the- possibilities of
cultural bias and have consistent4 maintained an extensive review
of all test materials by minorities and woAien.

, An analysis of pretest questions for bias has been an important
part of question development. Furthermore, performance charac-
teristics of different groups of examinees has been regularly pro-
vided to admissions officers hs a part of the program of information
designed to enhance proper use of the test.
s The last sections of H.R. 4949 specify various financial ditoclosure,
requirements. We believe that the schedule of fees for the new
MCAT that now requires a full day of testing 'is reasonable .and
justified on the basis of the services provided.
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01.ir fee sti:ucture is reiuiarly revie;Ared by our executive council,
a'obody with reptesentative's of the deans, faculties, hospital direc-

. tors, and medical Students. They concur in the establishment of all' fees.
Though we oppose the passage of legislation regulating standard-

ized testing unless there is a muCh clearer demonstration of need
- to extend Government regulation into this area, we "find H.R. 3564

less objectionable. .

The prohibition of developing test scenes 1;ased on -the perform .
slice of other test subjects' causes us very significant problenis:
Unfbitunately, this denies admiSsion committees flexibility in re-

( lating their criteria to the Pool of applicants under consideratiOn.
As we interpret the tests, our yieWs are slightly changed by the

_testimony this morning and colloquy between Mr. Gibbons and Mr.
Goodling. There is also a judicial perceptiori,that applicants with
highest qualifications on the full range of criteria should receive
strongeilt consideration in medical schoOl admissions decisions.

In view of our careful 'assessment of the legislation yon have
under, cpnsideration, we strongly urge that this conimittee not
reportfavorably pn either H.R. 4949.or H.R. 3564.'.

Alternatively, the committee should provide an exception for
, highly specialized tests such as the new MCAT. We believe that the'
Contress will be greatly assisted in considering this complex issue
by the findings and recommendations of a major study currently
undetway by the National. Academy of ScienCes-National Research

_Council's Committee on Ability Testing.
_ We are certain that the report of this prestigious and impartial

panel.will provide valuable insights into standardized testing.'
- Thank you very nnich.

Mr.'WEIss. Thank you very muCh.
Our next witness is Mrt- Robert J. Solomon, executive- vice presi-

dent, Mucational Testing Seryice.

STATEMENT OF, ROEERT J. SOLOMON, EXECUTIVE VICE PRES- .
IDENT, ACTIKG PRESIDENT, EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE
Mr. SOLOMON. Mi. Chairman, my name is Robert J. Solomon. I

r serve as executive vice president of Verticational Testing Service,
where I have worked in varioni positions for over 25 years.

I came to ETS from a career as a school and college teacher of
history-and social studies in New York City.

My first job at ETS-Was-in-test_cleyelopment, and I helped devel-
op tests used iri college and stgraduaté -admissions._

am' grateful for this op rtunity to talk to _you today
'further propose changes in t sting. !

We iiatte sub itted written stimbny with attachments. I wel-
come this oppor unity to make so e additional remarks.
4-1 should first like to summarize the position.'of ETS regarding
the legislation that is being proposed, (

The proposed legislation reflects the legitimate concerns of stu-
dents, parents, educators, and all those interested in educatioul
policies and practices. We are, sympathetic to those concerns afid
underStand the need to respond to them.

We believe thaft.in the past few years We have responded in some
measiire to .the conCerns, The discussion and debate stimulated by

_
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however, that more needs to be done. We are*prepared to do more. _ I
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proposed legislation in soine States and in the Congress indicates,

We do not believe, however, that there is a convincing case for
Federal legisla n at this juncture. The introduction of new ele-
mettts of contr -1 over education should not be undertaken without
utmost cautio

Some provisions of the proposed legislation will create serious
problems that will affect negatively the quality, cost, and services
of testing programs. We recommend several actions that the Con-
gress, the higher education community, and the testing agencies
should first consider. ,

We hope, and we are prepared to initiate constructive efforts to
address and resolve the issues with which we are all concerned,
including disclosure of the contents of major admissions tests inso-
far as we are able within the interrelated constraints of quality,
service, and cost, vte hope time and events, including our actions,
demonstrate that Federal legislation is unnecessary.

Legislation recently enacted in the States of California and New
York, and legislation newly proposed by Congressman Gibbons of
Florida, H.R. 3564, and Congressman Weiss of New York, H.R.
4949, have stirred a good deal of public discussion abolit the respon-
sibilities to students of testing organizatio7s such as ETS and. the

. colleges they serve.. .
Many things have been said in the heat of debate by critics of

testing that are untrue or misleading, arising no doubt from misun-
derstanding about a complex -subject too little understood by the
public at large. .,

The main concern of ETS in this debate is to assure that those
who may make legislative decisions about testing understand the
probable impact of those decisions on students, On educational in-

, stitutions, ind especially on the capability of testing organizations
to maintain the quality of the tests themselves.

Educational' tests, especially today when,grade inflation and lack
of consistency in grading standards froM sqhool to school are wide-
spread, 'constitute very important instruments for maintaining the
quality of educational proArams. In an effort to increase the infor-
mation about tests availiidle to students, a goal we at) ETS share,
we must also be careful, not to damage the quality (of tests ane
related educational standards.

It is our hope that open discussion of Many aspects of testing will
dispel some. of the misunderstandings about testing and that out of
such discussions as these new initiatives can be planned in an
atmosphere of cooperation and problem solving which will benefit
'all parties concerned, students colleges and developers, of tests. .0

One source of misunderstanding is the relationship of ETS to the
teting programs we administer. These relationships are important
in or er to understandthe context within which this testimony is
offere . Virtually all of the admissions testing and related services
conducted by ETS are done so under agreement with ofgaizations
such as the eollege Board and the Law School Admission Council. .

1- [See-attachment 1 for summaries of College Board and Law School
Admission contract.]

6
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Each of these policy grouls is representative of the educational
constituency it serves. These m bership organizations, their proc-
esses of election and their go ernance are independent of ETS.

The decision to use ETS servjces rests, in ench instance, with the
educational institutions and t eir representatives. Moreover, the
ultimate judgment of thp qua ity and utility of testing programs
rests with the educationdil com unity that uses the services.

On a day-to-day basis, ETS ,is operationally responsible for the
development of tests for these client groups, and for the adminis-
tration of tests, scoring the answers, and reporting the scores, In
addition, ETS undertakes research and development necessary for
the creation of valid and reliable tests, and the writing and produc-
tion of most but not all program publications.

Although ETS staff may provideinformation and advice on mat-
ters under consideration by these policy groups, final decisions are
made by them. For these reasons, I can speak for ETS, but I cannot
speak for the independent bodies we serve, whose policies are de-
termined by them.

ETS is not only accountable to its" client groups, but s also
ultimately responsible to a board of trustees drawn. largely from
the leadership of the educational community. [See attachment 2.1
We have provided a list of those trustees for the last 5 years.

This body provides oversight for the activities of the organization
and is a critical source of external direction and advice. s

ETS was established by the educational community about 30
years ago as a nonprofit organization to serve education in the field
of testing and research. However, its roots go 'back to the turn of
the century when the College Board was first formed -in 1900. The
situation that then confronted students was chaotic, each college
had its own entrance examination, often covering different subject
Matters.

The development of n uniform system of college entrance exami- .

a nations did much to bring order out of chaos and extend freedom of
choic for students.

The ensuing emergence of standardized tests designed to assess
.fundaiiental outcomes of education, such as reading comprehen-
sion, v rbal reasons, and mathematical ability, such as the College
Board's scholastic aptitude test, helped to advance two broad social
goals, 'both of which were realized to a remarkable degree begin-
ning in the 1930's and 1940's:

First the enrollment of students from secondary schools un-
known to the colleges, enabling colleges to broaden their student
bQdies eventually to include an economic and social mix unprec-
edented in American higher education, and;

Second the development of the comprehensive high school, free
from the narrow tyranny' of the traditional college preparatory
curriculum, and organized to offer a wide range of programs to
students of diverse backgrounds and interests.

In the 1940's and 1950's, the, national testing programs developed
for various .membership associdtions were designed primai*ly as a
means of helping colleges, universitiqs, and prol'essional schools
make the best possible match between the institution' and the
students who sought admission. The design of programis at that
Wile reflected the prevailing view that educational deeisionmaking
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was primarily an insti4itiona1 prerogative in which studen'ts the7
selves had relatively little voice.

The 1960's and 1970's haye seen a reevalUtion of tradtional-
institutional attitudes regarding the role of students and, addition-
ally, major changes in admissions testing and rlated services. It
was only 25 years ag4, for example, that the membership of the
College Board voted to provide scores on the SAT to students.

In the past decade particularly, there has been a remarkable
increase in the quality and quantity of information available to
students about admissions tests,

For example, full copies of rectiit forms of each of the major
admissions tests that ETS develops are routinely made available by
sponsors of testing 'programs to students, and we have submitted
copies of the College Board, Law Sthool Admission Council, Gradu-
ate Management Admissions Council, and the Graduate Record
Examination Board. [Attachment 3 has been placed in Subcommit-
tee files.]

Indeed, our goals and those of the sponsors of the tests have been
threefold:

One, to increase the flexibility and ease with which students and
institutions can obtain needed testing services and related informa-
tion;

Two, to provide more and bettei services tailored to the diyerse
needs of special groups-of Students.

For example, tests in Braille and large type for visually handi-
capped students, special administrations of tests for students whose
religious beliefs preclude Saturday attendance, and special admin-
istrations of tests on military bases for servicemen.

Also, you will be pleased to know over the past 25 years the fees
for SAT, GRE, LSAT and GMAT have increased typically only
about 47 percent, as contrasted to a 191 percent increase in the
Consumer. Price Index for the same period. [See attachment 4.]

The record of ETS attests to its commitment to the goals which
underlie the intene of laws recently enacted in California and in
New. York, and the bills introduced into the House by Congressmen
Weiss and Gibbons.

We do provide a broad array of information to students about'
tests and their appropriate uses. Dozens of publications are made
available to students, schools, and colleges which most of

' the'information called for in these bills.
We take scrupulous care to see that the construction and admin-

istration of tests are fair, reliable; valid, and unbiased.
I We rfspect t he rights to privacy of individuals, and have devel-

oped-vdr, detailed procedures for insuring the confidentiality of
datp retained jz pur operational and research files.

Nevertheless, we have in the past opposed bills such as the one
recently enactedlin New York because many of their special provi-
sions could inadvertently compromise these goals or otherwise un-
dermine the quality-of the testing programs.

However, I do not wish to be misunderstood. ETS, working tot
gether with the test program /sponsors, will make every effort, to

'comply with the prqvisions of the legislation. At the same time, we '
mill look toward clariOcation of the law and the possibility df
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constructive amendments that may yet correct some of the unfortu-
nate and,Owe believe, unintended consequences of this legislation.

We have listened carefully to the debate concerning the *disclo-,
sure of test tiuestions and answers to students, and we have en-
gaged in earnest conversations on this issue with many people and
groups throughout the Nation over the past year. We are sensitive
to the arguments for extending the scope of our services to include
disclosure of test questions and feedback on individual -student
answers. There are serious problems that must be solved in meet-
ing this new demand for service. Nevertheless, we are committed
to finding ways to satisfy the understandable desire for such infor:-
mation, while at the same time maintaining the quality of our
tests. To do this we need time, patience, and a'climate of coopera-
tive, open exchangenot the accusatory and dogmatic climate that
has clouded the debate up to this point.

We have submitted specific comments on .R. 3564 and H.R.
4949. The provisions of the latter bill would make it extremely
difficult, if not impossible, for us to continue to provide current
levels of quality, price, and service to all students. [See attachment
5.]

Thesil difficulties are illustrated in the case of the Graduate
Record Examinations and the Graduate Management Admission
Test in an additional submission that we have_ made available to
this committee. [See attachment 6.]

It is important to keep in mind that the reason test development
costs have .been a small proportion of total Program costs is be-
cause of the ability of program sponsors to reuse test forms. That
wourd not be so under H.R. 4949.

For exapple, in the. graduate record examinations program, in
addition to 5 regular Saturday administrations and 5 Sunday ad-
ministrations, there were this year 116 administraticins in 9 large
urban areas.

We don't see how such administrations could continue under the
provisions of H.R. 4949. Also, H.R. 4949 will make-impossible the
score equating methods now used for all the major admissions tests
administered by ETS except the Scholastic Aptitude Test.

To force a change in this essential element of national testing
programs represents a major disruption that affects all aspects of
the ekaminations, including not only the score equating but, also,
the content and structure of the examinations.

Such a change demands careful study and research. In addition,
although it is difficult to demonstrate before the fact, the obliga-
tion to multiply the development of new tests severalfold in a
relatively short time would threaten the quality of the tests, which
is essential to their ultimate validity.

The development of good standardized tests' is a painstaking,
time-consuming process that rectuires the combined talents of tech-
nical specialists and scholars.

It would be unfortunate if, in the haste to rectify apparent
shortcomings of testing, we believed that legislating disclosure of
test questions was a panacea.

There is no better illustration of the need for clarification, rather
than rhetoric, than in the question of whether admission tests are
culturally biased. This is an important question, which ETS, .test
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sponsors, colleges, and researchers throughout the country have
studied over the years; because there is a shared concern over the
substantial variation in average test performance among groups.

For instance, while scores for whites and disadvantaged minority
groups overlap, a typical result is to find that only 10 to 20 ,percent
of disadvarit#ged minority groups score above a point that is aver-
age for whitss, that is, exceeded by 50 percent of whites..

These'differences will not surprise anyone familiar with the
inequalities in the social, economic, and occupational spheres of
American life. Although many special educational programs have
been developed at the Federal, State, and local levels to repair the
effects of educational and social neglect, these programs and other
measures cannot change so quickly What years of malpractice have
perpetuated.

Nevertheless, the argument is made that tests of academic abili-
ty are biased because they represent middle class culture. These
tes6 do reflect skills and knowledge considered important in the
mainstream culture, in many jobs, and in higher education. But
the fact that a test mirrors the common cul,ture is a poor basis for
calling the test biased.

Investigators who have studied the issue agree that one common-
ly accepted way to evaluate whether or not admissions tests are
discriminatory is to determine whether a difference in test scores
between groups is also reflected in a corresponding difference in
later pedal-mance in callege or graduate school. A number of such
stttdies ha"ye been undertaken on our tests, both at ETS and by
r earchera elsewhere.

The results have been quite consistent. Differences in test score
averages across groups are consistent with differences in actual
performance in college. Tests typically Predict the same way with

/the same validity for whites as for minorities.
/ One can also ask whether certain types ,of test questions are
' discriminatory. Test makers must avoid questions that give an

unfair advantage to one group over another. Test questions under-
go formal review by minority staff members or outside reviewers,
and are examined for possible cultural bias.

Similar reviews are made with respect to sex bias. After some
years of experience and careful attention, we feel we are reason-
ably successful in keeping biased items out of tests.

In addition, there are research techniques for evaluating wheth-
er individual questions are relatiVely more difficult for one group
or the other. Sometimes these differences are not easily explained.
For example, when compared with whites, black students tend to
score somewhat lower ori mathematical than verbal test questions,
though the former are ordinarily considered more "culture-free."
Also, women are inclined to do somewhat less well than men on
geometry questions, but that.fact is more a reason for reforming
society than for reforming testing.

In his statement introducing H.R. 4949, Congressman Weiss re-
, ferred to a 1977 study by the California Postsecondary Education'

Commission reporting a difference in avegage income for high-
scoring and low-scoring students. Qur data confirm that 'there is
such a statistical relationship. In fact the particular figures cited
evidently came from a,,report preparied by ETS for the College
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Board. Such information has been widely distributed to schools and
collvges through annual reports since 1972.

rie fact that SAT scores are related to Students' family incomes.
is often miiinterpreted or Misunderstood. The relationship is far
from perfect and shows uP only in the: averages for grOups of
students. Many individual students from^low-inc*e families attain I
high sCOres and many individuals from affluent families 'attain low
scores: ... 4

While the test does shOw differences between. students from low-
and high-income- hemes, and those differences are distressing and
significant, it is important to recognize this as part of a larger:
pattern. It is unfortunately 'true that many measures of-growth
and development show similar relationships to socioeconomic level.

We know from the extensive research of Project TALENT that
_ socioeconomic measures of family status have a definite relation-

. ship to whether students keep up with their age group or fall
behind in grade placement in school. Furthermore, research evi-
dence indicatei students from poorer homes make soinewhat lower
grades in school on the average. OUr own studies in individual high -
schools indicate that both test scores and grades shoW a similar °low
poSitive relationship to family income:

Income is also related to other vital signs. In fainilies of low
socioeconoinic level, infant mortality is Much higher. Life expectan-
cS7 is some 8 to 10 years lower in the lowest as compared to ,the
"highest econoinic class.

. Do these statistical relationships between income and other _im-
portant measures of personal development of quality of life indi-
cate that those measures are biased against poor .people? I think
not. Such data simply support the well-known fact that we still live
n a society where, there are shaineful discrepancies in health,
growth, and achievement resulting from unequal opportunity. Con-
gress is well -aware of these Social inequities, and has sought
through vigorous legislative. programS to Mitigate the effects of
economic deprivation. -

Tests like the SAT help to bring these problems into- fouls be-
caUse they provide a standard yardstick qf developed cognitive
ability. Tests measuring developed abilities of proven importance to
college work are a great strength to a fair selection system because
they measure skills relevant to intellectual demands on the stu-
dent, they insure that all students meet the same standard, and

I they. can be given'to large numbers of peo 1 .

NeVerthelesS, most colleges and univer ties are properly reluc-
tant to rely exclusively on admission testh and grades in selecting
students. Admissions officers appreciate that even though these
measures axe the best predictors of a6demic pyfirforMance, the
relationship is certainly not exact 'Furthermore, iffstitutions have
a variety of social and educational objectiyes for which ttiey .may
consider other student qualities especially relevantfor example,
sp6cial talints, experience, accomplishments.

The outlook fbr additional measures that are relevant to selec-
tion deciSions is promising.. For a long time, ETS" has, urgued
against undue reliance on test scores and in favor of a broader
definition of talent in American society. We have been engaged in
a variety of projects that 'will enable edudators and others to give

.



more attention to the varied skills and accomplishments each indi-
offer. These include:

, A c ative studSr by College Boaid, ETSand nine colleges and
unisfersi ies to improve the- assessment .of personal qualities in
-admissions. .

A study on the development of nontraditional methods of assess-
ing experiential learning. This work resulted in the formation of
cAELThe Conntil for the Assessment of Experiential Learning
in

?
COlumbia Md: '

.

An experiment : bSi '. the Graduate Record Examinations' tioard.
- with an Inventory of Documented Accomplishments° to accoropan

a student's application to graduate 'school.'
The ansWer to real educational- and job opportunitY lies not in

setting aside careful objective asiessment or developed abilities:
Rather we must be open to all forms of 'talent, value the different ...
contributions different individuals, can make; and:take the time to-
assess those capabilities fairly. . .

. I It 'is our hope that, legislation, if it is needed, will ktolw, cilit of
serious study of the facts and not Out of misunderstanding and
simplistic rhetoric, At stake, we 'feel, is 'the entire s stein of college r'

. admissions .which has served this country. wjell. ith.-neW under:
standing, ancl, vigorous search for fresh approach .itesting. cam

,' serve our Nation even betteri in the future. -',

'As a means of fostering a new beginning, I should like to refer-
'. en e [see Attachment 7] and call your attention to the principles ;

, .wh h ETS believes should guide the exercise of its own responsibil ,.,

Itie , to. students...These responsibilitied also extend to the larger
sock that ultimatel , must judge the valne of our work. -During
the past few 'years, ETS has developed guidelines 1 for insuring that
its work conforms to uniformly high standardi in sevpn ...areas..of
basic importance: Accountability; conlientiality of data;' product' ..

,- 'accuracy and timeliness; research-and development; tests and mea- ,
surenient; technical quality of tests; Jest Ase; anti, technical assist-

'- ance, advie, and instructiO0.. T, .. , °,
-,, ET further tecognizes that' tie student bas a.' condern_ inn all_ ,

'aspects Of Ladniissions,but esPeeiatry -. the, quality igrid character
:of servicelprovided by testVignneticies a1d in the` valid andfair use

-of tests and- other- informatiOn^by schls arid Colleges. 'W believe
that .these two, qlosobr 're/ate& areas ,Iif'Coticern on thee part of
students- can, be met mores effectively if, 'to the, Miutimum feasible

'. degree, the prodticts- of the 'testing programs and the adynissione ,
_ kbcessa of schools '. and., colleges are open,- fUlly understoc4 -and

stripped or Whatever 'kinnedesaary Vestiges' of mystery-MO. yet ob-
scure theni, from studente_and'-the Public. AS this 'committee cOnsid-
ers H.R. 3564 and ItR. 4949, we reSpectfUlly urge that you consider
your actiorm in the light of-the effectiveness of testing agellai nd
test users in these regards. .::.

As a demonstration of our good faith; We -will undertake erten)
initiatives and propose others for-cdnsideratipk- ., . -:

First, in response to the New York legislation, ETS is e'hgjiged in
serious and intensive work to determine how we can com y with
the law, maintain the qUality and integrity of the tests, a4id hold

,

! Printiples; Policies ancl Procedural Guidelines Regarding TS Products and Services, Educe-
tional Testing.Service, Princeton, N.J. (Rev. February, 1979). .
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service reductions and coat increases to a minimum. Fifty members
of our professional staff are currently invQlved di nine task forces
studying the problems we face land idenlifying possible solutions
and tradeoffs. We are scrutinizing every aspect of our work, includ-
ing test development, test administration, equating and other psy-
chometric' concerns, and overall oPerational implications. The re-
sults of .our work,and those of other organizations similarly cov-
ered by the New.York lawwill prove helpful in light of Federal
concern, W.,e recommend that this committee view the New York
experience as an Opportunity to assess and evaluate the impact of
such--legiSlation, rather _than rushheadlong,into national legisla-.

'don. with -{11I- Ofthe attendant risks for. §erious ,damage that thii
Cetirs% of attiou will incur, °

In additiini,4We woad reornmerid'that the National Academy of. ,.
--.SCiences, which is. cUrrently.con4uaing a .study of ability testing,

examine the Partiatilar 'set. oftOnCerns Which :have led to this
hearing.. TheMildemy,!VOUld"..asSess-the benefits and costs, both
technical and", Practical, OTopOsSible solutions, and report in a fixed
but reasonable period° of.tinie on ale= effects of the California and

-New York legislation 'anti' on what testing agenCies have *dofte .in
these two tates.This would proxide a sorely needed indepentlent

"review"of the fieed for and impact of legialation. We would cooper-
-. ate rally with -shch an gn4ertaking,

Lnaddition We>vilVurge tifet.Ae .4merican. Council on .Educe-
-tion, or an-`biganization.similarly repregentative of higher educe-
-.tion, appoint. a Commission, on Tesit-Use to establish guidelines forrn

tbe Proper, uSe nfoteSts.by bolleges hnd uniVereities: The .ACE has
taken' sinii/ar leadership to strengthen -seltregulation in other
ereaS of higher education. This approach Is consistent with higher

.:eduaatioiis willingness to regulate. itself Its .a means of resolving,'
edugational.Problems.t -

Also; 'we will spot togpther. with all ether interested parties
an open working co ference "on testing legislation. The purl)* 'of

"the conference will be to examine 'the potential probletns of ovef- 'n

lapping legislation, the" need 'for model legiSlation, and ale qUestion ,
ot preemptive' Fedeeel legislation. Such ari undertalcing*Till require

-,, the particination ,. of,; students, legislators, lawyers, and °-educators.
Finellyf to:further -underscqre Our commitment, to the:principle -

,of °providing greater information to test takers, ETS will tecom-
miendlat the fall "Meeting of the NaPorialfTeacher Examinations
Councibthe'bOdy which establishes the,licies for operation of
the-NTEthat by198041, oe es soon as possilke 'thereafter, the
contents of the .NTE. :common examinations be released to test
takerefor, at least one.of the three national administrations eech

Tbe NTE dates back tO the late1930's and is used in teacher
rocertificon -and selectiOn. H.R. 4949\ does 'not affect N , n

4odiesveigtst-hegihilM ache4twourd
tests are not used fo;otoit 04msecopdary.,ission

benefit from
.A

eViriw, re
inforniation about their performance"(b1 the examination. Furthk,
we would pfopose that, we work cooperatively with the two nation-
al teach& organizations, tip Ameritan Federation of Teachers and
the National Education Association, and also the American Associ-
ation of Colleges' for Te cher Education, to materials to
accompany the disclosed st eontent which woul assist beginning

.4-.4 .
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teachers to understhnd better their performance on the examina-
tion.

One final observation. Admissions tests for higher education;
sucli Its those provided by ETS, require a mutual appreciation on
the part of all concerned parties of the special relationships among
the public's right to know, the -university's need for educational
autonomy, and the testing organization's obligation to sUstain, high
professional standards in its work. We believe that policies consist-
ent with these principles will further instire thai testing services
continue to serve the public interest. If, in the process, we can
increase public understanding of admissions testing by gtudents
and parents, our entire educational system will bendfit.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much. We appreciate the testimony
which all of you have given. Apparently because there are a num-

. ber of suspensions on, we will be over there for at least 20 minuths,
perhaps as much as a half hour. Whatl would suggest that you do
is to allow you to catch your breath and we will resume when the
vote is over, which will be in about a half hour.

Thank you very much.
,

[Recess.]
[Attachments to Robert Solomon's statement follows:]

*.

f
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ATTACHMENT 1
. .

The attathed document summarizes the agreement dated July 1, 1974
between theLaw-School Admission Council (LSAC) and Educational Testing.

.:Service.(ETS). This summary s provided on reqUest to those who yish
to know about the contractual framewovic within which these two
organizationd operate. ladividuals'.Who would llke to check the
summary's accuiicy may inspect a copy of the agreement Nithout
specifications scheduloes) at one of tha pollowing locations $y
cOntacting in advance the indica;ed

John S. Kramer, Esq.
,teneral.CoUndel. ,

Educational TestiRg .Service
' Rosedale Road

Princqt6n, New. Jersey 08540'

0

Dean Fredaritk M. Hart. .

President, Law School Admission:Council
School of-Law
University of New Mexico
1117'Stanford Driver N.E.
.Albuquerque, New MegiFo. 87106
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AGREEMENT DATED JULY 1,, 'BETWEEN THE LAWSCHOOL ADMISSION COUNCIL

AND EDUGA L TESTING SERVICE .

.

.

11/4,

'DEFINITIONS -

. Certan specifiC terms used in the agreemen arelisted and defined

S .0 M\
Z.0 tit

7'
A

\ 411

:in the first. section.

ET$ SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES
(

r

EIS's:responsibilities include all services and..ac4 ities reasonably t

necessary, incidental or customary to the operation of the4 AC program,
:1

including test.develoOmenf, research, test administrations, Dite.(Law. 0.

.'School Data Assembly Service), Tidity study services, candid*

reIerral services: auxiliary publications, and collection.of can4date. .

fees and Acme,

All:services.and activities

eSiisfaction of LSAC.

it is recognized that LSAeasnd ETS may enter. into separate agreements

with one anothef for addAional services. 'Unless othetWiSe specified,

are to be performed to the reasonable

such separate agreements automatiCally incorporate applicable provisions

of the agreement with.the ekception of compensation and payment provisions.

C. . POLICY DIRECTION

LSAC,determines the general policy goVerning the conduct of the .

services and Activities, including the setting of fees and other'charges

made to candidates.

4+
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COMPENSATION AND.PAYMENT''.

ETS receives for its services ;a. "basic price" for each LSAC

rogram_year,.which consists o.f,the aggregate of actual-.contract

'cOpts plus applicable.fees,or a liceiling price", whicheVer is

lower. The ceiling price'for each program yearls the"aggregate

of the bid Prices for that yeAr, determined aa follows:

1974775

.1975-776

1976777

00

1977-78 Based,oa 1976-77 actpal costs, adjusted
for rirojected volume eaximates and inflation%

:plus fee; or the basic price paid to'ETS
for 1976-77 (adjusted as above), whichever

is lower.. .

4

Based on 19?3-74 actual costs, idjusted
.for projected volume estimates,. plus.fee;

Bid prices for all services (detailed in
a Schedule attached to the.agreement);-

Based oa 1975-76 actual costs, adjusted
for projected volude estimates and inflation',
pius fee; or the basic price paid to ETS
for 1975-76 (adjusted as above), whichever
is loWer;

The agfeeMent also-provides for an incentive fee to ETS in.any

prograd year lhat actuaytosts are lower than the Ceiling price. -

Basic research-sad development costs,,on which ETS 'receives ,rto

fee, are incloded'in.the aboVe contract costs. ,Hckeyer,15ther research

-and special projects must be separately egraed to by LgAC.and ETS.'

Afcer the fourth operational year (1977-78), the ceiling price is

to be determined by written agreement between ETS and ISAC. .In the

..absence of snch agreement, Oniesol;ved matters' will be-se6led by .

arbitration,.is provided in a separate section of the agreement

covering.arrangedents for ouch arbitration.
;

.$4404 o 00
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.E. FINANCIAL.ACCOUNTS "
. .

All monies.collected from candidate fees-and other soutces of LSAC

'.pfograminCome are the exckusive property of LSAC.a4 are depesited'in

a separate LSACprogradbank account, Over whiai LSAC.has sole control.J
I .

P. REPORTS AND AUDITS

-0
ETS'submits to.LSAC-monthly financial stetements coVeting the LSAC

. -

4 program, and also.provides apPropriate.performahe data. :LOC may
%

conduct an audit of ETS books related to the LsAp. program and, in

%addition, receives a certified eopy of ao annual iodependent audit of

ETS for eagh year the agreement is in Afect.. -

, °' .G TERM OP AGREEMENT

The initialeerm of the.agrsemene is frO6 July 1, 1974 until June 30,'

1978, Subject to autometilc eenewal; aftetNhat. date, unless_terminated'as

provided under termination 'provisions.-

.1

H. OWNERSHIP,.dOPYRIGHT AND-OTHER RIGHTS

LSAC owns, codtrols, and, where-applicable, has copyright, trade-

. name, or patent rights in:. titles and acronymiused tiow Or illi the
. . -

1

future in the LSAC program; publiCations developed primarily for the
:

LSAC program; reports Or.other work-ptoduct of research produced primarily .

,
for the LSAC program;

ware developed Trimari

and answer sheets lire

In-additioo, SAC may

ETS-ownea retired Law S
. .

of LSAC a similar licen

by ATS.. ETS may.alio us

associated ofthre deve

LSAC of its intent to do

matesialq, forme, data, eomputer,aystets and soft-

y for theIlAC.prOgram; and test 4tems,'test forms -.

developed:or used Primarily for the ISAC program.

*quest a ioialty-free license to use certain
. . .

hool Program test materials,,and STS may request

to use retired ISAC test taterials,developed

for other purposes-, computer systems and

aped #rimarily for-LSAC, upon notification to

so. :4-



I. RESEARCH

ETS insures that principal reaearchers named in proposals are blloc4ed

.
.sufficient amountS of workttime to effect timely completion of such

projects,, andethat no such. principal researchers'are reassigned..prtor:to.

such.CompleAion without written anthorimation 'Of LSAC.

Written reports ar e submitted to LSAC4igthe progress 9f and coats

incurred in. connection With researchconducted by ETS under this or

.

separate agreements with .144.. .

J. TERMINATION

'On or after June 30, 1978, the.agreement may'be terminated by either

party upon written notice to the other party by June 36 dt.the preceding'

year. After notice of termination, ETS is to make reasonable efforts to'

reduce or eliminate any-services or activities connected.with the program'

when LSAC lo requests in writing. Provision.ts made for an..

orderly transfer of responsibilities to a new conttecort if such a
s_ 4

' decision'is made.

K.. CONSULTATION AND AMENDMENT

41T,S-and L9AC will consult freely with one'andthet in order to resolve

. any, problems or difficulties which may arlee'in connection trith the LSAC

,program, and prior to iditiating any arbitratien or litigation relating

tO the agreement!. Either patty may pippose an amendment to the agreement.

In altdition, if,,in the judgment of LSA(, it is desirable .to reduce,. add

to, or change any of the teChnical or operating aspects of )he.LSAC Pro,-..

gram,. or to cancel_any services Or ectivities,other than LSAT.idminip.

trations and LSDAS- (which may be cancelled only' by amendient to.the

agrapment), and the parties are unable to.agree-on an.amendmint coVering
. ,

.stich..changes or cancellations, then'ISAC may direct,such change-or-

cancellatiOn on- 00 days written.notice'tp ETS, and ETS will diligen
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comply With an/ such direction. Unlesa,otherwise agreed, the effect

. upon price for services will be settled by arbitration. If:, in the

judgment of ETS,.the directiOn involves ii5luestion affecting its pro-:.

fesaional or ethical'responeibility,.then,ETS also has the right to

.submit to arbitration ihe question of whether-it has such effect and

whether ETS Must comply with the direction..

L. SECURITY,AND.CONFIDENTIALITY

ETS is required to iMpIement Jecurity and teit administration',

prodedures to Ipsure security of test content, proper identification

of candidates,'snd related mattere. Any breach of sechrity is in-

vestigated and.reported to LSAC.

All data tollected, generated, or stored by ETS Primarily for the

LSAC program..is to be stored by ETS separately from data'collected for

other putposes, so as to insure complete confidentiality, retriev-

ability, and destructibility at all times. .While ETS has custody of

such.data, the handling and storage will be in accorciance With-the ETS

policy cmConfidentialiti of data, and ETS security rrocedures. LSAC

.likewise.agrees to Maintain the.confidentiality pf such data.

M. .SUBCONTRACTS AND OUTSI E.RESEARCH

ETS May subc ntract work, in conneetion with the LSAC.program, but'

remaiurresponsibl at.all timis qpr proper performance of the work.

LSAC retains tile ri ht to arrange for performance of research projects,

special studies, publicationa by third parties.'

N. ARBITRATION

6y claim or Controversy rising out of Or relating to the agreement

be settled according to the rules of the American Arbitritiom

.Associationi or such other rules as the.Association may specify.

lo
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A limitation of-liability is provided for each party km the event

it is unable'to- perform its responsibilities due tO circumStances beyond

its control.

P. NOTICES:

. c

,

Designation of the recipient and 'address is provided by each party

for any notices Concerning.the.LSAC Program or the agreement.

.Q... ASSIGNMENT

Neither the agreement nor'Sny interest in it may he-assigned or .

transferred by LSAC Or ETS without the written consent of the other.

party.

R. PRIOR AGREEMENTS-

With the eAception of certain agreements covering research projects,.

all prior agreements between LSAC add ETS are-terminated.
4

S. APPLICABLE LAW

The agreement is to be cohstrued and enlorced in accordance with the

laws of the State of New York.

SCHEDULE 1.

-.Contract specifications for the program year 1974-75 are listed,

Pcluding detailed descriptions.of the servicesato.be Provided, prices

for services, budgets, snd similar information.

SCHEDULE 2
I

Contract.specifications as descriiled under Schedule.). above are

listed for 1975-76 and beyond;
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. ATTACHMENT 2

MISERS OF ETS BOARD OF TRUSTEES 1974 1979

(Affiliation as of ihe Tine of Trusteeship)

Elie Abel'
Barry and Norman Chandler Professor:
Department'of Comiunication

t Stanford-University' .

-Robert E. Bell. .

PriAblpal and.Vicaplancellor
McGill University

: M. Anne Campbell
Commissioner of Educaation
Nebraska Department of Education

Thelma T. Daley
Carief Education. Specialist
Board of'Education of Baltimore County

John B. Davis, Jr.
President
Micalester College.

Alfredo G. de los Santos, Jr.
Vice Chancellor for Educational

Development
Maricopa County ComMunity College

District

Joseph W. Fordyce
President
Junior College. District of Et..Louis

F. Sheldon Hackney
Provident
Tulare 'University of Louisiana-

John W. Hennessey, Jr.
Professor of Management
/he 'Amos Tuck.School of Busineis.
Administration

Dartmouth College

Tun M. Hertzfeld
Treasurer .

*tarot College.

Roger W. Hops
President
Anericon'Council on Education

Wayne H. Holtzman
President, Hogg Foundatien for

Mantel Health
Professor of Psychology and Education.
The Univeriity cif.Tezas at Auetin

Clark Kerr
Chairman and Staff Directctr'

Carnegie Council on 'Policy Studies
in Higher Education

Robert.J. Kingston
President

College'Board

Juanita M. Kreps
Vice President. '

Duke University

C. PeterMagrath
President.

University of.Minnesota

Sidney P. Marland,.Jr.
.President
Ths College Board

Peter Masiko, Jr.
President
Miami-Dade Community College

Gertrude G. Michelson
Sonioryice President
Macy's, Hew York

Charles DR O'Connell,-Jr..
Vice President and Dean of Students
The University of Chicago

Jack W. Peltason
'President

American Couecil on Education

John A. Perkins
Vice PresidentAdministration
University of California at Berkeley



MEMBERS OF ETS BOARD OF TRUSTEES 1974 - 1979, continued .

A. rennetbPys
Chancellor
Duke.Univorsity

Sister Joel Read
Proi1dont
Alverno College

Wilson C. Riles
Superintendent 0 Public

State of California
Instruction-

Paul F. Sharp
.Prasident
The University of Oklahoma

Virginia B.1Smith

President
Vasear College

Stephen H. Spurr
Professor,,lyndoa B. Johnson School

of Public Affairs 4
The University of Texas at Austin

' .

William W. Turnbull
President
Educational Tasting Servite

Albert IP. Whiting

Chancellor
North Carolina.Central Univeritty

, .

Charles E. Young
Chancellor
University of:California it Los Angeles

,
T
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ATTACHMENT 4

HISTORICAL CHANGE OF FEES VS. INFLATION-

.

4/Admissions Testi Program

Graduate Management Admission
Test,

Graduate Record Examination

Lav'School Admission Test'

-,.-

195455 Jnflation 1979-80
. . -

Pee 8 191.18%

.8:600 $17.50

29.15

. 23.33, .

N11.15

$ 8.25

12.50

14.00

li.00
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GRADUATE MANAGEMENT ADMISSION TEST .

. 30
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24

12

19s5 1960 1965 .1970 19.75 1950
BASE YEAR
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I.

GRADUATE RECORD. EXAMINATION

.1955 1 1960 . .1965 1 1970 .1975 1 1 980 I

BASE YeAR-

N. CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
000 .CANDIDATE FEE

4

V.

4

-
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LAW SCHOOL'AbMISSION TEST
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19559 1.1960 4. 1985 1 19704.1 1 AS 1980. l
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000 CANDTE FEE
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EDUCAT/ONAl fEST/NG SERVICE.
PRINCETON, NEWoJERSEY 08541

COMMENTS ON H.R. 4949 AND H.R. 3564
JULY 31, 1979

INTRODUCTION

e

e

.

ETS'hai reviewed'the two'legislative proPosals and'has identified'

the following major.areas Of conctern which ippeirto ue to.createTproblems

.

which could be avoided.

W.R. 3564

'Most of the.significant problems ln this legislation are related to

'e

Sectiyh 6, and those problems are of.fogrIkindse
AP

(1) There cen be problems of interpretatiOns because of the requirement
4

that (for exatple) "each aiplicant...shall be. notified"' (Section 6(a)(1)).or
I '

indaduak...Siell be notifind" (Section.6(10) without spdkifying a

h

locus aresponsiblity-for providing or4otifying.

. Under' SectiOn.6(b)(2), an individuil must be.informed as tO how
!

-she/he "ranked onitntal :teat perfordance 'as well as. "specific performance

in each of the subject Or aptitode,areas tested." This requiremenx for

"total test performance" w cOndeivably force the reporting.of a total

score for'such tests as' thc,GRE ptitude Test (io add.itiOn to the currently.

separate Verbal, Quankitat0e, and Analytidal scores) despite professlonil

judgement that such a Otal score would be meaningless Or,subject to

gross mdeintetpretation

(3) The requirenant.in Section 6(b)(3) that.indivrduals be informed of
. .

"the score required to pass the test fot4idnission to.soch occupationfotAhe .

scorewhinh ia generally -reqUired for admission to inetitgtions of higher.

VIIt
4s
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education" creates tWO problems.- First, fOr Most admissions Activities, .

ETS and other testing agencies Already state publically that there should "4

.not be a score 11'required for admission." ETS. would have no way of knosang.

!

what any such score might be were it.(wrongly) required by.an institution.

Second, even if ETS and other testingAgencies'knew-of each specific' .

"required" score--.Wheiher for an institution.of higher education or ft./

admission io practite in An:occupation in a given state -'it would still.

be impossible to reportthat "score which is j4enerally as.

opposed to each .specific.:requiremerif.

(4)- Finally, the requirement (Section. 6(q)) that po test "shall be

qraded... on the bäsislof the relative diAtribution of scores of Other

.

tek subjects" is unclearlas to.whether the current scoring systeM for

i All.nakional tsts - in Which an.ipdiVidual's_score is 7p.resented as a

A W
number on A score scale developed.thilou4b re erenceto amoriginal population

.

which took thA,test, and is freqbently inter reted though "percenOle ranks"

which, compare that-periormance with the performance of other indivfduals -

,would be prohibited.' .

H.R. 4%49 . 4
.

Generally speaking, this bill piesenta problems of definition. that

go.to the very heart.of teiting, and a major effort to dlarify terms early

in the legislative process ,will avoid tisunder'standings at a leter time,
s.-

should the bill bpcome law.

--Another general problem-area of the bill 11; the-locus of responsibility

- for the different sections and subsections.

.s
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It needs to be determined whether in the filing.requirement and the .

1
A 111

pub ic record aspect of this bilrothere id i possibility that it represents

a pos ion that is in part in Airect conflict with proviSions.of the
.

Copyright aw of 1976.

More specific concerns include: 0

(1) With one exception, the result of ambiguous language, XIS'supports

the Findings and Purposes. Section 2(a)(3) requires that .fistandardized

tesEs should iqually.reflect the academic ability of students, rekardless

: of their ethnic, regional, racial, or ectinomic.baCkground." If that atate-

. ment means that tests should...not. be systematically biased against any

student or group of students because of ethnicity, rate, 'or economié

background, then ETS sUpports,the stateMent. .If, on the other hand,. it',

. means that tests should necedsarily produce equal Mean, scores for members

of such 'identified groups, or equal mean -scores for all test takers, then

the statement represents am 'Unreasonable and untenable position.

(2) The current language in Section 3 makes an.ertoneous assumption

"ibout the amount.and kinds of41nformation that ETS oi other testing agencies

gather about individuals and institutions. For example, a testing,agency

. Will not knoW, and therefore cannot report, the'entrance criteria that

institutions use or what factors are weighted in determining admissions at

those institutions, the- inCome levels of4all peOple who take the tests, .

.
or the careers which students.in varying academic programs vill enter.

Furthermore, while ETS CoMpletely supportwthe.concept of prompt score

reporting, the language in this section fails to recognize that, there

4

I

1 .
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. . ..

are'numerouS:r _aeons -- including stUdent; rror, mail delays,.or in-
.

vestigatiods ofpossible chelQing whicN would routinely prevent.tiMely

raporting'of al

.(3) Secli

obtain proJ

4 requires ETS. andlther t

de the Commissioner with co

uRpn data we provide. ,Because.ETS"provides
1

stores to institutions or departments within

.hold responsible for obtaining and-reporting

btsed on those.data, even though we Might no

:eiistence. in a related problim,.even whenw

sting

ies of

data"

organizations to

au.studies based -:

each time we report

tions, we.could be

Commissioner- any study--

instit

for a research study (such as those conducted

Foundation), ii would be difficult.for ETS to

be 4W

consc

y the

organitition make 'dts report public. Also,'

written does not distinguieh between preliminar

prepared by'ETS, or distinguish.beiween reports

re of.the study's

ously provicle data

National Science

equire

he le

(dip

hich

that the other

islation as now

t) And final reports

an reasonably be

made public or proprietary datuthat may be su rized In addition,

while this section protects individually identif able citta, the tonfidentiality'

of.institutional data isnot adequately protecte .This section also'

requires a disolOsure of contracts, despite the ct that ETS ind othge

.testing organizations frequently compete for cont acts to compere and

administer tests. This-section t hus creates prob me concrning appropriately

-propriatarY information tor all-testing agencies. Nnder theFreedom of

Information.Act; of course, AO pera4pent governme t contracts are now

available. .
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(4) In Section .5,;copies of individual tests, and of students'
.

answer sheets and.the correat answers, must e provided. .3.1hile ETS can

support the general concept of test disclosure for the puiPoses outlined

'inlhalegislatien, t b Iturrent bill as drafted.does ngt provide for several

exclt usions' which appear to be desirable for the verytesi-takers that the

bill is.deskgnedto aid.. .

'..

One of the most difficultproblems posed by the proposed legislation "-

is in the area of score equating. Admissions tests are offered many times

duringtha yair, and fairness demands that a score earned in October be

.
comparable to a score earned in.February,.end a score eatned'1n1977.Must

he comparableto a score earned i 1980. Strict.interchangeability.of

scores can.be achieved only by precise score equating. Thri different

methods of equating are employedat ETS in the testing programs.affdtted

't by the proposed legislation.

The first, used.on the Scholastic Aptitude Test; involves giving .,bre

e.equating questions to two groups as part of the.two test editions to

a equated. X second method, generally used-in the GRE Aptitude Test,

the'Giaduate Management Admigsion Test, and the Law School.Admission Test,

invollies administering two or mora test forms (separate editions of a

test that meet the same test specifications) administered in alternating

order. A tnird method, generally used in the College Board Achievement

.TeSta and the GRE Advanced Tests, involves imbedding questions from

previoui editions of the same test in a Current editioh,

. .

$
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.people.at reasonable cost, (2).alternata.arrangements fOr thoie whose

religiouibeliefs preclude.their taking tests on Saturday, -(1). alternate

(braille/cassette) versions ot tesis for handicapped studenits, (4),additional

. .

All of thermethods of equating rely.on 00e use-of previouily used

but secure (notfdisclosea test questions whOse statistical characteristics,

*Och ail the level of difficulty, have been firmly established.: the

equating method used in the SAT can'still be employed-under the proposed,

legislation, lance sets.of equating question* that *re not used in cal-
.

cglating the student's scores do -nothave to be disclosed.

Nevertheless, even for the SAT, the- diselOsure provisions.will.

create substantial problems for all.tests used in special-administrations

yhere the students are neither.sufficiently numerous or representitIve

to ensUre reliable equating,:

For.the other major teats-, however, ii will 6 impossible to- use-the.

equating methods thatlare in use now and which have been employedl.inrthese

programs-for decades. -To introduce a.different equating pethodeuch as.
.

..the one.used for the SAT, teptesents a-major change that efects all aspects
,.

of the program, including publications, test administration and timing,

and test fol., and structure. Such a change demands careful studY and

researcK over a period of time so that'continuity in the meaning of the

test .scores will not be.jeopardized.

Further, the requirements to disclose.0e cOntents of ail tests which

are taken by'more than MOO peopke per-yeai will create inordinate hard-

ship on the process of.providing.(l) adhievement tests for.small numbers of

14400 0 0014; 0 ,
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'esting opportunities on spedial dates for those in large urban

areaS, and (5) spedial testing for the military on military bases.

Moreover, the apparent requirement to proVide,an individual with his/her.

own .(as opposed to a copy of his/her) ahswer sheet would raise serious

..questions of-legel evidence i the eVent that disagreement arose as to

the corredt score earned by-that individual.

(5) ETS supports both the intent and the language of Section 6,

although the...section might benefit icom inclusion of.language designed

to protect the confidentiality of institutionaldaEa. .

(6) iQl,ile ETS 'supports the intent of Section 1, there limy be

questions concerning the appropriateness or legality of requiring. dis ,

. .

closure of financial information at the level'of detail rJeited. -Of '

ireater impvtance, therejare several. problems. with defieition (e.g.,

thedistinction between a test spOnsor inc\warvagency with which the

sponsOr contracts) that should ba clarified in order to make.the provisions

of this Section werkabA. Finally, some of the specific data required ,

(e.g.., the number of times a test was retaken during a single year) is.

'not currently collected.

(7) Some of the definitions in Section 10 are ambiguous. 4

(8) The 180 day implemeqtation period win be virtually impossible,

particularly if the legislbtion is p ssed after materials for a giyen
,

teting.year have been printed and diltributed nationally.

.
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'SOME IMPLICATIONS ON TEST.DEVELOPMENT C0STS AND TEST AVAILABILITY OF.

NATIONAL TEST.DISCLOSURE

.

Some of the bat& c problems of compliance with the provisioneof
1.

H.R. 49049.as currently-written are directly related to the requirement for

disclosure of all.test forms: The following examples - based.upon the 6

curreta administrative patterns of the Graduate' Management Admission Test
a

(GMAT) and Graduate Record EXaminations (GRE) Advanced Tests -.will demonstrate

several of the-more significant.problems. .Similar testa the Law School '

Admission Test, -the GRE Aptitude Test'apd others -.will face similar problems.

Both the GMAT and the GRE,Advanced.Tests are administered nationally-

that is at approximately:500 sitesaero'ss the country -- on both. SaturdaYs

and' Mondays tb accoMmodate those whose religious beliefs preclude their testing

on Saturday. As the bill.is currently written,.six of the GRE Advanced Tests

. (achievement tests on Ipecific lbjecte) would exceed the 5,000 limit; thus,'

'these. tests would haVe to be disclosed after each lidministration..on six

Saturdays and five Mondeys during the year. Similarly,'the GMAT would have ,

tO be disclosed after each administratiOn; four Saturdays and four Mondays.

.Currently, two new versions.of the GMAT are developed& year.. For. the
t.

.1 .GRE'Advanced Tile - which involve 'work by committe s of faculty members drawn '..

10from the appropriate disciplines - only One new edition of.each test-is currently

.created each yea* In order

other administrations,.oider

are relpeatedi a piocese that

to aceOmmodatelerVice patterns-for zational.and

editions-orthe ttsts developed ii prior. years'

iLadspossible /only by the'fact that theSe

. older editions have not.been'disclosed, or

0

aie remained 6aecure." This
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epetition of.older editions is also currently.used as a key method for-

gusting scores from'one test adminiitration to the next.

Costs for creating a new GRE Advanced Test in any discipline are

aPproxilly $50,000 for,eah.new version, and the:costs of each version

of the GMAT is aPproximately $92v000. As cen be seen Prod the Table below,

the.costs of creating enough'additional forms of these two tests to permit

Ithe enrrent nStionaltestingpAtern using "sec e" forms wOuld approaCh

,J$2,7004000 annually for the six GRE Advanced Te only and oyet .$500,006

for the GMAT.

Number of
Total -Number of Additional Total , Number CUrrent

National NO. Forms Neil forme.to ApProximate Additional of- . 1979-80.

'Adminis- Now Creeted lieep Current_ Cost per Cost Test Test

trations 'Annually Pattern New Test Form AnnuallY Takers Fee

.

(4A a 2 6 $92,000 $552,000 . 165,9010 $12.50

\\\

.

.GRE 10: r1 fo each 9 for each 450,00+,1 $2,700,000. -70,000 $14.00

kdvanced Adminis- or 6 total of 6 tests for 6

-Tests tratione = 54 Tests

lor each
of 6 tests

6o .

1

As is appafent, some Modification in the national service pattern would In
9-

all probability' have to.be considered if the.current legislation were enacted.

Regrettably, although.the:overwhelMing majority of test tekert Are accommodated

at these National:adminiptrations, the 10 GRE or 8.G1AT administrations

represent cmly a elan proportion of.the totel numbei of administrathons

offered. For exemple, whed weather of other. problems forte cancellation of a..
,/

I

118
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national testadministration in any location, a free.makeup administration is

offered - using.a.different test form:from that usedon Saturday. During
. .

.

1978-79, makeup tests were offtred On!38 separate dates for the_GRE and on 23

separate dates for the GMAT during 1978-79. Similarly, the GRE pregram afters

its tests'in urban.areal on other thin national'test dates for the additional

cohveniencaof test-takers in those areas; these so-ealled "Special Administrations"

Iihre offered on a total of 116 different dates in 9 eities during 1978-79. When

-special ORE testimg for handidapped studenté (38 dates), for military perSonnel

.on military bases (143 dates), and testing carried out on individual campuses .

(57 dates) are added, the true Rotential impact 'of universal-test diselosure on

the need for different test forms can be'imagined. Because of the value of these'

many alternate arrangements'- including testing for Sabbath observers.,..for the

handicapped, for the military, and,for residents of urban areas - we would

strongly encourage recensideration of both.the language and the.intent of the

test diRclosure section of this aw so that it does not inadVertantly leod to

reduction of services to any se

r-

nt of the population.
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41.IREFACE

--

gducattonal Testing terviee (ETS) is a private, nonprofit,
educational organization with primary involvement in the'.,

areas of meadUrement and research. .In collaboration,witN
A wide variety of instituciogs and agencies, ETS provides
programs,.research and. sepfees for the identification'
and recognition of indiVidual lalents And seeks to.
ceintribute to the expansion of opporttanities available

to all individuals..
.

I

ETS recognizes its responsibility to the individuals and
institutions that it aerves.directly and to the larger
soCietY that'ultimately must judge the value and efficacy
of itsvork. This responsibility- is implicit in phe
educationail chiracter under which ETS operates and is
refrected'in the product, and service& offered by the
organization Aince itcinceptionin 1947. Periodic.and..

intense self-examination has.been'cme means bylAichiETS
has attempted to assure its qpntinuing commitment to the
broad constituency which it. Serves. As a step in that

continuing procesa, ETS hap devdloped these,Principles,
Policies and Procedural Guidelines Relpiding'E,TS Products
and Setkices (Guidelineo), firstpublished on August 1, .

1977. .

The Guideiines are designed t ensure that ETSproducts

ft

conform to uniformly high stan arde with respect to.seven'

areas of basic importance: Accountability, Confidentiality
of Data, Product Accutacy'and Timeliness, Research and
Detelopment, Tests and Measurement, Test Use1 and Technical.
Assistance, Advice an4 Instruction. The fikst three
sec ions of the guidelines deal with issues that relate to

:a1IJETS activities: Accountability, the responsibilitiee

of TS t6 those affected by its activities; Confidentiality
of Data, the'ri ts to and limitations on access el, data

collected by ET , and Product Accuracy and4Time1iness, the

control of qua ty and performance according to scheamled
clmmitments.

The remaining section& concern iSsues specifically relating It

to ETS' main endeavors: Research ancrDevelopment, Tests and
.Measurement,. Test Use, and Tecbnical Assistance,"Advice and

Instruction.

J.
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The Guidelines a4Pampt to codifY stendards used in various
ETS pregrami and services that.should be considered for more- -

: general application inif more formal articulation- ETS hati

noc developed these Guidelines beceude of any legal

requirements. They.were not devised in 'response to any . .

standards.published to)i ptofeiaional organizations, although

BIS endortes the goals Served by those efforts. Theae. .4

Guidelines are the.result of an extensiveAeliberativeprocass,
.
.which began at 4my direction in 1974. More than 150 members of

..the.ataff have participated. in *he initial development of the
Guidelines and their subsequent review and revision. The

Guidelines are drawn from the'particular circumstances and
needs at ITS and are, designed.tnreflect its institutional

±TobjectiUes. Because.of their.origin.and purposes, the
Guidelinei cannot generally. or Usefully be applied to

. organizations whose practices, programs or.seivices differ

from thope
i

The'Guidefinea includi three types of statements, which
,.

have v ying degrees of 'generality and significance. The.
.

princi le Nat should underline ETS efforts in any given
area i set:firat;.policies to govern deCision-making, and
designed to foster more specific goald, are set forth next;
and pfoceddres relative to the Conduct of specific ETS

activities are last destribed. However, because the

guidelines must apply t A broad tiversity of programs and
.services with differing character stics, efich procedural
guideline represents only,one method of achieving th
objectives A tated in the policies. ."

. . . 401'

'Even the principles and policy statements might reasonably
be expected-Cpchange i5 focus'or coverage, as scientific
develompantd or practical experience ehange the nature
and deshability Of vaeroui goals.- Thus, the 'Guidelines
are intended to enCourage and .not deter change and

improvement. They:should foster the development, exploration
and use ,of alternative approadhes that hold to high standards

antserve important ETS policies. .

ETS believes that the Guidelines can contribute significantly
to the quality'and utility of ETS produCts and services. The

Guidelines have been distribute4 to executive,' managerial and
professional staff at ETS iOhat they may be applied in the

Course of their'work at ETS. ETS does not have cdaplete
responsibility or :authority, of course, to dete mine how the

'Guidelines will be implemented in ETS programa, r which

policy isr.substantially established by a spOnsoraing group

other.than ETS. EFS has,.however, taken steps"a; :encourage
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and assist those groups to implement the Guidelines as
their activities relate to ETS. New activities ETS enters
into will. be held to this same expectation.

During the first year after their introducAvn, the Guidelines
0

existed ip provisional form. They,were used in iviluatitig.
all ETS piogrems and servicee, and, where a substantial lack. -

of compliance was found, steps were taken to achieve compliance
teithin a revonable time,'or to. revise Warkicular provisidne
to reflect more adcurately the diversity ana4ractical demands
of ETS operations. This proceas of review will continue as part
of our organizationwide quality assurande effort and a report
wifl be given to the Board of Trusteeslit regular intervals': We
are combatted to the effort to apply/iiii of potative criteria

.

to our work and, taking 'the present.document as a starting point,
we will go,forward with the continuing process of improving
those.criteria and consequently the programs and services ETS
provides.

t

February:4 r979.

i

lliam W. Turnbull
President
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ACCOUNTABILITY.

Principle

ETS acknatledges'responsibilitY for the,
erfective:itewardship bf its iesoarceil
o 00 New York Board orRegents which

has issued,its ,corporate tharter; 06 the
gOvekning boards' that sponsor and set poliCy.

: fOr, programs or services in which ETS
products.or services are used; o the
individuals and- committees t at advise ETS
Vit.!! reepect.to.appropriate policy for its

programs; to the inst1tutioi and agencies-

that use ETS produets:and se es; to

persons who take ETS-tests (an parents or

guardians of miner persons), submit data
for usi by.ETS or for distribution to
others, or participate in research and
development projects conducted y ETS;- and

to, the professional associations that
.wre icencerned with educational and psycho-
Logical.measuriment and research.

Policies

a

A. ETS will furnish appropriate information to those to whom

it is responsible so they may make.informed, tpdependent

jadgments as to the effectiveness with which ETS exercises

its stewardship.

B. ETS wilf seek, consider and, as appropriate, act on the

views of those who'sponsor,.use or are affected by ETS

. programs and services.

C. ETS will seek.to obtain advice on 4tertivities apd

policies from qualified men and,women who arenot

employed.or'ritained on a eegular basis by ETS.and

who,are drawn from Opropriate profeesionak.disciplines,



:mijor philosophiei and points ofoview; different, geographic

regions, and,the, major ethnic groups within the. relevant

population,
. I

ETS will.aupport th4 activities of professional associations

with respect to developing and imOlementing.professional

standards pr codes, making available the'results .of current

work, and fostering peer 'review of its activities.'

Procedural,Guidelines'

.1. Information mhould be provided to'mponiOring organizations with.

which ETS has contractual:relationships in A form tharpermi s

evaluation of ETS'services in.rerms of:

b) timeliness;

'c) costs; and

d) reepOnsiveness ro legitimate comments or
'.'

2.o.Proceduree should be established io eacilitate communication

with sponsors by:

a) meeting at leaSt annoa0y tp.provide information
add tolreceive comments on mmtters affecting q
the.operations with-which they are'.concOrned;

b) defining a mutually agreeable process-to be

used to transmit comments'from 'sponsors or
others and a timit4eriod-within which the
evaluation of copmghts will. be Completed
and reporte of actions to be.taken by'ETS
MI be expected. '.

c) making -available periodic apportunities.for

sponsors to express'opinioni, judgmente and
counsel.concerning their"actiyities or.programs
:directly tO ETS officers hot normally'responeible
'for.such activities:or prograMs. .

OP.
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'3. jrocedurea.should.be established f making available.technical

1;and Other information about ETS pro ucts and services to users

so that they may. evaluare 'the apprchriaei use of the product

t . or service andtommunicate tommente.or criticisms to ETS.

4.. Procedures should b'e established to.comitunieate with or picivide

information.to. persons who use or take ETS tests, who submit
. ,

data for use by ETS or for distribution to otherti or who
...

participate in research end development. prOjec s cenducted by

/1/

ETS.- This informatiOn should be communicate by ETS vi the.

sponsor.in sUch.a way'that thesepersons.ma. understand their-.

participationvithrespect to:

'7
the identity and scope of the sponsor!s
reeponsibility;

) the nature of ihe product, servite or

research by which they are affected;

'

the way in which the product, service

research will likely be used'by educe
-institutions or- others; and

AY the channeli that have been established for
addressing tomments or.criticismk.to ETS
or .to the-sponsor and reeponse thgreto.

.-

5. .OrganizationAl and program,financial information should be

recorded,processed and repnrted in accordance with.gengraily

Actepted accounting .principles and under appropriate *

safeguards to insure.nccuracy.

1-

6. An. andual report lhat provides information abbqt organizational

activities 'and'4inanceS should be pul?lishe.04X.PS on,a.regular

basie-and made available to any person oilt-equeet. .11rogrem ;

.;
III

and project'reports, 'including program ftn,rancial information,

should be Wmde'available in a manner.consisterreith contractual

undeTitandings: .

'



7.. Re0eats fdr information that -is not:included.in an existing

-. publication should be ceneidered by the appitpriate sponsor end..

by us. If- its disclosUre'ie coneistent'wittePplicable law.

with ETS and spensor,yolicy, and with contractual Obligations

goVerning confidential or 'proprietary informatiOn,:the

in.f.ormation should be proVided. If complying.with-a request.'

for enformation results in a coet to.ETS:or a poneor or.

. .affects the norMal actiedule.of fulfilling ETS' responsibilities,

ETS maY provide the TeqUebted information,in a reasonable

'.periodef time and at an appropriate price for the services .

.,. rendered. Procedures.should be-establishedc as'appropriete,

.to facili:tate reeponses to these reqUests.

4.
.8: Changes in federal statutes, regulations and case law that

affect research and development,'testing:programs, or adviedry

.. and instructiondl eervices should be monitored to insure that

tTS activities and operations are in compliance.as releVant.

federal laws or rules change.. Changes in other statutes,

regulations and case 1116shoul4 be evaluated-is appropriate for

the sane purpose.

9. All proposid new ETS activitiee should be reviewed by counsel .

.for compliance with appliCable federal law and state law as

apprdpripte. ETS officers and staff should direct the attention

of legal counsel to matters that might affect ETS compliance.

10. Advice should be sought, where appropriate, from men and

women draWn from diyerse backgroundo, intereste.and experience .

(e.g., appropriate professional disciOlinesi major philosophies

and points of view, various geographid.regions, and major ethnic,

handicapped end'other.relevant'eubgroups of the population of

interest) whoare qualified to make a contribution to the.
4

directioe.and substance'of ETS'programeand who are not employed

or retained on a regale': basis by ETS..-
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.0

II. Individuals who become:members of an ETS external adviso

review or evaluation comMittee should be iiformed about.

*

results of the committee's work in a reasonable perio d. o

time.

12. A reasonabilaccomiodation shouldle'Made with reipect to

the.professional responsibilities of the staff'in order to.

permit staff members tip 44410 profeesional meetings, to

coatAibute to the delielopment of professional standards or.

codes.,..to participate in And banefit-frow the dilseminatron of

information on subjectsAf piOfessional interest and to stay

'abreastvof current tonceqat and accomplishments in related

field's..
417E

13. ETS should have eff&tive procedures for peer. review whenever "s.

lAt will conttibutersubstantially to We quality of ETS

. work.

14. ETS 'should have,effeciive and eqUitable procedures for handling

questions of scarOuthenticity arising in connection with the

administration attests.
I. -
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CONFIDENTIALITT.OF PATA.

Principle'

ETS recognizes the right of individuals and
institutions to privacy,with regard to' '

informatio4 supplied by and about thim that
.0011 be stored in data or, research files held
by ETS and the concomitant responsibility to 41.

safeguard information in its files from
unauthorized disclosure.

ETSwill. ask individuals to provide information about them-

selves only if it is potentially useful to those individualt,

necessary to facilitate prOcessing of data or serves the

public intereet in.imp.roving understanding of human performanie.

'Insofar as Possible, individuals stibuld.be infosmed Of tht

purpose for which.the information is reques5ed.

B. The right of individuals to privacy- regarding information

about them that may be stored in the data'or research files

held by OS extend4 both to proceseed information, such .

s ecores based on test-item responses,.and the raw data on

which the processed informaqon.is based..

C. ETS will protect the confidentiality of data supplied by
,t

institutions or agencies about themselves, and so identified,
. ,

to the extent that such confidentiality does not conflict

:with ETS obligations to indiv.idues.

ETS will.not collect'Or maintain in.its dent. or researcti

files any clitical information thit in. it. judgMent cannot

be proiecta adequately- from improper diaclosure.
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ETS. will enconfage the organizattopiOwith which it works to

adopt policiel and procedures that adequately protect the.
. .

confidentiality of the data Xransferred by ETS to those

organizations.-

Procedural Guidelines

Informatinn about an individual, which has been identified as

such, may not be released by ETS to organizations other than

'th4se.fot which -the' information.was collected withOut.the

consent of that individual. A written ekception may.be made in

the catie of research studies during which the Committee on

prior.Review of Research has determined that release of the

,data serves a public need, Chat there is no satisfactory and

..feasonable.alternative way of obtaining the information, that

the recipient researcher will use the.data. in appropiiate ways

and.thaithere are adequate assurances of confidentiality.

.Information about an institution, which.has been identified as

such, may be released from ETS onlY in a manner tonsistent with

'a prior agreement or with the.cconsent of the inatitution.or

with the approval of the cognizant ETS officer and representative

of. the appropriate sponsor (if- any)..
.

5.0.°14M individual *should be able, on 'patient OP a teaso le.:

fee, to authorize the disclosure of information about himself

or herself from.program data.files held by ETS to any appropriate

recipient, provided that such authorization is in writing and

that disclosure is not inconsistent with other ETS Or sponsotN

Policiea and does not violate the privact of other individuals.

IdentifiCation of-the requester,. through.aiinatbre.and data

file number, or other appropriate/Method, should be required

beforv any sucy/4nforalation is released.

.
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4., .in in emergency and when ft s. to the benefit of the individual, .

an authorization by telegra r telephone for the release of

personal data 'should be acceptable, provided that such authorization

includes adequate 'identifying. information and thst such release

is not inconsistent with other ETS or sponsor policies. ..gy

prior agreetient with the individual, authorisition by a. designated

agencyor institution should also be acceptable. Insuch

instances,- the individual.should be informed that the disclosure

8as takenplace.

a.

5. If an individual is not competent blause of illneir or other

considerations, information about that individual may be

released from data files only with the consent of the individual's

parent or legally appointed guardifn.

6. Unless the access to confidential data can be.safeguarded, ETS

should not participate in any timesharing network, data bank,

or other electronic data processing'or storage system involving

units outside ETS.

7..1)n submission of appropriate identifying informatiOn and'

paymentof a reasonable fee, an individOal.should.be able to

obtain information about .himself or herself in ETS,-held data

'files for the. following.purposes: to ascertain the accuracy of

perSonal or:biogriphical data and tOrequest verification,

within a reasonable period of time,_of testLecores or OtIler. .

processe4 information from tests, questionnaires, or .choól

records, provided finch release is consistent.with sponsor.

policies. ...

8. Ptocedures shot& be developed for systematically eliminating

from data files information that is judged to be out of date

and, hence, of minimal value.
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9. :Information from ETS-held programCdaa files provided by

individuals fOr,a designated purpose shouid not be-used or,

rgleased'for another Purpose (such as.a validity study or

research project) without the individual's consent excepF

when used br releasd'in 'a form that cannot Fle identified

.with the individual..

. .

.10. ETS should.refuse to provide personally identifiable information'

except in accordance with-these guidelines unless served with

a subpoena or other court order. In that event, ETS should make

appropriate efforts-to quash or nirrow the subpoena or order or ,

tO obtain a "protective Order to minimize the expoiure of

personally identifiable information.

11: At ;he time information is collected and to Whatever extent

practical,-programs should inform individuals of the conditions

surrolindiag the release and confidentialiry of the information%

pbour them.

12. Individuals shOtild be. identified-in ETS reseArch.files only by

P code'numbers. Information linking.the code numbers to names'

should be kept In a fiecure location'only as long as netestiary

. .

'for purpoes.such as follow-up studies or collating new data,

after-Which'the names should be destroyed.

' 13. Every organization with which ETS works should be informed

of the confidential nature of any datatiransferred by ETS to

that organization or colleCted by the- organization on behalf.of

gTS,sO that appropriate procedures can be eniployed by. the

recipieht organization to protect the confidentiality of-
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4 .

pRODUCT ACCURACY. AND TIMELINESS.

Principle

.The accuracy of ETS' pancipal products and
the timeliness with,which they are made
available are important parts of the
responeibility ETS has undertaken with
respect to its sponsors and the diverse
public it'serves.

-360.

Policies

A. ETS Will establish standards.of accuracy and timeliness with

respect to each principal product.

B.

vslo

ETS will'use quality.controls.that are Mdequate to assure thtit

its standards of accunacy and timeliness are met:

. ETS will make realistic delivery commitments and reasonable

efforts to meet those commitments..

0.
_

ETS.will sacrifice the timelinesi of the deliver)rof informatiom

a t. desired.accuracy.of that infOrTation is subetantially

in estion.. 1 .

. .

E. ETS will seek to inform those adversely affected if, subseq ent

tO its release, information has been found not to meet ETS

standards.of accuracy..

F.. ETS.will Beek to inform those adversely affected if there

lei .probability the there willl)e 'substantial departure'from

ETS'.standards of timeliness with respect to a principal product.
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Procedural Guidelines

I. Principal products should be identified and a standard of

accuracy using units of measurement appropriate to t'he type of

. product should be established for each.

2. When quality control should include an adequate

and i pendent recomputation and a.visual reexamination of

ETS-p oceosed information based on dh appropriate sample of

.ceses.sufficient to identify errors.within 'the limits of the

applicable standards of accuracy.
0

..

3. i.When the computational nett:re of.the information is 'such
;

. .

that It is impoesible or impractical to determine the atcuracy

of ibe information byindependent recomputationi staff members
-.

who are t chnically'competent,to do so should assess its

"readona lenese" ae a part:of qUality control.

4. There should be a quality inspection of intermediate products

when:

I.

a) lhe.accuracy of variable inforniation (e.g.
parameter data, algorithms), verifiedby
independent recomputation or assesament,
influences the nature of an ETS procees.or
computation And, is'critical to the pr tees thet
generates an ETS principal products or

detection and correctioe of elrOrs would
facilitate meetings the delivery commitment
on the principal voduct; or ..'

c) the nature,of,the principat prOluct is such
that it is imOseible or impractital to'

.

determine the accuracy of the information
by independent computatkon the,source
data.
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S. ,Qualitycontrol for printipal products that do not contain

proceAsed information (such.aa'bulletins of information or

teit books) shduld inclOe inspection of a'sample prior to

release.of the'product, Ifthe.pronuct is released from an

.outside vennoe!(e.g., outside'publisher) or 4 sponsor's agent,

.quality control should include inspeCtion of thode components

,of.the principal produtt that; contain critical rhformation on

ETS-provided services.

9

6. Quality control of information given in letter or telephone

responsesphould include a periodic audit of a sample.

7.- Failure to meet standards of accuracy and timeliness'Should

,be reported to a designated ETS staff member for resolution.

8.. A principal product that does not meet established standards

of accuracy should not be released until appropriate corrective

Action is taken'unless release would be for the benefit of the

score recipient and users and permission to release is given by

the cognisant ETS officer.

1

9. If an error is found''In critical information already released

by ETS, the correct information ehould be promptly distributed.

10. Process control methoch0e.g., a predefined schedule including

a deliveridafe and contingenty procedures for dealing with

volume surge) should' be estabeished for the production oreach

.principa product to help assure its delivery by.the.scheduled

delivery. te.'

II.. If it is li ly that there will be a s6bstantial departure from

ETS ;tandard of timeliness with respect tot' principal product,

those who would be adversely affected should be so notified. .
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IESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

PrinciAte

. .

:A continuing program of research and development

Conducted in compliance with professTonal standads
,mith respeCt.to'quality and ethical procedurevie.

.
necessiry po maintain'the high Auality and social

'Utility of ETS_cOni.ributions to education. This
4néltides basic 'inquiry to increase.understandiag
pf educational processes and human-developmehti

Oalmative and applied research in reeponse
, the needs'of the educational cotmanity; and rssearch

anddeeelopment to improve ETS-products and.wvices.
.Publication of. the results of. significant ETS research

is
.

of benefit to ETS and theprofession becaUse.it
permits others to -use, build upon or impkove ETS

gm.

Policies
,

.A. ETS will devote appropriate research efforts to improving

-edue.ation through the-discovery and.conceptual integration

of neWprinciples and 'umderstanding. This researth will be' .

. .

aimed at extending knowledge of the learner and learning

Wotesses, oUlearning.environments and ed4cational treatmente,

of edncetionai institutions and -of the. interacting factors'

thapAnfluence humandevelopment.
.

D. ETS will Ovate aPpropriate research efforts to. the improvement

of the technical.qualityof ETS groducts and services. Among

the-important issues addressed by this research will be problemi

of telit development, reliability, equating, validity, and:

meaningfulness of interpretatidh:

a

, STS will deybte appropriate research and development

efforts to the identification of needs of the educational
11

community and tq the' creation, improvement and evaluation

of instruments, systems and programs of service that

meet these needs.

1.

t.

1 3 6
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D. ETS will !conduct its Tesearch under. appropriateyrocedures
.

..

:

i

that protect the rights of privacy and c-onfideni.iality.of
p .1..

.!'human subjects or respondents.
.

..(1,

E. 1ETS will_follow'prncedures ti; insure that ETS.iesearch is

of high quality'. Standards of%quality in research'refer,

to such matters as,the identificitien of relevant data,.the.

. -

0

chi:1,4e of suitable methods of collec,ting and analyzing data, I.

'the logic and obje,Ftivity of.analysigt and interpretation,
-e

',the exploration of relationshipti between .i-esearoh problems.tind

findings.; on-the one hhild, and existing knowledgetheoriea and

methodologies on the other, and the thoroughness and care qf

projectplinning and-management. .

F.

.

ETS will.undertake research.onlY benefitb

outweigh the inconveniencespf. or .riiks to the,subjects or

respondents who are involved.. 4

4

C. ETS will: etcourage the dis eminatien of full accounts of' ETS

research in the usoal prpfessionallorums and will provide .

internal Tans byicwhich the results of ETS research can be

_publiahed.

"1.
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Procedural Guidelines

.: to maintain theAluality.of operatiofitl programs, ETS should
f

engage in t e/following activities:

'a) stu and research on.the test develoPment process.,

in uding systematic development and.evaluation

.
new item types and-approaches;-

.

:

b studies to determine the sources 'of significant
differential 'performance of sex, ethnic, handicapped-,

and other releVint'subgroups.on ETS tests;

c) periodic evalnatio f current approachesto 'aptitude
. .

nio
.

.,o
.

.

ancrachievement measurement to determine fairness,

validity and aPpropriatenees for-significant subgroups
such as minorities and waten; .

research relatedto reliability theory.and practice,
including.Mgthop of determining therelinbility of
claisification decisions;

study'of the equating methods presently in-ute and
development of improved methode as liMitations in'the
applicnbility ofthe'present methods are:observed; and.

fY
9

. research to advanre measurement techniques and selection'
and classificntion models relevant to'fairness and.validit:

2. Re-search prOects shouldbe undertaken in such .areas (is

learning and cognition, personality.and social influence,'

teacher behavior and instructional.prOcesses,- sogialfzatiOn.'

and huMan development, and the economics and sociology of

education as a means of improvinIkeducatioval policiea

practices.

,

. EffortsAchbuld be'made to develop instruments and progriips

of service in areas such.as measurement, institutional.

.4
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and.program assessment and.evaluatiOn, inStrUction,

guidance, 'financial aid, certification and licensing, and

technology that would.be:of educational and Social

utility. .

4,7Proposals for research to be conducted by ETS.and involving

:
human subjecks_drrespOndents should be considered by the-

ComMittee on Prior Review of. Research, under its Procedures

for reviewi to verify that proper arrangeMents,have been

'made for pintecticin Of'the welfare and rights of human

subjects.

5. 'Researcherd -should hot Chnduct'research project's without the.

consent of subjects and respondents. In the case .of young

children, the Oonsent of parents or a legai guardtan, or of

.appropriate inStitutiOnal representaeiyes, should. be obtained.
. A

.

6. Eadh research Proposa1 should be.reviewed by one or more .

persons who'aie gompetent in the field within which the

proposal falls. .They should be satisfied.that prOfessional

standards of quality.and ethical conduct are met.

Identifiable data should be released from ET§ to researdhera

other than those who Originally conducted.the_researa only

When one of two'conditionshave been met:

er

.

a): Consent to Jo'sohas been glven by or on behalf of

the sUbjects or teeponden6: gr by those who have
given consehf on Oair behalf; or ..

.

.b), the Committee on Prior Review of Research has
.
determined that release of the date serves 'a public .

'need, that there is no satisfactory and reasonable-
alternative way-of.obtaining the informabign, that the
recipient researcber.will use'the data .in appropriate

ways and that thell are, adequate assurances of
confidrntiality. .
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8. After the data-cpllection phase of a research irOject has been

completed,.subjette^shouldfnot be expected to 1:rovide additional

'data for a. follow-up stddy unless such participation was part.

of their original agreement to serve as subjetts., or their .

cpnsent for follow-up is obtained or the folrow-up study has .

been apprdved by tft ETS Committee on Prior Review of Research.

9.. The resultvof-Measures of-performance betted on experimental

.'sitpations or tests the interpretation of which is. therefore

. tentative and whose applied use is not yet euppdrtable should

.. not be reportedto.subjects,'or to the institutOns providing

the sUbjects,'ualess there is relatively'little 4anger of

'misinterpretatiOn or misuse of the AfOrmotion that would

be harmful to those indiViduals'.or institutions.or unlati'the

'use is parti of' a'feasibility study or experimental 6nditione.

0tipulatioas.regardigg nopissuance.of such reports,should.

be-made to participants.in advance of the data collection.

10: abe results of eath research project undertakentwith respect'

tole particular,ETS program or-service should:be available fOr

dissemination unless a specific need to restrict-publication

to prOtect confidentiality orfOr ottier program purposes is

identifieeprior to the beginning of the project and Made

\' known to the appropriate individuals.
o.

..,,

. 11..- The contincts ander whi'Ch researth is undertaken fOr agelies .

or institutions:Outside ETS should Permit pUblicStion of.

I
.

the. results of 'the, res ich Oniess.a.specific need to. protect .

.
.

the reiearch .resuIts, i8 identified prior to the begilning n,

of the'research and made known,.,--t4;o'the appropriate individuals

. .
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-TESTS ANO.MEASUREMENT.

Thia.Section which.deali with ETS testing Activities

is.divid, into sevenoubsections that.are'devoted to teSt development;

test administration', reliability, scale -definitiOTI:Aquating,'score

interpretion,' And validity.

TECHNICAL QUALITY- OF- TESTS

°'4N11 Pr.inciple

High standards'of quality and fairnest in
.conStructing, administering., reporting, ..

. interpreting and evaluating ETS tests are
.central to ETS' capabilIty totfunction
effectively as an educat.ional elvvice and
research.organization.

folicies

4 :
ETS will strive to develop tests in which the attributes

measured, procedures followed) and criteria used will be

unbiased with regard to a heterogeneous group of examinees

and appropriate to the use for which the test is designed.

ETS will establishIstandardi for test-administration processes

.that minimize variations in test performance due to circumetances

or conditions not relevont eiy the attributes being measured. .

ETS wiJl establish for its tests a high degree of reliability

(accuracy of measurement), consistent with the requirements and

the purposes Of the lest;

a

It
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1 .

D. Ell will 'develop scales for reporting scores in a-rational

fashion-, consistent with,the re,quirements.and .the purposes
.

of the test.

144

E. ETS will provide equating eysteMs, when appropriate, for

the perpetuation of scales fOr repOrting scores at the highest-

-level of preCisionspracticable. I. .

F. . ETS will make available to sponsors, institutional or egehty

users and examinees data fOr interpreting scorei on ETS iesta

that foster appropriate use of those scbres.

c, G. .Recognizing that test validation is a responsibility of both
,

test users and teat developers,. ETS will encourage and assist
.

test.users in their validati4efferts and will itself Make

-available tests that are designed to meet professionally

, acteptable standards-of validity provided the use of such tests
.

ia.consistent with the primary.purposes for which. the tests
..

were developed.

H. ETS will adhere to appropriate professional standards such as .

those.published in Standards of Educational and Psychological

Tests and Principles for the Validation. and Use of Personnel-
.

Aeleclien Procedures.

4.
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ce ral.Guideiinep

Se tion 1: Teat Development

. Policy.and sub tantive cOntrib tions.to the test development

. . precess ghoul be Obtained from elifigd. men and women who are

not on the'f 1-time staff of I. d -who are drawn from

-.diverse back rdlinds and appropriete'specialties 'Within professional

'geld. , various kindi of institutions and programs,

relevant p losophias'and points pf view, and major ethnic:,

handicappe and other relevant subgroUps cif the population).

-

/

2. Appropriat background information for use in the development

Ofa.test shoUld be documented et appropriate stages in the
t

'developie t proceas and include:

'a) the urpose for,which the test fi intended to be used;'

b) the attire of.the population'that will take the test.;

i* the relevant piocedural, financial ill time constreints
that will influence-the atraileble test development

. meth ds and their likely outcomeal.

d) foi achievement tests, the kinds Of Curricula 'for

.which the test isAesigned;

e) for job-related testi, ihe.elements'.in t aining- or
employment that are related to performanc -on the.job..

P

3. Tor each test,.spec1ficatiOna should be developed and reviewed

by'a prOcei;s that provides information from thefol1owing

perspective01't, , '

1



) : content and bkillsspecifications'should include the
psychological,.educational,'Or otherdomains to be
Aiimpled; the- reistNe weight to be given to each domain;
the appropriate level of proficiency to. be required

within each .domain; a balance with.respect to curricUlat
differenges.

I

0
b) test and item formatspecifications should include the

item (question) types that are most clearly related to.

content or skills to be measured; the appropriate level
of ianguage or reading;'requirements regarding clear and
comprehensive directions and sample.items or the need for
a sample test; and whether free-responie, duatiple-choice
or other machine storable formats can be used.

psychometric--apecifications shonld include the level
.of difficuliyof the test; the distribution of item

difficulties (when pretested items are used);,guidelines
forivaluating:the hodogeneity among items Within.a test.
and the relationship between subtests.ir tests; equating

requirements; nndber of items and *mei allotted.

\

sitivity-specifidations for tests should require
eriel refletting.the cultural background'and .

conttibutioni of women, minorities, and other subgroups; .

specifications should also require a balance of ositivel
nonnotations if negative connotations are made .any.
references to thescgroups..

4.;Iticer for tests designed to measure rate of performance, the

( number ofitems in a test that has a specified time limit

shoul0 be chosen so thal time is not a decisive factor in

perfotnince, at leasrfor the large majority; of examineea.

5. Subjett matter and measure

purpOse'of the tes and with the tharacikristits of the intended

popuiation shouli review the test.iteme'for accuracy, content

Appropriatene;s And th'e adequacy with.which the items sample. :

t specialists familiar with the

the domain:



6. .The individual items in a test should meet appropriate technical

standards swch as those contained in the manuals for item writer's

used in the test aevelopment'area.

It
7. IndividUal test iteir and the test as a whole ilibuld be reviewed

to eliminate language, ymbol* or content which are generally

considered potentially offensive, inappropriate for major

subgroups.of the test-taking population or servIng to perpetuate

art)i negative attitude which may be conveyed.toward these

subgroups. No item in any test should include words, phrases

or descriPtion that is generally regarded as biased, sexist or

racist (e.g.., demeaning modifiers.and stereotypes).

8. Me items in a test should be reviewed by editorial specialists

for clarity, accuracy, consistency, and; when appropriate, for

conformity with standard editorial style.

9. Tests should contain clear and complete directions. Enough

saiple problems should be provided in test-program publications

do that the exaanee can understand the nature of the task and

the fest-taking procedures. Where there is a need to provide a

general orientation to testing, as when testing young children,

practice testsincluded eitHer in descriptive material or at

the time of test administration--should be used.

lO. The typography, directions,,and arrangement of items in the

test-bopklet should facilitate the task oetest-takers. When

appropriate, tests should be made available to handicapped

individuals,such as sight7defiCienti,dandidates through tapes,

readers or special printing.

N,

4

4:

. .
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. .

Methodó should'be employed to evaluate the appropriateness

1'
of items befoie.their operational use in a program or before

. ..the reporting of scores. Appropriate methods include pretesting,.

: preliminary item.analysis (using the 'first Operational use of

as an opportunity to identify inadeqUate.items) or '

careful review of the results of administering similar items to

alimilar population:I In assessing the appropriatenesh

iteme before.their operational use,.efforts should be'madl to

includerepresentativesamples of the operhtional testtaking

population.

12. The operational use of each test' should be followed by systematic

itearanalyses using appropriate criterei and,by test analyses.

These analyses should include reliability, intercorrelations of

sections or parks, and speededness.
,

4
13. Studies relating itea performance.to subgrodps should be

#

'\\
.carried out for new or substantially' revised tests when there'

are adequate data concerning sufficient samples of large

subgroups whOse education and experience may be different from

the Majority of examinees.

. 1

. Th .specifications for tests in ongoing programs should be

.reviewed for relevance and appropriateness before each new form

is treated.. ETS staff and advisers should Consider 'Whether'

changes in'the field, discipline or.curricula-require a revision

of'the specifications. .\\6.

15. When major Changes are made in test specifications, consideration

should be giVen to the iMplications of such changes for scgre

tomparability and whether it is necessary tb change the test

name or otherwise'communicate to those wbo interpret test

scores that comparisons wilh earlier tests ay be inappropria4
,
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When-.iest forms'ake used for a number.of yeas in a program,.

they should be reviewed yeriodically for their'appropriateness.

The frequency of such keview should.be determined by the Amount
t

of change occurring in the population of testtakers or the
. /.

subject matter domain. .Teit forms that are found to be outdated

should be.reVised or withdrawil_froM use.
4
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ProCedural Guidelines

. Section. 2: Teat:Administration

I. Information should.be made available prospective examinas.

and (in sOleprograms, to.parentlpor guar ans as well) in

advance of the' test administration with iespe to tile following,

4 as appropriate::

AS,

I.

ar the purpose 'of.the test end What it measures;

b) the nature og the test.items lincludir samples of typical

item types);

the relevant instructions.for taking the test,

.
including instructions.for guesting, chahging
answers, and.strategy involving speed.and accuracy )
in taking the test; .

identification requirementetd the consequences of not

having identification;

the consequences of misconduct by the test-taker;

baCkground and experience relevant to test

.g)., the locatiOn of test centers, the.test dates and

..
special testing arrangements that can b* made; .

performance;

.

the procedures for registering for the test and

changing the craters; 4.

the structure of rst

special arrangements
to handicapped indi

fees and fee waivers;

fortadministering tests

uals;

\

e



4
k) the reporting of scores;

139

., proceduieg; sfOr cinceling test scores bY the candidate and

reasons why ETS or the sponsor of the testmight cancel
scores;ond

'

ot,

. te procedures for registering complaints..

2. Prog m publicationsmhould be reviewed for lpnguage or

deacrip'4,ns gener011y regarded as biased and offensive. For

example, t e exclusive use of masculine pronouns should be

:avoided as should the implication that all persons in a given

category (for 1 tance, examinees, supervisors, counselors, or

teachers) 'are eith"èa females or. males (unless, of course, the

categoryls logicall restricted to members of a single sex).

Illustrations, examples nd Practice .items in test-information

publications should represèit males, females, minority and-,

Tajority groups, and individu ls in ways thaliindicate re pect

and awareness of valuable contrl utions.

3. The facilities at which teats are adiInistered should

places that are convenient for the majo ty of examine s,

nonsegteiated and comfortable. At least p rtions of those

facilities shbuld be accessible to and respo ive to the needs

of.hIndicapped itUkividuals.

4. ETS should enlist.test-centefesupervisors ind staff with

Aemonstrated sensitivity to thmanticipated sex and ethnic

composition of.the examinee group, based on prior experAence.

When Approprjate,, persons affiliatedmith institutions attended
A

hy significant nuMbers 431 those examinees should be included.

Minority-group supervisbre and/or proctor* Should boemployed,

and test sites should be loCated In ydnority communities
0

.'whenever aripropriatiand.feasibie.

I.
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Test-Center supervieors and staff 'should be familiar with

the procedures for adMinistering a Otandardized test and

should be provided with a description of the testing program,

a description-!of the candidite population, and specifiC instrua-.

tions foe administering the test: Instructions concern such

subjects as the duties of test supervisors, associate supervisors, .

and proctors; th receipt, storage add return of test supplies;

the -admittance a examinees to theteating rooMs; the distribution

F
of test materials; procedures to be followed in administering

4 4

tests to handicapped individuals; procedures to be followed in
4

insta ces of suspected cheating; procedures to be followed in
6

other cases of candidate misconduct; and procedures to be

,followed.in.case 'of emergency.

6. Teat performance can be affected by the psychological etmaiphere

Of the testing center.- Test supervieors should be inlormed of ^

this and instructed to take measures to ovoid an adyerse situation,.

For example, test supervisorashould be instructed,'when it is

appropriate and feasible, to have minority- as well as Majoeity-:. .

group persons, women as well as men, read test directions and

to recognize questions--from examinees following an impartia4-

yrotedure.

'

7. ETS should provide the 'test center supervisor with directions

to be read'aloud to examinees before the test begina', These

.
directions Should include information relating to7 procedures

for marking enswee sheets, timing of test.sections, strategies

for guessing, time and duration of test breaks.and examinIts'

. use of unauthorized side.. Test. supervisors -should cheek to see

that examinees undeistand their task and the procedures to be..

followed.
. : -r

4
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k

8. Reasonable efforts should be Fade to eliminate optiortunities

for examinees to attain ecotp by fraudulent means bj! dtipulating

..requirements for identification, assigning examineei to 'seats

'end requiring'appropriate epace.between seats.

.. t'

9. Appropriate procedures should be,applied atter the:test.
:0

administratiOn to identify scores of questionable authenticity,

to.tesolve iesnes of authenticity and to provide for prompt

reporting of questioned scores-found to be inthentic.

4

10.. A syetematic.program for'observing test adminiskiations

'ehonld be conductea'by trained ETS.staff membeis pr other

qualified individuals: to review the testing procedures with

the test'supeivisore, to insure appropriate,testing conditions,

to'qnsure adeeuate'maintenance oftest security at the test

centers and to relay questions and concerns from the field to
the appropriate 8TS office. .

. t
;

11. Testing.programs should have detailed procedures tor investigating
.*

and resolving examinees' complaints of Irregtilar test administration

orscore reporting.

12. Comments end suggestions should be solicited from supervisors'
:-

by such meaneas the.SupervisOr's Comment Sheet'and.meetings

of supervisors.to provide ETS etaff.with taformation to

improve future adMinistrationo.
. . ,

.

: 4

13. Supervisors should be required to record and repprt to us

-inform* ation on /irregularities (such as mistimilli,defeetive
#

.,materigls, power failures and cheating) ao th4' ETS can

evaluate the possible effect of .Duch occurre/ es on examinees'

.test performance.'

An individual who has taken a test should.ge pioxided..i.a..formationA.

tillat will be helpful iwinterpretingscoi* on that-t-est.

0



Section 3: TesttReliability

1. When test scores are reported tb institutional or Agency users

.or to individual examinees, information about the reliability

of.the test should be documented and should include:

a) a reliability.coefficient. and an overall standard error of
measurement (several indices may be provided if more than
one method of assessidg reliability has beentused; alternate-
form information should always be provided if available);

b) standard errots of measurement for score regiofis if decisions
aboa individuals are miwle in those score regions and if the
',overall regions and.the overall standard error are judged
inappropriate; 4;

d)

e)

:

f).

the formula(s) used to estimate reliability and/or
appropriate references; .

ajustification of 'the method(s) used to assess reliability;

a specification of the major sources of measuiement error
accounted for in the reliability analysis;

a specifiCation of the time interval between e6stings.if
alternate-forsior test7retest..reliability is use4 .

g) the number of observationts3, the mean and stlindard deviation.
a of the analysis sample (ranges or averages are acceptable.

in caseswhere the reliability information iR derived
from seVeral-samples); .

speadedness data; and

cotlrelations of subscores within the same est.or battery

of which the test.is a part.
-

5 2
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2. If reporting any of the reliability information requkred under

GUideline I is, inappropriate, the reasons should,he stated in

appropriate program,documents i and, if 'possible, alt vlate

information about consistency. should be.providedi 1,

eA, 3.

b

,Efforts should be made to provide reliability infprmation in

an appropriate fdrm to the'examinees to whom,the:scores are

reported.

(4. The method(s) used for asgessing reliiihility should:

a) take into account the 'most Common sourCes of error
.

.generally considered significant for test interpretation
guessing, instability over time, item and content

variation, and rater inconsistency): and

b) :be apPropriate to the nature of the test, in drder not to
seriously over or underestimate reliability.-

A



Procedueal Guidelines

dection 4: Scale Definition

.1. Raw.scores on a.tetit or tubtest'4including percentages of

q stions answered Correctly) should not be teported by ETS for

vidual examinees or in summary. form for groups'of examinees

except under either 'of the folloWing circumstances: .

a) when it is anticipated'thit only one edition of the test
wilbe offered'for use in theloreseeable future or it is .

demongtratee by appropriate empirical procedures that. raw .

acorea on all the editiona to be coaPared ate interchangeable;
or when raw Scores on that test edition will not'be compared.
directly with raw scores.on another tett edition; or

bi

U.

when reported in Conjunction with a scaled score' and_in,
a context that sppports appropriate interpretation, such
.as when a copy of the test itself is available.* when
indiVidual or group responses to individual items, depending
on whether individual or group performance is eing assessed,

ate adailable.

2. li a test or test btttery yields multiple scores for.:an individual

and scale&scores ate to be used directly. (i.e., without.

referenceto-norms"tablei)in interpteiing performince. prOfiles,

the scales should be dormativery defined-and each lihould be defined

with respect to the same population.

When different tests in a program are taken by'different

examine'es whose scores are.to be ditettly compared., the attles

.fo.r the testsAhould-take itto'account possible differences

/cog the'groups of examinees who take the various teSts..

(

.0
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4. Establiehed sc s ehotilk mot be redialined excipt Mnder compelling
_

circumstances. Ira sca'le is to be betantially re'define4
.,
.-

!

.

ille.numerical lues shOuld be changed.substanrially to minimize

the possibililY Of cOnfuaion. between test resulte expressed on

the revised sta a aqd results expressed on the original scale,
;.

An.exception L9 this guideline may..approprietely occur if. the
1.

test in qUeStiop is.one of a set of tests for which is siogle

range of numerical ifaluei (e.g., 20-80) is us&I and /he scales

for other astsln the set halve not-heea:radefined. .:

5. Scale properties that affect ecore interpretati n and use

should be described in program publications ava able to the

examinees and to institutional r agency users.

Technical manuala and interpretiAr publications for institu

tional or agency score users and xaminees .should indicate, in

language appropriate io the audietlfe, whether.a distributively

based scale is intended to be norsiative or nonnormative. If it
1

.

is intended to be normative, the.group ehould.be describlf.

Whenever. a aormatively defined scale.noslonger. conveys useful

normative information, all published descriptions of..tlie....scale

.4hould be changed accordingly.

Program publications should caution score recipients (users and

"exawinees) that scores received on different tests that are'.

reported'on scales that are similar in appearance may not be

equivalent.

-

ror-t!
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Guidelines 9 ihrodkh 14 appli3Only to acalea eatablished after'.
w

gOidelinesiriTPublished on Auguat 1, 1977.

9. If a scale is to.be distributive, the'Choice between a normative

and nonnormative diatributive scOe.should"take into accOunt.:
,

'. '

a) the extent to'nhich nonnative interpretatiOn.with

'reference to a Particular. populOion will be
appropriate and.useful for all examinees whdatake
the test and.for all puiposes for which the scores
are intendedln, be .uaed.;.

.b). the probable time,period during which the normative
information conveyed by the scores will continue
to be descriptively appropriate; and

c)ht,feasibilk of identifying and testing a suitable
group'afexa ees.on.which to base a norTative scale.

/10. /he'chOice between a distributiVe and ndndistributive stale

shOirld take into accdunt the use for which the.test wap

intendedand to which the teSt isTlikely to be 'put.

11. If 4 scale ip to be defined with reference td standards of

performance, the basis for estabriphihithe standards slaould

be determined empirtally or rationally rather Oen arbitrarily..

J.

..
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1 , The Conventional grade-. or age7equivalent score (the grade or .,

age for tihicka particular score is the Average)'should not be

used to establish the score scale for.a test'or system of

testi.: This type of-score, as it typically haabeen derived,

ithouldbe avoided altogether as ibasis for'reporting test

performance, However, the.grAde (or age) for\ which a particular-
. #

scaled score on a test is the Average, referred fo here as a'.

"grade (age) revel indicator" to listinguish it\from the,
:

conventional grade-equivalent (age-equivalent) Adore, Mai Ye

.reported to help iniscoie-interpretation, if.the practices

:.customarily followed in deriving an esehting iradeequivalent

(-age-equivalent) s6ores are modified in a ordance with ETS

crieria that obViate tbe technical ineerp tive problems !Oat'

A

gradelequivalent (age-equivalent) scores eate.

13. be choice of a scale abould take into adcpubt.the likelihood

of confusion with other widely Used. scates.

Jn establishing the number of distinct scale values' tb be

reported, consideration should: be given '66 the'relative importance

Of the.need to avoid erroneous distinct-ions among individuals

: (hy_reporting different scores-for indiViduals Whose true'

scores are the same) and the need to maintain diatinctions

that, on the aVilive, wi-11 be correct (by repoiting different
a

scores for groups 6f individuals Whose average .true scores are

different).
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Procedural.Guidelines

Section 5: ..Equating

AO-

7vr

Adequate equating should precede comparisons of the test

performance of two or more individuals or groups on'nonidentical

items or sets of items such as test offering4 in which sucessive,

or aLtexnate, forms are used interchangeably.

2. StIrstical methods selected for equating should be (Led only

Milder JircumstInCe4 that are onsistent with the as umptions

under which the mmthods have been develOped.

regular and continuing testing progr4ms"that are agilable

to users, integrated, long-range systetbs of equating the scores

to 411 successive editions of the.xist should be used and

desdribed in.technical publicOrioos.

.

/,

4... For those :tests that at/o/fered for institutional use (as

distingOished froth .e(ciernIlly .administered tests offered in.

testing.programs) of which only a liMited number of.formi
.

. .

are available; equating of new.forms should.be based on specially

desigpeestudies in which e)(aminees or groups of- examinees are

:sele(ted by!an appropriate sampling procedure to iake the

>,/alterMatt forms oifalternate sequencei of forms.

5. -When test. forms are equated with the use of coMmon (anchor)
.

items., the psychological tas41.6f taking those items (represented,
I..

for example, by the directions, the context of the items and
t,

the speededness of the.part of the-test in which the items

appear) should be the same for all examinees.
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.Wben the common itekns used for equating are not representative

of the iests being equated, the. groUpsiOfexaminees used for

equating should be ds..nearly as possible:equivalent.

7. In the Continuing teSting programa, statistical checks (e.g.,

.check equating, special.seale-Stability studies) should

.-be employed to permit regular Assessment of the precision

of the equating.
1

. .



ProcedurallGuidelines

Section 61 Score Ifterpeetation

1/
./

1, Effective test use and meehipgful score interpretation shoul.

be supported And augmented by:
'A

the development of appropriatetest norms based on
administering tests to samples from a defined population
when thtre.is a reasohable expectation that'a large
proportion of the schoole.or.Other units selected. for the
norms eample Wilk agree to participate; or,. -

a rationally developed system of interpretation shared.with
score.teoipients when.score interpretation is na developed

: from. normative data:

. Tests offeri'd tor sale and desCribed by. ETS as standardized

teats (as distinguished from.tests.offered in testing programs)

should eaVe adequatenOrms or other.information foruse in

interpreting test'results.

3. -When teat norme Ore developed.by administering tests tOsamples.
,

from a defined population, the resulting. qorms should be

representative of any relevant.subgroup, including those

definedby sex or ethnicity,fin proportion4O their frequency

in the definedmulation. Such subgroups may be deliberately

over-sampled for more precise estimation of the statilstical

characteristics of the.population by procedures that, take

oVerrkampling into account... Data on the.proportionsFin the

sample and in the population, when available', khal.0.41be reported

imon appropriate technical publication.
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4. Therepoit of a special normi study ahead provide information

a) the. sampling .design;

.10 'the participation rate.of institutiohs.
or individual respondents in the samples

characteristics of the pirticipating
institutions and ihdividuals;

d) weighting systets used in preparing
norms; and

A

e) estimires of 'sampling variability along
with 4h acknowledgment, Oen necessary,
that such estimates do not take into
account biases 'arising from nonparticipation.

5. When desCriptive statistfcs based on program testing
(as distinguished from norms based on special norm studies)
are'publiehed, the following guidelines should be sed:

bOth table titles and descriptive
miterial.should make it clear that
the statistics are based on examinees

or participating institutions or
other using agencies;'

b), the descriptive material should define the
nature of the group oy identifying th
appropriateness of the sample and th factors
that relate thwbackground of the group to test
performance, and by acknowledging explicitly

c)

that the 'sample is selfselected;

4 '

when possible, repotts ahouid be prepared
to show comparisonb of data based on program
expinees or institutional Naracteristics
with relevant data on varta es from other
sources; 1

0
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when infotmation about interpretive data.
is prepared for different user grog a,

li
the presentation, whenever practic le,

should be adapted 0-the needs and- . .

background of eachVgroup..

s are developed from program'testing, the age,isex

ic compOsitio of the.program norms grou ahould be

ad whenevet u, information abbilii subgroup membershipIL

lable.. \ .

sting. programs, descriptive statistics should be'compiled.

odidally frbM a sample or entire-population in:order.to

itor the participation and pertormance of male; and'females

awn dom diverse.begrounds, interests- ai experiende (e.g.,

ajor ethnic group, handicapped:status and' her relevaht

subgroups of the population of interest).

If norms intended for use in'the interpretation of individual

scorea,are presented separately for males and fetales or for

members of specific ethnic oups,-tHe'tationaleahould be,/-.

Icarefully. described.- Separ e.norms may-be justified for

scores used-primarily for Abidance .wben access tb the experiences
.

needed to earn a high-sdote is'clearly'related to subgroup.-

membership and:a. more direct index of access is. not. available.'

The exlstence of score.differences between' subgrodps does not '.

in itself.justify prefentation of.separate norms.

/.

9.( pescriptive statistics prepared separately for subgroups of the

televail test-taking population,pue not intended fer.use 4in

interpreting individual swap should not be ptesented in a way.

.that encodragea their use fot,such a purpose.

,

0
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r
Institutional or agency users and examineep Should be informed.

'of the standard error of measurement of a score, and tOst _

interpretation materials stloold point out the limit-ations.of

est scores and enrOuragallecore users to -talie into account tho

-passible scores a test takeemight achieve on retesting..

11. Statiktieal data usid in.score inierpretation should be revised .

annually except when less frequent revision is judged to be

appropriate as, for' example, when norms.are based on special

'studies. A statement of the'period in which the data 'were

collected should be included in any publit'ation that.'presents

the data.

13. Institutional or agency score recipients should be provided
.

'with interpretive materials designed to be helpful for using

scores in conjunctioq
#

with other.information, setting cutting

scores where appropriate,binterpreting the scores for special

an groups (e.g., ethnic minorities, males, females, and..

hah capped students), condUcting local normative studies,

and de eloping 1.6cal interpretative materials.

fr

. 63

.?
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Procedural, Cuidelines
. ,

Section 71 Test Validity

i. ETS.should provide evidence of the vahdity Of its tests in'

.relation to the principal: purposes'or intended uses of the

testi. One.or more.of the following may be applicable:

'a) whih'tesi scores are to be interpreted in terms of degree ,

. 6f masterylpf.the knowledge, skills, or abilities of a I.

domain.reptesinted-by-the test, content 'validation evidenAe
should-be, provided.

,b) when test .scores are to be interpreted in terms of the

prediction of future behavior, criterion-related validation
evidence should be provided.

c) whien test scores are t6 be inteipreted as measure of a
theoretital construct1 construct validation evidence-should-

be provided,

, Evidence of content validity.shouldbebased (a) on a careful

'determination and, anallysis of.the domain(s)qf.interest and of

the relative importance of topics within the domaiiii, and (01.on .

digonStrationthat the test is an apprOPriate Sample of the.

knowledge,or behAvior in the domain(s). A report on evidence-

.,.of content validity should present description& of the peocedures

0ployed in the study, including the number and qualificatidna

of experts involved in'the analysis of the domain or evaluation

of the relevance and' appropriateness of the test:.

. ..
.

.

3. Construct validation should'he .baied On:* rational and empirical.

anslYses'of procesSes undeilying performance on the test '

..

in question including, where appreopriatec noncognitive.-as well':'.,
:

as cognitive function's. .Empiricar.vvidence relevant to the .

analyses .should include result:3.0f investigitions.of the degree'

to Which'teet scores arerelated or tnrelated,to other Variables.

in ways.implied by intended'interpretations.
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iterion-related validation should be used only when technically

sound and teleVant criteria are available-or pin be developed

and when other conditions affecting feasibility warrant the

study.

4)

r)

Crliiterio-related validation should involve as many

i
performance variables as necessary to permit evalUation of
the"effectiveness of test scotes Tor.predicting the .types
of:b4havior they are-intended to measure. ,

. f

to) Criterion-related validation dhould not combine variables
to forwaingle criteriooteasureunless auch a procedute
is justified by logical considerations or empirical evidence'
or the practical reguirements.of the intended use of the
results. .

:

c) Criterion data spould'In c011ectcd in a Way that permits.an.
assessment of the teliability of each criterion variable,'
but ith the understanding that_there may be several
sources of irrelevant. variation, (sampling ofcriterion

content, source of criterion ratings or.data, and.ao
forth).

5. Interpretations of correlations between test scores and criterion

varlAples should take into account such factors as sample size,

criterion reliability, possible restriction in the range pf .

scores'obtainedin the validity study sample, aAd othe contextual

factors.

4"

6. The method(s) by whiCh any.validation is accomplished should be

.,
fully dodupented;.such documentation should include appropriate

. .

details auch as th nature and. reliabilitY of the'criteria, a

adescriptioTthe1 ubjec'ti used, the.materials surveyed and the
. .

qualifications of the experts who -made judgments regarding. the

. :- appropriateness and importance. of 'test.conEeli-.
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Where adequate mehodstare employed to insure equivalence. of
.

scores on alternate forms, it is not necessary that each new

form be validated. New validation studies should be.made if .

revised.tests have substantial changes, such.ai different item

types, or if they sample a reYised erformaAce domain.

When appropriate and feasitle, the validity of .a test should be
. .

investigated separately for subsamples of the teat-taking

r"Pqpuletion.

. When a name of a'test is established, it should not imply more

than ls justified by evidenée-of yalidity.

10.. Information should be made aVailable to institutional andq

agelicy users that would be of assistance to them in.planning

and conducting local.validity studies. .

166
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TEst USE

I.

I

Principle

Proper and fair use of ETS.tests. is essential

to the social utility anduirofeagional
acceptance of ETS work.

Policies

ETS Will set forth-clearly to sponsets, institutional or tgency

sefs,41118..examinees the principlel of proper ose,oflests and.

:interpretation of testresults.

B. ETS will establiSh proeeduret by which fair an4-apOropriate

test use can be'promoted and misuse can be discouraged or

'eliminated. .

Procedural Guidelines .

1: Program publicationS should:

describe appropriate uses and (aution against potential
misuses of program tests;

.

CPI.

explain clearly'that test scoves'reflict past.Opportunity -

to learn and.discourage test.interpretations that go
beyond-reasOnabfe inferences from test performance;.

c)
.

emphasize that an individual's test score.should be'
interpreted in the oontext of other information tbout
him or-her;

.11 provideapprogriSte.information'about..tbst content,
4

difficulty, and purpose to help the sstitutional or'
, zgendy,user.select instruments that m et the measurement

requirements of the situation and avoid selecting,
requiring or usiTg inappropriate tests;

e

`Yr
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;
invite Ostitutional or agency, users to.consult with the.

prograta sponsor and/pr ETS about thei1j current or intended
:uses Of ETS-developed tests ada identify the offices

. . .

to be.contacted for this purpose;

.f) sUmmarize results.Of research relevant to:the'use of the .

test or cite references in which euch results art'reported;

.

describe adequately and clearly scale properties
that effect score'interOretation and use;

".

advise 'institutional/Or agency users that decisions about .

the application of single oq multiple prediction equationsi'
based on distinguishinircharacteristics such-as sex,
ethnic group or curricnisr, emphasis or training, should'be
preceded by areful examinationof social, educational and .

psychomet.ric factors; 0

i). advise institutional or agency users that if examinee
grouping based on.test scores is prscticeai provision
should be made for frequent review .of group'assignments to -

.aetermine actual.performance;

j) stress that pass-fail or cUt-off sCores estabaiphed for
'such purposes as admission, credit, or certification,
should be used as a basis for decieionjmaking only.

,if thef-insiitutional or agenCy User has a carefully
developed rattOnale, justification, or explanation

. of the.cutting score'that is adopted; and

. .

0

10 encourage institutions Or agenCy'users to reexamine'

cut-off score politie periodically to minimUe or eliminate .
1.possihle disproporqlo ate.exclusion of members of any group

O.

such as men and women.dlawn from diverse'backgrounds (e.g.,.
major ethnic, handicapped- and other subgroups of the population.

: of interest) in the face of other evidence that Would predict
their success or indicate their competence.

2., Special (nonprogrens) publ' ations should be developed and

disseminated by ETS to pr mote fair use of tests and discoutage

misuse of tests.

4;4-1.41,

16g
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3. Complaints or information'abo-ut questionable interpretationor

use of reported'scOresi shodld be investigated by means of

proceddres designed for detecting misuse.: Such procedures

should. be doCumented, and reCords should be kept of such

complaints-and their disposition. ..0
. .

.

4. In cases where a bleall,.mieuse is brnught to itS attention,

IETS shnuld infprm the spOn or and the institutional. r agency

user of ETS' opinion as to the misuse Snd seek Volu ary.

'correction.of the migase... If reasonable'efforts to eek

voluntary correction are not .successf 1, ETS, in con unction

with the sponsor, should iake steps to ermine'whether to

continue supplying tests r .reporting scores to-the institutional .

or agency user.
1

/

t.
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'TECHNICAL ASSiSTANCE, ADVICE,'ANONSTRUCTIbN

A
A.

t
ETS will divilop-and offer instructional'programi in'the area's

t

Principle

ETS is dedicated not o y to praviding measurement
..progrAms and conductinjreseacch but also to promoting
increased understandlpg f measurement and te t ode,

I

. .

Policies

of meatutement, evaluation, and'relatedjeesearch through such

forms as 0 blications, seMinars, in-service training, intensive

residence c urses, Workshops, internshis and conferenCeac ETS

may undertake"these activities.independ ntly or in cooperation.

-with other age cies, professiohal.group

institutions.-

or educational

ETS will provide dvice and'informatiOn an measUrement-related

iisrs and About E S programs, research and services. In this

-activity, ETS will ark, where feasible,- in collaboration with

otber professional giizations'lhat shoW a cqncern alput

measurement.. . \

.

.

C. .ETS will respond promp ly.to requests for advice, instruCtion .

and-technical assistan4 related both tO priogratits and 'services

offered byETS and to t e related areas of ',edticational measurement,

tyaluation and.research.

D. EIS Will conform to high standards.of.Occuracy and professionalism.

in its adVisory,-instructional And technicalAessistance

activities.
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E. ETS will provide advice, instruction and technical assistance

to.cliente from the private and public sectors nd fromforeignend

domesticgovernment agencies.to the extent that.such services

ere'consistent with ETS areas of expertise, meet accepted profeesional

and ethicall standards, and reflect an understanding Of and respect for'

Cultural differences.

F. ETS.will endeavor' to promote increased understanding-of the

purposes and prOcedures Of testing among professional groups

and in the public sector; ETS wiU make'this effort both

independently and 0 cooperation with other organizations that

share this responsibility.

Procedural Guidelines

1. ETS!s oficee Ahould offer advice, instruction and technical

essistanCe; the. staffing for'suth services shouldbe determinecd

by the nature of the servites and the expertise reqUired.

2. The special requirements of audiences with varying needs.,

interests; cultural backgrounds andlevels of knowledge .

should be considered when ET$ provides technical desistence,

Advice, on instruction.

3. New development: in research or testing should be.considered

When technical assistance, advice and instruction are offered.,

:Technicel assistance, advice and instruction offered to

institutions 'or egencies should include guidance on howto use

other information about examinees (such as.previous academic

performance, 'English as1a'se6ond lenguage',, and femily,or

'cUltural background.factors) in conjunctionWith tett Scores.

. Comprehensive c011ectiene of reference materies.relating to

tests, measurement, evaluation and related research should be

developed,'Eddintained !And made. available.to'all:XTSstaff
A

members end, when appropriate, to'professional groupsend

.individuala'outsidethe organization.. 1

---
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GLOESAR1 OF TERMS

Accuracv The extent to which a

its specifications or:correctly
ihe apecified'amits.of reliabil

. 1

Client: (See S ons?r).

ConilentL 'Fermi aion granted by

patent or guaidian to the use.or
permission granted Upon receipt .

,putpose of the use or release an
manner in whidh the results will

:

principal product conforms to .

eflectrthe source data Within

ty. ;,

n individual or that individual'8
release of data hold by ETS; such
fol reisonabie explinetion Of the
.a reasonable explanation of the .

be reported, . .

Critical Informationt Informati n that*will be 'used to draw important

...inferences (a) about.the sponso , ETS-appointed external.committees,

institut:ional or agency user, eXaminée, subject or respondent,:
or (b) iv the sponsor, institutional or agency user, examinee,

subject ,or respondent and which, ifincorrect, could be harmful.

DistribUtive 'Scale: A spale 'that is defined to yield eifher a

specified score distribution or a speCified mean and standard

deviation fOna particular group of examinees..
.t

ETS Board of Ttustees: The ETS.Boardof Trustees is the governing.'

.body of ETS. 'There are 16 trustees. Thirteenare eXected'for
four-year terms. 'New members of the Board are elected by current

truateei. .Some ire chosen from nominees:pioposed by the American

Council on Education and the College Entrande Examinati,on Board,

two of the fOunding organizations of. ETS.. The presidents of the

American Council on Education, the College Entrance Examin tion_

Board and ETS'also serve as trustees.: .

z/.
4

TS-held Prognsm Data Files: Information about individu and

institutiOnd held by ETS and derived from EiS7peovided rvice8 .

of collection, proceseing, storage, retrieval and.dise, 'nation:

:

ETS-helellesearch in n-formatioheld by-ETS and tenerate,

through ETS-conaucted research intended to result'in the. develop-

ment of new or improved techniques and materials for applidation

in such areas as classroom instruOtion,'evaluation'of progress
toward educatronal,goala, counseling u&-students, and decision,-

making-of school administrators,.
,

Examinee: /111 individual who takes a test, developed and or adipinietered

by ETS.

. .. .

. InstitU nal or °Agencjr Oen: Anorganizetional reCipient of.

ETS-prodessed-Or produced.infortuatiOn. ...

t .
f _ 6

.

. .

Intertediate..Productt katerials that ave-not released externally',

but4that'are necessity to. the production of the'priacipalproduct. 1

I
I.

_
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Glossary, (cOnlinued)

Notdistributive Scale: A scale that is defined without !reference, .
.

to.the obierved test Terforience of a particular troup.'
. . o . .

.

Nonnormative Scale:. A scale that is based on the performance.
..

of Sny.cenvenlently aVailable sagroupsfOf examiheei for whom
the test-is appropriate.. A mcore on a nennormative.scale.is'-
not intended to convey int4rmation abput'an examinee'dAtanding
in relation-to a defibed population,'

. .

, v, " . .

Normative ScA14:. A scale thAt,is base0 on the test performanse ,

of a sample of,eXaminees, selected as presCribed by .A specified
design, from a' clearly defined population. A scPre tn.A.normative
stil4 is.inten ed to convey useful'information about the performance
0 a partidy.a examinee in relatipn.to the performande of,that
population. '

. . .

..

. .

Principal Pród
ann 1 repprts
3._ 'tic ts) that

Axte nal. comMit
or respondett.,'

Standekrds.44h
princiPal-produ

. .

Principles for
tf Ind

'AiSociSiion. Da
.1975.

111.

ct: ETS-produced or processed materials (e.g.,
performance dale,. score rePorts.and admissions
e released OetransMitted to a sponsor, ITS-appointed/
ee, institutional or agency user, examinee, subject /.

urdudnt i contract or published coMMitment.
to accuracy and timeliness, are applicable t

Respondent: At
-os in a manner and

'subj gts,

I

. -

Spon or:. 'Edoca

federal,'state
which contract .
tkir gOvernint
sta .

,

IStanda

Psychol
AssOciat
Wadhingt

eapect

ts.

..,

he ValidAtion aiy.1-OSe,tof Peraonnel Selection P cedures,

strial-OrganizatIonal Psychology, American Ps chologital

ton,- Ohio: The:Industrial-Organizational Psyholl.st,4

.
.

individual who provides data to a resear,1i project
for.a purpose'diffeiem4fromeither ex inees oi

ds.for E

gical.A
'on, at,

iohal, Trefessional Or occupationa associations,
r local agencies,. public or_Triva e foundattons..

ith ETS foi its services'. This ategory litludeä .

boards.,.membership, and appoin ed comMittees or.

ucational and Piycholog ca
sociation. UPA), America
National Cooncil.on Me

ApA, 1974.
/

-Teats, American

Educatiohal-Research
shrement in Education.

: Subgroup,: kpart of the larger po lation which is definable
according o varl s criteria ad ppropriate, e.g by.(a) sex,

(b) race' oil ethnic ortgin, (c) ai5ing offormal. preparation,
(d). geograp04s.lOca loh,.(e) i come level, (1) handicap', (g) age.,

o/



GlbasarY (continued) .'

Subject: an individual who p rtidipatea, iptan ETS Ilaboratoy

or experimental research proj

Testing Program: A aet °tier angements 4nder'which examinees
Oa scheduled to take a teat inder8tandardied gonditiona,.the.
tests are supplied with inttuction8 for giVing and taking the
.and 4rrangements are made fo scoring the tests., reporting th

: adores., 4nd providing interlp etative information.is part of.a

comprehensive ongoing servire. A Orogram.i4characterized by
its continding charadter and by the inclusivenesa 'of the servicee

providedi

Timeliness: The degree to wbich a principal productis released
or delivered tO its recipient within a predefined4c edule. .
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' \
--. --7-111i . -WEISS. I appreciate that all of you have busy schedules and

you have alreddy devoted the better part of the day to this hearing.-
i We will try to proceed fis expeditibusly as the fleor action vidll

permit. / 6 11 ,
. 1*.

i Let me ask a somewhat general question. itather than to gi into
1 , discUssion Of the philosophy whiCh I think, given the nature of the

subject, is ertainly in order, I would like to start out by asking if,
''. i on the b is of the, testimony, there is any factual reason why the

' \ roguirem nts set forth in 4949, and almost equivalent information
1. set forth in Mr. Gibbons' bill, as to whether the ,preregistration-can

e inclu ed in the legislation. .

*:-

Does at present any insurmountable problem to anybody?'
Mr. ARGADON. I think I indicated that with one exception, most

Of that/ information is already provided. I suppose this maY ave
been Nfr,'Gibbons' bill which comma ds release of the test s ore
that gets an individual into a giVen sch ol.

Mr: WEISS. We had tried to undertaje on the basis of the i for;
mation we had, an analysis of whic of the regulations u der
section 3 of 4949, 'are, in fact, included in which of the manuals .We
find that although most of those requirenients are included in some
of the manuals; I do not think any of thdm really are included in
all of them in totality. \

For example, we found th0 requirement of how background infor-
mation on students who haire reported seems to be set forth in the.
LSAT manual and the GRE manual, partly, but not in the others.
The scord will be rePortetthat ie set fOrth in the LSAT, but not
in the others.'

So really, although the information is available to some extent
on sope Of the tests, the purpose of the legislative requirement
would! be to provide some uniformity of the information, so that
even fhose tests which do not now include them, but which Would
have the information available, would also be required to subinit
infOrmation Which certainly as far' as other tests are concerned,
have not been found to be'onerous requirements.

Dr. COOPER. do not understand your reference as to what is not
. reputed._ _ :

Mr. WEISS. Section 3 of .4949liequires registration information.
The testipiony we have gotten fftri almost everyone is that most of
that information I in, some way or another is reported or listed on
the registration forms. But our analysis shows that 'if appears on
some registration forms and not on others. The prime 'purpose is
riot to indicate, at least on my part, that none of that inforMation
is made available any place, but really to provide for 4 uniform
requirement for that information to be set forth.

Dr. Coomt. In the MCAT test, all the bformatiOn called for in
your bill is provided either: in the mativiN1 sent to the individual ,

who.is going to be tested or in the student MCAT manual.
I do not think there is,a single item not included,: 1

. Mr. WEIsti. Mrs. Rice?
Ma, Rica. Insofar as we can undbrstand the languages but there .

are some ambignities.!

Ita

* 1 ZS
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Now, as stated in our testimOly, w4 have provided all this infor-
mation.1 might mentioA sorng of the ambiguities in sections 3 and
4, which requests the effects ()bind uses of test scores. .

We do not always have that information. It resides With the
institution that uses the te4t. We advise institutions how to use our
materials and tests in great. detail. I am not sure exactly what you

,

mean by "clarifying uSes."
, Also, under 13(4) you mention major income groups. We are not

-sure whether you mean parental income, student income, or just
t what kind of financial breakdowns you have in mind. I list 'those

simply to say that we conform to. all those requirernen8 that we
can understand.

Mr. WEISS. Again if I am reading it correctly as tO thát section
of the legislation, w at you are saying is, not for the m st part, but
the exception you have just cited, not that you cannot provide the
information or that it is onerous to provide, but in fact you are
saying in most instances, most of that information is already avail-
able. Your disagreement is really a policy, disagreegient as to
whether it is necessary or advisable to, make it necesfary that be
set forth?

Ms. RICE. I believe, and Mr. Hargadon probably referred to, this
better than I, in his testimony, there is no need for legislation in
areas where there is already voluhtary. compliance. There are poli-
cy differences, indeed, Mr. Hargadon s testimony pointed out that
we had Much more trouble with the ensuing. sections than with
section 3.

Mr. HARGADON. I might add, Mr. Weiss, I am familiar with
undergradu te 'admissions, and it is probably worth mentioning
that not on does the 'use of tests, vary widely among institutions,
but within t e same university, between departments at the gradu-
ate level, and other departments. In this bill, section 3, paragraph
3, the correlation is sought between test scores and future success
in a career. I think the answer to that is to find out who the
student intends to ork for. I would think what people determine
as success in the ca er one follows is very important at best, and I
think the profession 1 schools would be hard put ahead of time, to
draw A prrelation between the test score end whatever people
might agree on is success in a given career.

I really do not see how we could meet that requirement.
Mr. WEISS. I think that is to a great extent correct. On 'the basis

of our research, we found thft there appeared to be promises made
in some of the manuals whic% suggested exactly that kind of corre-

4 latione,yhat we are saying, in essence is, if you are going to have I
thati kind of suggestion or 'promise or half-promise id correlationo
between academic success or career success, then you ought to be
required tto set forth the basis for making that kind of proiiiise or
projection, on the basis of past reSults.

4Would any of you have any problei with, that?
. Dr. COOPER. Mr. Weiss, as we ied tO point out, admissions

# committees for medical scllools t. multivariant approaches to
evaluation of a candidate. We do ot want the only criterion to be
any one of the criferia that are used. We think this would be
.disadvantageous to Old applicant group. I 4
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In Medicine, what is success in medicine? Is that being on Park
Avenue? Is it working in one of the conimunity 'hospitals? Is it
working in one of the State hospitals? yVhat is -the success in
medicine?

We have an extremely low attrition rate. Most of it is not due to
academicjailure but change in career plans. If you count. success
until the students finish medical school, we can say, all those
accepted by the .multicriteria ,with rare exception, those attending
from 11/2 to 4 years do finish medicalschools and do .go on to
residencies and do go on to practice, I do not know how you would
otherwise measure success of a physician.

. Dr. HANEY. Could I comment briefly on that?
I did not have the impression that zniond was suggesting that

these is any one indicator of slaccess id-the profession4 medicine,
much less any other profession, but clearly there is some raom for
clarifying the dimensions of success in professiongslike medicine or
law, and while the reSearcher is not altogether clear, I think some
of the research showing the predictive validity of admissions tests
in terms of subsequent professional performance as rated by super-
visors and others, is very Illuminating regarding the fact that
aptitude tests of ceffain sorts do mot predict all aspects of profes-
sional success.

Dr. COOPER. We do not have an ptitude te . It is a medical
9 college admissions test. It is not çlaimed to fe and not an

aptitude test. It measures certain knowledge rat. student
brings with him and his ability to u e that knowl dge: .

We think that knowledge is related to what is', a good physician
but this is not an aptitude test, anti you and your group may have
simple criteria for success in med cine,:but let me say that those
who have worked in this; field and who have "tri)ed to assess this
have not been able to come up wih this.

14

Dr. HANEY. May I respond?
My point was not that there are simple criteria of success. It was

precisely the contrary, that there are many dimensions/of Success
and that admissions tests do nOt taP all ofthose.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Solomon? s

SoundoN. I think it is fair to say that admissions testh do not
often correlate well with futu r. career success.

First of all, they are not intended to. Admissions tests are. intend-
ed to help predict, along with other 'criteria, how one fares in the
educational program fo t. which one is being considered.

The second problem, as Walt Haney knows as well as I do, is
that the problem in research in predicting occupational success is
that there is virtually no agreement as to what is meant by occupa-
tional success, and the only. Way which you achteve any kind of
research design in order toi ascertain th4 is by very carefully

\structurinffl an almost artificifal situation.
Is a lawyer more successful- if he helpS the needy in the ghetto

and earns Niery little money or if he is appointed to the. Supreme
Court or elected as a Member of Congress?

Who is to juçlge what succeSs is, especially in terms of all the
opportunities 4en to either a doctor or graduate student or a
lawyer after gaduate professional school, and most research on

__ 1
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j predicting occupational success ii founded on the Criterion problem,
I not on° the Predictive prdblem. 44

a Mr. WEISS. Dr. Cooper, I have a news release that was issued by
the organinktion that you represent as of July 17.

The headline on it is: "New York Law Forces Withdrawal of New
MCAT From State."

In tte. body of that I quote a paragraph:
Dr. per said the New York law would makeAt difficult to maintain high

quality testing standards, because "there is a limit to the number of relative
questions that can, be Used io the MCAT which has six subiections." i

He explajned that the test is designed to help predict how_weh it:ptudent: will
Worm in medicanchool and later as a practicing physician.

Dr. COOPER. This is not an aptitude test. It is a measurement of
what knowledge does that student bring with him whieh is *re-
quired in modern medicine.

Mr. WEISS. If you are getting into 'the business of predicting, and
it is that kind of stlitement Which appears in the manuals indicat-
ing what the test is designed to do but what we are ying is if you

the student has the right to know and the publi has the right to

a
Are going to make that kind of Prediction, then want to know,

-.know oA what basis you are making. that kind of prediction. .

'-' If you" don't want to make' a prediction, in fact, as Mr. Solomon
saye, and as* I thought you were saying before, that ,you cannot
really make that kind of prediction, .0K, then either don't say

i anything or say 'that you ean't make it prediction, but if you are .
going to make a prediction like that you will be looked at >to
substaintiate the basis of that prediction. i :

Dr. COOPER. As we have tried to point out, we do with thi§ very
elaborate p'rocess which we go through in restricting the kinds Of

_.

questions we ask. Those questions are now restricted to those as-
pects or these sciences which are considered tO be relevant to
medicine and to the practice of medicine.

I Went through a long recitation of the very careful way in which
that was established for this test over a period of considerable time.

As a matter of fact, the correlations which are in the written
testimony showed the agreement amoig different groups on the
value of the tests in establishing those kinds of knowledge ahd
skillp which are ctnsidered to be essential to physicians: .

It !will not predict whether this is a compassionate physiciant It
willt not predict whether this physician will tate Wednesdal and
Thursday and Friday afternoons off. It will not predict his clThical
judgment..
- There are a lot of 'things, about a physician which are very

'difficult to measure which we are attempting to measure but which, ,

,you Can't *make Up the qualities of a physician but .in which there
is no claim here, apd really that is 'a part of the whole predicting

' process.
Mr. WEISS. What do yolt mean when you say that the test is

designed to help preilict how 'well a student will perform later as a
,practicing physicianT

Dr. COOPER. With regard to the material that that test measures
which is knowledge in sciences and the ability to use that knowl-
edge in pi?blem solving which are essential parts of a physician's
practice.
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Mr. WEISS: I must say again that the' aVerage reader, regardless
of what his level of aptitude or achievement is, reading that state-

".! inent would draw the coriChisioA that your test in fact predicts
what kind of or how good a doctor he is going to be.,

Mr. HARGADON. I Might try and clarify that.
I do think there is a substantial difference between indicating

potential or probability or likelihood Of the ability to ',perform well
as a doctor arid the phrase which is used here wffich is qtfite
different, arid that is, "Success in the career for which admissio
sought.",

gueSs I see those as two quite different concepts, and that may
lead to the.difficulty we have here.

Mr. WEISS. You may be right, that I think that the utilization of
the word success may be 'vague, but I don't knOW how that is cured
by using predicting performance in later, life, later career.

It seeins to me that they are both just as subjective, and we may
ultimately agree on better phraseology to use in there.' It also
seems to ine that what we are really saying is that whatever the
language is that is used in those registration forms or manuals to
suggest that those tests are in some way going to be able to
forecast performance in the future in a career or in school, that
you really oUght to be required to put forth a correlation.

Mr. HARGADON. I think it would be helpful to us at some point,
pelbaps in, some nitten form, to note -specifically which manuals.
Yoh just quoted from a press release, hot a manual.
. Mr. WEISS. 'We will put it together for you, but this ii0 the

quickest thing we could put our handS on to indicate the kinds of
.. things that have caused us concern.

Yes, Mrs. Rice?
NU. 1.RICE. While that partiCular requirement may be relevant to

Postbaccalaureate admissions, it has little meaning for undergrad-
uate adthissions.

Our tests have but one purpose only7-to preilict performance in
college and only in the first year of college, 15ecauqe our studies
have shown, and we have done many, that the prediction of buccess
in the first year seems' to be predictive 'of performanee over the
entire Undergraduate years.

I am not sure, whether you are suggesting that we try to predict
. success in the career, if tile student knows his intended field of

wOrk. I am wire you are not, since earlier this morning, you stated .
that you had no desire to change the content Of tests..I think that

, is what you said 'thiS morning to Your fellow members of the
committee when you were sitting at this table-I have no desire to
influencethe contents of the tests. . .

. Mr. WEISS. Againf I saY to you, we may agree on different Ian-
guage to use- ih there, but whether it is future performance or

( success in career; if you are talking about in somg. way Igaugibg
.how soMebody ir3 going t9 .dd in school end after in 'their career, if
you make thtt kind of projectidn, you Ought to have soine indiea2
tion of the correlation between the test ahd the .ultiMate Outcome.

I ain not wedded to any paticu1ar language, but4.1 warit to .be
sugkthat we` dota have pronqes or suggested prphises being 'made .

whipi are then not correlated to ankthing.
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.Dr. HANEY. Could I raise a perspective hbre in that as I testified
this morning I have tremendous reservation about many of the
specific provisions here, and I am concerned that oit might not be
terribly fruitful to try to go through specific provision by provision,
that it would not be terribly fruitful for the committee ot for us
here, and that perhaps it wOuld help to turn our diseussion to the

. specific sorts of problems you are trying to get at rather than at
the specific language of some of the provisions, and that I know
some people have intentions for revising these.

If that sounds like a reasonable suggestion, I would suggest the
possibility of inviting the young man who has recently been look-
ing very closely, I know, at'testing practices.

Mr. WEISS. I apaeciate that.
think that we are to really proceed with the witnesses

whom we have at thi
Dr. HANEY. Fine.
Mr. WEiss. Mr. Nair , has bgen given permission to sit

with.you to try. to respo uestions, but not to. give additional
testimony to that wh11411 ready been given. .

Dr. HANEY. I see.
Mr. WEISS. If MT. Nairn wants to join you te respond to any of

the questions that we may have, that is fine.
There has beenoome question raised,and some suggestions made

that perhaps the thing to ,do is to 'wait until we get the experience
of New York, I know that there is division on the basis of the
testimony that was given aso to the various attitudes toward the
New York legislation, even though there may have been no or
limited differences of opinidn originally.

Cli'ven where we are with New York and given where we are
with MCAT, for example, I guess Dr. Cooper, the question is really
to you, but it really affects everyone else also, because in this
iristance it's MCAT and it's the dental test people, although we j
have also seen or heard some possibility that the law school admis- 111

sions test also may be affected.
That is: Those who administer those tests may decide4h4 they

don't want tp play 'with New York either. Now, if in fact what we
have is certain broad areas or critical areas within the State being
put into a position whete the students folloWing that course of
study will not be able to take the tests within the State of New .

York, that really put us in the* position where we have no choice
except to proceed with national legislation, so that .you can't play
one State off against another. olb

Mr. SOLOMON. I just want to say, as far as I knowl, to the. best of
' my knowledge the law.school admission .council do not plan to

withdraw from New YOrk State.
New, there may be something that you know that have not

been informed about, but as the agency which, does thej work I do
not have ariy such knowledge. 4

Mr. WEISS. Somewhere around last Ttiesday or Wedne day, there
was a.newspaper report indicating that the laW school people were
considering, the!' had not yet come to a judgment, but they were
consictering the possibility of following the lead of the medical and
dental schoola. '
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Mr. SotobioN,Weil, sir, we are in daily, contact becatse ww have
to b with *e ilw school- admission§ council, arid I do not km* of
that velopment, nd I think We would know about it.

. I de know tikat e la* school admission council is exploring_ all
the nplicatiorib o he New York *State bill and trying td,figure out
as best they can v., at to do. ,

. .

-' Mr. WEISS. Dr. Cooper, do* Yon want .to rriakettany comment on__
that? Doesn't New Ydrk fmd itself in .a position where its students ,

Ne* York who want to fitudY medicine or dentistry are now in a
'position Where they cannot take tests or will not bet; able to. after

anuary of 1980 for admission to those schools. . .

Dr. COOPER. As I wrote the Governor and Senator LEATalle, we i
aye continued tO seek ways which would be minimum disturbance

to the student's ability to take the test Edith are looking .for some
way in *hic-
que§tions w ch we can raise Which are alreadY from our test

lliit can be done, but dil l* ProlileM is that the -number of

' editors beingindicated to be'new tests.
Questions being developed are just replications of the olii!.ques-

tiois, and the limits 'if phrased by that extensive grou,p of people
who helped design this test are making it difficult fiOr us if 'we have
to.expose every question. - - '!

. One alternative, of course, I guess, is for in?' to return to the old
MCAT which is much easier to write questions for in large num-

t frel tlt it would be the kind of thst. whirl) wnuldjervp
the purposes of that new MCAT, aild that is the reason we' ifilder
.took the verY extensive kind of effort that we did, to improve the
test in our view and in the view Of the large group of people that

. participated in the development of MCAT. . .

Mr. WEISS. unless in fact New York State changes its process or
you decide to change your mind as of January 1 of 1980, you will
not be administering the MCAT in New.,York State? . ilDr. COOPER. I think yoUr two alternatives are the only alterna-
tivés, right. !

: Dr. HANEY. I can see how this i§sue might come *up in the short
run, but I aM ver/y curiouti to ask, 'how; given the field that you

. mentioned this morning, that the fields of knowledge that the new
MCAT covers, I believe you mentioned chemistry, physics, and
applicatiOns in medicioe, each of those? : I

Dr. "COOPER. Applicatiens in problem solving., "
1". Dr. HANEY. And the applications of those iri medically-related

fields, leave it at' that for now, thOse are huge areas of human
- knovyledgd that, while not infinite, perhapW are so extensive as to..

Make me woriden two things: . . .

One, even if those bodws $tianowledge are finite, surely there is
enough specific info matThn eTcompassed in the courses of study in
typical c011eges in t ose areas to allow one to develop questions,
appear to; second, Niough, if thOse bodies of knowledge are tha
large; it raises fo; me a questiOn about the relationship" between
the finite questimis yow, are speaking of and these very broad
knowledge atlas that you aided tc, as the test measuring.

Dr.. CoopER.,All I can report on is the views of experts in the
. field that :have had, I think, 4a givat deal of experience in those

kinds of restrietions! and I think they aretrue. :

ers,
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We certainly are not-in the posit! n of wanting to thwart leg la-
tion or not to serve students. t We re in theposition of tryin. to
pxovide a high quality good test, and -We do have what I t ink
would be generally recognized as top-notch people in .the deVelop-
ment of these questions and in advising 'us on limitafio s of the
questions. ,

Mr. WEISS. Dr. Cooper? . .

Dr. COOPER. We can agic questiOns on quarks in physics. If; ask
students about quarks in physics, we certainly dre not relating at
physics knowledge to what is essential in medical education and in.
medicine, and we are restrided by the specifications which were
drawn up by* a very excellent group of people who have wide
knowledge and wide competence in this field.

Mr.. WEISS. Doctor Cooper, if I recall your testimony, you said
that your org*ization spent about $11/2) million on developing
these tests, and that it took,you the better part of 2 years to do it.

How long had the new MCAT been in effectA
Dr. COOPER. Seven tests have been administered.
Mt. WEISS. 'And how many tests do you give a year?
Dr. COoPER. We givt actually four tests a year for the' problems

of the Saturday-Sunday thing.
There are really two major dates on which they are given in the

spring and in. the fall. . .

Mr. WEISS. And, are you saying to ..me, because I am not clear
enough in my unders
exactly the same tests in each seven of those instances?

.

Dr. COOPER. No, sir, but we are now coming to the point where
I ,we are going to have to recycle questions.

'W have just started the.new test, Aid we are building up a test
pool but ,we are coming to the limits of how large that test pool will
be a dpresent estimates are we may not be able to go more than
four to five more tests before recycling occurs.

If we have to expose every test, then we will never be able to
catch up after we have exposed the test. .

Mr. WEISS. Again, just so I understand the process in the test, ).
how many pestions are on each of the tests?

Dr. COOPER. There are 350. ,,
, Mr. WEISS.' And can you tell me how many different ones there

are on the tests? Are they all different from one to seven? .
Dr. COOPER. They are all different.
Mr. WEISS. You are talking about a pool, to begin with, of some

2,300 almost questions?
Dr. COOPER. That is correct so far.
Mr. WEISS. Dr. Haney, hay% you had occasion to look over or do

you have any personal famiharity 'Oith the tests that have been
given or is there any basis for believing that in fact those tests are

such esoteric, areas that there Could not .be a ghifting around? ,
r. HANEY. Shall I respond, and you can respond to my response,

if ou like. .
n 0 I must say that I have only read in general of the new' MCAT,

8 and ,I am not familiar wtth the details. (
That said, I would like to raise at least the question of .whethei .

or not the limited pool of items that appear to the people who have'
developed the, test in part iepresent a product of the particular

a

\

I. I.
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,.
. :procedures used to develop it, and whether there are any, possibili-

ties in the longer run fa° getting away from .the yes or no dichot-
omy. that Dr. Cooper represented earlier? 0 .

That is, if there could be other ways of developing equivalent
itenut in a longer term, if certain test development techniques were
adopted, .but it's very hard for me to ask that question without
knowing more detail:about the criteria bY 'which the Specific items
were chosen.

Mr. WEISS, DOctor Cooper? I

Dr.. Cookx. We had people Viat did spend a great deal of time
looking .at thiS, and there were large numbers of people, both aS I
tried to point out in the testimony from the experts in testing, .as
well as.those in the subsidy varieties of the title.

It isn't thatio the queStions we We are egateric, as a Matter Of fact,
quite to'the contrary. They are questions which, as I said? we could
ask about quarkS in phySics; but this 'would be, as far as medical
education, would be esoteric.

We; will not ask those kinds of questions. The questions are
limited by ,the specifications which try and draw from qnly those

° aspects of biology *hch are considered- by those who are teaching
medicineiand know something about the related.subject.

We are trying to give the studentthe opportimity -to determine
° or show. what he or she knows in the particular areas which are of

.: concern, not about physics' generally or -aboUt biology generally.

We have'restricted it to that, because we don't want tO disadvan-
tage a student who takes a test. who, because of his particular
interest, and because of his curriculum, may nOt be 'able to have

, 'adVance courses by the time he takes the MCAT test. .

We don't want to put hini at a' disadvantage and that is .why it's
arse liin#ed only to the general content of first-year courses.

That was determined witt. faculty of undergraduate school and
pipmedipal adviSors from unfflergraduate schoOjs.

Mt. WEISS. Mr:.Soloinon, in' the course Of 'his testimony, 'indicated
the prodets that the Educational Testing Service engages in in the
development -of new questions on a constant ongoing basis.

Are you .saying that .you really.don't do that, Doctor Cooper; that
you have contracted with some people on the basis of the best
adVice and input that youget from people familiar with the field aS

-to=theLkind pnd areas, that you wanted quest4ons aimed at, and
then ihey aline -.Up2With:_a_pool of 2,5., 0;500 questions or what-

.- eVer, and that ybu really intndeñTForthe-moa,párt to use that as
the blisid reseivoir, yo4 also have the kindsfongoingeff. orts
to, develop new

Dr.CAIDPER. s a continui g effort to diskelop quektions. I would
stiong?

also fike to pkt out :that I described a very long process
between the,time. those questions are developed by test .writers and
their inclusion into MCAT. .

n MCAT.of

. That is also, with the number 'Of tests we give a year, t. at is also
. . a bottleneck. As to these questions, we have them ted in fi"

variety Of ways before they 'ever become 4 scored part
That is.also a problem. .

We cannot make a sinkle' MCAT so long .to include al). of the
questions. If you, have to keep revealing the question, then the

.
. .
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. student realiy has to answer two tests, ia\ worn out and there are
technical problems about where do you place the questions, at the
beginning, the end, are they spread through, and so on.

We take all of these into consideration, but the real issue is in
qrder to develop the final product of anMCAT test, we are restrict-
ed not only by the -kind of question thaf can be developed but by
the process to assure that that 'question meets the specifications,
doean!t have bias, is Unambiguous, and ao on, before it will' be put
into an MCAT.

Mr. WEISS. You are ,not suggesting that the position of Your
experts as to why these test questions and tests that have been'
developed would best be kept in a nonopen system is the uniform :
opinion of experts in the area of teat administration and test cre=
ation?

Mr. SOLOMON. This is a very specialized test. It is not like all
other tests.

Mr. WEISS. Iqiu are not suggesting that experts in the area of ,
test creation and researCh..on tests and test administration are in
general agreement that when you come to a specialized area,
whether it.be in mediCine; dentistry, lceanography, or whatever, ,so
unique that in fact you do not give o n. teats?

I would like Dr. COoper to r'esponj
Dr. COOPER. We maintain control over/this test. I haye not polled

all of the test experts in the world with/regard to what their views
are. Very feW of
know what the MCAT is all about.

Mr. SOLOMON. The pattern of administration for most of the
programs is a little different than that administered for MCAT. In
general, .I, nevertheless, do want to support Dr. Cooper in his
assertion that 'test development is a laborious process. The problem
with the GRE program, I will name one, is that your proposed
legislation, sir, Would require not simply the development of a few
additional .fornis, but if we were to Maintain the service, would'
require the development of a multitude of forms. As I pointed out

7 in my testimony, we now in the GRE 'prograth have special admin-
istrations on 116 dates in 9 cities, that is in addition to 5 Saturday
administrations and 5.aanday administrations,.in addition in 1978
and 1979 there were irraketip tests offered on 38 leparate
that was 164 different nccasions.

Your legislation, sir, would force us to reduce the number :of
administrations. Right noW in that area for the GRE, we Make, I
believe, -five new forms 'Of the GRE aptitude a year. There is a

: limit, whether:you agree or not, to the number of forms 'that can
_be developed, and .especially in the aChievement area where the
progr,ams with which we work with committees of scholars and
specialists to develop those'prograrns. They are not developed sim-
plY in-house by either computers or people who grind out ques-
tio s.

s far as the prograins we are concerned with, even though
the e are more administrations a year, there is- a Substdntial prob-

. lem. .

.Mr. Smis. Mr. Chairman, I am Albeit Sims, vice ,president for
programs of the College Board.

:
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Your reference to BOb liolomon?s testimony that there is an

ongoing process Of item dev lopment- that is continuous at* the
Educational Testing ,Service i not quite true insofar as the College
Board's program-is coneerned It costs money to develop these tests,
these items. -We have estim ted on the average that it costs us
close to $90,000 to develpp a n w. form of the SAT.

In our admissions t4ting rogram, We have 15 subject matter
tests, which* are perhaps rnfre analogous to those used by' the
fnedical colleges. We cited-the factin testiniony in Albany, N.Y.
that if we were to expose theSe examinations each time We offered
them, the cost of producing new exaininations would be so high
that we would probably have to abandon the achievement tests.
TheY are, being used Jess than they Were being uSed for admissions
.purpoaes, but there are still some 300,000 students in the Nation
who take our achievement teSts.

It was in the light of that testimony, I. believe, that the' achieve-
ment tests -. were taken out of the New York bill., The New York t
legislature recognized that we could not have afforded to develop
those achievement tests and offer them in 'New York State.'

Mr. WEths. Now I understand that you have some -familiarity
with this question of cost in test preparation. Will you give us your
reaction to the argument we have heard today land previously as

ired in order
to develop all. these additional questions if indeed the test became
an open test? ..

Mr. NAIRN. On the cost issue, there was an important piece of
information documented by ETS, studies Conducted' in 1971-.72 and
corrohorated by later budget information from ETS.

Of the fee paid by # student for a test, although it varies, roughly
5 to 6 percent of the fee paid by the stUderit actUally. goes to the ,
cost of test development. This cost of test de lopment is tO be

goes to the profi margin of the test compantes. The 22 to 27
com ared with in excess of 22 to i. 27 percent which

perc nt figure is aPplied specifically in the 'caee 'of the College
Boarl, rather Of the SAT.. 7 = \

.1 I e n cite some specific figures on that. In '1977-78, according to ..
College Board budget, the revenues for the adMissions teSting pro-
gram, which includes the SAT; $193205,90, The expenses for.' the .;
admissions testing, $14,961,491. This amounts to .a surplus of rev-
ennes over expenses of $4,244,497, Which comes out to about 22 .,.
.percent. In .Other yeais that surplus has ranged up to 27 percent.

NOw I will be glad to diacuss this with the ETS and College
Iloard offieials. ..

Mr. &Ms. I uld like to have an opportunity.sto respond to you.
Mr. Nmabr. his 22 to 27 percent margin it should be noted is

.Lintly, the stir s enjc6red by the *College Board on the SAT. The ,

expense figures are tho§e paid to the ETS, above expenses. incurred
by ETS. Per the arrangement, ETS. receives bompinsati" for eic
penses incurred and on top of.that tljey: get a fee; which according
to WS internal budget records for 1977 runs in the 'midges Of 10 to
J.2 percent. ' , :.-- ..,-',, - f
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So you have the\F(TS cost and the ETS fee which together repre-
, sent the expenses paid by the College Board. On top bf that thfre is

the 22 percent.
In .discussing .the' cot issue, there has been argument that the

profit margin for ETS is lower. They say it runs in the range of 1
percent. The way they come iip with these figures, they include ,
expenditure's for tiontest programs. There is a certain cost for
producing the SAT. There is a certain income that generates a
surplus which-is spent dn regional offices, general administrative
expenses, et cetera. .

After spending'this money os other expenses, they may occasion-
ally have a cash surplus left oll'er. This is what they publicly quote
as the profit margin for the whole corporation. That may be true
'for the whole corporation, but the point you have to ask is how
much does it cost to produce tlfis test. ,

Ms. RICE. I hate to interrupt-- ,

. .
Mr. WEISS. Allow me to conduct this hearing. As soon as he ils

through I will call on you.
Mr. NAIRN. The College Board is 22 percent, and over and above

that we have the ETS fee,"which runs in the, range of 10. percent.
Chairmaut PERKINS. Mr. Solomon.
Mr. SOLOMON. One hardly knows .where to begin.
.First of all, Mr. Nairn is correct. He correctly quotes ETS docu- I

ments when he says there were reports in 1971 or thereabouts that 1

the cost of test development was-67percent or whatever figure was
shown. Indeed, as. I tried to say 'in my testimony, because all of the
major programs we serve make very substantial use of existing test
forms, because the Colioge Board for example this year budgeted
for the development of 24 aptitude and achievement tests, but
provided in the year service to students 147 different testing occa-.
sions, which means by sihiple .arithmetic they had to have six times
the number of forms in 'stock. as the number of new forms devel-
oped, indeed one can keep the Cost 'or test development down to,6 to
10 percent of coat. .

But if you simply increase the number of forms developed by
sixfold or fourfold, you increase the numerator, and the numerator
is now 24 percent or 40 percent; and clearly if you do that, one has
to increase the denominator in order_ tb meet the increase in.the

t . ,

numerator.
Mr. Nairn would argue that is not necessary b auSe he quotes

from the College Board budget which show§ a dif rence between
,revenue and expense. What Mr.-.Nairn convenie tly does is to .
eliminate all the other services to students including validity serv-

'limp; whiclikyou, .Congressman Weiss, believe there should be plenty.. .

. o-f. 1
Yeirean read our audited statement. Any reader of that.will see

!that indeed there is net income from testing programs, but it is
'hardly just, used for things like administration. One will note ine
this, there is a very substantial research and 'development pro-
gram. In fact, the bulk of our net income from testing programs
goes to.R. & D., and I.might say by the judgment of many research-
ers it is one of the most/ outstanding R & ll programs in the
country.

Mr, WEISS. D4 you,make copies 'of whatever annual .reports--.
. , k
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Mr. SoLowN. It, is puOlished and sent to tens of thousands of
people. 0

. ,

: . . .

.

. .
Mr. WEIss. Would you make it available to Members- of the .

, 1

committee? , ,-=., ----jr-.L.,,-- -7.-,..,..-

Mr. SOLOMON: Yes. i - -
14. i i,

[Information referred to above appears at end of thisAlay's pro-
., ceedings.] 1

Chairmim PERXINs. Mr. Sims. .,

Mr. SIms. On the year ended June 30, 1978I believe Mr.
Nairn's statement was in reference to thathe quotes figUres from
a summarization of expenses and revenues contained in that state- . /

- ment. Just to _give you a perspeCtive on this, in that year the total
revenues of the College Board. were $52,450,000 and the total ex-
penses were $51,848,000, with a net of $650,000. Now the figureS
specifically that he qiiotes, the $19against the $15 million, are
simPly artifacts of the way in which the comptroller :reports Col-
lege Board expenses.

.

'I point out to you, he made reference to regional' office oper-
ations. We have an extensive regional office operation. It provides
services to our clients, it answers questions, delivers materials, it
holds korkshops, provides trainink for people in the schools and
colleges needing to he familiar with the admissions testing program
and the changes in it each year. There was over $3 miltion in

...expenses' in our regional offices. A large amount of that is given
over to the testing program. Wea are an association, and as Mr.,,
Hargadon pointed out to you in his earlier testimony, we are a
group of colleges, schools, universities, ichool systems, and so on. It
takes some money to support a cooperative enterprise such as this.
It is a fair charge against/ the various programs of the College
Board. I think it is spurious, Mr. Chairman, to quote the kind of
figures Mr. Nairn has. The faCt is we are a nonproat organization.
We have, over the 79 years of existence of this orwnition, gotten
a total surplus which is hardbr adequate in ternfs of our outside
consultants and auditors for the contingenCies which this Board
must face. It is absurd that we are making profits on thie kind of

, program.
Mr. WEISS. Mrs. Rice.

. MS. RICE. I am sorry to have interrupted. I wanted to let -3cou
know that Mr. Itargadon has to leave, and since he does have to
leave, you may wish to address sonte questions to him

Mr. WEISS. This is an organizational 'question...which I ask so that
I Oan understand more clearly Atte nature of the association -arid
the relationship. Could you describe for me the relationship of ETS
to the College Board? Is it a subsidiary, a total independent agen-

$ 'cy? Then Mr. Sims spoke about your clients, and am I correct in
assuming your clients really are for Oe most part the same people
who are the ,board, who comprise theiboard?

Mr. HARGADON: I. will try WI answer that. They are 'independent
institutions, as I indicated. We have a contract, with ETS, a sum-
mary of which is included in the materials being passed on tO you.

)p -We contract with ETS for services, The colleges and schools are
/ interested in certain kinds of tests available_ o students, and we
"ItOntract- with ETS in the making of those° tests. We also have our
own panels and examiners who make up the tests, review tha tests,

. %
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but it is a relationship, where we contract with ETS. to provide-
many services, and we pay them a fee.

We also reward ETS for efficiency, partly because the-aim of the
College Board, contrary to whatever mystery must apparently sur-
round it in some people's minds, is 'interested in providing tests st
a relatively inexpensive rate for a large number of students around
the country, all of which has led to students passing successfully

-from one level of education to another.
Mr. WEISS. I am sure you are not suggesting the only reason they

ate passing--,-
Mr. HARGADON. As a matter of fact, I am suggesting 'that other

than the GI bill, the development of national tests of this sort have
been the most democratizing thing to. take place, in this country. I
-am suggesting that.

What really surprises me about the focus on tests are two things: /
One is the as yet undocumented and unsubstantiated phrases
which are thrown around aS to the wide abuse of tests.

I would think the committee would be very interested in showing
the public a _cf..us, the documentation of the so-called wide abuse
of tests, either by colleges or anybody else.

Second, all of us in colleges knowand a can be documented
that all of the millions of tests given in the elementary and second-
ary schools and all the grades given there carry far greater weight
on what happens to a student's going on to higher educatibn than
do admissions test scores.

Obviously, this legislation does not mean to, open !up all the tests
and grades to legislative scrutiny or legislation. It is in that sense
that the College Board has, through its testing program, has been
able to reach out to every region in this country to tap talent
among young people regardless of whether or pot their parer)*
went to college, regardless of whether they are attending a one-
room school or a high school in Beverly Hills, That can easily be
documented.

There is no question that the vast number pf people going on to
higher education in this country is matched by no-Other country in
the world, nor is the 'diversity of students.

Mr. WEISS. Because of the tests?
Mr. HARGADON. The tests have played a very valuable role fos-

tering diversity. The tests play a valuable role in that they protect
a student against arbitrary actions of a teacher who happens not to
like him: If he shows up with a D in chemistry but'shows up with
an 800 on a chemistry test, you know it may be because he may not,
have been liked- by a particular teacher in that course.

You know, there^are students with natural ability even though
every other measure may show they have not attended a good set
of schools previously. The tests made it Oossible for me before
coming here to read the files of a 40-year-dld apPlicant and to be
able to enter her to college. It relieves colleges of having to lean on
only one variable, her grades, 25 years earlier.

Mr. WEISS.' You are suggesting in the resPonse that you "gave,
that is what is under challenge here, are tests. It is pot tests. It is.
the secrecy surrounding the tests that is under, challenge, and I do
not know why any of the benefits you have described as flowing.
from the- creation and establishment of national tests would at all
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be reduced if, in fact, you did not hlive this secrecy surrounding
them.

Mr. HARGADON. I may draw too many fine distinctions, but I do
draw a diStinCtion between the use of the w td "secrecy" and
"security" for a test.

Sometimes I wonder kf people are not trying t .have tests so open
that in fact everyone will score 100. The. fact is, tests are tests, and

. they do-not test mucli if you have the answers..ahead of time. If ,
somebody says here ls what I am 'going to test you on, what kind of
test is that? So, there is a sense of security in which you are trying
to measure abilities among students. After all we did say in oith,
statement that on the one hand we will try to work to see if it is
not possible to meet the ideal, which is to have everybody take fhe-
test home after they have gotten their score and so forth. And on
the other hand, to promote the validity and security of the-test so
that it is a fair test and not rigged by somebody ahead of time, by
somebody who has gotten copies. It Would be nice to have every-
thing, but there are tradeoffs. The College Board. will probably
work very hard to see if it is not possiblesince our main interest-
is to get 'students into college, not to keep them outto see iflt is
not possible to meet as closely as we can the kinds of concerns you
express in your bill, but, we also ask you to recognize the kinds of
doncerns expressed by those who do after all have expertise in this
area of testi g.

Mr. WEISS. I appreciate that. I have two kids who donsider I am,
old fashione4 at tithes, and in listening to your response I was
wondering if 1n fact that does not apply to others than myself. As
long ago back as when was going to law school, open-book exami-.
nations were not unusual. There is a school of thought, and I am
not suggesting it, that says quite Successfully what you are trying
to test is' thinking and thought processes; that you do not necessar-
ily have to rely on memory but you can provide the tools to
imp.lemerit thought processes.

Mr. HARGADON. I -cannot agree with you more. I. sent out a
memo, widely circulated last fall, indicating that it would be great
if the secondary schools gave essay examinations while students
were still at that level so ,they woulgi hot hesitate to write when_
they get to college.. I arri not a great multiple-choice person. We all
want the kind of qualities that you have suggested. At least we
would like to be able to perceive and recognize them, but there is a

ate under an honor code
Very practical matter: I give open-bookxams at my classes at
Stanford, but the faculty and students op7
system. We do not have a ,national honor code system for taking
tests.

. , Mr. WEL,96. Again, giVing what' has to be an op secret, to wit
the fact that there are tutoring schools which sperialize \in getting
hold of-the questions; then preparing their kids with the answers, I
just wonder why you think those tests are so secure, why in fact
yon do nit agree they are secure for a, lot of people, but for a lot of

a people there is a built-in advantage because of thesystem.
Mr. HARGADON. Maybe you know, I do not kno*, and I will

simply guess that of the millioniof testtakers in this country every
year, particularly the SAT, only a small fraction have gone to a

. coaching school. .The argument could be if, in fact, a few can
. 4 .
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breach security, then there ought not to be any security at alt I -do
not accept that argument: I do ssk you to consider, in all the
ublicity about the coachipg-sohOols, the possibility of what some

ple term a coadhing school may turn out to be 10 weeks, 4 hours ,
week, of teaching. That does not say anything -.about .whether

bilitieS are developed in those Sshools or not. It may say some-
ing abbut yhat is .not being. done in the secondary schools turns

o t to be teaching for Money over a low time in the coachthg ,
s hools. There is 'quite a difference between this and cwhat they
t d to imply in their ads; namely, there is A technique.and.we4=-1:-.,.
th coaching 'schoolscan °coach you, on the technique. -.':':'.. ,":'. ....

r.. WEISS, I don't know if0you have any ,Atudies. which :gupPOrt
th t CoriclUsion but, regardless of yvhich .. way it really *,,.ip's the,.!..-
jti of argument' in the abstract tfiat I can't win, becarige I Cen.
tai ly cannot prove to you that. in frict"that-..rhay not be the ;case,
but it certainly disproVes the proposition that ii-I. fact .atto4ing- =
the schools in no way influences which is what sOrne of the
sug stioris that have .been Made;. that it's,;just nbt'ffossible fOr
peo le to be coached for these examinatiOns,

0 . .

Mr. HARGADOW. I am going to"haire tcr. excuse Myself. j amoguitigo: .-

to try to arrange an operation for mY-16-yearotct.scin withl a doctor,
whom I. hope knows a lot about medicaP,scierice-,and .very- littie-:. .

'about quarks. 4

, ,
Mr. WEISS. Thank you'very much for yoUr participatio4. ,
I ap reCiate your patience With'us.

. Mr. NAIRN. I Would like to comMent on the response Of 1*. ,
àPomoh and Mr.' Sims' argument abOut costs, and I woulit'like to
egiri by, bringing in an*-oPinion of a third-party, namely,'FOrbes;

-,busiriesS Magazine; Which I am sure the merriberSlof the committee. . q
"are fami "ar,With, *, ''. .,. 00 -

In 197 they did- an natticle on the., finances lgf ETS, :entitledit
'1`P1easure of Nonprofitability:! ' , , , ,..1.-

.'- According to Forlies,s-snon rofit in 'theory, PrificetOn's Ethicational
,,,, ---' 'TeStiittg-Seryice;in-Paati2s gei tip ag-g-tough, aggiessive,.-and,even,.., . ,

.:. -dynchnic- Owth businesS:. °., ..:.'- ".A 6-: - .

. .. . - .:1If Princpio New JerseW.Eclu'cational.. eating Serviee were' public company
.-----. and not-a set ntained taxtexemPt non r it'Orgiiization, it'vid dl?,robably have '

-long since emerged kone of 'thedartings of.Wall'Street: ---. ,,

--' 'Thiknowlettgr iodUstry- boa 'generally' manifested .more Prouaise ihaii ilerforM-
. --ance, buf;ETS' as demonstrate:0 all the performance any 'Kg:motel. 'Could _wish, Oyer. .

-.., the -paiit,30 yea
cOrnpatvies2in

ETS has
pool of retain

The article
of the growth
that ETS has,
system of char

it has easily racked-up a.reconi as ohe of the hottel... Uttle gt-Owth

t, t rough Trefit growth, -serve -to_generate-a izab1e -

-earnings; ' _

ontinues 'with-extensive' charts'and docu ritatkms
1 suggest, ,

tation bY kr'
tint-hall-that I_

hi:retained :earriingsr.:profit of ET8,',I -w
eeri able _to acqUire7this,financial rep
es for lits.test which ia'soniewhat,differe

described by Mr. Solomon and Mr: Suns.' .

In fact, as Forbes pdinte-put,- very large prófit ma
tained in the s'pecific testing programs that the ETS

As I discussed before, there is a 22-percent profit margin.
They go on to discuss the way they, spend these profits, and they

argue that die way they spend those profits are worthwhile. That

-1

gins are ob-
administers.

f. s
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may or may not be the Case, but the point is ETS And the College
Board are given their nonprofit charters/for the specific; purpose of
administering testing programs.

That is theprimary purpose for theirlexistence as a corporation.
The question' that pertains to this legislation is how much does it

cost to administer the tests, anchow much income are they get-
ting? .

, are generating substantial profits in the administration of
each okhese tests. . ,t

. Mr. Solomon went on ito suggest that under conditions'of a,truth
,iirtesting bill, the.tast develop-front costs mould multiply so much

;-... that the)! :would, be far out , of 'proportion ito what they are now.
..4 Fp' tir :openirig regis1ati4, ETS Submitted to Senator LaValle
sl)ecific katinontes of how Muoll.the bilt'would increase test develop-
ment costs. ' .: . -: *. _ .

,.,Iri the:Calte.of the'SA511.,- for .exaniple,.ETS'eatimated by its own
-., methods Iltatjhe ; isp: *pick iActease. SAT" develdpinent costs by
::: $1.92 milliop, , , ' - .-' , .,',.

This:amounts to levss than-,a2third-of-the surplus of profit margin
gon the SAT program. r, , *. ; - ." %

- Mr. Wtscit. Nationally' orixist in New.York.State? . .

-",. Mr...Nun* This`was in order to *coriiply with the provisions of
-.,-)ithi New.Y0...bill,Whieh ia the' same as the provisions of yonr bill,

'as-far as desclosUre. questions, So thkestimate would apPlY in both
-- sages, k thithIS'EST-Oiri istimate

-,;:r We ct1ild argue a nuniber ormays that, estilnate is inflated-lil#
-accordi to.theirloWn, it woUld'amount Co $1 Million.. .

You w odd have 'to , obtain and loo k at those kinds of figurei

' s_ , ,

ogress the-board. for all of,ETS othertes programs in. order. to fully,,
docurroint thislssue. . . -

Tiutt kind-of:4 mentation is not inalided in the ETS ,annual:
rt which Mr. Ionian' offered to subrnit. ": '.,
the corhmit is-interested. in 'the financial isaue,, they ihould..: . .,

,''': lalsO request ETS projegt operating statement where they..for their'.
, R ; QW31 internal acceunting 'purposes list specific enierves as wett as ::

.. PrOfit Margins im reach qf their programs: . .

---',Witlipthat nkinCpf inf9rOation op hand-as well as infOrmatiomoh
,-reienueS from each spaCifictesting prOgramtyo could theplook at
the, profit margins on .each program whibh-would be very helpful \ .

-, -.-A for 'the ;put ..,, :. . s of thia, legislatioxil, so tliat might. bp requeSfed in
, Odition to ft a animal report. ,.; '<..,. , , *, ,, : ',..,

-Mr. WEI$13.411% 8010100 '' I ''' s.,'-

*Mr. SOWM014.-We; Ai I Say,' issued the annual rePort. We will bp , ,' ''kt. !'
----.. _

dtostlellite this coPY .ivtth you., , - ` , ,
includes alitatemeritof assets 'and liabilities since th" cep- ..

STS. ,- s.,. , X,N1.4.0 i.0.1A i .
'''

iZePath, Ithatc*W*(itht Is;1114131ing abottrithiN4 $4
4

--In liqiiid assets, and abouf,,$24 million in ;plant aft uip-
rnent and4and:

EV started with' a very .smIl plant. I don't know the
'amount. Mr. Nairn pr bly doe .

. i

To start erS off, th e was no endowment. We managed on the
basis of the incqme froi1 test programs......

.

ekact
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Most of that net that Mr. Nairn refers to has gs e 'into buildings,
as I say, $241/2 million.

Our total annual operating expense is over $ 0 million, of. which
we have a $41/2 million liquid reserve whi ,, by any business'
standard, that is extremely low.

,Furthermore, in this same annual report you will see a 5/ear
summary of revenue which shows the inco e from College Board,
from other graduate programs, which sho s. research and develop-
ment services and, in other words,, giv us the very breakdown
that we are talking about. .

Mr. Nairn financially speaks of the estimates we gave with re-
gard tO the SATodevelopMent, and he quotes the figure correctly.

The point I have tried to make is that that is one test, and in
fact for some other testing programs thfat ETS administers, the cost
of limitations of your proposed legislation, sir, are even more hor-
rendous than they are for the college boards. ,

I cited the problem with the GRE program with all its special
administrations more than those for the College Board, so it isn't
just $1.2 million. It's $1.2 million for SAT.

It's the aehivement test for the 'College Board which is a much
more serious problem. The GRE advanced test, the aptitude tests,
the Miller analogies test, medical college admissions tests, dental
exam and each of those has a price tag next to it which.is substan-
tial, and your legislation, sir, would inevitably, even if everyone

kould find a. way, to do it and I am hot sure they could, would,
either, in terms of trade-offs, either increase costs to students or
reduce service to students or affect the quality of the program.

I would submit' to you, sir, althoukh I think your motives are of/
the highest, I would submit to you that mine of the people support-,
ing this legislation indeed do want to bankrupt the tests and get
rid of the tests. *-

Mr. WEISS. Let nte just suggest or invite you, whatever informa-
tion you have, whatever projections you can make as to financial
or expense costs, increases in the cost of preparation, thecbst of
giving, whatever on any angle of the tests, I would welcome that .
and the committee would welcome it. .

I urge you to please submit that to us.
I wOuld also urge you to submit to us the kind .of information,.

that Mr. Nairn was talk4:ig about which is the project development
v information to indicate what in fact goes into coming up with the

conclusions as to what the increased costs would bei.-because per-
haps that way we can. look objectively at least ,to see where the
dollars and cents lie both as far as income and outgb are con-
cerned. #

[See materials at the end of this day's proceedings.]
, Mr. SoLoyoN. I. understand what you are saying, but I think

there is one other point that needs to be made.
Mr. Nairn argue4 that what agencies such qs the Colloge Board

ought to do is just develop tests and administer them and collect
s

fees and do nothink more.
L'submit towyou that if the, College Board did that, we would now

be having laearings held by you to know why ale College Board is
not giving advice to colleges on thea, appropriate use of testsAnd
conducting validity studies on tests, why the 'College Board isn't
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providing Publications to students and better understand the test,
such as the free SAT booklet published Tontaking SAT's.
. In other .words, you, among others, 'would probably be among the
very first who Would be genuinely concerned with the fact that
students do have to have information which is, of course, 'the
printiple behind your proposed legislation.

Now, we have a situation where .in fact that is what the College
Board is doing, and Mr'. Nairn' is saying that. is a bad thing to do.
In fact, they shouldn't do any of those thinga. They should, just

'administer tests and scare them and nothing else.

.. .
Mr. WEISSA pally don/ want this to 'be a. focus on what Mr.

Nairn wants. ,
It is what r want and. what the committee wants, and what we

are trying to do and the purpose of the hearing is to try to estab- -,
lish a factual' base for,'coming to 'some conclusions as to what we
ought to do. / . -

One' of the arguments that we have heard repeatedly, both at
.this hearing and,preiriously, is that, if my legislation is adopted the
costs are going to be just astronomical, and.it will be impossible to
dO it.

least, never' min Mr. Nairn,' what I would like is for you
Well, OK; .mal tbey wil

to
l and maybe they won't, but at the very

substantiate those statements.
Show me where in fact the costs are going to be and show me

what it costs 'you now to develop the test on an individual test
basis, and what the differenbe will be when this legislation goes
into effect, arid then *maybe .we can in- fed come to some under-
standing as to why in fact My Efoggestions are so outrageous or why .-L-
they are going to be so expensive.

That is the basis.for doing it.
One specific question, Dr. POOPER. May I say, I also am afraid I have to go.

0 . I h4ve to travel and I a logize.. We have been here a long time.

I affrecidte the fact t t you have been here for the bulk of the

o
- MIAVgia)..You have, i eed.

day, and I thank you for your patience and your cooperation, and I
urge you not to put our students in New- York into the position

. 'where they will ,have to go out of. State to take examinations
because I tell you as a word of advice, th that probably will

, create more of an impetus for more legisla on than anything else
that you could think of doing.

-Mr. Solomon, you 4had said in the last round of responses that'
most of ETS's so-called profit margin, the surplus, went into ie-
search end deVelOpment. .

Iq that researCh and development for test purposes or followup
Valida*n or is it general research and development? .

Mr. oi.ottoN. 1t's blitli. Some of it is directly conneCted with
tests, test, development, new kinds ofIest development.

I said RI, my testimony, I made reference to the fact that we are
'doing .research_ development on tests which measure personal ac-
complishments, other characteristickthAt are riot measured by the

. ,current ability, tests. .
Some of1/4 the research money, ipes into that, but in addition to

L. -that, if one looks at ETS's charteaP, part of our charter obligation is
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to improve measurement generally, .not jUst
,Ilappen to administer, and sof indeed some of

our research is nob liztted to the testing programs, but is related
more broadly; to quest', of educational development and groWth)
and better understandl t. Mat process and uplying that knowl-
edge to.solutions of other, ucational problerns)and, indeed, part of
our reSearch,and developk t goes to thatand it's well known that
it floes. .

\

akdow
ional

Mr. WEISS. Do you have as , wh
:

\

goes for general research, ed era,
for testing? isp

Mr. SOLOMON. don't think we
that way, and I fould not be sure.,
that -there is some sort of sharp'
research,and deyelopment and anott
in basic research, one then applids ,in

Mr,. WEISS. You see the problem that it
getting into the responses to the questions

ercentage of it -
elopment and'

ve ley& d to break it down

ision en one kind of.
se.that suggests

ahd It is 'What one learns
more applied situations.

esents to somt of us in
to.how muo ore it ,

would cost the individual student to take th4, examinatio r6r how
fewer oportunities a student will have to take e examinations., Is
that we don't know how much of the money rea is being utilized '
for nonpriority purposes, if in fact your prime pose is for it to
provide for tefts.

Mr. SOLOMON. Again, MWeiss, our charter is not\that narrowly ..
. Written and, therefore, the question you raise is: Wis to decide . '

what tile priorities are?
Now, we make no secret ofrour work. It's well known nationally

in the research community and even. in the eduCational.cominuni-
ty; our research reports are contrary to some things that have been
alleged are published.

We distributed over 10,000 research reports this last year; but
come back to the.central point that our charter obligation was to
provide testing programs and services, conduct research in thegarea
of measurement and provide advisory services and field services in
the broad area of educational research.

We were not Created originally ,to be narrOwly a test building
and test selling organization, but rather were created,. and I had
nothing to do with the creation, but the inspiration of these, that
did was to create an agency that would Serve the educational
community in *at broad a way.

Mr. WEISS. You' are saying that there is no way that you can
break down and give us a figure as lo, out .of those three specific
responsibiltieS, how much of your money goes to testing!

Mr. SOLOMON. That breakdown would .be artificial and Mislead-
ing but exists.

Mr. WEISS; But exists?
Mr. SOLOMON. No; no, sir. I didn't mean to imply that it did.
Mr. Sims. I want to correct a, statement that had been made

about the charter of.the College Board. ,

We are chartered by the Board of Regents of the State of New
York to ad as a forum for the discussion and exchange among
educational institUtions and secondary schools, of educational
standards, an important associational function, and to provide cer-
tain kinds of educational serVices..



The people who wrote that charter, In their Wisdom, never in
. any way restricted our role, even primarily, to testing. .

. Let me saY- something else that is more on my mind .than that
.thiscellaneoui piece of information,.

: I have 'testified noW twice in Albany, once in Maryland; and noyl.

here with respect tothis kind of legislation. . *N-

The point just made, by Mr. Nairn is imeatedly made with
iespect to the Educatiopal Testing Service.

In fact, in Maryland the bill Was labeled a bill to:regulate the
Educational Testing Service.

I suggest, sir; *at that is a Misconstruction of what the problem
is, if thee is :any.

'The 'C011ege. Board, insofar as its programs aro concerned-4nd
'we have a wide varietY of tests that. we. sEtonsor and a lot of that
activity we ionduct outside of ETS.

ETS is in full control of its programs. but not ours. It decides!,
what programs there will be, and appoints the committeea of teach-
ers and pi Jessors who will formtilate the tests, who. incidentally
see that those tests are relevant to what is being tested.

We, the College Board, set the fees. We are the ones who monitor
the quality of serece for Our programs at the Educational Testing
Service.

We are the ones concerned, through our trustees and our finance
committee, with. the reasonableness of costs for the services per-
formed for us at the Educational Testing Service.

We are the ones who 'will decide whether Ihe SAT Will be Offered
five times or seven timei or two. times and in what circuMstances
and where, because that is a policy affecting one of our prograins.
Unfortunately; few understand that the Educational Testing SerV-
ice, is a iseparate corporation arid they can take`care of themselves;
as Bob Solomon has given some indication 'here today, they- are ,

able to do just that,
The issue' is whether testing policy should be substantially

changed in ways that your bill suggests and that is a pOlicy consid-
eration and the final answers as to whether it tante done and how, .
it Will be done will be rendered by the College Board's' Trustees of :f "

the College Board Association.
Of course; we, the College Board, will be affected by the testing.

legislation, but it seems to me that what has been happening here
is that a strawinan has been set up to attack, 'namely, the Educa.
tional Testing Service when that is not really the isaue .of proposals
before you; as I understand them,'at least..

Mr. WEISS. I am curious about One of thp comments you just
-made' and, again, misapprehension. on my part, and you correct it

; for me.
Are )1/41u saying the development of questions for the tests and :

the hiring Of professionals in 'the field to do that, is done not by the
Educational Testing SerVice but done by you?

Mr. SIMS. NO; I am .saying that the appointment 'of committbes
and the payment of committeesand we have, test developMent r.
'committees in for eirery College Board test including. the SAT and
the achievement testis made by the College Board. We select the
faculty members or school teaching faculty that are on those Corn-
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mittees, because we want to get tests that are relevant and fair for
the students in the country. - .

Those test committees .woilt with the ETS test development staff.
Bob Solomon reported in his earlier °career he was..brie of those test
developers. We work with them, and our staff alao sits in on those
meetings from time to time to monitor the kind of activity that is'
going on, so in a real sense we take a policy, and substantial
responsibility for the nature of the tests.

Mr. WEISS. To answer my question% specificall3;7, ihe tests are'
developed by the Educational Testing Servkae, are they'hot?

Mr. Sims. That is rjght. The standardwith respect id them are
set by our committees, and our committees pass on the standards
for developing the questions.

Mr. WEISS. Again, so I understand this relationship, for back-
. .
ground I read eomewhere along the line that the Educational Test-
ing Service was in fitct cfeated under the,auspices of the College
Entrance Examination Board: , .

True or not true?
Mr. Sims. Not quite true.
Mr. WEISS. Tell me what is true.

-Mr. Sale The College Board was one of three sponsoring'organi-
zations in 1947, 1948.

Mr. WEISS. That matters?
Who were the others?
.Mr. Sims. The American Council of Edivation and the Carnegie

Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.
Mr. WEISS. What percentage of the work of the Educational

Testing Service was done for the College Entrance Examination
Board?

Mr. SOLOMON. About 45 percent.
Mr. WEISS. From the beginning or over a period of time?
Mr. SoLomoN. It has varied, gone up or dawn.
The estimate I gave you is about what it is now.
Mr. WEISS. Because, again, Dr. Sims, it seems to me that you.

would understand that, I would hope that you ,would, it's not a
matter, of attacking a marl, that regardless of how you set ultimate
policy, if in fact we are told because we want insurance that the
secrecy or security aspects ox the tests are .removed to the ettent
that people can know what' examinations they take, and so op.

If that is done, it will cost a great deal of additional money, .

becatwe ETS says that they are going to have to charge more for it.
Then it seems to me that that is a matter of scapegoating. That

is a matter really of.finOing out what the facts are, the relevant
facts. Is that not so?

Mr. Sims. Yes; it is so, but the point I was making Was that the
decision as to how you would comply with such legislation which

t. will undoubtedly be some combination of increased costs and re-
duced test availability is a decision of the kind that ivould be tiutde
by the College Board itself.

Dr. HANEY. I would in a way like to take Mr. Sims' point, even a
bit further than he took it in that it:teems to me the issues and
'concerns behind, the proposed legislation we started out discussing .

. here today Ad far beyond ETS and certainly far beyond College
Board, f
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In additian, they raise impornt eduCational questions about the
. .relatiOnships between those commonly used tests, secure tests, br

secret, whatever word you choose, and what goe's on in- our schools
ancl colleges.

I hope that the. committee, if it wants to pursue these issues
further, will call on not just the people who are primarily responsi-
ble for these tests but- educators much more broadly, because my
ultimate concern really is at root, it , is clearly concerned with
College Boards and the others, is what this has to do with learning
and teaching:in our educational institutions. ..

If I may make that suggestion, and in closing perhaps a little
historical perspective in that the debate today, much of this got
caught up in the costs Of what ETS entails and what they pass, on
to College Boards,. et cetera, and I could envision this- hearing
concerning regulations, of Qeneral Motors. .

We are getting into cost issues, accounting issues, when in fact
the real substance concerned is education.

There is a real tension between current procedures and the
current -means bywhich test .validity is determined and on security
as it is now construed, and. there seems to be a real tension there.

The historical iant.idote I would like to bring to your attention is
that the times Change. What we can do in education does:change.

I hope we can have a broader view, I would note simply prior to
e 19V it was deemed inappropriate evens to tell the indiFidual stu-

dents their scores on the SAT. There was much controversy about
whether it would be possible or desirable to give students even
knowledge of their own scores on the SAT's.

There .was much doubt about that at the time. Procedures were
wagked put so that that was accoMplished, apparently, not without
too mimy unforedeen or detrimental conseqnences on individual
students, even though that oPenness in testing provisions was hotly
debated at the time.

,-
n 1

. Yr; WEISS. MS. Rice? .
.

Ms. RICE. I would like to Make a couple of comments.
I am delighted that we have gotten back on the issue of educ -

.tion and away from some of the other issues.
I would very much like to call your 'attention to the top of p p

. \
12 of Mr. Hargadon's testimony, and ask you to compare the costs
of ourtervices overwa 20-year period. Those costs have gone down
in real terms Mier that time. We now charge in 197,8-79, $1 more
than we charged for our tests 20 years ago.

Mr. WErss. How many students took the test in 1958? .

Ms. RIci. I'm not sure. Admiqedly, costs are related to volume;
for example, the volume went..up in 1968. .

, The Midpoint between 1958 and .1978,,and our costkwent down to
$4.50. .

My main point, 1 r. Weiss, is that I have spent my entire career
trying to improve ucation in this country, and particularly the
lot of those people ho. have been, and continue to be the "have

1

nots" in this society. '
., I would not be working for this, organization if I ilidn't feel and

know that some of thmat so-called profit that has been discussed was
not being devoted and dedicated to help the helPless.

, ,
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I am not sure tliat you would like us to fihd no difference
between the income and costs of our tests. If that were the case,
then we could nOt give aWay nearly $300,000 in fee waivers annu-
ally to poor kids.

We could not contribute nearly $100,000 a year to an educational
opportunity center here in the Anacostia part of Washington.
,- We could hot train the people in ttie golleges Lad, universities to
be sensitive to the needs of the disadvantaged and to change their
old admissions policies to move-away from objective criteria, and to
consider what other strengths the poor and the forgotten and the

.- racial minorities have been abl to bring to higher ectucation.
Ms. RICE. I guess I am a litle suspectI am extremely sussect of

the legislation for the policy reasons we have outlined, in our
formal testimony. But also I am also concerned. that the consumer
groups supporting this legislation have not been that interested in
the poor, because if yoir ard Poor, yOu seltiom.are a .ccrisumer, Mr.
Weiss, I think a lot of the consumer legislation that %we Aave hap
been directed to middle-class Aniericans.

I simply want tO say this organization has been 'devoted to some
of the great ideals of this committee and ideals of Yours.

Moreover, we tried to focus our testimony on eucatiorhil issues
not testimony. On the fiScal costs. The real costs are thosewe would
have to pay in terms of this legislation in at it redirects the
Fedetal role-in education. .

There are some constitutional questions and protections that this
legislation seems to defy. .And there are 'still other problems that
we tried to stresa in -our testimony.

Mr. Wziss. I am aware of the good works the College Board is
engaged hi, but just yesterday I sat at a member on the Slibconi-

Nnittee on Employment Opportunities, and We had before us the
Chair of the Equal. Opportunities Commission, Mrs. Norton.

In response to a question I. raised about sex discrimination, af-
firmatiVe action within the universities, she told me that the col-
leges and universities were the great scandal of' this Nationi, that
private corporations and presidents of private corporations would
not dare to react as cavalierly and callously to questioni about
affirmative action and failure to meet affirmatives action require:

, ments.
I SO I nill8t tfil you that basically it is the sime people in both

instances. I am not overWhelmed with the commitment the colleges
and uniVersities have as tO equal opportunitiesmaybe sometimes
yes, 12ut not eveubody everywhere.

Ms1 IlIcz. As. I sit here at this table as an officer of The Colle e
Board. with all' these gentlemen, it should be clear that I am e

' only person who is both a woman and 'a black. We are the nly
Major edudational association in Washington which has taken such .
a stepI cannot speak for all colleges and universitiesbut I can
speak for the Board and pur record' has 1.3emi admirEkble compared
to most. T

.

Mr. %Ans. Nor dO I undetstand the kind of conspiracyhisugges-
tions implicit in a memo Jou gave to .Ms. Chisholm in w ch you
close it out: ( .

UltimateV the Weiss bill is a mysterious piece of proposed legislation. There are
no self-evident reasons for its introduction, no known scandals to, cdrrect, and no
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apparent basis for the Federal intervention proposed. All of which suggests there
may be a hidden agenda that will in time be revealed. .

. I do not know What the hell that means; and I Wish you would
tell.me.

Ms. RICE. .Much of that memorandum Was addressed to a provi-
sion which you have deleted from your legislation. You had a
section in the draft legislation which, in my view, would haVe set
eack efforts,' and I think in Mrs. Chisholm's vieW also, tO diversify
institutions ofthigher education.

You Oked for Me equation Or formula used by colleges and
universities to admit students. I was not impugning your inten-
lions. I have great respect for Srou, but that provision touched a
deep chord in me when it was in the legislation. We have just gone
through a lOng effort on the Bakke case and I was "a little bit
concerned .that this specific provision, intended or nonintended
and I assinne it was unintended becadse you dropped itwould
have placed far tOo much reliance on objective criteria. Thai con-

s cerned me. The Supreme Court I think reaffirmed in the Bakke
case the understanding that-welave had in many other cases, that
institatioos can choose who to teach, how to teach, and who 'shall
teach. I just tbelieve, sir, that memorandum was written because of
those .concerns. I am delighted that you removed the provision.

Mr. WEISS. The memo goes to the whole legislation. What you°
-are speaking of, we dropped because it was secondaiy. I appreciate
your suggestions along those lines, but I just think that it is not
necessary or should not be necessary in the cOurse of this kind of
discussion to look for hidden agendas. I have none; I do not. think
.ypu have or they halm. We are dealing 'with a very serious and
frofound question and we are tryihg to deal with it as to what we
think is best for this Nation.

At this point perhaps the thing to do, because it is 4tting late, is .

to ask if anyone has any, final brief comments to make so we do not
leave anyone not being able to respond.

Mr. Nairn.
Mr. NAIRN. First you asked about the College Board-ETS rela-

tionship. The president of ETS i ex officio president of the College
Board; the president of the College Board is an ex arid() member
of ETS.

Second, there has been some discussion of the services the Col-
lege Board provides to its member colleges as being a worthwhile
activity, and I am sure it is. The College Board has two sources of
income; -One from membershik feea froth colleges; the other test
fees'. If they want to provide more extensive serviees to colleges,
that is commendable.

. Mr, Solomon bripfly stated' all ETS reseaich studies are pub-
lished. There are also certain categories of ETS reports hot re-
vealed, such as the series of reports luiown as test analysis.

Finally, there 13,as been some reference to the way that the profit
margin is spent to provide free waivers and So on. It would be
helpful if En and the Collego, Board, provide specific breakdowns
to show! revenues. Also, how mdth..of it Went to lobbying the truth-
in-testing bill in Nei York; how much gOes to support the Henry
Chtincey 'Conference Center, which recentlibpened its new swim-
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ming pool; and how much goes to other expenses to support the
high lifestyle of ETS.

I anr proposing the profits at.be laid out in the open for inspec-
tion by any interested member of the public. I am sure ETS will
ooperate by providing the project operating statement and other
relevant documents.

Dr. HANEY, I am not neazly Sp interested in ETS, the College
Board, and their interrelatioiishi. or what have you, as the larger
uestion, which I really hope this committee will address more

t oroughly, namely the relationship between testing and assess-
ment, particulaily with respect to secured tests and the education-
al process in this countu. It seems to me there are two fundamen-
tal concepts involved, educational and matters of fairness and jus-
tices. It seems to me those two perspectives have been notably
absent 'today, and I would urge the committee in its future delib-
erations try to involve others to talk and examine More thoroughly
the, consequences of secret testing, and I. would hope since I. truly
do believe there is an issue of fairness of justice involved hi requir-
ing as matters of public policy, students to take tests, the results of
which they do not see m any detailed way, I think there is an
esSential fairness issue involved there. That this committee will try
at least to some extent to draw on at least som'e representation of
the students and children who might be affected or at least their
representatives.

fdr. Waiss. Mr. Solomon.'
Mr. SoLomoN. I want to thank you for your patience in listening

P us.
Mr. Wales. Mr. Sims.
Mr. SDA8. I think I want to agree with Dr. Haney. The essential

issue is a policy and social issue. It involves a question of whether
in the broad sense why is it necessary for government to intervene
in regulations in this field, and it also seems to.me it is a question .
of social and educationgl values. There is implicit in the agenda for

maction certain values that need' to be ade explicit and discussed,
and they need ,to be deemed important in terms of serving the
public at large. It seems that is as yet a very controversial issue.

Finally let me say the College Board has faculty who oversee our
prwram and discuss the relevance of testing to education. We have
students sitting on those committees, we have, an apparatus for
action which is proved and can accommodate itself to change very
fluently.
' MP. WEISS. Ms. Rice.
Ms. Rim. Thank you and other members of the 'committee for,

giving us egg oppqrtunity.
Mr. Wilms. Thank youTor your participation.
I have one request, Mr. Goodling had indicated he would like to

subMit .written questions, and I am sure other members of the
committee would like to do that. If you 'will respond to those:
Thank you very much.

mmittee stands recessed until tomorrow morning.
ereupon, at P:10 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

econvene Wednesday, A.ugust 1, 1979.]
[Additional material submitted for the record fo ows:]

Li
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JOHN 4 D. COOPER. M.O.. 14.0
PRESIOF N7

August 10,. 1979,

Honorable Carl D..Perkins

Chairman .

Committee on Education an0 Labor
U. S. Housi of Representstives
Washington,.D. C. 20515

Dear ehairman'Perkins: .

20.2 42.41.04,0,

On Tuesday, July. 31, 1979, I testified befo're the Subcommittee on
Secondary, and Vocational Education about two bills on

standardizedrting, H.R. 3564 intruduced by Mr. Gibbons and H.R. 4949

introdUeed Weiss et al. Enclosed_ Is 0 copy of my testimony.

While H.R. 3564 poses some serious prob61111.-4se medical education,

H.R. 4949 threatens the yery viability of the New Medical College Admission

Test (New MCAT). This examination provideo information critical.to the

fair and impartial selection qf.students to study medicine.

The medical schools of this.countryr the. sponsyfs of the New MCAT, are

concerned that these bills, and especially H.R.'494V, will not receive proper
scrutiny and that their destructive consequences for Medical education will

not belecognized. The danger da particularly acute siiCe they are being

'promotdrunder the deceptive banner, "Truth in Testing."
.

i I, therefgre, earnestly rebest your careful attention to these

.

considerations: .

, No documentation Of the alleged problems has been presented. .

Contrary evidence exists.

MCAT test scores are not the sole criterion of acceptance.
Formal studies show them to share about equal weight with grades,

interview ratings, and letters of.recommendation.

The provisions of the bill will not achieve the so-called reforms.

In fact, they are-likely to be counter-prodUctive.

.The provisions are highly intrusive into education and ..the admissions.

process at a time when the Congressis particularly sensitive to. '

:such legislation.

I.
Suit* 200/One. Dupont Circle, N.W./Washington, 0.C. 20038/(2021 828-0400

2 01
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Action at the federal level prior to an evaluatiOn of the

consequences of a similar New:York law\is piemature.

:m The AAMC just spent WS:million in revising'its admissions testing
program to increase its relgvance and utility. The New. MAT
iqcorporates all the objectives of these bills regardinepublic
awareness and protection.

The highly specialized nature of the New MCAT and the restriction
on.questiona to assure relevance to medicine is not compatible,-

with continuous disclosurelf test material. -

.

The New MCAT Program is completely accountable to the educationil
community it seeves and it's policies and procedures are regularly

reviewed.

The members and staff of the Aisociation of American Medical Colleges
will be very pleased to discuss any of these matters in greater detail with

you or your staff. Thank'you for yoir setious attention to these concerns.

Sincerely,

a I .6,1
A. D. Cooper,

11

,
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITSD STATES
HOUSE OF, REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ON soydATION AND LAsoR

suecommtrrds ON ECEMENTARY. SECONDARY,
AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

at wimp IVWDUI4/1 poufs Orr= WILDING
VIAIMINCITON. D.C. KIN

November 9, 1979

Dr: Robert J.: Solomon
Executive Vice President .

"Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey 08541

Dear'Dr. Solomon:
. 1

On July 31st you tesiified before the Subdom- .

.
tittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Sd-
ucation on H.R.. 3564 and H.R. 4949. During the course
of that hearing you were asked to submit for.the're-
cord Several pieces of. information. After reviewing
the transcript and-the materials submitted by EIS, we
feel that you did not reepond in Cull, or, in some
eases, at all to some of these-requestp. .

6
We woulA therefore appreciate your responding

again to the following requests for information:

1.. A cOpy of the ETS Project Operasing State7
Anent; .

2. A.complete statement of the costs, revenues,. .911e

and surplus for each ETIStest covered by H.R.* 4949., in-
cluding an account of test dedelopment cost and how the
surplus is allocated;

7 3. The additional cyst, if any,,on e test-by--
.test basis that would be incurred if HA. 4949 mere en-
acted including a specific tereakdoun of how and why.such

AN.

MINORITY MIIMMOMO
MIAMI T. ONORIM.
MR OroNvo, AAA.
im.la maws. MOM.
OMNI. S. ORM LL

mrMo. MM.
PM N. AMMON SOO

Mc ROOM

additional costs would occfir; hnd

4. A full descriRtion of ETS' research and de-
velopment budget includinta, statement by percentdge of

the amount of research anoftevelopment costs'which
have direct application to current tfsting programs.

We would appreciate receiving a re8ponst,t6
these pointi,in wilting by November 22nd for in lu-

msion.in thfflieering. record,

Sineeref
4

Thank you. r

.

t ',I
l'erkins

Chairmatt/ :

2on
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Rated J. Selma
*math. Vice President

The Bonorable.Carl D. Perkins
Chairman .

House of Representatives
Committee oq.Education and Labor
Subcommittedron Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education

B-346C Rayburn House ()Moe Building
Washington;i).C. 20515:

4

Dear Chairman Perkinel

.

6.
V

PRINCETON. N. J.

November 14, .1979

Thank you fox your letter of November 9 in w- hich ydu ieque
certpiminformation from ETS on,behalf of your-Subcommit ee..

ho.

Duringothe peat few weeks, Hrs.-Alice J. Irby,our Vice
President in Washington, has been in conversation with
.mambers of.the Subcommittee staff on several occasions.

It is'my understanding that they agreed'upon a range of *,

materials to be submitted as a follow-upjto my testimony.
Hrs. Irby has informed me today.that the materials agreed
upon in these conversations liavebeen delivered to the
Subcoimittee (attention-of Mi. Jennings and He. Kober) 4

under a cover letter dated'November 13, 1979. I trust ,

if iese materials, although tkey are noeprecisely,the same
osrequested in your lettei, will indeed serve the purposes

of theSubcommittee.

d

,May,I.take this,d0portunity to thank you again for your
careful-and thoughtful consideration of Our expressed
concerns about the proposed legislation.,

n4N.

ince

Robert ..Solomon

I.: 4
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EDUCATIONA:L TESTIAid.BERVICE
. ) .

'' ."

iatt.300 '
ifioorktuathii§etts.Avi. hi W. F",,ft, 4

Washington. bC 20036 -
. , .

202459.05M

.

.

liouse.SubCommittia440,11elefit47,, Secondary
and VocitIonal

Roomt346 C. 14"

Rayburn Hoost:.(ifftO.ApAlcliiie,

Washingt9n, DC,
.

.

Attention: sr. JacThfa p '11111141Y Ko er
a. *':-;

a

WASMINOTON, D.C. OFFICE

. November 13, 1p79-'

ACI I 1/111Y .

VICE PRESIDENT

1

Gentlemen: ,

,.':,, ,, ;. 1.- ,
.... Th response to srOp .tohgat.!...for intOriarion to augment the: Robert-i,'

.."Solomon!s teitimOPY44000,11A-SubtomMitteelsn July 31, 1979, I,Am. .... .--:'

encloaing statemgUts 14,4,!,togethet4/01:t.b.e preViously submiceek

:'

'-'-documettentitldl-uRdUatittnialvistitig:seetuonnances,..whwObtOt:',
"Money &tie; From-ap4 ire-It,Goe0.0i041.6-datil op sourceoA Est.'
.income and on test development'aostal .....

.
. ..

. -. .. .

The first tablegivis a piCture'of ETS revenues.at.tea-year
intervali froth 1959. to. 1179.4 Prom.it, one ca0Pascertain the.growth-

'in categories of ETS programs and hechanges over.time in tpe.dOM-H-.
'Position oftatal ralienneh.by program area.. Two points.te of
Anterest:

.

Ak .
.

I, College ioard prograis4:while the largest.single compenen;-.,
have declined proportionately since' 1959. The $45.5 mithor
in 1979 includes111 College.Board programa of-which the

'JO
PreliminaiySchollatie Aeltude, Test and the Admidsiona
Meting PrämmISAT and AMU emenf. Tests) ate onlY two.

: ':

2. Professional and occuptionarjrams have doubled as a
, proportion of the total, and Craç1iate and'Professional
'Programs grew from 122 to 17% Of the tqa1.1 .

. It has been suggested that ETS should provide rave:pie minus expense t
.and fee'on eachof the programs.it serves-which are, affected by the ;- 4

legislation., Doing so would not only provide an incomplate financial
picture of.e044" program but would also be misleading&tuuto full progrAlt..-;
%costs.' ,Pt .

t

.'t444
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4

. .
.. A ..

Meet of the programa affected.by.thellegislation are condueted Under
contract with.independent sponsoring groups. These sponsors have

expenses. which must be met in addition'to ETS's charges. Data'
reflecting total revenues and costs.are the property of these independent

clients. Often, ETS does not have access to these complete data.
.

'ften When it,does; it.does riot have ths'authority to decide to who&
it wlll.bs teported. :The spensors make replar financial teports to
,their memberships and to variOua governmental agencies. .

/

ETS Publishes and distribute8 . routinely financial reports concerning
re. its own financial affaire which ate prepated n accordanee with generally .

accepted accounting etandarde and cbrtified by indi5endent public . .

aCcountants. 'A copy of tile 1978 Annual Report is attached.
.

.ETS reluctance to,release more detailed cest information stems
'.. also frOmthe fact that it submite proposals in competition with

I lany other organizations, both.non-profit and'prefit, to offer testing,

.
research ahd related services. Contractual arrangemente with each
mlient ate determinedthrOugh negotiation.and depend upon the specific
circumsOncia of each situation.. 'Pectins vhich must be considered
laciude'the.nature of the service to be proviggd, the transferability
of the methods used in designing services fot the same or other clients,
the opportunitiedvior releareh or exploration,of newAthodology; the
length of the contract and the financial stability of the client.
Sometimes; Eig.enters into centtecte wilh.a eery low feaer none-at.
all to encodefte.development of a er4ice which matte a pressing. 4
lecial.ntieducational need. Making public the financial Aetails of

..each indivgdual activity wOUld give competitors cOnsiderable and un-
...,:hair advantilge in bidding foi:coritracts and substantially testtiit .

.
.-ETS' ability to pegotiate,contracts appropriate io particularocircum-.1,

.:atancen. to our knolledge,,the Congress does not generally *quire .''

corporations,. nonmplfit er profit; to release specific data from
7 which cest retie and confidential client data can be derived, To do

so in this.caseyould be contrary td customary practide.
,. . .

.
. .. .

.

B. The'sebond table.is Attachment 6 of Mr: Solomon's

testimony. It. gives examples Of ojected increases in test develop-

Ment costa, given certain assumptions about disclosure of tests.
..From thi: ableOlntan estimate increases in coins and consequent
like ileee4.0.1tudent fees, giverrdifferent aasumptions about

.
' the. ii01(00-4orii.prOduced.autuiMlly and the number of-teat

. taiser1414.

.: '1.:Theaurrant average cost per test forMin GMAT le .

'apprakimately $92,000. Actual costs vary a bit depend- '.

li Ing upon the scheduling'Of work. ,GMAT introducis two
forms per year, Thus, the.production of aix new forme

.
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(assUming eight national administrations are dontipued)
would add 1552,6567i;;Tialy to a culirent base of.$1,84,000
or an'increase'of 300%. If:the numlier of test takere
remains constant, the increase in fees would be about .

$2.00'from test development cost increases alone. This,
of course, doee not include.other administrative costs,
such as printing more tests in Smaller quantities per
test, mailing oflorsa to students,'copying of answer .

sheets, ill of which might lead to increases ih fees..

2. The same calculations can be made for the six GRE adVanced
-teats affected by H.R. 4949. Currently-test development
costs:for these exams apprOximate $300,000 per year.
Assuming they are administered ten'times 14 national admin- .

ietrations, the test development-cost increase would
approximate $2,700,000 or 900%. If the nuMber of test
takers retains. 70,000, fee inceases of $38-$39 could
retult.
4'

These date assume centinued national administrations but 40 not
speak to problems ofmore frequent special admintstrations foe'hahdi-,
capPed, military pergonnel, institutional use, which would result in
very substantial additional.costs were present services to be maintained:
The likely result, then, is a combination.of.reductions in services and

.. increases in the:fees changed to students.
1

C. The thirdoirr is derived from the annual report of 1978 and
provides a br oum of research, Aevelopient ind advisory eervices
income and exppditnree. The*table reveale that gn funds account in

. total for'somewhat more thadone-third of these expenditures and that
-its contribution is about evenly divided between researcl on the.one
hand and.development, visory, and'instructional services on the othert-
This is very much in kee ith ETS charter obligations to contribute
tothe fund of knowledgwin educational methodology ond psychometric

ve. theory, to develop eervides and programs needed by.students and educa-
tional institutions, and to work to improve the understanding and bee

. oftesteand other assehement. measures'.

Although ETS can and.does-distinguidh between research directly
supporied by test aponeors, ETS doge not glaseify research into that
related to testing programs and other categories. TO do so would clip
represent the nature of.ita research activitiea sinee muchtesearch

*elated to testing is supported by others, inCluding ETS, beyond
that 'which program sponsors alone support._ It is in the very nature
-of research.that applicability to, specific purposes of findings,
conclusions and knowledge gained cannot be assuted at:the outset or,
aometimes, even .when.tha. fesearch is in. progress. A project whichr.

.is quite speculative and/or quite theoretical may yield reiults that
have iMmediate benefit to teeting programs. '
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Conveisely, projects believed i tiallY to be directly relatedto
teettng programk may turn.out t:

i
evolve brolid'behavioral concepts

Orpsychometric issues which hav no applicability to operating
Anograms at all. Research projects funded by specific teseing programs
.can be identified, as shown in thelatest Program Research Progress.

' Report which is enclosed. However, attempting to classify projects '

. ae testing researa as opposed to educational research wpuld result
in arbittary categorizations of doubtful utility.. ,

.% Decisions concerning the a/location of ETS funds to research
activitiee are made in the following manner. An overall research plan
is reviewed and approved'by the Standing Committee on-Research and

'Development and theITS Board of Trustees. The membership of this

, standing comMittee includes'both'ETS Trustees aid other eminent
_

educatorsand psychometriciane. The research plan of the Codmittee on
Research and Developthent is preeented to the Finance Comnittee of the ,

.
Board of Trustees which recodmends the level of resources to be
'allocated in supporf of Research.and Development, for approval by the
full Board:

Once theoverall plan and total' resource allocation, has been
.established by the'Board of Trustees, responsibility for administration

: in.accordance with research end development objectives rests with ETS
management. Operating under the purview of the Standing Committee on
Research and Development the Senior Vice President for Research and
Deve/Opment approves ap annual plan for allocating ETS suppott funds
to various programs of research and, working with officers and staff,
determinee which specific projects will be supported.. This'plan for
.allocating suppOrt, and progress of the specific activities that have
been conducted is monitored againet the research plan, and reports
are provided regularly to the President, o thtr senior EIS officers,

and.to theStanding Codmittte.on Research and eveloRment.

. .

. ..

. In addition; ETS annually-submits over 100 proposals to federal
.goverment agencies, foundations and other funding orginizations. 'The
. vast majority of these are Competitive proposal', submitted in response
to published requests for proposals or competitions announced by these
agenciee. As indicated in tables accompanying this letter about two- '

thirds of ETS research' is supported by external agencies, and about
opt third from ETS. funds as Outlined abOve.

.
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.
. .

I

. . .

. Weappreci té this opportunity to, respond to questions raimed duting
..

the hearin3... Lit Mi-also comment On the vourteeThrarprofeasional
manner of the.n4mbrs. of the subcommittee staff. Hy'staff and I have
been.treated mo4t cordially during the several mOnths of Activity on
.the propoged* hi' 806R. 4949 and.H.R, 564..

....

AJI/pta

attachMents'

Oincerely,

Alice J. Irby
Vice Pxesiden

Editor'S note:. The tables referred to in.this letter

are-identical to tables Ij, III, and IV attached to

M.
.

Irby.ls letter dated.November 28; which.follows.

40
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: TABLE

..COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION 80AAD

Mfatevent of Revenues, Expenste and Fund !Plante
: Year Ended June 30. 1979 -

With Comparative.Figures (or 1977-78
and for 1979-80 Current Projections

lta9L41
eis for Programs and Services

Admissions Testing Progra.
- College. Scholarship Service
-. Advanced Placement Program

PSAT/NNSOT
- College-Level Examination Program
7 Student Search Service.
- Puerto Rico Programs

Descriptive Tests
- Cceoarative Guidente'and Placement Program

- 4 . . .

.Graregf4 CO:argots' for Special Services
Pesters dues end Neetiegs
Investment Income
Other, .-

.

Expentes
Programs and services:

Direct:

- Admissions Testing Program
- College lcholarship Service

Actual
1977.78.

.

.

Actual

1978-79
Current Projections

1979-80

$19,205,988
15,267;308

3.719,224

821,476,560
18,819.291
4,228,966

$22,443.000
20,332.000
5,008,000

3.423,228 3,719,620 4,008, It,
3,581,263 3,677.820 4;020,
2.134,264 2,574,882 2,767,000

791,753 1,017,589 ' 889.000
35,570

340.103 '..

704,109
304,573

478,000
377.000

1,714,551 1,612,631. 1.818,000
1,559.774 2.248,870 1,713,000

425.697 456,909 107,000
218,702 187,903 225,000
34 896 53.675 108.000

$52.453.321 S61.085,398 $64,693,000

$14. 4.4 1 511,553.540 517,790,000
14,11 . 17,248,229 19,578000
3,055,702 3,630,054 -4,215,000

. .1,595.835 1,838,045 1,904,000
2,724,071 3,198.548 3,074.000

14:711740
1,141,438 1.412.000

885,981 1.053,000
. . 489,107 812,270 752,000

304,682 264,651

2,314.852
393,000

2,675.000
1,01a: 878,879 798,000

896,282 558,430 575,000

3,189,223 3,524,611 3.943.000.
;011,136 2,317,179 2,636400

850,145 1,091,362 1,192.000
646,399 118.753 705,000

2.511,100 . 2.920.181 2.988.000

.)51.848,261 760:196,903 565.591.000

.. .5 605.060 'S 288.495 . 1 (898,000)

9,787.500 $10,392,560 $10.681,055
$10,392,560 $10,681,055 $ 9,783,055

-.Advanced Placement PrOgrom
.

- PSAT/NMSOT .

-Iollege-Level Examination Program
student Search SerVice

- Puerto Rico Programs
- DescriptiveTests

.

- Research and Development
.

Comparative Guidance and Placement Progr

1161;tional.Public Service

Onelloceted
--Regional Office. Operations .
- Publications .

- Other
Itobbership Servicee

General hdministration

Excits of Revenues over Expenses

FL-14-Paric"g ng of Year
End of Veer

1977-18 haye been-reclassified

( 1.denotes red figure

to conform to'the.1978 -79 presentation.

,
October 1. 197t.....4
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ikAIL III

'TEST DEVELOPMINT.009TS:- SELECTED'TESIS

Number of
. ,Tota1 Number of'. Additional

National Nov Toros Nov fOrms to -Approxitate 1

.Now Created Keep Current -Cost'per
itrstions knutL1i Pattern Nev Test Form

MAT

az 10 1 for each 9 for each 850,000 .12,70000
=cad Adninis-' pi 6 total .of 6 tests
rests trations 54 :

'rTor each

of Oatests
w 60,

2

Total Nunber Current
Ad ions.; of :19/9 -eo

.

Cost Test.. Test
AflJ%U& Takers, pee

6 $92,000 3552,0

742,.00 314.00
for 6
Testa

'Note:. Cdsts for creating a new:CRE idvanted,Teet in any discipline are .

approximstelf $50,060 for each niW,awsion, and the costs of such
7.

Version of the GMAT is apefoxim4y $92,000. As.cape seen from

the IA. above, the costs of cieatins enough additional forms of

these two test, to permit.the current national testing pattirn using

7secUre" forms.would approach $2,700,00 annually fot,the Six GRE 4,

Advanced Tests wily and over $50.0,000 for the GMAT.

Source,: Attachment. 16, Mr. Solomon's testimdny, July 31. 19iS''
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TARL1 IV

IIRES CS, DEML0NPNET,.ADVISORY 6 INSTRUCTIONALACTIVITTES

% , . N., .1/ 1978

Revenue 'Expenditures EIS Contribution.

16D,Air $ 6,860,671' 611,038,918 44,174.247

Resalch Only 4,167,000 : 6,195,000M 2,028,000

(SeeiTable III a below)

DveloPment,
&I 2.493,671 4,843,418 2,150,248 %

TABLE III a

_Sources of.ETS Research Expenditures - $6,195,000

.

Amount 2 .

..-

Teddtal Covernmant $2,636,000 42.6

ETS .. 2,028,000 32.7

Foundation 4
I. +-

-. 477,000 7.7

State 6. Local . .

'3.8Cover,mento .

Oiher Sources.

238,000

816,000 -13.2

. ,

$6.193,000. 100.0

Source: ETS Annual Report 1978

4

WTI
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EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE'
A

'Slum .100, IKV ussierInasem
Waih Soon. D.0 X016

202.439.0;i0

WASHINGTON, D.C. OPPICE

. November 28; 1979.

ittee on Education and Labor `SI

0

The Honorable Carl D. Perkins

lubcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
afilti Vocational Education

346C Rayburn House Office Building
Wa hington, D.C. 20515

r Chairman Perkins:

As a result of conversationa with your staff concerning your letter of
Nov mber 9, 1979 to Mr. qplomon, his response of November 14, and my
letier to theASubcotmittdi of November 13, 1979, it seems wise to try to
arrange the information submitted previously from time to time in a form
'that is directly responsive to the four points enumerated in your November

% 9 letter.

Since the four pi:into deal with.matters'of.-coat and financea, let.me state
at the outset that ETS publishes and dietributes routinely'financial reports
concerning its financial affairs which dre prepared in accordance with

:generally acceptedjaccounting standards end certified by independent public
accountants. A. copy Of the 1978 Annual Report is attached. Also enclosed
Is a document prepared expressly for the Subcommittee entitled Educational
Testing Service: Finances Where the Money Comes'From and Where It Coes,
which is an attempt to enplein some of the data in the Annual Report and to
offer additional data concerning questions raised during the hearings on.
H.R..4949 and H.R. 3564.. It contains the most reCent data for 1978-79.

1. Your letter makes reference to the ETS frojelt Operating..Statement.
The statement Ls'an internal document used to monitor income and expendes
during the course of a fiscaryear.. Data are organized by:manadtentareas
(e.g. by responsibilitrof Vice Preaidents);.they aretunaudited and require
adjustments by cost centers and for overhead charges. Data change monthly
.Snd thus, unlike an audited balance sheet and:income statement, do nolilave
a full.and reliable napshot of the financial conditions of prove= dhd
eponsors. The document also contains!information on balances maintained,
for.clients, sxch balances showing wide cyclical variations turing the
year reflecting patterns of program activity.. We believe that.it is in-
appropriate to cirtillate documents such as the ProjeCt Operating Statement

-fortworeasons: a) Data reflecting revenues, costs and balances for ETS'
cliente are the.property of these independent clients, who have the authoritY-
to releaSe such iliforiation, dad b) Waking public financial details of ETS'
pricing and cost recovery policies would give competitors considerable and
unfair advantage in bidding for contracts.
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2. The econd point is telated to the.first in that it requests Cost
and revenue.data by program or individual activity. Providinweuch informs-.
tion would not only prOvide.an incomplete financial.picture of each program
hut would also be misleading as to full program costs. The programs.affected
by H.R. 4949 are cOnductedunder contract with independent'sponsoring groups.
These sponsors have expensesVhich must be met in addition to ETS's charges.

.

AA indicated above, data reflecting total revenues and Costs are the property'
of theee independent clients. Often, ETS does not have acceis to these
complete slate. Even when it.does, it does not have the authorityto decide
.to whoMit will be reported. The'sponsors make regular financial repoits
to their mesiberstips and to various governmental agencies. A sampleof such
a statement is enclosed, labeled Table I. It is 8 statement of Revenues,.
Expenies and Fund Balance pill:dished by the College Entrance Examination
Board on October 1, 1979.

2te second table gives a picture Of ETS tevenues at ten-yeauintervals.from
1059 to 1979. From it, one can ascertain the growth in categories of ETS
programs and the changes over time in the,composition of tog." revenues by
program area. Two points are.of interest:

a. College Board progra.sj while the largest single component, have
declined proportionate.y since 1959. The $45.5 million in 1979

'includes all College oard programs of which the Preliminaky
Scholastic Aptitude Test and the Admissions Testing Program.(SAT
and Achievement Teste).are onlY twO.

Professional and Occupational Programs have doubled as a proportion
of the total, and Gradate and trofessional.Programs grew from 12%
to 17% of the total.

Your second point makes reference to the allocation of "surplus". As stated
on page 3 of the enclosure on ETS' Fin :ices; fees charged belend costs to
program cliints (and on iose contract tesearch as well) average 9-10%. Last.
year (1978-79), this amountedto $7.5 4illion. Of this total $6.3 million

,went to support h, development, dvieory and Instructional services.
The remaining $1:1 million..(ETS' net r enues) was used for additions io
operating buildingsvcapital equipuent lpd workidg capital. Research
activities are.diacussed under item 4 b

.40uring the hebata on RA. 4949, there were soaetimee references to a "profit .

margin of 22-27%." 'Such statements, we believe, stemmedfrom a mieunterstanding
of:fiviancial income andexpenfie reports of the College Board and of ETS. The
"22-27%" figure may haVe -cove from taking the excess of revenue oVer direct
expense:: for the Adsissions Testing Program tn 1977778 (see attached nationally
distributed .C011ege Board Statement of Revenues. Expenses, and F.und Balance,
Year Ended June 30, 1979), and'using the result as a percentage of revenue:

$19.2 iillion (revenue) ,.

-14.9 million (expenses)
4.3 millionowhich is 22.3%of $19.2 million. %*

a

1.

6
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Board.expense for such support service s regional office operation/3,
Such interpretation, however, ignores total Of $11.1 million in Colldge

.

115

.

publications, research and development, administrative costs, supportfor
special conferences, 'subsidy for test administrations fot special populations

(such as religious minorities and the handicapped).

Since the Admissions.Testing Program accounts for.36.6% of College Board
revenues, allocating that percentage of support service extense ($4.085 m1141p)
to-Admdisions Testing Program expense, would bring thit proiram's total expelle
to $113,050,380 - a 0.8% "surpluelof $155,608 of revenue oVer total expenses.

.

In adion. to concerns about ths-ptoprietary interests of clients, ETS'

.reluS release more detailed cost information than contai d herein

stem dfact that it submits proposals'in competition.wit many.other

organize ions, both non-profit. anti profit, to offer.testing, res rch end

refated eervices. Contractual arrangements with,each client are determined
through negotiation and depend'upon the'specific circumstances of each ettuation.
Factors which must be considered Anclude the nature of the service to be
provided, the transferabifity of the methods used in design services for

the same or.other clients, the opportunities for research o xploration of

new methodology, the length.of the contract and the financi stability Of

the client. Sometimes, tTS enters into centracts with a ve loW lee or

none at all to encourage developmentiof waervice which meets a pressint-social .

or educational need.. As stated above, miking public the financial details of
each individual acti4ity would -give competitors considerable and unfair
advantage in biading for contreets end substantielly restrict ETS' abilityto
negotiatd contracts appropriate to particular circumstinces. To our knoWledge,

the Congrees does not generally require Corporations, non-profit or Profit,
to release speAfic data. from which.cost rates and confidential client decd.,

can be derived. To do so in this case would be contrary to customary pradlIce.
/ .

' .3. The, third item asks for additional costs, test by test', that would be

incurred if H.R. 4949 were enacted. 'Such projectiona are not easilY derived,
'for diey would depend on a host of decisions to be made by'the various sponsors
concerning all espects of compliance wtth provisions of the legislation. eTS'

.eptimates costs of programs,from specifications eupplied by its clients. For

example, the ponsormust specify the ndMber of administrations by type (e.g.'
national, sabbath, handicapped), the number of new.test forma to be created
during a givpn time period, test-candidate volume estimates by,teet and test.
adminiatration-, the number and lands of pUblicationa tq acCompany the test
materials; ecore reporting services, the kinds of score interpretation.
Matehals to be-reported as yell as information on numerous additional variables.
Thus, without such specifications from sponsore as to the kinds and availability
of servicesmiETS cannot project the financial impact of any specifid.legiolation.



He Can provide some rough estAmates ofdtIcti development costs, given certain
Thassumptions.' e third table is repro from.Attachment-6 of Hr. Solomon's

testimony. .It gives imimples of projected. increases in lest development coirg,
- given certain essumptiOns 'bout disclosure of tests. From the table, One caa

estimate incr eeeee in costs isad consequent likely increases in student fees, .

given different assumptions about thenumher. of hew forma produced annually ..

.and heanumber of test takers. t

. h rf-.-"

a. The curredt average cost per test form In GNAT is approximately N
192.000., Actual costs wary a bit from year to year.depending .

: upon the scheduling of work: GMAT introduces.two forms per year,

Thus, the production of s*x neW forms (apsuming eight national
.'. adiinistrat ne are eontipued) would add $552,000 annually to a

'current base of $184,000 br an increass-of"300%. It the number:A
of test taker ems scotant, the indrease in fees would be -11`

. about $2.00 froth est deveaopment cost ihcreases alone. This, of.

course, does nig inClUde other administrative'coate, such as .-
Printing more tests to mall* quantities per test, mailing of
loran to students, &alloying of answer sheets, all of which might
lead to incr sssss in fees.

) 4 1

b. The same calculations can be made for the six GRE advpnceld-teste

affected by H.R. 4949. Currently test-development costs.for these .-

exam apprOxiiite $300,000 per year. Assuming they are administered

oten tisOs in national adminietrations, the test development cost
increase would approximate $2,700,000 or 900%: If the number of

tet takers raisins 80,000, fee increases of $38 -$39 could result.
. -

These data. assuse continued national adminietrations but do 'not speak to./

problems of more frequent special adminisirations for hahdicapped, military
..personnel-, inititutional use, wbicti wbuldhesult in very substasitiel additional

costs were present_servicee to be maintained.,The'likely result, then is a.
cOmbinatiOepf reductions in;services.and iocresses in *Glees charged to
students.

J
.

. .'-

Another way of examinin:lest developmeht costs is to select a stets, euCh as

New..ToAc., in which eith the HAT and/or one or more Achievement tests of
.- the College Bqgrd are administered a total of 147 time.' Last year the SAT

was given 21 times; the 15 Achievement tests were administered several times,
.soma as many ae 10, pose ae few ss 4. Presently, ETS prepares 24 new tehe .-

forps per year. However, oe the grand total Ot 147 occasions for which test
orms are administered, 123 depend on the storehouee of secuie tests produced

iiff in previous years. Because they ere aecure--hecause their contents have not
been made public --they can be reused.. 4he cost of producing each of the 24

'. new tests varies, but a very.conservative estimate of the cost of developing

i these 24'would be about $1 million dollars. Now, suppose that because.of °-

I "the raq agents of legaslation, there are no previouely-qhed secure tests

wh lite reused. Instead of 24 new forms, the College Board would have

a 147 new forms to Make the teste.as readily available as at present.

1 7
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That is six times the Wesent rite of new test develdpmeni, for an additional
Cost per. year oi $4 million dollars, an increase in test development.Cost
of 4002. It is unlikely that the membership of the.College Board would
want.to pass all,of this costin-to the candidates. So the More.likely result
would be a reduction in the amber of tests and the times.each test is N -
IFfered--especially for special administrations to accomodate varidds special

t student needs, such as Sunday administrations for religious rdasons. Even.if.

Ilegielation would require disclosure ot half the test forms, the result would
add ad additanal cost of about $2 million dollers'or 200%:

As a general rule.of thumb, it is accurate to estimate the.coqt of test
development of a single form of a test Bo fange.from $30,000 to $100,000,
&wending upon the nature of the particular test. In four majpr.programq.

11- (College, ATP, GRE, GHAT, LSAT), test devilopment.costs currently. average'
6% of "test-taker" fees.- Assuming Maintenance of most services., s

percentage would increaee Aubstantially were H.R. 4949 enaCted:

.

.4. Your letter asks for information concerning ETS'. rcsearch and develop-
. ent expenditures: The-fourth table is derived from the'annual.report of .

1978 and provides a breakdown of research, devblopment and advisor.), services/
income and expenditures. The table reveals.that ETS funds account infotql.
for somewhat more than one-third of these expendiruresAnd that-its contribu- .

tioh is about evenly.diVided between research on the one and development,

advisory, and instructional Neervices on the other. This s very mbch in keeping

with ETS charler obligationsito contribute to the fund of knowledie in educational:
methodology and psychometric theory,'to delielop services and programs needed
by students.and educational institutionst and to work to imprOve the understand".

ing and use'of teste.and other asaessment mecsures. :

Although ETS can-and does distinguish between research directly supported by-
test sponsors, ETS &me not/classify research into that relaied to testing
kprograms and other categories. To do so would diarepresent the nature pf
its research activities since h.research related to te ting is supported .

by othersj incInding ETS; beyo that which spopeo alone support.

'It is in'the very nature ottesearch that ap icability. t specific purpeses
s- -

of.findinge, conclusions and knowledge gained cannot be a sured at_the outset
or, sometimes, even when the research is In progress. A roject whichNis

quite speculetiVe'and/or quite theoretical may yield res lts.that have
immediate benefit to. teeping-progra . ' .

onvertely, projects believed initially to be-directly related to testing
rograms may turn oui to involve broad behavioral concepts of psichometric
Imes which have nd'applicabilityto bperating programs at.all: Research :a

rojects funded bY specific,testing 6rogrAm8 Can be Identified, as shown
.in the latgit Program'Researa Progress ReporcwhiChjsoinClosed. However,

#ttempting to claseify proleits as testing research_as op'posed to educational :
research Would.result in Arbitrary...Categorizations df doubtful utility:

.4
. :

4+

4



Deciaions concerning the.allocation'of ETS funds to research activities ;

ere made in.the following manner. An overall research plan is' r.eviewed.and
approved Ly the Standing.Committee on Research and Development. d the.RT$

,ABoard-of misuses. The membership of this standing committee i ludss both
las Trust es and other.eminent educators and psychometricifps. q i research

. plan of t1e Comeittee on Besmirch and Development is presedted to he Finance
Committee of .the Board of Trustees which9recOmmends the leVel of rbsdurces to/
'be allocated in..support of Research andjoevelopeent, for approval by the full'
Board.

.

. Once the overall.21s4 and total alloCation has been eviablished by the Board
of Trustees, resObnsibility for administration.in accordance with research
and development objectives rests with ET* management. Operating under the
'purvile orthe Standing Committewon **smirch and Development the Sbnior Vice
President for Research'and DeVelopmenttbiOroves an ennu i?. plan for allocating
RTS ',import filnde to yarious prograns Of research an46:rking with officers
end staff, Aeterminis which specificvrojects 1 bi, rtecto This.Oin
Tor allocaeing support, and progress of the 'spec c.activities that have
been conducted Is monitored against the research plan, and reports ere
'provided regularly to the Prelidenti other 'senior ETS.officere, and.to the
StandingsCommittee.ca Research and Development. q!

A .

It: in addition, ITS annually submits oVer100 proposals to federallgovernment
agencies, foundations and other funding organisations. The vast majdrity of
these are,competitive proposals, submitted in response to published requests. :

for Proposals or competitionw announced by these agencies. As tmlicated-in
tables accompsnying,this letter, about two-thirds of ETS research is supported
by eiternal agencies, and abOut.one -third fromITS.funde as outlined above.

We' appreciatithis opportunity to elaborate the information supplied previously
and to expla .dur practiceeragarding qur reeaarch And development efforts.
We appreciate, toe, your thoughtful.consideration of the issuessurrounding
.the proposed legislation indthe professional and courteous manner With which
your etaff have.dealt with those of us who hive been associated with them..

411/P11

.Sincerel
.

. Alio J. Ir
Vice Presig,nt

karr.
. .

a





Educational 'hating Service.irrs) Is 'a private,.nonprofit
organization devoted to immurement ind research, primarily in
the field of education. It w4founded in 1947 by the American
Council on Education, the Carnegie Foundation for the'
Advancement of Teaching, and the College Entrance Examination'
Board. The Preiidents of the Anierican Council on Education and
the College.Board ietve ex officio on the ETS Board of Trustees, as
does the 'president of rrs. Thirteen other members are. selected
from the education and business communities to seive four- Year
mins, 'The main office of BIS is in Princeton, New lersey,.and
'there are nine regional offices.

ETS, A-NONPROPIT ORGANIZATION, IS AN'EQUACOPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

Covam Acrou.thi pond, a glimpse of the Henry Chauncey Conference Center at ars in
princeton. Photographed by Del Merritt, Visual Concepts Unlimited, itenton, NI.
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The Preektent'it Report:

Achievement Thst Scores in Perspective

The need to auess how much
students have learned has been
fundatnental ii education for as
long as there have ken students
and teachers. Long before
standardized tens of achievement
came on the scene teachers were
makinglitch ludgraents. They based'
them on lifotmation gleaned from
familiar sources: direct observation
of students' work; clots recitation:,
converutions with the student Or .

other teachers, daily quizzes, and
final examinations. All these bits of .

infatuation entered into the grtdes
the teacher awarded. They stilldo
and they should.

Since we had all.these techniques .

it our disposal in Horace Mann's
dsy and long before, why were
standardized achievement,tests
welcomed when they came alone
There are several reeions.

An Inexact Business

1Vachers knew what an inekact
. butiness grading really is, and

welcomed a new development that
kld promise of improving their
inforination. Among the virtues of
tundardized tests, three were"\
particularly appealing. Tbe first
virtue was accuracy. Siudies were
made to compare the amount of
random error in the treditional
kinds of information with the
amount of error in the newer. .

standardized tests in the same
subActs, and the findings were
consistent: the test scores were
consistently more accurate.
Furthermore, they.fiad a second,
related vinueoblectAttlythat

'helped overcome some other
problems. Some teaohers marked

!. herd and some marked arty, some
based their grades heavily on
deportment, some on howlard
students tried rather than how
much they achieved. The

standardisul tests knew nothing of
these things, nor of sex, race,
honesty, amiability, or love of one's
fellow Mtn: only how much the
atudent had learned:Third, scores.
on standardized tests of
achievement had the vIrtUe of

'comparability; They showed not
only hoW well particulsr students
performed tn comparison with their
classmates but alsolow Well they.
did in comparison with pupils in
other claws, other tchools, and
other states.

We had, then, the basis for a fine
combiaation of techniques:
stindardized tests, which could
measure sheer accomplishment in
several eras very well, anduscher
ludgthent, which cOuld add
dimensions inaccessible to
standardized testing but pertinent to
the interpretation of pupil scores. .

We have learned a hard lesson in
the ensuing years: how difficult it I.
to keep achievement scores in that.
perspective, to see them's@ a.
valuable ingredient in the mix Of
Information that indicate how
much an individual studiat or a
group of students has leamed.in a
partibular areeScoret are not, by
themselves, sufficient:That fact
needs to be reiterated. But they do
remain, a key comenent in any
adequate leirning information
system.

Three Fallacies ,

Undoubtedly, testing has suffered
mote from the excessive
expectations of its most devoted
advocates than from the aitacks of
its critics. I have mentioned three
virtues of tests that have enhanced
their usefulness. Let me balance the
aceOunt by mentioning three
fallacies, Ill born of
overenthusiasm, that have
encouraged the misuse of test
icores. '

The first I shall call the
Micrometer Fallacy'. SOme Polk
have invested teat scores with a
precisionan infallibilitythat they
never.Okessed.. The.ensuing
discoverY Ihst they are nouperfectly
accurate has obscured the fict that .
they 'are more accurate than most of
the alternatives..

The second error I shall call the
Whole Person Fallacy: the teridency
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to read into achement test scores
Much mote (ha y really tell,
which is mply th amount a
student hai1oa in a given
subject §ome peo e are let down
upon discovering that achievement
tests fail to measyfre a variety of .

traits like honesty or leadership or
social consciotisness, and in their
disappointment over Ict that
the tests do nnt descri he whole
mufti, forget i;hat thcy do a rather

:good iob of measuring the academic
acconiplishmentst hey purport'to
measure.

Thud, there is the Equal
. Preparation Fallacy. Some people

expect the test to compensare
somehow for the differences in

'academic development of children
whose learning.qpportunities have
ddlered dramatically. The testscore

5 tells you nothing about the .

difficulties a student has had to
overcome to acquire a given level.of
proficiency, but it tells you a great
deal about what that level isa fact
that is Central to deciding.what the
studenummeadyto tackle next.

Comparable Results

The same three virtues of test
scoreeaccuracy,-objectivity, and
comparabilitythat had appealed to
teachers interested 'in the
accomplishments-Of individual .

students also commended
themselves to administrators
concerned with the lefpning of
groups of Students. For the
administrators the greatest of the
virtues was land is) comparability

They saw at once the power of
standardined tests to Permit
comparisons of the learning
'achieved by pupils of different:
teachers, or in different schools, or

. in 'different districts. Since it was
well knowli that some school; were
ntuch More demanding than others
in their curricultim and in their
grades, here it last watt a chance to
put all students on the same footing
in an objective cqmparison of

. .

tt.
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results atross schoolsto make sure
the children were learning as much
as thcy.should, as determined by
how- well the children elsewhere
were doing. .

In' the main, these aspirations
were sound And when thc three
fallacies have been resistedwhen
people have not expected the
precision of the micrometer, have
not looked to achievement tests to
measure the whole person, and have
not assumed that by standardizing
the test you haye standardized
preparationthen, indeed, the
scores have given.i new dimension,
through their comparability across
geographic areas and spans of time,
to' the information available to
educators It is hard to imagine any
other basis we might have had for
learning, for example, that the
verbal and mathematical skills of
sttidents applying to college have
declined in the last 15 years. It may
not have been a comforting
message; but *vas one worth
getting.

Let's look at a third minor use of
standardized achievement test
scores--in the selection of students,
especially for college This use got
an important booit during World
War II, when teacher power was
unavailable to grade the College.
Board essay tests. The Board
substituted objective'tests as a war
measure because they could be
graded so efficiently, fully expectfpg

3

ot

to return to thc 4says afteithe war.
But to the surpri4c of many, not
only were the obfçetive tests easier
to trade, the scor s on them were at
kast as effective as the essay test.
scores had been.in measurmg thc
attainments of the students who
took them This conclusion was
'arrived at first through the general
observation of the school and
college people involved and then .

confirmed through careful research
The scoti:s were by and large
accurate-L-morc so than scores on
'the essay tests had been

Students who were admitted
prayed to have the accomplishments
thitest scores hill promised The
scores provided a cOmmon curre,iwy,
unlike thc gradepoint averages that

. reflected differences in grading
between schools and between parts
of thc country Moreover, thcy were
much leSs subject to special
coaching or "prepPing" than thc
essay tests had been; they reflected
more fairly the accomplishments of
students from differem parts of the
country, different schools, different
curricula

Unparalldled Growth

As a result, thc selective
institutions that Used the test scores
as one basis for admissions.
decisions were able to seek out
talented students from every corner 0

of the nation and every social s.

stratum. They began to sin: on
CAMPUS a more heterogeneous group
of students both socially and
geographically Moreover, wi
objective tests.of aptitude an:141111.
achievement in place and efficient,
it was possible tonest the enormous
postwar wave of cullege applicants
under the new system, and an
unparalleled expansion of higher
education took place in this
eountry

The system worked because of thc
same virtues uf standardized tcsts:
accuracy, objectivity, and
comparability Again, however,
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some people were tempted into
entertaining great'expectations that"'
could not be and have not been
fulfilled. The scores were accurate
in the Milo but not tnidometers in.
their precision, even though their
errors were smaller than those of

o other known techniques. They
measured noluevemeht and
readiness, but not traits of character
and temperamentnot the whole
person. They made no allowance for
the inadequacies of preparation or
special circumstances of
Environment that' the-student had .

overcome in school In short; the
assumption of equal preparation
remainedand remainsa fallacy.

.. Guidance for'Students

,.. We-have discussed three legitimate
and'irimortanr uses of standardized
tests, their use by teachers to
determine how much the individual
student has learned, by
administrators to determine how
much classes and larger groups have
learned, ind,by university
admissions pedple to discover how

. well prepared a prospective student
may be Each use has made great
contributions to education and
society when kept In perspective
and used with other pertinent
information.

Another Important use of test
scores is by studentitohelp them

'is they examine their educational
and career goals and estimate their
readiness to undertake a more or
less demanding program of study as
their next step This use has
received less emphasis historically :
than it should-have, but the
evideisce from a set of.tests can add
materially to the information

. available for a student's guidance
People who now discover that test

scores can vat), from day to day andtlicir
eest to test are on the right track
Every eiamination, every judgment
about people, is fallible and has a .

typical error rate The standaKafror
of measurement associated with
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Stabdardized tescscores is well
knOWn because-it is readily
determined and regularly annpUnced
by the publishers. That, does not
mean that other forms of .

measurement, such as essays or
interviews or letters of referend or
teachers' grades, have no error or a'
smaller error. In lad, although suet'
errors are rarely reporttd or even
determined, research indicates that,
in the typical case, they are much
greater than the standard error of
mesiuriment of a test score.

Those who call for a high degasc
of teacher involvement in assessing
students in theicelaues are right, as
are those, who decry the use of test
scores alone as a basis for evaluating
the effectiveness of an entire
educational program. There is much

'more to be considered than is
reflected in the score, including the
conditions under which tHeresults .

were achieved But to sits' what
some recent dints have saidthat
even if one -wants to know how
pupils are doing in arithmetic one
should be forbidden to give a
standardized test in kithrneticis

. swing the pendulum rIght out of
the clock .

(..:olleges and universities that use
test scores in selective admissions
should indeed use other information

'as well Achievement tests simpfy
cannnt measure the'whole person
Obviously, a college should consider
the record of previous school
performance and the judgments of
teachers and counselors. Yet there

are many gifted youngsters who
make mediocre recordi in school
but surface through their test
scores, as Julian Stanley's work at
Johns Hopkins University has amply
demonstraiid.

Forget the Magic

Finally, those who winild ascribe to
tests given sr schookge some
Inagic that enables ibem' to divine
genetic, intelligence or ability to
learti should forg it. Athievement
tests measure de oped ability

;developed in rels on to a-particular
subject or discipline. To a large
extent, so do scholastic iptilude
tests, although the reas of
experience through which a student
ipiepared for them are much more
long term and more pervasive iri our
society. But equal opportunity in
education simply has not been
realized To think that, at 18 years
of age, people whose experiences
have been, vastly different ca'n show
their inborn potentiil through a, test ..
of-verbal and mathematical
ieaspning is naive, regardless of
their culturaf advantages or
disadvantages.

Standardized tests of achievemibt
have amply demonstratecOheir
utility over the past two or three
geneiations. Because of their
accuracy, their objectivity, and their
comparability, they deserve
recognition as a powerful poi in .

education. They have suffered in
esteem first at the hands ol those
who claimed for them a set of ..
qualities they could never attain, .

and latterly from the protests ol
those who have proposed that since
ihey are imperfect they be dune
away with I suggest we put them .

in a reasonable perspective as we
strive to improve both the tests and
their use

4



Programs &Services

When Educational Testing Service
was established in 1948, its explicit

.purposes were to develop
responsible testing programs and
related services, to conduct -
educational research, and.to provide

..advisofy and tnstructional services
in Measurement. Implicitly, the
ncw organization was expected to
teach otit to-the edbeaticinal
community, to help analyze and
meet its needs.

In 1977.78, the year 6f its
thirtieth ahniversaty, ETS could
perhaps bc characterized best as
"reachltig out

In the Field

Through a network of regional
offices, the organization proyides a
variety of services for educators and
test-takers an the field: Launelvd in
1948 with-a modest office in Los.
Angeles. regional operations
expanded gradually and now include
eight offices spanning the continent,
plus one in Puerto Rico This
net wnrk enables the Organization to
respond swiftly to requests, .

4./herever they originate, and
generates a Steady flovr of
information to the main office an
Princeton about education and
measurement needs In all parts of
the nation

Regional stall members regularly
ibteract.with educators, siudents,

. parents, and others witlf ah active
I interest in education and

measurement. For instance, the.
Southern, Midwestern, and .

Northeastern offices are Technical
. Assiatanee Centers (mes) designated

by the U.S. Offiee of Education to
help state and local school officials

- in their regions evaluate programs
for the disadvantaged under Title 1
of the 'Elementary and Secondary
'Education Act IESEAl tn this role,
they preivide consultation to state

1
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eitiVr".

%-st
Coiiimunde ielritions specialist -
Katherine hfoore leads visitars on a tour
of ETS in Princeton

.
departments of edutation, conduct
workshops for Title I evaluators and
classroom teachers, meet with .

advisory.committees composed 'of
parents, and unteertake various'
other tasks

At the largest regional office: in
Berkeley, there is an extensive array -
of activities, including-testing
program services; consultation, aud
riscarch Amting the protects under

waS in 1977-78 a national
assessment.of the nhed for
educational media and materials to
teach tbe handicapped, and a survey-
of the ways universities and colleges
have adapted to the changing
conditions of the 1970s ,

In Wellesley Hills (Bostonl, staff
studied ihe _Measurement aspects of
performance-based high school
graduation tequiremints In
Evanston, a process was developed
for identifying and placing
academically gifted children Los'
Angeles staff continued to work
with various school distracts in' the

s,
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evaluation of bilirqgual programs.
Meanwhile, plans wete drawn to
expand the Austin office so it-could
provide a broader array-of services to
the South Western states . .

One pioneering development was .

the crevion of a Regional Test
Development Center at the
Southern office to serve 'the
employment testing needs of a
consortium of eight Southeastern
statighe center grew out of a
1977 study by. ers stall in Atlanta
and at the Center for Occupational '
and Professional Assessment (c(ips)
in Pruicetod. They explored the .

feasibility of a.multistate approach
to.developing and validating tests
for the.selection, of state eniployees.
The study was funded by the U S
Civil Service Commission and
condOcted under a contract with the
State of Georgia.

-.International Activities
. .

For many years,.ETS has engaged in
measurement-related activities
around the World Its international
Newsletter is a vehicle for the
exchange of information by some
2,500 psychologists and educators in
110 nations, and us annual summer
workshops in measurement Mr
foreign scholars haVe attracted more
than &XI:participants in 17 years

Several its-developed tests are
adnimistered in faraway places each
year, including the College Board's
Scholastic Aptitude Tcst the
Graduate Record Examinations
too), the Graduate Management
Admission Test. Icsistf, the Law
School Admission Test lism-1, and
the Test of English as'a Foreign
Language jtotril Sponsored windy.
hy the College Board and the GRE
Board, tont is designed especially
to Measure the',English language
skills of the thousands of foieign
students whn annually seek
admission to U S universities and
colleges In 1977.78, rout was
administered to a recordi 392,0(X) ai
homc and abioad,



Poreign acho2au do coMPole
seminal minim in tha cost
effectiveness of ed educational pogrom-

r Right: They are. /ram left. Chang tok
Chin. Malaysia. and Dotal Natatakol,
Singapore.

During the year, rr, continued -

Working with the 14-nation ,
Caribbean Examinations Council to
develop the council's capability for
educationattesting and related data-
processing. Started in 1973, this
cooperative effort has produced tests
appropriate to the region tharwill...
begin, in 1979, to supplant the
traditional school-leaving
examination's from the United
Kingdom. As the council gains
experience and expertise, the role of
rrs will be reduced gradually, then
phased out.

Active participation in the
International Association !or
Educational Atseesment IIASAI, .

which srs was instrumental in
establishing in 1976, continued in
1977-78. For Mu, III began to siudy. .
the feasibility of developing s
Multinational aptitud4 test to
facilitate college admissions anoss.
national boundaries. The test would
be administeredin a student's .

nitive language, with a separate
naininitIon determining skill In
the language olthe country where
he or she pions to study. Thus,
language problems would not
inflUence aptitude teat SCOres.

_

evaluating programs !of gifted .

students, and also encompassed the
legal issues involved in teacher
evaluation, methods of Improving
instruction, program evaluation,
resting minority groups; values
education, and aspects of
measurenlent.

Throuoltout the year, an
cobtlnuedro conduct Evaluation.,

, Improvement Program Purl
workslicps'across thdnation. Baird
on materlils developed try the
Califoinia Departninit of.foluostion
and published by evs:ire is intended
to help school peponnel become'
self-sufficient lievalpating
educational programeand to
increase their awareness of available
technical assistance. .

Memberi of the ars staff visited
several nations during the year to
consult with education officials Ind
conduct resesrch. elle consultant
advised an srm of the Iranian
MinistryPf Education regarding
methods of administering and
processing that oation's college
entrance examinations. Others
visited Indonesia and-countries in
Africa and Latin America in a
continuing study of nonforroal
edutationout-of-schoal learning
related to lob skills and living
standardsin developing countries.
*his study is funded by the U.S.
Agency for International
Development.

Continuing Education

. Workshops conducted by ns during.
the year covered a lot of grotind,
lioth geographically and topically.
Developed by the Programs of
Continuing Educstion staff hi
Princeton, the workshops were .
offered both at that site and around
the nation, often conducted by
regional officritaff. Topics ranged

-from assessing minimum
'competence in the basic skIlls to

*

.40 0'

H. k?

With the National Cowin! On
Measurement in Education Wore,
ars presented a nationwide series of
seminars, on issues intesting for
school board members end .
administrators. Each seminar was
talloted to the needs onocal
Participanis as they dealt with
students, parents, and their
communities at large. Among the
topics: the assesament of writing
skills, how to communicate test
remits to parents sod other citizens,
and what teachers can learn from
results of criterion-referenced teqs.

Arturo Madrid. Center, University of
Armada confea with lorle &Myst°
and Cannen Codines Windhorst at Its
in Berkeley.
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Student Services

In its first full year of operation, the
ITS Office for Minority Educat ion
published several monographs and e
conipendium of current srs services
and projects relating to the
improvement of educational
opportunity for minority groups.
College Achievement through Self.
Help. a Manual foi minority
students erirolledor intending to
enroll in college, provided analyses
of the common problems they face
in adjusting to campus and
classroom life and offered guidance
in the handling of each problem.

In January 1978, the new
_Financial AidPorel OM became the
sole document for students to file
with the College Board's College

:Scholarship Service (css) in order to
applyfor assistance in meeting .

college costs. Phased in over a twot%
and-a-halfyear period, the PAP is a
standard application foim used by
universities and colleges across th
nation, aid and scholarship agericies

'in 30 states, and the federal Basic
Educationfl Opportunity Grants
program.

Each far isprocessed.by css and
forwarded to the institutions and
agencies designated by the
applicant Use of the standard form
resulted in a substantial increase in
the numbcr of applicauons (did
;with css

During the year, css also initiated
the Early Financial Aid Planning
Service to help high school juniors
land younger studentsi and their
families talcUlate in advance what
they can afford to spend on college,
how much aid they will need to
attend the institutions of their
choice; and what aid programs are
available to them.

Testing Programs

Continued nationwide concern with
educational standards was reflected
in nurherous els activities during
1977.78. It was the first year that
the Basic Skills Assessment program
was used across the country to help
local school districts determine
whether secondary school students
could read, write, and computelwell
enough to meet the demands of

7

sdult lifeor -the levels of
competence required for high school
graduation, at measured against
locally established standards.

Developed by rrs in cooperation
with a consortium of public school
district's/the BasicAkills
twsessnlent tests Were administered
to more than 70,000 students in 200
school diitiicts. trs provided thc
tests and related materials and
storing and reporting services,
tailoring its reports to the specified
needs of-the various districts. Staff
also provided guidance to district
personnel regarding methods of
setting appropriate Standards .

ollege Freshmen

Meanwhile, many universities and
colleges intensified their efforts to
assess the skills of eniering
freshmen, primarily for purposes of
placement. In .197778, the
California State University and
College System edministered ifs
new English Placement Test
developed with rts, to all first-year
studentsabout 2.5,000 of themai
its 19 sistituiions. Results were
used for stpdeni placement and the
iniprOvement of curriculum and
instruction.

In New Jersey, starting thii fall,
all freshnien at the slate university
and colleges will take College Board
tests developed by ETS io iscertain
whether they are adequately
prepared in the basic skills to
proceed with higher education or
need remedial courses first. Private
institutions in the siate were
invited to participate is the program
voluntarily. As in California, test
results will be used for both
placement and curriculum planning.

The Third 'R'

During 197778, there_ was a marked
increase in attenipts to improve the
writing skills of students at all
levels of education At els, this
-irend led to the creation of
Piograms for the 'Assessinent of .



Writing. The center was designed to
respond to requests fOr consultation,
training, and related services from
state and local education agencies
seeking to improve writing
instruction and measure the writing
abilities of their students.

In its first Months, the center
omicrons requests to

prov e inserviee training of faculty
in the holistic method of sooting
essays. Because it dramatically ;
redgces the time required to read
and grade compositions, holistic
scoring enables English teachers to
Increase the number of writing.
assignments they give to their ,
cliues without burying thenuelvd.
in paper work. .

Essentialld, holistic.sceringli
based on thE assumption that the
total impression made by a.piece of
writing serves as a reliable measure .

of the author's skills. That is, if g
piece conimUnicates effectively, it
reflects skill in grammar, syntax,
and the odier components of
writing. So esuys are-read rapidly
fir clarity and impact rather than
painstakingly for errors. Two or
mom readers rate each essay on
1.5 scale, and the total is the"
student's score Aside .from its
usefulness in the classroom, holiatic
scoring has been Mstrumental in a
resurgence of essay sections in
rrsdeveloped English composition
tests.
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livens Alloway. director of Programs Ihr
the Mats:tient of Writing, reflects on
his busy schedule.

Sequential 'Mating

Norming of the completely revised
Schocil and College Ability 'Rats
lscerl and Sequential Tests M
Educational Progress (nu( was
completed in 1977-78 with Mare
than 2JABC1l students in grades two
through 12 participating
nationwide. With scersur in and .

the CIRCUS measures for children in
preschool and the early grades, ms
now has tests availablefor the first
timerthai peimit monitoring a
student's progress in maim areas of
instruction from preachool through
the twelfth grade.,

afr

Director Andre Diax. right, discusses the
latt.growing GMAT program with
associate director lohn High.

During sup m's.devetopment,
measurement specialists devised a
new technique for relating test
results o glade level. els does not '..
report de-equivalent scores on

Vona hat theytue misleading
and sic sed on estimates rather
thin actual performance data. For
.exemple, to sly that, on the basis of
his or her score on a third-grade
arithmetic test, a student hu
'performed at the 1041 expected in
thethird month of the sixth grade is
inaccurate because the performance
was not on a sixthgrade test but a
third-grade one that may never. hue
been given to any sixth guder.
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Under.the era ()rade Level
Indicator (culsystem, a brief
locator teat" may be adinnistered
to a student to determine which

. level test he or she should take. If a
fourth grader's lodator ten score is
high, he'or she will be most
appropriately tested on fifth-grade

. material. wry results tvIll give an
accurate indicatl000f achievement
rtIstive to the average per cc

'of all students ma particul ade .
and month, as measured the
Awning process. Used in function
vith the standard scoire national
percentile rank reports, cu adds
a dimension to the performance. .

profile sketched by STU.

Other Developments

In tts second year, the
Undergraduate Assessment Program
Wu) offered revised Area Tests in .

social science, the humanities, end
natural science, and Field Mats in
business arid physical education.
About 375 univusitiee Snd colleges
participated in UrAP, using its broad
range of tqts and related scrvtes to
assess student perfornunce
evaluate curriculums.

Efforts to improve operating
**stems resulted in speedier
processing of score reports following
administrations of the Griduate
Management Adminion Thit .

(chum). That trograml4ponsoring
organization, the Grad te
Management Adraluion Council

established a committee to
plan and facilitate research Into
graduate management 'education.
civic also kirmulated a policy
statement on the appropriate use of
GMAT Se.C4EA MI making admissions
decisions..

Some developments in other
progranii during 1977-78: A new
Graduate Record Ruminations Waal
section nualurhig.analytic ikilhi .

wee lairodubed, mocking an effou
to mum aptitude' in co than
verbal and muntitatt the..
rout Council embark sn
extensive program of research into

1
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Left, Auto mochank.Wilitam Y lohnson tends to basin= at Cathcart Pontiac.
Itenton. Sleeve patches indicate he Is certified under a program conducted by srs.

. Right: Leo Waked, left, director of the auto mechanics program; examines data with
rest specialist Edwin Kay. .

various aspectsof its test's validity,
for the Law School Admission
Council, rrs continued 'development
ofzhe haw School'Interactive .
System, a pant program linking NW.
school admissions offices directly.
with the rrs computer records of
candidates who authorize release of
the dsta. . ..

For the College Board: rrs
completed forming of the revised'
General Examinatibos in the
Coljege.Level ExaminStion Progreln
Iamb an essay section was added to
the CUP English Composition ICat

Arthur Kroll. director of guidance
programs. reviiws the Carter Skills
Aseessinait Program with Its assistant
thraotoraann Brewer.

2 3 Og

for 'administration twice a year) the
Descriptive Tests of Langoityr Skills
were being field tested, LT1

began developing similar
Descriptive nsts of Methetnatics
Skills to help institutions place.
students and plan programs.

Looking attareers :

As thelok market changei fn this
postindustrial society, there

.increasing interest in cueers.
Students are interested in choosing
careers iond preparing fox them.
Employers are interested In how to
screen applicants, select employees,
and assess their competence. The
agencies and boards that govern
professional certification and
occUpational licensing are Interested
in det inkling the adequacy of
educat and preparation.

In a va ty of ways, yrs attempts
to respond all of these interests.

Career Skil

For the College aid and a
consortium of fi statesGeorgia,
Maryland, Mime ta , New Jersey,.
and Ohiorudeve pea
Instruments to meu e six skills
hat are essential to user



Programs of Vocinional Educetkes
&motor Raymond a. Wasdyks panda 0,
law My nwendi ,

.

PeePatedness: self-evalustion and
development, career awareness,
decision making, employMent
seeking, 'work effectiveness, and
personal economics.

More than three years in the
making, the result is the Career
Skills Asseument Program, .

,evallable in expciimental form
during 1978-79 A key future of the
program is the underlying
conviction that these career
development skills can be not only
identified and =tamed but taught.
In fact, one malor use of the
measures is expected to be the
identification of skills that need
additional attention in the
cerriculum.

Guidance .

4 . During the year;tra Programs of
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Vocational Education completed
. development-of a battegtof

meuures for use in providing Weer.
guidance and conflating to
disadvantaged adolescents and
youniadults in Comprehensive
Employment and Raining Act (CITAI .

programs, skills training centers,
vocational hIgbachools, and
ccerectional institutions. Called
Program foe Assessing Youth
Employment Skillsimusl, the
Measures help identify attitudes,
cognitlie skills, and social
competencies related to

;employment. They rely heavily on
pictorial materiali and are
adminissered orally to nil:Wain the
impact-of limited verbal skill.

Meanwhile, the ad comptIterized
career guidance propam for millege
students was introduced to several
new campuses. Called (for
System of InteractIveGuidance and
Informitica), the'program is now
helping students identify their
career interests and varies, relate
them to various occupations; and
prograss'toward informed and
rational career decisions it 14 two
year and 14 four-year colleges.

. .

In the Workplace

In 1977.78, the ars Center for
Occupational and Professional
Auestment fcorsj continued to
jgrow, reflikting the trend toward
lmore precise standards of job

.Left. cum tut spmadist Suzanne Madar left. and bialth
programs director Tbby Madman discuss respiritory
therapist cerMflcation program with its director, Rufus'
Smith. Men: Certified demist Min R. MO seMits with a
pedant at ?dragon Maks, Center.

preparation and qualificetion. .

'During Its first live years, COM hu
undenaken.numerous meuurement
and research proieCts Ins wide
variety of occupations. Each was
designed to assist in Ole , -

certification, licensing, selection, or
self-assaument of peoplt Entering or
working in a particular field.

cose's three largest programs
illustrate the center's diversity. The
Rut btate Licensing. Examination
program tested 175,000 aspiring
brokers and agents' in.26 states
during the year. The Certified Auto
Mechanics Program, sponsored by
the National Institute NI.
Automotive ServiceElicellence,
issued certificates to More than
$6,000 auto and truck repairtnen in
a number of mechanical specialties.
Some 42,000 would-be insurance
agents were tested in seven states
under the Multistate Insurance
Licensing Program.

New endeavors by CUM'S 150-
member staff include-the evaluation
of state training pr ems for
persons who seek dilution sa
applicators of rous pesticides.
Such meth is required by -
federal law befo e person.' can

purchase the deadly chemicals.
Involving interviews and onsite
obseivetions before and ifter
training, as well as tests, the project
is sponsored by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
and the Council OTt Environmental
Quality.

Leli.Radiologie reihnologisi /With White. unified through
a COM pittratn. MIthl at the Princeton Medical Center.' .

Right William D. Hogan. director of that
discusses operational details with the assistant director.
Betty Csonikowski.

:
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Research 1St Deve1opmeRt

.Through its research efforts, no less
than its programs and services, MS
attempts to reach out to the world
around it. With approximately 300
pplects under way in 1977-78, the
research effort emptied the time arid
talents of SOMC 200 staff, about half .

of them with.advanced degrees in
the social sciences.

In broad terms, they were seeking
riew knowledge about human
learning and. development,
evaluating eduCational programs,
analyzing educational policies and
practices, developing end testing
measurement methodologies, and
defining snd refining statistical data
analysis theories and techniques.
Their work was supported by griming
from and contracts with
government agenclee, privete
foundations, organizations that
sponsor NSIMUS testint programs,
and by allocations of ITS funds.

Each year since its.inception, xrs
has channeled a share of its own
resources into educational and
psychological research. In recent
sears that share has grown, and in
1977-78, MS funds accounted for
32.7 percent.of the total expended
for research (see chart).

.

Development Goals

In order to coordinate research
iefforts for msximum benefit to
education and 4ciety, and to .

liocate resources wisely, its
evoted 'considerable effort during

the year to formulating a statement
of research and development goals
and objectives. In the process, (We
fundamental goals were defined.
They ire:
I lb improve access to educational

opportunity.
lb itnprove the quality of
education. .

. lb increase the effectiveness of
education.
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lb enhante understanding of .

human development and
educational processes..
lb enrich understanding of the
educational needs and attributes
of selected populations.
Research in the areas suggested by

'. these goals,ls not new to xis.
,Nume sous !projects over ite-past 30
years haveirelated to each of the',.
five areas. The significance of the
goals is ndt that they.point in
wholly new directions but that they
signal tress of continued emphasis
for the future. In. 1977-78, several
projeets were under way in each of
the five areas. Some of them'are
described briefly here.

Access to Opportunity.

Recent events have given new
impetus to IITS effOrts tO identify
charsctetistics, in addition to the
traditional grade-point averages and'
test scores, that may be useful in
tire admissions processand to .

develop ways of assessing such
criteria.

For, years, MS and sponsors of
national testing programs have
advised institutions not to place ;
undue reliance on test lICOres or,

:'

.5,

indeed, on any single admissions
criterion, but to take into account
all of an applicant's relevant
characterlitics. P. current project

i .

called
expected to result in

limensions in
Admissio
a broad view of such
SuppleMentary.clutracteristica and
the ways they might be more
systematically and reliably assessed.

No prior assumptions have been
made about the nature of the
supplementary characteristics that
may be most useful.in admissions.
or about how. to assess them. It is
quite possible that a primary need is
to encourage more.iffective use of
i8formation already available by
strengthening procedures for the
subjective appraisal of applicants'
persohal qualities and b
actomplishments. ,

During the past few months,
research scientists have made
progress in organizing cooperative
studies of personal qualities as
factors in adMissions, working'with
faculty and administratcirg in
secondary schools, colleges, ind
graduate and professional Schools
ihroughout the counts/.

Inhibiting Factors

examination Of the admission
process is but one of several irs
effort, totelp make.idiicatlonal
opportunities accessibll to all who

igaseamh PrychologisPatricia Crate and Richard E. Peterson
review lifelong learning sZvitY, at In in Berkeley. .

. 15
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can benefit from them. Another is
the array of projects aimed at
overcoming the factorssuch as
unmet needs for financial aid and
inadequate educailonal and career
guidance-Alm inhibit accets.
Among tale projects are the
System of Interactive Guidance and.
Information, or slot (see page 10),
and the College Board-sponsored
Carets Skills Assessment Program .

(see Page 9).
Similarly, studies of student

financial aid problems are
continually Imdertalien by tis staff.
In 1977-78, a stUdy sponsored by the
Graduate and Professional Financial
Aid Connell losmcl examined the
burden faced by graduate students
when they'start their careers at
modest salaries ind niust repay
education loans at fairly high
monthly rites. The study resulted
in the proposal of a new system; the
Graduated Repayment.Option (oao),
that would extend the repayment
period from the initial 10 years.to 16

*and feature more reasonablt
mothhly installments that ecreape..

. as intome does. .

Edwational Quality

Improving the quality of education
is the prime purpose of many ars
research prolects, from helping
schools establiSh perforrnance
standards and evaluate programs to
identifying and developing
techniques for assessing outcomes
of higher education.

For example, as part of the Basic
Skills Assessment, program (see page
7.), wrs devised techniques for 1

schools to use in setting local
standards of student perform'ance .
that are compatible with .

community attitudes and
expectations. The testing program
itielf does more than msasuie each
student against thoselfandards. It
alio provides esqls school or school
system with an.aggregate indication
of instructional strengths and
weaknesses, thus pointing out

4f fir:
Luis LadOit. director of a lott,titudinal
'study of Mexican. American children.
discusses tbe project with research
assistant ludith Morgan.

needed improvements.
InNew York City;evs-research

scientists continued to work with
the School system-to develop an
accountability plan to hold the
schools responsible for student
learning and to correct instructional,

Ificiencies'by identifying strong
ograms and disseminating
formation abut them, poi this

purpose, student performance is
assessed against a grade-level...
Standard rather thin compared with
what peers have actually learned.
The goal is to set proficiency levels
for the entire school system.

Academic Competence

'In 1977.78, a project conducted by
En staff in Berkeley tested 1,150
College students in four areas of
academic competende that are
usually avsociated.with general.
education. 'they are the analytic,
cornmunicatitin, and synthesizing
skills, and cultural awareness.

The 48-item test, developed with
the help of faculty members at 15
California universities and colleges,
called fur brie, free-response
answers, All questions were related

.16 .

ft
-.to one of four content areas:
mathematiO and natural science,
the humanities and fine arts; the .

social and behavioral sciences, and
'political science and history. Each
of.the cooperating institutions
employs one of three major
approaches to structuring the
general education Curriculum, and
the Study is expected to yield data
that will be useful in eiraluating the
relative effectivenesi of these
approaches.

More Effective Education

Ouality and effectiveness, while
clearly intertwined, are not
synonymous. As ITS uses the term,
effectiveness applies to such aspects
of the educational enterprise as
productivity, t he,,efficient use of
resources, and the equitable
distribution Of them to both school
sysierns and saidents.

One example is the application of
technological advancements to
administrative and instructional
needs. What computers can and
cannoi do in the classroom is a
major concern of a number of all
research scient lite.

CAI in LoS Angeles

US researchers completed, during
1977-78, the second year of. a four.
year longitudinal study of computer-
assisted instruction (cm) in Los
Angeles City Schools, with support
from the National Institute of
F.duest ion. Computer lerminals'are
used by second, fourth, and sixth.
grade students in four schools, to

. study reading and mathematics.
Participating students We being

tested before and alter each year's
cm experience,.and in staff observe
esch fourth-grade classroom.,--there .

MC about 25 of thern:five times
esch year. Nonparticipating classes
are-monitored for purposes of
comparison:

One of the moss systematic and
long.teln studies of cm ever



,,-
undertakenZlhe prolect it intended
to detqmine how valuable an
instructional tool the computer can
be,--and whyand.whether ita use
is econtimically feasible. The study
will continue through 1980. ,

. -

Program Evaluation

One way of usessing the
effectiveneas of education is
systematic program evaluation, and
ars has been among the pioneers in
this field. Its evaluations of Sesame
Street and The Ejectric 60ml:way.
as well as several programs of -
computer-assisted instrUction, have
been milestones in the dvielopment
of these forms of educational
technology.

ars research scientists also design
and conduct evaluations of programs
in bilingual education, reading

Instruction, career education, and
special education.
In 1977-78, for the Danforth

Poundatian, staff initiated a study
that will synthesize information.
about effeetive techniques for
evaluating progtams in moral
education In the schools.

School Financing

With grants from the Ford
Foundation, among others, the ars
Education Policy Research institute.-
larad cpnttnued to build a program
of research into state methods of
financing public school systems. in
1977-78, a maior study was
conducted,in New iersey,'where a
court fotunklocal sehool.financing
practices unconstitutional and

.ordered redistribution of hinds to .

provide a "thorough and efficient"
eduestion for all citizens.

MI also examined the politics of
school finance refbrm movements in
various states, including Florida,
Kansas, Maine, Michigan, and'
MinnesoicAt -the end of 1977-78,
arai staff Were analyzing the
campaign for California Proposition .

13 and the voting-patterns that
.produced its resounding victory.

ijuman DeVelopment

A primary thrust oj ars research
over the yesrs has been the study of
cognitive styles:the differing ways
individuals organ and processW

information. Whi uch of this
work is basic reset , prectical
applicakions to the teachinkand-
learnini process are constantly
sought. For example, a community
college studyindicaterigitat teachers
are viewed more fevorieWby
students whose cognithe styles are
similar to their own.

Many other aspects of human
learning and developinent are also,
being studied: They include close

FU1181118 MACES Fel .
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observation of infants and young
children to discover what they learn
and when, how family structure
affects their divelopment, the ways
they acquire langnage skills, and the
factors that influence personality
and social behavibr. .

'Learning Sex Roles

In 1977-78, a research team -

continued to examine sex.role :

stereotyping among yOungsters in
the New York City public schools
under a grant from the National .
Institute of Mental health. Their.
purpose is to determine whether, in
light of the women's Movement,
traditional stereotypes arc
disappearing.

Results of another -study seem to
show that they are not. Based on
results of a questionnaire
administered to some 1,000 fourth
and fifth-grade students in 40
"central New jersey classrooms, it
was learned that a majority of the
boysand many of the girls
believed that, while intelligence is
not sex-related, leadership is
essentially the prpvince of the male.
The research scientist conducting
the study is now working with
teachers on instructional materials
that will reduce the influence of
stereotypes. . ,

)Special Populations

identifying the educaiional needs of
various population groupsracial
minorities, adults, women, the
economically disadvantaged, the
culturallydifferent, the gifted, the
handicapkelatins the attention
of many rra research
scleruists.Several major projects of
this sort were under way in
1977-78. Among them:

A longitudinal study of the
cognitive and social development .
of young Mexican' Americans.
Focusing on the effects of cultural
and linguistic factors, the
research team is studying



preschoolchildren in their homes
'and will track them through the

..early grXdes. A primny purpose is
'to learn whethevand if so,

howthe development of .

bilingual children differs
.significantly from that of the
monolingual majority.

A nationwide survey of the
continuing education needs an
interests of adults and the
propami, resources, and eery es
available to them: Directed b
research staff at the Berkeley
office, the prolect will result in
1919 publication of the Lif
LeairtIng Sourceirook by fo
Bass, Inc., of Siu Francisco

. A study:to determine wha factors
encourage and discourage rls
from studying advanced hi h
school mathematics ind ience
courses that are essential tepping
stones to careers in the p ysicalA

I seiences and engineering. The go
critical factors werefoun to be
the attitudes and behavi of
parents, teachers, and g dance
counselors. About 200 gi Is
participated in the studi which
was supported by the Co lege

n8
ey-

Michael Lewis. &Mot. Institute for the
Study of Exceptional Children, atom/nes
daurwith assistant Mary Katherine
Hawryluk, center, and predocoral fellow
Laurie Waite.

Board and the Natiónal Science
Fo undation.

ExCeptional Children -

Under a fivelearogrant from usos's
Bureau of EdUcation fOr the
Handicatiped, !TS established the
Institute for the Stu of
Exceptional Childr orb one of
font institutes compr he
national Early Childh earch
Center. The others ar ted at
the Universities of North Carolina,
Kansasiand California at 1.03
Angeles. '-c ...

The new institute loins the
research capabilities of the in
Infant Laboratory with the medical -'
expertise of the pediatrics
department of R melt Hospital in
New York City' Bic also Works
closely with e Coalition of
Administrators of New Jersey Infant
Programs, an umbrella organization
for primary care programs that Serve
handicapped and it-rlsk children
around the state. Thus, the.institute
crones the usual boundaries ,
between special education, pediatric.
medicine, and developmental
psychology. .

. With four unitsDetection;

Research; Intervention and
Evaluation; and Products, Delivery,
andTraininginc focuses on early
assessment andintervention foi
handioapped and at-risk children
ranging in age from newborn to
three years. Workshops and training
sessions for professionals who work
with the handicapped will be offered

.by tstc at rrs.

Methodoliagical Research .

Underlying all ns research, testing,
and evalualion.activitiea there is a
solid foundation of methodological
research. Over the 'past g years, for
example, ETS research scientists
have been at the forefront in the
development and application of .

psychometric theory. Repeatedly,
their work haseontributed

.significantly to the refinement of
-educational measurement:

Currently, a team of research
scientists and outside Consultants is
condUcting a thorough examination
of all the statistical practices ET'S
uses in developing and validatipg
tests. The purpose is to assure that
the organization's statistical .
methods are ikadvanced as the
state of the sit allows.

Piychologist lonathan Warren explains a iturent pmlect to lieteleY colleagues
(seated, from left) Michael Walsh. Ken lohnson, ludith Bonneti

.
I.



Staff & Administration

Snowstorms Closed us in-Princeton
twice during thowinterof 1977-78,
forcing staff to work overtime io
meet critical deadlines for.test
regisirstion, scoring, and reporting..
The unprecedented closings Came
luring ayear marked by continued
,groWth in many programs, -increased

'
V 41.

.

Pat MxCrahie, compensation director;
. discusses procedures with assistant
director Donald Bickel.

#

e
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workload and productivity, and
extensive review and evaluation of
activities across the organization.

In the continuing effort tobe
accountable to its various
constituencies, ars gave
considerable attention to controlling
the quality of its products and.the
efficiency of its procedures. The
malor thrust of these endeavors was
a systematicaudit of all programs
and activities, using the standards .

set forthin the Principles,- Pblicies,
and Procedural Guidelines
Regarding ET'S Products and
Services. adopted the Previous year.

:When statistical errors were
discovered in the score reportslor a
few test administratidns, ars moved
swiftly to notify the affected
students and.institutions and to :

issue corrected scores. Procedures -
were tightened to reduce the chance
of similar occurrences in the future4
Thc 'organization also took steps to
sharpen its test 'security measOres 0
following revelations that some test-

i had been coached with
miterills including actual test
items,

Operations & Pinanci

Construction of an extensive
addition to Wood Hall on the main
Princeton site was nearing
comPletion at the close of 1977-78.
It was designed to provide office
.space for about 350 staff, primarily
engaged in student financial aid
services, who previously occupied
tested offices at nearby Researth

Plnituring the year, p.lans were
drawn for.the continued refinenient
and expansion of ars' technological
capabilities. New computers were to
be Ioitaflçd later in 1978, and
minicom utets were adaPted to a
variety o lerical and operational
functions, ncluding the proassing
of publication orders and

19

Dr. Anne Anastasi. a pioneer in the field
of differential psychology, received the
eighth annual Ars Award-for
Distinguished Service to Measurement at
the 1977 invitational Conference in New
York. Now retired. she was on the
Fordham University faculty.

inventories, and of general office
work.

Financially, 1977-78 was a
satisfactor year, is indicated by the
report of pers & Lybrand,
certified p lic accountants, and
documented in the supporting '

financial statements (see pages
11-141. Given the continuing
inflation in the national economy,
and the growth of several testing
programs, total expense) were 13.3
-percent above the 1976-77 level.
Total revenue kept pice, rising 13.7
percent. The excess of revenue over
eipendltures increased from
$901,022 in 1976-77 tp $1,315,649
in 1977-78 . ,

In its fifth year, the Henry
Chauncey Conference Center
continued to attract educational
meetings and seminars.from across

.11
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the nation and from other countries.
The annual Bilderberg Meeting.drew
niore than 100 international figures
to the center for informal .

discussions olglobal trends and
issues in April 1978.

Recruiting and Promoting

Equality remained a primary goal of
staff recruitment indpromotion
practices in 1977-78. Under its
Affirmative Action compliance
pros/email/a continued.to
emPasize fairness in the hiring and
advanceinent of employees,
particularly women, minority group
-members; the handicapped, and
Vietnam-eia veterans. The
organization exceeded national 1 bor
force participation rates for wo
and minorities in the ojficials-an
managers category, and for women
in the professionals category. ,

During the year, supervisors
participated in a series of wtukehops
aimed at familiarizihg. thenk With
the rrs Equal Employment
Opportunity policy and Affirmative
Action programs. Spechil attention
was devotedlo the legal
backgrounds of the programs and'
itidelines for compliance:

Staff Development

Education end training programs for
IIII grew more numerous and
diversified in 1977-78. A great
variety of seminars were offered,
featuring guest speakers on Issues
and trends in education,
measurement, and human
development. Data processing staff
in Princeton'Presented a.wide range
of courses, some developed inhouse
;hid some purchased in ghgckage
form, to employees am& the
organization.

At the.same /ime, three
postsecondary institutionsMercer
County Community College,
Denton State College, and Rutgers.
Universityoffered credit courses to
staff at the Rosedale Road site In
Princeton.
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Some Current ETS Publications

Periodicals

I. CATC Digest, a quarterly newsletter .

for personslinerested in computer-
assisted test bonstruction. .

ETS Developments, a quarterly
newsletter about rts measurement,
research, and related activities of
general int .

Findings, a semiannual report of ETS

research in poitsecondary
education.

International Newsletter, a vehicle .

for the exchange of measurement
inforination from varioup countries,
published semiannually.

Selected Reports

A Guide to ETS Activitieg Related
to Minority and Disadvantaged
Groups. 1970-77, a compendium
prepared by Audre Griffiths and
lohn A. Wintetbottom and .
published by the,sprOffitrfiir
Minority Edugition.

Children of Poverty: Overcoming
.the Barriers, an eight-page summary
bi a report by Virginia C. Shipman
od the socjal and educationil factors'
that are charaCteristic of low- and
high-achieving disadvantaged
children, part of the eirklead Start
Longitudinal Study.

v

'College AchieveMent Through Self-
Help by Luis Nieves, a manual
designed to help minority studenta
cope with the special problems they
face in adapting to camPus life.

Coping o Campus: The Problems
of Minori College Students, an
eight,page s mary of the results of
a study cond cted by the rrs Office
for Minority Education for the
Graduate Record Examinations
Board.

'Educational Measurement and the
Law, proceedings of the 1977 us

1Invitational Conference,

Focus: Learning to Read. -fourth in a
series of occasional papers about,
current issues and problems in

_education and measurement and
related tvork st ers.

Focus: The Concern for Writing,
fifth in'the series.

'How 7b Get College Credit for
What You Have Learned as a
Homemaker and Volunteer by Ruth
B. Ekstrom, Abigail M. Harris, and
Marlaine E. Lockheed, a guide for
women who plan to enter or return
to college and seek credit Mr prior
learning.

Money and Education: Where Did
the 400 Million Dollars Go! by
Margaret Gocrtz, report of a study
of school finance reform in New
Jersey, conducted.by the ITS
Education Policy Reftarch Institute.

21

Public Information
Brochures

About ETS, a brief overview of EIS

activities in testing, meaburemept,
related services, and educational
research

Assessing Occupational
Competence, a description of the
programs and procedures of the ITS
Center for Occupational and
Professional Assessment Icors1

ETS in Fact, 1979, a collection of
facts and figures about ars testing
programs, services, research,
finances, and regional offices

ETS International Activities, a brief
survey of ars programs and protects
involving agencies, institutions, and
indivAiduals of other nations

ETSFPublications. 1979. a cataldg of
cUrrent publications including,
research reports and testing program
materials, with form and . .

instructions for ordering

Keeping Up, a folder containing a
citalog of ars Ptograms of #
Continuing Education and a booklet
detailing available instructional
services.

'Time is Ouse for eaeh.publicstion marked
with an asterisk. To order publications or
obtain addrilonsl Information about them,
please contact Ilse tolormadon Maim. in,
Princeton, Nj 01541, 609911.9009.

,
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Pottial List of ETS Clients, 1977-78

A Center for Health Planningt
Albright College, Pennsylvania
American Assembly for Collegiute

Schools of ,Businese ,

American Association of Colleges of
Pharmacy

tierican Association of Colleges of
Podiallic Medicine

Aitierica Association of Machu': of
French

American Association olThachers of
German

American Bankers Association
. American Board of Obstetrics and

Gynecology
American Council on Education
American Federation of Machete
AMerkan Foundation. for Negro .

Affairs
American Institute of -Planners
American Institutes for Research
American Journal of Nursing

Company
. American Nurses' Association

AmeriCan Pharmaceutical'
Association . .

kinerican Production and Inventory
Control Society

American Psychiatric Association
American Registry of Radiologic .

Technologists
American Speech and Hearing

Foundation
Applieil Data R h, incorporated
Arabian.American Oil Company

Education Department
Asia Foundation
Association of American dice

Colleges
Association of Offillegiate Schools of

Architecturi
Atlanta Area kawAiation of

Independent SchOols, Georgia

Bank of Canada
. Bermuda Department of Education

Bermuda Finance Department
Bilingual Education'Services.Center
Biomedia, Incorporated
Borough of Manhattan Community

College, New York

Boston Public Schools,
Massachilsetts:.

Brookline PUblic Schools;
Massachusetts -.

Calk, incorporated
California State Universities and

Colleges
Caribbean Examinations Council
Carnegie Corptwation of New Vork
Carnegie Council on Policy Studies

.
in Higher Education

\ Carnegie-Mellon University
Charles County Community.

College, Maryland
Chicago Educational Television

Association ivryrwl
.

City o( Atlanta
City of Chicago
Cituof New York
City of Philadelphia
College Entrance Examination

Board
College of Charleston, South
,. Carolina
College of Medicine and Dentistry

of New Jersey
Commisiion on Graduates of

Foreign Nursing Schools .

Committee of Bar Examiners, State
of California '

Consumers Union
Council of Graduate Schools id,the.

United States .

Council oriiegal Education for
Prof ions! Responsibility,
Inc rated '.

Creigh n University, Nebraska
Danforth Foundation
Departments or agenclea of the .

following states or commonwealths:
Alaska ,. Kansas

California . Kentucky
Colorado Louisiana
Connecticut Maine
Delaware Maryland
Distrkt.of Columbia Musachuietts
Flan& Michigan

Missouri.irl, Montana
cis . , Nebraska .

ism. Nevada
Iowa New Hanipshire

SF

2'2

New Jersey
New York
North Carolina'
North Dakota
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Carolina

Stiutb Dakota
Tennessee
Vermont
Virginia
Virgin Islands
svisoonsin
Wyoming

De Pauw Univereity, Indiana
Development and Resources

Corporation

I
Eastman Kodak Company.
Educational Commission kr oreign

Medical Graduates
Educational Records Bureau
prow Foundation ..

Fairfax School Distri t, California
Fayetteville State U iversity,

North Carolina

'Florid* Junior C slege t
Flint Community Schools, richigan

Jacksonville ,

Ford Foundati n
Freehold Re 'anal High School

District, New Jersey

Garvey School District, California
Giwernment of llinidad and lbbago
Graduate Management Admission

Council
Graduate Record Exahlinations

.

Board
Grant Foundation -.

High/Scope Educational Research
FoUndation

Hospital Financial Management.
Association

instituro TecnolOgico y de Estudios
$uperiores de Monterrey .

International Business Machines
Corporation .

International transactional Analysis
Association'

lapan.United States Friendship
Commission

rs
lets City Public Schools, New

J ey

/
Johrt Hopkins University .

JtiaH Macy Foundation /
:

Kern Union High School DiStrict, I :

Kern County, California

A
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Law School Admission Council
Lilly Endowment .

LInfield College, Oregon
Livingstone College, North Carolina
Lompoc Unified School District,

Cs Wallis
Los Km* County, California
Los Angeles Unified School District,

Mercer County Community
College, New jersey

National- Association of'Boards of
Pharmacy

National Association qf Housing and
Redevelopment Officials

National Association:of Independent
Schools

National Association of Secondary
School Principals

National Association of Social
Workers .

National Board for Respiratory
Therapy

NationarBoard of Poiliatry
Examiners .

National Business-Forms'
.Association

National Catholic Education
Association.

National Conference of Bar
Easterners

. National Council of Architectural .

Regi lop Boards
National Council of Engineering

Easinineis'
National Furniture Warehouseman's

Association
Natton4 Institute for Automotive

Scrvi4e Eicellence
NationAl ?dent Scholarship

Coeporation
Newark School District, Delaware
Newark Board of Education, New'

letscy
NeW lersey.School Boards

Aiaociation
Neiv York Stock Exchange
Northeastern. University,

Massachusetts,
Norwalk Board clf Education,

Connecticut

Optiolses Aisociation of America

Oxnard Union.High School District,
California

PAM Institute, Incorporated
Pasadena'Unified School District,

California
Pompton Lakes Board of Education,

New Jersey
Princeton University,liew Jersey
Professional GOlfers' sociation of

America.
Province of New BrunsJIlk, Canada
Province of Nova Scotia, Canada'

Radio Corporation of America
Robert Woodlohnson Foundation
Rockefeller Family Pond

. Rutgers, The State University,
New jersey

Santa Monica Unified School
District, 6Iifornia

School District of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania 5

Scientific Ameriod. .

Secondary School Admission Ist
Board

Secondary Sehool Research Program
Society of Actuaries

- Southeastern Tidewater Area .

Manpower Authority

Teats Education itgency
Menton State College,,New Jersey

Union College, Nevi lersey
United States departments and
agencies:

ACTION

Peace Corps
Civil Service Commission
Council on Environmental

iner Defense
Opualit y

De t of
Department of the Army

Army Reatarch Institute for
the Behavioral and Social
Sciences

Army ROTC .

Defense Advance Research
Frolects Agency

Department of the Air Force
Air Force Row

Department of the Navy
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Defense Activit y. for
Nontraditional Education
Support

Marine Corps
Office of General Counsel
National Security Agency

Department of Health, Education
and Welfare
Office of the Assistant

Secretary for Education
Fund for the Improvement of

'Postsecondary Education
Office of Education
National Institute of

Edncation
Office of Human Development
Public Heelth Service .

Health Resources
Admini ion

National Inititutes pi Health
Department of Lebor

Employment and IV:ening
.Admini ion

Department of State
Agency for International

Development
Board of Examiners of the

Foreign Service.
Department of Transportatio)

Coast Guard
Environmental Protectia ency
international Communic on

Agency
National Endowment for the

Humanities
National Science Foundation
National Security Council

Central Intelligence Agency.

Upited States District Conn for the
Northern District of 'kitas, Dallas
Division

University itt Ifo rnia Center for
Research Developnrnt in
Higher Education

University of London
University of Maryland
University of Southern California,

School of Medicine .

Uniworld Croup, Incorporated

Whitman College, Washington
World University^Puerto Rico

o "do,
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ETS Thaftees,1971-78

Board ot lAsten

Albeit td, Webs, Chairman
\Chancellor, North Carolina Central

\\University

Dean;c, Must* School of
journaism, Columbia University

M. Anse
Commissioner Education, State

of Nebraska

Thelma T. Delay
Csreer Education Specli14t, Board

of Education of Baltim County

Jelin W. Hennessey, Jr.
Proleuor of Management, The

. Mnos 'Dick School of Business
Administration, Dartmouth
C011ege

Wayne H. Holtman
President, Hogg Foundation for

Mental Health, end Professor of
Psychology and Education, The
University of Texas at Austin

Clark lies
Chairman snd Staff Director;

Carnegie Council on Policy
Studies in Migher Education

C. Peter Magiath .

President, University of Minnesota

Sidney IP. Marland, ink
Presidmit The College Board

Peter Masiko, Jr. .

President, Miami-Dade Community
College

GertnideG. Michelson
Senior Vice President, Macy's New

York

Charks D. O'Com41.
Vice President and Dead of

Students, The University of
Chicago . .

leek W. Mums
Preskient, American Council on

, Education

AI

fAsillnla B. Smith
'Prendont, Vassar College

Stephen El; Spurr
Professor, Lyndon B. Johnson School

of Public) Affairs, The University
of Ulu at Austin

William W. Illusbull
President, Educational 'Mating

Service

.Executive Committee

Stephen H. Spun, Chairman

Elie Abel

Wm W. Hennessey, Jr.

Wayne H. Holtzman

Charles D. O'Connell, Jr.

limn W. ThralniU

Albe N. Whiting

Finance mmittee

Win W. He

Min M. Hertsield
'Demurer, Amherst Cl ege

Mter Masao, Jr.

Gentude G. Michelson

Stephen H. Spun

Wllilam W. Illunbull

, Jr., Chairman

4

Audit Committee

John W. Hennessey, Ir., Chairman

Gertrude G. Michelson

Stephen H. Spurr

Committee on Research
and Development

Wayne H. Holtzman, Chairman

Thelma T. Daley

Robert Glaser
Co-director, LearnincResearch and

Development Center, University
of Pittsburgh

Philip W. Jackson
Chairman, Department of

Education, The University of
Chicago

Christine McGuire
Associate Director for Research and

Development, Center for
..Educational Development
College of Medicine, University
1 Illinois

Wilben I. McKeachk
Professor of Psychology, University

of Michigan

Material Reed
President, Alverno College '

Richard IL Schutz
Executile Director, Southwest

Regional Laboratory for
Educational Research and

velopment

I. Smith

William . Throbull

. .
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President
William W. Turnhull

Executive Viie President
.Robert3. SOlomon

Senior Vice Presidents
"Scarvia B. Andersori .

David I. Brodsky
. Winton H Manning

E. Belvin Williams .

.Regional Offices
Mid-westein Region

-1 Americati Plaza r
Evsnston, tt 60201 .

Northeastern Region
. Mid-Mlantic Oflice

Rosedale Road
'Princeton, ni 08541

New England Office
2 Sun Life Executive Park
180 Worcester Road
Wellesley Hills, MA 02181

Southern Region
Suite 1040
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Vice Presidents
Richard L. Burns
lea R. Childress
Marion G. Epstein.
John S. Helmick
Samuel I. Messick.

Sniith
Bern L. Ithorni

Treasnrer
Donald S. Giant

Generat Counsel
lohn S. Kramer

.Southwestern Region ..
Suite 100, Southwest Tower
21.1 East Seventh Street
Austin, Tx 78701

Western Region.
_Berkeley Office

1947 Colter Street
Berkeley, CA 94704

Los Angelis Office
Room 216, .2200 Merton Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90041'

Puerto Rico
Suite I 115Baneo Popular
209.Mutinz Rivera Avenue
Hato Rey, pa 00918

4

Secretary
lane D. Wirsig .

Assistant Vice Presidents
L. Lynnwood Axis
Antoinette M. Orsi
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Rpssell W. Martin, Ir..
Stanford H. vor.Mayrhauser
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Suite 300
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EDUCATI0NAL TESZING SERVICE

Finances...Uhere the Monev Comes From and.Uhere It Goes

.
1

Educational Testing Service is a nonproiit organizatioh chat provides 61100ing,
financial- aid en6.-transcript serVices to students and institutions; nonducts
research ahd devefcPment in educational measurement; and provides advisory and
imsrmactional services in the proper 'uses of measurement. tn the fisca1 year
endi4 -June 30, 1979, ETS earned income of $94 million on expenses of S93 Million,
resultinCin het revenues of.just over $1 millionor 1.2% nf expenses.-

.

Ilvvas.-, __. ...t. A .

Mos: of ETS' income--;c1 0.585 aillionor 901--dlame tram the services.thit., A
it provides.-in conducting program lervices for various :est sponsors, e.g. the
College Soard, :hese servicet includadeveloving casts, printing- and

., distributing :hi Tobadministerihg them to over ' million individuals
anni.Ally chrougho world, scoring the tests andreporting those scores

- to test..takers'and institutions. To ensure cest.guality, ETS also conducts
...

.tecistit.al analyses-and research .on cesc'results end publishes extensive
.

information about, the proper uses of tests and test scores.
.

.

. . .
. . . .

Xcs: :as:ing programs are oanducced.by SI'S dnter contract With .clien: grodps
who make polio... :recisions: what skills and knewlttge ill be measiliad, how

..often tests wiil.be offered and how much they wilfimost the :est taker. Usually,
theclient reimbdrses ETS for its 'costs and pays a'service charge out of test

fees, keepinVthe 'rtnainder for.its own.activities.
'

1-

.
. ,

In 1979.79, about 531 of program incode nazi from Colifege 3oard prograds:
Approximately 19!: name fromcgraduate and professional'echcol programs, e!g.
the Graduate Recort-Ixamination and :he !raw School Admissions Test;.nother-

. 131 cade.from the testing.of teachers and other professionals and:the.remaining
151 from other testing activities at various educational levels (Attachment A. °

". .0f this.lest amount, appraxidately S500,000 or well under 12 of total program.'
;.:income wai received 'for the sale of published tests, e,g. Cooperatl'ie Teets.

.

. under its Charter and. By-Laws, in additioa to providing services for testing

programs; E:S is:mandated-to conduct research in measurement, develop -new
servicet..,."iff the field of-tests emd measurement'', "promote the understanding
oi*...eddeational,meaSurement". Pcountel.test uiers on thsk teohnitues of

meas-..rament", ''uner:ake...advisery services" and "serve...as a 'clearinghouse.
al: information abcut research". .Thus, in addition to specifi: research
tondLcted fpr testiog rogrami,.ETS conducts a broad program cf research and

de4elopmen:.in measurementind provides advisory, constating 7nd'instructional
services:. . #

. .

t

/'In l972-79..nearl 59 million, or just over St of ETS' total Jncom., was
from outside saurcee in support'of these activities. Appro tmately three..guarters-
o: :ha: amoUct "'cede from pro!ects conducted Icr goVermment -state, federal and . .



.

local agencies, 6120 16%.from conducting specific.program research
providing advice co schools and collages and the remainder from st

. and ectivities funded. by foundations.. Mora than 10,000:research reports
were fistributed lasi year.

Nearly, $14 million in income,,slighcly over 11/2; of the total, came .from'other
.sourceviPrimarily froa-fies chirged to users of the Renry Chauncey Conference
Cancer and frOm returns on investment in markacabla securitilks. (See. Audited

Statement of Revemueand Expenfitures, Attachment B.)

as

Expenses
.

In the fiscal year ended last June, ETS' total expanses amounted tO $93 million.
NoCaurprisingly, the great majority of these expenses, 83%, were devOted co
providing programa and services for April than 300 separate.cliencs. Over 1$%
was spent for programs of research, development and-Advisory and instrudtional
activities. Lesi than 2! of expense%wire devoted to operating the tonference
Union. .

*
On a functional basis, close to $49 million or 53! of ETS' expenses were
devoted to salaries,.4wages and fringe benefits. Of'this amount SLO million
was for .the salaries and wages of the 2300+ permanent staff members and for
the payroll of the temporary stattwhich exceeded 1.160 people at peak time+-

\ Xequivalent in hourt.worked to abcut 630 full-tiMe employees. Average salary
for thi.total staff.was approximately $13,600 compared Co about S13,800
derived from the Bureau of the Census' Statistical Abstract Whi:h reports-
incOma cf all wage earners nationwide.

ETS salaties are comparable co salaries established for jobs requiring skills.
7.and.taIents similar to those needed in ETS' work. For example, the salaries

E:S professional researth staff'ire compared with those of people =Acting,
similar work in universities and research institutifns; salaried of deo
processing staff, program managers, atministrators, secretaries and 41,ftical
staff are compared with those of their counterparilin other nstitutions and
organizatiOns, -(See Attaeinenc C.)- The ETS ?resident's salary of 488,000
is comparable..to-the salaries of chiet executive officers of majot,fducational
fh#titutionsi nonprofit 'organizetions (including resetrAkinstitutes'ant

eoundations) and ocher servide organizations of similar 'size.

The rest ot ETS' mejor expenses, in order of lice are: about I10 million to.
paylome 38,000 test 'administrators, essaY examination readers, question
writeri anf other professional consultants.who help in ETS' work; ETS'
'printing bill,nearly 49 million»for test booklets, &newer sheets and
puhlished inCerpretative materials and reports sent out last year; &hoist
47, million spent, On,the freifht and-postage foriending and receiving those
materials; $4 millidn paid for computer rental and lericei; 42 Million for
depvecietionon buildings and owned equipment; 411/4 million fcr the expenses
of utilitlit and property taxes and a telephone $.'6 million,.

'much of whiCh. arises Irom.inrmfoing and responding to" inqu les from students
and institutions.. lhase-reprasent,901 of ETS'. =std. Tharemaining operating-

'and administratiOe expensesthe Costs of books, suppliew,'profossional travel'
and the like, are enumerated.in hundreds of individUal accounts. too-aktansive'
'wfist here.
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.Net Revenues

'ETS nt revenues, i.e. die excess Of into' over'expenses, anountà4 to 81.1'

millian.in 1978-797-1.2Z of eXpenses-

.

A
- in order tO help support its other charter-mendated activitiasfand to provide

-fundi.for the plant.and ecuipment niedea to carry on its work, ETS charges a

fes beyond costs tO its program,clients as well asfor iome of its contract'

elreseatch. Eees are negotiated independently with each of its cliehts and. in

. ach oCits contracts, but they have consistently averaged between 9 and 10Z
of program expenses in the last tan t'itirs. .0f those program fees, which

amounted in total :o 374 million id'1978-79, nearly 33Z, er About $6.3 million
(in 'addition tc over 17.8 million in outside.funds) was uied co support tesearch,
development and advisory:and instructional seevices last year. The ochet 15%

'of 'program che.$1.1 million in net revenues--was used for additions
to operating hpildings, capital' equipment and wotking capital: .

Net Assets

A: the ende: fiscal year 1978-79 ETS had net assets, e
.

r a nand- Balance, of .

-nearly S28 nillion... This tepresents :he topil amount of Capital contributed io

1:.TS-a.: its :ounding (about Slif million) plus the accumulated .net revenues from

'63: years of operation. . (SerAudited Balance SheeteAttichment D.)
Cf thii amoUnt, about $261/2 million, er -95t'wes put baCk into propetty, plant,

furniture and equipment. Mos: of :his nreinVestment° occurred after the mid-50s

when :he s..:rge of post-war students sought admission to inititutions of higher..

iducation and ETS was-pressed to- serve then with aneantiquated plant scattered
in more than-a helf-domen locations in :he .downtown Princeton area. .

:n :935 ETS bought .165 ac;es of-farm144 (at approximately. $700.46 adre) Just .

outside Princeton and in 1958 completed construction of :he first cf a set of
builcings .:hac were the base of its present modern and efficient plant. .The -

ET'S plant now comprises some ten buildings, used for offices, research, clerical
and tompcter operations and shipping and warehousing. All bnildings were

constructed after being competitively bia and ETS' annual ccoupancy rate at .

$7 .per square foce--including depreciation,'utilities, maintenance end the real

estate taxes that it.pays,-conpares very favorably with office and operging

'facilities costs in the region. .
.

, .

. ....
. . . .,

.

rhe.:Eenry ChaL:lcey Conference Center, first opened in August of 1973, was

buil: to. house the hundreds of.pecpla who come to Princeton.io work withETS

Arm..:2-12. on test development ccanittees and program ccunci.4,'"as..well as.

-

'edwiators and consultants Who advise ETS on its 'programa of Measurement and

research. The Center Ve3 also treated to serve as I base for ETS programs
of initruction and Ito house. the 'many fereign visitors and students who come

to ETS to learn about measurement :haory, and practite.' tt.is i popular site
.

'for other educational groups and provides' a place for the exchange of problems ,

and ideas for the improvetent of the educational procew. % .

. :

.
. .

. .
.

.

'Pro m. the beginning-of the project it was yecognized. :het in qrder.to operate
such,a facility without 4mpositg a finandial. burden ot the rest of ETS' .

activities, it would be nedessary- to acconmodacs Outside groups until ETS'
oWn groWing needs reach'd a level to sustain OcCanter economically...rhus,

. . .
.

. .. . .

ace

. - .
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. .

it as:concluded that.a multi-purpose'educacional,center with facilities
adequate to at:rat:many groups, including actrantive recreational facilities
typically found ac.confirence cancers, woUld need co be constructed. The 100- .

! room. Center, built at a.cost of chree.million dollars, has operated at an annual

: 'deficit since'its opening. The defitic in 1978-79 was about $150,000--well

under 2/10 of .11 pf total. income. 'This Aeficit has been reduced annually to

. thepoint where zhe Cancer is projected, to be totally self-supporting within

che. n xr, 2(. months. It should be ncicedthat the primary purpose of the Center

is an lways hai been to facilitate tT1 activities in.testing, research and
instrilt-ion, that it wes built out of earned resources from ETS programa-and
servicei,.and:that'the Operating deficit 'reflects a full.allocation of costs,

including texas and depreciation, - .
.

.

. .

%
.

.
.

Apart-from its plant and equipment and the working capical.(amounts owed co
vendors and others less amounti coming in from fees and contracts or amounts
held for propiding future services) required by every organization, ETS.has no
financial assets ocher than its portfolio of marketable securities, valned at
cost nt. .7une 30,'1979 at about $4.5 million. this.amounc, which is held for

equipment reAeOtment.and.operating orfinancial contingencies, represents
less then three weeks of operating expense at.ETS' cUrretc level of activisy.
As noted above, the.recurn on those inVestmentsrhelps to suppott all oI ITS*

actiities. In 1978-79 che return was about 3300,000-7Or.approximatmky double.
the amount required co support eKe Conference Center. .

.

.

'Costs and Efficiency
.

.

:1-$ management is continually chailengad by-the problems of ke ing.costs
. (ultimately reflected in student fees) as lAlt as possible whila providing.
excensiVeand complex services for millions of students and thousands of
inscitutiont; a challenge compounded by the critical re rement chat the .

processid infornation be es accurate and timely as is human_:. ssible.. -.

Since all ofJTS' servic4 ate,labor-intansive, requiring the close attention .

of People far their effective accomplishment, the majority of ETS' expenses
are payroll and benefics co , as was mentioned,earlier. -Conscantattentio
to maintainng efent work. cil!,,:ies and to opportunities for autcmating

those activities that can be mo accurately and swiftly accomplished by
computers. and othdr labor-saving :devices.has paid off. As.ja measure of that

success, in four of the largest Programs chat ETS conducts-for its clients--
the AdmissiOns Testing ?rogram of the College 3card, the Graduaaa Record Exam,
:he Law School "Admission Test and che Graduate aanigemint Admission Test--
student :esz fees, which reflect costs, have risen on the average less than

.

5C: in the last 25 years while the Cost of Living .--ndex has just about tripled
.during that time (see Attachment_ E).. In. the 'last detade, while the tost of
li7ing nearly doubled and :he hunber of students ceKing -the College Uard's
Scholastit Aptitude Test (a bellwether program) dropped by about..6%; :he fee
corliaking the SAT rose by only .45

.
.

.

As has been ointed out earlier, some 90% of :TS' intone comes from programs' .

and services and the majority of chat iictme-itmea. indirectly 'from student fees.'
Attachment. F is an illustration of where the,E7S income dollat comes from and -

where that dollar-4s spent. Attachment G shows where EIS spends-its portionof '
"test.-taker" feesOised on che expenses of fon: Major nacioral.testing Programs:
-.Most of :he Lie is spent on supervisors' honoraria, processing 'of tests and on
'the produztion, shining and mailing cf test booklets, answer sheets, zest
infornation and reports. At present about 6 :ants on the dollar go..co develop

. ,
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. . . .

.
. -

.
.

and analyse tests. Dsljpdtng 6 he naCureof the particular testaptitude .

or achievement, broad' tgighly- ociallzed saDjkat matter--.the cost of test: %

dMieloPmanr-of eaing !'formof'Z iast ean range from 530,000 06 5100,000.

lOtheripeasureof ET Operational efficiency ieits growth in staff compared

0 the work require o be accopplisiled. In the last five yeits, ETS staff

has grown 19% while/ workload, as measured by processing volopes.in its. -

major programs,.has i eased at*moitdoublethat rate. .

. .
.

,

ETS.udverhead". or in i ect'nosis have remained in;a'band b.tvieq 15% and 20%

og total costs-fOr the Ilast ten years and have drappad-steadtlY in the last

five

years frnm .19% to1161/4L . .. 4

Finally, in thetest of theearketplice, ETS has wcn a substen4al'portion of

the'contracts for which it ha* bid on ecompetitivaly priced basis. ,

1 Accountabiiitv
-. .

Since its. inception ETS' finances havebeen audited annual branindependent
external firm ofeccountants and auditor. .4resently Coopel & Lybrand) who

: report directly.to the Audit Committee o the ETS.Board of vistas,. %TS

publishes an annual report which include its audited financial 'statements. .

ETS fintneial performance is reviewed *t- east semilInnual/y to the Finance .,

Commit:esmembers of the Board With partieular:knOiledge of the finances end
I management of major institutions.. Tn add/ ion, several of ETS' tudor.clients,

G.4. the College Nerd, conduct independen annual audits. of:Eng.:inane/al'

. manigament ol theilOprograms, a* does the deril gevernMent.. .

P

.
. A. .

.

.Recommendations concerning the allocation.o ;resources sO the support Of a
'research and develtpment &remade by the FinenceCeemircee to che full Board,
based en ;Gseareh plena .reViewed independently by. the Research And lievelopment

Committee. The Finance Committee also reviews and approves all allications'of
resources foethe acquisition of plant and equipment,and mikes all final
investment decisions which-are reviewed end,confirmed by thi full Board.
Summaries of ETS' contracts with iti Wornlients have been avaiAble for
'inspec ion for the past five years. 7A

)

.

0

$
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Colkge Road resting l'uostams
and Seeesces

"Cuuluasc and hutesiiunal

815,543,032.

SOW '1esuug l'ougunns 15 470 ;n4 .

Usting of le.nheos and 1/dres
.1401essunish 11.010059
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19/8 19/7 1976
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Kesestell, 11evelninnena, and .

Insistuitunal Setvlits 7 007 SI 3 .. 6,860,671 2,102..103 I SA 1F.IM
Wei Income 1 047 0117 1,256,1111

....624,1-4

1,144,174.

'Final Revenue 3 6 203 041 519,1 ii# $4isail*

DRAFT

Fur 411scuiekin purposes
Subjuct...t o &Mu ton

A ,

0

a

19,5

$201;161

..

11,13101

5.1187.119

,11.1,7111

7.M.362
ii11111

558 a1641
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STATZ.!:CNTS CF F.X.?L'7:7ZIFP.S SALA=
To.r*the yCars ended :une and .197'3'

Beienue:
Testing afr:..iviTA:es

. .-Research, deielopment, ad7i5or7.
and,instruotiNal servl,ces1

. (Note i
'-Other revenue

.

.

.'. ZxpenditurSs:
.

Salaries, wagei Lnd enployee
benefits ,

Test.aditnisfrators, readers,
ifen Nriters: and other

A trefessicnal services :
Iriniing and. maferitls
Zefreciat n . .

it rental
is

4lectront .ezut;ment
and. se.'iffes .

.

'.:11:.ittes an! prcperty taxes
7reight and tostage
:e:e_:......e an.d teleiraph- '.
:the: operating and adnt

_trattic expenses (Notes 6

d

Total.expenditures

Total nevIrue

1.1i2

717
$311\,43,.371

7417 '513

1,417:47

\:

t72,5ci,396

.C1560,673:

---,Li-1211-712

79,625,3=1'

.4,3:74.158

.4

B,2!.1,65
6, :27,,ii: . ,r.2)2C7
1,932, s,5 f 6:7'2, 371

. 70.7.;,,,;-2 - _tz 04-..,,
;3.-.ir:.'!:.1

,cE.ti)-T'- ., ,- .,--..,, --
-,=--,,..-:2

..

=xcess of revenue cyer.7 -expenditures

Ileginnini Of year t: _ _

Fund balaAce,.ehd of year .S26, 7.1.7 :

. .

..

-,

:
See.notes to financiil statenents.
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. ATTAdirNT

EDUCATIOWAL TESTVGI SERVIGE:

Representative/Salary Comparisons 1978 79

.175 Salati Ranges

Profeisional and. AdministiatiVe Staff .

. ;16,360 . $43,440

dinior Researgicientisi. Sr. Program
Adninistracor; Sr. 0/Vision Director

$23,220 17438,010

- Ateseaich Scinntisti Read Sta/isti41
'Systems, Division Directors,'Sanior
.Test Examiners

120,520 133,540

Senior R h Associato, Test Exmaier,
Program Ailinistrazdi

%

Data Processir*Stiff

520,620 - $33,540

SInior'Systems Anakysi, Sr. Pr2gram Analyst'

$18,490. - $29,880

Staff Systems Analyst, Staff Pxogram Analt

.1

a.

Outaide Salary Ranges and A

A

Clerical Staff

$8,920 - $13,360

Senior Clerical Assistant

Total Staff

il3;601.

Average,SalAr!
.

$34,450 averageProfessor

Assoc. Professor ', .$25,950 Average

'Aiet:,Professor $20,890 average.

U.S. Civil Service 1$27,453-835,688

(GS 13)

Scientists,Profeisi 4/J:s,

. .

Senior A4ninisttdrs

C

[University.", 431,935 average

.Universicy Directors'. $22;206 average

.

ationil.Survey $26,260 aVeraga

US Civil 5ervice(G514)529,262.425,044

National Surfty 125,688 average

US Civil Service(GS 10)$17,532-822,7881

Regiocal Clerical Salary $10,226 average

Nacionil Clerical Zalary $10,816 average..

US Civil Service (GS 4) 59,391-112,208

$11,300

Netictel 4w474Be - all full-tine wage
earners

'A merican Ass'a. University Professors 1978-19 D Info systadb.Magazine - June 1979
s

'Adlustad co U. months
.

S

. .

S. US Civil Service Silary Grades hru Aug3,1979 .5 Local Arai Personnel Survey 1979
.

C Collegt'and Cniveriicy Pirsonikl Associatton * 5urea0 of Labor Statistics .

.. March 1979: 1. -

, G' US.Bureau of CensUs- Statisciral.Abstract
. . .

1978-..

I.
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ATTACRIMIT'E

.CANO/DATE rms WpOUR. OR PROGRAMS vi. VFLATION

v.

Admissions Testing Program

Graduate Management Admission
lase

Graduate Recordftmaminaciom

Law School.Admission Test

.1

.

s"\

..

.1954-55

Pee

25 Years'
Inflation
8 191.68%

1979-80
Actual Fee

5 600 4P17.50 8.25

10.00 29,15 12,50

8.00 23.33 14.00

10.100 29.15 15.0.0
.

-

/ J
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WHERE THE ETS
INCOME DOLLAR

COMES FROM...

CONFERENCE CENTER 6
DIVESTMENT INCOME.

RESEARCH,,DEVELOPMENT
"-ADVISORY 8 INSTRUCTIONAL
r SERVICES

INCOME FROM PROGRAMS 8
SERVICES aramansIty

STUDENt F(tS) .

100

I.

WHERE IT GOES....

- AI

PRooanii a, SERVICES :

.STUDENTS INSTITUTIONS

KANT,IEQUIPMENT

DEVELOPMENT
N L*OAR G CAPITA

RESEARCH,

ADVISORY a lasTauctIoNiti,
. a

SERVICES



WHERUTNE 1ST TAKER DOLLAR t3 SPENT

. IN. FOUR MA4OR PROGRAMS

OPERATIONS
SERVICES & CLERICAL

,

DATA
PROCESSING/ SYSTEMS

TEST OEVELOPMEHrIL

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

b.
DISTRIBUTION II MAILINI

ravvnAM MATERIALS
. RA/ IILICATIONS

SUPERVISOR S A PROCTOR S
NONORAk

COLLEGE BOARD ADMISSIONS TESTING PROO AM

. GRADUATE MANAGEMENT ADMISSIONS. -rgs

GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATIONS
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST '..

f ,
I.

..,-- .:, 4,:.,.: - .'?-.
...

,..44,, \
a.
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PROGRAM RESEARCH
PROGRESS REPOAT

L

AUGUST 1979

< THE COLLEGE BOARD

GRADUATE MANAGEMENT ADMISSION'COUNCIL

GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINkTIONS BOARD

, LAW SCHOOL ADMtSSION COUNCIL ,

TEST OF ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE

25d
S4-834 0 - 80 17
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PROGRAM RESEARCH PROGRESS REPORT

The. Program Research.Proiress Report serves ars a summary

pf program research projects of Iive.majckProgramw at Educational
. U

Teetini Services The College,Board, Graduate Management Admission

COUnCiI; Graduate Record EXaminations Board,..Law School Admission

Council, and Test of Efillish.as a Foreign Language. This report

recagnizea that Er research program spOnsors often art interested

in the reeearch activitiew of other ETS progra ms. etreport.

includes ane-page sumparies of projects in progress or projects.

recently completed and a listing of projects completed during the

postlive years. The summaries describe:the purpose, progress to

date, pldaned completion schedule,. and4indings in the case of

completed projects.*

For completed projects, Citations are included se that

those interested may obtain copies of reports Where available.

Requests lor reports should be addressed to the individuat,

elrogram oifices at ETS.

. )

eport was.prepared by the

Office of Program Research
Educational:Testing Service
Princeton, HeyJersey .08541'

k..

Questions concerning specific. projects Should be irected to.the

projett directors or the respective program research coordinator

at ETS!

, .

.Hunter Breland -7-The.College B4ard'

Thomas BarroWs%wGraduate Manogement Admission Council
Mary Jo. Clark --Graduate ReCord Examinations Board
FrAnkIin.Evana-, -Law School'Admission'Council

. Donald:Alderman - -Test of'English.ap a Foreign Language

Linda Johnson
StiffAssociate

Warren W. Willingham
Assistant Vice President
for .Program Research

ev
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A. PROGRESS REPORTS FOR RESEARCH PROJECTS OF .

1.,

I

THE COLLEGE. BOARD

4.

a..

.4

Ir^.!'" ;
tr;



Title: SAT Speededness qudy

252

Project/Job Nomber:,) 142/15 -Project Director: Itanklina.. pans

Irutpose

' The study will seek to determine (1) if ihe SAT iemore
speeded for minority group (Mexican-American and black) thanwhlte
candidates, (2) ii the SAT is more speeded.for rural..than urban
candidates; and (3) if removing speededneia from the SAT.reaulta in
more valid or lese.yalia scores for minority group candidates.

progressjas of July, 1979)

Special-tests were'adminiatered in 12 schools in January and

,Pebruary,.1972. Scores are on tape'and data analysis is complete.
Preliminary.results indicate that removing speedednesedoes'net
proVide any differential benefit for any:of the various goups..
.Various single administration indices of est speedednessNhaye

been studied.

Schedule for Completion

A draft report has been prepared and aubmitted for review.
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Title: Test of the Adequacy of Score Equating Models

Project/Job Number:. 142/25 Project Directors: Gary L. Marco
E.: Elizabeth Stewart

.Perpose

'To test the adequacy of stendard..ETS 'vitiating models-and a

variety of new models when sample and test characteristics are,
, systematicallY varied.: .

..Progress (as of August, 1979)'

Scoring was Completed in April 1977, and all'equatinge have
been performed for each.of the;466 equating situations:. &total
oL.40'linear, two equipercentile (direct and frequency estimation),
and two itea characteristic.cerve (1- and 3-parameter logistic)
equating models were.uted. Summary tables of equating.results 'have

been prepared. Comparative.analysis. of the curvilinear models have
beenCompleted and-a report on this part of the study has been
.prepared. Comparative.analysis of the'lidear models:are in.progrees.

Schedule iwr Completion

The final.reports are tcheduled to be.completed by October 1979.
Final summary.tables and graph's are in the process of being completed:
'A draft of the final report is in process except for the sectiodon
the inte4retation of the comparative a:mill:113,a the linear models.

findings: .

When totattests.differ in difficulty, acurvilinear equating
model is superior to a linear model. Because of the criterion
problem, a choice cannot easily barnacle among the curvilinear
models, except that the 47parameter model tends to be superior
when a test is equated tO itself and it tends to be inferior when
a test is equated to a different test. :All models are satisfactory .

when conditiOns are optimum: .

'
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Title:. Literatqe Review of Relationships Amonk Tests1 Grades', and
Life Success

.

. , 0 . .

I.

PrOjedt/Job Number: 142/27'

.Purteose,

1.

Project Directort Leonard Baird

4
ThisTevieW is designed tO uritièally asaess and synthesiie the

.available'research which-bears on the question, "Do.academic ability
'teat scores.and grades pdtdici anything but grades; i.e., are they
related to real life aCcOiplishment?"

4
. .

Prokress .(as of July, 1979)

Research from many sources haa been examined for their relevancf
to the question above. . Fifteen journals were systematically surveyea
by examining the articles publiahed ih them during the last ten years.
These articles-often referred to other articles in-journalsoutside
the fifteen: In addition, relevant categories in Psychological
Abstracts tar the list five years were systematically reviewed.

Finally, several leading figures in creativityresearch_mwasked
to send any published.or unpublished work that could help answer
the question. Thess.sources led to many reports which.had'to be
examined carefully, because the relevant analyses'wete often hidden
in appendices,.and the question of concern.in this reiliew wad
not the majnr.question of those-projects. These studiea have been
.reviewed.and anflyzed.

Schedule for Completion
-

A ,draft report has been prepared.

.

(.
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;

Title:. Nell. Measures fOr °oiler. Admissions

1

ProjecWob Number: 142/34 Project Director: Hunter N. Breland
.

.4

Purpose

The purpOseof this
lor ue and to evaluate ne
admissionwthet might guipp
ntoliber of Supplvintalmea
and biographical date, are
reliabilities, validities,
practical.problemd.

oject isto reyieW the possibilities
kinds of measures for college

'agent iraditiOnal indicators. è.A
urea, incUldirig structured in rviews

to be.considered with respect o their
probable impact, cost, andot

ProaresA(as of August, 1419)

..Thie project has been subsumedunder a larger project,
Personal in Aamissions (jointly sponsored byCB and ETS)...

-Schedule for.Comoletion

Project wil be cOmPlered as part' of the Personal Qualities

Project.

,



'
Titles An Investigation of Persietence

;

Project/Job NUMberk 142/35

Purpope (Phase i)
.

. '

in Higher Education. Phase, I

Prol.ect Director: Thomas L. Hilton

1) ToAdentifY the major types otJersistera according to the
pa ern ana duration of, attendance in varioue institutions of higher

.. educ 'ion. :

.
.

I

.
.

..
.-, .

. . .

2) . o compare "high-potential" dropouts gho persisted ith
.1

thope who id not. : ,r .

. . ,
.3) To conceptualize a comprehensive model of the.persiatence

proceseand teat by. meauvof BLS data file, lauding 2nd follow-up
data.

./

progrese (as .of Au si,'1979)

1

! All the neceeeay analyses have been comp eted, and a draft

report has been coup eted. This draft is nw being revised.

Schedule for Completion

December, 1979.

:3
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Title:. Career Skills Assessment', Program Validity Study

. .

.troject/Job Number: *142[41. Project Directors:, Jerilee Grandy.
r Charles Werts

Purpose

'This study was designed to investigate the construct'validity
of thtee -College Board CareerSkills instrutents: Career Awareness,
Career Decision Making, and Employment Seeking_Skills..- A sample of\
1500.high vehool studente.took two of the three Career Skills.
measures (the.threuwere spiralled in pairs); the PSAT,:a Career
Development Questioiraire'(CDQ),,and S.Test of General Information

(TGI). A confirmatory factor analysis was Used to estimate the .

extent_to which sach.of. the Career Skills instruments is measuring

something uniquely.different fkom verbal and mathematical aptitude
(discriminate validity') and the.extent to which it is miasuringthe ;

_same kinds of skills ps.the CDQ (conyergent.validity). 'Results .1

suggest that about onethird_of the varianRe in the CSAP scores ran
-.be predicted from measures of aeadetic ability.. Convergent validity !

with the CDQ was .not.established. As a bypkoduct, the.CDQ may
become a marketable'product in its own right.

Progress (as ofAugust, 1979)

A final draft xeport reVision has been comnleted. .\

Schedulefor Coalpletion

The final:draft report is:to be submitted for approval in

Septetber 1970.
;

1L-L
# .



Title: Discriminant Validity Stu0Y of/CSAP.

. .

PtoProject/Job Number:. 142/48

Purpos 4

ject DireCtorr Donald A..Rock
Nancy Petersen

The purpose of the study is

. in an effort to verify the Constr
Mote specifically, project direct
construct validity of each of the
of measurement'of each-of the sk

among the ekiI1 area constructs,'
skill area constructs and outside
siandabli,zed achievement tests.

Progresn,(as of August, 1979) .

, Data collection isnearing completion; data analysis will lollOv

in the fall.

Schedule for Completion

January,-1980.

o perforM a confirmatory analysis
ct validity of the-6AP
rs 4re investigating: (1) the

skill areas,.(2) the reliability
1 areas, (3) the intetrelationship..-

d (4) relationships between.the
constructs as measured by

.0



Title: Development of CSAP. Veer Validity Models

Project/Job Number: 142149 Project.Directore Jerilee'Drandy

This study is being exicuted in two phases: (1) Designs

...were developed accorditg to.whiCh users can conduct theirown

lici

. content valide ton studies. A discussion of these .designs appears
in the. CSAP Han rok. (2) Several institutions are being contacted
tq encourage the r undertaking a'validation study:. Results of their
studies will be included as examples in.a manual designed to guide
Bawls in con sting theit awn content Validation Studies.

.Propress (ss of uly, 1979)

lbase I is omPlete; a.matual with.examples o user validatiOn'
: 'studilis is bein wxitten.

Scheduit for Com letion

Phase'I was comPleted iS.JuV 1978; Phase II will en
in August, 1979.



Title: Validation of the

Project/Job Number:

PUrfpose

The purpose of this st4d isits deteritine,the validity off
the Descriptive Tests of Mathematice Skills (DTMS).for placeme t
purposes., Various aspects Of the project include a .content .

analysis of the DTMS, 'asseasment of student attitudei toward
the quality.of placement.dec sions; concurrent and'predictive
correlations'of the DTMS witlk indicator's of succeis ii math

'
courses (e.g.,.grades, class 'rank', final exam scores), itstudy

of gains on he TITMS from the beginning of atuith co rse to the
end, and.a trait-treatment'interactionstudy.,

stslof Mathematics Skills

142/50 Frojeeellitectorl: tlirtnt'Bridgeman

/

'.Progreps (as of.July, 1979)

DTMS teste were administered to about._ 11,000 students in ,7 \.

34 institutions during the Fall of 1978. Posttests were administered '

at the end of. the.Fall term in 10.of these.inttitutions, and two' !

institutions participated as a posttest-Only tchool. *eters with,
the.cm.th_courae_success indicatOrs have been receivecl,' Content
analysis forms from 128 faculty members were received and are now
beiog-processed. Some. data from the field mAs.late in Arriving..

Analyses of these.data ate just:beginning.

A school that could meet the requirements for a high quality
trait-treatment ihteraction study could not be located. A crude
pproximation.:May still be possible. intonAinetitutid.

chedule for -Cord
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Title: Pre-equatoing the Test of Standard Written English
/

.1 .

i

project/Job NuMber: 142/51 Project Director:isaac I.Bejar
a

1 1 .

VEttEigliUL

. I

To BtUjlY the feasibility,af pre7eqUat1ng Test of Standard Writte

nglish fo Using Item Characteristic Curve Theory.

\

Pkogresa; as of:July; 1979)..

4bo t half of the required LOGIST (item calibration) runs
needed'h vebeen completed. Programming required to do analysis

covarianCe itructure anal** Of item type e feet has.also been
Completed.. ,Analysis sia.now'under

Findings

Preliminary analysissuggests that the three parameterlogiatic

. model fiti TSWE data adeqUotely. No results arp available yet as to

.. hOwyell pre-equating is. fikelyitO work. .\ . .

SchedUlalor Completion

Decemblet, 1979.°

it

$1,
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Title: 'Explorbtory Analysii,of Sex iffere ces in Response

Date for the ATP Plitics Air evemen Test '.

Project/Job.Humber: 142/52 Jtoject Directors: Patricia Whedibr
Abigail M. Harris

PkIrRP8a

Sizeable performance'differences bave-exitted between men a
women on the ATP,Physics Achievement Test for many Years.* The
purpose.of this exploratory study is to investigate two malpr
questions, One focusing on the test itself and.the second on t
candidates:

1) Arethere any systematic differences.in msle/female
performance on individual items or subgroups of. items
which can account for or help us interpret the differ-:
ences_between males and females in overal,IPperformanc
on the test?

.. 2) Are there any factors such as number of semesters of
.physics or Math, or overall ltvel performance On the.
:ATP Physics Test which, when-vlated to performance
datwOn itematan help us o interpret the overall
performance differences and perhaps gain:insights into
tile unique characteristics of the femalephysics student?

Progress (as of August, 1979)

A.review raft has been, completed.! This draft is presently
i

being reviewe

Schedule for Completion

.Upon receipt of comments from reviewers, a final report will

be prepared.

f

1.1
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Title4. Older Students and. the SAT '

Project/Job Numbers 142-53 Project Director: Gita Wilder

Purpose

. The purpose of this study is to'assess the validity of the

SAT with respect to older students. .A,sanple ef about 1,000
students Who were 21. or older at the tine of applitetion for

. adniesion to college *111 be selected for study in Sa effort to
distover how *ell the SAT predicts subsequent academic perfornance..

. A subsanple of ihe students will be.infervieWed to learn Something
:about tips adnission protege for*older_etudente.e.

:

!Sogress.(as of August. 1979)

The major efforts of he project to daie have been directed
toward identifying sthoels with significant numbers of older
:students Who have taken the SAT. . (Because mity schools eieipt

older sttidenti;from the testing aspects of efie admissions process,
finding an adequate.sanple is one of the'most difficult tasks

of the entire endeavor.) CEEB regional offi 'personnel. ave

:provided'contacts with admissions officera it their respe tive

'areas.

Schedule for Completion
i

. . . .

.
It is intended that the sanple baid ntified by early fall 1979 .

so that the-collection of data may be car ied out during t e early

part of the 1979-801acadenic ye4r.
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yitle: Supplementary Analyses of Data'Obtained for ihe Study'a
1 "Taking the SAT" .'

Project/Job:2442..54 Project Director: Donald E. Powers

Ourpoae

The objectives of the stOdy are to conduct further analyses of
the survey data obtained for the study of Taking the SAT: A TesC.
lemiliarization-Booklet tO answer the following questions:

1. .In what Vairil do eiudeats prepare for the SATI

2. What are the relative effects on.SAT scores associated with
Various Aypes of prepnration?

3. Were there.any
t
effects of.using Taking the SAT that'were

not.reflected in test scores (e.g., rate of work #nd
guessing behavior)? . ..

.
./

.1 Pro ress las of Augubt 1979)

A:draft teport has been prepared deScribing the incidence and
patterns.of Alse of.various modes.ol-preparation fet the SAT in a
national random sample of.candidates. PSAT scores are now being
retrieved from acore files for matching with SAT scores and other
demogrephic variables. These data, along with students'. reports of

preparation activities, will be used to assess the relative effects
of.Warious methods of. preparation.

.Schedule, for Completion

'Two additional.reports Are scheduled for comp tion by December 31,
.1979.

e
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Title: Feasibility of Studifing SAT Velpity for Ihmican4imerican
Students

Pro ect/Job'Mumber: 142155, Project Director: Gerilee Grandy

Purpose

'The purpose of the feasibility.study is to establish. whether

.a sufficient.number of instAutions with 14erge Mexican-American
enrollment's-A:an be fodnd 4snd recrubted to particl,pate in a validity

study. If. so, a. No-year study4bf the reletioesAipbetween SAT .

and college gredes.will be conducted Xo determine whether the low
corrdlations between SAT and college.grades fbr Mexican-Amerlcens
(as found iR earlier stUdies).can be attributed to -(1) kerfser .

intrinsic relationphip between SAT 'and freshman GPA, (2) lower
reliability of the'SAT;"or (j) lower reliability of the GPA'for
Mexican-Americani, or (4) some :combination Of: theee factors.'

Progress (as of August1979)

The.-project.has just begUn.

Schectie for tompletioniv

' .The feasibility study will be completed by September. 30, 1979.

t

.80 - 10
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Titlej.: Handicapped Students and the SAT

Project/Job'Numbert 142/56 Project Director: MArjorie Ragosta

Purpose
. .

The'vurpOse of this study As 4 preliminary investigation of
(1) the perceptions of handicapped students about.the SAT and .the
conditions under which it is administered especially as fhey relates
to the individual's bandicapping condition.

A

,P4tress las of August,

The project°is.divi phases, the first of which ham

been.completed., Phase I c of threektasks: (1) aliterature

seardh designed-to lock foT, 1 testing conditionyforversona

with' various handioaOsZ,(20) laphone survey designed to locate

colleges and universitfis using the SAT and having large Ovulations
of handicapped studants, and,(3) development and field testing of an
interview schedule for utle in Phase II of the study.

A progress repott was prepared for npproval before Phase
yould begin. Phase II includes interviews with handicapped stu
in six selected universities and the ptoduction of a final report

Schedule for CoMpletion

0
4 Phase II is scheduled for completion DeceMber 11, 1979.
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Tit141 Pero al Qua ties in Addissions - Phase I

ProjefJob Number:i 40/XX Project Director: Warred V. Willingham

11

. ,, /
Purpose .

.
.

j The pridary puipose of the project is to evaluate the tisefulness
rof personal qualities (beyond the.usual grades and test.scores) in
.lecting college students and in mnderstanding student decitions

41 r
o attend college.. Nine private colleges* are c011aboiating in-the studyt.

Ir ,
.

.

.

.

267

Progress (as of 3uly, 1979)

..ett

.

.

Considerable staff time has been devoted in the earlystages
..lof the work to planning Meetings, organizational activities, visits
to campUses of.pirticipaiing colleges, and other activities essentli
'to establishing good working:relationships and getting.underway.

Similarly, inititutionalTarticipants faced major tasks early in
the project--preparing 4:detailed description of their admission
,policy and.procedurea, aajusting their operational routines td the
demands of the project, and training.staff for.the work involved.

. Institutional Work on behalf 9f the'project has been substantial.
Each of, mote than 25,000 addiesionil faders has.been given a careful'
readirig by admissions staffand faculty in order io produCe Some 20 111

speCial ratings 9f personal qualities: Ai each institUtion a number
of records have been rated two or more times independently toprovide '
information about the conéistency of different. types.of judgments..
Finally, those ratings and.otheressential parts:Of the application-,-
some 300,000 sheets--are4being.copied, assembled, and forwarded to
the project staff in Princeton; All of this work has proceecad very
nearly on schedule with no serious 'mishap;

The initial stage of date coding and entry on tape has Ileen.
comPleted for approximately.half of the total group.- A second

experience, leadershipG community activities, special talents,

major stageol datapreparatiOn involves systematic rating by ETS
staff ol.a number of personal qualitieg of students (e.g., work .

references, etc.). Considerable piogresslas been madein
experimentingwith subjective rating procedures and training
projectatafflto make reliable research ratings of.vatiom aspectsi
of the applicationathat Will complement the judgments insti-. .

tutional staff and faculty.: Thai experimental work has proceeded
quite'satisfactdrily.and it is pow Clear that raters. canbe trained

. to distinguish reliably amon,g a number of important student
' qualities. f

Schedule for Completion' 0' IP

. Phase'l of the prOolect is scheduled for completion "in January

4. .

.1980.
.

4

A
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Assessment ofInterpersonal ComPetende

269

Project/Job Number: 693/77 Project Director: Lawrence J. Stricker

Purpose

The aim 9f this study is to (d) develop a prototype measure of
intcrpereonal cdmpetence based'oh the:videotape preientation of a
comion social Situation in a business setting and (b) obtain
preliminaty:data on the devices item functioning.and-reliability,
and,-to the extent feasible, yalidiiY;

'

. Progress cat; of-.1:4y, 4979)

,As a first step in det4 ailed.planning of the instrument, I.

authorloties on interpersonal processes, executive assessment and
training, and simulation measures wereextensively'consulted. -The

pertinentiiterature.4as also.reyiewed. Based on'the consultations

and reviewiallueprint for the.measure wad prepared. A large
number of atcenes portraying a va'riety of situations Sere drafted and
'edited. The scenes andeccompanying inatActions, in paper and
'pencil format, wete triecrout and successively revised aftet a

. . .

seriei.of pilot testswith indiYiduale and SmalLgroups.at ETS as
well as with two classes of undergraduates at hUsineesAchool.,

%. A videotape contAining all the necessary instructions together with
.exercises based on the scenes was filmed, nairated, edited, And
copied. lhe Videotape and accompanying material were pilot tested
individuallywith ETS employeed. 'A small scale study, in conjunction

% With.d separate investigation by WandA Rapacznski,,was carried out.
:ThelVidebtape and other instruments, including experimental measures..
orsccuracy in social perception, a vocabulary. test, the Embedded.
Figures Ttst, and a background quistionnaire, were given to 59
colIbge-age women. Procedures V Iating the responses to the
videotspelseasure were develOped,,the cooperation ofItim expert
judges obtained,.and the data analysis is underway.. '

. .
,

Schedule for Completion

September, 1979.

7

40.

t.

r
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Title: Technieat Report on Test Development and Score

Interpretation fok GMAT Users

Proiect/Job Number: 693/79 Project Director: William B. Schrader

Purpose

To provide GMAT test users and others concerqed with the
technical quality of the test and related services with the basic.
informetion needed for understanding the processes involved in test

developsent and score interpretation.' .Reliability, validity,
Speededness, and score equating will be dikussed in terms of their

contributionto program otijectiVes.
1.

Progress (as Of:July, 1979)

Basic data and reference sources for the manual have been
collected, apd a draft'Of the initial section,On test development

0 -
. ,

has been written.
/

Anticipated Completion and -Dissemination

Referenced work is substantially completed, and it is
'anticipated-that it will be'published in.the'fall of 1979.



Title: Differences in Item Performance Acrosm Groups

271

Project/Job Number:' 693-81 . Projeat Director: Loraine pmnott
.

Purpae
4

The study will examine the extentof item bias within the GMAT
'relative to groups characterized by their.sex, race, age., or language
fluency.

. .

t
ProCress (as of July, 1979) .

. . .

. .

The January 1978 test administration will'provide the Study's
data. The sapple has been drawn and data analysis is nndeiway.

.Schedule for tomgetion

. It is.anticipated that data analysis will be completed%by
August 30. A draft of the final report will-be.available for the
Selection COmmittee's.fall meeting.

4k .

-4!

..
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Ti4e1 Construct Validiiy of the GMAT: A Factor Analytic Study

Project/Job Number: 69342 Project Directors: Spencer S.. Swinton
DOnald A. Rock
Ponald E. Powers

'Purpose
. . .

.

. .
.

.

A factor analytic study of iheORAT will be undertaken to
. ,

determine relevant dimensions of test variation in several forms.of

.the GMAT and for several subgroups. The relationship of each of
seyeral experimental item:types to the dimensions underlying
performance .on current operational terns will aleo be determined.

Progress (as of Angust,. 1979)

Specifications for drawing several samples from two 'GMAT
administrations (ftom three test forms) have been developed:
Samples are being drawnof.1,000 cases of item-,level responses of
examinees from fermis ZBS1 .(November 1977 and Marth 1978), EBS2 and

KYBS1'(Nevember 1977).

Schedule for Completion

All analyses are .scheduled for complgtion by Spring 1980 so
that a final report can, betprePared by .June, 1980. .A'detailed

..progress report dealing wifh structure and parallelism of the forma

is to be submitted on Novemlier 30, 1979.
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Title: Test Aopropriatehess Prolect

GRE Number: 75-3 7

ProjeCt/Job Number:. 822/01
. Project-Director: Michael V. Levine

Purpoae

Current eptitUde test models and scoring procedures may lie
inappropriate for Some.exceptionally creative examinees, exaniineea

With atypical cultural Or.educational backgrounds, and:copiers.
Some of thege Aberrant ekamineesare expeCted to produce Unusual

,
patterns of iteM responses. The main purpose of this project is to

develop an objective way to use the exaMinee'spattern of right and
yrogng answers to decidevhether a test is en appropriate medhure'of

his or her ability.'

.Findines

Several appropriateness indices (statistics for identifying
aberrant candidates) have been defined and evsluated. The basic
idea.of. appropriateness measurement has been supported by Monte
Carlo studies and studies with GRE data; moderately and extremely
aberrant candidates can be identified by their pattern of item

scores.

A Research Bulletin (RB-76-i31) has been Completed and submitted

to the Journal of the American Statistical gocietv. Two additional
articles are being prepared,' Work on the.project is continuing at
the University of Illinois, where.a dissertation.on the topic has

been completed.

Schedule for Completion

A final project report will be submitted to the GRES Research

Committee in September, 1979.

.*This'project is sponsored jointly by CEEB, GREB,.and ETS.

. .0

0.
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Title: Normine and Validation of a Machine-Scorable Test of Field
Dependence-Independence

GRE Numher: 75-7 Project DirecGOrsi e.l Campbell
Project/Job Nnmber: 146/24 ThoinasDonlon

'Purpose
,+

This project undertook an experimental administration,of a
machine-scorable teat of field dependence-independence in the
October 1976 GRE Aptitude.Test administration to a sample of about
20,000 students. Using data from the background questionnaire in
tbe registration form and follow-up questionnaires immediately after
the test and approximately 20 monthe later, test resoles will be'
related to undergraduate major, graduate major, 'persistence in major
'chosen, and academic performance.

°progress (as Of July, 1979)'

Follow-up questionnaires were mailed in Novembeil9nto all
students registered at those centers where the Figure Location Test
.hadbeen administered 1.6 October. A seCond mailing was made in .

April 1977 to non-teepondents._ An initial analysis of approximately
9,500 cases was reported to the research committee in January,
1978. .

A second qUestionnaire, designed4to elicit traduate school
experience es well as:,some-attitudes and values was,mailed in early
July 1978. TheJ011ow-up, however, wawdelayed until October by
processing delays,,such as the necessity of fiana-darkening the
machine-printed regiatration numbere whith.were rejected n substantial
number by the scanner. A'total of 5,378'esable questionnaires
'were returned.

Data analysis for the validation part of.the study has been
started. Initial finding8 show limited evidence for any general.:

.contributiod by FLT.to graduate performance beyond what is already
'available through URE V and Q. Here detailed analysie.by major
field is continuing.

Schedule for Completion
, ma

Results of the first phase mf the project were-reported to the
Research Committee in' January,- 1978. A final report will be
submitted to the GRE Board in January, 1980.

/

*
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. .

Titles Career Achievement and GRE Scores

1

GRE. Numbers 7.6-1 . .. Project Director: William B. Schrader
Project/lob Number: '.546/25 .

,

,Perpose

To examine the'relationehip between PRE storks and the
. scientific pro6uctiVitto peychologiate end historians, arid

explore the usefulness- of biegraphicel directoriee 'and :citaii53),:-',4:
indices .as 'soUrces Of iufbrmatiot on ,cAreer at tainments.',7 t.

Findin
. ..,

AMong the variOus messures Of 'prodrictivity and prof eedirinal .

contribution included In the studies; the total numher of .riitatiese, :
as obtained: froM 'the Social., Scierides .0 itat ion 'IodeX, was cedsIdeteci !. .
to bd of' special interest.' , Correlations of the tfirda PRE ecores:

. . ..
with total, citations for 150 psycholagists, aad.83,,listortsine:wera'As .
followst '

° .t. - ; : . . -
,

. z... ,
Psychologtsts , ° HiAtririluie : -,

GRE-Verbil ., ,...27 ..18
GRE-QuantitatiVe. .31,, . ...OD '

% GRE 'Advanced .41 14 - :.', --,
. ,

.

Allthough al/ thiee coeffiCients for psychologiata were significant .':.

at the :',a, level,: and oorie of . the three cOef ficienta for historians
. 'Were statisticallY Aignifiriarit, ,ttje samples were too stualil to
- Warrant detailed .compariaons or atrOngconclOaions. The Prearitiri.':,
. are sufficient/y. promisingl however, to suglest that fuithei

- studies paaed .on larger samples, -Would Provide .nsitul information
--. ebout the, exteht = to which caieee Achievement- In :Vapinub fitsids can

-
..

,.-- 'he' predi4ed from-GRE,:egeres.-:. . ° ..,,
. 6.,.,, ', ';,-: "" . --.:!' .04 ,,,.4.

0 -^ -?"°Dissemination
,

Thtr.repart",.fak psYthe ,ciglete wa81llued as GRE board Re arfeh
fepert,.GREF; tao. 7-6.114;',:frpteadijer7-19:71814frfitief...drift of th
'rep-Ott:',ost hiet'Oxikwe weubmitted- to .the Gag Board i April, .1974;

-.and will le'publiehed In w.GREhkard "reaearh 9 t
.

1
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Title: The Effect of Increased Test-TakinR Time 'on Test ScOres by.
Ethnic Group, Sex, and Age

GRE Number: 76-6
Project/Job'Numberl, 546/30

.Purpose
. -

, The project is designed do determine whether the allotment of..
.:more lime per feet item will result in i.differential score
'ilNkroveMent4Oisti,40ted 'subgroups .of -test takdrsi: .ftperimental

---vreitests 41 -the Same'se0 of ver -1 and:Snantitative items were
admfnifteil

-centers.:-

'.Project Director: Cheryl Wild

30Axibutelime44mits at Selected test
, .

..Thie _study., inveostigatee the effect:S. of ;increasing the . teat
0 time tn reduce the 'Speeded:Ilse :Of,' the Verb-al an4.-4uant4tative

6:iPnimentei Sectiona of thev Gradnate'ReeOrd Examinatiens '(GRE)
*titude Teat.- In December 1976V tit -apprOxitspely 550, domeetic

-"-test cetiieis,...,26:4-apd10-4airuite versions of: a verbal experimenial
".9at:;.iandot-na coiahtftative,itixperimentel,teit were administered
,..lith.the OperetrbpA test;.': The '-ef facto of .-testing tip* on scOres: ,

int kinarityTgroup_iierstia,-taajsoritYtgrani7elfaminees, .on male versus
female exacitheej4",:ari'd on eitamineea by years elapsed, a ince they

..;01leceived dm' baccalenreeie degriee -arelnyeatIgated. Although the'
20-miante-.exp.erimental..tests ate genirillly.:Mo re Speeded' than thp,
30-minute' testa',- the,teatadditional minute*: resulted in A small
scrota. gain.for all, grokiPso'anci differential scop .gains were hot

:..,,foned''between the elubgroups. Ou the basis of tbe results of this -.--
Study, stheextensiOn of testing tit* far the GR APtitude Test for' "

the purpoim: of ,reducin :intergroup differences et At. indicated. .7-,
;:-

Schedule'ror Completion'
_

.

.
.

Submitted to th.pRE Board in April, 1979,and published
7,,IiiproI97:9-, AS dltp 'Reeder ph Eeport No: 7.6L61i. p.
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Title: Older Students and the Graduate Record Examinations:

A Preliminary Investigation

GRE Number: 76-13

ProIect/Job Number: 546/64

Project Directors:

Purpose,
s

The purpose of the otudy ia'a preliminarNivrestigation of thell,
. .

. .

characteristics and graduate student plans of older persons who
.

tbok the 'GRE in .a reeent year, the problems encountered. by A sample' .

.
of graduate programs -in the admission of:older atudents, and
recoMbendations of ways in which the Board epd program staff might

.
assist universitiea in dealing with the 'admissions problems presented

it
.
\--)

&

byslder students. w,0- V,.

doan Baratz

Terry Hartle

..

Findings

: `

The records of mote than 230,000 men and women who took the
GRE.Aptitude.Test during 1975-76 were examined for differences
between those who were.completing college at the usual age Of 22 .

or younger (about 48% of the test-takets), and those who had com-
pleted their'undergraduate degreesmore than 8 years earlier (about
8% of the test-takers.) Though on the averagerthe older. groups

scored lower on the verbal and quantitative ORE tests, more of the
di ferences in verbal scores were consistent with differences in

an cipated fields of graduate study. The average verbal.scores

Of lder.men and-women usually were about the same as those of

22- ar olds when comparisons were made within a gives field.
In fct,women more than 8years beydnd the baChelor's degree often
averaged higher verbal test acores than did,younger testtAkers
.who were planning graduate study in ihe :ear field...

Older test-takers:Consistently:averaged lower sceres,on the

quantitative test. Differences in performance on the verbal and.

quantitative tests:may reflect differences id opportunities for
adults to maintain verbal and quantitative skills, with much more
verbal stimulation in everYday living fdrmost. persons. Also,

proportionately fewer.dlder. candidatea planned.graduaDO study in

scientific or techbical fields.'

Dissemination

A final-report on the backgrounds of older-GRE test-takers
was cempleted in April, 1979, and is being published as.CRE Board

.00 .

Research kepott No.76-13k.

.

,

flIntervievis also were conducted qn. about a dozen. campuses

-concerning depirtmental experiences with older dOplicantsfor .

graduate admisiion. A report of fhese interiieWs, withtecommen.
dationa 0 the GRE Boar,d about the uses of'bRE scores, was sub-,k
mittedto the GREB Researa Committee in Septembe4'1978.

.

2 8 8
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Title: Further Research on Data Collected for the Dimendions of
Quality'Pro4ect !

. .

GRE.Number: 77-2
. 'Project/Job Number: . 546/57

.

Project Director: Mary*Jo Clark'

Purpose

/

The purpose of this work .is to increeseour understanding of

the processes and outcomes of doctoral-education through the
intensive study of selected graduate pi grams; DataWere collected
Irom advanced graduate students, facUl y members, and recent alumni
in departments ot chemistry, history,;and psychology at 15 :

representative universities for the recently comPleted CGS/ETS
, Project on the Dimenaions td Quality in Doctoral Education.

Questiens such'as the effect of subdisciplines on program eveluationv.
the employment pattetne of graduated, and'persOnal vs. eituational
influences on faculty produttivity will be investigated by using. `

individual questionnaire respondents as the unitof analysis.

/-

yrostress (ae of July, 1979)
. /

The analysis of the exte4t to whAch questionnaire responses of
faculty Members and atudenta can be attributed to consistent
individual, univereity, and department effects.is being completed

.

in a way that will tie most useful in the revision of questionnaires

for operational use in program reviews (currently sponsored by GRE
..and CGS), as well as for a- reportto the GRE Board. Analysep have
also been carried out to investigate sei difcrences.in faculty

opinions and behaviors,.facultipubliCation-records in relation to
the prestige of their employing departments,ond variations in' -
questionnaire reeponses by faculty members in the subdisciplines' of..
psychology.' Draft articles for publiCation are .underway..

Schedule.for Completion
. .

Tindings wAke.disseminated as 4ticles in appropriate

professional Journals, With a final report to the .Eoard as soon
as the irticles are completed.
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. .

ective Graduate StudentsTitle:. Informati

...

GRE Number:. 77-8 ProjecC rector4 Rodney T. Hartnett

°-Projecifjob Number: .546/32
.

, .

S, I A
4

Purpose' \';

1.. .v.

A N

, The purpose'of this researchls to 1* \'more a ue three:

separate but related aspects of the schooltA plait f

.

information at the.graduate school level: 9.1 at fa

.
important.influiencers:t0 applfcants' choices o ecitic
programs11.(2) Whit epecific informatien about\g uateQdea r te

hcsi. likely is.it that suchInfotmation can be obtai 0.0ind.\ 3ls..
would probably:he Most helpful to proppective gra: te 4tucre d

What would seem to 1:se the moot usefUl and efficie* cedurefer%;
collecting, summarizing, and reporting such informatie to'proapective

students!:
.

.

Findings :

The great majority Of.gradnate.studenta Interviewed report d
general satisfaction with the information available to them abo'
graduate programs.. In this'sense, then, there does not'appear to
an.inforMation need.among proipective giduate studedts. On the

-other hand, there is some.indication t t prospective atudente
Could have'benefitted.from more and bet er information if'they had
known more about larious aspects of graduate edpcation prior to the

_time they enrolled. It is-concluded that more information could
improve the graduate.schooI choices of some'studenti, but.that it

.i6.not likely to do oo without.some formal effort to aosiat pro7
spective students clarify their own interests encrgoils end identify
the types of information that they need to.have to enable an

:accurate estimate of the appropriateness .of a given department for

them.

.Schedule for Completion ahd Dissemination

A dreft,final.report for the fall, 1979, Hoard meeting.

f
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Progress (as of July, 1979)

281

Titler Construct Validity *of the GRE Aptitude Tests Acroas
Topulationiv An'Empirical Confirmatory. StUdy

. _

GRE Number: 78-1 Project Directok:
Project/Job Number: 546/50

.Donald A. 'Rock

purpose
..

. 'The study wig examine the GRE 'Aptitude Tests for psychtmetric

'bias across populations by statistically (1) verifying the a priori

factor Structure of,the GREV.7-GRE-.Q, and GRE-A; (2) testingthe .

goodness of fit of this structure across black, white; male and
female populattons; 13) tediing if the.metric or scale units of the
test stores arethe same oyer these.populations; and 4) testing
whether the.a Oriori.tesi reliabilities are equal acress populations.
SubScales of.item types-will-he'examined in the same way.

The analysis of the GRE-V, GRE-Q, and GRE-A indicated support
fer the hypothesit.:that each of the.i.priori factors was measuring

thesame thing for white and black men:and women. The measures
alio werein the same units-with equivalent accuracy es indicated by

\both relialailities:and the standard errors of meadurement. Further
study, particularly to inveetigate the characterietics'of groups
through the use of extension variable's is.underway.

-

Schedule. for Completion.

A preiiminary report in SePtember, 1979, with a final driftl
report'in January, MO.'.

.
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Title: A Study of the.Effects of Special. Preparation on GRE
'Analytical Scores. . :

GRE Number: 78-2' ,Project Directors: Spencer 8...Swinton'
Project/Job 'Number: 546/61 Donald E. Powers

Purpose.

ipbe primary purpose of,the project is to' determine'the
suet tibilityof analytic item. 'types to ehO4-terminstruction

. by developing'coaching materials and pilot.testing:them at ()lie or
.two local univereities. If warranted by the results of this'

study,-a full ecale study us.ing the.coaching materials
will be proposed-as a separate study.'.-

Image (As of July, 1979)

'Existing test-taking minuals were secured and'examined.

:'Te project directorshave also gained some familiarity withthe
type of preparationJor the pRE'analyticaleection. that is currently
being offOred*by proprietary coaching schools. . A number of praciite
itema have been written. Data to test the similarity of these

it6s CO those included in the GRE sample test resulted in reliabill-
ties of .92 and .87, suggesting that, the new'somple items measure' '-

skills quite Comparable to thOse measured by the ifeMs froM the
sample test. The test-taking strategies of several subjects have
been reviewed in otder to analyze typical errors in each item type.

-Familiarization materials have been developed and arrangements for
pilot use or tbese materials hae.been made.at a local college. .A
7tOposaI fOr packaging, these materiale in.a.manner suitable for.
matl delivery and dValuation (after theyhave been.pilot tested).
has been submitted to ttle-GRE Research.Committee.

Schedule for Completion

An extended prOgress report is being submittett to the GRE8

. in'September,.1979, with a drafilinal rapoq.expected in January',
1980.

4



:Titles 'DocUmented Accomplishments:O. Phase III

GRE NuMber: 78-3 . r

Project/job Number; 540/62

°

Project Directors: Leonard Baird
. .

Joan Knapp'
. .

Purpose

'The project is the third stage of a four-stage project designed
to develop an inVentery 9f documented accomplisEments,for graduate
eelectiod. (See PRE project No. 71-3 for a repert of the earlier
work.) This phase of the study is:designed to tryout-the materials
developed.in earlier stages in graduate departments. The major'

;. purposes of thiestudy are to examine the instrument developed in .

Stage Two in terms of: (1) teChnical soundnese, and (2) the feast,-
bility of irs use:in the admissions piocess. This study represents

the'transition of the use of documented actomplishments to predict
Jiraduate School achievement from a researdb phase to a more opera-

tiosal phaee during which the-instrument will'be tested in a. real

life situation.

y.

12youtess.(as Of July, 1979)

Entering students.at 27 departments in 10 diverse universities

were administe4R0 the inventory. The fields of biology; English and
psychology were included. The same students were sent a followup. .

questionnaire about thdir activities.during theit.first yeak in

graduate .school at.the end of their academic year. Both instruments
are on tape and analyses.are underway. Substantive analyses of .

aLudqnts' free'respouses to the inventory are also being conducted.
. 4

.Schedule for

A draft

Completion

fina report to the GREB ie expected in January,



Titlei Content Validity of Selected GRE Advanced Tests

GRE Number: .78-4
Project/Job Number:

Purpose

The pUrposeof the study is to obtain Information about the
correepondence between GRE Advanced Tests: ( Biology/ Literatuce
imEngAish, and Political Science. The study Will berve .as a pilot ,

test for suCceeding content validity studies of the remaining

. Advanced Tests.

7.

546/63
Project Director: Miles McPeek

ytogress (as of July, 1979)

A. reviled study design,.reflecting.the major'ctianges in the
direction of the study requested by the Research CoMmittee, -was
approved by the Research. Committee.at their April. meeting. ;Develop..,
ment of the final formof.the.questionnaires to be used for ehch
discipline is underway.

Schedule for CoMpletion

A draft final report.will be completed.by June,.i980.

S



Title: Analysis of the Data-Collected'from GRE Test-Takers,

1975-1977 ,

GRE Number: 78-5
Project/Job Number: 546/04

Purpose

Project Director: Paul Holland

..This.projectaill examine summaries of background information
supplied by GRE test-Cakera And published-by the GRE Board-(Altman .

and Holland, 1910; Altman, 1977). Modern data analytic techniques
will .be appliedto improve the quality qf the information, simplify
its. presentation,.and makett more useful to policy makers and
researchers. The results will be %Vied to improve.faure summary
rePorts.of similar date.' .

.Pindines (as of .July, 1979)

This study includes five suh-studiee and separate summary reports

kg
are being prepared for epch. T geniial conclusions oUthese studies

are as follows: (1) St4dardiz. ethnic group mesa GRE scoreon
background variebles ls feasible puld does have A 8ma61.1 bucolear .

tffect. Lewes recOmmended thattimilar standardizations be done,using
the new SES data,and the results-Ot this new analysis are mow avatlable
in a preliminary fora. ..(2) The pattern's of missing data in the background

data are very numerous but ire almost completelytxplainable by the'
Operation of taosnearly independent phenomena, (a) answering all but
one question, or.(b) quitting aftel. answering some of the questions in

sequence. 3) The effect on missiag data of the currently used criterion

)

for inclus n in%the pUbiished tables is of medium importauce and it

1should be anged to reflect the instructions given to the respondees.
(4) The analysis of the.publishea tables of countwandisercentages
using log-linear models revealed a. number of ways in which complex
tables could be simplified without losing essential information. In

addition,.the stability over time of.several'aspacts of the test-taking
population was teterCed. (5) The analyses of tpe published tables of
GRE means revealed thatmany can be described more simply by row and
column effects: .Often, the interactions-are nqt large and do'not
justify elaberate disaggregated tables..

'dr

Schedule for Completion

A draft final remt to the.GRE Bqard is expected in January,
1980. :
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Title: A.Study of the Correlational Validity of the Restructured.
.GRE Aptitude"Test

GRK Number: '78-6 Project Director: Kenneth Wilson
Project/JO Number: 546/65._

Purpose

The project will study the correlational validity of the
restructured GRE Aptitude Test (shortened tests of verbal and
quantitative ability and new test of analytical ability).by evaluating
.scores on the GRE.Aptitude Testi administered during 1977-78 in
-relation to fiAbt year graduate school.grades or other perfortance

criteria in a sample.of graduaEe departments in each of about 10

,Particularly, the study.asks: .does.the GRE-A scores
increase the ability redict typitel perforuance'criteria in a
variety of fields? .If , in which'fields does the-infatuation
provided by.GRE-A appear.to supplement GRE-V and/or GRE41, and in
what ways?

The research wial: (a) evaluate trends in patterns of zero-
-order coefficients of predictors with criteria;.(b) pool within-
grouP.data across departments within fielda to explore the relative
weighting ofthe respective Aptitude Test scores; (c) assess the
correlational validity of A residual score reflecting variation
in GRE4 independent of V and Q; and (d) for.selected institutions,
regress the accept/reject'decision on selected admissions variables.

Proarese (as of.July, 1979).

. As of July 1979; 39 greduataschoole rePresented by.a.total of
/. oyer 150 departments (a) have Provided names of students eligible

fot inclusion ln a study sample and (b) are in the process of
ptoviding a-first-Isar graduate grade point average for these
individualg. Many of the departmental samples are extremely smalI.
(i.e., less than 10 cases) Jut it.is expected that pooling.pro.-
cedureg will yield interpr pable and useful results.. In addition
to providing information a out enrolled first-time graduate students,

several graduate schools-also have identified GRE score senders (a).
who applied butvere not accepted, and 00.who were accepted but did
not enroll. Using these data, -analyses will be made of differences

between various admissions. stages (e.g., accepted vs. iejected,'

. accepted enrolled Vs. accepted nonenrolled) with respect towGRE .

scores. and other data. All Work on this project is being coordinated

with.the.GREprogrees.development and'implementation.of a Valiqty
Study Service-for graduate departmenps.

Schedule for Completioa

A'final report will be submitted to the GRE Board in'September,
.1980.
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Title: 'Item Indexts of Differential Subgroup Performance

. GRE Number: 78-7 Project Director: Lawrence J.'Stricker

Project/Job Number: 546/66

Purpose

One promising approach to minimizing test bias ieto identify's; '.-

during.:the course 'of the test cOnetruction, items that perforth

differently forthe relevant shbgroups. This study will explore
the usefulness of a new index 1 identifying. differeniial performance

liof GRE Aptitude Test items with espect to race- (White and black)

,and sex: the partial correlatio 'between the item and.subgroup

total score beinvheld constant. This procedure is free of the.

problems associated with most existing-methode and is'applicable to
.c0thparative1y small samples.. .Thcinvestigation will (a) determine :.

whether differentially functioning.items can'be identified by this
index; (b) assess whether these items are he same as those earmarked
by two of the most important Other methods of.studying item biasitem'. :
difficulty plots and itemtharacteristic curves; and (c) attempt to
ascertain content characteristics that distinguish the itema uncovered

by the vatious procedures. Subanalyses will also evaluate the extemt
to which the results (a) are altered when.the race and sex sathples
are matched,on the various GRE Aptitude Test scores, and.(b) can pe,
accountedAor by chance, as judged by Monte Carlo analyses of the
smallest_tece and sex samples. ''

Prost:rale:Os of July, 1.970
7'.

. . .

'flo'
. :Data for 010 GRE Aptitude Test (ZG42) used in the October, 1977

andJanuary, 1978 administrations were analyzed.' Samples were. drawn
of one-fourth of the white and all the black examinees with these
characteristics: neverliettended graduate school lull-time, currealy
a eenior or unenrolled College graduate., undeigraduate major in
social sciences, no test irregularity, never 400k the GRE previously

and native of the United States, fhe'four basic samplea were white

males (N 1122), white'females (N 1471), black males (N 184),
and hlack'femaleal$ 626). Samples with matching true score
Aiattibuions (e.ei matched on scores for odd items on the Verbal

' t6st lor analyses'of even items on that test)werealso obtained; .
...

the matched :temples were white femeles/black females, amd white

ma1e#01te females. MonteCarlo:eamples were also secured: a

randoth sample .ef white males, the-eiame site ae the basic sample of

black miales;4ba another random sample of white males, identical in

. size to the basic sample of black females. The analyses of the

yattial c4rXelations have just been compreted and are being examined

.in the analyses of theother'indexes are underway.
. .

A substantial.proportion of theitem partial-correlatio ere

significant. (p < .05) in the iz4in analyaes for race and sex. wever, .

few of the correlations. exce d .10 in absolute size and the signifi-

cant cokreiatione variedotn tIfir direction, not-predominantly favoring

ohe sulgroUp. Altletailed appraisal ofthese results is being made,.
focusing particularly on their consistency across samples and Analyses.

11,7 Schedule for Completion.

A Iinal report is scheduled for completion.by January, 1980.



Title: Research on a Revised Format of Aeatywis of. EiTlanations .

Items

GRE thIlaber: 79-1 Project Directors: Sydell Carlton

Project/Job Number: 546/68 Miles McPeek

Purpose_

A factor analysis of the xestruetured GRE Aptitude Test
suggeSted that the correlation between the Verbal and AnalyttEal
Scores might be reduced by eliminating one of the.response options
epsOciated with Analysis of Explanations items and replacing items
keyed to this response with-items keyed to 'One of the remateing four

responses. The purpose 6r this project is to determine *whether use

of 4-option rather than 57.ortiOn.Analyleis of Explanatione items in
the Analytical Section of the GRE Aptitude Test would result in
Analyttcal scores that are more independent.of-Verbal scores while

'being/equally reliable and valid.

/roam (as of July, 1979) -

Two Pretests, each contaiding.the same four sets of previously
tested Analysis of Explanations iteme, were prepared. In one

pretest, the five-choice control format, the items remaiwas they
were-in final form admihistration. In'theother, the four-choice

%experimental pretest,..items.with an A key have been removed and
replaced.by pretested items with B, C, or D keys but with similar

pretest statistics. These two pretests will be spiralled In the
-October 1979 addinidtration of the GRE Aptitude Test.

Schedule for Completion

Administration of four-Choice and.five-choIce.formats in
October 1979;:draft final report in April 1980.

t..
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Title: Rabearch 'on Proficiency in Legal Practice - Phase II,
Study 2; "The.Activities and Tasks of iawyers.in Litigation
Practice, .

ProjecttJob.Numbert .688/12 Project Directort ROVert.F. Boldt '

r.

0'

PurOode
.

This study is concerned withobtaining a detailed. and eystematic
deacription of the litigation-related work activities Of the a
profession.. The objective of the stUdy la:to gather quantitative

ratings on the. activities of lawyers in aavocacy/ttial pradtice,.on.
the importance of these activities, as judged bY litigation lawyers,
to the discharge of their.professional.reaponsibilities,.andlo
gather:questionnaire information on 'demographic factors and the
lawyer's characteritatione of,their practices. Theee data.will
then be analyzed to (1) identify grouped lawyers withBiilar. .

perceptions Of theimporiance"of Activities, -(2) 4dentify groups of
lawyers that aistribute time to theseitctivities similarly, (3).
examine the-similarity of.sxcmps determined by.timend.'importanc4,
(4) identify those atfvit4es that, for the groups, arf most
freggent and most imp rtant, (5) relate 'group-membership to demographic

data and descriptions of the pes of practice, and fh) make
recommendationsior the doneent of rating forms that could be Osed
in the 'evaluation of laAyer performance. 'The results will provide .'

a description qf the important tasks. of lattyers in a form that will

be useful. in guiding the develoOment of measures of the proticiencY

of.lewyere in'this segMent of.practice.

.f6

Progrea) (as of-Jury, 1979)

.0

t .

A job analysis itvolving observation,Anterviews, and collection
Of Alme-log data for eAmall samp4of attorneys'has been conducted.
A list of the activitiee of litigators has been compiled and ,

reviewed. A, background questionnaire And instructions for responding"

to the activities list has been'developed, pretested,.And revieed.

Data collection Materials were sent to a sample of 6,272
. .

attorneys drawn from the A97,6 HartiodAle-Hubble Law DireCtorY
aod 1,059 women attorneYs dreWn fromhthe 1974 Membership DirectUr)'

of.fhe National Association d'Womeo Lawyers.' Preliainary Analysis
indicates that after three followtips 1,704'sets.of ratibga ars

:available for the identification of groupsAnigrottp,members; and
theanalysis'has.been planned and initiated for the about 1,200
coemlete data cases.. . t

.

Schedule for4Comp1etion .1

This atudy La schedtiled for comp etido duriA0,1979. .
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Title: A Study of thaCharacteristics of Law School, Examinations
Written by Minority and Non-Minority Law Students

Project/Job Number: 890121* Project Director:

!Turpose

Franklin R. Evans,
*

: The study will attempt to.identify ways in which groups of

minority and nomminority law students systematical* differ in
theii performance On.a law achool essay examination. A secondary'

purpose is io use.the data to Ixamine possible "bias" in law school

gradingtand the differential prediction_of an ."unbiased" criterion.

.z.Frogress.(as of Ju1y,',1979)
.

.

. Nine law'prefessors at, eight law schools Ifve participated
by pioviding'data from their TORTS.olasses. A common essay

- question waa included in'the tORTE final examinations.- ktwenty
item_multiple chOiCe test in TORTS wee: alkoadministered,by 8 of

th0 professors. -Supplementary information, such as undergraduate
grades and first-year law achool grades has been.dollected. Abe'

vseay 'al:ewers-have been scored for several indices of rtadabilttX.

, legal 'analysiti, and overall writing quality.
.466 . ; f

.Schedule for bomoletion

einel,report wiWbe aVailable in 1979.
. .

.

:,,
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'

Models'of.La4 School Admissioos PrIcedores

Project/Job Number: 890/22 Project Director: Franklin R. EVans

,PUrpOse,,
.

-

The purpose of this project is to develop several models
'of admiWsions procedures. Each model will.be evaluated by comparing
predicted decisions obtained.uslngthe motels with actual admissions
Alecisions. Models will also be used to investigate factors such
as cost, the values attached to certain.decisions, and efficiency..
of the adMissions process.

Progress,(as.of July, 1979)
.

During. 1971site visits were conducted to'Observe the admissions
process at nine law rchoole. Quantitative 4ata obtained from
a subset of the eChools' are being analyzed. At theAsame time, brief'
narratives describing each law hchool's-admissions procedures
are being Written baud on information obtained during the site
,visits. A preliminalP analysis of the data'from one school is
:cOMplered. #

Schedule fbr .Comoletion

A descriptive report Oltadmissions proceduies at the law
schools is liOw in preparation.

i,

.A)

; 4. 4 ,

4..
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Title: A Comparison of the Effectiveness of Several Methods of
Using Adjusted Undergraduate Grades for Predicting .First

Year Law Schoollerformance

Project/Job Number: 890/41

P.urpose

'Project Director: Donald A. .Rock

Franklin R. Evans

4

This'etudy is designed to determine if Any of several methods

currently used to acrjust undergraduate grades'at one or more
law schoOli aie effective.,across a representative sample of law

schools.

Progress (as of July,1979)

A draft xeport was.submitted to.the T D & R.committee at its

October, 1978 meeting. At that.time the committee requested

additional analyses. A revised draft report was prepared for

the.spring 1979 meeting. At that time the Committee requested

further analyses. These are in progress:

Scbedule for completion .

re,
Final report is scheduled for completion during.winter, 19.79.

4

.
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Title: 'Vtlidity StOdy Of. TMree Experitental Item Types - Issues .

. and Facts. Analytical. Reaaoningsand Evaluation of
Evidence Administered in 1975.M6

Project/Job Number: '890461 Project Directors: Miles McPesk

Purpose

. .This project is detigned to study ihe validity of Issues and
Facts, Analytical Reasoning;'and Evaluation ofEyidence for.

A predicting first-year averagt grades in lawtchool. Of majcir

interest is the validity of combinations of these iteis with those .

currently in use in the LSAT (Logical Reasoning, Practical'
3udgment, Data Interpretation and Quantitative.Comparison, Principals
and Cases, SentenCe Correction and Error Recognition). The tlfect
on validity of substituting the new item types-Jor certain of the
current. ones Will Also be evaluated.

. 'G

.ProAreis.(as of July, .1979)

The three experimental item types' were included in test forms
administered'in 1975-76. Criterion data Were Collected in
the 1977-78 Validity Study Service.

At the .reqUest of. the LSAC these analysel were postponed in

order to collect criterion data on four additional new item types
(analyses of explanations, supPortitg'conclutiondi deductive

reasoning, and eViluating suMmaries) adMinietered during 1976-77.
These additional dmti will be collected in the 1978-79 Validity
Study.Service.

Schedule for CompletiOn

Data processing and statistical analysis are scheduled for the
summer of 1979. Results should.be available during spring, 1980.

41,

3 64
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Title; LSAT-in inalandj:

295

..

Project/Job Numbex: 1390/ 7 Project Director: Barbara Pitcher

. ,-

Purpose_

The purpose of tnis study is tnexplore the appropriateness

' of using theLaw School Adiission Test Tor selection of law

students. in Great Britain and-to studythe effectiveneea of the'

; test for predicting grades.in thnfirst And subsequent years in

British law schools.

Proaress'(ae oflulY, 1979)

Five law schools in Great Britain agreed toadministet the .

LSAT'tO:their entering classes in early October, 1975. An:old

fermof. 'the LSAT, of which there was a sufficient supply available'
and for whiChitem and test analysis results were on file, Was

selected for administration.

Answer sheets were received from four of he law schools;

%the fifth fauna it impossible, because of changes in personnel

and illness, to cooperate as originally planned. Thus, a total

of 473 answer sheets have been scored, from fout British law

schools.. .

.Criterion data, including grades for he entire three-yaat

period are being.tollected..

Schedule for Completion

The final project rePort isacheduled to be:completed.in

1979. .

<If



-;Title:' .Predistina Law School. Grades- for Minority and Nonminoritv.
Students:- Beyond Firse-Year_.A4erakes

PrOject/Job Number000/05.

411

Project Directort Donald Powers

This study is being Conducted in Orderto investigate (1) the
predidtive and pOssible differential validity of-standard'preadlission

emeasures (UGPA and LSAT scores) for forecasting the academic
performance ofminorityand nonminoiity students beyond the-first
year.otlaw'school and (2) the predictability of criteria other
than global averages (e.g., composites based on sets of courses).

.ProKress (as of-July, 1979).

- Procedures are now being devised for collecting data Srom
law schools that proXided..information for a previously completed'
.study and requests for data have been.,made to 30 of them. Sample
transcripts have been.obtained from about 30 law schools to assess
the ways in which such transcripts' may differ and to.suggest.
procedures for their analysis.

Séhedule fo C. .letion

A dra t final report, will be prepared for the:Spring 190
. meeting of tho- Test Development and Research Committee.'

fmn



Title: bifferential Predictive Validity of Writina'Ability

ScOres for MinoritvStudents .

Project/Job Number: 900/06 Project Director: Donald Powers

Purpose.

Ths.purpoee is.to investigate the possibility that the
-Writing Ability section of-the LSAT may be..a better predictor of
fiist-year law school perfarmance for minerity.students than for
nonminority students. The Test Development and Research Committee's

interest in this iseue was stimulated by data-from a previous studi
suggestingthis possibility. The present study wiAl re-examine the
previously collected data- and attempt to replicate findings based.

on those dita.by using additional data.

.
. .

'Proxreps (as Of Februaryy 1979)

Feanalysis of previously-collected date is partially completed.

Results of Selected schooli from the current yeses Validity Study
.

Savice haVe been obtained for comparison purposes.

Schedule. for Completion

A final report will be prepared for tht Spring 1980 meeting of.'

the Test Development and Research.Committee.

N
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A Comparison of Nonn tive Speaker Performance on
. TOEFL and Verbal.Apti de Tests

Projecti,JOb Number:

.1.

575/30
N,

roject Director: Paul J. Angelis .

Purpose

. .

The purpose of this study was'io relate the perfo;mance of

nonnative English speaking graduate and undergraduate applicants
.on TOEFL. to their performance on the GRE verbal or SAT lerbal,
including TSWE. A secondary purpose Wis to.gather.assessments Of
the appropriateness'of the item formite and test content from-a--
group of English as a second language speciilists.

111f Progress (ap of ..1 979)

.The final repo1ie.now.in'the review process.

Schedule for.Completion

The final repert wilt be available by.late summer 1910..

1

sr
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Title: An-Exploration of Speaking Proficiency Measures in the

TOEFL Context ;#.:

Project/Job Number: .5715/32 Projedt..DireCiors: John L.D. Clark
Spencer S. Swinton

,

Purpose

This proAct involves the development'and ptperiment 1
adlinistration 'Of a variety of item types andformits for he

direct testing of English speaking profjciency. within the OEFL

candidate population. In addition to the experimental me urea,

examinees will'alsd be adminiatered the Foreign.Service In tute

("FSr) prdficieney. interview As a criterion measure Of sp

.ability, se well.athe nonspeaking (listening comntehension,-
structure, reading) sections of the current TOEFL. .Factdt analysis

and other techniques will be used to determine the.inrerrelationships

between.experimental, criteriodt\and TOEFL measures. Then* analyses,

togethecwith a 'Consideration-of:the telative ease of administiation,

face validity,.and other characteristice pi the experimental item

types, will be used to identifyja iubaet of item types with

potential for operatiOnai tide Mithiwthe TOEFL program as a
direct test of -English speaking proficiency.

re s (as of4Auguat0.979). 1

The final reRprt has been ORmpleted in internal revieW7?form and

being circulated forreview.%(

Schedule for Completion

Final printed report should be available by.August 30,,1519.



Title: languate Ski nein Afladèmic Study and Performance
on ,TUBFL,.

klProject/Job Numberj 575/60 Project Director: Paul J. Angetis

f.;

yurposa

The purpose of this study is to collect and analyze data .

indicating the English Squired for successful academic
_work in -tpie principal graduattland undergraduate fields studied
by foreign students in U.S. itistitutions. The principal components
of the study will be collaction of curricula, information from(
institutions, and .intervfews with students at thd completion .

of a full, year of study.

PZogress (as of August, 1979)

;, A faculty questionnaire has been prepared ind reviewed by a
-A" committee of tepresentatives from the fields chosen (Business;

Chemistry capd Civil .Engineering). Pilot and Full administration:) of
the questionnairewill be conducted in fall 1979. Graduate student
ilterviews are being conducted in summer 1979.

Schedule for Completion

The study is planned for completion by early 1980.

,

44'
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Development of a Manual for Inètitu4ional Lanaultee
Growth Analysis

-Project/job Number: 575/61 Project Directors:. Spenter S. Swinton
1

.Furpose.

'This fiel development project will yield i manual to

assist Engli5W-as-a-Second-Language dertue:Its in analyzing

predicting,.and interpreting changes in language testmcores over

time.

Paul'Ji Angelis

Proeresk (as of August, 1979)

A worked example, involving a.pretest, a reliability test, and

a poettest of da.ta from the fail semester. at San Francisco.State

University has been analyzed using the SPSS package and presented to

members of the department. Initial reaction suggested thpt the'

-original presentation was too techniCal, amd a revision, in a more

step-by-etep foreat,.is being prepared to-guide department membess

.in-performing and interpreting the analyses on their own.'

Schedule for Completion

.
The revised manual will be tried out withan additional. department

(usingaummer data in; October). Final reviiions will be made in

November and December, 1979.
. .

f
. . .

.
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Vtle; Factor Amelysie of the Test of-English as a Foreign
Language for.Several Langdage-Crodps

Project/Job.NUmberi... h5/62 Project Directors:_ Spencer S.-Swinton
llonald-E. Fowere

Purpose

This study hai three kurpoeea. (1) To Obtain a cleare

understanding of thepsycho ogical constructs underlying TOE ,

(2) To determine'dimeosions rtant.to control in maintaining

paralleliam of test forms,.(3) To.ascertain the.comparability of
test dimensions 'for examineee of differedt native language groups.

/

Progress (as of August, 1979) t_

Item responses by samples of approximately 1,000 subjects in.
each language group hake been drawn; and the matriCes of tetrachoric
correlation, cOmputed. An assessment of the impact of'applying
.Carroll's correction for guessing yielded the conclusion that the 4
procedure would increase the magnitude Of the Common.factor but
would not eliminate apparent "difficulty fal6tor8." 'Even and odd

items were factored "separately in each lang(age group, with two

interesting results: 1) Because of differing distributions of'
;erb..form and modifier .(adjectivmand adverb) items among the.eveos
and odds, 'minor lectors emerged from these analyses; factOrs'which
were not cleariy isomorphic across the two halves of ihe teat, . .

and 2) Within 'even or odd itemanalyses, the factor structures.
are markedly diffirept across'language.groups. This latter finding

was uot unexpected. Although listening items cohere across all
language groups,.structure, written expression, and readingiteme
ehow different patterns of covariance in the several groups.. Some

of these patterns may be explained by differing distributions of
cognates (e.g., "global" in Spanish) and false cognates (4.E., --
-"relation" in Spanish), but two factors tentatively identifigd as
"form41" and "colloquial" votabulary seem to show only moderite

-overldp in spe fic items inVolved.Ucrose groups.
. .

eceuse oP the.lack of agreement of ihe eVen and.odd half

analy es, the full 150 by,150 tettachoric matrices have been

analy d,. and final interpretation awaits-tHe results of tire .

analy es. . .

pchedule for Completion

4IA draftlihai report is acheduled for completiOn by September

1919..

1.
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Titles TOEFL Item Performance loss Language Crown,

-Project/job Number: 575/63 Project Viector: Oonald L.

it ',
Purpose

: The purpose:of this project to identify TOEFL

'differ significOtly in difficulty ot discriminatiotecrosa..i ver4,

language groups. Estimates of.item difficulty and-actual dfbtraCtur

choices will lead to the identification of itsis Ohich

diffept reeponse patterns across languagegtoups. Thes6

will then be reviewed-by linguistic expeita in an aitlOpit ta'establish'

guidelines.for'subsequent test development. Tentatlile reCommendetions

would be tetted in an'inalysis.of another,form of'tli* test ,14411.

check on generalizations.

..f;r:;'
eloc. .

4 f

f
.. 41

fel . .

,t

Progress (as of August,:11979)

'i

t',
, 0

Item analyses have been.conducted'fors Anguage, gropetii

with-a duplicate sample drawn for Olie group- bola characteriitic'
0.:1.

_curves (three parameter logistic Cdiles) p ed!stuily'of altetnat(ive' .

aPprbaches to identifying partieular.items for libitiiatic *nalysis;
,

and of methods for presenting'resultb:anross several:groups in the,

'Absence of a natural reference group. )(per incline* of,item aifficulty

confirmed variation in performance dep I 4apt on native language...

Preliminary resulta.have been sharedw h 'teat. 4evOopoient.comMittees
and will be subject tefurtheratudy.ilAsrfall.in.brder\to detect

. ossible linguistic patterns 10 item difficulty% %, Yc . N

t .4

411Pb .lule for Com letion

....Another 'form of.the test will .be' examined this euamer and. A
.

,report submitted'in the winter. . - .

.

.

1 . .

TO

r t4k
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.An Exploratory Study.of a.Collaborative Research Effort
with the Ifistitute of International Educatioi (IIE)

f
Project/Job Number: 575/64 Project Directpr: Gita W4lder".

Purpose

The purpose of thia effort is to examine ie. detaiil the data.
, .

housed at IIE.representing about 2,500 Venezuelan students who
have received.grants to otudy.in the.United ittaEes. The files

. contain sociovoeomic data, nformation about foreign It

language 'study :and examinations, academic Study in theltaited. ..

States, and secondary school background. :The exploilaiT.effort
. was initiated ie order to wised, the completeness of the records

. and to assess.the kimds.of questions that might be asked of the.
data.

, .
1

is

Progress (as. of December., 1978)

..

A eystematic review of the files has been carried out and .

a draft report has'been pripared describing their conients. Some'

information from theifiles has been summarized and is ayailable in
She form of.dita sheets and a computer printout. Facsimiles of

'student transcripts rePresenting a subset of the.entire p0P4olation

1
have-been made available to ETS.

1

A

' 4

Schedule for Completion,

ICA draft report hafbeen prepared indicating What information . - e

is available and for what subgroups of students-. Solle questions.

that might be posed of the data have been- piesentedIalong with some
proprosed approaches to answering the qqestions. 'The draft is

presently Under review by ETS and:TIE staff.

31 5
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TOEFL Speaking Test Validation Study

Project/Job Number: 579/11 Project Directors: John L.D, Clark
Speocer S. Swinton

:purpose ..

The purpose of this study is to provide nse-validitY information

for otie major-mpplication.of the new.TOEFL.Test of Spoken English

(TSE): the prediction of the linguititic effectiveness, n cIasetoom
or other instructional situations,. of teaching aehistants or graduate

.instructors'whose.native ling:14..1s not Enilish but whose ability.

to communicate in-English im crucial to their.job perbarmance.. The
validation procedure will'involve comparing foreign tinning assistants'

..scores on TSE to their judged "communicative effectiveneee in
instructional settings, as rated by native.U.S. students taking .

their clasies. The study will also provide for COncurrent validation

of the TSE.as a measurtof general speaking proficiency, using-ae a

criterion the preign rvice Institute (FSI) interview procedure.

-

Progress (its of August, 1979)

Since initiation of the project in June, initial Contacts have
been made with participating schools and arrangements.vade to train
TSE scorerb And FSI:inteiview.raters for the project. On-site

testing atthe.institutions will be conducted in September and.early

October,.

. .

Schedule for.ComPletiow.
. .

Authorized project period is June 1, 1979 to August 31, 1980..
However, project.planning memorandum-and schedule have been based on

a target compIetile.date of June:30,. 1980.

a
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Title: A Study of the Relationships. Between Scores on the Graduate *.

Bknageient Adiission.Test (GMAT) and the Testof English is '

a.Foreign.lapguage (TOEFL)

Project/Job Number:. '579/12. Project Director: Donald E. powers

Purpose,

The objective of the study is to prepare..data illustratingthe
relationships Among the TOEFL and GMAT,scores and first-year:averages
of nonnative applicants to American graduate sehoola of_management.

Progress (ae of August 1979)

Requests for data pertaining to nonnative graduate management
students.and app/icants have been made to admissions staff at nearly
30 graduate schools of management. Plans are also being developed
to match the GMAT-and TOEPL test scores of nonnative applicants. .

Schedule for Completion

First Stage analyses involving only GMAT and TOEFL scores are
scheduled for completion by DeCeMber:31",. 1979. The'second eta&
analyses using first-Year averages will be completed by June 30,.
1980 at which,time a final report will be prepared.%

4

4



'V.

A Desgriptive Analysis of ForeitO Teet-Candidates:
%Characteristics and $core Profiles on kEFL and Major
Admissions Tests

308

Projeat/Job Number: 579/13 Project DireCter:. Kenneth M. Nilsen'.

To define; describe, and delineate the foreign candidete

population served by OEFL, and assess the extent and nature of .

overlap between TOEFL population and-those served by.GRE, GMAT, and

ATP toanalyze.score profiles for the respective populations.

Prestress (118 of Amgust, 1979)

Discussions with representatives of theadmissions testing
program involved in the study have resulted in preliminary plans
for extracting records of candidates who 'are not U. S. citizens ,.

(noncitizena) and U. .S. citizens who indicate that they communicate.
:best in a language other than English (nonfluent citizens) during

the tqsting years 1977-78*and 1978-79, respectiVely. It appears

that the most effective method for identifying "foreign" admissions-
testing-program candidates is to.use responses to.f citizenship ..

(backgrouna) question:-. Work required to establish cOde-equi lencies

for variables such ascountry, major field, etc. acres's te

irograms has bVen initiated. Inquiries have been undertake
internally xegarding the problem of assessinglinguistic distance-.;.
the possibility of.elassifying languages according to "distance"
from English would facilitate analysis of scoreprofiles.

'Schedule for Completion

TheprOject is scheduled for coMpletion ae of'February 1981..

v4

!r
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..

II. LISIINGS OF PROGRAM'RESEARCH PROJECTS COMPLETED

DURING THE LAST FIVE YEARS
ir

College Boatd-ReSearch Projecte COmpleted.During the Last Five Years

. J. : .
.

.
.

gii
Equating the scales of the Spanish-LangUage .41: Angeff

'. .Prueba de Aptitud'Acmdemica and the English-, *, C. Mode

Language Scholastic Aptitude Test of the Rti-73-4

College Entrance Examination' Board
.

. ..
.

Learning.style preferenoes among college R. Hartnett

students RS-7344
. .

"College eevel Examination Program: '.-Its P. Casserly
meahing.to participants . PR-73-5

.

A '1

. .
Validity .of the quantitative'comparison : . Schrader
test SR-73-60

po.

EIfett of moderate departures from
parallelism on the precision of'SAT equating

Using self,reportsto Rredict student
performance

Prediction of college achievement"among
exican-Ametican students in. California.

W. Schrader
-PR-43-41

L. Baird
CB Research

raph #7 ..

Warren
-76-22

B RDR .76-77-1

.Verbal.and mathematicil ibility of high school k. Jackson y

junfors in 1974: A noris study.of PSAVNMSQT- Schrader
9 -76-27

it 76-77-2

Measuring the approprihteness of multiple-
choice teat scores

A study of college English placement and'the
Tests of Standard Written English.

. .

M..Levine
Q. Rubin
RB-76-31

. CB RDR 76-77-3 '6,-.

H. Breland
PR-47-1

CB RDR-7677-41.

College plaeement'and exemption workbOok . .L. Aleamoni. :

lb .

(in press) '

Item characteristic curve solUtions t6 three Q. Marco

intractable tenting problems RB-77-11
, 'CB RDR 76471-5

\

..Group comparisons for the Test of Standard.

Witte; English

0

,M. Breland
RB-77-45 ,

CB RDR'77-78-1
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No-need/merit awards:- A survey of their use
at foUr-year public and privare colleges smd
nniveisities

ShOrt-term instruction, teatwiseness, and the '

tcholastic Aptitude Tests A littrature review
with research recommendations

Predicting long,therm pet mance in colleges
of minority and nonminor ty students: A .

comparative analysis in two nollegiate settings

College enrollment in the 1980s: Projections

and possibilities . .

Population validity and'collega.eotrance.
miasures 4.

\

-Mu1ti4Oriate talent flowanalysiss
. APA pilot stOdy .

-
41'7

That's a very gdodquestion: 'The economic
.impact.of nredit by:exassiination policies and

practices

the effects of apeCial prepatition on SAT-Verbal'
adores . . .

II
I ,

4, Construct validity Of th SAT acrosa populations:-

An empirical confirmatory study

if

.The net, acceptance, and impact of Taking the 'SAT-

a teat familiarization booklet

RB (Research Bulletin)
PR (Project Report) .

SR (Statistical Report)'
RDR (Research & Development Report)

A. Sider.

D. Potter
1978 .

L. Pike
RB-78-2
CB.RDR 77-78-2

K.;Wilson 444

RB-78-6
CB BDR'77.78-3.

J. Centro

RB-78-11) ,"

'CB.RDR'78-79-1

N.,Brelend
RB484.9
.CB RDR 78-492

K. Wilson
RB-78-20. :

CB gbi 78-79-1

J. Valley
197Q ,

D. Alderman
D. Powers
CB RDR 78-794

D.' Rock

C. Weits.

CB RDR .7879-5

D. Powers
D. Alderman
CB RDR 78-79-6
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.

MUG Research froiebts Completed During the.last Five Years

A study of the infkuence of undergraduate course F. Connelly
content oh the Admission Test, for Graduate.: W. Nord

Study in Bueidess as-a predictor of success in: CRAG Brief #5
gradpatedechools of.businets

Indicatori'OCcollege quality.as predictors B. Pitcher
of succesa.in graduate schools of business W..Schrader .

GMAC Brief #61

.lk ,

B. Pitcher
inteupted and uninterrupted students An

of .

min Brief
Predtcting first-yeat-average grades for

graduate business schools

A'survey of skills and abilities'needed far

graduate study in business
t

Criterion study, Phase IV: Careeeprogress
.of MBAs six years after graduation

,

Survey of women interested in Management

Rilationship'of pleadmiseion measures

to academic'success in graduate- *.
management.&ducation.

Predicting carser.progress oi MBAs
ssven.years after graduation: .

-Eleven-school sample

A prototYpe report for the GMAC
Validity Study'Service

.4
HDesigning your validity study:

manual fot.the Graduate Management
Admission Council Validity Study Service

J. Xampbell

P. Casserly
GMAC Brief.09

L. Crooks
J. Campbell
-PR-74-8. .

G. Eaternacht
A. Hussein

MAC pia. #10.

D..Powers

F. Evans
RB-78-11

L. 'Cracks

D. Mack
(in press).

D.' Powers

PR-17-13

D. Powers
T. Evans

Final report of the results of the GMAC D. Powers
Validity. Study'Service pilot study 'F.,Evans

% 0 0 .

,Relationships, of preadmissigp measures.. . D. Powers
taaeademid success in.gradtrats : F. Evans
management education. ' . 1116-78-11

.

. :
0 .".

pR (Project Report)
RB.(Research Bulletin)
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Reports Available for GREB Research Projects Completed During the
Last4ive Yeas

:.
Comparison of a Bayesian and a least squarea R. Boldt

Method of.educetional prediction (1975). RB-7545 '

_ The Graduatee: A report on the characteristics L. Baird
and'plane of college 'seniors (1973) . GRtB-70-4R

4 t7/7 careers and curricula: A report on the actities
and views of graduates e 'year after leaving

---- College (19;4). .

.(Cooperatively sponpored by OREN AAMC, and LSAC)

Factors in graduate student perfosmance-(1974) 'R. Reilly

RB-74-2
.

.,..,..-7,.

aio . GREB-71-2P

. A study of the'relative effectiveness of a F. R.'Evans
program of coaching/instruction far the GRE-Q GREB-71-5aP
for bled*, Chicano,, and white GRE candidates (1977)

Word associations of students it predominantly J.'Campbell

White and .predOminantly black college8.(1975) L. Belcher

RB-75-29-
GREB-71-6P

Women, men and the doctorate (.1974).

'Development of:measures forthe study of
Ireativity (1975) .

. . .

The development and'pilot testing of.criterion
.. ta ng.scales.(1976) ..

f
te

J. Centra
GREB-71-10R

N. Frederiksen
V. C. Ward

GREB-72-2-P-
, 3

A: Carlson
R. Reilly
GREB-73-1P'

Suinniafy of data from the graduate programs and R. Altman
admis ions manualr 2nd Edition (1975) . . M. Wallmark

-Aa investigation of the feasitilityof obtaining M. McPeek
additional subscores on the.GRE.advanced R. Altman-

psychology test (197,6) GRU-74-4P

'A stuNkuthe predictive Validity of the testi . W. Yard;
of scientific thinking (1977) N. Frederiksen

RB-77-6
GREB-744F

GRES-74-1R

0



.

.

Construct validity of free,response and thine- W. C. Ward
scorable versions tf a test of scientifie Frederiksen

T:thinking11978) : S. B. Carlson
RB -78 -15

. "
GIEB -74 -8P 1

T. F. Donloh
R. R. Reilly
J. Di McKee

GREB -74 -9P ,

'The peogram review practices of university M. J. Claek
departments 09,7) . . .GREB -75 -5aR

.

How universitiei evaluate faculty performance: J. A.- Centre
. A survey of department chairpersons (1077)

. GREB -75 -5bR

'

818

Development.of.a test of globil vs.
articulated:thinking:* The Figure Location
/est (1978) kw.

the validation.of-GRE 'scores as predictors K. M. Wilson
-.of first-year performance in graduatay.study: GREB -75 -84

report of the GRE Cooperative validity :
7 istudies project<41979). -,.

Implicit guessing strategiee of GRE .

aptitude examinees classified by,e0nic
group and sex (in press)

s

A factor analyt1d study of the GRE.Aptitude
/est (1977)

L. W. Pike
GREB-75-10P

D. Powers. .

S. Swinton
A. Carlson
GREB-75-11P

% Admissions teet scores as predictors W. B. Schrader
of'careeeachievement in psychologr (1978) GREB -76 -1R

,

'Factors contributing io the career ' M. J..Clark
performande of. recent Ph.B.'s (1979) .J. A. Centre.

.
. GREB -76 -IR

. .

. A

Tititimplications of test speededness T. F. Donlon
( press) GREB -76 -9aP

(Report) :

.
GREB76-9bR- -

(Bibliography)-

klongitUdinal etudy,of the role.of cognitivi7 .E. Witkin

styles .in academic evolution during the- 4 GREB -76 -10k
college years

41 i ,
54.444 0 00 - 21
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.

' The ehectibf nonstandiieundergraduate
apeessment and repOrting practices on .

graduate.admiesionprocesses (1978).-
, A

A:factor analytic investigation of seven
experimental analytical item .types (1978).-

1

It4elopment of an inventory ordocuMented
accomOlishments: Phase II (1979)

The criterion problem what meashie of

success in graduate educffition? (1979)

J.. E. Kilapp

I. B. Hamilton
GREB-76-14R.

Powers
GREB-17-1P

L. Baird
GREB-77-3R

R. T. Hartnett

W. W. Willingham
GREB-77-4R .

A factor analytic study of the D. E.4owers

restructured GRE.Aptitude Test .

S. S. Swinton

(in press) GREB-.77-6P

An analysis of tiMe related decrements
and recoveries for-GRE repeaters across
ability and six groups (in.press)

.0r

RB (Research Bulletin)

GREB No. (number of report)

o

. -:.

:D. A. Rock
GRE737-9R.
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LUC Research Projects CoMpleted During the Last Five Years

. .

Factor analysis of. law school grades

Astudy.of the effects of moderator variables
on fhe.prediction of law sdhool performance'

R. Boldt
SAC-73-1 .

F. Evans
D. lock

..LSAC -73-2

An exploratory tudy of the possibility of B. Pitcher
curvilinearityln law school validity study LUC-73-3
data

study of'the relationship of A. Reilly
selected transcritit-informarion to.lay

'

D. Powers .'

.. school performance .. . .LSACr73 -4

Effect of differences in college grading . W. Schreder
standArds on the prediction of law school
guides '.

.

.

B.

LSAC -73 -5
. .

. .

'Predicting law school.gradee of Black Aiefican W. Schradet
law students B. Pitcher

: LSAC -73-6.

The ptadicriye effectiveness of several W. McPeek

experimental item typee and the operational , B. Pitcher
item types in the Law SchoolAdmission Test A. Carlson
111.1970-71 LSAC -7471

-..

:LSAT part -6core valddity study B. Piicher

10
leAC -74 -2

Piedicting law school-grades for female Pitcher
law students LSAC -74,-3

..
.

7

report on the.development of behavio y- R. Reilly
,anchored rating scales for use in law school LSAC

admission

A study of the effectiveness of empirical F. Reilly

/ iten option weighting on the LSAT. 1SAC-74-5

Relationships betwien.characteristicasof V. Schrader
sdnority group students who entered liw LSAC-74-6
school in 1968,'1969, and 1970'

Extension of the study of the vo,eibility .W. SChrade
of curvilinearity 16 law school validity etudy Pitcher

data. LSAC-74-7.

trfi
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Prediction'of law school grades for'Mexican W. Schrader

American and blaCk Atherican students B. Pitcher
LSAC44-8

A,
.

Male-female LSAT candidate .etudy: 1969-73 L. Wightman'
LSAC-74-9

Test bias and the-prediction of grades in R. Linn
law school . . LSAC-7$1.1

DeFunis revisited: sychometric view H. Breland.

A further study of pridiCting'law school B. Pitcher

grades for femafe law students LSAC775-3

Treferential law school admissions and the M. Radish
equal protection Claimer An analysis of LSAC-75-4
the competing arguments

Relationships.among law school predictors, A. Carlson
law school performance, and Bar examination C. Warts

results LSAC-76-1

Predictor score region/with7significent B. Linn

differences in predicted law echool g B. PitCher

from subgroilp regression equations LSAC-76-2

The valiaity of two experimentsljtemtypes:
Issues and facts, air artificial language

diEffitacy of undergraduate.grade adjuetment

for improving he prediction of law
school grades ,

B. Pitcher
M. McPeek
M. Binkley
LSAC-76-3

R. Boldt

LSAC.6

Law School Admission,-Test: Comparisons L. Vight n

of Canadian candidates with non-Canadian LSAC-76-

candidates'. '

'Subgroups validity study B. Pitcher
LSAC -76 -6

Cumulative grade-point average percedtile 416. Pitcher

rank as apredittor of fink-year:average. LSAC-7677
.

grades in law school/

Summary.of law school validityystudies, W. Schrader

19484975 .

LSAC-76-8.

Applications and admissiont to ABA T. Evans

accredited lawschools: An analysis ofiL. LQAC-71!4

national.deta for the class entering ingli .

the fa11.of 1976
0
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A survey of the'iSievance of legal .
L. Baird

Oining.to-14W.school graduates'
s 1SA4-77-2

. .

Comparing'predictions of law school. D. Powers .

performance for blatk,-Chicanoy aod White LSAC7773 -.

'lawstudente

LSAC-71-.4.
the treatment of multiple scores for R. Linn

School Admission Test repeaiereLi
The:validity of the Law School Adilseion t..PitCher

T.t scores.for repeaters LSAC-.77'5

lip itioi of three.methods lor treating R.'Boldt.

epeallere *pores .
'LS/it-774S

The validity of the Usage experimental B. Pitcher

item type. W. McPeek
H. Binkley.

LSAC-77-7

.Use.of empirical Bayes method4 D. Rubin

LSAC-678-1

'.%Defining competence in legal practice: R. Powell

Report of a national survey of solo and A. Carlson

amall'firm practitioners' R8-78-3

Defining Competence in legal practice:
The evaIuation,of lawyers in large .*

firms and organizations -
4 - .

. .

.

Access to graduate.and*professional

schools: Ao shpotated bibliography

L..Baird
Ag Carlson

'.R. Reilly
PoWell

'LSAC

(Microfiche
prodUction)

Reports for ProIQts LSAC-72-1
.

through LSAC-74-9 appear in

, Reports of LSAC-$ponso d Research: Volume 14.1970-1974; reports.

,
for Projects LSAC-75-1 1rough LAAC-7777 appear in'Volume 111,, .

. 1975-19 7.

'RI (Research Bulleti

12.
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:g'°11iU111,10,N TWING:..ACT 0.1479; Tlik
. .

EDUCATIONAL .TE'STING ACT OF.197:9'
J,r

WEDNE$DAY;!:AtidUST 1, 197i
.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, -, ,-,.
.SuNorogrFsmON EIZMENTOY;'bEONDARX, t

AND YOOATIONAt.EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON ED COON .4,,Np LABOR,.., b, .

elShingtOnW; D.0. ,, ,
. 0 ;. The subcommittee .inet, Pursuant to° tki, at 9:3o a.m.; in r4om

. 2175, Rayburn House Office Buildifig, Hon, Carl D. Perkins.(chair- -
man Of tbetuboommittee) presiding. ..... '. ' -

,. ' 'Menibers present Representatives/ Perkiiii,' Weiss, Iiildee, Wil-
liams,. Kogovsek, and Goodling. ..,:'' . , .

Staff present: John F. Jennings,. coupset'ltichard . &Eugenio,
minority legislative associate; Laurence A. Uzzell, senior .rektirch -
specialist; and Maictin LaVor, minority sor..legislative associate.

Mr:. Wpiss.-The SlibcoMmittee:- on, Eleinanfticy, Secondarr, and
Vocatienal Education will come to order.

.

. ; ' Mr. Perkins,. wbo .chairs bah tfie ,subcommittee -and. the 'full
Committee onEducation and Labor, will be-With us shortly. . - .-..,

In the -meantime,: Mr. .0ooillibg and: I.'wlil 'start the hearing. -,',.-
We have a large number of witnesses scheduled for this' Morning,

- ,and I think that we will try to do the same thing *e .did yesterday
which I think morked outfairly.well: . .. ,".."

We will ask all Of the witnesses to joiii us at th9 witness table ., ',.

. and thei whenever one is finished with his statemefit, whieb hope: c. '
Sully will be limited to .5:.or. 6 mintites at the ,iiiost; we will then ,,,, ',....,,,,

; address, question s. to:either th e. entire panel 'or to .an ,individuql
witnees.

I think ., , . t way we get the benefit of thi Clash ofIdeas
men as' , ' : lic of Tepetition of ,questions which woUld otherwise
obviously take place'. ...

. .

,r' Someof -the witnesses may nothave arrived yet especially those.':
, who May have been/flying. in, btit We will ask.alrOf you ,noyKirlici .

ikk rarekhere to please join us. '. ., . -,..,..:
Senator. LaValle, I underStand, has not yet arrived, has he?.:.

;
Seilator Halperin, if you willjoiii us. ..s

Senator Vann has noi yet arrived. .' .
.Mr. .Mateany of ,the American' Federation Of ?Teachers; Mr.

.Herndon-of the National Education Associatiew -7,-P .t' Mr. Kovace I think will-be aatbmpaiiying Mr. Hernd-OMP , . ,..,
Dr. Graham of the council on dental education,AmericanDelital ..._. '.

AstiociatiOn; Kr; Millard H. Rufid of the American., Law Sdiools;
Association; lgr'. Jon 'Haber, consultant 'on standardized -"testing, -:. , ', ,°."

(319)
.'". ".

4,

yYki
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U.S. Student Association, accomfianied by Andrew Burnett; Dr..
Roger T. Lennon, assistant to the, chairman in measurement, Har-
court Brace Jovanovich, Inc.

If any qf you'have prepared stateplents which have net Yet been
submitted to 'us the staff will accept 'them from you,--ahd we will
proceed. .

We will Wait ;until- thee entire New York delegation is here before .
, we commence.*ith. them, and I gather Mr. McKeanY is substitut-

ing a statenient. . .

Mr: McKeany is not going to be testifying directly this morning.
He is gcingsto be submitting a stateme4
If yod Will begin, Mr. Herndon, and' then I will call on everyone

else in order: . fr. .

STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNETH LaVALLE, NEW YORK STATE
SENATE, ACCOMPANIED BY SENATOR DONALD HALPERIN, NEW
YORK .STATE SENATE; TERRY HERNDON, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
FRANK KOVACS; DIRECTOR OF RESEARCHOAMES W. GRAHAM,'0
COUNCIL ON DENTAL EDUCATION, AMERICAN DENTAL`ASSOCI-
ATION; MILLARD H. RUUD; EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ASSOCI-
ATION OF AMERICAN LAW SCHOOLS; JON HABER, CONSULTANT
ON STANDARDIZED TESTING, U.S. STUDENT ASSOCIATION, AC-
COMPANIED BY ANDRE BUIRNE , DIRECTOR, NATIONAL THIRQ
WORLD COALITIQN, USSA; ROGER. T. LENNON, ASSISTANT TO
THE CHAIRMAN IN MEASUREMENT, HARCOURT BRACE JOVANO-
VICH, INC. . .

STATEMENT OF TERRY HERNDON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NA-
- TIONAL 'EDUCATION ASSOCIATION4 ACCOMPANIED BY FRANK

KOVACS, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH

Mr. riERNDON. Thank yo u, sir.
NEA is pleased to have the invitation to appear today to discuss

the mattelkpf truth in testing and particularly the Educational, .
Testing Acrof 1979. ,

The delegates at the most receht NEA convention which ut.
curred this past month strohgly urged a congressional investigation
of the standardized testing industry.

They ask that you filso look at the tax eXempt status of some
mike& of the teSting business and Most particularly that the Con-
gress look at the heed for Federal truth in testing legislation to
-guarantee apeess to all te
agencies whAch affect stu
tainly commend you, Mr..
this issue. ,

The teacherh have questio
r a long time. In many res

and stAtistical material held by such
nts, paib-nts, and teachers, so we cer-
eiss and the Congress, for addressing

d the impact of standardized testing
cts wq look at tests as much)as one

might look, at narcotics. They probfibly have legitimate uses but
they pre so widely abused today that we have 'great concern about
them. ,

That is not a recent concern, becahse Coscar/Buros, who has been
one of the giants of that business for a long time and the editor of
the Mental Measurement Yearbook, has over the'past Years stated
Many of ouecohtemporary concer and has done so directly for
the testineindustry.

Shortly before his death, when e addressed the AmeAcan cOl-
lege testing program on the,personnel inyolved vfith that program

A
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'at the University of Iowa, he made seVeral observations, among
which are publishers of secured tests not commercially .available-
have been very good about making their confidential test available
to persons invited ti review :the test -for the Mental Measurement
Yearbook.

He goes on to point out th information available to permit an
adequate assessment by tliØn is unsatisfactory, even for their
nftds, amt since the tests c d only be examined in highly rdatric-
five conditions, if at all, t was mod important that additional
detailed infqimation be generally available to researchers and ex.-

: aminers and educators alid others Who .would evaluate the tests for
the purposes for whiclythey.are being used. : .

He suggested that that detailed information were made availa-
ble simultaneoug With the publication of tests, not only would
edUcatord and teting. specialists be in a better position to evaluate
the test and tO interpret the resulte more intelligently but the
.Publishers *mild be vonipelled to constpict better teEits pointing
out both their strengths and their Weaknesses.

There have ..hen roadblocks to that. The roadblocks are placed in
the way of the test User, the educator, and the researcher, in

'deciding just what these teste mean and hoW they ought to be used,
so we encourage the Congress. to proceed with this act, to make the
information available sO that we and our members, researchers;
and evaluators of tests across the country can examine them and
can dravi ratiOnal conclusions ati to how, the- use of standardized

' tests is in fact restricting the equality of educational opportunity
for all people.

We supported the enactment of the statute that Was recently
by the New York State Legislature, and I note in closing

gelsrseedtoday that, even thou h many of 'the institutions who make
. up the thsting industry endeavored, to influence. the -legislature to

reject that law.
Just this past week I appear,ed on the "Today" program in New

York City, along with Dr. E. Belvin Williams, senior vice president
. of the. Educational Testing Service: When asked why they had
opposed the law, he indicated That they had changed their minds
and that it was a good laW, that it Was a good Kea for students to
receive copies of the teds that they had taken.

I observe when one -.of the strongest' proponents of standardized
testing, that being the .EducatiOnal Testmg Service, and one of the
strongest opponents, and the; National Education Association, agree
the law embodies sound principles, then the law pirobably embodies
bound principles, and we Urge, you to proceed with its expeditious
passage. .

rrhe complete statemeM of Mr. Herndon follows..]

PREPARID STATIPOINT 01, TERRY FIRRNDON, ERROUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
. EDUCATION ARSOCIATION

The National ittiuotion Aasociation is Pleased to have ban invited to discuss the
',matter of truth in testing, most particularly the Educational Testing Act of 1979.
The delegates at the 1979 NEA Annual .Meeting, which occurred just this past .

. -Month, strongly urge a congressional investigation of the standardized toting indus-
try.

: the ing business, most ixitticularly the need for.federal truthintesting
\ ltiy alio ask that COngrel s examine the taxexempt status of some aspecteof

tiPp tAgurantee WOO tO all.teots and statistical material held by the agencies
that affect etuditnts, parents, and teachers. Therefore, we cerpjjly coMmend. tit%

0
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-Ted Weiss (N.Y.), Mrs. Shirley Chisholm (N.Y.), Mr. George Miller (Calif), and the
Congress for addressing this issue.

Teachers have questioned the impact of standardized testing for many years, arid
in many respects we look at tests as much as one might look at narcoticsthey
probably have legitimate uses, but they are so widely abused that we have great
concern about it. That, however, is not a recent concern of teachers and profession-
als in the field. Oscar K. Buros, who was one of the giants of that business and the
editor of the Mental Measurement Yearbook,, had for over 47 years stated many of
our contemporary concerns and often done so directly to the testing industry.

Shortly before his death in 1978, Buros made several cogent observations during
an address to the American College Testing Program personnel at the University of
Iowa.' Excerpts from that address are pertinent to our discussion today:

"Publishers of secure tests not commercially available have been very good about
making their confidential tests available to persons invited to review the tests for
the Mental Measurements Yearbook. I deeply appreciate the wholehearted coopera-
tion which we have 'received from the' American College Testing Program, College
Entrance Examination Board, Educational Testing Service, and other organizations.
Nevertheless, I would like to point out that the information available to permit an
adequate assessment to be made of these secure testa is quite unsatisfactory. Al-
though our reviewers generally receive some in-house material, which is not avails-
We to other educators and psychologists:even this material it inadequate.

"I would like to recommend that every secure test be accompanied by a manual
describing the planning, construction, standardization, reliability, and validity of
the test. Since the tests themselves can be examined only under highly restricted
conditions, if at all, it becomes of greatest importance that detailed information be
provided for secure tests. The important role which these tests play in influencing
the lives of the examinees is much greater than the role of the commercially
available testa. Yet far less information i available on these secure testa and, to
make matters worse, much of the information which the publisher does possess is
considered to be confidentialfor in-house ,use only. If detailed information were

o made available simultaneously ivith the publication of tests, not only would educa-
tors and testing specialists be in a better position to evaluate the testa and to
interpret the results more intelligently, but the, publishers would be iMpelled
construct better testa, pointing out both their strengths and weaknesses."

In another part of the same pregentation, Buros identifies another problem that
the testing industry has not corrected:

"Let me mention two important programs as examples of test which provide far
too little information. These programs are probably no worse than many of the
other programs of secure testa. I refer to the College-Level Examination Program
and the ACT Proficiency Examination Program, both of which provide examinations
to permit students to reeeive college, credit without taking the_ relevant college
courses. The CLEP program, initiated thirteen years ago, is oneof the most signifi-
cant developments in testing in recent years. It has received extraordinarily wide
publicityit is regularly hdtertised on television, yet there is relatively little re-
search data on the validity of these testa. Roadblocks have been placed between the
test user and what the scores mean. Only confidential house papers present raw
score distributions. Such information shodh+ be routinely presented for every
achievement test. The corresponding ACT PEP program is especially poor in the
ieformation it provides. I find it discouraging that two outstanding not-for-profit'
testing organizations have not provided test users with the hard data to permit
them to assess more adequately the usefulness of the tests for the assignment of f

college credit.
"I would like to rerteat a statement which I made forty-two years ago: Today itsis

practically impossible for a competent test technician or test consumer to Make a
thorough appraisal of the construction, validation, and use of most standardized
tests being published because of the limited amount df trustworthy informatidn
supplied by test publishers and authors . . . If testing is to be of maximum ,ialue to
schools, test authors and publishers must give more adequate information " It
would be advantageous if test publishers Auld construct only one-fourth to
one-half as many testa * and use the time saved for presenting the detailed
information needed by test consumers.

"Unfortunately, although some progress has been srnade, my 1935 complaint is
. equally applicable today to the majority of exiating \testsand especially so for
secure tests."

' Bum, Osear K. "Fifty Years in Testing: Some ReminiscenxesA;Criticisms, and Suggestiops."
Eddeational Researcher 6: 9-15; July-August 1977.
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The NEA believes that the testing industry will not move to correct these inap-
propriate practice(' without federal legislation. We would encourage the Congress to
proceed with H.R. 4949 and make the information available so that we and our
members, researchers, ind evaluators of tests acmes the country can examine them,

. and can draw rational conclusions on how the use df standardized tests is restricting
the equality of edUcational opportunity for all people.

NM supported the enactment of the statute passed by the New .York StatO
legislature; and even thoujh many of the institutions who make up the testing
industry endeavored to iauence the legislature to reject that law, just this past
week I was a guest on NBC's Today program in New 'York City along with Dr. E.
Belvin Williams, seniot vicepresident obthe Educational Testing Service. When
asked why ETS has opposed the law, Dr. Williams indicated that ETS had since
changed its mind, that it was a "good law," and th t 'students should see their
tests." So, when one of the strongest propenents of s nderdized-te,sting, that being..
the Educational Testing Serviceind one of the stro est opponents, that being the
National Education Association, 'agree that the law e bodies sound principles, then
the law probably embodies sound principles. I I,

44,1Et urges the Congress to proceed and expedite the passage of this leslation.

Mr. WEiss. Thank you very much.
. I understand Senator LaValle has now arriVed.

Senator; We welcome you and "I just want to give a word of
introduction to both Senator LaValle and Senator Halperin. .

Senator Halperin is a pOrspnal as well as a political friend Of
many years standing.

Senator LaValle is one who I know . by reputation, which is a ..

very esteemablp one. They represent both the : minority aMi the
majority in thel New York State *iate _and have been successful
after a couple of *years, I guess, of efforts in having ionic mAjor

. legislation adopted by .the State, the Senate and the State Assem7
bly and signed int4 law. by Governor. Carey just a few weeks.ogo. :

We will ask Senator LaValle to proceed firgt With his statement .
ask Senator Halperin to make his statement, but the questions
be delayed until thi entire panel has comPleted its testimony.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNETH LaVALLE, ,,

. . NEW YORK STApE SENATE

Mr. LAVALLE. Thank you, Congreesitan Weiss.
My name is.Ken LaValle.and I represent the First State .Senato- )

riai District .Wiew York. j
,I am pleawn to appear before you *lay 'as you probe the impor- .0

tant issues surroundm testing, issues that greatly affect Millic9s
of postsecondary students throughout our Nation each year.

As chaiiman of tlie New York Senate Higher Education Commit-
. , tee, I held a joint hearing with the mbly Higher Education
/ CoMmittee in lay on New York's Trut -in-Testing legislation,

As the prime senate sponsor Of that , I ain very pleased to say
that our hearing was only the first successful step in the life of
that bill. We were able, with the help of several testing experts, 'ag

ell as the support dt pareitte, teachers, and students, tb -get our
in both haisw a,lid eventueUy signed by the Governor.

ore Idrace the history of what proved to be one of the most
tpeoont versial issues of dux 1979 seqslon,llet me Say that I sincerelY,

't trulh-in-testing at the Federal level . meets with similar'
success.

Withe f
is critical.
ly and irre

4

are clear. This legislation is necessary and the timing
oh studentMeniell access to his or her exam is unfair-
rably iujured.

* 8 81
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Each unscrutinized test' potentially .destroyé the future of thou&
'sands of students. ,These are the lives of our youth, our greatEsr
natural resource. ..

I urge you to act .now to prevent further harm.
I. became interested in this issue really as -an educator before I

sthrted my cel.eer in government; and one of the .things that I.
think, having some knowledge and some experience in the testing
area, that I found that there was a great importance placed on
these Wits and that many of us as educators were taught that
often these tests had a very low statistgal validity.

My interest.fontinued and later, when I was executive director of
the State's senate education Committee, 1 was able to view. the
'impact of this issue from a statewide perspective.

Finally, aS State senator, I intrpduced the first truth-in-testing
legislation in 1978. Although the bill remained in. committee at the
..close of the 1978 session, it served to raise the issue and enlighten
many legislators regarding the problems surrounding. standardized .
admissions tests.

Off session hours were then spent in *research which involved
consultations With experts in the field. The bill . I introduced this
year was the resnit ofcthis research and it reflected the advice we
received. .

I have' .to compliment. the' pilsople on my staff; along with the
people sucli as Senator. Helper& and his staff, for the research and
the field work that theydid on this legislation.

The hearing we held lasted 6 hours and produced testimony,
which was overwhelmingly in support of the desire and need' for.
this legislation. .

Most of the opposition offered was based on fear, fear instilled .by
unsupportable threats of dire circumstances made by the major
testing agencies.

As previously stated, the support was overwhelming and the
testimony was replete with questions about:

The sufficiency of publicly availabl e. data for independent evalua-
tions of construction, validity, or use of the tests;

The quality ofsthe items appearing on the tests and tlie possible
existence of built-in bias; -

The , many reports of known scoring errors, leaving great doubt
as to the number of scoring errors left undiscovered, and, perhaps
most compelling, was testimony concerninfe the issue of fairness.

Ought not the burden be on those denying access, to prove the / .
need to continue in secrecy?

The answer must be "Yes." I' arn here today to testify that that
burden has not beet% met, nor will it be. I. have -heard all their
arguments. I asure you that when you hake heard them you will
agree with me.

Defeat of ou 'bill in New 'York was .urged .for the following
reasons:

First, the teqlthique of eqtiating would be destroyed;
Second, the t of compliance would cause student fees to-rise,as

much its 50 rcent and, finally, rather than comply; test agencies
wopld..boycot New. York and as a result New York. students would
be Imduly ,h ed..

, . A
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Despite intensive lobbying, done 'of course with student fees,
these arguments _convinced neither the majority, of the senate or
assembly nor theTrovernor, and I,niust indicate that the lobbying
on this legislation was probably some of the toughest that I have
encountered, and some of.you may have seen a recent piece by Jay.
Anderson on the lobbying by some of the tftt-making companies pn ,

' this legislation? and .4 am sure -that you encounter the sante
. kind of intense lobbying here on the Hill.

r Current knowledge among testing experts disposed of all equat-
ing arguments. Use of methods already empl ed by major testing
agencies such as the practice of simply n t g equating ques-
tions or use of proven new techniques w permit equating to
continue undisturbed. No attempt was ever 14fered to refut e! these
facts.

I might just emphasize that there areand s me of the experts
have indicated that there areequating techniques that have not
been used, and it would seem there is almost a laziness on the part
of the testing people not to go hi and-use those techniques.

Similarly, the cost issue was 'unconvincing, 'particularly in light
of undisputed information regarding the small percentage of stu-
dent fees used for test development and the very large surplus -
earned by the major companies on these testa.

you all know, .the testing companies, as chartered in our.
State, New York, are nonprofit, tax-exempt corporations.

For example, ETS documents indicatel that only 5 percent of the .

student fee for the SAT and onlY about 7 Percent of the student fee
for the GRE is used for test deirelopment, the only aspect of the
testing process affected by our bill. In addition, their documenth
show earned surplus in excess of 22 on the SAT, a figure estimated
to be similar for other testing programs.

. Information that I requested and received from ETS 'following
our hearing stated that the bill would increase SAT 'develownent
by $1,092,000. Even if ETS's figure is accepted, despite our conflict-
ing data, it still amounts to less than one-third of the surplus taken
by ETS and College Board on the SAT. Between 1974-75 and 1976-
77 the earned surplus ranged frdm $3 million to $3,541,000.

Upon learning of the extremely profitable nature of this indus-
try, many legislators asked both me and our staff, well, if we have
this, if they have this stirplus, why. don't we legislate a decrease in
the cost of these examples?

The thitd argument in opposition, that of possible isolation' of
New York, was viewed as merely a desperate threat since such a
course of action would b9 an unsound business decision.

However, as we now know, the American Association of Medical
6 Colleges and the Dental Association have reacted to the adoption of

this legislation by .stating 'they, would no longer sponsor the
iiMCAT's or DAT's n New York. This attempt to avoid the disclo-

'sure legislation of one State points out the need for Federal legisla-
%tion in this area.

I would.like to take this opportunity to say that neither of these
professional associations participated in the debate generated by
this . , I

Although the spoks rson for As&ciated Medical Colltrges of
New Ytnic mentioned akation with t e American Association Of



Medi Cal Collegeti at Our heir ng, We have, to this date, received no ..
communication from the Dhtal Astociation and we did not hear
from the AACM for -nearly a week following their announcement.

Reasons for their nonin olvement are not clear, and I Would
hope an explanation will lë offered at this. hearing. If they persist

is.in this conduct, however I intend to use my subperia powers as.
.chairinan of the Senate Higher Education -Committee to compel
them to substantiate thei clairris.

,For example, they cl
questions which may
Argument when it was

. legislation, and I believ
in the case of the MCA
, Can we be expec
field known to man,
each year? We have
read some of the ex
that is produced by
arid I Ahink the co
can bd reproduced wi

Mr. WEISS. Withou
terial you would li
entered.

Mr. LAVALLE. If t AAMC and Dental Association are threaten-
ing to boycott New ork merely out' of arrogance, then I believe
they must state it such. The fact is, they can comply without
cothpromising their xams. Passage of Federal Iggislation will, of
coupe, insure`compl ce, and I emplore this cofirinittee and Con-
gress to act swiftly:

At this point I wol ld like to comment on Congressman Weiss'
bill which has been drafted, I believe, with the aid of some of the
experts in our bill: 1,

I *am particularly interested in section 7, entitled 'illesting Costs
and Fees to Students."

The infOrthation that would be disclosed Pursuant to 'this section
would answer many , of the questions raised by the conflicting
memos circulated for, the Npw .York version of truth-in-testing.

I requested many Of the 'figures which would be required for
disclosure but was unable tO receive them. A constant aCcounting
by the testing agencies, would prohibit retaliatory actions for osten-
sibly meritorious reasons:

To the degree that these testing agencies luriie such 'a tremen-
dous impact on, the liveS of millions each year, I believe this ki dof
monitoring. is Is,:irable and; in fact, necessary.

The testing industry has shrouded itself for years in what I ,th ve
called a "mantle of secrecy," and thia provisionras well as. others
the bill would certainly help pierce that veil.

I am also very interested in section 8 WhiCh onld amend th
Oigher Education Act of 1965 to require inst' tions to explain

Mr. Wales. That is the provision that we ave deleted from the \their use of test scores in the tidmissions.proce

finql halfpf the bill, and We no longer incljae it. ,
. Mr? LAV . All righ4 e skip down and lust Say'in conclu,sion . A.

ed there are le numbers of quality
used on these We disposed of this

concerning ot er tests covered by the
e can similarly prove it is without merit

s and the DAT's.
ta believe that science, the most dynamic

annot yield enough 'questions for two tests
n through the manual, and I am going to

plea, but the staff has looked at the manual
AT and we looked at some of the questions,

itt2e will find that many of those questions
hod any problem.
objection, Senator, whatever additional ma-
to have submitted for the record will be

Ir
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: Mr. WEIss. Illot everybody was unanimous in his appreciation as. .-

you are. . A

Mr. LAV .11n conclusion, let me. urge You %a listen with *a
critical ear e claims of the test agencies before .you. Independ-
ent egperts ha e seen the need: for this legiilation for years; stu-
dents haVe felt the need and are calling for your aid.

If. t ey are to be *udged by a eingle instrument, if their futures
are to be deternined by a few hours o :highly pressurized ef ort, let
that test be the t it can be.

Passage of t legislation is the most positive step-you can take
t6Ward that .

I commend yo r dedision to hold this hearing on this most impor-
tant matter, and thank you'fot inviting me to testify.

[The prepared 'fitatement of Kenneth .LaValle follows:1 s.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNETH LAVALLE, NEW YORK STATE SENATE

My name is Ken LVallO and I represent the find State senatorial district in New
York. I am pleased appear before you today as you probe the important issues
surrounding testing ues that greatly affect .millions of postsecondary students
througheut our Natio4 each year. . .

. 1

As chairfnan of the ew York Senate Higher Education Commi teejI held a joint

a ion. As the prime senate sponaor of th bid, I am very
hearing with the assInbly Higher Education ComMittee in M oh New York's'
truthin-testing legisl
leased to say that out heari,pg was oilly the flrt successful step in the life of that
ill. We were able, with. theelp of several test ngsexperts, as well as the support of

parents, teachers, and studes, to get our bill passed in both houses and eventually
signed by the Governor.* .

Before I tree, the tory of what Proved to be one of the most controversial
issues of our 1979 sessi ,.let me say tlmt I Sincerely hope that
the Federal level meets Ili similar succeis. The facts are clearthis legislati is
n and the Um' is critical. Each student denied arzess to his or her e
is unfair y and irreparably injured. Each unscrutinized.teat Potentially destroys the
future of thousands of student& These are the lives or our youthour greatest
natural resource. I urge yOu to act nmy to prevent further harm. . .

I became interested in this iseUe years ago as both an educator and a parent. The
field of measurement is not unfamiliar to me, and I watched with great concern the
proliferation of test adminkstrations and the *easing hnportance assigned ta testa
I had been taught were often of low statistical validity.

My interest continued m1d later, when I was executive director 9f the State's
Senate Education Pmmi I was able to view the impact of th' .issue from-a
statewide petspective. Finally, as State senator I intitoduced the first tuth-inteatin
legislation in 1978. Although the bill remained in co mittee at the me of the 197
session, it eerved to rake the issue and enlighten any legislitors regarding the .
problems surrounding standardized admissions test4. Off seskon hours were then
slent in research which involved consultations with ôxperts in the field such as Dr.
Vito Perrone; president of the nationill, cOnsortium Oli testing and Dr. Lewis Pike,
senior assocote at the National Institute of Edheation d former ETS employee for
14 years. Thq bill I introduced this year was the reilt of this rekeerch and it
reflected the itdvice We received. .

.

The h we held lasted six houts and produced testimony which was corer-
belningly 1 support of the desire and need for thjs legislation. Moet of the
position off6rd was based on fearfMr inatilled by upportable threats of dire

ces Made by the major testin agencie& As p viously stated, the supped
as overwhelming: The testimony was re lete with questions about:
" The sufficienoy of Aublicly available data for independent evaluations of

\ construction, validity Of ube of the teats; .
The quality of the items appearing on the tests and. the*possible 'existence of

built-in-bias;
The man)? reports of knoWn scoring errorsleaving.great doubt as to the

number of scoring errors left undiscovered; and .. .

Perhaps most compelling, *as testimogy concerning the issue of fairness.
Ought not: the burden be 00 those denying access to prove the need to continue

e
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The anSwer must be Sres. I aM here today to testify that that burden has not been .,

.metnor will it be. I have hea i all their arguments. I assure you that when you
have beard them you will :..... with me. . .

.

Defeatof our bill in New i . wad urged for the &Bowing reasons: The technique
of equating would be deetro A ; the cost of compliance would cause student fees to
rise as much as 50 percent; i d filially; rather than coniplye test agencies would

.

boycott New York and as a result, New York students would be unduly harmed.
Dapite intensive lobbyingdone of course with .student feesthese arguments

convinced neither the majority of tke,senate or assembly nor 'the Governor.
Current knowledge among testinf experts disPosed of all equating arguments. Use

of methods already employed by major testing agencies such as the -practice of
simply not scoring equating questions or use of proven new techniques would permit
equating to continue undistured. No attempt was ever offered to fate these facts:

.. Similarly, the cost issue was unconvincing, particularly in t of undisputed
i information regarding the small percentage of student fees for test develop- .

i. -ment and the very large surphis earned 13y the major companies on these tests. '

the SAT d only about 7 percent of the student fee for the GRE is used for. test
, develop ii .nt-t-the only aspect of the testihg process affected by our bill. In addition,

For example, docUments indicate that only 5 percent of the student fee for

their di i ii ants show earned surplus in- excess of 22 percent on the SATa figure
estima to be similar for other thstirig programs. Information that I requested and
received from ETS following our hearing stated that the bill would increase SAT
development by,$1,092,000. L'ven if Era's figure is accepted, despite our conflicting

. data, if still amounts to less than one-third-of-the surplus taken by ETS and college
board on the SAT. Between 1974-75 and 19767.77 the earned surplus ranged from
$3,000,000 to $041,000. ,

Upon learning of the extremely profitable nature of this industry, many legisla,
tors asked: Why don't we legislate a decrease in the cost of these exaMs?

The third argument in oppositionthat of possible isolation of New Yorkwas
viewed -as merely a desperate threat since such a course of action would be an
unsound business decision.

Howeier as we now know, the American Association of Medical Colleges and the
Dental Associdtion have reacted to the adoptidn of this legislation by stating they
would no longer sponsor thp MCAT's or DAT's in New York. This attempt to avoid
the disclosure legislation of one State points out the need for Federal legislation in
this area.

I would like to take this opportunity to say that neither of these professional
associations participated in the debate generated by this bill. Although the spokes-

r person for Associated Medical Colleges of New York mentioned affiliation with the
Anierican Association of Medical Colleges at our hearing, we have, to this date,
received no communication from the Dental Association and we ,did not hear firm
the AAMC for nearly a week following their announcemnt. Reasons for their
nohinvolvemenf are not clear and I would holt an explanation will be offered at
this hearing. If they persist in this conduct, however, I intend to use my subperia
powers as chairman of the Senate Higher EducatiOn Committee to compel them to
substantiate their claims. 'For example, they claimed there are finite numbers of
quality questions which May be used on these tests,,We disposed of this argument
when it was raised concerning other tests covered by the legjslation, and I believe
we can similarly prove it is without merit in the case of the MCAT's and DAT's.
Can we be expectecl to believe that sciencethe most dynamic field known to man

. cannot yield enough questions for two tests each year? Let me cite examples of
questions appearing in "The New MCAT Student Manual": :

These are examples of questions so unique that they defy reproduction? Obviously
* not. .

If the AAMC and Dental Association are threatening to boycott New York merely
out of arrogance, then I believe they must state it as such. The fa& is, they', can
comply without compromising their exams. Passage ot Federal legislation Will of

icourse nsure compliance hrid I implore xou to act swift15,. ,a

At this point I would like to commeht on Congressman Weiss's bill which has
been drafted, I believe, with the aid of some of the experts involved in our bilL I am

iicularly nterested in section 7 entitled, "Testing Costs and Fees to Students."
e information that would be disclosed pursuant to this section would answer

many of tAs questions raised by the conflicting memos cigculated for the New York
version otOuth-in-testing. I requeSted;many of the figures which would be required'
for disclosure but was unable to receive them. A constant accounting by the testing
agencies would prohibitiretaliatory actions for ostensibly meritorious reasons. To
the degree that these testing agencies have such a tremendous impact on the lives_
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'of millions each year, I believe this kingl_af monithring is desirable and in fact,
necessary. The testing industry has shrouded itself for years in what I have called a
"mantle of secrecy" and this provision as well as others in the bill would certainly
help pierce thakveil.

I am also vety interested in section 8 which would amend the Higher Education
Act of 1985 to/require institutions to ex lain their use of test scores in the admis-
sions process.. ETS was .uick to declare t at they do not advise- use of test scores as
the sole criterion for a s is io not surprising caution since they never denied
that acade -c grades by t yes a better predictor of future sums.; . in
-school.

Despite th advice, I have learned that admissions officers are using test scores to
establish art4trary cut-off i?nints for admissions decisions. While the reasons for this 1
are many, it4is significant in that it portrays the attitude of the general public. The
major test mpames have become so complex that their product is often granted
unwarranted value, regardless of their statistical validity. This provision, requiring
disclosure of the admissions' procedure followed by each institution will further
assist students in their decision process and will hopefully encoprage the higher
education community to re-evallifite Iiheir current practices.

In conclusion, let me urge you to hsten with a critical ear to the claims of the Wit
agencies before you. Independent experts have seen the need for tliis legislation for
years: students have felt the need and are calling for your aid. If they are to be
judged by a single instrumentif their futures are to be. determined by a few hours
of highly pressurized effort, let that test be the best it can be. Pass* of this
letistation is the moot positive step you can take. toward that goal. I commend your
'decision to hold this hearing on this most important Matter, and thank you for
inviting me to teetify.

Mr. WEISS. Senator, thank you very, much for your testimony.
Before I ask Senator Halperin to give us his f statement, let me

explain for those of you who may be new to our bells and buzzers
and on he clock that the }louse is now in session.

We are subject tO being summoned to some floor action for a
:**.ote, or whatever. . . . . .

'When that happens the bells, the buzzers go off, and we have .15
'minutes from the tinge that the first bell sounfis to get down there
and.`so we may haveito from time to tithe rercess the proceedings,
but'we will complete the session and hopefully the disturbances or
'delays will be mmimal.

With that, Senator Halperin, please proceed.

STATEMENT.OF SENATOR DONALD HALIERIN, NEW tORK
.STATE SENATE \

Mr., HALPERIN.' Mr. ChE:irman and honorable. 'members of the
subcomthittee, I appreciate the opportunity to testify here today in .

support of \Federal legislationwhich would establish disclosure re-
quirements'for the developers of standardized admissi n tests for.
university And . postgraduate schools, similar,. to th e recently
adOpted by New York State. )

As a membe4 of the New York State Senate Standing mmittee
7 on.ffikher Edudation, and a formei ranking Democratic member of
that committee and a cosponsor Of the New. York legislation,'I was.
deeply involved in its passage, .

While the New York Iasi* and the proposals pending before you
differ iii a number of ways, thy purpose m testifying is to convince
you af the advisability of this approadh. I have full confidence that
shotild you decide to adopt legislation the technicalities . can be
worked out.

I. woiild add that since this statement Was prepared, I had an
iipportunity to' reView Congressivan. Weiss' bill ancl I do belie/
that it effeetiyely.inipllements therconcept. ./

a

).
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The importance of these te4ts to' millions of Americans is ines-
capable. M. y schools rely heavily upon them in making admis-
sions dee: , and a poor grade can mean nonconsideration.

The p -legislation should be supported for three basic
reasons:

The public and *side -eiperts should have the- opportunity to
evaluate the effectiveness of these 'tests in predicting scholastic
success apid accomplishment potential; .

Test Mery should have the opportunity to identify administ
Jtive and cletIcal errors, and all test takers should have an equ
opportunity to evaluate their test-taking abilitS, and to understand

01 the nature of the test. .

Let me now deal with the isisue of-validity, a basic question since-
it goes to the very purpose of the test.

I have very strong reason to be a proponent of standardized
since they always have indicated a great aptitude on, tily hatA
than did my. grades. But there are many examples to the co trary:

One such example is a young man who worked in my l4v office
as a clerk. When he took the SAT he got such low gradea that he
was told a monkey could have done as well. Yet he was valedictori-:
an of his class in high school.

One good college was willing to taite a chance and he was accvpt-.
ed. He did fantastically well. He made dean's list and was consid-
ered for a number of very fine fellowships.

Then it came time to go to law school, so he took the LSAT and
Once again ranked as high as. a Rhesus monkey!

This time he wasn't as rucky ap ct no law school was ,willingto
consider him even witl his gradej He then took the job at -my law
firm and took the test again.

This time his averaè went up a few points, accoiding to him,
merely a matte') f Iuc . After a renewed search- he found a school
willing to accertt him.

I recently called to find out how he was doing in law school. Not
- quite as well as college; not a valedictorian, but he successfully

completed his first semester and felt he was doing much better .in
his' second semester.

It is absolutely unfair to him' and others who have sithilar prob-
lems to be cut off from any. knowledge as to how they are...being
evaluated and why they are unsuccessful. But that is happening to
thousands of students.

This type of testtaking problem' is but one ekample of poor
preditability. What about geographic and ethif c factors witich.'
might not be properly accounted or? Are we to re1y solely, on those
whose business it is to'sell the v of their proceds?

I think that is poor public The process must be I open to
outside evaluation.

I do not think it necessary to dwell upon'. the' next issue; adminis-
trative and clericalAerror. Suffice it to say *e have all had our own
unfortunate experiOnces with human and computer error; At least
w% are usually given the benefit of explanations and the opportuni-
ty to fight for our just due.

Exataples do exist of error in sCoring. These were discovered by
fortikitous happenstance. Who knows how many lives wereeinfairly
altered by undetected and unprovable error?

4

3 3
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The 'third and final reason offer for support of the proposed
legislation is equalized access to test questions and techniques by
all test takers. In this regard I was a beneficiary of the existing
system. I was one of those whose family was able to afford a course
which helped totraise my grades from the P$AT to the .SAT by 200
pOints in Englisli and by over 100 points in math.

A' well known and 'highly organized' tutoring course that I was
.able to participate in had people taking the test year after year,
extracting questions whichl ae the test people ahemselves say, are
used year after year.

A whole list of questions were accumulated and our course en-
tailed going/ewer those questions and knowing how to answer them.
So when I slaw rafthy of them for the first time I was no stranger to
them,

To accept the argument raised in opposition to the proposed
legislation that public disclosure of the questions will undermine
the validity of the test, ia to accept a myth. These questions are
alreacly to a large degree .public, but thelayare available only to
those lucky enough to know 'about tutoring course, able to afford'
these courses, and geographically accessible to them.

It has also been argued that certain questions are necessary . to
uate the results of groupe who take the test at different times.

This
coverage those'equating questions and then not using such 'ques- w

issue is easily dealt with by excluding from the legislation's log

. tions for the purpose of scoring. I

am nbt quick to encourage the entry of the Federal Govern-
merit into areas I feel .should be left to State regulations but I feel
the time has clrarly arrived for Congress to take action in this
area.

One reason is that New York is now being blackmailed
powerful Association, of American Medical Colleges with the t
that they will pot conduct their test,s in our State because o the r
new law. i

This threaf would dissblve with the adoption of Federal legisla-
tion, but more importantly these.tests are used to evaluate and

. consider students from different parts of 'the country and, there-
fore, should have national standards. . 4

Also, access to tests must become a national policy .so that their
integrity is maximized and so that those using these instruments of
predictability will have to do so with full knowledgie of their. .
strengths and their weaknesses.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

Winss. Thank you very much, _Sena \Dr. Grahane I 1 .

1 STATEMENT OF JAMES W. G ASSISTANT SE ETAR-
COUNCIL ON DENTAL EDU ON, AMERICAN DENTA A

sa,
CIATION

. 4 Dr. GRANAINThank yo Congressman Weiss.
Mr. Chairman,. and y mbers of the subcommittee, my n

Dr. James Graham. A - ,
I, am a% assistiint 'twit& the American Dental Association's o

Council on Dental u tion,* \
l \
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The American Dental 'Association COnducts two national testing
programs.

One, the dental admission.testing program which is an entrance
examination required by all -the 60 dental schools in the lJnited
States, and the other; the council of national boards examinations,
a pii4ciency examination required by 48 of the 50 States as a
partialjtA.fillment for State licensure.

I would like to talk about each of the programs separately.
!The dental admission testing program or DAT was begun in 1946

for-the express purpose of reducing attrition taking place in dental
schools. \

s and 1940's, before the test was instituted, the
te in dental schools averaged between 20 and

DAT -was accepted as a requirement for
hools in 1950, and additional requirements

was reduced to about 7 percent.,
to present-day statistics, since there

.During the 19
national attrition
25 percent. After t
entrance for all dental
were introduced, this ra

If one were to convert
are now slightly over 6,000
rate reduction would be from
educating a dental student now
American Dental Association beli
program has more than achieved its

The dental admission testing pr
unique admisaion testing program.
entirely in-house by the Amepican Den
Dentd Ed cation.

It main : I relations or subcontracts 'th any of the large

t-year dental students, this attrition
00' to 420. With the averagecost of

ing about $19,000 pet year, the
es the dental admission testing

coals.
m is in many ways a very

the prograi, is conducted
iation Council on

testi2 r : .; ns or test consulting firms nO has it ever main-
tain any such relations or `Subcontracts.

The dental admission testing prwram is the on1 poetsecondary
entrance testing prograin.conducted by a professional, organization
like the American Dental Aesociation.

lit does this in Order to maintain better control over the quality
of iis. program at what it feels is a more reasonable price. Since it ..

began in 1950 the program has increabed its fee once and that was
by only $5 to its present fee of $20. The committee should under"-

cstand that compliance with this bill. would substantially raise this
I cost td the students. .

.

A second unique feature of the dental admission testing program
is its . manual dexterity tests As you know, one of-the absolutely

.. necessary and 'basic skills" required of all dental, students is' the
ability called fine manual dexterity.

Inorder tcs gioduate from dental school, the dental student mist
haelthe proficiencies to practice What is .commonly called general

, dentistry. General dentistry, like the medical specialty of surgery, .
as opposed toithe pgictice of most other profesidons, requires a high
'degree of manual talniique proficiency.

Not everyone tuts tlie fine manual dexterity tO master the techni-
cal skills to practice dentistry. The DAT has developed nonverba1 4
perceptual, and space relation tests which ovkr the years have
demonstrated ,proven 4i1ity to measure and Ovaluate the appli,

4 , ,

cant's fine manual dexteritly, - , .

.

*,: The, formal of these testris nonverbal in nature. It is a series of
dripwings Of two and three dimensional objects which the test sub-

.,

4
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ject ij8t relate to:. The problem is that there are only a small -

numbe f ways to represant a box or triangle on a drawing, which
severely limits the nuiaber of test forms that can ba produced.

This is one of the prilliary reasons for our testinfony tOday. If the
1 dental admission testing program was required to disclose the actu-
1. al/ tests after e,ach administration! as the legislation now proposes,

in a year br two these kinds of manual dexterity tests would have
to be discontinued.

I would like to make several,further points with regard tb the
issue of disclosure. The DAT is the only entrance examination
program that contains tests that Measure abilities other than aca-
demic. If the dental profession lost this instrument it would suffer °
itTerirable harm, since this is the best proven criteria that can be
usea. i

A diminution in quality
.

of the other llortions of the DAT, for
example, its science tests or its reading comprehension testa could
be compensated 'for in part by other criteria, like grades in college.

Without Ithe mantial component of the pAT, however, dental
sehools woilld have no criteria to discriminate ability, to perform
fine manual dexterity and as consequence it can be predicted that
the attrition Tate in dental schools would again rise to where it was
before thePAT was introduced. .

The American Dejital Association asks you to sive this point
very special consideration*in your deliberations. 1

. It should also be made clear that the American Dental Associ-
J ation &es not disagree ivith the objectives which the disclosure

clause or the other provisipns the proposed legislation is trying to
. accomplish. To the contrary, it fully endorses these objeCtives and
has. in fact taken steps which it feels are beyond those taken by
most other testing. programs to accomplish these objectives.
, In fact, the American Dental Association feels that these are
merely e objectives of testing which have for many years been

. clearly om,ulgated by organizations like the Amrican Pyscholo-
gical iatioh and the American Educational Research Associ-
ation. .

I will enumerate a few of the measures it has taken to accom- (
plish these objectives: . , .

First, it has released an example copy of an exact form of the
dental admission tests which it has entitled, "Dental Admission
Test Preparatiqp Materials." These materials are distributed free
of charge to all'applicants who register for thepAT. . ,

It has done this to neutralize the error measurement that has°
been intrOdticed into the test scbres by test preparation -course,
since all potential candidates, especially those w ose economic cm
outances, baOkgrounds or geographic location he-country, do
not have identical access to preparation Courses, 4t

The ADA also feels that when a candidate studi for a , t

or Cie eght to be* able1to study the material which is ,actually
contained in the test at the difficulty level it will be tested. This is

especially. important for gig 4 erbal, perceptual and splice rela-
tion testa bontained. in the pr f.

the dental schools to ore accura y judge the ability of the
The American Dental iationIT believes that it is assisting
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candidate byy eliminating the above" types of bias that' Might be
.._, present in their admission decisions.

y- Second, annually, the 'American Dental Association conducts a
complete statistical analySis of its tests along with validity, studies
which are' participated In by all the. dental schools. in the' United
States. - .

'' The statistical analysis Contains 'a complete item-by-item an s
---.. of the tea to determme riot only how reliable the tests were a

whole, but also how each specific item in the test performed. The
analYsis fhlso contains additional studiei to deterniine the effect of

.! . repeating the test more than one time.
These studies -have been carried on since the inception of the

program and are fully published and distributed free of Charge to".
anyone Who has requested copies of thein. These studies along with
other Useful admission information are bound4together under. the

. title "Handbook for Pre-Dental Advisers" and annually distributed'
free of charge to all pre-dental adviseri at all undergraduate post-
sebondarx, institutions across the country.

In this 'way, the Anierican Dental Association feels that it has
.. ' fully infOrmed., and made freely available all infoimation that is

necessary for an applicant or his adviser to judge the quality, or .
content of it's dental admission testing' program. A copy. Of the
Dental Admission Test Preparation Materis and other studies .

: just mentioned have been submitted to the ubcomniittee for exam-
ination. .

.
,

At this point L would like. to briefly address (Air Concerns as they
relate to the national board. examinations. The Council on National
Board Examinations was established in 1928 .as a standing commit-
tee of the American. Dental Association for the purpose' of provid-
ing and conducting Written examinations for use at the 'discretion .

of State boards of dentistry in licensing.dentists:
In 1961, the charge of the council Was expanded to include pro-

'ding and conducting written exaMinations for use at the discre-
ion of State beards of dentistry , in licensing dental hygienists.

.Currently, over .12,000 candidat4 for dental licenses and almost
6,000 candidates for dental hygiene licenses participate tn National'

e. Board,, programs each. year. . ',
The dental examipatio4battery consists of seven 1004tem exaini-

': nations; while thedental hygiene examination is a shigle examMa-
tion consisting of 350 items. In the interest of servi g the pUblic,

.
State boards of 'dentistry, candidate's for licensure d the profes-'
Sion, aminations are administerid three times at testing centers

. th out the United States. ,..
ure examinations of bigh quality that are fair and just to

partic ts, hyo or three neW editions of each dental examinittion
and o or )wo editions of the dental hygiene examination . are'
develO each year. i./

Dun g any yofiri at least four different dental examination0 are
reIease1 with an wers and statistical aalysis 'f test items to licén- .
sure. cahdidtes, Uental school faculty mbe and intereSted indi7.

.
viduals..Dental hygiene examinations are also 'released, regularly,
.but with less frequency due to the length of examinations. .

The American Dental Assriation supprts in ptinciple the dis-
closure' provisions Contained in the' legisla ion. The American Den-

. - 0 /
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tal Association believes that, tifrough its current policy of releasing
Nafional Board examinations, it fully responds to the extent of the
disclosure cliluse.

Our concern relates to having undue restrictions placed on its
examination program that would jeopardize the quality of exami-
nations. Publishing all test items after their use would seriously
deplete the test item files and- cause examinatioris to b6come less
reliable and less valid.

The American Dental Association. also urges the rejection of
proposari which would stipulate that txaminations used for entry

into a prOfession must be scored without relation to the distribu-
tion of scores produced by "the examination.

National Board examinations are scored using a distribution-
referenced scoring system. This scoring system allows for consist-
ency among scores and equivalency, of scores from various editions
of the examinapons.

Until criteria-based scoring procedures are refined ffto provide
identical interpretation of scores from testing date. to testing date,
a distribution-referenced scoring system is the fairest and most

...reliable way of measuring the cognitive skills necessary to practice
dentistry`or dental hygiene.

In summary, the American Dental Association does not believe
that legislation such as H.R. 4949 is necessary for those programs
which I have descriibed.

. If Congrqss should decide that some type of limited legislation is
degrable, thien the disclosure provision Of sections 5(aX1Xa) and
5(aX2Xa) should be deleted or the exemption in section 5(b) should
be extended to cover relatively small Programs, such as the DAT
which -Ire -adminstered to less than 10,000 subjecti: per te'Sting
period.,
. With regaril to H.R. 3564, the American Dental Association like-
wise feels that 'this legislation is unnecesSary as applied to the
association's programs. If the legislation is to be enacted, it feels
that section 6(b)(4) should be deleted in that it might be extended
to include disclosure and that section 6(c) shoula be deleted since
.the theogy of criterion reference tests has not been suffiCiently
fileveloped to- warrant its indiscriminate imposition on all profic-
iency ..tesling Arograms.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks.
r would be happy to attempt to respond t.G.any queMsL which

the subcomMittee may have.
Mr. WEISS; Thank you, Dr. Graham.

.414 1V1illard.Ruud?

. STATEMENT OF MILLARD. H. RUUD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN. LAW SCHOOLS

Mr. Rutm. Thank you, Mr, Chairman.
I am Millard H. Ruud, executive director, of the Association of

American Law Schools and for 30 years a member of the law
faculty of the University of Texas,

While a member of that faculty, I served for about 15 years as
the chairperson of the school's admissions committee and on var-
idis committees of the Law School Admission Council, the national

314
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jorganization that .owns the Law School Admission Test, and than-
ages the law sihool admission prograni. . .

I serVed as its chairman from 1966 to 1969.. Today, I appear as
the .representative of the Assolciation pf. American Law. choo1s,
AALS. . .. .

The. Association of American Law bhools. was founded in 1900
and is composed of 136 member la schools, au of tvhich .are
approved by the American Bar Association. The association is rec-
ognItbd as a national accrediting body by the Council on Postsecon-
dary Accteditation, a nonprofit,. nongovernmental association. As
stated in its bylaws, the purpose of our association is the' "improve-
ment of the legal profession through legal education."

I think, Mr. Chairman and members of the-committee; that our
association is the only one appearing before yaw that represents
the admission committee users of the test, and so I reflect. that
perspective and the perspective of the concern of cur schools for
the use of the test and their cOncerns for , their applicants and
Potential applicants.

I should, to help you understand the °dynamics of the use of
stan4ardiZed admissions testp of the Law chool Admission Coun-
cil, I should emphasize that the Law School Admission Council is a
separate entity incorporated under the edueation laws, of New
York,' governed.separately by representatives, by perions elected by
representatives of the schools. .

It conducts it services largely under a contract with the Educe-
tional Testing Services: , .

The operating relationships and the institutional relationships
. that these twe organizations have are excellent.

While we are not unmindful or unOmpathetic to the substantial '
%. .problems that these proposals have .for the Law School Admission

Council, the testiniony .often is offered from the perspective of .ouir
.member law schools.

I should emphasize that we have no economic interest in the
LSAT, no economic interest in the LaW'School Admission Council,

...' or .any of its services. \. -
My:review of the two, bills before this comMittee has disclosed to

me three iinportant themes or jitirposes, all of Which are consistent .

with the interest of our association. .
Let Me turn briefly to these themes, as I see them.
(Me, a very important purpose of the bill enacted in Califoinia, .

the bill °enacted in New Yerk, and inhthe two hills before you is
that of ptoviding potential test takers, with as much inforMation
about the admission test çs possible, so as to place all who take the
test on eqiial footing, ,. -r .

.
.

The special role that t e admission test score plays is one item in
making the admissions decisitm, that of providing an impartial and
nationally" uniform basis for judging applicants. .

None of the other informatinti before the admissions committees
-.. of our law sdhoolt have'a common .and impartial basis.

Nowt for the admissions test cores to truly have an impartial
and common basis, it is essentia that those who take the test be
placed on as narrowly a common is as possible. .4 .

Mt4ch of section 6 of H.R, 3564 and some of section 3 ef H.R. 449
are designed to serve that purpose. , .1- . . \

. \
I f
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In my written testim y I descrlbe4 in detail the efforts that are
made, starting with publication by 1SC of 500,000 copies of this
document, which contains a form of the test, correet answers, a
description with respect to each type of question, 9f why a given
answer is the correct one.

Mr. 'Weiss. Mr. Ruud, without objection, the entire written state-
; Pment that you have will be entered into tbe record and, of course,-

you may proceed to highlight your stateme6t as you desire.
[The prepared aternent of Millard Ruud follows:]

.

PREPARED STA 'OF MILLARD H. Ruun, Exitcunvit DIRECTOR, ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICAN LAW SCHOOLS

,

I am Millard H. Ruud, Executive Director of the Association of American Law
Schools and for 30 years a member of the law faculty of the University of Texas.

..- While a member of that facijty. I served for about 16 years as the chairperson of the
school's admissions conunit, and on various coinmittees of the Law. School Admis-
sion Council, the national organization that owns the- Law School Admission Test
and manages the law school admission program. I served as its %airman from 1966
to 1969. Today I appear as the representative of the Association of American LaNke
Schools (AAL.Br.

The Association of American Law Schools was founded in 1900 and is composed of
136 inember law achools, all of which are approved by the is erican Bar Associ- 1..

*don. The Aasocidtion is r e c o g n i z e d a s a national accrediting y hy the CounciLo
Postsecondary Accreditation, a non-profit, non-governmental association. As stated
in its bylaws, the purpose of our Association is the "improvement of the legal
profession through legal education."

The Law School Adniipsion Council (LSAC) is a separate' entity. It wo established
in-1948 and., was incorporated as a non-profit educational corporation under the
Education LaWs of New York in 1968. It is governed by a Board of Trustees; its
president (Dean L. Orin Slagle of the College of Law, Ohio State University) is
elected by representatives of the Mem r law schools. Presently, the Law School
Adtnission. Test (LSAT), Law School D ta Assembly Service (ISDAS) and other .

admissions research and services are a istered largely by Educational Testing
Seevice (ETS) Under a contract between it and the LSAC. Recently it established
under Delaware laws a subsidiary, Law School Admission Services, Inc. (LSAS), a
non-Profit corporation; LSAS will administer the LSDAS and other, services in the
near future. LSAC and not ETS has the policy responsibility for the law school .
admission services. . ,

The operating and institutional relatkinahips of LSAC and AALS are. excellent.
While .we are not unmindful of unsympathetic of the substantial problems that
certain ef these legislative prowSals have for LSAC, the testimony that I offer today
it offered from the perspecti* of our member law schools. I represent their con-
cents for their applicants and potential appliCants and their programs of legal.
education. , .

.

A distinguished legal educator has observed that the decision as to whom should
be taught is as honertant to a school's program of legal education as the decision as
to who should tent. As I will make more clear later, our member schools have
found LSAT scores to be a significant and important itein of information about
applicants that aisists-them in making sound admissioni decisions. '

In my testimony I will address the important itsues preeented by the two bills
, befbre the committee in terms of -applicants for admission to law-school, the LSAT,

MAC services, admissions procedures and criteria of law schools, programs of legal
education, the legal profession, and the public interest in legal education and the
1 al profession. I do this because I repreept AALS and its 136 schools and because

is the part of the postsecondary educMjlon admission world 'that I know well.I I ppreciate that the tight schedule .of jhis committee permitted it to invite to
present testimony only' one association tht represents .educational institutions and

se. that does not have a direct interest in anr 4niksions tests. I know that you have
invited the other graduate and profea46naT school associations and institutional

.

associations to submit' comment oh the tWo bills that are the sub'ect of this hearing.
I recognize, however, that I have in a nse a special responsibility to bring to you
the perceptions of the host of admissions coinmittees throughout postsecondary
ed dhtiOn that are some of the very important ronsuniers of admission test scores

admission test services. I have bon in communication with a number of these
iations and I understand to some extent their concerns. As is appropriate, I.



will try to reflect those in this testimony and will try in 'answer to the questions you
may ask to reflect their persp4ives to the extent that I can. .

My. review of I..LR. 3564 by gress Gibbons and H.R. 4949 by Congressman
Weiss, Congresswoman Chish and gressman Miller has disclosed three im-
portant purposes or themes, bf whi are consistent with the intereits of our
association and are purposes at responiible educators and testing agencies have
sought tip serveaLet me turn attention now to these policy objectives 9,f the bills ..a

- before yob..
Wide disseminatiori of info ation abmit the content and form of admissions tests

. and of test tiiking'strategies.-'-I very important purpose of the two bills before you I
and of the legislation enactOd in California and New York is that of providing
potential test takers with as Much informatien about the admission test ps ible
so as to place sll who take the test on an equal footing. The special roje t at the
admission test score plays in alimissions decisions is that of providing an im artial
and nationally uniform basis for judging applicants. None of the other ilpformation
that law school admissions committees have about their applicants has'a -common
and impartial basis. The grade point averages were earned at several hundred
different, colleges and universities, the letters of recommendation are written by
several thousand different persons, the interviews are conducted by a number of
differtnt individuals, and the work experiences are at a great ver ety of tasks. In
short, every other item of information about the applicants is on A1 perhaps some-
w at comparable but not common base. If the admission test score truly to have

impartial and common basis, it is essential that those who ta e the test be
pi ced on as nearly a common basis as is possible.

Much of Section 6 of H.R. 3564 and some of Sec ion 3 of H.R. 4949 are designed to
serve this purpose.

It may be useful to you if I' describe briefly the steps being taken by LSAC to
1

serve this interest. This will permit you to deter ine what governmental regula-
tion, if any, is needed and, if so, what the shape of i should beAbout 500,000 copies
of the Law School AdmiSsion Bulletin are distrib ted without cost each year to
persons interested in taking the LSAT directly and through .prelaw advisors on
college campuses, law school admissions offices, career counseling offices and2thers.
See Attachment A for a copy.' In addition to describing how to register Sr the
LSAT and LSDAS, where the test is administered and the like, this bulletin de-
scribes the purposes and content of the test. A retired lorm of the test with the
correct answets for each question is set out.

For each type of question it is explained why a given answer is the correct one
and the othets are not. General suggestions for test taking are provided. For
example, it is pade clear that this admission test is scored on the basis of correct
answers only tInd that, therefore, it is best to try to answer every question. Sugges-
tions for preparation for the test are given. Detailed information about scores
obtained by persons taking the test a second time is provided, along with informa-
tion as to how law schools tre8t multiple scores.

a The concern for the potential test taker does not stop with the test. AALS and
I.SAC publish an annually revised Prelaw Handbook. This contains information

about the legal profession, preparation for law school, the application process and a
description of what it is like to be a law student, All law schools provide a two-page
description of the salient elements of their educational program and lhe great bulk
of them provide an admissions profile of that year's entering class. `This permits a
potential applicant to determine her or his probability for admisS. n. This is all
designed with the interest of the LSAT test taker and law school 1 licant in mind.
We want the applicantto have as much information as is feasi e of the whole
process so thatrshe or he may do and choose well. 1

.

High quality of admissions tests.Section 5 of H.R. 4949, Section's 3 and 6 of H.R.
3564 and statements of supporters of this and related legislation express concern
about the quality of standardized admissions tests and interest in improving further .
the quality of standardized postsecondary admissiuns tests. Our Association shares
that interest. We know that LSAC has in its three decades of existence commis-
sioned considerable research to improve the test and in searching for additional
forms of testing the aptitude for law study of applicants for admission. The research
reports are published in the annual report of the Law School Admisssion Council.

'These may be found in every law school library and in most of the law school
admissions offices. iikently three volumes have been published by LSAC setting out

A in full the final research reports. Should the committee w t copies, LSAC has
w. egured me thSt they would be happy 4 supply them.

' Retained in subcommittee files.
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It has been charged by some that admissions testing is "shrouded in secrecy."-
. *With respect to the LSAT, the test iii'shroudect in secrecy" only from thbse who are

unaw "of the research reports er have failed -to -read and understand them.
LSAC has not relied alone on t e_reseatch that it has commisaioned. It has

invited members of the faculty-ortheir member schools to undertake admissions
research and hasoffered to provide fmancial support for that reparch. -

Another step that . has been taken in the effort to maintain and improve the
. quality of the LSAT has been a publication policy of -ms, warmly supported by

LSAC. The professional staff of ETS are encouraged to convert the research that
they undertake for client agencies, auch as LSAC, intg_articies publishable-in their
learned journals. Irr this way, the ETS 'professionals lie subject to the criticism of
their peersthe clinical psychologists, .psychometricians and other professionals
based in the public and private sector.

PUblic accountability of the admission process.H.R. 3564 and H.R. 4949 both
recognize the substantial public interest in admiseions testa and their use. Section 7
of H.R. 4949 seems to address particularly the issue of accountability.

. I can assure you that the LSAC hes throughout its history been very, conscious of
its stewardship responsibility to ensure that the interests of the Major consumers of
its servicee our member schools and their applicants are taken fully into account. To
astist it in discharging this responsibility, the LSAC has invited our officers and
protivional staff to attend meetings of its Board of Trustees and its standing
com-filittees. Our responsibility at those meetings has been to provide an additional

these interests.attentive to
voice for these inte ts. By this I do not mean in any way to suggest that the LSAC
leadership has not also n very

The LSAC publishes an alInw report.that sets out the minutes of the meetings of
its Board of Trustees, and of`all-_of its cOmmittees, the research reports, and
extensive fmancial information. These are distributed to all of the law schools and
are available te the public, ^

LSAC takes a .number of steps to explain to admissions committees and other
admissions personnel the test, its uses and.recent research reunite.- At its annual
June meeting one or more admissions persons from the member schools participate
in one and one-half days of workshops. A week-long workshop is given annually to
60 to 75 admissions persons. Five one day regional admission workshops are given

. anhually. By periodic newsletters to admissions persons current developments are
'described. Each admissions office is provided with co ies of the Legal Affairs Man-

- Ind and Operations Reference Book. LSAC has just distributed .fts Cautionary Poli-
cies, which is an excellent guide to use of the LSAT scores and other admission

, criteria. These and other, meahs are taken fto assist the law schools to make appro-
priate use of the LSAT scores and other admission criteria and to report to them on

. LSAC's work on their behalf. Our Section oh Prelegal Education and Admissions to
Law School through its : annual program and otherwise assists in these efforts.

The LSAC has recently started meeting annually with the deans of their member
'ichools for the purpose of reporting to the deans on LSAC's programs asking them
for suggestions of ways in which, the program of testing and admissions services
may be further improved.

^ For a number of years the LSAC has held periodic conferencee with prelaw
advisore for the purpose of hearing from them ways in which the program may
better serve their interests and those of their students. In addition, the officers,
committee chairpersons, and professia* staff have attended regional meeftngs of
the prelaw advisors for the purpose or reporting on their work and hearing their
eomments.

With respect to the test takers, the' LSAC has over the yeare condueted periodic
i 'surveys for the purpose of receiving their commente-vm- hold, thd test end' test

services may be improved. kone wait just completed. '

Abolition of standardized admissions tests.As I have read over the past year the
statements in suppoit of legislation like that before the Committee, I have come to

. believe the purpose of some of the sup rters of test disclosure legislation 48 the
elimination of the use of standardized a lesions tests. The dpparent strategy is to
requle publication of' each form of the teat shortly after its _nee. It is'assumed that

. the ttlng agencies will be unable to continue to produce sufficient number of new
form of the quality equal at le.st to the present tests. This would then bring these
'programs to an end. Failing t$secure abolitiOn by these means, the apperent hope
of some is that the quality of the tests may be soreduced as the product of a greatly
increased production required by disclosure that the test mores will have signifi-
cantly lest value and so will make less- contribution to the prediction of probable
academic performance of applicants. .
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Our Association enthatically opposea this objective. Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes observed that often a page of history is worth more than a volume of logic.
The history of the Law School Admission Test is this. In 1947 Professor Willis L. M.
Reese of' Columbia University School of Law and representatives of another half
dozen law schools went. to the newly established ETS to ask Preiiident Henry
Chancey whether it would be willing to.try to establish a test that these law schools
might use to assist the schools in making better predictions of academic success.
These legal educators wished to treat more equally applicants with college records
from a variety of schools and to reduce significantly the first year attrition rates by
doing aNbetter job of selecting those with more substantial probahilities for success.
The LSAT was not something that Educational Testing Service devised and then
marketed to the law schools. The idea was ours and we enlisted the assistance of the
testing agency. 0

Our member schools and the other nationally approved law schtols have three
decades of experience with the LSAT. that experience had demonstrated the valid-
ity and reliability of the test and the substantial contribution it can make to law
school admissions. Our Association has been so persuaded of the importance of an
adinissions test score to sound admissions that the bylaws of the Association pro,
vide: "A member school should determine whether an applicant iS adequately
eqiiipped for the study of law on the basis of an undergraduate record, an admission
test score, training, experience and other indicia of aptitude for the study of law."
Standard 503 of the Standards for Approval of Law Schools by the Americanfipar
Association similarly urges the use of an admissions test and requires a school That
is not using the LSXI' to "establish that it is using an acceptable test." The process
of our Association adopting bylaws and the process of the American Bar'Association
adopting its standards is oneithat ensures deliberation and full input of interested
and effected parties. In short, admissions tests are included in the accreditation
criteria for sound reasons.

It is commonly said that admissions tests are culturally' biased. In a strictly
technical sense, this is true and it is necessarily true. Linguists you that all
languages reflect the culture of those who use them. The question, then is net
whether the LSAT is, strictly speaking, culturally, biased, but whether it is fair to
applicants from racial and ethnic minority backgrounds. The purpose of the test is
to predict academic performance. If the LSAT underpredicts the potential for black
applicants generally, for eimmple, then the test should not be used in judging the
law school potential of these applicants.

Beginning in 1963 LSAC has conducted studies of the LSAT to determine whether
the predication formula developed upon the basis of the validity studies works as well.
for black and other minority applicants as it does for 'white applicants or applicants
generally. The findings of these studies, from the first one published in 1966 to the
most recent one published in 1978, demonstrate that black and Mexican American
applicants predict in the same way as other applicants. In short, a school does not
discriminate against these minority applicants when it uses ita conventional predic-
tion formula to establish a minority applicant's potential for law: study.

This has not precluded law schools from practicing affirmative action in admis-
sions. 4 study of the fall 1976 entering class suggests that had the law schools not
taken iito account race or ethnib background in making admissions decisions, the
numbei of backs receiving offers of admissions wpuld have been about 60 percent
less th they were and Mexican Americans or Chicanos about 40 percent less than
they wire. Applications and Admission to ABA Accredited Law Sclbools: An Analy-
sis of National Data for the Class Entering in the Fall 1976 ("Law School Admission
Research," May 1977).

In summary, our member schools find the LSAT score an importan
datum concerning the potential of their applicants for law study. We would object
very much to any efforts to deprive them of this:

Left me turn now to specific provisions of H.R. 3564 and H.R. 4949.
Test disclosure requirement.The requirement in the bills before you that pre-

sents the most difficulties from the perspective of our member schools in Section 5
of H.R. 4949, which requires the public filing, among other things, of each fest and
the acceptable answers for each question and requires the test agency to send to
each person who took the test theaame information plus the "test subjecs individ-
ual answer sheet." Fortunately for the future of admissions- tests only those ques-
tions used to calculate the test subjects raw score need be disclosed. As you may
know, each form of the LSAT contains some questiont0whose answersdo not go into
calculating the candidate's score; these are questions bell* protestied. Test questions
are developed by educated, trained and. experienced item writers according to estab-

*
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fished gu.Weiines and are su to careful review. However, they ire not used until
a they havfteen Proven effec and reliable through this pretesting. a, .
f 'The disclosute requiremen on its face seems eminently fair and reasonablis Let '

: .. me provide you with sOMe background to permit you to make an informed judgment
about this. ple present practice of LSAC is to retire any form of the test that is 'IL
conwomiled or very, probably compromised. Thus, if there is an established unau- N

: thorized rimovel of a test and if there is a possibqty that some distribution has
been made of the test, the form .is retired: Ihis is 1one so that each person who
takes the LSAT is on as: equal a footing as poesible. If there hi a probability that
some tat takers haVe seen the form of the test, those test takers have an advan-
tage: Therefore, the policy is to retire a compromised form of the LSAT. As a matter
of practice, a test form is retired after its use in three regular Saturday administra-
tions, three Monday administrations and some special administrations. The cost of
producing AVform 'Of the ISAT may thus be amortized over siX scheduled adminis-

1! trations pMs a moderate number of special administrations. The proposed disclosure
requirement would require the retirement of the teat after nne administration. It is
not clear just what ehould be -done about spaial .administragons, but more abotft
that later. This means that dui cost orthe Production $3a test form would need SA
be charged entirely against a single administration. viously, this substaidlly
increases the cost fot that administration: ,

It is my understanding that the coot of pwducing a single form Of theASAT is

a year are charged the- approximately 128,000 admistratio* of the test. s
now between $80,0001.41g1

in120,000.

Presently the cost of retiring about,three forms

increased cost is only one of the difficulties presented by discloquie requitement. '
31e moet troubling is whether there is an indefinite number of,qbestions that may
be written so that the testing agency has the capacity to continue to pkoduce mote
Jest questions. For those admissionli tests that are anchored-in a base of informatibh
'there is a liniited capacity to produce additional qua/Liens. With respect to that,- form of admissions testa, the disclosure requirement is a death sentence. I under-
stand this to be the case with respect to the New Medical College Aptitude Test and
with respect to the Spatial Perception Test of,the 4merican Dental Association'. It
may not be the case with respect to the LSAT. While it is anchored in information
of a kind, the information is Of a general art and the principal purpose Of the test
is to test for certain skills and capacities. There may be practical limits, but- the
limits are not so severe.

In the short run there is the limitation of the number of educated, trained and
exPerienced petsonnel to write 'the test items. In the sliort run, too, there is the
time needed to draft and retiew teat items, subject them to pretesting, reView the

ults of the pretesting to'cliltermine the reliability:and validity of the test items to
etermine which may be used and to determine their different levels of difficulty. In

the long ran, mg be possible 'to produce a sufficient quantity of tests questions of
current quali -to Permit disclosure and retirement after a sinlie use of the test
item. That tis is so is still not clear.

If it wete be done, a number of adjuatments wouip need .to be made.. To hold
-, the inceaaed cost to the testing Program and thus to the test taker within Some

Mailable limits, it will be necessary to redua the number of administrations of
the test. In examining costs it must be remembered that the only source of income

, to support the LSAC's ptogram is the fees paid by Persons taking tha LSAT an
Tegistering for the LSDAS. Any additional costs are costs that the Ceuncil can

- on to no one other than those considering making application to laW schools .
A difficulty that com liance with the disclosure :. uirement will 'resent our

mentber schools and .ther potential applicants flips f . a, the reduced requency of
admmistrationtof the LSAT. To hold down the aftu : .cost of test construction and
to insette production of 'quality tests, the testing agencies wilfl need to reduce'the
number of tests that must be retired. This . can be done by Wing a single form-
instead of one to three fogns in a given administration and by reducing the nuMber

: of administrations each Aar. 1

The prime candidates for elimination are the low voludie test achniriiiltrations.
iThe test is' administered on five Mondays a year to accommodate those whOse
religion recognizes Saturday ao their Sabbath. Should the Monday administrations
be elhninated or at least reduced substantiallg Why Is this necessary, you May ask.
After,all, ER. 4949 does not r:uire publicatiOn of the test given on Saturday until
30 days after the scores have' ban reptited. Therefore, the Saturday test is not
made public until six to eight weekeafter the Mondjy administration. The concern
about using the same form on Monday,as on Satu5ay I that a few persons might
take the test on Saturday Under an aged:mod namand c Monday under their own
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name.frIn this way they would have an opportunity to practice taking the test on the
very test form that they are goingto take 'for real."

Ode response could be to use to, a new form but offer the test on Monday only
once a year. Another response would be to offeras many Monday administrationsAs

.Saturday administrations and ask the schools to assurnOthat the special ,religious
commitment of these test takers will give them,assurance that there is no or
.virtually, no test misconduct. That some schools Vould value the Monday LSAT
scores less in these cases is, however, a possibility. In either response, the serviceto
law school applicants and our Member schools would be reduced as a consequence.

I suggest that the Committee consider exempting the Monday and other special
administrations from the requirement to disclose the test questions. .

Presently the ISAT may be administered in this country and around the world at
virtually any date in addition to the ten scheduled Saturday and Monday adminis-
trations, per year. Armed forces persennel stationed around the globe may arrange
to have the test administered to them whereir they are and at any time. The
Peace Corps worker ,Nvho returned from Africa just after the February administra-
tion and needs to ha#.e a test score earlier than jhat which would be produced by an
April test to have an opportunity to enter la41 school in the fall can arrange, by
paying a special fee, to have a 'special administration. Some handicapped persons
want special administrations. It is not readily apparent to me or to the leadership of
the LSAC Council how this valuable program of special administrations can be
continued. The suggestion that the form of the test used at the most recent general
administration and that has not yet been published, be used in these special admin-
istrations encounters virtually the same problems as those suggested for the Mon-
day administrations. of the test form used on Saturday. Unless H.R..4949 is amended
to exclude the special administratidns from the disclosure requirements as now
stated, it appears that there is no practical way to continue the program of special
administration. That would be a shame.

What are the implications for applieants to law school and law schools in the
understandable response to the testing agencies and test sponsors to the discro-
sure--increased cost and decreased frequency of test adininistration? Increased c t
would, of course, have its greatest impact on the economically disadvantaged. e
minority applicants are disproportionately represented in the economically d d-
vantage& It would be a national tragedy if these inereased costs caused a signifi ant
number of economically disadvantaged and minority persons to fail to take the
LSAT and thus fail to complete their applications for admissions to law school. e
ISAC has a Modest program of waiving fees for the severely economically disa an-
taged. The cost of that program is, of course, bbrne by those who pay the fees. The
increased costs cadsed by the disclosure requirements will significantlyincrease the

..-- cost of the test fee waiver program at its present level and so would make it
difficult to increase significantly the level of that program.

The decreased frequency of administration of the test caused by the disefosure
requirement causes us mien greater concern. We understand that some of the
support for the bill before you and similar bills introduced in state legislatures came
,from legislators and citizens with a special interest in the minority applicant for
law and other professional schools. Our Association shares that interest. Our Associ-
ation was a founding member of the council on Legal Education Oppdrtunity, which
has for the past decade played an important role in increasing the enrollment of
minority and disadvantaged persons in the,- nation's law, schools. It ie a federally
funded program. We filed an,amicus curse bilief in the Bakke case in support of the

g general pition of the University of California, hoth with the Supreme Court of
' California Ind the Supreme Court of the United States.

Out judgment is that the disclosure requirement .in its present form would in fact
harm and not help the minority applicants for law school. I have mentioned the
probable impact of the increased costs of the test. The less frequent evailability of
the test is likely to affect those Persons yvho are newest t access in higher educe-
tiop .and whocia undergraduate colleges *vide less structure and less reinforcement
fondvanced planning for the complex law school admission process. The lead time'
for making application for law schools iB the longest that it has been. To have the
full opportunity to be considered, an applicant should have completed his or her
application, including the taking of the ISAT, by March or April 1. I am told by
deans ofiadmissions that mindrity applicants as a group tend to make their deci-
sions to take the test and apply later in the admissions cycle than applicants
generally. The reduction in the number of test administrations would seem to
disproportionately disadvantage the minority applicant. ,

Rekase of test subject's individual answer 8heet.--7aR. 4949 ion 5(aX2X
requires the testing dgency, at the test subject's request, to send to t e test subject
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the 41W, sub 's individual answer sheet," \ among other things. I would 'strongly
urge thole° Itee to amend that to read "a copy of the test subject's individual
answer sheet.' This would make it clear that the 1 test agency should keep the
original. If it nuat surrender the original, then we would be concerned about the
reselution of disputes about scoring. If the test agency had a copy and that copy
showed that the test subject had answered certain questionsAlifferently from that
indicated on the riginal, which the test subject offers i4 ayMence to the court, the
best evidence might require the court to admit the oraginal in its present form
as evidence and refuse to admit the copy ed by the test agency. A moment's
reflection sugges you and to me a poten ality for successful alteration that this
rule offers. I cannot believe that the drafts of the bill intended this result. It is

. probably an oversight.
ere are a number of technical problems presented for the testing program and

. .

our schools by the specific provisions of the bills before you. It may well be that
these are largely the product of the drafters not understanding fully the practical
consequences of the bill's .formulation of the xule. Let me provide you with some
examples of the ds of provisions to which I have reference. It would trespass too
much on the co .. ., Itee's time to go through them section by section. I am certainly
willing to Make sa self available to the committee's staff to,go over these matters in
detail. I suggest to the committee that it may wish to direct its staff to confer also
with representatives of 'agencies like the aw Schbol Admission Council and tasting
agehcies like the American College Testing Program and Educational Testing Serv-
ice for the same purpose. .

Score generally required for admissiomSection 6()/(3) of H.R. 3564 requires the
lasting agency at the request of test subject, to notify her or him of the "score which

'N is generally required for admission to institutions of higher education." With re-
IJt to the LSAT in law school admissions, there is literally no each score. First of
all, thetcompetition for seats in our 136 member schools varies. Secondly, the LSAT
score and the cumulative grade point average are the two quantitative factors
usually Used to prellict law school performenee or to develop an admission index.
The LSAT score needed to receive favorable consideration at a given school obvious-
ly varies with the applicant's gra& point average.

The interest this provision al5parently addresses is now dealt with in the law
._. school admission program by the publication in the Prelaw Handbook of a profileof

the most recently admitted entering class. This may more directly address the
interest of the test taker. She or he tends not to be interested in institutions of
Whet education generally but in specific institutions. Is it not more appropriate
that the applicant obtain that information directly Trn the institutions in quee-

betion? It may inappropriate to place on the testing encies and test sponsors the
responsibility of getting that information from the institutions_Qur Association and\ the LSAC respect the autonomy of the member law schools and want to exerci;

1- /over them only. that authority that is absolutely necessary, not simply potential ,
desirable. ,

/ Subsequeni test scores.Section 6 of H.R. 4949 provides, among other things, t t
the test agency with permission of the test subject release only "all previous sco ', .

/ to designated law school. Research has informed our member schools that the
way to treat an applicant who has taken the LSAT several times is to averaW

../ scores, unless there are special circumstances, au& as illness, that dictate that a
/ test score should be ignored. Section 6 would preclude the testing agency frona

sending our mber schools the second and subsequent scores unless expressly
authorized by ttest aubject. Why should the government deprive 'ourithools of
this vpluable ormation? Again, this may be simply a drafting error. e testing
agencies certainly should be authorize4 to submit to the schools that the lest subject '
has asked scorei to be sent to all scores a person earns. .

Disclosures to potential tesi registmnts.=-Some of the information that Section 8
reguires a teat agency to disclose is different for each of our member schoole, The
tffparent assumption of the drafters is that it lathe same. For example, Subsection

asks 'that "the correlation bptween test scores and future emcees in schools" be
rovided. The correlation v . Does H.R. 4949 contemplate publishing this for all

our 186 Member tamale plus he 82 additional ABA approved schools? Also, is any
recognition to be given to institutional privacy?

,. 'Section 8 also requires the test agepcy to explain "the comelatienisktween test
scores and success in the career for which admission is souglA! The LSAT is not
designed to predict success in` 'the legal profession, but rather the probability of
01100080. BB a law etsident.. The LSAC literature' contains cautionary statements to
law firms and othe'r eniployers of law graduafbe that LSAT scores should bot be
used for this purpose. law school grad-es are a much more appropriate criteria.
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There is g larger problem. What for these purposes is "success?" Is it measured by
income? By inerely gaining admission to the bar? I am confident that the drafters
had little understanding of what they were asking far by'this innocbnt looking ten
word clause. The cost. of the research to provide a preliminary ansirer to this

- question is conservatively estimated at between $1 million and 12 million. Should
the LSAT test takers be cequired to pay for this?. Will they find the resulth worth
the cost? , .

Subsection 3 would require the Law School Admission Bulletin to contain "a
comparison of the average score'and percentiles of test subjects by major income
groups." The LSAC program does not now gather information concerning the in-
come of the test subject of her or his family. Does-this provision require the LSAC
to require each test taker to-provide this information so that the Studies called for ,

may be made and this information reported? Are there not questions of privacy?,
again, is the cost of this effort worth the candle? ,

Regulation of the use of standardized admission test saires. Some of the- public e,
statementh made in support of the testing regulation legislation like that before'this
committee has stated as one of the principal purposes of the legislation to be to cure
misuses of standardized admission test scores. H.R. 4949 as introduced contained a
version of Section 8 that required an explanation of the use of test scores as
criterion for selection of studenth by the undergraduate, graduate and professsional
prokrams of colleges and universities. If I am correctly, informed, this provision has
now been withdrawn. If it has not, then it would seem to regulate through the
means of publicity the use of test scores. The concern that I haVe with the provision

\
is that this publication requfrement is likely to introduce greater rigidity in admis-
sions. Litigation over admissions would test admissions actions against the institu-
tion's stated formula. Aware of this, the adihissions committee is more likely to
follovi literally the stated formula. While this gives an appearane of greater fair-
ness, it also reduces the role of informed judgment in making admissions decisions.

If I. am correctly informed, then the only way in which either of these bills
regulates the use of the scores by our law schools is through the hope that some
may have for the disclosure provisions of H.R. 4949. As I indicated e4Lrlier, it is quite
clear that the hope of some supporters of the required publication tf each test after
it has been given is that standardized tests will be driven out of bus ness. We are, as
I said earlier, emphatically opposed to that.

Financial disclosure.LSAC in its annual report, which is d' tributed to our
member schools and other law schools and which is available in lav school libraries
air around the'country, provides all of the information reques The committee
may wish to ask ith staff to consult with representatives of LSl.0 and other test
agehicies to deterniine whether specifying that this report and t8t volume report
muSt be.madewithin "120 days after the close of the testing y ar" presenth prob-
lem and whether the fiscal year instead of the testing year sh uld be specified in
setting the reporting date. Clearly the revenue and vo ume Igures should be in
terms of the testing year.

Th prices for all of the testing and admisaions services by AC; are set at levelstoig erste sufficient income to pay the costh of the program. By, estimating the
proba le volume for the test year and the costh of providing the service under its
contract with the Educational Testing Service, the Board of Trustees of LSAC seth
the various fees for ith services. To demonstrate that this is not an exact science, I
should report .to you that expenditures exceeded income in fiscal .1979 by over
$600,000. 'Unexpected decreases in volume caused the deficit.

,* In conclusion, let me express may appreciation to the Committee for giving me
this opp}ortunity to present the views of our Association. As I ha% indicated, we
share niwt of the .policy objectives of these two 1411s. Our concerns are with the
means chosen to serve the ends. .

.-... Thank you.
I

1 .

.Mr. AtUDD. One other step that. we take for this purpose is the
ptiblicaion, and in this case, "we" is correct.

Our 4ssociation and the Law School. Admission Council jointly
.publish he Prelaw Handbook that has information on all 168 ABA
approvet schools with admissions profiles, so that persons considw-
ing appl éation to a given school can get some notion of what the
probabilities are of gaining admission. / i

o if secoi}d purpose that I see in sectiori 5 of H.R. 4949 and sections
3 and 6 cif H'.R. 3564 is a corern about the quality of standardized

/
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interest In improving further the qu y of '

: a ly shares that interest. We know of three
research by the Law. School, Admission

i that 'very end. a '

a a es summarizin4Ithat research. It has been
: dmissions testing is shrouded in secrecy.
.. T at least the test is- shrouded in secrecy

apparently unaware of this information dr'
1 understand it.
:ht is public Accountability ofthelarthissions
:hare that.

.

, a a : :ion Council, I know, has been very, con-
history ,of the 'stewardship responsibility it

f resources which, arksomeone indicated earlier,

.,
the students who pay the fees and the leader.

KMB of that. .

i: that they. try to serve the public accountability
4, ublication of ens annual report, anti those are
law school library in the, country, anti they have

of the- governing board of all its standing and
v are there.
' ' ret there. It may be found and used. '

tk. ou heard 'about the tests, some of the tests, from
, Law School Admission Council takes a number of
r., explain to admissions co . ittees and other admis-
el the test, its limitations, ts strengths, how best to

. ferences of a variety of a kijid, its annual meeting, its
f-hop for a smaller, group, regional meetings.

, tr a tion has. a section on prelegal education and admis-
0 school, and through its annual program and otherwise ,

e that purpose.over the past year.
d the--statements by some who suppose the legislation
foie you; and I have cpme to believe-that some, .I am

one of the authors of tile legislation haVe this purpose,
come to believe that the purpose of some of thesupport-
test disclosure legisladon is elimination -of the use of

admissiow tests.
erStarid the strategy, or as it appears to me to be, is tO
lication of each form of the 'test shortly after it is used,
g that the testing agencies will be unable to continue

enough mew forms and tests of equal quality to at least
Ones, this would bring the program to an end.

n't work, then apparently the hope is that the, quality
be produced may be so reduced as the product of the

production required by disclosure of the test
sWnificantly lees value, and so will make less

to the prediction of probable academic performance.
nt that that is anybody's purpose, our 'association

opposes that Object.
Would you hold your thought right there?
bells ha*sotinded.
e about 9-minutes to get our vote in.
n in about 10 or 12 minutes.

v
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an PsuiaNS. The gentlenian from the law schools, Mr.

0 4
Ruud; you May _Continue; , ..

- 4-----Mr.jRum. When. the committee recessed I was making the_point
to which some support for the legislation before the commitfee has
been abied, at the abolition of stanlardized -tests. Our 'association
opposed that objective. Justice Holmes once said: "A page of histo-

. ry is worth a volume of logic." II this case, it is good to recall ihat
N t e law gchool 'admission test WM' not sdinething devised by a few.

A group of people 'from our member schoofs Went to the fledgling .
4 Educational Testing Service in 1947 and said, can you help us, can

you devise it test that. will be helpful to us in making better
admissions decisions tklian we are now making and opening up the

. possibility of consideapplications -from undergraduate institu-.
. tions with which we have had no experience?

Our association considers the wer or some standardized adinis-
Sion test .vital and very /Valuable to tbe adniissions process, as
manifested 'bY one of ours rules of membership :or accreditation
criteria, which provides: ..

, A Member school should determine Whether an applicant is adequately equipped
for the study of law on the basis of aq updergraduate record, ad admission test
score, training,: experience, lind other Indicia of aptitude for the study qf law.

. It is commonly slid that admissions tests are culturally biased.
In a strictly tee ical sense, this is true and it is neceSsarily true.
Linguists *ill te you .that all languages reflect the. culture of
those who. use them, The question then is not whether the LSAT is,
strictly#speaking, c urally biased, but whether it is fair to appli-
'cants from racial and thnic minority-backgrounds. The purpose of
the tett is to predict atademic performance.. If the LSAT underpre7
dicta the potential for blick applicantS 'generally, for exainple, then
the- test should not be used in judging*. the law school potential' of.

,

these.applicants. .

All the studiesand these 'are reported in these three volumes
*that are before me, the volumes setting forth the research of the

0 Law School Admission Councilthe findings of these studies, .from
the first one published in 1966 to.the most recent one published in
.1978, demonstrate that black and Mindcan American applicants
predict in the same way as. other applicant1. In short, a school does
not discriminate against these minority applidantd when it uses its

. conventional prediction formula to estimate a minority .applicant'S
potential for law study. .

In summary; our member schools find the LSAT-score an imppr-
tont and reliable data concerning the potential of then-applicants
for law study. We would oVedt very much to any legislation that
had the, effect of depriving .our schools of this or reducing substan-
tially the access of applioants to LSAT services.

Let me turn now to some of the specific provisions of the two
bills. The test disclosure requirement is one that presents the most

' difficulties from the perspeitive of our member schools. The disclo-
sure requirement on ite fade seems eminently fair and yeasonable.
Let me provide you with some background to permit you and the
members of the committee to make .a judgment about this.iThe
present practice, as I understand it, from LSAT's, they retire any
form of the test thiat compromikd or very probably compro-
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raised. If there is estOlithed or unauthoThed taldng or removal of
a :teat 'or if there is ility distribution has been made of the
test, the forth is retired. : t is 4one so that those who might have
a çpy of the test do no ave special advantage.

e test form as a : tter of jráctice is now retired after three
regular Si4utday. adniinistration, three Monday administrations,
and some special administratiOns The cost of. produfing that form
is then ainortized over those six nationally schedulal administra-

, tions,. plus the Moderate numbei of Special administrations. The
proposei disclosure requirement H.R. 4949 . would require the

), .retirement of the test after a singl administration.
It is not clear just What should lpelone about special administra-

tions-and how the testing agencies ;can accommodate to this.
ft is My understanding the cØt 'of producing a single foim pres-

ently of the LSAT is between $80000 and $120,000. Presently the
cost. of retiring about three. forms a year are 'charged against itp-
proximately 14000 administration of the test. . . .:,

Increased cast is only. one. Of t e difficulties presented by the
disclosure requirement. The mos troubling is the question of
whether tbtre is an indefinite nunber of questions that may be
written. FOr that admissions test that are anchored in a base of
information there is a limited cap city' to produce additional ques-
tiona. With respect to that. form o admissions tests, the disclosure
requirement is a death sentence/ understand this to be the. case
'with respect to the new medical college aptitude test and. with
respect to the spatial perception tet of the American Dental Asso-
ciation. It may not We the case wi11 respect to the LSAT. While it
..is anchored in information of a khd, the information is of a gener-

- al sort and the principal purpose Of the test is to test for certain
; skills and Capacities. There may practical limits, but the limits

are notrEsevere.
The principal purpose of the tet is to test fOr certain skills and

abilities.
There are practictd limits in the short run, but the limits on,

production of test items seem '. noil to be as. severe as it is in other
kinds.

,

AIn the short run, there is a lira' tion on the number of educated,
trained personnel. one -can emplo4r, get on the job to 'write the test
item.

In the short run, there is the Jroblem of the time needed,)the
lead time heeded to draft and r ewcand pnt through pretest and
On

In the long rail, it may be ble to produc4'a,sufficient quanti-
. ty of 'test quotions to permit disflpsure and reeretvent after tfingle
use of the test:

After I prepared tills testimoiliy, was told if the length of the
LSAT was from 31/4 to 7 hours1 they would be able to do enough
p testing to be able to oduce he quantity of tests needed. .

If 1SNI1 can accomm&late t this &closure in terms of main- .

'ning the quality of the test, nuinber of adjustments. need to be
acijustment that inoJves reduction in the number of -
tidns 'of the test. mt is one Way to hold down the

ual t. Yci)i then have t4 retire fewer tests in:a given yellir.
I .

i I.

1g"
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The prime candidates for elimination are of course the leiw-
volume test administrations. One Of those low-volume groups are
the five Monday administrations that are administered to those
who honor Saturday as their Sabbath. How, should they respond?
Eliminate perhaps all but one?

Why is this necessary, you may ask?.After all, H.R. 4949 does not
require publicatitn of the test given on Saturday until 30 days
After the seores have been reported. Therefore, the Saturday test is
not made until 6 to 8 weeks after the Monday administra-

. tion. The concern about using the same form on Monday as oh
Saturday is that a few persons Might take the test on Saturday,
under an asstimed name, and on Monday under their own name. In
this way they would have an Opportunity to practice taking the
test on the very test form that they are going to take for real.

One response could be to use a neW form -but offer the test on
Monday only: once a year. Another response would be to offer as
Inany Monday administrations as Saturday administrations and
'ask the sChools to assume that the special religious commitment of
these test takers will give them assurance that .there is no or
virtually rio test misconduct. That some schools would value the
Monday.LSAT scores less in these cases is, however, a possibility.
In; either response, the service to law school applicants, and our
mtmber.schools would be reduced as a consequence: ,

I suggest that the committee consider exempting the Monday
and other Special administrations from the requirement to disclose
the test questions.

Presently the oLSAT may be administered in this country and
around the world at virtually any date in addition to the 10 sched-, uled 'Saturday and Monday administrations per year. Armed
Forces perionnel stationed around the globe may arrange to have
the test administered to them wherever they are at any time. The
Peace Corps worker who returned from Africa just after the Febru-
ary administration and needs to haVe a'test scVe earlier than that
which woulki be produced by an April test to have an opportunity
to enter law school in the fall can- arrange, by paying a special fee,
to have a special administration. Some handicapped persons want

P ') sjecial administratiorts It is) not readily apparent to me or to the
leadership of the LSAC Council how this valuable prOgrani of
special administrations can be continued. The suggestion that the
form of the test used at the Most recent general administratiOn and
that has not yet been published be used in these special admitis-
trations encounters virtually the same problems as those suggeste4
for the Monday administrations of the test form used on Saturday..
Unlesi H.R. 4949 is amended to exchide the special administrations
from the disclosUre requireMents as now state_d, it appears that
there is no practical way to continu%the prograrfifof special admin-
istration:That would be a sharne.

What, are the implieations for applicants to law schOol and law
sponsors to the disclosureincreased cost and decreased frequency
of test 'administration? Increased cost would,. of cOurse, have its
greatest impait on the economicallY disadvantaged. The minority
applican$ are disproportionately represented in the economically
disadvantaged. It would be a national tragedy if 'these increased
costs cauSed a significant number of econornically disadvantaged

0
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and minority persons to fail to take the LSAT and thus fail to
complete their applications for admission to law school. The LSAC
has a modest program of waiving aes for the severely economically
disadvantaged. The cost Of that program is, of course, borne by

- those who pay -the fees. The indreased costs caused by the disclo- .

sure requirementi will significantly increase the cost of the test fee
waiver program at its present level and,so would make it difficult
to increase significantly the level of that program.

The decreased frequency of administration of the test caused by
the disclosure requirement causeS ug even greater concern. We
u4ertitlind that some of the support for the bill before you and

Ilinilar bills introduced in State legislatures came from legislators
.and citizens with a special interest in the minority applicant for

. law and other professional schools. Our association shares that
interest. Our association was a founding member of the Council on
Legal Edncation Opportunity, whi4t has for the past decade played .

an important role in increasing the enrollment of minority and
disadvantaged persons' in the-Nation's law schools. It is a federally
funded program. We filed an amicus curiae brief in the Bakke case
in support of the general position of the University of California,
both with the Supreme Court of California and the Supreme Court
of the United States.

Our judgment is that the disclosure requirement in. its present
form would in fact harm and not help the min3rity applicants for
law school. I have mentioned the probable impact of the increased
costs of the test. The less frequent availability of the test is likely
to affect those persons who are newest to access in higher educe-

.. tion and whose undergraduate colleges provide less structure and
less reinforcement for advanced' planning for the complex aw
school admission process. The lead time for,,nittking application for

. law schools is the longest that it has been. To have thedull oppor-
tunity to be considered, an applicant should have completed_his or
her application, including the taking of the LSAT, by March or
April- 1. I am told by deans of admissions that minority applicants

. as a group tend to make their decisions to take the test and apply
later in the admissions cycle than applicants generally. The reduc-
tion in the number of test administrations would seem to dispro-
portionately disadvantage the_ thinority aPplicant.

There are a number of technical problems relating to the testing
program and our school' by the specific provisions of the bill before
you. It may .be these are largely the product Of the drafters not
understanding the bill's formulation of the rule.

Let me provide the committee with some examples of these kinds
of provisions. Perhaps a few examples of this would illustrate the
problem.

RELEASE OF TEST SUBJWV'S INDIVIDUAL ANSWER SHEET

RE. 4949 section 5(aX2)(B) requires the testing agency, at the
test subject's request, to send to the test subject the. "test subject's
individual answer sheet," among other^ things. I would strongly
urge the co ttee to amend that to read "a copy of the test
subject's indi ual answer sheet." This would make it clear that
the test agency should keep the original. If it must surrende; the

4 t
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original, then we would be concerned about the resolution of dis-
putes about scoring. If the test agency had a copy and that copy
showed that the test subject had answered certain questions differ-fl

from that indicated on the original, which the test subject
offers in evidence to the court, the best-evidence rule might require
the court to admit the original in its present form as evidence and 4

to refuse .to admit the copy retained by the test agency. A mo-
ment's reflection suggests -to-you and to me a potentiality for. '
successful alteration that this rule offers. I cannot believe that the
drafters of the bill intended this reSult. It is very probably an
oversight.

Mr. WEISS. You are right.
Mr. RUUD. My responsibility, Congressman, igeto tell you where

we live and what the bill in its present forffil is-likely to do to us.
We share common interests and we want to do the right thing for
the folks.

Section 6 of H.R. 4949 provides among other things that the test
agency, with permission of the test subject, may release all previ-
ous scores to the designated law school.

Research has informed our member schools that the best way to
treat an applicant who has taken the LSAT several times is to
average 411 scores unless there may be special circumstances to
dictate a giVen score should be ignored.

Section 6 precludes by law the testing agency from sending to
our member schools the second and subsequent scores unless ex-
pressly authoritvd by the test subject. Why Should the Government
deprive our schools of this valuable information? Again, this may
be simply a drafting error. The testing agencies certainly should be
authorized to submit to the schools that the test subject has asked
scores to 'be sent to, all scores a person earns/

There are several items in section 3:
Section 3 also requires the test agency to explain "the correlation

between test scores and success in the career for which admission
is sought." The LSAT is not designed to predict success in the legal
profession, but rather the probability of success as a law student.
The LSAC literature contains cautionary statements to law firms
anti. other employers of law graduates that LSAT scores should not
be 'used for this purpose. Law school grades are a much more
appropriate criteria.

There is a larger problem. What for these purposes is "success"?
Is it measured by income? By merely gaining admission to the bar?
I am confident that the drafters had little understanding of what
they were asking for by this innocent looking 10-word clause. The
cost of the research to provide a preliminary answer to this ques-
tion is conservatively estimated at between $1 million and $2 mil-
lion. Should the LSAT test takers be required to pay for this? Will
they find the results worth the cost?

Subsection 3 would require the Law School Admission Bulletin to
contain "a comparison of the aVerage score ald percentiles of test
subjects by major Income groups." The LSAC program does not
now gather information concerning the income of the test subject
of h9r or his family. 'Does this provision require the LSAC to
require each test taker to provide this information so that the
studies called for may be made and this information reported?. Are



there not questions . of privacy? Again, is the cost
,

of this effort :
w rth the candle? . i

. Regulation of the' Ufie of Standardized Admission Test Scores.
Some of the ' public ;statements Made in apportt of the testing.
regulation legislation like that before this Committee have Oated
as one of the Principal purposes of the legislation to be to cure
misuses ,of standardized admission test scores. H.R. 4949 as intro-- .

duced co'ntained a 'version of section 8 that required an explanation
of the 4e:of test scores as criterion for selection of students by the
undergraduate, gradUate, and professional programs of colleges and
universities. If. I am Correctly _informed, this provision has new
been withdrawn. If it has noti then it would seem to regulate
through the means of publicity Me use of test scores. The concern .

that nave with the proVision iS that this publiCation requirement
is likeli to intrOduce greater rigiditir ' admissions. Litigation over
admissions would test admissions act ns against the instittition's
stated formula. Aware of this, the ad issions committee is more
likely to follow literally the stated for ula. While this gives an
appearance of greater fairness, it also reduces the role of informed
judgment in making admissions decisions.

If I ain correctly informed, then the only way in which either of
:these bills regulates the use of the scores by our law schools is
through the hope that sonie may have for the disclosure provisions;
of H.R. 4949. As I indicated earlier, it is. quite clear, that the hope
of some supporters of the required publication of each test after it
has been given is that- standardized tests will be driven , out of
business., We are, as I said earlier, eMphatically opposed to that.

FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE ,

LSAC in its annual report, which is distributed to Our member
sehools and other law ' schools and Which is available in law schobl
libraries all around the country; pr 'des all of the information
requested. The committee may wird' :ask its staff to consult with
repreghtati es f LSAC and Other test agencies to determine
whether s ifyi g that this report and test volume report .must be
made within ."1 0 days after the close of the testing year" presents
problems and whether the fiscal year instead of the testing year
should be specified in setting the reporting date. Clearly the reve- '.

nUe and' voluthe figures should be Ain termii of the testing year.
The prices for all of the testIng a id admissions services: by LSAC

ere set at levels to. generate suffic 'tit 'income to pay the cOstis of
: the program. By estiniating the pr bable volume for the test year
and the costs of providing the service under its contract with the
Educational Teding Service, the board of trustees of LSAC sets the
/Various fees foil its services. To demonstrate that , this is not an,,

:iexact science, k should report to- you that expenditures exceeded'
i ijiccithe in fiscal 1979 by over $600,000. .Unexpected deCreases in
' %volume caused the defiCit. 1 '

In conclpsion, let me express my appreCiatiop. to the committee
for giving me this opportunity ti) present the views of out asski-
ation. As I, haVe indicated, we share most of4the policy objectives of
these tWo bills. Our concerns are with the means chosen to serve
the ends. .

Ag 60 (
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Chairman PERKINS. We appreciate:your testimony this morning,
Mri Ruud.

(Our next witness'is Mr. Jon Habei, consultant, U.S. Student
Association, who is accompanied by Mr. Andre Burnett. Then we
will hear froM Dr. Roger T. Lennon, Harcourt, Brace, 'Jovanovich,
Inc.

You may eroceed. 0 4 . .

tThe piepared statement of Jon Haber followsl

PREPARED STA7MENT OF JON HABER, U.S. STUbENT ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
ANDRE BURNETT, DIRECTOR, NATIODIAL 'RHIRD WORLD STUbENT COALITION, U.S.
STUDENT ASSOCIATION . 1

Mr. Chairman and memitrs of the sUbcommittee, I thank you for the pportunity
to gpppear before you today. My name is Jon Haber and I am repr4enting the

University of California Student Lobby and was the prin 'pal drafter of the Califor-
UnIted States Student Association (USSA). I was fortn\er ifly the Cq tor of the

nia Truth-in-Testing legislation. I am accompanied by Añdre BUrnett, Director of
USSA's National Third World Student Coalition. We are iwealdng on behalf of
USSA's 3,000,000 student members , attending over 350 colleges and universities.
'We join many other organizations in strongly endorsing H.R. 4949the Educa-

tional Testing Act f 1979, including the National Parent Teachers Association
(PTA), National cation Assogiation (NEA), NAACP., National Public Interest
Research Grdup (P G), Coalitiopi of Independent Colleges and University Students
(COPUS), the Americans for Democratic Action (ADA), as well as many statewide
student associations. -

The Educational Testing
about standardized tests an
students, educators, paren

ct of 1979 is designed to provide more information
promdte a wider understanding of these tests amongst

, admissions officials, and the public in general.
Equally important is w at this Act dodtp not do. It does mit regulate test contents

nor 4esting protedures df the testing companies, nor any aspect of their admissions
testing progr. Neither does it specify how colleges and universitiet shall use
standardized tests in/their admissions programs. This Act is simple disclosure legis-
lationno no less.

It is also impo nt to stress that we are not anti-testing. We do not support the
abolition of tb testing companies or the tesfs they make. We simply believe that
tests measure narrow -range of characteristics and are therefore subject to misuse
and inisund mtanding. Through the information provided them by H.R. 4949, stu-
dents and,the public will gain a better understanding of the nature, purposes, uses,
and limi tions of standardized admissions tests. We also believe that this Act will
ensiire at tests are used properlyA goal ETS and other testing agencies support-
edbefóré this Subcommittee yesterday. o.

tly, Vie have little to say about H.R. 3564 (Gibbons). While we applaud the
'intent of the legislation, if passed, it would have no impact on the tests, and would
riot improve or change the amount of information presently provided to students. It

/ essentially codifies the testirig companies' current practices.
4merican colleges and univemities rely heavily on standardized tests, often using

them as the critical factor in deCiding what students to admit to their undergrad-
uate, graduate, and professional programs. Although not covered by this legislation,

/. standardized tests also play an ektensive role in determining which students will
qualify for financial aid, which students will be awarded advanced placement credit,
and ultimately, which students csn be professionally licensed after their college
training..

I have been involved with the question of standardized testing for three years. I
have,apoken and met with thousands of students about tests and at this point will
shmi some of their concerns with you. S.

Students feel that they are victims, not consumers, of standardized tests. They
have little choice but to take the testtheir college or university has made it a
mandatory component of the admissions process; And although the test will be
made by one of two testing companies, the student will usually not be.allowed tA
*ids whether to take ETS' or ACT's testthe college has already made that

' ehoice for them.
Preparing for and taking the test is extremely "stressful. Not only are the tests

taken during crucial periods in studells' llveswhen they are deciding what paths
to Tollow after high school, undergrad ate or graduate schoolingbut also because

I I
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eadh knows that their test Wore may indeed decide their professieffal and occupa-
,...: tional future.,\ While students do not know the test's Margin of error, predictive value, or bias,

`%.,, students are well aware of one facttheir score may mean the difference between
N being accepted or rejected at most colleges. As a result, many students turn to 1
-. bapensive coaching schools or coaching books in hopes of better test scores.

Students are frustrated at being unable to see their questions and adswers. They.
can never know which questions they answered correctl , or in which subjects they
need mbre worL Perhaps they misnumbered .their and,ver sheet or the computer
has made 'another scoring error.

Students are often reeentftil when they receive theiz 4cores.i They often feel that
the test did noeally reflect their ability.

Many feel tha essay tests would have been fairer indicators of their tale
Students believe hat the tests are overpriced. A student applying to seven awi schools must spend mdch as $85 simply to take the test and have his/her ore

and grades mailed out. Additionally, this student might pay as much as .$1 0 in ..

school application fees, not to mention the costs of coaching books or coaching
schools to prepare for the test.

I. am not speaking of a handful of students. Rather, many s ude
197"4-78, some 1,488,800 students took the Scholastic Aptitud T
ment Tests, 166,000 took the Graduate Management Admissio T
the Graduate Records Examine ion, and 128,000 took the Law1 Sc
Testall tests made by M`S. 1978 Annual Report.) In 1
dents took the American College esting's Acr Assessment; an
Medical Test. CT: General Information, 1

If students provided with th basic information required
testa will l much of their mysteiy. Students will have a bet

.. what the testi can and cannot predict, how their score is determ
courses are a worthwhile expense, and whether testing fees

In addition to the question of what he individual student is
the larger question of what the pub
standardized testa, most notably proble

One problem with predictability is th
example, ifa student received a 600 on h
from 200 to 800 pdInts), this only means t
student's "true-ecore"the score the stu
such as luck hi gueseing, could be elimin
and 630 points. One MS booklet revealed
math section (and 66 points on the SAT ve

that "it cannot be taken seriously."
be taken seriously. Yet 67 points can

or not to most law schools.
addition, %here is a one-in-three chance' t

'. to '60 points ofer or' under his/her "true sc
variance may be even greater than thisran
hie/her "true score.' Tliat means that a stu
receive a score over 610 or under 490. Since 1.6
year, 75,000 students would fall into this catego

A recent UC Berkeley study by Dr. Harrison Gough also questioned the, predicta-
bility of teat scores. He found that high schod students with high grade point
averages but low SAT scores did as well as ,,th with high SATs in fact "they
were more apt to take the BA degree (within) fou years."

Most important, the tests cannot measure cre tivity, judgement, xperience, or
idealismcharacteristic% which shoUld figure into any school's adm' ons formula.
As many colleges 'rely heavily on standaied tee to make admission decisions fto.

N the exclusion of all other factors, except grades), th traits rarely en r admissions
'decisions,

'Testing expert' and mathematician Beneeh Ho ini his book, Tyranny of
Testing, also criticized the limited value of multiple tests. Hp co tended that
the multiple choice tests, such as the SAT, LSA E, and G T, "reward ,

superficiality, ignore creativity, and penalize the n with a sub le, probing
mind " Profeesor Plotkin, a testing expert, has stated od help the kid who stops
to muse over a test question, or who sees a sublety. od help him if he gets an
idea while he's talq.ng the test . ... These tests look convergent thinking, not
diiergent thinking.'

.

There has also been tremendoui concern retarding t bias. While the racial,
sexual, regional, and ethnic bias of these tests is still h ,tly debated, it is clear that

0
.
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ts feel this. In
t and Achieve-
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ool Admissions
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r understanding of
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c should -be told about , he limitations of
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or her SAT (with possible-scores ranging
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nt ,would receive if al external factors,
L--would fall somew ere between 570

that ,,a 72 point difference on the SAT
bal section) is so statistically insignifi- .

r the LSAT, a difference of 67 points
the difference of one student being

;

at that a student's Beare will vary up
" There is. a 5% hance that the .,..

g more than 60 pOin over or under
nt whose "true sco e" is 550, may
million students take the SAT each
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there is a positive and progressive association between test scores and family in-
come.. A 1977 study by the-California Postsecondary Education Commission noted
that "the average family income for 'students who earned 650 or more points (out of
800) on - the SAT was $26,400. gitudenta in the lower rangebelow 850 or more
(pOints)had, a mean family income of $14,500."

A 1975 UC Berkeley study supported this conclusion. Studeas whose family
incorne was below $6,000 scored 92 points lower than a student whose family income
was $30,000. I

./

Even some of the data of ACT suggests this is true. In their recent publication,
-. College Student Profiles, Norms for the ACf Assessement (1978-79 Edition), Aar

compares the test score of students from varying economic backgrounds. The mean
scores for students (on a scoring scale of 1 to 6) Is as follows: Students'

Annual family income: 4. mean sem \

Under $8,000 13.5

$3,000 to $5,999 15.2

$$6,000 to$7,499 t
16.9

$7,500 to $8,999 17.6

49,000 to $11,999 18.6

$12,000 to $14,999 19.4

$15,000 to $19,999 19.9 ,

O

P 20.6 1Over $20,000 (

. This chart indicates a wide disparity between students from different economic
backgrounds. The student from the highest economic background will average 7 ..
points higheror 20 percent of the scoring scalebetter than the student from the '

lowest economic background.
The same publication by ACT suggests some trends in regional bias.. The ACT

score for students enrolled in four year colleges in the following regions of the 1
United States is as follows: Snide '1

Region where siudent is enrolled iv college: aromean

Midwest

1

19.

RockyrMouritahis/Great Plains 19.0

West Coast e
18.5

East/Northeast 18.0

South/Southeast 16.2

Southwest 15.8

A student from the midwest will average 4 pointsor 11% of the scoring scale
better than a student from the southwest.

The same publication also notes that male students generally have higher ecoree
on the ACT assessment than do female students, although women generally dO
better on the English part of the test.

Questions of predictability and bias need to bedacussed. As this Act will inspire-a
healthy intellectual debate on testing, the public can become better, informed as
well. In addition, as independent researchers analyze test questions and answers,
their research may provide the batis for making these examinatione fairer. ,

I would like to no* discuss some of the more important provisions of), this Att.

SECTION 3: INFOEMATION TO TEST SPBJWFS AND POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

- INSTITUTIONS

This section would reqUire that basic information he provided to ettidifints taking'
the teat and that information be pia-Med-4n clear and understandable language.
This information is neceesary to clear understanding of the tests, including:. the
pu*ose Of the test; the subject matter of the test arid the knowledge' to be tested;
pr ,ctive value of the test; margin of errqr; explanation -of the scoring scale;
privacy rights of students; date studente reteive.their scoree, smcial services fOr
h dicapped students; ability of test preparation tourees to iMprove students'

; how the student's store will be reported; and relationship of students' scores
eir economic background. , ,

pite the importance of these tests on the, lives of Americanistridents, most do
not have a clear understanding .of what their test scores mean. This is due in part to

e lnd information which prospeptive test takers receive/ regarding a test and
ts as consumers'ef test services. -

e that seme of the qrganizations sponsoring the taste have been extrently 't

respon e in this area, The 'brand new descriptive booklet for the ORE provides
much of the information required by 2thls Section; presumablY of the pres-

/

t. 3

4
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y Mire ol,legislation in New York and California. However, if this pressure no longer
existe,,Niill the testing companies return to their old Ways?,

ectioh While etudents are not. In his testimonY esterday, Congressman eiss
Often colleges and universities are told some of t e Information required qithis .0

it
mentioned that students ,applying to law schools, vho had taken the LSAT more
than once, had their testing transcripte tagged if the failed to indicate that they had
taken the LSAT previously. The students *ere ne er told that this information
wonld be sent to law schools to which tpsy Were apptring .

Lastly, this sectiOn requires the testIng agencies to immediately notify the student
and college, to which he Or !she is applying, of any reporting delay of a student's
score. Although students' scarei lave linen delayed fr a number of very legitimate
reasons, some students have been denied admissi n because an excessive delay
caused them to miss a college's application deadlin . This provision would ensure
that both the student and college *mild be aware oi the delay and that the college
could take this Into account if the delay wai excessivp.

"SEcTION 4: REPORTS AND 8TATIS1ICAL DATA

This section requires release to the Commissioner, of studies, evaluation, or statis-
tical reports for. which the tatting agency prepares or supplies data. A provision is
inCluded to proteet the confidentiality of the individual student when this informa-
tion is made public.

The largest hody of research on test validity, bias, an3 predictability on the tests
are produced by the test agencies themselves. This research serves as the basis of
improvement of the tests and testing precedures, weighting of testa in college
admissions formulae, and development of new services to be offered to students and
unive0sities Clearly, thilt information:should be available to the public and to the
scrutiny of (lndependent researchers to foster a better understanding of the tests and
the. proper rple they. should play in college admissions decision.

The testing agencies argued against thie provision during the hearings on the
NeW York d California testing legislation. They claimed that test research is
routinely pub hed and available to the public, academic, and research libraries,

. and to any individual who may request it.
This simply not true. Many important studies are not disclosed by the testi g

agencies. Virm examples of studies which witnesees at the New York test' g
hearings indicated were withheld by ETS include:

-CD statistical reports known as "Test Analysis" equating procedures
refused to disclose such data to a researcher who buggested that ETS ma
serious mistake in equating the Multi-State Bar Exammation);

ETS study on "Cultural Bias in Testing: Challenge and Res
3) a study on lair school's use of the LSAT.

'The ate Dr. ()scar R. Buros, publisheg of the Mental Measurements Yeirbook,
winne if the ETSaward for Distinguished Service to Measurement, and member Of
the test fraternity Who frequentlx praised ETS tests, discussed the issue at a
March 1 7 speech at the Umvereity of Iowa. Bump thanked ETS and ACT for

firmimikenfor .withholding important data about test characteristics. "The information
Copies of secure tests available to his revielfers, but criticized the testing

evade* to permit an adequate assessment to be made ofthesoseCtire tests is quite
unsatigfactory," Dr. Buros said. "Although our revieWers received some imhouse
material,' which is not available to other educators ancl., rychologists, even this
material is inadequate." t7i

faterION a: PROMOTING A mermen UNDERSTANDING -oP TERM

4.16

Fosentially, this section Would a:Ours the free flow:of ormation concerning
important testing studiegl It would endourage independent research and, in our
view, lend to a viider discussion and better understanding of standardized tests.

This section rectal:As testing agencies to file copies of teat questions and answers
with the Commissioner of Education o r the test is given and tO provide test
takers with a copy of thcirumrqueetiojTs hid Test subjects can be charged.
a small fee to cover the -4en s han osts.

This information sh0 be ade an copies will be forwarded by the
Commissioner to state educatidhal aJeflcis. As this section is essentially the same
as the recently New Yor ting legislation and siiniler to the
California law, e testing agency w0uldsimy forward One copy of the qsti6as
and eoswere to he Commies oner and would ot have to file the itiformat n with
each *ate tha . has h-in-Testing laws. This provision would save .the testing
agencies time d mone
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This section of the bill is important for a nu r of reasons. First, U basic tenent
of fairness dictates that people have the right review the criteria used b evaluate
their ability. Presently, hoWever, students (w must take these tests in- der to-be
admitted 'to postsecondary educational insti utions) cannot see copies Of the test
questions or their own answers even after the test is given.

Second, standardized admissions tests are 'or instrumente of public dOncern as
they influence decisions about who is admit to undergraduate, graduate, and
professional schools. It is essential that such vents of public concern be
available fori4ublic discussion and review.

Third, public access to test contents is essential so that independent researchers
can evaluate the tests. Independent review should be welcomed as a way to improve

. the quality of tests. While researchers are occassionally granted access to test
contents now, it is very difficult 6 obtain this privilege. Furthermore, the Conditions
of granting access are ths the results of this research not be published nor dis-
cussed with colleagues outeide the testing industry.

Fourth, students who can afford to attend expensive coachihg schools already
have access to test questio a. These schools systematically send staffers in to take
tests and memorize the qu: ions:for review in th'e course. Numerous studies. have
been cited that indicate t t coaching ,can improve a test taker's score, (See Steve
Levy, "en and the 'CA:nich ngf Cover-up", New Jersey Monthly, March 1979). Grant-
ing all students access to past test contehts would eliminate part of this severe
economic discrimination.

Fifth, contrilly to clai made 1)31' .tha testing ,agencies yesterday, release of
.

questions will fot cause oblems with "equating' , the procesi that makes test
scores comparable. This is use the bill.allows the testing agencies to keep secret .
questi s used for equatin . As Dr. Walter 'Haney, Staff Director of the National
'Consojtium on Testing, ified before this Subcommittee yesterday: "Arguments
deali with pretesting a d equating of tests are essentially irrelevant to the
prese t tiersion of RR. 494 , since current provisions, allow for maintaining security
with respect to items whi h are used solelm for the purposes of -pretesting and
equating, and which do -n contribute directly to an individual test taker's raw
score."

Sixth, contrary to testing ompahy claims made at the New York Truth-in-Testing k

hearings, release of test qu::tions and answers will not result in a large increase in
test taker fees. The cost o writhig new questions would be minimal according to
ETS' internal cost studies ( "Activity Analysis',kanuary 31, 1972). Actual costs
of test developipent for th SAT and Achievement tests was $.32 or 5.7 Percent of
the file paid by t subjects ($5.75). By contrest, the surplus of income over expenses
(i.e. "profit") frpm these tw tests was $.93 or 16 percent of the test subjects' fee. In
1976, less than 3 percent f the income from these two tests was spent on test
development..

A breakdown of these cos for these and other tests is as follows:

CHART I: HOW MU OF CANDIDATE'S FEE GOES TVEST DEVELOPMENT?

Test progrant College board LSAT GRE
ATMS (now

GMAT)

Fee paid by candidate $5.75 r $13.50 $8.00 $10.00

Total cost (per session candidate) to US. $4.82 $10.83 $7.17 .. $9.22

Cost of test development p $.32 $A59 $.62 . $44

Test development as percent of total cost to ET 6 4 8.6, 4.8

&force "ktivity Apatysis.% internal ETS study, Jan.31, 912.

ADMiSION TE NG PROGRAM REVENUE AND EXPENSES

1974 %1975
1975 td'1976

. 1976 to 1977

\--

Projected. ,

Source.. College board Italement of revenues, expenses and fund balance year ended kit/ 30, I916, with comparable figures in( 1975 and fix

n CUllent projections.

1
... .

Revenues Expenses Suus. Petce."1
. profit

$16,036,276 $12,550,11 , $3,485,735 .27

16,260,652 13,232,474 3,028,178 22

17,640,000 . 14,099,000 3,541,000 25

111 *
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CHART W: ETS TEST DEVELOPMENT SPENDING JEAKDOWN AND BUDGtT FOR COLLEGE BOARD

ADMISSIONS TESTING PROGRAM SAT1AND ACHIEVEMENT TESTS)I 1976 actual 1977 budget

Test construCtion expenses $291,000 . $389,000
Program administration expenses ',$10,079,000 $10,864,000

Test construction as pernt of program administration expenses I 2.9 3.6

Admissions *sting progMm iolume (in number of test subjects) a I 1,737,000 ' .1,430,0

Total construction expenses per candidatt2 l . '$0.17 $0.

I .

a Test subjects volume figures xe from Ft In Fact, an ITS pUblicatice.
'Expenses per oxidate calculated tyi (Ming lest construchon expenses tx candidate volume.

Sourct "ETS confidential project operating statement by positioncategoqi oject, period ending Mar. 31, 1977," a 66 page computer printout.

Seventh, 'contrary to claims made by testing agenCies at the New Yo .k Truth-in-
, 'Testing hearings, disclosure of test questions and answers will not res lt in reduc-

tion in the quality of the tests. Test questions. and answers will soon e available
through legislation passed in New York and California. In addition, t is Act will
improve th quality of questions writing by subjecting the. process to the scrutiny of
interested ubject matter experts, educators, and the public. In one case where
questions o ;a secure ETS test.were disclosed for public scrtitiny (the February 1973

,

multiple-ch 'ce Multistate Bar Examination) law professors at the Georgetown LaW
'Center and jtlier Washington, D.C. law schools disagreed on the correct.answers o
25 percent cf the questions. Following this disclosure,. gas and its client conceded
that five of he questions seemed to have more than one.correct answer. No. tests '.

are known have been disclosed since.
:In. general the quality of now-secret standardized test questions and apswerehas

been a mat r of cairrevemy in academic circles for years. Professor Benesh. Hoff-
'man of Quee s College, the mathethatician, physicist, and former Einstein collabo-
rator,. has p blished extensiVe criticisin of the scientific accuracy of the questions
and answers hich ETS has.disclosed in its test booklets. Independent research can
verify or .refu charges such as this..

Last, contr ry to the claims made by' the testing agencies at the New York.Truth-
in-Testing h rings, test makers will not run out of new questions to ask. This claim
is incbnsiste t with the facts of. current ETS question-writing procedts as de-
'scribed in th internal ETS "Manual of Information for Test Developme t Profes-
sional Staff'. To illustrate, this the Manual uses this example of the JanuarY and
May 1971 P ysics Achievement Test: On eath version of the Physics Test, 16
questions we drawn from the old, item files and 39 questions were newly written
by the physi committee of exaniners and ETS staff..The Committee met twice and
was budgeted produce 400. niv questions (only 56 were actually needed for each.
test): The M ual notes that sti lus questions are produced as a matter of proce-
dure: "The nu ber .ef items pre ted may exceed t e number of useable itemi by

little as 25 r 30 percent or by as much as 300 or 400 percent. In the absence of
propriate ru es of thumb, one should plan to.pretest about twice as many items as

ill be needed. '!Since most questions are alreacly being written anew anyway (with
no sign of exh tion in sight), the surplus questions will provide a cushion. Those

.: ., . found to.be sat' ctory ire already stored for futuKe use.
. .. 1,

SECTION, 7: TESTING cons AND FEES \
. 1

.. This section requires testing agencies to file limited aniounts of financial infornia-
tion with the Commissioner. IV requires far less information than does the Califor-
nia Truth-in-Testing legislation. :This sec ion is still necesaary because it Will pro-
vide nationwide information, while Califor ia law only applies to that state.

, Limited release of income and expenditures will enable the public tc; better
understand the procedures, development, a d administration of standardized tests.

. As I mentioned earlier, students must take one or more standardized tests made by
4 one og tiho testing. companies to be admitted to many colleges. They have no choice

as to which test they may take and are net able to shop around for the best price.
Thus students al* captive consumers of the testing Compalies and provide much of
the companies'. income. And:since two companies make nearly all the tests coveFed
under this bill, each has little incentive- financially to, compete, with' the other.

' 1
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Questions have been raised as to the large amonnt of ,"profit" (i.e. revenue over
expenies) of these companies, as Well aS some of the expenditures made from .
student fees (such as the luxurious 400 acre ETS campus t Princeton, New. Jersey).

. In addition
'
these tests are used to all te a limi public OMeducation--

Which makes the test's mariufacturers comparable to public utilities This increases
the pu ic's right to know/ more about the operations and test devtopMent proce-
drires of the limited number of testing companies,

Last , limited release Of income arid expenditures_wilLensure reasonable compli-
ance with this Act. Th4 section requires disclosure of profits and test qriestion
dev %tent costs of t e testing agencies. If these agencies raise testing fees to

r release f test quedtions and answers of Section '5 Of the Act, they
do so er pub 'lc scrutiny and wilt have to justify to the public that the

necessary

CormLustorr

In sum', t e Edu ional Testing Act of 1979 would provide all those concerned
with standa1dized dmissions tests with more information about the tests an8
encourage the respoisible.Use of standardized tests.

I urge your suppc 0 this Act. /
Thank you. .

.
.

STATEMENT OF JON 'HABER, CONSULTANT STANDARDIZED
TESTING, UNITED STATES STUDENT ASSOCI TION, ACCOMPA

NIED BY ANDRE BURNETT, DIRECTOR, N TIONAL THIRD
WORLD STUDENT COALITION, AND ROGER LENNON, AS;
SISTANT TO THE CHAIRMAN IN MEASUREM T, HARCOURT

BRACE JOVANOVICH, INC. /
: Mr. HABER. I have a rather lengthy statement; which the coin-
i mittee has, and I On submit that and summarize.

Chairman PeiutiNs. 'Without obje4ion, the statement will be re-
ceived for the record. :

Mr. 'HABER. r. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I
thank you 'foil the opportunity to appear before You today. My
name is Jon Paber and I am representing the United States Stu- '
dent Associat n (USSA). I was formerly the Codirector of' the
University of California Student Lobby and was the principal
drafter of the California truth-in-testing legislation. I am accompa7
nied by Andre Burnett, director df USSA's National Third Work'.

.
Student Coalition. We are speaking on behalf of USSA's 3 million

,---. -.student. members attending ovir aNsolleges and universities:
We join many other organizations i strongly endorsing H.R.

4949the Educational Testing Act Of 19 al7including the Nation
: Parent Teacher(Assoaiation (PTA), ational Education Associ-

ation (NEA), NAACP, National Public Interest Research Group i
(PIRG), Coalition. of Independent Colleges and UniversitY Students
(COPUS), the Americans for Democratit Action (ADA), as well as .

many etatewide student associations:
The Educational Testing Act of 1979 is designed to proviae mole

information 'about standardized tests and promote a 'wider under-
stdbding of these teft amongst students, educatorasparents, admis-
sions officials, and the public in general.

.

Equally important is wlyit this act does not do. It does not
- regulate test contents nor testing procedures of the' testing compa-

nies, nor any aspect of their admissions testing program. Neither
oes it specify how colleges and universitiel shall use standardirpd
sts in their admissions prokrams.: This act is simply disclostlie
gislationno More and no all f-t .

,

I .
I

I
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i -F woUld take exception to the testony sf Mr. Ruud, who
'claimed that the motivation behipd this bill id that "many people
want to eliminate standardized tebting. That is not our intention at
all. We simply believe that tests measufe a narrow range of char- ,

'acteristics and are therefOre subject to misuse and misunderstand-
ing. Through the information provided them by H.R. 4949, students
and the public will gain a better understanding of the nature,
purposes, uses, and limitations of standardized admissions tests. We:
also believe that this act will insure that tests are used properlya

and other testing agencies supporthd before this subcom-
m ttee yesterday. . .

Lastly, we have little to say about H.R..3564Gibbons. While w
aPplaud the inthnt of the legislation, if passed, it would haie n
impact on the tests, and would not improve or change the amou t
of information presently provided to students. It essentially codifies
the testing companies' current practices. .

Anierican colleges and universities rely heavily on' standardized
tests, often using them as the critical factor- in deciding whic
students , to admit to their undergraduate, grAduate, a
professional programs. Although not covered by this legislati ,

standardited tests also play an extensive role in determining wh ch
students mill qualify for financial aid, which students will be
awarded advanced placement credit, and ultimately, which stu-
dents can be profedsionally licensed after' their college training.

I bave-been involved with the question of standardized testing
for 3 years. I have spoken and met with thousands of students
about tests and at this point will share some of their &oncerns with
you. ,

Students feel that t ey are victims, not consumers, of standard-
tests. They have ttle choice but to take! the testtheir college

o university has ma e it a mandatOry component of the dclmis-
sions process,

Preparing for and taking the test is extremely stressful. Not only
are the tests taken during crucial periods in students' lives, but the
tests are often the critical f ctor in college admissions decisions.

.. While students do not kno the test's margin of error, predictive
value, or bias,, studentd are we 1 aware of one facttheir score may
mean the different between being accepted or rejected at most
colleges. As. a result, many students turn to expensive coaching
schools or coaching books in hopes of better test scores.

Students are frustrated at being unable to see their questions
and answers. They can never know which questions they answered
correctlY, 'or in which subjects they 'lied more work. Perhaps they
misnurgbered ftir answer sheet or the computer has made an-
other scoring %Mi. .

' Students are often resentful when they receive their scores. 'they
often feel that the test did not really reflect their ability. Many feel
that essay tests wduld have been fairerindicators of their talents. 0

Students believe that the tests are overpriced. A trident apply-
ing to seven law schools must spend as much 48 $35 imply to take
the ist and have his/her score and grades railed out. Additional-
ly, this student snight pay- as much ds $14 in school, application
fees, not to mention the costs of coaching b ks or coehing schools

sto prepare for thei test. i
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I am not spetiking of a handful of students. Rather, many stu-
dents feeI this. In 1977-78, some 1,488,300 students tbok the $cho-
lastic Aptitude Test and Achievement Tests; 166,000 took the Grad-
uate Management Admission Test; 314,000 took the Graduate Rec-
ords Examination; and 128,009 took the Law School Admigions
Testall tests made,by ETS. [ETS 1978 Annual Report.] In 1976-77,
923,241 students took the American 'College Testing's ACT Assess-
ment, and 60,000 took ACT's Medical Colleges Admissigns Test.
[ACT: General Information, 1977.]

.

It is our belief if students are provided with the basic informa-
tion required by this act, these tests will lose much of their mys-
tery. Students will have a better understanding of what the tests
can and cannot predict; hoW their score is determined; if
preparatory cqiurses are a'worthwhile expense; and' whether testing
fee levels are proper.

In addition to the question of what the individual student ishto be
told, there is the larger question of what the public should be told
about the limitations of standardized tests, moat notably problems
with predictability and bias.

When I was working in California, the University of California
was-trying to decide how to solve a basic problem. The average
freshman could not write as well as the faculty at this time wanted
him or her to write. That is a very, very important concern.

So, what happened? The president of the U iversity of alifor,0
David Saxon, formed a cominittee of d stinguished Ifacu

members of the university to look at the pro lem. The conhmit
,decided they would use the SAT to solve the roblems. Their first
proposal would have eliminated one-half the inority studOts at-
tending the University of California. There, was such an uproar,
the president sent the faculty back to the/ drawing boan4 They
came up with another proposal, the Saxon plan, which wentribefore
the Board of Regents. An interesting thing happened, peopl4 start- ,.

. ed asking questions. They said, you are trying to improve writing
ability of the students. What does the SAT have to do with that?
We found that the SAT could not predict writingQ ability. All it/
could predict was word association, mathematical reasoning, and so

to# on.°
So, we found Out that some of the moray knowledgeable acade

experts in the area did not completely know`of the limitations
standardized tests. It is our hope that this bill, will provide more
information so this does not occutvagain.

ere is a real objection in the lack of preciseness on the stand-
.4ar4ized tests. For example, if a student received a 600 on 1is or her

SATiwith possible scores ranging from 200 to 800 po tsthis
only means that there is a two-in-three chance that t stuident's
"true-score"the score the student w uld receive if ff9 external
factbrs, Akch as luck 7in guessing, coulçl be eliminated ould fall
somewhere between -WO and 630 points. One ETS booklet revealed
that a 72-point difference on the SAT math sectionand 66 points
on the SAT 3erbal sectionis so statistically insignificant that it
cannot be taken seriously. For the LSAT, a difference of 67 points
cannot be takeri seriouslN. Yet 67 points can be the differetice of
cine student being admitte% or nof to most law. schools,
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additioja, there, is a one-in-three chance that a student's icore
vary u0. to 60 pointi over or under his/her true score. There is*

\ also a 5-percpnt chance that the variance may be even greater than
'thisranging more than 60. points over or under his/her true
score. That means that's student whose true siore is 550, may
receive a score over 610 or under 490, Since 1.5 million students
take the SAT each year, 75 000 students would fall into this
category.

Most 'important, the 'tests cannot measure creativitk, judgment,
experience, or idealismcharacteristics which should figure into 41.k

any school's admissions .formula. As many colleges rely heavily on #.;

standardized tests to make admissiOns decisionsto the exclusion
of all other factors, except gradesthese traits rarely enter admis-

.4pions decisions. .

Testing expert' and mathematician Benesh Hoffman, in his book;
Tyranny' of Testing, also /criticized the limited 'value of multiple
choice tests. Hp contended that, the' multiple choice tests, such as
the SAT, LSAT,. GRE,. andAGMATf. "reward superficiality, igre
creativity, and penalize the person with a subtle, probing

There are other problems as well, such as the question of validity
. of the test. While the 'racial, sexual, regional, and ethnic bias of

these testi is still.lhOtly debated, it is dear that there is a positive
and, progressive association between test scores and family income.
A 1977 study by the California Postsecondary Education Commis-

. sion noted that "the average family income for students who
earned 650 or more pointsout of 800on the SAT was $26,400.
Students in the lqwer rangebelow 350 or more pointi..7--had a
'bean family inconie Of *$14,500."

A 1975 UC tierkeley study supported this conclusion. Students
whose family income was below $6,000 scored 92 points lower than
a sttident whose family income was $30,000.

Even some of .the data of ACT suggests this' is true'. In their
recent publication, College Student Profiles, Norms for the ACT
Assessment,-,1978-79--editionAcr compares the test scOre of
students from varying economic backgrounds.

The student from the highest economic backgroad will average
7 points higheror 20 percent,of the scoring scalebetter than the
;student from thlaitrest econ4fic background.

The same pu ication by ACT suggests some trends in regional
bias. A student frow the Midwest will average 4 pointsor -11
percent-of the sCorink, scalebetter than a student from the SOuth-
west.

yh6 same publication also notes that male students generally.
I have higher scores on the ACT assessment than do female stu-

dents, although women generally. *do better on the English part of
the test. I

We have really tried vela* hard to Ntrk with the testing associ-
ationitAast August-after the Cplifornia legislation passed, a num-
* orstudent leadeis met with the College Board. We raised a lot
4f very tough questions. We were promised responses; we were
promised another meeting. We have not seen those response's; we
have not seen that meeting, and we have been told there is no
meeting scheduled.
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In addition, Joel Padker, directoi of the US. Student Association;
Sent a letter last. December to the- C011ege Bdard pregident request-
ing that he be able to attend one Meeting of the College Board to
discuss 'student participation. It. took 3 months to get a response,
and the answer Was no. The JetKer cane froth Robert .Kintston;
president of the College Board. Let me read you part of this letter:

Well, the> executive committee has now held 'its late.winter meekina.. I duly
presented to therh your interest; and they have, for the present, decideR that it
would not be appropripte to invite "auditoreDgenerally during the.course of their
business. I think I kave to point out, Joel, thatthe trpstees of an organization.like .

the College Boardlike other boards of directors, perbaps-4re routinely confronted
with extremely heavy agendas, a great deal of sometinies. *tailed and,: complex
backup material, and must make decisithis thoughtfully but expeditinusly. This is
not a strange process, but I think you'll, agree that it's ohwrequiring great concen:
trationconcentration 'of a different kirk' from that required in.a political forum

publie theatre. This particular sense of responsibilit, has always led the tru
to diScourage attendance. by any who are not directly involved ih the specific items
immediately befae them, although they custotharily and frequently invite special
presentations from individuals professjonally and expertly.concerned with the Issues
which are before them. Nobody on the executive corhmittee has any illusions about
the. special relationship of students to the work of the College Board; but in a.
carefully 'reasoned discussion..they did contlude that tbis relationship would not
justify the seiving of a precedent for: attepdance during the genera) conduct of their
husiness. ,

.t..As of this time, we have observed to,.meetings. These meetings
,ate secretive and we havebeen denied permission to attend..

7I'woult1 no* qke to discuss certain provisions of,tilis act.
Section 3, Which requites information Of test subjeces and post-

.°.,d secondary ingtitutions, is fairly important becauSe it provideS baSic 0. ,

,:jfiformation to teat subjects, because many 'test subjects do not have
a clear 'Understanding of what their test scores,mean.

I want to mention that some of the testing 'companies have been
very responsive in this area. For exatnple, in the GRE booklet, the ?:

\ College Board gives students much of the infogmation required in
.1 'this bill,,,but this iS the first year they have done it. Wethink it is

as a result of the legislation passed in California and New York.
We s' wonder that if the threat of legislation- disacieors will the Atf

.:...testing companies revert to their old ways? 6

Section 4 of the bill, simply reqtares repors and' statistical ci-lita I. .

t ..,bQ submitted to. the Commissioner of Education. The largest bOdy4 ...,

of research done onthe valid4 of tests isconducted by-the testing
companies tifemseIves,. This research.serves as a-basis for improve-
ment d testsand testing.procediires, weigliting of tests, and' devel-

'.' opment Of n.ew services. I clearly, is impth,tant that 'independent.
'',. researchers in the field have a chance to look at tests. .

There ,were arguments made yesterday that:much of this re-
search is available to the Public. This is mit true. I would like to

.-...r list three examples of research cited in the New YOrk truth-in-
-. testing hearings that.arednot made available:

(1) Statistical repofts knowmas test analysis:equating procedures
(ETS refused to.disclose Ouch data io a researcher who Etugges*d .,
th6t ETS made a rrious mistake in ;equating the Multi-State Bar../,,, ,
Examination); li ' .

.", (2) 'A major ETS study on "Cultnial Bias in Testing; Clialtellge.. ,,4 -12, i).
.,.. akna Respo se , , 1
,... , p. ,

t: .....

V (3) A on law schools use A he LSAT.
. .

' s' : Sôtioi iequires release of test tiueStrons and answers.

s.a 1,i,
* '

; 31 /11116

,
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Th. ...section of the bill is important for a number -of reasons.°
First, a basic tenet of fairness dictates that people have the right to
review the criteria used to evaluate their ability. Presently, how- .
ever, studentswho must take4these tests in order to be admitted
to postsecondary educational institutionscannot see copies of the.
test questions or their own answers even after the test is given.

Second, standardized admissions tests are major instruments of
public polky as they influence decisions about who is admitted to
'undergraduate, grad.uate, and professional schools. It is essential
that such instruments of public policy be arilable for public dis-
cussion and review.

Third, public access to test contents is essential so that indeperid-
ent researchers can evaluate the tests. Independent review .should

welcomed as a way to improve t
archers are occasionally granted
y difficult to obtain this privile

o anting access 'are that" the° re
pu ished nor discussed with eollea
try."

Fojth, students -who can affort io a
schoo already have access.to .test questions. These schoolg system-

nd staffers in to take tests arid memorize the questions
for reviv in the course. Numerods studies have been cited that
indicate iat coaching can improve a test taker's score. Granting
all stude access to past test contents would , eliminate part of
this severe tconomic discrimination.

Fifth, contrary to claims made by the testing agencies yesterday,
release of questions will not Cause problems with equating, the
process that Triakep test scbres comparable. This is because the bill
allows the testing agencies to keep secret questions used for
equating.

Sixth; contrary to testing company claims made at the New York 41'
truth-in-testing hearings, release-of test questions and answers will
not result in a large increase in test taker fees. The cost of writing
new questions would be Minimal according to ETS' internal cost

.J3tudies,
Seventh, contrary to. claims made by testing, agencies at yester-1

days hearings, disclosure of test questions and ansWers will not
result ih reduction in the quality of the tests. Test questions and
answers will soon be available through legislation passed in New
York aid California. In addition, this act will improve the quality
of questions Writing by subjecting the process to the scrutiny of
interested subject matter experts, educators, and the piblic.

In one case where questions of a secure ETS test were disclos
for public 'Scrutinythe February 1973 -multiple7choice Multista
Bar Examinationlaw Professors:a the GeorgetoWn Law Center
and other Washington; lD.C.; law schools disagreed on the correct
answers to 25 pacent ,of the questions. Following 'this disclosure,
ETS and ife client concided that five of the quelitions seemed to
have more than one correct answer. .No tests, are known to haw
been disclbsed since.

Last, ,contrary to the debits made by the testing agencies at
yesterday's hearings, test milkers will not run out of new questions
to Ask. This claim 'is incOnsiStent with the' facts' of currentFET4

quality of tests. While re-
test contents now, it is k
rmore, the conditions
his research not be

ide the testing indus-

tend expensive coaching

e
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question-friting procgdures as described in the internal WS "Man,
ual of Ittformat,n for Test Development Professional Staff." Too
illustrate this the Mâ4ial uses this example of the January and
May 197141Physics Achi vement Test Con each version of the phys-
ics test, f6 questions re drawn from the old item files and 39
questiods were newly written by the physics committee of examin-

: ers and ETS staff. The Committee met twice and wa* budgeted to
produce 409 neW questions; only:56 were actually needed for eaCh
testiThe manual notes that surplus questions *are produpd as a
matter of procedure: "The number of items pretested may eiceed
tke dumber of usable items by as little as 25 percent or 30 percent

,of bi- as mu& as 300 percent or 400 percent. In the' absence of
appropriate rules of thumb, one should plan ttj pretest about twice
as many items as will be needed." Since-Most.questions are already
being written aneW anyway With no sign of plaUstion in sight-the
surplus questions will -provide a cushion. Those found to be satisfac-
tory are already stored for future use. So, it is our feeling therp
will be more than enough test questions and answers to ask. -r

The last section of the bill, section 7, is an important section as
well. Simply, this sectionNrequires testing agencies to file %limited
amounts of fmancial information with the Commissioner. It re-
quires far less information than does the California truth-in7testing .

legislation. This section is still necessary because it -Will .provide
nationwide information,: while California law only applies to that,
State.

Limited release of income and expenditures will enable the pub-
lic to better understand the procedures,, development, and adminis-
tration of Standardized tests. As I Mentioned earlier, students must
take one or more standardized tests made by one of two monopolis-
tic testing companies to be admitted to many colleges. They haVe
no choice as to which test they mat take and are not able to shop
around for the best price. Thus students are captive consumers of
the testing comPanies and provide much of the Companies' income.

d since two 'companies make nearly all the tests covered under
thfrs bill, each hail little incentive financially to compete with the
olftier. Quesitions have been raised qs to the large amount of profit;
that is reyenue over expenses of these companies as well as some of
the expenditures made from student feessuch aa the luxuridus
400,acre ETS campus at Princeton, N.J.

Ili addition, these tests .are used to allocate a limited public
goodeducationWhiCh makes the test'S manufacturers compara-

. ble tO public Atilities. This increases the public's right to know
more about the operations and test development procedures of the
limited number of testing co*plittibs. Tdsting companies are like
public utilities. It is iric that we spend a lot of time tedulating
the cost of electricity, b we have yet to insure in Mat areas that
adequate information is provided to test subject's who must take
these standardized testi in ordet to go to colleges and universities.

Mr. WEISS [presiding]. Dr. Lennon, you are our next witness.
[The prephred stetement of Roder Lennon follows:] .

#

V..
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STATEMENT OF ROGER T. LENNON, ASSISTANT TO THE CHAIR-
MAN IN MEASUREMENT, HARCOURT ' BRACE JOVANOVICH,
INC. 4

1

Dr. LENNoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, committee members. i
I shall read anabbreviated version of it and I request the entire

document be put into the.record.
Mr. WEI.SS. Without objection. .. .

Dr. LENNON. My name is Roger Lennon and I appear here as
repreecntative of the publishing firm, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
Inc., *here I am employed as .associate to.the chairman, for testing
.and measurement matters..Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, through its
subsidiary, the Psychological Corporation, is, we believe, the largest
of the commercial test publishers. A test publisher since 1918, 4
proffers a comprehensive set of more than 100 tests 1 of achieve-
ment, ability, aptitude, intefeSts, personality, .and other attributes.
Its test publishing interests are preponderantly in elementwy and
secondary schools, but it also serves private practitioners, inliustri-
al and commercial organizations, postsecondary institutions, profes-
sional organizations, hospitals, clinics,in short, all types of test
users.

The Psychological Corp., founded in 1921 by a group of profes-
.

sional psychologists, engages in the .conduct of testing programs for
admission to postsecondary institutions and occupations such as
those addressed by the legislation here under considerationsuch
institutions, for exaniple, as schools of pharmacy, nursing, optom-
etry, veterinary, medicine, and other health professions. It offers
the Miller analogies test program, used as.a basis for admicskin to
some graduate s ( hool cUrricula. The corporation aliso offers testing

programs for lic nsing, certification, and counseling for such di-.
verse groups as qupational therapists, cosmetologists, operating
room technicians, deurosurgical nufses, personnel and industrial
relations professionals, computer professionals, marketing Commu-
nicators, et cetera. These latter programs, or some of them, prob-
ably come within the purview' of the Gibbons bill, though not of the
Weiss bill. .

From 1948 until lastyear I, was responsible for all of the Har-
court Brace Jovanovich tot publishing activity, tand, from 1970 for
all the 'test publishing activity of the Psychological Corporation. I
am president-elect of the National Council on Measurement in .
Educdtion, the professional organization of persons concerned with
test denlopment and use, though I am not appearing here as ,

7represenfative of that body. or of any organization other than Har-
court Brace Jovanovicii. It- is my understanding that the Associ-
ation of American Publishers, representing most qf the commercial
test publishers though tot Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, is submit-
ting a statement to this-committee on the legislation under dims-
sion. .

We welcome the opportunity to appear beforq this committee and
to slum with the committee our views on file proposed testing
legislation. We endorse the purposes which the Gibbons and the
Weiss bfils seek to achieve: that persons required to take examina- (
tions as a condition for entry into postsecondary institutions or '
ocatipations be fully informed about the nature .of the exaMinations
and their use; that the .public ha1 ve access to appropriate informa-

.
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t ,
-'Aion regarding the developnint and uses of -sUch tests; and that

tests he used in a manner that insures fair treatment .avid equal
rights for all examinees. We have sought in the condurt of the
thsting programs for which we are responsible to achieve these
purposes: I append to this statement information booklets for sever-

-al of the `programs Which we conduct, typical of those placed in the
hands of subjects in all such programs, in aid of these -purposes.-

[Booklets retained:in Subcommittee files.] ;

Dr. LENNON. At the same time wa question (1) whether there has
been a substantial showing of need for legislation of this kind; (2)
whethei the controls and refinements of practice sought by the
bills are riot better handled through- the appropriate professional

'organizations, such as American Psychological Association, Ameri-
can Educational Research AssoCiation, and National Council on
Measurement in Education Which have, in fact, addressed them-
selves, through the development of test standards, to many of.the
issues of fest information that these proposed bills look to; (3).
whether, in fact, the bills here under, consideration will achieve the
heightened leVel .of knowledge and understanding on the part of
examinees and the genetal public that are intended; and, finally,
(4) whether fife Specific provisions of the bills ate workable and
cquld- be complied with by testing agencieewithout inordinate addi-
tions to their costs ahd thuS the charges to examinees.

Turning fitst to H.R. 3564, the Gibbons Truth iri Testing Act of
1979, we respectfully invite the committee's attention to the Tollow-
ing points:

Section 6(a). Here, as elsewhere,.questions arise as to the locus of
respodsibility for compliance. In admissions testing programs, a
vahety of arrarigements maY prevail, among testmaking agencies,
receiving institutions, Sponsoring organizations and others, with
varied divisions of responsibility for .program elements among
them. These variances in arrangements and thus, compliance re-
sponsibility; Should be addressed in the bills.

Section 6(a)(4).'It ig not always possible, prior to testing or at the
time of administration, to provide experimentally obtained infor

i
-

mation on the reliabiity of a test, particularly if it s required that
new tests be created for each test aslniinistration. It is not inappio-
priate to ask that information on reliability be provided within_a

--reasonable time after the administration of Vie test.
Sectiori-6(a)(5). -It is not clear what is intended Iv the phrase

"related facts."
Sectimi .6(bX2). This provision s ems to require arrintatpretation

of an individual's perforniance a compared with the performande
. of other examiriees;Athis is the oñJy meaning that we can attach to
"ranked." FA find Eris requiremeritnconsistent with that of sec-

. . tion Q.(c), whiCh prescribes gtading of ests Of kriowledge or achieve-
thent on the basis of the relative distribution of scores of examin-
ees.

Sedtion6(b)(3). This calls for reporting of cutoff scores for admis-
sion to institutions'of higher education or occupations. Not only are
these generally unknown tothe testmaking .agency but, in many
cases, the iiSe of cutoff scores is discouraged as conducive toward a
mechanical way of utilizing the test iriforMation,possibly to the

s, minimization of use of.opher admissions criferia. .

'370
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Section 6(c). in calling for, different: modes of grat:Lg .tests of
knowledge or achievement and tests of aptitude, this: section iin-
plieS a distinction in the drafter's mind between these types of tests
that is hald to reconcile with the treatment of these terms in the
"professiOnal literature.

GiVen appropriate handling of drafting 'infelicities such as those
mentioned above, we would not-fiiid- Co-inPiiiiide-Witlilla -3564-to
require great departure from our current practide. Nevertheless,
we advise against its enactment. Compliance would entail additions
to our costs which would, of Course, be reflected in the costs ulti-
mately borne by examinees. We do not believe that the interests of
examinees, or of the public generally, would be appreciably served
should this legislation be enacted. We urge the committee to evalu-
ate carefully the eiridence of the extent and seriousness of the
nee& supposedly being addressed by this bill, as well as Weiss.
.' We respectfully raise one ,additional point in connection with
H.R. 3564, namely, its proposed title, the Truth in Testing Act of
1979. This title seems to us a too facile borrowing from truth-in-

. advertising, truth-in-packaging, et cetera, legislation, clearly, and
perhaps intentionally, implies that heretofore there has been an
absence of 'truth,. or perhaps untruth, e'in representations about
admissions tests. This is an implication to which our /organization
takes vigorous exception. We have been governed in/our test pub;
lishing practices of the standards of test description and reporting
enunciated by the professional groups I mentioned above. It would
seem to us that a less prejudicial and pejorative title for the bill is
in order.

Let me no* turn to the Weiss bill, the Educational Testing Act
/ of 1979. This . bill has . many of the same purposes as the Gibbons

bill: examinees should be fully informed about the content of ad-
missions tests, the public should have access to information pbout
the. teSta, and there should be assurance that all examinees are
treated with equal. fairness--Lworthy goals, all, In seeking to
achieve these goals, however, the. Weiss bill gees far beyond the
Gibbons bill in its disclosure requirements and, in our opinion,
imposes such heaVy burdens on test-making agencies as ultimately
to be counterproductive: the- vOlume of information to be..Made
available to examinees and- others and the cOsts of providing it arp,
in our opinion, disproPortionate to any manifest need or HWY

I benefit. . .

In particular, we invite the attention of 'the cdmmittee to the
following provisions of the proposed bill as matters of, cOneern:

Section 3(aX3) calk for information on the correlation between
lestscores_and-cari.eer success. Such information is almost never
available; in large part owing to the extreMe difficulty of defining
and measuring caiSer success. Moreover, most tests dsed for admis-,

. sions purposes purport orily to predict suceess in training programs
or, where used f r.certification and l'censure purposes, to Measure
only the lubwle ge requirement and ndne Of the other attributes
that maim for 4areer succeSs. Incidentally, the :stipulation- that'
correlations be r rted, ig hard to .reconcile with the provigion,-

ction 3(a)that information be provided in easily uriderstandable,
language; very few candidates,would understand the significance of
.correlatiOns Of the type called for. , ,
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Section 3(aX4XA). The type ("reporting called for, nanitly, the
extent to which test scores improVe prediction of grade point aver-
age, expressed as a pexcentage, is ta virtuallY meaningless statistit,
as well as one that' would be sOarcely comprehensible to most
candidates.

_ Section 3(aX4)(3). This calls for a comparison of test perforrnance
by major income groups. M6st prdgrams do not solicitinformation
about income from candidates, and such inquiry would be distaste-
ful to many examinees; .but, even if there were dePendable infor-
mation on the income. of examinees or their families, cornparisdns
of test performanCe by income groups is likely to give. rise to far
more Misunderstanding than clarification of the appropriateness of
tests.

Section 3(aX4)(C).calls for inforination on the extent to whidh test
preparation courses improve examinet4 scores on the average,
again expressed as a percentage. Stleh information will rarely be
available; witness the difficulty the Federal Trade Commissionlad
in locating data on the effectiveness of SAT coaching programs.
Again, the stipulated reporting modeperdentage improvement=.---is
statistically inappropriate.'

Section 3(aX5) calls for information on the manner in which test. .

scores will be used, alone or with other information, to predict
future academic perfOrniance. In many cases the' test agency has
no way of knowing how receiving institutions ,use test scores, What
Weight they are assigned in the institution's decisionmaking proc-
ess,. what other variables are combined with them in making ad-
Mission decisiona, et cetera.

In a, word we believe that Many of the reporting requirements
with respect to information to be provided to examiqees. prior ,to
test taking are unrealistic and impractical. While condpletely sym-.
pathetic to the desire that candidates have a better understanding
of the nature of the tests they take, ve do not believe that such .

upderstanding would be greatly adva ced for most oandidates by
the infor4iation called lor,-even if it coiJ1d be accumulated. .

Fat m e serious, hoWever, and pote tially more hurtful is the
requirem nt in section 5 that copies 'Of the testa themselves be
released Ioth for inspection by any oandidate so desiring, and for
deposit with educational agencies. Thd destruction 'of security of,a
test, consequent upon making it available to all examinees, greatly _

Complicated the task of providing .an instrument at the Utile Of each
testing that; will be equallIr fair to all candidates, in the sense of
equally familiar or unfamiliar to all candidates. We do not advance
sheer increase in difficulty and expense to testmaking agencies as
per ae baais for nonenactment. We do, however, urge the committee
to attend most 'seriously to the effecth on costs to examinees and
avagabilit, of :examining servides of the required compliance, and
to balatice the putative benefits to someand probably fewcandi-
dates against an iRcrease in costs to all. _-

We urge the corfritteeLto consider whether there may riot be
ways of achieving, the goals of these bills to a reasonable &tree
without the kind of total, promiscuous disqlosure of die test& th,em7
selves here contempltited.

For example, could there not be created in the Office (of the
"ComMissioner of Education a test-monitoring agency with which
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,\
copies would be filed, which urarrange upon request of ecam-i

inees for aniimpartial_ review an analysis of any test, but under
conditions that safeguard the security .bf the test itself?

Similarly,a, would it not. be fairly easy tp provide for a mechanism
that would -msure independent che*ing on the accuracy of scoring
of a candidate'sk test shortrof making the test questions and, answer
key available to all Upon request'? t

We are aware of and sympathetic to legitimate consumer con-
. cerns in this context. Testa are important for admission to institu-

tions of higher I education, and thus potentially of crucial signifi-
cance to an individual's career; and that- an individual may feel
entitled to *see the test questions, study the% at leisure, find out
Where he made mistakes; and so on, is eminently understandable.

Yet it is true that with respect to the programs that we have
conducted over many years, reaching thousafids upon thousands of
examinees, there have been very, very few requests from examin- -
ees that they bkpermitted to examine copies of their test booklets,
and it is hard for us to see how their fortunes have been hampered

s by virtue of their not having had access to the tests.
We judge that candidates in these admission testing programs

understand the advantages of test security, which is the only, way
of insuring that no candidate have the advantage of familiarity'
with some or all of the test content. To maintain test security in
the face of the disclosure provisions of the Weiss bill would create
substantial and unmistakable added costs for the testmaking agen-
cy and thus the examinee, for dubious benefits.

Equally ill advisoil, in our opinion, are the provisions of section 7
with respect to the reporting of financial information and volume
of activity for all admissions testing programs, purportedly to "en-
sure tHat tests are being offered at a reasonable cost to test sub-
jects."

'In our system of government, the Federal or State Governments
should never become involved in determining competitive prices
except in those instances where there is a nationwide consensus to
combat inflatm, tl) penalize, acts of monopoly or price fixing that
are ontrary to law, to meet a national emergency that applies to
all dustry, and to regulate, those industries which utie public
pro. , y such as roads, tracks, and so on.

Th , e has been no showing, as far as we are aware, that charges
to ex: !nods have been unfair. Tests making and test publishing 's
a relat i ely, small business in total. In our judgment, the price f
'tests an answer sheets and scoring cannot be reduced by means of
Federal State expmination of publishers fmancial records and

1 monitor of their co pliance with thefl provisions of either of

In th
thepe W s.

t .1
4-. *

s oukt s ch procedures be undertaken, pubfishers
will e. plb fewer people,' government will spend considerable
mone , an testing will not be for the consumer a single dollar
cheaper, if one considers. that tost diakers and test takers are both
taxpayersj twhereas, examinees could be severely handicapped if,
publishers find that test publishing is too expensive to continue
under the pro procedures. ,

In a. wo e test and financial disclosure provisions seem to Os
discrimin ry, possibly illegea, anclcertainly unyvorkable. , !

.
1 ..
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For the reasons enumerated, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich strong-
lS7 urges that.the two bills here considered not be approved by this
comrpittee.

As an organization with "proprietory interests" in admission
programs, we see threat to those interests in the Gibbon's bill, and
serious harm in the Weiss' bill.

Please let me reiterate that even if what is proposed in theie
bills proves to be constitutionally correct and popularly sought, we
believe that it may be impossible for us. as a major test publisher to
conduct our business under the constraints and costs imposed. This
is not an idle threat.

Rather than break the law, should one or both Of these bills be
passed, it is possible that we would gradually. Withdraw- froM a
bubiness in which we have invested more than $40 million over a
period of six decades and at present maintain with a Staff of more
than 23 Ph. D's and 209 other employees Which.we believe would
not be in the -interest of candidates in the sense of reducing the
available supply of purveyors of materials and. Services Ior such
programs.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman and committee members.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Dr. Lennon.
I am going to ask two'questions which relate to drafting, and let

Mr. Goodhng ask questions of the panel.
Mr. Rund, I have tried to confirm the area of concern that you

had expressed about some of the drafting, in regard to the avail-
' ability or the return to.a test taker of copies of the tests and the

answers.
Idook on page 7 of the bill. It is possible that they had not used

the word "copy" but the final draft does: That has been corrected
and, Dr. Lennon, with regard to section 3(A)(5) where you express
some concern about calling for information on the manner in
which test scores will be used alone,-or where other information to
predict future academic performauce, and you say in many cases
the test agency has no way of 'knowing how the receiving inkitu-
ticins use the test Scores.

I ( ' In 3(a)(5) there is a provision which says: . .

"And the manner, it any, the test .agency will use the test
scores"; so I think that-that concern probably has been-anticipated
and responded to.

Mr. GoOdling?
Mr. GOODLING. There are so many people and so many questions

to be askek and I am 8 minutes late for the next meeting.
Mr. WEISS. Feel free; take as much time as you like.
Mr. GOODLING. I could hear you while I was on the telephone out

In the lobby.
I could hear most 4--your testimony 'loud and clear, so I am

aware of what you were saying. In addition I have read a great-
deal of the,testimony.

First of all, Mr. Herndon, contrary to your expeditious hopes, I
would hope that we gosslowly in this whole business of,passing this
Illgislation, either Rieces of legislation. We have great opportunity
now to see what happens 'in New York. They don't know whether
they, have created a monster or something gobd and holy, and we
can sit back.and wait and benefit/ from their mistakr.

q17)
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Also, I think National Science Academy, and other organizations
are currently looking into this whole testing area. But, let me ask
you a couple of questions. ' .

I notice that, you supported, and I 'am sorry to notice that you
and AFP appear to be together on these particular issues, you are
supporting this legislation. As I understand it you have a real
opposition to standardized testing, period.

Am I not correct in saying that? ; -

Did you not take such a stand?
/ Mr. HERNDON. The NEA called for a moratorium on the use of
standardized tests that many of the kinds of questions that were
addressed in this legislation were answered.

We have opposed many contemporary uses of normal referenced
standardized tests, but not the whole concept, of standardized tedts.

Mr. GOODLING. Knowing that teachers feel very, threatened with
standardized tests,. I read somewhere you were in a different posi-
tion.

Mr.. HERNDON. Our position has been pushed and distorted to
extremities by a number of people that would like to make it look
extremely absurd.

Mr. GOODLING. Do you believe all standardized tests should be
graded and returned to the test taker. This is contrary to many
teachers that I worked with' who didn't return tests or who re-
turned them and allowed students to look at them a second or two
and then they.took them back for some reason or another.

Do you beilieve all standardized tests should be returned to the'
taker? , .

Mr. HERNDON. That answer has to be a function of the Use of the
test, what it was intended to do, and the decisions that are going to
relate to the scores.

Mr. GObDLING. Much of what I have heard in relationship to the
legislatiOn is to do that kind of thing.

Mr.. HERNDON. I believe in regards to the use, of the 'SAT for
college ,admissions or the use of the LSTA" for law school admission,
the us4 of the graduate record exam for graduate school, the use of
many of these examinations for entry into professional' schools,
that that is a very reasonable provision, that it ought to be done.

Mr. GOODLING. Do you believe that this is the sole way of getting
into schools; et cetera, in most instances?

Mr. HERNDON. I cannot answer for most instances. There ame a
number of institutioni where we believe the scholastic aptitude test
is almost the sole determinant of adMission,

Mr. GOODLING. End of comment?,,
Mr. HERNDON. Yes, sir.

GOODLING. I can only say it's contrary to my experience, so it
must have dhanged considerably in the last 5 years, Vecause it
certainly, was contrary to my 20-some° years eXperience prior to
that.

Let me ask you one or two other 'questions.
Yesterday. I tried on numerous, occasions to find out nd I didn't

get an answer to my questions, whether these two pie s of legisla-
tion we are talking about at the present, time will in auy way 'help 0 9;

the youngster from the low-income familY;- the minority youngster
!

- .
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who we are told fromtime to time, and I nave documented that in ;

many instances does more poorly in these types of examinatiens.
Do you see anything in these two pieces of legislation which is in

some way going' to help those youngsters?
Mr. HERNDON. I think there is a potential, for help' Whether the

,help will automatically_follow is prospective..
The Weiss bill will generate for once the data that are necessary'

to ,make accurate decisipip and accurate conclusions as to how
these tests and the "decigions that relate to these tests actually
affect those from low-income groups.

Now, what the Congress or the educational institutions choose to
do with these indications is another matter.

We would hope that they would respond constructively.
Mr. GOODLING. Yesterday I heard on numerous occasions that it

was going to do something about the business of the more wealthy
student who is able to for preparation, for taking the eximinations.
I am wondering, _for instance, about handing out these tests after
they have been scored to the people who took them. What is that
going to do to generate help to the low-income person? .

He is still going to have to have someone then, I suppose, to
tutor and prep him in order to take the next test. On the other
hand, it seems to me it works against him, because it gives even a
great opportunity, I would think, for tutoring purposes.

Mr: HERNDON. It's very safe to point out that the statute as
proposed does not offer copies of examinations to people prior to
the time they take the examination, and it would be available to
researchers.

Mr. GOODLING. I am talking about the second and third time you
take the test, does it in faet give it an advantage or a disadvantage
to the low-income person?

Mt. HERNDON. This bill as written does neither of those. It gener-
ates data that allow us to make decisions as to the real effect.

Mr. GOODLING. It dOes.permit the student to have the exam after
he has taken it.

Mr. HERNDON._ Yes, sir, but I think it.most unlikely the produc-
ers and purveyors of the examinations tub going to be rendering
the identical examination to the same student. ,

Mr. GOODLING. Not identic41, but hoW many, times can you
change the same routine?

Mr. HERNDON. The factor that you are describing is in existence
at the moment. The- student scores do gO up .as they take these
examinations more times. I /

Mr. GOODLING. HOW will this legislation iniprove the possibility
of low income or minority students doing better pn these teSts?

Mr. HERismokd think that the statute as. 'Written doe$ not diriect-
ly address the question.

It does provide us with data that allow us to make decisions
about the actual effect on low-income students.

Mr. Gooni*G. I think we have all of that data already. But
beyond that, it doei,make those tests availade for a better tutoring
program, I Would think; and again people who can afford it then
would have a better opportunity than they presently have for euch
tutoring purposes because of the availability of more tests.

It is just an obeervation. I have net been able to find out.
o
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I was trying yesterday to find out what the push was behind this,
*14 was the mOtivation, and also if motivation, was the low-
inc6me Slid minority students..
Mr. HERNDON, It'S my belief that, as these data are available, the

1 . provisioh of thia Statute is implemented .we will have better tests
apd that was . one of the quotations I. rendered from Mr. Buros.

It is his belief. ea...my: belief .there are 'a mituber, of people
capable of 'iltontributing to. the refihement of these institutions,
because they couldn't work for,one ofa handful. corporate inter-.
ests that promulgate. the miaminations. -

1 Mr. Wniss. In thetoUrse of my testiiiiony: yesterday., I tried te
I indicate again, independent researchers the field who havee on
1. the basis of some analysis and studies they- haye:,ilndertaken; indi-,
I .cated their belief that there are. unintentional-inhkent biases that..
P. are bUilt into some ot these testh. Making °those 'testi °public and

allowing independent researchers to revie* them and pick out the ..-.
problem areas and eliminate the .unintentional biases that
crept In will iniprove chances 'for those it:would. adversely; affect:°:°'

*1- Mr:'d*ODLING: 1 have no problem with your 'independent7 re-.
Searchers' 'review, 'Nit 'that is different 'than' handiaki thera out
students:

I am/thinking in relationship to stpndardized.tests.
. 'them othee than tO determine to son* degree what the youngsters!'

tential is, and then if he' is not reaching that or yirhy he is nOt.
'en maybe I can help a student from that standpoint:,Thit, Ialsj

know whep you get 'the standardized tests out,' for instanee,,th
&St district I worked in as a Ominselor, they had this prazy idea

-- that you had.nto hoinogeneously 'group' stUdents, whatever that
meant. SO.'there were.,StandStdimd ,teSts :which 'of course, .thrent:::
enedteachers; -,.

" theyfeel if/students, acet -do Well oxi a nstandardized- test if-is
because of `'tnteacher. SO; I-would fuid.fine sthgrade gtotiP
`woqld- Whine m,vvith 004=4114, ,It i because
the.teacher4ne Stikrt4Plouglito tack tlest; ,

, =We.-liad One , group 'that .lg*e& outS Jing:i..!They. Weren't .any.
".sniorte ofitstanding than thenextlfo jut thc tigieherWas,

a little smarter and a little-more, thr. 4,4e°c4twi..
Me. Wiriss,Oonvstadents aie'able.to "get -thelf4n thifitlov,at kin

f retUtoring.
. Mr. OPCOLING. Ant rid ate notansWeringmy, question 'mita' hbw_.;
does his legislationlferp .thelow:income indivldual:-.He-oap? have
'all of those tests that 'he,,,wantio,..btiV4kk,..ciiinot ,do,,,anythi* sikitkh-
those tests unless* is tutored.' ;7- -7-1:-

Mr. WEISS. Tittoring is inr the eye.of the &holder, .0e-tuterte Apia
. tutoror, and it seems tO me ifi2somebody getirs'test 'ands gdes tolls:-
. or her teacher or Parent Or friend and say;-"1-ley,thisis-the'test=i,,
took; these are the 'results, . that -1-got--back; -What .-ain-17.-doint
wrong?"

. . Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Haber, is it?
Mr. HABER. Yes.
Mr. GOODLING. I notice you say iou represent so many millions .

of students, lind I am always concerned about that. We get all sorts
of people in front of us. If they can't get somethiti-down_on_ the
local level, then they come to us and say, those stupid people on
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the local level, we can't get them to go along -with us since they
only represent a minoritrthinking.

You said you talked with a couple of hundret. I am talking about
-.representing millions.

Have you done any kind of poll?
Mr. HABEE: Let me say two things: .

We have 3 million dues-paying members. I have spoken to many,
many students oboist ct wide variety of issues, everything from

$ financial aids to tuition to. collective bargaining. vid there is no
other issue thlt geta students more excited, more inVolved than
-this issue., 7 , . .

I 0.an't. q4it.e descidbe hit to you.,Tcould ,teke-oou to a student
conferen9e, if ouolike.

Ther gift Ili be one hi tO,days.in'MasOachudetts, and I would
be happy,to take., you. there, but there are Ao other issues which

"--,students are more.concerned about, ,

_ Mr-GoonLIROPOW you heve.'iMaterial that you, haVe gotten from
(hese 'students, that one.cetild'reaftlor instance?

"." Mr. HABEE; Leiters and, things like: that?
, .

. Dirt tioppLING. res; , OS tia Wnat their,oncerris ore ..

Mr, Gothumg. I want to make sure who °lie are talking -about.
11324FaVand-Pr rePreeentatives in.my district told me that the'
teachgrs-ere -ho for 'the Depaitment of Education, which ,be-.
came the 15ePartment 'Of.:Some Education° and not some Educa-

,

rcouldn't find 15 W in ni g,achersr districtA llhat Would te me,

ything other than send money back and keep yoUr cottonvicking
-.fingers off of our business.

, Mr:, Rota.. If. you like, I would be more t a happy to set up,,a_,
. meeting With as maily,s udegnts as you wouled ..

Mr..GOonuikra.-I api kni m ch tim P

Let- me ,make one o wo- observations with the gentleman from,-
. -New Arork; 'and l' appreriate your coming down, and I Ippreciate;-,

-%tijat Yon have this trial experimuerngtogeodinpog. ivsintse,shieounlld3;thgesteutnimattn?, s

learns-from Your errors, or. yo
before we ;JIM* int() SQ1110thing Yintill both feeedt, ,, A

s' Ve-dothait'so often,..and then -we get burn
'tic) :you still .administer that barbaric. testin .p*rogra!rk, from the

Pork Ag413 called reOnts? --,-.

Mr': LAVALI.,E, The answerhl:fiteS," Wdo."- he very -interesting
thing ,about 'the-regente w

.. always the threot that, 1.,'IThle.Y. were_ gloi rngatr(i', _on ga -wnr ;0t ill e Ze w;e4.

"gentk"-an4 I ess,about SO- years hive passeV-and the rumo
rsiated li t t e regents cbntinue on: n

One 'of 0-former Comm issioners v n indicated that form
'tiskTorce, and the task forge4 o
,,remtiviwk-ther<CointifilMner an a alit,fatiOteir we s ;

.N

those regeek. , ,;,, t ,'

Mr. Goon,LiA, I don't notice in your legislation that yon Covere
them. 0 \

Was there any particular &son? .
Mr. LAVALLE. Very inter ting factor, my colleague here, Sena-

tor Halperin, as a matter o fact in the debate in the Senate on

383 ApmeIL
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this legislation and Senator Lack indicated that, for instance, we
almost had a truth-in-testing In the use of the regents.

If you conie tg New York State and come to a high school you see
every boy and. girl tothig a little book of former test questions and
so forth, and the teachers very vigorously teach to those test ques-
tions to, prepare them, both 'in giving them a test awareness and
also to fry and zero in on the format of specific questions.

The most standard one that we all joke about isf as the train
leaves from Chicago and one leaves from New York ankthey are
both going at x number of miles, when will they meetx kind of
thing, and to give them that kind'pf anatwareness OR the rate and
distance questien, along with how to take it,

14.. GOODLING. Why didn't you cover the \SAT's? I don't believe
you covered the achievement test either.

. Mr. LAVALLE: We had a meeting with the ETS,people -following
our 'hearing and that meeting lasted several hours, from memory of
the 2-hour meeting, a good portion was spent by their people on the'
achievement tests, that they were very specific kinds of questions.

They use, for instance, the Russian exam. Very few students take
that exam, and We felt and on balance that their input in terms of
replacement of a highly specialized type of question as given on the
achievement test made some sense, so we exempted the achieve-
ment test, as we did on tWo other kinds of tests, the equating
questions, and the pretest questions that do not in many of the
tests make up the raw score, so we did in our legislation look at
certain kinds of tests, for instance, licensing exams, tests that are
given, certain kinds of elementary school tests that are given, civil
service tests, and we exempted those kinds of tests and we even
exempted certain kinds of questions to come under the disclosure
provAms.

M-TOODLING. Did you respond to my question?
Why you didn't include regents?

.1 didn't hear a specific reason as to why' you didnzt include
regents.

-Mr, LAVALLE. We are talking about specifically postsecondary
admissions to get into college or graduate schools, and so forth. /

GOODLING. Your bill Only deals with postsecondary?
Mr. LAVALLE. Yes.

Mr. GOODLItIG. 'Why did you stop there? Is that aS far as. you
wanted to bite Off at that particular ime? .

I think the Most claimable testing programs that go on go on in..
ibly grades 8 through-12.
r. LAVALLE. The thrust of the legislation in 'terms of standard-

ized testing is beyond or is in the postsecondary area.
1. 4 Mr. GOODLING. I consider regents to be very. statidardized.

Mr. BURNETT. I would.like to make a couple remarks with regard
to your question about what this legislation will do for low-income
students. .0

I think that you should be aware that these minority students
who.are takitlg these tests nowadays, these people are motipated to
go on to college "and Oostgraduate work, and so that this legislation

mis telling them they can get`these tests back and they can study'
wfroin these tests, and that Will stimulate .moie self-mbtivation 6n

their part- to study on their own for the test as well as to go out6

3 s,
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and seek counseling, the emphasis to continue on and study more,
so next time around they will do better.

With regards to students and how they, feel about this legislation,
the whole field of testing, the minority students have a great
distaste for Standardized testing.

Those students with whom I have talked across the. country are .
in favor, of this legislation, because now it gives them an opportunii
ty to see exactly what they are paying out for and exactly what
theii tests mean and how they are being judged by the institutions
or whatever, what the test actually means, and seeing what the
testing companies are doing -with their tests and what they ere
trying to judge.

When I came in I vtoi very naive; I thought that it Was going to
.be strictly medicine, o .s tudied all the medical type things and all
of these other areas I was not aware of were on the test, and that
is the type of thing that students need to do.

Everything is being covered, and this type thinewill let them see
exactly what i$ going to be covered so they liave a way of studying.

Mr. GOODLING. MCAT does have a, very extensive ,tutoring' pro-
gram that you can get your fingers on beforehand.

Mr. BuarfErr. That is an expensive program as well. I got the
book and the book alone costs me $10.95, and it has probably gone
up since then.

Mr..WEIsSI Senator Halperin, do you have a response?
Mr. HALPERIN. I have here material which was provided by one

of these coaching courses, and, I make the following offer, that if
the test preparers, although they said under certain circumstances
they might make theit htformation available, and you said that by.
making the test questimr, past test questions available, they might
in fact be helping the coaching school.

It is my feeling as someone who took one of those courses and
knows they haVe professional test takers whø take those tests
solely for the purpose of going in and evaluating them and .bring-,

g out questions, that the 'material which I have in front of me in
6 act will be very clbse to the questions and in some cases may be

the exact questions that were given the ETS, these are for the
this :particular material, and will allow .us to go in and ,

compare, maybe we can get the answer. .

Maybe your concern is really not a oncern, because I feel that
information is already public.

Mr. GOODLING. Maybe it,ivas one f those professional test takers .

that delayed my daughter for a out an hour, because one fewer
test was turned in than Was handed out. She couldn1 get out of the
room.

r. HALPERIN. I wb'uld also like to reflect on one other issuet the .

f&irtunity of the Individual who is taking the test to review the
%at.

I bring this up wfth a little bit of enibarrassment, since When r
ran for office I also was studying for the bar exam at the same

. time, and. you can't succeed in everything all at once.
I had -an opportunity to 'review my bar exam which was only

given to those who were not quite' as successful as some others and
I found to my Amazement, in one sense relief, that the reason L was
not po successful is that had in fact failed to answer a whole

.



series of questions bec
booklets were prepared.

They weren't the, norin
page. They opened up in
short answers entirely and
made the difference betwee
exam.

Mr. QOODLING.. The poor guy
gone to the electric, chair because

M. WEISS. Great exit line, I mns
Mr. HALPERIN. I have yet to see

accordion folds.
Mr. WEIRS. Or a complaint or an inctici
Mr. Williams?
Mr. WiLuAms. Thank you, Mr. Chairmttri.
I want 'to commend you and the- otifers

interest in, this matter.
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It certainly is a very important issue. Testing
a major part in the American way of life and the
success. Particularly when those tests are given at
level, at that point where a person' Wants to enter,

I believe the institutions which design, dietribute, a
really have a greater influence, although momentary,
momentary influence on studente lives than does governm

clearly become
erican way of
try to college

profession.
give tests

greater
nt.%

Mr.' WILLIAMS. A far, greater influence. If one does noVhelieve
that, just ask the student who is preparing for a test or who has
failed a test. Ask 'him at that moment which has the greatest
influence on his life, the test booklet or the U.S. Governnuint. He
will tell you very, very quickly. So, it' is an important matter.

It is important to me for another` reason, teo, and that is I think,
that some of the professions in this country have virtually closed
shops. t do not know if thit is good or bad. The dental profession
has it, the medical profession, the ABA,' I think George Meany
should be envious, and I understand he is envious of the - union
these people operate. The reason they are so closed is becaufle of
admission standards and licensing procedure. Licensing is a %whole
other matter that someday we Will get into.

Having said that, I would like te ask Dr. GrahainI was im-
pressed, Doctor, by 4e testimony that said in the 1930's -or, 1940's,
dental schoolti lad an attrition perhaps three times as great as you
had after lou instituted the dental testing prograin. You had a 20-
or 25-percent attrition rate before you put in the dental admiisions
testing program, then a 7-percent rate. So you obviously kept data
on that. Let me ask you to expand on that data and tell me if yeti
know which students were eliminated. I itssume the reason *the
attrition rate was down is because you eliminated some students.

I Which students? Has the ADA collected that as well?
Dr. GRAHAM. No;' it has not, not as, to who was eliminated, no.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I would thii* that would be one of the things any

profession, would want' to knOw for its own future anci for those
who are being served by the legal or medical community. That is, if
you are going to eliminate perhaPs as many as 1,200 people a year,
you should want to 'know winch ones you are eliminating.

."
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Let me ask another question. Did the ADA or did the dental
schools consider other ways to reduce the attrition rite? For exam-
ple, did they check to find out which courses were causing this
attrition rate and then check the relevancy of those courses. Maybe
they, were courses in French. Maybe dentists ought to knoy
French, I think they should, -but maybe that is not relevant N
being a goo2i-dentist. Did they, audit that2 4

Dr. GRAHAM. I do not understand your question.
Mr. WILLIAMS. There are at least two ways to reduce the attri-

tion rate. One is to eliminate through an entrance test those stu-
dents who reay be less, successful in school, and that is what you
chose to do. Now, there is another way to accomplish it. That is-to
change the curriculum, not necessarily diminish the quality of the
curriculum, but go in and fine those areas where the student is
having trouble and see if those courses are relevant to the student
being a better lawyer. Do they do that?

Dr. GRAHAM. Yes. They would get studenth in medical school not
able to perform the manual work. The students found put after 1
or 2 years in dental school they could not perform the type of
manual dexterity. The 1,200 studenth were not thrown out by the
schools, it was voluntary.

Mr. WiLmArds. It becomes difficult to know--
Dr. GRAHAM. When you go day affer day to try to do some very

fine work that you cannot get and you fall further and further
behind, and you realize the profession that you have chosen will
require this fine workthat is what happens. We 'feel, if we do not
provide the student some kind of a task that they .can judge for
themselves before they spend 4 Years. in college and another 2

*years in dental school--
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Haber, does the United States Student Associ-

ation concern ithelf with attempting to determine the relevancy of
the courses which the studenth are required to take with regard to
the profession in which they are trying to proceed?

Mr. HABER. We try, but usually those decisions are made by
faculty members who are very, very skeptical of being told what to
teach bY studenth.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Whatrocedure do you think should be developed
to allow studenth some input? I am talking about having studenth'
input, but not to determine curriculum.

Mr. HABER: One of the things we do, and I can talk as to what
.has happened at. the University of California, on a. number 'of
committees there are studenth who come and Speak with the factil-
ty members as to various classes or sit on committees that help
make those decisions. We are more fortunate because student par-
ticipation is much greater in other parts of the country.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Senator LaValle, there is a great deal of criticism
and some of it, I must say, is very well founded, about government
today rushing in and trying something before there seems to be an
appropriate reason to pass the law or to make whatever attempth it
is that is being required. I am wondering, inasmuch as two large
States, New Yprk and California, have embarked on this, whether
it would not be better to wait until we at the Federal level see
what your successes are before we commit a Federal bureaucracy..
to this procedure.
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Mr. LAVALLE. I would think we would want to tie together all 50
Statee in a unified prograni. There has . been considerable interest
throughout the country on Otis legislation. As a matter of fact, -
California initially filed legislation very similar to. New York's.
They lobbied very heavily and amended their law and have a much
weAer version than thlit of New York. They would .like to try to
irtove back to where New York is. There are many other States
which during the debate contacted us. .

You 'can see that New York,. for instance, some of the problems
where we have to get to the bottom of the threats by both the

I medical and dental associations, and so I think that all the stu-
. dents throughout the Nation would be served by the legislation

such as.Congressman Weiss has introduced.
Mr. WILLIAM:1.'1. was informed the other day that about 20 per-

cent of the postsecondary students are enrolled in the States of
New York and California. So it seems to me if the act was the
same ain both New York and California, all you need is another
State, or two and you have in effect required the testily( people to
meet what would be a national requirement. If yOu are going to
Meet it for 30 percent of thesstudents, you may as Well meet 'it for
all'of thdra, it is more expensive not to do it.

Mr. LAVALLE. I have heard that as a strategy, that if we can lock
ttp another rouple of States we will in essence accomPlish. this. But
there is nothing like legislation that is very specific so that' all 50
States will have that coverage. and that umbrella which we want.

Mr. WiLuots. One final, question for Senator Halperin. Are you
an attorney'now, sir? .

M. HALPERIN. I am ,an attorneY in New York and I went down
to Florida, 4 days' study, and passed the FlorIda State.

Mr. WILLIAMS.. In either of those States have, you lost-anyone to
the chair?

Mr. HALPERIN. No.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman;
Mr. WEISS. Mr. KOgOvsek.
Mr. KoGovszm No questions, just a commendation to y ou for

. submitting this legislationsj hope it pasSes. If it does not pass, the
amount of dialog that has been enerated has been important.

I, in deference to Congressman ling, I think he wds asking
the wrong question. I apologize for ot being here yesterday. Hope- .

- fully the questipn was ask
It has been broven standardiZed testing has bowl' unfdir to mi-

noritiet I think the question should have' beak what, have thd,
purveyorsof the standardized test done, first of all as Congressman
Williams -was asking, to find out in what areas the standardized
testing has been unfair to minorities? Where have they performed
badly and what have the purveyors done to make sure it is recti-
fled? If that question was not answered yetterday by the purveyors,
I think at some Nture time it will be ansWered.

Mr. Mass. I hope you will bear 'with us. I have a series of
questions I hopp a number of you . can respond to. Some of the
questions are rained by some of the testimony we have had over, the
last 2 days.

For exam we have been told by a number of those who say
that it is no 'Alessary for vs to have new legislation, that indeed,

.
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all right, a lot ,of informaton is provided to students in advance.
For example, I think Mr. Ruud gave us the LSAT manual; Dr.
Cooper says they have ,a manual they send out for $3.25 and so on,
I think the dental association has an advance booklet.

That being the aise, Mr. Haber, perhaps I should address this to
you. Why are these advance manuals and the kind of responses
that students can get- n6w after taking the exams not sUfficient?
Why do they not meet the requirements of students?

Mr. HABER. First of all, I think in regards to what is being made
available to students, each of the test booklets tells students things
in slightly different ways and in some instances substantially dif-
ferent ways. For example, the booklet on LSAT has extensive
information as to how the student's raw score is 'transformed into'
the final score.

I am told some- of the descriptions of the. other tests are inad-
equate. Just a short sentence or two. Much of the information
provided is now being provided for the first time. It is obviously
there because of the passage of legislation 'in New York and Cali-
fornia and concern about testing on a national level.

My concern is that some of this information the companies sup-
ply begrudgingly. And if the threat disappears they would be much
less willing.

Mr. WEIN. Mr. Herndon.
Mr. HERNDON. Had Senator Halperin not seen .his score r esponse

*sheet he would not have known he failed.to pass the bar examina-
tion because he failed to answer a number of questions. I think in
many of these questions there is real debate over the adequacy of
the answer, whether it is the proper answer, whether in fact that is
the best answer.-

, k The studenf.would not be conscious of any error of score, error in
the scoring process. One might say that is extremely unlikely, that
may only happen in the extremely rarest of. circumstanbes. But
suppose that rare circumstance is me, or it is you. Or it is my

*children or your children. It really matters little to me that my
child is the only .one. I still would like .to have the opportunity to
examine the material to know that is the case and Nto pursu my
remedy if there is an appropriate remedy available.

Neither will the provision of that handbook make it possib e 'for
the academicians, the cyclamatricians, the administrator of
instructions _to trkitmine internal studies as to validity, reliability,
content reliability.

I think there are many deficiencies, if one is comparing a proto-
tyPe booklet based on past experience,, with today's reality of the
test. They are just not the same.

Mr. WEISS. Let me ask Mr. Ruud and Dr. Graham, what dg each
of your admissions tests test for? What do you hope to get -back?

me RUUD. Let me first respondby saying it is not ours constitu-
tionally. It belo.it to the law school admissions test.

Th
.

e law sch admissions test is not a test of the American
Association of Law Schools, but what it tests for is an ability to try
to predict performance in law sáhool. They are designed to measure
an ability to read, understand; reason logically using a variety of
quantitative material. We have an overall SAT score and a two-
digit writing ability score.
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.+ 1. must say, if Isinay: add,,. I remember a meeting in 1955 at the
then EXecutive Comtnittee, for Law School Admission. Council, now
Congressman Drinan, Then Dean.Dtinan, serving on the committee.
We wete concerned about the matter of providing widely informa-
tion about the test. So the suggestion that we are new in concern
about the student, at least, ii not applicable to us.

Mr. WEIS& Let me see if I understand what you have said,
though. The tests that you are inyolved with are not testing for
hard factual information'. They are not achievement tests. They are
really generalized aptitude tests, testing the capacity of the test
taker to be able to handle Ole curriculum of the law schools.

Mr. RUUD. It obviously has dome kind of information base, but it
is an information base that would be commonly shared by third-
year college students. It is not an achievement test but one of
certain generalized abilities.

.

There have been validation studies, anyone 'who is willing to
read can read them in these research reports that have been going
on since the. beginning of the test, to constantly check the Validity
of the test, and the test 'has not been the sameit is not the same ,
test today that it was in 1948 .or 1955, when I first became m-

oo quainted. There are new kinds of test items. What shows up under
test development.in the Law4hool .Admission Council budget ii a
relatively small item. That item is 'solely devoted to the develop.
ment of new. kinds of test items. I think folks need to be careful of
what kind of conclusions they jump to on these numbers. But

, constantly, we are .at work trying to monitor the quality of test.
. Mr. WEIss. You heard the testimony yesterday?

Mr. VUD. Yes.
Mr. Eiss. SO you do not find yourself in the situation that the

MCAT *as in. If the testimony was valid -,
Mr. RUUD, And I have no reason to believe it was not. .

Mr. %ass [continuing]. It is their position there is only a certain
. number of questions they can come up with, and that is because

they test achievement at the first-year. college level in a number of
scientific areas. You have no concern to come .up with an infinite
number of questions? .

Mr. Rum We have concern as to how fast it can be done and
the cost of doing it.

f I think now this is something you cannot say with great confi-
dence, but it appears that byas I indicatedby lengthening the
test, b perhaps triplinF or quadrupling the size of the staff at
wor
abili , but general ability directed at the kinds of intellectual

jr
oducing tests, this kind of test, the kind of test of a general

tasks that law students must be able to perform, I think there is a
substantial probability the Law School Council could meet your
disclosure requirements at some cost to the test taker; exactly how.
much, I do not know. ,

But the leadtime on the production of an individual test iteni,
from what I understand it, is a matter of a year to a year and a
half to 2 years.

Mr. KocovsEx. Would yoU yield, Mr. Chairman? I 'have to run
rather qUickly, but since the gentleman, is here I would like to ask
him, what' is the process in most of the States, as far as bar exams
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are concerned, for correcting them? Who does the actual perusal of
the test?

Mr. RUUD. I think there is some difference, but let me describe in
general terms, and I am not a bail, examiner, but I meet with the
National Conference of Bar Exanfner. people from time to time.

There is the Multistate Bar Exam. The questions that did have
problems in the beginningas you do with any kind of testing
programand I gather now, it is on a good basis, that is machine
graded. The individual States are told the number of rights. The
individual State then decides what is a passing score.

'Now, with respect to the essay, which is more like the typical
law school problem-solving examination, I think perhaps California
is the model of ,the best way to go about it. They employ peopl
mostly lvw teachers outside the State of California, to draft the te
questions and prepare a model answer. Those then are reviewed.
That is the function of the Committee of Law Examiners of the
State of Calibrnia. It is an integrated bar, a State agency, as you
may wantto review those test questions that haVe been produced,
then select . the ones they want given the apppropriate mix of
subject. Then they employ graders. If my recollection is correct,
each essay question is graded by two examiners. It is an anony-
mous grading System..

You go into other States, my State, the State of Texasand I
have been up in Washington for 6 years now anda little out of
touchblit t14e examiners themselves produce the questions and do
the grading of their questions. The quality of the .squestions, of
coure, will 'vary with the experience and so on.

Mr. KOGOVSEK. Thank you.
Mr. WEISS. Let me just stick to this point. Dr. Graham, would

you try to respond to that? What do you expect from a tesqhe
students take for admission to the dental schools?

Dr. GRAHAM. There are two domains. One is the cognizes& do-
main, the cognitive, and the other is as to dexterity. We have a
science test testing the areas of biology, general chemistry, et
cetera, and also reading. It is parallel to the text used in dental
schools, and we try to see how fast the student can comprehend the
material.

The other is a verbal aptitude test. Through that, we hope to be
able to give some kind of indication of how a student will plrform
in his work when he gets into dental school.

Mr. WEISS. Say on a time basis, what portion of time is-allawed
for the aptitude test?

Dr. GRAHAM. The aptitude test consists of three book14. The
science examination is usuallyI have copies of it here. It is>a 90-
minute test. There are 100 items, 40 for biology; 30 minutes for the
reading examination; reading comprehension is 80 Minutes, and
the verbal quantitative, 60 minutes.

The other part of the examination, Which is a *sEatialrception
examination, which includes manual dexterity,t ere are two ex-
aminations in that area. One of them is to deal with two-dimen-
sional relationships. That is 30 minutes in length. The other is
three-dimensional, and it is also 30 minutes in length.

Mr. WEISS. Except for the spatial relationship test, which you
ndicated in your testimony is so limited that you really do not
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have an infinite number of those to create, as to the other parts of
the test, do yoU know of any reason why there would be a limit on
the number of questions that, qualify, 'and experts in the field that
would meet your requirements?

' Dr. GRAHAM. With regard to the DAT, it would be expensive, but
it could be done. .

Mr. WEISS. OK.
Dr. GRAHAM. With regard to the National Board examinations,

now their sabject matter in that area is much more limited and
there are a limited amount of items Itic Wed.

How many ways can You ask a person to fill in a blank? There is
only one way to do'that.

Mr. WEISS. Certification or admission into the practice of dentist-
ry?

Dr. GRAHAM. The admissions test .on its facts part is not limited,
I should explain that a little bit more carefully.

I think we operate on a different philosophical Principle. In the
MCAT principles that they have specified, the objection or the
manner of the testa as to what will be particularly reciuired to get
into medical school, we do not accept that philosophy.

We feel that the best performance, the best indication of future
performance is pastserformance, and we want to see how well a
studenterforms on the whole domain of what he learned in
biology or chemistry, or whatever else he took in college, so we do
not try to limit ourselves to what is required for dentistry and we
want to test what has generally been taught across the country.
And we feelpecause we have got a much broader domain, .there is
a distinction.

I am not contradicting what the other people said--
Mr. Mims. Without passing judgment on which is the best -ap-

proach, it is fair to say that the MCAT people theniselves are
relatively,new in that different approaCh as they testified yester-
dhy.-,And, indeed, after they get through reviewing and analyzing s

what they ,have done, they may decide that is not the approach
that they like here.

Dr. GRAH/N. We .have very close contact with the dental schools
as we operate4his for them, and we did poll them about 6 or 7-
years ago and took that kind of thing before them. And unanimous-
ly they chose the philosophy that we had. '

It wasn't the American Dental Association, but it wai the dental
students and dental educators themselves who made that decision
'to keep that kind of philosophy.

Mr. WEISS. Senator LaValle, I think he indicated in-his testimo-
ay that your association did not take the occasion to bring to the
New York State Senate's 'attention the concerns or objections of
the legislation that was pending in New York. .

Am I correctly stating that, Senator LaValle? I wonder if you
have any irifoffliation, Dr. Graham, as to. why that would have
been so, as yotir association's reaction was so quick and strong. I

ink th t is a`n untierstatement, once the legislation was adopted.
AHAM. I wfts not with the. American Den%a.l Association

then. I spent 1 year at the University of Illinois. I as there for 7
years before that, and I am back with the associatio now.

Mr. WEISS. They have missed you.
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Dr. GRAHAM. If I were there, I would have made vigorous protest.
We were informed by various people that the legislation was not
going to pass. '

Mr. WEths. See, a dangerous assumption. It is very difficult for
someone in Chicago to follow all of the legislations that are going ,
on for the individual States really, let me tell you, and we have a
difficult time doing that. ...

You think it is easier when you ,have a Federal piece of legisla-
tion to review; right?

Dr. GRA . e third thing I would like to say is that we didTh
make writ recommendations in there, as I understand it, and
this is my nderstanding of it. And we did contact the dental

0schools and our dental societies in New York and asked them to
write letters, tci; send representation to government hearings before
we did sign that. - r

Mr. WEISS. Before he signed the bill, but by that time, as you
know, the legislative process is completed. .

Dr. GRAHAM. We did submit, I believe, written testimony about
that. I believe we did. I wasn't at the American Dental Associationatr.

giss. You know the purpose of hearings, this hearing, all
that time, but it is my understanding.

W,
legOatiVe hearings no matter where they are held, is to get input
in sufficient time so that if there are valid concerns or objections
expressed, the legislation can in fact be written in its final form to
take note of legitimate concerns.

In a sense you are unfair to' your own organizationI don't
mewl you individuallyif that organization foregoes that opportu-
nitY $ecause when yot14. come in after the fact it is much more
difficult. ,

Mr. Rum. I just wanted to make it clear when I responded to
you about whether an indefinite quality of LSAT test, items could
be written you really need to address that question to the Law
School Admissions,Council.

I am giving,you my impression only and not making a represen-
tation.

Mr. WEISS. Will you remind me before we finish the session .
today to adk you to go through again what the relationship of the
various organizations that you are identified with is. That is thefl
hardest I have had in these 2 days of hearing, following who is
involved with whom and m what fashi .

.

Mr. Roy . I wilPdo it quickly rig ow. I am employed as the
executive 4lrector of the Association o American Law Schools. We
are an aciatiori of 136 schools. We have no,propriety economic
interest in the law school admissions test. The .law school admis-
sions test is owned by the.Law School Admissions Council, incorpo-
rated under the education laws of the State of New York. It has a
conttact with a separate entity also incorporated under trie State of
New York known as Educational Testing Serviae.

. The Law School Admissions Council has just incorporated under
the laws of, Delaware, Law. School Admissions Services, Inc.; and .it
is considdring having it perform, and it may perform, quite a bit of
the services that are now beink performed by Educational Testing
SeiIe.forLSAC.
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. ..

Personally, I am a former president of the Liiw School Admis-
sions Council. I was prdident when ,we were inCorporated in the' ..
State of New York. I have spent, as I said, ,- Shme 25 years in
adinissions, and r think I know something .fit least about the dy-
namid3 of it as far es the law school world is concerned.

Mr. Wins. So that, again, I can relate it to other organizations
/ that appeared before us, are you in essence the equivalent of the

College Entrance Exainination Board?. .

Mr. RUUD. Not in any sense at all. The College, Entrance owns,
as I understand it, TsArr, and.it has.administered or has a lot of its
work done in the administration of that program by a contract.
with Educational Testing Service. We have neinterest at all.in the
test in any kind of propriety sense..

Mr. Wziss. Do you charge a fee to students who take the exami-
nation?

Mr. RUUD. The Law School Admissions Cquncil does. We have '
nothing to do with the-law school admissions program other than .

.. our 136 schools of the 168 nationally accredited schools, acCredited
by the American Bar AssO0iationwe are consumers of the test
scores. . . .

Our admissions committee uses it, grade point averages 'and a
host of other things to make admissions judgment. ,

Mr. Wins. Do you have any input iii the creatiOn of those. tests?
Do yeu make policy? . I.

Mr. &AM. Institutionally the Association of American Law
attend the meetings of the board of trustees and some of

our staff attend meetings of the LSAC's standing and special com-
mittees on a liaison basis and their president, their executive direc-
tor attends meetings of pur executive committee and our annual

- meetings. .
We do speak. up when they are consideriq a matter that we

think has -some special impact on .the' program of legal education
generally.

As a practical operating matter, we tend-to leave the labor to the
taw School Council.'We are interest4d, we observe it and we are in
a sensql one of the independent, external forces to which art
program is accountable. .

Mr. Winos. But you are not saying, I assume, that the individual .

laiv schools or your association in essence turn over the responsibil-
ity to determine weight that is to be accorded to particular compo-
nents of admissions or the final judgment as to whether he is to be

. admitted to anybody else?
,..

Mr. Ru D. The Law School Admissions- Council offers a validity,
service to he member schools. The validity service is one in which
'they take he school's experience, the class that was admitted, let
. us say, in 'the fall of 197'7, LS4,Ttscores, cumulative grade point
average,. law school average at *Ike end of the first year and then
develop through a regression eqnation formula a statement 'that I,
says, this formula is the e that' on the basis ,of the experience- ---?.-:-..

.'. vvith the fall, 1977 enterin lass, assigns the a pride- ralzaato-....,
- , \ _

grade point average and AT score. ; -

Then as part of the Law-School Data Assembly ServR .-1.Arhich is

a centralized transcript analysis service, a school may dsk that,
among the. material generated- for the school is a p Cted first)



year. aVerag., 'they may use that,,the product of the research that
has heeh dbne at'' ETS unddr the..),SAC or under soihe other
formula..

They made judgment as to which prediction formula they use -4
admission index. My ichool uses a :four digit admissions index.

Mr. %TEMA. Four. year? -
Mr. RUUD. FoUr digit They use an admission indeX aS a way to

rank, students. One of thefl problems we have, unlike the situation
that/existed when I. entered the law schooll of the University of
Minnesota, we noW cannot admit everyone, whO has a probabitity.
foesucceis. We have to make choices.

A liery- inipoftant item aboqt, an applicant is the probability of
tht 'success and where that person is likely to rank in the clasi.
These are onlr probabilities, they are no more th4n that, and part
of dip judgment that, an admissions committee makes about an
cdividua,applicant is in a sense Szefining on the htise of judgmen-
tal nonquantitative factors, whether that person has a predicted 75
at my lavrschool -which is the bottom B.

No-thirds of the people will get a'scbre betyveen 70 and 80. One-
sixth will get above80, One-sixth below 70. The questiOn is how, to
look at everything you can find out about the 'applicant and figure
dut, is this appliCant going to beat the odds or not beat the odds?

Here is a person who had a very heaVy workload during' his
college career, we are able to arrange some financial aid and
reduce the, workload, your guess then is thik persoii iS going to beat
the odds because the grade point average reduces the product.

That is only a part of the admissions judgment. To me there. are !

two other very important judgments an admissions committee
Makes. One, you are going to admit some folks to your class be;
cause they are going to make 'a very important contributidwto the
education of the other students.

This was recognized in Bakke arid reOgnized by,, Mr.) Justice
Powell as a basis for taking into account minority and ethnic
background in making the judgment.

on't know whether you are a reader of Doonesberry but Ms:
Caucus, who Went to Berkeley, I would admit for that reason. She
had the kind of experience to make her every important member
of her class.

Mr. WEISS. I missed that sequence.
Mr. RUUD. That was a while ago before the move from the -Post

to the Star.
'Oren a thirim is you select the persons likely to make a very

special contribution once in the bar. Our hools have been, among
other reasons, interested in minority appl ants for this reason. We
have a desperate need nationally for mb e minority lawyers and
we are' trying to serve that, and I think o r record is good and our
schools have beaten the numbers.

To suggest that the quantitative cite about 'the minority appli- .

cant has kept the minority applicant out is .to fly in the face of the
findings. ,

The 'Law School Admissions Couwil- had a study Made of the fall,
1976 enteiing class. We were very interested, in that being made
'because We Wanted tin our Bakke brief to be able to tell the court
what the consequences to the country.would be if they took a view

4
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that' aamiisions to Proessional.schoOls could 'not take. into accouqt

-racial or ethnic itatus. 1 . - , -

' That study showed that if it had not taken-that into accoUni; 60'
percent of the blacks who attained admission would not have atr .

, . tallied admission and 40. percent of the Mexican Aniericans would
not have. ,

That is to demonstrate the imporkance of the -affirinative action i

, effortS at our member schools. , - ,

That is perhaps too long a statement to try to _give you an. -.

inlpression of the dynamics of the lit* school admission process.. .

Mr. WEIS& I LIM appreciative. It is. an intriguing area. I think
that .as you get more and more into ait, more and _more questions
really are raised, I am sure.not just in our minds, but probably in

'. your mind, as-you work with this constantlyas to the basic validity
of the tests themselves because if those turn. out to be problem
filled and to be flawed, the whole system, in essence, is built on' a ..

ver3r weak foundation. --. N
,

Mr. Rpm. Charley Runyon,' now at the Statq.Departmentdwas. ..

then 'an associate dean At Yale' in the earlY sixtieS. In Ahe lateit
report that I have in the bound Volume, on page 723 of the third
volume of these reports, ,they have indicated that the testS can be
used in the same way with the minority applicants as the. non- (-\.,,
Minority applicants. 1 .

It predift as well. In' fact, the last study intilcated with respect -
' to blacks it May predict a little better. By 'that we mean that the

. bell ctifve is a little higher and not as flattened Dut.
Mr. WAIN. One phrase that you used in the course sf you;

response again I find significant because I thinIc even today you
i may have expressed some caution about . the bill using the hul-
1 guage, and certainly yelterday, we got (into a great big debate over

the question of the appropriateness of hsing the word "success" in .
"the predictive factor built into the legislation.

We kot into quite-a dialog as to what in fact we were doing by
using that word in predicting the success, either academicallY or in , .
a -career. We went to the extent of finding in our files a july17
release from MCAT'where they announced they were withdrawing,

from the State use of the ne* legislation in which it wag aid
that the test iii, esigned to help predict how well a student will
perform in medi school and later as a. practicing Physician.

There seemed tO be the suggestio* then that it is OK to predict
performance ati a practicing physieian, but not success, because .

. 'what do you mean by success? :' . .

You used the "term "probability *of success"; I gather from' that,
that in fact it is not such a forbid.den word after all; that the word
"success" is used in predicting future courses of conduct.

Mr. RuuD. I am talking about performance in law school and we .
have two kinds of predictions: One, a prediction of what the first-
year average .would be, and then it ie possible to also bony rt that
into,,let's say, six chances out of ,eight of getting a passing grade .of
65, again using the Texas Law 40,1igel numbers :which wjrnld be f
success, that is as distinkuished frollaa failing out.

I guess that is an appropriate Use of sticcess. I have e same
problem, thought when we use the term dhccess in spe of the
'profession. We don't use. it. We talk about professional perform-

. 6 (
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ance, but even that is' difficult and that is a study that' is still
under Way if we can find the funding to pull ikoff."

Mr. NEIN. Let me ask Dr. Lennon a quest40 and again this ties
- 4 into this area of. aChievement, Via aptitude test. Can you give. us

7. some enlightenment as to how yOu, view, in the working of your.
organization, the difference in. those testER Are the; terms, in fact s'
clearly distinguishable? Do they overlap?

Dr; LENNONA think a. fast 'summary of the professional liter's-
ture id that what we will, call tests of cognitive funding--I. apologiie
for .Sounding a little grandiose. Any test of cognitive. functioning. is
really a measure .of achievement. It measures something that has 9

been learned, some piece of :knowledge or skill that has been .ac7
(Piked by theexaminee as a result .of what .has happened lb him*

-.* to her in that person's..life. . .7

. Therefore, every test is an ac ievement test' hi a sense that it
measures soin,thing that has been learned or achieved1

The 'distinction. between tests àschievement measures., Lind apti-
,... tude measures is not a function. of the 'particular question,. that is

the skills or knowledge, but rather -of the purpose for which' the
tests ire used. :

Where the purpose is to400k ahead," foxecast probable future
.

performance, we tend to say that, is n dude measure. In a
sense that is different 'from the man in the; eet'S use of the term.
The typical Man4nAhe-street niter ire i6 's aptitude somehow or
'other is fairlY close .to Some conati only, or inborn or invar-
iant Characteristic. That. is not the u 0 of the measuremente
the professional..

, Achievemenetests in the. sense in ,igich ive have used tha term
, here today, in. connection with the Medical adniiSsion tests, are a.
real measure of biolOgical information, clearlran achieveinei*test
Nit in terMs of the purpose for which the scdte is used, thatAis an
aptitude fest. . :

We publish the most widely uSed test calle'd an aptitUde test to
high scheols: If you looleat that test, there-are sections in it that to
the naked eye look very muchlike teSts that vite'bill achievernt,
tests, spelling, English, arithnietic.

What is the justificatiOn: for calling 'it aptitude? It is tgit sits
purpose different from the purposes. for which we .use teas we
call achievement tests: There you want to measure present status,'
'you want to measure how much has been learned (pier th periOd
of time or you want soMe diagnostic information about skills,"aesi

P

4so on.. .

So if for Wkatever 'reasons it is thought beneficial to Maintain in'
the bill those terms to connote some distinction in the drafter's .

mind,: then I think those intentions ought to be made clear in the
dermition section because- they are not in the present language
used in the sense. in which no* most measurement textbooks or
other measUring.literattire'would utie. ;

I would say there is no reason why the terms cannot he used,in a ';
special sense in the bill as long 'as the intended discrimination is
made clear. . -

the Gibbons bill, for example, I 'think I understood after. his
' presentation yesterdaycertainly better than I had on reading the

e 3n
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bill-what it is .he has 'in mind in making the. distinction. himself .

'between measures of achievemkutamt measures of aptitude.
I *olild .still net be sure tlAt I have caUght on to what he is

after. All I would say is I would like to see the definitions made
clear, of 'which kinds of tests are contemplated where thete is a
distinctien made.between them: ,

Mr...WEIss. We 'now find ourselveti in a situation where I 'have to
ga down and Vote. I still have Morer questions. I donl knaw how
tight your schedule is. We could just as easill& handle it by submit-
ling 'written questions to all of you *and get responses back,- and
-that May perhaps be the most ,effective way-of doing it. `

I am very grateful to all of you for your participation. You have 'd
Managed to raise, think, many, many more questions than we
had, anticipated: Thank yOu very much for your cooperation.

The Meeting stands aoijourned- subject to the call of the Chair.
[Whereuponoit 12:57 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

subject to the.call of the Chair.], V

. A
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TRUTH IN TESTING ACT oy 1979; THE ..

EDUCATIONAL TESTING ACT OF 1979 .

,
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1979

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDAIiY,'

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMIITEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

a Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man 'of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: -Representatives Pqrkins; Andrews, Miller,
Weiss, Kildee, KogOvsek, Goodling, Erdahf, and Hinson.

Staff present: John F. .Jennings, majority, counsel; Nancy L.
Kober, staff assistant; 'Jeffrey W. Brennan, staff intern; Richard
DiEugenio, minbrity legislative associate; and Marty LaVor, minor-
ity senior legislative associate.

Chairman ,PERKINS. The Subcommittee on. Elementaty, Second-
. tary, and Voeational Education is continuing hearings today on fwo
.pieces of legislation dealing with standardized tests.

H.R, 3564, introduced by Congressman Gibbons, would require
th ' t certain information about educational and occupational admis-
sio4i4 tests be 'made available to personS before and after taking.-
th e tests.

.R. 4949, introduced by Congressman Weiss, affects educational..
tes ng for admission to postsecondary institutions, and mandates
disc osure oftest questions and correct answers after an examine-
tiOn has been given, upon request of tile test taker. -

The subcommittee held 2 days of hearings on these bills in July
and k August. 'These hearings revealed the complexity and irnpot
tanoe of the issues surrounding the two bills. We have invited a
panel of distinguished witnesSes today hi order to more thoroughly
explore all the issues raised at. the last set of hearings.

I will call the.panel, and we will withhold our questions until the
ntire panel testifies. . . ,

Will Mrs. Virginia Sparling, president of the National PTA,
come around and take her seat? .

Dr. Philip Rever, director, Washington office, American college
testing program; Dr. Vito Perrone, dean, school of education, Uni-
versity of North ,Carolina; Dr.' Frank Snyder, McGraw-Hill, repre-

asenting the Associafion of American Publishers, and Dr. Paul S.
"Pottinger, executive director,.:National Center for the Study of
Professions.
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We will hear from you first, Mrs. Swirling. We are delighted to
1:velcome you all here. .

C.To ahead? Mrs. Sparling.6 .

STATEMENTS OF VIRGINIA SPARLING, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
CONGRESS .OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS; PHILIP REVER, DI-
RECTOR, WASHINGTON OFFICE, AMERICO COLLEGE 'TEST.
ING PROGRAM, ACCOMPANI,ED BY RICHARD FERGUSON, VICE
PRESIDENT OF ACT'S RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT DIVI-

..SION; VITO PERRONE, DEAN, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, UNI- .

VERSITY OF NORTH bAKOTA; FRANK SNYDER, McGRAW-
HILL REPRESENTING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PUBLISH-
ERS, ACCOMPANIED BY ROY H. MILLENSON, AAP, WASHING-
TON OFFICE; 'PAUL S. POTTINGER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL CENTER 'FOR THE STUDY OF PROFESSIONS

STATEMENT OF VIRGINIA SPARLING, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
CONGRESS OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS

MrS. SPARLING. Mr. Chairman and members of .the subcommit-
tee,- I wish to thank you for the opportunity to offer testimony on
H.R. 4949, The Edticational Testing Act of 1979.

I am Virginia Spa ing, preOdent of the National Congress of
Parents arid Teache an organization .of over 6.5 million members.

The PTA endorse Educational Testing Act as an important
step in providing students, parents, and educators with more infor= .
mation about standardized teste. The PTA's support for this legisla-
tion is not to be consttued as opposition to testing, but rather
viewed as a concern that the public be better informed of the
nature, purposes, uses, and limitations of standardized testing. ,

The PTA feels that the propoSed legislation insures the proper,
use of tests by requiring testing companies to disclose information

-. which will help reduce misunderstandings and avoid misuse.
I would like to comment briefly on'the major concerns of parents

and teachers that have prompted PTA to endorse this legislation:
(1) Accountability in the testing process: From early childhood

through entry into professional schools or jobs, standardized tests
make significant judgments about our children. Yet no portion of
the public school system is less understood than the facts about
standardized teas, their assets, and .their limitations. , 0

The National PTA is deeply concerned that testing programs are
being authorized without jiny brdad public discussion of the issues.
As parents and teachers, we feel it is important to achieve a

.. greater degree of accountability in the testing process yet such a
review of public discussion is difficult because of the security that
surrounds these tests.

Due 'to the ivask of security, the public has been unable to
evaluate . dispassionately the claims of testmakers. Information
abbut the tests and the testing process is minima-and is Parelt
shared after the fact with those, most intimately concerned stu-
dents and their families,

. Yet these tests serve as gate eepers to the future for our chil-
dren; they develop patterns of 4xpeetation by teachers and school .

systems that often are totally u related to a child's true capabili-
ties; and because the power to stkis the power to influence cur-.

400
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riculum, t re iS a tendency to reinforce curriculum 'patterns that
respond only to the ultimate goal of looking good.on the national
tests. ,

An eValuation of assessment requires a great deal.more informs-
tiOn than is 'ilow available to parents and students. The barrier of
Security no keepS us at arm's length from the process. That is
why we loo tO legislation like H.R. 4949 as a Way ef not only
accomplishi g specific improvements, but as a rilethOd of providing
us with more information about the testing prkceSs and use of the
testing reSults which shape children's lives. / )

(2) the purpose of testing: To improve children's education:
For years, experts have told .us that thfrre are flaws in the

present norm referenced standardized teSting process but that we
must use it because "it is all we have." ,As parento, we are no
longer convinced of that argument. / .

Testing must be responsive to the major goal of a public school
system, iinprovement of the education Of/children. We know that
many school systems are moving toward/ testing systems more in
keeping With local goals and that children are being tested in every
classroom not. so much to compare them., with other children in j
distant schools systems, but to determine. whether they are learn-. '
ing in accord with the objectives of each local school systeni, and to
determine the effectiveness of the system itself in implementing
these goals.

(3) the impact of national Sampling on local school antonym:
Sampling of a national basis may not provide meaningful compari-
sons. The approximately 16,000 local school districts produce a
variety of local educational objectives, and different timetables at
which specific skills are emphasized. Nationwide tests are nof ade-
quate substitutes for local assessments. '

Unless we are planning to Move into a national curriculum,
these. differences of timing and,emphasis will Continue to exist. But.
a child should not be penalized because a local school system has
chosen a different sequence than the 1estmaker. Nor should theSe
important determiMtions (Russ from the handr of local school
boards who are accountOle to their communities to the hands of
test producers who are not accountable at all.

(4) is the balance of time use in a classroom changing from
"teaching" to "testing"? As public schOol students return to classes
they can expect to take more tests than ever before, which leads to
questions such as: Is this an effective uie of the professional educa-'
tor's time? _4 .

Is this tile most productive use of a child's limited classroom
time; and are there ways we could/get the answers we need. with-
out further disrupting the already fragmented schoolday?

The fifth concern, the PTA is concerned that children be tested
on what they hav been taught. Without this knowledge we doliot
know whether the s stem or the child is_responsible when learning
does not proceed in a expected rate or pattern.

If there is to be ,an countability of loCal schools and if testing
is to be Used .as a 4 mental tool so that a teacher can specifi-
cally pinpoint the nex appropriate steps for each youngster, this is
esSential. \ . .

' ,

514 -834 '0 - 80 - 26
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Parents and teachers are concerned about who participates in*
test construction and the basis on which these peoWe are chosen.
This information 'would be useful in understanding the way in.
which tests are constructed.

Knowledge concerning what tests purport to measure is critical
s%that judgments are confined only to what is measured. Testing
c&nparries report they are blameless for the misuses of test results
yet there are often conflicting points of view among various school
syftems about 'what the test results indicate and what' information
can be gleaned from the test scores.

If tese Manufacturers must define the purposes of the tests,
parents and teachers will be better able to restrict the use of 'such
data to the purposes for which they are intended; arid there is an.
information void on how standardized tests address the unique
testing needs of handicapped and disadvantaged youth.

'Our seventh concern is test usage, how tests are used, when and
by whom is information desperately needed. There is some concern
abOut a redundancy of testing and a discussion is necessary to
determine how selectiVe we haire been in accepting a whole range
of testing to which we subject children.

Multiple choice or short answer type of questions limit the abili-
ty, to measure a full range of skills. For example, the ability to
write well, to organize and transfer thoughtk to paper, requires
testing of a written sample, yet for Many years we have tested

riting skills by multiple choice questions.
Why? Because it was easier to score. We reduce writing. to the

ote principles of grammar, spelling, and punctuation, and then
wondered why children's writing skills deteriorated. We must rec-
ognize that methods of testing must be made on criteria other than
what the computer can efficiently score.

There is no clear indication of who is yesponsible 'when riational
tests backfire or are misused. At presenI some problems are caught"
by random spotting; others are suspect6c1 but never verified. Is the
testmaker respbnsible? Is the school -responsible? Or is it 'only the
student user?

Certainly, tests are only one m easure of a perso n'S ability, but
because they are so broadly used the significant questions about.
their effect and reliability must be thoroughly aired and other
potential measureinent techniqueS carefullY considered,

I would like to insert into the record thee attached excerpt from a
recent publication of the National PTA, the. Testing Mate. Note
pages. 16 and 17, a particular excerpt dealing with parents and
teachers' concern that we look at children's strengths and weak-
nesses in Et realistic manner, and suggests many ways of assessing
a child's groWth.

[The information referred to above follows:]
P.

-k
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HE. TESTING MAZE
AN EVALUATION-OF STANDARDIjED TESTING IN AMERICA

I .
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THE TESTING MAZE

N.
by Dr. Charlotte Ryan

Testing as evaluation of experience is a part of all
teaching and learning. Teachers need "feedback" from '
students in order to-duermine how well they are communi-
citing and to check on student progress in attaining skills and
grasping ideas. .

Student...need testing, too, in order to determine how well
they have absorbed new subject matter. Both teacheis and
students use the results or tests to report progreu to parents.

No one test or group of tests can evalbate hilly
student's work. It is mien harder to evaluate a student's abil-
ity. Any single test can tellnot what a student "can do"
only what a student did do with that particular content at that
particular time. Thin schools commonly use several kinds of
tests atdifferent times to get a better picture o a student's
strengths and needs.

Some qualities such as individual taknts and attitudes can-.
not he measured; they can be identified only with limited
accuracy. Recognition and appreciation of these qualities
are beyond the realm of tests.

Parents, teachers, and students can learn more from the
tests given in their schools tflhey understand that (I) there
are different kinds of tests with different purposes; (2) all
tests are limited in what they measure and what they can
telt about the student; and (3) misuse of tests can be harmful
to students.

Tests have other purposes, of teurse, beyond providing -
feedback for teachers and students. Other people bfides
parents and teachers want an account of student magmas
people who want tb measure proiress by comparisons
with other students in other schools.

School administrators, for instance. seek a basis on which
to evaluate the curricula and the quality of instruction in their
schools basis oh which they can consider. improvements;
also a basis on which they can report to schen! boards and to
the public.

People who move into a new community; employers and
college people who are critical of high school preparation;
legislators and taxpayers who question the use of public
funds; researchers in education who want statistical data
all these groups are interested in comparing the effectiveness
of one school with another according to some common
measures. In satisfying all these interests, sthocds have come
to depend on what is known as "standardized testing."

Standardized testing is nowa regular pert of schbol life for
90 percent of American schoolchildren. From kindergarten
through high sehool, a child may take six full "batteries" of

.achievement tests maybe more In addition to other
standardized tests, such as those that gauge reading
readiness, IQ:and scholattic aptitudes for college. .

These tests are sent to be scored by computer In a relatively
few centerethroughout the United States. Ordinarily, the
teaks are developed over 'overall years with extensive research
and sample testing. They are based on whst.the teshmakers
think schools Will be teaching r as ten years ahead.

BecauSe the test hems are kept it" by contract With

the schools that use them, they can be used .repeatedly in the
lime MOS or in other coMbinations. Test-makers say that if
new tests had to be developed more frequently, the costs
would be two or three times as great. The test items have ,
ordinarpy remainedie use for 20 years. 6

. Both commercial publishing houses and not-f -profit
organizations are among the 45 publishing firm that provide
between 200 and 300 million tests each year.

American school systems are estimated to hive spent as
moth as a quarter of a billion dollarslast year in the variety
of activities related to giving standardized tests to more than
40 million elementary and secondary school children.' ,

This would include thetbits of preparing the tests as well
as the costs of kering them by computer. 'Additional expen-
ditures for textbooks and materials resulting from or relating
to tests; the time spent by teachers, staff, and students: the
growing invcitment in coaching.students for tests; the costs
of certification protedures, as well as ctillege placement and
scholarship Services dependent on the tests all of these are
thought to add considerably, to the funds spent in behalf of
standardized testing, which has by now become a major
industry built around American sChools.

WHAT IS STANDARDIZED TESTING?

How does a "standardized" tGl differ from the tests that
teachers devise and give periodically to students to check on
instruction in their own classrooms? .

. The first difference is that a "standardized" test could be
any test which large numbers of students take under similar
conditions.

A standardized nornt-referenced achkyyment test, which is
the type most widely used, is given to thousands or even him.
dieds of thousands of students in many different schools and
school systems throughout the country. The tests do not
relate so much to whatstudents may be studying in school
at any particular time as they de to general "constructs"

such as reading comprehension, number concepts, or
computation.

The second difference is that the scoring of a norm-refer-
enced sundardized test is different from that of a regular
classroom test. The tests do not represent what a student
should accomplish, but rather a range of whit 'students on a
given grade level ordinarily accomplish.

The tests are setup so they can be scored by computer.
That is, a3tudent is given a choice dant/ma to esch.ques-
tion, end a box to mark . which the "scanner" picks up.

The test "items" are tried out with samples of students
'who represent a cross-section of students to be tested. The
results Of the sample testing art used to establish "norms" of
perfo mance by tihich otherStudents who take the test csn
bcsyored.

e objective of the test-makers is to sort out knd rank

,1!\ 405
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students accort to these norms of Performance. There-
fore they devise a test in Which half the students will score
above an iverage point and half below the.average. The tests
are revised until this outcome is achieved. This average point
then becomes the "norm" or "grade level" for that group of
students. Otber students who lake the test are scored in zeta-.
non to that norm,

.

The test scoresire reported in terms of "percentiles." A
student who scored at grade level would be reported at the.
50th percentile. It is not expected that many students will
achieve high worm. For instance; a third grader who
answered cerrecily 33 of 60 items on a certain Stanrord
Achievement Test in reading wobld be scored at the 50th
percentile: exactly a(grade level.

The placing of a student in relation to this norm may not
conform very closely to actual classroom perlormance.
Nevertheless, those whose test scores fall under the norm are
likely to feel tir be mide to feel a connotation of lailure.

OTHER STANDARDIZED TESTS
. . . .

Some tests ask. simply, "What do youlinow?"
A norm.referenced test asks, "What do you know on this

set of questions in comparison to what other students knoWr
There are other kindi of standardized tests which ask,

"What do you know compared to whit the test-maker
knows?"

The well-known Schotoslic AptUude Test (SAT). for
instance. Is a straight measure of performance on fairly
stringent teits or verbal and mathematical skills.

.' The SAT tests college-bound students who choose to take
the test not all de for likelihood of success in college:
It is not norm-referenced.

Crtterlon-referenced tests ere gaining in popularity
because they relate directly to certain specific instruction.

4 They measure a student's mastery of specificobjectives and
thus give feedback on the individual student's strengths
and weaknesses. .

Domain-referenced tests are similar: they are based on a
broader area of study. such as elements of English or math.
They might give a longer-term measure of instruction.

Teacher-made criterion.rererenced tests have some advan-
tages in being fitted to the work of that particular class.
Some say. however. that the tests should be comparable
that is, standardized if the scores are to be credible. It is
sald that the instructional objectives and the scoring
should be given the benefit of standardizing technology, in
order to represent child's work accurately.

irs tchool accepts externally developed criterion.refer.
enced tests, it must also accept the curriculum on which the
tests are based. The test results read soMething like: "knows
how tilde long division: does not know how to divide frac-
tions." The tests themselveelire "secure." so that parents and

students cannot interpret the results for themselves.
The problems of this kind of standardized testing are still

being explored.
The National Assessment of Educations! Progress is a

federally funded national program: It gives standerdized tests
to samples of students and others aged 9.13. 17, and 26 to 35
on a number educatiorist programs.

The teds recycled every three years to determine trends
in educatio rogress, according to the folloWing schedule.

CO*1
196940 Cita .13clence,

Writing
197041 Reeding, Literature
1971-72 Social Studies, Music
1972-73 Math, Science.
t913-14 Writing, Career and

Occupational Development
1974-75 Art Dituenshal

Cyclell
'97546 Reading. Leereture
1916-77 Music. Social Studies
197748 Math. Science
.1918-79 Writing. Career and

Decupational Development
480-81 Reeding, Literature

l'he results will not help tchool districts directly as other
standardized tests may do. They are reported for the nation
as a whole, and for four regions never for states or school
districts. o

Rather, the trends shown in repeated cycles are intended to
help educators in assessing educational needs in a very
general way. For example, knowledge of science which is
the only area that has been tested three times has been
foundito have declined seriously in these last ten years.

Than who take the tests retpond, naturally. from their
whole experience not from their school experience alone.
The ages of the children tested do not correspond exactly to
grade levels. Thus the test results Could conceivably be of
value to other 'than educators. Publishers of various types of..
msterials, for instance, might find the scores very helpful.. .

The same tests are available to states for atsetsment by -

sampling of theii own students. This is a potsibk alternative
to other sorts of standardized testing in that (1) individual
students cannot be idendrieth (2) the time burden or taking
the same set of tests can be divided among several students of
the same age; and (3) data are available runh the national
'hutment fortomparisons.

HOW ACCURATE ARE TEST tom LIKELY TO BE?

Norm-referenced achievement nett purport to tell us how
any group of studints codFaret with otker stoups of students
in the same grade. School systems use t norm of esch
group as the basis of comparison. How accurate it this cont.
prison likely to be?

A nutlike of factors affect individual test scones. For .

example:,
Thc krumptions underlying many test items may be
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foreign ton child's thinking and experience. Tait-makers do
look at widely used textbooks in constructing bests. Never.
thekss, students taking a test In Iowa, Appalachia. and Inner-
cityBoston almost inevitably have had different Instmdtion
And widely different experiences in life.

For instance, tgroup oftener-city children were baffled
when they were asked whether I lark was a cheese, bird. an
automobile, or. a dog. Tyy all knew it was a widely adver-
tised cigarette. Other children might have known it was both

bird and the name of an automobile. Which should they
chooser?

The time illowed to complete the test Is limited. The score

a child achieves depends largely on how much of the test is
completed within given time, since ell incomplete answers
are scored as incorrect. Thus a child's speed in doing the .

could be as important es giving correct answers.
Teachers in most schools coach students in how to take the

tats. "Work fast," they say. "Fill the squares neatly com.
. miters won't score a right answer poorly marked. And most

of all. don't think too hard!"
'The wording of many lest quesligns it ambiguous. Because .

of this, imagine* students tend to do badly. Place yourself
in the position of Ote child chOosing answers in the following
typical examples of questions in standardized tests!

I. An orange seed grows into'
a. an orange -

b Marengo
c soother seed
d an orange bacesom

(Sconce Research Assochdes. ACNevemtnt Serra, Blue GlOon
SOK, mg)

2 In warm weather. walla change* kilo wsaw vapor and newt 010
the ak Law ihts water vapor changes Into rain or snow and tans to
Ma earth ThIe process Is Wed.

a .evaporaeon
b condensation

preciortabon .

the water cycie
(Stanford Achrevement Ten Primary Laver; 1922)

3 Which one ot those Merinos most nearly-shows the way sound
waves Vim* trom awe source?

- .

i\A
OftitopOkell ACIViveinanl Mtermodtefeleyal, i9701

In each case a thoughtful student could find reasons to
chock any pne of the answers; but a standardized, computer .
scored test 'cannot take into account the reasoning of a PIP
dent. Not does it pietend to examine how much student.
knows about any given subject. All the tat does is tell
whether the student gives what the computer has been
programmed to accept as the answer to a given question.

Perhaps in reeognition of the fact that no question which
asks for any degree of analytical thinking can have just one
answer, largenumhers of standardized tests ask for the bar
answer rather than for Me answer.

For example, a Medina test in the current California
Achievement Tests (CAT) describes the successor (wit
students. Margo and Bert; in planting a prdea in a vacant lot
Wei preempted by the eity for a plains lot. The students
surveyed the neighborhood peopk for their views on what'
had happened.

Several questions wall multiple-choice answers include the
followine: "What will the students probably do with the

4



results of the survey?" end "Which of the rollowin words
describes Margo?"

latitude suggested by.the questions hich
have been euay questiOns the compu er still

ly one answer correct. Students sometim
n that the multiple-choice answers offered in s ch

questions omit avidly plausible or even better answers. It is
not clear to them why a "tat" should not require correct
answers.
'Another major problem for childrenis that many items

intended to test a particular skill also require special knowl-
edge. Forinstance, thq folloWing isbn excerpt from a third- 1

grade reading test:

A ander *apiece ot
rock land firebrick

. burned coal'

Is the child who doesett know the answer therefore unable
to read?
The tests all too frequently exhibit insensitivity to the

feelings of non-Caucasian children an insensitivity that
efforts the self-esteem of the children and thus their learning
piogress. .

The following two questions reflect this insensitivity, and
also use language generally unfamiliar to children.

When a dove beone lo taisociate with crows, its leathers remain
but Its heart grows black

a tAack
b Whee
c ditty .

d weed
)(...... R000O

'
age- Thames. Mute:Levet Edition; Levet

How the f OM flush up m the 'c
. a white

b . Pretty .

, c small
do yellow
s leo .

The ''correet: smog, Wreci but only il the eheeh tresbon a
whrle (SamPlorger Mandan, teet )

Children think differently fro adults. A Stanford- inet
subtext for ten-year-olds asks t questions concerning "why
children should not be too no' in school" and "why m t
people would rather have an utomobik than a bicycle."
Quite often the answers the ten-yeit-ofci would pick would

.., different from what an adult might expect.
Some teals reflect other "cultural ias." The Wechsler

Intelligence Scale for Children (WI ) General Comprehen-
sion subtest asks, "Why are crimin locked up?" "Why is it
better to pay bills by elieck than by cash?" "Why is it gener-
ally better to give money to an organized charity than it.is to
a street beggar?" '.-,

\-*

Verbal Battery. p 3)

These questions may II puzzle some children from very
poor families who have sdçn relatives oririends jailed for
reasons they did not understand. They may also puzzle
Children who have never heard of a bank account, or have
never seen evidence of organized charity.'

Children who jr,row up in mo re or less the same culturess
the teat-makers do far better On andardized tests then do

.

children from a different culture.
Numerous studies show a strong I;irselation between

parents' education and income levels nd student scores The
rvice was quoted in

2, 1978, as calling
president of the
the Boston Sunda
this "a bias of o
'Other factors t

standardizediest

tional Testing
of Novembe

nity."
ay affect how well child does on e-

ther than knowledge the concepts
tested are the attitude of the examiner to fferent children
in a class, an attitude which frequently exp an exPecia-
tion that one child will do well and enother poo y; whether
or not the child had breakfast; the child's reacti to time
pressure;11; child's view of the importance of the est; and
the child's lecke of ambiguous or trivial questi s.

WHAT CAN STANDAR CHAD TESTS TELL US?

what can standardized tests actually tell us about what
children have learned/
The objectives of standardized testing are generally limit

to content of facts, definitions and their applications, And
'events in various areas of languor, mathematics., science,
and social studies. Tha test scores tell us sornething of the
child's past experience or instruction in relation to the
curriculum concepts on which the test was constructed, and
swathing of the child's recall of that experience.
'The scores give some measure of tbe skills required to deal

with the test. They tell us something of the child's neatness,
facility for guessing-, and ability to work ieasonably well
under a time limit.
The tests can tell us little about the child's ability to kern,

to-analyze, or to reason and nothing of the child's judg-
ment, originality, imagination, or creativity. Nor do the tests
tell us how much a child knows about any given subject.
Rather, tests simply skim the surface of learning.

Standardized tuts are of no use in diagnruing individual
student needs. Test areas are too limited. Further, the test
questions are "secure," and returned to the test-maker. The
student or parent can never check back over the questions
when the scores are returned.

In some instances schools can ask anelyses of the questions
to be returned with thee:ores: but that is not the same thing
as having the questions themselves. Moreover, thescores are
returned weeks and even montha after the test was taken.
"There arc wide margins for error in the individual scores

themselies. For instance, altudent would be likely to give at ,

4

1
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last some differ."' answers oa the same UM IflL werigiven
On diffelet 6)1.711604M whet is called the statistlad
"reliability" oll; test.

TAW:taken i to reduce the likelihood of different
mowers that is, to nursese the test's reliability bj; giv.
ing similar tests to the same 'indents at different times and

.by comparing their answers for a "reliability aufficiect."
They remove from tbe test items on which students are likely
to change their minds in favor.of a group of items for w
the"coofilkikeit" is accoptaiyle.

A reliability coefficient of .95 is said to be excellent,.
acceptable, and .90 "not so good."

Some of the most widely used tuts ere based on a tells- 44

bility coefficient of .90. adjusted for en averagascore of 500
points with an allowable "standard deviation'' of 100 points. .

This deviatioa allows range of test "error" that is more
than 100 points wide.

Tbat is, if a child's Sepia is 550, it is "90 percent sure" that
his or her true scorn is somewhere between 500 and POO.

lo percentiles, however. as scores are recorded, this means
that if score of 500 may be reported at the 50th percentile.
and a sate of 600 at the 114th percentile a major difference .
to a child, the child's teacher, and the child's parent.

At the same time, the scores of the 'other 10 percent of the .

students will Be ontside thii range altogether.'
For such reasons many teet-makers themselves urgently

were school symems not to um standardized:tem scores for
evaluating In6vIdual students. meeting that tbe tests are .
meept only to measure group progrels. Ott the other hand,
others give instructions for interpreting teas fin individuals.

ask force of the Nationaltpundi of Teachers of
warns permits that using national tests "to jud e an

i sal student or tO compere the students of a single class
Is!le valag the scales in 6mi-weighing stotlon to MUM
whether everyone In the family gets the same amount of ice
cresm."!

Almost mniiersally, however, the sChools have badly
abused the tests by ming them to adaprize students..

The scores are made a key part of student record.. Patents

who have checked their students' wad files sertimis find
standardized teat scores and nothing else.

Test scores are used to characterize the abilities-of students
for watts; to make class assignments; to group or "track"
stats according to supposed ability; to serve as a basis for
guidance in selmting courses end setting carat:goals; and to
stand as a prime factor in awarding sekolershipe.

Following the example of the school' parents often give
tut scans far toe much Importance injudging their children.
They give 'emphasis to "feet" leargIng, which has relatively
little staying power, and tend to iore development of values
and understandings, which contribute to the groWth of the
child.

These abuses of test scores put students at risk of being
permanently, mislabeled and misdirected, while millions of
parents and students remain unaware that the scores are so

-WV misused..

THE DILEMMAS OF STANDARDIZED TESTING
--,

Education feces a number of dilemmas in using standardized
testing dilemmas that deeply concem test-makers, and
necessarily Involve perents and teacheie.

Because the testsnffer such an easy ray of comparing
large nunlbers of students, school systems generallyhtive .

coins to look upon standardized tests as a way in which they
may give an amounting of their stewardihip to the public.
Yet, if the lasts are unfair to students, are they fair to the
schools'?

&hog! systems 'Ordinarily compere their norms with the
norMs of other systems. But a norm is an average not a
goal. If a national norm becomes a goal, the school is aiming
for mediocriq.
Standardized test scores acrou a school systemcanlive

curriculum planners for that system some suggestions of .
curriculum needs, by compering local instruction against the
national norms. Tbe score., for example, may mildest a
review of subject matter or a change in teaching methods
and materials.

On the other halsd, the norms on which the tests are hued
relate to netionat plea of students. A. We have seen, the ..

assumptions under ingthe testt may not fli the local
students in motiVet . aperients, culturnibackeround, or
other important Ways. Any use of the tests must take such
differences into account. .

... A series of tuts can lay out a sequence of skills by grade
levels, which is belpILI in building curriculum devoted to the
development of reeding or mathematical skills. .

At the same time, standardized instfuction does not always
provide for the many individual diffeitaces in the ways
children learn Ilifferencas that are still the iubject of nteii-..
sive research. 1

Standardizedtest scores am locate potential problem

,

#
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area among large groups of students. Other tuts are Iteeded,.
however, to dittrmine the nature el the problem. Still other
kinds of assessment are needed to belp individual Students.

Because oldie near univeruliiy of their use, standardized
tests are credited with raising the level of edUcation across tbe
country particularly for minorities by defining a set of

common learnings.
This auumption could be more y accepted if the teats

were not kept secret by the terms contract with the .

schools that use them, lithe kerning level of students is to be
assessed accordieg to their teat scores, then the desirability of
the questions must also be assessed and no such general

'study i MOW PO"ible.'
Observers say that &creases in reading test scores in some

urban school systems appear to be related to extensive prac-
tice with workbooks similer to the achievement tests. It is

'well known that coaching Nr standardizedtests is prevalent
in many if not in dlOal school systems.

This poses a question about the reliability of test wort:Sas
indicators of orademk achievement, al opposed loan in.
creased competency in taking tests.

Yet the credibility of standardized test scoresis such that°
.they are commonly uud as rehable indicators tif student
achievement in assessment of new programs, school
reorganization, and a host of other instances.

For example, an Associated Press dispatch in ThiNrw .

York nom of December 24, 1978, reports the success often
years of integration in the schools of Berkeley, California,
as assessed by significant improvements in standardized .

achievement test scores among both blackjn4 white
students*.

Standerdizediesting has long y relatediothe
go-grading system by which most sdtbola are cassia:et
orace Mann used it. amongo theft, in seeking ways to im.

pr ve education. In the nineteenth centupo and liter, also,
the have been times when promotion was a politieal issue:
Stailardized testing give an "outside authority" to the
teac r in determining whether Os not a child saibe pro-

the next grade.'
The kept of "learning disability" appeared at this time.

Student with whom a teacher'did not succeed could be 4

transfer to a special class.
Alth the grading system has persisted as a convenient

way 61 man ging large numbers of children, most authorities
agree thee ldren differ in the amouht of timethey need to

..imineve a given level of learning.
Children coinmonty lind themselves at different grade

levels in different subjects. A fifth greder may easily be at the
fourth-grade level in math arid et the eightheude level in
reading. Teacherk frequently aomplain that graded tut.
books do not fit t*ir classes, and seldom use the same text
for all unclear. : .

The emphasis on standardized testing adds to the proplem
that Murray Levine hat to aptly described:

- "The iMposition oft' constant time for all chilten tilleirn

41

' a given amount hu heen.apsychologicel disaster for untold,
millions of children and their parents and for teachers who
had to make agonizing decisions."*

As en item of achievement is mastered by more and more .
students, it becoines las uieful es a test item in measuring

. performance. its a result, test:Makers turn to different ways
of writing the same curriculum item, They coMplicate the

idsorb.ing,- or they phrasethe question in the negative. For t.

example:

Which ot the following is not a nut factor wi Ma growth id Slum
anus?

( ) disease

1
u n employment

me

) don't knoV
ffiburopomen Aravevernent Tett 1959)

TeachersCb o this practice. They say. that a negatively
phrased qu. tMi4tften becomes a test of logic, rather thane

. test of the instru lanai objective."
The limitations that scoring-by-computer places on testing

Aere the 'abject of widespread debate. On the one hand, the
miiltiple-chMee format is said to he "objective." whereas ,

scoring of esiays or responses to openTended questions is said
to be more "subjective."

On the,Mher hand, putqng every question int* a .
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.1 ...
choice formit restricts thecontent ofihe curriculum cOvered,
as well as thidegrte of thought required of the student.

English teachers, for instance. noteweaknesses in the
quality of standardised tests to measure such areas as op-
predation of litcratdre; sensitive-use of language; organi-
zation of ideas; criticatreading and listening; andeptpreuion
of values..among others."

Social studies teachers want curriculum to "provide yoneg
gople with resourcesfor making decisions affecting their
illiblic and priVate lives ail citizens"" -..- resources that in- ,
elude skill4 and attitudes that ire not matured by achieve-
ment tests.. . . .

Teachers are looking for teits that wilt meet these needs.
tests that will reflect cultural diversity and measure actual
teaching objectiies. At the same timp, tat-makers are
searching for ways to assess the reasoning and creative
abilitie% of students. This is slowly bringing about a long-
needed colleboration between test-makers and educators

- concerned with curriculuin.
These are questions that deeply concern PTA people as

well. Their investment in their schopls is too great for theM
. not to be involved in the ways tests ale used.

Standardized tests directly affect curriculum development.
textbooks, teacher etlucabon. admission to higher education.
and the dis Bon of scholarship funds.
Beyond t tley of school fluids kir the tests themselves,

the tests also st heavilyin staff time; in learning and
teaching time; and in heavy emotional presiures on stUdents.
teachers, principals, and parents... -4

Moreover, the exaggerated importance given standardized
tests raises grave questions about the directions in which they '.

. are taking our children, their parents, and their.schools.
Most students will meet the standards we set. If the most .

imnortant tests in students' lives are hinged upon the average;

n

the level of our tends to med ty. Are we asking
of schools what ly want of education?
There are ma ndi of tests, and tests pin be used in

.

different ways. If, because of the tuts we use, the advance-
ment of students in school &pm& always on measuring
themselves against their age-mates, studentitend to-place a
low value on themselves and their oWn differences.

. On the other hand, what welly mattees hi a child's educe-
tion cannel be measured by any test @Oiling today. Stephen :

i Musseau put will the basic need:
"What are the steps for building self esteem in children?

Help your child see that he is beautiful and unique juit as he
is! Guide him away froM believing that he must stack up to
others1Success Is a joUrney, noll destination!"

4
IQ TESTSARE STANDARDIZED TESTS

. Intelligence or IQ testing started With Allied Binat's experk
meats in Frances( the beginning of *century. His purpose

t.
was to find a basis for exempting children who did poorly in
school front the compulsory attendance laws, or to substi-
tute spectalclaues. .

Blinn Ifflfiself wae skeptical of his work. He said that the
idea that "the intelligence of an individual is a fixed qua n-
tity" is is "brutal pessiminh.""

Others, however, seized uportkhe notion that children's in:
telligence coqld be measured. In the United States. intelli-
gence tests sgre first died to test tilispoor for "feebl"mind.
ednesi. 'sign them "a suitable place" and for "ebrtail-
ing

In these decades large numbers of psychologists and others
talked about "an aristocracy of talent" to be developed
thrbugh sorting people according to ability. Sterilization laws
were passed in several states... -.
. Later a massive testing program was usedto weed out

"undesirable aliens" among immigrants and to set immigra-
tion quotas for variouicountries.of origin. These quotas were-.
based on the United States Consul of 1890:Because the
quotas had been filled at the time of need, they were directly
responsible for the deaths of hundreds of thousands of
victims whom Adolf Hitlerwat willing to deport.

During World War I some 125.000 draftees were given.IQ
tests in order to determine who could most easily learn cer-
tain tasks. One finding noted that "foreigners who had lived
in the country twenty years or more before being tested were
every bit as intelligent as mitive Americans. Those who had
lived in the country less than fiveyears were essentially
feeble-minded."",-"

These days' are long past; yet the same ideas still turn up in. .

newspapers, in school conversations, and even in published
research. It was the tests in World War I that first offered .
massive "evidence" that nonwhites.scored lower on IQ tests
than did whites. In the last decade, books miscuing the same .
theories about the "inferior intelligence" of non-Caucasians
Maimed wide ittentiontheories also based on standardiad
tests developW with Caucnaiartchildren."

Wglter Upprnann wrote in the 1920s:
"ji the impression takea root that these tests really mea-

uur intelligence that they constitute a sort of last judgment
on the child!s capacity. thatthey reveal 'scientifically' his pre-
destined ability, then it would be a thousand times better Wall
the intelligence teeters and all theirquestionnaires were sunk
without warning in the Sargasso Sea."

'The Oxford English Dictionary &Min "intelligence" a
"the faculty of understanding." The American Heritage

of ' ll. meaningan
Dictionary defines it as "the capacinte

igence
ity to acquire and appl

. knowledge. " Wespeak "Naive
inborn ality or characteristic. . .

ndsfor "Intelligente quotient"; this is defined
technical as the "ratio qf tested Mental age to chronological
age, multIplied y ."

Mental age, then, is not what "youngster was born with
hut something acquired over time through experience or in-
atruotion. IQ tests measure learning that has been acquired.

1
$0
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The folk** are typical items used in IQ tests:

I. How tall is ihe average Amnon rnan?
Any ant** from 5" 53511" I acceptable, butoohs even s

hall kith more or leee.
, (WISC-R Manual, p. Oa)

0. Somellling yen ese your sleep is a

1: I drew ( ) Wry
I Men *NO

(Iowa Taal Wank SPAls. Priam, POSY, La.vel 7, FornA0
Voubulaty Subtal) .

. .

3. A handbrow : an PecticMike,:
Mown : mum gleam .

flashlight *. light bulb
One r dishwasher
wrench : vim

(Coop.rsIvs$clwdlLolspoAblity Tee% ivies Ir. Form 38,

P

Wberetbere is lel me sCi* love.

( suspicion ( ) friendliness
( ) hoed ( ) love
( hope

?

(Cognitive Able* Test fount Leftto A-H. Verbantalfory. p..11)

5. doer peso mate era
( )change I Iranc

foreign I I Ootohoso

1, I bank
torpe-Tforndike. Level 4. WHOM Bettery, p. di

A half century after Lippmann's alarmed warning, then,
available evidence does not show how intelligence testsdiffer

from achievement tests in which children are supposed to

-make progress. One obierver collected ten questions, half:

.

from group (IQ) testa and half from achievement
testa. Can ye* the difference?

I We see (children, plant stars. hourtee..trees) onit al night..

2. BA bough' two pada of paper st 25 onls eachand four pens at

20 dents each. How much did he spend? ($1.30, 45e. $1.04. none

of these)

3. Sob Mani (PrOlUdia.1104nr. wok loy. MN).

4. When a new kind of machine is crested fliscaled (5n idol),

bon. an invention. a fabrication. enmity. it discoary).

5. Which lerm Missing In this series? 5-5 7. 11. 13? Kt4, 10,

14. 151 .

5 Which term domes next in this swim? 64. 45:30.1(31, 03.

25, 27) :

7. Oxygen is af(compound.. gas. solid, cwbido).

D. To prove* (aw* verify, see, mpan)...

404

0. Mary bought a comic book for towns. some gum lot 6 cents,

10 a candy bar for 5 cents. How many cents didshe spend in ail?

(144. 204. 254. 50s, none of Mete).

10. The earth's crust is lel (*efface. mai gY. hot P0464'.. .a
The statistical methods used by test-Makers to determlie

"mental ages" for intelligence tests are similar tothose used

to det ine norms on the gratialevel achievement tests.
Th means that untold numbers of younpters have been

iabel4 with Irrelevant test scores. They were measured, not

forh ve Intel/110nm., but for the information they happened

tolta red in their lives. But the labels ordinarily stand

for the u of their years in schoo4and often affect their

lives.
Only in recent yelp have protests mounted against the use

of group IQ tests especially when it became clear that such

factors as better nutrition. native-language teaching,and

enore percept* initruction raised IQ scoree that had bean

dupposed atm flied.
Group IQ teats are used leas often today. Individual teits

of various sorts are often part of more intensive student

evaluations for diagnosis of learning problems.
SOrne test-makers are still convinced there must be a way

to measure intelligence defined as cognitive aptitude a way
that would bediffetent from academic achievementtests;.but

they admit it has not yet been discovered.

EVERY CHILD IN A BELL-SHAPED CURVE ;

Both IQ tests and achievement tests are shapid so that scores

wilt fall intoin arbitrary mold plied the "bell-shaPed
curve." Thls li the theoretic basis of the standardized teat

scoring described earlier. '
. i

Teet.makers and many educators are convinced that

the abilities of most students, and therefore their tett scores,

run dab to the average; those aboveend below the average

thin out on either side. When the 'Cores are plotted on a

, graph, therefore, the curve should fallow a bell *Pe. with
thd scores of highest frequency represented by the top of the

curve. and %besides of the curvtrialng and falling smoothly.
It letrue that when a group oTheaturobk Aimee events

are recorded on a graph, the likelihood I. that theY i'ill foll017

the bell-shaped curve.
For instance, thenteasureeblood.pressure of Itsample of

general population we* found to take a hell shape, Indicating
that most people art close to an average or norm. .

On the other ha 4 the sizes of familia she not chance

events and dd not ta a bell curve:Neither do the sizes of
famHy incomes. Bothltf these, plotted on a graph, rise

tharply at the beginnin of the graph (the lowend) and fall

off gradbally st the othdr end."
-48 allIhree of these caw:Measures can he enact. Blood

. .
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pressures are recorded. Fondly sizes end family incomesnre
verifiable numbers.

It has been said that the incklence of native intelligence
ought to be similar to the incidente of blood pressure.
Possibly so: but until some reliable measurement of intelli-
gence has been identified; there is no basis for auuming that
children's intelligence Will fallinto s bell curve.

Nevertheless, test-makers construct achievement and IQ
tests as though the test scores were equivalent to measures of
intelligence and on the assumption that such measures would
take-a bell curve.

.

After tests have been tried out with samples of students,
items are chosen (and scoring is determined) according to
the way the scores fit the eerve called the "normal distri-
button." Items that do not bring about the curve are eft-
cktded, or the scoring is changed.

Parents and teachers should use the knowledge of this
background to keep their children's scores in perspective:
Neither IQ nor achievement scores should ever be taken
alone as describing a youngster's abilities, or allowed to over-
ride careful day-to-day perceptions. Basing all expectations
of a child's abilities on so imperfect a measure borders on .

child abuse.

WHAT A11011.1T THE SATO

When the decline in SAT (Scholastic Aptitude Tests) scores
broke into print two years ago, it seemed to focus for many
people a pervasive unelsineu about public education. At the
same time, however, it strengthened an already existing con-
cern about testing.

SATs are standardized testa, but they are different I.
several ways from the standardized IQ and achievement testa
we have been discussing.

SATs have only one purposc to predict the likelihood of
success in college, particularly in the BM year:SATs have
been used since the 1920. to help college admiulon people

sort dut apPlituds.whose grades were earned at widely
different high schools.

More than a million senthrs take the SATiescluyear
.about half of the number who actually go on to college, and'
about one quarter of the 18-year-old age group.
. The SATs are "performance" tests. That is, the scores
reported are the scores students actually earn by performance
on the tests, nbt by reference to a national sample. SATs
have two parts: verbal and mathematical. Scores on each
part run from a base of 200 to a pouible 800.
. The verbal portion of the test is designed to assets reading

skills and understanding ofword relationships. It covers foe'.
.aress: anionyMs, analogies, sentencevoinpletion, and .

reading comprehension. The material for this is drawn from
.social, political, scientific, artistic, pinlosophical,and literary
writings. For example:* .

(1) Choose the word or phrase most nearly opposite In meaning:
(antonyms)

Babble: (A) irrigation (13) p011utInn IC) meaningful speech
(0)usefulob4ct (E) helpful person

(2) Choose the pair best expressing a similar relationship.
(rinsiogies)

Cbor : Singers!
(A) victory : soldiers
(0) class : teacher.
(C) crowd protesters
(0) challenge duelists 0
(E) orchestra musicians

(3) Choate the word or set of words thst best lila the meaning.
(sentence completion)

intncateli, carved and beautifully ProPorhoned, the priceless
eeuipture was work of a

(A) understandably . dilettante
indgably. Owner

(C) deWnstrably . bungler
ID) unmistakably master
fElpatudosically . perfectionist

(4) The student is given s pelage of soine 400 words Which may
. be summonsed as totiows: (Reding comprehert6On)

The behaviors' sciences am develOping rapidly in understanding.
predictlen, and controi of huituin behavior. At this time the publio
Is ignorant or disbelieving of ifs potobilltielk lust 'Will 1900 0,0
public refected the possibeitee of aeronautics At a future tutu
the public will accept and ute the findings of the behavioral
sciences.

Among questions based On the plunge the following: Th0
author suggests that the next change in the publies attitude toward
behavioral acienCe win Ned tne Public to:

(A) ignOte the findings
101 homes the we of the findings
(C)debellein the findings
ID) UK "le *Offinga scilicet each other
lEjltie interest in the findings

:

'or

s.
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The mathematical porticm of the tat requires as back- :
ground mathematics typically taught in grades one throur
nine; it depends less on formal knowledge than on Oason ng.
ft measures students' problem-solving ability in three areas

arithmetical reasoning, elementary algebra, and
geometry. For e!nmple:

I. The number 115th onft hundred Iset then one (Melon Is:
f 4990,900 fp 900.900 (C) 999,990 (0) 999,900
(0) 000.900

In each ol folloWIng Iwo questions. chooet
A dole quantity in column A le Toiler

If the quantity In column 8 le greeter
C flIhetwoqusnitIIe.we.quai
0 if the relationship cannot be determined from the information

Given:

Column A COluMn B

2. 5x + 3y 22

3. x* j/y
180-x , y

How serious was the drop in SAT scores to American
eduntion?

In 1952 the average verbal test score was 476, and the
average mathematics test score 444.1n 1963 the high point

the averages were: verbal 478; math 502.1n 1977

the avenges were: verbal 429; math 470. In the last

yesr ctf two the decline appears to have leveled off.
The 49-point drop In verbal scores is 10.25 percent; the

32-point drop in ninth scores is 6.37 percent. In tering of pec-
Cell ago thesie declines do not seem remarkable in them-
selves. But educators were concerned not only becaase of the
steallineu in the decline however slight bet also because

the decline increased in the last three yems. Sign the educa-
tional performance of students has a tremendous influence on
OW country's future, educators, parents, and ;the youngsters
themselves wanted to know if the decline reflected upon the
\students, the schools, Or our society.

The College Entrance ExaMinadon Board appointed a
i"blue ribbon panel" (Often called the Wirtz Committee from

the name of its chairman, Willard Wirtz, chairman ofthe

Mama! Manpower Institute) to study the implintionS of
the declining scores. Ifs report is calletiOn Flintier Examina-
tion. It is sot a long report and dmerves PTA reeding.

A summary cannot do justice to its thoughtful wrideg, but
for our present purposes we can extract these findings:
silo panel wis convinced by its studies that the tests

themselves are still conslitent in predicting ability to do
college wo4 that the decline In 'cores did nol result from
changes in the test or in the methods of scoring it.

At the same tids, the pens1 urged a broader look at the
whole *tura deader Are we testing In thebestpossible
way whatdver ought to bet tested?

It

High school gra 1 the best single predictors of

college performs dee combined With SAT scores.

'Pie still more inure idiom. Even so, these predlc- .

dons are far from perfect. The beet 'median coefficient for
SAT wpm and high school graded combined is .56 whiCb

means that just over 30 percent of the students perform is

predicted.
Fart of the decline in SAT 14(144 seems traceable to the

. opening upqfopportunities to intend college. Fewer drop-
outs, lets disaimination, and more choice in colleges played

a role in the decline: Another factor was the less than ade-

quate national effort to prepare less advantaged students for
educational opportunity as it became available.

'The panel felt, however, that no more than one quarter of
ihe decline since 1970 could be attrlbut.410 the larger
number of students taking the tests. The'llt her three quarters
of the later decline apparently resulted from the impect of
more "pervasive" forces in the school., in several major
societal changee, and in student motivation.
*The panel's "firmest conclusion" was (I) that lees thbught-

(01 and critical reading is now demanded in high school, and
(2) that careful writing has apparently gone out of style. The
report suggests that Increasing reliance . . ongests mir-

ing only the putting of X's in boxes contribute' to Awn le
wades delinquency."

"Reetoration of critical readintand carefid writing is of*
central importance:

414
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panal "conjectured" that math scores declined led
became math is less dependent on the.verbal skills; Mao, that
.math is essentially school-based learning, while verbal skins
are more influenced by expesience in the home..

Absenteeism In the schools is another probable cause. "To
the extent school is a place youngsters nee because they find
themselves diminished Of bored or both, the need is plainly
for internal reform. Yet without the right alliance with home
and community the school's-effectiveness is limited." .

*The panel probed at length such conditions in schools as
grade inflation, social promotion; reduction in homework,
and the "watering down" of textbooks to lower grade levets.
h concluded that there has indeed been a lOwering of educa-
tional standards and that this is a major factor in the decline.

But the answer, they said, is not that education must be
more rigid ratherthat education must become still More
dersified to meet the needs of ill students, but without
being watered down:

"The situation requires the collaborstion of teachers,
students, parents, and the broader community In the mtib-
lishment of standards that can be considered higher only as
they recognize youth's essential diversity."

Homt learning is of critical importance, the report Says.
Both changes in educational practice and changes in funnily
lifestyles have probably contributed to a strsin On the
teacher-parent relationship. That strain in itself may have
hart more impacton shidents than anything either partner
may have done separstely.
*Too little is known about the impath on achievement of the

. "hanging" state of childhood and adolescent development.
"The report quotes E. B. White to the effect that television

is the test of the modern world. It is probabli one cause ofthe
SAT some decline. At the same time, television has the poten-
tial of making great contributions to the process of learning.
The greater declines between the yean of 191 and 1975

sussed strongly that diiruption in national life in the im-
methately preceding.ears affected the preparstion of these

students adversely,
*The apparent decline in snide/it motivation Suggests that

"during the past 10 years the curve orthe SAT scores has
followed very cloeely the curve of the entire nation's spirits
and self-eateem and sense of purpose."

The posidript is that In 1978 math scores went down twd
points and verbal score* held firm at lest year's 429.

What happened?
High ochools contend that more attention to writing

produced higher scores.
Al thesame time, coaching for SATs by outside agencies

has Increased to the point of provoking a federal levering.-
tion. This in lawn Increased the controversy between the test-
mskers' advice to Studentsthat cramming dors not belp and
the documented pattern that students who take cramming .

counts* achieve substantbilly.higher scores."
The end Mild decline al least temporarily suggests

the common human response to the squeaky wheel. It does

5

not anuter the "vslues questions" that have been robed
;bout how we can best use testing to help students learn
or the differences between high scorer snd education.

THE COMPETENCY MOVEMENT

Public reaction builtilowly. Over the past three years rising
diisitisfaction with schools, school graduates, school taxes

or all three triggered a movement called minimum
competency testing..It spread through practically all states
with unprecedented speed.
',Business people complained that grsduating students came .

to them Amctionally illiterate and arithmetically incomne .

tent. High school groduates found themselves unable to find
and apply foi jobs; some filed suit against their schools ibr
poor instruction.

Colleges instituted remedial dada' for students who had
acceptable SATscoms but had never learned to write.

Minority-group citizens widely felt their youngsters were
being shortchanged. Minority-group youth suffered even
higher unemployment rotes than youth of other groups.

Inflation and rising taxes focused taxpayer resentment on
schools. Declining test scores in SATs, in the National
Assessment of Educational Progress, and in standardized
achievement tests gave substance to such complaints: People
said that high school diplomas had become meaningless.
.The media gave more than ample attention to all of these. .

Legislatord responded to constituent pressures. It was a
good political issue. State educational agencies rushed to .

secure their defenses. In the majority of states, either
legislaturen or state boards of education have already
initiated or are planning to initiate some sort of statewide
testing or every student.

For instance, the California legislation uses language corn-
mon to bills of other states in requiring that; beginning with
-the class of 1980, "pupils attending public schools in Califor-
nia acquire the knowledge, skills, and confidence required to..
function effectively in contemporsry society."

With such promises, the "instant popularity" of compe-
tency testing even reached the point that bilis were introduced
in Congmu to provide for national competency testing. To
date, support is small, but the possibility of some national
program is not to bedismisind. (The National PTA Board of
DirectOrs bas expressed its opposition to any federal testing
program.)

BASIC SKILLS: THE NEW XDUCATIONAL GOAL

In the previous decade a number of states had been working
quietly in varioui patterns of stem-foul cooperation to revise
curriculum through Ithitng goals and translating objectives

L
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Mt o locarclaurooms1 n effort to "fit" local student
pOpulations.

The competency-movement tooretpoilie course. It
said, essentially, that schools were too slow or were not stif-
ficiently earneat in their endeavor certainly that the public
was unconvinced that schools were actually improving. lithe
students wiFe learning basic skills, lei the schools prove it by

jesting every child. . . .

Whit has:happened in the last three years is reminiscent
of theman who jumped on his horse and rode off in all
directions. .

lle pioneer states simply madecompetencylesting a
requirement for high school graddatIon. Thehuty action
Confused the shhoois, but they tried to comply. .

0 In 1912 Oregon required local dietricts to define their own
requirements in each of 13 categori$: reading, writing,
speaking. listening, analyzing, and computing, plus seven
"survival skills." such as being an infouged citizen, being in
informed consumer, and maintaining Will.

. 0 district adopted 203 secant@ competencies in these .
cafe ; another, 143. They included driver training. using

t one, writing checks, and making a peanut butter
sandwich. The reaulting nightMare of paperwork and
parent indignation cut the-number of competencies
drastically. . - .

The tests remained relatively easy. The 1978 graduates ---
the first group ti, meet the requirements turned in varying
failure rates of I and 2 percent. -. .

At the other extreme, Florida made statewide teats,.
graduation requirement for all students. The Educational
Accountability Act, paned In 1916, specified that tests in
"functionsl literacy" and mathernate given to all eleventh
graders without delay. This 'airmail short year's grace for
"remediat ion" beforediplomas were awarded or withheld.

The teats given a few months later required the customary
passing grade of 70. Across.the state 36 percent Of the
eleventh graders failed the math tests and 8 percent kited.*
reading and writing.

The tests were criticized for cultural bias. The school
system was charged with inadequate Instruction of minority-
group students, because 79 percent of black students failed in
mathematics and 26 percent in communications.

The tests were most criticized because both schools and
students felt they had been given insufficient warning that
'receivinf a diploma would depend on passing this test. .

Reaction ranged from* substantial increase in student'
dropouts to widespread praise of the state administration for
moving toward higher school standards. The following year
the stmetkpartment of education could point to a better
record. In 1918 an eatimated 73 percent of eleventh graders,
etatewide, passed the math tests, against 64 percent in 1977;
and 97 percent passed the communitations tests, against
92'percent in 1977.

Nevertheless, in Oetober 1916 the law was cballenged.in
Federal District Court as unconstItutionel. The complaints
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were discrimination; that the skills examined were not the
skills taught; and that the test was not a.valid or reliable
instrument meaning that it had not been properly pilot-
tested amoqg a cross-section sample of students.
ePolicy-makers across the country observed the eitperienoes

of these and other pioneer states. A host of question! began
.. to emerge, and among them three conflicting and troubling

prnblems:
I. hoW to devise progims that would.satisfy-political

demands and at the same time addretsfairly tbe very rest
weakneases in schools;

2. how to Impose universal standards of doubtful teiels
uponeitremely diverse school populations without destroY-
Mg contemporary achievements in individualized education;

3. how to foresee, if poesible, and take into sonic account
the long-range implications of these actions for retsining
excellence as an educational goal and for the related needs
or a democratic society.

WHAT COMPETENCIES ARE MINIMUM?

Nobody really agrees on what everychild should know. It is
generally agreed that virtually all youngsters need skills in
communications and math. Beyond that there are.signiflcant
differences of opinion.

In the last two decade* the balance of employment has
been reversed to the point that less than 5 percent or present
jobs are unskilled. Some time ago school administrators
accepted as a goal the idea that 'hay student must graduate
from high.school "with a salable skill." The standard of ihe
competency movement appears to he less than that.

- a Basic skills in-communicationsand math are the major
part of the elementary curriculum. Mastery is expected by
the end of the eighth grade. Some feel that schools should
emphasize the mastery of academic skills and that at
should be able to apply masteredskills to life situatiolla.
they arise. Available competency tests indicate, however.
that soMe state and local school systernsure moving in a
different direction. They are testing for "life" skills. For
example:

Florida tested academic skills cast in "real-world" terms.
Some of its specified communication skills were:

a Determine the main idea Inferred from a spaction..
b. Find the who. what where, which. and how Information in a .

seSection.
c. Distrnguith between facts and opinions
d. Identify an unstated opinion.
e Use an index to identify the locetiOn of Information requiring

the use of cross ref siancee.
I. Use highwsy and city maps
g Accurately complete forms used.to appty lor a driver's

boggle. ernployment, entrance to mammal or training program.
insurance, and credit.
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Mathematics tests were based on questions such as the
followhni

Determine the elapsed time between Iwo eVents, stated in
second*, mina**, how*, days. vaoka. months, o years.

b Determine equivalent amounts of up to $100. tieing COine
endpaper cutrency.

c Determine thesolution to real-world problems InVolving puv
chows and a rate of discount given In traceon Of DerC001.10(01

. d. Solve a problem involving capaCity. using umte given in a .

tablietmihigteme, grarne. knograrhs, metric Ions, otiikes, Pounds.
ions) lor conversion within the system °

.
The followimiComell from a Vermont graduation test:

Ilsomeone Pop 45.38 itm frorni and gives you a $t('
vitatcharqs will you return?

Critfct point out that some ngsters are able in math but
not in reading skills; neverthel , mat "problems" test
students ror reading first, and athematic* second. For ..

.

instance: ., . _ ,

A comPany hail 11.2.5 meter high wire fence around its equipmeM
. storage-area. The sm. measures 3d motets by 50 meters. The

company plans to add extra security to the area by stringing 3
strands of barbed wire along the/op of the fence. How many
meteri of barbed wire does the company need 1 or this job?
t80, 240, 480, Of 960 meterer

Some competCncy program* include as "basic skills'
knowledge of consunierism. the democratic proceis, practicai
science, health maintenenceksocial responsibility, personal
and carelfdevplopment. For punt*:

UM pear you iolned a record club. You fulfilled your obtation10
buy the specified number of records. You called the record club
end asked to be faMOVid trio the mailing list The club continued
to send records angrily. -Which of the lokowing actions would be
appropriate lex you% take, and which would not?

a. Keep the records and relUse to pay any bee tor them.
b. Send a registered letter 'asking to be removed from the mall.

Ing list. .

c. Pay for the records that came-after your phone can. and call
again requesting that the company stop sending records

d. Refuse to accept the records and have the post office return
the records to the company. 8
(Notional Momenta of Educational Progress, 1977)

Another example:

Which ol th following would yeu expeol lo !nein a democratic
society?

1. Joe Smith gives voters $5 aacti levoie for him
2: Claims legally picket and protest a court decision
S. A group of people go to the city counca toesk tot ao,

Invettigabon 01 the mayor.
4. Congress overrides a PresklInhal veto .

5 A citeen le arrested for breaking a law that .6 not Written
down.
Wastsida High School; Omaha. liveraskar .

'hese items suggest possible questionsShould schools
generally be expected to teach methods of dealing with life
problems? Can they cover the basic laws and regulations .

involved in the day-to-day life of an Oult or a repre- .

sentative part or them?Should this take precedent° over
other curriculum?

Second, Is it reasonable to expect that whatever ikills ate
tested In a minimum competency program are allelriable bY

4
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all students during school yearn Are these and similar tags
"minimum" learning? Or are they desirable learaings?
much of such content could reasonably be left to application
of basic skills and common sense in later life?

Third, available competency teats of "life skills" apply to
today's world. What of the future? Credit practices change.
Laws change. Schools have difficult choices tO make in .

respondIng to what they hear as popular demand, and in
judging how to spend precious time.

Generally missing in competency tests is the usual
academic material of sciondary schoolshistory, literture,
sciencethe backgroundof lifelong learning. Generally
missing, also, are the ioeial skills that enable people th
dinction.in democracr, the personaLskills that determine

.. theqqality of life for an individual: and even minimal knowl.
edge of the rest of the world on a planet that grows smaller
every diy. .

Does this foreshadoW gradual change in ichool curricula'?
L' hoots generally teach what students are expected to need

tests that both the school ilfsd the student regard as impor-
t nt an understandable protection Nr both.

WHAT ISFAIR?
.

When will students have had adequate instruction in the-
content on which they are tested? .

Due process prtnciplos established by the courts have
slowed down the competency movement in one respect!.
Adoption of compeeency tests as graduation requirements
seems to have stopped With 13 states. The present trend,
moreover. is to give tests required for high school graduation
to ninth graders first.

In many states it is proaided that tests be repeated until
each student his had every possible chance to be succeuful.
Some slates require remedial programs.

Some states are recognizing that high school is late to
correct problems in basic skills and are beginning to focus on
'the early elementary grades.

A dozen or so states remii retesting at least four times
throughodt the 12.grades. A few have required use of the
tests for geade promotion; others intend them only for local
school guidance. In many states local school systems have
devised their own competency programs. There are no con.
sistent petterns.

Ito:ems to bejust as difficult tr.i determine a fair cutoff.
requirement for achieveinent levels as it is to choose the Com-
petencies to be tested.

Henry M. Brickell hos dateribed ihe experience of a group
of high school teachers who devised tests in math and.English
Nr theend of tenth grade. The tests appeared tO him to be of
abbot filth Wade difficulty. A passing score of 60 was re-
quired. About 25 percent of the tenth graders flunked the
English section...about 50 octant flunked the Math.

.4
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Afteirwards he asked, "Suppose reiriediation doesn't work.
How many diplomas colgaou withhold?" "Maybe 3' per-
cent," they said. "Then r percent have to pass the compe-
tency tests. What level or work can you guarantee that 97

.
percent of all graduates can do?" / .
. 'First-grade work maybe second grade, if you mean a

guaranteed minimum" .

This does not mean that Some tenth gradets are doing all .

second-grade work. It means that sOme students vary widely
in their abilities in different areas. It means that someschools
will have a difficult tithe in finding a "least common
denominator" for all students. .

There was a time, before the present age-grading system
became established, when teachers apparently expected .

childrentoprogress at different rates. .

What -schools are hearing in the -politics of the competency
movement, on the other hand, is that the community expects
all students to reach certain standards at certain points in
their educational programs.

This raises difficult questions for school adminis-
trators: What the expectation of die community for
student achiey ent? On the other hand, what percentage of
failure willthe community accept? If the level of failure is

.higb, is the community prepared to pay for the necessary
remedial programs'? If not, will the community accept the
likely increase in dropouts students who want to avoid the
admission of failure with the well-kdown sachet costs?

F'or example, the New York State Regents withdrew one
set of minimum competency tests when the triviality of many
items drew public ridicule and substituted a more difficult set
to be effective in 1981. Yet even the old tests are expected to
deny some 1,000 New York City seniors their diplomas this
year.

Large numbers of these students are Hispanic. Community
ornanizations charge that the students did not receive tran-
sitional help."

The city of Baltimore undertook to reexamine its entire
program when two-thirds or its students failed the first round
of tests.
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Some schoolclistricts In the Southwest, with large numbers
of studaits learning &Wishes a second langUage,reported a
failure rate of 50 percent.

'Some school districts have arrived at acceptable compro-
mises. For example, Denver hu maintained for morethan
18 years a competency program that places competency .

requirements for-graduation at about a sixth-grade level: It
Also maintains a strong remedial program. Its failure rate of

: graduation has run consistently at 2 toe percent. .

e A high percentage of success in the Competency tests,
hewever, does not of itself mean that the program is falr to
studeqts.

!nay school one minimum level may be. top hard for a
slow student, laughable for a quiek.student, and unmotivet-
Mg for both. . . .

On the one hand, the old Oresham's Law of economics
that cheaper currency drives out hard money seems to be
warning that the lower standards of mininiumcompetency
testing could drive out higher academic staodards..Some
students Who have passed buic Math tests have actually-been
counseled against taking further math courses in high
school." Should not patsies the competency tests have
argued competency for the next level of math courses?

On the other hand, ninth-grade testing has Caused schools
to place academiCally weak students in lower "tricks" in
preparation for the tests.

Those who fall, in the words of one Phoenixachool ad-
. ministrator, "are so loaded with remedial courses they have. no chance to get into humanities or other courses their ight

keep them in school.""
Even if au& students tinily secggett in passing comaicy

tests, their high school years have been spent in the bottom
tier of the 'leo-tiered" educetion that hopelessly dividesso
many children-for life with little or no attention to their
own talents or education for growth.

Along with the dropouts, end with the youngsters who
receive a "certificate of completion" instead of a full diploma

beoausethey passed courses but failed comptancy tests
these students will find it ektremely difficult to establish their
competence for postsecondary education or for desireble
employment.

It is ironic that many'low-incomegroups, such as Title I
councils, see the competency movement ass hope for secur-
ing needed attention for their children. They have not seen
that their children will bear the brunt of competency testing

; asnow generally constituted: that the effort to make the
.scheols accountable may actually push their own children out
of school.

r

WHAT DOES COMPETENCY TESTING COST?

One Virginia school superintendent reported a Wel Whiff a
mlllon dollars to establish competency tests for a school

population of some 150,000 children. A preliminary report
from Oregon 1.1e4 direct costs ranging from $26.500 to .

8123,200 per district to devise plans and establish programs.
Costs for keeping records aid reporting results must .

follow the establishment of testing program. These have
been estimated at as much as S25,000 per year per district.

Costs of remedial programs could be heavy, esPecially
where there are large numbers of minority-group students. .

Washington state hu est imatedramediabcOsts of 890 to $100
million. Neetersey estimated a coat of Siff million for the

Developing new tests periodically averages about 5100 per
current year. Michigs n is spending some328 million.

andent. Multiply this by, say, a minimum of 20 million .

students* year. If tests are to be made available to students .
and their parents after they are given and scored, new tests
will have to be constructed more often. . .

State department budgets will include costs for either
developing and administering test programs or providing
111$istance to local districts. These costs are variOusly esti-
mated from 865,000 to $495,000 innually:

Nobody really knows hOw much competencY testing will
;cost in school funds. And indirect costs are also possible.

Many teadhers are concerned that basic skill rernediation
in the secondary grades may displace ourricula in humanities
and the sciences. And it is the lick or the higher order skills,
they say the real basics of critical thinking that is the
actual souree of employer &content and college dissatisfac-
tion. Sooner or later, theseare costs that will have to be
reckoned with.

. .

WHAT FORECAST FOR EDUCATION?

For the most part, the competency movement was thrust
upon the schools as an attempt to repair our neglect of large
numberiof children partktlarly minority-group children,
but also many others who have been slipPing through schools
Without learning needed skills.

Even in this short period, the competency program has
provided plenty of evidence of the needs of children. Meeting
these needs is another 'matter. By itself, competency testing
can do nothing whatever unctions are imposed. Testing
has underscored weeknesses in basic-skills learning that *ere
generally known in schools but more Or less hidden and
ignored, for various reasons. '

The danger now Is that hasty action will leave these
students virtually untouchat for the influences that insist'
upon mass testing and are inclined to Make MN Judgment,
of schools are also generally unaware bf the processes by
which children learn.

Only instruction can make a difference; and only dedica-
tion to raiding every chIld in the early grades can be sub-

. eterolelly successful. .

-The best Poesible oUtcome of the competency movement

4
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S can be the broad nationaidiscussion It hu provolied.of the .

soak and means of education.
If the competency movement leads toe; serious look at

poor teaching and Other problems in learning, if it leads to
. more direct instruction in basic skills in early grades; if it

leads to more communicatkm among Madsen, more "cross-
over" in teaching the same basic skills I. all courses; if it
leads to more coulderstlon of whale important to mach,
and involves the total school corrilnunItyal these Con-
siderations then the competency mo ent couldbe
"%Wombed" for American schools.

On the other band, competency testing isan-instrunient
with Its own dangers to schools.

Goals of mediocrity den scarcely restore credibility to
education:A competency program implies however un-
justly a son of guarantee of petformanoe In basic skills on
the pert of those whits have passed its tests. The direct invita-
tion to "tracking" students can lesd only to a division Of our
young adultiby education that will be no solution to employ-
ment problems and will only deepen our social problems.

The political popularity of competency testing could lead
from state-initiated testing to state-controlled or possibly
a national curriculum. The outcome depends, perhaps, on
both the efforts of schools and the commitment of com-
munities.

Education is never going toter a neatly ordered, deliverable
package. No "mase,' remedy ever Milieu successfal in

. dealing with school problems, because.they are essentially -

problems of individual differences. Competendy testing is no.
exception.

WHATTO.LOOK FOR IN
YOUR SCHOOL'S TESTING PROGRAM

'Whatever the amusement program is in your school;
parents should learn &bout it. They should makethemselvel
aware of the purpose of different kinds of tests in a child's
educational program. They should be able to see the
questions or citherdirectives after a test. In order to monitor
the student's progress. . . .

Pa rents.should be wary of allowing others or themselves _

to exert pressure On students in relation to tests. Testsdhould
not be too numerous, or loom too large in a child's school

.. life, or parents and teachers will find themselves "pulling up
the carrots to see If they are growing."
'No one teat is s fair basis of assessing a student's progrees.

Individual scores are at most a minor indicator of a child's
progress, never a permanent indicator of ability and
should never be used as the basis for any administrative
decision...

The school probably uses standardized achievement tests
of some ion. Thw scores should be placed aloneside a,
child' lamwor.k; KOMI on teacher-devised and other

. .

. .

-
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criterion-referenced teem; tin teacher's eslimile of the child's
abilitiel; and the parent's knowledge of his or her talents
and interests.

It should be understoed that a child's abilities, activities,
and attitudes cannot be measured.
'Parents and teachers need to look at theli children's educa-

tion as a whole a tingle continuum from kinderganen
through twelfth grade with s systematic evaluation of stu-
dent progress. The only true 'estimate of a child's progress
can be based on change over a period of time.

NOT A LL CHILDREN MATURE AT THE SAME R

The "assembly line" grading system ignores the realities of
children's uneven growth patterns.. Knowing that children
differ in their talents and strengths, parents and teacher* can
Insist that instruction be related to children's growth .
patterns:that testing he bsped on instruction; and thst cob-

. tinuous efforts be made to improve teaching and learning.
It it not reasonable to expect strong competencies in all

skills from allthildren. Very often, moreover, development
of individual strengths also brings solutions to weaknesses.
For instance, children often learn to read more readily when
their talents in one orate arts or their Interests in sports are
recognized.
'Bofore choosing among the many available alternatives

for assessment, schoots should make a sustained. In.deeth axami-
nation or whit teachers need to know about the processand
content of their students' learning. This study should involve
both students and parents.

Giving perents and students a voice in curriculum develop-
ment and assessment is an effective way for a school system
to fulfill its responsibility to account to the community for
educational performance. Sucks process would earn schools
new public support as well as help to attsin better quality
of learning for every child.

it is most important thafeinphasis on basic Mills start in

.420
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early grades. Helping teachers to monitor individeal pro-
grams from the beginning could go farther in strenIthening
these skills than a uniform Wiling program. If testing
program is adopted, howier, it'also should begin lathe
primary grades as pert of instruction.

In tbe case of secondary students who have faded to sc.
quire reasonable skills. parents and teachers should insist
that remedial measures be supportive. not demeaning; thet
they be appropriate to the age level of the student and con-
ducive to the development of selksteem; and that they leave
room for other instruction on tbesecondary grade level.
Pacheri shruild be encourasedto use a variety of ap-

mikaches. Flexibility in ways of measuang skills the use of
other methods and not just pencil.and-paper testing helps
the teacher help the student. **Teat" is too restrictive. word.

Some schools uses peeket of student papers. journals. in-
: terviews. talks to the cless, artwork, problem.solving tasks in

community projects, cOneumer wits, use of math in constnso.
tion or cookery, and a host of other atampiesof Practical
implication of basic skills.

Some states, such as Vermant;have directed local districts
to have teachers "check off" skill achievementior each child
is it occurs in dey-to-day class work. It is wetrinown that
eny child like any of us will often need to learn a skill
more than once, if the check-off task is not too burdensome,
It makes thepoint that achievement has occurred. .

where the objective of a testing program is success for
every student rither than ranking or sorting the . .

manner of test -writingis importent. Them is every reason
why tests should he straightforward, without tricks or
negatives.

Writing skills should bejudged from writing samples, with
the important skills of editing included in the task. That is, .

students should be given an oppodunit yto rewrite a piece.
Editing skills are a large part of writing skills, and more often .

ignored t not. Teachers do well in evaluating a student's'
writing b ing first for content, credibility, clarity. and
organ and then for punctuation and other
mechanics.

"Holistic" scoring is a skill that many teachers NC learn-
mg. Pilot teats in the Massachiltietts competency program
have shown that teams of term rs can score large numbers
pf studeni pipers with strong agreanent in the* evaluetions
and with a surprisingly small expenditure cif time.

Oral communication should be judged from interviews and
debate as well as prepared talks, according to such criteria as
focusing on thetoptc and speaking clearly and logically.
'Listeningand viewing skills'are beins given new importance
in a world groWing dependent on oral and visual communi-
anon, and the need for performance tests in,these areas is
obvious.

Besides these alternatives, teachers can turn to various
criterion-referenced teats whether their oWn or externally
developed to check on mastery of juipiculer subject
Matter. Unambiguous multiple-choicequestions Cab fairly

be used to test specific instruction, such ILI grammar or
amputation.

More open-ended assessments, however, give a better idea
elbow a student leases. In-science and social studies, the use .

of "What do you know?" quatiots as well as "Do you '.

know what I knovir removed the crutch of multiple,.
. chokie answers, because such questions afford the child an

opportunity to show comprehension of a sequence ofideas
.

'. and reasoning abilities.
.

Giving tne child free choice in the library for independent
reading can suuest his reading level al well in developing -
curiosity and an adventurousmiut. .

Teachers cart develop their st nts' own abilities to
evaluate possess by askingt hem to correct each others'
papas, and then by following up with a general discussion.

Teachers can also lead students to raise questions about
literature or history and then to evaluate those questions
as( I ) interesting, (2) age, or (3) trivial,

practices also Impro learning. Students should be con-
Improving student wen of evaluation through such

,tinuously involved in documenting and evaluating their own
progress,

lernativa to peper-andyentil tests recognise that indi-
rid Is differ in the styles in- which they learn and commu-
nice that some are more confident in writing. some In
spcets, some in artistic eXpression. The reinous composer
Bruc net once expressed his difficulty in responding to
honors paid tehim by saying. "If Iliad an organ !Could tell
you how I feel." .

If the objective is competency in learning "to function
effectively in contemporary society," it seems that students
need not attain the sane level in every skill at the same time. .

Attaining skklis enough to feel the "confidence". envisioned .

by the California legislature along with an eagerness for
learning may be the bestfoundation.

I the end we have to recognize that there is no way to test
wha really matters to s child's kerning. Every child is e
uniqe individual. Children share s5inii abili ea, have some

. talents of their own, and differ in the way thJ learn.
.Asene educator put it. a student is not a to be lighted.

oraeaseltobelilled,buta belngwhoncgrsvthistobé
near shed. .

04
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A pARENTS' GUIDE THROUGH THE TESTING MAZE

Pareetk teachers. Ned striate will mote from tests glee at
tber whoa if they aadersteed trit:

there are difftnet Weds of tests Afforest wpm,:
all Weil aro tiered in what they re aad what they can tell

about the stedent; and 1 :./

misuse of eats chn be handel to

How does a "s4aderdised" tee dike from lets that laden give
by Ask Udellv petiodically to check ow Weirdos ie their own
classrooms?

A studardized test San be say tett that lemn embers of studests
eke under sieher cedillas. The ionot.teltrested If hit V MOO
test, however, it the mor widely used Madera:id tat.

nese lonnuferesoed achievemeat testa do sot emirate so much
what Orders mey he seedy* la school et The time but tether
evaluate genera "cosensete teed* comirradon. number
wen" oe computatioe.

T'he *coring a soreprefereaced achievement Ulu does aot fere
art whet a seder shoed/ iccomplish. bet ruler a rugs of what
starts on a gime grade inn ordinarily do accomplish.

Why Moul pereels be cosewsed shoes the ways I. Which sten-
&rand tau are need le their schools?

Studardized tests Meetly effect curriculum develppmeas, tut .
beaks, luau ishicatioe. adenlesio. to higher edsiCatlon, and the

doe of sclookehie. tends.
reload tab an cony is matey of eatooi Ann for the

tests themselves: le staff time le rarely and tackles time; 'sad kr
ile beery ersclieliel Mere theYsney put On -students. lee:hers.

tardier tests Ore Wig Orr erlieraled iro:=80'
aed parents. s

tly, grave usetione am mimed coneerniu the ions
to which they ere tildes ow Endres, pareets, atid oir *chock.

If the mut imported tests le Modems' but are hinged auto the
rends: as staeludied tests are. thee &howl of our echo.* will
teed to mediocrity.

If, because a the tees we use, the edvesamseet of riders is
duel is determined toy comported them with their classmate ofthe
suns age, will aw sot destroy thols elfmateein asd their apprecla-
dos of ladivideal differeara .

A abider of stales have suedeted oonspeteecy twins as a require
mut re high ochool redeetion. Out a theexperieues a Met
este have emergsd a hoot a *moires Jed aVleast threi coedit".
log Ned trembled emblem:

How to devise pcms that would sallefY political demands Ned
at the same Wu address fairly the fry real westkessess la schools;

How to impose !urinal emends of doodad levek epos ba-
Inn* dime shod portieres without dastrulag =stew
Petuf achbevemep le ledivideared edecodee: toed

How to forra, VioeelWa, ad taks lido sore aceout the het
rage impliestices them Woes for the related seeds of a
demo9aic sodety asfoq Werra era*. as an edvatioloal

. 3"1"
below la eheekhe a
Ames their en echoer.

What Medi of testa are
Aok to sr Metals. Do

. Of racial bead Are the
,

,sef

lime pinata might silt *bee they ex-
posits*.
w ed sad for whet purport?

rowephkel. sued.
deo? Do the qsestle squire

tpecial kaowledge? Are the question suralghtfotward. and not
deeigned to trick studeetfrither than test them honestly about what
they have bra taught?

How much preen is being put ott students by Precuts or by
members of the school fanny to do well oe tests?

Have the tat publishsts warned that "gni& Wilds? are not
absolute standards but rough indicators of averages?

Has your school cautioned against mine test scores to label
dukes oe libel teachers, sad has it warned the media that ton
scores are Unreliable Information on the quality of a school? .

Are standardized tee scores being used slue, or. u they should
. he, aloes with a child's classwork; scorn oh leachsrdsvised and

other erherioa-referuced tests; the teacher's etimate of abilitlea;
ad the cerent's koowledge a takats sad intrust One tee can

offer at mon only a minor indication of a child's progress.
Is the educed°e of yur child viewed as pert of a contisuum,

ilpdstgarteo through twelfth grade
ks a systematic evaluation of your child's ptogries conducted.

hued on this cootintsurn? .

Is lestructkin related to the Individual growth patterns of each
child? .

And- is the toting based on that instruction?
Are cannons efforts beng made to implore teaching and

learning at your school as a result of tering?
Did your school coethet as in.depth examination of what

teachers toed to know shout the rocas and roamed of their
duelers' terricaom before drains the tests to be iiime

Ara parents and studeets eVen an opportunity to have a van in
'curriculum development and aseessment$

D oes emphasis on the basica begin lo the early-gradeff Do the
tachers Monitor individual progrees I. three grades? Dor testing
begin in thee early grade as a pet of the instruction?

Is remedlel imroction supportive tether than demeaning? Is it
appropriate to a modem% age leel aed condudve to the develop..
meat of eelf.esteem? Dow It lose time for other Intrude* aed
activities?

Ara leadoffs encouraged to we a variety of tering methods?
Are appropekte performance tests given in the area' of writing

eed oral commueicatioe?
Are NMI a the tests given opeemnded?
Do the tests slow for differences among students In styles of

learning and communicating?

a
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Mrs. SPARLING. As parents and educators we support H.Fi. 4949
as a means for requirhig the disclosure of information ;which will
address the eight concerns`just raised and we Teel that the follow-
ing ar%liallmarks of the legislation,

(a) That the billzprovides for the standard error of measurement
. to be shared not nly with teachers but with test takers and their
parents. Manyyof them will, for the first time, be aware of the .
broad range f precision evident in these . scores, even though life
and career d,eisións are being made on the basis of a few points.i (b) That t e legislation includes protections to the right of priva-
dy of family and test takers in insuring that research 'will. be ..

limited t6 data- which is not personally identifiable, unless ap-
prov y the, test taker.

(c hat need to release to test takers their actual test questions
an swers within a reasonable period following the tests. Also
important is a procedure for review of a challenged test score
within a.reasonable dine frpie.
__We are hopeful that the section which will require a deacription
of special services to accommodate handicapped students will allow
schools to deal more effectively with the .needs of such students for
differentiated testing. a

. . ,

We are finding locally, for example, that many students with
writing difficulties can be appropriately tested by oral tests. To tty

.. to force written tests on such youngsters is cruel and unproductive.
:. In clos1g, I Would like toemphasize t ree points:

(1) the charge has been made that. t ese propted changes will
dramatically increase the cost of tes . :. While data are *available
to challenge that statement, this w ill d be a poor excuse for main-
tainialg a system of testing liThioli falling under serious challenge.
Schools and families now spend over a quarter billion dollars a
year on testing, and the appropriate, question might well he: Are
we already wasting $250 million?

We cannot evaluate the chang s that may be necessary unless
wit can review what the true co ts of the present system cover.

(2) testing is a large private for profit industry which has a
tremendous impact on a public phenomenon, &ideation. The public
has a. right to scrutinize this industl and to hokl it accountable for
its product. 1 __ .

(3) the National PTA does not seek-an end to testing. But we are
seriously concerned that the piesent degree of thefl art of assess-
ment is far less precise than We have been led to believe. A .

We feel the questions about our present testing methods will not
be put tp rest until parents and teachers are able to make decisions
based on muchmore data than is now available to us. That is why
this legislation is so iMportant.

We seek the information that will give all of us dependable data
to help determine the course of our public schools and the appro.
priate direction for our children.

, . The National pTA stands ready to participate in any reasonable
effort to reach that goal,

.

Thank yoti. .

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
We will now hear from Dr. Rever.
Go ahead, Dr. Rever. , i

s
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STATEMENT. OF PHILIP REVER, DIRECTO% ASHINGTON OF-
PICE, .AMERICAN COLLEGE TESTING PROtRAM, ACCOMPA-
NIED RICHARD FERGUSQN, +VICE PRESIDENT OF ACT'S

.RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
Dr. REVEL Mr. Chairman, I aM Dr. Philip Rever, direct& of the

Washington, D.C. office of the' American colleke testing program.
With me is Dr: Richard Ferguson, vice president. of ACT's Research
and Development .Division. ,We are pleased to share with you and.- .

your subcomMittee our statement concerning H.R. 3564 and j-I>R.
4949. .

ACT is a not-for-profit corporation which develops and publishes
numerous assessment Trograms administered to students in behalf
of the Nation's secondary and poitsecondary schools.

One such, program, the ACT Assessment, is used nationwide to
facilitate students' transition from secondary to postsecondary
cation prOgraths. Accordingly,. ACT .would be subject to the. provi-.
sionS of either of the two bills currently under consideration by the .

; sUbcommittee, .

. We do not believe. that, these bills are in the begt interests of the
Nation's students. Neither do we believe that thd serve to remedi- .
ate any pressing 'problems directly attributable to the uses. of testa .

in this Country. Consequently, We...respectfully urge that the
not be enacted. . .

We have prepared. quite an extensive statement for the Commit-
tee. which we have submitted to the committee, and I would like to
sumMerize otir reasons.for the opposition for your two bills.

Our. comments are directed specifically at H.R. 4949, although it
is our intention that the4be extended to the corresponding provi-
sions of 3564 as approjolate. . . .

The teetiniony containepl. herein deals with both, the general but
highly'vignificant,'Aicational and politiCal issuee that have moti-
vated and enveloPed';disdtiffsions of, the -two bills and . with the
specific shortcomings ;Of the bills. .

I 'will review ,fovyoui; this Morning in bfiel form what ou/general
thoughts are Eth011A bOth .

.
rather than a. section *by section'

analysis. .

We believe that' the pro . ..legidlation is ill-advised due to:-
rosPy factors, svome politi ; some educational, and some simply..,

. . reflecting a misunderetan 'ng of the truly significant. educational'
.$.. isSues of the day. .

Wq regret-that .so many resource's and so much enefgy are lig
efforts: to place unneeded controls on the to*: hat.

haVeserved argj continue t.o.serfe students and educationoSb well.
We lament thisocdUrrence, not out qf any sense of settinterest,

. bdt rather in recognition of the futilit)r of focusing diportionate. .

.1.'attention on the tools that repeatedly remind. us of one of our
society's most repugnant shortcornings, that we have 'notEyet suc-

,..Ceetled in assuring equal, eduatkinal opportunity Tor. all :of our
. peoples: .

'10.To belleme that legislation requiring the diss9hlination of all

societal 411sfsome Of 'Which have been scores of ears in the mak:
Manner einformation!about ilOstsivill in any basia.

Ing; isto engage in the mpst fanciful and wishful. inking.,

..

k
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If, on the other hand; a goal of the legislation is to diminish the
value of tests, then the bill is well suited to this purpose.

We do not believe this to be the goal inasmuch as the realization
of such a goal would ultimately result in the weeping of one of our
Nation's Most 'urgent problems under the rug. It is for this reason
that ire encourage a more intensive and extensive, study of the
potential long-term effects of the provisions of the bill.

We are further troubled by the lack of awareness on the part' of
so many as to the potential negative effects of H.R. 4949 for stu-
dents, educational institutions,_ .and ultimately the public which
depends on a well.educated itizehry- for ith future well being.

The prevailing attitude in ome quarters that enactment of the
proposed 1eg1)31ation need not be preceded by a thorough study of

ithe potential mpact of its provisions, because 'these provisions are
at worst discomforting to test agencies and test sponsors, belies the
reality that many provisions of the bill have, potential:conse-
quences that are counterproductive to the attainment of the stated
goal of the bill. .

- Let me review for you briefly what we believe the major signifi-.

cant agative Oonsequences of H.R. 4949 are,
ACT identifies positively with. the stated purpose of H.R. 4949.

We do not believe, however, that the provisions of the bill contrib- ,

ute in tagnificant ways to the attainment of that purpose. To the
cobtrary, we view many bf its'provisions as potentially counterpro-
dudive. Specific illustrations of the shortcomivgs of the bill in this
respect are provided next. 1

ssntially we have divided these effects into tp,ro categories: (1)
political and legal, and (2) educational-arid sociaL 7 . .

With regard to the political arid legal effeets; enactment of H.R..
4949 will preempt responsibilities reserved bY the U.S. nstitution
for States.i.Although two States have enacted Jegislatlon imilar to
H.R. 4949, only the law, enacted, in the State of Ve York is
comparable to the-pro*ed legislation.

The bill enacted in California is. verY dissimilar from H.R. 4949.
. Of particular note is that two States, ,11laryland and Colbrado, have
ignsidered similar legisl ion but rejeeted it. Moreoveri some States
anduct intrastate adm' ion 'testing programs which they develop .

without the assistance of anytesting sponsor or agency. 4 .

Thus, enactment of H.R. 4949 will impose the *ill of the- U.S..
Congress over the will of the elected represeritatives of at least twO
States and extend 'Feder jurisdiction to testing progrania solely
within the province of S education agencies without compelling
reasons. .

It is noteworthy that, to our knowledge; no legal challenge has
. ever been brought involving a test sponsor's violation, of the Consti-
tutional guara of due proeess and equal opportunity. Specifical-
ly, we ale una are of any court of law having decided in favor of a

- challenge to. t e validity and appropriateness of, tests used in. a
college admissions process. This fact speaks strongly to the lack oft
'a 'comitelling reason fbr Congress to enact H.R. 4949. °

H.R. 4949 contains provisioris that violate the 'spirit and intent of
existing Federal law. Sectione 4(aX2) and 5(c) would appear to
rescind, prOprietary rights previously granted by the Congress' to
test ,sponsors under copyright law. , *

,.
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Sections 4(aX1)B and section 7 are contrary to an historic intent
of the Federal Government, maintaining competition by InVecting
trade secrets. By enacting H.R. 4949, the Congress will thus have
reversed protections gIanted under previous Federal legislation'
such as the Freedom of Information- Act and the Securities and
Bxchaage Act. , .

I

Withdrawal of copyright and trade secret protection from a spe-
cific group of agencies is discrithinatory and contrary to the large
public interest. . .

With 'regard to educational and social effects, because there are
marked differences among admiasions tests insofar as their pur-
poses, theoretical foundations, content, uses, and the magnitude of
those uses, H.R. 4949 will have differential impacts on the various
admissions tests. That iti, some programs will be more seriously
affected than others.

For example, programs with low volumes, and even those with
large volum4, will find it difficult to offer the complete services
presently offered to students and educational institutions. In par-
ticular, special testing provisions May be severely hampered.

Special testing arrangements for persons with physical handicaps
or,with religions preferences' that forego teating on the regular'kest
dates will be affected. me testing agencies also provide institu-ta
tions with the facility test students on-campus at times of the
institutions's choosing. Such testing would have to be restricted or
discontinued altogether.

The release of secure test items as required by the bill will have
nunierous negative effects of an educational character. Primary
among these is the expected impact of the scope and content of the
tests on high school curriculums. .

The inevitable result .of releasing test items will be to -encourage
and/or facilitate niany schools and teachers to strive to increase
student performance on the tests, not always in a pedagogically
sound manner. To the extent that this occurs, testa will be inappro-
priately leading the curriculums. . .

A related effect may well be to encourage the proliferation of
coachingochools, many of which will fail to engage in sound educa-
tional practices. Since it is not established that the efforts of such
schools produce results of equal benefit to all ,atudents, any such
outcome of the bill would,. be anathema to the public interest.

We believe that educators and educational institutions are more
likely to be successful in serving gociety if 'they make informed
decisions about the educational process, whether regarding individ-
ual students pr programs affepting those students.

Likewise, students are more like4r to achieve their fullest poten-
tial if they are well informed about their capabilities in relation to
the requirements of various educational and irocational programs
they may be Considering, and' about ways of readying themselves
for thotie programs.

Sone of the tests affected by the bill -are designed to accommo-
date ich informed decisionmaking. Indeed, the value of the tests
to st dents and educators in this context far exceeds any possible
valu of them in.the selection decisions attributed to them.

o
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Given theie uses of tests, it is indeed lamentable that they
should . be subjected to provisions which can only diminish their.
perceived value to students,. educators and the public.

.. The provision of H.R. 4949 that would require the release of test
items will li,kely have such an effect. .

The release of test items will almost certainly subject the items
and the tests to hWil3vinapproOiate analyses. The probable lack of
recognition that different types of tests are constructed to serve
diverse purpOses will likely Aresult in invalid interpretations and
critiques of the items by individual unschooled in testing method-
piggy and uninformed about the inlended uses of the tests.

Such occurrences will result in a, diminishing of the confidence
placed in tests for .. all uses. When, this 'occurs, the loss to our
educational system will be significant; the lose to' the individuals
who are helped by the test' data, either directly or indireetly, will
be even greater. . .

In summary, we haie provided in our statement comments on
H.R. .3564 and H.4. 4949 as. part of what we believe to be our
responsibility .to American education. It is our conviction that the
proponents of this legislation, while well-intentioned, haVe concoct-
ed a remedy whose ultimate consequences will likely overshadow

. the illness supposedly being addressed.
We are concerned that the very important reach of these bills\ within our educational system, both in terms of pedagogy and in

\ terms of the proper role of government, has been given short shrift.
It is crucial that subsequent study of the bills by the. Congress

emphasize a thoughtful assessment of the need for this legislation
balanced agginst the impact it could have. The potential negative
Consequencis, to some extent motivated by lack of understanding of
the nature and purpose of the tests themselves, surely, deserves
more serious attention than these hearings 'will provide. To that
end, we strongly urge thorough subsequent study pf.the testimonies
provided. 40 .

We are dealing with' the potential' of literally millions of persons.
It is undeniable that tests play an important role in this context.
That role is approftiate in the educational settS in and has. been
found sound in the occupational setting by the U. preme Court.

This legislation jeopardizes the contribution 'of tes to our educa-
tional 'system and ultimately poses grave problems for the auton-
om3r of our institutions of higher learning.

The burden of proof regarding the need for legislation on stand-
ardize& testing cannot be met by political% sloganism or populist
concepts pikt forth without. benefit of data that verify the nature
and extent 'of the harm proponents of these bills assekt applies.

Until such data are provided, the proposed legislation should not
be enacted.

Mr. Chairman, We are here to ansiver your questionst and I have --
provided the committee with a catdlog of our publications, Should
the subcommittee,so decide, we will add them.

[The remainder of Dr. Rever's prepared statement follows:]
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-STATEMENT OF PHILIP RrgR, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON OFFICE, AMEIUCAN COLLEGE.
TESTING PROGRAM

.811ORTCOM1NGS OF H.R. 4949

We have di cussed above general reasons why we do not

believe-H.R.- 4 49:i. an appro*ate meps of addressing.either

its stated. or implied Objective This judgment resulted, in

part, from a aieful study of the Rill's provisions, and the
.c

relUctant co clusion that they frequently reflect an incomplete

understandi of well established testing methodologies and

Programa. his.vbservation is best'illustrated by specifiC

commentary n each provision of the. Bill.

S ction 2.

Contr ry to the Bill's declaration that nd "proprietary

interests" of the.testing sponsors mill be abridged by the .

Bill, we a e:not'oonvinced. -(See our comments on Sections

4cai(l)L.. (a)(.2), and 5(o) for amplificatiOn.).

PA

'

01
Sel-on 2. i)(6).

hi.s. rovision appears toestablish interstate comMerce

-.....

,as.the mot ve of. Congress in goevrning a prodess.within the
. .

i

academic dOmain. Education has traditionaay been the province .

!

of the states within sOecific 6OnstitUtioU 1 limits. Congress

-should consider carefully the close relation hip between how

_an 4nstitution of.higher 1earnir4 determinetita role in ,

.society. and \the means.by which it chooset.its stUdents. Despite'

stateMents tO. the contrary by the sponsors and prOPonents of,

, \
,

41014'

;

S.
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7. ,

eith Bill,'the.speCtre of goisernment dontrol of Or involvement

in. academic inetitutioni' rights to self-determination lies

'well within the realm of this preposed logielation. ThoUgh'
i

Aovernments frequen ly encr achupon:this ill-defined territory,
I:

it is clear that a l ust be drawn defining the extentlio

which the federal.goirernment, in particular, should become
, .

thrived ih avidemic.processes.

. i

'. Legislation dealing with.matters -similar to, those in

B.R. 4949 is in.effect in California and.NewYork. Numerous

other states have considered legislation and found it, to be

undesirable. In this honnection, the federal government is

walLidvised to consider what compelling reasons exist for

imposing its particuler views onthese litotes. Furthermore,

the Billixtends federti,jprisidiótion to intrastate test.programs

thatorelOevaloped and ideinistered by state education agencies..
.J

We believe the legislators and-citizens in these states should

have the right,to determine for themselves the appippriateness

orauclh legislation as is vroposed.

Given that the need for and the.appropriateness of 6edeaat

:
a6tion Axe highly questionable, then euch action seems to he .

an abrOption of rights left to the states by.the U.S. Constitution.

.

bectlon 2.(b)
.

.

i

We endorse these purpo a.. We haie.contributed to their
.

.

fulfillment for many years. We call attention to the'large gap
.. . 0.

between these purposes and the 'Bill's actual provisions in .

..-

132

*mem.tttt
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subs4quentyass ge!(of.this testimony. We emphasize..at this

-point, howeV4r, the foll9wing*.

Section 2.(14.(2)' .

I Th. inclusianif:th.wOrd "apPropriate" to qualify this

provision is highly4ignificant and'deserves stricit adherence.
_

.For example, if strictly.applied, we believe pat theBill's

sponsors will be.unable to supply vidence amd.re4sonable'

rationale for'the release'of secure test items. In view of

the harmful ilpsct that uch an.action Will likely have.on

( educational process, the Action would be highly inappropriate.

Section 2.(b)(3)

ILR. 4949 will not'substantially protect the public.interest
.

through the requirements it sets forth tor testing sponsors.
.

The 4tandards and pricticei of the testing sponsors are presently

higher than any ascirtainable outcome of the Bill'sProvisions.
.

Furtheri.the exemption that legislation Will reSult in "greater

accuracY, valtdity, and reliability . . ." of the tests3nvolved

14 highly Speculative. In .facti the proposed legislation wil/

almost certailnly have the.opposite effect for reasons given

later in this.testimony.

Section 24b)(4)

"We strongly support kat we viewto be ihe intent of this.
. .

provision: *4:believe it. i iMproperly framed for-two religions. 4

however. First, it appear: to asinine that 'other', elements of

64-04 0 80 20

*
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'tluv"puliiple.criteria" postulated in this'provision are

1. 'viewed.by Congress.as equallyOr more "valid and' reliable thaw

standardized tests. The facts belie this assumption and are

'availible in considerable,detail should there be interest ja ,

,exploring them.

' Second, the provision seeme to ouggest that.lcany criteria

are necessarily better than one -- without,regardfor.the.

validity of.the criteria involved. This is most inappropriate.

'Mcleod, we 6al1enge.those who appeal' for inclusiom af such

variables ais creativity, compassion, sensitivity, motivation,

etc., to produce evidenve of the validity andireliability of

'available measures of thOseattributes.

Section .3.(a)

'The purpose of helping etUdents, institutions.and the 0

general Public to underetand tests and their uses is sadly

.confounded by the provisions cif thissection, rather-than

enhanced by them., .Effective decision making requires not only

.accuraly in the data, but appro4iate tirlang in the delivery ot

information. 'For example:

'Section'3.(a)(3)

This infOrmition should be.provided to students at the

time tetit.eco4e4 cme Aetemsed rather than at the time of
4

registration for the test.. Students loie-or discard their.

.
registration materials so frequently that testing sponsors can'

serve students betterby.providing them't e.information

I s

1



- njilessary far interpreting

Ithe score repOrts when they'

lisserved by thus Oovision
1

teSting sponsOrs to.provide

.427

p.

and understanding test results with

aro released:' 'Students will be'

in'tat it would require conscient OUB

the identical information On two'

tdilexelit 'occasions,. -once needlessly and:at'odded expense t

1

stgdents. It would be uiefullf prOpTents of the Bill
#

Were to.study carefully the. thoughtful means by which almost
\

all of this,sectioes provisions,are already achieved by

teiting sponsors. ThercOnsiderable.history of the ma ter

eshould not be ignored in drafting legislation,

The requirement that' the teiting.sponsor provde

institutionspedific "correlation" data is inapPropriate.

Such data are generated on;y at.the instruction of.the

Institution using the'tesis. As such the data are provtded

under implied contract with the inktitUtion. There 1S.reason

to question the intent of the Congreseto direct institutions.

to provide dataof Primer' interest to them.

Saction .(b)(4) ur s the.use.of multiple.criteria in41

those pr$dicti e activities involved in granting or denying
1

eduCationS1 benefitsi while-iection 1.(a)(3) requiree test,sponsors

to report correlations between test.scdres alone And future

1mot 11.

success.in scheols.

as a sole criterion

as suggested:by the

If it.is undesirable to use .a test score'.

for idmission to a.postsecondarY institution
. . I
sponsors of the $111, by what rationale does

the Bill.rarire that testawcies provide correlations between

test scores, atone:and "success in college Ct.* the career for

' 6
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: ,

'.whith admission.is aought12 FurtherMore, the drafters of

this Bill'have clearly not.thought through the implications

.olithis requirement as ragais'pos.t-biccaleureate admissions,

Indeed.,:the Provisioni indicate d definite'laCk of awareness

of theaatur.roLthe problencInvirsid_in_both

measuring career success.

Congress should,be reminded.that a msjor purpose of the

teate.in qUestion is typically the prediction of. first..-year

: academic performance..'. The developers of these tests may aot 45

wish to carry theirpurposes far beyond thit considerably more

specific scope.. If a Billisjbacted that requires the infor-

Patton dhggested by this provision, Congress will havd ignored

the proper uses of the examinations and, in:the process,'wi

have appesred io encourage in invalid use.of some:tests
4.

.Seätion 3.(a)'(4).(%) .;

. . . .

The effects of compliance withTtilis section will disapOpint
. .

studenteand the.public. We_ emphasize the importance of

understanding that's principal purpoie of the:examinations

in question ii to.predict.grades for the further pose of

facilitating infOrmaidecieiOn making of many di erent 'types

1

(e.g.., admission to postsecondary education,Iplacement,

settioning, counielingfi'temediation-and other educatIonal

functions). The purpose is to plroVide iclimate in educational

-institutions that will enhance development of a chrrIculum

suitable.to.student needs This may require considerable
. 4

4.

se
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intervehtion for'eote students, and more .intervention at one

inetitUtibn than.another, to enhance.learning..

The Bill.would 'require that'the test sponsor.provide-an

understandable indicator, in terms o?a.percentage, of the ex -

t t tO which test scores add to the prediction.of.future grade-----------

poini\sverage Over other criteria. Tte Bill appeari to suggest

that the erivation and reporting of such a statistic is a*-

routine tas for.psychoietricians. In fact, it.is.not. The
. .

.sponsors of,the\Bill.should be required to specify how.such a

statistic is to,b4\derived and also to provide an acceptable

rationale for that 1\A4tistiC.
A

Even if suCh a sta stio'could be generated.; abstradt

application of this provis n's requirements would add little

i to the Understarldihg and inte igent use Of standardized tests..

-It ma*.be eiMple'to deterMine an state thai, clnl the average,

'the high school academic'record con ibutes a Certain amount in
I ,

pr4dicting'students' academic perfo

teat scores contribute insome othex6amo

What..shoulabe'of interest to Congress and
,

in.coIlegs ind that

ito the same predittion.

drafters of this:

Ili that, inBill, however; is not this.abstract statistic,

actual pactice, the.cOntributions.ofbotik test.scOres and.grades

va4y acrosshigh schools.. Mordover,-since the standards by'which

high schools award grades also Vary, tandardized test scores.

41.t4come in e44enttat eXternal equalizer of.the varied grading

practices and -curricular offerings otthOwthousands'of secondary

-schools.. 'This value cannot be expressed by a simple percentage .

inftedv,to'focui on this ikolated tiathimatical relationship iS

to 14001, one of the principal ContributiO4s:of standardized

testiqp to our educational system.

Fi-
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.

.The predidtion orgrade point averages is only one of
4

seVeral useful appliCations of theftesults of:these tests.

Absttactions concerning themeaning and uses of such. predictions

will hot add measurably to.achieving the objectives of the

proponents.of this legislation.

Section.3.(a)(4)1B)

Thia-provision appears to,adrsume that the tests are
. .

negatively biased against.students from. low-inCome families.

This cosClusiohis based od the well-known fact,that test

scotes arerelated to level of income. It is also a well-.

known fact, seemingly ignored by the Bill, that'high school

grades also correlate highly with lamily,income. Please refer

to the table attached as Exhibit:A forfurther information in .

this regard.- Many'other variables correlate in the,same

fashion with family-income. Sdch findings are by no meani

evidenCe of bias. We do not wisbtO be glib, hutit appears

thatjropionents of this legialation believe they have discovered

a.new social phenomenon: taken in'isolation, tandardized 1

test.sCores are directly related in Some way to family inCothei

If We are to conclude that me sh4Uld.discontinue using test

scores, based On this knowledge, then We might also consider

.discontinuingall forms of collegeeducationi since it is an

established fact that.peopleS' success in life ---at lefast est

Mepsured'in economic terms- -- is directly correlated, with

their educatiohal level. Under that.definition of bias, it

f

I.
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t

.is%unfair that some persons obtald.a college education. and'

others do noi...
..

NOt only is it shortsighted:to attribute.biaato

tests beceusW.they reveal differences in the- deVeloped-abiAlles of

!lents from different level income.groups, it is illinformed.

Re5ear6 data-show that tests are effeCtiVe predictors'of

academic performance An college-forpersons of.all levels of

socio-economic status. That is,.students who scOre low.on.
4a

the.teste, be,they blacklwhite, male, female, riCh or boor,'

-also tend to perforM less well in college' than their higher

scoring counterparts..

It Would be /ar'better for Congress to direct-its full

attention to mhy'standardized test scoreS.(and aOadeMic
'

performance in general) correlate with saeoeconomic 'status,

given that we know 'that they do. The latent implicdtion that

there is something wrong With the tests, that the cOrrelation

has-soMething_to do with race, is superficial. 'Data clearly_

indicate that-there is as much variability on test performance

within racial classificWon as between family inome and test

score performance or the population n.general. That is.to

-*lay, high income minOrities score well.on standardized testi;

*because, like their white pounterParts, they haVe'been exposed .

to strong educatiónal systems. They:hold values si4lar tO

thoseheld byligh-acibieying:people as)udged by Oademic
. - /

criteria (which are by no means the only importanit:criteFialiby

which to 4sess our people)-.',
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'While sensitivity must be demonstrated in communicating such

soores,-mirely:there is no merit in- altering the tests eo

that.they Minimize important differendes in the developed

' abilities of students. To do eo would be to-deny students

and educators factual information. which.they 'can use to

plan future educational interventions aimed at. facilitating

Concern ie sometimes expressed'over the psychologlOal
?

effects of low test scdres on the students'receiiring them.

access to'desired educational programs and vocations.

If the sponsors are requiring that test score
.

information be reported by level of family income tO provide
. .

students 'from iow sociodconomic status with an acceptable .

rationale-for their.lower.test sOorei when they are attained,

thenthey ere doing a disservi6e to students. To suggeit that

the test.results are irrelevant or less-valid for the

io Which they are.put is not accurate. Even worse,

:it does nothing to address the basic.challenge confronting

the atudents that.theY are lesswellAquippedand ready for

...'subseqUent4educatiental experience.than theiriligher acoring
:74.

.counterparts. '

-We.acknOwledge that the requirement of this section can

be met.. Indeed,.-we.currently publish much of this inforMation

in some of our reporti. It is critical for Congress to con-

template.what extendi:hg the requirement means and what it may imply
.

4
.

-for our people. We-draw no conclugions t the worth of an

au\
4..

individual se the result.of his 'Or her perfoime Ce on our tests.

_
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An do we draw ganeralizaions about h*s or- her geneel gY as

the resultet _testing: J41 have a e4ponAibitity to As ist

in pointing out when he or .She 1 ears not to know th atics;

when he or she does not seem to:understand ihe Engl sh Oinguageta

04 (uld, to 'the extent permitted by the design of our examinations,

.the 'nature of that misunderstanding).; when she 'or he- does not .

Understand soMething that is held of value by Our educational

.systei.
.

. , .

... Likewise, it is not we_ whb determine what -should be held

' \of valUe..:We leeve that tOeducators, .who ere,in turli accOunt-

i.able to legislators and ultiMately to the public. When a .

curriculum it determined, me ire Capable of developing instruments
4 .

that, when -properli interpreted, add measurably and provably

to our understanding OT what steps an individual should. tak*
. A

in. continuing his or her education. OJe. cannot Aay why. thene.
..

i

may be deciencieA tn the: pAepVcation at an adividuat lion

onwaied educattonat expektenceA. To i OCUA 'on 044 in4tAument4

coLth thiA expectation, .to btame them 604 theAe vold.A in

pupa/cation oti 4onie 0 6 OUA peoloie it, to picot5Oundt0. ignoxi

ouA moAt: pAtAAtng ioci4 p4olain0 we cute .educatag ouA young
..

peogite uneventy. Ve have yet .to addne44 tki4 picobtehl cogentt
.

The' pubtem.Wa4 te0 to 'the, AUteA by the U.S. Sale/came' Count.

in Sennano vi. Pk4e4t. To the. extent' that this problem is .

.r,_

, preperlY" one. fOr the fedikal government)-it would learn betteV

k for Cenviks' tetlirsi its attention to the. JURA pg.!, for the
, ,

dikparitiell in preparing our youth than tO

ihey pal attehtion to 'the AiiporMtios:.:.

ty .
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Section 3.(a)14)(C)

0Compliande.lith this section'would mandate *research cd a

particular charactsr by testing sponsors. .We question the

wisdom.ofany legislative mwae for research by Congress,

lea t of all research:on the coaching topic. .Logic dictates'

lthe ktest preparation courses" that are of sufficieht length

and. content to bedonsidered 4ktnuation.need little investi-

gation, since their worth is oivious. They.will help some.

.students tind they won't help others, as is the case with any

.: instructional program. To the extent that these "courses"

.dOn't qualify'as instructional in nature', Study of thell bY.

ieStinTiponsors requires the Sponsors to validate or invalidate

'-'the'effortó of organizations whose social contributihn,they

'. sonstimelibelieve.to be questionable and whose procedures .

frequently conflict withthe sponsors'- test security measures.

'Given the patent conflict of.interest'involvid, it appears

that Congress would. a well'advised to secure.mOre .sUitable

..ilvenues.for.both de/eloping an& disdeminating the information

reqeired by this sectiOn.

We point out that the reCient FTC study. of test preparation

courses lead the Commissioners to refrain frompproviding.

. specific guidance to students and testing agencies regarding
'f ...

preparatory courses. H.R. 4940 goes beyond the FTC's actions

and findings under the assiimption.that accurate, helpful inAor-

Ilion is tnOwn. Telling students that "some preparatory ,. .

f.,

-',f.-tv^.,,ft:i
.4, ", ..

. ,
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. ObUriee soy be hel studente,for-some teits"'is

hardly helpful, bu e only reasonable statement that
6

410 bspade given. resent -knowledge of the topic. To.state

otherwisawould bei

Section 3.(a)(7)

isleedin0.

).
The definitionof."property' interests" is a matter-Sbr

the courts. Regardlektrof the nature of any etatemenis'made
. ,

by testing sponsorson "property rights," some will disagree.

i!and seek judiCial judgment..

The rights of students with Tspeot.to the d position

of'the information they provide.AC .are described in.considerabli
*

-detail in.Exhibit B at the. end,of is document. Iseel"Statement

4 oePolicies.-.. Use of ACT Data,'Pri4acy, Responsibilittles to.

Progrim'Particidanta," ettsched). .T ese pOliCies are rigidly

adhered to....:Shey predateany' legisla ive.initiative or

expression of concern by.student advobates. As'ean be SAIn
.L1

from.our comprehensive policy statements on the topics covered
. y

by this section (twenty-three pages), the task of commuiticating. :

j

and f Ily interpreting-these.policies in any meanin4ful detail

to ov r a million students (ox:within the contents- of the.

2,700,000' registration packetsye'distribute.annually) .would

be incredible but could be done. Because the benefits of such

an ill-conceived action would be almost nil, we advise against

doing so.. Much of the requirement of this seotionia already 4.

ittended to by-our.materials and those of.other t)m'ting'sponsors.

10.

*Retained ip SUbdommittee files

7.
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We believe that Congreis-thoUld be mindfulofolhat is already
--

%.fieing damiraini with what conviction by testing sponsors. The

legislative requirement in this section'adds little to an.
.

alread thouglipful and conscientiously-administered-program of
..

. .

pol 'development, k aPocedurimplementation and communicationAI
,

.

Other testing sponsors have and adhere to such policies,

concomitant with.their'subsiantial responsibility to the

American.public'i, and within the purview of extensive governance

brbodies Accountable to the public.

Section 3.00(8)

Much is4taid in Section 3. about desokibing.to students

any PrOksea.(or cOvenants made to.them by the testing sponsors.

Whether the.purPoSe of this requirement is to suggest that

there is a "contract" between the.tedting.sponsors and'the.

test subjects, or to iuggest that testing .sponsors are casual

in'matters. that could result in delayed score reporting,.the

legislative "solutions posed in this. and Telated%sections

(e.g., Section 3.(C)) is totally withobt merit. The reporting

snd'system requiremets involved subsequent to,release of'test

Scores-are extensive and hinge entirelynon tiMely and effective

onduct of the processes'of test administration, scoring and

reporting. It%is totally unwarranted tO ftssume.that theke is
1

'anything to. be gained.by testing sponsors,in reportin4 test

scores:late, incoriectly,'or in a haphazard Manner.. Practically

speaking,..the BilP will invite testing Sponsors 'to inflate.

a.
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Ui;ereportinglPer4od stipulated in this prOvision.to avoid
,

incurring.the useless reporting requirementi\o

txperience.with testing systetes of the Size and comPlixity
(

Anvolved:with undergraduate admissions indicatesAthatt lite

testscore results (which are extremely:rare) wOulA reach '
,

students and institutions about-as quickly.as111, otice this

and.ielated sections Wouic%requiro. qe assure.CoRress. that.

operational and business cOnsiderations0AWA to mention the A.
*

totally wasteful additional costs tO'students theOwduid be
.

' .

incurred in imPlementinq'this provision, are sufficientto

motivate testing.sponsors .to Perform their services:tO:suddhts

and institutions efficiently and.effectively. With tIO kdded

consideration that the testing sponsers be4ieve that their.

primary /unctions'are.services to the public, with particular

11.mphasie on the needs of'students and educational institutions,

and'in cognizance of those .needs, this requirement is without

any redeeming.value.

SeCtion 4.(a)(l) (A)

. This section implies that:testiog sponsors conduct many.

research studies thatthey. do not make public out of self-.

'interest. SUch an iOplication.is totally withOut-subitar..

It is true that certain.stUdies cOmpiledrnualAy forthousande
of4

educational'institutions, forexeriP114 studies that pro-vide

a roiple of the studente at.individualinstitutions, are

ntainedconfidentially -- for good reason.' There ls
.

. 1.
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'corisideilble risk in requiring testing sponsors 7too. deAmat
.

,

such studies with the Commissioner of'Education or Any' ther.
. . . ,

. .

'Office oragency. Inca/meet and oiten.pejoaative cOnclu ione

about ttie quality of 'these Institutions will be Arawn by.many.

based on the. data. inappropriate comparisonsacrOse.institutions

are inevitable. It is equally inevitable that many institutiOnt

will discontinueauth studies. rather. than ..fabe the gauntlet
,

of ill-informed public conjecture. The result willtikely

be te.s.i 4ten4ive public scrutiny of the .uses and validities

of thoie upes lor'the examina_ions. The irony Is/anguishing.

Pertinent studiA0 of the nature of the tCsti covered by
'4, .4i.

thililegislation and theik statistical Cbaracteristit, are now,
/

and have-been for many years, freely,aVailable to the public.

There is no needfOr a legiilative
/
dictate with respect-to

.
..

. .

these data. On a minor.note,Congress should.be 'mindful of

the sheer magnitude of t.j16 reports. that potentially flood
$

the U.S. Office of-Education if this requirement is not.changed.

The reports'could easily ruxnber .in the thousands each Year for

'all testing,sponsori'combined. Unless a plan existed for the'

construttive analysis and use of the 'data In the reports, it

ie-difficult to see On what CongreeS could'justifi

.

t....

.,

4-

/

z..requiring their submission.

Section.4.(a)(1)(E)

Tat; section conilictsmith existing 'federal, law on freedom
.

.of-information (protection of trade secrets). an0 restraint.nf
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(
trade (stif ing competition through sharing of cost/pricing ,,;4,

data). Man of the contracts covered-hylthis Section result

from.a com eative bidding process.. Congress must give-careful

. thought tothe subvertingimpact the'teleaseof these contracts
1.

.

May have o that competitiveactivity.

Section 4 (b)
1 1

The. w(pose of this section is unclear. The focus on

,compiris nS tetween the.variables4identified and test scores

*lona to ches agein on symptoms rather-than the causes of the

8

. . .

educational inegyities in this oohntry. The mere relationship'

between test scores and the variables cited As Of considerably

less significance than the cause cf.thierelationship, something .

which the tests do mot address. . Whateven the relationships ,

betWeen test-scores and the variables cited4.similar relation-,

ships Will be fOUnd'between these variables and other Scadem

assessments, thus confounding.any.causal interpr4tation.;

igith respect tO the report concerning the relationship

between test scores and the cpmpletion of test preparation
N

.courses it should be made clear that this reguiremerft is.

y/
defective. The Otant data:on thid topic do .not constitute/.

an ade9uate inguky. If the informition is'to be provided;

fCongress
would'be well advised to provide resources ahd.S

*,pharge to one of the many federal. agencies (e.g.., MIS or NSF)

qualified to conduct or spofisor7such.research to proceed with

.:'the design of studies aimed it shedding light on.the issue in
1 '

. alltof.its.practical complexities.-

4
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This:Snbcopmitteep and state legiSlatures considering

440

similar'legislation, have heark puCh about the Public rehiease

f "secure" standardized te5te:/.1We Cannot add greatly to\IN

twhat has alrea0 been.said. We summarize here several issues,

.
relating' the apparent objectives,Of teit release proponents.

.to.the counterview.

"Students Can monitor:test' scoring Accuracy" by.viewing'

questionS and.their Corresponding corriptresponses. This is'

Uncontestable: It is a Simple task because the precision with,

.which the testi are constructed requires avoiding uncertaintieS

eigd ambi§uities wherever humanly Possible* The-result is that ..

: aUtomated scoring from a key is not alcomplex task.' Ther"manual"

verification of this process by millionsof human beings is the

ionly edyantage we can..see stemMing from this requirement. Its

necessity, however,/ ie gravely. questionable.' Other reasonable
't

alternatives.exist and are, in fact, in place.

."The public can scrutinize the contents.of examinations"

to aspertainqualitictive information, and to Aocamine potential

for bias anddiscrimination tin the Social as oPposed to'the

.psychOmetric sense). The. iestwAre,developed.mith rhe-assistance'

of experts in curribula from all oyer the onited'States.

Development involves, minority review. Moreover,' trsts are

.

already madeevailable .to qualified research4 ee.,5hf have'the

tools and'the professional capacity to make such evaluations.-

V:
Errors in test itemeof the nature imPlied by this:ohjecti;e

F:
.
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A

are rare. The teiting agencies are the first to teact when

'they-are noted, as they must. It should be understood that
r

.absolutelY nO item can be\constructed thatmon't find at

least one disenchanted reViewer.',The tongue-incheek math.

amatical contest of 2.t 2 m A.presents suitable fodder for

challenging the inClusion of thabitam in any ktd of'assessment..
. .

it one wantsto indulge'in sUitably-prolonged philosophical,

inquiry Carried' to an illogical extreme the testing si3dneors.

. Could' not sUccessfully construmt_any kindtf examination ir

it had to.be designed by a comMittee of Oie whole, all,of
.

'..whom would concur without reserVation on the nature and content

of the itiai

:While there is.truly. nothing tobide from:mabbers of.the pub-

lic in the Coneni of the,eXaminationi (they meethem at testing-
. .

tine, and facislties can' and frequently do review!them.before

deCiding they .are appropriate tor their ilses)., t ere'is much '

to lose by.saddling testing sponsors with respon ing to myriad.

Anquiriesregarding an item or items about which there is

absOlutely nothini wrong. Those .that might be lrong, however

rare, are righted by test Makers and test subj cts inthe normal

protege of test design, construction, adinis ation and use.

The Costs to students Ibr the test sponsors respond to

potentially thousands ot letters and questiois about test

'items musbalso be tonsidered in light:Of the ultimate benefit

of that process.
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"St ents can learn"-from seeing whatthey' missed on an,

.examinat n.and knowing the-correct answe . This.is
.

iundOuhte y the-case. The Important que tion it: hOw much

canthey learn and. to whatend? :Very little, and 'to no good

.1 purpose .Most tests covered,by this legislation' sample

/1. academi disciplines lind:doMains only t.,o_ap_itxtentappropriate

to-the ses of 'the test(s) in question. These'tests are not

suffi entlycOmprehenSive tO aliow-for in-deptiagnosis
. .

'of e4.cationai shortcomings because they are not designed' for'

tha4urpose." For a student or teacher to concludethat because

-he r she missed two or three algebra item's, she or.he doesn't

ow algebra" woulebe distressing. Oneragnot cOnclude

om any rational exploration of this oblectiVe thatdiscloiure..

f these tests, tests that are not designed for and ahoutd not

be 44ed in a din.ect pedagogic Manne.A.,- %all in any truly meaning-.

ful.way provide a learning experience for test subjects.. To

lk'conclude that these.partic ar tests would provide a learning

experience is toengendertest abuse beyond that-alleged by

some proponents of this' legislation.

We can'state a nuMberof potentially enormous disadvantages .

that will result.from. the release of these teets to the public:

.Teacheri will bi tempted to teach for the-testgiand many

wili succumb,tothe temptation because they will feel dUty-
.

boOnd to Provide their students with the-best'opportunity of '

performing well. They willslso be tempted to teach for 'the .

.tests to demonstrate the Success of their own effolps in behalf

.ofthe students. .

. ,



.Teaching.for the sPecific items includelkin a'test perverts

the purPoaes and the effective Uses of the.test.

further elaborate those'purposes and uses at thie wlitt .

because-of theitoomplexity. key should,. howeVei, be ot

Aniarest to Congress Moil eVeryone concerned With educaiion:

rkeL66e inivolued 4 exuate4. '

The alidity(ies) of.the tests released will likelybe

lowered oVer time. This expectation is partly attributable

.to the tendenChriE, teachers to:teach kor the testsv'and for

' thetela io.control thecurriCulum as a result of that

'actiyity. The curriculum ihould aictate the content of the

tests rather than the reverse. Th em is that While..

increasecitest performance mightresult rom teiching:for the

'teats, the.postseCondary burri;u1 temain defined apart

from the SecondarY ochool teaching ctivities. If.inappropriately

"inflated .test scoresare used i predicting first-year college

erformance, then the validity..4 the decisions made using those I,

predictions wi 1 likely not be Of the quality presently:enjoyed.
.

If the objective releasing secure testa and testiiiema is

6o destro'y the'contribfitiOnieof.the teste, then this requirement
.. 6

has merit. If that is notthe,objedtite, if insteadithe objective

is to improve the usefulness of the tests, this requirement will

be 'counterproductive. . b' .

Costs will increase.. .This requires little elaboration.

It should not be the'sole basis fOr determining the benefits

to ba derived fromthe mandated re ease of Bemire test materials.'..

.-
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. .

.Plecetent ef college students in courses will be less

effectiye than at presen't. If dislosure ef the test materials,

resulte in less valid instruments,. h test data will' have less

value foi'course placement. This =ilk cause a disruption

--.to some extentrunascertainable at this time -- of the

pladement procedures andInstructional programs at-some colleges.°

and universities.,

Ifie educetionallyadvalitaged will enjoy,even greater

advantage over-their.less-advantaged peere. ghe better,

economically stiOngi school districts will have, as they

always have in .the past, greater success in'teaching students Iv

the knowledge and skills that effect test score performance

than those schools with tewer resdurCes and other non-education411-41........s:

.distractlions.. Some prgue, to justify thiS legislation, that ."

'schools with stn." economic bases presently teach for the.

g 4

tests, while those with fewer resources do not: If this is

indeed true, it does.nOt mean:that releasing the testsAwill

result in eventual equity in balancing this teaching effort.

Flather, it is 4nore.likely,thatthe schools with more resources

will do an even better job of teaching skills pertinent to the

:tests, while: the less-adVantaged schools will 6ontinue to

struggle with the more fundamenial problems they face.: The .

test perforMance engendered by the schools has nothing to do

with the availability of the tests. 'Rather, it has ta.do wAh

scarce resources, parental and peer pressure, students'

sspirationlevels, and related factors, as mentioned in-our

'

,
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.
commerits.above Ooncerning.ihejmplications of Serrano vs. Priest.

'The effect.tay be tosmaggerit4)-differences between the'ridh

and the podr, . cohtraty to tholCsupposed..intent of this legislation.

".

Sectiof 6.

Ale term "specifically authorized" as used in this section
0 4

will deny students:An&institutions vaAlable services by some

testing sponsors$ T4St subjects.are currently offered an

opportunityto auihorize testing spOnsori to communicate with

them about educatiyal expariences that may be of interest to
4

them, Or to authoriie.the release oftheir test records td

institutions and.scholarspip programs onà non-,specific basis.

Most students elect thisoption, and must do . so before their.

rel6rds May be se. released.

Students receiving information in this mannerlhave.been.

Pleased with the results.' Institutions and scholarship agencieer

are able to inform minorities, handicapped students, and students
0'

,with special learning disadvantages.of their sducational

offerings. Requirement for "specific" authorizatibn obviates

the provisionofiuch services'by the testing sponsorp.
,.. . .

. .

Thefinarprovision of Sectio46. restrictsrelease of

test records (vnidentified) for research .purposes primarily

concerning the 'tests themselves: This restriction will

.unnecessaiily dellriVsr4Searchers ofa valuable source of data
0

related to a variety of important topics.. This section should

be modified to allow research with testresults io long as

identifying information is eicpungedprior to release Of theidal 4

*. .

-n

4 5
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It should be noted that.this section conflicts with,hoth

the spirit..and the letter of recent recommendations of the

Privacy Protection Study Commission.. We suggest a review

of the Commisaion'e recommendations and the underlying

Tationale for'release of research data before Congress acts
6

further on this provision'.

Section 7.

We do not object to fiscal disclosUre. Our fiscal infor-

mation is. already- a matter of.public record. It should be

understood that the form in which it is discloded has impli-

cations for.competition with other agencies. Vurthero we believe

no conclusion should be drawn about the operation of.a testing

program in isolation from the overill plan and developmental

activities of the testing sponsor.

Sectional. and 10.

It is likely that lew, if:any, testing sponsors:can meet

the Bill's requirements Within the contemplated effectivedate

without curtailing services. %ha is a simple fact. It will

take up to'two years before compliance.with the requirement
-

to publish test. contents can be met,.and for some sponsors

.compliance may be impossible regardless of the'time frame for.

impleMentation.

Summary

We have provided the foregoing.comments on H.R. 3564'and

H.R. 4949 as part og what we believe to be our responsibility

to'American education. It is our conviction that the proponents



.

.

of this legislation, while well-intentioned, have concocted

a remedy whose ultimate conseqUences will likely oVershadow.

the.illniss supposedly being addressed. We are concerned

.4
.:that the veky impOrtant-reach of these bills Within 'our

educational system. botrinTterms of pedagogy and in.

ferms'of the proper role of government' -- has been given .

shortshrilt..

It is crucial that:subsequent study of %Iima bills by the
ee

.Congress emphasize a thoughtful assessment of the need. for
4

this legislation balanced against the impact it.could have:

The-potential negative 'consequences, to some extent motiVated

by lack of understanding of the nature and purpose 'of the .

teats themselves; surely deserves more serious attention than

.these hearings will provide. .1b that end, we Strongly urge

thorough subsequent study-of the testimonies provided.

We are dealing with the potential of literally millions
*

of pesons. ,It is undeniable that tests play an.important

role in.thiS cOntext. .That role:is apPropriate in the

,
,

educational setting and has been fOund-round. in the'occupatiOnal
. .

setting by,the U.S:.Supreme-COurt. 'Thie legislation jeopardizes-

,

the contribution of tests to our educational syStem and CP*

:

ultimately poses grave problems' for the autonomy of our

institutions of higher learning. The burden of proof regarding

/ the need for'legislationOn'standardized iestlng Cannot be

met by. political Sloganism'or populist concePts put forth

without benefit of data-that verify the'nature and extent
.

of theZharm proponents o, these bills assert applies.- Until

Such.data are_provided, the proposed legislation should not'''

'1

be enacted. .

""*.
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. Chairman Psoutqa. Thank you- very much.
We wili plong to Dr. Perrone. .

Without Oltection, all the. Prepared statements will be inserted
into the record.

'STATEMENT OF VITO PEIWONE, DEAN, 4.EHOOL: OF
EDUCATION, 1UNIVERSITY OF NORTH AKOTA

Dr. PERRONE. Mr. Chairthan,Imembers of the subcommittee, I am
Vito Perrone, dean, Center for Teaching and Learning, University
of North Dakota. ' I

I am: pleased to ha e this opportunity, to adlress the House
Subcommittee on Ele ii entary, Secondary, and V,cational Educa-
tion in regard to the ii pmed Truth in Testing ct 'of 1979, KR.
3564, and the Educational Testing A of 1979, H.R. 4949.

My testimony .grows out of my ex Hence over the past two
*decades as a student of testing and an active participant in 'the
national dialog over tests and test use.

In. my roles over, the years as an elementary and secondary
'school tjacher, uniVersity professor, graduate dean, dean of a pro-
fessional! school, c&rdinator of a major national study group on
eValitation and eresident of the National Consortium on Testing, I
have had nurnetbus opportunitieS to obserie the influence of exter-
nally org tests on the lives of large numbers of individuals.

The Study roup and the National ,Cpnsortium on Testing7are
org izatio committed to such goals imbedded within the pro-

lation as increasing public : understanding Of the
strengt and weaknesses of standardized tests and improving the
quality f testing and assessment practices.. -

In y work, 1 have beeii privileged with opportunities to interact
re arly, with creative schOlars who are concerned about assails-.
m t practices. I haVe also had numerous occasions to meet with

, icials of our major testing companies. Having said who I tan and
something about my experience as well as having identified several
affiliations, heed to say that my perspective is not to be viewell as
an official position of the University of North Dakota, the Notith
Dakota Study Group on Evaluation, or the National Co. .fisortium on
Testing.

StanilardiZed: testing, essentially a post-World W I phenorii-
enon, has beco/nle a* way of life in. America. Tests exist for almost,
e'Very human social trait imaginable from intelligence...to...ilken-_4
ation, *self concept/to maturity, moral development to creativity.

- They are being used) to select people into and out of,a wide range of
Oucationpl prograths, private and public projects, and a varied,' Of
jobs. . ,

We, have become so ficcustomed to their tise and their seeming
scientific authority that we have often failed to ask whether the ..

tests do in fact assess what ,they purport to assess or whether the
assumptions ,that undergird the statistical and psychometric con-
structs used are acceptable.

Increasingly, however, unexamined acceptance of testing prac-
tices and use is being replaced b# critical scrutiny. To some degree
this has occurred in the wake of an explosion over the past. two
decaaes in -test use- and the growth of the 4esting industry. .. A



Individuale as well as organ Pons are betoining increasingly con-
Cerried about reports of misuie 1 f -test results.

They are growing in their Co. Cerns also about the liMited public
°information available 'about te ts. and test use. The two legislative
proposals that are before this ciommittee, as well as similar legisla-
tion passed into law .in New 'T otk and being prepared for legisla-\

N. tive action 'in a number of th r States, are reflective of these
\ growing concerns.

I believe, that opponents* will as proponents of the proposed
lation believe philosophical y that those who tke tests and

us the results of tests need access to a wide range f information
suclis-as what the tests are about, 'what they pur rt to measUre,
scoring mechanisms, timelineis Of score reporting, data concerning
reliability and validity, et cetera. Where they. differ, I suspect,
'relates to how much mformktion needs to be made available, the
form of the information and the acceSsibility of the information.

The legislation before this committee, principally sections 3 and
5 of H.R. 494 and to a certain degree p:lection 6 of H.R. 3564, calls'
for all informa ion to be a matter of. public record rather than that
which a test pzducer chooses to mak available. Public acCount-
ability in the la est Sense is what the legislation demands: Given
the role that tests play in American ife, such a demand is not
unreasonable.; \

I should note ea y in this testimony that my remarks will focus,
for the most part, n H.R. 4949, Inas uch as it addresses exclu-
sively an area in w ich I have tile greatest amount of experience.
H.R. 3564 is less cdnprehensive in regard tO reporting require-
ments but adds, in c ntrast to H.R. 499, concerns about Occupa-
tional testing.

s is an importart issue that, the courts have been involved
with for some time. T1át greater public accountability for occupa .

tional tests is needed is unquestioned. While focusing on H.R. 4949,
I wish to acknowledge at the bulk of my arguments about open-
ness relate alsO to the m visions of 11.R. 3564. .

' Sections 3, 4, and 5 o H.R: 4 which would require. relatively
-complete disclosure of a 1 information relating to an admissions
test and its content an upon . request keturn of corrected test '
questions to individual test takers go to the heart of my concerns. I
believe they are the critical sectiong for opponents as well: 1.

Section 5, in partieular, ,comes out unequivocally for the prin ,i-
ple of fairness; that those rho are judged ly test results are e ti-
tled to knovi the baiis for whatever judgilienth are Made. TO be .:
able to examine their actua responses in re ation to the items that
made up the original tests is hardly unreaso able. ,

In its editorial of July 24, 1979, in respons to the passage of the
New York truth in testing ill,. t e- New YPrk Times wrote in a
straightforward manner:

In spite of some concerne there e matter of dementery fairness. These
academic tests help to shape the co of people s li es, their schooling their
careers, the very sense of their own 4bilties. Students deserve to knoW how, they
are being rated and judged. There are L,edom of information laws, truth-in-lending
laws, truth-in-packaging laws. Why not rith in testing ae well?

One of the arguments origina y advanced by opponents of more
openness in testing was that r lease of items used .fOr. equating
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tests across forms and years, for purposes of determining compara-
bilIty, as well as for pretesting process, for purposes of developing
new test items. H.R. 4949 recognizes this concern and alloWS for
maintaining the security of items which do not contribute directly
to an individual test taker's raw scores.

This acknowledgement in H.R. 4949 ought to assure opponents of
the legislation that the intent is not to bring an end to standard-
ized tests. The legislation acknowledges the important public policy .,
role that :,atandardized tests play and seeks improvement and in- 1.

creased fairness, not demise.
Test publisUers have . claimed, in response to' calls for openness, I

that the technical qualities of their tests, including validity, reli-
ability.and item ,quality, will suffer irreparably if the actual tests
are released. , ', ' - .

Stich critical qualities as 'validity and reliability should, not be
affected negatively if' test publishers bring to the task of openness
the same degree of knowledge and coMmitment they bring crrent-
ly to the promotiop of secure tests. f

By making the tests and background: about the tests 1.Mblicly
available, the quality of the public debath should certainly,' be en,
hanged and the qualitY of the tests improved. At the momErt, test -

items actually appearing on the tests' are not' subjected to the
scrutiny of a broad range of subject matter experts, educators and
citizens with a view toward improving them.

Reviews of items made available on occasion have not \I:leen par-
ticularly:positive; and in my presentation to this Cothmittee, I have
included 'some particular examples of the impreciseness, the ambi-
guiy, and the single logic that seems to be accepted.

[EDITOR'S NoTE.-The paragraphs in the written statenient which,
were omitted in oral testimony follow]

Banesh Hoffman's analySis of SAT items in "Tyranny of Testing" (19 2) is only
one . classic example. And reviews of other standardized tests which use the aame
technologY inCorporated by the principal developers of admission testi , (ETS and
ACT) do nOt encoUrage high levels of confidence about existing /item [quality or
validity. For example, critics note that the multiple choice formats ,hecessarily
provide ambiguities, the possibility, even if well wifften, for particular'
to argue for more than one of the answers. The problem is, however, that only ne
logic is permitted. Let me provide an example cited by Banesh Hoff,man (Nevi' rk
Times Magazine, 24 October 1965) and elaborated Upon by Judah Schwartz (Nation-
al Elementaryi PrinciPle, March/April 1975). flow should one rwpond to the follow-
ing verbal ahalogy: Island: ater. (a) Sand: Desert. (b) Mountain: Ocean. (c) City:
Meadows. (d) Lake: Land. (e) 'yen Banks.

It is possible to argUe a 1 c for each choice and I will do this if the Cominittee
members areInterested. What is clear, however, is that "the quality of any answer
Offered to a verbal analogy can only be judged in the light bf ChT, respondeht's stated
rationale for his Or her answer." (Schwartz). Even information items, depending on
show deeply an individual thinki about the potential responses, may be less straight,
forward than a surface examination would suggeot. . *

. Dr. PERRONZ. The test publiShera and their client gro4ps argue
that ftem quality and Alidity will neceisarilyklecline if the legisla-
tion is enacted because the potential pool of items for use in the
tests is limited. From what it ispossible to leprn, and it is not easy
now to get much information, very few Reins are reused; hence,
every form of most admissions tests makes substantial use of new

Items. S
The potential size of the item pool has not yet been a significant

,problem and. is 'not likely to be an insurmountable obstacle -if the

4i
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t
proposed legislation goes into effest. It should be clear that in mogt
areas covered by adinission l'testf, the potential item pl is almost
infinite if item-generating- lgorithms are. developed, especially if
test publishers examine se iously the potential of test constructs
other than the current Mul iple choice, single response format. If
the public disclosure reqiiiements cause test makers to consider
alternative constructs, anot er wieful end will have been Served,

,, In relatio to' the foregoi g issues, it should be noted that we
, have a histo of public disc osure of teSts. External certifying tests
,used in the nglish schools ere made available to the ptibliq soon
after administration. The Rgents eiaminations in New York have
had a similar history. And publicly released items from' the nation-

, -aLassessment program arej currently used in a variety of ';State
teeting programs. 1

, Few have argued, to the t of my knowledge, that' the qtiality
of these' tests has suffered from the public disclosure. Rather, the
ooncern has been that public disclosure has encouraged teaching to

. the tests. Has' teaching to. this tests been, absent in a milieu Of
secure tests? Obviously not.

Test coaching has 'become a major new industry in the United
States. While controversy exists abput whether test coaching
schools fire effective, the consumers clearly believe they are. Those
who carries' out the Frc study in Boston are also convinced that

f the, coaching is effective for those whose economic circumstances
permit an expenditure of $300 or more. .

The openness called for in the legislation will enlarge opportuni-
ties for all students to have equal access to testing information
and, if they have taken a particular test, to- 1 rn from their
mistakes. ,

If students learning nothing from a testing pr ss vihich takes
their time and money,. a problem surely eixsts eachers Within
schools, and within cultural and community tings mig t also
learft enough through the review of accessiblefpublic Anfor ation
.to assist all students in their preparation. Openness, Oren, the
potential for standardizi g to a larger degree than now ex the
'conditions under which i dividuals 'take tests.

I realize that the foregoing is one of the arguments now 'used by
opponents of the legislation, that teaching to the tests/ will be

. encouraged and test scores Will as a result have less credibility.
The fact is that teaching to the teSts already eXistg but more
differentially than concerns about equity should, support. j

It cotild, oft course, be further argued that public discussion
would'bring about greater attention 'to the importance of particular
skills. If, as a result, "Teachers teach their students how 'to carry
out this particular task, so --much,:the better; education will have
been improved in the process". (Edwin ,Tapor, EDC News, 'Winter
1978).

The t score* in the'l new circumstances might, ag opponentLof't L e

the pro d leOsla ion suggest, result in lower levels of crei1a5il-
ity. This, HOwever, does not suggest uselessness. A loWer 1 lel of
credibility might, f ct, encourage those vbho make ad it ssions

/ decisions to use al br der range of' criteria, 'a purpose ,utlined
posit' ly in H.R.' 4949, section 2, aragraph '4. Eve e test-.
makeYs stress increasingly that a stu ent's performance a test isJe

AIL ,411,
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only one. and' possibly not the most critical; r Of their ability
to succeed in a particular vollege or professional p gram. .

:Attached to my formaf.testimony is a paper wh ch I prepared a
year ago on college. adthissidn tettits and proVides, I believe, an
important perspective on the foregoing issUes.

Opponents of the proposed legislation argue that the costs for
such tests as the SAT, MCAT, LSAT are likely to treble if the
legislation is .passed, thus .working a'signifiCant b,ardship on *many
students. Information presented by ETS at the May 9 hearing on
the New York truth-in-testing bill hardly supports such a claim.

Andrew Strenio, in a paper prepared for the National Consor-
tium on Testing entitled "en vs. Secure Tetting," which will be
entered intO the subcommittee record prior to October 8, quotei.
from several documents which show that actual test develop-
ment costs r ge from 4 to 8 . percent only of the total cost of a
major test.

In 1971,-72, t imounted to 42 cents of the $5.75 paid by an individUal taking
the SAT and 62 nts of the.p paid by an individual taig the GRE.

small. AdmiltedlY, returning all test materials to a
cl create seine additional costs beyond those related
ent. These increases, however, should not be eXces-
to the potential gains and should not be difficult to
owledging this. possibility, H.B. 4949 in section 7

for testmakera tO" add the actual costs of providing
students. --.

benefits of openness have been diticussed. I Will add
der to giire greater credence to this position. At the'
onsumer-..-the individual taking a testenormoUs
to exist. They una6stand that their lives will be

cantly without knowing very much. 'about the'
uencel feeling inadequate tp control this segment

Th)s cost is
test taker wo
to testdevelopJ.
sive in relatio
adminster. Ac
offers support
such services

Many of the
tO the list in o
level of the
anxieties tend
infl need si
sou of the
of their live&

They receiv scores in the mail but are left to %yonder -what
particUlar qu tions : Or types of questions they missed or got cor-
rect; whether he scoring wag accuste or inaccurate; whether the
'Storing Proced es were consistent *ith other test administrations,
and the like.

This, it -see to me, is an intolerable condition, not likely to be '
tenable in m other educational or employment settings. Are
mistakes ever de? The major *ding companies have, without
question, estab bed careful prgcedures for assuring the accuracy
of their scoring d reporting. 'Nonetheless, there . have been re-
:ports of serious e 113--ormisinfoonati6n during the past 3 years.

....

,For example,. changed the content of the LSAT betWeeris the
,

.July and r 10.7 administrationS without reporting the differ- t
ence to law ooli 'oe result was that students who took' the test
inOctober ha , on the Whole1 higher scores than studentsWho took
the test in July (New Y k Times, April 28, 1978). '
a In May 1978, ACI', which administers thg MCAT, wrOte to medi-
dal schools to inform them1 that medical scaol score§ they had sent
were incorrect (Boston Glpbe, May- 23, 1978). During the 1975-76 ,
*year,. ETS acknowledged tiat it had erroneously designated-so4ie
law school students as "un cknOwtedged repeaters" (New. 401415 c,

. '
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w many other errors have there been? How
dividuals?
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ponding authoritatively to
ation is not easily attainable.

e paragra hs in the, written s

ese kinds of

tement which
were omitted in oral testimony ollow:] \ /

While testing enterprise argue that they make inforniation available to 'quali-
fied scholars," there is ampI evidence that an informa ion gap exists. Oscar Buros,
who has been the principal chronicle evaluator of tése over the past forty years,
declared in his valedictory address (Educational Resea her, July/August 1977) that
"the information available to permit an adequate asesment to be made of (test
makers) secure tests is quite unsatisfactory. Although oUr, reviewers generally Te-
ceive some in-house material, Which is not available to other educators and psychol..
(*hits, even this material is inadequate,'"

While there is a belief, from My perspeCtive; subetantiated to a
large degree among Many groups such as the Aisociation of, Black '
Psychologists, rthe NAACP, Mexican-American Defense Ikague, the
Southern Regional Council, and the National Council of Teachers
of EnglisLamong others, that current tests are subject to consider-
able cultural and linguistic bias that compromises the country's .

. commitments to educational equity, public accessibility to tests,
.test scores, validation, demographic and, ethnic, data, et cetera, may.
provide the substantive inforthation that is so critical to addressing
these concerns thoughtfully and autholitativelY.

Section .6 of H.R. 4949 addresses the conCern for privacy of, test '
Scores. This is a sensitive statement that groWs oUt of Considerable
confusion about whether 'privacy .is currently honored: Many stu-
dent groups are currently challenging ETS on this issue. My sense

. is that no o e opposes seriously thiabasic provision of the proposed
legislation:

In c1osin4 this Statement; I wish to summarize the principal
benefits which can accrue from the proposed legislation: Increased
levels of public information about standardiz tests; public ac-

. cOuntability of those who produce tests; fairness to those who 'take
' tests; improved quality of test items and validity; encouragement of
'alternative test constructs; greater equity in relation to accessibil-
Ity to tedt taking information; more authoritative: responses to. '
critical questions about testing and test use that have plagued us
for a half a century, esotntially question§ such as culturall and
linkuistic bias; iMproved 'admission procedures that 'concern them-
selves with a broad r range of criteria; greater, assuranCe of priVa-
cy.

I am aware that r uiring public disclosure *ill not resolve all of
the problems or equi y *or assure in any abso te sense that the
principle of fairness is guaranteed: But the req rement is clearly.a
step in those 'directions.

I encourage this committee to support the proposed legislation.
e appendix attached to .thp prepared st4emezlt 'of \Vito Per-

e follows:1

462.
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\ APPENDIX TO THE PREPARED STATRIENT OF VITO PERRONE

/ CALLEOE ADMISAONS: A Pmeincenyz PlIESENTED TO THE 1978. NATIONAL F RUM OF
\THE COLLEGA BOARD, VITO 4. IKE (VMS FOR TEAt.HING AD LEARNI$O, FNI-
yERSITY OF DIORTH DAKOTA, o ORR 30, 1978

to be here for this particular discussionpri the "Role of Stamilardized
Admissions, Credit and Placement" programs. While I believe that
trig efforts at the elementary schoOl levelespecially in the very

have a more pernicious quality, college level testing remains of great
e.

ld know lit the outset, if you don't know already, that I ain not an
the standardized testing practices that have become tio commonplace in
. I remain unconvincqd that the gains which have accruedhowever one

efine theiiioutweigh Th anY significant manner the losses. I believe we
centrated considerable energy and fiscal resources on a process having

limitations without making sufficiently manifest those limitations. We-
tructed a mechanism and related support systems clothed in the language

tique of science with restricted accessibility being a major by-prpduct.
has become bo much a part of our edu

.. J'amplea
Tests in Co
stand

, early
\ concern tO

,, You sho
Admirer
our coup
wishes
have co
enormo
have co
and in
Testin
wisdomtbat' its purposes/de .not receive
examination of how well thoSe purrses match

I am aware that we are in a 11184or "stand
are playing the role of Hermes. Thit 70'S dram
ability to address critical issues in testing at a
least. My hope is that we can, at'least for the
,Hermes' message aside.'

tional structuresthe con e
cient challenge and any si
se is left Wanting.'

debate" today in which les
unfortunately, tends to rest
time when we can counten
e of this particular discuss

mud
ficnnt

_

scores
ct our
ce it

n, set

At the heart of 'much of our post World War II ebate about testing in relation to
college' admissions is the classic tension in AmericO,n society between egalitarianism
and meritocracy, alternative de nitions of demodracy in practice. Whether that
tension surfaces forceably or rnains obscured is determined largely by a wide
range of social, economic and pdhitical circumstances. In periods of stagnation and
uncertain .times of crisis, which may well describe the present, arguments which
tend to su port meritocracy becre particularly visible.'

It migh be useful to place be ore you an historical perspective that may assist in
understanding 'some of` the present concerns about testing and college admissions.
(This perspective will suffer somewhat from its summary nature but that is the

yelat' ely benign character in relation to college-admissionii. Very few young people
one faces in this kind of presentation.) Pilior to World War II, testing bad a

llege or university. At the turn of the century, for example,
were mpleting hikh school and of that population only a small percentage consid-
ered into a co
fewer than 2 percent of any age cohort completed high school. This number rose to
approximately 20 ircent n the early 1920's, reached almost 40 percent by the
beginning of World War II id in my high school graduation year-1950hit 52

. , 0

II have not attempted here to outline the technical problems which exist or the assumptions
. which tend to undergird stakclardized testing efforts. The following publications might be useful

0- ". .. for -those wbo are-not yet glivolved-in th literature: Vito Perrone, Abuses of Standardized
.. Testing, Phi Delta Kappa Foundation, i977esting and Evaluation: New Views, Association for

Little Children: Some Old Problems in Newca 4,1975; Henry Dyer, "
Settings, ldh Education, /Apnl 197 Edmund Farrell, "Vie Vise/Vice of Standardized
Tasting: ational , Depreciation by Quanti Wain, National Council of Teachers of English,
Spring 1916; Leon Kamin, The Science of Politics of I.Q., John Wiley, 1974; Murray Ltvine, "The
A.cademic- Achievement 'rest: Its Historical Context and Social Functions, American Psycholo-
gist, March 1976; Minority Testing, NAACP, May 1976; Barbara ZaMoff, A Bibliogra-
phy on Bias in Inte nce and Achievement Testing of Children and Youth, N.D. Study Group
on Evaluation, 1975; eeh Hoffman, The Tyranny of Testing, Collier, 1964; Deborah Meier,
Reading Failure and the Teets, Workshop Center for Open Ed, 1978; Natillial Elementary
Principal, March/April 1975 and August 1975.

2 The debateabout how to interpret test score declines has generated considerable verbage but i
A not much enlightenment. Competency Veeting are generating considerable en- ,

thusiasm in a number of state legislatures and state de ents of public instruction repiesent
one respopee. I am not impressed by this "movemeat." t is fraught with a wide range of,
tebhnicalepedogogical and social problems. College Board participants might find the following .

. papers understending competency testing activities: Walter Haney. and George Ma- i /
- dam, "M Senee of the Competency Tftting Movement," Hatkvard Ed Review, Winter, 1978; F

Gene Glass, mute Competence and Incompetence in Florida," Phi Delta Kappan, May 1978;
Merril McClung, "ComSept.

1977; A Citizen's Introduction to Minimunr Competence Programs for St ents, S.E. Public
,peteney Testing: Poten4.I for DisCrimination," Clean; House Review,

Ed. Program of the America* Friends, Feb. 1918.
3 The popular preee has, over the past year, carried a variety of features on the "revolt of the

itilddle classes" which in many ways epitombeee this point. .

4
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percat. For much of that half cen ury pelitod individuals were not typically in a
disastrous economic or social oeitioz by vulue of a schoolin_g deficit..(This is not to
suggest: of 'course, that diaiumu Opportunities existed for those who bad not
completed secondary school.) As Ikh school attainment increased by 1965 to its
present level of 76 percent, paralleled by an unprecedented growth in the popula-
tion and in* the technological nature of our' economic system, not having a .high
school diploma became a disaster of immense proportions. That the disaster has
befallen the poor and the minorities almost exclusively exacerbates the conse-
quences.

As high school attainment has enlarged, approaching a long time egalitarian goal,
the .goal has escalated; Post secondary education i now viewed as the minimally
acceptable level of education: Given the democratic ethos that fills our language, if
not always our social and public policy, chuld we have expected anything less? Prior
to World War II, those who went on to college tended to be iidMduaIa with

mourcesessentially persons from middle and upper cl backgrounds
an a desire to enter a professional field which demanded college preparation. As
mos of you must know, the list of fields was relatively sitall o at least 1940;
.certainly it didn't include most areas of business, the college bbom field of the
1970's. Only 10-12 percent of 18-21 year olds were in college in 1940. By 1972, in
tontrast, the number had reached approximately 50 percent. In the wake of the
burgeoning numbers seeking college preparation of one kind or another, testing
ceased its benign role, becoming in the post World War II period a principal
selection vehicle for our m 'or institutions, one which fit many injilviduals' beliefs
in "meritocracy in practice.'

The theory accompanying the increased power of an aptitude oachievement test
for purposes of selection was that family background and financi resources should
not continue to be the principal basis upon which individuals gained access to the
best of higher education's resources. Testing in this sense was viewed as a 'social
equalizer. The theory, even as scholarship funds enlarged, never quite worked in
practice. The most selective of our colleges and universities had_ populations after
World War II that were not radically dissimilar from their pre-WWII populations.
Sam Kendrick raised this issue in 1967, suggesting that too heavy a reliance on the
SAT, a condition he noted, would work against diversity. He wrote, "not more than
15 percent and perhaps as few as 10 percent of Negro high school seniors would
score 40 percent or more on the verbal section of the SAT. Only 1-2 percent would
be likely to score 50 percent or more."5 Now many schools by 1970 were beginning
to make less use of test scores but the belief has persisted, nonetheless, that test
scores are tje. principal determiners, eOpecially for the poor and the minoritie8.5

In order t accommodate the growth of applicants in the liostwar period, many
colleges andi universities expanded and new mstitutions were established. When I
began my uhdergraduate study at Michigan State in 1950 there were 15 000 stu-
dents. By 1960 t e number was approachmg 25,000 and by 1970, 40,000. ind that
confi ration of growth was matched b colleges and, universities in alm t all of
our States. While SA and ACT scores during this period began to play a large role
in the more selectivd of our colleges and determined even in some of our less
selective colleges the vel of enriched opportunities that would become available,
they clearly Were not fixed barriers to college attendanceespecially if one wapted
to remainolose to home.

But aPollege attendance has become more commonplace, especially in a sputter-
ing economy that no longer absorbs graduates in the manner that was true m the
50's, 60's and early 70's, .the particular college one attends is enlarging in conse-
quence. In the boom period we established willy-nilly a higher education tracking
system.° Our upper track institutions tend to be better supported 'than lower track

I.
Kendrick, "The Coming Segregation in Cour Selective Colleges," College Doard,Revier,

Wi 1967.
rvard, recognizing the effect of the SAT on its selection processi began moderating tiL

ival e after 1960, giving n the process more weight to what was called 413ersonal ratings." The
class of 1964 was, as a result, broader in most respects from earlier claims. (See Dean Whitla,
,"Evaluation of Declsion-Making: A Study of College Admisilibns," in Handbook of Measurement
and Anmliment in Behavioral Sciences, ed. by Dean Whale, Addison Wesley: Reang, Massa-
chusetts; 1968.) Harvard has, since 1964, continued to make lees use of the SAT as, e significant

- factor in admissions. While I haven't carried out ny syste atfc review of practices everywhere,
it seems clear, that many institutioim have m rated t eir use of admissions examinations.
That they insist on the test score being presen however, helps keep up the illusion, if not the
fact, that it is somehow critical ani that a ow median score, regardless of other circum-
stance., m' ht prevent entry.

Jerome Karabel is begmning to address e effects of Oh tracking system, especielly as it
relates to minorities and poor. See: "Community Colleges and Social Stratification," Harvard Ed

' Footnotes continued on next page



institutionsthey tend also to have a much lower percentage of minorifies and the
poor within their student populationv They are more selective, tending to give
greater weight or the illusion of greater weight to the SAT or A in the admis-,,
mons process. Increasingly, employment opportunities for gradua of the upper

itrack mstitutiohs have expanded n relation to graduates from lower track institu-
tions and graduate and professional schoolswhich open up yet additional opportu-
nitiesare more accessible. So much for a brief historical account. It may have been 0

a long route the issues that I wish to raise but I. believe the path was critical.
What hap when test scores are made the major factor upon which admissions

decisions are ade? Those 'selected tenclia be white, middle and upper class persons
from families endowed with college and post graduate degree holders. If high school
grades alone are used, those selected will come from a broader socio-economic
backgroUnd, with more minorities represented. Now mostaelective admissions insti-
tutions insist that they use both test scores and high school grades in whatever
formula they use. (I have alluded to this already.) But what is clear is that a student
scoring very high on the SAT is more apt to be selected than individuals with lower
acdres, high school grades notwithstanding Wing and Wallach, using only the SAT
scores, were able to predict actual admisrons decisitns for several selective institu-
tions at a 76 percent level.'

But what do the test ecores tell its? They predictand not very highly at that
first year grades. And their predictive value is not as high as that of high school

ades. How important' is that predictionTDoes it relate as closely to the full
aureate program? And do' the grades being predicted have much relationship

to success in one's adult life?
Bowdoin conducted several studies which showed little relation between SAT

,.. scoree and final standing and ultimately dropped the SAT as a requirement. To my
knowledge, there has been no' decline in quality at Bowdointhough the population
selected has broadened.' I don't believe that I n ,, to provide for this group the
extensive literature on the relationship of colle : e grades to adult achievement.'
Hoyt's reviews, I suspect, are now quite common ace.

- , An even larger literature than was provid by Hoyt, ho ever, exists -in the
medical field.," The entrance examinationsi lar in format o othe lesions
testshas demonstrated little relation to m ; ical school gra es, school
grades have little relationship to practice nor, ; r that matter, co sod .on medical
board examinations.

Are there other definitions of talent that might function s well as, possibly

. ife? Holland and Richards in a n l
better than, grades and teat

ber of st dies for ACT coal that extracurri
predicto of success in col e as well as later

l
cular, non-academic achievement/accomplis ent can be identified as independent
forms of talent, having negligiblb correla ons to grades, ap tude or academic
achievement tests." They suggest that "if a liege wishes to finq students who will
do outstanding things outside-the classroo and in later life, then more attention
needs to be given to non-academic acco plishment.", How important is such a
perspective? I would think endrmously im rtant. This is the map* point ofWing
l

.
1

v
ootnotea continued from last page ,.

Review, Nov. 1912, pp. 521-562 and "Social Class, Academic Ability and Coll ity' ",
Social Foires March 1975, pp 881-898. See also L. ,C. Solmon and P. Wachtel g., e affects oil

and the, Psychology o
Income orType of College Attended," Sociologg, of ation, Winter, 1975 pp. 7

' Cliff Wing and Michael Wallach CollegemAdm Holt
. Rinehart and Winston: N.Y., 1971. That %Yid& an \ Wallech were able to d trate so
rorceably the power of the SAT in actual admissions d isions doesn't supportin te of the
claims that are madethe perspectbe that it plays A "thlualI, overestimated role.

As the SAT declined in importance for purposes of Selection at Harvard between 1958 and
1968, grade. of students increased. 40 percent of the 1958Tlass was on the Dean's List compared
to 51.8 percent in 1968. There was 10.6 percent failure among the class of 1958 compared to 4.8
percent for the class of 1968 (Whitla, p. 485). And it should be noted ti/at a number of selective\ Institutions never made use of the 63AT or other instruments of that kind. For example,

, Bennington and'Hampehire Colleges. 0
9 Don Hoyt summarized 46 predictive studies concluding that nt evidence strongly

. A erican Coll eating Service, Report . 7, Sept. 1965. ,

uggests that grades bear little or no lationship to any re of adult achievement."
e Relationship tween College Grades d Adult Aclueveme : Review of the Literature,

"J'ohn Wingard and John Williamson, "Grades as Predictors of PhysicianS Career Perform-
ance: An Dvaluate Literature Review,' Journal of Medical Education, Vol. 481 pp. 811-822.

"Joh%) Holland and James Richards, Academic and Non Acadernic Accomplishment in a
Representative Sample -Taken froth a Population of 612,000, Research Report No. 12, American
College Testing Progr May 1966 and Academic and Non Academic Accomplishment: Corre-
lated or Uncorrelated h Report No. 2, ACT, April 1965. See also Leo Munday and J. C.

. Devils, Varieties of A plishment After College: Perspectives on the Meaning of Aeademic
Talent, Research Report % 62, ACT, March 1974. . .
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and Wallach's researcron College Admissions and,the Psychology of Talent as well
as that of David McClelland.'2 How one defines talentthe weight that is placed on
on& form of talent in relation to other forms of talenthas a ptitentially significant
impact on our society, especially whenimportant decisions result from that defini-
tion.

When Wing and Wallach applied' to Duke's application pool a preference to non-
academic accomplishment," with minimum sAT scores set at the 50th percentile
and with high school grades falling among the upper two-thirds of a class, they
ended up with a selected population radically differentbroader in every respect
than the populationactually selected by a formula which weighted only SAT and .
high school grades. This suggests, I believe, a reasonable case for seeking in greater'
detail what have tended to be non-traditional data and to use that data in our
academic selection procedures. That we have tended to place more emphasis on test
scores and grades than seems justified is becoming more clear .and the need to
retreat from such an emphasis is gaining adherents.

Being an histbrian, I tend to look for earlier efforts which parallel, in some ways
current circumstances. As we think about alternatives to standardized testing foi.-
mats, we mikht wish to refer again to the neglected eight year study which involved
Wilford Aiken and Ralph Tylefin the 1930's." Twenty-nine secondary schools were
involved in developing alternative edunational formats that did not relate to tile
traditional requirements for college entrance. These schools presented to colleges,
on behalf of students who wished to go on to college, a portfolio outlining a broad
range of an individual's accomplishments. They provided considerably more infor-
mation than we see today and what was presented had/ potential for use that
current admission's data legit."

What would students present to a college if they wished to demonstrate their
fullest capabilities? I6 It might be useful to examine the iniplications of such a
questton. The College Board might enter into some experimentation with h number
of selected- schools, seeking descriptive formats for use within member, institutions
rather than the SAT or various achievement test batteries. We might in the process
learn a good deal more than we.now know about our entering students and thereby
provide more appropriite advisement and placement." Secondary schools might also
begin to initiate alternative ways to present the strength of their students, using in
the process a broad view of talent. By bringing much moreexperimentation to this
system, we are certainly not going to increase the problems which higher education
already experiences and we may find more appropriate mechanisms for doing what
collees and universities need to do better.

Being particularly conscious of time and recognizing that I have not addressed all
of the concerns which were to make up this session, I will now comment on several
other issues, if only to raise a number of questions.

we are witnessing in our colleges and'universities a resurgence of interest among
the 21-40 year old population. This interest manifests itself in terms of particular
courses as well as degree programs. Are our typical testing formats appropriate for
this population? Should these students be required to submit a score? To what end?
Is their interest and motivation for the course or progrant sufficient? Do we have
sufficient vehicles for them to.demonstrate te quality of their experiential learn-
ing? CLEPand the American Council on Education has just entered into a,prodess

" Wing' and Wall$ch give particular credence to what they call accomplishment characteris.
ticspolitical leadership, athletic leaderehip, work experience, acting, writing, paintiligbeha.
yiors which are ends in and of themselves. They conclude, as have others, that a factors act
quite .independenthy froM grades and test scores,' ee also David. McClelland, estiqg for
Competence Rather than Intelligence," American Psychiatrist, Jan. 197:1 and Mich el Wallach,
"Teets Tell Us Little About Talent," 4Merican Scientist', Jan/Feb 1976.

" Political leadership, athletic leadership, successful work experience, panftingii acting, per-
forming on a musical instrument, singing, etc.

gyilfgrd Aiken summerizes the effort in The Story of the Eight Year Study,'McGraw4lill:
N.Y. 1942.

" If am aware that many, schools have large numbers of applicants and because of limited
admistsions stgff tend to desire simple quantification over descriptive portfolios. I understand
this but don't accept it as.responsible practice.
," I had that miperience in rtigition to a selectivesexperimental college. It was not a latge

enterprise but ?IN that providell applicants, and their sponsors, rdom to elaborate, explain,
'present the broadest pwsible perspective. It wee a process that proved particularly useful to the
faculty and was viewed 111 a constructive experience Tor the students.

" College advising, esficiallY at the freshmen yegr, tends now, in most'settings, tobe quite
undifferentiated. In part this occurs because colleges do not devote enough of their resources to
personal advisement. But another factor is that advisors have .very little linformdttion upon
which to differentiate. While some persist in believing that a high or lotv math score on the SAT
suggests a particaler math sequence for a student, such a belief may not contribute.to the most.
appropriate advisement or placement..
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of validation for othisr similar programsis certainly a useful direction, one that
has been used successfully by thousandi of individuals, young and old. But is the
format responsive to the learning of olobar persons who have been removed from
educational !lettings for five or more yead? I personally don't believe so.la

Would we have more commitment to broader definitions of talentto-alternative
means of .presenting competences and accomplishmentsif tests such as the SAT
and ACT were more accessible, published along with their correct answer form 30
days after administrations as a recent California Senate Bill proposed? " Would
students and counselors, alike benefit from an item by item review?.Again, I believe
so. The single score which now Comes back doesn't reveal very Arch about how a
student dealt with the test. Is it possible that the student completed one-third of the
testing and of that one-third .responded "correctly" most of the tiMe? Isrit possible
that a student scoring 600 and a student scoring 500 did similarly on all but a very
small section of the test? Is it possible that a student provided insight into many of
the questions that needs to be reviewed? 20 .

. If the tests were open, testing miiht become myritical, less powerful in
selection and possibly more useful fur purposes of acement advising. Would.such
an effort influence.high school curriculum to an ev n higher degree than is now,the
case? That is a possibility if colleges and schools continue their lack Of significant
dialogue and lack bf intensity in seeking more appropriate articulation.

Enough' for now. As the typical college age population deelines and as our econo-
. my changes, we need to address more freshly issues reCating to college admissions,

placement and advanced credit. It is a time to establish a range of alternative
directions, for finding an even better balance between egalitarianism and merito-
cracy, for assuring access to the best resource% of ,higher. education for all who
deserve and can benefit from such re8ources.2' I am aware that I. have highlighted'
the coMplexities and the more negative possibilities growing out of the testa. I did so
purpmefully lest we forget where we have been.and how far we need to go. Having
said that, I can ally) share with.you my optimism for the future. I am convinced that
there will be more modesty in the years ahead about what can be measured and
th t testing as we know it will moderate as a significant influence in our society.

s. II
hairman ftaxiws. I thank you very much for your testimony."

We will now hear from Dr. Frank Snyder, representing theAsso-
ciation of American PubliShers.

.,

STATEMENT 'OF FRANK SNYDER, McGRAW-HILL, REPRESENT-
. 1NG ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PUBLISHERS,. ACCOMPA-

NIED BY.ROY H. MILLENSON, AAP, WASHINGTON OFFICE
Dr. Swinpa. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My hame is Frank'Snyder.

' '.. I am the publisher of CrI3/McGraW-Hill oftMonterey, Calif., a
commercial firm which develops and. distributes a variety of testing
instrunients, and I am testifying .here today on, behalf of the Associ-
ation of American Publishers. . . ,

". 4

. "The &liege Board might wish ter give attention to the-efforts being made by institutions
such as Thonfas Edison in New Jere*, Empire State in New York and Metropolitan State,in'
'Minnesota which,,are seeking a variety of means to certify for college credit adult learninf.

"The heVI SAYStudent Booklet, unlike previous versions, ptinta an entire facsimile of a SA .
This is a step .forward but it is still not the test and it cannot be UseTby the participants in a

. manner suggested by thegalifornia Bill.
. "For a period; ETS suggested that these tests, being aPtitude teats, 'were not particularly .

amenable.to significant (were shifts from preparation programs. But a large industu has.grown
up around the belief that .20-80 hours of instruction can make a significant difference; that
scores can be imProved bY 100 .pointe or so. These schools have become,:over the past two years,,.
the subject:of in rlilation to "truth in advertising." While I do not yet know .

the content of the re rt, I sumect that the revieiv will uphold the proprietary School's general
claim. The College iticeff-hai,recently pnblished a report which sqpports that the Con-
cepts, principles, etc., 'whichnuilte up ttie math section of %he SAT can bataught inci students .

who participated in a 21 houT corse designed for that plirpose .significently improved their'
scores from pre-tea to posttest. ,k

" Many ih our country believe that.Access'to higher education is now openatq.pll who can,
benefit. liumphrey Doernian's, Toward Equal Access (Buskioundation-and C,ollege Uqard, 1978/

44, suggests otherwise. DoernLem notes that so. 200,000 qualified students' per .ear are Clot in post
high school schooling buse fnancial stance Is not sufficiently avaiIbte. While we have .

Mallraisnt strides inAnancial prOgram r yout people who wish further education, we have
not Ynt reached a level that is equal to ou capaei . 14 .

. 0
.

t..
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I am aceompanied by Roy H. Millenson of the AAP Washington
office.

AAP, which is the general association of publishers in the United
States, includes among its members companies which comprise .the
commercial testing community. Harcourt Rrace, Jovanovich, which
testified here last month, and Science Research .Associations, how-
ever, companies which Representative Weiss mentioned in his
opening statement; are not members of our association.

Our members are the source of tests which are not only used in
elementary and secondary eduation, but also by private enterprise
for hiring and promotion. At this time our members do not provide
tests for college admittance, although we would not preclude the
possibility of entry into that field at some Tuture time.

While only H.R. 35 applies specifically to tests produced by
AAP constituent co our concerns must necessarily encom-
pass H.R. 4949 irias me of its provisions might well be
incorPorated in ady ation applying to job entry testing.
Our testimony therefor with eadh of these measures in some
detail. ° -

Notwithstanding Ifur agraement with the purposes which we
infer to be implicit in the drafting of the Oroposed legislation, we
doubt that there is a'demonstrated need for the proposed le 'sla-
tion that is not surrently fulfilled .in principle and recomme ded
practice in the fOrm of standards.for educational and psychological
tests produced by professional organizations such as the Amer/ an
Nychological Association, the American Educational Research s-
sociation and the National Council on Measurement in Educat on,
as well as in currently availfible information provided by tes ing

; agencies, as an ongoing attempt to provide information to exathin-
ees:

.GIBBONS BILL (H.R. 3564)
4f&

Now, we have prepared a rather detailed list of analyses of the
bill Section by section. I. would like to provide some sum/nary
Comments, first on the Gibbons bill.

There are three- main things that concern us about the gibbons
bill.

The first one is the broadnes; of the bill. Section 2(3) includes
oral examinations within the definition of "test." This could pre-
sent difficulties both in enforcementand definition. For example, is
a perion interviewed by a personnel director or a college tadmis-

. sions officer being subjected to a'"test"?
Our contention under the proposal cootained within the bill that

this would lead to a very complicated situation.
In additiOn to the hroadness of the definition Otest contained.

within the bill, the bills are also designed to apply &a very broad
variety of testing proems; namely, admissions progrnis, occupa-
tiofial testing programs, and proprietary testing progra s conduct-
ed by indiiridual companies due to their participation iji interstate
commerce.

We see that the need has not been demonstrate'd for regulation
in these areas,of testing, and we are very concerned abqut the

unalititipated consequences of such legislation applied to
suchsprogratns.

'
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Aso. we. wo Id point out to. the committee that'lfie coMpliance
r4vision4)f tIe kill are not .clea. 0
Admissions pr edures to inStituflons of higher learning and to

occipations tire lepresented, in. practice, by a variety of arrange-
menti between a ncies which produce tests in institutions, organi-
,ziktiens,.and CommOrcial concerns which use these tests.

In the area of ocoppational admissions, theAMt producer usually
is not directly or indirectly involved in the actual administration of '

the examination, and thus would not be in ,a position to comply
c1:4 with all. the disclosure provisions in this section.

.1 We would also like to point out to the committee, that if, our
. interpretation of the bill .is correct, in section 2(5) we would raise

the question of whether or not society includes labor unions, and
dOes this bill intend" to govern_ teats. for admittance into labor"

, unions, when such admittance controls entrance into an occuPa-
tion. ,

4 Our second concern is a presentation of results. .

The bill hag several .stipulations in it which we contendfare not
in agreement with *currently accepted practice within the profes-
*nal community; or that would lead to unanticipated conse-
qUences that would, make interpretation more 'rather than less
difficult.

For instance, ranking of students in 'relation- to total test score .

may not fit in With the logic upon which that particular t4t Was
conetructed and would tend to be in conflict with currently fIccept-
ed procedures of conSidering test kores ag elements in an overall
profile characterizing an examinee rather than a single determi-
nance for admittance. .

Section 6(bX3) requires . that the testing agency . specify cutoff
scores for admission to institutions of higher education or occupe-
tions. This is unreasonable both from. a 'technical viewpoint and in ,
terms of a teSting agency's capability to fulfill the requirement.)
Slich cutoffs are generally unknown to the testing egency in both ",

..acadeniic admissions and occupational testing programs.
'Decisions, on cutoff scores are under, the control of the admitting.

or hiring institution and would logically change with changing
levels of achievement or aptitude, size of the examinee population,
and ayail4ble jobs or space.

The use of single .cutoff scores is disCouragpd by". tht testing
,; agencies based on their potential misuse as ,a Mechanistic . way of

using test information..
The uqe of cutoff scores would also tend to minimize the use Of

other criteria and would be detrimental to conside &ions placed on
criteria other than test resultp contained in the to ality of a poten-
tial entrant's abilities. #

Wheit applied 14 the occupational testing area the use of cutoff
scores *ould also nd to lead to a situation in which nb differen-

, tial decisions, base on test performance, could be made above the
cutoff score. In ,the long ruri this situapon could eventuate in
random shiring of miniztially qualifiedi individuals rather than the
hiring of those deemed besirquelifibd.

I would like to add one moi . thing to* that. Thefe is also a
stipulation in the that' aripliaira differential treatment of,scores
for ability tests anfl fOr achievement tests.

10.

4'4 f
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Basically the stipuldtion is that \.ericr results from achievenént
tests can be scored in sUch a %harm r that the distribution of the

.respondent'i performance is used. -

This differential treathIent implies a distinctiOn kia theorST be-
tween the way The tiro types of tests are treated find, 4 not in
agreement with current professional thinking in testing meb odolo- : .
gy. *

The requirement that no test which Measures knowled or
,achieveMent shall be graded on the basis of the distribUtion of
scores of other test eubjects also assumes a static level of ability in
our population cher time, and/or a static capacity across institu- °

tions to accept admissions or hire applicants. Both assumptions are .

neither desirable nor suppertable.
Further, if such a requirement were promulgated in occupational

testing, it would assume the existence of a definitive list of mini- -

mum skills necessary for job entry.
Such definitive lists do not curreAY exist and their absence\

would, We believe, lead to pressures at the Federal level to man-
date what such a list avould include; or, in effect, a Federal specifi-
cation of minimum job entry skills. This would clearly be a viola-
tion of both institutional and State prerogatives and should be
avoided.

If this bill is passed into law we recommeml, that the earlier date
be no earlier than 12 Months after, enactment to provide adequate
time for the promulgation of the final regulations and -subsequent
alteration of test materials in order to coMply with the law. ,

In conclusion, we feel enactment of H.R. 3464, would regult in
foreseen and Unforeseen consequences and would present

dile mas of enforcement and, compliance.
, .
I WEISS BILL (H.R. 409) .

Our comments on H.R. 4949 necessarily relate only to those
. provisione that might apply to occupational admission testing,'
should the committee decide to combine H.R. 4949. and H.R. 3564 as \

* has been suggested.
Specifically, the bill mandates that at least three different types

, of inforinatioh not commonly aVailable hew be Proyided, They first
require in Section 3(a2) that the correlation between II test score

1 and success in -a career be provided to examinees.
i3eyond the realization that the presentation of correlations to

* test sUbjects is unlikely to communicate information that the,test
'subject can understand, the committee should note that meaning-

. ful correlations between test &cores and career sucCess are almost
never available due to the difficUltyl.f defining what is meant by I ,
career success. .

: The only way. I could envision an adequate implementation of
this provision is if professional people were tested year after year
and those results correlated back fo the entry level test. While this
might be a reasonable thin4 it Would certainly be beyond what has

0 , currently been Achievable in practice. . ( .

.
.

Section 3(aX4XI3) of the bill also requires the comparison of test-, '
scores by income group. Information necessary for this analysis, if
not, routinely available, would require much more paperyvork,

, .
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..'\\ would potentially be riewéd as an invasion of privacy, and would
probably generate more misunderstandings about tile tests:

It is in fact true that test scores do' tend to corrfflate with income
grpups. Given the way our sooiety is structured that kind of conclu-
sion should not be a surprise to anybody:

'Section 3(aX4XC) "requires the expression, as a percentage of the
improvement in test scores as a result of a test preparation .course.
The informapion to form such a statistic is not likely to be availa-

. ble to the test producer sufficient for any meaningful, interpieta-
tion to be made and would depend almost entirely on the contents
bf a specific test preparation course when compared to a specific
test.

In sense the statistic itself would be almost meaningless; sidce
it would depend almost entirely on the contents of a specific
course, a specific test and.a particular institution within which the
correlation Was genepted.
..Section 3(aX9) refers to handicapped test subjects, a /term which

is hot defined. The committee will recall the difficultiei that en-
sued because of -the lack of a clear definition of "handicapped" in
section& 504 of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973Public
Law 93-122. That 43-word section eventually 'resulted In some 26
pages of Tegulations.

. A'second eoncern is the release that is being demanded,of what a
proprietary testing company such as my own must consider to be
competitive data. -

Section 4(aX1XB) indicates that we have to release the terms of
our contracts of customers. We can only consider this an invasion
of privacyit is violative of the spirit, if not the letter, of the
Privacy' Act of 1974, Public Law 93-579and one that would place
any company complying with this provision at ,a distinct competi- .
five disadvantage.

This .provision is not intithe 'New York State statute or in Apr of
'the Westing bills prbposed in the States, and does not belong in any.
Federalgtatute.-

Section 7(2XF) would oblige testing agencies to reveal their reve-
nue from each testing program. This is proprietary information
which would only serve the, purpose of informing competitive com-

- . panies and would place the reporting company at a competitive
...1siisadvantage. This provision is not in the New. York statute or in

aiir of th4 bills_mrsed in the States and &so does not belong in
any Federal law. t

A final topic that I wot4d like to comnient-on-iii..the disclosure of 4. .

test' questions. We see 4o problems. I am not commenting-on_
college ad ions Wolin First, the security of the test for the
puircMsing Mpany's pur would be breached. -

Proprietary' tehting in t e nited States is a somewhat-different
animal than admissions testing to institutions of higher education.
The tests are frequently used by hidividual companies to determine 4.
eligibility for employment by the company itself. They are adminis-
tered frequently, usually.many limes it year and usually to a group
of no more than several dozen applicants., *

As a matter of fact(those tests sold by.my coMpany within this
category rarely exceed a quantity of 1,500 .copies to anindividual

, purchaser for use over a period of trine.
. .
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The security of the test if the. items 8./. e required to be released
for the purchasing company!s purposes would be breached. It would
be infeasible and uneconomical and considering the quantities, a
great bother to our customer to substitute a new test to begin
Within a month or .so and to repeat that procedure again and again
throughout the year.

Beyond financial and administrative considerations it is also
highly probable that no replacement tests would be available be-
cause of the costs. The data base which we must as a professional
community provide inforrnation on would increase to the point
where it would not be, finapcially viable to continue the publication
of occupational data.

Second, the tests in question are copyrighted. The entire issue of
test copyrights should be explored by the committee. We strongly
oppose any application of section 5 to proprietary occupational
entry tests. 1

In Section 7(2) with respect to paragraphs (A), (B), (C), and (D),
this information is not routinely available to proprietary testing
agencies. These provisions are not in the New York statute.

One further point, if 4949 is enacted, the effective date
should be no earlier than 12 months after enactment to provide for
promulgation of the final regulations and subsequent alteration of
test materials to comply with the law. /

Since H.R. 4949 contains major provisions which are not in the
New York statute, it cannot be argued that as a result of comply-
ing with the New York law testing agencies will have no need for
additional time to prepare for compliance with a Federal statute.

FEDERAL DOUBLE STANDARD

I would like to comment now on the Federal role in testing .

which we see Eks the imposition of a double standard. The commit-
tee should^consider the relationship between the legislation under
discussion and current practices of the Federal Government with
respect to. testing. According to the Office of Personnel Manage- ,
ment, in fiscal year 197, 1,616,178 persons tobk Federal civil serv-
ice tests. The pending efegislation requires that job pntry examina-
tions meet certain prescribed requirements.

It seems strange that the Congress should impose. these requir-
ments upon the private sectorreivirements which themselves
have not undergone trialwithout first imposing them upon tests ..
given by the Federal Government itself.

If the testing.practices to be iniposed by the pending legislation
aft, in fact, important to the rights of individuals and the national
interests, it seems only proper that the first step should be taken
by the Federal Government itself in the interests of the more than
1. million individuals taking civil service examinations each year.

eyond civil service examinations, it should also be noted that
th armed services have extensive examination -procedures both at
the point of entry and for subsequent promotion decisions.

That Federaroccupational entry examinations have their short-
comings is pointed up by the May 15, 1979, report to the Congresg
by the Comptroller General.

%.
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Also; we would like toyvite the committee's attention to section
'3 Of the Privacy Act of 1 4 (Public Law 93-579) which added a new
section .522a to title V of t e U.S. Code. Subsection (k)."Specific
Exeraptions"of that secti toermits an agency head to "exempt
any system of iecords withii that agency" from certain disclosure
and access requireme ts of the statute's The law. includes ambng
these ekemptions the lloWing: .

(6) testing or exanünatiofL materials used solely to determine individual qualifiea-
tiOns for appointment or promotkM in the Federal service, the disclosure of which
would.compromise. the objectivity or fairness of the testing or exaMination proCess;

This provision, to put it plainly, points up the fact that the
propmed legislation would require the private sector to do some-
thing which Federal agencies are:not rrnired to do under similar :

. circurostances.
RECOMMENDATIONS

The enactment 'at this time of H.R 3564 and the application of
H.R. 4949 to otcupational entry testing is premature. It .is cler

- that the ,entire issue needs further: study. For example, suCh a key
issue as the copyright of test questions has little been explored by
the committee.

In addition, since the New York statute goes beyona the Califor-
nia law and the proposed Federal statute..goes beyond: the New
York law and proposals pending in. the States, it mould be Wise to
garner some experience -wit\ the 'State laws before proceeding at
the Federal level.

There is also a 'study underway by the National Academy of
'Sciences on ability testing Which reports should be out within a
year: It would seem prudent to examine that committee's findings
before any legislation is enadted governing testing.

The second recommendation: The requirements for testing'agen-
cies contemplated by the pending legislation should .first be man-

tdated for the standardized tests administered by the U.S. Offioe oti
. Pe 'imel Man ement, formerly. the Civil Service Cdmmission,
th armedservic s, and Other Federal agencies.

I it is a mat of public 'interest to apply certain testing stand-"
ard to the private sector, it is even more in the public interest
tha the Federal GOvernment , should adhere to those standards.

e should like to reiterate one legislative redoinmendation in. ..

-the area of testing which We made in testimony submitted to the
Postsecondary Eancation ComMittee of the liouse Committee on
Education and Labor.' We urge that section 532(aX2X13) of the High.
er Education Act be aMended by adding "testing" after "develop4i .

iiment".
This ainendment would authorize teacher centera to provide

training to familiarize teachers with developments in testing as
well as in curriculum development and educational research. It is

;.complementary to part B, educational proficiency standards of
ESEA title IX as amended by the recentlY enacted Educational,
Amendments of 1978, 'and should further the understanding of the
development and appropriate use of tests. I :10,

We ask that our brief testimony flubMitted to the Postsecondary
Education Subcommittee be included in the record asj part of this:
statement.



Our final resCo mendation: Section 922 of the Eleffientary and
Secondary Education Act as amended by the Education end-
ments of 1978 (Public Law. 95-561), provides for "training Tf and
assistance to administrators, teachers, and other instructional per-.
sonnel in- the use off tests and test results" in the case of certain
tests in the basic skills in elementary and secondary schools.

We recommend that consideration be gRren to providing assist-
ance in the use of standardized tests and tests results at the post-
secondary level and with respect to occupational entry examination
used outside of schools.

. .CONCLUSION

The pending legislation is not, as a number of witnesses have
implied, ari extension to the Nation of the New York State statute.
The New York stattite doei, not cover .occupational admissions
tests, as does H.R. 3564. In TI.R.. 4949 there are bgth major and
minor provisions which are not a part of, or which Are significantjy

' different from, the New York statute, including the following: (1)
The findings in section 2, H.R. 4949; (2) Section 4(a)(1XB); (3) Sec-
tion 4(b); (4) Section 7 on testing costs and fees to students; (5)
Section 8(b), theepenalty provisions.

As for those who wish to abolish all standardized testing and
might wish to expand the pending legislation to achieve that end,
we are reminded that Irwin Polishook, vice president of the Ameri- i
can Federation of Teachers, asserted that while the testing process' 1

has some flaws, abolishing standardized testing would be an emo-
tional and damaging strategy that would 'deprive us of a valuable
education tool, to which there is no alternative.

We are also, impressed with the arguments questioning the con-
stitutionality of the pending legislation and belieye that this merits
further exploration in sufficient detail.

Finally, it is evident from the testimony presented at these hear-
; ings that there is deep concern about th adequacy of examinations

required for. entrance to institutions o higher learning amil the i
nonprofit organizations that produce the . I

Regardless of the committee's findings in such areas, we are
concerned that inappropriate actions Will be taken against the
proprietary testing community whose operations are of a much
lesser magnitude, involve a totaVy different constituency, . and
whose trade practices are by nature markedly different.

[The prepared testimony of Frank Snyder followsi]

TESTIMONY OF Da. FRANK 'SNYDER,' ASSOCIATION OF AMEIVICAN PUBLISHERS

my name is Prank Snyder. I am the Publisher of CM/McGraw-Hill of Monterey,
i wes California, a commercial firm which develops and distributes a variety of testing
1 . inSiriwient4 and am testifying here today on behalf of the Association of American .

Publidliers. IAAP, which is the general association of publisheis in the United
. \ Statmincluks among its member ' companies which comprise the commercial

testing cornWitmity. Harcourt ace, novich (which_testified here last month)
and Science Researc ates, howevb companies which Rep. Weiss mentioned
in his opening statement, ei'e not members f our association., 4/

Our members are the. source of tests w *ch are not only Eted in elementary and
secondary,schools,-ilut also by private enterprise for hiring and promotion. At this
time our members do not provide tests for college admittance, although we.would
not preclude the possibility of entry into that field at some future time.

/

' Accompanied by itpy H. Millenson of the AAPAYashington office., 4'
,
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While only H.R. 3564 'applies specifically to tests produced by AAP constituent
compankes, oar concern must necessarily enconipass FI.R. 4949 inasmuch as. mime of
its pro.ions might well be incorporated in any final legislation applying to job

1. entry testing: Our testimony therefore deals with each of these measure@ in some
detail

Notwithstanding our agreement with the purposes which we infer to be implicit
in the drafting of ithe proposed legislation, we doubt that there is a ,demonstrated
need for the proposed legislation that it not currently fulfilled in principle and
recommended practice in the form of Standar& for Educational and Psychological
Tests by professional organizations such as the American Psychological Association,
the American Educationdl Research Association, and the National Council on Meas-
urement in Education, as well as in the form of currently available information
provided by testing agencies, as an ongoing attempt to provide information to
examinees. .

./
First, we should like to comment on specific provisions of. the pending bills, at.

follows: i . .

H.R. 3564 (GIBBONS BILL)
-...

. 4

t .

L Sec. 201 includes oral examinations within the definition of "test". This cOuld
-present difficulties both in enforcement and definition. For example, is a person
interviewed by a personnel director or a college admittions officer being subjected to
a "test"? .

2. Sec. 24). defines "test score" as a numerical value. Besides tii obvious complica-
tions with respect to oral examinatiohs, is it the intent of this legislation to man-
date that all procedures be reduced to numerical values? This would seem to
precbide a simple "pass-fail" or other non-numerical score. On the face of it, this
provYsion would seem to be unwarranted given the current statements of need, and
to have the potential for unanticipated consequences at variance with the central
ptirpose.of providing information and insuring equitable treatment.

4

3. Sec. 2(5) includes in the definition of "persons" the term "societies". Does this
1)

include labor unions? Does this bill govern tests for admittance into labor unions,
especially when such admittance controls entrance into an occupation?

.4. Sec.. 6 raises questions as to who specifically shall be required to furnish the
information required in subsections (b) and (c). Admissions procedures to institu-
tions of higher learning and to occupations are represented, in practice, by a variety
of arrangements between agencies which produce tests and the institutions, organi-
zations and commercial concerns who use these tests. In the area of occupational
admissions, the test producer usually is not directly or indirectly involved in the
actual administration of an examination, and thus would 'not be in a position to
comply with all the disclosure provisidns of this section.

5. Sec. 6(a)(1) and (2). It is hot clear what is meant by a "detailed" description.
6. Sec. e(a)(3).. The term "reliability" has not been defined. Given the number of

interpretations of this concept' as it currently. applies to tests, it should be more
thoroughly examined. Further, the Committee should note that when an examina-
tion is prepared for a particular purpose, reliability information may not be availa-
ble prior to the administration of the examination,

7. SeC. 6(bX2). The Tequirement that individuals be "ranked" in relation to other
. individuals is inconsistent with Section 6(c) which prohibits grading. of tests of.
knowledge or adilevement on the basis of the *score distribution of examinees..
Ranking, individuals by total tat perforniance may also be contrary to the logic on

hich the test was constructed and in conflict with currently accepted procedures of -
7onsidering test scores as elements in the overall profile characterizing an examin-

8..Sec. 6(b)(8) reckuires that the testing agency specify cut-off scores for admission
to institutions of higher education or occupation& This is unreasonable both from a
technical viewpoint and in terms of a testing agency's capability to fulfill the
requirement. Such cutoffs are generally., unknolfn to the testing agency in both
academic admissions and occupational test4ng programs. Decisions on out-off scores
are under the control of the admitting qr hiring institution and would logically
chan e with changing levels of chievefpent or aptitude, size of the examinee
popu ation, and availa le jobs or space. The use of single cut-off scores is discour-
aged by the testing agencies based on their potential misuse as a mechanistic way of
using test information. The use o cutoff scores would alto tend to minimize the use

than test results contained in the 'Way of apotential entrant's' abilities. -
of other criteria and would`be det imental to considerations placed on criteria other

/ . When applied in the occuPational testing area, ,the use of cut-off scores Wbuld also
9 tend to lead to a situation in which no differential decisions, based on test perform- .

,. once, iota be made- above the Out-off score. In the long run' alit, situation could, .

/ .

, , : I

_
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eventUate in random hiring of minimally quitlified individuals rather than the
. hiring of those deemed best qualified.

9. Sec. 004) should be deleted because the term "further information" is unclear.
10. Sec. 6(c). In addition t9 the conflict between this section and Section 6(b)(2),

this section also calls for the differential treatment of the scores obtained from
achievement tests and aptitude tests. Such differential treatment implies a distinc-
tion in fheory between the way the two types of test are treated that is not in
agreement with current professional thinking in testing methodology. The require-
ment that no test which.measures knowledge or achievement shall be graded on the
basis of the distribution of scores of other test subjects also assumes a static level of
ability in our poptilation pver time, and/or a static capacity adross institutions to
accept admissions or hire applicants. Both.assumptions are neither desirable nor
supportable. Further, if such a requirement were promulgated in occuriational,test-
ing, it would assume the existence of a definitive list of minimum skills necessary
for job entry. Such definitive lists do not currently exiSt and their absence would.,
we believe, lead to pressures af the federal level to mandate what suCh a list would
include; or, in effect, a federal specification of minimum job entry skillS. This would
clearly be a violation of both institutional and state perogatives and should be.
avoided. ,

11. If this bill is passed, in its present form .or in an altered form, the effective
date of the act should be no earlier than twelve months after enactment to provide
adequate time (a) for the promulgation of the final regulations and (b) subsequent
alteration of test materials in order to comply with the law.

In conclusion, we feel enactment of HR 3564 would result in a myriad of foreseen
and unforeseen consequences and would present dilemmas, of enforcement and
compliance.

.H.R. 4949(INEIS5 R1Li)

Our comments on HR 4949 necessarily relate only to those provisions that might
apply. to occupational admission testing, should the Committee decide to combine
HR 4949 and Hp 3564 as has been suggested. Our specific comments follow:

1. Sec. .1(a)(3) calls for providing the test subject with the correlations between test
scores and "success" in a career. Beyond the rpalization that the presentation of
orrelations to test subjects is unlikely to communicate information that the test
subject can understand, the Committee should note that meaningful correlations
between test scores and career success are almost never available .due to the
difficulty of defining what is meant by "career success." This provision, if imple-
mented for occupational testing, would mandate determining "success" in a carrer .
for, which admittance is sought. Would this require that each ,erofession or occupa-.

/. tion be tested or reviewed over the years throughout the career span in some

/
measurable from so a correlation would be generated between that score and an
individual's test score? This provision is unclear and' unenforceable in the .present
Cohtext of occupational admissions testing.

2. Sec. .1(aV.411B.) 'requires the comarison of test scores by income group. Infompa-
tion necesiary for this analysis if not routinely available would require much more
paper work, would potentially be viewed as an invasion of privacy, and would
probably generate more misunderstandings about the tests.

3. Sec. d(aX.4XC) requires the expression as a percentage of the improvement in
teSt scores as a result of a test preparation course. The inforthation to form Such a
statistic is not likely, to .be available tO the test producer sufficient for any mtaning-
ful interpretation to be made and would depend almost entirelj, on the contents of a
specific test preparation course when compared to a specific test.

4.. Sec, d(aX.9) refers to "handicapPed test subjects' kterm which is not defined.
The Committee will recall' the difficulties that ensued,because of the lack of a clear

,definition of "handicapped" in Sec. 504 of the vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973 -
(PL 93-122): That 43-word section eventually resulted in some 26 pages of. regula-
tions.

5. Sec. .4(aX1N/3). We can see no reason why any proprietary testing company
should be. obligated to reveal to its competitors the terms of contracts with its
customers. This is an invasion of privacy 2 and one that would place any company
complying with this provision at a distinct.competitive disadvantage. This kovision
is not in the New York State statute or in any of' the testing bills proposed in the
states, and does not belong' in any Federal statute. .

5. Sec. 5 presents particular problems for proprietary test publishers. These tests,
when used for admittance into an occupation, art frequently administered by indi-
vidual' companies to 'determine eligibility .for 'employment by the tomPany itself.

is violative of the spirit, if not the letter, 1 theTrivacy Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-519).
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They are administered frequently, usually many times during a year, and usually tO
a'group of no more th6n several dozeh applicants. As a matter of fact, these tests

iare by my company in quantities that rarely exceed 1,500 copies to an individual .

purchaser, for use over a period of time.
We see two problems, if disclosure of test questions an answers are mandated in .

the occupational testing area. First, the security of t e test, -for the purchasing
company 8 purposes, would be breached. It would be un ainble and uneconomi
and, considering the quivitities, a great bother to our 'Customersto substitu
no:pi/test to be given within a month or so and to repeat that procedure again d
again, throughout thoyear. Reyond financial and administrative considerations, is
Ws° highly probably that no such repalceinent tests would be available because the,
cost of test development and data gathering to support reliability and validity would
increase to the point where it would not be financially viable to continue. the

, publication of occupational admission testa. Secondly, the tests in question , are
copyrighted. HR 4949, if applied to occupational entry testing, would force the test' publisher to, in effect, give away his copyrighted material substantially befbre the
expiration of its .useful life. The entire issue of test copyrightshould be thoroughly
explored by the Committee. . ..

., We strongly 'oppose any applications of Section 5 to proprietary 'occupational
entry tests. . . '

7. Sec. 7(2). With respect to paragraph (A), (B), (0, and (D), this information is not
available to proprietary testing agencies. It should also be noted that these manda-
tory provisons are not in the New York State law. .

8. Sec. 7(2XF) would oblige testing agencies to reveal their revenue from each
testing 'program.. This is proprietary information which would only serve the pur-

. pose of informing competitive companies and would place the reporting company at
a competitive disadvantage.' This provision is not in the New York statute or in any
of the bills proposed in the states and also does not belong in any Federal law.

4 A

9: Sea 7(2)(G) also mandates the release of proprietary inforMation which would
. only be to the advantage of the competitors of the company providing it and which

would place it at a competitive disadvantage. This provision is not in the New York
statute or in.any of the bills introduced in the states and also does not belong inany
Federal law.

10. Set 8(a) is inconsistent with Section 431 of the General Education Provisions
Act. Section 431 provides that within sixty days after the enactment of legislation, a
the Commissioner of Education must submit to Congress a schedule showing when
it is planned to promulgate final regulations. These final regulations must be issued '
within 180 days after the submission of the schedule. It should be noted that the
Office of Education has difficulty complying with this provision. Final regulations
have yet to be issued for parts of the Education Amendments of 1979 (Pub. L. 95-
561) signed into law on November 1, 1978.

. 11. If H.R. 4949 is enacted, the effective date should be no earlier than twelve
months after enactment to provide for promulgation of the final regulations and'
subsequent alteration of test materials to' comply with the law. -Since H.R1 4949
contains major proVisions which are not in the New Yqrk statute, it- cannot be
argued that 88 a result of conmlying with the Nefv York law testing agencies will
have no need for additional tftne to prepeb for compliance with a Federal statute.

. THE FEDERAL' ROLE IN ,TESTINGA DOUBLE STANDARD
i .

The Committee should consider the regulationship between the legislation under
discussion and current practices of the Federall ernment with respect to testing.lov
According to the Office of Personnel Manag ent, in fiscal year 1978 1,616,178
persons took Federal civil service tests. The pending legislation requires that jbb
entry examinations meet certain prescribed requirements. It seems strange that the
Congrewshould impose these requirements upon the private sectorrequipments
which thetheelves have not Undertone trial Without first limposin them upon tests
given by the Federal government itaelf.Ifthe testing practffes to imposed by the
pending legislation are, in fact, important to "the rights of indi iduals and the

.national interests", it seems only proper that thp first step should be taken by the
Federaligovernment itself in the interests of tfrib more than 1.6 million 1ndividuale
taking rvil service exaMinations each year. eyond civil service -examinations, it
should also be noted that the armed services ve extensive examination procedures
both at the point of entry and for subsequent promotion decisions.

That Federal occupational entry examinations have their ihortcomfags is pointed al

up

by
the May 15, 1979 report to the Congress by the Comptroller General, "Federal

I, i

3It is violative of the spirit, if not the letter, nf tne Privacy Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-679).

It
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Employment Examinations: Do They Achieve Equal Opportunity and Merit Princi-
ple Goals?" (FPCP-79-46).

Aril°, we would like to invite the Committee'sottention to Section 3 of the Privacy
Aitt of 1974 (PUb..L. 93-579) whioh additla new Section 522a to Title V of the U.S.
Code. Subsection (k)"Specific Exemptionsrof. .that section permits an agency
head to "exempt any system of records within that agency" from certain disclosure
and access requirements of the statute. Thelaw includes among these exemptions
the following:

(6) otegting Or examination materials Used sdlely to determine indiVidual qualifica-
tions for appOintment or promotion in the Federal serviee, 'the disclosu(e of vibich
Would compromise the Objectivity br fairneSs of the %sting or, eXamination process; ,*

This provision, to': init it plainlY, Points un the Tact that theproPosetflegislatiOn.*.
would require -the- Private Sector, to do something .which-,Eederal agencies., ate :net
required.to do tinder similar circumstances.

. . ascommsnokriorik-:, :

1. The entictinent at this-time, of RH. 3584and :the ePplication oF HR. 4949,:i6-7 -
occupational entry testing is prematUre. It is 'blear that the entire -istige: needs
further stUdy. For example, such a-key issue ai the cOpyright of teat questfonkhair.
little been explored by the Committee. In addition; sincethe New;York statute goes
heyond the :California Iaw arid the Firoposed Federal etatute goes beiOnd the New
.York la* and proposals pending iii -the states, it 'would' be Wise ,to -gainerr smite
experienee with the stete laws before nrateeding at the'Federal4evel: 4".

2. The reqnirements for testing agencies COriteinPlated by the pending legislation :
'should first be-mandated for the standardized VOs adinMotered by thell.S: Offieie,.. -
of Personjiel Management (formerly the Civil S'ervice,Corteion)ithe arined'serV-:
'ices, and other Federal agenpies. If it is a matter of public intereat to apply-certain
testing standards to the pritate sector, it is even more in the, priblic intetest that
the Federal Government' should adhere to those Standardeilt andition,,eince thiaji .
Untried legislaticip, going considerably beyond burient state statutes, application to

_the Federal eStablishment would serve as a proving ground hefore alieficatiOn is

HI 3. We should like to reinterate one legislatiVe recommendation- in -the area of
testing which 'we, made in testimony subMitted ,to the Postsecondary Education; .

e Committee or the House Committee on,EdtiCation and Labor)NO urge-that Section
:532(aX20) of 'the Higher Wacatioh Act be:aniended by adding 'tes nft.et
"development": Thii ameridinent, would anthcelze, teacher centers to prow 6 trains-
ing fittniliarize teachers -with:developnients in, tesiqng ,tis well as in curri

'develoPment and edUcatimial ropearoh,lt is completiOttary to 'Fart B (EdOratio4a1
Profidiency -Standards) gr ESE& Title DP; as amended by- the -recently ,enacted

ecatkerint- AIneddineritt 'e f 19 ahd.-shOuld frirther :the '%nderstanding-of the
-.4eVldPment arid appropriate ise QI. toste. We ask, that our brief testiniony submit-
ted tkthe Poittiechnda0 SuhtriMtriittee hicluded t .reciird'arpart' e of thorlitatemerit. ' 7

4: Section 922 Of -the E. le intavy and Sibridary'Education AC as emended by
:the Eduention Ametarilments bf )978 :(Pitli.. ....45--96 provides fo 'training Of.and
ass-44(14 triadminIstrators; teacherk an-Otber ir1truotioul .personnel in the utke
of tests anclaptiOesults",in the case of Certain tests in the basic skill, in ejemePtarY .

...lila secondary *hoole: We reComritend 'that cOnsideratio* be ,giVan to.ptovidinc
aseistance in the rite Of standardized tests and--test-i.etults.lit the pbst secondary

"*. level and ,With reapeilt o toenpatiorinirontryAktimillatiOn wle&tnitel e of school

.

The pending legislation is not,
. sign to the nation V the New Yor

POSokusiok
a ,nurnber of witn-Rielhave irapliedr an- ten-

te statute. The New York statute d ot-s
cover occupational admissions tests; ati does411i 3564. -InJIR 4949 there ar
major and minor provisitms which are not `tt- part of, -or which are.''signifieantlY
different from the New York statute, inoludingthe following!

1- The findings in Se.etiohliliA 4949; , - "
2. Section 4(a)(1XB), reference teWiticWis Made in this testimony;
3. Section 4(b), reference to which is made in this testimony;
4. Section 7, (Mating Costs and Fees to Studentst and
5. Section 8(b), the penalty provision.
It should also be noted that the provisions olted above are not, for the most part,

in any of the parallel bills which have been introduced in the states.

-
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As for those who wish to abolish all standardized testing 4 and might wish to
expand the_ pending legislation to achieve th t end, we are reminded that Irwin

*.Polishook, Vice President. of the American F eration of Teachers, asiorted that
while the testing process has some flaws, abo hing standardiZed testing would be
"an emotional and diunaging strategy" that would "depriye ins of a valuable educa-
tion tool, to which there is no alternative." ,

We are also impressed with the arguments questioning the constitutionality of the
pending legislAtion and believe that this merits further' exploration in sufficient
detail.

Finally, it istvilient from the testimony presented at these hearings that there is
'deep concern about thg adequacy of examinations required for entrance to institu-
tions ofloigher learning. and the nonprofit organizatione that produce them. Regard-

. less of the Committee's Winds in such areas, we are concerned that inappropriate
- -actions will he talmn agalnet the proprietary testing cominunity whose operations
.

- p detp* ore bytature.m y.
.. .are Of'inich:lasser magnitude invOlve a tocany,differegt constituency, and whose

trackl n . _
_.

...

-:SATEMNT .. OF 11IE Al0i31010k 107. AI4E1114H. PUBLISHERS

Vhe Aigcintiôn. of Aineririablielieris (AAP) ig:thel.general association,of book
ptiblisheri in.the Vnited.States.. It cohiprises the General Publishing bOivisioni
Direct .141uketing/Book..eltdisPivisiOn;'lechniCal; Scientific and MediCal

:-International DiAr.hion; collegefloiiision,Mass Paperback DiviSion, and School Divi-
," Sion. OW! 880 mepber.p4hshing hciusesproduce the'Vast.aukjority of general trade, ..

''..:-.educational,.. reference;pWessiotial and, religiona books. published .in this country.
7.. W.-Members -publish SO percentof the inetrwitionerineterialit used in the nation'ti-

A , uticrez. AmErnirigNi

- A ,'....- We..trrge 'thin. Section.: 68g(aX2)(B)" of-..the .0igher Education Act be amended by
-. addine%.,teating,7 after"Ne$IOpment". A lainyceur.,shoWing.how.this. amendment,
,wOnIdalter itisting.ISW, ie qpPgnded *Attachment A. - . .. . ....' ..

..- .... This amendiuent vould inIthorize leacher centers la prOide training tolamilier-
.1ze teachers:With develoPments In tetitingas Well as in currictihini develOpmentand
educational research.lt.ia cOmplementarytoP rt B (Educational PrOficiencY Stand- '

).of Title IX of the reCently-enected Educe on Amendinents of'197§.(PL 65-561).,. .'
fact that an-increasing. nuniber of Statei 86 at, last countr.equire minInium.,..,

eompetency:tetting makeethie amendmenthig y desirable. - ... . :...- - ,. ..

t. , . .. , ., ,'
" ... .. ' itkriomtvg ...., ,... /.. ., ..... A

.. Experience and life reCent legislativernandatesen schootassessmOnt indicaie,,that;
,testing :is continuing to increase and is likely to increase mon further.in the'next ...

...1:"decede:' Despite'tha Mind-sine and eifpreagions Of cencern, it is. agagrnt .th aergern:.;.,,
---.' 0 !ones in' education:and society. that-are responding to P

ability° And 'in the schools hy -regn!ring.
,2-- Cfnt.tonle of Oducatien pr i'. ... ,'"' . '. - .,,,,.' ,II

0 determine,'"the '
The..latest 'repert, ued sy the Educatien commieletn of the States shows that . '.

-.:. sthirty-sit'States-hatie. legit; ted the soicalled .minimum -corn tenctY programs i to
, 'Wing, _With- this_are other $ te. and 1 assessment progr
...:, WhiCh-thd that' testingcontinues to Et vi part of education,. : \

.,.

"A nuMbei Iva _rie whythis ad tion woUld.be'both roper and .beneficiel.
-\,xelate to the general dbrvation. that the le$1 of.ui'Tderstandiflg and toinpetenceA

many test users, wjiëthér. teachers, counselors, _or adminui !atom, leaves Much to' be 4
''.',..'nesired. Ceitainl Rie-aelryiciatraining in tests Mid meastirements itoriously mad

..7 .. equate cbm with,*sa , thirtY Years ago. Test publishers' effortale dei 'with t e
p eitia ifgh'wo Ops donferencea, .pamphlets andaimilar nun touCh
o a frit 'of those 0. need it..., .' \ '..1 . 's `

,
..

, a Inek or azzeilArxinhs,.-beAtitfite fOgRathers: -",.7-45 4° ,,...,ziate tn. s WaflitatApi.,Aqiiiring. minimum
'`- g of the basic toncepta.of tedt tonatopition in rela on th kinds of

assisement outcomes desired is essential.. If teachers are going tote ex to. use . -., - .

:the Up-et hifults to identify, teach, and counsel students So they may acliievt'district- ;4,..,
, prek*ibed standards, thendit.seems only reasonable that the more knoivledge teach- ;

:
4 National Education Asso&jition Resolution 77-67 states: "The National 'Education AgsOci-

atiOn strongly encourages tilL elimination of group .standardized intelligence, aptitude, end
achievement ..ts." , \ ..
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ers have about the testing process and the test results, the more meaningful will be
the interface with their students. . . .

Some States are providing that proficiency assessments relate directly to locally-
established standards and indicate that locally-developed criterion-referenced tests

.4 are the best way to insure that tests cove*those skills and standards identified.
When teachers are involved in the development of such tests, a good basic under-
standing of test construction is essential. Too often we find teachers thrust into such
situations without sufficient training and'then blamed for inadequate tests laced
with ambiguous items, poor distractors, and personal bias.

Moving away from minimum competency testing, teachers, through the use of
standardized test batteries, can determine areas wherein learning has been the most
or lept efficient. The Analysis of learning ratavnd levels of accomplishment of
students permits teachers to prescribe appropriate Instructional programs. '

By obtaining knowledge in statistics, even if just an overview, teachers will be
able to summarize, describe or compare the results of measurement. This .informa-
tion "provides more opportunitie4 for accurate analysis of test results than simply
assessing a single student's grade.

In the classroom one of the tasks of teachers is the quiz or teacher-made test. For
a reliable and valid classroom test teachers need tp know the basic concepts in order

,to properly construct and assess the adequacy of a given test.
Teachers can give a more informed voice to their school's administration if they

have some knowledge of tests and measurements and can evaluate them as to
whether the results will be as useful as predicted. in addition, teachers can more
knowledgeably examine and recommend mosures to be used throughoukthe school.

When teachers review student records, or those of transferees, knowledge of those
tAsts for which scores are reported will lead to a better 'understanding of the student
and his level of accomplishment.

When serving on a test selection committee, teachers with a good background.
knowledge of the wide variety of tests available, their application and how to best
assess their usefulness make a valuable contribution to the school district and to the
community.

In conclusion, for the above reasons and in the interest of improved understand-
ing of educational measuement, we urge that Section 532(02)(B) be amended to
include testing. .

r APPEN

TEACHER CNTRS.

SEC. 532. (a)l].) The Commissioner is aut rized to make grants to local education-
.

al agencies in accordance with the ptovi ons of this section to0 assist agencies .in
planning, establishing, and operating tach r centers.

(2) For the purpose of this section, thu term' "teacher center ,, meang Any site
operated by a local educational agency (o a combination of such agencies) which
serve teachers, from public Etna nOn-ih1i schools of a State, or an area or commu-
nity with a State, in which teacbtTh, with 'any assistance,.of si)ch consultants and
eXperts as may be necessary, ma 4.

(A) d?velop and produce curricula designed to meet the educational needs of the,
persons in t e commum area, or State being served, including the.use of educa-
tional research finding or new or improved Methods, practices, and techniques in
the development of suc curricula; and

(B) provide training to improve the skills of teachers to enable such teachers to
meet better the special eductional peeds 'of. persons 'such teachers serve, and, to
familiarize such teachers With developments in curriculumdevelopttent, testing,
and educational. cesearch, including the manner in which the research cas be used ,
to improve their teaching skills.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank yob very much.
We will dow hear from Dr: PaU.L.Pottinger, .executive director 'of

the National Center for the Study of Profesqlons.
Go ahead, Doctors

STATEMENT OF PAUL S. POTTINGER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL CENTER FOR THe STUDYOF PROFESSIONS

Dr. P.ori:INGEs:-Thank you, Mr. Ckiairman, and members of/the
Subcommittee.
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'pleat:Jed to have been,invited to give my testimony today.
name is Paul S..Pottingeri I am the executive director of the

atiodal center for:the Study of Professions here in Washington. I
-,,ara.-testifying before you today in my official capacity as the cen-
lit,*if,director and spokesperson fot Truth in Testing. - . .

311te center was established nearly 2 years ago as a private not-
glrbfit, organization.. We were started with a,grant from the M.
ooney,Foundation in Illinois. Currently, our funds oome pri-

Makily from the National Institute Of Mental Health. for testing
and manpower research in the mental health profession.

issues of manpower regulatio within the professions. We
Our. mission is * to raise the legel of awareness of the public

study certification and licensing practices among Other regulatory
Ineohanisms. .

We view tests as a major 4egulatory device in the professions,
and-we are concerned about the effects tests have on the freedoni
of competent citizens, to pursue work ortheir choosing.

I

. Part of the center's mission i also to help examine alternahres
to currently-used sti.ngteciiiiques. My research background. is

I related to this. I have, a doctwitte in psychology from die Universi-
;

egree from Denison Univers ty in OhiO.
of North -Carolina Hill and a bachelor of science

' I was Senior Research kite in the Office of Research 'at the'
National Institute of Education (DHEW) from 1973-74. For 3 years
prior to establishing the National Center for the Study of Profes-

, Stens I was the direct& of assessment 'systems at McBer & Co., a
Boston social science research and development consulting firm.

I recently edited a book titled "Defming, -and Measuring Conipe-
nce"-z-Jossey-Bast, 1979. This book, insluding a chapter that I
ote, articulates some of the problems of current testing 'practices

:and the need.for more and better information about tests.
So I come here today as.both an advocate of proper test develop-

ment and usage and as an expert. I am confident that better
alternatiires, to oi4current testing prActices Will become possible if
we can learn moPlabOut the tests at pssue in these bills.

I have- written testimony that in part, as I listened to my col-
leagues, I feel is redundant. I will try to reduce my comments to
niake points that have not already been made, if possible.

yvould like to make the argument that testing is an esehtial, a
oritical gatekeeping mechanism in allocating opportunj1ies fonedu-
'cation and. \writ, and because it is so- critical we eed the best .

Item-motion possible about what 'these tests meas re, how valid
they are, what1 effects they are having on the public, who are
affected by taking them.

I think the evidence is fairly convincing that the test companies
sihiply do notwaut this information- known because the knowledge

-'of titiese tvits atilt their failings I think i threatening to their
cledibility as well as the revenue, that they depend on for selling.

would like to make some comments .about multiple choice tests
eral. -

6' are using a very peorly Understood allocatipn mechanism,
tid .the Standardized, multiple-choice aptitude test. We need

tilife tad better information, which is currently'difficult to obtain,
J in ord* to understand these testsbecause, th.ey function al the

*
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gatekeeping device to opportunes for making a decent living and
contributing to society. .

This present system. of allOca opportunities is not benign. It
is harmful. Every year thoUsands of, mpetent students-are unfair-
ly denied opportunities to further t .r education, work and life
skills. These falsely /*ejected individu suffer as dp the enoTmous
numbers of potential clients of their se s and skills., ,

The problem of allecating education an 'work oppOrtlinit >with
severely limited end secretive devices uff ly reds o lbe 6 ed
to poublic scrutiny. ' .

'rest developers, and 'tillers have been 1:44t ldin abp t
poor test constrUctiOk 'validation:land meaniR ith s ud of
innoeenceand for far-longer than most commel iñstitt4 L in
our society have been -allowed to do without béingbroght to an
open accounting.

.

In business or industry; tests came under carefiilscptiny In the
1960's after the Supreme COurt ruling on Griggs v. P1ke Power
Company. . Since then, industry has been made to demon rate the
vatdity, value, and reasonableness of its Methods of sele kon,-or
work allocationstrategies.

We should not be tolerant of excessive secretness in testing *ndi-.
viduals and making life :le6isions for them. The strength of t h-
in-testing legislation is that it opens theAesting process to scrutin
understanding, public information and 4timately accountability bY,
making knowh both the,strengths and weaknesses of standardized N
testing. Tests wbuld /be subject to outside sCrutiny and evaluatiOn
for the first time.

Truth-in-testing legislation Should be only the first step in the.
demand for accountability. It should not become merely a plircebo
as Dr. Kenneth Clark recently warned in aletter to the New York
Times. :

In the next section 1` ha* wfitten about some of the practical
issues of the bill. I WO Hi. Perrone and others have covered
many of these points. The costs are not Significant, they are exag-
gerated, I think to deflect attention from the real issue, of openness
and accountability.

The validity would probably not be affected with respect to pre-
dicting real life outcomes beyond academia, that is work outcomes. ,
There is no evidence that thlt testS are valid predictors df anything
qf consequence beyond academia.

I want to .focus some Commenta on\he priiblem of not getting
inforrnation and ndt knowledgeable to analyze the tests. because of
the testing industry's resistanCe to being held accountable.

The testing companies, -.concerned about the financial impact of
selling their products' to people who would be no loiter in the dark
about the value of these teSts, will argue against this law. They
want& W discourage itlly sun from shining on tegt development,
utilation and interpretafion processes.

They present .themselves. as public servants who,do n6t compete
in businesS, in fact, calf themselveg testing Agencies rather than
companies as a way of disguising their revenue seeking motives.

Yet, rrg reported $1 Million in excess revenue after expend-
tures in 1978out of a total of 880 million in revenues.,
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...
I see nothing wrong with their seeking revenue, but if they

cannot be open and above board about something so obvious as
their desire to make money, how can we trust their statements
about less obvious matters? Their statemehts breed mistrust and
lead many of us not to believe them even when they are not lying
to us.

We must look beneath their public relations policies ant. actions
. to understand their real positions, Recently, E...Belvin Williams,

yice- president of the Educational Testing Service, in a discuision
about New York's truth-in-testing legislation, .stated publicly on
the television show "Today", gond I quote, "I think that the law in
New York State is a-g6od one, although it created certain kinds of
problems. Students should see their tests."

This was said . publicly when in fact they launched and bank-
rolled an elaborate and extepsiire lobbying effort to defeat the NeW
York bill. They are, now working with equal vigor to rescind this
bill which they publicly praise.

The point is test companies will tell you that many people have
access to their tests. But in A case IFas closely associated with, it .
took court action td be allowed to see a test that was disputed, and
even then the courts agreed to a test cdinpanyki stipulation that we .

only be allowed to view, the teats for a limited amount of time.
The courts held up our ability to examine just fundamental,

basic information about the tests for over a year.
The truth is. that every aspect of this law is' doable, practical,

necessary, and overdue. Bat these clever and professional riairket- r-
ing experts .will try to confuse and impress you with accounts of
tests developmeht costs, complications, and technicalities.. These
ploys are aimed at persuading you -that disaster for their clients
viral occUr if they are foroed to beacceuntable. 44

The red herringi of higher -costs, demise of y.alidity, enforcement
problems, or others put before. you by the iaw's 'detractcrs, are.
smoke screens for the real ..issues of openness and accountability .

What about multiple-choice tests? How good are they? it is ironi
that the very instrument of promise for fdir (or equitEbIe) and
competence-based allocation. of opportunities for educatioli should, .

now come under attack,,but -the trutfi is that we social scientisto
blew it. We reduced personal competence to trivial test-takintt
skills because that was the only practidal 'technology we bad atila-
ble to us. . .

More 'valid and less discriminatory technology is .available: 'It ,

imply is not being, used. The testing companies are locket into, .
heir old techniques. Rather than inform the public about neV

technology and persuade the public-to maluPuse of it, they contin-
Oe to sell cheap tests that assess feiv variables of consequence, and
they want us to believe that this is all, or _th e) best, that is available
and that it is sufficient. Neither is true.

Multiplit-choice aptitude tests are unfair because they fail
assess the more critical .aspectS of competepce that determine' how
efTec students could be as workers and productive citizens. 'This
mea s That. we are not selecting people into 'education and work
based. on individuals' potential for competence qn the job. Rather, '
we allocate education, work and life opportunities solely, on the .

-.4
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basis of some stripped-down version- of intelligencesuch a mem- I.*
pry for -facts or tests-taking ability, not even academic competency.

The ability to perform for a matter of minutes limited intellectu-
al skills of recognition, recall, or esoteric analysis is an absurd way
of allocating opportunities of lifelong importance. It is neither set-
entifidall,y nor morally defenSible to generaliie from one single and
simplistic test procedure to complex learning, working, and living
experiences. .

Decisions can be based on more than these limited measures of .

people's overall competence in life. But they won't be so.long as we.
continue th believe in the myth of multiple-choice aptitude tests,
and we will continue to believe in these myths as long as we are *, .

not provided mdre information about them.
Test companies advise admissions officers not to rely exclusively

on test scores, but they also promote test score.validity. Admissions
officers often do not seriously question test validity. Or they use
tests as convenient decisionmaking devices regardless of the valid-
ity, that is, they accept the utility of the tests without understand-
ing them. -

.Accurate data and information about the meaning of these test
'q% scores is so hard to obtain that practically speaking, learning about

the* true value'of tests is not worth the effort for most test users.
In short, our society's covenants with its citizens with respect to

opportunities for education and work are determined unfairly and
without Merit on the basis of a feW limited and irrelevant abilities
to solve trivial problems. These abilities bear little relationship to
the more enduring qualities or characteristics of productiye and
good citizens.

We must learn if tests are contributing to the loss of our, ability
to think, analyze, understand, and write because education stoops
to cheap but convenient disguises for knowledge and competence.
We must know if we are decreasing the intellectul nourishment of
our youth by seducing them into memorizing facts or using phony
analytical skills on trivial multiple-choice problems so they qualify
for education And work opportunities.

Testing processes need to be opened to public scrutiny, under-
standing and milution. Truth-in-testing legislation is urgently
needed. Its requirements are doable. Its results, will be enlighten-
ment, more equity and attention to competence in allocating educa-
tion and work opportunities, and yes, even better tesfs.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Pottinger follows:]

4Si.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL S: POTTINGER, PH. , DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
'CENTER FOR ME STUDY OFPROIrkSSIONS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

.0
I. INTRODUCTION

,
V

My name is'Paul S. pottinger. I am the.executiVa

director of the National Center for the Study of ProfesUions

here in Washington. I am testifying before you today in

mi official capacity as the Center's direotol and spokesperson

.' for Truth in Testing.

The- Center.was established-neatly two years-ago as a

private not7for-profit organization. We. were Oarted with

a grant form the M.A. Rooney FOundatial in Illinois., Currently.
.

our funds come...primarily frqm the National Instituteof Menial

Health for'testing and Minpower.research in the mental health

profession.
. .

.

. Oar mission.is partly to raise the-level of awareness of
.

the public ebOut issues of manpower regulation within thos' .

professions. We study certification and licensing practices'

aiong other.regulatory.merchanisms. '

. .

We.view tests as a major regulaibry device in.the professions;

and we are concerned.about the effects tests have on 0 freedom

oi competent ditizens'to pursue work Of their choosing.

0

4

"Part of the Center's-mission is also to help examine

2alternatives to,curiently used testing techniques. 'My research-

backgrOundis related to this.. I hove a doctorpte.in psychology.*
.

.from the University of North Carolina in,Chapel Hill and a

Bachelor of Scietce degree from DentsonUniVersity in.Ohio.

I,was Senior Research Associate in the Office/of Research

at .the National Institute of EduCation. (DHkW) from 1973-74.

'For three years Prior to'establiihing.the National. Center for
.

the Study:of:Professions.i was the Directof Aisessment'-'.
111

s ,

t..

. .

4



Systemeat MCBer and Company, e.septon social.ecience research
,

:enddevelopment coneulting firm. ;:

i

recenityedited : bbok titied, Defining,and Measuring'

. doMpeterice (doseey-Saes, 1979). ..This book, including a

chapter thtt wrOie, articulateSemeof the problems of

.,.current iesfingpractices and the'need for more,and better

informition about. amts.
, .

. 1

So:I come here todey as both amadyocate of proper test

development and.usage and'a,s an soot'. I an: confident that-

.1mitterellimnatiVes to our gurrentteikingpractices will

become.possible lif.we can learn moriaboue the tests at.issue%

in these bills. !

I am here today toeupport Truth-in-Testing legislation,!'

I tWk.it is urgently neededbecausi..

tasts afe..a permanent part. Otbur decision-making
about who is given the opport nity" to learn and 0
to work,

e test vaiiaity, use andrmeaningere poorly:understbod'
by the public, whOse lives Oleaffected,end

there are.few if. any incentives for making information
:

ebouth testd. publidly available end better unddrstood.

: Accountability,: contrOl.over our lives.and baSic human righby

are at stage. Therifore, t want to Addresefour important

'issues:

The rationale-for and urgencylof passing Truth-in"-
,

Testing legislation.'

Tbe practicality of this legialation.in terms. of
'costs, validity and enforcement:%

The testing industry'd resistance to making information
availableor,to being held accountable.";

'The value of multiple-choice aptitude teiting in
terms of fairness and:relevance to individual
competende.

/I *tiler to truih-in-testing es a gener0 cincept. I believe, in fact
that the Educational Testing Act.of 1979 (H.R. 4949,) is the stronger and more
preferable of the two .bills under considelation: .
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/I. RATIONALE-AND URGENCY OP PASSING TRUTH-IN-TESTING LEGISLATION

W4 allocate searce education and work opportunities
with aptitudi tests. Few peons understand these
tests,. Test developers and useri do not_provida .

information needed for us to understand. Yet we
do sot hold-this industry accountable for their
secretivikeptobing of our minds. Current testing
fractices are haraful to this country's goals of'
equityeand.a conpetent'work force.-

. -

. 2e próblem'we face today in classifying our youth and

other citizens to allocate education,end work, opportunities

is a crisis qU.proporiions unimagined fifteen years ago, or

ieveri more recently. _Today our country's:Work fOrce required

more.education.than.ever.beforer and-jobs7aredearce.: Our

.Ways of allocating scarce education aUdyork opportunities

have become Tore.and more critical.

4 A
.We are using.a very poorly unsleratood allocation meChanism,..

called the standardized multiPle-choice aptiCude test: 'we

.need more and better information,- Which'in currently diffiCult

to obtain, in.order to understand these tests -- because they

function as the gatekeeping dev4ce to opportunities for making

a decent living and contributing teeocietY.

benign. 1i is h ful. Every year thousands of competenttm
poThis present ystem of allocating oprtunities is nop

students are unfairly denied opportunities to further their
, -

education, work and life skills. These falsely rejected

individuals suffer as do the enormous numbers of potential . .

clients of their services and dkills. 2

';'

.2
Educatipn itself suffers as .it is forced to mold its

.

curriculum to medt the demands ofctfew teat developers. Inaovation
: sufferi beceude any school that trays..from the,commercial tester's .
blueprints for learning wili certainly pay a penalty for _lower
test,performances in loss of support by alumni, the press and
the. public. All of these people, for lack of,ogeod information,
believe in multiple-choice test *Forme as a matter of faith and
Ignovince. 'They equate test Acores with individuWand program
'competence.

n'..

p.

4S"'
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The problem of allocating education ind wokk opportunities

with Beverly limited and secretive devices urgently needs to

be openecVio public scrutiny. Test developers 'and users have

been-withholding facts about poor test constrUction, validation,

nnd meaning. within a shroud of innoCence and for far longer

than moit commArcial institutiOns in Our societyllaye been

allowed to.do without being joIrought to an open accounting.

Xn,business ori.ndustry, tests came'under careful scrutiny

in the .1960n-after the_Supgeme Court ruling on Grings or..Dukor:

Power Co.. Since ildien, industry has been made to demonstrate

the validity, value'andteasonableness of its methods of

selection (or work,n1location) strategies.

'Nothing comparable exists.in our system of ailocating

,opport,plities for the leaining .thatA.e inCreesin4ly regUired

for many jobs. So today, the problem oflallocating.scarce.

education and wotk ogortuinties_is a problem of enormoun

proportion. It centers Around the'Use of a simplistic mechanism

'mechaniathat neids tore eXposure, analysis and understanding:

by the pUblic:

We .should.lpt be tolerant o excessive secretness in

testing.individuals'and making life decisions for them. The

strength of Truth-in-TestinglegislatiOn is,that it opens the

testing proCens to scrutiny, understanding,public information

and ultimately accountability by:making known both the strengths

and weeknessees of standardized testing; Tests would be subledt

to outside sOrutiny and'evaluation:foethe first time.

-Truth-in-Testing legislition should be only the first

stip ip the demand for-accountability. It should not become

.merely a placebo as Dt.' Kenqeth Clark recently warned in a

letter to the tiktYbrk ines (AugUst 18, 1979).

gr.



THiPRACTICALITY OF TRUTH -IN -TESTIkG.LEGISLATION

-The cost of developing new tests would be
insignificant. .The validity of the t,sts , ,
especially in predictiog.imppitalit like 'out-

*comes would remain.unaffected. The rbgulatibn
, 'of education or of.test developers and users

.;. should not be.confused with enforcement. 'hip
''. law is to sake tut pahlishers ami users openand

accountable.

A potential problem is cost.. Moretest questions will

have to be written if.each test,is keleaSed. The cost of

developing and.usingtests.ls nOi insignificant, but the

cost incurred by writing morstest,'questions is insignificant.
4

In fact, a small percent of tesintg fees are spent 'on the.

writing oftests. Most of the coit of admissions' tesiing is

:in the labornintensiveadministrative aspeCts of testing --.

'not in developmept.

, .

.There are at.least a.dozen Majortechnical steps in

developinimulitple-choice tests,..and one of.the cheapest IR

eteptris item generation.. The editing.and testing of items

is not expensive either. The litter.step, for example, is '

Often done by inClaing neW items in tesis that are.already

paj.d far and In use. Thlodded cost of viting new teits could, I.

be ins gnificint.especially wheo.spread 44roithundreds o4

fhousan s of.tests.

e exaggerated concern about extra dollars reqUirod to

enable etudents,.researchere, teachers, college personnel or

-others to know op what basis life decisions are being 'made-

has become.atactic often used bytest developers themselves

to'deflect attention from the real issues of openness and.

accountability.

Ik

4
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The issue of validity. is another concern. Wili tests

which might upe iteme that'have been made public still be
.

valid? The answer is yes: .Teits will be at least as valtd

as they havp been.

The pOtential number of items for any of the tests that

would be affected by this law is so great,that'no pne

possibly-memorize the answers to all the.thousandsof items

in theilpm bank.,(And if they did, they might kno* more than

many(who knew little but guessed well:On the test.)

1

What is mere iMportant, these tests currently have no

validity with respect to.work and life skills required out-

side of academia.. They are sometimes poor predictors of
,

academic competence, but tiley are always poor predictors of

ceimpetence in the teal world.

o
Thus, many stUdents are inappropriately screened out of.

oppOrtuinites to enrich their extsting work and life-relevant

competencies because they lacksome.esoteric knowledge or

skill valad only in academia.

For example, hoW would you feel about your son or daughter

loaing, an educational opportunity because he or she could not

+answer 'the following typel of questionnto the satisfaction

of the testets? 3

IMPREGNABLE : AGGRESS/ON mm

iMperfict resiision
(B) invincible : defense
(C) inequitable : criticism

' (D) indiVisible.: separation.
(El mmutable : preservation..

3

. .

These items are from the S.A.T., from Wheeler, Thomas C,

"The AMerican Way of Testing", The New York Times Magazine, -f

September:2, 1979.



. .
!SWILL : SWINE :: 4

(A) roe I fish.
.....--(B) Coop.: poultry

' (C) mouton : sheep
.' (D)-pestidlde :rye n

.
(S) fodder 3 catt e ;

7

.

After reading a s ort'passage about.the. ways ot-theA .jungle and the d Ort,iyou are asked questions in the
. f011owing forhat

Which of th following ifs (are) true of both the
way of rbe ungle an4 the way of the desert?

I. They a e zbaracterized primarily by the struggle
of cre ture'against creature.' .

Ir. They, re reactions to*hostile environments.:

:III. Th45 exult in population control.

(A) II only 1 (D) II and I/I'only
(8) III only (E) 'I, II and. III
(C) I end I/ onrp

11. 1
k

'

FuAherMore, .what.470eirhe anility to answer these questions'

have to.4o'with being compixtent at work and in life'r- for

which educatibn presuMably is preparing.nne7. New law would

make the lack orvilidity oZ these tests public information

so that colleges,* sthlonts and,others could know when and when
nlito rely.on rests.

%

Another donoern Fs whether the feds will.regulate educators

or test developer's and4u.sers. 'Regulation is neitberthe intent: .

nor do I believe it Will.be the Cutcome'of-this bill.

Some mechanism luch as civil procedures for preventive

relief or administrative procedures must berEequire to enforce
this law. But enforcing dpenness about testingf.activ ties ie

not thq same is regulatin4 the aCtivities themselves. (If the

specter of rphulation is'enhanced by the request for the Commissioner

-7-

'.'. 400
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Of. EduCatiOn to repert-on testing, the reqUirement could be

dropped.,)

TV. THE TESTING.INDUSTRY'S RESISTANCE TO BEING HELD ACCOUNTABLE

,ts Testing.companies have a large.financial stake

in selling multiple.;choice tests. An informed:7.

poblic ie threatening to their credibility. Vont

are slick marketers and defenders of their tests.
They have many rationalizations for not being'
held accountable, The law is a sOund one and'

overdue..
I.

Testing companies, concerned about the financial imprict

of selling.their.productsto people who would be no longer

in the dark about the value of these telits, will argue against.

thielaw. They want to discourage any sun from shining-on

.test developmentt'u.tilitation and, interpretation processes.

The testing companies should fear loss of credibility-and

:revenue if the truth gets out about tests.- This is a legitimate

fear based on their own knOwledgethat the tests we are talki4

about fail ,te be fair or cqmpetence-based.

. .
. .

.

Fear of accountability has already led to widespread

hypocricy and deceit by some teiting companies. For example,
. .

to persuade vs that they are publiC servants rather than sales-

people, some7of them claim thatthey do not'market their products

or comPete with one, another for business. They even call them-

selves tes!ting agencies ritger than,companies.to disguise their

revenue-seeking mbtives. Yet, ETS reported one million dollars.

in excess revenue sil*er expenditures in 1978 -- out of 'es total.
%

of $80 million.in revenues.'

Zeee nothing wrong withitbeir seeking revenue, but if'

they can not be open and abovevtiOard'about ilcmmthing so obvious.
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.
as their desire oto Make money, hoW can we trust their statements:
qaut lass ObVibue mattersito Theirstatements breed mistrust

.iad lead many-of Ile not to believe them eVen when they are
; notlying to us. . so:-
. ...
. We must look beneath .their ptil4id xelaticins policies iind

actiond to'Ungerstand their reai.positions. .Recently, E. Belvin
.Vice president of the Educational Testing:Service

, in a' dismission about New York's TrSth-.in.7-Testing legislation, .
. stated publicly' on the television :show "Today", (and. I .quote).___.- ..

41. tOihk that the law:in New York Itate is a good ohm, Although
it. Created ceitiah:iinds of prOblems. Students etiould see.
heir teits.". This %ate, said publiclY when in faCt the slaunched

and-bankrolled an eashor:ate and extensiVe lobbying eff t to' iJ
. 'def.eat. $he 'New 'Xork' bill ihey...are now Working' with\equnl

v4gOr o recind this.bill which they:,pbblicly. Praiee.
'6.

ieta.coMpanies will tell.y.01340many illople have acess.
.

Ag tests. '.But in as' dase.I Wit' closely issOciated w4h,
. . .tt-t: court.ACtion. toybe aliowed to see a test that was

.::.dieiuted; end even thiktihe. coUttc:agreed toose test company`s
thet-.A.Wonly be allc)Wed to VieW tike -testi for

. . . . .

amoune,of time.: No notes could be taken. '

, `r

e Whin tie asked.. for :Arip:A.dity info;mdtion ww,receiVedenumirs
:that vrere. Otte:it/Y. dratted:. *When 'We kinted out to the testirg .-
coMpany that their,numbers could not have been right because
:of arithmetic) errors they oltimed the problem Was jUitt, a mattes

: of '7typos" and immedintely retrected the Mita offered as "evidence
.:for their Case. 4

1:{. ° 4

0/ ;

. Tbe truth is thst every aspect of this law is doable, practical,
,necessary and overdue. But these clever and professional
mirketing'experts will try to, confuse andimpress you with
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*cOlints of tesedevelopment costA, complications end technicalitieS.

These plOys are.aimed at presuading You that disaster for their
. .

clients will:oCcur if they are forced to be accountable.: The.
9

red kierrings a/ higher Co'etS, demise of validity,.enforcement

.probleme, or others4put.before you by the law's detractors,

:are smoke'screens for the peal issues of openneds and accountability.

, .

V. THE VAIN OF MULT/PLE-CHO/CE TESTING

. o

4

Admissions aptitude testa Ace unfair because .

.they reduce personal competence'to memory tor
'facts, eeoteric analysis.or'testtaking skills.
Other coApettinciawcritical to wotk and:life .are

not assessed. These tests are unfair because tfiey
contain measurement error and 'becau%e this very ...

fact1i4 frequently6of no consequence to tear
use0A. These .tests are social sorting methapiamo,
unworthy,tif.current social icience and social-

'valuta.. f.

What about muliplaipoice tests? How good are they? /t

:is ironic that 'the virimlnitrumont ofptondse for fair (or .

equitable) and competince-based alloCation of opportuniiieS

.for 'education..should now cOme under attack, but the truth is

that we social scientists blew it. Nereduced personal compe-

tence totrivial test-taking itills because .that was the only
. .

practical technology we.hed available to us.

: As a result few.if any of standardized testing's promises

have been aChieved. Rather we have createdra multimiLlion

dollar industry.that must perpetuate the technology of multiple-
..

.choice tepts:

. . .

More valid arid less discriminatory technology is available.

It simply is not being used. The.testing coaPanies are locked

'into: their old techniques.. Rather- than inform the. public.about.

4

4



-hewtecibnology:and perivade the public to Make usa of it,

thiy continue to sell Oheap tests that assesSfew variables

of'cOnsequence, and they twant ui to .believp that this.is

411 for.th.besti.that is available and that it is..suffidieni.
-

Neithpris true.
. ..

.
.

.

, -.Multiple-choice tests are not beir-beCause they.contain
. ...

large CeaaureMent error (as much as 60 points on seme tests),

iThus nuiserOus Peo le are excludd from.opporiunities by

-measurement error, often ih their oneshot at opportunity.
. -

.

Mult le-qhoice aptitude tests are unfair because they

, 'fail to a ups the moresCritioal.aspects of.competence-that

determine how efSective'stpdents 'could be ai-workeri.and

productive citizene.. This means thit we are not selecting

k pec4le int6.education.ana work based-on individuals potential

';" for coapetence on'the Job. Rather we allocate educatiOn, work

and life'opportunitied polplyon the.basisOf some siripped,'

-down version "Of intellignece'-- such as memory for'faots.or
.

. test-taking ability...

.* .

.The ability 'to perform:for a Matterof minutes limited.

:.intellectuai skill: of recegnition recall or esoteric analysis.

-Wan abiurd.way.of.allocatini opportunities of-life=long importance.

:/t is neithextscientificaly nor morally defeAsibleto-generalize

from one single and simplistie test prodedure to complexAearning,

ihorkingsnd liring experiences.

.Decisioni can bellbased on more than these limited measures'.

oepeople's Overall competence in life. But.they"won't

be.so long as We-continue to believe in the myth of multiple-

choice Aptpude:tests, and'we will continue. to bilipve'in,

them as longas we are not provided more information about

4 9 5

.
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The tests are unfair because theSe arasometiMes.

*Invalid for predicting academic comPetenTe. One test

expert from a. major,aptitude Osting company recently

told me that he wanted tOof$1.4.0ome schpols.about the

validity (for.them) of a college:eptitude test, The.
i

validity was:so low for some schobls that it Vas estentially

meaningless.,But he feared-for his job if he.toldlthe
truth; his dompany might lose the school's business; This'

anecdote reveals the' motivation of the testing oompanies
4

to sell their.productt regardless.of their-real value; it

also reveals the lack of information available o the schools
to make their own determination of the value of the tests for.
themselves..

Test companies advise admiasions officers'notto

rely exclusively on test scores, but, they.also promote

test spore validity. Admiseions officers often do mot

seriously question test. validity. Or they use tepts as

convenient decision-making devices regardless f the validity,

i.e., they accept the utility of the tests without under-
'standing them. Accurate data.and information about the mean-.

ing.of these-test sdores is so hard to obtain filet practically

epeaking learning abdutthe true value-of tests-is.not

:worth the effort kor most test users..

'.We,are enchanted with theft aptitude measures and She

mystery surrounding them as we were some'years ago by .

IQ tests.. Indeed we can trade the Origins of our widely

-embraced use of Multiple-Ohoice Aptitude tepts to conditions

surrounding the advent of IQ tests.

IQ tests beCame popular because Oey served a need to

.classify people not because they were scientifically sound.

The inappropriateness -- even the immorality -- of using

IQ tests-to track and sort children is now widely.recog-

raged and accepted.. .

-12- A
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$o why Sre'.We'so mnarflqed With aptitude tests? Because
. they\too are Convenient io ing tobis.. .But the teet

deve pere.must fight again t our realizing the.siMilarities
bat n aptitude tests and ther'measures which many.

-educe ors.and businesspeop 'have alreadY di:seep:led as

.usele s or harmful.

.4
ly receftly herthere been widespread attention to

the in erent discrinfinatimy effects of these tests, which
'ranee and. perpetuate the soCial'philosophies orthe

dominh t social groups'that design them.
.

C reht testing practices muse betivalUated in light
of both practical'classificStion needi and our philosophical

beliefs about social contracts anst human digaty. Our
.

social alues.have changed. Status in our society is
:changin from.being based on intelligence tests or academic
achiev nt tb being.based on demOnstrated competence.

Xsur 'teat simply do not measure up to this change in our
.

.vakues ad perspectives._ We bave-kut the.old wine of Pk
..tests in o new botiles'and found iterringly more tasteful.

In hort, bur society's bovenants with its citizens

With res ect to opportunities tog education Snd work are
determin unfairly and withOut merit bn the. basii.of 4

d and irrelevant abilities to solve tviel.
problemz.. Thesd abilities bear.little relationship *the-
more:endUr ng.gualities or characteristice of productive and
good citiz

. We mu t learn if tests.are contributing to the loss

of .oUr abi ity to think, analyze, Understand,. and.write

. because ed aation stoops to cheap bUt convenient disguises:

fbr knowle go and competence. WO mustknow it We arecdiorbasing

. r .

\
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the intellectual nourishment of ourlotith by seaycing them

into memorizing-facts or using phony analytical skills on

trivial multiple-choice p;oblems so they can:qualkfy for

education and work opportunities.'
9

Teeing processes need to A opened'to public, scrutiny,

understanding and evaluation. Truth -in+Testing legislation

is urgently !Waded. Its requirements are doable. Its

results will be enlightenment, more0equity and attention to

competence in allocating education_and work opportynities,

and jyes) even better tests.

.
We should not allow ETS and dt er members of education's

mafia to control our access to need,d informatidn. We needs

sunshine and openness in testing. sincerely'hope-a strong

testing bill will be passed by'COniress.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you for excellent tkstiinony.
We are going to revert to.the 'first witness. ItTwould be my hope

that the members would take about 7 or 8 minutes and. aps
that will give you time to ask each witness a question. n we
come back to t e second go-around you can run 15 or 20 minutes.
None of the m bers will be cut short. ."

Mrs. Sparli4, hew would you ansiver the criticism of the Weiss
bill that it w d lead to an undue burden on the testing industry

iand ncrease oeth to students Since a test could only be used once
before it was made public? 1

Mrs. SPARLING. Mr. Chairman,' we haye discussed this morning
the number of questions hi the test bank so we would have to have
more information as to hoW the'bill, is related tO public disclosure.

i ,. We would need information to determine that questiOn. We are
primarily nterested in /how phese testa are goini to affect ouç
young people. , r

Chairman PERKINS. Now, Dr. Rever, how do you answer the
criticism that the testing industry, which is so important to the
future job Drospects of still:lents, is 'basically an unregulated indus-
try not accountable to the'. tiblic?

'Dr. RicvEa. Mr. Chairpa Ithe test industry, as you have wit-
nessed 'here before yini h ve itwo segments in general. They have

; the for-proflt segment r4ku1ted by existing law both State and
local.. The nonprofit sectçfr *high I represent, whith is represented
by the- Educational .Tethig Setvice, is to some degree'Tegulated by
the Code of the Internal Revedue Service. - .

But with regar44o. 'activities as reflected in Mr. Weiss'.
7 bill, we find that *he kinds Of Issues thdt are being dddressed in

this bill- are atidressed bSt the 'colleges and the universities that
provide elected representatives for our governance. In fact:we are
accountable t.4 elective repTesentatives of the higher education and
,the secondary educttion !Isom in this d6untry. They are the ones
that make suxe that we can state to\ you lipecifically that' we see no
need for this kind of legislation.

Chairman PsiticiNs.'Dr. INorrone, how would_you answer tile criti-
cism of the Weiss 'bill rautd by the Medical and Dpntal Associ-

.
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itions that there is not an adequate pool of questions for.them 'to
formulate a new test every year or several times a year sinc they

li
aama. I think I tried to arguealready, Mr. Chair an,

would have to make pubc any test after it is given?
Dr. Pz

that thefl ,item pool is .very, Very. large. There, is absolutely no
. evidence that I am aware of, that the MCAT or the examinations

used for that process deal with a limited base of information. In
fact, the MCAT has a very large section that talks about problem-
solving skills and the likA It is almost infinite in the terms of the,

respond to that,numbers .of questions th could he deviied to
I think it might also be interesting_ the committee to note iv

that in regard to the MCAT what little it of researeh there has
been and correlations between the MCA and success in medical
school and success later, the Weingard-Williams research that cov-
ers a period of about 10 years indicates. that the MCAT doea not

.., correlate effectively at all with college grades and medical school,
.

success in 'medical school or in clinical study or with sticcesh as a
practitioner. i .

Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask Dr, Snyder a question.
Doctor, regarding occtipational testing, do you believe adequate

safeguids now exist to assure that test.takers are fairlygreated?
Congressman Gibbons from Florida does not believe/such safe-
guards now exiit.

What is your answer?
Dr. SNYDER. Yes, I do. I believe that prior legislation, especially

around the Equal Opportunity Act, adequately set a standard and
a stage for denianding that validity evidence be available for any
anticipated testa use. I believe that is adequate and built into the
disclosure provisions and the neceisity 'of preserving the privacy of
individuals- being tested is also adequately covered by the other
Privacy Act.

4 l' CONTROL,OF TESTING INDUSTRY
a

I

.Mk Mna,ENsoN. May I comment on a previous question?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes. ..

Mr. NIILLENSON. I would like to comment on the question posed
with respect to control of the testing industry. Except for collegO:
entq testing, the greatest part of the industry's tests are sold to \,
local ad State educational agencies and bodies. Therefore, we are
dealin with loCal arid State governdents. If there is to be any
contro over the testing .industry, then it wotild have tO be at the
Federal level With respect to purchaSes which are made . by local'
and State governments which I thitik xaises some. very .serious : .

questions with respect to the Federal 'controls of education, let
alone with respect to the adequacy of the U.S. Office of Education .
controlling Such an item. .

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very..much. . .
. Now, Dr,Pottinger, if I understoOd feu correttly, you stated You

were an expert. Since your center studies.* the professions, let me-
ask you about a criticism, of both bills. ( . ., ,,

DO yoU believe that the problems asserted about tftling are
: grave enough- to have the Federal governinent Come in'hod pre-,
oempt the States in this area? ,

N.:
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. .Dr. POTFINGER. Yes, Mr. Chairman, .I do. I. think in fact in
resPonse to a remark just made by Dr. Snyder, that EEOC is
adequate protection for the . occupations, we find in faCt that the

P testers argue that EEOC. does not apply to certification and licens-
ing tests. In fact, it has not been tested in the courts. The testing

, companies tell us thv will proCeard without 'itbiding by EEOC
guidelines until there is a test case.in the courts and I believe that
that attitude by the testing companies that they will do the mini-.
Intim necessary until forced by the courts to do more, reflects'in

. my opinion the need to adequately oblige them With the kind of
.enforcement procedure reluired to make tests accountable.

Chairman PERKINS.. Mr. Gbodling; .: .

.

Mr. GOODLING:. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have several objections lout perhaps most of my questions will

wait for the second round.. ., .First. of all, my inittjor concern about tMs whole legislatino puts .

me in an awkWard position. As a counselor, principal, sUperintend-.

ent, and supervisory teacher for 23 rats( I was always, very Con-
cerned about the. relationship of how muCh standardized .testing we.
did and what the results pere used for. ,

I want to make very . sure we don't go off half gocked. I think
when there is an emergency and we pass some legislation, and
between the legislation and the regulations .we don't help the peo-
ple. that 2,ve were trying to help, perhaps we can be forgiven.

When there is no emergency, as is true in this case, then we
'certainly could not be forgiven if in fact we just end up 'doing
opposite. of.what: we thought we .were going to bp doing in the first

' place.' :

For inStance, when we'had the, sponsors of the legislation testify
before the subcommittee, the response that I got I think from thd
one gentleman sponsoring one of the_ bills was its purpose was -

. pretty much centered around whether someime did or did not get
into a law school. , .

In the second piece of legislation it appeared that the major. .,
concern dealt withand I am not sure this is corrPcthelping

! young .people who are disadyantaged. Becaupe they are disadvan-.
taged, they don't have the money for tutoring', et cetera. .

. It certainly seems to me, if we. are ever going to hurt those
.. Aisadvantaged individuals, we will hurt them with this legislation.

We'll create the kind of opportunity for private groups to get in the
business of tutpring more than they are' today unless there is a

.../ companion billhich will pi-oVide Federal funds to make sure that
11

t- all have an eClual opportunity' to be tutored? in order to take the-
tests.

&II have some real concerlis'about that..I don't know if you saw ,.

the editorial this morning in the Post, but I thought Mr. William .

Raspberry, who is. certainly a. noted columnist for the Post, makes

. I will IV three quotesr , .

several objection. .

One bill, introdtIced by Rep. SA4 Gibbons (D.-Fla.) is legislative cotton candy. It
looks goodt ant tastes.good, but it ii 'Mostly air. Its provisions 'fall ipto two main
categories: the unnecessary and theimpossible.. .

,

A second quote:

() 0

. I.
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If the' Gibbons bill.ih cotton candy, the othei proposalintroduced by &Ps: Ted
Weiss (D.-N.Y.), Shirley Chisholm (D.-N.Y.) and George Miller (D.-Calif.)--,is legisla-
tive horehound: strong, bitter stuff that oesn't cu're anything.

Getting to a point in part Of th testimony, and I quote: .

. But since publication of any particulat ta woulli leact to its immediate retire-
ment; the corrected exams would be helpf Only in the same generalized way as the:
test stud,y guides already available.

IndeW, as Diane Ravitch of Teachers College, Columbia University, has pointed
out, the mWor benefit of testensWer publication would accrue not to those who fail
the tests bid tO those who sell test.taking assistance. "It will create a nanza for
private tutoring services, which would have actual tests as teaching ls, not just
their own inventions," she said. iperease the advantage orthose who can
afford to pay for coaching."

So 'I want to make sure .as we go through, this thatwe don't jump
off the deep end rapidly and end up hurt* the very people we are
trying to help. It 'seems to me in the last couple years. every time
we take a potshot at education-we refuse-It° consider Some .of the.

life, the in tability at home, the competition for students! time. I
!real iffe refuse tO consider the deterioration. of family

just watch two teenagers grow up. They would have needed. 48
litours to do all of.the things that are expected Of them to de in
scheol and _home and in the commurfity ands° forth. We refuse to
accept the fact that in the. last 15 yeara we have educated all
students which is totally. different than what it had been prior to
that. .

.First of all, if I have a fqw minutes left, I think I noticed:in your
testirnony, Mrs. Sparlipg, you had a real cOncern about teachers
teaching for the tests. Do you not feel that publishing, these tests
and the results and answers isn't going to make that more likely
than it preSently is and Lard kpows it is being done now? Teachers
feel insecure. They want to make sure when you stick it standard-
izedstest in front of them their youngsters do well,

Mrs. SPARLIPG. With this particular bill, there will be mOre infor-
. matiOn of thef purposes and uses of the test so that the results of

the tests were known to the student's and parents therkit could be
Used in a diagnoatic manner so that the education of that particu-
lar student Would be enhanced by this kind Of knowledge.

Then ft would also give the teacher the opportunity to take an
otierall look at the needs of that student, 's° t at a be ter curricu-

.. lum could be devised. 1,
Mr. GOODLING. Do you not find a trend iii this couitry that these

standardized tests are being used more diagnostical than anyting
'else at the present titne other than in some select laperhaps
the toP 10 or.12?
, .Mrs. SPARLING: Thie particular bill will bp one hat will give us
this kind of information and then they certainly an be used to be
moire diainostic.

Mr. GOODLING. Do they not already have that pportunit ?
Mrs: SPARLING. But the parenta and the stude&its do not have the

opportunity to see the resultaother than.the raw scores.
Mr. GooDuNn. see., This legiAliatOn is-going to Fill the family

unit ,back together and make parente. become more involved in the
education of their children.

Mrs. SPARLING. Parents. are very interestl in being involved* in
the, decisions that effect the lives of 'their children and certainly
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w ere education is concnned they are very concerned with the
issue of testing.

Chairman PERKINS. 111r. Weiss.
Mr: WEISS. Thank you 'very-ibuch.
Just so that there is some balance of newspaper reportingand

this is not by way of editorializingsome questions have been
raised as to the coaching schools, and the New York Times, in
testing an educotion cibnter, had.a feature story. Let me just read
pne aspect of it. The Nation's largest test preparation school has
branches.in 88 cities. Then it goes on to quote about other schools.
Theji were not talking about just a random situation of the testing
phenomenon being used by profitmaking ventures to the valuç of
those who could afford the schools and to the disadvaiage of th se.
who can't.

Dr. Perrone, first let me reemphasize the disclaime you make
that your statement is not to' be viewed as an official position of
the University of North.Dakota, the North Dakota Study Group or
the National Consortium on Testing. I appreciate and recognize
that.

I do want to ask: You are the president of the National' Consor-
tium of Testing; is that correct?

Dr. PERRONE. That iS correct.,
me WEISS. We live soine indication as to de-validity and stand-

ing of that group. I will ask permission to have entered into the
record a list of members of the National Consdtium of Testing as
of \lune 1 of 1979.

airman PERKINS. Without objection..
[ e inforMation referred to above followsd

NATIONAL CONSORTIUM ON TESTING-LIST OF MEMBERS

. Jane 1, 1979

1. American Association of Physics Teachers, Graduate Physics Building, SUNY at
Stony Brook, NY 11794, (516) 246-6840. Designated Representative: Edwin F.
'Taylor, 86 Oxford Road, Newton' Center, MA 02159.

.2. American Association of School Administrators, 1801 North Moore Street, ArliCig-
ton, VA 22209, (700) 528-0700. Designated .Representative: William G. Spady.

g. American College Testing Program, P.O. Box 168, Iowa CitY, Iowa 52240, (319)
356-3845. Designated Representative: Philip R. Rever, ACI' Washington Office,
One Dupont tircle, N.W. Suite 340, Washington, D.C. 20036; (202) 223-018..

4. American Educational Research Association, 1230 17th Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20086, (202) 2237948§. Designated Representative: Peter W. Airasian, School
of Rlucation, 600 McGumn, Boston College, Chwitnut Hill, MA 02167, (617) 9697
0100.

.5. American Federation of Teachers,' 11 Dtipent Circle, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036, (202) 797-4400. Designated Representative: Eugenia Kemble.

6, .American Psychological Association, Office of Scientific Affairs, 1200 17th Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20086, (202) 833-7600. Designated Representative: Richard
E,.Snow, School of Education,Stanford University,Stanford, CA 94305.

7. American School Counselor Associatign, 1412 /gorth 18th Street, Boise, Idaho
83702, (208) 345-6722. Deeignated Representative: Helen R. Washburn.

8. Association of American Medieal Colleges, Division of Educational Measurement
and Research, One Dupont Circle, N.W. uite 200, Washington, D.C. 20036, (202)
466-5100. Designated Representative: Robert L. Beran.

9. Association for Childhood Education International,' 3615 Wisconsin Avenue,
N.W., Washington? .D.C. 20016,(202) 363-6963. Designated Representative: Elide
Lou Luetge. ,

Designates members of the Board of Directors.
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10. Association for Measurement and, Evaluation in Guidance, Department of Meas-
-urement and Statistics, College of Education, Tjniversity;of Maryland, College
Park, MD 20742. Dmi7vated Representative: William D. Schafer. .

11. Association for Non-White Concerns in Personnel and Guidance, do William E.
. Gardner, Preiident, Chairman, Dept. .of Education, Lincoln. Lincoln

University, PA 19362, (215) 932-8800. Dbeipiated Representative: dred R.
: Buck, 10315 Corbeil, Apt. A, St. Louis, MO 68141.

12. Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 226 No. Washington
St. Alexandria, Va: 22814, (708) 649-9110. Designated Representative: Ruth Long.

13. 'Center for Applied .Linguistics, 1611 North Kent Street, Arlington, VA 22209,
(703) 528-4312. Dmignated Representative.'Roger Shuy. 8

14. Chicano Education Project, 1444 Stuart Street, Denver, CO 80204, (303) 825-7864.
Designated RePreientative: Bill Rosser. .

15. Child Welfare Leajue of America; Inc., 1846 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., No. 310,
Washington, D.C., 20036, (202) 8311-2850. Designated Representative; 'William L.
Pierce. . .

16. The ColleveBoard, :.: : Seventh Avenue, New. York, NY 10019, (212) 682-6210.
,Designated presentative: Stephen H. Ivena

'17. Community Rmources Institute, 670 West End Avenue, No. 12F; New York, NY
10025, (212) 695-0296. Designated Representative: Ann Cook. .

18. Council for American PrivatesEducation, 1625 Eye Street, N.W., Waihington,
D.C. 20006, (202) 659-3236. Designated Representative: Robert Lamborn.

19. Council for Educational Diagnostic Services, c/o Louise Appell, National Com-
mittee, Arta for the 'Handicapped. 1701 K Street, N.W., Suite 801; Washin ,
D.C. 20006, (202) 28-8007.

20. Council for Exceptional Children,' 1920 Associatioir Drive, Reston, VA 2091,
(7111*620-8660. Designated Represeritative:.Jean 11. Nazzaro.

2.1. Division for Study and Research in Education, Massachusetts Institute otTech-
nology (MIT), Cambridge, MA 02139, (617) 258-2050'. Designated Representative:
Judah L. Schwartz.

22. 'Education Commission of the States,' 1860 Llnc4n Street, Suite. 300, Denver, CO ,

80296, (808) 861-4917. Designated Representative: omer Elseroqd.
'23. Education Developinent Center,' 66 Chapel Stree Newton, MA 02160, (617) 696-

7100. Designated Repreientative: Jerrold R. Zacha
24. Educational Records Bureau, 2 Sun Life Exec tive Park, 100 Worcestbr St.,

Wellesley Hills, MA 0181, (617) 236-8920. Designated Representative: R. Bruce
McGill. .

25. Educational Vesting Service, Princeton, NJ 08640, (609) 921-9606. Designated
Representative; Alice J. Irby,: ETS, 11 Dupont Circle, N.W., Washinfton, D.C.
20086, (202) 468-5110. .

26. International Reading Assotiation, 8000 Barksdale Road, Newark, bE 19711,
" (302) 781.4600. Designated Representative: Roger Farr, Indiana University, Educe- .

tion Building, Room 227, Bloomington, IN 47401, (812) 887-1440.
V. National Amociation for the Advancement of Colored People,' 1790 Broadway,

New York, NY 10019, (212), 245-2100.. Designated Representative: Althea',T. L.
Simmons.

28. National Association for the .Education of Young Children, 1884 Connecticut
Avenue, N.W:, Washington, D.C. 20009, (202) 232-8777. Designated Representative:
Marilyn M. Smith. .

29. National AssoCiation of Elementary School Principals,' 1801 North Moore Street,
Arlingtqn, VA 22209, (708) 828-6000. 'Designated Representative: Paul L. Hopte.

30. National Association of Independent Schools, 4 Liberty Square, Boston, MA
02109, (617) 542-1988. Designated Representative, Wellington V. Grimes.

31. National Associatimrof School Psychologists, c/o "Ann Engin, President, 8781
II

Crerwell Drive, Columbus, OH 48220, (614) 422-87$7 (office telephone).
82. National Center for the Study of. Profereions.1627 New Hampshire Ave e a

N.W., Washington, D.C..20086, (202) 232-2204. Designated Representative: Pat$ S.
Pottinger. ' . .

33. National Congress of Parents and Teachers, 700 N. R4 Street; Chicag, IL
- . 60611, (812) 787-0977. Designated Representative: Ann K n, 9202 Ponce Place,
f- Fairfax, VA 22080, (708) 591-4689. -

84. National Council of Teachers of English, 1111 Ken on ad, Urbana, IL 61801,
. (217) 828-8870. Designated Representative: John C. axw 1. .

86. Natio , Council on Measurement in Education, "108 raycott Street, Fayette-
068 (home), (816) 428-8024 (office). Designated Representative: Eric F.

r a ,
, , $ . . , . I "
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36. National Education Association, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036, (202) 833-4000:Designated Representative: rances S Quinto.

37. National Employment Counselors Association,. /o De tment of Commerce,
1 Employment Security DMsion, 303 Caldwell Buil g, Ta lahassee, Florida 32304,

(904) 488-6005. Designated Representative: Richard O'Mara.
38. National School Boards Association,' 1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, N.W., Wash-

ington, D.C. 20007, (202) 337-7666. Designated Representative: James A. Mecklen-
* burger.

39. National Science Teachers Association, 1742 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Wash-
ington, D.C. 20009, (202) 265-4150. Designated Representative: Phyllis Marcuccio.

40. National Vocational Guidance Association, c/o Daniel Sipick, gradent, Profes-
sor of Education, ebilitation Council Education Program, George Washington
University, Wash' D.C. 20052, (202) 676-6376. Designated Repremptative:
Juliet V. Miller, neth Drive, Milan, Michigan 48160. .

41. New York Public nterest Research Group, 5 Beekman Street, New York, NY
10038, (212) 349(640. Designated Representative: Stephen Solomon. '.

42. North Dakota Study. Group on Evaluation,' Center for Teaching and Learning, °
University of NOIrth Dakota, Box 8158 Grand Forks ND 58201 (70 *777-2674.
Designated Representative: Vito Perrone. .

43. Public Education Association, 20 West 40th Street, New York, NY' 018, (212)
254-6100. Designated Representative: David eeley: -

44. Social Pojicy Institute, 33 We8t42nd Street, Room 1212, New York, NY 10036
(212) 840-1258. Designated Repretientative: Frank Riessman. .

45. Southeastern Public Education Program, American Friends Service Cpmmittee,
401 Columbia Building, Columbia, SC 29201, (803) 252-0975. Vepignated Repre-
sentative: M. Hayes Mizell. .

/
46. Speech Communication Association, State University College at Brockport,

SUNY, Brockport,' New York 14420. Designated Representaitve: Fred E. Jandt.
47. Teachers of English to Speakers of Othei-4Languages, 455 Nevils Building, ..

Georgetown University, Washington, D.C. 20057, (202) 337.-7264. Designated Rep- j
resentative: James E. Alqtis. .

4S7'Workshop Ceipter for Open Education,' Shephard Hall, Room 6, City Collega
Advisory Service, Convent Avenue and 140th Street, New York, NY 10031, (212) a
368-16.19. Designated Representative: Lillian Weber.

i' r. CONSULTANT TO THE SOAED

Professor Banesh Hoffman, 43-17 169th Street:Flushing, NY 11358, (212) 358-
6231. ..

.. 'Mr. WEISS. Agaiii ;ecognizing that not, all of the organizations
that are members 9f the National Cbnsortium, would agree with
either your statement or with the propoaed legislation which I
sponsor, let me just indicate adin for credibility purposes only as
to your credentials and that of the National Consortium itaelf, that

' it includes, among others, the American Federation of Teachers,
the .Ainerican Psychological Association, the AMerican College

" Testing Program, the American School 'Couniiellors Associations,
the Association of American Medical. Colleges, the College Board,
the Educational Testing Service and so on. .

So that this Nafional. Conaortium of Testing is a vary highly
regarded organization in its field, I assume. Is that correct?

Dr. PERRONE. It is made uil of a large number pf organizations
interested in a lot of Wines that this legislation addresses.

Mr. WEIss, Would you again very brieftssummarize what is the
work of the National Consortium? . /.

Dr. PERRONE. The National Consortium on Testing has as its
primary purpose to' increase'public understanding of testing and
tests use in this country, to- bring about greater understanding of
strengths and .weaknesses of tests as they exist and is committed to
assist in improving the quality of assessment practices that go bori
in our society in schools and outside of schools.

504
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Mr. Weiss. Again to reemphasize, yoUr position; as is the position
of the sponSors of H.R. 4949, is not to elimmate tests but to provide
moresupposing you state 'wh4 your position is.

Dr. PERRONE. The National Consortium obviously would not be'
supportive of eliminating the use Of tests in our f3ociety. Clearly the
aim of the group ifi to improve the quality of assessment practices
that exist with and "toward greater fairness and equity, across all
segments of the society."

In my own case I am personally concerned that our present'
testing practices do. not give support to a broad enough range of
areas. I am concerned that elternatives to the current technology -
have not yet been explored fully .because the current technology
has not been fully exposed tq' the sunshine, as Paul Pottinger,
describes it.

I am certainly not. optipsed standatclized testing if applied
fairly.

. Mr. WEISS. We have had in the course of the hearings that the
subcothittee has held some indication as to how available informa-
tion about tests is .gurrenpy and that this legislation really is not
needed because anybody who Wants the information, 'particularly
experth in the field, would have no difficulty in getting' all the
available information.

It

, What has been your experience as t the alienability of informa-
tion about the tests from the various testing services?

' Dceseeoris. There is clearly a limitation; not only a limitation
for fuldified scholars but I think a limitation more directly for
those ivho must take those tests and those whose lives are governed
by them.

, I think what you might want° to do is to enter into the ,record
also Oscar Buros' valedictory address at the: University of Iowa in
1972. Oscar Buros, who has been the noTed 'chronicler eround,
evaluator 4f testa in this country, over a 40-Year period, who has

-' town the p ine producer of the Mental Measurement Handbook, in
that valeditory statement made clear, that not only were thV tests
very bad the 19 's; he suggested to his great sorrow they were
no better in the 19 s.

He went on furt er to say even though there is that claim that
Mformation .is available to those who must wie it for evaluation
puiposes, he stated quite explicitly that the materials Witre just

. never available to do the kind of assessment that was necessary if
in effect the moit critical question" about 'equity were to be re-
sponded

i .itt statement would also. be a very good entry into the
record of committee. .

Mr.' Wsiss. Do you have that statement akrailable?
** Dr:PERRONE. YeS, I call make tat available to you.

Mr. WEISS. If you do, I tilink that would be well to haat-in the
t record. ,,,

, . .

In Dr. Rever's testimony lie stated, and I vote on page 8: .

. serve. divers& pur wfilthis *to me is the significant pointlikely result ib
The probable recognition that different type: ef tests are constructed to

4

invalid interpreta ons and critiques of the items by individuals. unschooled In
twang methodology and uninformed about the intended uses of the tests.
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Would you, Dr. Perrone, feel that May in fact in s'eme variation., summarize the concern that the testing services have not necessar-
ily that there would be invalid criticism but titat coming from
recognized eXperts in the field therbamay be valid criticisms which

, may tend to suggest changqs that sliould be built into the tests in
order to make them fair.

Dr. PERRONE. My sense is that any time you expose the test
t items, one, you are goffig to improve the opportunities for those t

tests to be made better and at the , same time you are going to
improve the opportunities for a lot of people to scrutinize them in
ways that test publishers might not like and in fact experts ill
testing might find absurd. .

But in the public exposure, the benefits to be gained are far
greater than.the deficits. Mr.hRever is essentially arguing that t
deficits are going to be highlighted. My position tends to be thlt
the opportunities for prOductive change are going to be highlighted.,

Mr. WEISS. There has also been some suggestions that if you
make tests availableand I would like both you and ,Dr:Pottinger
to respond to thisto the students who took them and, bf course,
then to the public at large, there will be such a requirement for
additional tests that it will be impossible, 'really, to supply the
number of tests that are needed or that the costs wilf be so burden-
some that the students will be the qnes tesuffer. .

Pr. PERRONE. Thg information that. I have seen would suggeat
there is absolutely no validity to anyhof those claims. Now I must
say there may be data.somewhpre hidden that is not available for
the public record that r don't/know about 'or that others in this
roQrn don't now about. But everything that I haye seen would
u gest that that claim haavirtually no yalidity.

r. WEISS. Dr. Pottinger,
r. POTTINGER. would only add thatthere are numerous steps

in the development of tests and the generation of new test ques-
tions, I think, as Dr. Perrone has already made known, is a very
small aspect of thiS pifocess. The fact is that many times items- are
developed by people in acadeMia or by volunteers: The actual
physical generation of test itenis.19;irisignificant. The items then ,
become edited and statistical' proCedufes take place usually as the
tests are being used by peciple who .pay for thern anyway, to exalt-
ine their relationship 'to the .tests characteristics and so forth.

All I can say is that both logically, procedurally and in fact the
evidenCe that we ,have gathered from is this' is not a sig-nifi-
cant cost factor. .

Chairman PkaxiNs. Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank yon, Mr. Chairman.
A eouple of observations and a question to any member of the

panel who might wish to resrond.

'

' Ideally,' for one in schoo , the perfect School would be 'one in
'which there were no tests! Life is full of tests, and schpols are full
of tests, and we are tinkering about, reducing the use ahd effective-
ness of testing, so I haye.soine reservations about the bill.

Are we looking for-. a .serial number of stand9rdized tests? It
seems to me obviously as the test.results are made availAble to the
student who took the test, they., are also available to other people
who would be taking the tests. It seems to me we have a consensus
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live that the present testing system needs to be improved and
modified to &eke it more fair, to make 'it coincide better with the
student's actual aptitude and abilities.

But l aminot so sure that this will really get it done.
By making this information available, will it in fact mlike the

testing process better?
Are we assured . underi a new system that we wouldn't also see L

multiple choice questions being ujled which have been used by.- ..

. . teachers before we had the standardized tests, so thpsp are some
questions we have not had intwered yet.

Certainly, as Members of Congress, we use test scores for the,
appointments that we might recommend te ttie Militarydicaderey. II
A.re we hopipg fa? a situation that no longer exists iprhaving a (4
more 'personalized way of evaluating people? 4-7----

I 3 ,ZI,.4 ; I hope that we could do that, but It seems to me, as Mr.
'7', ' mentioned, we in fact could end up hurting the very

ton9orned about trying to help, those that might be

- V ° we inakp,Iie .possibility greater far tutoring situations, that
irmildn't be avnilable to the poor: students? These are questions
that certainIttAraild have to be answered before I would support

.. this bill. . -

La on I will have stint more iipecific questions.
t assnrances do we ave that this disclosure WIll really make

, .. th ting process better? Are we assured that under a nevi testing
process we wouldn't have a repetitive new standardized test, that
we would have to be turning over much quicker?

law or medical school, or somet a job opportn by.nit g
. urance would we have that topeople would be accepted
a unive y, to
'the fact t at a person who took the test before know the;answers

therefore makes it. available to anybody who ralEes the test? ,
. i

. TESTING. ITEM POOLS . / Yt?- !.

,. .

for. SNYDER. Basically, one ve;y common thing that underlies
your concerns whether or not the item pools will be large enough

. to generate the needed security in an individual adrpinistration,
while still being able to release each and all of the itenip ifter they
have been used at once: .

I suspect that given the range of alternatives whichlare available
With current technology, which is essentially to write more items
or do a relatively speculative 'algorithm that will generate classes

I of limns which will tend to Make tile contents of the test less
unsuitable rather than rade unsuitable. .

Any time you are- in a situation where 'you must generate an
enormous range,nf contents and limit what you are measuring,
that the speific 4uestions uged. will get more trivial rather than
less 'trivial.

ed. GOODUNG. I would like to comMent on' at you
, perhaps. .

You talked about teklts giVen for ddmittanc eitmilitary
academies and judgments that Members of Con . e7 .

As II,e knot, a goodly number of Members ngress utilize
such tests thlinselvOs; and these are stand. tests, and the ,
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qubstion should be posed how many Members, even sf this commit-
tee, utilize these standardized tests, and how many members of this
committee would be willing tOhave these very tests utilized in the
.method suggested by the pending bills? That is, give tile answers.

.How many of them are doing that now? They are worried about
all of those other tests.

I would ask also the question, and I don't have the information
as to the tests given in the House of Repregentativel for potential
employees. -

They give tests. I know they give typing tests and stenographic
tests, but Whether they give any other tests, because. as we try to
point out in air testimony, there iti a double 'standard where we
areasking the private sector, both profit arid nonprofit, to do
certain things which not 'only the Government does not do, but, as
you see to point out, even the members of this corpmittee, the
House of Representatives of the United States, doesn't have one.

Mr. ERDAHL If I could make another point I think most of us
saw the article in the Washington Nst. Another article, in other
papers throughout the abuntry, dealing with the SAT scores, was
brought to my attention this morning. Someone mentioned, evi-
dentally we see a .decline in reading and writing skills, and .y et
maybe ,the problem is not with the testing but with the teaching
procedure.

The tests, whether we like them or not, are .fairly accurate, in
_ that they show a decreased stability in these areas, and we

shouldn't really blame the test for that. It's the procedures. .

It's kind of like shooting the messenger of bad news. I am not
sure.the tests are the fault of the decline in some of these skills.

Chairman PERKINS. Mt. Miller?
Me. MumThank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Rever, on page 6 of your testimony, on item 2 you talk about

the release of the securities items, and down at the bottom you say
the tests will be inappropriately leading the curricula. A related
effect would be to encourage the proliferation of coaching schools,
many of which will fail to engage in sound educational practices.

Since it's not established that the efforts of coaching schools
produce results of equal benefit to all and may vary for many
students, and this would also be an anathema to the public Inter-
est.

I don't quite follow you there. You are suggestinkif you release
all these items, that then the public school system will engage in
teaching just to pass the testl

Dr. REITER. The first point to be made in responding.ito your
question is this: The college admissions test is for a purpoie unre-
lated to the evaluation of the student's total experience in the high
school, so consequentW while Mr. Erslahl.--

Mr. MILLER, What do you mean? ,

REVER. Mr. Erdahl references a scholastic aptitudb telt and
decline in test scores over time. We experience the same thing on
tile assessments, but we never stated that that was an indictment

. against the secondary school system in this country, because the
content of the examination does not represent the entire wealth of
the curriculum in the high school.'

Mr. Musa. What does it represent then?
4.

a
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Dr. 'Rimini, It represents what we believed what our users or
en I. say users, those are the secondary schools and the_postsec-
a.ry institutions in this country, are the necessary abilities "to

ve in institutions of higher education in an academic sense.
We are in fact indeed--

Wai a minute; what is he igh School about?
. Rxvmt. High-school,- the cunieula of the high school are used

as the baSis for the Ainds of questions that we ask, but we do not
1,Intend to sample draw questions from all the range of the high

school durricula in this country.
Mr, MI'S& The test Will then provide, separate from your total

high school experience, whether or not you have the skills to
survive in an institution lof higher `education.

Dr. Revs& Our intent in developing the ACT assessment is to
iorovide an instrument to predict students' performances in their
first year in college, yes,,indeed.

Mr. !tun. I thought that is what graduation from grades in
high schobl Was all about.

Dr. REVER. NO; I don't believe so, as a metter Of fact, one Of the
.

MILLER. Why do we consider them, the grades, why do col-
.

le&es, consider the grades and the scores?
DrY 'REVEa. For two reasons; one is the gredes among high

.800018, 'and according $,o the size of the high school and its curricu-
hiptind' the 'like, varies enormously in terms of their reliability in
"'dieting first year in college performance in grades.

The test really 'is a third party external approach to prdviding
'Some kind of opportunities for students to demonstrate the kinds of
skills and abilities they have to an institutionpf higker education,
independent of whatever, the high 'school itsellihas tried to impart
for the student. '

Mr. MILER. I hate to say thii, but I am still a little lost. .

I thought if tou went to high school and were a B student and
you did B Work in mathematics and algebra and trigonometry,

cur
chances of doing fairly well in mathematics in 'college would

good.
If you did reasonably well in history in high school, you would do

reasonably, well in' history in college, and the same as to literature
writing, and so forth. Now you tell me that is not so, that that

is Ot a good ju4ment but rather it's the test
Dr. Rem. Dro; I didn't say it was not. I said it may not be.

. The difference in a B in the high schools I graduated from in a
southern little town in North Carolina and a B _in the Baltimore
Polytechnic High .School is substantially different in terms of how,

le perceive the value of that B to be.
at is ik worth in predicting hold one will perform at Harvard,

, for example?.The faculty at Harvard will say if you graduated from
Baltimore Poly that /3 is wOrth considerably more ithan if you '

aduated from some small high school in North Carollha.
Mr Mp.zit. Unfortunately, if you lived in North Carolina, you

CoUldn't o tolaltimore Poly.
Dr. Bitvo. That is tiJie, but I still wanted to go to Harvard, and

applied to demonstra that it did not disadvantage me in what I
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learned, that I could comPete successf011y academically with those
studentS who had.been at Baltimore College. .

Mr, Mum. The problem is Harvard's perception 'of your. 13.
Dr. REVER. Indeed, the test sponsors' and agencies are offering an

independent third party opportunity for graduates of 'all of our
Nation's high schools.to demonstrate .what icinds of skills they'have
acquired,. so if there is.some selection that needs to be done it can
be done fairly. .. . .

EVen if selection is not to be done, they can make a judgment
based on my high school records as well as my test performance to
see what kinds of accommodations their curricula has to make to .
accommodate my particular. development .because of the . high
school I went to or whatever, the resources that were available to
me to learn. . .

Mr. MILLER. What about the .test being overruled by. Harvard,
and you got into Harvard? '. . .

What aboitt in the case Where the tester told Harvard .you
shouldn't get in because' you 'are from a little high school in North ..

Carolina? ,. . .

Dr. Perrone and others would suggest that there is not enough
information to determine whether either determination .is valid or
not. , . . .

Dr. REVER. The amount of information that is available th deter-
mine whether the examination is valid?

Mr. Miums To do an analysis of your operation's V on that
this student, considering the high School, should be con red for

t

Harvard or thig student be considered for Harvard. s

What about critics of the test who say that we don't know
enoUgh about how tests are evaluated, ,how the questions are put
together, the rationale for the use or the questions, to 'know if that
is a legitimate determination? -s,

Dr. REVEL You have two parts to your question, if I may inter- .
pret that: \

The one has to do with the release of test contents, and that is '41: :

say that the proponents of the bill have suggested that looking of .

the' contents of the tests, one can then make judgments aboult
whether or not it's valid, good, and does what it intends to do.

We submit to you that is an impiricat question. If the intent of
the examination is to predict first year performance in college for
the purPose of selection, guidance, placement, whatever, We subinit
that these data are not hidden in fact. Consequently, we ask the
question what do you Mean by people don't know whether 'the
examinations have any value?

We have substantial information, and we would be happy to
provide the committee: which is inundated with reseatch reports
from every publisher, that in fact the tests do predict in a reason-
able Way how students Will perform in college.

One has ta make a selection decision who gees and who does not,
and, wantS tO provide the dbcisionmaker with the best possible
infdrmation that is available,' and that eons both higb school
grades, college grades, recontnendations teachers, of 'friends,
guidance counsellors, principids, and tle e, so that that judg-
ment can -be made with the test and available possible information.

Mr. 4ILLER. Dr. Perrone, do you agrectwith that?
N4...
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Dr. PERRONE. It's my sense if the tests were, actually. exposed and
people *could actually see precisely what it is that they are making
judgments about in relation to :students, tbat there would be a lot
more doubts -than there are at the moment,. and I thinkithere are ,
considerable doubts .already. ,. .

In terms of predicting, I think it's clear that ACT and ETS,
College jloard, will, claim that their tests have some predictive
correlation, to the firstyear in college:

I. submit that that correlation is not very high. It's i!elatively low..
. It*is not as high as grades; grades are higher. .

The argument then is that if you put both 'together, you. are in-
. better shape than if )you . have one or the other, separateiy, and

ithere has been some ndependent research that I do cite in the
appended paper that I. haVe given 'you, and I guess .then you have;

':to ask the qUestion abont equity.
Michael iNallach at Duke has done. a good deal of research on

what would happen if you used primarily the test score for pur-
poses of adiniSsion, if you used the whole pool at Duke University,
and if yon used test scores exclusively, you end up with a popula-

. tion that. even Duke at this point 'in time -that would* not support
equity in any fespect .

If you:take grades, as Michael WallaCh has done, grades and test-
scores, yon get a configuration that is a little .niore diverse. If you*.
take. tirades only you get. a radically more diverse population, and
then if. you take what Michael Wallach calls achievement activi-
ties,. what ACT and some of their reiearch as talked aboiit:as non-

. intellective factirs, 'you get a more diverse Population.
Do .the tests say very much about the kinds of predictions that

.can make. about a 4-year program or success in' one'S chosen
career? ACT and ETS will not stand behind their tests. in terms of
anything- beyond first year, prediction, and there is a good sleal to
suggest the whole prediction breaks down when you go all the way

. to the baccalaureate level, and it suggests there is a good deal . to
suggefit it 'breaks down When you. tiy do any. cOrrelation to..
success in any given field. .

We need a much better definition of talent than comes througt
. these particular teste..

think we need much more equity than now exists.
1AMhairman PERKINS. The gentleman from North 'Carolina.

Go ahead. .

Mr. ANDREWS. It seema to me the institutions .being referred to
have done a thOrough job, so far, as I know, and far better than this'
committee itegoing to be able to. do in the several hours that We
might devote to these-serious questtons.

I think these institutions have w4thin them,. certainly Duke. Uni-
versity, which happens to be in my 'district, and the others have
people there far more qualified than we to* detertnine which crite-
ria should be considerecl in ternis.of the admissibility of the appli- /
cant

Imperfect thciugh it may be, I simply question the capacity *of We
who are on thiti committee or we who are. in theCorigress to in the
short time, available us devise, a better way of determining, who
should. cultl "shbOld not be admitted than the institutions In clues._
tion.

4E64
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'S'ee str as I am told end inclined to believe as its effect the relativ
d, I wonder if making evailable publicly the test, if the

has,
destrli don of that as one of the tools available; that is to say, tha
we wi I destroy the standardized testing as at leist one criteria o
the q alifications of the applicant, what are the alternatives that
are a ailable that are any bettert and it seems to me the answer is
reth r obviously none.

ain, as imperfect as Vie standardized testing may be, if we in
effet destroy it as one of t riteria, we resort to the other
'alternatives that have been a owed to or the only ..ones I know,
'that is, the achievement in the prior school or prior vehicle of
éduchtion that the applicant might have been -subjected to, and I
guess in toost cases we are saying high school, or the lekters
recommendation froth the various people, academic or otherwise, in
behalf of the applicant and all of these are far more subject to
rational. criticism than is.the standardized testing.

I guess my point is I am inclined eto thi'nk that the standardized
testing serves a valuable purpose which we should not inhibit by

tbnational legislation, and the exteht tO which it should be used as :

, 7one of the meth* of determining the ability of the applicant to
achieve what he she seeks to achieve can best be determined by
those who represent the entity to which the applicant applies.

I am not in favor of approving either of the bills that are before
the committee.

Chairman. PERKINS. Thank You very much, Mr. Andrews.
Mr. Kogovsek?
Mr. KOGOVSEK. Thank you, Mil Chairman.

. The strong interest I have in the passage of H.R. 4949 is the
insight that we can get, I think, as to what we are doing wrong in
this country and in school distribution asofar as low income and
minority schools are concerned.

I would ask Dr. Rever and Dr. Snyder, specifically, first of all,
while neither one of you actually came right out and said it, I seem
to hear you imply, or got the impression that purveyors of tests
have no responsibility to low-income or ,minority test takers.

If any group can attain the confidence that they need as far as
test taking is concerned, I think it's these groups.

I think that taking a test is a traumatic experience for anybody, -

but i,t's so much more for 'a minority student who has been educat-
ed iri a iiystem that really has not brought him along as fast as he
wOuld have liked to have txren brought along.

The openness that is involved in H.R. 4949 can give these .stu-
, dents the confidence that' they need, I think, in the future.

Let me ask you specifically if you do' not think that it's the
responsibility of purveyors of tests who take into consideration low
income groups, I assume, you feel it's the responsibility of Congress
and the educational people in this country, and I concur with that,
abut what is the responsibility of these people who put together
tests that have' to-be taken by minority students when they are not
prepared actually to take them?

In other words, what ie tI4 responsibility' of a pUrveyor of a test a
and, second of all, is theretany kind of a communication between
those people who are° makft, the tests right now and the school
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`distributibif that have a lirge population of low inconie ir 'minority...
groups? w . .'' '' ....

: Dr. Rayne. Indeed, testing agencies itrid test sponsors have been
sensitive to the needs and the 'educational development of our
minority and other low inconfe groups in our.society.

In fact, it's ironic that the one tingle index that points to their
' 7 needs ab apparticular, object of this Congress comes' froinithe serv-.

icet we provide. . '.

We do not intend, for exaniple, toi given the kind of information.
: and Validity that the i examinations have; Aire do hot intend, it a

'serves no purpoie Whatever to withdraw the examinations from the

sters diagnose what their educational status is and plan for th)useful .purposes, for which they are put 'in helping minority young

. .apprepriete steps to be taken to be develonied further.
'We have been senditive to theisneeds of minorities, both religions

and racial and low income peoplb, becaute our examinations indeed
are revieWed by representatives of those people before they are
even. administered. .; .

To suggest, for .example, as Mr.,Perione has, that there is -tom&
thing easy about the linguistiCs of an examinatiOn, that maket it-

, inherently binged is sheer folly and superficial.
Mr. KOGOVOK. You are saying there 'is ,communiation going on

now between sehool districts,. once a test it taken and results are
....sent back' and some..kind Of communication that says Your average

..: students or Whatever are :Performing thus and so, and we think
this is Why the minority groups and low income students 'are not
doing well on the test. ...

Dr. RIMER. We have a statement in here regarding thatparticu-
lar aspect.

We, as an agency, do not see oniselves In an evaluation .p6sition
with regard to this secondary schOol system in this country. What
we do is sample from' the high °school curriculu and try to make
predictions aboUttheirictucability at the postseco dary level.. '

On the basis of that, we, trust the schclol syste , the secondary
school system, to make judginent of how iniportant is that:to them.
If they judge that it is impertant, if they do in fact have a valid
judgment about their itudents,'they should take appropriate action
and investigate why that seems to be the case. : %.

Mr. KOGOVORK. Dr. 'Snyder, you had indicated if KR. 4949 does
become laW, you would like tO see a year, delay.

Tux IALIDATION,

1

Dr. SNYDER. So there woiild be adequate time for the promulga-
tions, et cetera. Could I also respond to your first question?

The most direct way I can,respond to it, this is not in the area of
college entrance testing, but when we construct all of our major
standardized achievement series, the ones that are used in elemen- A

tary and 'secondary education, we routinely review all items with I
{appropriate minority groups, but in addition to that, our particular
company spends a rather 'considerable 3thount of money conduct-
ing simuitt us tryouts in variouwoups.

beadditi to that, you raise US issue of uniform variety with
the test, an to solve that problem, we have begun the practice

I

441.014
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many years ago of producing practice exercises for the examina-
tions that woUld be administered to the students before they actu-
ally took the 'achievement tests. .

We also provide-essentially aS a company service both pre- and.postworkshops with' teachers to counsel them in how test results
can be/most adquately used, specifically these days, in the class
room'. . . .
' The trend we are seeing is mere standardized *tests to be used in
more diagnostic fashion than they were in the past. -

I Just ont more thing: We have also intrauced recently, several
companies haVe the notion of a functioial level teating procedure
that :can allow the adoption of a series f achievement tests to the

: actual level that the Child is functioning at; so you get the most
. accurate meaSurement anican, therefore, use it in the most direct

,. manner possible in the instructional stage. !. . .

Mr. KoGovwx. Are you far enough along to be able to tell those
States who have bilingual bicultural prOgranis, is it still-too early
tcrtell if these programs are working as far .ae your test results are
concerned? .

Dr. SNYDER. We published on iithe bilingual evaluations an instru-
ii; ment that parallels one of our achievement series onlY about 1

year and 2 MOnths ago. It's a bit early. toTtell. There may be some
results coming out shortily,.but I cannot say at this point .in time..

Mr. KOGOVSEK. Thank you. .

Dr. PERRONE. May I respond?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes. . .

Dr. PERRONE. If you were to examine the power of testing in our
Society, I think one of the things you' will find is that its power is
related to the measure it controls and has access to all. the informa-
tion and hOlds it. As lpng as teSting and clients control ithe infor-
matiOn ant-it ii not abcessible for public scrutiny, testirt is going
to maintain a. power that I think many people in our soCiety are
challengin without access to the necessary tools. .

Conimejft was made it is very gross to talk about cultural and
linguist' bias. I &nil think it i.s. The fact is-we &MI have access
to the toMs. One can argue that. minority groups 'quite regularly
reiiew items. But at the same time why is it that almost every

.. major minority association:in the United States has called In to
-question the whole testing enterprise and in fact gives support to
bills like that in New, York and I will suspect give support to the
Weiss billEet cetera, and to this particular Congress.

' ._,One of the questions they as if you read the resolutions passed
'by NAACP, they don't absol ly asSert that there is cultural and

' linguistic'bias, they assert wi bout more information we won't even
know the extent to which' it does. exist I think those are important
issues. / \

Is there a problem?. ake a look at the Parent-Teachera Associ-
ation. I hope that this Øommittee it§ senaitive tO where the PTA hal;
come from..If you vfp, e to have looked at the PTA 20 years ago, I
think they would helve been out in front of the testing enterprise
witlioitt question and they were.
. As .it has gone through its own atternpt to probe, as it has
attempted to score from the testing indUstry wild% little bits 'of
'information it has been able to:gather, as # has been reviewing the

\ .
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few items thatit can get hold'6t, it has come ta the conclusion that
this is' in fact the- man without olothing

t
that there is something

wrong,. and no longer, is the PTA the supItive body it was a few
years ago. .

My sense is if more people had an opportunity to review what is
I accessible, they in fact would see, the power of thit enterprise

decline and ccime more into line with what is reasonable 'in our
society as opposed tounreasonable in our society.

In terms of information I might only add, I hate to uscanalogies
like nuclear .energy, but for how long did we believe that the
nuclear energy industry had under control the safety issues relat-
ing_to its employees and the public at large?

How long did it take to 'find out what impact there-was in Utah
from the 1950's testing? Would sunshine havc been 4useful all
along? I would suggest that sunshine would have been useful, and
we might have ,taken even nuclear energy with a little more cau-tiont

I think -thio .particular body needs to do the same thing. The
legislation does call for a Marked change in a 'relationship of the
Congress and the National- Government to a.private enterprise and
,to nonprofit institutions or agencies.

*On the other hand, if you -go to that fundainental issue that
j. individuals Who are to be udged by test results are entitled to

. know the basis of those judgments, it seenis to me all the bther,
'concerns evaporate and ought to evaporate.

ANDiums..Very goW.. The time of the gentleman from Cplo-
rado, I am 'told, has expired, and the Chair will now recognizelhe
gentleman froni Pennaylvaiiia. .

. MT. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I forgot to ask that the entire editorial be printed in our minutes

of today's meeting2_
MT. ANDREWS. Without Objection.
[The editorial referred to above follows]

[From the Weshingtoe Post, Aug. 27, 19741
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SCIMUNO. MK ADMISSIONS TESTS
.

At first glance, 'it's a tenibly appealing idea. A House subcommittee 48 now
briskly proceeding with a bill giving students a legal right to see their college
entrance examinations, with the questions and the corrected answers. .For good
measure, the bill would also establish broad federal simervision over all admissions
testing, second and closer look, this legislation becomes lees appealing.

. SOIDe the support for it comes from people who simply think that students
ought to able to review their exams and see where they fell short. But some

, comes from people who want to change the nature 'bf the test, and the whole
^ admissions procees, on grounds that these are tilted against the 'poor and the

minorities...Bep. Ted Weiss (1)411.Y.), the author of the principal bill under consider-
ation, says thatile doesn't want to regulate the testa. But, his bill clearly lays the
foundation for a reirulatory. system.

Young Americans take these tests by the millions every year for admission to
college or professional school. The most widely used, the College Boanl's Scholastic
Aptitude Test, is given more than 20 times a year throughout the country and
abload. Each new edition picks up a good many questions from the previous one, to
ensure hat the scores on a test given on one date will be comparable to thoee of
anothe

But . Weiss' bill would require the College BOara, after each test is scored, to
eve e student bah the questions and the ansters. Since the questions would
"" etaly be passed around to other students, aka of:iuld hardly be used again.

cost of the tests woultgo up, and the relialiility Of tip scores would prolo.bly go
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down. If you think that competitive admissions test are wrong in principle, fine.;
Certainly test scores aren't the only criterion for admissions. But to diminish their.
usefulness would force colleges to depend on the other and More subjective mess-
uresnot necessarily an advantage to the youngster who doesn't fit the usual
pattern.

Mr. Weiss warits the scores reported to Congress by students' familyoincome, race,
sex and ethnic origin. What, precisely, do you suppose he has in mind? Its obvious
that the children of educated middle-class parents tend to make higher scores than
the children of poorand uneducated.parents. Efut the increasing use of these tests
lias demonstrably b4en accompanied, even at the most rigorously selective colleges,
by increased enrollments of children from disadvantaged families.

But not -everbOdy likes the idea of an independent testing board run by the
colleges that use it. The National Education Association, the country's largest
teachers' organization, warmly supports the Weiss bill. Under it, the oversight of
testing would reside in the new Department of Education, if Congress is unwise

.enough to create one..The strongest political influence within that new department
would be the NEA. That's another reason for concluding ithat the Weiss bill has
dangerous implications that go far beyond its author's stated intentions.

Mr. GooDuNo. I think some people talked about excess profits on
big campuses and I don't think this bill deals with that. IfIRS is
not certifying properly, that should be handled in court or by other
legislation.

I don't know jlow familiar you people are or how much expertise
you have in the business of looking over lesson plans, which of .
cburse, include teacher-made tests. I can only say in about 18 years
of experience many of those tests frightened me. Of course, there is
a quick way to do these things so you don't get too much paper-
work involved. Yeti can write essays and then the opinion of the
teacher is the important thing, not the opinion of the student
responding to the essay. .

Would you suggest that somehow re proceed iwith legislation in
relationship to teacher-made tests which are probably much more
damaging than, the tests we are now, discussing. I believe we have
pros 'and cons out there as I listened to the'testimony.

TEACHER TRAINING IN TESTING a.

Dr. SNYDER. We recommended in other testimony that testing be
added after development in the Higher Education Act of specific
sections that are given in the testimony. The purpose of that rec-
ommendation was to authorize teacher centers to provide training
to, familiarize teachers with development in testing as well as
curriculum testing d educational research.

GOODLING. In other. words, you are saying all those courses
we had tO take .thrcjigh college *and gradute school really weren't
very helpfule

'Dr. SNYDER. I am ot sure whether the courses weren t helpful or
whether they disappepred jrom a *lot of the teachiug curricula.

Mr. GOODLING. Anydne els want to respond to that?
Dr. POTTINGER. I. V/0111 Say, Congressman, that if tests a teacher

made up 88 the gatekee ing device was the one-shot decision that .

affected whether that child had an opportunity for higher educa-
tion or work opportunity, theY should be scrutinized.

The fact is that ac er- de tests that are used routinely are
not that influential aon't Jave the impact. I

Mr. GOODLING. Wait a mi ute, I* heard a lot discussion about.
getting any from any Ni d of standardized testing. Wouldn't
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grades be the sole thing and that would be extremely ir'aportant'in
relationship to someone's admission into college if yOu go that
route? ..

Dr. PoMmies. I don't think that the issue is that we should
have tests. I think the issue is which tests should be scrutinized;
evaluated, and understood. .

Mr. GOODLING. Then, ofcourse, it is very important who does the
scrutinizing, 'who has which axe to grind. ,

Second question: At the 'present time we will have legislation
somewhat similar to this in operation in New York. Wa have some
kind of legislation' in operation in California. We have; the National
Science Academy presently studying this whole issue.

Shouldn't .we wait to evaluate their results, and use *hat they
fipd.out from their eXperienee before we as. a Federal Government

chp on this banfagon? 4

Again, I think you are divided in camps down there.
Dr. Sminsit. My responsa is that .the issues are complicated

. enotigh and since there has not been a demonstration of any sort of
oemergency condition, it would be beat to wait until all the evillence
is in. The bills themselves talk about analyzing data, seeing how
Something goes irith remiect, to State eatutes, seeing how a review
goes. The National Academy of Sciences would certainly be data

\ that would be helpful in the decision process.
Dr. RENFER. Indeed, the experience w have in New 'T York and

\ perhaps California, although the legislation, as we pointed out in
i our testimony, is quite different from. what has been introduced
I here, would be appropriate. .

! We have in 'fact lis ed over the. previous-2 . days of testimony
given today in which e beneficial claims for this litind of legisla-

' tion are highly specu five. In fact, the proponents Of the legisla-
tion say to us test .agencibs whe are opposed to the: legislation,. I
&eel believe you either. You WM no data on which to base your
claims. We focus on such trivial matters as 10 or 15 cents more per

f test. . ',
We don't know in fact whit the effects of the legislation are

gQing to be on the disadvantaged student, for example. I could
e I think in a fairly convincing way to most reasonable people

that Our educational '. system is not fair, to all 'students. We make
that point in our prepared testimony, .

The ones who are hurt the most, as an index of high school
grades show, are related to sociQetonomic status. and I have a table
in my'testimony that relates to That.

Why would we assume that by making the examination public
1 we will automatically hel and be of great benefit to the clisadvan-

.1 taged sin this country? llbgislation that this subcommittee has
I led the Congress throug to help the disadvantaged in this Nation

is often. disappointing. in 'the evaluation of it. Dien for those Feder-
al programs that are designed to help the disadvantaged, we can't
always demonstrate fa positive reaponse, so why mould we assume
that all of a $iudden by making all manner of data available,
partictilarly test co tents, the disadvantaged indeed are going to be
helped, particularly he students?
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The proponents will argue, of course, that revealing the contents
Of the examination will throw open the tests. to all kinds of re-
search for immediate iniprovement and that will not be a problem.

We are not sure that is the case.
Mrs. SOARLIDiG. I would like to respond that there is legislation .

in some States. As a parent and:expressing the concern of parents
in the other States, we Would like to have this particular bill .

because we can have the information that allyws us to make the
kinds of decisions about our dren's education that we need to. be
making.

Mr. GoonuNG. Would y't not rather have the kind of informa-
tion that has been proven iather than the kind of information that
may be totally incorrect? Let me give you an illustration. We did
away .with the teaching of phonics, for instance. That was strictly
motivated by the Federal Government because Of the money it
provided for that kind of eiperimentation.

It would have been better done as a test kind of thing, I suppose,
on a few rather than spread all over .the Nation. That is one of the
'concerns I have here. Do you not want legislation that you can be .

sure of?
Mrs. SPAiLING. In this particular-4)W it would give us the oppor-

tunity to have the kind of diformation that would indeed help us to
make these decisions in H.Re 4949.

STATE AND FEDERAL EXPERIEME

Mr. MILLENSON. With rfpect to your questions as we pointed out
in our testimony the legis ation before this 'committee, 'both bills go
far bestwid the /s1ew York State law so that even the experience in
the NW York State law should be relied on.

No. 2, if this legislation is desirable, then also in addition 63 the
State ekperience 'I would think you wotild want experience sni
the Federal Government. The Federal Government gives testa. u .

are skipping the Federal Government and going rig t on to im
ing this elsewhere on States and localities.

might add, nQt.nly the Federal Government but, as was point-
ed ou here before,. embers of this committee who relY upon testi
the lves f or appointments to the .military academies, why don't
the y 'apply this first, see how it works with them and 4baybe we
can go on .

Mr. GOODLING. I won't have time for a response tO what you were
just talking about but one question that came up during the discus-
sion, concerns this busidess of eliminating standardizW tests..If we
get to the point where they are no longer a part of admissions
and I certainly don't think they should be the only criterionbut if
we go away from 'that, will not those schooltsuch as Duke Univer-
sity, for example, have a tendency to. be vet, selective from which
schools they choose their applicants? The* are many ways to
handle this matter. As I saidt I will not have a chance to get your.
response. You may want to respond in writing.

chairman just r tly and said: -

The second tehviiie was just touched on. I have Written to the

It seems that before this committee considers marking up any legislation designed'
to regulate standardized testing whiehwill impinge solely on the privalcsector, it
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.ought to consider the impact-of stendardized teats adminiiitered by the U.S. Office of
Personnel Management, the ,a,rmed Services, and other Federal agencies.

If, as the sponsors of the testing legislation contend, it is p matter of public
interest to Opply certain testing standards ,to the private sector, it is even more
important that this Committee inveltigate the ramifications of applying such steed-

I at& to ths Federal Government.. ,

I would say, again, you Will have to respond in writing. I am
running out of time. I am wondeiing whether that shouldn't be Our
main aveque becaute, we. surely do affect an awful lot of lives with

. the kind of testing that takes plaCe in the private and pifblic
sectors. MaYbe we should start at home. I am not sure aboul that.

Just one other thing. Again, you can.respond in writing. I have'a ,

cOnaernditkotit cOmb*ing., these two pieces of legielation. In- your
readinglgf these:bills, some people. would suggett that unions then
woUld have to, submit such information at copies 'of contracts,
revenues from testing programs, and testing overhead spending?

I can see if this 'becomes an issue of that nature,' knowing this
committee and the makeup of the Congrest, vie are going to have a
real.problem if there lissome impact on the unions.

Dr. .PERitoNs. It seems to me the legislation before us is fairly .

. limited. It doesn't deal with high school tests given bY teachers,
doesn't- deal with State competency standards or. tests for proino-

- tion from ohe grade to another.
Mr. GOODLING. But there is a lot of talk about combining' twos

bills.
Di. PERRONE. Let's take both of them. Both -of them are fairly

. tests given to elementary and secondary schoolchildren in the Na-
limited in that sense. They are not addressing all the standardized

tion. 'The b111 is fairly focused on postsecondary testing where at
least large numbers of people perceive a serious.problem 'to exist.

One can take on that !question without at the same time thinking
that you must °first take on the entire world. It is prescribed. It is
prescribed, I think, for a number of legitimate reasons.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you both. . .

. Your time, as you have indicated; has expired..
The Chair will recognize the gentleman from New York.
Mr. Waist. Thank you yen much, Mr. Chairman.
Just to reemphasize the int that Dr. Perrone had made, thit

'legislation' in no Way applieA to occupational areas. It is simply
limited to adMission to_pos ndary institutions. Indeed, Dr. Sny-
der, in oUr testimony I think u acknoWledge the fact' that while
only H. . 3564 applies to spec tests proiuced that your 'concern
as to H.R. 4949 is that some of its provisiçfs might Well be incorpo,
rated.into final legislation. ,

You have no concern about H.R. 494 applying to any °coupe-
tional tests, do you? -

Dr: SNYDER. My concern is if KR. 4949 provisions are included in
any bill for occupational:testing, then my coMments would apply.

Mr. WEISS. YOu do agree right noW ;it poepinot address occupa-
tional testing?

.Dr. SNYDER. That is corr t. - .

Mr. Wyss. As far as is Goodling's statement, I just wat to
reassure him and everyoe else I have not heard of any intention
of joining the two pieces-o egislation, So regardless of what May or
may not be in somebody el 's mind, 'it certainly is not in'my mind.

. 1
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Dr. Rever, let me ask you a question. Can you tell us roughly
how many examinations for admission to posteecondary institu-
Hoag are given on an annual basis?

, Dr. 1tzvini. Mr. Weiss, that is difficult to estimate for several
reasons: One, we know that the c011ege entrance examination
board, I believe in their annual reports, said for admissions pur-
poses it 'was something like a million and a half. For the assess-

.. ment it is about 900,000 each year. In addition to that, you have
the intrastate college idmissions tetting programs which. I refer-
enced in my Oiler remarks which must offer services maybe to
several hunderds. Of thgusandi of stildente; but have no figures.

, Mr. Wstss. It runs into the millionK I would assume.
Dr. PERROME. Yes. I don't have a precise figure for you.

1.

mr. WEIN. I think Dr. Rever had indicated. there was a 'concern
aliout the constitutional issue in the situation because, after all,
what we would be doing would be addresiing strictly intrastate
situations between institutions and the students within a :partitu-
lar State,. Is that your position?

Dr. REVER. No. We say there are essentially two parts to that.'
One Ms to do with the factthat it is .simply a State's right political
issue:

,

Mr. WEIss.. What do you do with the situation where, for exam-
ple, in New Ywk right now the medical 'people have taken the
position that Watise of the existgnce of increasing New York
applications they Will not give tests in New York upon applying to
'medical schools. .

Would Federal legislation be helpful in that instance? .

Dr. REVER. Not likely. .1 cannot speak Thr the Association of
Medical Schools.

*Mr. Mass. If in fact the Federal law reqUires disclosure, no
matter where that testing organization gave the test, would °there
then be any 'advantage to MCAT saying we will move' to New
Jersey and give our tests there?

Dr. REVER. I don't believe AAMC has made that statement. What'
they said was if your bill were to be passed they would indeed have
to change the nature oftheir examination as it is now offered to be
able to sus *ce.

Mr. W MCAT people testifying before us, Dr. Cooper,
° specifically ta that if in fact the legislation passed in New York.'

were to go into effect and 'be implemented and not repealed, they
Would in fact move outthey would not give those tests in New
York. /

Dr.. REVER. Oh, yes, that is true, but you have asked me what
woUlk be the effect of Federal legislation on AAMC. What I am
saying to you is Dr. Cooper ha* responded to that question and he
has indicated thdt the nature of their examination, their' new
MCAT would have' to :change to be iesponsive to this legislation.
They object to that because thty feel they, are not confidjnt in the
nature of \ that examination. 'They would have to re to the'
former type of examination.

. Mr. Wins. How long has the neiv MCAT examination been .in
eff

Dr. REVER. Two years.
;ay.'

520
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Mr. Niiiss. On the basis of that 3.roxi are Elle to sdy it is a better
examination. .

Dr. REVER. I have not done an evaluatiqn of that. That
AAMC's responsibilityluid I cannot tomnient on that.

:FURTHER LEGISLATION. ON TESTING
. -1

Mr. MILLENSON. Mr. %Ass,. I would' like to' resPorid further to the
_ . question yott posedto Dr. Snyder and perhapa we can get soMe

Clarification of our concern .that your bill Could possibly be applied
to more,than just.cqllege entry. . .

.1' In yolir opening statement Ett the beginning of this series of
hearings, you Said; "The toting industry,". which comprises . the

.4° companies we represent, "despite ite influence over a vital aSpect
of individual lives, operates in a Most unaccountable fashion. Like
utilities, testing corporations perform a public function and they
Say you are exempt frorfi-ptiblic acrutiny" . I

: Then on page 3,of your bpening statement you refer to the fact
that 50 million young Americans will take up to three standardized
testS during their academic careers. That' refers not onlY to college

... .
egry testh but 'the eleinentary and seconder, school tests that our

: c pames provide. . : .
.

...'-: .,e Then :you talk about at least $200 million in annual revenues.
Mr. WEISS. To allay your comern, on page 1$ of the bill, at line%

, the term ."standardized teat'flor "test" means: (1) Any test that A
used, or ii required, for the proCestf of selection for admission to
postsecondarY' educational institutiais or their programs; qr (2) any
test wied for prelimigary preparation for any test that is used, or is
required,. for the process of selection for admissiOn to postsecondary
educational' inatitutions or their programs.. .

,

Mr. MILLENSON. I am 'aware of that but alio on page 3 of:your
statement . you refer to companies . which are not members of :Our
association which ge tests which are iiot college admittance teats.
So the fact. you re specifically, to them, raises -a ve natural,

tion in our niinds that perhaps there might be so. que. s nt if
. not now and specifically in your bill; which I lave read '1, at
. some later time to apply theserestrictions not only to colle ntry

tests but totkother standardized tests, especially as we see some of
these statements that have been made, for example; in the New
York Tiniest, Aiigust 15. "A passage of the law. is a triunivb for
Italia Naddr and his associates wh9 . have been cainpaigning

. ....` agamst standardized Vets in generar .. ii
. .,. Mr. WEISS. You arelsatisfied now, that as far as the inforination

before yo H.R. 4949 applies Only toadmissions. % .

Mr. M SON. I am4absolutply sE4isfied of that. I am not satis-
fied as to hat further intent .might be with respect to this legis)a-
tion or ho it might be expanded or what the losis might be for ,

future action. ,
*. Mr.' Wkishitt you are doing is sou4ding an early alarm.

Mr. MimatkisoN. I tuft indeed doing that, sit. r :.,
Mr. WEIss. Dr. ARever, dm' you tell me what percentage of any

.7particular.tAmt your organization gives is new? :

r. 'Wisp. In our prtiqular test there is me explain how we
Ws. e" .1' ....

e.
111- 511.
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-In .our Method of equating examination 's, which is what I think!
. you are asking-4:

Mr. WEigs. No; I .am asking really for those questions. Which are
used in developing tile raw score on the basis of which the scores
are given to the.AtudInts as to how they did on the test. Not new
questions: There are equated uestions, there are experimental
questions. I 'am not concerneV about ihose. I want to know those

. questions that 'ate used on e test which in fact are' new, in, any
. particular test that are ué4 with .a scote given to the student.

Dr. REvEa.iVia I contin e on? .

Mr. WEISS. Sincp we are limited,in time, try to give me a .percent:
age.if you_pau, .

Dr. REVEL Ahundyed percent for four or 1Wetest dates.
. Mt. WEISS. A hunderd percent of the test questions are new.

.Dr. REVER. Por,lour of the rive test datee.
Mr: WEISS: In any particular year?

. Dr. RENTFa. Yes. That .is why I. wanted' to. explain. The waY in
which,

Mr. Wks& without. the disclosure. in four Out of five.
instances you Provide 100 percent.new:questions in each test.

Dr. REVER. Virtually. . .

. 414.. 'Arms. There Would
Mr, ANDREWS. 'He says he .wants to exPlain that yeti are misin-

terpretingtis answer.
Mr: Waifs. rhOpe I am not. ".
Dr. }Wilt: .The question is related to the manner. in whichWe

equate forms. We de equate all of our forms at a certain, test date
during the Course of a year.

The eValuation occurs well before the examination, is enterecL so
roughly there would be sOme equival nt to cross the eXamination
.in the duplicative items, but the pe centage is telatively small.

Undet revisions that would be required under your law, we'
would estimate that approximitely 20 percent of the items would
be repeated items for that purpose and 80 percent. would be new.

Mr. WEISS. Right; so that it would be 80, percent whétbei:, We had
4 this disclosure requirement or. we didn't.have it,

Let me put it by way of question. On that basis%hoW much does
it cOst additionally to develop- that 20 percent :of new questions?

Dr, REVEL Our position is that the 'additional cost is marginally
spread over the ,millions Of studente We are talking about, but we
did make- a point that one Must be carefull in looking at the law .

about the impact it has, ont small value' tests, for example, braille .

tests. . )

. . The cost from our pers pectite is not the central issue of the
legislation; and this legislation, itS desirability or undesirability,
should not be based on the cost of developing different fornis of. the
examination. That ir a misdirected argument.

Mr. WEIEWI. You are 'aware of the fact that H:R. 4949 provides an
exception to those tests which are given to 5,000 fewer partiee

REVEL' We do have more than that in terms of special
`admOistration, but different versions, for exaMple, a braille vet-
sion, and so on, and examinations are administered eSeentially. 365

, days a year on the shifts and the . like, and:the numbers and
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interpretations of the intent .of your law does cause us a cons
able amountof conCern, because it's all called the sanie test:

Wawa One final area Of questioning. . .

.Do you have any information to give us as tO the. margin of error
that is built into any of these Academic admission tests? .

Dr. PERRONE. The margin of error 'tends to be fairly large. for
most' tests that I am familiar with.' .

For .example; most. of the standardized, tests that exist; the argu-'
ment is that in. two-thirdi Of the cases you can judge that the
standard of error will fall on. either side of the main by anywhere
from 8 to 4 .raw score items: .

On the SAT I suspect that it would range, a score of 450 would
.probably be very much like a score of 550. ,

That lathe range in which the:standard of error would accrue. It
tends to be fairly large.

I think that it has been mistake for lest companies to give a
single Score.. I think that. has been part of the misleading aspect of
the scoring system. .

Mr.'. WEISS. "So that if a school which uses one of these tesip
decidee hypothetically that it *ill consider for admission those
Students that score. 600 or above, and a student comes. in with 520,
that that student may In fact be 'excluded. on the basis of the
margin Of &Tor which exists in the test itself and not the perforrik....
ance of the studentn

PERRONE.. That is correct. That student may very: well be
eicluded by some institutiOntfor that reason.. .

Mr.t Dr. Pottinger,. dO you, care to cdmment on that?
Dr. POTTINGER. We.once aaked sorrie.members of the Educational

Testing Service why .they didn't present scores to clients, to teach-.'

ers, .using an interval score; that is, saYing that the probability is
some high percent that 'a student's Store .falls within. certain
range to try. to break down this, the aura that somehow. a 475..is
"better than a 450,and in faCt it inay not be'.

Yet schOols may make decisions on the basis of that -difference.
I think that is a critical probletn in the test. The response by the

Educational Testing Service was that they provided scores and
scinie 'of their tests in interval rangetand the clOnt said, "We don't

*.1 understand this. It's unclear. Give us a single score;" so the testing
cbmpaniss, are not 'in the business of providing information, teach-

ple better ways to usethe tests.
elt are in the business of providing a product that the client

asks for, but the fact that the client asks for something simplistic
dr that they can make decisions that in fact may not be right,
'seems *be of no responsibility to the test company, so there is no
incentive for them to provide that information, even though they
recognize that4that would be a preferable way of presenting the
scores.

Mr. Wares. tr, Ityver?
Dr. REM. If I can respond to that?
In defense of either Mr. Millenson or Dr. Fergusori, \I don't know,

'which, this is Mr. Millenson, and this is Dr. Eprguson [indicating].
Mr. Wiash Mi apologies tO either or both of toil.
Dr. REVEL The issue is related to what kinds of scores ate

-,-- reported; aigfl in 'Wet; I think, Mr. Weiss, if you wffl look at the
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kinds of scores to which Dr. Pottinger was . referring, those that
may be used for guidance or selection in postsecondary institutions,
ample information is .provided, and the data are reported in terms
of intervals.

In fact, we reportthe data typically in much better terminology,
and that has to do with probabilities of success which are a lot
more meaningful to most students and admissions officers in terms
of how one deals with those data.

Mr. Wales. What does the studeni receive back after he takes the
. test?.

Dr. RESTER. I will be glad to provide you mliny copies;
Mr. Wigss. As far as the score?
Dr. RIMER. An eitimate for up to six schools that he can choose

of kis choice, what his chances of success are in terms of acatlemie
grades, what the local norms are for the examination, how do his
high school -grades and scores compare to his. future competitors
within that institutions, his scqtes and the national perc4ntile
ranges for his school, how do they compare to the entire. population
of students who have taker the examination for the previous 3
years. .

In addition to that, there is 'something like 'probably 190 differ-
. ent,.separate, distinct pieces of information that are reported to the

student includii* everything from what the opening date of the
school is to what it costs to

Mr. Wass. Either on your test or on the SAT, does the student
receive back the nunierical store?

Dr. REVER. Indeed, they do get numerical scores for each of the
subtests that are reported in an average. . _

Mr. Waiss..B7 number, 475, 525?
The student it not advjped that in fact this is the range?
Dr. RIMER. Indeed they are in the handbook- for students, 'and I

will be glad to provide you one.
Mr. Wiciss. Before or after?
Dr. &mita. As thvy 'receive their te0st scores they ire provided

. .,Witiss. I sorry. Mr. Millensof, we have just had occasion.
retative

'to check with e Naval Academy in esponse to a comment, and
you will be pleased to know the SAT and the ACT,. and the other
academies' do as well and, therefore, the likelihood would te that

/Co
I am' referringg also, f course, to Members of

, the ures whichthey us too.
r. WEIsS. Those are occupational tea

Mr. MILLENBON. This bill would cover the service academies?,
Mr, Wain. SATs. i_

Mr. ANDRNWS. Are Ilhere 4her members of the committee who
ha e questions? r ,

ERDAHL. One question,, and maybe I can address this 'to a
.. specific member of t e pauel. I

Dr. Pqttinger, maybe I know. the answer, and I pm not a lawyer,
but I knb lawyers ask like this.

lib hut Iltiong have use these tests? Couldn't they use the
grades, the oWn entre ce examinations? Do anr institutions, have
to use thtse ètandardized tests? +
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r. POTrINGER. Well, when you say do they have to, I assume you
saying isn't it a voluntary process. Some institutions choose not

to sekem. _ . ,

Dr. NEVER. If there is a better system, they are entitled to use
that.

Dr. POTrINGER. If tlity haNie the information about better systems
and if a better system exists, if you can develop them, if the
information is clear, of course, they would be free to do that.

The problem is that information is not ayailable. We don't know
enough about the testsr.and in any specific example, the fact is, to
get the information, you need to make reasoned decisions about the
test whieh often means you have to go to court and spend years in
court to get the data you need. .

The critical issue, you raised the 'question earlier that relates to
this, and that is important. Who is getting hurt and who is not by
the tests? .

That is. probably our major concern.
To use a couple of concrete examples,'it might help. .

The Foreign Service, I realize this is an occupational exam, but
the example gives us a multiple choice lest, and for a number of
years the Foreign Service betause of that test yielded a highly
white middle class, often ivy league orps of people which was
acce table, 'but in the sixties that n tion came under question.

ey waived the requirement of the oreign Service test, because
mi orities and others who did not do well on the test needed to be
given access to those jobs. .

They discovered some years later that those people who did not
tike the tests, some of them became their star Foreign Service
officers.

They came to us in another firm I worked for at that time and
said: "Why is this happening? Why do we have people who do
badly on the test doing well 'on the job, and are we in fact discrimi-
nating?" ,

The study that we did for. the Foreign Service said that the
. problem- is the test items compare and contrast with a Mozart and
Shubert scenario and simply did not relate to the job of doing
Foreign Service work. '

You Aon't know what those items are about, and what the char-
actenglics and, how, it. relates to outcomes, if you don't have infor-
mation. .5

ond,. I think that the people, the point* I am really trying to
ma e is those that are being protected often are the people who
hay learned to take tests ox learned to do well on 'specific kinds of
con nts that have little relationship to the more important conse-
que ces of education, work and liVing, and I think' the notion that
gra s are SES-orientO, correlated with socioeconomic status is
equ ly true of multipl hoice teats.

u yead David Mc lelland's article in 1972 called "Testing for
Competence Rather than Intelligence." There are other examples
in thg human services, particularly mental health where people
use inner-personal s ills effectively, but we test them for esoteric
knowledge, analogou or sort of irrelevant kinds of esoteric kinds of

. o

5 9 trt)
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Mr. .EtnAHL. *hat are the, alternatives to a standardized test
t at are workable? Somebody brought up the essay-type tests. Any-

. y who claims that the standardized tests are the only thing you
Want to look at; would be in error if they limit., their consideration
to this. :

It should be grades, personal Contact or inteliviewi but what are
you fiuggesting?

POWINGER. I would ask the universities and colleges who -

don't use the test what their mechanisms are. I' qan tell you from
our oWn 'research, the preferable alternatives arWmeasures where
people have to demonstrate the very skills that they are being
asked to use in their work and life responsiblities:

It's interesting, I,think, that the reason multiple-choice tests
Mr. ERDAHL. I hbpa., you don't carry that analysis to a brain

surgeon, where you have-to-demonstrate before you get into medi7.
cal school.

Dr: PotrINGER. I would argue the other way recognizing correct
items on a multiple-chOice test which is the way we now certify
brain surgeons is probably even less adequate.

The reason mUltiple-choice tests do correlate with the first year
of school is because the very way we operate in education, &special-
ly in the early years is multiple-choice tests.

Once we get :into the real world, we ai.e not confronted with
information in a multiple-choice format where we have .to recog-
nize the correct alternatives. We are confronted with a number of
domains of behavioral and affective qualities that cannot be meas-
ured by Multiple-choice tests.
. We. are saying we will allow people the opportunity for work as
professionals or whatever the schools are admitting them to, if they
can demonstrate that they can get through that first year of
school; Forget about the rest of their:qualities that will be required
of them in their later years of school and on the job.

Mr. ERDAHL. We are getting into a brandnew concept here that .
everybody then should be entitled to enter a college or univerSity.
You.,.are saying that in a sense if you don't make it the first year
You don't make it, but at least you have that chance tO go for. 1
year-

That adds it he* dimension costwise.
. Dr. POITINGER. I am only focusing on the inadequacy of this

particUlar method for gatekeeping. There are beginning to temerge
.work samples,.what we call operant meaSures rather than respond;
ent measures where We ask people to demonstrate something.

. One reason these methodologies are not being utilized is because
the inadequacies of the current system are not being exposed.
1.1hWir. ERDAHL. I would hope institutions Would use a broad spec-

t m of different criteria in admitting students.
I spent some time at the Mayo Clinic over the August recess, and

they have a rather exclusive medical school there, because they
have several thousand applicants for 40 members in the .class.

There the grade-point fiveziage: of the people that apply is prob-
ably close to 4 points. ' ,

I talked to one of the ,people there, Who said they use. these
varioue tilings, personal ihterviewa; and for the out-of-State stu-

\



'! . dents they allow five new mem
: _ Applicants; any one of which may

They go by jitandardized -tests,
, to broaden out a class as .far

liackgrounds. .

I would hope, and I don't th* this is -the gentleman from New
York's intent at all, that they n't exclude th possibility of using
the standardized test as one of e tools. fr,

I think also, Mr. Perrone, ou are eager ake a response.
Dr. POITINGER. I. wOuld agr &with that. The example you have

given it; an excellent one, and wi would. concur. We are not saying
we should throw out all s ardized tests, but saying we should
open them up for analysis so e can In`o\v when they are good and
when they are not.

I can cite examples of la school deans of admissions who have
said: "I don't have time to that, and anyway my alumni associ-
ation, if they know we wer taking people who make- below 650,
would be all pver my back."

That is thd other side of t e problem.
Mr:ANDREWS. When you y we should Open them up so that we

can know when they are gus and when they Bre not, who is "we"?
DI'. POTrINGERO To begin with, it's the students who take them.
Its researchers want, to better informed about the effects, for

instance, the discriminato i effects or the 'relationship beiween
those measure and the soci onomic status.

We are put- into `a, doubl bind, and when are the p/Oonents of
this bill gbing to sho* som data that these tests are discriminato-
ry. How can we show the ata when we can't have access to it?.

We, don't want to be fru trated by the need to go to the courts
and pay lots of money. M t of us can't afford the thousands of
dollars that is required to o to the courts to..get this information.

Dr.. REVER. May I respondl to.that, sir? .

Dr. Pottinger knows full :,krell that-the issue df hiding dito relat-
ing to bias and the like i's certainly. not the case with 'testing
'agencies that I deal With.

We have never, ever turned dowii a responsible researcher from
taking a look at the contents of our examination or. any of the data
that we have in our files. . ,

In fact, we provided, upon request, people with significant data
sources which they can malse judgments about all kinds ofithings \
to which testing is related, softie of which has to do with learning, `c
by the Way, but that is part of it. .

The data that we 'hide is hard for us to understand, you see;
because when you talk about the issue of is the examliation biased
against 'pertain classes of peoPle in, our society, irr fact the test
agencies have been the ones who have been the leaders in analyz-
ing the effects of their examinations and tile use of their examina-
tions on those very peoRle.

What we do in fact find is that the examinations, n used for-%ik
selection, :often work in ihe favor, of ithe disadvantaged *her than
vice versathd o claim that t ere is untold and unknown kinds
of disastrous eff on-society th olfgh the use of examinations is
indeed well resear hed.

.

each year. They hive 1,400
could make it.

boo! grades, interviews, and try
different .ethnic and geographic
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What the proponents .really want to talk about is the contents of..
the examination: f

I cannot tell Whether the examination is inherently biased .

against certain parts of our society, unless I see the contents of the
examination.

Well, we have faculty, members every year by the scores who
look at the examinations, and admissions officers look at the ex-
aminations as a part of choosing which examinations are they

I going to recluire for their students.
To assume that they do not know the contents, and it has not

been studied by academic, committees who are in charge of admis-
sions, is really-m*sing the point.

Mr. ANDREWS. b there anything contractual or otherwise, be-
tween the testing, for a lack of better terminology, company, who-
ever makes the test and the schools, say, a subscribing school?

We will take Rochester, whoever it is. Is there anything that
preclndes" the people, at Rochester, the members of the admissions
committee, the dean of admissions, or whatever, doing with that
test whatever he or she wishes? 4If they want to go to AP or UPI or something, and give copies of
the test to anyone who might ask them, is there anything that
preclUdes them 'from doiftig that?

What are the exponen of secrecy herd
Dr. REVER. In general there are copyright laws; they could not

reproduce the examination which falls under copyright law. In
most of the documents, all of the examinatipns are in fact. copt
righted by a test sponbor.

Mr. ANDREWS. Whdt does that mean exactly? That means they.
couldn't reproduce it and sell it?

Dr. REVER. I believe \it'also means distribution of any kind. They
could not reproduce it and distribute it at any time.

Mr. ANDREWS. Where the student whib 'feels he or she might have
been discriminated against, could that student go to the appropri-
ate office of the school and say: "I want to see a copy of the tesN
took and on whiCh I received a low grade.'i know I saw 4 the day I
took it, but I brought my parents with me nd we want to see the'
test again."

Is there anything that would greclude the appropriate Oficial at
that institution to say: "Here is if copy of the test"

Dr. REVER. Often he has an equivalent form that he could share
with the student. There is nothing that precludes them from dojng
that in our policies. In fact, students upon request cannot see
copy of the examination unimpervised and the like, .but we have

A had attorneys and students who show up.for 1particular examina-
Iiohs and we sit down with them bbth and go through the examina-
tion. ,

Mr. ANDREWS. It Nand that the bill would cause the test to be
made public, and I guess my question is, are they now public?

Dr. REVER. No, sir; they are not to the students. The publication
of the tests themselves are under the control of 'the test agencies
and the test sponsors, and they are not Public record at all.

We control who sees tilem and who does not, the purpose of
which is not to hide lie examination,
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r. ANDOWS When you say we, you are talking of the testing
panr

Won. t' Think the studen.,probably, or_the applicant who is not
now a student and is disgrOutled by reason of the- fact he or she
wasn't admitted to be a student that is the person weate trying to
assist; is that right?. . r

Dr. REvEa.,Right.' . .

Mr. ANDREWS. You say that applitant does-not have access to the
test or may or May not have from the company that prepared the
tetit; but the student, as I understand it,,has no relationship with
the company preparing the test?

The applicant has some sort of telationship to the institution to
which he or she applied, and that institution, not the testing com-

Dr: NEVER. Otis correct.
pany, whieh denied the applicant Admission; isthat right?

Mr. ANDRE 8. Is chere anything- to prevent the applicant going
to the institution 'and getting such information . he or she might
want as to why that institution failed to admit him?

Dr.,,REVER. Indeed they may. ,

Mr. ANDREWS. Would that not relate to_the institution's right?
The institution is not precluded from givingthat information to
the student?

Dr. REVER. That is' correct, as far as I. know. _.
Dr: PERRONE. I have .a sense that Mr. Andrews has really moved

very close tO the fundamental issue in the bill.
Ought the person' who take§ the test have an opportunity to see

what it is that he or she is beihg judged by?
The precluding of that individual from seeing the examination,

seeing the answers, seeing their own answers in relation to it is the
fundamental issue in this bill. . .

Mr: ANDREWS. I don't .know'this, and I no doubt should, is this
bill directed at the testing .company requiring the testing company
to make the tetit public; or is it directed te the institution, for
instance, Duke University, Who denied admission tO the applicant?

Dr. PERRONE. In the case, 'for example, the law school admissions
council is technically responsible for the administration of this law
school aptitude test. That is Orepared on their behalf by tlie educa-
:tional testing service.

I might say they do'have procesS for review. The process is long
an4 complicated.

A student who might want ocess. to the LSAT would be in a
processi for months. and months, and, then might see the. exam
under conditions, hardly conducive to' a serious review and l9pg
past the point of it doing that student a lot of iood.

Mr.. ANDREws.'boes this bill revire the testini cOmpany to
make public:the test, or does it-require the appropriate officials at
Duke University to make public the test?

Dr. PERRONEThe officials. at Duke University do not have the
test.

Mr. ANDREWSAell, let's piek an Institution that does not.
D . PERRONE. Acvr has the test; AI'S has the test, the law school

ions council may has4 the test, the American Medical Col-
ey have the test.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Well, my question is to whom is the directive in
this bill directed?

Mr. Wiisst-The test agency, and the test agency may indeed be
the testing Company as in the instance of ACT or ETS. It could be
the law school admissions council, the agency, but it's not' the
institution, and Dr. Rever may have misunderstood 'perhaps some r
of the clue tions, because I think in the course of the dialog, gave
responses vhich may be ambiguous, and perhaps he can try to
clarify tha

OK, ag n, is it not true that it's the testing ageficy which has
the ultim te proprietary right in the examination which is given to
the student?.

Dr. REVER. Yes. ,

Mr. WEISS. After the studejit completes that examination, the
examination goes back to the testing agency itself. ,

Dr. REVER. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. It's the testing agency which then supplies yhat to4p

the institutions who are the using institutions?
Dr. RETER. Score reports and interpretive manuals.
Mr. WEISS. Right, but not the individual applicant's test and

results.
Dr. REVER. That is correct.
Mr. WEISS. The applicant, can in no way go to the inkitution

because at the time he takesithe test he may have indicated a half
dozen institutions to which he would like to have the test scores

. sent. .

Dr. REVER. Yes. 41:

Mr. WEISS. This bill is in fact necessary if we were in fact to have
the kind of accessibility that Mr. Andrews indicated the studentor

,,.student's parents would like to have as to how the student did on a
particular examination, and what he did in relation to a particular
question; is that right?

Dr. REVER. That IS correct.
Dr. POTTINGER. I want to make a simple elaboration, because I

think, Mr. Chairman, you have figgered the issue as he says, and if
we.look at an item on a tek we were involve0 in a casd where we
were finally allowed to see the items.

An expert in the industry that the test was developed for saw an
item on the test, and I am using one item as an exam plc th,at could
represent many.

This item has nothing to do with what this outcom is to be
predictinig.

Ii my Opinimi it just is unrelated. It happened to be a case where
'the item related to information that had been out of date for 25
years.

The point is that so-called objective tests are at the base very
subjeCtive. Someone has to'dgcide what are tihe iteihs. What are the
questions we are going tc; ask?

Who are those people? How are they selected, and what do they
ask?

If you simply take the test developer's word for it, and you may
get the names and even 'the addresses perhaps of the people who
made up the items, but what is it? What are their values? What .dd
they believe is important?



The point I am eking is that there are times when some of us
feel that 'their au cri.: tiVe opinions about what goes into the *con-
tants of those ina propriate.

We have no w y to c lenge it, unless we go to court and go
through the mechanisms that -we haye heard about. .

We simply cannot make a qdraightforward challenge to. the sub-
jectivity that is inherent in these testa.

What is objecCre About -them. not 'the content, but tip way
t y aregiven. I

r. ditinasVis. May I ask this question? If the peisoh or persons
gmade the test that you now perhaps question,, assuming that
u or somebody comes to the conclusion that certain questions

ere not relevant or the test was in some way not fair, What do r
ou prescribe be done, that you designatewholnake the.next set of

tests or who, is to make the designation of. which subjectivity the
applicant is going to be subjected to? 4

Dr. Porrugum.. I think there is an intermediate step. Before we
can answer the question of what is a fair process of arriving at th
decision of what content should be on the test, we have to know
what the cOntent is. Once there is a body of professionals or other
experts who say we thinkithis is contrary (to the best interests .of
students .going into this school or into this profession, then we can
have an open debate and the process may, in fact come down in
favor of the test as it.stands. .

That woUld be OK if in fact the consensus or someldue process
led to. that conclusion. We simpl don't have a process that enables
di to havyhat debate or to c enge thej)eople.

Th e tes developers often ai the peopTe. responsible for picking
those who write the itep, .Tfie efore, they in a sense are. responsi-
ble for the content of jle teste, indirectly or sometimes directly.

Again, there is no w y to challenge 'that process. It is a tremen-
dous power of an industry. If we were building automobiles the
-way we ire building tests and we wly allowed a certain few
experts to design the parts and kept them/secret, we would'be in a
.real mess. ,

, We do not have innovation. We woUld not haye very good prod-
ucts probably. Yet the industry and some expeA would say this is
thOest car we can produce,and the experts agree with it.

The fact is we have to open those decisiona op for debate and due
process.

Dr. PERRONE. The specter that is before us is after possibility and
after open dibate these examinations get strengthenO, .they may
get strengthened to the point where Ihey-are so crediMe they mat
even have more power in the American Aociety. . than they hav
already. I can see that potential.

There is the qther -potential that the alternatiires moill be exam-
ined more seriously. It is very difficult for an institution, a college
or university, especially thcise that are not in the top 10 or 15, to go
it alene in alternative rArections when the wave is all somewhere
else.

Bo doin could easily discard ,.the SAT as it did by sayiiig it
does t relate to anythm_g that is dant tO us. liampabir
Colke could, discard the SAT. Harvard diversity tend College ca
sayTa4Deafl Whittler- has said, we wo onger use .the SAT to the

oi
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degree that we did 15 or 20 years ago. It doesn't meet our purposes
anymore.

But- there are 2,000 other iistitutions in the United States that
in fact through their own accrediting associations have to show
some kind of quNity Mechanism arid the refer to this process as
their way of doing that.

I think historically we have examples of procedures that are 0 -
different than those that we tend to be trapptd into at the mo-
ment. The 8-year study in -the late thirties and' early forties pro-
vides, I think, a very good example of alternative Orocedures for
showing Colleges and universities what people in fact can do.

They were much more operant in David McClelland's terms than
the tests we now use. I am convinced that those alternatives,
though known about, are not used to any great extent today be-
cause of the power of that process which is already in place.

If we are going to have the serious debate that I think education-
ally and politically and culturally we neetobout these powerful
forces in people's lives; then we have to ffpose everything that
exists. To leave any of it hidden is mot in the best interests of the
society in any form. .

I wanted to respond to Mr. Goodling and Mr. Erdahl in part, a
queition that aren't we going to encourage a coaching 'industry.

I might only suggest that Mr. Kaplan, who has the largest of
that bit of indtistry, has not shown up anywhere that I know of to
argue in favor of any of. these bills. In fact, it is fairly clear 'that
the bill that is before you might in fact do damage to that kind of
enterprise by making it possible for the public sector to carry out
more effectively, lwhat Mr. Kaplan seems to have a particular hold
on at the ,moment.

I think in fact we will see a 'different process than more of th t
kind of industry. 4

One last comment: The one thing that has Aot been said, and it
stayi with me because/I work with large numbers of people who
have not typically gone to graduate schools or professional,
'And one of the things that has been very disconcerting is trying

to encourage individuals whose experience with these kinds of tests
have been so negative that while qualified in every 'Tespect, they
'won't take the GRE, they Won't take the LSAT, the y. won't take
the MCAT, because they absolutely .don't want to go through what
they perceive to be a humiliating process that they. have not had
any kind of success with in the pest:

Yet their. qualities would make fine attorneys and \filie doctors
and yet they have not even made the ste ,

Mr. ANDREW& On what dd. you base,that judgmentyou say they.
are well qualifiedby your subjectjy standards?

Dr. PERRONE. I am going to 'sjiggest to you that Their
tions don't in and of themseJie4permit that entry. Fhetè, are a
number of : ools that demahd Mat test be taken and there are a
number of :ple whose,aperiefices have been so negatiVe that
they don't take them. /

I am suggesting th is the power of that particular piece. It I a
power that I think irr4. great& than we ought to tiolerate. .

To the tlegree that w4 openbthe process up and suggest that there
'ate alteinatives the degree that the strengths as well as the
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w ewes are fully exR iosed, I think the powet s going to remain..
I think Illat is fundarneirtalto the bill,. . - - ".

Educatonally there is absolutely nothing in the bill that would
cause- the tOt to be poorer than they are now. 'From m,y perspec-
tive,- everythW in the bill would cense the tests to be far better
than they hay ever. been if that. is" the direction that seed's to
come out-of that ublic debate.

Mr. ANonws, ay I lek you to comment?.-If I understand one of
the arguznefits to thexcontrary, *hat good would . it do? In other
"words, I understand tl* opponents to say that if tl# bill became
law so that the applican for the. various sahools, say, nut year
would not have the benefit f having -the questions that are going

,.. to be submitted -to theji in a ance of taking the test so that they
m*ht fmd the answets and h ce if their meinory is any good,
make' 100 or '1,000, whatever, in- et to avoid that, I believe they
say it Would bb nece8ary at each ting period to come 'up With a

.ine* test. s .-

Do .you.concede that probably to be t case? "

Dr. PERRONE. Wu "have already heard rom" Mr. Beyer that AM'
has a new test fight now. That doe8 not m to be an obstacle:

Mr. ANDREws. What good would it do to us ake public the -test.
given in 1979 So there would be this public de te and exainination
as to the credibility or feasibility. or value Of t. e 1979 test it the

. 1980 test is in.fact going to be an altogether Me it test?
Dr. ParriNotat. I would. not help- those who took,the 1979 . test,

but . once we unde tend., hoW the 1979 test was conBkructed, why
the ones that are under dispute- were put in, We witty hrge the
-1980 test. .

.6
.

. Mr. ANOREws. But you ate not going to make the 1980 t; The
seine people who made the 1979 4,est ate going to make th 1980
test-

Dr. POTTINGER. That "Isl the point. q'hey are going to gnake the
decision every year 'without any of us\ havinf an input into the
procesa.
j1VIr. mntsws. -You cannot have an input' into the, process by
MvingLjpade !mailable to you the 1979 test? They are going to
-Make e 1980 test and you will not: haVe a copy "until it has :
alreadybeen given,...right? , .

Dr. PorriNGER..That is right, you are correct. We would not have
direct Input into the item writing.:They would still produce those ,
tests. I. think we 'Would demonstrate whether the -tests are in fact
being effectile ot not. ..4 ' .

.
.

Let's go bikek to a latnple. example: There filay be items on 'the
. test that simply are net appropriate to what we are trying to test.

We don't know.. that Oithogt seeing the iteMS. That is, someone

le whe wrote the items may feel they are
may think they are' - The testers may feel they are
appropriate and the peo
appropriate.- That is a ery limited number of people who have
control over the decisions that are being Made- i.

We are simply asking that -sozizehow the process be ofep so that .

more. than these privileged few plOple make the decisio'ns about
how out,young' peoipare admitted'. or, rejected from. schoole. That .

is the basio.patt of it:-- -. i .

Mr. ANEnswe Mr. Brdahl? ,

:,. ,
/
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Mr. It4DAHL. I. believe the spread and standard are in error, I .
think .we had the figure pointed up of 100 points, in the SAT test -

and information the staff has provided me, I undergtand It is a 30-
point spread.. Maybe that is too big, but it is not as big as 100
points.

Would iou want to comment on that? .

Dr: PERRONE. It depends on where you are on the scale, if you
are on the upper or lower end of the scale. 0

Mr. ERDAHL. I think you made the point it was 100 points.
Information we have, according to ETS, is that it ie a 30-point .

spread.
Mr. WEIss [presiding1. I asked what is the range of error. He

responded to-what the range of error would be and I think that is
correct.

Mr. ERDAHL. Another point I would like to dispose of here,.again
with regard to the article in the Washington Post, since publication
of any, particular test would lead to its immediate retirement, the.
corrective examples would be helpful only in the same generalized
way as the test study guide already available.

If we are trying to get at a problem of tests that probably don't
reflect the applicant's true ability, I am not sure that the- publica-
tion of the tests is the best way to do it. The test, I .suppose at
times, is a learning tool and hopefully our schools use them wisely
in that way, but a test is also a diagnostic tool. It is not the
treatment.

We have had a concern here today that maybe people are ill-
equipped to survive in law school or medical school. Again, that is
not the fault of the test.. It is the fault of something in our educa-
tional system. p/

Or you might say that law, school doesn't have the right require-
ments or the medical school has the wrong requirements. It seems
like the testing doesn't get at that

I am not sure what one achieves by requiring that the testing
agency comeAp with new tests all the time.

Dr. POTTINtER. Can I answer that with an analogy?
I think it is an old saw. If we say the automobile, going back to

my manufacturing analop, if we say the automobile inanufacturer
just makes the car and it is unsafe at any speed, maybe I should
add that if the consumei buys the car or the dealer sells the car,
that maybe we should put the onurOf responsibility on the ipuyer
and the dealer. .

We are talking Abut a systeni, an organizational..or social aye-
tem, that operates. To say t4ese ;people simply manufacture the
tools that then others rely !en appropriately or inappropriately

/ gives' no sense of responsibility.
I. It 'is, I think, akin to saying, the same response weuld get if

: we said any manufacturer of any product has no re neibility fo
it, it As only the user; the ciealer or intermediary peop e.
, Mr. ERITAHL. I tun not sure I follow your analogy. It semi to me
I don't have to buy that car. I Fan take a bus or train, or walk. The
same is true, I think, with, the1tet. If somebody comes pp with a
better one, I think the real,: essure should be on the educational

linetitutione in the whole area of education. . .

If the tests are not good, let's cometip with smile better ones.
I

3
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Dr. PIATINGER. But ye cannot come uP Witlf better tests until We
understand.'As.long as the,,ple who have control over the.devel-
opment of the tests that w-tlaim wiihout proper data are .nOt
.good,. We simply don't have the leverage 'to troate *innovations to
come up with .13etter test441We cannot,do that until we; have open.
debate of what ;is now going on. .

Mr: ERDAHL. Then Mr. Beyer. has 'misinformed us that this infor-
matiO13.1.Savailable to everyone whoever took the test. If they have
some memory of.when *they took the test and ;said, those are

--inappropriate .tesS-or they arenot releVant, itieems- that informa-
:tion available no*. ' . ,

; Dr., PoTtiNotk. It: is there theoretically; not practically. .gvery
.

student who hap ,the gumption or finances to hire an attorney or
aCtion, wade appeal proiedure or proper action, cati probably

get acCeSs to it: It iS not a theoretical issue, but it is h praCtical .
isSue'of access to the information. We got-access to the,inforination a
after 2 Years in the courts. . '

Mr. ANDREWS "presiding]. Hifve yoU seen .the questione, all...of
them given on the !..,SAT for the last 15 years?

Dr. PorrINGER. No, I have not. :. '
, Mr. ANDREWS. How many of them haire you seen?

:d sonie years ago. Th released a
Dr. ParrINGER A lb'have. seen what has een publistyed publicly,

that is, what the gTS has. release
past.ted of the SATsp.tpeople could Understand, sonie of the items. .

A few of those 'items are in My testimony, the comparison-contraat-
t items. ' - . .

r. ANDREWS. But yon have not seen the items .on the SAT-for
19787 .

Dr. POTTINGER. No, and ETS has. the full authority to determine
whether I Can see those items or' not and they- have the full

, a y to 'decide Whether I am a credible expert to view those

REws. You.Say_you have nOtseen them?
Obi.. I have not seenI have seen past tests, the itemS

tha are public information. .

Mr .AN.DREWS. But yoUlave not seen all the questions thatwere
.on the SAT or any :of the' SAT tests that were given in 1978?

Dr. PoTrINGER.That is right. -0 . ,

Mr. ANDREWS. Dr: Perrong, ine ask you thia question: Dolyou
subScribe to or support er believe in, adhere to the basic p 4ple
of teatin

Dr. PERRoI think that teating has 'Koine possible uses.:
Mr. AND Do you think an, institution of .higher'education ..

should cause applicants to be submitted. 1,0 some Written test?
Dr. PERRONE. et nccessar.ily.

: ANDREW WelV do you, think they shOuld have thd preroga-
tive of doing th or liot doing that as the institution mfght.choose7,

Dr: PERRONE. think milleges and universities have probably not
,been .as responsjj4e as they might here bemover the years- in
"buing into this ithiculat made of testing., . /

I think co eges and un ersities ought to have, some kind of
in' chnissions 'process? Yes, I do. . . ,

Mr. ANplEws. Do you think that shot4 include requirtng the
applicant to submit to sOine Written test?!e a . / .
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..` .Dr. PERRONE. Again, I will say 'not necessarily. I 'think colleges
and uriiversities, might make a range of decisions about that partic-
ular factor. f

Mr, ANDREWS. Do you think the institution should have the
prerogative to make that determination and require testing if theS,
choose?

Dr; PERRONE. I think they should have that opportunity and I
hope they would take advantage of that opportunity within an

, atmosphere where there is full disclogure about_ those tests and
*what they are' and what they mean and within the context that
students have access to the decisions, the judgments that are being
made about theiri, and that they will .ask the question, have stu-
dents been treated fairly in this process as well.

I Will only say again, I think the fundaniental issue in this bill
goes all the way back. In some ways we have been all the way
around it, we hate taken societal issues, but there is a kndamen-
tal issue for students who take a test. Ought they not have the
oppertunity to review that test, the questions,, the answers, and
'their responses. That, I think, is very fundamental in this bill. I
think that is a right that a student ought to have in this process.

, I think the whole testing enterprise would be far better for being
'open to that than to continuing an argument that somehow that
will reduce validity or item quality or that some technical issue
will be compromisednhere is no evidence that that is true.

Mr ANDREAFS. I see.
.1 Dr. REVER. It .is hard to argue against Dr. Perrone's basic tenet,
' that is, that students ought to have the right to see their examiri4-

tion arid-its basic contents. That is the kind of applaling istiue that
I think everyotte would love to endoise.

Our difficulfy. with that is that for one thing it is for no observ-
able purpose whatever. Whatever, -learning will take place fot the
student, as yOu oan see, as you pointed out in your line of question-
ing, is relatively- Oman. The examinations really are a sample of
behavior, learning. Which items one misses has nd implication in
general for ,whether of not they have mastered something very
different from that, not even related to the question.

So, consequently, when yon are talking about student rights, you
are talking abodt protecting them from *some kind of ,corTNorate
power, which' is unwarranted. We suggest to you, in fact, D . Per-
rone's very own statement of a while ago argues against the pas-
sage of these bills on the basis of whether-institutions over the ixist.,
twitdecades have been studying and evaluating examination pro-
grams as they try to- move to comply With the latvs for equal
opportunities in this Nation.

Bowdoin and Harvard and others have chosen not to employ the
examination in their admissions programeThat is a very powerful
argument that indeed our programs are responsiVe to the needs of
.those institutions and they are attending to their socialqesponsibil-
ities in evaluating the kindibf services We have.

So we look Wale benefits. Are there really truly benefits? In-
deed, researchers do look at bar examinations and try to improve
them for' us. We hire people for that very purpose to' tepresent
Iiisciplines across the spectrum ob American 'education and the ,
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itecoAdary School iysteins. So reallY of what benefit is it to the .

student? , .

. 'We submit there haibeen .no clear nvd for that kind of right to
be extended by our Government to the studeilt at the moinent.

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have,a contluding state ent?
Mr. WEISS. Just a couple of questions, Mr. Ch 'tman. Just a little

bit ago Mr. Erdahl, in responding to Dr. Pdttinger's antomobile
analogy, said that he shoUld have the option of hot using it, not
buying the dittomobile at all, or using the bus*Or train or whatever
else. - : .

I think the problem is that the student may in fact have no
'Choice. For exaMple, let me put the' question, the student who
wants to apPly to law School, what percentage of the law schools
oday will accept a student twho does not take the LSAT?---..

DT. PERRONEA don't know ahy. . .

Dr. ParriNoER:. I don't know the percentage.
Mr.. WEISS. 111re are some, but probably miniscule as far as

is concerned, at far as the. percentage Of law sChools ,

rharct"olenrequired the SAT. I don't know if any Of you are familiar
:with the specAfics. . .

. In the fire day of testimony that we have here, sOmebody ret
ferred to the fact that somehoW within the last few years apparent-
ly there , was an LSAT examination given and the professors of
.Georgetown Law School then examined the answers ann questions
and 'concluded that their answers in 25 percent. of the instances
would be different than that wItich the LSAthad in faci designat
ed as being the correct answer..

Now it seems te Me, that if that kind of testing and testing floor
were open to public - scrutiny and public critique, that in all prob-
ability the LSAT -peoPle and.the testing services generally would be
much more, concerned and careful about the kind of tests which

. 'they would be putting forward for the students of next 'year's
LSAT's. . . . ,

l,pn't that really the concept behind what the benefit is to the
student and to the society, Dr. Perrone?

. '
Dr. PERRONE I think that is the argument I have 43een posing

throughout my testimony. I think Dr. Pottinger has posed the same
issue, that the-item quality will undoubtedly. improve.

Mr. WEIss. In..conclugion, I want to express mr appreciation to
all the Witneises on bah Sides of the. issue for their participation. I
:think they have helped to further derme, and your questions cer-
tainly have, what the issues are here. -

In summary, I want to say thpt I do not ior does Mt. 4949
intend to eliminate standardized! testing. What :I IWant to do is
make sure it is an open process, that people understand what is in
it and. that in fact we scan have a bettier syStem that evergbody can
be happier With. 1 . ! / .

. ,
- :I thank yOu very much. ( k '

Mr. ANDREWS. I, tOo, on behalf of Chairman Perkins, would like
to thank all of you for Your very, valuable contribution. Unless

' .. there is an objethon, We Will now adjourn\r reconvene on Septimi-
ber 24, _.? weelds from today, at which tim .we will consider these
same bills.

Thank you. 4
[Whereupon, at 1:25 p.m.. the subeommittee ackloUitned.]

.
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EDUCATIONAL TESTING ACT 041 1979
111,

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1979

HPUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,. _
." SUBCOMMITTEE ON ESEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LA1cOR,

Wwhington, D.C.
The subcoimnittee :met, ptrsuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

2175, Rayburn HoUse Office Building, Hon. Ted Weiss presiding.
Members present: Representatives Weiss, Kildee, Buchanan, and

Erdahl.
Staff present: John F. Jennings, majority counsel; Jeffrey W.

Brennan,* staff intern; and Martin LaVor, minority senior legisla-
tive associate. si

Mr. ERDAHL [presiding]. Good:morning. We will get our hearing
underway.

I was asked to start fife hearing this jiorning. Chairman Perkins
is on his way in. I see Mr. Weiss is h re. I will begin the hearing

, because we do have several witnesses to appear today.
, This is the fourth day of hearings. Two more days are scheduled

on H.R. 3564 and H.R. 4949.
We have an interesting and distinguished panel this morning. If

they would take their places around the witness table this morn-
.ing, we could get the hearing underway.

Even though some of'our colleagues arenot here yet, this will go
*into the record and we Will establish the record this morning.

The people On the panel *this morning are: Dr. Urbain J.
DeWinter, director okadmissions, College of Arts, Cornell Universi-
ty; Dr. Richard BereMen, president, American University; repre-
senting the American Council on, Education;*DrMaines W. Loewen,'
direttor of, research, Center for National Policy Review, Catholic.
University School of Law; Ms. Althea Simmons, director, Washing-
ton OrfAce, NAACP; Dr. Lionel Newsom, member, ,board of direc-
tors, National Association, for Equal.Opportun,ity in Higher Educa-
tion, ppeitident, Central State University; plr. Sheldon R. Goldstine,
Clevelnd, Ohio; and Dr. I. Leon Smithl djrector, Professional Ex- .

aznination Service.
rst *I will call on Dr. DeWinter, arid dow I Will relinquish the

Mr. WEIsol aresiding]. Let me apoloigize. It used to be that only
hair to Representative Weiss.

death alt4 taxes were certain. I now have a thjid part of that. That -
is that t e Eastern shuttle will be late going or co4ng from New
York. I ologize for myself. That is the reason I anflate.

0* OM
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Thank you very, much.
: Dr. ,DeWinter, if you wou proce11.

A 4.

. STATEMENT OF URB N J. DeWINTER, DIRECTOR OF.
ADMIWIONI, COLLEG OF ARTS, CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Dr. DEWnkrita. Gocd niNning. My name is Urbain J. DeWinter,
associate dean and director of arts and sciences admissions.

Let me give you person Eickground froth whiCh I approach the
proposedlegislation. I Was a high school teaCher for 3 yearl and
have taught at the colleged level for the last 15 years. Slticeti
.obtained my Ph. D. in Spanish literature from the Univerdity of
4'ennsylvania in 1972 " . Ii

.

Mr. Wm& Pr. DeWinter, excuse me. That Microphone is not as
sensitive, as it ought to be. Maybe you could pull it closer and
down. 1 . . * ..

Dr. Diairitsk: Thank you
I ve taught at Cornell University where I have serv bad' as

,

a fa lty member and an administrator. I\ am currently associate
de director of undergraduate admiOlons for the College of ,)
Arts 'and Sciences: 1

' \ In thilb capacity it has been my reSponsibi I 'ty sinCe 1975 to direct
the admissions programdi the college an more specifically to
direct the selection process for the approxir ately 8,000 students
whO apply for admission to this college. ,

I want to point out to the committee that I -do refer specificaiy
to the College of Arts and Sciences because at Cornell we haVe

i, seven different undergraduate colleges (not to mention the several
graduate divisions), each one varying somewhat in its policies and
procedures. :4.,

, My .cofleagu4s who serve as directors Of admission in these col-
leges have for he most part academic backgrounds in such fields
as the history f f science, botany, architecture, or agricultural eco-
nomics. i .

I mention these facts because there is no unanimous opiniorion
this question at Cornell, and the university as an institution has
not taken an_official stand on the proposed legislation.

I.; wOuld abso like to mention a little later an associate of ours,
Prof. E. Wood Kelley from the Cornell Department of Gov inment;
will be available for additional testimOny, when he arrifirs later
this inorning, esPecially on the legislatipri in bill 3564 e is 'a
Member of the admissions committee. .

As a memberof the admissions committee, Professor Ie1leyws c

overal4 project consultant for the evaluation of the Elem ntary and
Se0andary Education Act. for the House 'Education Com ittee prior
to its recent reauthorization, and has consulted for he House
:Education Committee, the NIE, the National Opiniop Research
Center in testing, the Fgderal Judiciary Center 'of tlie Supreme
Court, and other organiations.

accepted the invjtation to testify on. the 'proposed b lls because I
'believe that the pabage of this legislation will rein rce 'ow own
ilblection policies and procedurei whiCh I think are fair and coin-
prallbsive, and it will ultimately Increase our Un rstanding of
the tests, thereby placing them in their proper pepsp9ctive, without
destroyinig thqir validity. _
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I beltve this legislation is in the interest a fairness to students,
parents, teachers and in the overallinterest-of education..

There may be sorueinconveniencOlhat arise as a result of this .

legislatiOn, but these should be resolved in due time and are.
outweighedAy the overalradvantage to a fairer educational sys-
tem..

In order to put the question,of tests in the proper perspective, I
want to say something about the philosophy of aftissions as ar-
ttculated by the faculty of the College of 'Mts and Sciences and
how this philosophy is implemented. .

It is our belief that faculty and students benefit both academical-
ly 'and personally from a 'diverse student body. The College of Arti
and Sciences admits men and women who have diverse social,
economic and ctiltural backgrounds, racial 'and' national identities, .
and talents. .

All stndtats. entering the college must be prepared to contribute
i to and beard from the environment of Cornell. Therefore, admis-

sion selection is an evaluative' process that congiders each individ-
ual's achievements and potkntiarlOsuccess at the universify:

The most important criteria dmission are intellectual poten-
tial and commitmenta complex combination of abillty, achieve-.
ment, motivation, diligence And educational opportunity. Nonaca .

demic qualifications are also important.
The college seeks individuals with outstanding personal qualities

and a record of significant involvement in extracurricular endeav-
ors. Students with unusual talents and achievements in inusic,
acting, creative writing, 'science, athletics, politics, and other. areas

. lire given special consideration in the admission process. 4

A committee of faculty members and 'admissions officers:reviews
the materials submitted by the applicant, The folder includes the--
following.items:

There are four different.aieas that are important. .

One. The application form itself which 'contains a lot of infornia-
tion on the student's background, and his or her interests, accom-
plishmenta; ai)d goals; for example; one of the questions. is a 300-
word .&say that reads as follows: 'Describe a problem that faces
Your home, school, .city, region, or nation. How did the problem
originate, and, how might it be 16lved?" Or another question seeks
to fmd out "What educationffl objectives, interests, experiences, .4
oreer or professional goals or other factors have influenced your
decision to apply for the program you have sPecified?"

Two, . An indiVidual School report which would deinenstrate diet
the .student has bee n. prepared for a challenging college curricii--
lum. This form contains the following statement: "A full and can-
'did repottirom the schOOI is essential if the applicant islo be given
fair consid.eratioh. We therefore ask for careful ratings and coin- a

ments abol character and ability by a school, official whO 'knows
the studen well." The ratings and commen'ts refer to class rank,
transcripts, test scores, persona' characteristics such as academic
-motivation and selfdiscipline, ad well as overall performance 'of the
Mndidate in extracurricular adtivities; also this form provides the

licipportunity to make additional comments Pertaining to special
Arcumstances that may .be relevant to the student's application.
This Is important information because due consideration is given to

.

4
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the grading system, the courses available and taken, and cultural
op rtunities.

ree. Letters of reference are welcome when they provide an
asseskiinent of the applicant's academic or personal qualities as are
other subjective reports such as the comments of an interviewer.

Tour. Finally, we require the results of the SAT or ACT exami-
tuitions and three achievement tests which are evaluated wfth the
regt of. the applicant's Materials.

I would characterize our method of selection as a holistic one in
which any.. one factor cannot easily be separated fr'om tlte others.
The complete application folder i always greater' than 4he mere .

sum of its parts.
. Furthermore, it is a method that looks positively for what the
student has accomplished in the past and is likely to accomplish in
the future rather than for what he or she has failed to do. It is an
evaluation of each Candidate in light of the opportunities and ac-
complishments he or she has demonstrated. .

The role of standardized tests in this review ,has not been quantiY
fled. Standardized tlbsts have been reviewed by our committees as
one measure of reasoning abilities in both verbal and mathematical ,
areas. As we understand diem, the SAT's and achievement tests
place the applicants from a wide variety of schools on the same
scale in order to make some meaningful comparisons.

Clearly; we would not select our students on the basis of the tests
.because that would be in direct contradiction to our philosophy. To
equate admission with the score on a test would be to equate all
applicants with the characteristics of the test which would entirely
eliminate our diversity.

Therefore, in our case, standardized tests have had a supplemen-
tary value rather than an absolute value; and this will continue to
be the case. This does not mean that we reject the notion of a
standardized test. For example, we use the regents examinations
which are given in New York State.

But our coMmittees have refrained from placing too'much pm-
phasiS on the scores. Instead the* use multiple criteria in dtter-
mining admission. Therefore, wheE speaking about our own meth-
od of sel tion I would say that whether the answers are disclosed
-or not, t e curent legislation is unlikely to have a strong impact
on our p4cedures.

Nevertlfieléss, I endorse the current proposal pertaining to disclo-
sure of facts because there does exist the danger of abusing or
misusing tests, as appears to be the case in some professional
programs and institutions that receive a large volume of applica-
tions. 'Furthermore, they are frequently misunderstood or poorly
appreciated by the general public.

One. Tests make it extremely easy to administer vast amounti of
paper and material that can be digested in a highly mechanical
fashion, with great speed mid uniformity... We have to be 'careful.
With the very visible numbers lest they distort our visionotand
prevent us from 'taking the appropriate ti.me to make a thorough
revieity of each case. It is important ,to recognize the efficiency of
dean-cut numbers for what it is worth.

TWo. We cannot assume that what is generally- true about society
is also true about th'individual and therefoire good for him or her.

At
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On:the basis (*statistical andesis, for exaMple, we might say that i
thOaverage-size family in the United States consists of 2.7 chil-
dr Does this iniply that II should have 2 or 3 ,children, or 0.7
c ren? 1 . ; ',

e can be tempted to exclude individuals or groups of individ-
uali3 from consideration for a program because They do not meet

.the average number'. If that number becomes so significant- that on
that .basig. I am excluded from a program, then I as an individual
have a right to see the" test upton which I have been excluded.

. Three. Objectivity is frequently misunderstood. We speak of ob-
jectivs twits oridecisions, confuaing one part with the whole.. To
make an objeve decision does not mean limiting the factors I
take into consideration to quantifiable areas. Subjective judgmentg
are imrt of the objective decision..We can too easilylconfuse quality
with an "objective" number; as 'in describing an andividual or a
group by means of a number. .' 40 /

Four. Disclosing the tests as proposed in,H.R. 494w would add
our knowledge Of the talk and demystify the secret contentt ,t at
promote misunderstandink of the tests among students, parents,
and admissions officials. , '

It would challeng0 all of us" to become still more knoidedgeable
about the test, and to enable us to give a student or parent an
explanation of just what a high or low test score *resents, how it
is interpreted by both the testing.agency and the admissions office.
. Disclosure would lead to a more realistic, appraisal of . the

strengths .as well as the limitations of a'test. Ultimately it will
strengthen the credibility of tests, for they will be examined by a
wide variety of edUcators who are interested in maintaining their

., high quality. Undoubtedly intelligent people will express disagree-
ment over both the questions &the answers of the tests.

ft The most important obj ions that have been raised to the
disd re of tests involve cos and equating. Ample testimony has
beenfiven. in Ne York and Washington showing that the cost of
testjdevelopmentjrepresents but a re atively small fraction of the
tot1 cost of test inistration. .

Equating iS oftbn confused with validity. Equat g simply means
that We rank the students in some common order across test ad-
ministrations. However, equating is a complicated piychometric
_procedure that should not be confused with the validity of the test

- which deals with the predictive value of the test It is validity 'and
not equating which is our Main concetn.

As X understand the bill, it was drafted inicoptlideration of the
: testing industry's dontern to exempt from disclosure questions used

for equating and pretesting.purposes. ,
In sUm, I believe this legislation will provide us with more Useful

ififormation. about 8tandafdtzed an opportunity to monitor
. the a Propriate develoPment, correction and administration of' th&
tests and', continue to encourpe the responsible use of tests
sch and admissions office. ii.

Mr. WEI10. Thank you very much. We wTll hold off the question
ing until the entire panel has had ocoasion to make their state:,
ments and ,then we will proceed to questions.

Now wo will proceed in the order lit which Ifle tnesses appear.
eon the lisksOur next witness is Dr. Richard /31407 n.

P.
' ', 1
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STATEMENT OP RICHARD BERENDZEN, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN

UNIVERSITY, REPRESENTING\ THE AMERICAN cOUNCIL ON
EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIED 'HY SHELDON SZEINBACH AND .
DOUGLAS .WHITNEY OF THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCA-
TION
Dr. BERENDZEN. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommit-

tee, my 'name is Richard .Berendzen. I am university provost and
president-elect of the American Urtersity here in Washington, .

D.C. . I
I thank you for this opportunitY to offer testimony in behalf, of

the American Council _on Education and seven other major educk
fion associations on H.R. 854 and H.R. 4949.

With me today .are Mr. 'Sheldon Stei4ach and Mr. Douglas
Whitney, of the American Council on Education.

As you may know, the membership of the eight organizations we
represent here today includes nearly all the-colleges and universi-
ties in the Nation. And the American Council on Education serves
as the primary 'coordinating agency for the Nation's higher educa-
tion commubity.

Thus, our testimony today repres'ents generally the concerns and
interests of the diverse postsecondary institutions that use stand-
ardized tests in their admissions processes, as well-Fis the present
and future students of these educational institutions.

We recognize that faculty, students, parents, and others have a
genuine and legitrivte interest in the nature and use of the stand-
ardized tests that ay a role in the admissions process at many
higher education institutions.

During the past four decades, such teets have proven to be useful
at many institutions in assessing studentslitial for completing
undergraduate, graduate, and professional programs of study>

In 'many instances, test results have been especially helpful to /
students who attended schools and college riot well known to/
admissions committees arid to those whose p 'or educational work
did not reflect their' full potential for further s udy.

At the outset we wish to stress that while ackaicvledging the
intereses of students and others in the nature and uée of sucb tests
and concurring with .some of the stated goals of the proposers, we
'believe that Congress should not enact.such 'legislation at this time.

Portions of each proposal now before the House are. unnecessary
in! that they pimply codify the current praCtices of most testing
programs, and make no significant changes or improvements.

Further, the proposers of H.R. 4949which would require the
disclosure of test questions and answers after each test admikistra-
tionhave not proven the need for tlkis Major- change in test pro-
gram Itixedures on the basis of demonstrated educational benefits
.to students, on a definitive.analysis of relative costs and benefits tO
students or institutions, or on wpfi-documented instances :of im-
proper or Harmful past practices.

Finally, the portions of H.R. 4949 that _require test agencies to
make public all studies conducted on behalf of individual .colleges
and the fortion of H.R. 3564 that prohibits the consideration of the
test restilts. of 'other applicants M determining whether or not an
inclividutil should be admitted to an institution would severely
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limit the abilAty f colleges to deVelop adinissimis proceduret that
best serve the .nee of both students and institutions.

Historically, Congress has shown' an adinirable reluctance to leg-
islate matters at he heart of 'education and curricula, College

.
.admissions proceduresincluding the evaluation ocf9t,at results-

f\
7

are air outgrowth d and a reflection of the missi P and goals of
each institution. The formation required from* each student appli-
cant properly reflects the curriculum band requirements 'of the linsti-
tution and educational program to. which application for admission
is made.

The subject of the proposed legislation is an educational matter
and properly the province of the faculty of each institution. Al-
though the _proposers disclaim any. intent to interfere with admis-
'dons procedures, it js our view that the evolution of subsequent
regulatory and 'legislative actions 'will do precisely that by moving

. from one factor in the adMissions ,processstandardized test infor-
mationto others. ' ,

I now turn to a brief *analysis of the propoded legislation.
First of all, legislation in areas of information and priviwy. is

/unnecessary. The enactment of legislation in any area nOt ri)revi-
,. Ously subject to legislation suggeSts the existence of an undesirahle

/ and intolerable condition that can and must be remedied by law.
Do sdch Conditions exist in the area of educational. admisaions

testing? We think noVand do mit believe the proponents of the hills
now before you have_carried their burden Of demonstrating a clear
need for such legislation. p .

Today, qUalified students have greater access to higher education
in the United States than ever before. More than 90 percent of the
students cUrrently seeking admission, to undergraduate study are

, admitted to the college of their first Chtsice. -More than 96 percent
are adMitted to some college.. I

As the number of, 18-year-olds declines, more and more under- .

kraduate institutions can be ex to use test resultslor inClu-
sive *vows to hblp identify and -a it all students able to corn- 1.1, s

. plete undergraduate programs of st , dy rather than to exclude i

'those who appear less likely to do so.
!

At the graduate and professional levels, most institutions have ,

already recognized the desirability of broadening their student bod*----' I
iea and have achieved diversity through vigorous programs of
firmativa action, pecial academic. assistance and multiple criteria

i/ for 'admissions. Jrft hap ocburred in the absence of legislation
lconcerningthe use of admissions tests, rtif

R./ Both H. 8564 and H.R. 4949 prescribe specific items of info a-
)1 tion about each admissions test that must be provided to students
1 when 1 ey register for the exainination.. While we stipport ,the .

; pract -.: of providing-students with useful information, it is okir
? jib : .. exit that nearly all thefrequired information is already 'pro- .

' vided to students. , ,

The United States Student Association conceded as much in
iheir Ptistimony concerning H.R. 8564. The fact that section 3 of
H.R. 8564 , and section 6 of H.R. 4949 eeisentially require testing
programs 0 continue to.provide students wi&h the information now
available iii hardly an brgument that demcffistrates a need for the ,
legislatjon. t ." .

,

1
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Finak, no persuasive evidence has been presented to suggest
that tea agencies are now handling student test, records improper-
ly. To the best of our knowledge, test results are currently sent in
identified form only to institutions and agencies designated by the

°studenteither by a specific request or by a general permission
applying to scholarship programs, special -information services and
the like.

Some persons have been critical of the College Board and Educa-
tional Testing Service for refusing to release identified test results
to the Federal Trade Commission for use in its study of poaching
schools. Section 6 of H.R. 4949 would require them to refuse other
similar requests.

Second, requiring the disclosure of test questions 'is unwise. Sec-
tion 6 of H.R. 4949 requires the release of test questions and
answers to students and to the public after their first use. This
would effect a major change in the current operations Of all educa-
tional aft,issions testing programs.

This requirement is the major point of contention surrounding
H.R. 4949. That this would tresult in an abrupt change for testing
programs is not a sufficient reason for us to oppose disclosure. It is
the witicipated effects and highly, questionable benefits of this
seemingly simple change that cause us to oppose this section.

It is generally acknowledged that .the disclosure provision would
necessitate the deverepment of more test questions and more test
forms than are currently needed. It woul4 be impOssible reuse
questions that have been shown to be usefid and valid.

It would be unwise to legislate a change of this magnitu e vkith-
out adequate assurance 'that the quality of information gai ed from
admissions tests will not thereby be compromised withou a clear
.indieatin of the °number and identity of the students w o might
benefit from such changes and without a comprehensive estiMate
of the aSsociated costs.

It is bY no means clear that there will be any signific t educa-
tional benefit, for students from the requited disdos re of test
questions and answers. Experience suggests that the u e of a pre-
test or the development of more extensive diagnostic infotmation
to accompany student score reports or both would better accom-
plish the educatiortal purposes claimed'for H.R. 4949.

We notel that the learning' that occurs for students whose ques-
tions and Answers are returned is a matter that could be rather
simply stud*d. This shOuld be done before disclosure is required in ,

order to hélp us all understand more fully ,the implications of the
le 'slation. N

e .pOssibility that the requirements in Section 5 of H.R. 4944
woula result in a decline in the quality of information that id'
gained from these tests is a major concern. Although some persons
have teStifieci, that quality will not be adversely affected, we believe
that mobt e perienced.-test- experts would disagree or express
doubts that t is will be the case. ,

The possibility tha test information will be less usdul than, it is
now is partic larly v ing .in light of the failurg to demonstrate
that students will bene it from the passage of this legishitiod.

The sufmber of ptudents Who would request copies or their test
questions and nsiwers is not known. Without a satisfactory esti)t.'
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Mate of the number c studen who would do so, it is impossible to
evaluate the societal benefits 1,at would result from enacting ER.

.4949. ' f,
,

If feW requeSts are .made, t marginal costs of providirg cqpies
will prove to be high and .th nominal charges permitted w1 be
beyond the ability of low-inco 0 students to pay.

Yo should be aWare the 1 many institutions ask students to
comp. ete standardized tests c efly to assist in providing guidance
in attars of course selectio J and planning. Some test agencies
for /example, the iAmeri college testing piogramcurrently A

.=like retired test firms av ., : ble to institAtions for use in-ettlabiti
.0r-imitati9n or preregistrati 1 testing. programs on thei campuses.

secure test forms will no nger be available for this purpose or
it seems likely that if e disclosure requirement is enacted,.

hat- they will be much SI re expensive to use for these purposes.

1
, It should 'be noted tha educational admissions tests are not all

/Alike. It see. inevitable hat the disclosure requirement would be ,
' More difficult to effect f, some tests than for others. No evidence
has been presented th: f suggests that anj admissions testingtpro-igram can be operated this manner, let alone all of them. IFiThis legislation is timely. During the paseyear, the role of
ability tests in Amei, can education and society has been under
study by a broadly presentative panel of educators and others.
This study by the 0 ational Academy of Sciences' Committee on
Ability T ing is eduled to be released in midyear 1980.

Althoug we ha no knowledge of the conciMlons or recommen-
dations to be inclu ed irr the report, it seems 1' ely that consider-
abte attention wil be given to the use of tests in .educational

issions. Action on testing legislation before this report is re-
eased would,prej ge the evidence and preempt the conclusions Of
he study pOel.

No crisis exists i . warrant hasty action on these *Proposals before
the committee's , port is released. We expect the report will con-
tribute much to tl e discussion of issues asociated with this legisla-
tion. i
. And, finally, .ei ch year more than 1,OOO studies of test validity
and related mat ;.rs are conducted by.ter on behalf of individual

4 college& and uhi 5rsities. &fob ifivolveS4tudents enrolled at a sin- '
Ile institution : i each exavffines the usefulness of admission testi

results ih conju ion with. other relevant inforMation about the
students as they ,relate to indicators of program completion and
achievement at t t institution.,

%
Currentlir,,the ,Ailts of these studies are available to faculty

and admissions 0 cers at thit institution Tor their use in develop.'
in5 appropriate a , i, issions procedures. Nene is (if inter* beyond _

1) institution. 1 one ecessarily his relevance for students at
r instit , dons.

.

et, sect n 4 o H. . 4949 requires that all be made public. if
&they have been co ucted by a test agency on behalf of the institu-
%ion or if they have used data obtained from a test' agency.

Individual instit tions shOuld be encouraged to contict such
studies. The ublic filing recluirement, of section 4 of H. 4949,
however, ly to discourage these efforts. The test agen y stud-
ies prepaed for an titution consist largely of tabular material.

rt.
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They lack the interpretive context that is known tw admissions
committees, bdt that would be unknown and quite posfibly misun-
derstood by other readers. It would serve no purpose to require the
publicatiop of studies that pertain to single institutions. -

I now wish to comment on the matter of imprbvenients in educa-
tional testing: What have been and ate alternatives to Federal
legislation with its attendant risks? ,

As a general piinciple, we believe Ithat legislation should be used
a remedy only wherx less 4astic alternatives have been exlianst-

ed. Historically, three fienlegislative means have proven useful in
identifying problems and effecting needed improvements in educa-
tional testing:

One. Evaluations of tests, voluntarily agreed to by the test spon-
sors, conducted by qualified persons with no vested ihterest in the
outcome,

Two. Standards for good practice that clarify the,procedures for
developing and using tests and for preparing test Manuals that are
generally endorsed by professional .test experts, and

Three. Publication of analyses of issues and recommendations
prepared by broadly representative ad hoc committees of educators
and others.

I call your attention, to the examples of these efforts that we
have detailed in the, written testimony we have submitted.

These examples o *significant efforts to guide and improve the
use of educational tes stand as evidence of the education conimu-
nity's inter to keep its 1ouse in order. These activities have led to
changes and improvements in educational testing. They are read
and understood by persOs involved in inititutional admissions
decisions.

In the course of these hearings, witnesses have raised a number
of serious a1legations4about deficiencies in curreat admissiohs test-
ing programs. We believe that ell. can and shourd be addressed in
one ef the above ways. and that these nonlegislative approaches
will prove more effective at identifying and remedying deficiencies
than would ahy legislative solution.

I believe X can say in all candor that the postsecondary education
Community welcomes the public ,debate and interest that State
legislation and the two bills now . before the- Congress have-
prompted. 4.,

We' sincerely believe that both test producer\r and test users have
policed- their own practices well and have devoted enormous re-
sources and effort to devplop the art of educational testing: And,
we remain committed to continuing that course in the future. In so
doing, Wb welcome the active interest and assistance of the con- .

cerned groupg who represent'the interests of test takers.
Specifically, the American Council on Education makes commit-

ments to future progress as outlined in the formal statement.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very ntich, Dr. Berendzen.
[The complete statement of Dr. Perendzen follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF Diti 'RICHARD BERIENDZEN, UNIVERSITY PROVOST AND PRIM-
DIET-ELECS THE AMERICAN th.,,,rx, ON BEHALF OP THE AMERICAN ASSOCI-
ATION Or MATE COLLEGES AND U ITIES; AMERICAN COUNCIL. ON EDUCATION;
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN UNIVEREhilE; 'ASSOCIATION OF, CATHOLIC COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES; POUNPIL OP GRADTUAIlliySCHOOtS OF THE UNITIO) STATES; NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION FOR EQUAL OPPOR IN HIGHER EDUCATION; VATIONAL ASSOCI-

, ATION OF INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND UNIVER8=8; AND NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF STATE UNIVERSITIES AND LANDORANT .67ES

Mr. Chairman and Members of .the Subco isWee, thank you for the o ..rtunity
to testify, on behalf Of the S Higher Education Associations, concerning a issions

in higher educatibn and -to discuss the proposals for legislation in this area
564 and H.R. 4949). As organizations whose members include nearly all of the

colleges and universities in the nation, we are troubled by these proposals and
conctrned about the impact their enactment would 1411ve on the admissionaproceee
at.colleges and universities. ySUMMARY STAVE* .

*e moot nize. that faculty, students, parents and others have a genuine and
legitimate interest in the nature mid use of the standardized tests that -play a role

: in the admissions process at many higher eduCation institutions. During the past
four decadee, such tests have proven to be useful at Many institutions in assessing
students' potential for cerNileting undergraduate, graduate and professional pro-
grams of study. In instances, test results', have been especially helpful to
students Who attend schools-and c011eges not well known to admissions commit-
tees and to those w ose prior educational wOrk did not reflect their full potential :

-for further study. r4
.__

At the oUtset, we wish to make it diear that, while acknowledging the interests of
-, students and others in the nature and use of such Wits and concurring with some of

the stated goals of the proposers, we: believe the Cangress should not enaCt any
legislation at this time. Rortions of each prOposMow before the House are unneces-'

..-- sal, in that they simply codifythe current practices of most testing prograins and .
mA,e no significant changes or improvements. Further, the proposers of H.R. 4949
which would require the disclosure of test questions and answers after each test
administrationhave not demonstrated the need for this major change in test
prçam proCedUres on the basis of demonstrated educational benefits to students, .
o a dermitive analysis of relative costs and benefits to stUdents or institutions or
on well-documented instances Of improper or harmfUl past practices. Finally, the
portions of H41,.$1949 that require test agencies to make phblic all -studies conducted
on -behalf of individual collegee and the portion Of H.R. 3564 that prohibits the
consideration bf the test results of other applicants in determining whether or not ,

an individual should be admittet to an institution would-severely lin% the ability of
colleges to de#elop admissions ppures that best serve the needs of both students
and institutions.

Historically, Cantrell has shown an admirable reluctance ta legislate mattersat
the heart of education and curriculum. College admissions procedures (including the
evaluation of test reeults) are an outgrowth of and a reflection of the mission and
goals of each institutioni the information required from each student- applicant
properly 'reflects the curriculum and requirements o( theinstitution and adOcation-
al program to which application far admission is made. The subject of the proposed

ilegislation s an educational matter and' properly the province of the faculty of each ; - - :

institutiOn. Although the proposers disclaim any intent to interfere with athnissions
.- procedures, it is our 'view that the evolution if vibsequent regulatory and legislative

g actions will do precisely that by moving fro one fader, in the admissions process
(standardized test information).to others.-

'.r; - , . .

ANALYSIS OF THE PROPCSED LEGISLATION I

4- .

Legislation in areas of information and privacy is unnecessary
The enactment of legislation in apy area not previouely sub' t to legislation ''

suggesta1the existence oft an uncles' le and intolerable, condition that can and
must 14 remedied by law: Do auch Conditions 'exist in the area of educational
admlaáidhs testing? We think not and do not believe the proponents of the bills now .

_before JAN; have carried their -burden of" demonstrating a clear need for such
letislagon.

Today, quail uden haia greater scowl to higher edUcation in the United
,c .

States thaii ever fore. ore Alan 90 percen of the students currently seeking I
Admission to.undergradua study are admitted to the college of their 'fbvt choice;

i
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more than 95 percent are admitted to some college. As the number of I8-yearolds
declines, more and more undergraduate institutions can be expected to use test
results for inclusive purposes to help identify and admit all students able to com-
plete undergraduate programs of study rather than to exclude those `who lippear
lesalikely to do so. At the graduate and prFessional leyels, most institutions have
already recognized the desirability of broadening their student dies .and have
achieved diversity through vigorous programs of affirmative action, special aca-
demic asaistance and multiple criteria for. admissions. This has occurred in the
absence of legislatiOn concerning the use of admiasions tests.

Both H.R. 3564 snit H.R. 4949 prescribe specific items of information about each
admissions test that must be provided to students when they register for the
examination. While we support the practice of providing students with useful infor-
mation, it is our judgment dist nearly all the required information is already
provided to students. The United States Student Association conceded as much in
their testimony concerning H.R. 3564-The fact that "section 3 of H.R. 3564 and
section 6 of LR. 4949 essentially require testing programs to continue to provide
students w he inform4ion now available is hardly an argument that demon-
strates a nëd for the legislation.

Finally, èrsuasive evidence has been presented to suggest that test agencies
are now hand ing student test records improperly. To the best of oar knowledge,
test results are currently sent in identified form only to institutions and agencws
designated by the'studenteither by a specific request or by a general permission
applying to scholarship programs, special information Services and the like. Some .

persons have been critical of the College Baird and Educational Testing Service for
refusing to release identified test results to the Federal Trade Commission for use in
its study of coa4iing schools; section 6 of H.R. 4949 would require'them to refuse
other, similar requests.

Requirinl the disclosure of test questions is unwise
Section 6 of H.R. 4949 requires the release of test questions and answers to

students and to the public after their first use. This wouloi effect a major change in
the current operations of all educational admissions testing programs. This require-
thent is the major point of contention surrounding H.R. 4949. That this would result
in-an abrupt change for totting programs is not a sufficient reason for us to 'oppose
disclosure; it is the anticipated effects and highly questionable benefits of this
seemingly- siniple change that cause us to oppose this section.

It is generally acknowledged that-the disclosure provisions would necessitate the
development of more test questions and more test forms than are currently needed;
it would be impossible to reuse:questions that have been shown to be useful and-
valid. It Would be unwise to legisla* a change of this magnitude without adequate
assurance that the quality of information gained from admissions tests will not
thereby be'compromised, Without a clear indication of the number and identity of
the stqtients who might benefit from -such changes, and without a comprehensive
estimate of the assebiated costs. .

It is by no means clear that there will be any eignificant educational benefit for
#tudents from .the required disclosure ofjtest questions and answers. Experience
suggests that t4g- use of a "pre-test" or the development of pore extensive diagnos-:
tic information io accompany student 'score reports, or both, Would better accom-
plish the educational purposes ,claimed for H.R. 4949. We note that the leaning
that occurs for students whose questions and answers are seturned is a matter that
could be rather simply studied. This should be done, before disclosure is required, in
order to help us all understand" more fulir the, implications of the legislation. 1 oi

'Me possibility that the requirements in. deetion 5 of HA. 4941 would result in a
o .decline in the...quality of information that is gained from 'these tests is a major

concerti: Although some persOns have testified that quality will not be adversely
affected, we believe that most experienced test experts would disagree of express
doubts that this will be the case. The possibility that test information will be less
useful that it is now is particularly vexing in light of the failure to,- demonstrate
that studwfts will benefit from the passage of this legislation.

Tbe number of students who would request copies of their- test questions and
answers is not known. Without a satisfactory estimate of the number of students
who would do so, it is impossible to evaluate the societal benefits that would result
from enacting H.R. 4949. If few requests are made, the marginal costs of providing
copies will prove to be high and the "nominal" charges permitted will be beyond the
ability, of low-incore students to pay.

You should be Aware that Many institutions ask students to complete standard- .

ized tests chiefly to assist in.providing guidance in matters of course selection and
planning.. Some test agencies (e.g., the American College Testing.Program) currently

5 '1
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make retired test forms available to institutions for use in student orientation or
pre-registration testing programs on the campusee. It seems likely that secure test
-forms will no longer be available for this purpor that they will be much more .

expensive to use for these purposes if the disclosure requirement is enacted.
It should be noted that-educational admissions tests are not all alike; it seems

inevitable that the disclosure requirement would be more difficult to effect for some .
tests than for others. No evidence has been presented that suggests that any
admissions testing program can be operated in this mannerlet alone all of them:

.1Thi8 legislation is untimely
During the past year the role of ability tests in American education and society

has beninder study hy a broadly representative pahel of educators and others.
Thie stud by the National Acaderny of Sciences' Committee on 'Ability Testing is
'schedujg..Io be released in midyear 1980. Although we have no knowledge of the
conclusions or recomniendations to be included in the report, it seems likely that

. considerable attention *ill be given to .the use of tests in' educational admissions.
Action on testingligislation before this report is released would prejudge the
evidence and pree t the conclusions of the study panel..No crisis exists to warrant
hasty action on th . proposals before the'Committee's report is. released; we expect
the report will contn'bute .much to the discussion of issues associated with this
legislation. .

it is unwise to attempt to regulate the publication of research results
Results from studies of test validity that are of general interest and applicability

should be gublished and widely distributed. Section 4 of H.R. 4949 seems an ineffec-
tive and o jectionable way to accomplish this end. Frankly, we fmd the attenipt to
require that researchers associated with admissions testing programs publish all of
their work at odds with the protections of academic freedom that are universally
accorded their colleagues associated with. universities. Certainly, distinctions must
be made between. preliminary and final reports; between memoranda and more
extensive treatments or analyses; between papers prepared to stimulate discussion
and those that present conClusions resulting from the discussions. This is not to
suggest that an altered version of section 4 would be acceptable; it simply suggests
that legislative solutions in the area of. research publications are unenforceable as
well as unwise.

Each year more than 1000 studies of test validity and related matterd are sionduct-
ed by or on, behalf of individual colleges and universities; eaclarinvolves students
'enrolled at a single institution and each examines the usefulrites of admissions test
results in conjunction with other relevant information about the students au they
relate to indicators of program completion and achievenient at that institutiok
Currently, the results of these studies are available to faculty and admissions
officers at that institution for their use in developing appropriate admissions proce-
dures. None is of interest beyond that institution; none necessarily has relevance for .

, students at other institutions. Yet, section 4 of H.R. 4949 requires that all be made
public if they have been conducted by a teiit agency on behalf of the institution or if
they have used data obtained from ktest agency.

Individual institutions should be encouraged to conduct 'such studies. The public
filing rftuirement of section 4 of H.R. 4949,-however, is likely to discourage these
efforts. The test agency studies prepared for an institution consist largely of tabular
material. They lack the 'interpretive context that is known to admissions commit-
tees but that would be unknown, and quite possibly, niisunderstood, by other read-
ere, It would serve no purpope to require the publication of studies that pertain to
single institutions.

. IMPROVEMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL item;

As a general principle, we believe that legislation should* be used as a remedy .
only when less drastic alternatives haVe been exhausted. Historically, three non-
legislative means have proven 'useful in identifying problems and effecting needed
improvements in educational testing: .

(1) Evaluations of testa, voluntarily agreed.to by the test sponsors, conducted,
by qualified persons with no vested interest in the outcome,, ' o .

.12) standards for good practice that clarify the procedures for developing and
using tests. and for preparing test manuals that are generally endorsed by
professional teat everts, sad

(8) publication of yses of issues ad recommendations prepared by broad-
ly repreeentative ad committees of ucatots and others. ..

ExaMples of the first include the "Mental Measurements Yearbooks," published
for 40 years by Professor 0 K. Buros. The Yearbooks include critical caiiews and

.
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complete research bibliographies for nearly all standardized tests. In addition, brief
:test reviews ippear regularly in the professional journals of many education asSoci-
ations. Examples of the second include the Standards for Educational and Psycho-
logical Tests (1974).prepared by the American Psychological Association, the Ameri-

, can Educational Research Association, and the National Council on Measurement in
.Educationnational associations of individual researchers and test experts. Another
is the statement omResponsibilities of Users of Standardized Tests (1978) published
by the American 'Personnel and Guidance Associationa national association of
individual counselers and guidance personnel. Each testing program issues explana-
tory and advisory materials that describe tire* tests and identiTy proper and improp-
er uses. Examples of fhe third include the extensive report on the recent decline in
Scores on the scholastic aptitude test sponsored by the College Board, the compie-

_liensive analysis of testing in education and society sponsored by the Russell Sage
Wandation, and the upcoming report by the National Academy of Sciences Commit-

,* tee on Ability Testing. *

These examples of significant efforts fo guide and improve the lab of educationgl
tests stand ,as evidence of the education community's intent Ito keep its house in
order. These activities haVe led to changes and improvements in educational testing;
they are read and understood by persons involved in institutional admissions deci-

4111..sions.

. In the course of these hearings, witnesses have raised a number of serious allega-
tions about deficiencies in current admissions testing programs. We believe that all
can and should be addressed in one of the above ways and that these non-legislative
approaches will prove more effective at identifying and remedying deficiencies then
would any legislative solution.

FURTHER COMMITMENTS TO PROGRESS °

Portions of both H.R. 3564 and H.R. 4949 concern the nature of the information
that is available to students when they register to take admissions tests arid when
they receive the report of their results. It has been said, during the .hearings, that
the current efforts of teeing programs in this regard are insufficient and ineffec-
tive. We believe that a thorough and comprehensive analysis of current publications
and practices in this area would identify any serious shortcomings in the informa-
tion provided to students and that the suggestions and recommendations that would
result frorn such a stddy would be influential with test sponsors. To that end,

We invite. organizations that represent the interestspof students, Parents,
admissions officials, counselors, psychologists and, tes0 experts to join us in
conducting and publishing the results of a review of the current student infor-
mation booklets and teat score reports prepared by educational admissions
testing programs.

An effective program for self-regulation requires both a clear statement of intend-
ed goals and a continuing mechanism by which activities can be coordinated, main-
tained, and evaluated. To these ends,

We will develop a clear statement of acceptable and desirable practices relat-
*.* ed ttl the development and use of educational admissions tests. We invite other

interested organizations to join us in this effort. We believe that such a' state-
ment would result in any needed improvements in both areas, and we will
convene a aBlue Ribbon" Committee representing the concerns of students,
teachers, parents, colleges and universities, test experts, test sponsors, and the
public..We will charge the committee to develop effective and continuing means
for imiuring sound practices in the.development and use of educational admis-
sions tests. This committee will meet &r the first time sliortly aftei the commit-
tee on ability testing report becomes available for study.

A SUGGESTION TO TEST SPONSORS

In developing test questions, the threats qf ambiguity, bias, and faulty reasoning
are always presentwhether the writer is a teacher, scholar, or . professional item
writer. All test agencies conduct a review of admissions test.items prior to their first
use with students in order to minimize the- possibility that these threats to test
validity will obscure the actual abilities of the students:The *Seview conducted by
persons familiar with the t.est content and skills is an important step in the
development of quality examinations, .but many persons are not familiar with the
procedures Used or with- the qualifications of the reviewers. Some of the feelings,
expressed dt these hearings, that admissions testing Programs are shrouded in
mystery and secrecy would be changed, we believe, if test sponsors prepared and
distributed detailed descriptions of the review process used in developing.their tests.

5 D-1
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In addition, the possibility of involving qualified reviewers nominated by national
atimis,of teachers and faculty shoulot be explored,

Mr. WEISS. Mit, Loewen.
- 1

STATEMENT OF JAMES W. LOEWEN, DIRECTOR1 RESEARCH
CENTER FOR. NATIONAL POLICy REVIEW, SCHOOL OF LAW,
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA :

Dr. LOEWEN. Thank you. '
t I am the director of research at the Center for National Policy

Review, Catholic University Law School. I have been in that posi-
tion for 9 years and its primary purpoee is to critique the Federal
Government to Make sure that the oppOrtunities are maximized for
minorities and for disadvantaged American?. .

Prior to my coming to the center, I vent 3 mars es associate
professor at the.University of Verinont. I alit still on that faculty
on leave. I spent 7 years as a faculty member\ at Tougaloo College,

\ Miss., a predominantly black institution. \
' \ : I live also taught at Millsaps and at Harvard University, where
\ I obtained mfdoctorate.

-` I -say that to ybu because my testimony, which is not going to
'repeat my statements which you have; is based on my personal
experiencee with tests as well as my students' experiences, ias well.....,
as my own faiily extensive research Or the area. That experience is
41evant because I- have taught rural students, .white and black,
and urban. Based on that experiehein wane" to highlight three
points for you this morning.

I think there is a bias buijt into the aptitude tests on which
admissions so largely depend. II think that bias is rural and urban.
I think it is' regional. I think it is racial and it 'is based on social
class, .

My second pointand I will return to each of these points in a
minute-4s that bias is involved in, the tes , not just ineptitudes
distributed by region or by race or by-scigio ass. .

I am going to give yo# an bxamige of OS
.

bias. T.

My third point dis that it is lie:ry' difficult for me as a social
scientist, as a sociologist in the field of educational sociology, to get
data to do research in this area. .

As you can guess, I am testifying on behalf of H.R. 4949.
Not only is it very difficult to get iteins from the tests, it is ve

lege board of the
perform, ho* various ),.

difficult tc obtain, information from Ihe c
data as to how blacks perform, how whi
people in various States perform en masse.

IP Let pie co e back tq the three points. The first point is bias. I
assert there is a vast bias in the test. If you have my additional.

tement *maybe you y uld turn to pages 2'and 3. This is a table
*ch 8hows the cu int on the preliminary scholastic aptitude

ch is an MIS exam, the cutoff point used by the National
Merit holarship Corp. which operates, as you probably know, a

144

massive national merit scholarship program.
) The merit program wants its competition to be nattonal, and fit .

outer for it to be national it has to institute a diffetent cutoff point
for every State because, otherwise, its competitioewould be domi-
nated by people from a few schools in Connecticut, Princeton, New
Jersey, and a few other places the United States.f

t
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So for,t, he last two decades, at least, it has had, a different cutoff
point fof each State ahd typically. Miississippi has the lowest cutoff,
and Conridcticut the highdbt.

That is very interesting to me as .a sociologist because, of course,
I know Connecticut is the richest State in the United Stateq in
terms of per capita income, and Mississippi thgipoorest. 4.

So I did 'a simple correlation of I per . capitY income and PSAT
cutoff point as red for the Natiorial Merit Scholarship Corpora-
tion. When you look at it you see that Alabama ranks 49th in
income ip the 50!States plus the Dis rict of Columbia, and it is 47th

# in the PSAT cutoff. Alaska is fourth in income and ninth, or ied
'for viinth in PSAT cutoff. That is a Very close correlation.

The fact that Alaska has a little lOwer performance on the AT
might iblate to its ruralism or the distance fro Princeton wltere.
this test is made up. 1

Kentucky, which I do not pick at.random, is 43rd In income and
45th in PSAT cutoffalmost identical. When you do Mist is called
the Spearman rank order correlation coefficient on the data as a
whole, you come up 'th the astonishing coefficient of 0.83. They .
can rank in inagni , de from zero to one. If they are. zero that
means there is no r ationship between income and PSAT score. If
the. are one, that means th are a perfect relationship,

If you know -income, you çán perfectly predict PSAT cutoff score.
A correlation of 0.83 is. ne of the highest correlations you are

likely to find.
There is a treinendo s relationship between incone' and ti-

tilde. Th'ere is a tremendous relationship between region of the
United States and titude. When I first went to Mississippi, I

. found out that in bth black and white schools a score of 400 or
GRE was consider good aird qualified you for college. ,

. At Harvard ost students had scores above 700. Am I to infer
Mississippi is. ept? I submit that is not the case. There is bias.

built into th tests. .

My Tou loo black students were ,drastically affected by this
bide. Th previoup witness to me stated that 90 percent of all
studpn get into the college of their first choice. I submit to you
that *a meaningless statement. There is a chilling effect on your
choice that comes from your score. Many 13tudents get a score dii
the LS.6T or 'later when they, are going into graduate school on the
GRE, and they knoiv not to apply to the college of their first
'choice. There is a chilling effect going on the score at all.

I have known black students who got terrible sexes on the LSAT
and, therefore, gave up. They aro not getting a carZer of their first
choice, let alone a college of thdit first choice. .

First qf all, to my original statement there is an appendix "A
Clearingtouse of Civil Rights Research," which is a putOication I
edit at the Center for National Policy Review. (Retained in subcom-
mittee es.) It contains two articles, one on IQ testing and one
called he Vicious 'Circle," by myself, which mAes bhis -argument

,tclear, I , ink. .

To fiummarize, Aptitude tests are misnamed. Aptitude correlates
With socioeconomic advantage. Therefore, dptitude testing com-
pletes a vicious circle. Socioeconomic advantage leads to :socioeco-
poinic advantar . . .

4 1
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' Let.me also ask You to t page to page 5 of my iaddiiional
:-.iltatement. This is titled "The wen Low Aptitude Teat." This is

a device I made up to show people the bias Mfilt into aptitude and
. IQ tests as given in this country. NuMber, three is an actual item

as rernemliered and modified by me from thp test required by many
graduate'hchools. I took it in the Midwest and I had no idea what I
was doing On this item. I didn't knOW what i.vas goi g on. I finally
realized sake is; a pronoun when you say for the ake 'of, and a
pronoun cannot be an analogy.

Later,.having ex rienced sake; and,also China te , but I had no
idea that word Was i1ce. Once you realize the word is sake theri
you realize the reasoning involved in an aptitude test! A Japanese
sword play is analogous \to sake as opera is to chianti: That is
trivial; ,

Butt'it dependa upon an urban upper class vocabulary which I
didn't have and which my Students haven't had:

i

Item two directly alpove it is my own item ..which I would be
happy to talk about: It}is based on carpentry terms. My q estion is
why IS the sake item included on\ the test but not the c rpentry
item? I think the answer is clear because the testmake know
about sake and don't know about c pentry; therefore, the student
who knOvis about icarpentry but doe n't know about sake s. disad-

\vantaged on the test. 1 10
I have some other words: argentum, eus, baroness, misa thrope,

. cuneiform, Hyden, Runnymede, Michel ngelo, and on and on.
There is a serious bias built into the tsts.
My final point is it is very difficult o get data. Not only is it

hard to get items so that the student can't learn what he misSed; it
is also hard to get items that we can che4 easily for bias. We can't
do thjs research on varied populations a1.id the effect of aptitude
tests on them. It is also difficult, and I see po rason for this, to get
infOrmatio on the breakdown scores as oups by race, by, State .
an, d by Isom class.. ,

, ETS , the College Entrance Board hve told me that theY I
have a policy agamat providing racial data so they operate in /
secret. Although the college letterhead says it operates 'to expand
educational opportunities, their tests deny eqtial educational Oppor-
tunities to blacks and other minorities, to working class Americans,
to rural persons and to some southerners and westetters.

. In .My additional statement I submit to yOu ome s cific at ges-
tions for improving H.R. 4949 but in general ILfeei t at bill w uld :
,play a key role in promoting openness and t us inducing bia in

' the tests and use of tests. .

I quote from 'Educational Testing Service in it description of he

The aptitude test, like other standardized tests, makes t pos'ibe to corn
N

students with each other regardless of their individual backgi un . A GRE sco
NO, for example, has the ssme meaning whether earned by a stu ent from a sm
private liberal arts college or by a student at a larger public uivefsity,.

This is a statement they have neVer submitted. I ncourages the
misuse of tests by an admissionsAiffice. Unless erljJghtened, as ht
Cornell, he is likely to say: The student got only 85; we cannot
admit her..That happened to a student of mine.
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My hive is that throUgh the application of H.R. 4949 the Ameri-
can peciple ras a whole will Come to realize that statement iS false .

and that aptitude testa have *to be taken 'in the context of the
situation in whiCh the test is taken and the 'background of other
applicants from that area. :

Mr: Wits& Thank you, Dr. Loewen. Your prepared- statement
will be, . Without. objecticin, ,entered in full in .pie record and that
will be the case for all the witnesses.

You may feel free to summarize if you so desire.
[The prepared. statements of Dr. James W. Loewen follow:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Da: dam W.. LOEWEN, DIRE&TOR OF RESEARCH, CENTER
FOR NATIONAL POLICY REVIEW, SCHOOL 6F LAW, CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA,

!AUGUST 15, 1979

"Tnith in Testing" and other issties related to the Use of standardized testing in
education and employment have long concerned me, both as a researcher in sociolo-
gy and as a college teacher. My research and te;hing experiences in black and
whiteAmerica, rural and urban, have Jed me to se rat conclusions which I wish to
share with the attbcommittee and its 'staff as you ponder these important *letters.
'In this statement I will first summdize my_ experienbe end qualifications in this
area, then describe some insights I gleaned fi.om my own personal encounters with
teats and ; from those of my

i
students, arid finally describe some problenris in the

research literature and in doing scientific research nthis area.'
gxperience and qualifications. 2

, .

I hold a Ph:D. from Harvard in sociology' with specialization in race relatioris;
sociology of education, and field methods of research. These three iireas are directly
relevant to the topic of testing and to the research that has been donein this area,
particularly because field methods have been the Achilles heel of the testin4 move-
ment. (More o'n that later.) I taught for seven years at Tougaloo College in Mississip-
pi, an excellent predominantly black college, and am now on leave from the faculty
of the University of Vermont. At those institutione ahd in teaching positions at
Millions College in Mississippi and Harvard University I encountered diverse sets of
students, including rural Mississippians and rind Vermonters, Bostonians ahd stu;
dents from New York and _Philadelphia- suburbs, children of millionaires' and of
sharecroppers, and of course blacks and whites.

Work in the sociology of race relations resulted in niy sharing the first annual '
Spivack Award of the Anneridan Sodiological Association in 1978.. My recent work
specifically related to testing includes three articles: "Stratification: Class Biases i*.
IQ Tests," in Eighty-one Techniques for Teaching Sociological Concepts (Washing-

. ton: American Sociological Association, 1979), "Breaking the Vicious Circle," in the
Clearinghouse for Civil Rights -Research (Vol. VI No. 1-2, 1978), and "Introductory

iology for the Privileged: Four Classroom Exercises," in Teaching Sociology (Vol.
6 No. 3, 1972). As Director of Research at the Center for National Policy Review, I

eve planned a research pro'ect with. Dr. William Sedlacek, Director of Rftearch at
he Counselling Center of .e University of Mar land, titled "Possible Calla of

Lower Black Scores on Aptitude Tests." I hpe also been campuswide Colloquium
t Speaker on "Aptitude Tests: Biased Against ou?" this past semester at Oglethorpe
University in Atlanta and cdnducted. a workhop on minimal competency testing for
the Southeastern Teacher Corps Network.

' Personal. wcperiences with tests
As a child of . urbane highly-educated middle-class parents, I personally have

always done well on testsi scoring in the 99th percentile on the PSAT, SAT,
mmszr, and GRE. Therefore I was shocked to learn, while doing research in
Mississippi,. that Ole Miss's requirement (at the time) of an "800" on the GRE for
admission to its theatre prograni meant, ndt a 99th percentile score, but two 400's

.. (mornin and afternoon secbions of the test)! I thus realized the vastdifferences in
perform ce by region. These differences relate to income and urbanity; family
income a e correlates .83 with PSAT scores on a statewide basis, as diown in my. .
article, "Breaking the Vicious Circle?!
._%-...._ .

I

, Encloaed la a Appendix A to this report is the Autumn-Winter issue of the "Clearinghouse for i
Civil. Rights Research," which I edit. This issue, titled "Testing and Citizenship," includes four
articles directly related to concerns of tilt Subcommittee.

2 Enclosed as Appendix B is my vita.
.

.
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. Teaching et Tougaloo College provided further insights into the testing problems
Of Minissii#dans, this time black Mississitopiani. Tougaloo-huea strong/Sociology
program. Our graduates Won ASA Minority Fellowships in each of the first two
years of that program, Ford National Black Fellowships, Hanforth Fellowships, and
other national awards for aduate study. Yet our graduating seniors, all of whom
were required to lake the GRE, scored between 200 and 56 (% e scale goes from 200
to 800 and beyond). We actually had stUdents scoring 200,rthe minimum; a reason-
ably good.student would receive perhaps 30Q., far below tl4e national median, then

Some students with scores in the 40011 wOuld nonetheles8 be admitted .to difficidt
graduate programe (e.g., Princeton in international relatio s, Harvard in education
and social policy, Washington University in sociology, chicago in social work),
usually because some member of the admissions committeej knew Tougaloo's repute-.
tion in sociology and convinced the committee to disregard he GRE scores. (We also
learned to'help some students develop reasons why they had not taken the GRE, for
seme schools found it )oossible to waive the GRE requ1rement for a believable
'excuse, while they, would not have overlooked a 400 scor on it if taken.) In those
graduate programs, our students aid admirably, often cora leting advanced degrees
in short order and withoutstcanding recommendations.

So I came to question the tests.
Now, let me add something that might perhaps weaken my case. The GRE did

tend to put our students in the "correct" rank order. That 'is, our best majors 1-
ihighest n grades and performance in our classestended to get the 460's and 530's.

Our worst students received the 200's and 225's. There would be exceptions: a rather
average white student at Tougaloo might get a 585, leading her entire cohort, while
-her actual acadeipic performance was by no means that outstanding, while a par-
ticularly rural bl ck.student mig t-receivea 270 while we regarded him much more
highly. But in ge oral the tests provided no real surprises, within our population of,
Southern black st dents.

When I taught At Harvard, I recall' encountering one-sophomore who could not do
. the work required hy my relatively straightforward "Sophomore Seminar in Social

elatione. Other students did not do the work: still others could do it only with
difficulty, but this was the first Harvard student I had seen who, no matter how
hard he worked, could not handle iny course. So I checked his file. (This was in pre-
Buckley Amendment days.) His sAT verbal aptitude was 485: He had graduated
frgrandfather

were Harvard alumni, e lived in an elite 4Northeastern suburb.
om 'Phillips Exeter Acad m , parents were highly educated; his father and

Now I understoOd his problem. For although his 485 was identical, to the .485 that
might be scored by a strong sociology major at Tougeloo, among his peer group of
urban prep-schooLetudente, it. put him probably in the lowest quartile. He coul s no
do the work! .

And yet Educationajogesting Service, says, in its description of the GR , The .
Aptitude Test, like othhr standardized tests, makes it possible to compare s t.denta A
with each other regardless of their individual backgrounds. A GRE score of or
example, has the same meaning whether earned by a studefit from a small private
liberal arts college or by a student at a large public university. (1978-79 GRE ,
InformEktion ujletin, p. 16)

This is not" a factual statement, and as the nel section will show, Evs has
published no research to justify such a claim. It is simply a statement of arrogance!

My experiences in Mississippi allow_an additional generalization. Because Mill-
saps College, a predominantly white institution in Jackson, had no strong methods/I
statistics course in sociology-anthropology, I was asked to develop one. For three ,
semesters, taught Methods ahd Statistics of Social Research simultaneously at a
white and a black institution; during two of those semesters the. instruction itself
Ivies partly merged, with Milisaps students coming to the TOugaloo campus for about
a third of their classes. Aseignments, texts, and tests were, identicul, and I graded
examinations "blind," without knowing which students from which college had
written them. Test scores were almost the ea the two schools, bu' i sign ficant
difference occurred in the composit' n of th es4ougaloo students did slightly
better than Millsape students on tlp eaten yel or extended statistical prob-
lems, while Millsapor-etudents definfly their Tougaloo counterparts on
the "short-answer'' or I'multi-choice" sections of/the testa. These results, in addit'on
to some close investigation of the performance tlse Tougaloo students who Thd
very. , poorly on nultip1e.cholco questions, convincef me that persona deficient id
language skills are pafticilar1y disadvantaged hy mu tiple-choice testing. .

This
students afflicted by inadequate reading/writing skille Clamored for multi-choice

conchasion m Seem oontrary to common sense. Indeed, mati of the. very

:
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exams, thinking it Would be easier for them to marrX's than to write paragraphs.
Nevertheless, the process of reading a paragraph, holding it in mind while reading
five, sentences as altornatives A through E, testing each alternative against the
paragraph, and selecting a best answer amounts to a particularly "white" and
urban skill.' Thus the form of multiple-choice written exams discriminates against
personkdeficient in that skill.

This discrimination is justified to the extent that the skill 'involved is a fair
representation of the abilities needed to do the job to whichsthe examination deters
entrance. However, the performance of black students in graduate school (and nnt
just my own students, but those studied nationally, as references in the Appendix
describe) is often excellent, despite their subaverage aptitude scores.

The same conclusion is justified by 'further analysis within my test results from
Tougaloo and -Millsaps. Black Eitudents did Worse on the multipl&choice part of the
exams. If those scores measured something basic, if they measured an important.'
ability to deal with the subject matter of the course; then why did the same black
students do slightly' better than their white peers on essay parts of the exams?

The obvious overall conclusion from this experience, supported as well by other
researchl4 is that the form of nitiple-choice tests discriminates against minorities
and non-urbane peoples, even en they hive been exposed to the precise content
on which they are being tested. Bias in content is anot er Matter; I treat it in the
next section.) Other problems th form include the settings in which the tests are
typically given ("w te" in styl usuallrwhite in site and personnel as well) a
the expectatinns of nferior mi ority performance (laid on black students with
spetial severity by the society a whole, by the educational system, and by their
previous teSs experiences). -

But if th form of the test biased, that is a sweeping problem for the test-
makers, aq it cannot\ be dealt ith by half-hearted measures. ETS, for instance,
admonish4 itS test administra rs to: Treat all candidates equally: Knowing how
deeply minority candidates can affected by' the phyohplogical atmosphere of the
testing center, you will want to ake certain that'none of your prodedures makes
them feel different from other xaminees. (ETS: Administering ETS Testing Pro-
grams, 1978-79: A Guide, 1978, p e 20.)

Since the form of the test a d of the testing does not "treat all candidates
equally," this instruction is mei nglesp.

Nor are minorities the only a rsons 'adversely affected by bias in test form.
Students at the University of rmont fall into two batik categories: those from
rural Vermont (perhaps' excludu g Burlington, Vermont's only sizable city) and
those from suburbs of large Eas rn cities. Median family income of the latter group
is about $50,000; their sAT score are about a hundred points above the swage of
"native Vermonters," as the ph ase goes. Their freshman Grade -Point-ragejs
very slightly above that of Ver ont students; by the senior year this small diffel.-
ehce has reversed. It is pOssibl , of course, that VerMont students Work much
harder to earn those basically ual grades, but I know of no evidence to support
such a hypothesis. Again, the v t test score gap that exislis across groups, in this,
case a rural/urban gap and to me extent an income galk, does not denote any
commensurate differential in pe rmance.
Research on test-score differentia

One reason I have spent so m ch time on my own experience with test-score
differentials is that previous resea ch in this area, at least as related to race and
class, has been fairly scarce. Seve I problems afflict would-be -researchers in this
field, First, it is a sensitive issue. The College Board will not ellen allow ETS
officially to release racial means, let lone make detailed dat4 by race available, lest
'they be misinterpreted and misused white supremacist writers.° Ironically, then,
precisely beCause of this sensitivity to he 'issue, little research has been done.on it,
and some that has been performed see s more aefensive" than seeking in nature.°
Research has also been inhibi by the tmakers' claimed need to keep their tests
cOrifidential and reusable, whic restricts access to data and makes item-analysis
almost impossible, at least by oufsiders. Re archers withiti the testing agencs, on

'See page 29 of Appendix A; cf. pages 6-11.
' See the studies by Abramson, Eckbutg, Feldman nd Sullivan, Haggard, Sailer, and Whim-

bey cited onoages 16-19 of Appendix A.
' George it Hanford, Senior Vice President, The liege Board, letter to Loewen, 1 i /10/78.

"Some Points of Confusion in Discussing the Tes 'ng of Black Students," by ETS staffer
Ronald L. Flaugher, begins with the statement, "Thir are several confusing issues that have
delayed the progress,toward seeing that testing is n t a source of unfairness for minority
studepts. (Cha,pfer 2 of L. P. Miller, ed., The Test ng of Black Students: A Symposium
[EaglewiTod Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1974], 11.)

4 I.
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the ether hand, te d to be liMited to data from e 'Sting test items; this constricts
the range of hypo heses they can investwate. Yet another obstacle is created by
test-takers' need t4 focus on the test itself; hence th y r pond poorly to requests for

'socioeconomicdät and academic perfermance infor at on. 1

Within this bleak picture, there are some bright s ts. A faialy /large body of
evidence links test performance with 'socioeconomic! s tus 'and ra-tial group mem-
berships. (Of course, this evidence can itself be miau to "blame ithe victim" for
poor performance.) Adequate documentation also. indi tes that te.of conditions typi-
cally favor majority st dents. Test anxiety, race of ex iner, form /of tea, and other
setting-related factors have been shown to depress aii ority students' scores dispro-
portionately. . 'I . . . .

iminating Differentially Difficult Items as Approach to Test Bias," ETS
Biaseti. the content of tests has been claimed.' Ho ever, an Els study of item

bias, "
f

Bulletin RB-78-4, found no such effect. These researchers followed a strict empirical
apProach. They removed those items from the:SAT on which blacks did worst, vis-a-
4 Whites, in effeet building new SAT verbal and math scales, and then' they look
te,see what had happened te scores. They found "relatively little effect." Hence t ey
did not.bother to look at the nature of the removed Items. But their research was,
fkiwed by the enormous problem that the ratio of black success to white success on
the removed verbal items was 58 percent (43.5 percent of the blacks got them ri ht,
compared to 75 percent of the whites), while on the retained items this ratio wag 55
percent! Thus blacke did' hetter on the remoVed items than on those items left in,
vis-wvis whites. No Wonder their removal did not help blacks move up compared to

! the white median re! The researchers failed to do what they claim to have done.
. Another ETS pape , "Word Associations of Students at Predominantly White and

Predominantly Blac Colleges," claims a different "null result." Joel T. Campbell
and Leon H. Belche gave a word .associatIon test, using words from the GRE, to
students from black nd white colleges. They indicate that the students did not take
the test seriously, an they do not take it seriously either, in that they do not make
sny attempt to rela racially different word associations back to test performance;
thus the words migh just as -*fell haw' been laken from any source in the English
language. DesPite th:.: methodological inadequacies, black patterns were some,
times strikingly diffe nt from white responses, indicating that words are sometimea
systematically mis or used different1 in the black community. "Environment,"
for instance, was us ally associated by lack students with home, people, or ,
"ecology," while whi associated it te "air," "clean " "ecology," and "earth.",
Neither usage is wron ; blacks are ceatering on the social environment while whites
center on the' naturfl environment. Obviously any syllogism, antonym, or other
verbal ability item th t used "envirohment" would 'have to be slanted, purposefully
or accidentally, ag t one race or the ether. Implications for verbal aptitude testa
are substantial, espec ly where the word is merely used differently, not misused:

1

items based on back . : : e could legitimately help "culture balance" Other items
based on vocabulary 1 known by blac .

The foregoinganal is suggests that. cntent bias can be subtle, as when common
minority usage is nt from majorit meanings, or when Southerners think of
one context for a wo Northerners an Westerners another. Much of the content
bias in t e GRE, SA I , Miller Analogies Test (MAT), LSAT, and other verbal
aptitude ts is more 'latent. Item afteritem is rather simple in reasoning or word
relations 'pa but is , ' on what can cat?' be termed "establishment" vocabulary. I
have never encounte an analogy based on joining terms, for instance, but have
semi 'many based on G k history or classical music. Items based on wordslike

_Thucydides, Herodutus, chianti, argentum, Hera, ambergris, Cather, cuneiform,
Runn ede, minotaur, LW Latinate' test exposure, not aptitude, and America's

cMIdren this kind of information'.
riden and cultural segregation limits the exposure of minorities and rural

, .

.. This is an international 'problem. According..to the Organization for Economic Co-

certification in Western develo nations gen ally: All selection mechanisms
()Oration and Development's in aris, in a study of testing .and

based on the usual 'ndicators o education perfo anee are invariably biased by '
factors related to the udents' social mid cultural ackground and thus necessarily

help to ma;tstain the existing social structure and its dominant values. (Selection
and'CertiflOtion'in Education and Employment, 1977.) ;-

Many European nations, once perhaps more rigid than the United States in their
.use of testing for tracking, have moved toward reform in thie crucial area. Can we
afford not to t'ollowing their example? . , .

0,1.1.1,1=. qA
7 D. E. CoPpland, "Aptitude rests and fliscrimination", Internatioqal Law. Review, Vol. 102

No. 3, 1970, 241-253. ' ' 4



Conclusion .
.

1. "Standardized tests" are the greatest single barrier tekequal opportunity for
disadvantaged groups, at leat in the sphere oil education. Nfinorities whO get into
higher education generally do so despite tests, net because of them, whic is particu-
larly ironic in light of the ostensible reason for the development o the tests
themselves,fo avoid petty prejudice and capricious or arbitrary rejection .

2. Many tbembers of the majority, particularly persons from the working class or
rural areas, are similarly disadvantaged. Test scores are drastically lower in some
parts of the ountry than in çkhers.

3. Th vas test-score diffe entials across groups and regions are not validated bk
any co mensurattv perform nce differentials and therefore indicate a failure of the
tests, ot of the \rninorities çr the regions.

'4. A "truth in testing" 13. l is needed, among other reasons, so that social scientists
Outside the employ of the 1test companies can undertake unbiased research into the
test-construction process, he effects of different kinds of items ori different kinds of

udents, and the of differential performance across groups. Without this
type of "sunshine legisla io ton," it has not been easily possible study these topics,
at

I thank you for 'your !attantion and urge/your consideration of this legislation.

ADDITIONAL STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES W. LOEWEN, DIRECTOR OF ESEARCH,
FOR NATIONAL PoucY REVIEW, SCHOOL OF LAW, CATHOLIC UNIVE ITY OF AMERICA,
SEPTEMBER 24, 1979 , .

In order to highlight two points about testing related to H.R. 3564, and H.R. 4949,
and to add some speciftc comments about each bill, I ask that the\ Subcommittee
allow me to add this statement to my statement of 1/15/79 and to its record in these
hearings.

First, I submit additional data to emphasize the Most basic issue testmakers have
failed to address, therefore, the greatest problem that standardized tests pose to
Ametican society: tests may measure aptitude or achievement.within populations
that share backgrounds, but thq do not mess* accurately across backgrounds.
Thus they discritninate against rural Americans, Afro-Americans, working-class
students, and anyone else not from a white urban middle- or upper-class family. On
this point, I enclose Tabj I, Aptitude and Per Capita Income by State. The aptitude
data come from the PSftT of ETS, which the National Merit Scholarship Corpora-
tion has used as a part of their selection process for National Merit Finalists and
Scholars. NMSC wants to foster a national competition, and in order to avoid giving
an unfair advantage to residents of Princeton, suburban Connecticut, et al. it long
ago institued different cutoff points for each state on the Preliminay SCholastic
Aptitude Test/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test, cutoffs set so that the
number 'of NMSC finalists is proportional to the number of high-school seniors.
Omnecticut has the highest cutoff, Mississippi the lowest, and it is intriguing to
note that Conneeticut is the richest _state qt. the_nation, Mississippi the poorest. As

inclicatesi-TO of all variation in PSAT cutoffs is associated with median
income bY state!

Incidentally, another variable, Proportion urban in th population, plays a bonsid-
erable role also. Its correlation with--PSAT cutoffs, r=.57, explains 32.5 percent of
the variation in PSAT cutoff scores.
\ Table I also shows by implication the problem a "researcher faces in trying to
learn about or explain regional, rural/urban, racial, or other variations in test
scores: note tht I had to obtain these data from an "outside" source, NMSC; ETS
would not release them to me; the better measure, state median score, therefore
could not be studied.

Second, I enclose the "Loew,qn Low Aptitude Test" for your consideration. This
teaching aevice is designed to show my urbane white students some MI the forms of
test bias and to give them the experience of "flunking" an aptitude test. Appendix
C, a reprint of my Article, "Introductory Sociology: Four Classroora Exercises,"
discusses the type of bias each question represents and provides (on page 239) the
cOrrect answgrs.
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TABLE L-APTITUDE AND PER CAPITA INCOME BY VATE .

I .

w

State. p,,, PSATi 19,70) "'"" \ cutoff 1
Rank "

. . . .

-$2,828 49 182 47
, 4,676 4 194 9.5

At 3,542, 30 19.0 21.5

.2,742 50 180 . 48.5
"Califotnia. 4,469 9 193. 112.5
Colorado. \ 3,751 / 21 191 19
Condecticut t 4,807 . 2 200 1.5
Delaware 4,233 12 198 4.5

5,519 1. .200 1.5

3,277 35 187 36.5,

3,584 29 . 190 . 21.5I Florida

flairaii . 4,530 7 193 12:5
klaho

V 3,206 -39 188 34 .-
Illinois -4,516 8 192 16
Indiana r . V 3,773 20 189 21.5
lOwa , 3,714 23 189 27.5

Kentucky 3,060 43 183 .45 i
Kansas ..,, 3,804 18 189 27.5

Louisiana 3,065 42 180 48.5
Maine 3,243 37 189 : 27.5 I

... ; Maryland 4,247 -11 198 4.5 i
Massachusetts 4,294 10 197 7
Michigan 4,04t 13 188 34
Minnesota 3,793 19 191 19 .

Missis1110 , 2,561 51 178 .51
*_ Missouri .3,659 26 189 27.5
Montana 3,381 34 '189 27.5
Nebraska 3,700 24 189 27.5

---10evadf 4544 5 .186- 38.57,
New Hampshire 3,608 27 191 19

1
kW ierseY 4,539 6 i 198 45
New -Mexico af 3,044 45 188 34
New York: , I A 4,797 3 198 4.5
North lina 3,188 40 187 36.5"
North Nota i 2,937 46 183 -45
Ohio 3,983 15 189 27.5
-Oldahoma 3,269- 36 185 41

, Oregon .3,700 24 192 16
Pennsylvania 3,893 17 193 12.5
ithode island , . 3,920 16 194 9.5
South Carolina 41! 2,908 48 183 45
South Dakota 3,182 41 185 41
Tennessee 3,051 44 185 41

.Tmtas 3,515 31 189 . 27.5
Utah . 3,210 .38 .185 - . 43

; .- Vermont.. i .3,491 32 192 16
Virginia , ' 3,586 28 ; 196 8
Washington

W
, 3,993 14 193 12.5

West Virginia * ddia 2,929 47 179 .50 .

Wisconsin ii A 3,722 22 189 27.5 I
Wyoming 3,420 33 186 38.5 3

.

. r '(Spoorman rardrixder correlation coefficient) -.83. r1 .689
I NW uses twice the veibal score (ante 24 to 80) idus the math score (sante range); the resulting scores range lrom 60'lo 210.

r can very from 0 to 1 hi magnitude; r -0 Means there Is rio relatiomlilp acme .belvmen incoMe and PSAT scor r -1.0 meks there. Is a
ceded correspondence, knowing income the state PSAT cutoff can be meted enbrek iWthout wroi. ri. MUM there Is a Detect
commence, $3 that ince* the state PSAT cutoff can be predicted entirwy. without irrcw. rw..83 is a high correlation wefte-nt.
It; means that almost 7 (68,9%) ol alt vgdation In state PSAT cutoff can be "villains( by variable, median Income.

. . . ot

'

Anally, my specific commentS about each bill. 481 I read H.R. 9564, the "Truth in
ting Act of 1979," it requirei nothing signiOcadt from, say, ETS, that is not now 9

. ,

,
, i (

640
' .t.

. Ai 1

84-634 0 -. 80 - 36
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beim/ provided. Therefore it seems paradoxical to note. Why enact it? If th
hearuigs convince you there is no problem with standardized testing as now. pr
ticed in America, then I would think 3rou would recomniend no bill; if on the oth
hand these hearings convince you that 'there are problems that call for federal
regulation, then you would want to recommend a. bill that addresses some of the
problems. H.R. 3564 does not.

Many of the problems witl? standardized testing cited in my previous statement
and in this statement are considerably amelioriated by H.R. 4949, on the other,
hand. Its provisions regardingfeedback of test questions and correct answers will
help individuals and entire school systems learn areas in which they need improve-
ment. Its provisions requiring filing of the relationships between- test scores and
income, race; etc., will help admissions officers understand that a 350 from rural
Mississippi is not the same as a 350 from Scarsdale. Thus accoutitabfiity and
fairness will be increased.

THE DOEWEN 1,014 APTITUDE TEST.

Directions: Answeg every question. DO your beSt in the time arlotted, for .

Our entfTe future is at stake. Circle the tette cAresponding tO the single

beht answer to the question.
. .

1. Nonverbal Picture Test

Hans and hertha.live in it thatched tint high-In the Sitiss Alps. There Haps .

herds her.goats while Berth's goads his hurts. One day. after the sun came
up

qrtle where Hans aad Bertha live'

A.

2-3. Anaiqies Test

2. EpliC iS to mitre as _.is Co.

,

a. love. . -marriage
b. stTaw. . .inud

c, key. . .louk
d. bond. . .bail
v. bond. ...paper

. 3. 0; to sake as opera is to

e. Pete's. . .many
b.'hit. ....run
e. swordplay, .

d. attend. , .forego
v. .star-

4-5. liirrbal A udptite and Reasoning Test. 41

irele the letter which indicates ihe best answer
.

.
itturdny &fax got 16.1,D.

.a.\tie had smoked too.muell grass
b. He tripped out on.drugs

HcAbrought her to his apartment
d. He sl,vwed it fpff to hiti.fox
P. He beeilme "wised at) (less dense) .

5. Which orthese sitaatiOns is least. congruous?

a. an EaMes the dining room
b.. a Chippendale.in the dining room
e. an Eames in the living room.,
d. a Chippeadale,in the./iv g.room
el. all of the above

. # Correct. Estimated SAT_ Etit. Time
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I youlli make twos minor' saggestions regarding H.R. 4949. First, to"the section
remiiring the report 1to Congress "concerning the relationship between the test

. scores of test subjects and income, race, sex, ethnic, and handicapped status,"
would suggest you add "regional and rural/urban," for these are crucial variables
inhibitihg performance on the part of those who live in rural areas and in the South
and parts of the West, Great Plains, and Midwest. (Sec. 4(b).

Second, why require provision to the Commissioner of "any study " for
which [the test' agency] provides data"? (Sec. 4.(aXDA)) This is too harsh on the test
agencies, for it saddles them with a violation if they release data to a reSearcher
over whom they then have no control, and who may not even send back to them a
copy of his/her study. It might also become inadvertently counterproductive to the
purposes of the, bill, for it could deter test agencies from providing data to social
scientists, lest they then unwittingly violate tile laiv. The final phrase should be
deleted, in my view. .

Otherwise, I conclude from my knowledge of the use of, standardized testing in
. Ameqkan secondary and 'higher education, and 'from my. attempts to do scientific

iresearch n this area, that H.R. 4949 would have a most salutary effect. A national
industry is involved, and the federal resulations in thig bill would' be most helpful
intelimmating some of the abuses now present an'that industry.

'Thank you for your consideration. II

mr. WEISS. the next witness is Ms. Simmons.
' STATEMENT OF ALTHEA T. L. SIMMONS, DIRECTOR, WASHING-

. TON BUREAU OF THEI1ATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE AD-
VANCEMENT OF COtORED' PEOPLE

. Ms. SIMMONS. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee:
I am Althea_ T. L. Simmons, director of the WashingtOn Bureau

of the National. Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
I am here today in behalf of the more than 1,800 branches, youth

icouncils and .College chapters Of the NAACP which operate n the
50 States and the District of Columbia.

I am accompanied. by Dr. Anderson J. Franklin, Who is a member ,

of the NAACP National Advisory. Committee.on Testing.
Professionally, Dr. [Franklin is a professor of- psychology and

director of the Center for Academic Skills at the City College of the
City University of New York. .

I do not professlo be a psyChometrician, that is why Ijiave Dr.
Franklin by my side who : will be of assistance to meg and the
cmmittee in responding to any technical question the, committee

d
propound. iappreciate the okportunity tappear before you to share the

....

NAACP vieWs on the mportant issue of testing and how it affects .

.,^ blacks and other minorities. I must share, with the committee the
grave cOncern the NAACP aids regarding the (virholesale use and
znisupe of Standardized tests and-the disproportionate impact such!
testifg has on our constituents. .

, For 4 years I was -the NAACP's national director for education
1 programs and had occasion to work closely with all of our units on

education issues, confer With ma y educatios officials at all leveli
and officials al the 'nulor testin ompanies ilit the consequences of
ability oupIng practiced by w ole etticational systems which re-
oults racial isolation, the enforcement or stereotypes, the label-
ing o ,children and the reinforcement of feelings of inferiority
which can lead and does lead to a third-claszi education.

From the cradle to the grave, there has been an in4reaSing.
reliance, in this country on the use of an assortment Otatandard-

r
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ized tests to screen, select, admit, reject, to classifyi. etratify, track,
-license or certify. ;

Such 'subjective dependence on objective tool makes it pOseible,
rand even attractive, in some quarters, to use tests inequalitably in

ways which preclude a segment of the populatioir from reaching
the-heights of its aspirations and realizing its potential.

The accelerated wide-scale use of standard tests limiting accessapf
*Oki and other minorities to institutions of higher education M.d
a the Mandate by the NAACP at its 65th Annual Natinnal Con-
vention' to its:national office to call upon the Association ;of Black
Pey hologists and the College Entrance Examination Board to as-
sertj leadership in addressing theMselves to the issuç of standard-

testing and the mist* thered.
In 1972 the NAACP adopted a convention resoluti n calling for a

moratorium on standardized tests until after other suitable and
nonbiased criteria 'for measuring pupil progress and teaching ac-
countability have been devised.

In line with the above statement of NAACP policy, I, in my theil
Capacity as NAACP's national education director, convened a group
'of experts from the Association of Black Psychologists, the'College
Entrance Examination Board and the Educational Testing Service
and the NAACP to begin dialog around this iinportant Issue.

Dr. Sidney Marland, president Of. the College Board, and vice
, president Dri Stephen J. Wright and Dr. Belvin WilliaMs, vice
president of the Ecidcationarresting Service were active

an
on

d:helped us to identify issues and conference participants.
partici-

panWe

convened a conference which roduced the NAACP rt'repotsp
minority testing which is appended to this statement. -

D cite this background to let the_committee know the priority the"
NAACP gave to the impact-of the -unregulated use of 'standardized
testing on blacks'and other minoritiee.

The present legislation, targeted to postsecondary education, does
. . ..,.ar to take into accountthe usetf standardized tests in the

elemen y and secondary schools.
.We ha spoken to legislators at the State level and with forther

Congress an Harrington who in the 95th session of Congress intto-
duced H. 6776, a forerUnner of the current legislation.

. Although the CkibbonS and Weiss bills are nbt as comprehensive
as we wquls Iike, they are a step in, the right direCtion. It is the
pogition 'of e NAACP that truth-ithtesting legislation is an.idea
whose time as come. 4' j,

NAACP advocated such legislation in 1976 at our 67th Annuil
National Convention when a resolution was adopted calling for an
Wee of Consuiner Affairs in Testing and Student Evaluation.
TITat idea came from Dr. Franklin who accompanies me today. We
felt there should be thisakitur of office set up on local and State
levels where they would advecate-adoption of : a truth4n4esting
law. ,

The NAACP is. fully. An accord with ihe purpose of the act as set'
....forth in H.R. 4949. Welelieve that tegt publishers must be respory..?

siJ)le fo-monitoring the use'of their tests by assuming 'an advocacy
41e wrien necessary. ;$ .

ft. In our repad.on minority testing, su lied to the committee, we
titate that in mstances where tests are sed-aor about tO beNtised.7.-

/
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667 f.without ue observance of this advocacy role, test publishers
should apply i6nctions, including the denial of the use of their
product by those who thisuse it.

Moreover, test publishers have an advocacy responsibility which
requires that test objectives 'be clearly stated, that the process of
administering the test 'be fully described so that Subjects and users
both Understand exactly what is expected to happen and how it
will happen, in nonthreatening; affirmative terms.

It is ou derstanding that there is little systematic information
athered on the relationship between test scores 'and future suc-

but indications are that this is' a low correlation. The defini-
, of'future occupational success is ambigubus as many variables
.rmine this which challenges the emphasis of test scores for

zatio
shoul
agenci
where

We
responsibl
formance;

- public the
sions. conside

The NAAC

NAACP endorses te4 preparatio
and persons can verify their
Ise be regulated for their Claims
should be required to acknowledg
chmg is effective. *ize that the test a4gency and .tests are not wholly

for determining academic admission§ or future per-
wever, the test users could. provide test agencies' and

ated weight of percentage carried by tests in admis-
ion.

aware that test scOres are being supplemented, in
some instances,tby dther criteria, but we also know that college
board scores itra,.still the deciding factor regaiding who gets ad-
mitted to what in§titution.

I could go into a list of horror stories on why this is necessary
but time does not permit:

The widespread Use of testing has already directed minorities
into opportunities which will not allow them to perform well on

tsecondary tests. The distinguished member of the New York
ard of Regents, Dr. Kenneth Clark, said in his letter to the

editor in. the August 18, 1979, New York Times:
Admisaion tests measure the abilities developed by individuals over a long period

of tithe, both in and MX of school. The value' of test results is directly related to the
equality of opportunity afforded to the candidAgs taking a particular test.

If test§ used in elementary schootiready begin to put our chil-p ;

dren in a dipadvantageous position, w can we i:easonably expect
them to be cOmpetitive on postsecondary education tests?

Teachers; -counselors, and admissions officers are publigs impor-
tarit to the testing industry since they eit at the. entraffle gates
through which. may test takers must go if they tre to realize their
'goals. ' N

The extent to. which these publies can correctly infprpret and.
. effectively use those iPstrumente is the extent. to whicii decisions

4 will be made that are fair td minority tegt taker'''.
The testing industry is called upon' to help bridge that gap Which

existi. between, effective use' and lack of understanding, le conduct-
ing workshop§ and institutes, apd writing .special publications that
are aimed at interpretatioh of testi.

Ur. Chairman, we have' a few recommendations to make W. the
oommittee, if we may. We believe that there is a need for clarity iti

. e

so long as. organi-
ch organizations
ces; likewise test

state to inquirers

et .
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the definition tegarding who the test agenCy is so that the petsOn
, .

who. administs or (Ityelop tests knows the esponsibility man-,
dated under th bill.

Section,. 4(2)4 ifii probablylthe hest section in H.R 4949 for it
.comes closer to what is nee ed in the whole area of testing. We
believe there is II need for a mandate for the Commissioner to.
gather relevant 'data over a period of time to see wharkind of
things are going on. The data, I am reliably informed, is available

. in the .c9Inputers, hilt there is feeling among professionals With
whom rdhave conferred that they do not believe the testing COITIpa'
DIPS VW Itafile such 'data- unless there is a congressional mandate,

-.. If fife- ' mmissioner has information on what is happening
thrciugh the use of these tests, the Commissioner would then be in
a position tp report to-the Congress and it-L could then make a
e rm na n. if further aCtion is needed. .

We believe that it is necessary to establish a monitoring body for
the collection of data from each testing agency. We believe the bill
'should Spell out the type of data to be collected.

Under "Regulations and Enforcement," we were not certaili/ k whether the.bill was calling for a civil penalty not to exceed .$2,000
il for each individual violation (one person) or group violation. In

other words, if 10,000 persons are tested and there was a violation
would the penalty he not' more than $2,00 for the group of 10,000
of 10,000 times-82,000. This section needs 'clarification.

We believe that the bill dips into Psychological jargon,which will,
in turn, lend itself to a response in the same vein. We would
suggest that, wherever possible, the bilre language be simple

t enough for a layman, like myself, to anderstand. .

seiik We believe there needs to be massive data collected on what has
'happened to students who have been turned down because of their

AT scores'or ACT scores. ..,

As a fOrmer college teacher, I know of a number of instances
Where students were turned down by one school because Of scores
on'sta ilardited tests and were admitted to another institution and
perforzied creditably. .

It sh uld be noted that this also pertains to preprofesSional and
postbaccalaureate such as LSAT and GRE tests. Test scores do not,
we believe, predict precisely college or job sucCess and they have a
low tvlationship of what students are going to do acadeinically
when ,they get into school. , \ .

We want to diamose what the students need and design a pro-
gfam to meet those needs. The intent of testing should be to open
up avenues for students. Testing shopls1 be eduCational and not
simply evaluative and discriminatoly iftiature.

ADDITIONAL LCOMMENDATIONS
,-

I. The st user: (a) Test agencies be responsible for the training
of test u ers. Test users should be informed of, the validity, reliabil-
ity and bias of Lest's. They should 'hdve at their disposal reports
substantiating these factOrs as well agt any other information which

,

clarifies the use add limitatio*s of tests.
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1

Test users or anylcither contracting agency miust monstrath
that-they have personnel trained ih the use and Inter retation of

.

sts.
SinCe misconceptions .of tests cap lead to` damaging uses, the

testing industry is obligated to make full disclosure of the purposes
for which tests are designed, the processes by which they, are ,
designed, the population on which they were stan,dardized, the
statistical characteristics which delimit their use, for example
standard error ormeasurement, standard 'error of estimate, and
other. "do's Ad dOn'ts" which will affect optimaLuse and interpre-
tation.

More specifically, it is incumbent upon the testing industry to
give clear and precise interpretation of the scores their tests yield.

The public must be informed nqt only that the test scores, are
fallible and that their reliability is Imperfect, but must be told the
extent of that fallibility and imperfection. The public vinust be'
infol.med that test scores are only a sample of a student's 'Perform-
ance and are.never more than an estimate of truth.

CONSTRUCTIVE USES or TESTS

Effective uses can be made of tests, resardless of their'type, dnly
if the_ usey, knows what the test contains, what its purposes aye,
and what its limitationsare. We move on the assumption that an
educational system, and particularly a school within the system,
implicitly guarantees that students to whom achievement examina-
tionstestsare administered have been taught in ways such that
they cari reasonably be expected to have learned the informations
required by the exathination.

Therefore, we call on the testing industry to assist school systems
and pther users in undetstanding better the content ana. con-
straints of the examinatiods, and in helping them understand how
to make optimal use of the results.

Moreover, we call upon the educational community and the pub-
lic.private sectors to insure that tests are not used or relied upon
where such guariantees do not exist.

Mr. Chairman and menibers of the committee, the NAACP
strongly supports the bill H.R. 4049 because the key featu'res pro-
vides for things never before. available. True costs can be detei-
mined; real predictive validity can-be approached on a job or school-
related basis 'and more important, the monopoly would have public
oversight. ,

[The complete statement uf Ms. Simmons follow.s:]

f
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VRIIP4RED *ATEMENT OF ALTHEA T. L. SAMONS, DIKECTOR, WASHINGTOH BUREAU OP
THE.NATiONAL. ASSOCIATION kilt THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE, ACCQMPA-
NMI) BY DR. 'ANDERSON J. FRANKLIN, NAACP ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON T*TING

, AND PAOPESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY ANP,DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR 'ACADEMIC SKILLS,. CITY
COILEGE OF CUNY

.

Mr..Chairmall and fanhibers of the Subcommittee:

I am Althea T. L.' SiMmons; Director of he Weuihington-tule"SUOf the

National ASsociation for the Advancement of Colored'PeOple. I am here

today in rhalf.of the more than 1800 branches, yOuth counciis and

coilege'chapters of the NAACP which.operate in the 50 state *Is the

District Of:Columbia. I am .accompan'ied by Dr! Anderson J. Pranklin,

who is a member of tfie NAACPNational AdVisory Committee on Testing.

560

Professionally, Dr. Franklin is a 'professor ofiPsychao4y and Director

of the Center For Academic. Skillstat the City College of the City

Universitypi New York. I do not profess to be a psychometrician,

that is why I have Dr. Franklin by my ride who will be of assistance

to me and the Coiattee in responding to any technical question the

committee may propound.

We appreciate:the-opportunity to appear before you to sharg'the

NAACP views on the'important issue of testingand affectd

blaCks and oiher mino*ities. I must shake with the committee the

grave Ancern the.hAA4 has regarding'the wholesale use and misuse

. .

of standardized tests and the.disproportionate. impact,such testing

has on our constituents.

For four years I was the NAACP's Nttional. Director for

Edutatioh Programs and had occasion to work closely with all of

our units onedUCation.issues, confer with many,education offi&ials

at all levelS and officials of the major testing companies

4
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on.the censequences of ability grouping practiced by whole educational

systems.which results in racial isolation, the..enfordement of stereo-

tYpes. the labeling otiehildren and.the reinforcement of feelings:of

inferiority which can lead to.a third class education.

From the &Ole to the grave, there hae been'en increasing

reliance ip this Country On the USe of an assortment of standardized

.tests to screen) select', adMit, reject, to.ciasstfy, stratify, track,

license or tertify. Such subjective dependence 'on:objective" tools'

.7makes it.possibie, and even attraptive, in some'quarters,-to use

tests ineaualitably ip waYs which preelude i.segment of tbe population

from reaching the heights of.its aspirations.and realizing its potential..
1

The accelerated widescale'use of standard teats limiting'eccess of

.:blacks and.other,minorities to institutiona of higher education led

to the mandate by.the NAACP's 65th Annual.National.Conventiontoits

national office to.call uPon the 2!vsociation of Black Psychologists. /

end the College Entrance ENamination Board ,to assert leadership

in addressing. themselves to the iseue of.standardized testing.and Pie/

misuse'thereof.

Id 1972 the NAACO" adopted a Convention resolution;Ca1liag for. a

Moratorium on standardized tests until after other suitable and.non-biased

'criteria for Measuring pupil prOgress.and.teaching accountability have

been devised.

In.1974 the following resolution on .testing Was adopted by the NAACP

convention. 4: .

t 4

.WHERtAS, a disproportibnately large nuMber:Of black students.Are

'being misplaced in special' edUCation classes apd denied admission to

higher educational opportunities.
"
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WHEREAS, standaldized tests, e.g.; Stanfor4-Binet and the

Wechsler Scale for Children,exclude blacks, Puelto Ricans 'and Mexican-

Americans from the representative sample, and, .f.

WHERVES,..such tests label black chi dren duas unedable, assign

tthem-to rower educational tracks than w M tes,; tSeny black children

.

higher education opportunities; perpetuate inferior eduCation; place

\
black children in'special classes 'and destrix growth and development

\of black children, and,
J

WHEREAS, studenbswho fail to show a..high Verbal or numerical
i

ability score low ol the Scholastic AchieveMent test (SAT), the-Law

School Admissions Test (LSAT), the Graduate Record Examination

(GRE), etc., and are toutinely excluded from college ind.graduate

.0 or professional education,

RE IT RESOLVED, that the NAACP demands.a moratorium on standardized
. a

testing wherever such tests have not been corrected for cultural bias

and directs'its units to use ail administrative and legal .remedies to

prevent the violation of students' Constitutional rights through the .

/

misuse-ortests; and, ,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the NAACP calls upon the Assodiation

of Black Psychologists to assert leadeeship in.aiding.the Collge

Entrance Examination.Board and Educational-:Testing Service-to develop

...

kandardized tests.Which have been'corrected for cultural bias.and .

.
.

which fairly measure the1amount of knoWledge retained by students

regardlesi of-his or her ind4vidual background,

14,
BE IT FINALL RESOLVED,. that4the NAACP directs its units to .

use all administr tive remedies iJ'the event pf violation of studente
,

constitutional'rig ta though the misuse of tests.and directs.National
..

:

lOffice Staff'tó use its influeSce to bring the CEEB, ET and'ASP .

.,i:

:together to revise such tests;



In line with'the.abOve statement of NAACP policy4 I, in my

then capacdt.Y.as NAACP'sNational Education Director,.convened.a..

4 ;

.group of experts from the Association of Black Paycnologists, the
. . .

College Entrance EXamination. Board ahd the EducatiOnal Testing Service

and the NAACP to be4in dialog around this important issue- De.
,t

Sidney Worland, President Cf the College Board and Vice President'

D. Stephen_J. Wright and Dr. .BalVin Williams,.Vice President of

the Educational Testing Service were active participants anlIfielped

1.bito'identily issues and conference participvnte,.- We convened A

conference which produced thelNAACP Report on Minority Teslarg which

is appended to this statement.

.
I cite this b/Ickground to.let the committee know the priority

the NAACP gave to,the impact of the unregulated use of standardized

tasting on blacks and other minorities.

The prevent legislation, targeted to postsecondary' educatiOn

'does not appear to tekeo.into.account,the use of Standardized tests.

in the elementary and secondary schools. We have spoken.to.legislatore

at'ihe stAte leVel end with former Congressman Harrington-who in the

95th session of Congreas introduced H. R. 6776, a Torerunner.of the

current legislation. Although the Gibbohs and Weips bills are not av

cOmprehensive af we. would like'they are a step in the right direction.

It is.the position'of the. NAACP that truth in testing legislation

id an idea whose time tas come. 'NAACP advocated such.legislation. in

.1976 at our 67th Annyl National Convention when a resolution was

adopted calling for an Office of Consumer4ffairsin.Testing and

ap.Udent Eval etions

o

.

4
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.OFFIICE OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS IN TESTING
AND STUDENT mumuTION

WHEREAS blacks 'and otheY minorities are.being increasingly' .

.subjected to various kinds of itandardized.tests which'Aversely affect

their oppOrtunities accOmplAshments in later lifv'and.

.WHEREAS,, there has been systematic excIudion of minorities at all .

phases of test-development to utilization, and-such exclusionPrSsents

a:major concern in the evaluation of minority intellectual development'

AndtsUbseguent achievement in life,. anil

WHEREAS.: there is a needto.halt current discriminatory testing.:

practices,

NoW, THE*EFORE, BE.IT,RESOLVED, that we direct-our branches and

Stateviconferences to urge their respective states to establish a tadk

fork- for..the development at tin Office, of Consumer Affaird In Testing

and StUdent EValuition,. or in'the alternative assign this responsibility

to an ekisting. state agency capable of pursuing the objectives herein.

The.responsibilities of this agency would include, but not be limited to,

- .

the following:

1
'(a) Consumer advocacy regarding the use and misuse of tests as.

well as advising parentsof their legal rights in.the. testing of their

children.

(h) Advocacy for the adoption of a4.Truth-in-Testing" law.

(c) A test review board to scrutinize and systeMatically monitor'

i
test utility;.developMent:,,Policies and practicrof. all agencies smilloying.

aftsessment procedures..

, (d) The deVelopment of informational. adviAlOry centers and. laYmah

documents.ontesting. for parebts of,echool childen. .

. (e) The development of comprehensive State4de Ste:Werth; Aon Testing

Whichreflact the inteiLts rdtminority groups oar..the testing ishee:

BE IT EURO= RESCUED, thatwe seek iagislatiorcineach-d*e to establish :
.

#t

.1% Researi* and 'DevelormeneOffice whiO will have the latitiVe.to.study':

Of :*

°.
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.eripiria1 questiorm of tspolmw esd pupil perfo,U4ffice.4n.vostrast to anoffice

fmetions as a statistic-emit; fcc legislative accountability.

The NAACP. is fully- in accord with the purpose of the Act is

est forth in H. R. 4949. He believe that test publishers Must/be...
/.

'responsible. for.monitoring the use.qf their tests by. a/Turning/in

advocacy roIe when necessary. In.our Report on Minority Tesp.ng,.
/

supplied to the Committee; We state that in instances where/tests

are used (or about to'be.used)-without due observance ofAhis advobacy

roler test Publishers should apPly sanctions, inclUding the denial

of-the use oftheir'ploduCt. by. those who misuse it.'

.moreoVer, test publishers have an advocacyC esponsibility

Which .requires.that test objectives be .clearly s ated, that the process

of administering the test be fully described so that subjects and users

'both understand exactly What is expected to 6ppen and how it will

'happen,.in .noh-threatening, affirmative terms. Rublishers must state ^

with clarity,'in All descriptive information 'concerning a test they

'publish, the specific uses fox which the'test is designed, the.specific

limitations of the i strument and full,explanation-as to hoW the results

should be interpret d. e
/

6 3. (a) (l)., It is Our understanding that there is little *

syStematic information gathered on theyelationship between test scoree

:and futere sycceri, but indicatiOns!are that this is a low correlation'. '

'The definition f.future encupational success is%ambiguous as many

1variables dete ihe thie Whieh challenges the emphasis of test soores
.

for admisSion14 .

.

.

..

il 3 (4) (C). -The NAACP endorses test preparatiph courses so

long as organizationd.and.persons can verify their Utility Sech

: Organizationg should also be regulated fOrtheir claims and services;

u likewiie test agencies stiOUld be required to acknowledge and state to
,

.

.- Ingeirere where coaChiagJs effeCtive.
.



.

§ 3 (S). We recognize that the test.agency andtests are not .

wholly reeponeible for'determining. academic admissions'or futureVe or-

.

--

mance; however, the test userd could provide test agencies and pub a the .

.-
estimated weight of _Percentage cikrietby'tests in admissions considiratien.

.The NAACPAA'aware that tebl scores are being suppiemented,..

in some instances, by'other crIteria, but we also }chow that College

Board 'scores are stilfl the deciding faCtor regarding who rgets
-

admitted to what institution.

May I take a few minutes to share with the cOmmittee a glaring

' example of how much weight is given'to standardized test scoreS
.

in a Virginia community seveial years ago. The local NAACP branch

in Greenville County had gathered a large number of'report.cards of'

PUpils who had been "partially,promotee as a result Of a "get tough.,

or.else stay behind:1 policy. A number of the students'report .

cards showed passfng grades A's, A's and C's,yet the students were

"partiallyepromoted", /nvestigation on, our Part elicited information

that the st:udents whose cards we beld'had fared poorly pn the

dtandirdized teet administered by the school system. In a confrontation

with school officials, school officials rejected the charge that

standardized test acnres 'were .the sole criterion for the action;

however,,they were unable te explain how aetudentwho recieved

pasSing.grades as'evidenced bY tbe report cards could be "ot;rtially

promoted" if you disregarded the fact that they bad scored poorlY.

on the standatdized test. The test scores wereAsed to classify,

students into either college bound courses or OPT courses.

., The widespread use of testing baa a1re&y directed minor.ities into

opportunities which wili-not allow them tO perforM well on post-
;

secondary tests'. .The distinguished member of the New York Board' of

Regents, Dr. l4enneth Clark,said in his letter to the editor in the

1/

a



August le, J79; New York Vmes:,
r

"Admiaslon taattl measure the abilities devleoped by
individuals/ oyer a longperiod of time, both in and
oqt of school', The value of thst reaults is direct-.
ly related ti) .thi:èclueflitx opPortunity_afferded.
to the,eufdfdates taking a particular feet.",

. . . .if tes used in .pleinentary sChobl already begiw to put oUr: chil-
.

./
,dree n a disadvante4eous position, :how" Can we reasonably 'expect them:to

on post-secondary education tester? .

counselors and admIssiens officers are Puhlics "importan*
-

industry 'since they -sit it the entrance gates thrtiUgh*,:".

takers must go if theY are to realize their goaie.

567

be' co petitivp

ILachers,

torhel testing
which ;many test

1.1 /
extent to whikh

-'.use those iiistAuses-,

-these pUblics can correctly. interpret and effectively.. ;

.
ts-i^s,.the.extent to which decisiens made that,.

. -

are air. to minority test takers: The testing induStry is* caged:upon .7

.to help tiridge:that gap which exists between effeotive 'nee and' lack.:64.
-understanding, by condOCting workttflops. and institutr, and writfng

special. publications that are aided at interpretatien, of tests.,
°

PROMOTING A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF TESTS '

see'," 2 (a) (b) 0

0fteleese of test questions and answers overstate() -ConCern. There'
7 .1

areother proTessionais mho Will testify: that 1...s not ai
,

,

serious as.rsarly tend to repreSe4. It .may 'increaatt.:cgat sOmewhat bui-we

believe the benefit. pined by: the indiViduali froM'leafning.^cfp strengths

and ifeaknes knoi.iledqei far puti4eips. the mcinet.kry. *sue. rurtilet- 0-
more '-.there -are Lep,ciertS '"Oat.:.rtsich'''o'i.thS:cffik.64.1.-0'...gpia .63.6, moo

be ofXeet :Tsing_. mime" of theaiready:eifebTe714offt Marpin,:',004407-by,:

ETS. We s e the casilosure"of
teaChers olierthe da'cadeebeiie.:,returse4'correCted ,clastrOOtrtes4,-..741Say

and term papere. as a Menne Of "feecil4C4C;soR"stUde'ritVertS317sapeed.' DAewies "
.

.
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we tend eo compare the discloeure of test infoimatión to tt public as --

similar to the need to know the effects of drugs on the human body: The
'0

0

life determining impact a test score can have on the future of an indivi-

dual can .be..,just as consequential as .taking 'a. drug. To date we have had

no regulation ;or accountabirbby tor .test agencies .Or their usehrs .Which --

.. 'infUres the. consumer is getting a feir break.Ot

-Mr: Chalrmen, the NAAqP believes. tthat H. R. 364 should call for a
. , .

_ .

high degresf,; of valicility. and .eettability. It js opr..undt,ritariding from

pshcmetric4.an thtI Ware* is more 'than:one'. ay_to compute a Coefficient

9.2' A redefficient a Validity a'n'cli thet 4:ti,iouid 'hot be amiss
, .

to fieVe A ebultieriy. make- 'known "..0e IQZmula wed.'.fb4 sOch ptirpOse eine* Wome

..forstulae- bah gi.vs 'spurious; hilh'coaftroients,
The:7AAACP does ',het "OppoSe, the use Of teat:it...per gov - We have called on

the. tes-iing .1.n4uetry tO develog standacdized-"ta,a1,4; whIch hi've,:bee.tr cOr
-0

i'ected for cultural bias =And which fairly Indiatire the aniqunt Of-lcnoWledge-
- .

0,54i4ettl.. regardless 'of jaiii/her. background. In_ l974., "NAACP-

called fOr moratolum n staxidar 4ed testing whew:firer such tests itave;
er.

not' been corrected for 'culture l Wan 'airkfirdirected its branches, to Mse all

,administrativ.e"-andlegel, remedies to pre ent.' thet vriation of ..atudentA
-

vonstitutional righte throUgh"the bieuse Of teats.
Ronald SAMOA .in Psychological Testing of AiVerican torities des--

cribes-the probjem.We'percerve thusly:- .

-,rThe system et higher ucation is 'inextricably 'ihitsr4' .

Voven with the total brit of .iMerican society. Poverty, -°.
place Of '!residence, t 4 hiitory of racial .discriMination

....and-segregation, the soclal stereotypee.of rade, the: pre-
dOminance of minorities within: the lower stratum-of the

.nsbciety, and the concpmitanticienial of educational ogpor-. ,

- ail these conspire to create. and -to gerpetuatk
, tthe ilabalinbe and to .en rench, ethpio cleavages in the' ariCas . _

.- or.higtxdr eduCatbah.. "T systeia, not" 8.,de1iberate .

pergetuatke "the boundari s ,bhat bar:minorities from hfgher
siducation and standaidized 'testing .plhis a part (inderbd

significanteUne.),! -.

V.2-epv. .1
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Mr. Chairman we have a few recOMMehdotions to make-to tha Committee,

if we may. We believe6that there is a need for Clarity in the definition

regarding who the "fest agency" is so .that the person wild administers
.

or develops tests knows the resPonsibility!handated under this bill.

Section 4 (2) (b) is probably the best section in H.R. 4949

for it comes cloer. to what is needed in the whole area of testing We.

believe there is a need for amandate. for the Commissioner to gathdr reik-

vant data over a period of time to see What land of' things.are going.on.

The ddta,'I am re/iably informed is available in the coniputers, but
0

th4re is feeling amOng professionals with Whom have'conferred that

they do not believe the'testing:companies will Aelease such data unless,

there is a Congressional Mandate. If. the Commissioner has information

on what is happening through the. use of these tests, the CommissiOner

would then bd in a positionto report.tz the COngress and it .coultthen

make a determination If further action is. needed.

We believe that it is necessary.to establish a monitoring body

for the collection of data rom each testing.agencS,. We believe-the

bill,should. spell out the type of data.to be collected.

. 1 Under " ions and Enfercement", weyere not certain whether

the bill was ca ng'for a 'civil penalty not to exceed:$2000 for each

individual violatien (one person). or grOup violation. ,In other words,

if 10,000 persohs are tested and there was a violationyould the penility-

be not more than 82000,for the_group of 10,000 or 10,0 t $2000.

This needs clarification.

"We be eve that the bill dips into psyschological jargon which

will, in turn, lend itself tO a 'response in the'same vein.. We would

:
suggest,that, wherever possible, the bill'language be simple

enough for a. layman, like myself,.to understand.

'

.9

_

84-884 0 - 80 - 37-
. .
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We belieVe there needs to'be massive data cOl;ected on,what

"Ihas.happened to students who have been tuirmsd down.because of their

SAT Scores or ACT !cores. As a. former Oollege teacher, I know of a

number:Of4instances where.studenti Were turned down by one.school

because of sCores on standardized tests and were admitted Co another

institution and performed 401pditably. It should.be noted that

this also pertaini to pre,prófessional and'post-baccalaUreate such

as LSAT and GRE tests. Test #Coies do not, we believe, predict.precisely
1, ,

college.or job success and they have a loW'relationship,of what

students are gding to do academidally when they get into School.

We want to diagnose that the.students n7ed and design a irogram:.

to meelthose needs. The intent,of testing should be to peen up.

avenue/for students: Testing stipuld be:edudational and not simply
-4

evaluaCive and discriminatory in nature.

4 .

I. The Test'User.

(a) Test agencies le responsible for.thiltrair;ing of test

user's. :Test useks shouldtbe informed of the validity:

reliability and bias df tests. They should have at

their disperl reports substantiating these factors.

as'well.alany'Other information which cle;ifies the

use and limitations pf tests.

Test users or any other contracting agency must demon-,

strate that they have personnel tiained in the use 'ind

/ADDITIOVAL.RECOMMENDATIONS

ihterpretation of tests.
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, 4

Since. misconceptions of tes

'industty is obligated.to make full,-

571

tests are.designed, the processes bY

'population'On whichthey were standardiz

which delimit'their use, e.g.', standarlir

'errer.of estiTaie, and other. "do's and don,h

o

n lead to damaging uses, the 'testing

'olosure of the.pu!'poses for Aich'

tithey were deSignad, the

the statistical charatteristics

use and interpretation.

testing industryjto give

their tests yield. The

test scores are fallible

must be told the extent
.

public must be informed

performance and are never.more.than an ebtiMate of.truth.'

r of measurement, stanclard

which w41

Wire specific1ly 2t

clear end precise ineetrp ation

k
pOlid must be infoimed o ray that\th

44.

and that their teliability4a mperfech
-^

Of thaillfailability and impeAte on: The

that test scores are only'a snlf a student's

CONSTRUCTIVE'USES OF TuTS

.EFfective, uses can

only. if the. ueer knows what the test contains, what,its purposes Ore

ane'what lts limitations. are; We move on e assumption that an

educationalleyseed, and particularly a sc ol Within the system, im-

-: pliditly'guarintees/that students to whom achievement examinations

(tests) sre adMinistereA have been-taught in ways such that they can

reasonably be expeOted to -have learned the informatiqp required by the

examination. Therefore', we call on the testing indulitry'to assist school
-

systems and other users in undetstanding 'better the conterit:and

constraints of the eicaminations, and in helping them enderetand hoWto

make optimal use of the results', Moreover,:we daIl Upon the educational

community and the public private sectora' to ensNre thattests re not'

used or relied upon where such guarantees do noi exibi.

be' made of tests, regardless to their type";
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:1See albo'pages 22.and 29 .(Mintrity-Report)

II, 'Consumer Agency

See Wnority Report. ,

kr. Cnairman and mambo of the Committee, the-NAACP strongly
6..

't

supports.the bill H.R. 4949 cause the kty features. provides for things

never'before ayaileble. True sts can be determined; real predictive

validity can'be apprwched on a ob or school-related basis and more.

impoitantc the monepoly'would ha public oversight.

APPENDIX

.
'FFESOLUTIONS.ON TESTING ADOPTED

: NAACP NATIONAL CoNVENTION

YEAR , .

196 TESTING AND CK SYSTEMS

. 1t66 TESTING AND T SYSTEMS,

1972 ' TESTING

1974 'TESTING

1976 THE TESTING INDUSTRY,

1976' FEDERAL REGULATORY AGENCY TOR TESTING

1976 NAACP REPORT ON AINORITY TESTING .

1976 OFf'ICE OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS IN TESTING AND
STUDENT EVALUATION :

1976 NONiTORING USO)P.TESTS

1977 SPECIAL EDUCATION .

: 1978 'COMPETENCY-BAEEW TESTING./ MINIMUM COMPETENCY..TE$TING

.1979 NATIONAL TESI;ING :MOVEMENT
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OFFICE OF CONSUMER AFFA1FS IN TESTING
ANDSTUDENT EVALUATION

. WHE14FAS,blaicks and 9ther Minorities are being increasingly4
subjected to i;arions kinds of siandIrdazd tests Which adversely
affect their opportnnities and 'accomplishments in later life, and

. . .

14HEREASC there has been systematic exclusion of minorities at
. all phasee of test development to utilization,aild such exclMsion'

pres nts a major concern in the,evaluation of minority intelleo-
ttia 4 development and subsequent achievement in life, and

''14REHEAs,thereisaneedtehaltcurrentdisdriminatory test-
. e

ing practices, ..
. .

NOW, THEREFORE, HE IT RESOLVED, that We direct our branches and'
state conferences to'urge their.respedtiveetates to establish-a

, task force for the develb'pment of an Office pf Consumer Affairs.in
. Testing and Student Evaluation, or in the alternative assign this
responsibility to'an existing state agency cepable of pursuing the
objectiVes 'herein. The responsibilities of this agency Would
.clude, but not be limited to,. the following:

(a) Consumer advocacy regarding the use end misuse of tests as
well as advising parents'of their legal rights in the testing of
theirtchndien.

.
. .

I

'''

(b) Advocac% y for the.adoption of a.'!Truth-in-Testing".$
*

(e) A test review board to scrutinize and systeMattcally.monitor
test utilityi development; policies snd practices of all agencree
employing assessffient procedures.

(0) The development of informational advisory-centersand layr
1 w

man docuMents'on testing for p,I.r.eqte.of sehool children.

(e). 'he-development of comprehensive SOatewide Standards On
Teating wh lv'retlect the interests of minority groups on the test-

.

ing iss

. BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that We keek legislation in each state
to oatablish a Research and Elevelopment.Office which Will have the
latitude to study empirical:questions of teacher and pupil.perfor-
mance in contrast lo an office which functions.as statistics mill
'for legIslati've accoUntability. .

0

ADOPTED 1976

BASIC POLLY STATEMENT.
RESOLUTIONS.ON EDUCATION
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
THE.ADVANCEMENT OE'COLORED
PEOPLE
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THE TESTING INDUSTRY

WHEREAS, compnnies that develop, publish and sell tests should
assume (or centinue.to assume) major responsibility.Tor assuiing
the correctiOn ofdeficiancies in thAir instruments, and

,

.

WHEREASi.the testing_iaduitry makes money Irom the administra-.
tion of tests'and has the responsibility of devising Satisfactory
andsystematic ways of taking inte.aecotint probable main effect-.
variables in the instructional-setting. .

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED. that we cell upon the tenting i

inclUding the Dincaticinal ',fasting Service, American Co ege'

Testing Program (ACT), Psychological Corp.,' flareoUrt, BreêTnd .

iovanoVich, Science Research Associates, College Entr. ee Exam-
ination Board, CTB-McGrnw Hill to state with clarit pn all des-
criptive information concerning a test, the spec c uses for which
the test is designed; the specific limitations f the instrument;
and.inforMation is to how the results should e interpreted in
acceptable professienal precticev .

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, thnt we u e'the tenting industry,.eit

a minimum to include Within the'info atioh'it publishes concerning
standardited tests 2t ability( ach VeMentpersonaljty nnd any.other

.assessment procedures, specific d a,regayding predictive content
and prescriptive validityr /

'SE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, t we call upon.the testing industry
to establish and fund'an ipe.ide research and deVelopment corp-

.oratVgn charged with"the ility to (1) identify the critical
problems in. aseessdent late to minority groups, (2) to

sponsor research to i those problems requiring study,.(3)
.to sponsor apprOpria ment work And to .involve researchers
whto have'the endor minority professionalland cominunitY
associationsiand de a minimum df 4/PerOnt of net income
to suppOrt These es;

BE IT FURT LVED,that-We urge the testing industrytO
convene a grdu tional black organiiations to initiate.dialogUe,
around the im entation of recommendntions and Assues raised,in
this reeolu 0 .1

:OBE I NALLY. RESOLVED, thet we call ugon the NatiOnal Office,
through 'Education Dtepartment,,,to assist local units III resolving

proble ising from the.mieuse of tests in their locality:
. .

ADOPTED' 1976
BASJC POLICY STATEMENT
.REfOLUTIONS OWEDUCATION
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR.
THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED.
PEOPLE

.
:
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' 'FEDERAL REGULATORY AGENCY FOR TESTIWG

WHERAS, theCongress through recent Federal legislation is
,placing,increasing emphasis on program- evaluation with the recent .

amendment of'Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(as aMendedby PL 93360) charging-the Commipioner-'of EducatiOn
with the responsibility of,developing end publishing "Standards

'and Mddels for Program Evaluation,' including the use of specific
techniques and methodologiesfor such evaluations, and

. .

- WHEREAS, the.Office of Education, in Carrying out this Cong-
ressional mandate, is publiShing a Sets of'Monographs on Evalua--
tion in iO-Education covering Varus isd ea regarding testing apd
evaluation-r.and

WHEREAS, the tehting industry As a multi,million doAlar ihdustry,
receiving millions. of Federal' dollars,.and

'. WHEREAS, Title 'IV of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act..
(E4EA) as amended`gives the state increased respensibiIity'itM-ftr------"-

.
arba of program evaluetion (including program evaluation) and states '.

.
are currently selecting.bdyisory councils and developing methods Of'
evaluation, and .

,
.

.
,

-a WHEREAS, the Education of the Handicapped Act of.1.975t_ recogni-
zedtbe importance of protecting children from miadiagnosis by in-

.. sistingron tfie. developmeni.and Use of )'culture fair tesgs" and the
'bill'. (PL 94-142) includes a short statement ofthe importance a 1

°gathering data'from various sources father than.a Ei.ingle test, when'
diagnosing'a-handicapped condition, and .

.

. .

. .

-
.

.
.

.

WHEREAS) the Developmentally Disabled Assistance and Bill of
Rights (PL 94-103) calls for the establfih%ent of a comprehensive'
system for eVeluating the progress of individuals with develop-
mental disabipties,

. °NOW, THEREFORE,.BE /T RESOLVED, that we call upon the Congress
. .

'to eStablish a Federal Regulatory Agency for the testing industry
.

similar to the Federal'.Communications Commission, the Food and Drug ..

Administration and:the-Environmental Protection Agency for .the pro-
tection of the cititen consumer of tests and.evaluative and assest

. ment plfocedureS.
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MON/TORING USE OF TESTS .

.
WHEREAS, standdrdiZed testing is increasingly used to classify .

stratify'and certify individuals- and groups-in Our'society, and

4
.

WHEREAS, the determination of public poliCyrelated to the testS.

ing of minorities haa-been insidious and extfemely deleterious, and

WUEREAS,-there.is a need for.more'fair and .effective-proebses.
of assessment which more adequately consider the diverse abilitiesr

talents and'cultural,backgrounds of children -if'standardized..tests

are to be bsed, and. .

.

WHEREAS', teat acores influence the way children think about them-'

Sellies; and teacherexpectations. of'the' children,.and

. .

WHEREAS,.there is increasing evidence that tests, as used, are .
determining what is being taught, ratherfhan measuring.what is being

learned.

BE IT RESOLVED, ,that NAACP units' mount'a 'campaign-against misuse

of tests bY-urging parents to question not only their own child's

test scores but 6140 the,testing programs in their school, city and

-. school district. .

.
BE IT FURTHER REammgD, that the-NAACP uniis,..through their

education compittees, make inquiries of testing,Eglicies and pta-

tices theik. School districts, regarding;

I) What standardized IQ and achie'vement tests are given in the

-school district/ at what ages?

2) ..How, and by whomj are the'tests.selected? Can the testa be

/seen and reviewed? By whom andundee what conditions?
,. . .

. 31 Whatlmuming.goals do achievement tepts serve?. What is the

impact of- the various tests used on what is taught in Orecurriculum,

on books;and other mterialspUrchsded?
. ,

. 4) What decisions are made Oil-ale-basis of test iscdres..(e.g,,

placement in "tracks," gpecial education', recommendation-to t011ege)?
y .

5) Are tests used in the.local school district Irate of ethnic,

racial and class bias? Are they fair or unfair-to-children Of'dif-

ferent backgrounds?

BE IT-FURTHER RESOLVED, that We direct our branches to request'

,cOpies of all tests. currentlY used by the local-school.distriOt as a
basis'for'educational decisions regarding yupilA3lacement, aisign-

ment, promotion-or academic programming, '.. :

. . . .

'4,
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BE-IT FINALLY RESOLVED,:that the result's oUsuch survey and
copies of tests secured be forwarded.to the Aducation Department
of the National Office for follow:-up, including the Educstion'
Degortmenei calling upon.the Department of HEW to condoot'Aiite-
matip'analySes of the federally-funded.testing and assehisMent prom
graMs orinstruments used,in public schools acroSs the country.
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. .

The practice.of placingtchildron in 'ability groupings"
,based upon. eulturally biased tests has been discredited by

' leading educational authorities. -As a result of thesp rest-
ing procedures, many Negro students.are placed.at an initial,
disadvantage. and are relegated to 819w learning tracks:from

.
:which they rarely escape. . .

The discrimination aspeCts of the race and class concepts
:underlying the tracking system were stakly set. forth,by Judge
J. Skelly Wright in the Hobson V. Hansen decision in which the
.trecking. system in washingtpar P. C., was declared unconstitu-
tional.

We call on NAACP branches tobvigorously oppose homogeneous
groupings or tracking systems wherever they'discriminate in this
manner.
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TESTINd AND TRACK SYSTEMS

The Foncept'Of pdacing children ,by means of "ability.group-
*ing". based upon the .results of tests administered in the early

' grades.has been discredited by htational experts: and authorities.
all tests used are cul ally biased and nnsultable

foi actually detekmining the ability'to learn. As a result of'
.theee testing procedures, )nany Negrb students are placed at an
tinitial diSadvantage and ake relegated tb slow-learning.tracks
ArOm which they areIy escape. As a result, phe overwhelding
proporkAon of Ne o:etudents are thereby exposed to a sObtle, but
systematic, form f discrimination withip the sChool and elass
whteh does not prepare them for other th n menial job.s. More-
coder, the use of these devices tends to stigmatize the Negro
Student as intelleethally 6-

.

4

I .4
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NAACP REPORT ON MINORITY TESTING
. .

WHEREAS; the NAACP expressed its concern re the disproPor-.
.tionately large number of black etudents being misplaced in special'
iducatIOn.classes as-a result of scores on Standardized tests, and

:WHEREAS, the 1974 cavention mapdatrd fhe Education Depart-
ment at the National Office to use its influence to bring together
the Educational Testing .Service, the College Entrance.Examination.
'Board:and the Association of-Black:Psychologists regarding this
issue, and

MEWLS, the Education Department has published the NAACP REPORT.
ON MINORITY TESTING,.tetting forth recokmendations and an.act1on
.agenda;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE. IT..RE LVED, that we direct our units, youth
and adult, to:implement the r commendations of the Repdi-t. :

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the NAACP Education Department
estoblish a national-task f rce.to develop specific guidelines for 4
laymen'i partiCipation 1tn nd support of standardized asSessment
precedures and dissemidbte the guidelines to the broadest pOssible
audience.:

BE IT ALSO RESOLVED, Ithat we direct our unIts to establish
contact with local chapters of the Association'of Black Psycholo-
gists- for technical assistance in.implementing this.resolution.:

ADOPTED 1976 .-
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. TTESTINd

WHEREAS; the National-BlaCk Psychologists have called fox a
moratorium oe'stahdardized testilig; and, .

-

r-
WHEit AS,. the 1972 National Education Associetion conferees

recommend d that IQ sweets be remoVed from pupil/Otuderit-dumu- .

lative re ord foldersi.that-the National Teachers.tftmination
be abolished; that NEA provide legal aid to.persons-Isupg against
misuse.Of tests; and.that colleges and universities el minate the
use of the Graduate Record Examination and Millers Analogy; and,'

. .

-WHEREAS, the;e is evidence'to auggest that intelligence tests
do ndt represent 4 true measure of the scholastic,esperience or
ability of the child, be'it hereby . . t

RESOLVED, that all units of the NAACP call upon their school
administrators to be alert to the forthcoming recomMendations of
.tere.National Black Psychologists Aseociation and be prepared tO de-

-cldre a. moratorium on stamlardized 'testing...after other suitable andi
non-biased criteria for measuring-pupil progrede and teaching .
accountability has .been devidad.

\

4
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TESTING

WHEREAS, a disproportignately large number pf black.
students.ate being misplaced.in special education'claSses an&
defied admissions V:p higher educational opportunitiee.

, 4.
-

WHEREAS, standardized tests, e.g.,. Stanforrd-Binet and the
Wechsler Scale Lair Childrep exclude blacks,:Puerto Ricans.and

c,..; Mexican Americans from.the representative sample, and,

WHEREAS, such tests label.black childreñ.as bneducablee
assige them-to lower educational tracks.than Whites; deny black
.chi}dren higher educatioh opportunities; perpetuate inferior
education; place black children in special-classee and destroy
gfowth and development of black children, and,.

. WHEREAS, studentS who fail to show a high verbal or numerical
ability, score low on the Schelastib Achievement.Test (SAT), the
Law School Admissions Tests (LSAT), the Graduate.Record Examination
(GRE), etc., and are routinely excluded froM College.and.graduate
or professional educltion, .

,BE IT RESOLVED,.that the NAACP demand a moratorium cin standard!.
ized testing wherever sueh testehave not been corrected' for cultural
bias aind.direct its-units to use all administrativeand legal reme-
dies to prevent the violation of 'students' constitutional.rights
through the Misus000f tests, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the NAACP-call upon the Associa-
tion Of Black PsyctiolOgisti to assert.leadership in aiding the
.Cellege Entra4ae Examination.Board to develop standardiOd tests .

w4ch have been cc*rected for cultural.bias and whtch fbirly
.meesurethe amount ofknowledge retained by students regardless

or,her.individual background.° :
!

'BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED, that the NAACP direct iis units tb use'
all administrative remedies in ihe event.of violation pf Atudbnts
cOriptitUtional rights through the misuse 'of tests and directS
Nallonal Office staff to use its influence to bring the MN and
ABP together.to revise such tests..

,

.
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FOREWORD i

I . 1Y
Borne people seen) to think that "intelligence testa" ineasure Intelligence. I've got

news for them. "Intelligence tests" do not measure intelligenee: they meatiure one's ability

toreaot to intelligence teats.

- I know a Man ho was.teeted to determine his dexterity and quicknese in seeing

relati9nships between shapes and forms-a very important part of inVilgenee. On that

test, she came out a little lower than a low-grade moron. Then' he toolia.second test,. to F. .

measure.inother impertarit component Of intelligence, accuracy of memorY and quickness of

recall: This. time, he came out a little higher than a high-gradeleilius.. Was he a moron

or a .geniuw? . .

I onae watched two persone taking the lame test for acouracw Of memory and quick-

%nese of reoall. They showed startling differences; one ranked very high, the other quite

low: The reason was notherd to find: they came from opposite sides-of thetrecke. The
test Items were hin gs which had been part-of the intimate daily life of one, while the other

had never seen jnd seldom heird of the items mentioned'in the test..

Another ease in poliu, directly-relevant te the questien.of alleged "racial" difference

in intelligence, was the4 administration of a test to.ohildren th Central Harlem a few suMMers

ago. The children Ws* told to indicate whether a lark was a dog, an automobile, a bird, or

a kind of cheese j"Clilise one.") None.of thein answered the question. Mindful of thek"LARK"

plastered throuabotit the neighborhoed on glanf-sized billboaNs, thei later explained their

failure On the test question by protestine,' "It didn't say 'cigarette' I"

If the matter stopped-there, it would be.serious enough; but it does not stop there.

Not only are individual WW1 tested in order to be detested, standardized tests of in-
.

telligence are being usedihroughout th.e nitiOn, in Ways:which permanently affect. the -self-

image of the tested, thereby profoundly altering their own expectations-OH to their probable

Moresand equally affecting the expectations of their teachers. Whole schools, entire

school systems, states and regions, are compared to each other on the basis of uniform

.. standerdized.tests. 'Metal and ethnic groups are stigmatized, Vie alleged differences thus

"sctientitically" validated become self-fulfilling Prophecies. .

.

Hut that's not all. The 'general mind-,set of the nation welcemes these results,

betaitse, bY training.and experienbe, moat people have a need to have somebody elso they

ireroan feel "better than:" ,We are a highly oompeti e collection of peoplea; living in a nation

.where competitive sports Outdr&all other te sion audiences. The desire te win le

*pandemic.' From earliest childhood, we are praised for winninrsometimes consoled and

'often reprimanded for loeieg... The almost psychotic fervor of a 'Little Leaguer'e parenti

doininates our. oulture. And since the schools are part of that culture, .eaoh individual Is

encouraged tocut-do his peers.. Graded on a bell ourve, tested and compared to averages

and norms, % child is rewarded orpunished e educational system on the basis of his

suocess.in outdistancing ethers.



we-

-"So what's wrong with thati" -the true-beliqving American demands. Much is wrong

with It. Of 'course there is nothing wrongindeed much is rightin stressing "excellence."

.. But we don't stress "eXcellence;" we stress "excelling." To be excellent is to shine: to

excel is to out7shine. In Our national effort to be NUmber One, we miss the goal of excel-

lence, We settle Lr its cheap and deceitful substitute, excciling.
That is i%ly a Parent-Teacher Association the other night complained bitterly to a

bewildered principal -tliat In every grade half of the ehIldren wore below the median of their

.gracia. Unfortunately, the general understanding of the meaning of standardized testuis

al$out on the level of that PTA..

The neceisity, compulsion; drive to excel ethers vitiates the more admirable Prin-

ciple of becoming excellent. And becatiai the general publics has much at stake in this matter

of serving the purposes of a put-down society, ths materials in this Mao Report are impor-

tent. One doubts that, as a nation, We will.quickly put aside our boastful competitive ad-

versary urge to-excel; but we ought, at the very least, 'to observe the elementary dictates

of good sportsmanship and fairliay. We ought no longer to use standardized tests to' .

announce to.the world that some children are "hetter" than othersparticularly when
. .

elements of unfairness are built into the testing programs. (Remember thc "lark" question

for citychildren.) But event!' the tests could be-made "culture-free," their use would still

: be questionable because-they are-uied to predict a child's future, 'ciondenming some to be

learners"(or life.
This nation.ought no longer to Fiermit pseudo-scientists to tell us that some racial

.groups are inferior to others. We ought not to stand quietly by, permitting the results. of

nation-wide testing to be used to destroy the self-image of some whileffaisely inflatinipthe

self-lmage of others. _ . .

e
The men arid women who have Invested thel i'professlonal careers in the t

fit
esting In- .

dustry are not knaves or 'fools; but neither are they saints, We should notclespair of them.

Llice.all the rest of us, they should be presumed to have the ability to Learn. -Among other

thingsi, this.means that we must presume that; given stifficient stimulir-they will put.off

their oil ways and'begin to direct their industry toward the produettpri Of a new and inicent-
t

able product; 'a testing system designed not to measure degrees bfexceping in a competitive

.t rat race but to promote self-'-understanding in all, as each becomes more eXcellent; We

lave rio business permitting schools to be run as though life were exit rhea. We should be

interested in but one race, the human race. . .

With something of this purpose in mind, the Conference on Testing was oonvened.

The membership of.the confereme.was.representative of many points of view. Noticeably

lacking, hoWeVer, was' representation froin the elitist establishment whose anti-domocratic

.bias makes then) perfect practitioners of the art of the put-doWn. Another unfortunate

hiatus in the conference membership was occasioned by the' absence of representatives tram

the two largest.austomers of the testinglnduatry, the Federakand State Educational

sal
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E mtablishents. Never mind. These others haVe been having their say and they do not lack .

orum. It is our belief that Ilie time.has contfor 'anolhei. Voice to be heard, a voice'

which speaks without equivocation in behalf of equity and decency and fair,play and mutual.
iespect: a voice which will not cease as -long as inequity, indecency, unfairness and Mutual

I % .
contempt are thrust upon the liVes of our children by elders who should knqw better.

C.May I thank the participants in the Conference, even as I apologize for what I have

done to thdir carefully.crafted reports fromthe four Task For:ces. In editing, I have en- .

#

deavored to retain ati'much as tcould of the technical profesSional language which is

natural to them as'they communicate with each other; but I hav'e alsAeen mindful of the

needs Of the general 'reader. I.may have sacrificed something of technical' accuracl in

order to achieve luCidity. If experts in the field of testing find the lanivige sometimes 'less

than completely professional, they must put the blame not on a supposed incompetence of

the Confaenhe parEticipants but upon the tender concerns of --an editor who ivaqted 'common

people like himself to understand what was being said.

-*May 17, 1976

it.
64.634 0 BO - 80

BUELL G. GALLAGHER

.1lice.Chairman, Emeritus,
National Board of Directors,.
National Association for the ;
Advanpment of Colored People
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PARfICIPANTS IN NAACP INVITATIONAL.CONFERENCE.ON
MINORITY TESTING

Dr. William F.. Brizziel, Professor.of Higher Eduoation, University of Connectieut.
Mr. Silas C4ilt. NAACP.National.Board of Directora

***Dr. Andersoji J. Franklin .Asioolate Professor, The City College of the City
Univerai of NeW York.* the Rockefeller University

Dr. Willie Hayes, Chairman, Assoolation of Black paybhologista
*Dr. Asa Hilliard; Dean, Scheol.of Education, San Francisco State University

Dr. *Gijorge D. Jackson, Professor School Of Social Work, Howard University
.6Y

**Dr. Walter J. Leonard,I,Assistant to the president,. Harvard University
Mrs. 'Thelma C. Lennon, .Directo.r, Division of Pupil Personnel Servicee, Department

of Public Ingtruotion, State of North Carolina'

Dr. Arthur L. Mathis, Director, Research and E?'lluation, Community Meotal Health. Center,
Mebarry MediCal College

D. Ann Borders7Patterson, University of North Carolina at Chapel HUI
Mr. Silas Purnell, Ada S...Mckinley ComMunity Center,.Chicago

***Dr. S. 0. Roberts, Chairman, Department. of Psychology, Fisk UniversitY-

****Dr. Melvin P. Sikes, Proferisorsf Educational Paychology,. University of Texaa at Austin
Dr. Madelon D. Stent, profeaaor of Education,. The City College of the City University

of New York

I'BESOURCES CONSULTANTS

Mr. Lawrence Barclay, Minority Affaire Officer, Collea ge Entrance Examination Board

Dr. Edmund Gordon, Director, inatitute for Urban and Minority Education, Educational
Tooting Service

George H. Hanford, Senior Vice Prealdent, College Entrance 'Examination Board

Miohael-Meyers, Aaaistant Director, NAACP

Dr. E.',Belvin Williams, Vice President, College Board. Programs, Educational Testing
Service . .

Julius E. William; Director, Armed.Servicee & Voterana lAffaire, NAACP
*****Althed T. L. Simmons, Director for Education Programa, NAACP

Dr. Stephen J. Wright, Vice Pregident, College Entrance Examipation Board
. .

. .

; , RECORDERS '*
. -.-

Ma. Ana Aponte, Secretary, NAACP
. A I

igenjamin J. Colbert,,AsSistant Program Dlrebtor, Educational Testing Service
William U. Harria,.Areapirecior,Admiasione and Guidance, Educational Testing Service
Ms. Yvonne Ladson, Assistant to the.Director for-Housing Programs, ,NAACP

,
Ms. Esther Spann, SeOrebtry, NAACP'

foChairmani Task For(1 on Use and Misuse of Testa
*Chairman, Task Force on Code on Testing

*"Chalrman, Teak Foroe on Payohometrio Integrity of. Teets
***007Chairman, Teak Perot) pn Psychometrio Integrity of:Tests

""Chairmno, Task.Forda on Soolel Polloy
1.1tonterence Convener

'efp
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DISCLAIMER BY THE COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION BOARD

The College Entrance ExaminatiOn Boaed haa'participated actively in, and provided

partial financial support foe, the deliberations which have led to the publication of this ,

9 report. ColOge'Board participation has been with theIrin beliet that vigoroua and con- -
V...

Unuing efforts should be made to improve standardized tests, to see that they axle sen-
/9

sitively admitistered and accurately interpreted, and to eliminate testing abuses of all

' kinds. There are, howeVer, several yecommendations lathe report,in luding the ()lie .

pertaining to a moratorium which thr(College.Board cannot support':

Nevertheless, the College Board will gi;ze the most sere attrition to those

recommendations, having to do with the 'improvement of tests, their administration and their

Interpretation.. Moreover, it will continueto'be particularly vlgilant wi,th respect to any

.and'all abuses.

. . DISCLAIMER BY THE EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE

The ducational Testing Service has participated actively in, 'and Provided partial

/

financial.s port for, the deliberations which have led to the publication of this report.

Education Testing SerVice has participated in the firm belief that vigorous and continuing,

efiorts sh&ild be made to improve standardized tests,:to see that they are sensitively
. ;

f t
administered and accurately interpreted and to eliminate,testing abuses of all kinds...There/,

are, however, several recommendations in the repoet, including the one pertainiagio avi

moratorium,,which it cannot support.

On the other hand, the Educational Testing Service will give the most serious.,
,r

A
attention to those recommendations having to do with the improvement a tests, their

.
.

.:
. , .

administration and their interpretation. Moreover, it will.be particularly vigilant,With

.respeci to any and all-abuses.

.g



CONVENER'S INTRODUVION

The Conference on Minority Testing held in Septeniber, 1976 was convened by the

. National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. It reflects the NAACP's
..

concern with the negative impact on Blacks of the national trend toWard assessiag aptitude,
achievement and intelligence almost solely through test instruments, the vilidity snd4r
administering of wgich is' often suspect. This trend Which' began with the Sloss objective

.

testing during World War I, has accelerated to the point Wherein the last.iwo decades great
emphasis hps been Placed on.gtoup assessment, which often' appear.to operate to the

detriment of many Blacks.
,

.. .
.

The assessing of achievement and intelligence of Blacks has been a 4encern to the

NAACP since its founding,. for the theine of the NAACP Founding Conference in 1909, Was

a refutation of arguments that the Negrowas physically and mentally inferior. At that

historic conference, leading scientists presented riapers.to refute that widely-held opinion..

.During the ensuing 66,years, the issue,has been periodically debated, either formally

or Iftfor ally, by NAACP and others, from time to time. 'The writings of the Moynihans

Jenaens Schockleys and the key Supreme Court deoisions in HObson v. Hansen, Griggs

.v. Duke Power Co. and DeFunis v. OdAard have syried much controversy. More and
more; testa have been utilized as the sole, or principal, means of making assessments under
circumstances which may'adversely influence one's opportunities and achievements through-

out one's entire life. . .

-;-
:. The-NAACP has been particularly concerned with the Consequences of ability grouping

.practiced by Whole educational systems which resul& in racial isolation, the enforcement

of stereotypes, the labeling of children, and in the reinforcements of feelings of infqriority
which can lead to a third class education.. .

The 'following vignettes of experiences related to out more than 2,000 units across 'the

country.illustrate thescope of th4 problem; . ,

- ExaminatiOn soores are used to determine Who has access to so-called
...

"examination sohools" and who is admitted to the more prestigious

colleges and universities..
.

- Classification systems based on standardiked tests label a dispropor-
tionately large number Of minority children as subnormal end a dispro-

portionately small number of blaok arid other minority children as gifted.

- Many black teachers are kept out of the classroom based on their

,. scores on ths National Teachers Examination.

. - Many minority group Students are unable to enter graduate and/or

professional.eohool because of teat imores. . .

- Students are placed in EMR or other special education dame on the

baste of testesoores.

-
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In .1972 the NAACP adopted a convention resolution oalling for a moratorium on

standardised tests. after other imitable and non-blased criteria for measuring Pupil pregress

. and teaChing actountability has been devisettt !!!'

In 1974 the following resolution.on testing was adopted by the NAACP convention.

WHEI7EAS, a disproportionately latge number 'of black students are beingmisplaced
in speoial eduoation'olasees and deniSd admissions to higher educational opportunities,

WHEREAS, stiandardized tests; e.g. Stanford-Binet end the Wechtiler.Scale for
Children exclude blacks, Puerto Ricans and .Mexican-Atnerioans from the representative .

aamPle, and,
.

WHEREAS; such tests.label black children as tmeducable, assign them to lovier
.

educational tracks than-whites; deny black-ehildren higher educatton opportdnities;
Perpetuate inferior education;. place black children in' speclOciaeses and destroy growth
and development of black children, 'and,

.

WHEREAS, students who fail to ahow a high verbal or numerical ability4 sabre low
on the Scholastic Achievement Test (SAT), the Law School Admissions Test(LSAT)., the
Graduate Record Exajonination (GRE), etc., and are routinely excluded froin college and
graduate or professignal education, .

BE IT RESOLVED, that the NAACP demand a moratorium on staAdardized testing'
whereVer such teats have not been corrected for cultural bias and direct its units to use all
administrative and legal remedies to prevent.the violation of sitilents1 constitutional rights
through the misuse of tests, and, .

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the NAACP calla upon the Association of Black
Psychologistn to assert Leadership in aiding the College Entrande Examination Board and
.Educational Testing Service to developfitandardized tests which have been corrected for
cultural bias and whioh'fairly measure the amount of knowledge retained by students'
regardless of his ,or her individuarbaokgrbund,

BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED, that the NAACP directs Hi units to uSe all admin-
.

istrative remedies in the event of Niolation Of students constitutional rights though the
misuse of tests and directs National Office staff to Wm, its influence to.bring the CEEB,
ETS and ABP together to revise such tests.

. V ,

. 'ft:Wowing the adoption-of this resolution, the Education Department of ihe NAACP -

extended invitations to the Association for Black Psychologists, The College Entrance .

s. Examination Board and the 'Education: Testing Service to meet with us to discuss die

concerns of our-Association regarding testing. During the, ensuing year;:representatives

.from theaehrganizatione met with us on three occashins to identify and focus on seleeted

key issues: The results-of our deliberations led us to convene the Conference 'on Minority

Testing.
This Conferenoe wee not:designed to resolve all the Issues in testing. Rather it was

designed to-explore ceitain issues regarding how testing impacts Publie policy; whether Or

not there should be a code on testing.and if so, what should the code cuteoMpass; the.use and :

misuse of tests and the psychometric integrity of tests. .The specific tejectliges as outlined
)1/

to the conferees, was to elicit:

.1. a set of specific recothmendations that eek to deal with the iesues

'..and problems that have been identified.

2. a rationale for the Teek.Forcete recommendationsThat give meaning
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to and a basis for interpreting the. recommendations.
3. suggestions f ways and means io implement the recommendations.

4. a suinmary of 1 issues considered with pros aiqj cons.
' The relevanceef issues addressed during the Minority Testing Conference was

underscored in many wa . To 'mention two, we can point to-tho fact that participante at

the Conference were educators, repreaentatives from the-testing industry, professional
and communityorganizations and, secondly, we noted thednany common threads running

through the four Task Force reports.
Those threads include an awareness Oat:

- Some type of assessment is needed.
- Tests, in our credential,oriented society, vastly influence the

economic potential of human beings.

There is a need for widepsread disderninationff information regarding
. testing in a form'easily understood by all segments of the population.

- Testdevelopers have-an advocacy role to perform including sanctions
for continued abuses..

Test develogers have a responsibility to tell what tests _do and.do not

measure..
Persons who take standardized testa must know their rights.
Guidelines for the administration of tests shOuld include.apecifica

regarding the type of envirovent necessaryfor opt/miim test.
performance.
Subjects and Userd niust understand what is expected.
etriterion.-q-eferenced approaches and materials shoUld be fUrther

- investigated.
In view of the fapt that tests, (since.they stratify or certify people) are, in effect,

married to national policy tssues, and determine what kinds of peciple, from what back-

ground,'Where they will fit in the society, what role they will play, and the like, it Is
hung/bent on the Minorp Community to galvanize educators, the testing industry, parente,
students and community organizations to work systematically to insure that the assessment.
of individuals is cultufally fair.

This is vital if all Americans are to enjoy equal opportunity in every aspect of public

:life. $'

The NARCP expresses its *sincere apPrpciation to the Task Force Chairmen hand the

support staff. .

We'are also grateful to the individuals and or anizations that contributed materials
and data as background information and to the.Col ego Entrance Examination Board and the

-.Educational Testing Service for the financial ass atance which iiltde this Conference
4/.

possible.

May, 1976

t-

Wedoak,--1._ z:,;--

ALT1EA T. L. SIMMONS

Dlc,botor tor Eduoation Pie-grams
Th National Assooiation for the
Advancement of Colored People.

. .
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

.1. That there be a moratorium on all current etandardized tests unless such infant-
.

mente conform to recommendations set forth in this Report.
2. That a nationalMonitoring body be established with the,power to enforce, through .

sanctions, to aesure prierassessmentand policy regarding the administration ot assess-.

'vent tools. .

3. That companies that develop, publish and sell tests assume (ot continue to adstune)

major responsibility`for assuring the correction of the deficiencies in their instruments.
4.. That thelesting industry be held responsible for the develop ent of assessment

.. procedures which conform to professional standards as described in dards for Educe-
. ,

tional and Psychological Tests developed by the.Joint Committee'bf t merican Psycho-
. .

lotral Association, American Educational Research .Associatpn and National Council

on Measurement in Education.:
5. That the testing industry, at a minimum, include within the information it pub-

lishes concerning standardlied teats of ability, achievenient, personality and any other
assessment procedure, specific data regarding predictive, content and prescriptive validity.

6. That, where standardized assessment results in the aisproportionate, sorting of.

'grouPS accerding to ethnicity, the test developer provide separate validity cbefficients for.

ethnic groups to Which the assessment procedure is to be applied. 1"
.7. That test developers describe the probable main effect-variables in the instruc-

tional setting, th standardized terms, which must be considered plong with the results from

standardized testing if the interpretations of results are to be meaningful or acceptable.
For .example,.the ethnic background of the.examiner is known, in some cases, to affect the

,scores which children earn on IQ teats; therefore inforrnStion about the ethnic and other

important background factors of the examiner shotild be.reported:eimultaneously with the

test scores.
14. b. 'That the testing industry establish and fund an indePendent research and develmi-

ment corporation cOarged.*Ith the respOnsibility (1) to identify the criçtoal problems hi
t

assessment as they relate 0 minority groups; (2) to sponsor. researc to investigate those.

problems requiring study; (3) to sponsor Appropriate development work; and (4) tOnvolve

researchers' who have the endorsement of minority professional and community associations,

and that a minimum sUm Of foitr per cent (4%) of the income over expenseiffor non-profit

. testing corporations and the sfun of four.per cent (412) 'of profits.for profit-makinxteeting

corporations be set aside in support of the aboVe objectives.

9. That test publiehers.exercise an advocacy responsibility which require that test
objectives be stated.olear/IyAhat the process be fully described so'that sUbjecte and users

air
understand exactly what is expected and.how it will happen. This is the principle of inforitied 11

Use and informed consent.
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10: ThatpublishOrs of tests state, with clarity, on:all descriptive InformatIr con-
cernInia test, the specific uses for which the test is designed, the specific lImitaltIons of

. the Instrument, .and that they provide information as to hOw the results should be Interpreted
0 .

in acceptable professIonkl practice.

11.. That we call upon the amiroprIate KofessIonal associations, specifically the

. Association of.Black Psychologists (ABPsI), American Psychological Association (APA),

the Atnerican Education Research Association (AERA,),. the Association for Non-White

Concerns of the Americin Personnel and .guidance Association (ANWC), 'and other appro-
priate groups to establish minimum standards for-those who SchnInIster and Interpret such

standardized tests as tests of Intelli See a Rude ac levenient and ersonallt , and to
develop standardized basic information about test administrators and the testhig environr
ment, to be provided routinely with any test scores.

12. That the NAACP motmt a cOncerted effort to Identify 'instances of testing abuse
which mill for legal remedies.

13. That the NAACP establish a national taskforce for the purpose of developing
specific guidelines for laymen's participation in and support of any standardized assessment
procedures, and that the NAACP insure dissemination of the gut dglines.to the broadest
possible audience.

14. That citizmy urge state electertifficials to pass legislation to establish a task
force fin' the develnAnent of an Independent Office of Consumer Affairs for Testing and

. 4
5tudent Evaluation.

15. 'That the Association of BlacI Psychologiets design and conduct workshops arbund

the Task Force Reports which will inc1zde, but not be limited to, the effects ef race of
examiner on test taker; differential va dation and reliability; Improper use of IQ as de-
pendent variables In research projects, biases In test construction;.the problem of mis-
interpretrion and the development of alternative means of assessment.

4

4

4144
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ON THE USE AND MISUSE OF TESTS

Competent.scholars have always recognized the possibility that intelligence testa and

aptitude testa. might be abtised. Beginning with Binet, and including.such later scholars ns

Ells, Klineberg, Allison Davis And such contemporary acholirs as Robert Williams and
Lean Kamin, they have called attention to potential and actual abuse's. Nevertheless, the.
abuses haVe continued. Many black and other minority children have been unfairly stig-

matized or intzpriately grouped for Instructional purposes. Culturalli sophisticated

teachers and gists have protested that children who have been.thus identified as

"less able," ed;"for what might be called "the six-hour Mentally retarded," seem
to lose that retardation immediately at the end of the school day. But back in the.classroom

the next morning, they conform to the predictions of those who first sequestered them.in.

"special" classes. .

The racist history of the 'testing movement is documented in Leon min's The

Po itics and Science of I.Q., 'as well as.ln the writings cif others. (See ist of References

appe . 'The current mieassesamentof blacks and others is rooted in a long-Tar:el often

unscientific and malevolent4istory. -in this Teak Force report, we. are cOncerned with

tests of "aptitude," "achievement," "personality,"--both individutl and group--and any

other Method of issessment of individuals which results in ranking, sorting out and invi-

diously compiring.
.

It should be the function of assessment, including testing, to facilitate thAdeveldpment

of-human resources. To bq acceptable is the field of education, testing programs should
.

reveal student growth in skills, attitudes And understanding. To be used in connectten with

selection for emphiyment, tests must, meaeure'variables whfch have something to dp with the

Job for which an individual is being tested. 1,:eie-are the criteria against which all tests

and testing programs must initially be measured: every professional testing procedure,
method, technique, instrument or material--antithe environme4.in.which the tests are
administerha-inust conform to these standards. That is the initial Judgment by which any

testing program muig be evaluated, even before it is put into use.
It is important to note here that-we ire very much in favor of, and recognize the need

appropriltte and competent aaseesment. However, the existing standardized tests are

unacceptable. They filll short of meeting three fundamental criteria (in addition to that of

relevanoe, noted In the previous paragraph). Tests -anCtesting procedures must predict

accurately what.they promise (predietilie validity). Testa mitat measure adequately the-

.content of the area they purport to cover (content validity). The testing Program must be

capable'of leading to prescriptions which result in positive growth-for the person being

tested (prescriptive validity). It is abusive to misassess with an inadequate instrument.. .

Equally important, it is abusive to continue, fear afteiyear, to use testing-progrptAwhich

have proved themselves to be hist& which are either irrelevant.to student pregresi.. or which

40.
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actually, by predicting failure, induce malevolent results. Current aptitude testing or other

testing processes and practices which result in the niisassessmentof blacks and otljer
minorities result in educational mistreatment. All such testa must therefore be examined,
not only tot' cultural or ethnic bias, but more importantly, in the light.of their intended
ultimate use. For all thess.reasons, we assert that fundamental questione must be asked
abotit iesting, beginning with the motivation of the moVement and continuing through the

assumptions which underlie the uae of the instruments, raising questiono about ihe account-.
ability of thelesting industry when measured against the educational otitc0mes for7students.

In the light of the foregoing general considerations, .the following recommendations

made:
.1 I'

COMMENDATIONS TO THE TESTING INDUSTRY"
. . .

We recognize that a number of theoretical problennkin assessment need attention. . .

Amongthese are the Issues of norm versus criterion-referenced testing; predictive versus. .

prescriptive validity; aptitude versus achfevement testing; content versus contextual
validity; status versus process assessment; and the extent towhich somiless readily
measured 'golds will be disregarded if standardized testing is given principal priority and

..sup$ort.. (linowledgeable members of the teaching profession will recognize that eefh item

In this list calls for book-length treatment).
a .

. In addition, underlying all of these theoretical issues is a basic ones the question of
.. -

"universtslity" in human behaviour. Wr a single standardized.test is administered to an.'

entire population, the underlying aesumptiotymust be that it is fair to all because ;II ire
"alike" In their posseasior\of the qualities and information te be tested: they differ only in.
the degrees to which they possees these qualities or have the information. Such anstssump-

don cannot legitimately be made (Or the 'entire population.of the Uhitecl States. In the Itgliit
.

of the Information that we have about differences.between and within Cultural groups within .

thie nation, we believe-the assumption of "universality" te .ba' a serious error. Since' there

is nc: standard experience, the "stindardized" test poses a serious problem, of theoretical -.

diffloulty. When applied te the problem of testing minoritieS, thisdifficulty is greatly.

increase4. . ..
The -foregoing concerns by no tr.eans exhaust the list; tut this woekend..conference can

do' o more than suggest the magnitude of the problemi before us, without presuming

cl

to in-

everything. We know that (L.:dating testa have been built at.Costathat run into millions

of dollars; yet, ,even with such an investments we do not have teats that work as they are

supposed to work. The truth is that the task cf devising a ull remedy is beyond the corn-

potence of a weekend cpnference, but the burden of proof fo the utility and satisfactoriness

fit Any, tesUng procedure rests with. le producers. We will have discharged our functionp

this Task Force If *0 point to inadequacies and indicate general directions of needed.improve-

Ipent.
The ting industry is .(or ought to be held) responsible for the development of as8ess-

menpodJure a which conform to Invfessfonal standardet. Those standards are provision-
*.



ally_described in Standards for Edirtional and Psyohplotiical Testa published 4.the Amer.,

ican Plyohologioal Association Incirin 1974. 8

Within these general.prescriptions,. -lie minimum reeponeibility 'of the testing industry

in teinclude within any standardized testalk ability, achievement, personality, or.any other,,

assessment procedure, 'specific consideration of and data related to three kinds of validity-

. predictive, contejit,andpresoriptive (as we tipted above). Thesedata must be expressed ai

a,coeffietent or.other aPpropriate systematic eipression which is developed as a resuli'of..in

:r adequate validetion Study. Such data must accompany all administrative manuals for U130 .

with standardized testa. Furthermore., in instances where Standardited assessment results A

In a disproportionate sorting of groups according to ethnicitpithe test developer must provide

separate validity coefficients for the ethnic:groups to whioh the assessment procedureis to

be

lddttIon to the foregoing, it is also the responsibility of the producers of assessment

procedJes to deperibe probablt main effect-variables in the' instructional setting, in etanL

dardized tarins,whieh. must be considered along.with the results from standardized testing.

if the interpretations of test results are to be meaningful or acceptable4For.example, we

know that the ethnic baokground or.level of skill Of those Who adminiaterror interpret tests

often has a major effect on the announced results of the program.. Therefore, we have the

right to expeot that the testing industry will devise satisfactory and sYstematic weir of talc-

leg such effects into aocount.
4

'Agencies make money from the administration of tests. Therefore, they have the

responsibility to finance the measurel neceit ary to the correction of their testing programs.

Among these measUres mupt be the inoltrior, within the Itst-conStruction process itself,eof-

'persons draWn from culturally diverse backgrounds and ofkarioua ethnic identitiee. The

evaluating experts must tnolude representatives who are acceptable to the mlnority pro-

fessional groups and ether major oommunity 'grow if thbeitesting prograrn le to esoap!ktp

preeent imaire as being unduly weighted in favorWthe dominant forces of Americaneociety.

Thetesting industry Must establish and fund an Independent acieearoh and development

corporatiba charged 'with the resPons1bilit;(1) to identify the critical problems in assess-

. mint pthey relate tetreinority groups; (2) to sponsor reioareh which will investigate these'

problinun (3) tpiponsor appropriatedevelopment work; and (4) to involveresenthers who

hive the endorsement of minority-rooted professional and community issoclutions.
In .view of the enormous profits which have been made over the years by the teetInfe

induntry, wa recommend that some small redress of past errors be made by the voluntery

aPplioatien of four per cent.(4%) of the net' inoonle of rion;.-profit testing corporationa 'and flour

per .cent (4%)ef the net profits of profit-making testing corporations,:tethe eupport bt the

;4oregoing obieotives.
Our next pointts that.theMakers of tests must be aoeountable for the uses to whioh .

...I their testier. put. Test PUbliehers must be responsible.for moeitoring the tweet their,

.595
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'tests by (teaming an ecrvocacy role when name/miry. In instances where tests are.used (or

are about to be Used) without due obeervance ot this achiocaey role, test publishers 'Mould
apelY sanctions, ineluding,the denial of the use of their preduct.hy thorre who Meuse It.

.Moreevor; test publishers have an advocacy responsi ility which requires,that teat
objectives be clearly stated, 'that the process of admlnlBterTng the trot' be fully described so

... that aubjeete and users both will underatand incrkctly what la expected 'te happen anikhow-it 1 4

will happen, hi nen-threatening, affirmative terms. This tide.would caU the- principle or

informed tree and Informed coneent.

. Finally, publishers of tests must state with 'clarity, in all descriptive information.
connerntng.ntest they publish, the.spectilo uses for which the test is des-)gned, the specific
lpitatione of tile instrument;.and fullexPlanation as to bow.theresults ehould be interpreted.

-Ail of the foreibingiteps must be taken bythe 'toting industry itself. The broadest
. , .

interpretation possible should be ntade of tile concept ofabuie, within the field bf standard-

ized Gatilm, since abuse can bccur at ay and all points of the ketkg1 process, front initial

development and 'concepttielization through utilization and interpretation.i'
.. We assort here thatthe 'mime of tests, whether due to ignorance or to bias or to in-

. :

difference, la an important faator'in the total problem weire .dleousaingr but we also assert .

that it la by.no means thewhole problem. Inherent in the instruments themselves, partic-
ularly in the instruments designed to measure aptitude, is a basic bias which must be cor7
'reefed at ts source.. That Bourne te 'Within the offices and work-rooms of the testing industry.
No amoun of training dr 'orientation of 'users of the tests will'correct this built-in bias; but

..a successful effOrt to Oorreet such.bias will result in hitch predictive-., content-, and pre- -.

.,.

acriptive4alidity.

REcpwaNDATIONS.TO FRACTITIONERS .

Valid standardized tests, even when they.are produced by the industry, can still

used in error, or their full potential lost. Appropriate tise would include diagnostic and

prescriptive procedures Which leadjo pupil gfljin theinstance of educational tests de.;'
signed. to measureitchlevernent, recent innovations in standardized assessment. seem' to offer

'possibilities which rnay be supportable..
Some recently deVised teats would seem to have a greater utility for use in the s hool

room than earlier tests. Those with the greatest utilitY have a closer relationship it)

k.
instructional procees, offering valuable insights as to teabhing strateglss.. These tests Ire
often teferred to ae "formative..sunimatiVe" tests. Aloof:mon %we of these tests occurs in

reading and mathematics programs, where short "looiter tests" are used to ascertain

proper beginning points for individual students in appropriate units of instruction, and

"eummative" testa are.used to ascertain the degree of Mastery of materials and the readinees

. of the child.to move on a more advanced level. -

. White 4:specific exIstitg tests-ban be fully endorsed at thie
volved in the asseelment procedure just described appears to merit our support..



Practitioners are reminded- that abuses in testing programs.often occur with reference
to majority as well asminority children. While we strees the pattern Of abuse with refer- .

-ewe to-minority children, because the magnitude a the error -is greater,- we .do not overlook
e .

the welfare and-progress of the majority child-who she:mid also benefit from a testing pro.-

gram designed to meet the criteria andserVe 'the purposes we are discusaing.
My iestwhich results in a disproportionate;distribution of 'students On an eth nic basis

must demonstrate that th10.dispropoition does not come as a biAlt-in error due to' low pre-:
dictive-, content-, .or prescriptive-;validity. Where such a conclusion cannot be established

, a
persons asked tor participate in.the use- ofthe test should decline to do so.

Perhaps an example will help to explaiii what we mean... Persons familiar with the

. procealeiof.test construetion willidmit that items which, al the pibliininary- testing and

'validation, appear to differentiate' betiVelin males and females are rown out, preaumably on

the assumption.that there are.ne real differences in intellectual fun ng as 'between the

two sexes. Yet items.which apeear to differentiate between whites and blacks; in the same
battery.of tests, are retained- '-presudiahly onthe assumPtien that there are real differences
between the races. Thus, tfe test which le published and administered, after the prelim-
inary run, carrfae no 'built- n bias as to sex but does carry'a built-in bias as to. race. The
fault is clear.' The correction ought $q be equally clear.

'

We call upon the appropriate profebsional. associations, specifically the Association of
Black Psychologists (ABPs1), the American Psychological Association (APA), the Atherican
Educational Research Association (AEliA), the Association for Non-White Concerns (ANWCY,

Of the America'n Personnel and Guidande Association, and other apPropriate groups to estab-
lish minimum standards, for those who administer ad interpret standardized tests such as
teeth of intelligence, aptitude, achievement and personality,. These standardsimust be
equivalent in rigor to the standards which have been established forpublishers of standard-

ized testi, and diagnostie techniques. Further, we:call upon these same(associationi

developstandirdized basic information about teat.adthinistrators -and the test environment,

to be provided routinely with ani test scores..

RECOMMENDATIONS'TO THE NAACP .

Recent court decisions (Ivry P. et.al. v Wilson Riles; et.ala Diana, et.al. v Cali-
fornia 60.3 Board of Education) have been won on the principle that predictive validity for a

standardized test was lacking in the instances inVoked. In the case of -Oriags V. Duke Power

the case was won on the principle that employment testkmust be "job -related". To
Maintain the momentuin generated In these 'mewl, it is recommended that other insfinces.

which 'may ippropriately be pursued to a legal remedibe immedigiely identified ancfpunnied.
particular atterition should be paid to the results flowing.from the-use of the National .

Teachers:Exathination.,. A diOpropertionately high number of those failing this examinition

.#
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come from the minorities.. Teaching Certificatee are denied or credit for promotionjs with- .

held as a result. Yet there islittle, if any'; evidenCe to indicate that these examinations have
anypredictive relationship to the jobs sought, The prineiple of Griggs v. Duke Power Co. .
woulci`appear to apply. .

If predictive validity cannot be demonstrated by the Law School Admissions Test

(LBAT), the Graduate Recoiid Examination (GRE), 'the Medical.College Admissions Test

. (MCAT), the Graduate Managethent Admiesione Test (dMAT)p and other .screoniug devices ..-

used in connection with admiseion to graduate and professional schools;. technicaLschools or

other institutions of higher education, legal redress should be Bought.
'We call upon the NAACP to establish a Task Force for the purpose of developing spe-

cific gUidelinesfor the participatfon by laymen in the effort to devise aatisfactory assessment
procedures.: Further, we bill upon the NAACP to ineure dissemination of acceptable guide-

lines to the broadest posaible audience..4.. k
RECOMMENDATIONS TO LAYMEN

.No person should consent to partictpate in an ,assessment program unless he or she has

a reaaonable daderstanding.of the procedures to be applied, and' of the mitconies to be ex--

pected; . '

RECOMMENDATIONS TO OFFICE HOLDERS

We urge that the public obligation to:protect consumers against improper exploitation
and !iictimizaifon be recognized by legislative action to establish, outside the educational

bureaucracy, a properly staffed Office for Consumer Affairs (toting and Student Evaluation).

:

".
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' ON THE PSYCHOMETRIC INTEORITy.IF TESTS

INTRODUCTION

Thq purpoae efthe Task Force on .Payehometric 'Integrity of Tests Was to highlight a

number of question's ahd issues central to the technical development of -tests. There are
Many.technitues and procedures-in test construction that must be followed te ensure that an

appropriate measure has been .deviied.. Although most bf us know very little of the teohnical .

skills required in building a heuse, we place faith in the:constructor's. ability to provide a .

safe and secure hothe. If too many 'flaws occur in its .conetruotionottr Hires mity.be placed

th Jeopardy and we must question the ability, perhaps the integrity, orthe constructors.
Over the years a plethora of regulationehave helped govern the construction industry aei
guaranteed protection of the citizen from fraud and misrepresentation of quality of 'product.
Comparable to the building-trade inthistry is the test-construction indffstry, whose technical.
precedures mustraleo be scretinized for quality of.Produdt, Decisions made using.test
results oftimes plaee. the Hies and futures of children and adults injeopardy. That is
to Say that-test data must provide' canstructive information Which will enhance the personal'.

. development ofall Indivicluals .regardless of group membership. To date tests have prin-
athally been used ae instruments for screening individuals and placing them in.olasses of
Opportunities. However, tests mwit also safeguard the indiViduals' potential and capacity to
grow, if notepeoffloally reieal ways in whieh they may be developed (e.g., in perhaps the
diagnostic-prescriptive. manner): This Task Force therefore Mho questions out impor-

tent technical areas Of test construetion whieh must be considered in the to issues on

Cultural fairness in testing for nithorities. These qtestions represent areas ore.corn-'

plete analysis and discuision.
The Charge to the Task.Force listed a numbet of questions which must be fully ad-

dressed by competentexperts in the tdchnickl procedures. of testConatruotion and utilization.
Our response cannot be definitiVe, given their complexity and our shortness. of time. How-.

ever, our intent,is to share with others our awareness that part Of the problem in fair test-\
ing of minorities rests with the technical 'development of tests as well aiktheir use. Each
issue, therefore, Will be treated separately with a statement reflecting, 'in our' Judgment, .

an expansion.of the issue in terms of minority concerns as well as suggesting the areae

which needlurther. inquiry..
1. :As in most things, tests should have a reason and purpose underlying their develOP-

ment. Although attentionithay be given to the purpose for which tests are used., thereto an
equally important prOblen to consider--namely, thatheoretioalassumptions about human
performance (usually intelleothal performance) and about how the test format purports to

Measure and aetually does measure the areas of intereat. For eximple, one would.assuite
that to test foelintelliaence a conOent of what "intelligenoe" is anci Re behavtoral manifesta-

tions would beolear.. Teohnioally, it is not. Intelligence has become synonIgnous with

scores on tests of intelliKenee (i.e., the Intelligence Quotient or IQ). The full range of
. . .

,
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intellectual potential and capacity or humans is still unknown. We know even leas about how

huMans process information.. Therefore, it is a gross injustice to discredit a person's

present intellectual capacity, much leap potential, aolely 4 the basis of test scores .

which are in turn frequently based on a fragile foundatioalof theoretleaiunderstanding and

empirical evidence about.human intellectual ability. The tendency le .to take what the major-
.

Ity of people can,do as indicative of ability levels. However, the presupposition lethal all

-personehave had at least equal access to the experience central lc; the skills of the majority.

Neverthchess, within the. Issue of theoretical concepts explaining behavior, we must ask

whether these basic assumptiOns consider the.breacith of life contingencies (Particularly

minority human development within a racist Society) which might affect intellectual growth.

Certainly minority scholars have hacilittle opportunity to participate in this domain of schol7
.

larly speculation, much less-positive reception and support of their ideas and assumptioas

about hunian perfermance.

It is therefore noceasery to scrutinize fully the assumption underlying many of these

tests to see whether the root df unfairness in testing stems from the initial conceptualization

of the.behavior one is trying to measure, and.ultimately how it is ineorpo led into a Stand-.

ard-teet format.
2. Many tests, particularly intelligence teats, have several parts (8 -tes(s) which,

when taken together, are supposed to represent a total picture-of a person' abilities. .The

same stringency, of controls employed, in general, for the overall develoIcient of a test

applies also to the establishment of criteria in the selection and tise of Ørts of a test. For

example, comMonly used subleste in a test require demonstration olone's verbal, quanti-'

qative; or performance abilities: Certainly we agree that these components of ability are

important in intellectual competence, but we are also 'concerned about the tendency for test

developers imd clients to neglect other domains of human capacity which affect performance

(e.g., 'motivation, personality., emotions, memory strategies, etc.) Our concern, there-
fore, is to question the exclusivity of priority areas hi ability testing and to emphasize the

need to broaden the areas of human capacitlea considered.

3. Anotherarea of Important'eoneern to u Is the process of determining test ques-

.tions which are ultimately selected to.be a part of the instrument. It is acknowledged that

thisis an arduous process of sifting through numerous questions Until a final group of Items

best represent the purpose of khe test. Moreover, It is .acknewledged that the statistical

process involved has immense utility. HoWever, the judgments in the development of clues-.

tions and the interpretation of statistical data in the process of.selecting items is.etill a

human one, Wean be no better than the competence and sensitivity cif the experte assigned to

tide stage of test construction.' Therefore It is important that at this juncture of test deM--

4. opment we are clear about the eriteritt0of the excellenoe We are trying.to measure, and how

widely that excellence is representeditithia the pluralistic cultural milieu of American .

society.
It is precisely the fact that American society is culturally pluralistic which.concerns

:1
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us, in the item selection process *Swell* other stages in test construction. Many.ite
are iiilected'on the basis of their aliege4 ability to measure the.skills of 04 average pe
son, the population in general. Ver. Y ()lien this is ai the.expense of those items which dilL .

. ferentially distinguish betWeen varioungrouPs. In other words, a 'question which blacks play
. .

do well on, but not neoessarilyiether grebes represented in the tested population, may be, .

exoluded from th.e final form often '.beoause of ito laok of representativenees within the
general population. Shie 4nai so true of any other group distinctions bnerwants to make. ..

The faot isthat in the pursuit.Of weitions whioh represent the general population, 'we may,be

.

overlooking information whi hasa comparable potential for representing hiiman capacities,

'bUt in a selective inanitpr. orieVer, excluding Reps from a test which feyor one group

. but not necessarily anothe4 tnaY..be placing in jeopardy the' representation of tat grotip'e

'ability and potential. ' Z .. i'
. . .

. . .
. - .... . .

-4. The faotor snalkttio,pr oeduice lea latistical method for finding out how a pool of ..

items cluster together or *pity, y independent., dis a procedure central to the item selec-r

tion process in teit deveincipie.t; Theargunients for and against this' proCedure and its. :

-dominance in determining tea. items it recognized as too technical to entertain within this.
.. "0document. The iniportant po t, however, is the recognition of the fact that this procedure

. , .

has limitations; 4 )00cop, 4,. that there are few minOrity professionals involved with this
procedure of test'aveloorne eas participants, in Judging thSUse of this statistical technique

in the best interest Of 'rniao ty groups. There isa critical need to determine hoW niuch this

' statistical procedure inai *Lance the type.ef test items 'aeleoted; and what imPaat 'deal-
.

.. .

sione by statistioiansmaylfeve on the wayininority abilitY ie profiled on standard tests.
In addition, sinee.there is coneiderable dependency on this procedure in test Construe-.

tion, we again question vilteiher there sp not other methods whioh might be coinpereble in :. %

objective, but mere alni4ti eRto the wardifferent groups exhibit.their abilities. In eisenoe,

we request a broadening f etheds of teat construction end aeseaoment, particularly adopt- . .

initheee WW1 weuld or. vi a fair representation oflOrdivid* and group &dile,
5. One area of te.çh4 which has been.00ntroversial is the issue of standardization.

... .

procedures, the dovelopme4 of norms for a given population. Esientially, this involves
.profiling the range of coin* noe demonstrated by. a population on a set of questions com
prising stoat, These are ul imately refined into standards to which leVels.of individual

achievement are .to be comp& . Central.to this' procedure is to'profile the range of test.
... . .

performance from a epreeen tive assortment of individuals and grains. It has always
-.....,

been a concern of minorities tt ap a group we have hot been adequately represented in thetrmative.populations, Reoen y, some testing agenCies.have attempted to reviee their.

. rejs bY Including.* broader rpre.entat1on of-Minorities in the seraph) (e;g., Wealthier,. .

-Intelliaelice Oct& ior Children'. eibled.(WISC-R).) There ie still Controvprsy as to whether

propOrtiOnate representation will resobie thelskue 'of fairness. The seleotion-prooess

should inolude those factors (e.g.. secio-econothic and geographidal residency) that are

54.04 0 -.eV.. 39.
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. ., .. i
approPilia.te fer'the rePresentative groun which is to be tested: If the Major concern le to

_ _

have a test which is representative of the:general population, the majority group in this

country (whites) will prevail in the performance'Yesults of the test. Consequently, the
A,

peers to whom one's ability is compared are essentially representative of the standards

0 set by individuals er grouns outside the target populations. -

,80 Twwmajor concerns about tests are whether are reliable andwhether they

are valid. By reliability le meint the coneletency of a person's performance on a test if

repeated; that le, codidence that.the level of an individual's or group's peitrmance will

not vary significantly the second time around. Validity et a test focuses n the truth or

accuracy of test results, the degree of faith that can be placed in the test measuring what

it clalnis to Measure.. The importance of these dimensions for the lestie of tostfairilese for

minorities rests with theinterdependency of these two factors. A test should be both highly

valid and highly reliable. This is not always the case.. A test with little validity may be re- . .'o
.1.4. liable (I.e., one's performance may be consistently high.or low in a test-retesteircum-

'stance), but the Content or predictive capability may be unrelated to the test objective,or .

the desired basis foi. judgnients. Parenthetically, this le an issue in tife IQ controversy.

Similarly, a test may wrongly be-considered valid if it meets only one or.some

teria-tthat is, if it had content validity, 'predictive mildity, coneUrrent ;alidityand/ort

construet validity. In the testing controversy, discussion tends to center on predlätive and

content validity. The issue ef "Culturally biased teete" principally referato..the fact that the

contents of tests are not representative of the socio-educational experiences of minorities.

The predictive validity of any test Can really be bo better than the defined future for which .

probable success is being predicted (f.e., success in school or on the Jell.. The numerous

issues within the meaning and significance of validity and reliability of.tests (Particularly as

germane to the .use and abuse ()fleets) requires that thie area.not be treated lightly. The

'public must fully undet'stand the consequendes in the assessment capabilities of a test when

it does not meetacceptable standards of validity andreliability.

7. .Cut-off scores and priterion variables are two otheilmportant faotore in the testing

preemie. .By.cut.off score!' Is meant the point at wilich a persen's performance,(a test ecore)

permits a judgment about acceptance or rejection, that is; his or her ability or potential in

terms of likelihood of success. Related to out-off scores is the criterien variable or the

performance goal. This refers to skilli-Which a person or institution establishes aa rep-

resentative of acceptable performance. For example, a criterion variable for college ad-.

missions is "potential grade point average". This is purported to be indicatiiie of college

succese. It may be determined that st ores.at a particular level on a test mirreepond to a

projected level of perfoimance In college (he., expected GPM." Consequently, as in the case

of admissiOns testa, e.F., College Boards (SAT) or Graduate Record Exmilinstion (GRE), a

persOnte score supposedly serves as a predictor of the-level of achieVement he or she will

attain: By looking at the.relationship between the adroissions lents adores of students who\'

j.
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are successful in college, sehools eitablish their "out-off scores" as well as oriierion
variables.

The Task Force'edifficulty with this mewl is that prediction models of potential
. .

success, build I dependeney on two factors.-- the 'test score and the institution's definition

'of -"auccess'.1/- withlittleoonsideration for other factors which might contribute to aper -
son's success (e.g., 'motivation). 'As previously noted, if there.are serious questions
the validity of a.test, then the significance of the test scores is brought into question. Fur-
thernhe, if test scores are used in a process of slAection based on Prediction; the .oriteria

. of "sucosas" dePends upon the institution's Valid appraieal and inclusion of all salient factors

that represent eomPetent performance. Very often institutions provide a narrow.definition
of succpse or ski/le-required .(e..g. , shocese in college equals potential grade point -average).

Many minorities -are denied accesslo.educationa opportunity because of institutional
dependence on poorly determined levels of out-off scores, or:are enrelled in institutions .

' where, if traditional oriterialof selection had been employed, theY would have been excluded

from this opportunity (a case in pOint: is ihe City University_eNew York's.OpenAdmissions

Polioy).
.

8. Because standardized tests are reasonably'short, economicaland easy to admin- .

ister, they have become the mosti!convenient method of .assessment. The Task Force's
concern is that this dependency on such a structured format has limited the exploration of

. other meane Of assessing intellectual ability. We are concerned dot only With the limited :

demain of demonstrated competence on which tests_tend to focus, but aloe the limited strate-

gies of:assessment (e.g., standardized pencil and paper testa).employed by inatifntions. It

seems unfair to judge the_obviously broad capacities of human growth.and developinent in

suoh a narrow manner.. Likewise, given the breadth and variety of human soeial experience
it seems unfair to build dependency on measures which actually test only for degrees of

conformity (in Imowledge and expellence) among the general peculation 7- not innate abilities.
I The judgments about one's ability and, subsequently, the consequenodi for one's life are tbo...

i impoitant to lie limited to performance .on tests. Other alternative means for measnring and
predictint haman potential and capacity must-be developed and employed. The multitude of

as esmentetrateides must refleot the pluralistic compositions of American society. Tthis

o easy accoMplishment, but at the 'seine time thie objective must not be ignored it the

e nse of someone's life opportunities. .

. 9.- The importance of how.a-test I. used is an 'enormous issue in and of itself. Within

this Report, another Tisk FOroe is discussing thii problem 'alone. Although the.content of

that Task Foros'i Report covers this issue in depth; it cannot be everemehasizedthat the
qualifications of the wrapper or test user are equal to, if not more'emportant than. the tests

. Which a used, since even the best instrument in the hinds Of unqualified users can lead to

die/liar:vs results, inechan)) aXlgta atpresents to:insure that only well-qualilied per-
edini (or agencies) will use te tests,or establish policies and procedures based upon test
results.

a
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10. The Task Force on Use and guile of Testi' speakailpecifically to the current
objective of "criterion-referenced" tesi Therefore, this.Task Force will address itselUto
a related assessment methodology., i.e., biblopment of tests which are a derivative of the .

.social and cultural experiences of the sPecific group to be tested. Tests of this nature are
ooneidered "cultnre-specific teste". The utility of these tests hns been hotly debated; but
in the Tat;it Foree's judgrtlent they serve a purpose -- if 'only in delineating the context and
content Of learning experienees for that Particular group. In this regard, it iieved that
efforts to develop "culture-specific tests" as an inductive procedure ultimately aditances our
.knowledge from speeifichases of.information to those common features which describe the

geneeal.population410drthe current test-industry effort to find the domains ef Convergence

in exCellence and performance of a general population in effect standardized tests-do),

little weight is given to the idiosyncratic nature learning.It-is this Task Force's.bWief
4

thaZt-ribtaLitandardized both fOr the general population and for specific populations adkto the

information on variations in the acquisition of knowledge. Within a pluralistic society, we
must know what pebple have in common, but also where they differ, without discrediting
either in the quest tor understanding. To Seek e teat Which is."oulture-free" in content is
nice in theory, but to date has proven impractical. There is very little that can be identi-
fied which is not influenced by the cultural context in which it is nurtored.and eXpreesed,

In general, the Task Force bndorses the.efforts to develop and refine criterion-referenced
and culture-specific.tests as part of alternative asseesment strategies.

In conclusion,. the Task Foroe on the Psychometric Integrity of Tests recognizes that

there are many technical issues involved in the construction-of tests. These must bncon-
sidered within the conteXt of their impact on fairness in testing minorities. Because of the
complexity of many of the areas discussed within this report, it should not be construed that
all pointe have been raised -- much less exhausted. /The Task Force has tried tq highlight
what constitutes some of the major concerna presented to minoritiee by the technical pro-
cess in test construction. As in so many Other profeesional areas, minority professionals
are badly under-represented in the testing industry. In partieular, the Contribution of

minorities within the institutions 'and agencies which develop tests and set policy has been

negligible. The test development process has remained untouched by an external system of
public accountability. The consequences to one's life from performance on tests 'can be as .

pivotal BA any lifeeaving.drug. le the latter instance, thernis public accountability (i.e.,
FDA), In thefoimer, there le none. The following reoornmendations of this Task Foroe are

a etep in the direction Of publib accountability of the testing Industry.

RE6OMMENDATIONS

The iask "Force asilerts that the basic goals and purposes of seseasment are as ap-
propriate for minority Individuals as for parsOns In the majority group. It ia the conienalus

of the Task Pones that there oan be a meaningful and worthwhile plaoe for the testinglimc-/
tion In the ailment/tent of individuals,. 'HoweVer, the issues which concern the NAACP, and
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, in fact, the Argos of this Conference, relate to the conatraints and restrictions placed on

minoriiies by testing; by the faot that those negative results preclude access to.educationaf.
and ocoupational advancement; by the absence. of social and cultural coneiderations in test
construction; and b7 individual and.groilp values which affect test perfOrmanie and inter-

. pretation.
. The Talk Forge's interPreiktion.octheiReielution adopted by the 65th NAACP Annual

ConvefitiOn, Is that it series pa a means for identifying the need tO investigate the coCcerns

of minorities in testing.. It ha&also provided opportunitY for shady which may.devise better

.ways of developing and using test data.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Nornigtive procedures and epecifioation must be carehilly developed

to ensure fairness to the teitdtaking'population. Information of thli

type should not be tiled for minority grouPe or individuals withont
appropriate norming (study) on that population.

2. The test development process mus$ consider the different cognitive

.structures andityles Of different groups. Studies related to minority
test performance indioate that group tIlfferenomt.do sileot performance.
Factor palytioal *Abeds may yield information relevant to under-
standing these cognitive structure& and styles, bUt there still remains
the Problem of how,these factors are related to effeCtive performance.

3. The test seleotionvredlotive system should include other variables,
e.g., motivation, persietence, "oreativity", and' other personality
meatures. There is frequent mentionof Meet) important faotors
'the disoussiOn of minority assessment, .with little follow-through.

4. The relationship beiween the time factor and test results should be
expanded with minority group.. This exploration should not be limited
to test speediness; but also to the length of time covered by tbe

oriterio&measure. a

5. The test administration process, both for individual and for groUp
testing situations needs to be monitored to ensure quality.00ntiol of .

testa remits. We recommend that guidelines be developed that will

provide Opportunitiee forroptimum test performance.

. . Culture!. peoifio'tests should be considered 41) integral part of the

toit oonluot1on prooemi.

7. , Noting thhftffloUlty of establishing thirelevant ()Merin, partioularly

where pzIiotIva vilidity stritegie: are used, it is strongly reoom-.
mended that oulturelly-appropriate and .00ntent-valid, .ortcrion-

y ,.., ;- .
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referenced prOcedures be inVestigated and adopted. Some guidance:

should be provided in the development of criterion varliblee,

testa for firemen, policemen,. etc. .

.The developinent of.alternative strategies'in assessment. itstrongly

'encouraged. ..
:

There should be a thorough review of current tests being used.
NAACP, ABpsi, nd others oihouni actively pursue the possibility ,

of seeking funding eources for such a project,
.

. 10. There ohould be .a concerted effort by testing industries and 'pro-
feseionalohools to retiruit and train more minority persons in .

Payohonietrio techniques. Furtherniore-, testing industries should
increase partiolpalion of minorityprofessionals in tkiPieit develop-

ment process,

a.
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INTRODUCTION

ON PUBLIC POLICY

We live in a highly diverse, highly competitive, credential-oriented society Wilere

success and winning hive become so prized-that often they become ends within theinselves.
As a reault of the frenetic milieu created by this kind of attitude and philosophy on the part
Of most Americans, =Increasing number of assessment tools and techniques are being

employed to facilitate the olaifiOation, stratification-and certification.of individuals and

groups in Our society..
The fact that testing Jed the results of tasting (assessment) have had (and continue to

have) a strong.impact upon publia policy.is not new. A review of litigation involving the"

alleged misuse of tesis by certain businesses and certain industries and the results of
Judgments in those'cases indicated Clearly the role that testing has played in hiring practices

and the impact that they were seen to have on policy. The cases to which we allUde here

involved white plaintiffs.
10

.The determinationof public policy relatedrto-the testing, of minorities (and more par-

ticularly American blacks) his been insidious and extremely deleterious. The histery of .

oer country is replete with evidence of so-called scientific materlil designed to show the

inferiority of the Negro. The Police Reference Notebook states, "A large body of literiture

came tato existence to prove/41at the Negro was iMperfectly developed in mind.and body, ,

thalhe belonged to a lower, order of man, that slavery was right on ethnic, economic and
social grounds..." The rationale for 'Counting slaves as three-fifths of a person for de-
termining the' number of ripresentatives that a state might send to Congress was based on
itscientifie taste that "prOved" the inferiority of the Negro. Vor centuries blackswere dis-
franchised l)y the use.of "taste." It is unnecessary to belabor these histdric truths; Bit;
enpoitant to realize, however, that testing helped Weave the' racist fabric ofthe United
States. There are.dally, painful reminders that white.ractsm (the unfair treatment of non-

',white persona, based solely on' akin color) continues to flourish in the United i tea. The

insidious character of white racism (and the meet dangerous component of Di in idious

'nature) is molt harmful when it becomes an inextricable part of teat construction. This

situation can.obtain without the conscious participation of the developer or publishe .

Nevertheless the diaaatrous results, however unintentional, are assured. When pub c

4; ,policy is based on an already abusive instrument and the interpretation of an insensiti

Ir researcher, persons belonging to minority groups areexposed to a Vatety of inequitab

and' unethical behaviors and treatments,
2

THE PROBLEM '

The Task Force.on publiO Policy, in its concern about the impact Of tests on public

policy, felt, it incumbent upon its meMbers to consider various facets of the problem. That

41,i
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. Is.to say, the 'person who uses the test and the individual who formulates public policrare

as important ks are the tests, in the overall consideration. Naturally,*the publisher must.

aisume Nis part of the total responsibility for fair and equitable pUblic

Some of the psychometric instruments haying the greateet impact upon public policy

have been:

.1. Tests of "intelligence" (I.Q. Tests)
2. Personality Tests

3. Placement Tests

4, Achievement Tests
0.

5. American College Testing Program (ACT)

8. Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT).

1. MIller's Analogies
. 8. Graduate Record Examination (GRE)

9. Interest Inventories

10. Graduate Management Admissions Test (GOAT)

11. Law School Admissions Test (LSAT) '

Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT)

13. Other Admission or Aptitude Tests

Certain questionnaires hiVe also been responsible for questionable- public policy, bur

this Task Force could not-Consider themes a part of this report.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

After'careful study of the charge to the members of the Taek Force, and following in-

depth deliberations,. the Task FOrce on Public Policy makes The following recommendations:

1. There should be a moratorium on all current standardized teetat unless these

-instruments conform to recommendatjons subikitted by the other Task Forces that comprise

the Conference on Minority TeSting.
This recommendation is based on studies which tend to prove that moot standardized

tests are inherently. racist (intentionally and unintentionally) and that they L12 discriminate

against minorities. The precedent for calling for this moratorium has been vet by la). the

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), (b) the National 410

Education Assoc! ion (NEA),. (a) the Association of Black Psychologists (ABM); and (0)

the NZAonal'Assoo tion of Elementary School Principals (NAESP).
This call for 14noratoriuni does notmean that all forms of assesement ehould be

aboliihed. .Some for of assessment ls and will alWays k:ie necessary. It does' recognite

the damage that has 'done and is being done, as a result of publie polio/ based on the

spurioue resultaobtained by the,use j..queationable instruments, lks well ae by men whose

motiyes and preparation for their w rk are questionable. .

.The over-representatiOn of i4noritios in Special Education classes across the coun-

try and the many cases of litigation esulting from the misuse or abutip of I.Q..tests gives

".
.
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further credence' to this rectunniendation. The labels resulting from' the misuse of.I.Q.

: tests and the damage to the ',Mama 0 three labels are evident in our public schools.
Loss offinanctil assistance both for programs and for individuale have .resulted from -

pUblic policy. bailed on student achievement. A ease in poinAis the Head Start program that

actually was.very suticenful, but Was judged on ill-einceived messurel'and improper .

aisessment tools. Other programs have suffered tudget cuts or have been.eliminated on the
basis of-test results, wthen it wait the testlhat was the failure, not the program.. The same

.. may be and .for many studenti who have been denied 'financial assistance for their education

based targo. or solely on test results.
.. . The Graduate ReCordExamination has a very. poor Predictive record but universities

Continue to use it as:an exclusionary instrument. Standardiged Adniiesions testi for entrance
te cbliegd and profesiional school's have such questionade predietive Validity for certain

1
segments of our student population that Lmoraterluin would seem to benefit all appllicanis --

not just black applicants. ' '. .1"

There are,suffidentstudies to 'support this Position. Some of these Can beqound in'the

appended biblioriraphy. It I. both unethical and inappropriate to base public.policy on gi
. . I

results obtained through the use of current I.Q. tests on minority groups.
. 2. ft itt reoommended that a national monitoring body, with the pOwer to enforim,.

. through emotions, be establiehed to assure prOper assessment and polioy regarding the

administrationof assessment tools:
.

. ... .

'. Without such a monitoring body, 'there, is no guarantee that, even.legislation related to

ethical testing irocedures Will be honored. This group should be a national body and should,

- .by composition and sensitivity, 'refleot the best interests of our various minfrity populations
along With those of the mijority. Selection procedures may .1m.determined aiter further .

. . .

. deliberation. . °

A test or other assessment tool is no better thin its user. We, are concerned about
whit maybe called the "experimenter variable," i.e., then the value of an' acceptable in- .,

'strument may be destroyed' by one who iinot qualified professionally or personally. The .

individual who assumes the responsibility of interpreting the test resultsibf minority group
inclividuali mat be seneitiVe to the nuances of the many oultures within our pluralistic

.. society. 'An insensitive person oan contaminate teat residtafr adversely affect the -individual

. being tested by even unconscious tianifesiations of his insensitivity. This position, too, 'is

bued ou eseirob in this area. . . .

Of that develop, publish, and sell tests must assume (or continue to assume ) ..

It rea ibiry. for Assuring:the corrections of ills related to theirproduct. This
Task Force linS stifong feelings about:this issue, 'and concurs with the other Task Forces on.

'the mandatory natUre of this obligation.'
4. The.ippolittnient to public office or the nomination and eleotion to office (particularly

ik. as that Office involves theiestablishment of public, policy baited upon the testing process)

shouid,always be based upstireikind vidual's knowledge of, senettivity, to, and ability to bon.

.... veyse With Au segments of* whoa ell will be aaeoted.

5. No individual ourrent public office should make deolsions about public. policy

baited on the restate of totting q '' arch On minority groups vdthou e concurrence of

grouRs, organizations or individ most knoWledgeable of and, oonv t with life-stylee,
Te

value-attitude@ and "experienoe-in-Anierioa" of those minority grouim.

.
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PREAMBLE

IR TESTING CODE

t.

In a purported meritooratie nd adversarial milleti in Which so much credence is

placed Upon iduoailbn, and in allof the values and status deriied from it, the need (Or
evaluative oriterit and assessment tools is rirOminent. From the credit) to the grave there.
has been an increasing reliance:1n thio coUntrybn the use of an assortment of standarciiied

testeto szieen, seleci, admit, reject; to,classify, 'stratify, track;.license or certify/. Such
stibjefinive dependence, On."objective" tools ma6alt.Cessible, and evpn attractive in some

quarters, -to.uswthem 'inequitably in ways which precludn a segment loI the population from

reaching the'heights of its aspirations and realizing its potential, or from acquiring.the
skills and financial.resources.to develop tlyiir own.

. .

In order to prevent the further in louse of tests or othbr measuring devices, to dispel
minting inYths about their.infallibility, to ensure a fair and equitable use across all seg-
.ments of the population and to promote the intended best use of .staildardized tests, theptest-

ing induatryand those who subscribe to their services mustliecome mere introspective aboutg

the..impact of the testing phenomenon.

'. . Further, the testing industry must Ossumelqi greater responsibility :in correcting the
.f

abuses and Misuses that result friinsaulication of their products (tests), which atteinot to
measure intelligence, ability, aptitude, achievement, 'and other pote als, Matters 'which

.are critically Impcktant for partioipating in-the mainstream of society. 'The.TeskyForce on.
the Code for, Tests and Teskidg cello upon both the industry and the'user, not oljrto engage
in introspection, but to ildotit the code whieh -follows, and tO be governed by it as-they-con-

tinue to work with tests and test-related activities.. ,..t.
,..

CONSTRyCTION OF TESTS. f.

Tests, regardless of their claims of objectivity, are a reflection of the experiences,
characteristics, values and training of those individuals who construct them. Many of these

tests;ke.then used in the decisiommoking process which determines the.future Of minority
peopiMvho areexcluded from the developmental process.. Tpse tests which are admint-

filtered widely to minority and majorityPeople alike, and which attemptio
gence; achievement, aptitude and to predict the, potential of.all test-takers, Must employ
trained, persons who have experienced life as.a member 'of a minority. Minority repreeen-

tation must be involved in the preceis of.conceptualiiing.and developing teats. More spe-t.
olfically, minority persons must be imiolved in the overall developMent from its initial

cenceptualization to the final proguct.. As an alternatiie, minorities may be foroed to find
finanoikresources 'and to develop tteir.gyn testing programs,.

* Minority people Is used in this Code designates the following: Black, Spanish speaking
(Puerto Ricans, Meanies, Chicanos, Litinos); Native Americans (Indians); Asian-
Ameridanig (Japanese', Chinese, other orientals):

..
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STANDARDIZATION PROCESS
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f

Siam moat test scores are interpretable, only in relationship to the gibup on-which the
. test.was neryned or s dardized, and @Moe the -norming process ill so critical to the entire

0i:incept Of standtrrdiz teats, the tee 4 industry I. called upon to define and Make 'public
tet

in prominent, clear and appropria iteratureihe 'process by which its teats were Stan- ,.

dardized. Further, since there. pdsts an assumption that blacks and ether Minorities are

.

ttlly at or below the norm of
..

eir white Counterparts, it is imperative that the norms
ect thelluralistie charm, ristics of the different ethnic groups that make up the tested.

poPulation. Not Only should.minority people be included in the norming population, but the
testing industry must idenüfy the isample characterlstios on and by which the .test was stan-

dardized.

CONDITIONS cit. MINISTRATION

Inasmuch as the taetresults of individuals frequently have immeasurable influence On

their statui in life., the testing industry and those wgo administer tests should ensure that
'optimal and uniferm conditions always n.revail. For example, where centers are established

:for local administration :of nationWide tests conaideration should.be given to logistical prob'-
lams, e.g., the distance candidates are required to travel. Buildinp -should be properly. :
placarded so that stUdents who are Unfamiliar with the Windom of testing rocabs, rest rooms,

and other critical areas are not disadvantaged. Testing rooms should be Well lighted and
ventilated and should contain Writing surfaces which are comfortable for all.. Proctors .

should.the hirtd to reflect the ethnidA3ake uP.of the candidates being tested. AU Proctors

must be. sensitive to'the neede, questions and/or anxieties of all candidateii.
toi individual may be permitted to administer tests to Memilers of minority groups or

to interpret stabh data unless (a) he is duly qualified and proficie4 in the technical asPects of
9 .

the Wilting process and (h) he 'can demonstrate a keen sensitivity to the life-styles, value- .

ttitudes. and !'experience-in,America" of die several populations being submitted to the

assessment procedures.
In summary, there should be acegulatory mechanism which not only monitors test

adipiniStration,Cbui one which takes the necessary corrective actions to proscribe irregular

and 'unfair administration of tests.

. LIMITATIONS OF USE&

Failure to adhere to a co& sof _conduct Or to regulate onest, On the part of'the test .

develoPer and the test user could not only escalate the now rampant misconcePtions that,.

exist about standardized testa, but also inviteexternal regulation Of the testing induetry.

The-testing industry, .accompanied by the test uzeri must take the lead in divesting itself of 0

the,misconceptions. about what tests can and iCannot da, and then in dispelling similar mis-

underritendings among tte Puklic-at-large, and ultimately' in promoting.a'mnre 'diagnostic,

-cautioue and creative use 'af teats, in the educational procees; to wit;
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a. Intelligence Tests (or. ability tests) -- there is a notion held by

many teat Users that intelligence or aptitude is synonymous with
an immutable or fixed characteristic within an individual. 'This

diication, or One's "native ability," is said to determine what is
expected of one, anti also one's level of expectation for all time.

..The testing industry tuts, deseribe and publicize the fact that its

intelligence or aptitude teits do not measure, in an interpretable
manner, ono's level of expectation throughout life. The industry'
must be More forthright in (*tailing attention to the fact.that learning

depends not only on Mherited.abilities but importantly, also uPon
life experience in a.particular environment. Since what is learned
may differ according to one's economic status in life, the tests
should not be used as a predeterminer of the level to Which an

individual aapires and .marobtain.

b.. Admissions testa -- myriad testa are produced 'and, used in the

admissions process ta past-becondary and to graduate instittiOns.
Because of the nature of the admissions process, many of these
tests are used not to admit tiut to. exclude. The testing industrY
mast define the proper use of admissions testa, and explicitly
state the conditions under which tests should not be used. The

extent to which a test is intended to piedict one's.performance at
a given level dictates the extent to which the instrument must be,

validated on the entire 'entering populdtion. The testing industry
is obliged to encouragp strongly. such validation of ndmissiOns

teats and fo perfect a Model or nnechanism for effecting it.

o. Occupational and Professional Tests -- testa for occupational and
professional certification Orfentry should be job-related. A major
issue in the test-seleetion process is whether the testel asures
abilities appropriate to performance in the job souglit. The lack
of correspondence between test, requirements and job requirements
invalidates the teetle.g., using broad aptitude Or achievement tests

for hiring fi(emen or policemen).Pitting the teat to performance

in the job has become the current objective of "oriteritm-referehoed

teats". ola a job selection situation this approach makes sense.
Its utilization in other assessment 'contexts needs further exploration.

The U.S. Supreme Court in drips v. Duke Power Co. held,'

"If an employnieni piadtioo which 4erstes to exclude Negroel

cannot be shoWn to ge related to Job perforreatnee, the practice is

Sf:' I

. .
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'ritibibiteci." Griggs. v. Duke Power Co, and Charice v. New York

.have indicated that there must be a match (bonafide reiatednens)
between the test content and the skills and knowledge needed in

performing a job. Where there is a mismatch between test content
and expected performance, a seriotut barrier is established for the

person who is subjected te the testa.
The Task Forcd on the Cale for Testing calls on the testing

industry te refrain from establishing contractaarrelationships
which require variance from guidelines suggqsted by the Cotirts.

. . CLEAR INTERPRETATION

Since misconceptions of testa can lead to damaging uses, the testing industry is obli-
.

. gated to make full disclosure of the purposes for which tests.are designed, the processes by

which they were designed, the population on which they were standardized, the stlatIstiCal

characteristics which delimit their use; e.g., standard error of melsurement,,standard
error of estimate, and other "do's and,donIts" which will affect optimal use and interprets-

_

tion. More specifically It is inambent upon the testing Industry to give clear and precise
interpretation of the scores their tests yield. The public must be informed not only that the

test scores are fallible and that their reliability is Imperfect, but must be told the extent of

that fallability aqd imperfection. The public mupt be informed that teat scores are only a

sample of á-student's performance and areiiever more than an estimateof truth.

CONSTRUCTIVE USES OF TESTS

Effective uses can be made of tests, regardless to their type, only if the usei knows .

what the test contains, what its purposes are, !Ind what Ha limitations are. We move on the

9 assumption that an educational system, and particularly a school within the system, impjicitly

guarantees that students to thom achievement examinations (tests) are administered have

,been taught in ways such that they can reasonably be expected to have learned the information

required by the examination. Therefore, wercall on the testing industry to assist school

systems and Other users.in understanding .better the content and constraints of the examinal

tions, and in helping them understand how to make optimal use of the results. Moreover, vle

call upon the incational community and the pubc and Private sectors to ensure that test s

are not used or relied.upon where such guarantje8 do not exint.
l ,

RESEARCH
. .

We recognize that many people question whether. any tests hare credibility. With regard

to the validity Of itome tests the evidence is incono Give, even among the strongest advoCates

of testing. Renogn(zing that some'devioe is goin to be used te determine aceessto institu-.

Hone; jobs, professions, an&other opportunities within society, and to determine the various

'. ways in which human resources are used, we assert that any testing prpgram which restlIts

. 4

I
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in a significantly disproportionate distribution of scores by ethnicity must meet the 'most

stringent vitlidity requirements. Thef;efore, continued test use must be cOntingent upon

intensified and contimed research on the effects (both negative and positive). of tests. .

on the edudtional opPortunifies and related problems of blaoks and other minorities.

Some of thie research needs to be reactive in the sense that it addresses things that

.have Occurred, and some should look,ahead to whet ought to be done to circumvent certain

problems. Quality of the research,..credibility of the researcher and methodology continue

to be essential elements. The need exists for more than the traditional methodelligy whiCh

has characterized the testing industry's efforts in the past; and, which, for an increased

number of Human Resources agenoies, has'also becokne standard practice. Just as impor-

tant as these components is the way in which data from that 'research are interpreted. We

cell on the testing industry,. educational -systems, and pUblic and priVate sectors. who have a

vested.interest in education; to hire and use black and other minority researchers who can

assist in collecting, analyzing and interpreting that critical films of data which can help us

understand the effects of tests on the problems of minorities.

BETTER TRAINING OF USERS IN INTERPRETATION'

Tdachers, counsOors and admissions officers are publics impOrtant to the testing in-

dustry since they sit at the entrance gatet through which many test takers.must go if they are

t: .to restliie their goals. The extent -which these publics..can correctly interpret and effec-

I tively Use those instruments is the extent to which decieions will be made that are fair to

.

minority test takers. The testing industry is called uPon to help bridge that gap which existi

betvieeneffective use and lack of understanding, by conducting vorkehops and institutes, and

' writing special publications that are aimed at interpretation of tests.

JI
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, ACTION AGENDA

. The recommendations for an Action Agenda are ordered according to the publics toward
Whom our reeommendationa are directed,. I. Et; , the testieg industry, the Association of Black

Psychelogiste, the NAACP and laymen.
-

THE TESTING INDUSTRY .

1. Deielop and publish'standards of competence for -those who administerv;:icore and/

or interpret testa.
2. It I. known that the technical -information about the test varies from.one cultural

.

group to another, often in'highly significant proportion. It is essential that the testing in-
dustry proiide technitial information appropriate for ethnic groups for whom the testing is.

done.

3. Establish and funcien independent research.and development corporatien to identify
the britical problems in assessment as they ielate to minority groups;. sponsor investigative
research and developinent work involvipg researchers who have the endorsement of minority

group professibnal and community associations.

4. State with clarity on all descriptive information concerning tests they publish, the
speoific-uses for which the test is 'designed, the-specific limitationa of the instrument and a

iullexplanation as to how the resulte should be interpreted.

S. Establish a national monitoring.body, With the power to enferce, through sanctions,

it° 'aesure proper assessment and policy of 'assessnient tools.

ASSOCIATION OF BLACK PSYCHOLOGISTS
I

1. Design aproject to identify some of the major tests now operating to screen in-
dividuals out of educationarand employment opportunities and develop a position statement

on thoselests, applying the Standards for Educational. and PsychologioatTests, developed by

a Joint Committee of die American Psychological Assocdation, Inc., American Eduoational

Research Association and the National Council'on Measurement in Education. .The results Of

the Project to be publishe4 and disseminated widely - te users and to cliente, e.gi,"major

school districts', counselors, and the black helping professions such as social woriers and

nurses. .

Develop an empirical demonstration project for ,refuting the kind of conclusions

drawnfrom I.Q. and achievement testa. .

.3. Design and conduct workshops around the Task Force reports inbluding effects of

. race of examiner, 'validation and reliability, imkoper Use of -I.Q`.,as dependent variables in

research projects, biases in thet-constructionf.problem of misinterpretarn and the develcp.t.

'ment of alternative means of aesesement..

. .NAACP

1. Develop a statement regarding the rights of 'clients, including whether an individual
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has to take an I.Q. test; whe e they can go to get information regarding the validity of the

jkest.
. 2. Initiate legal acti to develop a" body of case law on the testing-issue.

3. Approaoh the A erioan Psychological Association regarding the inclusion in the

accreditation. criteria, th evaluation of the capability of the psychology training program to .
produde special compete. ce in cross-cultural sassment; standards for approving programe

of training and curricul m offeringa in the fiel sychology.

4., Eatablisb a N tional Task Force to deii speciflo guidelines for the participation

by laymen in the effort to fievise satisfactory, assessment procedures .and disseminate the

guidelined on the.broa est "poaaible basis.

6. Develop a f ct sheet or "Know Your R1ght8" pampalet for parents and students

regarding atandardizd teating.
6. Urge legs tion at the state and federal level establishing, outside the educational

bureaucracy, a pro

uation.

g 7.- Bring tog thank coalition.of organizations to implement the recommendations of

the TasTc.Forcca.

1. Know youir rights as a

LAYMEN

consumer. Urge the NAACP, the Association of Black

PsyChologiets to s eak to. community groups regarding. the rightp of individuals participating-

rlystaffed Office for Coniumer Affairs for Testing and.Student Eval-

in taking progran4s.
..

2. Urge your legialators at the State and National le 1 to sponsor legislation to estab-

lish, ou tde the e ucational bureaucracy, a properly staf d office of Consumer Affairs for

Testing and !Auden Evaluation.

4

. #4`4' .
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Mr. WEISS. The next witness isDr. Lionel Newsom. -

STATEMENT OF LIONEL NEWSOM, MEMBER, BOARD OF DIREC-
TORS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR' E4UAL OPPORTUNITY IN
HIGHER EDUCATION, AND PRESIDENT, CENTRAL STATE UNI-
VERSITY) (OHIO) .

.

Dr..NEWSOM. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee: My
name is Lionel Newsom. I ani president of,Central State University
in Ohio. I am also a member of the 1Toard of directors of the
National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education,
'whose acronym is NAFEO.

With me is our executive director, the former president of Bowie
State, Dr. SamUel Meyers.

NAFEO is the membership .organization consisting primarily of
the historically black colleges. Our membership currently consists
of 107 historically and predominantly black colleges that enroll
more than 200,000 students and contlpue to graduate even today
approximately one-half the black reffpients of the baccalaureate
degree. .

I welcome this opportunity to speak to you on behalf of the
NAFEO membership and the constituency it serves. A number O
the presidents and chancellors of our institutions, through prof

. sional training and experience, qualify as exPerts on testing.
In addition, as educators, we have Strong views on the wi e

spectrum of issues with which H.R. 3564, Truth in Testing Act of
1979, and H.R. 4949, Educational Testing Act of 1979, are con-
cerned. .

Hdwev*, given the fact that extensive and, I would add, high
quality testimony has been prepared by such groups as the United
States Student Association and the American Council on ucation
on issues such as Government regulations, individ student
rights, disclosure, reasonable costs, and the like, and giv the fact
that relatively-little attentiOn has been given to the possible impact
of the proposed legislation on minorities and the edonoinically de-
prived, we have chosen in our testimony to correct this imbalance-
by_ focusing attention on the implications of testing legislation for
.these groups. . . 4

After careful analysis and extensive discussion, it is our judg-
ment that the enactment of H.R. 3564 would have a deleterious
impact on minorities and should not be ena ted and that H.R. 4949
should be delayed in pessage, modified jn so e respects, augment-

, ed and expanded in others, and in yet othejs changed in focus
folloWing a year-long study by 'a 1,giglatively ma dated.commission
on testing.i i,

NAFEO concurs with and pplauds those aspe ts of H.R. 3564
that recognize the imp° e of testing of scholastic aptitudes and
achievements as a facto i college and university a missions, and
of the objective of the,4rojsed legislation to enhance equal oppor-

-tunityihnd to insurVequa1 rights and fair treatment o individuals
applying for adm' -,:ion.

VVe also appre e the recognition of the impottance of Sting of
skills as a' fa , , , affecting occupational entity and the necessity for
taking som act ,ii to' assure that there is a free flow of skills in
interstate ommerce. We interpret this to be consistent with the
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goals of expanding the flow of ill jiersons, including. minorities,
into occupations.

Our, concern is that the legitlative language will give implicit\ endorpement to testing 'as the pr4lcipal factor in admissions and to\
testing as a critical factar in employment.\ . There are many of us who believe that multiple criteria, of
Which testing is only one, should be employed in determining col-
leie and university admissions and employment entry. ,.

We endorse the proposal set forth in section 6 of H.R. 3564 to
prohibit the conducting of educational and occupational admission

. tests unless such tests are administed in a manner to protect the
rights of the indivicluals tested. ; 4

We also cPpcur, tin general, with provisions of section 6(a) that
pretest informtion should be provided to applicants for education-
al or occupational\ admission tests. We also endorse, with one major
exception, section \6(b) which requires that individuals who have
taken an education or occupational admission test should be
notified of their indivi ual specific performance.

We object to section (bX3) requiring notification of the score
required to pass the test pr admission to such occupation or the
score which is generally ruired for admission to institutions of
higher education. Such a reqi1ement would exaggerate the impor-
tance of tests which should be nly one of a 1 number of multiple
criteria for admissions. .

In addition, such a requirement uld, through legislation, insti-
tutes a practice of specifying a cuto score for admissions, which
does not now exist 'and would, there , erect additional college
admissions and occupational entry barriT to minorities and the
economically disadvantaged.. .

Many Of the laudable objet4ves set. forth\in H.R. 3564 could be
accomplished by building u n the current \practices of testing
agencies. reinforced by some of the self-regulatory proposals set -

forth .by others. The rather superficial, and often ignored, pretests
distributed by testing agencies ,could be expanded, made more un-
derstandable, and built into workshops, institutes and curricul of
institutions in order more thoroughly to promote an understanding
on the part of applicants for college admissions. Programs could be
implemented to develop Similar information for those seeking occu-
pational entry. The emphasis would, accordingly, properly shift
somewhat to the use of testing as a diagnostic and developmental
instrument. .

In summery, we concur in the. noble purposes of H.R. 3564 to
,t, Aoniote 'truth in testing and to enhance educational opportunity

and, occupational mobility through improving pretest information
on c011ege admissions and employment entry tests and on reporting
test relults tp the tested. We believe that these laudable objectives .

can beoccompliShed by strengthening and expanding upon existing
mechanisins and through enhanced 'self-regulatory. measures. .

A greater concern is tliat if enacted
te

'n its present form, H.R.
3564 could exacerba rather than resol. the problems of mindt-
ides and other low-income groups by e ggerating the importance .

Pf testing and by raising barriers to the admissions and entry of /
/ minchities and .the economically disadvantaged to colleges and ,-

trades.
4
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We are concurrente with the laudable objectivea Of
.4949, 'the Educational Teeting Act of 1979. We endorse the

c .,.pt that education is fundamental to the development of hidi-
vidual citizens and the progress of the Nation as *a whole. This is
particularly true for minorities and the economically disadvan;

.41ftv. allio concur that there IS a continuous need to insure eqUal,
;

access for all Americans to educational opportunities of high qual-
ity. We also recognize thap ptandardized 'tests are a major factor In
the admission and placeihent of students in postsecondary educa-

. tion and also plays. an important role in individuals' professional:

We concur with the other premiees 'of this propoaed legislation:
Of recognition of the increasing concern about testing; Protection of

;the right; of individuals; serving 'the public interest; and that
standardized tests have a repercuasion nationally.

We also concur, in the purpose of the act: to unprove the aware-
. peas of test subjecta; of the charagaiistics, uses and- limitation of

admission testa; to make available tof the public; appropriate infor-
mation about testa and testing; to protect the public interest by
developing knowledge from research. on tests and testing; and to .
encourage the Use of multiple .admissions criteria.

Th;) thrust of the proposed legislation .is that:
One. The test agencies would be required to provide a great deal

of speCific information to the test subjects before and immediately
after the taking of the tests.

Tivo. The test agencies would be required to report to the Cool-
..missioner of Education statistical data and reports pertaining 'to
the tests that would form the basis of an evaluation required of thefl
COmmissioner of the impact of the tests.
.. Three. There would be full Alisclosure of test results and of the

'teat itself, although privacy rights would be protected. There would
a4o be detailed reporting reqUired on testing costs and fees to
.sthdenta. .

Four. finally, iinplementation of the ict is called for within a
120-day period after the effective date of the act 'with promulgation
of regulations authority accorded the Commissioner of Education.
Penalties for violatois are also specified; ,

Our, interpretation is that primary emphasis ainong thOse react-
ing to the proposed legislation has focused on the alleged abuses of
the teatilng agencies. The agencies have' been characterized ah mO-
nopolist-like giants victimizing helpless etudents, whose entire edU-,
.cational careers or l e's. professions have been jeopardized. by a
fOrde tksting,' over w they have had no control.

k We recognize also t at test agencies contjrnd that the disclosure
7 of test questions will invalidate the tests d,e thereby, idly

increase test preparation. costs and,. thus, Cos to students. Ae al
recOgnize that others refute the contention that test prepa ion

e cote will necessarly rise.
We *are convinced that costs would inciease and, thereby, have a

disproportionately ativtiwkeffect on low-income students. We are
eveh more greatly conOrna by a corollary effecIthat we consider
likely.. We believe tight the diasemination of the test questions will
spawn,. the development of mo/e coaching schools. Minority stu-.

'1
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dents, who are disproportionately overrepresented in low-income
groups, would generally, be Unable to attend these coaching schools.

We believe that coaching can .improve test performance to some
degree. The net impact of the thcrease in the cost of testing and
the overrepresentation of the affluent in coaching resulting from
the diSclosure provisions of the act would be adverse to the interest .
of minority and poor students.

The proposed legislation gives inadequate attention to the misuse
an4 abuse of test..Our impression is that sophisticated professors,
admissions officers, and others who are in a position to observe'
both test scores and the actual performance of the test subjects,
soon lose their enchantment with the inviolability of tests. Experts
in the testing agenCies appear keenly aware of the limitation of the
tests they administer.. 4

On the other hand, lays groups, possibly including prospective
employers, tend to haste .an exaggerated impression of the imPor-
tance of testing. The proposed legislation directs its attention, pri-
marily, to the supply side, control of the test agencies. It is possible
that more consideration should be given to the use of cautions, that
are now Ao familiar on hazardous substances, to warn the users of
the dangers and limitations .of tests.

More corrective action directed toward the demand side would
seem appropriate, but is not considered'in the current legislation.

Even though misused and abused, testing has Unfulfilled poten-
.. tial. At the present time, standardized test's together with prior

academic grades, family characteristics, re&rnmendations; and sim-
ilar factors predict with fair accuracy, the academic ,performance
for 1 year in the future. They cannot predict long-term academic
performance or long,term success in professional careers. Much
more research iS needed to imp.rove the performance of the test
itself as a long-run productive instruinent.

Perhaps the most iniportant area vverlooked by the proposed
legislation-concerns' the possibility of improving the performance ofi.
blacks and other minorities on standardized items. .

Researchers at a sessioh on testing at a conference recent4y held
by NAFEO Stressed that all black students do not have low scores
on standardized test§ and all educationally disadvantaged students
are not bladisNevertheless, it was pointed out that black students
entering the Big Ten institutions tend to sCore on the AcT from
to 1% standard deviations below the /netri of/ the entering fresh-
man .class for the institution. .

We know Of some historically hlack colleges that take students
ose test performance is Poor and develop them to the level that

7 are above 'the average at some of the Nation's. Most presti-
ous glachiate Schools, and they prove to be successful, productive

p ofesdonals in our soCiety. . : ...

n spite of these success stories, there seems to be a'movenient to
eipand the use of test t9 exclude low-scoring subjects from higher

4 educatim3 ehannels without cOlehmitant effort being exerted ,to
: improve the performance of these students on tests.

. it should be stressed that a systematic and -cumulative exclusion
of any group from educationalchannels thatjead to the benefits of
a productive society will deny that SoCiety the use of potentially
productive resources, bht will conconntantly create, 'at some .point,

4
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a mass of malcontents who will threaten the tranquillity and
strength of that society. .

, . it is accordingly vitally important to use the research an he
success stories that we_ have to identify coaching techniques, cur-
ricula changes, life experiences, and overall' strategies. -to improve
the performance of blacks and other minorities on standardized

' tests. Legislation merely designed to regulate the testers will hot
accomplish thisbroader goal.

Our major recommendation, accordingly, is to delay enactment of
H.R. 4949, We strongly urge that a tommission, established by
legislation, should be formed so that within a 1-year period it
would carefully consider proposed legislation that would change
the emphasis from regulating testers and, thereby, inéreasing costs,
and adversely ,affecting minorities -to a more positive emphasis.

The new proposed-legislation would: One, carefully consider the
research tiiat could enable us to gereveir greater potential from
standardized tests; two, outline a whole series of hazardous labelb
to caution users againk the abuse of tests and; three, chart strate-
gies to improve perfoance .of. minorities and the poor on such
tests. .

. We would hope that the Commtsion were accorded subpena
powers to assure availability, at least for confidential use, of re-
search data already available. .

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, we conAtend
to you. our reZommendation to delay passage of H.R. 4909 and Jo

w appoint'a commission to provide factual data so that the propoed
legislation might be modified, augmented, expanded, and refocused
along the lines we have proposed. .

it doing so, your subcommjttee, we predict, will fully utilize this
opportunity to resolve some fundamental issues concerning teSing
that affeet the strengthand viability of our Nation. .44. ...

Mr. Wqss. Thank you, Dr. Newsom.. . .

Next we will hear Mr. Sheldon R. Goldstine.
.

,

STATEMENT OF SHELDON IL GOLDSTINE, CLEVELAND, OHIO,
Mr. GOLDSTINE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

I would appreciate the opportunity to express my gratitude for
being invited to testify at this hearing today, September 24, 1979,
concernink. H.R. 3564, the Truth and Testing Mt oR 979, and H.R.
4949, the Educational Testing Act of 1979.

My testimony is in favor of both bills oriented tower H.R. 3564
based on my architectural testing experiences, legal involvements,
and research into the architectural licensing process.

My academic and professional tatkground 'is as follows: Aca-
demic: B.S. Architecture, the Ohio State Universkr, 1972.

B.S. Business AdministrOion, the Ohio Stata University, 1972.
Master of Business Administration, Case Western Reserve'Uni-

versityi 1974. I

sMaster of Architecture, the Ohio'State University, '1975.
The combined business/architectural academic prograra wt6 de-

signed 'and implemented to supplement my axchitectural education
(typically; most, architectural sthools throughout the country are
extremely weak in education of basic business principles) to enable
me to efficiently anoteffectively cope with the ecOnomic demands

'
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being placed on the building industry today. Per one of my appli-
cant references (exhibit C-2) (all exhibits referred to in oral -testi-

, mony retained in subcommitiee files) submitted to t I e State BoarA-- .

of Examiners of Architects in 4?hio on October 1 , 1976, by a
former Ohio State University ar itectural graduate school profes-
sor and former, president of the Architects SocieV ol Ohio (State
component of the American Ingitute of Architecti), I am regarded
as one of the top students overall to graduate from 'Ohio. State

A.' 4.University, and kighly qualified to be brilliant in the profession.
Professional: I have been involved professionally in the architec-

tural field since 1973 ,end have experienced all conventional phases
of the practice.

I and thousands of other applicant architects throughout the
country have suffered severe professional-hardships trying to gain
entry into the architectural profession by means of the current

.. National Council of Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB)
. professional exam. ,

Personally, I have tried, three times unsuccessfully, to pass the
NCARB examinatiOn. An exam written entirely by NCARB's Pio--

/o fessional Examination, Committee aided by the Educational Testing
Service (ETS) of Princeton, N.J., in question organization and for-
mat. ,

The NCARB, Washington, D.C., iS a nonprofit, membership qrga-
nization established under the laws of Iowa, comprising the archi-
tectural licensing boards of alj 50 States, the District of Columbia,
the Canal Zone, Guam, Puerto 'Rico, and the Virgin Islands.

It was established in 1920 to aid in the interstate practice .of
architecture. A.certificate issued by NCARB to an architect entitles
him/her to be admitted to.practice in each of the 55-member board
jurisdictions. r.t

The 100-percent multiple choice NCARB professional exam, first
given in 1973, is offered only once, in December of each year. Ohio
and several other States have required a 1-day grapIr written
exam in addition to the NCARB professional exam.

The multiple-choice exam is currently adMinistered by all 55
NCARB member boards; machine graded by ETS, Berkeley, Calif.,
results sent to NCARB, Washington, D.C., for a national pass-fail
cutting-score determination, and then forwarded back to all 55.

. member boards for their distribution of results, ..

Several States have modified the NCARB cutoff. scores slightly;
however, all candidates must meet the NCARB cutoff score gui,de-
lines to be eligible for NCARB certification, which is necessary to
compete in the profitable national architectural building
market.' Also no , several States 'are currently taking definite
stepti to eliminate and replace the current NCARB professional

. exam.
Per a phone convers5ttion with Mr. Hal Levin, a member of the

California Board of Ardhitectural Examiners, on September 17,
.1979, his board 'has been funded by the California .Legislature to

\ eliminate and replace tile current NCARB exam by December
1980. California will offer tileir new exam twiceoper year. s 0

Per another phone con ersation with Mr. Cass Hurc, former
executive secretary of the Wisconsin Architect8-Enginee; Board,

.

also on September 17, the Wiscosin board is definitebf taking
-.,, ._
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steps to move away roin the NC B exath with.pressure from the
Wisconsin Legislature derived fro 'a series of exam_anitlyses dat-
ing back to 1973. The Wisconsin gislature grew concerned over.
the abnormally high failgre rate among NCARB examinees.

_ The moat recent Wisconshi study, based on a task analysis by
WisOorisin practicing architects, to my understanding, proved the
NCARB exam invalid. For. years, States throughout the country
requested; out reSponse,.. that NCARB effectively analyze its
*exam. The B.exam will be' discuSsed in more detail later in
this presenta n. , .

In regard to My teiting and administrative appeal experiences, I
will present a case documenting the lack of basic constitutional
requirenients for due prOcese of law.

Shortly after repiying a failure score on the December 1976
.NCARB exam; I akiealed in i, meeting before the Ohio Board, ..s6
that they could add a learning element to the testing process.

The board's coercive authoritarian relationship maintained be-
tween itself and applicant architects is not conducive tO Meanhig-
ful cooperative negotiations to learn from past examination mis-
takes. Test questions and answers are not availiible for review_and
standardized reporting of scaled percentage score results do not

. allow for effedtiveperformance analysis.
. That particUlar meeting between. Myself and the board hi early

1977 was to me intimidating and probably did more harm to myself
than good since I questioned the status quo of exam and significant
level of performanbe feedback secrecy. .

Again, in DeceMber of 1977, I failed the NCARB exam. Still,
unawaretof various State attaks against' the validity of the eXam, I

i.felt the exam per se hafl many problems. Therefore, since I be-
lieved the exam was ineklequate, was' unable tO get relevant per-
formante feedback and felt I could make a. significant contribution
to the advancement of the profession, I applied for licensure with-
out examination uncle& section 4703.08(A).0hio Revised..

A hearing was held-before the State board of 'examiners on May
, 18, 1978. The board andMyself were represented by legal counsel.
Please note, prior to the .hearing, my. Ohio graphic/written deiign
problems, two failures and one passing were destroyed in. violation
of section 4263.02 Ohio Revised Code. .

The boaiels executive. secretary Stated in .the hearing tranScritot '
that Jae Was not aware fjf that provision. I am 'not calling this
destruction of evidence ali intentional act.. .

HoWever, I would like to note that the. dei3ign portion Of the .

multiple choice NCARB professional exam is the only section thati
have not Passed, by 2 percentage:points. ..

Also, per the trade magazineBuilding Design and Constrtiction,
1"AlE Licensing Under Attac ,i in Several States," May 1979, p.
15,". ". . when a legislative co mittee had the (Wisconsin) board

. ask a' panel of Wisconsin a hitects to regrade portions. of the
December 1973 NCARB exaul, the results of that regrading corre-
lated badly with the official, results, which led the State to elimi-
nate the (graphic) design portion . from , the State's architectural

- ham." .

Evidence was presented by myself at the May 18, 1978, hearing
ocumenting my. 6-year master of architecture degree and satisfac-
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tory completion o a years of experience. In regard to the satisfac-'
tory evidence of kwled g. of professional practice and supervision
of construction w rill theThoard at their discretion could also re-

I called th ard's executive secretary 1 week prior to thee
4 aring in front cl my attorney's law clerk to get directions.

The executive 4 retary stated that he did not knOw what would
.
be required .per t at phone conversation and this also was docu-
mented in the hea ing transcript.

The board's ekeeutive secretary, in response to their legal coun-
sel's questioning, testified at the May 18, 1979, healing, that to his
knowledge no one had ever been admitted to practice uhder section
4703.08(A) O.R.C.,, and-a list of approximately 350 agproved applica-
tions was documented (see exhibits C-12 through C-16). ,, , .

Unfortunately, the above facts could not enter the court as evi-
, dence since the board's denial of certification :was upheld by the

court of common pleas and was already in tlke court of appeals
process.

1,The analysis of senate bill No. 5, as passed by the Senate, Ohio's
113th General Assembly, regul r session 1979-80, a bill which
added, further restrictions to arc tectural professional entry, para-
phrases section 4703.08(A) O.R.C. land states that it is one of the
two basic .methods of establishing proficiency as specified in the
law, to obtain architectural certification.

However, also documented in this analysis is the following state-
ment:

"According to the board this method was used to ltrandfather'
into the system architects practicing at the time the law passed,
but is not currently used by the. board to grant certification", by
reviewing the history of section 4703:08(A), it becomes clear that
the actual 'grandfather' clause, (sec. 1334-7(C)) was repealed in
1932 land that section 4703.08(A) was still a viable alternati*e ac-

. cordihg to the Ohio Legislature at the time I applied.
The board denied m3r application under section 4703:08(A) O.R.C.

with the justification "that the applicant did not provide any evi-
dence at the hearing which would show that he possessed any
special qualifications for licensure without taking the examination
required under section 4703.07, Ohio Revised Code" and "that the
applicant at the time of the hearing had not passed the examina-
tion required by 'section 4703.07, Ohio Revised CPO. ,

In rebuttal, the statute only calls for satisfaitory evidence and
the facts proented strongly indicated that the board had deter-
mined prior to the hearing that no 'matter what evidence I submit-
ted, theii willingness to license under the "license without exami-
nation statute", a separate alternative statute for licensure, would .

be negative.
. The presented facts included the analysis ot Ohio Senate bill No.
15 indicate, in pay opinion, that an abuse of discretion did occur. It
is most difficuirt to spend over 1 year in administrative appeal
proceedin s with the conceptual frameifork pf the matter predeter-
mined bfore the presentation of facts el inatmg probability of
time due process of law.

One of my major justifications for pres ting my personal case
analysis here' is to illustrate the need f r is Congress to design a
starldardized due process conceptual ework of professional

i
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tee' t.ing guidelines to insure that all matters of biisiness handled by
State licensing board provide for -a-Continuoiis process of due
process. .,

In regardlo th ntiquei of NCAAB professional exam per se, I
bnefly 'present information. from relevant research. data ac-

ulated.
'An evalUation of the examinations adminidered by the archi-

tects section of the Architect's, Profesiiional Engineers, Designers
and Land Surveyors Examining Board;' submitted to. the State of
Wisconshi; Department of Regulation and Licensing by ,Dr. Glenn
E. Tagatz of International Personal Services,Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.,
in February 1976, made the following findings; :

The NCARB examinationi do not meet the specifications of the Anierican Psycho-
iogicI Association with regard to use of psychological measurement technology in
exa4 preparation with respeCt to job Aim; not the Equal Employment OpPortunity

i. Ceiwion's guidelines for job relatednees; nor the Uniform Guidelines on EmPloy-
4.20 Selection ProCeduree of the Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinating Coun-

The "content analysiti of the NCARB *examination" exhibit B-2,
prepared for the te of Wisconsin, DePartment of Regulation and
Licensing, prepared b . Peter E. Schriber, Mr. Michael Priestly,

. and Mr. Brent CAmpbell Of-National Evaluation Systems, Amherst,
Mass.; in June 1979, concluded the following:
. The most important conclusion is that the match between *NCARB examination
content and the Wisconsin Task List was less than 60 percent on an' item-by-item
match basis. Also, theiproportionality of the NCARB examinations differed consider-
ably from that of the ask List.

Please nOte that "EEOC guidelines state that test content should
be as close to 100 percent job-related as praftical and that the
further away, fixim 100 percept the less job-related the test is.".

I do 'not want to intily thaMTCARB'S use pf its current exam is
an intentional act to restrain .trade. HoweVer, an only 50 percent
job-related exani may In effect do so. The exam is graded on the
basis of' relatiVe distribution of scores: The national pass tatp is
approximately 54 percent more orless each. year. .

Per the 1978 NCARB Architectural Registration Handbook pub-
lished by the National Council of Architectural-Registration Boarde
and Architectural *Cord Books, 1978, page 14:

An of the score distribUtions for the Professional eaamination %aye; relatively
small standard deviations, that is,11the dispersion of scoree IS only- about one-half of

. what might be expected in tests of this length. This would suggest that the examin-
ee6 who. actually took the test tended -to be relatively_homogegous, Wte similar
in terms of both personal characteristics and ability,an atsumption which is borne
out' by the desoriptien of capdidstes in terms educational le9ël, et cetera.

Since the exani is less than 50 percent related ana kore distribu-
tions haVe relatively small standard deViations °guessing well on
exam questions seems to be the.primary Vehicle into the profession.

Another problem must be presented 'concerning Pie lack,Of Uni-
. forMity in. applicant "intern" education. The intern period ranges

from 1 to 5 years depending on college degree status,. 13 years in
sOme States for nondegree dandidateg, with.:3 years being the aver-
age for 5-year professional architectural degree holders, bachelor of

. architecture. .

The .problem concerns the diversity of architectural practices in
both their size and the buildingtYpe markets they, are involved in.

, .
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Many intern architects are only exposed to work areas that return JP
maximum profits to their employers.

Without a uniform intern training program, incentives will con-
tinue to exist which motivate employers to exploit this captive
"cheaper-labor intern" labor force rather than providing the kinds
of training these employees are paying for 'in reduced wages and, in
effect, increase their chances, assuming a valid exam is given, of
passing their architectural licensing exam. ,

Mr. Patrick Clinton?s article: "AlE Licensing Under Attack in'
Several States", published in the May 1979 issuel of Building Design
and. Construction, pagek14-15, 16, provides an\ excellent summary
of current NCARB validily problexAs across the/country. ''

Proform's article, "Wisconsin Architects Balk at National Exam,
Design Their Own," published by the National Center for the
Study of Professions, Washington, D.C., November 1978, gives an
excellent account of activities in Wisconsin leading up to NCARB
examination elimination and replacement.

Mr. Ron Shattil's article: "A Critique of the Registratitn Exarni-
nation ai. a Measurement of Beliefs Rather than Aility," Ameri-
can Institute. of +rchitects Journal, November 1976, and letters to
NCARB from concerned parties give good accounts of content prob-
lems associated with the NCARB exam.

Illustrations of recent concerns expressed by, Federal agencies
regarding the negative economic effects of our increasingly expand-
ing professional cartels are found in the following statements:

"An Address by, Michael Pertschuck, Chairman, Federal' Trade
Commission, before the American Enterprise Institute Licensure
Conference," Washington, D.C., February 22, 1979; and "Occupa-
tional Licensing: Consumer Protection or Cartel Manpgement?"
remarks by Mr. Donald L..Flexner, Deputy Attorney General, Anti.

. trust Division, Department of Justice, before the Kentucky Legisla-
tive Research Commission's Program on Occupational Licensing,
Lexington, Ky., February 2, 1979: .

The statements made by Mr. Pertschuk and Mr. Nlexner Illus-
.

trate our need to. be concerned about ;profeisional c'artels limiting
competition to keep prices high. Mr. Pertschuk- stated- one of" the ,

probjems is the State licensing of professionals, a process usually
dontnated bi members of the professions who hold down the num- .
ber of entrants to control Competition.

I haire been cooperating with the Federal Trade Commission in
investigation .of the NCARB exam since March A79. Also, I ve,
been following, *Tith much interest, efforts bY professional political

-action committees aimed at inhibiting the FTC's regulatory aut or-
ity which is directed toward maintaining a competitive ècondmic
system that does not unreasonably. consttain priyate economic
actiVities. .

I am hOpeful that this Congress will carefully analyze the trade-
offs of their actions toWard the FTC with respect tolhe balanc
our mixed system of government and private enterrrise as well as

- our mixed system of monopoly and c2napejitioni 1,.

A major'issue to be evaluated is die,dikection of our adininistra-
, tive legal; System. Unlike our civil alid criminal systems, which

. have developed with us over ,the centuries, the administrative sys-i
\ .. I



ten. was born ea.. in this century: Unchecked, it _could have
strong negative effkts'on'our economic and political syste.

I pray that our AMerican economic dream of 'growth 'and proper-
ty cpntmues for centuritk into the fUture. Insuring that professit-
al elitry is maintained at reasonably cpmpetitive levels in considel- e.

'ation of providing for the public hean, safety, and welfare is but
one component of the 'chain Of events that will insure the' Ameri,
can dream. . .

Again,- thank you for this opportunity to testify before you today.
['The coinplete statement of .Sheldon. Goldstine followsd .

1
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r Honorable Carl D. Perkins, 'Chairman
.

and Membeis
----Committee_on_Education and Labor IF

Subcommittee on Elementaryi Secondary,
and Vocational Education .

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED arATES.. ...HOUSE OF REPRESENTATWO13 ,
B-346C Rayburn House Office\ Building
West:Wiwi, D.C. 20515 I

Dear Chairman and Member; of the Subammittee on Elementary, Secondary,
la -

,., ' .
-

and Vocational EdOcation:. I . 'SP.
. 1 ' ...

I would appreciattt this opporbinity to express my gratitude for being invited to. . .

"testify at this hearing today, Beptember 24, .1979, concerning H.R. 3564, the Truth
and Testing Act of 1979, and H.R. '4949, the Educational Testing-Act of 1979,

i .

i .
.

My testimony is in favor of both bills orientedtowards H.R. 3564 based on my
arChitectural test4ne exPeriences, legal involvements and research Into the architectural

,

licensAng, process. .
. . .

Sheldon R. Goldstine .

2570 Overlook Road
Cleveland:bhio 441116_
(2* 371-0400 s.

Sepiember 24,.1979
r-

,My academic and professional background is as follows:

.ACADEMIe

B.S. Architecture, 'tilt Ohio State University, 1972. ;.

B.S. Business'Administrailon, The Ohio State University, 1972.

Master of Business AdminieffretiOn, Case Western Reserve Universit , 1974.. .

Master of ArChitecture, The Ohio State University, 1975% \ "i
J/

The cOmb d'husinessArchitectural academic progren;was designed and
lmplementi to supplement my architepitural education, (typically', most
'archtteffa1 schools throughout the country ere extremely week in education of
basio 'business principles) to enable me to efficiently and offectively cope with

-.the economic demands being placed on the building industry today. Per One
of my applicant reference!, (Exhibit C-2), stibmitted td. the Mite Board 'of
'ExaMiners, of ArchiteCts in Ohio on October 11, 1976, by.a fanner Ohio State
University ArChitecturalgraduate.school professor and former presideni of the
Architects Society Of Ohio (state component of the American Institute of
Architect:4 I am,Hregarded ae one of the top student overall to graduate from
Ohio State Univer ty"'and "'highly qualified to be br)liant' in the profession".'

4 . .
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PR FESSIONAL .

. . .. .

I ha e been inVolved professionally in the architeCtural field since 1973 and :
have experienced all conventional,phases of thelpracp6e.

1 1/,..
I and thous ds of other applicant architects throughoUt the country here suffered A
envere prof asional-hardships trying to pin.entry into the architectural profebsion
by. means of the current National gouncif ;of. ArchiteCtural Registration Boards (NCARB)
professional/exam. Personally, /11ave triied three times unsuccessfully to pass the
NCARB ekamination. An exam writtenentirely by NCARB's Professional Examination
Committee aided by the Edutational Testing Service (ETS) of Princeton, New Jersey,
in question organization 'and format.

,
. . . .

The NCARB, Washington, D.C. , id a non-profit, meMbership organization established
under the laWs Of Iowa, comprising the architectural licensing boards of all fifty states,,
the District tlf Columbia, the Canal Zone, Guam, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands..
It was established in 1920 'to aid In the interstate practice of architecture .. A certificate
issued by NCARB. to. an =hake entitles him/herto beadmitted to practice iniach '
of the fiftyafive member boarcriurisdictions..

The 100% multiple Ohoice NCARB professional exam, first given in 1973, is offered
only once in December of eech year. . Ohio and several other 'states pave required a
oneday graphiciwritten exam ineddition to the NCARB profeesionalexaM. The .

Multiple.choice exam id currently administered by all fifty-five NCARB member boards.,
machine graded by ETS.,.Berkeler, California, results.sent to NCARB., Washington, D.C.

Ilr a national pass-fail "tutting-score" determination, and then forwarded backto all
i)fty-five meinber bOards 'for their distribution of results. Several states have modified ..

the NCARB "cdt-off" scores slightly, however, all candidates must meet the NCARB
"cut-off" store guidelines to be eligible. for NCARB certifiCation, which is.nedesSary
to canpete in the more profqable national architectural building market.. Also note,
sev.eral states are currentlyvtaking definitestepe to eliminate and replace the current
NCARB professional exam.

.. .
. .

. .

Per a phone, Conversfition with Mr. Hal Levin, member of the Calif6mia Board of
' Arthitectural Examiners, on September 17; 1979, his board has been funded bithe
California legislature.to eliminate and replace the ci trent NCARB exam by December,
1980. California will offer their new exani twice pe year. . !.

. . . .,

Per another phone conversation with Mr. Cass. Hurt ,.,foriner Executive Secretary O ,
the Wisconsin Architects-Engineer. Board, also on SePtember 17, 1979, the Wisc sin
Board is definitely taking steps to move away; from the NCARB cocain withpressur
from the Wisconsin Legislature derived from a series of exam analyses dating ba k
to 1973. The Widconsin legislatUre grew conderried over the abnormally high fat

,rate.among NCARB examinees. The most recent Wisconsin study, basedion a tas
analysie by Wisconsin Practicing:architects to my understanding, Proved tte.t_5;34 B

exam invalid.. For years, states throughout the country requested, 'without respo se, .
.that NCARB effectively analyze Its exam. TheNCARB.exini will be discussed in more
detail laVr in this presentation. .

.. .1

lb
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In regard tb my testing and adMinistrative appeal eXperiences, I will present a case
documenting ihe lack of basic constitutional requirements for due process of law.

Shortly after receiving a failing score on the December, 1976 NCARB exam,
appealed in a theeting before theOhio Board so that they could add a learning element
to the testing process'. The Board's coercive authoritarian relationstiip.maintained
between itself and applicant architetts is not condusive to meaningful cooperative
negotiations to learn prom past examination mietakes. Test queitiOns and answers
are not available for review and standardized reporting. of scaled percentage score
results db not allow for effective performance analysis.. That paricular meeting
between myeelf and, the board in early 1977 was to me intimidatiirg and probably did '
more harm to myself than good since I questione.d the status quo of exam and signift-
cent level of performance feedback secrecy. .

. . ;
Again, in December of 1977, I failed the NCARB exam.. Still, Unaware. of varioue
state attacks against the validity of the NCARB eicam, I felt the exam per se had many
problems. Therefore', since I believed the exam was inadequate, was unable to get

.*relevant performance feedback and felt I could make a significant Contribution to the
A advancement of the profession, I applied for licensure without examination under

Section 4703.08 (A) Ohiakevised Code.(Section 1334-7 (A) GeneralOode). The
statuteread as follows:

Sec. 4703,08. Ale itate board of examiners of architects may, in lieu
of all examinations, accept satisfactorY evidence of any one of the
qualifications set forth under the divisions of this aection:

(A) A diploma of graduation erom an accredited architectural..school'or
college showing that the antlicant has completed, a technical and professional
course-of not less that five years' duration; which course 13 approved by
the board, and, in.addition thereto; has had at least three pears of satisfactory
experience two years of which shall have been in the offic of a reputable
architectmeeting all, the qualifications for practice under sections 4703.01
to 4703.19 of the Revised Oode; provided, the board may reliuire applicants°
'under this division to furnish satisfactory evidence.of kno ledge of professional
practice.end euper4sion of construction; .

. .

A hearing was leld before the State Board of Examiners on May 8, 1578. 'The Board
and myself were represented by legal counsel. Please note, pr or to the hearing, my
Ohio graphic/written design problems, two failures and one pa sing were destroyed
in violation of Section 4743.02 Ohio Revised Code. /he Boar 's Executive Secretary
stated in the hearing transcript, that he was. not aWare of tha provision. I am nOt
calling this destruction of evidence an intentional act. Ho ver, I would like to
note that the design portion of the multiple choice NCARB pr fessional exam is the
only section that I have not passed--by two percentage points. Also, per Exhibit B-3,
Duildinsi best= apd Construction, "A/E Licensing *Under Attack in Several States,"
May, 1979, p. 15? ....when a legialative committee llad the (Wisconsin) board,ask
6 panel of Wisconsin architects to regrade portions' of the December, 1973 NCARB exain.

. ,
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. ,.

; The results of thatie rading correlated badly viith the official results, Ach led' .
. ' - . t

the ptate to elimin t the. (graphic) design portion from the state's arChitectural exam."
'.

. .

Evidefice was present at the May 18, 1978 hearing documentiri my six-year Master
Of Architecture degre nd satifactory completion of three/ears jexperience.. p
regard td the "satika ory" evidence of knowledge of profession I practice and
supervision Of coast tion which the Board at their discretion could also require, r
called the Board's Pc utive Secretary one week prior to the hearing in front of ray .

,tattorney s law clerk get directions.- The ExecutiVe Secretary stated thafhe did
.not kno what would required Per that phone conversation and this also wao -

documented in the h. ing transcript,- ,/

The Board did.not s uire any evidencjof knowledge of proftiiiiiictice and/or
i .

.
.

supervision of con ruction. .Ifowevei,- we .did present documentation showing,. that
while a graduate a hitectural 'student, I did complete a graduate level architectural .

peofessional prac course at The OhiciState University'when the regular professor;
/Was hospitalized My duties included completing the remaining leCtures, grading

/ midterm and fin exams 'and.determining final grades. I would like to note that.- :

this course wor was completed by myeelf without-other faculty supervision. In
t ; regard to knpwff.ge of supervision of.construction, an affidaVit was submitted by
' an expert in J building industry in which he descrtibed the imPortanCe and eitra

benefits of a mbined business/architectural background to supervislon of construction
activities (a Exhibits C,-3 and C--410 .
The Board' xecutive Secretary; in response irrtheir legal counsel's'cuestioning,
testified a the May 18, 1979 heering, that to his knowledge, no one had ever been
'admitted practice under Section 4703.08 (A) O.R.C. and that I was the.first person
to ever a ly (see Exhibit C-1).

Per an estigatiOn conduOted in July, 1979, by Senator M. Morris Jackson, Ohio
"Senat$ esident Pro Tempoye, on my behalf regarding the history of all applications
approv under section 4703.08(A) O.R.C.., 4list of approximately 350 approved
applica ions was documented (see Exhibits Cj12 thru C-16). Unfortunately, the
above cts could not.enter the court as avid ce since the Board's denial of .

certi Non was upheld by the Court of Common Pleas and was, afieady in the Court of
AppealP process. . . ,

The rditt Executive Secretary contended to Senator Jackson that in 1946 the rides4P.
of-thf Board were amended to permit a written examination under the proVisions of
Sect cn 4703.08,(A) O.R.C.

.

. Section 4703-1-02 RUiesrellive to filing applications

(F) In consideration of applications for registration by exemption under
Section '4703.08,-of the Reviod Code, the Board reserves the right to
exercise the discretion profidea therein, by requiring the applicant to qualify
by passing thdlechnical examination, or iraieu cif the technical examination
the applicant may submit a Certicate froR the National Council of Architectural

t RagistratiOn Boards showing satisfactory qualifications which, in the opinion

4
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of the Board, are equalto those required in the State of Ohio at the .date of ,

By comparing Section 4103.08 (A) O.R.C. to the above rUle it becomes clear that.
e rule does hot give the.board the.discretion'to totally disregard this oecti
e law. . . -

. .
. i r

The Analysis of Senate Bill No. 15, (as phied by the Senate). Ohio's 113th General
. .

Assembly7-Regular Session 1879-198 a bill which added further restriction's a 1

.. Architectural professional entry, 'pa hraites Section 4703.08 (A) O.R.C. and states .
that it is one of the twObaisic moth S of establishing proficiencyas specified in .* .

the law to obtain, architectural certifidation. HOweVer, also documented in this
analysis is the following statement "According to the Board this.method was used
te "grandfather" into the system architects pranticing at the time the law passed, but
is not currently used by the Board to grant certifidation." . (See Exhibit 0-7). By
reviewing exhibit C-8 (a,.b,c.and d), Section 1334-7, (A) and (C) General Code and
ominded.forms of Section 4703.08 (A) O.R.C. In 1965, 1969 and 1973, it'becomes

'. clear That the' actual "grandfather" clause, (Sac. 1334-7 (0)) , was repealed in 1932
. and that Section 4703.08 (A) was stilla viable-alternative according to.the Ohio
Legislature at the time I appliie. cis

, . ,...
The Board 'denied my epplication under Section 4703.08 (A) 0,R.C. - with the

.,

justification ."that the appuosht did not provide any evidenceat the hearing which'
would show that he possessed any special qualifications for licensure without taking
the examination required under Section 4703.07,.0hio Revised Code" and "that the
Applicant atthe time of the hearing Wad not.passed the examinatigil requited by
Sectioti 4,703.01, Ohio.Revised Codet." . . . .

In rebutal, th 'statute only calls for "batisfaCtory" evidence and the.facts presented
strongly indicated that the Board had determined prior to the hearing that no matter . .

what evidencoi ubmitted, their willingness to license under the "license without
examination statut " ,. (y separate alternative statute for. licensure) , would. be
neiative.

.
. . . ..

. .

The C.uyahogef County urtrof CoMmon Pleas in November, 1978, upheld the Bobrd's
order without justificatifM. RecentlY, :the CuYahoga County Court okAppeals , 'Eighth
District, which had the opportunity to review the Analysis of Senate Rif-tio. 15,--
Ohio 113th General Asaembly, abo.upheld the Board's order with in My opinion the
following major justification. ' ..

the Boar:1(11d not abuse its diacretionuo ..with iiispect to the furnishing of"
eatiefect6ry evidence oi knowledge of professional Practice and supervision
of cohstruction", we find the Board of Exathiners from the evidence presented

, in the matter sub judice could haVe,.and we believe did find the evidence .
submitted was insufficient to demonstrate satisfactory evfdence of "knoWledge
of professionaj..practice and supemisionof construction.... Against the back-

. ground of such a finding, the issue ofebuse of discretion does not arise.
.

A
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As suming arguendo hat this presents an issue with respect to abuse of
'discretion, we tIIf that the term "abuse of ciescretion" Connotes more than.c..
an error Of law judgements; it implies an unreasonable; arbitrary, or ..

uncon5oionabl$r.attitude. An action is arbitrary if itis without some fair and
substantial ca e or reason; orii.it has no evidence to support

.

s

The presented facts including the analysis of Ohio Senate Bi No. 15 indicate, in My
opinion,. that an abuse of disoretibk did occur. It is most d cult to spend Over one
year in administrative appeal proceedings with the conceptual framework of the
Matter piedetermined.before the 'presentation- of facts elheinating prObability of true,.
due process of law. One of my major juititicetions for presenting mi personal case
analysis here is to illustrate the netid for this Congress to design a standardized due
procesS conceptual framewOrk of praelgonal testing gthdelines to ensure that all
matters of business handled by state ARInsing boards provide for a continuous process
of due process.

In regard tO the.critiques of Nan grofessional exam per se, I will briefly present
information,:from relevent research data accumulated:,

"An Evaluation of the EXaminations Administered bythe Architects Section of the
Architects, Professional Engineers, besignere and Land Surveyori Examining
Board," submitted to the State of Wisconein, Pepartment of Regulation and Licensing
byl; Glenn E. Tagatz of international Personal Services, Inc. , Milwaukee, Wisconsin:
hi F., ruarY,..19.76, made the following !findings: ThNCARB examinations do not
Sleet the sphifiCations of the American Psycological AssbciatiOn (APA) regaid
to use of psycologicaLmeasurement technology in exam-preparation With respect to
job skills; nor the &rail-Employment opportunity Commissions's (EEOC) guidelines
for job relatedness; new the Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures of
the Equal Employment Opportuni oordinating-Cpuncil (EEOCC) (See,Exhibits1-1
and A-..3)". a.

The Nontent Analysis of the NCARB Examination" (Exhibit B-2), prepared for the
State of Wisdonsin, Department of Regulation and Licensing, prepared by Dr. Peter E.
Schriber, Mr. Michael Priestley and Mr. Brent Cambell of National Evaluation Systems,
Amherst, Massachusetts, in Tune,..1079, concluded 'the following:

.
"The most important.conclusion is that the match between NCAREV examination
content and the Wisdom:1n Task List was less than 50% on an.item-by-item
match-basis. Alsorthe 'proportionality of the NCARI1 examinations differed
donsidera ly from that of:the Task List." Please note that "EEOC Getidelines

st content should be as close to 100% job-related as practical_and
er away from 100% the less job-relald the-test is. "

I do not want.to imply triat IICARB's useof iti current exam is an intentionalact
to restrain trade. Howilver an only 50% job related exam may- in effect do so. The

' exam is graded on the bails df.relative distribution of scores. The national pass

1.
rate is approximately 54,96,more or less each. year. Per the .1978 NCARB Architectural
Registration Handbook, National Gouncil of Architectural llegistration Boards.and, . ,- .

state that
that the ft

I.
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hitattural Record Books, 1976, p. 14, "All of the score distributions for the
fessional examination have relatively.smalfstandard deviations; that is, the .

d persion of scbres.is only about one-half of what might be expected in tests of
t is length. This would suggest that the examinees who actually took the test

nded to be relatively homogenous (i.e., quite simile; in terms of both personal
/characteristics and ability), an assumpkion which is borne out by the description of
candidates in terrv of age, ,educational leveLetc."

..
'Since the exam is:lese than 5096 jol related, and score distributions have relatively -.
small stalard"deviations, guessing well on exam qUestions seems. to be titer primary
vehicle o the professicin (based: on NCARB's allegation that test candidates are
quite shriller in. termatof 'ability). . . .

.

:

Another probrtm must be .presented concerning'the lack of uniformity in applicant
"intern" education. The "intern" period ranges from one to five years depending on
coil gel degree status., .(thirteen- years in some states for non-degree candidates),
witlj three years being theaverage for five-year professional architectural degrcr
hol era (Bacheloabf Architecture). The problem conCerns the diversity of architectural

ctices in both their size arid the building type markets they are involved in. Many °
"intern" architects are only exposed to work areas that return maximum profits to
their employers.. Without a required uniform "intern" training program, incentives
Will continue to exist which motivate employers to exploit this captive "cheaper-. '
labor" "intern" labor- force rather than proViding the kinds of training theie employees

. are paying for in reduced Wage's and in.effect increase their chanCes (assuming a .

validlocam is given) .of passing 'their architecturai licensing exam (s):
0

iMr..Patrick
Clinton's. article "A/E licensing ander attaOk iii several states,"

published in the May, 1979 issue of Building Design and Construction, PP. 14-15, 16,-
provides an excellent summary of.current NCARB validity problems across the countrY

.
.. (see Exhibit 8-3). .

.

proform's article "WisconsinArchitects Balk at NationaiExam--Deeign Their Own,"
published bY theniational Center for the Study of Profeislons, Washington, D.C.,
November, 1978., p. 3, gives an excellent account of activitiee in Wisconsinleading
:up'. to NCARB examination eliniination and replacement (Exhibit B-5) ., .

'Mr. Ron.Shattirt article, "A Critique of the Registration Examination as e Measurement
of Beliefs Rather than Ability," Anrrican Institute of Archit,cts Journal, November,

'1976, pp. 78-79, 100 and Utters to NCARB fromFoncerned parties (Exhibits 8-6 'and
B-7)give good aocounts of content problems essociated with the.NCARB exam.

. .. ./ Illustrations of recent) concerns expressed by Federal Agencies regarding the negative
' ebonomi$ effects of our increasingly expanding professional cartels arelound in the

following statements:
. .

. .

"An Address by Michael Peitschuk, Chairman, .Federal Trade Commission,
. .

before.the American Enterprise Institute Licensure donference", Washington,
D. C. (Exhibit A-1) Feb. 22, 1679 and ,

4



"Occupational Licensing: Con 4mer.FrOtection or Cartel Management? " ,

remarks by Mr. Donald L. Flexrier, Deputy Attorney General, Antitrust .

Division, Department of Justice, before the Kentucky Legislative Research
Commission's Program on OCcupational. Licensing, Lexington, Kentucky,

. February.2, .1979 (rExhibit A-2).
.

The statements made by Mr. Pertschuk.and Mr. Flexnefillustrate our need to be
concemed.about professional cartels limiting competition to keep pricei high.

'.Mr. Parts:Auk stated cm of the.Problems is the state licensing of professionals, a
process I:ilia lly dominated by members'of tfie professions who hold down.the number
of-entrants tocontrol competition.

I have been cooperating with the:Federal Trade Commission in an investigation of
the NCARB exam since-March, 1979. AlsO, I.have been following, With much
'interest, efforts by professional political action committees aimed at inhibiting.the
FTC's regulatory authority which is directed towards maintaining a competitive
economic system that does not unreasonably.constraiii private economic activities.
I am hopeful that this Congress will carefully analyze the trade offs of their actions
toward the FTC with respect to Oet balance of our mixed system of government and
private enterpriseas well as our mixed system of monopoly and competition.

.' . 0

A major. iesue to be evalUated is the direction of our administrative legal system'.
Unlike our.civil and criminal systems, which have developed with' us over the
centuries, the administrative system was born early in.this century.' UncheCked, it
could have strong negative effects on our economic and political system.: I pre},
that our American Economic Dream of growth and properity continues 'for centUries
into the future. Ensuring that professional entry is maintained at reasonably
competitive levels in cOnsideration of providing for the public health, safety,and
'welfare is but one component 'of the chain of events that will insure the American

Dream.

EPIBITS
-A- FEDERAL AGENCY CONCEMS
A-1: Michael Pertschuk, Chairman, Federal Trade Commission, Wash. D.C. ,

An Address before the American EnterprisVtatitute Licensure Conference,
Feb. 22, 1979.

A-2; Donald L. Flexner, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Anti-trust Division,
Dept. of Justice, Wash. , D.C. , "OCCUPATIONAL LICENSING; CONSUMER
PROTECTION OR CARTEL MANAGEMENT?" before the Kentucky Legislative
Research Commission's Program on Occupational Licensing, Feb. , 1979.

A-3: "EEOC MAY TAkE ANOTHER LOOK AT TITLE Vlf JURISDICTION OVER LICENSING
AGENCIES;" Proforum, published by the National Center for the Study of
Professions, Wash., April, 1979, pp. I-Z. ,

-B- CRITIQUES OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF ARCHITECTURAL REGISTRATION 7

BOAPDS (NCARR) EXAM -- written/implemented 1972.

. ".

A
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B Dr. Glenn E. Tagatz of International Personnel Services, /nc. , Milwaukee,
Wisc. 4 "AN EVALUATION OF THE EXAMINATION ADMINISTERED BY THE
ARCHITECT'S SECTION OF THE ARCHITECTS, DESIGNERS ANDIAND SURVEYORS
EXAMINATION BOARD," Submitted to: State of Wisc. , Dept. of Regulation
and Licensing, Madison, Wisc. , Feb. , 1976.

'br. Peter E. Schriber, Michael Priestley and Brent Cambell of National
Evaluation Systems Inc. , Amherst, Mass., "WISCONSIN ARCHITECTS
LICENSING PROJECT, CONTENVANALYSIS OP THE NCARB EXAMINATION
Fran REPORT," prepared fort Dept. of Regulation and Licensing, State of
isc. /Madison., Wisc. , June, 1975.-

B-3: Mr. Patrick Clinton, Contributing Editor, Duildinc Design and Construction.
".A/E LICENSING UNDER ATTACK IN SEVERAL STATES " May, 1979, PP 14-15,, 17.

Mr. Oliver Witte, Alitor, Building Design air Ccinstruction. "LEGISLA\EURES
. ASK: WHY LICENSE A/E's?"- Mav, 1979, p..9. ".

B-5: "WISCONSIN ARCHITECTS eALic AT NATIONAL EXAM -- DESIGN THEIP OWN;"
ProforuM, published by the National Center for the Study of Professions,

. Nov.,4978, p.3.. .

B-6: Mr..Richard C. Them, President, Them Astioc., Inc., Waupaca, Wisc. ,
letter td Dr. William Gorth, PH. D. , National Evaluatico Systems, Amherst,
Masa. , re: 'NCARB exam, DeC. 7, 1977.

ee
B-7:. . Mr. Thomas Vonier, Project Director, Research Corp. , Wash. , D.C..,

letter to Mr. SamUel.T. Wen, Director, NCARB, re: NCARB exam, .

Jan..3, 1978.

CASE HISTORY OF MR. SHELDON R. GOLDSTINE r- APPLICATION TO
PRACTICE ARCHITECTURE.

.C-1: "ON4 ARCHTECT IN SEARCH Or A LICENSE, " published by
the National Center for the Study a Profeasio ,. Fe. , 1979, pp. 1-3.

0-2. Referenceer Sheldon Goldstine; ohille4161 State BOard of tiaminers of
Architects. since late 1976. (Ohio BOard)

..

C -3: Sheldon R. Goldstine, ;wider Sec. 4703.08 (A) O.R.C. (1334-7 (A) G.C,),
re: knowledge Professional Practice.

9-4:. Sheldon R. Goldstine, under Sec. 4704.08 (A) O.R,C. (1334-7 (A) G.C.),
/ re: knowledge Supervision of Construction.

C-S: Mr. Irving Rothenberg, letter to Mr. William N. Wilcox, Exec. Sec'y.,
State Board of Examiners of Architects/Ohio, re: Sheldon.R. Goldstine,
Feb. 22, 1979.

. .
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Dr. Barry I. Fireman, Superintendent, Western Reserve Psychiatric
Habilitation,Center, letter to Mr.:William N. Wilcox, (e: .Sheldon R.
Goldstine,.Febe 20, 1979.

.

.C-7: -Analjrsis:S.B. 15/ 113th General Assemely/ Ohfo, proOf that I never ,
. .

received clue-process.in my application before the Ohio Architect's Board
undef Sec. 4703.08 (A) O.R.C. ,

A

C-8:- HistorY-Seption.4703.08 (A) Ohio Revised.Code (Sec. 1334-7 (A) .General -

.Code) . . .

Actual "Grandfither's Clause Reb. 034;4 G.C.
Refer supplements a,b,dand-xl io review original law plus amendments in
1965, 19.69 and 1973. 11.

C -9: Letter from Sheldonit. Goldstine tp Williamy. Wilcox, Executive
Secretary, State Board of Examiners of Architects, State of Ohio, April
22; 1979.. /

C 0: Letter from Sheldon h. Goldstine to Mt, William N. Wilcox, April 25, '1979.

C-11: Letter. from Mr. William N. Wilcox,to 8htldon R. Goldstine, April 27, 1979.
.

Letter from Honorable M. Morris Jackson, President Pro Tempore, Ohro
State Senate, to Mr. William N; Wilcox, re: history of all applications

, under Section.4703.08 (A) (1334-7,W G.C.), July 12, 1979. .

C-13: Letter from Mru William N. Wilcox to-Senator M. Morris...Jack:ion,
July 1.979. .

from Mr. William N. Wilcox to Senator M. Morris Jackson, ,doduMenting
350 more or less applidations, approved by the Ohio Architect Board under
Section 4703.08 (A) O.R.C. (1334-7 (A) G.C.) , August 7, 1979.

11
C-15: Letter from Senator M Morris Jackson to the Honorable Dean Conley,

.Representativei, Ohio House, rel, Section 4703,08 (A) O.R.C. .

C -14:

C-16: Letter from Representative Dean Conley.to Senator M. Morris Jackson, re!
.use of:Section 4703.08 co 9.11,C . b Ohio Architects approximately twenty
Veers ago.

-D- AMERId.N INSTITUTE/el' A CH1rTECTECTS (A.1.A,) DESIGNS/BU1LD TASK
. *RCE EETENG MA

RRCH

11, 1974, .re: architectual profession's need to
become more business oriented if iteis to surviveconsistant with the
busineSS/aithitectural academis program Sheldon R. Goldstine began 'in .1967.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to testify before you today.

A.

.
ectfully and very truly yours,

eldon R. Goldstinb, MBA/M. Arch.

cc: Honorable Sam M. Gibbons
Honorable Ted Weiss

EnclosureS

"
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Mr: WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Goldstine.
Our last witness is Mr. I. Leon SinitN director, Professional

Examination Service.

STATEMENT OF I. LEON SMITH, DIRECTOR, PROFESSIONAL
EXAMINATION SERVICE s .

Dr: Swim. Thank you., 0 4
.

M. Chairman, I am Dr. I. Leon Sinith, director of the division Of
Professional Examination Service responsible for developing certifi
cation and licensure examiiiptions in the social sciences,, medical
sciences, environmental healfh, and allied health a as.

.

Professional Examination Service is a not-for-pr fit corporation
which has been engaged'.in the assessment of the ualificationa Of
health and health-related professiona workers fo more than 35
years.

Accordingly, PES as well as many of itklients will be subject to
the provisions of H.R. 3564 that specifically relate to occupational
testing. It is our interpretation that the language of section 3.3 and
'section 6(05 and sectton 6(b)4 is sufficiently vague to include and
require *closure of actual test items and answers for every ad-

...ministration of an examination given for licensure or certification.
The major'purppse vf the. testimony I will,provide today is three-

fold: .' .

First, I .wouli like to raise some serious questions .and issues
concerning t 6 negative impact that disClosure will bring to the
credeptialingKfield in general.

Seeond, will discuss the inapproprIateness of the .provisions of
section 6 regarding the setting of passing points for occupational,
tests.

The olisclosure of items On a current examination will require a/constant supply of new, items in order to provide secure tests. I
believe there is a. real issue as to whether and to what degree
liCensing and certifying bodies could develop new examinations for .

.:each administration. , .

Without these examinations, credentialing agencies will have a
difficult time selecting qualified practitioners: This, in turn, will
reduce the ability of the agencies to provideApublic protection and
satis57 the public's demand for quality health service.

I have considered a number of factors in making this statertient.
Over 60 percent' of our clients use their own unique examinations
as licensing and credentiiling criteria in addition to the examina-
tions we developed. H.R; 3564 would require disclosure of these test .

items as well, whetlw they be Written, oral, multiple choioe, essay,
practical, performance or demonstration. .

Notwithstanding the obvious difficulties aSsociated With disclos-
ing several types of these examinations, thesitem pools in these
unique areas tend to be quite small arid Would quickly be depleted
upon .diaclosure.

A surveyof our clients indicates that examinations may be given
as many as 10 times per year .and in Many cases on an individual
or small group basis. There is' no question that disclosure would
seriously reduce the nuinber of times these examinations could be
administerecL. .. I

4
i 1 4
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This in turn would markethy reduce the opportunity pow availa-
ble in certain 'fields for multiple State ,licensing within a reason-
able time period. This proCedure permits candidates to take all of
the unique examinations given by States in the same region of tlie
country over a period of a month or two.
\ This is an extremely important concept .which presently in-
Cteases employment opportunities and provides for much greater
pro ional mobility than would ,be p sible if the multistage se-
quenc were eliminated.

Sever fields employ What is referred .to as multistage tcensing
procedure This means that a candidate must pass one le 1 before
going on to he next in the. sequence. Typically, the sequence is
offered several, times during the.year. Under test disclosure condi-
tions,. however, with its attendant requirement for new items and
exaMinations, it May only be possible to administer portions of the
sequence once during any given year, therebylcreating consiprable
delay/in the licensi process.

In other cases, li ensing boards may be ard-pressed, to meet
their etatutory respo sibilities which woirld require the licensure
proce4 to be impleme ted twice a year. I beli ve it would be fair to
say tWt licensing boa s who could not me 'their statutory re-
sponeibilities would be s bject to litigation for preventing, or at the
very least, delaying occu ational emplo abilit .

Disclosure will also ha a number Of advers effects of an educa-
tional tature, Primary a ong them is, that it will encourage in-
structional programs to more closely. oriented to the specific
items contained on the tests., This type of instruction,perverts the
intention of licensing and ertifying examinations and will ulti-
mately reduce the independ t \value of educational criteria.

Specifid examination item shckuld. be viewed ,as merely a repre-
sentative sample of a cony tency domain or .subdomain of the
required occupational knowl ge, and not of Vital importance in
their own right. Disclosure ill unavoidably 4raw attention to
specific items and away from the competency areas from which
they are derived.

An assumption underlying d closure is 'that licensing and/or
certifying examipation can be t pated es a learning experience and
that candidates can acquire knoWledge or competency from seeing
what they missed along with the \correct answer. This. is simply not
the case.

tates the boardsIn a number of licensing .areas
literally have no control over w
Aim Candidates with limited bac
erice can and do take the licensing

and in several
o actually sits
ground and ed
examinations.\ be seriously misleading to suggest Miat stich a ca

\ fact acquire "competency" from viewin itlems on
\ nation. Learning answers is not th s e as acq

base of knowledge sampled by the it
Since disclosure will require a ne

istration, increased costs can be anti
tially higher than those predicted for

This is because the costs for Acme
tions will be spread across' perhaps as
year as opposed to thousands . as is

F.

or the examine-
cational experi-
believe it would
didate could in
specific exami-

iring the broad

aminatidn f r every admin-
ated but at levels substan-
missions testing.

f our client's own examine-,
few as 10-15 candidates per
e case wiih large aptitude

sla



testing programs. Several unfortunate consequences can be antici-
pated: . .

While increased costs could be minimized by reducing the length
and/or, scope, in other words, reducing the items or questions of the
new examinations, the psychometric quality of the tests will suffer
and sampling qf the content areas so vital to competency assess-
ment may-he dimpromised.

may forcePerhaps, more unfortunate, the level of increased costs
some of our clients to eliminate the implementation of their, unique
examination criteria which, are typically oral, written, essay or
practical in nature, and rely exclusively on the PES examination
which employs. a multiple-choice format. This would result in a
limitation in the range 'of methods and skills that are assessed and
through which licenSing and certifying decisions are made.

The. occupational provisions of H.R. 3564 will be thrust into an
already volatile social 'and political climate involving the mixture
of sunset legislation-and the uniform guidelines tiNi employment
selection procedures. Some areas in the licensure field are current-

., ly fighting for survival on one hand through the application of
sunset laws, and increased demands for further clarification [and
validation of procedures and methods on the other in respon* to '
the joint guidelines..

While there is. certainly a question as to wIlether the uni orm
guidelines apply to licensure and certification functions, inp t of
our clients want to be as responsive as possible to the validational
issues. since the uniform guidelines clearly have the weight of law,
it would appear that they could serve as one form of "truth in
testing." .

1 believe that many licensing and certifying bodie-s will have all
they can handle to meet these guidelines under their curren ex-
amination and fee structure.

What will the introduction of H.R. 3564 accomplish int thi set-
ting? Licensing agencies will have to produce sufficient new forms
of .examinations that the disclosure provisions make necessary,'

. each of whiai is.responsive to the validity.tequirements of the jointf
guidelines.

The net result may very well overwhelm and incapacitate the
credentialing System. Give the current political situation in some
States, the likely failure oflicensing bodies to meet ese consider-

'. able requirements at a high standard of accomplis -.NM sim-
ply make termination under existing sunset leg' ation a More
attractive' alternative in certain fields.

I 'believe this would be unfortunate for those who are interested
in maintaining the quality of 'excellence in health and health-

trelated services. .

With respect to the issue of determining an appropriate passing
iijint.on a licensing or certifying examinatiOn pcmtinues to be one

the most vexing problems facing the credentialink field.
In the normative approach, a bell-shaped or normal distribution

gf examination scores is assumed, and the ,eharacteristics ipf the
%ore distribution are used both to set a passing point And to
provide a rationale 'for interpreting scores. This approach is based
on the assumption that a specifiable proportion ofiralified candi

,40
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dates can 'be expected to inept mit.4muM 'standards for performance

.

in the occupation. .

s set at 1.0 standard deviAtions
ution, 84 percent of the popula-
be qualified for the credential.
d because the, standards set are
n of ability hi the normative
take into account criteria for
ation, to which passing exami-

Ile Candidates are.competent to
point will always result in a
ho will pass or fail the exami-

in credentialing should include

For. eXample, if a passing point
below the 'mean of a normal distri
don, of -candidates are assuMed to
The normative approach. is 'critic'
referenced solely to:the. distriMti
sample of .examinees, .and..do -not
acceptable perform4nce.in the Om

: inees aresadmitted. ..1

It is. possible' that all or. none of
practice, but -.a normatiVe passin
'specific, predetermined proportion
nation.

An appropriate decision strategy .

a means of linking decisions to minimum criteria for acceptable.
perforMance.!The objectiye is to set a standard such that examin-
ees 'whose trOe leVel of ability ifii above that standard are creden-
tialed while those whose true level of ability is below the standard
are not credentialed.

... . The criterion-referenced approach to setting a passing point was
inftoduced to tccomplish this objective. The criterion-referenced
al6 roach is characterized by the use of an absolute performance
stqdard rather Chan the relative standard based on normative
da . .

AK absolute performance Standard is a fixed score which repre-
sents minimal acceptable performance on the' test, such 75 per- ,,
cent of the items On the test answered 'correctly which, i idental-
ly, is the legislatively set passing point used by several. tat, in i

certain licensure areas. i

There are a number of Systematic strategies that fave been
developed in order to set. a rational standard on a cri non-refer-.

enCed test. 'The procedures fall into thiee Categories tend cap be
labeleclt``judgeMental", "empirical", and "combination". In 5udg-il
mental methods, data are collected from expert judgesjor setting
standards. o ,

Empirical methods require the collection of exaininee response
data to aid M the standard-setting process. '_I

Combination methods incorporate judgmental data and empifical
data into the standard setting process. There are many factors to
consider in sending one of these methods to determine cutoff
scores, importance &Onions, time availability, and capability of the
individuals in applying the particular method.
.. Given this background, what can be. said concerning section 6(c)
of H.R. 35,64 which specifies that a,, passing score Cannot be set by,
reference to the relative distributiOn of scores of the test subjects?
This is what I have dftried to previously as the 'normative 4

imethod. t.: l

First, while thk pro ision does correctly assume that passing
should dePend- on the content of the examination, and not the
perförrpance of the indiVidualdwhO happen to take thet test, it doe
not p ohibit the use of an Absolutely, arbitrary and. unjusti.

.1 stand rd. . g
\
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Second, it is quite an easy matter to get around th provision by
simply converting the group average, norm, to an ab , lute percent-
age score which is used as the passing point..

Third, the provision 'would prohibit a potentially defensible strat-
egy in -which the passing point is based on the perforniance of a
small, but acknowledged-to-be-competept subgroup of the popula-
tion taking the examination.,

Fourth, and perhaps moss important, the provision cannot guar-
antee that the more rational procedures previously mentioned will
be utilized or that the decision to select from among the three
types is defensible.

I am forced to conclude that the passing point provision in H.R.
3564 represents n honest but far too superficial attempt to deal
with a highly co plex issue.

It is my conte tion that H,R. 3564, while well meaning, repre-
sents a cure w se ultimate coniequences may, overshadow the
disease it suppos dly addresses. What is ,at stake is our country's
ability tip provide qualiq health and health-related services. This is
why I tin conce ed that the full range of impact of the testing
rocedure on our uite diverhe credentialing systems be given prop-

consideration.
Toward that en , I would strongly encourage thafother agencies

n the occupation 1 testing field be invited to testify at subsequent
'hearings of this ubcommittee. in the final analysis, the populist
appeal that both ills have so'cIearly enjoyed up to this point must
give way to the d umentation and verification of the benefits th be
derived from the assage of these bills. Until such data are availa-
ble, enactment of he proposed legislation is premature. -

[The prepared s tement of I. Leon Sinitlf-followsj
;
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I

' Mi. Chairman,'I am Dr. I... LeonSmIth,.Director Ofthe

DIV sloe of Professional Examination Service responsible for

dev lOping. certification and licensure examinations in the'

soc al.sciences, medical sdiences, environmental health, end
. ,

aIl ed_bealth erces. \

Certiftcatioe refers to-fenctions performed by noe
. .-.

gove umental ageneies and volunteer assqciations. .T e process

conf rs.oCcupational status on individuels so designeted but

.does not legally,prevent the practtce of an occupation uSing

.thes .skills by.peo i S who do not have euch a ceitift :cate.
Ilf

Lice ure.requires t e demoestration of Competence based on

statSory iequireMents and anyone'who.does.not have a license.

Is not outhorized to practicetAccordingly, licensere.repre7

. 1

seas a higher level -of mredentialing and is design:d to:protect
1 .

.

tbe publid\against incompetent practitieners.

.,

,Professional Examinetion\fService is a not-for-proflt.00rpori-

tion which has Deen _engaged ie'the assessment ofthe qualifications
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of health and healith-releted prefessional workers for mere than

I :

15 years. PES has assisted Tiderel agencies, state and ldcal

thealth.departmenta and personnel agencies, licensIg boards,.

certifying blies and educational institutions in examining

IndiNpual co'petence L) practice effectively inhealth service

sy4ems. Mordingly, PES as well as many of its clients will
4

" be aubject ti the provisions of HR 3564. thet specifically relate

to occupaqonal testing. It.is our:interpretation that the.-

. .

language of section 1.3 and section6(a)5 a d'section 6(b)4 is

sufficiently vague.io,include -and reqhire.d1 closure of actual

test'items and annwers for every.admihistrati n ofan exaMination

given for licensure or certification.

The major purposesof thetestimony I will provide today is

1

.

threefold; first,... I would likelto raise-some serious questions

and issues concerning the negative Impact that disclosure will %

:bring to t\e credentialing fieldip general.. Second, I will

e
diecuss the inappropriateness of the provisiona of section 6(c)

regarding'the setting of passing points for occuPationaltests,,

and finally, I will point.out some of the other more specific

shortcomings of the provisions as.t relate to. occupational

testing. IlhaVe attempted to limit nly presentation to.issues

or variations.of isaues that havenot been presented in Previous

_testimony. I believe that someof.our clients.will else be

submitting petition papers. that Will previde mere sPecific

'A
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\.. examples.of the general isiues tpat.1 shop be entioning.

!

PotentiaL,Negativ6sEtfects of biticldiure

,

The disclosure of.items O, a current.examination.will require. '

a ,constant.supply of new iteMain.order to provide a secure test;
/

II betieve there is.a real issue:as to. Whethar and to:what degree

licenaing and certifying bodies coUld develop new exaulinationsi

for eachedministration. Without these eXeminations, credentialing
.-.

. C
ageucies will have a-difficult time Selecting qualified practitioners.

-... :

This, in turn,.will reduce the ability of ihe agencies teproVide .-

Amblic'protection and satisfy.the public's demand for qUality h4.th

serVice:.

I

. ,

.0 I. have considered a:number of factors inmaking the above
.... .

atatement. Over,60% of our.clients use their own unique examine-
. .

1P

, tions as licensing-a .credentialing criterie in addition to. the

46 examination. HR
P
564.wouid require' disclosure:ofthese test .

items as- we.11, whether they be written,. oral, multiple-choice, .

essay, practical,:performanCe dr demonstration., Not withstanding

' the obViOus difficulties aSso iated 'with disclosing several types

oftheee examinatOns;.the item pools in thesegunique areaat.tend

to be quite small and .wOuld quickly be'depleied upon,disclosure.

Public disclosure, then, would serioutfy weaken and/or eliminate

test Clem banip anCwould have a significant impaci'on smgll but

lit critical areal; oflinoWledge where only a few ite'ms might be.

-111
appropriate.
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A spot survey of our clients indicates that examilk ations
.

may-be given as:many as 10 times per year and in many cases on:.

an individual Dr Small group basis. There.is noiquestion that

.disclosure wauld-leriously.redute the number oftimeathese

sxaminatl.ons would be administered... This.would.-markedly reduce

the.opporiunity'now available in certain fields for-multiple

. State licensing within a-reasonable time ppriOd. This procedure

.permits:Candidates.to take ala ofthe unique examinations given
, s

by states in ,the saMe.region:of the Country oVer a period of a

month'or two. 'This ia. an extremely important contept which

prebently increaSes employment opportunities and provides for

much greater. profesdional mobility than Ould be po sible if,
.

'othe multi,state sequencing:wereelimina ed.

Severallields'amploy whit is te erred to as mu ti-stage

t ¢

licensing procedures. l'his %leans th t a candidate
1

st pass

one level, before going on to the ne in the sequenci4. .Typicallye
. 4

the.sequince is.offered several tim s during the Year. Uider

testldisclosure conditions, howeVeil, with itt attendant require-

.: ment fOr..neVitems and examinations, itulay only be possible to,

administer portions of the sequetoe ,;)Te during any given year,

thereby creating a considerable delay f..4 the licensing process.

.
In other cases, licensing boards maY be ..ardpressed to. meet

\\' their statutory responaibilities.which'Wsuld requite the.licenswre

process to be implemented twicea Year., I believ. -it' would hem.

,/
)

,
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fair ti say that licensing boards who could not meet their

AtitUtoty responsibilities would be subject-td litigation for

..preventing, or attA very'least delaying occupational employ*

ability.

651

...Disclosure. will also haVe a number of_adverse effects of-.

t
educatIonal nature. Primary athongthem is that it- will

.. encourage instructional programs to be:more closely oriented

to the.specific items.iconteine.on pie' tests:. Thistype of

t
iistructiOn perverts the intention oUlitensing ind-certifyin

.
examinationi and Will ultimately reduce the independent val.

. 1

--anduCationalTkedentials. ',Specific examination items should

, be viewed as . merely a representative SaMple of a competeqcy.
. .

i d011tin'or subdomain of the.required knowledge, and not-of vital
I

. ,.e

4nortance in their own right. Diselosure will unaioidable

.
t . .. .

. . .

.draw attention to specific items'and !Way fromthe competency.-
. .

.

.
.

area(s) from which .they were
4

derived.

An Assumption underlying ,disclosure is that a licensing

I

And/or certifYing examination can be treated ai :gleaming ex*

perience and that candidates can acquire knowledge or competency
-

from seeing hat they missed along with the correct answer.

Tbis ds 'simply not the case-i- nuler of licensineasreas and

in several states,:the boards literally have no 'control over_who

actually sitsjor the.examinatiOn; dandidates with.limited back-.

ground and aducational'experience lin and do.iake the-licensing
0 .

, 0
440
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eXaminations,; I believe it wouldibe seriously misleading to

suggest that uch a candidate Could in fact acqUirp-"competency"

from viewing items on a.Specific examination, Learning.answers'

is.not the same as acquiring the broad base of knowledge Sdtpled.,

by the items.

. Since disclosure vill.require.a new examinatiOn for every .

administration, increased'costs. can be.anticipated but at levels

S.

substantially higher than those predicted. for admissions.testing.

This is, because the costs for some.of our client!S own eXamina-

, .

tions*will be spread across perhaps as few as 10-15 candidates ,

per year rather.than 200,000 or more as is the case.withlarge

aptitude testing ptograms, .'Several unfortunate Consequences can

3 4 4. '
be anticipated. While increased costs could be minimized'hy

0 .

reducing ihe length and/or Scope items, questionsj. f the

newexaminations.the psychometrtc'quality of the.tests will

'suffer and sampling Ofthe content areas so vital to Competency

assessment may be compromised. Perhaps more unfortunate, the

44'
level of increased costs may force some of our clients;to

-eliminate the'dmplementation Jf their.Oniciue examination.

criteria-ighich are typically oral,.written,_essay or practical

in nature, and rely'excludlizely on the PES exar'aihatioh Which

employs a multiOle-chotcelormat. This wouldresuft in

limitation km the.range'of methods and skills that are assesded

and through which Wcensing and certifyingdecisions are made,.

Even the iss4OLobtatning the 'neCeilsarY additiOnal inacil
0



resourgAs. may present e.problepl.to licensing boards whoialee'

structure n many cases.is set by the state legislature.

The occupationalolovisions of HR 3564-wil1be thrust into
. . .

an already Yolatile social and polifical-climate Involving. the

_mixture of sunset legislation'and the uniform guidelines on .

'employmenf selectionAprocedufd0.. Some areas.in the lidensure

field are currently fighting for on ,one hand through

the aliplication of sonsetlawscan detands lor further

).arifiationjid Yalidation.Qfjro and Methods On the.
4

- ir
er in response to the joint. guidelines: While.there /s

inly a question as ta whether.the.uniformguidelines apply

nsure and -certificati6 functions, most of.our clients '

want tor asresponsive as possible to the validational issues.

. 4 .

.Since thi uniform guidelines clearly.havetpe weight of law', it

would appear that they.could- terye asone formhof "truth in
.100.-

testing".'.I helieve that many licensing And certifying,bodies

'will have all they can handle 'to meetthese guidelinea under

'their current examination structure. What will the introduction.-
-

. of HR:3564 accomgish in this.setting? 'Licensing agencies:Will

havesto produCe sufficient new forms of examinations that the
(

dis9.osure provisions make necRssary ,each ot which is responsive.

..to the VaA444ty.requirements of the Joint guideline% The net

result may yery well overwhelm and incapacitate the'credentialkn

system. -Given the current palitical situat(ion in some states,

"fhe likely faillire ot licensing bodies to meet thes&.considerable
.. ;.

..e
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rirnireme06:4 high standard A iicompliihment.will.sitply.

mtairterminalion nder existing sunset legislation:a mors

attractive altern tive in certain fields. I believe this would

-be unfortunate for.those who ake interested in maintaining-the

quality of excellence in:ohealth and health-related.sarvices..

Passing Point Procedures.

Theiissue f setting, selecting, oF determining an appropriate -

pasting point on.a.licensing or'certifying examination continues

to be oneiof the Most vexing problems facing the credentialfng
'

.Two approaches io setting passing.points are corrently.in

Wide use. by boards and certifying agencies. Both of these.approathes.

have shortcomings.

-

In the normative approach, aibell-shiped or noimal distribution

of examination scores is dasumed,-and the characteristics of the

score distribution are used both_to set a passing point and.topro-,.
ut,

vide a rationale for interpretinA
A
scores. This approach is based

on the asSumption that a specifiable proportion of qualified candi-
*

dates.can be expected to meet Minimum standards for Terformance in
4

. .

. the occupation. For exaMple, if.a passing point is.set atw1.0

standard deviations 'below the mean of a normaindistribution,.84%
4.

of the zopulation orcandidates are assumed to be qualifiedlor.
. .

the credential.°. The normative approach is crititized. because

the standards set''kelfeXed solely to.the didtribution of

ability:in the no ative saMpIe of examinees, and .do.not take

sir
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r,

6\
into account criteria for acceptable perfAmanc .in.the OcCupation

to which passing examinees are admitt&L Iris-possible tharall
%

or none of the .tandidates arelcompetent to practice, bat a norma-
.

tive passing point will alWays result An a apedific, predeter'inined. .$

provrtion who will pass or:fail the eXamination.

More on this procedure in a moment.

1

An appropriate dlkision strategy in eredentialing should include

..a,meanaof linking.decisions tnminimum criteria for acceptable per-

* . .

formance. Thaobjeatiiie is to set a standard such that examinees

7.ahose true level of ability is.above that standard are credenfialed
4

.whilethose whose true level of ability is below the standard are

not Credentieled. The criterion-referented approach to setting a

Passing point' was introduced to accomplish this objective. *he
lw

.criterion-referenced approach is characterized by the%use.of an

absoldte performaAe standard rather than the relative standard

based on normative data.

n absolute performance standard ih.a fixed score which repre7

sents. minimal acceptable'performance on the test, such aS 75% of

thelitema on the test.answered correctly, which incidentally is

'theletslativeliset PaSsing point used by several states in

certain.licensure areas. In this approaca, assumptions are.niade.

about the characteristics:,of the test ratber2than about the

characteristicsof the examinees. In setting a passing point at,

I.

. .

A
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:say,.75% on an examination, the inferenceis made Mk;
:11r

inctilvidual:who tesponda correctly to 15% of the particular items

4
on a giVenfOrm of- an examination le able to perform at or abOve

theminimum acceptable level in'the'occupation.

'Probletein the use of absolute performance standards arise

whenthey are applied to written, objective examinations'which

, .

'measur!O complex or.abstract,domaine. Most written credentialing

eXatainatiOns measure tile cognitive.aspolifs of occupational perfor-

. mance. .The examination samples knowledges and skills acro seall,

.q7 of the iomains comprising the.occupation. The score on this
1

.)examinatien is then usually used to make an inference about the
.

candidate's

,

.occupation: Thus, the cenneCtion betweenthe tesl and actual job

xperformance,in indirect because the eXamination assesses the-knowf-

,

edge rather 'thln actual job periormance.'

-t
overall,pass/fail status.vis-a-vis entrance intb the-

.

, n'the absence of direct samPling of job'behaviors, uset'S

. .

of such an e*amination employ assuMptions about accepta4g

.performance in-their attempts to establish a defensible passing
,. . .

Toint. Unless these assumptions are based on some systematic

..t

1

. procedure or strategy_for connecting etst performance withlob

perfprmance, they tgnd to 1j arbitrary:lnd palTrbay-uniuslifipble., *

. 1 .

.

li

.

.

.

Tbere-irea number of systematic strategjes that have been-
,

,
'deVeloped in order.to set a rational standard on a,c,riterion-

.;
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',referenced test, rhé procedures fall.into three cateries and.

can be.labelled "judgmental", "empirical", and 'combination".
.

.1n judgmenttl metLods, data are collected from judges for aetting

stsndards, or judgments are made about the presence of variablea

(fef exapPle, guessing) that would affect the selection Of a

stafidard. Empirical methods require the collection of examinee

reslinse date-to aid in the-standar&-setting prodpss. Combination

methods:incorporate jUdgmental data and empirical data into the

°-

standard betting. process, Where are'many factors to consider in ...

selecting one of these methods.to determine cut-off scores.

1. How:importaut.are.the decisions?

. _

2. ilow.much time is available?

3. What resources are available to do the work? /
4. 4ow capable are the appropriate individuals.in applying a

particulir method successfully?.

Severalof.theae methods are currently in use in the credentialing

.field and have been supported in litigation.

4.

Given thia background-, what.can ha said concerning iec

\

ion 6(c).

of HR 3.564 whiChispecifies that.sa passing score can not be.set by .-
_ .

referende to the relativadistribuitn of.scores of the test . subj

l

cts?':
,

.- Ibis is what I have referred to previously as the;norMative. method..

.Firat, while the provision doe(3 correctly assume that passing

should depend on thenOntent Of the examination and not the perfor-

.tance-of the.individuals who happen to take the test, it does.not
.

,

;prohibit thp ee of an absolutely arbitrary and unjustified standard..

4

. ?

.
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Secogd, it-is quite an easy matter to get around-this provision

by simply cOnvettingthe grou aVerage (norm) tO.an absolute

percentage score which is used as the passing point. Third; it

would prohibit a* potenliallytdefensible strategy in which the

passing pOint is based on the performance of a small, but .

acknowledged-to-be-competent subgroup of the pOpulation taking

theexamination. .Fourth,,aa:perhaps moq important, it can not

guarantee.that the more rational procedures previously mentioned

will be utilized or that' the decision to select from Among the

three types is.defensible. I am forced to.conclude that the

passing.point provision in. HR 3564 represents an honest ,but far

too superficial attempt tO deal With a highlY complex issue::

Specific Shortcomings of.HR 3564

.I have mentioned the general reasons why HR 3564 is an

inappropriate means,of addressing the stated or implicit objectives

:.of the "Truth in Testing" Act. This judgment is based'in part

oh a careful'study of the bill's provisions and the conclusion

...,that they' freque4iy reflect an incomplete understanding of well

.est blished procedures...The following comments ere provided on

spedific provisions in tbe.bill'not already covered in my previous

,remarks...

SectiOn 2(1) and Section 3(2)

Giveft the evolution of the Supreme court's interpretation of ,

the CommSrce C1au6e, it appears likely that the. proposed Truth in

N .

I.
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Testing Act would Most likelyiurviVe #ny serious constitutional
' .

attack base&upon the Commerce Clauee. However, I. believe that
-.N

.the interstate aspects.of each octupation must be individually

659

jUdged -Mid examined.

__Section 3.3. (d)(3.-4), 6(b).(l-3)

Except or.the disclOeure issue,licensing and certifying

agencies .currently-make information availikle to candidated that

would satisfy these requirttents.

It is my contention that HR 3564, While well-meaning, represdnts

.'a cure whose ultimate consequences maToversh,adow the disease it

.t.supposedly addresse0. Wbat is.-at stake is oUi. country's ability

to. provide quality, health and health-related service.. This is why .

ram concerned that the full ange ofimpact of the bill:on our
i

quite divetse credentialing systems be given proper consideration-

It'is critical that additional examinatiOn Of fiR 3564 focus on

'-balancing the need.for th-Oegialation asAlp against the impact

could have-. The potential.adveree effects clearly deserve

mo e study.than can be provided here,. Towaxd that end, I woOld.

'.!

it glyfencourage tbat other agencies .in the Occupational test ng

*Mel be inv.ited to testify ai subsequent beatings -of this :Sub-
. \

.

comm

)

tteei .In:,the final analysis,:the populist appeal that both

\ )-1 N
bill ha-i so-crearly enjoyed up to this .point must give. way to-'----

,._, --__

thekdocUm tation and verification:ofthe benefits tO be derived

. .

from.theipaseage of these 1441.s. Until such data are available,

enactment of the proposed legislation is Premature..

411!". .
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WEISS.' ThAnk you very much.
Before we start the questions, let me indicate that I understand

-Dr: Berendzen 'has a board of trustees meeting that he has to leave
for very shOrtly, so we will see if we can havel the earlier questions
directed to ydu, Dr. Berendzen.

Let me indicate for the .recOrd that Congresswoman Shirle5r Chis-
hohn, who- is a cosponsor of H.R. 4949, had intended to be with the
subcommittee this morning, even though she is not a member of
the subcommittee or the full committee, but her duties on thg
Rules Committee preclude her being:here with us.

She did ask a brief paragraph be included in the record, and I
am pleasedto do that.

She says:
I want to also emphasize that I haye no delusions, about what this legislation can

accomplish.
I did not envision this-bill to be a placebo for the.problernsthat confront minor-

ities in the testing process.

With that,-Mr. Erdahl?
BRDAHL. I have no questions of this witness, and will defer.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Buchanan, dO you have a question of. Dr.
Berendzen?

Mr. ERDAEL-I underStood he had to leave, but maybe Acould ask
a. general. queStion and he could respond or someone else could.

We have had some very good testimony today both from the
'proponents and the opponents of the bill, and I want to personally
- thank every member of the, panel for being here. It. has been

. helpful for all of us:
Somebody mentioned .the concern of being excluded 'froth admis-

'sion. One of the points, I think, that have been stressed -by those
that are favoring this. bill, is that the testing system is somehoW
unfair, because it could excjude people from'admissions to a Profes-
sion or. to an, educational opportunity. We have had'other people
who are the opponents :who .have stresSed, and properly so, that
certainly testing should not be the sole criteria, for admission. I say
this somewhat facetiouSly, but we shotild.be.dooking at legialation
to say that.testing only be. considered AS 50 percent or 10 percent.
o.r 9 percent.

I don't think we, can really do that but, hopefully,- it will be
Considered as only a part of it.

One of the general questions would be how much emphasis do.
colleges and universities put on standardized tests in .their admis-

. sions.policies?
Some members of the Panel froth th6ir ,knowledge could answer .

that.
. What really is, if there is .a relative i.reight put on the testing,
standardized testing, what is it?, .

. Dr: BERENDZEN. I am,Richarcl Berendzen,- and I gather the, ques-
tion is directed. to me.

At the. American University, and also at some other institutions
.that I have been at before, yon could find it a fairly conimon
practice acrose the United States, and that is, that the standardizedlt.,
tests are one of perhaps eight-:to ten different .criteria that are'

/evaluated in.the:review of the applicant.'
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We can segregate the applications into the undergraduate level
and those into the graduate and-professional schools, such as a law
school, medical school. In all of these situations the standardized
tests _certainly carry weight, because they provide us with an op-
portunity to normalize students from a diversity of schools, geo-
graphical locales, et cetera, against one another.

On the 'other hand, it is indeed all of those other issues that Must
be taken into account by an .astute admissions committee and
admissions office.

It has been alluded to earlier today that students from different
economic backgrounds score with different abilities on those tests,
and that certhinly is true. . /

A half century ago Will Rogers said much 'the same thing; that
we are all ignorant, only about different things)

Well, with respect to the standardized testa, we are quite mindful
of that, and what ure have to insure is that an applicant, say, from
an inner city schoor; is being treated in a just and reasonable way,
when we review the total package of the application file.

Now, it should be remembered that application is really a two-
way street. It is not merely for the exclusion of, students. It is also
for the inclusion of appropriately qualified students.

It would be a significant disservice to a student to be accepted to
a university or to a professional program if that applicant were ill-
qualified so, in summary, the standardized tests are important.
They are only one of several criteria, and what concerns me per-
sonally, kid I believe the various associations that I am represent-
ing toda , if those bills were in fact enacted, then I fear that
pragmatically what would occur is that universities and colleges
would be forced to invent their Own admissions criteria.

They would be forced to invent their own testing procedure's in
additidn to the nationally standardized ones. In short, we would be
retur ing to practices that were extant many dec des ago.

Th se kinds of procedures would lead to a andom array of
test* processes across the country, and each ins 'tution would set
its dwn criteria and be applying its own tests. Taose tests would
not have the "degree of validity of careful testing and review that
the current standardized tests have. 1

I believe in the long term that could turn out to be a significant
disservice to the minorities and other ones who are in fact some-
times speaking in favor of this particular legislation.

. Mr. ERDAHL. Sir, you bring to mind the fact that these tests are
not only to exclude people but also to include them, in educational
opportunities; I assume that some people who perhaps haven't done
as well in school with grades becaiise maybe they have not applied
themselve4 as the ould, might, do rather well in some entrance
or a titudé tes .

.

r. BER ZEN. We must consider" what was the high school or
preparatory school of the applicant and how well did thecorrelate
with the student's score on the `standardized tests; and the admis-
.sions officer must weigh all of those considerations. ,

Sometimes we find to our delight that students from areas that
ive would not have morinally expected it have scored exceedinglf
well on these testa nationally, and we have ,alsO, found that the
scores on the SAT's end up being a fairly gjDod predictor; of the
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student's' success in the fies1nan year, and particularly good pre-
dictors from minority studen

That is not to say anything about 'hew well the person will
succeed in life in general or succeed by the time they are into their
junior or senior year, but wee do get p. fairly good-indication of the
student's enteringtabilities.

It is not just for the exclusion of students but counselling d
advisement of time students in their freshman year.

If a student conies in and is admitted, but Provisionally, we haye
some indication by means of these tests Of which students should
be channelled into basic skills programs thereby assisting them in
the summer prior to their freshmen year, and they succeed far
better because of it.

Mr. EnoAni. I belieVe Ms. Sinimons wanted to &WOW.
.Mr. WEISS. Dr. Berendze.n has indicated he wants to leave.
In order to accommqdate him, perhaps all of ui ought to have a,

chalice to ask him, one two questions. If he wants to stay he is
more' than welco . are really trying to accomModate his
schedule at this point.,

Dr. BERE14DZEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
. Mr. WEIss..I have really only 6ne question, I guess, or one area of
questioning.

'You heard Dr. LOewen's comments about the lack of correlation.
betwten the capacity of students frorn rural and minority groups,
especi:illy to be able, to do the work at Some of the niajor universi-
ties and the test scores.which they achieved on these standardized
tets.

Now, do you 'have any special involvement or have you had a
special background in the area of testing? Are you familiar with
the literature in the field?. Would you comment on Dr. Loewen's
studies and his testiinony?

Dr. BERENDZEN. Well, I think what he has found is something
which is 'understood and +appreciated by most people in higher
education, indeed, that there are reasonably strong correlatjons be-
tween the scores that students achieve on nationally standardized
tests and the income of their famihes.

It is also true thaV the inconits of their families correlates with ,
many other things, Social deprivations in a variety of wayb, the
likelihood of that individual being a victim of Violent crime in the
street.

1

There are many, many correlatiohs which associate themselves
with income level in. American society. What we basically end up
proving is the fairly obvibus truism, that the people who come from
reaswably affluent families . very often tend fo do .better than
people who do -not. .

iWhat do You do on aii admissions committee? \You must look
beyond those rudimentary dimensionsand ask whati.vas in fact the
geotrgphic locale of the applicant, what was the family employ-
ment of the apPlicant? Whet Was the. interview like? What were
the letters of reference like?

What' was the total.package of the stOdent like, so We do not look/
simply at one diagnostic: If we did, it .woUld all be simplified at)
looking at the secioeconomic level.
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'This speaks to the heart of a 'very relevant questiOn about both
df these bills...Whit id the real issue here?

Is*Oie real issue to kill the messenger as it were in times of yore
where you get a resultithat you don't like to see and therefore you

i don't want to have th yprocess?
Is the reatissue at. hand befOreiis 'Whetter li.not,standardized

tests in 'ahy .form are °.to be .continned- in. the United' States or if
they are to bemodifieitorAestroYed. . .

'Various people who haVe testifiea. in behalf ...of billS have
stated that they are not opposed tOstandardized testing.' Yet in'fact:.
What they are proposing would basidaIlY tob. it '?f itt current poten-
tial so .significantly that I am fearful that, what we-vould -end up,
with, if these bills -wete passed; woUla be 'a:system. in the 4..Jnited-,,
States in which standardized-testing basidally_would'end. .

f What then would happen is that ea& institution in 4 .OT 5:years
tirrie, would be forced' intoits oWn-procedures and all of the benefits°.
that can be 'accrued by looking- at the- Nation as a *hole and-
weighing, the' faetors subjectively "ana objeCtively -wOuld
**That, I think, would be a disservice to us all, anckin pa4icAlarto-..

-the very people- that it presumably had been designed.,toelietitf.
NT. WEISS. In listening to' yo* testimony, and the part Of it -

where you suggested, that through voluntary -efforts bf the ,

'tione themselves and of die academic' community, :Nye .wouldhave
-,-,.thetter way of correcting whatever abuses or problems exist, 'think

back tcr the "testimony I heard at, an earlier 'hearings, the testimony. .
4: this. subconimittpe ,had 'from Eleanor Norton, Chairman of the'.. -

Equal. Employthent OppOrtUnity-Commiriop, the Yery end '4,0413, _

beginning of 'August, . .
We.- were. talkihg about ndisdrimbiation and itffirmative action

programrin universitiee; And she'Sitianthatshe would:he stunned if
she,were-to-rece* used str,bn r language than ihat-,!--if she
'Wer-e; iionretip, e andinveSions that
COmMissiOn. receives 41.9n) the hig 0 .1sdutatiOn-conimunity, arid :s*

:that the'-' 'corporations wOuld rot.jcIreM '..-a7beintnat-resistditt
iiffirMatlye 'action, prograini fnn iaejatidn. woileit and' minoritibi
the higher education goinatUnity Is . ,

. So I Mustle1fyou;40 pne.Whilhasn heard thieteitimOny;and a
followed-the record,-,1 'am not oVerly .Optinii,Stic -about life- 7
ness of the higher -edticstion communitY to rqcognize Oen that -

there is a problem ,and.*Wanit,tolshksteps'tb .correetYvfig04499s-
that there may be,in the area-' 73,

Are there further' questiOns Ofthe klactor?
If not, Dr. Berendzen, thank yotin very much for yoir *harticipa-

tion. We appreciate your time scheduling, and thank yotilor, ad-
justing it to be with us.

Dr. BERENDZEN. Thank you yery mudh,ff ,

Mr. Wtiss. Mr. Erdahl?
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. '
I was going t,(3 let some other people on the panel respond to that

same question posed to Dr. Berondzen and respond to the testimo-,
ny we heard in response to my question.

Ms. Simmons, you gave an indication you wanted to make a
comment.
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MS. SIMMON4. NAACP has been toncerned about how tests have
s. excluded minorities and, based or/ that, working with the educa-

tional testing service and the college entrance examination board,
the educational testing service said to us that they were commis-
sioned todesign tests to exclude; and, based on that, it just tended
to bolster information we had pulled together sacross the country to
show theimpact of standardized .tests, culturally biased tests on
minorities.. '.

. Lwould like to dsk 'Dr. Franklin who is accompanying me if he'
-could_reapond also; please?- - . .

.. Mt. EIUTAHL. Mr. Chairman? .

.-

11...FSAI!TICLIIij 'wou14 like to-at least add to my credenti s as a
corisulaint to; the INTAA-elk,A am °also .a member of the N tional
ConnAttee 'on ,Testinq ' flit ,the ASSociation of Black Psycho °gists

.:and".ekaiiinan-of the .Graduatotichool -Mminittee on Expanding
.,Educational Opporquiities 'that- igtinyolved with all thefl admission

: of ,,graduate 'StudentS; Ae..3,ittn, as for J'giiess resPonsibility in inI
department ilS"a committee, ,a member of, the Admissions Commit-
tee ,for the Doctoral Program in Clinical ,sychology.
:. :Certainly, one of theihings thattanust be icept -in mind is that the ,

standardized, test: ilS,used in admissions is very often represented as
6nly oileT-of, several criteria; but many of iis know, when we get
'down -to the seleajon Troce4;hbecause so much weight is placed
upon. tlie Standardization -equatimi .of- this test, that it equaliies a
jot of other criteria tisedirii the seleetionproOss, -- - .'

'Consequently, 'people tend in the .admiSsion precess -to rely,more
."Theavily uPon' the standardited t 1 score as :an. indicator, as a

..7-'---.predictor,- and let ine footnote tha the test score really only, pie- ,

:-.dcats a'cortain aspect- of academic erfoiniance, and &les ribt. take
_into. coriside °lion the motivation: and ;interest and, ithe kinds of

support ssts that a poison can'developn.to. achieve,,success In-
'either school br ni a professional occupation. , ,,,, SO that 1'a* person is excluded from' a 'college opportunity baSed
On -a college score, he is, also being /excludeolf on°,-his ability to: 7's

develop, resoarces to overcome ihat score,iso it's_ a iniSrepresenta..,:',
., liqnand"ceitaiply.itis a major issue. - (' -

.111r; EADAHL. Could ,j: follow up a statemt of Ms..$immoris with
question, . _ . L . .

6 P

Unlegl 1 inisunderstooil iyoli, you kive the indication that there.,, ., ,

has been &deliberateness in setting up a testing eniphasis that is 1

discriminatory.. , --(\
TO my kriowledke, this is the filst- time. thti.t ii me up as it

deliberate one Maybe it Was inadvertent because o soc'oeconomie:'
...

experiences, of some people hi, comniunities o ural areas
. ,$ . -- at might not krieW about Sake pr Chia$ig,

.
.4,,,,k,,-,.,

. Cs*. yiou. exillatir oir thit g. bit on s . Tft 14-
4-- - ---1--x.MWously a very serious charge; and one that this conitrilttee should 4', 17ie aware of.. . .., , .ol.,'

e . . et/. 0Ms.. Si mikaNs. 1 .wpuld be very ple d to do that.
.

It is dAring the dburse of our try; gto pull together the persons.
and the issues tobe considered by the .NAACP's conference on
minority testing, id we had at that time Dr. Franklin and some
o her psychologist. the college =trance examination people, edu-
c tonal testing service people and college board people.

:
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We raised questions with reference to the impact that those tests
would have, and we specifically ment,ioned, as I recall my mention-
ing LSAT's impact, I was concerned about LSAT's because I am an
attorney.

t, The representative from the educational testing service said:
'Look, we were commissioned to design an instrument to exclude.
We did."

Dr. LOEWEN. I would like to respond, if I cou , to Dr. Berend-
zen's comments; and I wish he were still here so lie could hear.my
response. ,

.
He said, I believe, that the. standardized testing is only 1 of 8 or

° 10 factors tht he considered and webt on to sar that it's the factor
that normalizes students from diverse backgrounds.

Since that is entirely contrary to my experienco and his testimo-
*soy, that is precisely what the standardized test fails to do, and the
'very fact that a responsible educator can state that it normalizes

students from diverse backgrounds is a misuse of those tests.
That statement should never have been .. made by a representa-

tive of a testing organization, and it has been made so many times
it has now become a Cliche, and, it is not at all based on any data
that I know of whatsoever and I would challenge the Doctor to base
it on some.

He stated that the tests are a good predictor 'ofmajority and
par arly of.minority performance in school. I don't believe that

a moment. The predictions that are published by the Miller
Analogies test people, .ACT, or the ETS, the correlations are in the
neighborhood of 0.2 to 0.4, usually 0.3.

That means that' the test relationships are ,being explained 10
percent, because if you square t 0.33, 10 percent of all the
variations in first-year grades can e lained by its relationship
to the test score.

...01 The cOrrelation drops then for ,secofid- and thitt and fourth-year,
grades. The very best correlation is with first-year ades.

Furthermore, if 'you look 'from minority to ma ority, you, see a
vaRt gap in test score differences, standard deviatio on* the tests.
It's 135 points, let's say, roughly-1m the SAT. .

'The black students, compared to white, are .not doing that badiy
in school.' I have data in the things that I submitted in my appen-
dix that indicates that black students do almost as well as white
students, that they graduate from medical school .and graduate
,frOfn advanced and difficult undergrEfdude programs at almost
exactly the same rate a's whites, even when they are admitted with
100 to 200 points lOwer. ,There is no such \tepidity of cross groups, and I jtist don't believe
that.the standardized tests are valid cross groups.

I think that he is oveistating the matter when'he claims that
this committee or these bills are against testing.

I am supporting a modification of 4949. which, as I see itt can
only improve testing. . .

The assertion that, it would destroy testing is not hue.
Mr. WEISS. OK.
Thank you.
Dr.. NEWSOM. Does he still want ay respOnse to that Oestion or

a're you thro,ugh? .

t

54-834 0 - 80 - 43 .
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Mr. ERDAHL. If the 'rest of the.. committee will yield, I don't want
-to dominate the questions, but I would welcome ydur response.

Dr. NEWSOM. Mine will be very short.
, While I agree with, the doctor who just left that we are opposed

, to the passage of this .bill at this time, I do not agree with his
reaSoning; and I agree with my colleague on. the right, _that my
concern, and- in 'disagreement with hini,`i's that it is an execution-
ary technique.

I would hope that this group would reconsider this from the
point of view .of looking at it more carefully .a little bit longer
l?efore you pass this patticular regulation.

Mr. WEISS. Yes, Dr. Smith?
Dr. SMITS. Thank you.
In a little different diredtionnot to muddy the Waters too much,

much of the .discussion is focused on ..the standardized test in:a t,7
sem-0 because that is what affects aptitUde testing.

To broaden its base a bit, since the Cribbons bill is one of the bills
being considered, in my opinion a standardized teet is much more
general than just an aptitude.test: An inter.view and an oral exami-
nation in a sense could be prepared to be a sort of .standardized
measure. / . 0.

In many of the health and related fieldt, laboratory eicainina.:-
tions requiring' the examination of slides.and speaimens and sd on
are.a form of specific examination that.many licensure bodies use.%

e don't deal specifically with- that kind of teat, but in a sense,
t at is a standardized test.

So 'I think the focus tias*been perhaps a bit too specific on'the
implication regarding th,p %standardized test, a la ETS and sd on.

In light Of that, with respect to the weight given Various exarni-
nations, various standardized tests, in the licensing area in a broad'
scale I think it would be fair to Say that the importance...of practi-
cal examination and 'dernonsp-ations' in many -health allied areas
aLitnot given secondry consideration and indeed are very, very
iffiportant componentg of competency.

The examinations that we develop or that any other firm might
develop might simply tap some of the cognitive knowledge, the
specific knowledge that might he neceseary but these other exaini-
nations which I think would seriously e compromised by the
'passage of the bill; those examination are very important and,..I
think are a very important part of t weighting process: They are
not considered secondary.

Mr. WEISS. You are referring to 3563?
Dr:.SMITH.'Yes.
Mr. WEISS: Let me saY that Mr. 'Miller of California, who is a CQ-

spar sor of the legislation, has asked that the record include a
selires of statements and articles from various newspapers and
publications across the cduntry.

Without objection I will offer that for admission.
[The statements and articles referred to above follow:]

(From tlie,ChicagoiSan-Tidies, July 18, 19791

. a . DEMYSTIFY COLLEGE ENTRANCE -ExxiNis '
. College entrance exams .have repaced the draft as perhaps thd most important

a .. sty' mysterious rite of passage for young people. .

Ilk . .
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... They can affect the rest ol, student's life by determining whether he gets into
, !the College or professional scho4I,of his choice.

.

But 'after a student takes on the tests, he's never told which of his answers
were wrong. And he is asked tit liove, pretty much on faith, that the tests really
can pretliq academic pefformance: ',',; .

New York Gov. Hugh Carey rece signed a "'truth-in-testing" bill designed to
remove some of ',the mystery from s aardized adthissions test,s. The .law allowi
students to see their graded tests an te torrect enviers, so thry can check for
scgring errors and, more important, pi ;0 t their weak s .

It.also requires testing services to, di their roseate: nosth yalidity of the
14r,.tests and to tell students what the tes Ats, -ure,- hoW thp Alguitk. e interpreted

.. tpid how to challenge suspected grading er o ,
This new law may increase the cost of a t we t k àtsT1l'4 worth- it if

it makes the jests more fair and eliminates So their .ue. An we hope it
. Orces admissions officers to justify their refian on tile ,), hiéh have. been

eccused of beins culturally biased and of failineto asurit sucli I.,rtant tiaits as
creativity, artistic sense and leadership. A, . \ .t*vis

The law, of course, aPplies only to New York. s Illinois%Get1 zi al Assembly
should consider passing onelsf itti own. . '.., 4.

.4
,

1froin the Boston Globe, July 16, 1979)

OPEN TEST LAW APPLAUDED HERE

ANRIG WOULD. SPONSOR IT IN mAssAcHuscrrs

(By Richard E. Gordon, Globe Correspondent)

Massathusetts Commissioner of Educron Gregory Anrig said yester that he 4

"reacted vdy favorably" to a new N w York raw that requires the 1su1ts of
entrance examipations for college and graduatp schools to be opened t& public
scrutiny for the 'first time.

The law, signed Friday by New York Gov. Hugh Carey, requires companies
administering such 1test s as the Scholastic Aptitude Test, the Law School Adthission
Test and the Medical College Admission Test to file copies of the tests and correct
answer sheets with the New YorleState Department of Education. It also requires
the firins to give a graded answer sheet to any -student who requests it.

"Decisions that affect a persons's career or life can he made bithese tests," Anrig
said in a telephone interview."Such matters should be subject to publicIscrutiny."

Anrig Said he would support similar legislation in Massachusetts, but added that
it might not be necekary because once the testing companies devise' procedures to
comply with the New York law, they would find it convenient to do the same in
.other states.

MIT engineering professor Judah Schwartz, director of Project TORQUE; a New-
ton-based research group trYing to devise alternatives testandardized tests, agreed
with Anrig.

"Once the testing comiggines haye,.in a state as big as New York, devised alterna-
.

tive procedures, they migHt just as well do it elsewhere," Schwartz said.
-The companies that administer standardized lasts have lobbied against the New

York bill charging that it would drastieally increase the,cost of the tests and Jimit
the firms' ability to offer special tests to handicapped persons or those who prefer
not to take the test on certain days for religious reasons.. .

Schwartz, however, said the New York law will have national impact on improv- .
ingteaching, reducing cultural bias in the tpsts and making' standardiied tests less
important.,

"I think that tests whose content cannot be made public are a frightening thing
tin a democratic society," Schwartz said. "Standardized tests Elie part of a' funny

' eitchnology that says all of the world can be reduced to a series of multiple choice
qbestions. That's foolishness. ,

"Unless one makes the questions public, there is no way to improve the quality of
the system,", Schwartz continued. If. you have creppy, tests and no tone sees the
question!, they'll continue to be crappy," . .

441 : . )
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. Mom the New Republic, Febnuiry' 5,.19771

ETS'S STAR CHAMBER
,

WHY YOUR DAUGHTER DIDN'T :GET INTO 'LAW SCHOOL

The Educational Testing Service of Princeton, New Jersey, rapidly is becoming
the cradle-to4raVe arbiter of social and .economic Mobility in Aiherica./Its tests
determine who will be admitted to tbe nation's prestigious private schools, to almost
all, colleges and graduate school% and' even'to the prattide of medicine and laVb in
many states. The typical educated American breaks the seal of hie or her exam book
(using the eraser end of the numeer-two pencil) while still in e.tementary school, and
still is filling in between the pale blue lines well into middle adulthood.

'Anyone who' must deal with it is completely at the mercy of this Private moriopO-
. ly. He or she Mustotake the tests ETS offers, must supply the information ETS

requests', and must pay the feee ETS charges.
Most important, individuals whose lives are crucially affected have no way of

checking the aCcuracy. 5f idformation ETS supplies to schools, universities and state
accreditation boards. INS has been treated exempt from the requirements of the
Fara? Education Rights ond Privacy Act of 1974, commonlylnoWn as the Buckley
Amendment. This law, requires schools to give .studente access to files containing

. information about thern and' limits the Use schools can make of this informlition
without a student's permissien. The Privacy AcC also created a Privacy Commission
to study the effects of the act and make recommendations to7the office of HEW that
administers it. The Privacy Commission currently is considering whether to recom-. mend that ETS lose 'it exemption. The following cautionarY tale may aid the
commission in its deliberatiens.°

The story involves the Law. School Admissions test, one of Mt's mest popular
offerings. When a candidate applies to take the LSAT1 the application form asks
whether he or she has taken the test before. This question appears among a series
of general clerical questions (name, address, and so on). Applicants have no way of
knowing that failure to indicate that they hav taken the test before (whether by
answering.the question incorrectly or merely.leaving 'it blank) will have an>1 signifi-
cant effect on their fitial applications, *

The reason for asking the question was not clerical. Until last year, the test score
report forM sent to law schools containedunbeknownst to the student who was

. paying to have this infOreation serit,a space labeled "unacknowledged epeater."
VVhen this space was marked by an asteriplk, it indicated that a candidate.apPlying
to take the test for the second time had not indicated that this Was thecase. The
asterisk 'appeared even if a candidate' (possibly by accident) failed to answer the
question at'all. Ralph Smith, a professor and adroisthons committeemember at the
University of Pennsylvania taw SchooL explained that the "unacknowledged, re-
peater" designation raised" a (question of [the applicant's] integrity." A number of
other law school admissions officers confirmed that this was the constittctidn admis-

' skins committees puton the asterisk.
Smith and several ,others think the appearance of the asterisk kept some appli-

cants out of law school. Of course there are such a variety Of reasons and admissions
committee ban give for denying admission to.any one applicant that it is all but.
impossible to prove that anyone WEIB excluded because. of being designated an
"unacknowledged rePeater."

the 1975-76 aPplicent year, the dean of admissions& th.e.University of Pen) ,
sylVanit Law Schad notiCed that more and Aare of these asterisks were appearing
on LSAT score reports1He reported thip to ETS and-askedochetherrthe designation
was correct in all these cases. Shortly thereilfter ms responded With a memo sent
to all'law'school admissions.deans, which read in,part:

It hall recently become apparent 'that a problem existe with regard to the
flagging of candidates as "unacknowledged repenters", tin asterisk in the area

.under "Unacknowle'dged repeoteri" AD the suminary election of reports). Thia
problem has been eaused by several' factors, sofne of Which.. raise policy ques-
tions which will be4Onsidered next spring. The result for 'the current year,
however is that sorne.ciindidates who are not "unlicknowledged repeaters" have
been de8ignate0a8 ,sush.

The menio warned Mat the designation should be diaregarded and explained that
"it will not be possible tilidentify all such candidates" (thwe wrongly identified as
"unacknowledged repeatere").,ForA976217, ETS has drapped the asterisk.

There aro seVeral .disturbing things about thie incident. First of pll, since ;90-
. cants haVe' had no Way of knowing that the "unacknowledged repeaters" designs- c

tion existed, diecovery of this error depended on the fortuitous curiosity of one
. ,

6 7
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admiasions dean, Second; since aPplicants are not permitted to see the reports ETS
. sends to law schools, indiViduals would have had ;no way of Clearing themeelves of
false cheirgee even if they had known thitthe problem existed. Third, even after the
error was discovered, ETS kept if quiet and apparently made no attempt either to
correct ith past niistakes or to inforrn the applicants who were harmed by them. In
short, candidates who were perfectly acceptable may have been denied access to
their chosen profession without ever suspecting the reason.

ETS avoided any mention of the "unacknowledged repeater" incident in testimo-
ny at a Privacy CornMission hearing in November. Robert Solomon, vice president
of ETS, was asked'apeCifically and repeatedly about errors that might be correctable
if students had access to their ETS fles, but he ,failed to mention the asterisk
etsode and ineisted. that ETS errors were "to the best of our experience" no
p blein. Solomon now says the failure to mention it was an oversight: "We had no
intention not to mention that." Tom White, an ETS official who deals with law

.schools, says the episode "Oust wasn't important enough to mention. :All of the
discussions at the commission were based on what our sYstem is now dOing. No
effort to describe the system as it has,grown and changed was made."

ors argues it shOuld continue to be exempt frorn the Buckley Amendment be7
cause of the time and expense 'that would be reqUired to bring its files info compli-

: ance, and because the organizations that contract; for ith services provide sufficient
regulation. Of course far poorer organizations, and others (sdch as state Universities)
with malty more people looking over their shoulders, have been forced to comply.
Even apart from the Buckley Amendment, ETS is far toe immune from public
regulation and scrutiny, given the function it serves and the power it enjoys. There
is no.goed reason to contintre this exemption.as well.

,,, Kim Mestere is a.Washington education writer.
Mir MASTERS. ,
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[From the New York Times, July 5, 1979]

ISSUE AND DERATE=TRUTH-IN-TESTING MEASURE FOCUSING ON A KEY INDUSTRY.

. . (By Edward I. Filke, the New York Tithes)
'Last month the. New Yor15 Legislature passed a "truth-in-testing'; bill that would

require concerns that give such standardized tests as the Scholastic Aptitude Test tn.
make the queitions and correct answers .available to stradentswho take them.

The bill, which would apply. onlY to the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test and
to tests used for entrance to college and to law, medical and other graduate schools,
would also reqpire the Edncational Testing Service and similar companies to inform
students about the purposes of the tests, what they purport to measure and the
methods used to. calculate scores. The companies woul:1 also be obligated to make
public any studies of the tests they have made; including those that show coriela- .
tions between scores and such things as parental income.

The issue of whether and how to regulate the ibultirnillion-dollar testing industry
is becoming a familiar one. Bills siMiler to the ohe passed fn New York have been
offered,' but not.passed In Colorado, Florida, Maryland, Ohio and Texas. California
has a- new law that reduires testing companies, to make available copis of 'complete
tests that amsimilar those that students actually take. . .

. The New York bill was actively' lobbied.for by a broad range of consumer, teaCher,
prirent and civil rights groups, including the New 'York Public Interest Research
Groups the Consumer Proteetion*Board, Igew York State United Teachers and the
Parent Teachers Association. It wa opposed by college spokesmen, the State Educa-
tion Commissioner, Gordon M., Ambach,..and 'by the testing industry, which also,
waged a vigOrous lobbying.effort:

Early this month the bill is to go to Governor tikey,,o is. under considerable
pressure to veto it. Ills chief nide on higher ethrcationallnatters, Henrik K. Dullea,
m meeting with proponents. of both sides to help the .Governor make a decisiOn,
which will have imPortantconsequences for college). and.. universities throughout
the state.

Background
the "truth-in- ' measure Was the, latest in it-rieries pf efforts to apply to the

field of education th s er-sellervoncept used in conmierce. s .

PlaintiM in lever I caries i recent yeari have accused schoold of "rnal rac-..
tice. MAI Copragt* (Y., youth who unsuccessftilly sued the local
schoa syatlh because he was gtAtluated froth ,high school while unable .to read.

r:".
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above a third-grade levee The °Federal 'Trade Commission has approved new and
, stiffer regulations for proclietary vocational schools that -requile, among other

things, pro rata refunds for students who drop otit. / .

.
The riev0 bills regarding testing are essentially an extension into educatiOn who

look them leach year, it should be subject to greater yublic perutiny.,"It is suppoded-
jy a nonprofit enterprise that is opepting under the rules of disclosure of a private . .

company," said Allan Nairn, who is directing a study of the Educational Testing
Service on behalf of the consumer activist Ralph Nader. While testingcompanies
have taken steps in &cent years to provide consumers with more information about
the tests, "they are publishrog only what they choose to disclose," he said.

Backers of the bill argued that providing students with 'the questions they got
right or wrdng would enable them td find scoring, errors, as well as to gain helpful
information, about academic areas in which- thestudents may be weak. The Puerto
Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund argued that the measure would also help .

expose "biases" in tests that "bistorically had a discriminatory impact on Puerto
Ricans and blacks." *. . .

A recent Federal Trade Commission study concluded that some students could.
- improve their scores on the S.A.T.'s and eimilar tests,by going to private "coaching"

schools has provided another argument. In testimony on the bill,' Marjorie Dunbar,
education chairman for the state chapter of the National Association for the Ad-.vancement of Colored People, declared: "Many students cannot afford these expen-
sive cwhing courses, and are therefore denied equal access and opportunity. This
bill would enable all students to get access to post-teat questions, qot just those who
caa afford the courses offered by 'cram' schools.". I

,., Finally, the proponents said that publishing actual test questions would improve
the quality of aptitude testing by 'Making them sObject to scrutnly by. experts and
theapublic.

The supporters rejected arguments that ''treth-in-testing" would necesaarfly in-
c'rqese the cost of tests to students. "By E.T.S,'s ow'n figures, they spend 5 percent or
tes-Urevenues on new, iluestion development Put make 22 to 27 percent profit," paid 4
Mr.. Nairn. They also dismiss the danger that E.T.S., as a nonprofit service orkaniza-
tion, would be able to discriminate against New Yorkers either in charges or serVice
if requirements here were more strict than elaewhere.,-. .

.
,

Agaiff
.

st disclosure , ,

Robert J. Solomon, the etiecutive vice president 9f the testing service, said that his,
company was "very much in sympathy in a general way with the objectives that the
originators of the bill seek to serve." He noted that in recent years the coMpany had
substantially increased the amount of information given to students fegarding the
purposes of the tests, the margin of error and the metliods of scoring. For the ,last
two years, he said, free sample copies of old tests had been made ??? approved new
and stiffer regulations for proprietary, vocational schools that require, among other
things, pro rata refunds for students who drop out,

The new bills regarding testing are essentially an extention into
on gproducts
ed

ery s re
cation .of Vne

"truth-inLpackaging' concept that already applies
to
to

shelves. "This is Aft an information bill, said Senar Kenneth P. La lle, c 'r-
man of the Higher Education Committee, one of the measures sponsors. "We are
asking ihat the compniewthat prepare these testa give us a little more information -
about them." -

.. The bills have aleo comeant of a context of greater public concern about stand-
ardlzed tests. The National Ediication Association; the ountry's largept teacher.
group, -has been engaged 'in a major campaign against what it regards as undue
reliance and widespread misuse of standardized tests at the elementary and secoxl-
ary sdhool levels. Students are becoming increasingly sophisticated about the ear-
gins Of wars in testing, and several instances of mistakes have attracted national
attention.-Last spring, for example, scores' on the Medical College Admission Test
were reisinied aftler a computer error was found. , . , .

For disclosure '
'Proponents of the bill gan their case with,the assertion that, since college and

graduate school testing as a major industry with' enormous influence over the
360,000 New Yorkers many increased the athount of information given to students
regarding the purposes Of the tests, the margin _of error and the methods of scoring.
For the last two years, he said, free ample copiei of old tests had been made
available to students. ' 1 .

... . . ,

6 sts to developA major objection to tile bill around the ist3ue of '. 'squating," or the .

standard practice of using a few of ame questions on successive tes
a base for comparthg the scores of tudents who took the tests at varioud times. On

%. ,
. ,, .



the S.A.T. tests the "equating" questiO'ns were n6t tiied in- calculating a student's
score, as they had, been on other tests.

The new. legislation had been amended to requise disclosure only of scored items,
but Mr. Solomon argued that, because on some tests the "eqnating" qiiestions were
Mob scorid, this wetild still require the testmakers to "totally revise the system."

. This and other factors, opponents said, would substantially increase the -cost of
tooting. In his testiminy, Mr. Ambach, argued against 'the legislation on the ground
that "pubrishers will be unable to reuse fest questions." Moreover, he said, test
development would become More expensive because "many questions are pretested
aapart of the regular exaMination procedure." .

. The testing eervice estimated that, under the new legislation, th'e cost of the,
S.AIT. test, now $8.25, would increase by a much as $5. "While it may appear
desirable to have such disclasure for thohe who want to see their papers and
results," said Mr. Ambach, "the cost to all of those tested hecause of 'the disclosure
proVision would outweigh the benefits." The College Entrance Examination Board,
for whom the service produces the test, said that its annual profits were less than 3.
percent a year, not thp "22 to 27 percent" asserted by critics.

Opponentsalso argued that entirely new tests would reduce "service" to students,
because the number of times the tests were administered would have to be cut and

's the 30-day disclosure period would jeopardize special Servicefr to handicapped stu-
dents. Mr. Solomen also said that this would affect quality as well. "There is a
tremendous dahger of poorer test questions if we have to come up with 21 forins 'of a
test instead of the current seven.," he said.a Proponents also maintained that the ineidence of scoring. errors that. might be
Caught .was minuscule. "In 1976777 we had requests to hand-score 1061 of the
120,000 law boards and found only four errors, all of them because students put the
answers in the wrong spaces," he said.-

The Outlook , I

With the commissioner of Education, and many college spokesmen vigorously
opposed to the truth-in-testing" bill, it is possible that Governor Carey will decide to
veto it onCe it reaches his desk. On the other hand, it.also appears that hinny of the
college officials are, misinformed about the actual content of the legislation..

Whatever tgo fate of this particular piece of legislation, however, it would seem
Certain that the issue will not go awayf The problem of responding to growing
demands for new forms of public accounftbility is one that will be with the testing

. . industry for some time to'come.

[From .the Boston cube, Jul); 19, 1979]

' 'METING THE nth-MAKERS

We don't know whether anyone has ever tried to add up the /amber of teeth a
student who goes to college and beYond takes in a lifetime, but the nuntber ie surely
stsggering. And; Oddly, it is only the teats that are most crucial for academic
6,4,,ancement that studente never MO after theyaare corrected and it is dnW.these
tastsScholastic Aptitude Tests, Giaduate Record ExaminationS,, Law School Ad-
mission Tests,' Metheal College Admissions Testsfor which the 1.correct" answers
Lire never provided the students. .

That, hotever, may be changing. New .York's Gov. Hugh Carey the other day .
signed l4iation that will. region the services that adniiniater those testa to file
Copies of thein -with the "correct" anewers 80 days after 'they are .adnfinistered and '

to provide the graded answer sheets of any student who requests them. ir eating
services are not likely in the end to boycott New Yorkailthm* some are thfeaten-
ing 'to do so. And-once they are set'hp to Meet the requirements-of the New York
law, they may well decide to institute similar policies nationwide.

H. that doe) not: Occur," Ow Massachusetts Legislature should consider similar
legislation here to increase the prmure for more opentesting practices. We livg in
the world's most test-oriented oodety. And while colleges and graduate schools ap
Claim that test results are but on. measure tit employ m admuisions, thef do

4 clearly matter.. Studente have a rjght to confIrny if only to satisei themselVes, hat
the scores that shape their fixes arate

Further, the whole nOtion of 'petition ln our society revolves, should revo lve,
açound an o esimno Of ideas and the accumulatiOn of skills and ideas that can

"to om. The admintering of tests tbr which the "correct" answers ere, .

vet veáled and the students work never teturned tends to tongert oduCatioR
*

...t
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into a fEintic scramble up the gieeiy pole. It is' fundamentally et.odds with what
the whole Process of education ought to be about.

n I

[From the N:Y. Times, Juli 24, 1979]-

"TRUTH, IN TESTING

. The intemperate responses of some academic testers to New York's truth-in-
testing law are certain to damage their cause more than the raw itself. The atisoci-
ations that administer admission testa for medical and dental schools have threat-- .

ened to. Rill out of New' York, and the Ethicational' Testing Service, the nation's
biggest testing enterprise, has said it might curtail services. Doubtless, the law will,
require more work on their part, and there will be added costs. But their complaints '
are overstated. In fact, the law is welcome; it's time to take the mystery out of
college testing..

The law signed recently by Governor Carey applies to such' examinations as the
Scholastic Aptitudb Test and the Law School AdMission Test that colleges. and
graduate schools use to rank their applicahts. As of Jan. 1, 1980, a copy of any test
offered in New York must be filed with the State Department of. Education. In
'addition, date on hoir a teta was constructed and validated must be made public.
What irks the testers most is a proyision that allows anyone who .takes an exam to
receive a graded copw. Questions used for research but not counted in scores and
specialized achievement testa are exempt.

The testers say tha law means an exam given Hi New York cannot be used again
because its contents arolikely to be disseminated elsewhere. They contend, too, that
the law will create problems in "equating" testsinsuring, for instance, that a 600
verbal score achieved in 1975 is comparable to a 600 in 1979. The Iftters therefore
project drastic increases in cost tojnaintain the'present level of service. And they!re
unhappy that the law goes into effect so quickly. This Complaint may be justified. It
takes months toprepare a test and a slight delay may be in order.

Testing servicw4ke ETS have been more open about themselves in tecent years
and the tests haveMnproved; today, most are fairer to minorities than they were ten

A years ago. But the testers still haven't faced up to other exam limitations or to the
st frequent misuse of test results. Although testers caution against it, some schools

still rely on scores as absolute indicators of ability. ETS, moreover, is surply eitag-
gerating when it contends that the new law might drive up costs by as much as 50
percent and that even then might not be able to uphold testing standards. Develop-

; ment costs are only a small part of, total costs passed on the consumer. And some
authoritiett, have argued convincingly that at least four techniques already, used by

';the industry would permit."equating" and validating to continue undisturbedat .
little or no extra cost. . . '

In any case, there is the matter of elementary fairness. These academic testa help
.to shape the course of people's livestheir schooling, their careers, the very sense of
their own abilities. Students deaerve to know how they are being rated and judged.
There are freedom-of-information laws, tiuth-in-lending laws, truth-in-packaging

, laws. Why not truth in testing as well?
. , .

. .
[Frani the New Republic, August 25,,1079]

. EVENING THE SCORE

SW has good reason to fear New York's nei, "Truth-in-Testing" law: .

In 1980 more than .g00,000 New York. state teenagers will sharpen their number
t*o.pencilik and' sit down to take the dreaded Scholastic Aptitude Test or SAT the .

two.and-a-halfghour standardized test that will determine whether they are ad-
'Witted to the colleges of their' chi:Ace. But the 1980 crop or aspiring students will
'Mire:many advantages over the milliops who 'have taken the tests before' them. .
Under a .new New. York, state law, recently signed' by Gevrnor Thigh Careh the
students will be well informed-about the validity of the tests and. their rights as
testing consumers. Ne*. York's so-called "Truth-m-Testing" la'w 'will subject to pub-
lic scrutiny for, the first time the testing agencies that have' long had the power to .

'destroy a. person's academic and career aapitations in a single morning. - .

. Testing agenties
'

the virtual gatekeepers of the, American elite, have becollne
eatrusted with thetask of preserving the meritocratic system by means of,multiple-

s *Mice imams. The undisputed lard of Ole nation's.teaters is the. Educational Testing,
Eervice; a non-profit organization basW in Princeton,- New Jersey; ETS puts out the .

.
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SAT, almost all major admissioa exams for co/igges, graduate and professional
schools, 'and entrance tests for hundreds of occupat&ns. Despite the enormous power

*it has over people's lives, and despite mhny questionv that hove arisen abbut the
'vtdidity of multiple-choice exaTs in predicting college. and career performance, and
about racial and econeornic biaiMin the. tests, ETS has operated since 1947 iotally I

free from government scrutiny of supervision. People who pay to take the tests are
powerless to know how the, questions were compiled, what the right answers were,
or even if their scOreS have been ad4d-up right.' ,

The "Truth-in-Testing" law, which'`goes into effect next January 1, applies to all
tests that are administered to niore than 5,000 perSons who are applying to college .

and graduate schools: namely, the SATs, the MCATs (medical boards), the LSATs
(law boardsCand the GREs (Graduate Record Examinations). a'he law contains
three major proVisions. First; test-take9 must--be told when they register how their
scores will be computed; what the tester s contractual obligation to them is, and how
test scoreshave been found to correlate with important background factors such as
race, econothic class, and special coaching and preparation for the exams. Second, '

ihe'law reqbires testing cempanies to file, information and studies on the Validity, of
the exams with the office of the state education commissioner, where the material'
will be available to independent. researchers, curious tiarents, teachers, and stu-
dents. . . .. .

.
Theumst dramatic provision of the bill is one that makes public the formerly top-

secret questions Ind correct qnswers to the exams. Thirty aays after the test's
results are in, the tester must file copies of the questions and answers with the
commissioner. Furthermore, within' 30 days of receiving the results, a student is

. entitled to a copy of his or her graded answer sheet. .
This "sunshine"provision, as it is commonly known, provoked ETS tolet.looSe

,upon every college president and high school principal in New York a torrent of
letters, mailgrams, telephone calls, and Memos, all threatening the state education-
al. system with dire consequences. Since the law will breach the security of the
exams,,ETS argues, most questions can't be reused; many more versions of e4ch tesfn
will have to be created at a considerable cost. Now, ETS is Warning of increases in
test fees by as mtich as 50 percent in 1980. This, their spokespeople bitingly add,
will penalize poor people and minorities, ETS is also preAkting that it -will hope to
cut back on the number of testing sessions throughout the year, and curtail spelial
sessions for the bediridden mid those who observe. the Jewish Sabbath (most ETS
tests are on Saturdays& In short, pys the testing agency, the "Truth-in-Testing" law
hurts minorities, orthodox Jews, the poor, the sick, and the handicapped. Quite a

.symputhetid,collection. . . .

According to a recent memo by the College)Entrance Examinatign Board, which
sponsors the SATs, "trath-in-testing Will only advdntageif it advantages anybody
at allaggressive families whose indignation at low-reported scores will impoge a
higher cost.on all other families."

E'TS and the College Board would have us believe that because a test like the
GRE is given 30 timesa year and in special sessions, there need to be DO on more
different versions of the test to comply with the new laW. But it takes ETS at least
30 days to grade the exams and the bat allows another 30 aays before the tiuestibus
and answers Must be released. With a, liptle simple arithmetic, it is clear that
testifig,could operate ot a 60-day cycle ahd only six versions of a test meed be
developed each year. . , .

ETSs own internal studies cast doubt on the company's threabiabout the cost of
complying with the, low. Accoiding to a 1972 breakdown othow fees are spent, less'
than five percent goes into the writing of the tests. About 25 percent is profit for
ETS and its.clientscertainly enoui4h to 'absorb some of the costs of writing neW
questions. Besides, only a small percentage of the test questions are reused now.

More severe intimidation tactics are being used by the Astoviation of American
Medical Colleges, which sponsors the MCATs. This medical school admission test is
the only major exalt run by ETS's competitor, thelowa-based American College
Testing Service. Less than a week after "Truth-in-Testing" was signed into lat, the
Association announced that it would stop giving the MCATs in New York State at'
'the end of the year, forcing Vew York's pre-med students to travel out of state for ..

( the email. After ths threat, ;officers of the state Educafion commi On reread the
'law and concluded that it applies to tests given anywhere for admissi to schools in
New York state. Dismayed Medical College Association officials ma challenge the
Constitutionality of suchan interpretation. '

The hysterical reaction of the admissions boardsand testing ser ices is actually
quite understandable, in light of what is at stake, Truth-in-Te n is not shoply a
piece of consumer legislation. It is a challenge to th_e entire sys m of psychometrics.

I 67
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.
The real threat to thetesting companies fram havipg to reveal their questions and

the correct answers is not that they will have to make up nev; questions-each time.
Rather, it Is that the tests Will be subject to outside scrutinY and evaluatfon for the
first time. . .

.
Since World War Ik the notion ofka hand-picked elite has been made obsolete by

the computerized world of the inultiple-choise exam. Standardized testing gained
jespectabilitY during the war 'when the Office of Strategic Services commissioned
'psychometricians to develop tests that cbuld allocate human 'resources as quickly ds

ible. -During the great influx of college applicants after the war, the College
ard, along with the Carnegie Foundation and American Council on .Education,

established ETS asia non-profit organization to administer,the SAT and defelop new
tests. 1. .
. Under the loose supersion of the College Board, ETS rode on top of a wave of
testing mania, doubling its revenues almost every five years.It tests everybody frdm

,_._,,... . toddlers applying to nursery schools to aspiring CIA agents, stockbrokers, Peace
Corps Volunteers, actuaries, gynecOlogists, and auto mechanics. During.the 1960s,
tollegeage males had to take an ETS exam to pcove they were worthy of student
draft deferment. Today the bar exams in almost all states are in part administered
by ETS. Thriving also onmillions of dollars of government and foundation research.

- grants, ETS haahecome an $80-million-a-year operation, comfortably seated on a .

400-acre .estate with'its own sWimming pool, hotel, golf course, tennis courts., and
private lake, ETS also has its own zip cone.

Before the new law, ETS made it extremely clear that what goes on at the 2000- .-.
employee Princeton homestead. is strictly confidential, ,particularly in regard to in- ;
house research on the weaknesses of the tests it gives."The possibility of racial and
economic biases in the tests has been a Sensitive one, for many yen's. A. more recent

. contrayersy has concerned the effqcts of 'coaching on testscores. .-
Carl -Brigham, the develpper of the first SAT and the man for whom. ETS's

Princeton library is namenr)was best known for his thedretical writings on thefl
:superior intellect of White Anglo-Saxon Protestants. Many small-scale studies indi-
cated the SAT, billed as' an "aptitude" test, actually tests acquired skills and
knowledgcp discriminating against the economically disadvantaged. yet complete
data'on the problem is not made easily available by ETS. An ETS study called
Cultural Bias in Testing: Challeftge and Responseprobably the 'best study of. the
subjecthas been withheld from outsiders.\ On the recent pfeblem of the effects of coaching,ETS has taken even more drastic
efforts to thwart the disclosure of its research. ETS still insists that coaching cannot
significantly alter test scorea, although several internal studies have supported the
claim made bythe Stanlex Kaplan coaching schools. that for $275 a student can
boost his or her "aptitude by more than 100 points (out of 600) on the SAT. Lewis,.

1r 0 Pike, author of an ETS study suggesting that the SAT is susceptible to coaching, "
was fired last year after 19 years with ETS when the research results he was
'producing proved too controvereial. Obviously the 'suggestion *that coaching can
Improve .test seores-undermines-the-theary -that the SAT is an "aptitude' test.'It
also implies a large advantage to those who can afford coaching.

he ETS company line on the new law's provisions requiring thiSkind of informa-
tion to be inade available to the public is that it is already available, this is,patently
false. ETS. claims that it merely limits access to.': ponsible researchers. put, to
cite brie of many examples that disprove that clai hen an attorney at the FTC's ,..

43Boston regional ffice launched an investigation the Stanley Kaplan 'coaching
schools two yea ago, the FTC was forced to subpoena the.data it, needed from ETS.

To temper. its image as an Orwellian monster of the computer 4esting age,,ETS ',/
lk . .has come down hard on abuses by its clients. When the state of South Carolina used

an ETS test to set teaches' salarief3, ETS terminated iti contract to administer the .
test in South Carolina. ETS also tries to discourake test-crazed admissions deans
from setting arbitrary cut-off scores under which applicants are not considered, andJ from reading finer distinctions into the scores than, the.tests are able to make. ETS
President William Trumbell wrote in-the 1978 armual report, "Testing has suffered
more from the excessive', expectations of its most devoted advocates than frorn
attacks of its critics." . .

Yet ETS does little to correct. the many testing casualties that *dents suffer at
the hands of its clients, or. by ETS's own, errors. A student who suspects ETS's
coMputers have made a scoring error can request.a hand-score, but no one outside
of ETS can check the organizationa's figures. And there is no real recobrse if ETS :

sends inaccurate inTdirnation to a collefo about a student, because most likely the
student will never find out about it. One such scandal became public during the
1975-76 academic year C'ETS's.Star Chamber,",TNR, February 5,1977/. Some. of the
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\
\ LSAT score reporti sent to law school's conttained an 'asterisk indicating that the

\ applicant was an "unacknowledged repeater"someone who had failed to indicate
\, on the test registration form. that he or ihe had taken the test before. Applicants
\were not told that overlooking Ithe seemingly innocuous question about past tests
risked incinving the' deadly .asterislc Even worse, the ETS system accidentally
ld led an unknown numberof test-takers incorrectly as "unacknowledged repeat-

" ETS eventually notified admissidns deans to ignore the asterisk. But it made
no ffort to rectify the damage already done ol to inform the victims of k error
whithey may have been rejected from law school.

The New York law may leifd to simildr feddral legislation. Last month Repre-
,'sentatiye Ted Weiss of New York, along with Shirley .Chisholm of New Yor'k, and
George Miller of California, introduced a "Truth-in-Testing" bill in the U.S. House.
The thir bill of this type to be introduced over the past few years, the Weiss bill
resembles the New York state la ,"bilt 'requires the testing companies to disclose
more finan ial data as well as thet contracts with the test sponsors. .' .

ETS and he College. Board ar taking the new Weiss bill vet), seriously, if their
concern can e measured by the yolume of mail being sent to members of Congress.
As in,New y k, ETS and its p oponents are repeating their chilling descriptions of

2' great hikes in test fees,lim ed access to tests, and the disadvantage of non-
aggressive stud 'ts and faniilis. "But 'far more costlyin a soCial sensewould be
this bill's injecti n of the fe ral goverhment into the College ddink.ssions process

a process otected by the 1st Amendmen't to the Constitution," adds one
College Board memç sent te niembers of the House on Jply 23. °

This invocation o the Bill'of Rights is hogwash, The Educational Testing Service
has a far greater im act pn the liveg of many young people than the government
lias, yet it denies the the mok fundamental rights of equal protection and due
process that the Constitution guarantees to all individuals who are affected by
government action. 'A little sunlight on the nation's., most powerful unregulated
monopoly is long overdue.

BARBARA DEM1CK.

*

. rFrom the Higher Education Daily, August 29. 19791
., , r

HEYWARD UNIVERSITY STI/Y CITES LIMITS 13F STANDARDIZED TESTS

.. Ahigher standardized lest score does not necessarily mean a professional school
applicant is more q lined for admission, and schools should consider many factors

h
in Making admiss decisions, according to a new report of Howard University's
Institute fothe Stu y of Educational Policy.

J Colleges Ind universities slrould recognize the limitations of standardized test
and use them accordingly, while also seeking et) improve the tests, according to t

. study's author, Sylvia Johnson. Johnson, a testing expert, is associate professo
education at Howard and a senior visting fellow at the institute.

Less dependence on tests "will result in greater fairness to individtttils, as well
g , in the long run," Johnson said at a news conference yesffirday, to announcr

ication of the Measurement Mystique. i.

POLICY DECISION .
The choice of admissions criteria is a policy decision, not a technical one, accord-

ing to the study. t'The question is, what is that important thing in the future that -
we want our Selection inatruments to predict?

"Is it 'ability to survive the first year of medical school?' " Is it lifeLong involve-
ment in pure research?' " "Or is it 'personal egq strength and emotional stability
sufficient to be involved as a psychotherapist for 40 yearar, "

Similarly, "if decision-makers feel that it is useful a 'd important to have fair
numbers of Black and female physicians, then a utility fu ction would be chosen for
use in selection. ,This function would give weight to the inority or sex status of
applicants," the report said. \

,Tests might be, used to establish minimum competency, but "after you get to a
certain point, yotkr chances of success are not, really increased by having a higher
score," Johnson said ypsterday. After that, schools should look at other factorb, such

/as Motivation or volunteer actiVities, she said. W ..
/0
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, . BIAS IN TESTS
. j . u. -

Blacks and othth minority groups puffer from overdependence on standardized
test scores because of test bias, the report says. That is,-a test may not accurately.

. measure a given ability for all groups, and "the test scores of Blacks, Chicanos, and
other minorities tend to have lower reliabilities than those of whites."

Minorities may not score as well as whites du on standardized exams because of
biased questions, toyer socioeconomic status, poorer educational preparation, "cold"
treatilent by examiners or the belief that prejudice will limit their options what-
ever their test results, according to the study. '' .

1 Johnson saisi testers should work to eliminate bias in their exams, but a complete-
ly unbiased test is probably At possible "at least in terms of a broad-baged test

' applied all over the country ' . You simply can't metieure minds the way you
measure a room." .

Johnson -praised "truth-in-testing" legislation, such as that enacted in New York
and introduced in Congress by Rep. Ted Weiss, D-N.Y. Weiss' bill would require the
release of test questions and answers and research.on test validity (HED, July 25).,

Dissemination of that infOrmation might "provide greater awareness of the limita-
tions of testing" and ."demystify" it, she said. s.i.- ..

"An arbitrary test score does not have meaning," Johnson said, pointing out the
averaga medical school admission verbal test score of applicants accepted in 1955-56 -
is close to the averdge score of those rejected in 1975-76. .

Copies of the report are iwailable free by writing the InstitUte for the Study of -
Educational Policy, Howard University, 2900 Van Ness Street NW, Washington,
D.C. 2000ti or calling (202)686-6686.

[Prom the N.Y. Times Magazine, September.2, 1979]
V

THE AMERICAN WAY OF TESTING

-
MANY FORCES HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THE DECLINE OF AVERI,CAN STUDENTS WRITING

ABILITY BUT NONE HAS BEEN MORE EFFECTIVE THAN THeawIDESPREAD LISS 010 MULTI-.
PLE-9HOICE TESTS

(By Thomas C. Wheeler)

What today inhibits the writing of citizens, scholars and,,students?_Amoricans,
long vigorous and inventive in speech, object to the act of welting. Two out of three
abilities ,expected from educationreading and writingT-disMtegrate as some insid-
ious-influence, thought by many to'be television, captures succeeding generations of
children.

, In defense of literacy; avery wordsmith hits his own horror. .story to tell. In a
, scrawled note, a bright girl, hot long out of high school, willied me a dMary

Christmas." An editor or a national Weekly told me she would be wary of hiring a
copy editor under 30, gar fear of grammatical incompetence. A doctpr, judging me ,
physically fit and confiding a woe of his, deplored die Inability of Medical students
he teaches to express themselves 'clearly in writing. An architect of my generttion
tells me that bright young architects he has hired cannot put together a coherent
report. Although the young resent it, their elders utter more than the usUal com-
plaints of an older generation against the language of a new. ,

"This generation has grown up without learning concentration-.-you don't develop
that by switching chgwels. What can teachers do bid pander 4 the rapid alteration
of mood/and attentil CM' this view, from the chairman of an academic committee on
literacy, puts the blame on television.

But an influence as devasting as television is the obj4tive test system, introduced
by higher learningand now used in secondary educ4tion. Until the 1950's, 'Btu-
dents wrot4 essays in schools because they were expec to write essays on college
entrsince exaMs. But the university abandoned the ea8aj requirement by adopting,
eneration. ago, the entirety objective test for adni. on, the Scholastic Aptitude 4

est (S.A.T.).'
Before World War II, the objective S.A.T. had' been a supplement in written

achievement tests in vrious subjects. But when-the S.A.T. becamq dominant the
dcbievement tests became objective,, too, and also optional. When.- the 'uniadrsity

- ' Most American colleges use . the 8.Ag.; some, matnly in the South and West, use the
American College Test (A.C.T.), developed later, modeled after the S.A:T. and produced by Che

. . American College Testing Program in Iowa City. ,
. 1
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.
dropped the essay requirement, it failed to recognize'the power of the system it .
launched. Once the college entrance exams were objective, secondary schools asked -
for less writing. Urged on by test manufacturers, high schools began th use objective
teals both to prepare their students.: and for their own examinations. The university,
by sanctioning the objective system, bears a terrible responsibility for tele decline 'of

. writing in the United States.. A . n .

. Today, the test Manufacturersled by the Educational Testing Service of Prince-
ton, N.J.are profiting from miseducation. E.TeS. produces nwof only the B.A.T. but a
battery of tests used for secondary and graduate education. Although the-tests hive
made writing seem unnecessaryalthough they have also damaged reading abilii
tytffey aie too expensive to throw out or replace. Harmful though the tests are,
the schools have submitted to a system lhat runs on its own power. Measuring
students means masuring schoolss,ccdFding to the-aggregate scores of the en-
rolledand few schools' dare drop out of the spiral of relative standing. Public
schools are also tied to the tests by-School boards demanding measurement.

Developed first for. thg Army in World War I and widely' used in World .War II to
test intelligence and ability, objective tests are gifts of war to civilian life. In the 25

..

years the S.A.T. haii tten dominant, American education his been revolutionized.
The marketplace has overturned, the traditional, foundations- of learningreading
and writingmore completely than the efforts of any mechanistic theorist. Most

1111, ' Americans are probably tested more than they ore taught. conipositions, essilty
questions, term'papersvigorous thinkingall have yielded to one right answer put
of four, to boxes to' be checiced, blanks to be filled. Objective tests not only carry the

',prestige of being scientifically acCuratewhen they aren'tbut also provide an easy ,
way of handling the fnasses by machiwThe results might have been predictable to
an educational system that valued -education. The national system that valued
education. The national B.A.T. verbal-aptitude scores have shown a steady decline
over a 14-year period. If the scores show anything, they show show poor a. teacher
objective tests are. The American languagesupple, imaginative and alivehas lost
ground to the pretense Of measurement. %Nobody ever cared about my writing" is a
refraip I, to; a teacher, have heard' in several accents. After two decades of objective
education, the "educationally-disadvantaged" are not merely the poor and mmority
grpups, but thesupposedly well-educated and the well-to-do.
qvlany. coil ges now profess doubts about S.A.T. scores and say that in admissions

coksideraticlns higivechool grades and teacher recommendations are more impor-
tent. One istinguished liberal-arts college, Bowdoin College in Maing.found there
was no correlation between high testscores and college performancr Finding the

3 "predictive value of standardized tests" questionable and test scores.misleading, it
84 has abandoned the test requirement for aohnission. .

Echoing that point of view, New- York's Gov. Hugh Careycsigned legislation in
July requiring that the public be given access to the tests. ' The stindardited tests

iare mpqpise and open to potential misinterpretation," the Governor said. "It must
be . . . a candidate's right to have "access to his results." .

Beginning Jan. 1, New York State students will be able to examine both their
own tests and the answers. The testing services will also be required to disclose
their research on the Atalidity of the tes and to .describe what thit\tests are
supposed to measure and lipw to interpret the scores.

In 1978, for the first time, responding perhaps to criticism of the test, the College
Entrance Examination Board released a sample B.A.T. exam to students registering
for the College Boards. The test, it is often said, favors middleolass white students*
at the expense of mindrity groups. CertainlY this is true. But middle-clan blacks
might clo as well on it as their white counterparts. The S.A.T.'s tougher verbal
questions can be conquered by informed guesswork, but often the correct answer.
depends on the sheer, luck of the jitudent's reading or experience. In a verbal
section, the student is asked to "choose the word or phrase that is most nearly the
6pposite in meaning to the word in caPital letters." One eXample is this:

WHET: (A) expire (B) heat (C) delay (D) slake (E) revise .
,

A student who didn't know the meauing of slake, the right answer, could s '11 do
well in college. Even if he didn't know the

the acco any-
f

meanin but knew the precise m ning
of whet, he could get the right answer by4pr oe o elimination, Orr

.

ing answer sheet E.T.S. infdrms us that of stu n getting a verbal scomabo e the
median of 450 on this test, only 21 percent sett ed for slake.

In an analogies section, ln vabich the student is ako, to "select the letter pair
that beet expresses a relatignship similar to that exp in the original pair, .
come 014 .'

SWILIASI?Alt(A) roe : fish
(13) coop : peültry \
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-(C)mutton : gheeP
(D) pesticide : vermin .

(E) fodder : cattle ,

If .a student had read tural English novels or grown up on a farm, he Would
. .surely knolewhat swill meant and make an instant connection with fodder:Only 28

percent of tiie near-median adorers got E, the right answer. Since 450 is not a high
S.A.T.. adore, perhaps 'tome poor farm: boys succeeded Where urban dt suburban
students failed, _

To give the devil his due, it Must be said that the asks for an ability to
. make fine diatinctions, as in this analogy:

IMPREGNABLE : AGGRESSION
(A) imperfect :
(B) inyincible : defense .
(C)-inequitable : clyiticism

-(D) : separation ';

(E) iVnutable pieserVatiod.
;. Thirty percent- of .the near-median scorrs chose the right ans.wer, D. Just as
something is impregnable against agression, is something indivisiblefif separation
is tried: -

. S.A.T. sentenceS, with their blanks 114d.in correctly, read well enough in this one
.

'. -released test; .even, titoi i.eading pasaages do not assault the ear of the 'sensitive
reader. But even tholikh verbal sections of the S.4.T. are weil enough written, the
tekt is still' obnoxioui. Ite verbal part, like other objective.tests in. language, does not
ask 'for writing; and because it- doessa, the act of writing has withered in our

:

Reading questions\pn,the sample SA.T. try, ilith ccinsiderablCsuccesa, to trick the. .

fitudent Here is a paNgraph &Om a longer 'passage on the sample test:
The Way.Of thedesert and the Way of the. jungle. represent opposite methods of

feaching, stability at two..entremes of derisitY-. -Id the jungle there is plenty of
eYerything'.1ife .needs ()kept .Mere space. Everything is on top of everything elsea
there is no cranny which is not koth occupied and; disputed. Ateliery moment, wafr
to the death' rages timely. The place left vacant by any creature that dies is seized

. almost instandly by another, and life seems te suffer from' nothing except too
fnyorable an environment; In the desert, .on thr other hand, 'it is the Ovironment
itself which serves as the liniiting. factor: To some extent the struggle of creature
against creature is mitigated, althong,h it is -of coUrse nAaholished even in. the
vegetable kingdom. .For the plant which in the ollie placeNould be strangleld to
death by` its neighbors dies :a thirsty, seedling lin the desert because that same
neighbor has drawn the scant npisture from its spot of earth.

The question pertaining to thisPparagraphis:'
Which of the following is (are) true of both 'the way of the jungle and the Way. of

the desert? 9LAtl..}4. -

I. They are chargterized 'primarily by the*ruggle of creature against creature,
II. They are rirtctions to hostile environnients; .
III. They result in population control.
(A) II onl . .

. ,
(B)lJIoiy
(C) I and ft only
(D) II-and III only .
(E) I, II and III k

What is a student, in a. limited tithe, te do with these choices? The instructions
tell the student tcy hnswer "on the basis of what is stated or implied," but there is
both a statement and an implication to reckon with. The test makera undoubtedly
intended todure many students 'to "I. They ate characterized primarily by the
struggle of creature against creature." For not only is the St uggle a clear character-
istic of both desert and jungle, it is also em hasized in the est Sentence. But strong
as that temptation' may be, the.student whO yieL to it pill bevrong. For the test ,

makers have 'cleverly -inserted thern word prirnari and nked,I with .the unaccepta-
ble possibility of II. TO score well, the student muit h e his guard ready and high..
The right answer is (B) HI only: "They result in po ulation control." Perhaps the
right answer is got by process of elimination.. Or' rhaps it is obtained, by finding
the faint implication in the phrases "reaching s ility". and "limiting factor." To
get the answer in. a short-tiMe does indicate smething akin to the skill of a
detective. But it doesonot indicate that .a, stud t could write a searching term

:paper. Getting the right answer- does not meas e depth of a student's mind. Of
those who Scored 450, 20 percent succeeded.
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Vainly, E.T.S. tries to measure writing libility objectively in a 30-minute part of
the S.A.T. called the Test of Standard Written English (T.S.W.E.). The test asks the
student to spot the grammatical errors in underlmed sections of sentences; it also

A asks him to choose from among five poesibilities the best way to phrase an under-
lined part. A student who can spot an error in an underlined section may still
commit the same error in the. frenzy of 'unaccustotned composition. Even if a

. .
student .has a sure knowledge of grammer as shown on an objective test, the test
atillewon't determine whether he can write an essay. For wilting requires not only
grammar but ideas and the ability to organize material. Nhese abilities t how up
only in actual wilting. The test is in many ways an exercise in futility. The
student's score is not counted in the S.A.T. but sent to the college, supposedly to
determine what level of freshman English the etudent should 'take. Good colleges
will not use the score for placement purposes, as E.T.S. recommends. Most colleges
administer their own written essay exams to determine whaC level of composition
course a student needs. -. .

:,.. E.T.S.' does ask for a 2504vord essay in one of the five annual offerings of the
optiooal Achievement Tests in English Composition. But of the 1.4 million students
who took the S.A.T. in 1977-78, only 85,000 students wrote the essay. In the

.multiple-choice English Achievement 'rest, the student 'marks errors in "diction,"
"usage," "idiom," "wordiness," "sentence structore" and "metaphor" without ever
demonstratifig that he can avoid making such errors'in his own writing. Many got8

\writers, students or notrmay be tmsure of academic terminology,but write well out
of their sense of language. That kind of talent would do poorly on the test.

The test encourages schools' to teach primarily by terminology, since the final test
asks for it. For eumple, the student must choose from several possibilities the right
rephrasing of a tettence if a subordinate clause is changed to a participle,kor if one
sentence is chapged to a clause. He is told, in effect, that writing is a juggling act,
withqut purpose.

The testing services that dominke our educational system may be able to justify
tests la mathematics, but they shouldn't be allowed to sap the strength froin our
language with objectiverrs in writing. If we are given another generation of tests,
writing will become a art. The responsibility for salvaging writing falls to the
American university', which instituted the objective tests for college admitsion025
years ago and sanctioned their use throughout the set:tool system.., The antidote is to restore writing requirements on college entrance exams. But

.

the task is forinidable:oE.T.S. has a vested interest in protecting its contracts; it is
marshaling every "social science" arguMent it can in defense of existing tests and
challenging the "scoring reliability" of essay tests.i Justifying the multiple-choice
approach, E.T.S. declares that "students who recognize the problems in the writing
of others are likely not to have those problems in their essays, an assumption
confirmed by careful research." English teachers know this is often not the case.
The real problem seems to be money. BIT.S. throws up its hands at the cost of
grading written exams, .but surely a way exists to pay leaders to read written

No critic has defined the Shortcomings of the S.A.T. bettr than Ralph Nader.
essays.

"E.T.S. has us all locked into a test that doesn't look for creativity, stamina,
motivation or ethicswhich are the four qualities on which man's greatest,achieve-
ments are based." Our mania for measurement, our naive assumption that we will
discover a true meritocracy through objective standards, contradictS the original

. American idea. When Jefferson wrote of a "natural aristocracy" emerging from an
elementary and then a "higher degree" of education in preparation for the universi-
ty, he 'thought that "worth. and genius would thus have been sought from every
condition of life." "Virtue and talent" were to be relentlessly encouraged and sought
in schools at all levels. What worth, what talent, what virtue, does objective testing

, measure? Rather than rewarding visible intellectual Work done. in the classroom, ,
the testa reward acleverness that even the clever can doubt.

Though E.T.S..announces that the S.A.T. is not °designed to judge the "worth" of
anyone, the testa set implicit standards of worth by becoming a passport to educa-
tion, income and social status. An S.A.T. scorethe scOre on a single testcan set

.the direction of a lifetime. Though there is increasing skepticism about the S.A.T.,
the score tan still weigh heavily, E.T.S. admits that a 60-point difference in verbal
scores is statistically meaningless.' Yet a 60-point difference between' two students
can mean that one will get into a particular college while the other will be denied

_

_

*. bauld grades given by in vidhal readers be any less reliable than scores given by E.T.S.?
nkrdly. E.T.s. admits to a "sten rd erfor" of 32 to 50 points on its S.A.T. scores' t

'The 60-point difference is me&ilngiees because 60 points could lave been attained by such
extornal factoreas guesswork.
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admission. To "learn" to take\ the test, students spend valuable hours in cram
schools and crash coursesandpen attend summer school. Though the coaching
sessions can be helpful, they also teach an appropriate cynicism% toward "the sys-
tem." Substantial educationthe.history of man or nation;is set aside in order to
beat the test. The test is "the system," to be overcome by studying vocabulary lists,
by taking practice tests, by learning the technique of test taking. Resentment and
cynicism are two lessons taught by the American way of testing.

[From the.N.Y. unes, September 9, 1979]

Th8T-COACHIN Is IT WORTH IT?

(By Nancy Rubin)

Frank Carmona sat intently in a makeshift classroom at Manhattan's Barbizon.
Plaza Hotel as a Columbia Tedt Prpparation Institute teacher, Steven Stumpf,
ouldeed strategy for taking the business ,section of the Graduate Management
Admission Test. "Don't think any mdre th;n you have to," advised Mr. Stumpf,
"The bat-approach is to eliminate the bad nswers first, then concentrate on the
remaining chbices." .

Several blocks south, Charles Barrett emmed from a tape-drill session at the
Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center. "My whole life depends upon padsing this
test," said Mr. Barrett, an American study* medicine at the University of Nor-
este, Mexico, who is preparing for the first parb of of the National Medical Boards.
"I'm hoping to pass the test and transfer back to an-American scbdul, and Kaplan's
course has been a godsend." '

Test-preparation schools are experiencina,unprecedented growth afnong students
of many age levels with a wide variety of special*interests, despite attempts by some
educational groups, Federal agencies and the standardized-test industry to destroy
their credibility. While the.twin controversies of the testing issuethe rationale for
standardized examinations and the belief thatthose examinations sould,be public-
ly accountablehave divided the educational coMmunity and led to demands for a
Federal "truth-in-testing" law, Many students haVe embraced the concept of stand-
ardized-tist preparation as a necessary, even rightful, addendum to the educational
system.

The issue flared into national a4ntion this summer when the New York State
Lewislature passed a "truth-im-testlft" meaSure that calls for, the public release of
test questions and answers as well as anclxplanatioti of how those answers are
scorecl. The measure was enacted in the hope that it would "eqbalize" the testing
experience for all studentsNAACP had argued that "Arany students cannot afford
these expensive coaching courses and are therefore denied equal access and opportu-
nity"and provide tThem with better guides on their academic strengths and weak- .
nesses.

In the last decade, test preparation has 'developed into' a $60 million industry,
resulting in a proliferation of test booklets, courses and institutions.

The nation's largest test-preparation school, which is owned by Stanley H. Kaplan
and has branches in 88 cities, experienced an annual sales growth of more than 25
percent in one year, from $7 million in 1977 to $9 million 1978. Smallerschoolii, like
the John Sexton Test Preparation Cepterf which served about 6,500 students and
had' sales of $650,000 last year, and. the Amity Testing Institiite, whfch offers test
preparation in 40 cities and grossed more than $530,000 last year, have also begun
to offer new courset and expand their locations. At the same time, many corporate,
private and nonprofit educational.institutla Rave expanded test-preparation activ-
ities.

Citibank, for instance, recently engaged the Sexton School to teach courses in the
Graduate Management'Admidsions Test (GMAT) and the Law School Admissidns
Test (LSAT) to its employees. "We perceived test preparation as a need and are
hoping it will enable our employees to do better on standardized tests," said Eileen
Sini, program manager for the Foundation Center for Adult Studies at Citibank.

Formal efforts to.evaluate the test-coaching induStry have yielded few clear-cut
s answers. Several studies conducted by researchers at the Educational Testing Serv-

ice (ETS), the nonprofit testing corporation that administers standardized college-
and graduate-school admissions tests to more than two million students annually,
have found little evidence fhat test-preparation courses raised student scores by
more than 10 points, a minimal gain, the testmakers say, compared against the cost
of a course, some $200 to $300.
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A 1972 survey conducted in 12 high whools by two ETS psychometricians, Lewis
Pike and Franklin Evans, found thaela 21-hour coaching program did have a
positive effect on tap scores for students on certain parts of the mathematics section
of the $AT.

A 1978 review by Mr. Pike also concluded that short-term instruction prqduced
meaningful improvement in test Scores, for .the mathematics' part of the SAT,
although the effect of short-telm instruction on verbal SAT Score's was still unclear.

This spring the Federal Trade Commission, releaied a report examining the effects
of coaching schools upon standardized-test scores. It found that "students who are
cpached for the SAT have, on average, higher grades than students who are not
coached." The report which used previous data gathered by the Boston office of the
F.T.C. to examine the validity of coaching, school claims indicated that coaching was

especially helpful for "underachievers," often raising their scores by 25 points dn
. both the math and verbal parts of the SAT. Underachievers were defined in that
report as those with ',high grade-point averages but low standardized-test scores.

However, the final report was 'disclaimed by the F.T.C's Bureau of Consumer
Protection ae being statistically invalid and failing to Control for tlifferences in
personal and demographic characteristics of the students.

According to Mr. Pike, who is no longer employed b and was recently. hirea
by the National Institute of Education to conduct onal testing research, the
initial findings of the rim. study are jitt s because he believes that
students often do not do their best becaulk of at of the test itself. He saye
that test anxiety, unfamiliarity with the questi at and the artificialit of the
twestion types themselves are powerful obsta to valid test results. For this
reason, he asserts, test preparation can indeed prpve useful. "I don't.think a student
can artificially raise his test scores above his ability through test preparation," Mr.
Pike said, "but he might bring his scores up to where his ability really is."

It is precisely in this area, where students exhibit a marked discrepancy between
their academic perforhtance and their test scores, that the test-preparation schools
seem effective: According to Ellen Kurtz of the Livingston College Board Review, in
Livingston, N.J., for instance, students who have high grada-point averages but are
acoring between 450 and'600 on each section of the test are more likely to be helped
by test preparation while students who have scores above 600 seem to show less
dramatic improvement.

"A very bright student with scores already over 600 'mai not be someone we can .

help because he's already picking up intuitively what to do from the types of .

questions being asked," Mrs. Kurtz said, "but our course really is more effective for
the average student who is More apt to be thrown by the nature of the test itself."

Other test-Preparation educators maintain that their. ,courses are particularly ,
helpful wken students are apprehensive, or tesi to "freeze" on standardized tests.
"By increAing the etudents academic knowleate, showing them examples of old
question types found 'air preview tests, their fears are often greatly neduced and
they just naturally perform better on the next teat," explained ft C. Matthewa of
the Matthews School In Manhattan.

In recognition ot these subtleties, some 'schools, such as the Kaplan' institutions,
while seeking to improve student test scorei;discoutagb students with' poor grade-
point averages from applying to prestige sehools,' reasoning that their past acaciemic .

performance will impede their acceptance. At the same time, most test-preparation.
schools are careful to make few chaos apout 'score gains, although .they,often say
privately that increases of 50 to 100 points are not unusual.

According to the College Board,, which employs the Educational Testing Service to -

design. and administer the SAT, LSAT, the Graduate Record Examination IGRE)
and other standardized teeth, the scores 'are not nearly so important a factor in

. school admissiom as meet. Students believe, "I know of no school that selects or
'rejects students on the basis of test scores alone," said Fred Hargadon, chairman of .
the beard of trustees of the College Board and dean of adinissioni at Stanford.

On the other hand, Allan Nairn of the Public Interest Research Group, a Rah%
Nadel organization that is investigating the E.T.S., said: "The fact is that the tests-
are important and are used .in a -vatietY Of by schools to determine entry. And

them as automatic outoff points.'
te as a primary gauge for adniissions

cance, and it is to this need that the
ly.
approaches to standardized exami-

anakile or specific test-taking skills,
ls often don't teach students how to

416

at least 20 percent of the colleges still
Whether colleges are Ming standardized

or not, students evidently believe lb their sig
coaching schools address theniselves so su

The schools vary widely in the technique
nations, but Virtually all indicate that "test
are important curriculum componenta "Soh
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! take tests because they have so much basid subject matter to get across," said Joel
Piagenz, co-director fdr the New HaYen-based Amity Testing Institute.

Many schools incorporate test-taking techniques witlin their teachidg of the basic
subject matterl stressing such skills as when to guess, how to recognizv verbal
mistakes, how to, use mathematical short-cuts, and when to implement precision
reading. Ai tIe Columbia Test :Preparation Institute, for instance, students are
drilledin the nalogy questions commonly found on standardized tests. Within the

- verbal portio of their classroom instruction, students Lire briefed on the "traps"
that analogy, cillestions often contain, such as the "reverse meaning" choice, the

. "word ass ation".choice, and the "ungrammatical answer" choice. Having. learned
recogni and eliMinate thOse inappropriate .choices, 'the student is in; a. better.

position t4determine the correct answer. . .

One o he most valuable aspects of the test-coaching schools, their advocates say,
is the way they. reduce anxiety. "After all the rumors I've heard about the difficulty
of the test, this course has made me feel much better," said Lynn Goss, a student at
the Columbia Test Preparation Institute, who, was preparing for the G.M.A.T. eiam-
ination. "The instruction was a logical presentation of the material covered on the
test, and once it provided me with:explanations about how to find the ansWers, I
was no lorker nervous." . .

"A time-pressure test seems to rattle many studenta atid destroys their ability to
do their best," said the coordinator of the L.S.A.T, test-preparation center at
Rutgers University, Janet Finklestein. In the itutgers program, as in many.other
programs, the instructors try to overcome that ..anxiety by offering the student
intellgve work on the subject matter as well as expressions of encouragement. /

Tonispel .student anxiety, some schools, such as the Sexton Center, provide'
remedial mathematics courses in addition to the standard program. Others, sail as
the Dulac School in' Manhattan and the Guidance ,Center in ?Santa Monica, Calif.,
offer individualized counseling and 'psychological reassurance. At the Guidance.Cen-
ter, for instance, the director, Anne Salzman, attempts to reduce worries by counsel-

. ing her clients and discussing their anxieties with parents. tn,addition he often
diagnoses her students' 'academic weaknesses and outlines a program of Study for
them in needed areas.

Most test-preparation schools also offer students a strenuous i-eview of basic
. academic subject matter. At the Test Prep Inc. school in Chicago, for instance,

students have 34 hours of classes to review basic mathematical and verbal skills.
At the Kaplan schools, where students get up to 10 hours of live instruction but

are encouraged to participate in 200 hdurs of tafied drill exercises, a wide variety of
. . practice material is presented.

Mr. Kaplan maintains that his students not only do better on standardized .

examinations but also increase their basic skills permanently. "hhaven't just im-
proved their test scores,'I've made Ahem better students:" said Mr. Kaplan, who

. asserts that his courses are-effective because they teach students basic concepts oyer
an extended period of tiMe.

The cost for test preparation varies widely. As a rule, SAT preparation is less '

expensive than other types of graduate preparation, ranging from $80 .at sthall
schools like the Livingston. College Board Review to $27.5 at the Kaplan .schools.
Fe. for profeisional license examination courses, such as the Education ComMittee
fo Foreign Medical Graduates test, which clears foreign doctors for practice in the
Un'ited States, come to $800 at the Kaplan scheols. . at 1

:
THIS FROM THE gOACH1No SCHOOLS

1. Kan your time, carefully. Spending too much time-on a questi ,can be as
detrimental as a wrong answer. .

2. Answer the questions you know first. Then, If you have time left, return to the
unanswered questions.

3. There is only one right ,answer., If you identify it, do not waste time working
through the other. possibilities. Go on to the next question.

4. Guess-shrewdly on answers you do not, know. Wrong answers carry a larger
. penalty than unanswered Ones, but your chances for a higher score will be improved

if ou guessprovided you first eliminate at least one choice.
. I reading-comprehe passages, underline important information as you

read through the test. Th is no penalty for marking the worksheets, and it Wills
help you recall importa t information, Likewise, in Mathematical sections use the
whitespaut as a worksh t.

6. Pay particular attention to words like "but," "not," "however," and "therefore."
They are key words that often signal alor thoughts of a passage, ,
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7. Use matheniatical short-cutscancellation of fractions, estimation, removal of
decimal poipte.and so forthWherever possible.

8. Mern4rize mfith formulas. Formulas such as A.-ix w for the area of a.rectangle
are oftentven at the beginning of the test section, but it is quicker to have them in

9. ifirthink any more dip you have to. Don't be sidetracked by secondary
ans or answers that are true liut not directly related to the 'central question.

10. Get a good night's sleep and bring candy and a sweater to the. tett. The
examination is tiring and such means can help'you conserve energy.

. Because of the cost of test-coaching schools and the widely held belief that
coaching works, the Department of 'Health, Education and Welfare has allotted
ifdnds to the Health Resources Administration Office of' Health Resoulces Opportu-
nity to enable disadvantaged students interested in the health professions to take '
extra cotirses and test preparation:This year the department awarded more than $3
million to disalvantaged students for coaching at 21 universities through the Health
Resources Administration. It was the largest amount of money ever granted to those .
programs.

In one program, at the University of Texas Health Science Center in..San Antonio,
50 minority students with high acedemic averages studied and received preparation
for theNedical College Admission Test and the Dental 'Admission Test through the
Kaplan schools.

While some advocates of .the "truth4n-testing" legislation pending in Congress
maintain that it wbuld make the testing industry more accouhtable and would allow
the answers and techniques used on standardized tests to become more accessible to
all students, not just those able to afford a preparation course or commercial
preparation materials, directors of test-preparation schools. haw expressed little
conC rn about the bill.

" het er they impose a Federal "truth-in- ting" bill or even abandon standard-
ized tesçs altogpther will make little impact n us," said Emanuel Federbush,
directo of the Columbia Test Preparation Instit te. "We may have to make adjust- .

ments, jbut no matter how schools decide to judge their applicants, students. Will
a1vay4be looking for a little extra,help."

.TESTIMONY OF DR. LEWIS W. PIKE BEFORLF"THE NEW YORK STATE SENATE AND .
ASSEMBLY HIGHER EDUCATION Cordtirrrers, MAI( 9., 1979, ALBANY, N.Y. . 0

I arn Dr. Lewis Pike an educational researcher currently employed. as a Senior
. Associate at 'the National Institute .or. Education. I 'wish to thank you for the

opportunity to express my views regarding proposed legislation on standardized
testing. The testimony' am presenting is in a priVate capaeity. No official support
or endorsement by the:National Institute of Education is .intended 'or should be
'inferred.

Professional. background for pyoviding this testimony includes the following. I
received a Ph.D. in educational psychilogy from Teachers College, Coluinbia Univer-
sity, in a program that emphasizek educational testing and meaeurethent.. My
professional work experience includes' 14 years at Educational testing Service, two
ni test development and twelve in research. While in test development, I was in

. charge of .developing all verbal aptitude test materials for the' Scholastic 'Aptitude
Test, the. Graduate -Record Examination, and .several other tests. My work in the
research diviaion was directed primarily to varicius properties of such tests as the
SAT and the: GRE, .ushally involving such questions as test fairness, test .validity,
and possible .coachabilityuf test's..

I have long been, and continue to be, an adviicate for the use of standardized tests.
for appropriate purposes. In' particular, I believe they can provide an; important.
service .both to colleges and to students eeeking.adinfssiop, to. them. However, the
very importance of euoli testing suggests Ito.tne that no reasonable effort should be
spared to. ensure that both constituencies, colleges and students, are well' served.

. . My comMents on the °draft legislation under. consideration will be addressed

would uire that test copy be made 'available tothe public within 20. deys of the
to Section 842, "Disclosure of Test Contents." Essentially, this section

release o test ,scores, add that students be provided, .trocin request, their answer r;;

sheet .
.

I strongly favor this proviskin fOr "open lestine, as apposed to "secure Writing",
fbr thrte reasons: '

rind; Vut atbumption that students and .others wanting to sea test copy (after
test admmistration) must demonstrate "the' need, to know" is inappropriate, i

, because it puts ,the:burden of proof on thoee making the case for .openriess. In :(
. . g;

!li
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our society, the burden of proof more 'properly.rests,.with those advocating '
secrecy, particularly where a critical public trust, such' as college admissions
testing, is involved.

Second: Arguments that I have seen thus far .for maintaining blanket test
, security after test administration are not convincing. Of six specific objections

to open testing raised recently by Educational Testing Service, four boiled down
to a matter of added cost, and the other two (test-equating and item-ftetesting
needs), are readily met by exempting items in.those categories from being made
'public.

Third: Given the importance of standardized tests in college admissions dedi-
sions, it is essential that the tests be as open as possible to public scrutiny. For.

. such critical review there is no effective substitute for access to test copy and
associated test data.

tet me briefly expand upon those three points. In doing so,el shall refer to twb
documents. One is a paper by John Fremer and Alice Irby, of Educational Testing
Service, entitled, "Why Should Tests be Secure." It was distributed just last week at,
a conference of the National Consortium on Testing, at a panel discussion of "Open
versus Secure Testing". The other is a College Board publication, "Report of the
Commission on Tests: L Righting the Balance," issned in 1970.

The first point: The burden of proof should rest with those advocating the mainte-
nance cor test security.

Noting ETS's. multiple constituencieS, the question is phrased.by Fremer and Irby
as follows: "How can test publishers meet what may appear te be conflicting needs
of institutions and associations dn, the one hand, and the public's need to, knew?"
Now, the concept of "the' need to know".is more typically heard in reference to such'
items as classified Military information, and its use assumes an understanding that
the burden Of proof for gaining access to the information rests on those wishing to
see it. I woad maintain that when the public's access to test information is con-
cerned, and' scores of great personal significance to the tested individuals are in-
volved, the opposite assumption must prevail. A provision for "open testing", such
as that given in the proposed legislation, is consistent with shifting the burden of
proof to those claiming that extended test security is necessary. qw,

I feel this is particularly true for an ofth-overlooked constituency, the stildenti
required to take standardized thsth in order to gain admission to college. A cnncern
for this constituency has bv...n strongly expressed to the College Board by a Board-
sponsoVed Commission on Thsts in Volume I of their report, Righting the Balande.
This report included the following cominents:

As the Commission's work proceeded, it became apparent that, in its mem-
bers' opinion, the Board's.traditional services reflected primarily and' purpose-

.). fully the interests of the Board's member, colleges; and that, while the/3e were
not necessarily inconsistent with the' interest8 of students, the latter, bein
served secondarily and'incidentally, were bein rved less well. (Page XV.

While in reality no can solve anyone else's pro'N¼xs of choice, the Colle e
Board can give the students faced with the dif icult 'skins surrounding t e
transition Out of high school su,pport equal to that which colleges receive. In,
short, the Commission thinks' that symmetry or balance should obtain be-
tween the services that the Boanl offers to- potential entrants and those that it
offers to colleges. 'Just as individual schools and individual colleges rightfully
regard their students as clients, so should the membqr schools and colleges of
the College Board have the Board regard all potential entrants in programs
offering opportunities for postsecondary education as a clientele whose interests
and needs are to be served and met as fully as are those of the Board's
institutional clientele. (Page 57.)

In making specific recommendations, the Commission on' Tests suggested that
stüdents should be provided much more information that would allow them to
evaluate prospective colleges. The present legislation calli for a.natural extension of
this concept, in which the students would also be alrowed m6re adequate basis for
evaluating the admissions tests that so directly influence their lives. .

The second point: Present arguments for maintaining blanket test security long
after test administration are not convincing.,

Fremer .and Irby listed six reasons why test security practices should be contin.:
ued. One was "ReUse of Test Questiona; awith .cost noted as a major objection to
limiting the Ilse of test questions to aflingle-rotind of testing. Three of the other
yeasOns, given as "Fairness," "Meaningfülness 5h2ftst Result," and "Discourage
Teaching to the Test" are all based on the premise tRat,test items would have to be
reused, alUn' having revealed to thevublic. But that lieemise holds'enly if it k
indeed deMonstrated that 'using all new questions for tests now treated as secure.
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would be prohibitively expensive. Thus ail four reasons may be reduced to a single 4
consideration, cost: 'With the many cost factors other than the development of test
items that must be covered by test fees, and the likelihood thtit, a Substantial -Part of
most secure testa already consists of new items, I would expect that the Claim of
excessive cost for developing all new items would bevery difficult to support..

The other twd reasons given for insisting on test securify are "Continuity of Test
Sates" and."Presenting of new Test Questions." As I noted earlier, these objections
are readily met by exempting items in those categories from being made public.

The third point: It is essential that tests be as open as possible to public scrutinA .

for this, there is no substitute for direct access to test copy.
Two substitutes for direct access to test copy and data havi been suggested. One is

the use of external test committees to ensure the quality and appropriateness of
resulting tests. While this is a commendable practice, it is primarily a process
consideration. The product of interest is the finaT test itsiett Further, such commit-
tees do not directly represent the stukent as consumer. Mere strongly emphasized as
a substitute is the availability of ex)ensive descriptive information about secure
tests. Thi& too, is, good to have, but again it simply !cannot reprace seeing the test
itself. As E resevcher, I haikr,consistently- found that my work with tests such as
the SAT, ORE, and the Test of Engligh as a Foreign Language could be fruitful only
after I. had spent considerable time reviewing and reacting to direct test copy,
interacting with individual test items, relating these to one another 'and to test ,

directions, and so on. If I were a consumer (test-taker), or a legislator charged with
representing consumers,.I would not willingljp:nettle for less.

I shall conclude by citing another of the mission on Tests' statements, which
reads: ' the tedts and associated services intervening between high school and
college, especially thOse of the College Board thakouch directly as they do the lives
of over a quarter of the nation's young peoPle, are a matar of some importance, not
just to the Board, those young people, and the institutions-they attend, but also to
society at large. So large and pervasive an enterprise should, as should the educe-
,tional system it supports, be managed in the public interest. The' c hajlenge for the .
College Board is to discern that interest and effectively serve it. (Righting the
Balmace, Page 32.)

This charge, of course, could apply to the testingjienterprise at large. It is my
belief that t blic interest referred to in the statelhent can be best served if open
testing actices 'are followed, allowing the public direct accels to test content. I
bglieve the legislation before you, particularly Section 342, is an eitrernely. !moor-

...Ant step in bringing 1KoG1 such open testing. ' .

<
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Mr., WEISS. I think that Dr. Derendzen has hussenct raised the;
- very clearcut argument of those who are .oppostglico H.R. 4949, and

I would like to see if we could in the courseftf the time that is left
to us 'discuss or addresi ohrselves te some .of the 'questions that 'he
has raised and perhaps 'we have not specifically focused in oh.

It has been sugge.sted by many, it 'has been suggested by others
in the course of .the hearings thtit we have held up to this point,
indeed it has been suigested by sn editorial in the Vashingtori
Post by some others, that the Standardized tests have in fact been
responsible for bringing into higher edugation minorities and oth-

, ere who up to that point had beeh. excluded, and therefore the
suggation. has been made that when we seek to open the prqcess

, j,y diliclosure, because- that is all that H.R. 4949 does, it is a disclo-
sure.

The piece of leicislation mandates nqthing beydnd disclosure, ,that
'What. we art doing then, at leasP:the suggeskfon is, is working
against the pfforts o£ minoritiesand ...others who had found it

..0
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difficult to gain entrance into institiltions of higher, learning
previously.

I would like to ee if w coulegei\some response to both parts of
that, (a) whethe in fact it is the standardized test, -standardized
tests which hay been responsible for bringing minorities into the
higher education system, into the colleges, and universities and,

.. second, whether the adoption of H.R. 4949 would have the effect of
now turning the clock back and excluding those people.

Do you have any comments on that,/Dr::DeWinter?
Dr. DEWINTER. Yes, sir. I really do not see how these tests would

have all by themselves brought about thefl change in the higher
education in bringing additional minority students to the colleges.

One thing that -Concerns me very much about the tests is the
L extent of our knowledge of them and the relationship betweed the

knowledge of the tests and what they do, whether itt be for any
student from atiy area, and then how that affects our judgment af

. the decision of the.admissions office.
It seelhs to me that djscloSure, as proposed in H.R 4949, would

simply increcge our Own understanding of it, but it would still not
. substitute for the kind of judgment that we would have to exercise

in iriterpreting the individual'candidates.
So I really do nat believe that it would act in a way to ekclude

any individuals, and particularly minority students, from higher
education.. a

Mr. WEISS. Would some of the others like to comment on that?
,

Dr. Franklin?,
Dr. FRANKLIN. Yes.
In response to your question about test scores .improving the

admission of minprities in schools, 'I find that a little hard to
betieve because we already have testimony that minorities have

1 scored flone standard deviation below and there has not been any
i admissions ve students because of these test scores alone.

It is becault the tegf seizes are low and because there are other
factors involved that minorities have been admittdd to programs
and just a general awareness of the inequality in educatiot_ -

So that test scores havt not been the savior or deliverer of
minorities into' the arms of higher education. There have been' a
host of other political arid educatiOnal issuek that have delivered
minorities into higher education. o test scores certainly are not
the messiah in that regard. 1

Second, the disclosure of test questions certainly raise psycho-
metric issues, but it is interesti g that all we have heard is what
harm it is ping to do. We nev hear that the industryis going to
mobilize to tr'y to handle the particular issue of what disclosure

.. may do, to develop the neces arY techniques and necessary tests.
a seems to me that disclos re Will allow students to learn their

strengths and weaknesses. It should contribute,to qUality educa-
tion. It should contribute to the .development of better curriculum.

It should allow, us to ji w as fadependent researchers and inde-
pendent educators from e testil
knowledge peopile, studen , are not-. being sufficiently trained in

exactly what .areas ofagencyg

and what,processes are necessary to lidplitudents to learngbetter.
It should unprove the whole pedagogic process: ,
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It is a shaine that very often the tests are represented ai a
messiah,..as a deliverer, as a panacea. They aretot. I' think what
'we are trying to do is to improve testing to the point where it
,becomea air integral .part of quality education:

. Mr, Loewen?
. Dr. Lomat I think we also have to recognize that there is
already a great deal of knowledge about tests available in society.
The student- who, let's say, locally goes to Walt Whitinan High
SChool has all kinds of knowledge about the tests offered him or
her As part Of their curriculum. in the :school. he 'same is true of
the person who goes to PhilliPs Exeter..

There are coaching schools which ETS is n retreating 'on and
is aware that they improve Stores. Where is t knowledge about
how tests are, their form, how to take them, w ere is this knowl-
edge located? It is located in the UpPer middle slag in urbane and
Urban areas.

The function of H.R. 4949 is to increase the knowledge about the
tests available to all Americans. I caimbt see how that would
decrease the oPportunity, of rural or regionally. dispossesded Ameri-
cans, if you will, to take ttie test, .. I think it will only amplify-the opportunity that the tests purport:
to make available..

WEISS. Ms. SimmonS?
. Ms. SIMMONS. I believe, based on my bontacts with students

. ; across the country, that as a matter of fact the standardized tests
have pot served to bring more people into institutions oC higher
education. It has served to keep a lot of persons out, alsIt out. of

. professional schools.
One 'of the things we must also look at, as I Mentioned in my

testimony, that the, bill appears to be directed toward postsecon-
a defy. However, there has to,tbe some attiontion to elementary,

: seCdndary, in order, to get,the youngsters up to !where they can go
into postsecondary. ?-

One of the things we have found out in segregated çho that
we do still have across this countri is that in the schools that are
in the 'upper middle income white areas, that a number of times
yotingsters get an opportunity to take standardized teats early on
so that by, the time they reach 11tri or 12th grad.e they have a
facility for taking those lests.

That is not true in 'the Sedford-Stuyvesant_ and Harlem ansl
Other arias that art so-called gliittoized areas. We do believe. that
standardized tests are .used to exclude. They impact disproportion-
atelY on Iow-iiicome persons regardless of whether they are .black,
white, or browp. The ov emphasis that is being placed on stand-
ardized testa does Impact proportionately.

May I make a comment about some 'of this in my testimopy? We
haw had occasion a few reacs ago to look at a school sykm in
Virginia -where our branci. hid collected for me about 75 report
carls. On those report caids they had passing scores of students
an yet these students wer ,partiplly pwmoted. ".

, When we' went -to the hoel itvatem, there kvas.a public forum
which we had called for We. showed report cads, 'the local paper
jhowed copies.of report c ds of a person, who had passing scorea
bn a report card. :
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The schod Aystem -Aid ihat the standardized test was not the
sole criterion. However, they Could not respond when they were
shown report Cards of persons who made B's and C's on-report
cards and who were not promoted.

So we are consciously aware of the fact that even though we
were told tbat tile score itself was not the determining factor, it
was, and )e ,had just a fistful of report cards to validate that.

Dr. NEWSOM: Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, this
is a very difficult situation for me, pne as a mihority and as an
editor, ahd partikularly as one who4ias some understanding of the
cultural backgrolnd from Which ttiese teas are developed.

These tests are not without bias. There is no test made without
.. bias. So these tests are obviously biased in favor .of the majority

group, in favor of the high socioeconomic group, in favor of those
who live in a certain part of this Nation. Therefore, minorities for
the most part suffer and are excluded.

My concern is that there must be some development more and
, more working toward reducing the bias th#t appears in thek tests.

, What we have said here, that we should hiodify in some respects,
we should augment, expand others, and change these in order that
they will be morr meaningful and,do what I think the Congress
wants to do. We cannot do it the way it is presented at this time.

Mr. WErss. But, Dr. Newoth, the hope is and the expectation is
that if the mystery is takpn out of the tests, if the tests become a
matter of open and publi knowledge,,if the student himself and
herself has access not just ,to the questions but also to the answers

, on requegt, if researchers, sociologists have' a chance to really
, exarriine the tests and what went into the process of making them

up and evaluate some of the in-house-studies that are made and t
undertaken by some of the testing services, that just that process of
opening it up, disclosing it, will in fact allow sufficient critiquing, .

information if you will, from outside sources to be borne in-upon
those who provide the tests now and who make them up and los,
compose them so that in fact the tests will more accurately test the
abilities 'and the capacities of students across the countrY rather
than particular regions.

That is why the test really focuses on openness and disclosure
rather than mandating any specific Eiction.

aSq

f.is th t the legislation ought to do moie than What it does and we
grea I rasmtu

l oi tft lteill tipte rpprl9ecxeeads ua ns teos swwhhya ty ut hairnek ut hgegrees si nhao urleda ibi

have deliberately held off from doing more because we think that
would subject us perhap&to valid criticism that we were , frying to 4)

interfere with the educatIbnaL process in some.fashion.. .

Dr. NEWSOM. Well, bEtsically now you are, but I think this is
good: I think what we are askin4 is that it be studied more by the

i. social scientists with the Congre in order to provide.a technique,
i a law -Or a,rule 'or regulation t at will' do. what. you say you are

trying to do.
'We don't believe this will dolthat '. This will continue to do what

it 11,tas done'. Thatois our belief.
11113. SIMMONS. Mr. Chairman, I certainlypannot endorse or call,,

% for an additional study. I. would have ,wished the bill. would bave

64.i.....
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i
gone further. I know it is absoluteii, mandatory that we have truth
in testing legislation with disclosur .

I want to say for the record that I hope in the future that we will
have a bill before the Congress,that will establish a Federal régula-
tory agency for the testing industry similar tp the Federal Commu-

dons Commission; Food and Drug Adininistration, Envilin-
mental, Protection Agency, for the protection of consumers of tests,
and eyal -tive assessment instruments. .

Becau e and More, if yOu will recall, the Congress is calling
for mor ent, particularly in the elementary and secondary

. educatipn. . ,
.

' I believe that with a call for more and More assessment, there is
algo responsibilities to regulate.

Mr. WEISS..Did you. receive in the course of th hearings, espe-
cially from the testing companies, the,assurance hat any social
scientist whe wants tokio research in the area of ting has all the
materials that they, the testing companies, have availa le for their
use? . .

We. have hail indications from some of our witnesses who at- '
tempted to receive or gain access to some of these materials that at
the least that is an-overstatement on the part of the test industry:

I wonder if yoti have had any experience in attempting ta receive
'Materials, access to materialki, and what' that experience is? 4

Dr. LOEViTEN. Yee. I have had particularly disappointing, experi-
ence in dealing with the Educational Testing Service and 1,he Col-:

. lege Entrance .ExaMination 'Board_ that oversees some aspects of
ETS. . .5- r

Last falltas attempting to do research on testing. I contacted
. people at about the potential availahility of what they call
ethnic data by which they mean data by race, perhaps Hispanic-
Americans included as against Anglo-Americans arid black Ameri-

.. . cans, and also tiata available by. State. ,
I was referred by ETS to Corge Hanford who wag then senior

vice president and now' I understaV is acting president of the
College board.

.1 wrote Dr. Hanford ori October 28, 1978., and asked him about
that availability. I ekplained to`hini that I was a social 'scientist .
and what the Center for National Policy Review was 'and that I
was coming from a proaffirmative action background.

His rePly November 10, 1978, was:
.

,.

Data relating to the MAT. and i3At do come under college board au hority and
are subject to a policy administered by me. which does not permit tie regular
aggregatiop, and reporting ,4f 'data regarding the test performance of nority stu-
dents. . '

. ,
n the basis of minorities an heydata o d,o not permit the report,

So he claimed, in other words, olkt they do got even aggregate ..)

ing of it. . .

It waithen claimed to me just this last week that that Policy had
changed. So laid Friday, p days ago, 1 phoned the college board to

: gee if i , , (act had changed. I was assured by DarryllGreer, the
'polity . : r .gpfficer at the office of the president, that the pahey
haA op changed:, .

.

' el,iiltaid we ware in a process, then, of revie4i1ng that Policy and
.,. Of reVie*s still ongoing. .

.

;>.

,
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H6 said, "The. board hag asked for years whet
gate such data, and if so, what its responsik.lit

d.differences we Might fin"
In other words, he is claiming that the board doe

that 'there are differences. How then can. ETS or the
assure us that there is no test bias. if they claim th
aggregated data and they have not set up.what the resp
be to any ratings or other differences that they, might fin

But in my case the answer to your question is that
Friday it is impossible to get this kind of data, at leag for the, and

don't think there is anything wrong with my crefientials.\They
explained this to me as their policy.

Ms. &Diplom.' May I respond to that, too.
I talked with five psychologists across the country when I form d

the national task force. Dr. Robin Williams, who is a psychometr \
cian felt there was a need that sectfon 42(b) in H.R. 4949 was'
probably the best section in the bill. &le fe there was a need for a
mapdate for the commissioner to get relev nt data over the period
Of time to see what was going on.

He said he was reliably informed that th data was available in
the computers, but there is a feeling among the plofessionals in
trying to get this informatidii from the comkanies that they will
not release the information unless there is a congressional man-
date, and that ,if the commissioner had information on what 'was
happening through the use of the test, the commissioner woitld
then be in a 'position to report to the Congress and to make a
determination if further action was needed.

So that in talking .with various persons .who have credentials,
who need .access to thii information, they have not been able to
obtain it..

er it should aggre-
Should be'to any

n't even know
college board
y have not

e should

of last

Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
D. DeWinter, I am sure thlat you havp )1ad occosion in the

course of your work, in discussing this partibular areathat is your
areii of specialization, and that is admissions generally and stand-
arazed testing specifically; with others. in the field, other admis-
sions officers.

. Generally, can you dessribe as to where we seem to be in general
'attitudes? Does tkére seem to be a stronger commitment today on
the part of admiaions officers to the standardized test than thsre
Was 10 years ago of'a lessening? What is happening? Is there any
kind of fluctuation that is going on?

Dr. DEWINTER. Congressman Weiss, I-don't really see any signifi-
cant fluctuations in the iMportance given in the i3tandardized tests.
It seems,, to me that admissions officers throughout the country, I
would sarwith whom I have been associated, really do try totake
all of these factors into consideration, tucluding the SAT's.

So in that respect I don't find that there is an increase. I think
what is happening, though; and this is why I am endorsing the
legislation, is that in the public's mind they definitely take on a
tremendous amount of significance. There is almost no way that
you can really deal entirely with the question in ewlaining a
particular decision to an applipant. It always comes back to those
scores.

Ai917_
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So in that respect they really have atreniendous imPact, at least
as perceived by the believe that ivith an increased under- .

standing of. the-scores, that i. through the disclosure, that actually:
we can lessen that impact Or' the public. .

I think, also, it would make us be 'very careful so that no ablises
are made of these testi.

INiu have coine to your' judgment, obviOusly, quite
:Independently and you are net apealdng on behalf of Your universi-

ty or .anyone else but yourself? r-
Dr. DEWINTEn. If I may add something, on the question of valid-

ity and the use of it, we have talked a great deal about tests in
relation tO the predictive ability of the students.

I think there h to be a healthy caution about that also because
it is just not wei7 clear to what extent those scores really have
been valid in predicting the Success of a student
-Just before I came down I asked a question at my collegd. I .

What would be the scores for example, of the top 10 Percent of the
students? ,

it was quite clear that there were variations in all of these
scores. There were as many, say,' among our Phi Beta Kappas,
there 'were as many who were scoring between 500 and 600 as
there were between 700 and 800.
, $o I think we have to be 'very careful with the predictive validity,

\ saying that the higher the s res, therefore the higher predictive
value of thes.e scdres. .

Mr. WEISS. The interesthig thing. thatla noted in the 'course of the
hearing is that for the. most.. part, people rrho directly deal with
admissions and, therefore, with all aspects of.the admissions crite-

. ria, and people who deal directip with tests, standard lests,, tend
generally to be supportive of. offening the process' up, eacept for
those who are in the business of creating the tests, and for those
who organizationally hire or contract with those who are in the
blviness Of mAking tests. --*

.Why dp you think there is that dichotomy between the estab-
lished organizational entities and 'the individuals who deal ,within
the (teld? : ,

-.Dr. DEWnitrea. 'It is an organization. that has existed for nearlY
i'75 years andi thilik has undertaken many studies and developed a
whole seiies of tests and patternsAl think there Is a danger of
.becoming too convinged about our research and becoming too figid
in the way ire view the results that we have; This 'is something
which we are asking to take another look:k and, so perhaps it is a
normal resistance, I would say, in anything- that has existed for
any number of years. .

VVhen something has reportedly been very successful arid anyone
challenges that; of course therejs a certain amount of resistance to

my ovvir'feeling would be that lit should stand the scrutiny and
other people *ought to be 'able to take a look. In oome cases it may
prove to do SOW) things for certain group? of people and we ought
.to knovv that

Mr. VW. Dr, Loewen, I was impressed byke testimony' you
give thtir the prqblem of the bias that is built i the tests affects

* to agreat. extent Tot just minorities but rural students.
. ,

A, : ; :
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Could you expand on that? . . :
'Dr: LOEWEN. Tt. is, certainly very much the case in Mississippi,

white or black, andllot just because of its socioeconomic disadvan-
taged but also because of the ruralitY of *le State.

In Vermont I experienced the fact thatand; Vermont releases
this ate within its own, confinegruidl Vermonters; whiCh mean
almost all, score muCh worse on the SAT exam than do thos
University of Vermont students who come from the suburbs
Boston, New York and Philadelphia, which make up half the stu-
dent body. So we have a student body, half of whom make scores in

Izthe 500's and 600's, and the other half of whom make scoreS of 400,
that come from Vermont. By the dine they. graduate they do the
same quality work as those out-of-tfae students.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. BuChanan.
'Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank ymi, Mr. Chairman. "ilia is a very diffi-

. cult subject for me; I am glad there is an agreement among us that
there is an illness with the testing situation.

What I am neot sure about is the instrument to deal With the
illness. I am jusf not sure it is not goad.

Let me be the devil's advocate arid raise some .questions some
others people have raised for your response. For example, William
Raspberry, in his usual namby-pamby way, said that this bill was
strong, bitter stuff that doesn't secure, anything, and he went on to
quote, in his article in the Washington Post on September 10,
Diane Ravage of Teachers College, Columbia University,: who has
this to say:

,
It will create a bonanza for private tutoring services which would hafe actual

tests for teaching students, not just their own inventions: This will increase the
advantage of those who can afford to pay Or coaching.

What Would you respond tO that?
Dr. FRANKLIN. I don't agree with that, obviously, because iri Our

testimony Weindisated that there should be some regulating guide-,
lines for coaching: agencies:in and of themselVes. But therelis also
another issue involved which is that if coaching is effectiVe-kand I
think that is a debatable issue that suddenly has been uncovered,
that it is more effective than previously thoughtthen the kind of
disclosure that this bill will afford will let the information, the
principles and the general content of coaching; become available to,
a broader p*latiOn than just coaching agencies.

UnleSs I arfi misunderstailding, all of a sudden we will have a
neW Monopoly call&I testing coaching agencies. Pfeel that the bill
will also have the effect of disclosing the general process of helping
'students to do better on tests and it will not become the exclpsive.
riglikt of exclusive coaching agencies.

Dr. NEvisord. I am in total disagreement. I believe it-will Create
coaching schools: I.find it .is done iri citieS and Universities now.
Sororities and fraternities do the whole business of coaching ,mi
tests. All of'us know they do this. We used to have all the tests and
get them to our friends, :

Sure, theY will be using these' tests, If you know what the an-
. svers are going to be on the tests, you are going to teach if and <,

Work with ft. If Raspberq said that I would 'agree with him com-
pletely. If you see the testimony yeu will see:
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It happened when I was teaChing at Southern University in
Batop Rouge. We were *behind in terms . of the ROTC, we 'were
makmg the lowest scores of all the schools basically in the South:
We took fhe psychologist and the sociologist and we began to work
.on thcise things we knew were going to appear on those. tests, and
our scores were raised decidedly. So it is true.

Dr. LOEWEN. There seems to be the. assumption underlying your .

question and underlying some of the testimony by Dr. Berendzen in ,
particular,. that to disclose a test would make it almost valtipless
and would raise the problem of just learning those questions:

It is the practice of ACT, I believe, and it is alleged to be the
.--,- practice of ETS, to have a multiplicity ot iteMs on any test. Other-

wise, my OWn teenage-stepdagghter, who' hals taken the SAT last
year-, would score decidedly higher this year Merely by remember;
ing some of the questions ske missed the first tiMe and getting
those answers right this time.

It is certainly claimed there are thousands of items on the SAT. -

It would 'seem oWious what yOu would disclose would be the test
'that is gAren next November and only those \items that in fact went

,..", into:the score as I understand the legislation. ,
Any, testmakerwhich I am and several of the rest Of uscan

Make up a test which is a random selection or a specifically desig-
nated selection searched. by the computer from the thousands of
items you already have a ilable and pull out some for the next
exam.. It will include som overlap with the items and it is per-
fectly easy to tell your coni uter in scoring to check the old versus
the new.

If you have some student 'getting 100 percent of the old rate and.
2.3 percent Of the new, you flag that to somebody's attentiOn or
baSe the score primarily on the new items; It is no problerri.

The gentlethan froin occupational tegting where it may be a very
specific test related -ttfo a specific field may have a reasonable dis-
agreement to make to what I am saying. I am only saying thiswith
regard to general aptitude testing Of the type Used for professional
and graduate and baccalaureate schools. . .

. Mr. BUCHANAN. Did you wish to comment? - ,

. Dr. DEWINTER. I. Would agree with the gentleman on the right:
We seem to approach testS as if knowledge were an entirely finite
sort of thing, that if jou had a particular iitpa there were only so

. * many Auestions you could .ask and if you. knew that, that would be
all there is to it. . '

: We all know as teachers; too, we could give a test to a classroom
and then after that say there were a few studenth who were absent,
and somehow We can still make a valid test for those by. asking the
same grhiciplop Under differeht circumstances. ,

*. Welll remembei those exdms where you had tç s. prctve a theorem
or an equation or an aspect in foreign language or anything like v
that, and yOu can give a very valid test and ykt change the particu-
lars of that particular test.

,

Sd I don't think it is that cut and dried.
Mr. Wins. If_ you would. Aeld for just one second, it Couple Of

weeks ago, the New York' Dined in their magagne Section of their
.Sundayilewspa*, carried .ajedtup story devoted to the coachingt . schools. I have' a copy ot thiallhandSr. They Mdicate that one of Vie

t A
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schools, for example, has bianches for courses giveth in- 88 cities
across the 'country. That is just one ,of many. There e'a number
of thein across the country now.

It is not a question of, coaching schools developi .1 think th
issue is they eXist right now and perhaps if in fact we open th
system up, thoseiwho learn from prior testing will not be just those
who can afford it, too, for those coaches.

Thank yOu.
Di. SMITH: I would say in the occupational area, as mentioned

in my testiMony, there are many licensing and certifying agencies
who give their own tests in addition to the examindtion. we might
provide. I think we would be hard pressed under .disclosure condi-
tions to develop the necessary. examination in the pool of items
that would be required.

I think under those conditions they would not be able to meet
their obligations. It would be of concern, obviously, to us as well; U

but it would probably be of lesser .concern. But even so, as -I
mentioned in my testimony, a number of our clients have test
candidates that number 30, 40, 50 candidates every year, and if we
are talking aboat the development of a multiple-choice examina-
tion of 100 items kr 160 or 200, which is about what we might use,
the cross would be ,spread over many fewer candidates and, there-
fore, I think we are talking ,abdut some financial considerations
here that are much greater than what wetild be anticipated in the
aptitude area.

Also, I may say, regardless of which bill one professes to
support or reject, with respect to the credentialing systems ip this
country, they are extremely diverse and varied. I would caution,
before the occupational clatoe in the Gibbon6 bill be considered in
any other way for inclusion' under whatever conditions, that there
be much greater concern given to the ature of those systems.
before one passes that bill on 'to ale social system. .

Dr. FRANKLIN. May I give an example of how the process can
work as quickly as possible. In terms of coaching, we talk about
coaching schools and how that is going to exclude more students,
articularly minority students. We also have the problemin profes-
ional licensing of trying to give minorities licenses. I am involved

with that. (to V

There are professional schools to help professionals get their
professional license. We have had black professionals that' go to
thes8 professional schools and learn something about the system of
coaching in order to take the examination. As a consequence, we
have developed our own system of coaching and.try to collect more
information abbut the coaching process and the coaching game.

That can happen on a student level at an undergraduate school.
You can dilute the impact that coaching agencies can have as more
awl more agencies begin to learn this is at their,disposal. I think
the NAACP would immediately get involved in helping ith mem-
bership to learn how to help their students get coach911 on SAT and
gather examinations.

Y k State persons who do not. pass the 'lprofession icensing
e other issue in. terms of professionaf examinatioir, in New .

ex ination in psychologyunless they have changed it since I A

too the examinationhave the right to examine those questions '

t _ I
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they fail in the presence of an .examin . That was for both iheft
objective part of the examination aa we as for. :the essay part7OT
the examination.

That may not be the best system but it is a way in which you can
provide feedback for a professional or any person on their perform-

, ance in a given testing situation. I think, there are ways in which
these syatems can be devised and this bill helps to open up these
kinds of options. . : t

Mr. BUCHANAN. One more area of questioning. The. Weiss bill
would. eXempt. admissions tests -developed and administered bran
individual school for its own purposes.

I wonder if each tests are likely to be more or less valid, reliable
and subject to .bias than the standardized test. Would anyone coni-
Ment ori that? . .

Di. FRANKLIN. I don't think We unders1bod the queStiOn.
Mr. BUCHANAN. The Weiss bill exenits those tests given by an

individual institution .for its own purpo es from the requirements
that it lays down for standatdized tests. I just wondered if there
was a basis to assume those tests would be more valid, less biaied,
More reliable than the standard tests?

Dr. NEWSOM. I don't know if I understand completely what your
: question is. Let me see if I understand it at all.

One, I think yOu are asking would the etazidardizevalid
and reliable than would the test be that. t nstitutioris

be more

\ provide; or Vice versa? .

Mk. BUCHANAN. We are putting them in two categories, saying to :

the individu'al institution, you may continue to do your own teiting
and you are not required to .disclose. I am asking if there Is some
basis for a double standard here so one step should be considered
more biased, more reliable, mote valid?

You see, we hat% two categOries now: Individual school tests that
:do their thing and they don't have to discloge anything, and. then
we have the standardized test upon which we fay these reqflire-
ments.

I am asking about the basis for this double 'standard. 3

Dr. NEWSOM. I would think that a standardized test that is usej
to exclude should be exposed to show the biases of that test.- If the
standardized tedt is used to exclude by a particular institution or .

occupation, I beliste that should be expoSed to the person74aSical7
.ly what was said d mOment agobnt if it is a' test that is used in ,

. the Matter of shoWing progress or iinprovement gr deVelopment,
Which is a different typc test, .achievement, then that kind of
testing should not 4.

In other words, if' it would cause a lot of confusion.
.I Ohl' knovt if I.. really understand your question. I am probably

not ahsvhring it very well.. ,i
CH

:

Mr. BuANAN. Let mf see if Man ask it a different way. Is
there ciomehing to the that the `-` dividual schkol tests are
likely to be less bias6d, ore 'valid t the standalithed tests? .

De. FRANKLIN. If that the assumpt , then it is an incorrect
. aseuMption. .

Mr. BUCHANAN. They are excluded fi ve
Df. FRANKLIN. I DIderstand that.
Mr. BUCHANAN. 111 is what l am asking.

A k.
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Dr. FRANKLIN. There is always a problein of standardization and
how valid and reliable a test is whethci it is devised by individual
institutions or by a nationWide testint agency. That is always a
fundamental psychometric issue. That may be ah area in which the
bill might have to be reexamined. -But I. do know that in a larger .

system' such as City University of New York, there is ,a combine-
tion:----let me put it this wayusing standardized tests with home,
made individual tests. By that. I mean for such areas as writing.
competency,. there is more a tendency to try to evaluate written
essays, and in the area of evaluating mathematical competency
there is more tendency to relk on those- standardized tests that
measure mathematics.

But in eitheeway there can be inherent biases. in the assessment
process.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Chairman, I win not press this further
except to say I am really going to study all your testimonyand the
material from NAACP that is provided today, because I ihonestly
don't know what we ought to do about this bill. .

I know there is, a problem, but one of the things that troubles me
the most is the extent to which the tests may be accurate rather
than inhccurate. If a child from age zero through six.is allowed too .

. much malnutrition, that child can be permanently handicapped for
all of life. Perhaps not as dramatically but just as truly, if a.child

is subjected to too uch discrimination *in education and inad-
equate education in lementary and secondarY school, that child
can be educationally andicapped to the egtent the child does not
do as well. on tests.

-I, just .have to Say, ..I grew up in a part of the country where I
know that inadequate education was a problem for many years .and
still is a problem. . There were some schools that were not good
enotigb to' teach high- school students what they had to know in
order to pass a test to enter a good college or pursue some other
line.

I know there is a problem with testing. I am just saying that I
am concerned about the extent to which these tests may be accu-
rate rather than inaccurate.

Mr. S.TEINBACH. I would like to address the questions. One, why
the individual school tests. There are a number of reasons for this.
One has to do with the number of students affected by any one
examination. Second, the fact that predominantly examinations
given byindividual schools are only of a placement or achievement
variety. A very small percent are of the S:eiT type.

A third reason has to do with the fact as I read the bill it seems
not to deal with regulation of the conduct of colleges, their admis-
sions offices or anything like that, and to move into the iealm of
the individual school would be to perhaps make that line somewhat
shady. /

I think they are all perfectly good reasons. You canlonly legislate
so much at a time. %

Iu response to the question.posed that you 'ire worried about the
tests being-right, I guess. the answer is we can't really tell unless .
something .like the disclosure legislation comes about. I couldn't
tell. From what I can tell we know that even when you don't toe
any sophistication at all in terms of grade point average there is.



siorne objectIve on admissions applications. We know all these
things have greater piedktive validity as to how well a tudent
will do in school, at least insofar as we haVe infOrmatiör at all
than do SAT scores, for example. .

But the SAT scores might do* very well for some sets into smile
majors, say engineering. We don't knoW. We can't get
access to the info tion.

Furthermore, if t does have high- validity, it has- to have it for
the right reasons.

I will give you an eittmple of wrong. reasons. Tliis was 'given to
me by a law professor; %at if found .out that: sttidents who
liked strawberries make. better lawyers? Is the quell/60n getting at
that perinissible On a SAT? My anawer "No." It has to have face
valiility.

How do students write\ thaego coi la* schools? DO people.Whojike
strawberries come frOm an environnient where they have learned
to Write and be able to afford strawberries? Obviously, I can make
ihis into a case of accidentet1 bias. It is sliglitly predictable for the
wrong reaNn. We don't know.

Mr. Buolitarmil. Thank you very much.
Ms.. Sim jmons said she ust wanted to say amen to what some-

body else said. It- watt such a resounding amen that the amen was
stronger than the original statement.. , ,

I:will have to take 'a Very hard look at the testimony of the
panel. I. jtist hope you are right. I. am afraid yon .are *going to find
there is a good deal else vir ong..

Mr. GOLDSTINE. I would.like to Comment, if I may. I came here
today to illustrate how invalid tests can affeCt an entire industry.

The question has come up regarding the inability to determine._
whether. or not an exam. is valid. I To know that States around them'
country have been questioning the NCARB., which is the National .

, Council Of Architects Registering Board, since the implementation
. Of its new exams back in 1973. NCARB has not responded and has

only said its exam through its analysis is a valid exam. .,

_ p Wisconsin, a number of students questioned the current exani-
ination and_they went to their legislature and they asked that this
examination le validated: There was an abnormally high failure in
that State as is around °the country. Approximately 50 percent of

I the examinees,-.people who have 5 year degrees with 3 or more
years of experieace in the field.

They are now going into this with a background in the field arid.
education: before they, sit for their eXamination. There is a prereq- .

uisite to have your internship and your education before you sit for
the eiam, and then there ig a 50 perient failure rate.

The first study which was conducted.by Dr. Gleriat Taggetts from
International Personnel Serrices; came out and said it doesn't seem .:

as thotigh this examination Meets the guidelines of the APA o/the
EQC orithe EEOC because a validation has never been conducted
on this pgankination. They, don't know whether or not it is. valid.

Then theri wlifult second study in whiCh a group_of architects .

was asaembled in Wisconsin and 71 tasks were determined and
there Was a orrelattan done. There were a thousand questions on
the exam and-they 'found out the exam 'was approximately 50
percent related to the tasks that architects are doing in officea.

111
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S.
I think it is important that examinations, especially of this na-

ture and of an academic natUre, both be valid. People are putting
numbers a years into 'decisions regarding professional entry to;
either the academic institutions or into their actual professions.

I think' there are two 'issues here. There is the issue of minority
discrimination which must be dealt ,with effectively but there is
alio the issue of overall professional discrimination against an

7 'entire group of applicants where tan exam is designed to restrict
entry into that profession not only because of ninority reasons,
which seems to be taking the brunt of these exa i s today, but also
because of economic conditions in the country.

Architecture being ,a profession that closely re ates to the econ-
omy at the time, it was one of the professions hard hit by the
economic recessions of this decade. Their examinations seem to
reflect that. I think that is. an. issue that really needs to be dealt
with. .

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much. Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you.
Mr. Goldstine, I think you have already partially answeced part

of my questions and I appreciate your coming forth with a personal
example. If sotne of m3> questions seem personal, I don't .inean
them that way.

How many people took that test and how many failed? Is this a
problem nationwide? Is this similar to a bar examination?

Evidently you are indicating that the architectural. profession
wants to keep its group relatively small, Should the Government
get involved in determining how many architects. we should have
or how many lawyers we should have? .

You raide some very fundamental questions On who should be
setting the criteria for getting into the profession. Should it be a
group other than the profession itself? Is your case somewhat
unique? -

You say half the people who take the tests flunk it.
Mr. GbLDSTINE. The failure rate is' approximately 46 percent each

year. .

' I brought this example up because I have done a great deal of .

research regarding this matter. I think the problem is that outsid-
ers cannotjegulate a profession. I believe that regulation should be
left up to that profession itself. The issue is: If guidelines are not
established byv which these professions will test anis' allow for entry ..
that will be on a fait:basis, rather than to restrict entrythe trade
offs here are to provide for public health .safety apd welfare and to
allow for competition at a reasonable level that does not unreason-
ably constrain private enterprise.

The facts seem to indicate that a restraint of trade may be
occurring. .

I believe that a Ai er investigation which is curTently in proc-
ess at this time will ventually come to a conclusion regarding
these facts but, yes, it is a national concern, and States around the
country have bee%requestini that NCARB respond.

Finally, after the exam was proved invalid in one State, and
California is now being funded to replace the examination, I be- t.
lieve NCARB is beginning to respond. ...

70 4
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What I question, is unless some kind of specific guidelines are
established, and evaluation can lead to proving an inValid exam
:valid based on the criteria for evaluation, I think it is time that
guidelines be established, that professionals replate themselves in
a manner that is consistent with the overall objective of the Nation
to allow the American 'dream to continue. .

Thank you. "

. pr. WEISS. Dr.. Smith, 11 . . .

Dr, SMITH. .Sitice one of the basic issues has to do with 'the
question of test Validationand It luis also been raised with respect
to the aptitude test. as wellI think it shoitld, be stated that* test
validation id not necessarily an inherent part of a set of items. It is*
built into the prOcedures that are used to look at the items: .So it is
.a process..lt is a concept. And tilde is nothing inherent about one
test that makes it necesearily valid versus another set of items.

It has to do with the conditions under which they are adminis
. tered, taken, constructed, and so on.

This is why the standards for constructing psychological tests;
the EO guidelines which currently exist covering the issue of test

. Nalidity are not it cookbook Procedure. It doesn't say take 10 iteme,
crank them through formula '3 and coine up With a test that is or is .
not valid., Validity is not a Categorical decision. Data that are
producid through the extunination of a test need to be interpreted.
Data do* hot speak. TheY 'need to be examined and clarified under
the conditions uUder -which the data were collected.

Therefore, I would say in response to the question, We need to
look more carefully at the full range of validational pracedures. I
can't pass in judgment as tO. whether the test is r is not valid: This'
is a. goniplex issue. But it is yet an issue that ydu are going tO have
to 'deal with in making the deteritination as o whether the bili .
has anY' worth.* . -

What I am suggesting isthat it is not a simple qUestionAt is a
. omplex psychometric questiOn that needs' to be examined here.

Mr. ERDAHL.11 I c0i41C1 ask Dr. Liewen to respond tO an area of
concern. You mentioned that educationally you are not oped to
testi but we need to have better tests. You mention the diffidulty Y

'we. sometimes find becaUse of a localized situation, a rural-situa-
tion, or the poverty area;\ that those people should perhaps have a
different test: \,

Isn't there a danger in doizg that -to further isolate people or
eliminate soMe c bilities from them? For example, I
grew up and went a countrr Ichool 'in Bush Creak 'Peiwnship in

. Minnesota. May would dO4wel1 in a test oriented in an area like
jbat but it woul t give me \an oppo unity where I might not do '..
. as well in a tee that had abroder unfversOf concern.

, Maybe I Id have stayed in Bush Creek Townshipbut might

to be rema mg in Tougaloo w en they could go some Other §lace.
etpanding-on possibfility that people are gong. yOu not

or remain i a situation When they could do better if they Went
Into scope other type of activity dr situatio .?, :

Dr. Loom% r*iiiitlo say I *ant to 4., u cgs in a small town lin
Minnesota .so if they develop a Minnesot ti test, I want to lake it
alOng with you.
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1 think the point of my omrnent is not to suggest that we have
alternate tests made up , foj people from rural areas or from the
south Or north. Rather, as ee the bill H.R. 4949, it requests that
the testing agenCies make availeble to the Comthissioner, also ulti-
metely to the Congress, data as to the regional variation. Actually,'
J suggest in that passage where. it Says race, age, sex and so on,
that region be added. I think that region is a very important one
and that rural status be Added to the criteria of possible .things
that Might correlate with test scoreg.

If those correlations were added so that we knew how blacks and
whites scored, how people ill:fin rural Minnesota versus rural Texas
scored, then one who is from Missiseippi who takes the test and
scores 365 on a 200 tO 800 scale *uld have a possibility of scoring
.800, would have the score interpreted hi' a little more broad con:
text. In a sense a little More specific'context, so it would be clear to,
anyone from:Cornell Admissions thitt this student has done a dyna-
mite job compared to other students from rural Mississippi. I don't
knew how COrnell knows that.

It is a very sophisticated school and maybe it does. Most schools
cannot Possibly put scores into context right now because the .data
is not available from ETS or from other testing agencies. There-
fore, all they really know is the data of Past people. who .have
'applied to other schools and they have a probleth with the entire
State of Mississippi. You see my point. I would just make this
information available:

Mr. ERDAHL. If I could follow up on that a bit, Mr. Weiss.
You tire suggesting that Some other information be added.to the

test scores use for admissions, pertaining to rural/urban regions of
the country. That is in addition to the testing process, quite inde-
pendent Of the bill before us today?

Dr. LOEWEN. I would 'Suggest that the Weiss bill have added to it,
an'd I make that suggestion specific; I think it's a very short phrase
that would have to be added.

There is the phrase that the section requires "report to Congress
the relationship between the test scores of test subjects and. in-
come, race, sex, ethnjc, and handicap status."

I. would suggest you simply add "regionai and rural/urban" be-
tween the test scores .and fesk subjects and -income, race, sex, eth-
nic, rural/urban, and handiap Status.

If that were not done, noffetheless, I still favor the bill, because it
certainly requires much more oPenness and release of data than
the test agencies purPort to have in many cases.

Region and rural/urban are major concerns of mine.
Mr. ERDAHL. One comment and then I will yield beck my time.
It seems some of that information -Would haVe been included on.

the application froM the school. That information Might. be of
interestIo a sociologist- doing some studies on the testing. All of
that is pretty well included in the standardized application to an
institution..

Dr. LogwEN. Of course, t4e student4who applies from Hollandale,

Mr. ERDAHL, Hollandale; Minn.
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Dr. LozwEN. OK; that 'student, Cornell or Yale or whatever, is
e.aware ofrhis reiidenc and is probably at least vaguely aware that

that is a rural area and it's in the South.
Mr. ERDAHL. I would hope SO.
Dr. LOEWEN. The point is that this section requires that avertige

seores be released not only on the basis of race, on the basiS or sex,
and so on, but on the basis of region and rural ethnic composition.

That would be At very light burden because they already are
corrected that way. They know where a test center is and if they
would siniply release the median score Tor Mississippi centers, then.
that would give Yale, as an admissions officer, or me as a sociolo-
gist, what a student who got a 385 and kind of wonders, am I
stupid, that would give them a context to put their score within
and a, student from rural Mississippi' would realize, knowing in
their context they are doing pretty well and so would the school.

Mr. ERDAHL. I understand what you mean.
No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr.. %His. Before we terminate the hearing for this morning, is .

there anyone who Wants to submit additional written information?
If not, we express our appreciation.
Ms. SIMMONS. I would like to say NAACP 7iroul4 like, if you need

additional information, we would be happy to try to provide some
for the committee.

Mr. WEISS. We will probably t4e you up on your offer, but if
anyone wants to. submit additiokl written informatioin for the
record, we welcome that as well.

In closing 1 want to thank all of you for taking the time and
trouble to come . and Spend a long and difficult mbrning with us.

Thank you very much. .

[Whereupon, at 1450 the Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, land Vocational Education of the Committee on Education and
Labor adjourned]



. TRUTH IN TESTING ACT OF 1979; .

THE EDUCATIONAL TESTING ACT OF 1979

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1979
-

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATLVES,
SUBCOMMFITEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECCADARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITIME ON EDUCAMN AND LABOR,'

Washington, RC:
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

2115, Rayburn House Office 'Building, the Hon. earl p. lerkins
.(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Xildee,, We' ,

chanan, and Erdahl. '
. Staff present: John .F. Jennings, counsel; Jeffrey W. .Brennan,

staff intern; and Richard DiEugenio, minority legislative associate.
Chairman PERKINS. The contmittee will come to order.

-.The Subcommittee on . Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational
Education is continuing hearings today on H.R. 3564 and H.R.
4949, two pills relating to standardized teeting. .

Today, in Aviddition to hearing general stestimony on these two*
bills, we wiMelocusing on two specific isshes. .

The first issue; which the General AccoUnting Office repre ntib
tives will addretis, is vOtether the Concepts:of these two bills might..
to be extended .to cover tests adminiitered by the Federal
Governinent.

The second issue, which the National Education Association wit-
nesses 411 address, is whether these "truth-in-testing" concepts
should be extended to cover'standardized tests given at the elemen-
tary and secondary leVels and tests developed by teachers:

We havd with us today Mr. Clifford Gould, Deputy Director,
Federal Personnel and Compensation Division, U.S. General Ac-
counting Office, and .Mr. Donald Cameron, Assistant Executive
Director for Progranw National Educational Association, acconipa-
nied by Mr. Frank Kovacs, Director of Research..

Now, come around, those gentlemen whose names 1 mentioned.
We will hear tbe,second panel at a later hour.

Come aroudr Mr. Gould and Mr. Cameron, and we . will hear
from you first, Mr. Gould.

'We are delighted to welcome you here and you may commence.
Without /objection, your entire. testimony will be inserted in the

record, and if you want to.summarize it, fine, go ahead.
(709)
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A

STATEMENT OF CLIFFORD GOULD, DEPUTY DIRECTOR., FgDER-
AL PERSONNEL AND 'COMPENSATION DIVISION, U.S. GENER-
AL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN HARPER,
PROJECT MANAGER; DONALD CAMERON, ASSISTANT EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR FOR PROGRAMS, NATIONAL EDACATION AS-
SOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY FRANK KOVACg, DIRECTOR
OF RESEARCH

STATEMENT OF CLIFFORD GOULD, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, FEDER-
AL PERSONN .AND COMPENSATION DIVISION, U.S. GENER-
AL ACCOUNT G OFFICE
.Mr. Gomm. morning,
I would like to introduce Mr. John Harper, who is a personnel

psychologist who heads our Management Science Group within the
Division. .

We appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to
, discuss the potential impact of extending concepts containtd in

H.R. 3564 and H.R. 4949, fo tests administered by the Federal
Government .

You asked that we 'focus. on our report, "Federal Employment
Examinations: Do They. Achieve Equal Opportunity. and Merit
Principle Goals."

Our report, released on May 15 of this year, highlighted prob-
lems confronting those responsible for insuring that the Federal
'work force is competent, productive, and to the extent possible,.
reflectiv of all,segments of our Nation's society. The goal of Feder-
al employmend progrims is to hire qualified individuals based on
merit principles 'giving everyone an equal opportunity to compete

AL for a job.
"' . To achieve this goal the Civil Service Commission, ,the predeces-

sor agency to the Office of 'Personnel Management, designed var-
ious examining procedures to 'help assure that the ni st competent
and productive people are employed.

We found that black job applicants were screen out of the
competition at a much higher rate than white applic ts on two
major written tests used by OPM to develop hiring re ters. The

.. implications of this are presented in detail in our report here we
, recommended that OPM further investigate tlie use of va hd alter-

natives to written tests. '
Mr. Chairman, I would like to include for the record tho rec-

ommendations.
Chairman PERKINi. Without objectionAt is agreed to.
Go right ahead. .

. Mr. Goma I would like to begin my comments on H.R. 3564 an
H.R. 4949 with a caveat. In the time available to prepare thiS
testimony, we were upable to pegorm a detailed legal analysis of
these two bills. We were also unable to audit cost and workload
°estimates provided to us by OPM. Are can provide additional infor-
mation for the record at a later date or the subcommittee may
.want to obtain 'that information directly.

.

the intent of both HWhi . 3564. and H.R. 4949lre support
with r pect to improving the quality and availability of infornia-

R

tion about tests, we do have reservations about the potential cost
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and feasibiOity of .extending certain provisions to Federal. examin-
ing.

The Federal Government may well be at the forefront in provid-
ing information and preparatory assistance to those taking stand-
ardized written tests. For instance, in 1971 it published a 60:page
booklet designed to proVide teachers; students, anti other interested
persons with samples of the types of items used in Government

I tests for filling vacancies in a wide variety of office occupations.
This booklet has undergone five reVisions wet the years and

each time it has been revised OPM produced 10,000 copies for
1, distribution to those who might be interested. In addition, it has

been available through the Superintendent of Documents.
W In 1974, the Government published a 12-page booklet containing

samples of the types of items used in the PACE written test. This
,booklet was attached to the 'basic PACE qualifications announce-

, ment in 1975 and has been distributed to every applicant since
then.

The most important reservations we have about these bills relate
to section 5 of H.R. 4949, requiring the public, disclosure, of all test
items, and to that part of section 6 in H.R. 3564 which prohibits
the assignments of scores to knowledge and achievement tests on
the basis of rank order,

My statement contains a rather detailed discussion as to why we
have objections to *those, and. I will not go into thein here. In
addition to the comments we, have provided on rank ordering, we
would like to point out the veterans' preference legislation does
eqnire a rank ordering of applicants' and some modification of
that legislation would be necessary if this bill were to be enacted as
it now stands.

I would .like to conclude by repeating that we support the intent
of these bills to improve and make public the processes and infor-
mation so important in enjoying an equal chance for achievement
in our.society.

The hearings of this subcommittee and the legislation it is con,.
sidermg have a ed materially to public scrutiny and accountabil-
ity, in this area. ith respect to those provisions about which we
have some conce , we believe that their enactment, might well
curtail testing.in t e Federal Government. As I mentioned earlier,
We have recomme .1. ed that OPM further investigate ,the use of
valid alternatives to tten tests.

This completes my preparpd statement. We will be happy to
answer any questions you mr have.

[Prepared statement of Cliford L Gould follows..]
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PREPARED STEMENT Or CLIFFORD I. GOULD, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, FEDERAL
PaRsoNNEL AN COMPENSATION DIVISION,. U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

We.appr mate the opportunity to appear before you-,

today tO dlacus oui recent reebit onPederalamplOyment"-

examining and to-comment on.the'po4ntial.impact of ex-
. .

tendingconcepts c tained.in H.R. .3564, the Truth in

i Testing Act of 1979 and.H.R. 4949,.the Educational

Testing:Act of 1979, 0 teats administered by the. Federal

Aoyernment. You.asked hat we focus on our .report, °Federal
.

.Woyaent.Examinations: They Achieve Equal Opportunity.. .

..nd Merit:principle Goals..

Our'taport-,. released o May 15th of this,year,'highg-

lighted problems Confronting thOde responsible for ensuring -

thai'the Federal work force is ompetent, productive, and

.-

,

7.1
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.to theextent Possible, reflective.of.all segients of Our'
. . ,

:11etioes Modiety: .The goal:of
i

Federal employmen't prograris.

is.to hirequalified individuals based on merit principles

_giving everyone an equal opportunity to competefor a job. .

To.achieve this goal the Civil.Service Commission, the prede-
y---- .

*cessor agency. to the Office of PersonnelfManagement, desigbed
. .

various'examioingprecedures to help assure.that
"

competent and productive people are employed.

We found that bleat job applicants °were screehedsout

-.of-the. competition at.a muchiligher. rate than white appli-
0.

canti on two major written tests used by OPM..to develop

hiring registers. The implidatione of this.are presented in

detail in our.report whdrowe recommended that OPM further

inVestigate th6 use of valid alternatives to wrlten tests:'

The written testi forlthe Professional and Administrative

Clareer.Examination (PACE) is the mdst thoroughly researched

test in the history of Federal iivil servihe examining.

According to OPM the test has been fully validated and its

research shows a clear relationship between performance on

the telt and subsequent performance on the.job.'OPM says

that not only does the test result in hiring individuals!

whO.perform better.on the JO, hut its' Use enhances overall

.A0veroment productivity. . .

:The PACE isiparticularilyiapertant because.it is the
.

. 1

entry.),pute into Federal derikce formore college graduates



.than any other dingle method and:because the type of 3Obs

Cowered Vy the test Often leads to a higher.level career
,

tcsition. -Farth t reasoni it is'important thatthe Sub-

cOmmittei explo the potential:impact of the bills'it is

copsidering o this examination..

I wouldlike, first,.to put PACE.in perspective in

terMs.oyis place in.obtaining a Federal job. ,PACE is

used t4 hire"new employees for entry level jobs in 118

different occupations. According to OPM, the most Common
-

feature of PACE'occupations is their information burden--

that is, all of the occupations require Andividuals who can

read, understand and.interpret a large body ofwritten laWs

and regulations or a large body Ofknowledge related to a

specific prafessioh ot specialty area. -OPM determined that

five abilities, were importaneto successful performance in

these OCcupations and could be measured With a written test.

These were:" inductive and.dedUctive reasoning, verbal

-comprehensfon, judgment, and'quantitative reasoning.

Individuals-Fho :pass he test and.receive a rating.of
4

TO. ?r more are listed on.a PACE job register according to

their.finf:Lrating-test score plim points for Veterane'

ereference or for being in outstandfitg scholar, when 41)11-

cable. When:entry level jobs become-Svailable in one'of.

'the 118 occupations, agenciee request OPM to'send them,
-

list of'nosies from thelACE register. -In response, OPM

7.1,3

,



sends.the agency the three names With the highest ratings. .
.

. .

Allenciesegèneralli must 'select oni,of the three:individuals

on the'Aist, and Him. of the individuals on.the list

'an.eligible.Veteran, the Neteran muit be.selected. The..

process is somewhat mere Aomplex than what I have juit

fieseribed and.substantial changes ere contemplated as a

part of theauthOrity delegations under the Civil Service.

Reform Act.' SUtthis should help 'explain what.his been.

required ef.an individual:seeking an entry leiel PACE. posi-.

-tion and who has'hot had a Government job.'

.. During'fiecalArear.1070, OPM peoceised 1.6 million job

'applications for all'types of,competitive civil service

jobs, and about. 1524000 peroPle Were'hired. These numbers

.includeell.competitive jobs, both wage grade and general

sthedule.: Durin thatsate'year 135,000 individuals took

the PACE, 77,000 Lsaed with a score. of 70er above, and.

1,600 Were hired from PA5E registers.

-COMMENTS WEXTENDING CONCEPTS
/N H.R. 3564 AND.H.R..4949 TO
FEDERAL EXAMINING. 1.

.1 would like to begin my coiments en4A7.---.3564 and

' HA. 4049with a Csiveat. In/the time available to prepare
;

this testimony, Me were'unable 'te'perform'a detailed legil
.

. .

(
. !N. .

__
.

.
.

..-

.. analysis of these two bills.' WC were alto unable to audit
. . ,

.

8 f .Th
/1

cost and workload estimates-providedito Us by OPM. We can'

prOvide Additional information for the record it a later
$

f

-
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date oi.the Subc6mmittee.may want to4ohtain that informa'-

tndir.ctly. 0

. While wasuppori the intent of both H.R. 1564 and

OA,. 4949 withrespect to improving the quality.and availa-

Idlity 6f informationnabout tests, we do have tetervations

aboUtthapotential. cost and flianibi ty.of'extending.certain.

I

.

provisions:to federal examini+..

. The 'Federal governmentaliy well be at thOorefront in

providing information and preParatory-assistance,to those

takingatandardized, written teits. For initande, im 1971 it

'published.a 69-page booklet designed to provide. teachers,

atudents, and oLir'interested persons With sampIes.of.the

tyPes f itemsussd in government tests 'for.filling'Vacancies
.

ln a'wide variety.of 6ffi6 occuPations., Thislooklet has .

1 -
undergone fille revisions Over the years!'

4
and;e4ch tiMa.it has

been.raJised OPM:produced 10,000 copies, for disttibution $o

.those mho might b4interested. :In addition, it has been'avail-

ablathroughlthe Superintendent of,Documents.

Again, in.1974. ihrlovernment published. a:12,Rpaga

-booklet.containing samplet of the types Of itemaused tn

the ACE written test.- 1a-booklet-was attached:td the.

4.**s c.PACE qualification 'announcement in 1975 and hOS beep

.distributed to'every applicant aince.then.-

ihe.Most impOrtantres rvationi iitt have aboUt,these bills
1

. relelt to Section 5 of.H.R -4949. requiringtheTOubliC dlaclosure

,s



of all.testritemaiand to that part of Section 6 in 'PI'.

ilvp,064'Which
/.

.prohlblts theiassignment of scores tip know.-:

Aligse.andlehievement teits'Onthe basitvoi.rank order.
6 .

. We.argree iith the.varioul'orguments'whleh,havebeen

is4eAto the effect that the Federal government\would

experlencsta'substantial economic.barden if it were required'
.

to providicoides.of test questions and correct 'answers to.
,

pxsminees. .1'auch A procedure would preclude reuse otany

items. "SO.new onea would have to be prepared each time a

test.is. given. .Tbis-has.snormOus. cost and.technical.implis.

cations.

. The cost impIlqationsare'illuStratid in an exaMple-

Prepared by'dON. The government's clerical-exam is, admIcis!-
.

tered:nationwide'every w4king day. ,If.testitemi were dis-

Olosed;',00 secarate-and'uniqUa exam booklets-would be

JAidedeich year. it,takeS about one-staff:year, at an .:

:average:salary of $204000i.to prepare a Clerical eXtuSbook-

let using akisting questions.. opm estimated 'that ai least

1

three-staff years !meld be.reguired to prepare a booklet -.
. ,

'using totally new' questions'. ,Thie 'doss not.inbludaaddi-

tional idiinistrative costs'required tO insure that the

ARAM iest 101given nationwide:on eaCh day so that.aplAicants
,

inrone.area donot benefit from disclosure in abother area.

'The administrative.problemstbudglott and staff veqpire-
. .

mentS are multiplied-many times wheh morecomplicated,

04,
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.higheelevel exams are.used. To develop the current pOol

°titans fOr the.PACE, for initance, required a totallbf 52

etaff.years of effort over a 5-yrr-period.

It should be noted that the cOet and workload estimates

have jUst providedere foir testdevelopment only: They do

not cover the very time-consuming Ad costly process of

validating the'test once it is developed.

The technical implications are no less severe. In the

first-place, there is a finite limit to the number of new

queitions that can be developed'in any subject matter area

withoUt quality deteriorating to k-level that the exan would .

.no longer be an effective-means Of evaluating people for

employment. In the second place, a group of common ques-

tions is needed in each version of a test so that adjust-

minis can be made for'differences-among the versions in
i

average difficulty: Only in this way can a 'score have-
.

the same meaning on.oneversion as it has on another.:

Disclosure 'wquld makeit impossibleto'hae.a Common group

of questions. Theirefore different versions of the same:test

could not be.equated and changes over time.in test per-..

formanCe,--such as therdecline in SAT scores-could.not be

Thcconcern we have:.wW111.R.. 4564 is.with the dis-

tinction.made in SictiOn 6(0. between aptitule test and

achieVement test and,the prohibition,against grading the
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latter on the basis of the relative distribution of scores..._ .

of..4ther!test subject \ . .\
The distinction. between aptitude and achievement tests.

.
is a point of gret ontrovrsy sY n among exertis in the ,

4 field of .testing an atisesement. tiais the diiitinction ..
is made On the bee erf the way the test scores are usedt
if they are .used assess Womeonels current 'level of per-

,

formanCe, the tee might be Considered an aChieivement test;

if :the scores ar used to prediet hoW.well someone .might

perform in the f tune, the test might.be called an 'aptitude .

Wit. By this d stEnctionuthe-clerical eXam I .mentioned
i.1 . .

'earlier Would s i to be an aChievement test, while. the PACE

would seem tö-b an aptitude test.
Whether -or not:this type of distinction 'is 'Wade, .we .- .

would be, concer ed about the extension of '.7a prohibition sUch .

las..desced /in Section 6(c) to Pldiral elmining. . We

would be partic arly concerned about extending the pro-
hibitiOn to. apt tude tests like PACE; but we-would .also

be concerned.ab4at eXtendkng it to 'achievement:teats like
/

.

the 'clerical xa where 'rank Order!on the. exa may be\
related to relit ve verforMance, on the job. The reason. for

..*PP concern can be:seen in data on-the value of PACE reported
, \in our study. '..

As boon .as the .PACEiiiitten teat Was deveiopedr.P14
, .

started reirearch deaignedlo determine its value in te me'
. .

:-
. .- ,

4.084 p ems- 4$
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of Ettextentto WhicMicores on it were'related to job-
,

performance in a number of occupatiomi. The.first Study.
4

wasvonducted.Onsocial security claims examiners.' .The
.

Awritten:portion of'PACE Was given to 250 examOers and.
1

j meaSures of.their Work .effectiVeness Were-collerted.' These
1

measluremWere specially designed for the study. They in-'

cluded a wOrk sample.consisting'of M.standardized claim to'

be adjudicated by the examiner andmcored.fortorrectness.
-

pPt4's analysisof.the relationships be'tween test

. .

.scoriM and the.variods job performance measures showed that-

thosewho.scored'higherion the test tended.to be .Ehe oneer;

Who aiso scored'higher on the measurestoifjob performance.
1

The.graph om.the.following page give8 some indicetion of
,

these- eel& ionships. It shows that those wholscored in the

'hop third on PACE did almost twice as well on the work.sample
\

(averagi!.scorm.of 64) as those.who scored in'thetottom third,

::on PACE (averagi score 'of 33,i

411'Y

A

03.1.



Averagelfork Oampleicores at
Each RangeiorPACE Scores

- :

'4

WORK 45
SMOLE
MMES. a

LOWER MIDDLE T
TIIIRD MIND MIRD

pAcE NNW

.

,What the chart'shOws'is that the.average:Work Sampla

ScOre for ill three ranges of PACE scores combined is 52.

'that is the Score you'would expect a large group of peoplh

to obtain.on average if they:were selected an tome basis un-

related.to their relative performance on'PACE,. HoWeVer,

there'isoa relationship between Performanceoh PACE and.

. performanCe on the'Work:Saiple. .SO if you treat to maximise

ctivity.yOu would select only thOse whOlcore in khe-

:highest third on PACE:., TheirWOrk Sample,scores Average.,

720

9
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out. to'647-an4mprovement of 12 points. Ter selection amOng

srAproUp-Which has not been-rankg-Ordered.

Another Way to'look'at-this is in terms of)tow much,

.10roduativity Wincreasect-by selecting on the baels of

relative rank order as opposed to selecting on some other:.

basis. OPM researchers:have bonst;ucted eopnomic dodels

'which showthat for PACE,the increase in productivityis

. over twice as high for,seIection:done fn a strict rank--
#, 1 .

order belied on test scores as leis for selection-done on.

a random-order basis'from among those who pass the test.

In addition to these productivitY consiheratiOns,-it.

,should-be notedthat Veteran's 13reference legislation does'

.reqifire A rank ordering of applicants.

:.Mr. Chairman and Members of the:Subcommittee, I would

,like to conclude.by repeating that we support the intent of-

these bills io improve and make public the processes and in-
.

formation so important to enjoylng an equal chance for ;

--achievesInt in:our society." The heaiings.of this subcom--

mittee and the legitlation it is"ooneidering-have added

Materially.to public scrutiny 'and eccountabpity, in this irea..
\

llowever, With respect to thoseirovisions-about which we

.\ ilave aome ooncern,.we believe.that their. enactment Could
. .

.

Vbring about.thelndi ottesting in' the Federal governmeht.

% ThiS.completes ay prtipared-statem,n . We.will be 'hippy

io,inewer any qnlestions yOu pay have.'
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FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT EXAMINA-
TIONS: DO THEY ACHIEVE EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY AND MERIT PRIN.-. ,

CIPLE GOALS?

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE DIRECTOR,
OFFICE OF.PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

A.comprehensive review of the Fediral poll.-
cies and practices affected by the new Uni-
form Guidelines is being planned by the
,Office of Personnel Management. .This review
will include job qualification standards;
:examinatiohs, performance appraisals, and.
promotion'policieS.

GAO endorses this review. .However, actio
'are.-needed which cannot await the otacom
of the planned review. The Director, Of ice
of Personnel Management, should:

7.Increase efforts o comply with the Uniform
Gladelines requirement for collecting:arid
maintaining regords which will disclose the
impact Of teSts and other selection procel
ures on the employment opportunities of '

minority group members ahd females. As a
part ofthe recordkeeping system required
by the Uniform Guidelines, the Office should
design d System to track, over a period of .

time,- the job performance of groups of. peo7
pie seleated from job register's and'those
s1.ected usii other methods. If the track-
ill system shows a selectiOn procedure'that.
ha less impact on minorities'and results
'in Selecting employees who perform as well'
or better than thqse selected-from the'reg-
.isters, then the use of that procedure .

should be expanded, If the tracking System
. . shows that employees selected by an alter:-
w

native methOd'perform less well than.those
selected frop registers, then the.alter-
native shogla be reexamined and a decision:
Made concetning itsicontihued use.:

1;7-Reevaluate the PACE validatiOn strategy to
'assure that it cgnforms' with the Uniform
;Guidelines. In:the interim, assure.that
.the planned comprehensive job-:analyses of-
the remaining occupations .areJ'completed.

A I

.,If further validity sthdies' are necess
'GAO recOmmendsthat the Director:

--Reconeider'using the predJ,ctive deAign ovo,
consider performing a research stuily in .1

which all applicahts 46lected for a PACE '
foecupation bv tome other wit procedure
are administafer4d. the test 'and lollowedup.
at.a later date. .

--Assure, to the.exteht possible, tWat.re-
search participants are representative,of-..
tha'relevant labor market.

/7"
.Investigate the 'fairness of the test for

race, sex, and elnib subsamples.'
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Chairman PERIUNS. Thank you.
We will now hear from you, Mr. Cameron. Go right aherd

STATEMENT OF DONALD CAMERON, ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE DI-
. RECTOR FOR PROGRAMS, NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCI-

ATION

Mr. CAMERON. I am Don Cameron, assistant executiVe director of
the National Education Association,

With me is Mr. Frank Kovacs, wit is the director of research for
the NEA and available to help if anybody has any questions.

. The National Education Association is pleased to have been in-
vited to discuss the Truth in Testing Act of 1979, H.R. 3564, and
the Educational Testing Act of 1979, Kit. 49492_,which would be
-extended to include standardized tests given at .the elementary and
secendary level, and also teacher-prepared tests.

On August 1, 1979, when NEA presented trstimony on H.R. 4949
before the Committee on Educati2n and Labdr, it supported the till
and urged the Congress to proffed and to expedite the passage of
H.R. 4949.

At this time NEA reconfirms its endorsement of Ha. 4949.
The Association believes' passage of this legislation will sure

that standardized tests will not continue to deny equal eduátional
opportunity for all people. k

Acoth H.R. 3564 and H.R. 4949 represent notice-and-disclosure
legislation; however, they differ substantially on the types of teats
covered, the extent of involvement of the Commissioner of Educa-
tion, and the type of enforcement provisions.

F4rthermore, for the most part, the disclosure requirements of
.H.R. 3564 require the same type of information currently being
provided voluntarily 'by testing agencies.

Because H.R. 3564 does not require disclosure of4fiderIying data
on' the examinationti, it ,would not enable professionals. outside the
testing industry, inChiding teachers, to analyzeor comment on test
construction and validity.

Moreover; H.R. 3564 fails to provide for the disclosure of scoring
data in addition to the disclosure of test scores that may be given.
,to educational institutions. a,

NEA encourages the committee to use H.R. 4949 as 'the b is for
the proposed testing legislation and incorporate H.R. 3564 part
of the proposed legislation where it is dsTmed appropriate.

In relation to the questions conéermilg the impact of the pro- s
posed legislation at the elemeffiary and isecondary level 'and to
teac r prepare4ness tests, pr'e NEA dops llot recommend the ex-.
tepsidn of H.R. 4949 to the'elementary and secondary level at this
ime. /
The proposed le tion currently addresse tests used at the

tsecondary levVftt admission selection. Tesl4ng experts gener-
classify t of test as an aptitude t$ts. Examples, of w
ude tests re t e American college testing prOgram, scholastic
de tet, law schOol admissions test, medical college admis-

ental Omissions tests, an the Miller nalogies test.
on eletnent here is. that th se tests are used'to predict

iruicollege course work. Aptitude tests usually are
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t not designed tO predict a student's future success in a chosen field,
nor do the developere of these testa make such a claim.

The NE4 believes that, the estimated 2.5 million test takers at
the postaeciondary level already constitute a large enough group to
determine how well the Federal legislation will work with aptitude
tes . '

B extendiug the legislation to include elementary and secondary
stu e the number of test takers affected would exceed 47 Mil-

' 4ion, an the additional typos of tests included would be . achieve-
ment, ab and IQ tests. . .' The im h tions of the increase in both the number of test
takers im th types of tests cannot be adequately Assessed at this 1 4

time.. In additio tci the implications for testing 'companies, school
district costs for ting the logistics of administration, legislation
enforcement cannot accurately determined.

The association fu er believes that the state of the art within
% the testing industry is need of a major overhaul. In NEA's

s August 1, 1979, testimon before this coMinittee, a -segment Of a
speech made by Oscar Bur was quotedfregarding problems and

imeeded changes n _testing.
In that same speech, Buros utlined a program for improving

tebti9g practices. Buros' progr has been available to test pub-.
lishers for over 30 years. 'Unfort tely, they hilye not taken his
sound expArt adivce about how to im ove test measurement.

The association believei that the B os proposal for improving
tests add their use should be implemen Hifi proposal would help
realize NEA's position on achievement test g. We strongly suppo
the use of student achievement testing to di ose learning n
to prescribe inqtructional activities, and mess e student progr
in the curriculum contont taught by the classroo teacher.

The association believes that such achieveme testing ili the
responsibility pf the local\school district and4teachers at the build-
ing level. \ .

Moreover, NBA opposes the use of standardized achievement .
testing for the purpose of evaluating school . programs because of

, the belief that the National Assessment of Educational Progress,
k N4EP, provides a more appropriate approach to asSessing school
g programs.

NEA believes. that the state of the art in the field of testing
needs to be totally assessed at all levels. The proposed legislation,
H.R. 949, as currently .structured, begins .this process at the post-
seco level.. The extension of the legiAlation to the elementarytit ft school level should be postponed at this time.

y r. Chairman, NEA respects and values the time qf the ./

members opf this committee. There ore, NEA research/has pre ared
a teclmical/supple ent to this testimony for use by the ommittee.

This supplemen defines and develops technieal concepts and
isms which /NBA believes must be recognized before further .ac-
tion to extend this vital legisliition beyond t e postsecondary hivel

_ is im lemented. . ' ''l
N A Research *woUld like to extend any eeded technical assist-

ince( or provide additicifial information that this committee may*6 deem aplorepriate: ,
o- Thank you very Much. ' , .

[The prepared statement of Donald Cameron follows:]

v
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PREPARED STATEMENT. OF DON CAMERON; AIMISTANT EXECUTIVE DIRECIVE;
NATIONAL EDUCATIOI4 AESOCIMION
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OdREWORD)

The National Education Association has presented testimony on the Truth-in-Testing .

, .Act of 1979 (H.R. 3564) and the Edueational Testing Act of 1979 (H.R. 4949) on two

, occasions, August 1; 1979 and today, October 10, 1979. The Association supports the .

cOhcept of this typo of leghletion primarily because the testing industry is idneed of a

,.major overhaul.

The NEA proposes a Course of action which would make testing and human measure-

ment in this country consistent with the 'Ideas propOsed by Oscar Buros and Ralph Tyler.

The National Assessment-of Binational Progress (NAEP) and other criterion-reference

measures.are.models for the testing indhstry. The NAEP approach, if properly designed,

iMplemented, and used, Would move the testhig industry 'filom perpetrators of a differ-

entiation-type of measurement to a model:of measurement that would provide information

about course and learning objectives.

This technical supplement provides selected inforMation about testing and measurement

related to the proposed legislation..

1

NEA Research is in the process of preparing a research memorandum on testing and.
a

measurement.. The memorandum is designed to address systematically many of the concepts

.discussed in this technical supplement. The three sections to this supplement are (1) the

text, (2) Appendix A: NEA's Analysis of H.R. 3564 and H.R. 4949, and (3) Appendix B:

NEA's letter of support for the National Assessment of Educational Progress.
/
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S.

.NEks TECHNICAL SIMPLE/MT FOR THE STATEMENT
°ON THE EDUCATIONAL TESTING Acr OF 1979

' October .10,1979
I

The National EdOcation 'Association Is pleased to have been invited to-diScus4tie

Truth in Testing Act Of 19-79 (H.R. 3564) and the Educatiorial Testing Act of 1979 (H.R.

4949), wtich would be extended to include standardized tests given at the elementary andt

secondary level and alsO teachervrepared tests.

Ihen NEA 'presented testimony on H.R. 4949 before the Committee 'On Education

and Laboron August 1, 1979; it supPoried the bill and urged the Congress to proceed and

.: exPedite the passage of H.R, 4949. At fide time .NEA reconfirms its .endorstement of HA.

4949. The AssOciation.belieits pasiage*Of the legislation will enture that.standirdized tests

and/Or the inappsopriaM use of standardiZed teats do not continue to-deny equal educa-

. tional OpportimitY fora peOple;

Si
fioth H.R. 3564 and H.R. 4949 repre.sent notice-and-disclosure leglsktion; hoWever,

tiley differ substantially on the tyPe of tests covered, the extent of. hkhreMent pf the

"COmMissioner of Education; and the tyPeof enforcement provItions. FUrthermore, for the

most part; the disclosure requirements 'or H.R. :3564 require the same type of inflormition

currently being provided voluntarily by testing asenclek. Because H.R. 3564. does not

require disclosure of underlying data.On the exaMinations, it would not enable prOfessionals

.`outside the 'testing Industry, inCluding teachers, to analyze 6r gomment on test '6nstruction

mid ;validity. 'MOreOver, H.R. 3564 fails. to provide for the disclosure of scOring chits in

addition to the discloiure of test sdores that May be given to educational institutions.
/ '

. . . . /. .

NEA would encOugge the fibmniitte"...to use PLR. 4949 as the ,hisis/fOr the proposed

...testing legislatiOn andtncorporate H.R. 3564 .aa part oftheproppeedlelslatIofl whenkit is %

deemed appropriate./

ndix A for NBA's analyals of H.R. 3564 and H.R. 4949,

1

4

01
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Impact of H.R. 4949 at the Elementary and Secondary Level.
and on Teacher-Prepared, Tes4.

'In relation fo the questioni concerning the impact of the prondsed legislation at the

elementary and seebndary level and to teacher-prepared Asts, thti NEA does not recommend

. Ithe extension of H.R. 4949 to the elementary and secondary level at this time.

The proposed legislation currently addrestes tests used.at the post-secondary level for

admission selection. Testing experts (psychometricians) generally classify this type of test as

an aptitude test.. Examples of' aptitude *tests are the American College Testing Progrinn

(ACT), Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), La%School AdmissiOn Test (LSAT), Medical Col-

lege Almission Test (MCAT), Dental Admission Test (DAT); and the Miller Analogtes Test.

..M11

(MAT).

The common element in all is that these tests are used to predict future success'in

college coursework, Aptitude tests usually are not designed to predict a student's future

success in a chosen field (nor do the developers of these tests make such a claim).

k

The NEA believes that the estimated 2.5 million test takers at the post-secondary level

constitute a large .enough group to determine how welEthe federal legislation will work with

aptitude tests. By extending di( legislation'to include elementary and iecondary students

tftenumber of test takers affected would exceed 47 million and thettdditional types Of tests

included would be achievement, ability, and IQ tests. The implications of the increase in the

numoey of test takers and types of tests cannot be adequately assessed at this time. In

addition to the implitations for testing companies, school district costs for testing and the

logistics of administration and legislation enforcement cannot be accurately determined.

, 'The AssOciation further.belieVes that the state of the Art within the "testing industry is

in need of a mejor Overhaul. In NEA's August I,. 1979 testimonjr.before this .comMittee a

seiment of a. speech made ,by .0scar. Autos was quoted regarding probleMs and needed

Changes in testing. In. that tame. speech 'Bums outlined a prograin for improving testing

practices. .Butost .prograni kM been available to test publisys for.over 30 yeari; Unfortu

nately. they have .not taken his tound expert adVice.abotrthow to improve' test measurement.

66.

f
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The Association believes that the Outos proposal for imprOving tests and their use should be.
4

...implemented. His .proposal..would helyealizeNR 's Position on achievemen testing. He

proposed the folkiWing:,
.

I suggest.that achievement test baers be of two types: testi ihor
atisessiotthe Perf&mance of groups and tests for maiming the per- l
formadce of individuals. '1 shall refer to these two categories as group.
tests and individual tests- where the words "group" and .''individual"
:refer to .the ,targetibeina evaluited.. .7

The group tests should be -designed ta measure the achievement .of .

schools; school systems, or. other groups having commOn objeCtives and
learning environments. SinqP our -Interest is in-groups rather than indi-..
viduals, eich test could be quite shod, requiring very-little time to ad-
minister. In situations where the groups are fairly large, the. tests chuld
be subdivided into much shorter 'subtests with nolitudent taking more .

than one Subtest. Thp thne nop tequired to administer an achievement
battery,.somethries as much as seven hours, could be reduced to thirty :

minutes. With group tests such as these, schools would be able to com-

/) . pate their perforfitance on WM, part,.and total scores as well 'as 'their

4. frequency distributions With those of normative groups. In addition to
covering objectives common to most school systeins, these grouptests
could be supplemented by subtests covering objectives nid now included
in- standardized testi. The use of.short group tads, each taken by only
a fraction (say, one-fifth) of the students will greally reduce the costs ..
in time and money of testing.. It will stimulate test publishers to give
greater attention to problems, involving grOup.meaiurement and the
interpretation of group results. A nwch wider range of objectives. and
.cniticular nnalyses could be coveted. Relatively simple norms, raw
scores.means, frequency 'distributions of raw icore means, both for total
scores and 'item scores, would rePlaCe the complicated systems of norms
-now. provided, for individuals', Would not, however; limit the normative
-data to the particular grade for which the test was designed. The same
nonnative data should be presented for the grades iminediately below
and above the 'target grade.../-The presentation of this comparatiVe in-

formation Tor adjacent grades is.especially important in the interpreta-
tion of teits built for measurement rather than for differentiation. .

As is true of all achievement tests, scores on the group teit$ would be
not only a function Of what a siudent has learned, but also a function
of the closeness with which the test covers Ihe instructional objectives
and curricular offerings oLa local school system. Although these learn-
ing and Curricular' effects are confounded, I would like.to experiment
with ways of considering each of the effects separately. Let me suggest
one way in which this might be done.
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bit all normative Toup.p4de informathin on'thit extent to which

.

the test specifications and te test items are appropriate lok.ally. .Check-
lists could be provided .requiring school officials or committees' of .. '

;teachers to chteify eqch objective and each itenfinto.four Categories
for each grade: (1) Wight In an eviler trade, (2) taught in the target .

. %grade, (3) taught in later gado., and (4) not taught in any grade. 'Item
,SCOre'liOTIVI, ntitht be Presented foi\each of these categorieti. Other
questions might wellbe dinected to the importance of an objective or

. The normative troupe might also be asked to indicate local'obJec-
'es not coiered by the group tests. Stitlitica such as these would
able school systems to compare both the performance Of.theirstu-

. dentaind.the extent to which the obJectives and content of the tests ...
coincided With their local 'objective and instructional prograins.

. ..
.

.

The use of different testi for measuring groups and individuals would
permit ool systenis to abandon national norms altogether for indi-
viduals to adapt and supplement conimercially purchased tests and.
processin serviCes to better meet local needs. Cobs] norms would be far

:. more meaningful than tuitional norms:. I would use compound scores con-
listing of a percentile rank within grade and the raw score. (cOrrected for --

/guessing) as a percentage of the possible score. Purchased tests could be ..
supplemented by locally prepared exaMinations rid integrated into the

". testing Milian .
.., .

$ince Ihere would be no nationalnorms and statistical procedures for .

. selecting items Would not be used, the copts of final tryouts and norms-
' tive jesting wotild be eliminated. local school systeins would be free to

. adapt the testis in various ways to better meet their needs. Items could
' te dropped bY not scoring and new items added.in locally constructed

tests. .Time limfts andadministration procedures could be changed if
'desired. School. syste 3.would become more actively involied in the
!choice, studY, adapta on, sthisupplementation of commercially pur- .

chased' tests and pr g services. Test authors and publishers should
give local school systems assistance in formulating testing programs which
are adapted tattle local situation. .

.
.

By better meetinglocal needs, publishers ate likely to sell mire tests to.
serve apa flexible core ot the local, testing program. Since computers
would be neceasaryto provide local norms and reports for both students .

. ., and test items, the data processing services ofpublishers'Wonld be needed
pore thaniever. . . .

. .

I shall nottake the time to enumerate further the advantages of using
national norms for group measurement and local norms for individual
measurement.. If a school system were forced to choose Only one of

II these Iwo kinds of tests, I would have no hesitation in recommending
the locally, adapted and supplemented test with local norms? ., ... ..

. .

Buros' program. of Cmprovement for test construction and 'use has been joinable ti test
publisherifor over 30 years. Therelhas been little improvement in the direction he. pro-

..Pm*
hug% Om K. "Fifty inesUngome
.Remother 6; 9415; JulyAuguatI977.

Iterniplacenies, Cdticismn, and Suisestiont." irducaticta
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Test publiiheri and the indust at large,ntinue to cling to the 1920s Ioncept of testing.
4 fi

Prior to NEA's examina n of Buros' concepts and testing at the elementary and

secontry levil the Associatki4wou1d like to discuss briefly the following:
I

'oType of tesfaddre

Types of tests

Use of tests

by the proposed legislation (H.R. 4949)

11.

NEA's position on the typei of testi

Use of tests in reachinulecisions

Criteria for evaluation of tests .

. .

$.Ty.pe of Test Addressed by the'Proposed Legislatio(H.R. 4949)

7

; Section 10 Of H.R. 4949 defines theterm standkdized test or test as moulting:

Any test that is Used, or is required, for the rocess of selection for
40

adthission to poitsecondary educational instftiqons or their programs,

Or

. Any test used for'Prelimitiary preparation for any test that is used,'br

required, for the process of selection for admission to poitsecondary .;

ed cations] institutions or their programs; which affects or is conducted

or istributed through 'any medium of interstate 'commerce, but such

- term does not include any testdesigned solely for. nonadmission. placeinent

or credit-by-examination Or any test developed and adniinistered by an,

. individual school or institution for its own purposes only. (Emphasis

added.)
'. .., :

. i'l
The Critical concept embraced by the proposed legislation as. previolip stated is on

, ."selection for admissioV and is..considered to be( an aptitude test. It i user-to foreCast
,or predict success. r;

, UnfOrtunately, the lack of forecasting ability (predictive validity)/of the I' sts with

.regard to on-the job' success does not prevent admissions offices froadusing1 is type of
./

test as part of the pre-servie selection procesi for various oCcupatio,is. Thi not only.
.1

I.
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-
raises the question'bt dating for-foretastina or predicting results, it also moves the focus .

from'use of inadeqiiii aptitude tests to the inappropriate use of test results; namely, a

student's admission to' a college or a graduate prograL

In summary, the type of tests that the4rucational Testing Act of 1979 (H.R. 4949)

addresses are 'Aptitude Tests. This type of test has been used for classifying students,

assigning students for instruction (ability grouping) and in some instances as a substitute

for IQ tests. The principal use of the aptitude test 'is to predict future performance

(e.g., fitst'seinester college grades).

Types of Tests

Most psychometricians classify tests into two categories, Mincimum and Typical per-

formancei ts.

Maximum Performance Tests are designed to measure a person's best performance.

, Intelligence, Aptitude and Achievement tests are classified,as Maximum Perform-

. ance Tests.

. -Intelligence Tests generally are designed to measure verbal, nonverbal,

memory and prOblemsoling. Some -psychometricians define intelligence

as What the test measures. Intelligence tests'are for most purposes thought
I ?

of as general or scholastic. aptitude: .

-Aptitude Tests tte theoretically designed to measure mental operations that

IMProve little with pnictice and provide the basis for predicting future level
11

of performanee. , .
. .

-Achievement Tests are designed to measurksidils; knowledge and .compe-.

tenet... This type of test measures- the degree of accomplishr\lents in a

training or 'educational experjence.

t
TYpical Perfortnarke. Teats are- designed to Measure how a persOn reacts, feels An:

behaves. Personality tests, interest inventoties, situationalitests.and projective'

techniques are illustrations of TYpielit-Perftnnancd Testi.
I .

The purpose in measuring typical performance iip-to determine.how a person bebaVes in

daily-activities.. These types .of tests.are. designed to measure how a person.would normally .

behave;react orIeel in a given. situation, .The assuMption underlying this type of measure-

P-ment is that the.test taker is responding honeitly to questions about behaviqr add/or feelings..
. .
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. .

. Tests are nsed,lh editoation :for research; prognosisi. itinWitigoo.sis. Prognosis .or predio-

. tion and.diagnoSis are the twO moat frequent uses of teats. In e4dletion, the emphasis is

on differences between in individuare Performahce and that .of other Indiviaualfi Or a

. standard. Diagnosis, on the otheri hand, foCuses orlthe analyais and \legription of an

\' #individual's performance from task to task.

LI
Aptittide tests and LQ. tests are examples of mats that are used f eprediction. Thei

. are used to differentiate, among people taking the tests and to predict future performance.
\

'Achievement,testswhen used tO measure's persen's skills or knowledge (not competence).

. are diagnos 'c and provide a means to isolate those characteristics which need 'to be cor-

meted (e..)diftIculY lo comprehending complex sentences).

# $

NEA's- Position on Achievement and. Aptitude Testa

NEA strongly supports student achieveMent testing to diagnose learning needs, pre-

. scribe instructional activities, and measure student progress in the curriculum content

taught by' the classioom teacher. The Association believes that melt, achievement testing

is, responsibility of the local school district, and teachera at the school building level.

).'

'Further, the Association believes.that the Natiotal Assessment of EducatiOnal Pmgress

(NAEP) provides a more appropriate approach to assessing school programs and student cons-

petenties. The NAEP program, in operation sinde 1964, has emerged as an accepted method

to asses1 educational programs by bothheachers and adininistrators.INEA supports the NAEP

proqam as the most applopriate apptoach for assessing edOcitional programs. (See Appen-

lett*.of support to NAEP.)

ptitude tests imply plëdiction and are used to forecast future performance levels. They

have been used for. selecting or excluding individuals for 'admission to college, graduate school,

and jobs'.

NEA opposes the use of tests that deny students full access to-equal educational ofPor-

tunities.
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.. ..AptitUde tests and those 'achievement tests which are designed to theasuill competente

and are used to deny stUdents full acceas to an education or fiiture oinploYmerc..ue the

type of tests that NEA would like to sea timinated from use.

.

Use Of Teats in Reachinl Decisions

Ttalare Used for two types Of decisions, Institutional and. indivicluat Institutional

decisions decisions made on behalf of an. institution 'such as a college or school in

selecting or 'ecting an applicant. A 'bad decision about an individual:tent to have little

If any adverse e ect On the institution. tests predict group rformance

better than indivi al performance.

. Individual decisi s are decisions about.a particular person,(4,. daughter, son). The em-

, phasis irAthis type of de iiion making IS on the individual and not on the cafegory of people

with the same or similar c cteristics. An incOrrectileision may have a life-long effect.

i
Institutional decisions ge rally are made irCa centralized setting while individual deci-

sions tend to be .made. in a decen ralizedzsetting:For example,.an admissions officer at a.

university makes institutional decisi ns spout hundreds Of applicants with the confidence

that 'although an institutional decisio may have an adverse effect on an indiVidual appli-

cant, the collective good of the institution is being protected in the decision making process.

In addition, gratip:performance .can be piedicted better than.individual performance.

Individn4 decisions. on the other hand generally are made in a decentralized situation

which is unique to the individual. Exainples cif such decisions are whether one should apply .1

7for a job or admis.sion to a highly regarded uniVersity.li may be helpful h..; examine other

.people's choices and.success rates; however, still comes do wp. tolhe individual's- decision .. .

and the-related consequences. It is the idea of individual choice and the right of the individuals

to have an opportunity to make decisions.about their educational andc.occupafional futures.

Criteria for Evaluation Of Tests .

1. \
Thiclassical criteria for vvaluating a test are standardization, objectivity, reliabili

and validity. These four categories, which are tynically used to judge alai, are sup1lemented

by a priohiet of common sense considerations; itaniely, the purpose for which the test is to

be used, the:feasibility of use,.the ease of administration and scorstg, andfinally; the cOst
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the:test virus the airulable fun . Once these factori have bee, assessed,.the more

technical aspects askociated with the Criteria are used to mite thetest.
. .

` Standardisation means that a teat has been iiven'to a.well .defined population (Le::

1 college freshrmkautomechanica) .44 that-an errata record has been kept of.thescores,

which are.then deVeloped inta norins The process of standardization reduces errors of. .

interpretation about test scores. It .kmild.heip reduce misunderatandings aboUt the gronp..

.with which an individual is being Jmiared and the manner in Which the individual and .

group performance if expressed (e.g., prcentileslandird scores).

, Objectivity means free of persanal \ bias in the scoring Of the test; that is, the degree. by

Widch;different.peapie eating the 1.eit rirtiiin the same results.. .The error in scoring refers

to personal errors made by the rater in acorns the test.. AR other things being equal, the

. great4 'tire objectivity of steat the greater the reliability.

Reliability is-the meatur.e of 'cansisttency of a test or measuring instmment Reliability
. 7

. relates to the extent that a test is free Of variable errors when a person is Measured twice by
( \

the sante inStrument arswhen one adMinistratian of a 'test yilelds Small errors from pers n to '

person; taking the test: A test With.high reliability is one that will yield very muchthI same

score results for.a group of people underidifferent Conditions:or situations.,

Validity is the.single most important ctterion in the evaluation of a test. A tes must

accurately meuure what it reports to. meagure for it to be valid. Them are' three typ s .

; -
validity: content, empiri (concurrent, predictive), and construct. The most immtant

.type of valitlity in aptitr 'testing is empires' (predictive).
/

The three tyipes of validity are involved with the .need té gather evidence and/or data

about what the test measUres. Twoitypea of methods are generally Used to gather evidence

and data about the test.. Logical 'analysis of the test-taking situate:in, test content or behavior

and the test itself.is involved in determining contentvalidity.: An empirieal method (coliec-

tiramParalysis Of data) is Used to establish empirical validity. This approach is restricted

to thOcitablish. ment of a relationship (correlation coefficient) betWeen testiperfonmance.or

behavior ant criterion performance or 'beihavior; .Conetruct 'validity relate; itt the gatheting
±_titOvidenoq, Wag bothiogical and empirial niethods. To establish construct validity it is

necessary to telt hypotheses apd demonstrate the theoretical test 'behavior is veritable .

a



ex rimentally..Q.equently, every validation process becomes.an evaluation:of the tejt

.th ry,.and concept being measured., Finally, it thbuld pe kept in Mind dist' ii.test is 41d

only for a particular predermed situation. I \*
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'..Questipna To Be Ask ful about tht tPritertalor

Evaluation .of rpm

Standardization
,,,

... . .
.

I. How was the sampleselected for the norming population?
. .. .

2. :Who was Included In die norming population? :

3, What are the limitations of the derived score used?

Objectivity

'1. Is the scoring system free of error (e.g., same score arrived at- no matter

,.. who scores the test)?
(

2. What is the method of scoring?

Reliability 4

1. How was the fellabilitY determined?

2. What is the estimate of. reliability 'for the measure? (test)

. 3. What is the standard error ofestimate.for the tea!?

Validity

1. Does the test have validity for the situation in which it is bei)ng used?

2, Does the test measure the information and/or perform/p.A-4 an important

set of tasks? .
, .

31. 'Does the test measure current performance when compared to a standard
3

or criterion measure? /
1.

4. Does the iest Measure future performance when compared to a standard or

criterion measure?
_

D the test measure's trait or set oficharacterikth; and can an experimental

ecrdition be created to test the hypoteses? ,

5.



Criterion-Reference Measurement

NEA slipports the use of 'criterion-reference measurement, which is generally concerned

with the assessment within anindividual's 'personal growth and, specifically, with what a

pemon can do rigtit now. This type of measurement is concerned with the entire educationat

progfam and not just sample items that have differentiation ability and meet other psycho- .

\metric criteria. .

The National Assessment of Educational Progress mdsurement techniques qualify as a

criterion-reference approach and also incorporate many of the ideas proposed by Oscar Btiros:

4r

For example, an exaerpt from a National Assessment of Educational Progress report states that:

MethOdology
41' .

To measure the natikn's educational 'progress, National Assessment 'esti-
mates the percentage of respondents (at any of four age levels) who are
able to acceptably answer a question or perform a task. 'Each queStion
'or task (called in exercise), reflects an educational goal or objective..The
exercises are administered to scientifically selected samples whichtake
into account such variables as siie and type of community, race and geo-
giaphic region, Students are saMpled at three age levels that.represent .

. educational milestones Attained by meg studehts: age 9, when r4ost

, students have been exposed to the basic program of primary edu ation;
age 13, when' most students have finished their elementary. schoql educa-
lion; and 4017, when most students are'near completing their Ccondary
education; To accurately reflect the skills, knowledge, and attit des of
the I7-year-olds, National Assessment also samples 17-year-olds not en-
rolled in school. Adults (ages 26 to 35) are assessed to determi e the skills,
knowledge and attitudes of those who have coMpleted their fojmal edu-
cation and have probably been away from school for a numbed of years.
Thesamples are designed so that valid inferences can be Made aboutthe
populations from which the samples Were selected.

. National Asiessment does not use total performance scores or individual
respondents because its main'concern is how various groups of individuals
perform on specific exercises. Thus, it I not necessary for each respOn-
dont to take every exercise. The exercises are sortedinto booklets, and
each in-schoof respondent takes only one booklet. The vaiious booklets
are administered testatisticalli equivalent Samples ip that group coin:
parisons can be made across bOoklets; This techniqtle allows National
Assessment to assess performance on far more exercises than woukt be

.. possible in the usual one-hour testing aituatiow and provides broader
coverage of lite assessment objectives for eacitaming area..

. ,

Since individuals are not rankedAccording to their performande on the
astesiment.materials, Nati+nal Alsessment does not emphasize the use of V

exercises with high discrimination power. Ile aim of the project isto
d4cribe attainment; this is best accomplished if -the exercises used'Cover
the ntlre spectrum øfdlfflcislty, fron\ very easy tasks to the mostdifficult,

\
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multiple-choice exercises predom te, many openiended exercises
tinganywhere from a few words to a ongessay.as an answer are in-
d.in each assessment. Exercise write injucted10 Ilse the exer-
rmat that provides the best and most easure bl the objec-
ing assessed. They are encouraged to eve op exerelses that employ .

of pictures, tapes; filins or practical,.ev day items as stimuli. In.
assesspients, individual interviews and ob rvations of the respon-

' problem-solving techniques supplement th usual data-collecting
edures, For example, in Music, respondents re asked to sihiti song
rforna on an inst ment; in Science, responden wereasked to con-

t a sniall experime t; in Social Studies,..L.,espon ere asked' to
...t

rpret an electioh allot. .

. \

tional Assessment regards positive 'attitudes tower or opinions about
e various learning areas asimportant educational attinments. There-

ore, affective. exercises and attitude survey questions ae alio included
in most assessments. , . .

'

Asiessment exercises are administered eitherto individual or to small
groups (generallY lest.than 25) by specially trained personnel. Exerclies
areadthinistered told; out-of-school respondentsk a one-to-One situation.
Some of the in-Sch651 respondents are assessed IM one:to-one situation.
This proportion varies according to age level, learning pea and.assessment
year. Exercisei specifically designed for in4ividual administration include
those having unusual stimuli or requiting something other than a written
response. In group administrations, instructions and the exercises them.
selves are presented 'to the respondents on paced tape recordings to assure
:comPlete and uniform presentation 'of instruction and to give those who
have a

.
reading problem a ch ce to hear the exercise as they are reading..

it. ,.

To repoa the nation's educe onal progress, the project releases up to .

one-half of the exercises adOhlinlstered in a learnin area. Released ex-
ercises.allow the public to evaluate the exercises u1 the accompanying ..t
'data. The otherexercises are kept confidential and rç used. to assess
performance changes over time. . . .

0

,
ow do NAEF test bookItts differ frorn standardized achievement tests? \,

S dardized achieve efit tests are norm-referenced; National Assessment
.te ts are content or jective-ieferenced. On a standardized achievement
testi each respondent es every exercise, receives a score for his per-
fbrmance, slid .is ranked on the basis of that score with respect to a
reference group.Aotespondent takes all of the exercites National Assess- 0..

'meal uses tolsseis I learning area;n0 respondent receives a score, and
em§liasis is placed,on 'the perfcpnance of groups of respondents On
specific exercises. Standardized achievement test items.are usually limitea...
to a multiple-choice format; National Assessnient 'employs a wide variety
of exercise forinats. Stan(lardized tests usually focui on the cognItive
domain; National'AssessMent Usually includes exercises relating to the
affective domain as well. A respondent is reqUired to read the items him- .

self when taking most standardized tests; Mseisment exercises are read to
respondents by a paced tape orPe exercisikadministratdr in an interview .

i ,.. , situation excepfduring the Reaaig Assesstfient. The items on a standard.--
ized achievement test are rarely, if ever, made pUblic; the AssessMent re- ;
leases. up to half of the (*Wickes used in an assesament to accompany the
data. .4

a
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N A believes that allnot just halfof the exercises should be made public, given the

.. fact t NAEP islwided by federal contracted dollars. Actually, tl/e proposed FY 1980
.

y.s ffice of Education budget had the followMg testing and evaluation funds pr posed.

. ESEA Title 1, Sec: 183, $16.5 Million, to improve. state ,andlOcal evaluation assiet-

'. ins districts in revising theiipoCter progiama,in selecting appropriate aChieye-

ment tests, and In preparing reports for locel stihool boards.

Bilingual Education, ESEA VII, $6 million, for studies and evaluation, including

testing. . ,

,

ESEA Title IX, Sec. 922, $2 million, achievement testing assistance.

ESEA Title IV, D, Guidance, Counseling, and Testing, $18 million, for assistance

to.state and local educkion agencies.
1

Education of the Handicapped, Regional Reiouree Centeri, $7 Million, to improvei A

the use of testing in diagnosis and prognosis.

Women's Education Equity Act;:amopni not detemihied; however,justification

for the 10 million includes funds for teiting.

NBA believes that lasts or evaluation measures funded from federal dollars should be

made'available to the individual. iest taker. Moreover, no contracts should begiven te any
a .

company that .does not agre'ctoprovide test itemsrstudies,t or use information to the test
.\ .

taker. NEA,strongly encourages the, use of Euro' concepts. and the National Assessment

of Educational Progress as the mOdels for assessment prpgwms in education.

-Flu*, the NEA 'refers 'those intereited in testing retorm to kstateinent nfade by :

1tobert L. Thomdike. In the first chapter of Educational Measurement, Thorndike examines

the "state of the,art".(1971) of ,teiting.'.Among the..topics discussed are sequential testing

. (tailoring testing to each specific individual being tested) and item banks and coinpifter-

generated tests. The item banks concept is very imp .rtant in light .of the proposed legisla-,
6on (H.R. 4949). Thorndike states: *, . A

. .

The large memory store* available in Modern computers makes it pOssible
for testing organizationsio prepare files classified by content and level in .

which largb numbers of test items can be stored. Stored with each item can .
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be all tiOribmmary statistics describing its properties of difficulty arid
cri lition When a test is then desired having certain specifications or
co .nt coverage and.difficulty level, in appropriate inquiry can be W-

it) the computer, and it will select and display. items that meet the, ,
fications. Final assembly of the test from among the items offered

front the library of items In thecomputer's memory stomp can be made
by the test editorSThe time, however, may care when, for large-scale
testijig programs th frequent administration7of alternate forms of a
test, the assembly of complete test forms will be left almost entirely to
the computer. The obvious application of this technology is to large-
scale testing programs With-frequent test administrations, such as those
of the College Entrance Examination Bobrd 'and the American College
Toting Program.4 .

... ,,,
f

In conclusion, NEA strongly urges the Congress to pass this vital legislation beeaese it

will help ensure that standardized tests will notdeny equal educational opportunity tilt, all

.

people.

13flidlndike, Roljert L editor. EdUcarknal Measuremot. Second edition. Wallington, D.C.: American

t
. Council on Education, 1971. .

Y
,
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.APPENDIXES .

1TA's Analysis of H.R. 3564 and H.R. 4949

.::NEA's Letter of Support to the Education Commission of the States

regarding the-National Assessment of Educational Progress

LAtAL-k-- --



Two legielative proposals concerning educational testing

are befdre the Committee on Education and Labor. The first'
1 .

. proposal/referred to as "Truth-in-Testing Act of 1979"

(H.R4 3564), waellntroduced by'Rep. Gibbons. The second

proposal, &e "Educational Testing.Act'of 1979" (H.R. 4949),

was

1_1

ntroduced by Rep. Weiss. The latter proposal (H.R. 4949)

i sed on Net York legislation proposed and passed-during .

the summer of 1979.
.

H.R. 3564 and H.R. 494,9 concern the use of standardized

tests', a subject.aboUt.which NEA has raised qutstions and

exprelted concerns. Because of the.NEA'concern with the use

of steindaildized tests,"both proposals have been analyzed. in
-

termd o.4: their similgritiet, theiir differences,.and'their

respontiveness to NEA Concerne./

, In-general, NEA believes that the twoproposalt.represent

sOmewhat different approabhed to the use of staDdardized tests:

To the_extent that H,R. 3564.4nd H.R1 .4949 are .responsive-

to NEA.concerns, both proposals should be supported. The.

0 Gibbons."Truth-a-Testing Act" (B.R..3564), however,-is eXpected

to generate.more oRposititin congress and could, if passed,

,proVe to be.a less successful vehicle for meeting the concerns

expressed by NEA.t

Both H.R.-1564 and H.R. 4949 represent notice and:

disclosure legislation. They Aifferisubetantially as to the

tY
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type Of tests covered% the extent of involVement Of the,

Commissioner of Education and the type of enforcement proVitions.

H.R. 1564 would cover the National Teacher Examination which

is a concern' of NEA. The bill would-also cover.other.occupa-

tional tests,.which willpgenderdpposition, and tests other

than standardized tests, regulation of which would probably,

prove unworkable. 'For the mbst part, the discloVre require--

ments of".ii:3564 require'the type of information currently

provided voluntarily by.testing.agenciessuch as ETS. Because

H.R. 3564 does not require disclosure of underlying data on

-the-examinations, it would not enable'professionalsooutside,the
, .

testing industry, including teachers, to analyze or.cothment on.

test construction and validity. In-addition,X.R. 3564
e

fails to provide for'disclosure ofqrscoring data in addition

to test scores which may be given to educational institutions.

Groups favoring testing disclosure laws haNie stated that

testing agencies'prOvide information suoh as suspicions of

cheating, unacknowledged repet4Afbn of a test and factors

.... based on Ourrentschool attended to be used in evaluatingthe

score. Student's have not been'informed of this type of

information where it ii incorrect. In.addition, students have

not been,prOvided with.their test answeri.and the correct

answers. Thus, itudents have been unable to learn of or .

correct computer grading'errors The Gibbons bill does ndt.

.addreas this4oroblem. either.
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In%contraSt, eaOh one ofythe inatances noted above is

addressed in the Weiss bill, with the exception of oCcupational

testing'. NrariQUS portions'of the Weias bill couid use,Olearer

and.better language. In'additiOn,..sbmeconsideration,should /

be given to tile viability of.inclUding financial regulation

of the testing companies in this legislation.

In.addition to*standardized tests, H.R0p564 covers

'oral".tests, "practical" tests and "deronbtrationfl'examina-

tions. Sec. 2(3). The bill apparently reaches practic4 or

demonstration examinations used in occupational licensing

such as barbering, oral exaiinations such as the foreign

.servide examinationsuand practical or demonstration examina7 .

Itions used in educational admiSsions such Ai submission of a

portfolio.to,an art sChool or a stage performance.requiredfor

'04

adtama sdhool. Regulation of su%:h tests-wOuld probably be

ynworkable..

H.P: 3564 contains both pre-iest (S1rp.'6(a)) and post-
.

teet.(Sec: 6021) disclosure.requirements which require'informa-0,

tion to'be.provided to test takers.. Prior to administration .

of the test,,each applicantmnst'be r*ovided with a written

4actice containing eisentially the types of information currently

provided voluntarily by the testing companies:

(1) a'detailed description of the area of

..knowledge or the type of aptitude.that the'

:test attempts to:analyze4

.1./. . .
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(2) in :ihe *case of..s test of knowiedge, a detailed

descriptiOn 'di the sUblitcts to be tested,:
!

(2) the masgin of'error or theextentof re/1.161_3.4y:
r r

Of the tedt, determined on'the baSis of expeiimental
. 4

Uses of the.test and, where available, actualusage;

(4) .the:manner_in.which the test results willbe'-.

distribute! by the testing entity to-the applicant
%

and to-other Orsons:1 ana

\ .,

(sr a statement of th. Spplicant's post-test.nottfication]

-rights.

.. 11(1 post-test notification provision requires:that,

"promptly upon cotpietion. of.scorine-the test taker muSt be

notified of.:

(l) theindividual's specific performancein each, of

the subject or:aptitUde are4s.tested:

(2) hotthat specific peXtormance ranked in relation .

to theother indiYiduals and hoid the individUal

ranked ontotal testperformances $

: , (3) .the score reguir 4 tO pass the test for admission to.

Such Olfupatig: or,thescore which is generally required

for adMission to Institutions of htgher educationv: $

/

14) any further informStion'which May: be'obtained by the

indiyiduai On x qUest.
A

Section-6(c), the f al substantive provision of the :

bill, prohibits the scOr ng of achievement tests on.the basis
. .

0 4
.4

Ourvet . .

t%

_



(c) No.educlptiOnal.or ocCupationaledMissions test which

tests knowledge* aOhievement .(rather thin aptitude):

shall be graded for purposes of determiningthe'

..score required to pass thelteSt for admiAion) -on'the
1

basis of the.relltive distribution of scores,of other

itesi subject?. .4

,

The.enfordementOrovisioneof. H.R.
1.

authorize private causes Ofaction. by an. ggrieved individual

'"WheneVer any person has,administered or there are reaidnable

:. grounds 'tobelieve that/any person is, about-to administer any

test initiolationiof this act." The bill specifically':

Orevides fqr .".preventive relief": including a perManent or'
.F.

,

. temporary injunOti'n and rettraining.ordere and for appointnent

Of counsel "in ch.circumstances as the tor may.deem.just."

Ape. bilauthO iges attorney'S fees (Sep. 7(b)) and provides for

federal co .proCeedings without:regard to.exhaustion of
. .

.remedies. Seb. 7(c), '

enforcement procedures of injunction or restraining

3564 '(Sec.

represent onerous remedieskand it seemi doubtful that

.1f eral.courts will be inclined to enjoin the adminietration'

ofstandardized tests such aethe. SAT. Forthis.reason, the'

reMedies provided bylle bill appear to be ineffective': SinCe

i:tbe bill specificapy authoriZee. "a civilaction gor preventive.
.

relief"'courts may fing that such relief is the exclusive

romelicfor violations orthe Act. P.
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The "Educational Testing Act Of:1979" (H.R. 4949) identifies'

three legislativeTUrpoSes 2(b))4 '

(1) .to ensure that test Subjects and persons who'use

.
test results ate fully arareof the;charadteristics,

uses, and limitations of standardized tests in'

..postsecondary education admissions;

th'to make available.to e public.appropria .informa-

.\

. '.,tion regarding. the procedures development, and.
A..

.adMinistration of standardized testsvand

(3) to
\

protect ttie public interest by promoting pore
\

depen able knowledge about thl limits of appropriate

usage o standardized test resUlts and by promoting

\rigreater ccuracy, validity, an reliability in the

developmen,t, administration, a

1

d interpretation of

standardiz d tests.

This bill requir more extensivelaretest disclosure

to test takers than H. . 3564 and, unlike'ft.R.. 3564, specifi-
.

callir requires .that the pre:lest notice be provided.contempo-

, raneously with the.test, egistration form.L Sec. 3(a). The

-legislation speciBically ddresses the coaohability issue and

4

requires testing'agencies to inform individuals of the aktent
r

.to which their saores may e improved by.taKing.a preparation
.r

course. Pre-test notice muat include the'f011owing information:

(1) The. purposes.forv ich the'test i constructed

:and is intended to be used.-

74 5
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(2). The sUbject matters included on such test.and the

knoWledge aM Skills Which the tett iurports to"

measure. :

.(3) 'Statementsdesigned to provide informations for'

interpreting the test'resUlts, including explanations

'of the test, and the Correlation between test scores
#

and future'succeas in schools and, in the case of

testli used for pOstbeccalanreite admissions,,the.

cOrrelailen between testicOres and success n the

career for:Which admission.is'sought.

(4) Statementi. cohcerning the affects on andfuses of

test scOred, including "

'MY. if-the test scorejs used by-itself or with..

other information to predict future grade pointl '

average, the extent, exprested as a perCentage\. Ito

which the use of this test score improves the.

accuracy.of predicting future grade point average,

over.and above all other-informition used; and

(B) a comparison of.the average score.and percentil

Os

Oftest subjects by majOr incomegroupel and.
A'

.(C)- the extent,: if aVailable to tne test agenci, to

which test preparation courses improve test

.stibjetts0 scores.on average, expressed a

per ntage: 'I

(5) A descrip on of the form in which test stores will be
,

.reported, Whether the raw test scores will be altered

in any way before being reported.to the test.sublect,
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4
)

eind the manne'r tgetest:/agency will up the'.
.

. ,

tes-score (in raw o ransforme4 forM) by-itself or'

together with any-ot er infOrmatiowabout.the test

subject tO predict'i Any way.the subject's fUture.-

t . /
acallerfb Performance for. anY postsecondary.educational-

institution.
. .

(6) A complete descripti n.of Any promises'ot covenants.
. .

that the:testagency makes tothe. test sUbject Adth

.regard to accuracy of scoring, timely forwarding Or ,
,!

'score reporting,. and privacy of information (including.

..!test scores anA.other inforMation),-relating-,to the-7-

iest iubjects.

(7):.The property rights of the.test subjectto'the test.

iesults, if any,the durationfor which sUch reeults

will be retained by the test agency, and policies

regardingAtorage, dioal, and.futdre:use of teit

,scores.
. . L

(8) The date by which the'test subject's test ore
/
will lige

-cOmpleted and mailed to. the test subject

A descriptiod.Of special sdrvices to acc.mmodatl

phyeleally handicapped test subjects.
A

A

9
The phrase "and other-information" Vas added by Weiss' otaft
subsequent to conversations-with AA: Significant questions
exist al thd dee made by ETS of personal data obtained On
the teSt or-test application. ETS dens studenb litts to
inat4tutio#0.

.

1:
. .

,

4-
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Imaddition to.prOvidingnotice.to test subjects,thebill

requires the:testing agency to provide the same:information to

the reciPientinstitution prier to orooincident with the'eporting

of teSt scores. or

The major area coVered b#.the Weiss.bill'is reporting to.
0

governmental educational agencies. Two tYpes of information must .

-v
I\

be disclosed to the ,governneni. First,.this reporting require-

'meit conderns the

selves and is,desi

-industry, indludin

independerlt analysi

,.te. . Ihe iedond

its

.th testiNejzstioni.

ac OMplished by cro s-reference to the4Freedom of Information

tudies and evaluation's of the tests them--

Od to aliow:professionals outside.the testing'

teachers& acrees to such studies tOallow....
4

of.the construction; validity and use of the"
e.

ype of information to,be aisclosedincludes

d answers ana*oring rules:;this is.

U.S.C4 S 552 a)(3), whidh'authorizes release'of records.'\

.13M. teet agendY. ls, equired t6 provide'to the Commissioner of.':
. . .

Education:

e

,(A)

r
y.study evaluation,ior statistical-kiport. '.

rtainin to a test, which a test age:icy prepares'or

..
.. I .

caUees io be'prepared, or lorwhich it providesdata.

.Nothing i ,thieparagraph shall require Submission of

any:repo eor documenti containing Information
i

identifiab e with Any individual test subject.' Such

-information shall be deleted or obliterated prior to

submission- theCoismissidner (and)

(1) shall,'wi hin44Ldays,Igterthe_results of. any

-standardize test are 4eleased, file orcauseeto

-:be filed in sé Office of the.Commissioner

041
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(a) a op .of alltest questions used in

I

calcu atibq thp test subject'e raw score;

(b) the c rrespondiiig acceptdgleanswers to those
- / .

quo; ion's; and/

4

allk ijules for traniferrinvraw sc .es'into

.tho.e stores reported to the test subject and.

, podtsecondary educational institutions together .

.within explanation of Su. h rUles..
This,data,in additionto beingmade available pursuant to

the Freedom of Information Act,must be made.available bY the

COMmissionerof Education to state'educational agencies and

'0. commissions..

.The testing agenty must also provide the questionsA:the

correct answersvand the test taker's enswersi\as well as scoring

information, to the test subject 0 reqqest for\aminety-day per od'

sUbsequent to-release of the teststores.

Furthermore, the legislation reqUI,res the Commissioner:uf-

ucation to/prepare-for COngressan evaluatin of.the data on

ese teste.bOth with regard to coachability and:cultural

(b)- The..onnissioners. (sic) shall report to Congress.-
,

withi .one year of the effective date of this Act

:concething.the relationship between the
)

test scores

of test-sUbjects and income;-race,sexi ethnic, and

Alef?dicapped status:. .SUch report.shallHinclude.an 1

-evaluation of aVailable data.Concerning the relation
1

. . t
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ship between'test scores and the completion

.1
Of test prepailitioncourses.

1
1

The.mijor. difference between the Weiss draft and the New Yor

..,law\upon which t is based Dien attempt in the federal legisiati n
\

.1

.

ito!regitlate th costs.to test subjects of he tests and to requir

/ fine cial Ads loiures by the testing companies. During the New./

York. earing ,'the testing companies:argued that.costs Would sky .

-.rocket. . ro4,onents cd the New York legislation,. New York public!

Interest R earch:Gro4 andyNader in parti ular, questioned these..

predictions using.whatever data they, couldl btain from the testing

.comPanies,.eliorecially:ETS.' Rection T of th bill entitled

."Testing Costs and'Pees to.Students" provides as. followS::

tw

89-844 0_7 80 -.48

In order to ensure thit tes s are being differed
'at a reasonable, cost to te subjects, each
test agency'shall report tfle follbwing informs-.
tion to the,Commissioner:- .

I.e . . .

, (1) A3efoie March 31, Ii981, or withih90
days afteritfirsebecomei a test4gency; WhiCh-
ever is later,: the test agency shall report the.
closin date of its testing year. Each test.agendy
.shaIl report any Change in the closing deta of its
testii year.wittin.90 delis efter the change is
mide. I

.

.. .
.

(2) For each.test program, within 129 days after
the clOse cf_the testing yearthe test agency shall
report-e!

.
. .I.

.(A) the total number of times the test was
-7- ---taken durOng-the-te ting year;

.

Aill) ttle number of test jects who have taken
',' thte test once, who shave taken it twice, and

who\have taken it more than tc4ice during
-

.. the testing yearr
. J

(C) the number of refunds given to individuals
who have registered for, but did not take, ihe test;

I '

t,

750
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(E) the' nuMbei-of tes subj cts for whom the teat
fee was whived reduced; .

E) the total amountiof teei received from ale/test
Subjects:6y #he test agency for each test
program for thattest year; .

. /

(r) the-totel amount of revenue received frOm.each
test printers; and

.(G) the expenses to theitest agencylof the tests,
including -- '.

Ur expenses incurred by the teat agenc for
each test program.

(ii) expenses inturred for test develop ent by
the.test agency for each test program; and

(iii) all expenseswhich are.fixed or can be'
regarded.as overhead expenses and not .

associated' with any test.program'or.with
test development;

(3) If a separate fee is charged test subjects or
admissions data assembly.serVices or score eporting'
services', within 120 days.aftet the close of the. ,

testing year, the test agency shall report --.

(4) .the number of individuals registering for each
admissions data assembly service during the
testing year;

(13)

ccf

'the number of. individualsregistering for each
score reporting aetvice' during, the testinglpear;

the total amount'o# revenue'received from the
individUals by%the test agency fOr each admissions
-data assembly service or'score reporting Service
during the. testing year; end

(E) theeipenset to.the tett egancy for each
admi sions data assembly service or score repOiting
aerv ce during.the testing year.

TheiVeiss bill,,like the New York legislation; uses a

civilvenalty as its remedy'.:.While-the 'New York law establishea

.64500 penalty per violation, theleddral law establishes a

$2,000'fine: This'would.re4resent e small penalty where the

$ tesikowy failed to properly report to the Commission of

Education since thie would probably ConStitute 'a Angle

AO'
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Violation. With.regareto violations of the notice tolstudehts

the penalties could be substantial since presumably failure to,

prOVide.the required notices to students would result in multiple
.

.violations refiecting.the nu.Mber of studentS involvei One
.

potential difficulty in enfordement may be in determining which-

and ho many individnals were not given proper notice or timely

reporting. The Comnissioner is authorized by the draft to

promulgate regulations to implement the legislation and
. .

enforcemant would be one area wpere4regulations might fill in the

46-.sketch created by the.draft'legislation.

The.Seiss bill would require- disclosure.to students of

covenants and promises made by-the testing agencies. Private.

causes of action by test takers Could be based on breaches of

tbese contractual warranties.
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Appendix 1)

.0

it

EXECUYIV OFFICE

'NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 120 16th.St., Wathleaton, D C 20036 (

TERRY HERNDON,
JOHN RYOR. Pr0klent . . .

WHIER.D H. MCGUIRE, VieszioreskiM
JOHN T. MCOARISIAL. Uustorerouuryr

guna8,.1979

enock'.
lys Dfregler.:,

Dr. Warren G. Hill
Executive Directok
Education Commission of the.States
186.0 Lincoln Street .

Denver, ColOgedo 80203

Dear Dr:.Hill: 4

The.National Education Assodiation strongly supTts the
EduCation Commission of the States.' application, o continue
as the organization responsible for the National'Assessment.
of Educational Progress.. The National Assessment hai gained
respect from teachers, adMinistrators, and educational policy
makers at all levels of,thp education.community,over the last .

fifteen years.: .

MM. advocates measurement techniques and approaches which
help-policy Makers formulatç intelligent decisions about
.pchool programs. The NationaTsessment has jrovided this
infordiation in the past and it i oped that the program can
be extendedAown into the local sch'bo districts to:replace .

the Current fad of competency testing.

NEA strongly supports the makeup orf the National Aisessment .

Policy,Committee which includes teacher representation on
the,committee. The Association would urge that.the Federal
Government continue'this practice and require 'that teachers
be xepresented on the National Assessment Policy Committee
"in direct proportion to their national membership. The four
jeacheraon the committee'should be degiggnated by the majority .

Wganizationor,ifithi.s is not possiblb, allocated to teacher .

organi2dtions according to.membershiP. Adraini84aibr and
schlol.board orginizations.should designate,theirrepresentatives.

TheINEA recommends that the EC$Am.grantedtherfende to oonthroe
therNAEP. . 11

'6
pincerely4.

,Ter perpden
Imetuttve %vector,

#

4i 4
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Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Gould, the main point of controversy. regarding the Weiss bill is over thg requirement for disclosure of
the. teats themSelves and of till of the corrected answer sheets.

Could you tell us again precisely why the General. Accounfing
Office opposes the imposition of this requireMent on the Federal
Government?

Mr.-GOULD. One of the.primary reasons is that there "mad be a
. substantial economic burden if the Federal Government were re-

quired to prOvide copies of test questions and test answers 'to all
examinees. Such procedure would also preclude the reuse of any of -

I those test items..
New ones would have' to be prepared eacj1 time a test is -given,

and this has technical implications. The cost implications .are
trated in an example prepared by OPM. The government's clerical*
exaM. is administered nationwide every working day. If test items
were disclosed, 250 separate and unique exam booklets would- be
needed each year.

It takes about one staff year, at an ;average Salary of $20,000, to I

prepare a clerical exam booklet using existing questions. This does
not include addieional administrative costs required to insure that
the same teSt is given nationWide on each day so that applicante
one area do not benefit from disclosure in another area.

Thg administrative problems, budget, and staff requirements are
:multtlied imiany timee when more complicated, higher level exams
are us4d. To develop the current Pool of items for the PACE, fpr
instanct required a total of 52 staff-years of effort over a five-ylar
period, Ocl the cost and workload estimates I. have just provided.

\. are for test development only. They do not cover the very time-
consUnfing and costly proCess of validating the teat Once it is devel-
oPed. .

From the technicestandpoint there is finite limit to the number
Of new questions that can be developed in any subject matter area
withOut qualitY deteriorating to a level that th4 exam .would no
longer be a,n effective means of evaluatipg people for ethployment.

In -the second :place, a group of common ,questions is needed in
each version of a test -So that adjustments can be made for differ-
ences among the versions in average 'difficulty. Only in this way
Can a score have the same meaning on one' version as it has-on
another, Diticlosure would m'ake it impossible to }give a common
group of questions. ,

Chairman PERKINS.. NOW, what In yOur judgment woad be the
'additional cost required under the Weiss bill, aSsuming that it were
adopted?

Mr. GOULD. There would have to be a :test prepared each time
those questions afld' tthswers mere provided to the test applicants,
and we are talking about-le-test that. 135,000 individuals topk
178; of which 77,000 papi3ed with scores of 70 or abovb; and'7,600
were hired. Thij test is giveri four.tiMes a year, so .yOu would need
four separate tests. This testlooli am average of 5 years just Ao ,

4evelop the test arid there has bn extensive research going on to
show the validity of this test w h is also a very costly-procedure:

Eat4Of these tellts would hav1 tO .shown' to, be j0-related.to be
.. able tip use it. If you didn't hav g.. _validation youiiwould end up

. 4
. ti

6
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with many of these tests in the courts trying to determine whether
they were or were not job-related.

Chairmag PERKINS. Sticking to the-Weiss bill, coula you give us a
figure of fife additional cost in your judgment that would be in-
volved if it were _adopted?

Mr. GOULD. Perhaps we ought JO consult with the OPM people
that provided the validation. It took $2 million to develop the
PACE test, not including the validation costs, . so it would be "rv,
substantial amount of money for each test.

Chairman PsimINs. Mr. Erdaht?
Mr. ERDAHL. Mr. Gould, I have before me here a report from the

Comptrollers General; a report to the Congress involving testing
that came out on May 15 79.

Are other studies like g prepared at the present time, or
has there beetr one sibs his?

Mr. Goutn. No, sir;) th nly.study. that we have made in
that area. We have recp d that OPM collect data on the
race arid sex of the a plic . taking the tests so that they can
come up with compara e kinds of information in the future.

You may note from thAt particular report that it was very diffi-
cult for -us to get information on the race and sex of individuals.
We had, to dO it by; taking social security numbers of the individ-
uals who sat for the examination, asking ,Social Security Adminis-
tration to identify in gross numbers AOr us the race and SQX of those

t is a very difficult and timeconsuming review which took in
the neighborhood of about 2 yearT of our time to do.

Mr. IERDAHL. You said there is another study that involves more
.. about race and sex, how people do In the 4ttst. Is that what it

applied to? A6

tine 'basis so they can provide you that kind of information on
Mr: Got.mn. 'OPM now is collecting that kind of information on a

rou
current tests:

Mr. ERDAHL. Your-main concern, to echo, I guess, the ipuestion
that the chairman asked and you responded to, is that really it
would be a cost burden. I have the assumption from what your
statement said that you still were going to have to do some type Of
a selection process to try to pick the .qualified employees for ,the
Federal Government.

lk-0)0m That is correct, sir.' We are very conceined that the
test itself does screen out a large proportiv of minorities compared
with ponminorities.

. .

- We have asked OPM to look at alternative procedu es that are
. equalry valid in terms 'of selecting quiilified people. We do not,

know !zof any alternative at this point in time which wo d allow
you td screen the large number of individuals. that hajre to be
screened for Federal,employment.

We believe that some sort of screening is necessary, at least until
a suitable alternative, is found.. . , .

Mr. ERDAHL. Mitybe you. were at some of the other hearings on
this 'subject, but several of us talked about the.concern over this So-
called outh in'testing, because certain groups of 'Eepple do poorly
in the tests" .

1 ' k ' A 755
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We iiade i .014.. ison, we are shooting the mesienger becqje
: he bru bad eWEr That really conCerit us Is that there are soifle
' flews ithe edustio al. system itself that people are:not receiving
.- the pr4er. education l opportunitieS te do well in the test; and if
that js the case, we e putting our emphasis in the wrong area

. and taking. after the test, when maybe we shouldobe taking after,
vthe system.' .i

111r. Chairman, .I have no further questions: et this time. .

Mr. Wkiss: 'Let me apologize for arriving late. I am#not in the
.of shape,' aS you can' tell from My' voice. That may be of benefit

'Ito, VeryOne, because "will' limit my questions. .0

underitand, Mr., Gould, in, your prepared testimony you had ,..
4 indicited, that there. Would. be a, problem of .costs in the develop- ...
I ment'of new test questions if Hit. 4949. were to be adopted; is that

,

correct?
.

.

fMr. Goup. Not.- odlY in lerinfi of costs but the feasibility of
coming up with continually new items 'for the .test. There' is notan
unlimited supply of questions that. would be valid.. We else pollited
out that with, the new, teit youi would still have the extensiVe

. validatiOn process that.you have to go through to show job-related-
ness, so it's more than just the cost aspect. ., .

Mr. WEIsi. Perhaps .you testified to this in your earlier testimo-
ny; :would you givb me some background as to. your Credentials in ,
the testing field? .

Mr.' Gomm.. L personally have none, fir. Dr.. John Harper is ite
personnel psychologist 'who spent quite a bit .of time in that 'area,
and let Me give you his qualifications, if I may. .

Mr.. WEISS: 'You personally are not. teStifying on the basis of your
oivn knowledge or expertise, . but on, the basis of Dr. Cameron's?

Mr. GomAn.-No; on the .basis of Dr.''Harper, and the other experts
within the General Accounting Office. I am not the eXpert in the
General Accounting Office. Dr. Harper. who sits on my right here
is. ;

Mr.,Wsiifs. Perhaps we ought to get his credentials in the record.
Dr. HARPER. I have a doctorate 'in industrial and organizational
ychology. Is this the 'type Of information you are looking for?

:.111r. WEISS: Sure.
Dr. HAIiPER.1 I received ply masters degree and didtraining tinder

i Ted Cureto wes one of the leaders in the field'of.psychomet-
tics, one of he ea, y leaders in that field. - ' .. .. .

I hays been .WO kin' in the General Accounting Office.for the
,

last .3 or 4 f ea in t e area of survey research and- evaluation . :

resear h,,and,particularlylooking'at the evidence on the validity of...
the PACtdevéloped by the givilaerviCe Commission and how that
fits with professional p actift, elfid also with the uniform guideline

, Noir. WEISS. Have .yo ad. occaSion to follow any of the testimony
. requirernents of the F ertil Government.

that We have had in., the couvse of the Series of hearings ori .11.R..
4949? . . , .

Dr. HADPEit. I am not familiar with all df thp testimony that you
have been develqping on these !two bills,*but I am familiar with* .

some of the testitnotty. . A

Mr. WEIss...You .aretfamiliar :with testimony. from :experts who
testified here; that is, people whsi are ,involved in the field of

11 . '.
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tesfing although not associate& withn\the testing industry as su h,
. who have testified' as to the proble s tliat they saw in the t sts

themselves, as far as the inherent, although probably uniptenti nal
biases that have crept in on the basis of gedgraphy, sepr, hnd so on?

Are you familiar .with that aspect of the testimony?
Dr. HARPER. Not particularly with respect to the testigion

: have been taking during those hedrihgs, but certainly wifh r
to what has been apPearing in both the professional and .
literature in this area.

Mr. WEISS. Do Srou generally share that sentiment that ind
there is unintentional bias in those tests? .

Dr. HARPER.- As we testified before Congresswoman Schroeder's
subcommittee, the question of bias in testing is a very complicated
question; and it &quires, I think, a definition of bias on the part of
those who are discusSing this issue, so that i'K you were to talk

- about bias /in terms of whether or not a test is related to job i
performance or academic achievement, then the conclusion with
respect to what is appering in the professional literature is clearly
tests are not-biased. .

If you were to talk about bias in terms of how different groups4of
people perform on the tests, if that is your definition of bias; That ...

is, that some groups of people .score higher- on tests than other
groups of people do, then tests for the most part are biased.

Those are the two most popular definitions. There are others.
Mr. WEISS. Using that last definition, that is, of different groups

of people doing differently on the examinations, again, just so we
agree as to "what our ground rules arevas to what we are talking
about not on the basis of some people smiting higher at random or
lower ati random, but entire groups on the-basis of sex,.,or geogra2
phy or race. Is that what you mean by saying that different groups
of people score differently?

Dr. HARPER. Yes; that is the second definition of bias that I .

would use, and I would'just mention, to my knowledge,
i
there ar \ .

A very little sex differences in test performance.
Males and females generally perform about the same generall ,

, although there are some differences. . - ' .

Mr. WEISS. Do you agree as to that second definition of bias?
There is validity to the complaint that probably uninteAtional but
nonetheless there 'is in fact bias in those tests? .

Dr. HARPER. I personally and professionally wouldn't because I
would ask the next question: That is, are these differences in test
score performance reflected in performance on . the job or in the
educational achievement? 1 '"' i .

Based on the answer to that next question, I . would make my
decision about whether the tests are-biased.

Mr.' WEISS. Again, if you haven't heard the testimony, it's-very
difficult or unfair for me to pres's you on it.

If you reread some of the testimony, read some of the testimony
we have had, you will in fact mote that there has beenetestimony,
before us from people who are expert in the field of testing who
have testified very clearly and unequivocally \that there is bias in
the test basis, geography, iDn the basis of race, sex, and so forth.

Dr. HARPER. OK; that is using the secohd definition.
.

CI
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;ME' WEISS. Using the stond defmition. Let. Me ask you as to the
tAitimony which Mr. Gourd gave on the basis of your advice and on
the advice of your experts with GAO.

A.. On phat basis .do you come to the conclusion' that there .is a
finite liuMber, of questions that could be asked in any of those
various areas. that are tested by the standardized tests; and,, two,,, on
what basis did you come to the conclusion is to the additional

7. expenee involved in developing additional questions, if in :fact H.R.,
.4949 were to be 'lamed?

. Dr. HARPER. On our first question relating to the finiteness of the
..univbrse of the test questions, F think if you consider .for a mciment
particularly the trades test area, it would appear intuitively rea-
sonable that after some point you cannot generate anything othdr
than different *ways of asking the same question; 'that Is, ydu can
only generate new ways of asking ithat is essentially the same
question.

Mr. WEISS. Assuming for our purpose that is true, althoUgh not
accepting it as true, H.R. 4949 does not in any way address' itself to

. trade professional testing. It simply. addresses, itself to admissione
to institutiqns of postsecondary education.

Mr. GOUI.D. Our testimony was directed at extending those two
bills to Federal testing which would*encompass those two areas
that you said were excluded from the legislation.

As it is now written, . it Would have no impact on the Fkderal
sector, but we Were asked to testify On the-impact it might have on,

. the Federal ?lector: .

Mr. WEIss..Your testimony in no way addresses itself to or ap-,..

plies to H.R. 4949 as: presently written? '
. M. Gwen. Not .as presently written, only as they would. be

extefided. to the Federal sector.
. mr: Wilms. Thank you very Much.

I have no further questions d that basis. ,

, Mt. ERDAHL. If I'might respand to your line of queetiOning te the
:witnesses here, :it seems, to me there is a certain 'relevance to it,
becatiae if we siy this applies to people that are seeking,entrance

, to higher education, but that the same principles shouldn't apply to
the many thOusands of people that apply, ancl those that are hired
by Ahe Government, there is a 'definite correlation, because the
tests are obviously used as an indication of the person's ability to
pefform-in ani aeademic or occupational., situatidii, so I think that
their testimony is rereVant. --:-- - t . "I

If tkere is no objection, r. Chairman; I- would.jike to have 4

inserted° into the record an a icle that ap ared in the New---r-erk_.....____

Times on Octo '43 of this onth, entitl 'Test Publishers See :'---
Drop io Id Ex s," and the second 'One i "Most Entrance Tests

nd in Stater
e understand' that this bill is patterned aiter. the New York,

law, and author of that law, Senator LaValle, acknowledged,. that
the economic cost of Special administrations type of tests posed
legitimate problems. He said he planned to convent the ,StaV
Higher' Education Committee to discuss possible 'changes in tile .

legislation. 1 .
Such changes could be made when the legislaiure convenes prob-

ably in November to set a date for prhnary. elections. It seems to..
f .
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me that even in New York where this concei4 is being implement-
ed there are already questions about it; so I hope that we, on this
committee, would also be willing to investigate those questions.

Mr. WEISS. Without objection, that will be entered into the rec-
ord.*

[The newspaper artitle referred to follows:]
[From the New York Times, Oct. 8, 1979]

TEST PUBLISHERS SEE. DROPPING OF EXAMS

SAY NEW YORK'S "TRUTH" LAW WILL CUT MOST IN ADMISSIONS USE

(By Edward B. Fiske)
.

Three-quarters of the standardized college and graduate school admission tests
covered by the so-called "truth in testing" law in New York State will probably not'
be given in the state after the law .goes into effect Jan. 1, according to the' State
Education Department.

Sponsors and publishers of 20 of the 26 tests covered by the la'w have concluded
that it is economically impossible to comply with the requirement to publish ques-
tions within 30 days of reporting students' scores, according to David R. Bower,
administrator f the office of post-secondary assessment and testing 'of the Educa-
tion Department. A /

"The law is hay* the greatest impact on tests with low volumes," he said.
'Students will still be able to take the Scholastic Ap tude Tests and other-major'
examinations that are given to large numbers of stude ts.

. .

IiNABLE TO REUSE OLD "FORMS"

The tests expected to be withdrawn include those roiitinely used for admission to
profesaional schools of.medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, optometry and nursing, and .

the Miller Analogies Test, which is used in a variety of graduate fields. Citing the
disclosure requirement, publishers and sponsors of the tests. say they will not be
able tq reuse old forms of their tests.

With regulations for impl4menting the law still in the drafting stage, officials of
the State Education Depattment and others are still unclear, about the ultiinate
impact of the nevi law on both individuals and institutions.

"I suppose some Schools will.have to simply drop the use of test scores and rely on
other kinds of information," MIK' Bower said, "But then collegea say that they never
rely only on test scoreit.in making their decisions anyway. For students with good
grades, this will probably ,be all right, but for others it could cause serious prob-
lems." . t.

Some test makers expect some.students simply to cross state lines to take the
tests. The State EdUcation Depaient, howeVer, has taken the view that the Jaw
applies to any test whose .results are sent to an institqtion in New York State. If
this interpretation holds, crossing state lines would be of no ben fit to students.Dsplanning to d institutions in New York State. New York is t e only state to
have such a scl Lite law.

. ')
.

"As we (is the situation today, we don t see how we can continue in the
business in. New York State" said Roger Lennon, 'associate to the chairman of
Harc-cdrt Brace Jovanovich Inc., owner of the Psychological Corporation, which is.
planning to withdraw a dozen examinations. V

--"Wetan continue tO provide the programs and services in the other 49 states, and-
not New York, orget out of the busmess entirely."

Although no formal policy has yet been announcea, the College Entrance Exami-
nation Board, which sponsors the Scholastic Aptitude Test and the Graduate Record
Exami ation, is expected to'continue operating in New York on a reduced level. The
Anieric n College Testing Service, the other large college admission tetiting agency,
and th&1Law School Admissions Council, Which gives the Law.Bchool Aptitude Test,
hamin icated that' they will follow similar policies. C

.

c, .
"SOME LONG-TERM PROBLAS"

The Graduate Management Admission Council, whiCh sponsors the Management
Admissions Test, has .announced that it will' continue to opetate in the state. "The
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law _poses some long-terzu teehnical oblems, but we hope to continue our present
level of servide," said William Broesth1e, the council chairman.

Sponsomand publishers of the tests skid in interviews that the new law constitut-
ed an enormousand in some cases pro bitiveburden.

"Each new form of the Earance caxnination for Scheols of Nursing costs
$25,000;"-aaid Mr. Lennon cif Harcourt race Jovanovich, who noted that most of
the tests being withdrawn by the Psyc ological Corporation were given to no more 9
than several hundred New Yor ers 'annually, "If we were to continue giving it 19
times in New York to 1,500 cididat, the cost would be $4'75,000, or $317 per
student." t

The principal sponsor of the "truth 1 testing" bill, Senator Kenneth P. LaValle,
Reriublican of Port Jefferson, .L.L, said the decisions to withdraw from the state
were "hasty" and premature.

"They're not even giving the law a chance," he said.
. .

PROBLEM ON SPECIAL EXAMS

George Hanford, the new president og the College Board, said that with 250,000
New Yorkers taking S.A.T, examinations each year the cost of additional forms for
the seven regular administrations each year could probably be absorbed with a
widest surcharge above the regular $8.25 fee for New York students. But he added
that the board faced a "major problem" with special examinations.

"We give examinations on Sundays for students' who for religious reasons cannot
take them. on. Saturdays, and we make arrangements with handicapped students to
administer them virtually any day of the year," be said. "There's no way we can
continue this level of service if we have to reveal the questions every time' we use a
new form." . .

The College Board is expected to announce its plans ihortly. It has already'
indicated, however, that it will probably withdraw the Pruebas de Aptitud -Acade-
mica, the Spanish version of the S.A.T., which is produced in Puerto Rico and used
on a limited basis in New York. 4

The Admissions Testing Law-of 1979 was passd by the Legislature and Signed by
Governor Carey in July in response to vigorous lobbying by faudent and consumer
groups. These argued that the testing industry operated in too much secrecy and
that students had a right to see and understand the examinations that pay an'
important part in their academic and professional careers. .

. ARGUMENT OF OPPONENTS

The legidlation was opposed by Gordon M. Ambach, the State Commissioner of
Education, and by the testing industry. nex, contended that the additional costs
would far outweigh any education or other benefits and that there were other ways

,,t,o bring about more "accountability" on the part of test makers.
The 1av requires menu cturers of 'college and graduate school admission testi to

publish tt questions within 30 days of reporting scores and, upon request, to give
students . opies of their answers. It also requires test publishers to supply the
Commissi ner with reporta of research done in conjunction with these tests and to
take cettàn steps to assure confidentiality.

In recezit weeks, sponsors and publishers of the tests covered by the law have held
a series of meetings with Senator LaValle to explore problems posed by the legisla-

. tion. Some have asked for a six-month delay in the implementation date, and othets
have asked to have tests exAmpted.

Sponsors of the New Medical College Admissions Test, for example, argue that
the specialized nature of their subject matter limith the number' of questionsand
thus new formsthat they could come up with. ,

"UNIMPRESSED". BY . ARGUMENTS

James W. Graham, associate secretary of the Council on Dental Education of the
American Dental Association said that there was a similar problem with the "per-
ceptual ability" section of the Dental Admission Testing Program. "There are only

e so many ways you can draw pictures of boxes," he said.
Senator LaValle said that' he was "unimpressed" with the argumenta for a delay.

, "I get the impression that some' of diem just want out from the law," ap said.
"When you pass a major piece of legislation that Changes things dratticallyMliere is
tw way you can avoid a little chaos in',the.first six tnonths."

He acknowledged, however, that the economic boat of "special admin. tretions"
a legitimate problem and said he planned to convene the Sen Higher

upation Committee to discuss yossible changes!in the legislation. Suth changes'

zr.lbe
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Cott ld be made When .the. gislature convense, prebably in NOvLmber, to set a date
for primary elections. N
..There-ls already a precedent for 'excluding low-vOlume tests because the lw

specifcally exempts the achievement-test sections. of the S.A.T. and the G. .E.
examinations. "Mere is tonsrkall avopulatiOn taking these,' said Senator LaValle;

'There was input from Educattnal !resting Service; and it make sense." The testing
service developsthe tests for the College Board.

. .

'
. POLITICAL MISCALCULATION

Asked why Other tests, such as the -Aptitude Test for Allied Health. Programs,
which is given to only 20g New. Yorkers eyery yeat, were not 'excluded on the same
ground, Senator LaValle replied: "They never came and told us .about the problem:
They just assumed that the bill would neyill pass." .

Mr. Lennon of Harcourt. Brace JoyaroWich Conceded that, in riot testifying at-
hearings on the bill, .he and others at the Psychological Corporation had made a
pelitical miscalculation. ."Had I lelt it:was more likely to .pass, I might haVe urged
us to be more active," he said. *

A major isdue is whether the new elite law is; for all practical, purposes, a
"national" law..
' Mr. Lennon said that; in .accordance with the interpretation of the New York

State Education Department, the Psychological Corporation would not ,only stop.:
administering tests in,,New York,.but would also institutions and individual counsel-
ors using the Miller. Analogies and two othei locally administered tests not..to
forward the resulfs to any New York colleges and universities.

The Law. School. Admiasions .Cotincil indicated that'it would. probably adjuSt its
entire Law School Admissions Test Program to the requirements of the New York
lawr

"The principle of uniformity is important," said L. Orin Slagle, president of the
council. "We .want to keep conditions for:everyone as comparable as possible."

Other test sponsors, however, argue that the State Education Department's inter-
pretation is not warranted by the..language- of the law and that, even if it is, it is
unenforceable. . .

Whether the. law is, in fact, a national one .has impprtant .consequencea for the
cost of future tests to New York residents.

A 3'
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Tests ,XOW.. .Given in.. New york
The following tests .are:e.tpected to be disContinued in-:New York itate

2 after Jan. 1 when theitew ditclosure law goes Into effect :

American College. Testing . Assess, Law Seldol Admissions Test
Mont Plram - :Prelbninary Scholaitic Aptitude

'Graduate anagement Admissions' Test/ National Merit Scholarthip .

Test Qualifying Test
Gtaduate Record Examination Scholastic Aptitude Tests

The folloWing tests are expected to be asCptinited in New York State after. .
Jan. 1 when the new disclosure law goes into e ect:

Allied Health Entrance Examination
Allied Health Professions Admission

Tesi .

Aptitude for Practical Nursing
Examination

Aptitude Test for Allied Health Pro-

bernisamiarital _on Test
DoppeltL Mathematical , Reasoning

Test
Entrance Examination for Schools Of

.Health-Related Technologies
Entrance Examthation for Schools of

Nursing --

Entrance Examination for Sehools of
Pxactical / Vocational Nuraing

Health Occupations AptitUde Exami-
nation

New Medical College :Admissionb
Test

Miller Analogl cis Test
. Minnesota Engin ring Analefies

Test
Nursing School Aptitude Examine- ,

Optometry College Mmissiont Test
IPharmaq? College Admissions Tests
Pre-Admission Assessment for

Practical Nursing
Pre-Nursing and Guidance Examl-

nation
Pruebas de Aptitud Academics-

(Spanish S.A.T.)
Veterinary Aptitude TeSt

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Erdahl, You might also be intetivsted in having
entered into the record a seriegi of questions aiid answers that
appears in relation to testing legislation; and it tiPpears in this .

morning's front page of the New York Times and darries over and,,
again, primarily addresses the New York law, although it,mentions
in passing that.Congress is considering it. ' - .

Mr. EEDAIIL. I would hope 'that 'that could be part of the record,
too. . . #

Mr. WEISS. It should also Ve noted by way of clarification that
many of the problems that are inherent in the New York legisla-
tion jprimarily be-cause ive had the benefit of the work product that
they had xompleted Atould be curd by H.R. 4949 and would never

.., collie p -ati a problem, because We automatically exclude those
*. tes hich are given to fewer than'5,000 peaple during the course

of't e year. . . .

The tests that they are talking abol are those which are small
voluine tests based by the small manu acturers, and again many of
those are tests which apply beyond just admissions to institutions

k of postsecondary educatton, so I think that some of the problems
Wthat they are now diseovering in the New York legislation have

alleady been anticipated or seen by us and cqrrected.
"I have some questions/or .the record which L would like to ask

for the roma r
MO Cameron, in orclefto maininia balance at the' hearing, and

also because it'q nice to hear support for the legislation 'from' thit
... .
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side of the table as well as from this side Of the table, wOuld you
just in brief comMent ,on what-in fact what Mr. Erdahl had raised
about a story `appearing in %the New York Times about the conduct .
or behavior, Or I don't know how. You would chlacterize it as to
what the testing companies, as to what'their rol has to be if we
adopt legislation of this kind?

Do you have any view On that at all?
Mr. CAMERON. I don't. Mr. Kovacs, our director of research,

might.
Mr. KOVACS. I think it's important to make a distinction betWeen

the kinds Of teSts.that H.R. 4949 addresses and the material stand-
ardized tests which go all over the field to include testa of mechani-
cal ability or tests of typing skill or what have you. .

M.R. 4949 addresses aptitude type tests, and those tests are de-
signed to predict future sgccess, generally the first semester in
college. The other side of the question is not how well they are
doing but what they do. not measure. Maybe the system is wrong,
and these youngsters aren't doing well on those tests because the
system ian't produCing quality students.

The truth of the matter is about 75 percent of What works,
motivation, desire, interest in succeeding is what makes the differ-
ence hi terms of higher education or law school graduate, and we
all know that once they get out into the work field that we may '
have another differeht criterion for predicting success.

None' of these characteristics are really addressed hy the So-
c lied aptitude tests. They prinCipally foal§ on the first semester in
shool and help admissiOns officers sort out and inClude or exclude
based on some criteria.

Most admissions officers use more than just the test, however.
The test is used as part Of the decisionmaking process, tirld depend-
ing upon thOnstitutions, it may make a difference on whether .or

/ not the youngster is admitted or not.
' 'I don't. know if.that directly relates to your question, but I will -

be happy to try and clarify it.
I .Mr. Wkiss. Again, for either Dr. Harper or yoti, anylSody at the

panel; one of the areas .that we had inquired into when we had
some of the testing comOariies here before us was the additional
burden thrown upon them in the :preparation of additional teat
questions, and also the cost implicit; and again you might want to
doublecheck for yourselVes the testimony that was given to us by
the American College Testing Service representative who opposed
the legislation, fdr the recordI want to make that Clearstated
to us that in their instance four out of five of the test portiona of
any particular test is new material on every single test that they.
achninister, and that, therefore, overall 80 percent of the test ques-
tions on: any form and generally across the board are new ques-
tons.

He said in totally unequivocal terMs that cost is absolutely no
factor,. as far as they ait concerned, since they right now develop
so, many new questions. In 'any event, that the ad.ditional burden
would be so miniscule, so slight, that it wogld not impact upon
'them from a cost point of view.

I make that comment only becauie understand that--Mr-Milld
and br. Harper were really referring to extensioh' of H.R. 4949

, .
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.. beyond its present scope; but since' there has len a great deal of
cost atgument in this Whole discussion; inde today's., New York
Thnes' etorY quotes EduCational Testing Service as saying that.they

. miliht haVe to increatie the cost of "their test4 tl b $8.25 for the
.\ i .:seholastic aptitude test bygra much ati $5 per "ap t. .

' That kind of cOnchfsion'has to go realty beyontl the aCtual coit of 1
test development, and I think has another motivation which is to

).stare 'people into oPpoirmg our effortso to take .the Mystery arid i
.. mystifieation out of the test '.

I. want yori to bear that in mind: I haVe to go answer a quorum
call 'at this point, and I will be back in 3 Or 5 minutes, and then if
you wciuld like to comment on that, you may. ',......)

- [A, brief recess wris taken.] , .

_ Mr: WErss. The conimittee will come to order again..., . .

If anyOne can reinember the question that I posed and if anyone ,

' wants to respond toit, now would be the time .
Dr. HARPER. I will start.
Mr: WEIss. Dr. Harper. ' . .

)

Dr. HARPER. I don't think it . would be appropriate for us to
comment on what the representative from the American college
'testing program .said here without examining the full record of
what: he had to say, the context he was saying it in, et cetera.

Brit I k in terms of What we have been asked to address, that
.1, is, ex sion to Federal testing and particularly the PACE, I would

say t clearly the writing of new items is a difficult problem.
. We have been told by representatives at the office of personnel

.\minagement how long it took to put that series of exeins together,
the written test for the PACE, and I have talked to some of the
people that were involved in the item writing:

The itetn writing in smite parts of that eXamination was a very
excruciating, procesa because the professional irequirements for a
.gopd item in terms of what kind of differentiation it gives you in
relation to all the other iterris are quite stringent.

So the process of writing high level items i#uch as aPpear in
PACE is'a long and protracted exercise. . : 1

Mr.1WEIss. Does anyone else want to Comment 'on it? .

Let me ask you in passing,\ didn't GAO do an midit of the civil
service examinations and come to the, conclusion, that you were not
.altogether happy with the makeup of those e aminations?

If7 you would likeoh, I see you have it the There are a number
Mr.. Gom Njm, Yes. We issued a report on y as15 of this lt year.

of questions that have been raised .priniarily toward the' validity of
that test andmithe job relatedness, of it. We' felt that for ihe test tw
be in coMpliance with the uniform..guideliries that thhe were some

. additionalovalidation that the OPM could do to improve that exam-
ination.:

We have Vade recommendations on some things that.we thought
they ought to do to help improve the Validity. We also suggested
and recommended to them that they look for sonie other alterna-
fives, selection 'devices, because of the discriminatory effect that
the exam had on particularly blacks who were screened orit at a
much .higher proportion thari othVIVIIRr,who 'took the examina-..
tion.
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We have a very perplexing problem there. This test is probably
the most valiplated test in the histary of the Federal Government.
It. ha been showii by the researclArs to be job related. Yet, blacks
do not do as well on. that examination as whites do. It is a very
difficult problem.

We fed if-there are. other alternatiiretovhich will give us a better
representatiOn of minorities in the work fiDrcer that we ought to do
everything ,we -can to try -to find what those/ alternative selection,
deviCes might be. : .

-Mr.' WEISS I appreciate that That was my reCollection. u

Now, staff has given me the report that you have- jpst rereired°7,;
to. I find that .on the very front .6over onithe 'repirt, the second
paragraph states that GAO found. that :PACE and the Junior Fed:.
eral Assistant ?Examination screen out black, applicants at a muck.:
higher rate 'than whites and that few:blacks Score high enough for
a realistic job opportunity.

'In a sense; I assume that on the basis of your comment just now
that you are not suggesting that the bias wai: deliberate but uni
tentionaf: There.is something the matter obViolisly With,whatalios0

.tests are testing at this point. N
Given that kind of 'conclusion on the PACE tat, . I find,: Dr..

Harper, your 'daintiness in approaching the question or discrimifte-_,.
.tion on the non-PACE test, in the scholastic-.aptitude test,.-for` :-
example, sort of uhexplainable to nie..

It seems to me that yoar, own people have found the.same kirid of
-questions arid problems in_ relation to the PACE test .t.hat the
crities of the-SAT's and the other standardiied tests have found in- .
.relation to if.- . . ' ,

.All- that we ,are suggesting, and I 'assume. that you are not .going
i i

I IV

. to take the position-that simply because it s gong to cost more to :--t
.

develop new tests or that it mill' be a burdepuon the-people that ,, t
prepareA the,old tests that, iii-,ract the''currept situatioii)*Ilowed

--- Ao-dontklie , -.:, ",:-; - . :z. ;, :' ,- n. ---' -_ . ,-
I, asSuirie, thOt you 'are* going te'be . recommending-..a total- revie* ..

..heW teSts te be -devel#P0, 'atfd-: .reOrdiess 'of ;what to current.
A:validation 'seeuis to be as far.nois the Whouse people are- ncerped,
,;,,,that, yOn are net going te at'oefit -the..-bontinuation of t situatOn .

,
-that Pre-i#fls..iirthe,ederal examinatiOn:'

, NQW in esienc0; without -felling i'people what kind or questions
-.they ought tO be 'asking or how 'their _questions 'ought te be, pesed;

all, that H.R. 4949 says i-s-to.open-the\preCPs.s-'14p fko that experts in
and oat of the.tield, in addition to thg, stliderr6 themselVel, cantell
where they were.marked wrong :and ;what in feet is goingqin with'
those testsso that in-sfact we cap. develop MOre Ocuratetegte,lhe.v
people in the field 'can develOpmere accurate tests: .----

I don't see why that should be-objectionable-4r- thatAehould, bet IN ,

subject to the argument that,- yes, maybe it- w6uld 'do. nthaft,bftuf
because it would cost something additional,by may- cit-thgheys it ill
something not .worth doing,'

You are not suggesting that it is not worth doing, are you?
.Dr. HARPER. Let me just say in ter f my definition of discrim-

- ination and the daintiness with wh. yop say I walk around that,
I believe that ray interpretation i considtent with title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act and wit& a long list of Supreme Court deci-

, ., I
.
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, .sions going back to Griggs v. Duke Power and Albemarle V. Moody

ztry and Washington v. Davis and the more recent decisions.
I recognize this as a serious problern. share the concern Mr.

Gould has expressed and the concern we p t forward in this report
about what is to us 'a perplexing proble that has not an easy
solution, and .one. I think hearings such as you are having today
and other committees have had will hopefully shed some light on
this =cern and" provide all of us with a better 'understanding of
issues involved iv the area of testing, ability measurement, per-
formance both in sciloot arid on the job.

. For that 'reason" we thii* that these types Of hearings are yery
'.'worthwhi1i3. . ,.. ,

c' s. Mr.. Wpitp,"-Wete you irivalved-,fri the study- which .culminated in
the W4014 of MaY:1979?-z I+ ' .., :-,re

1, , ,, M..- HARivtiYes, 1 wasoinvofved sin, that stridy and also a study
, , ;:.. whieh%preceded this °One by abiiitt:e or -8`menths which was,GAO's

analysis .of--the :.prticejis,'.7prbeedUXes "arid aceivities .of . the Equal
Employment Opt(OrtunitrebordinationiCouncil Created*by the 1972,

- ... aMendmerite to the-Civit"40tta AOt *Inch produced the Unifoiln
&uidelinea brf Employee Selectioil:Procectureq.. ,, ..

iSo I was involved n Wiling that earlier riePin't -which provided
e.context foi, evaluating-ACE in terms of what the Govern-

Jrientia'requirdnent$ are for ,testing as well es'in writirig the'PACE

T.: Wviss:T.Wirou okree withlhe cgriclusions of the report as-set
Jorth'en the:frent of the May 1979 mart? . .

'De....EAUPER,, Yes. The .4ctii 'arcet,straightfOrward. There is very,,.
little argument: There is .tome 'argument-noveK,what the'implicag

7- -tiOris.ef the fads are.,
I think the questions that are raised

-' =-- -arelhe Cenclubions based. the. facts an what are the courses of,..°°
.

te 'questions about What

actions that migftt ,f low.- .- _ - .
. I' think .:if we 4ip ack te: the., earlier inierchange that w* had

about the definitio :of -sliscrimination, so long as you Can say4hat ,

7 (% of.whenever there 'are group differences in-performaxce on a test: -n- "
there -is' automatically diacitimination4 -when yoU hog that defini-

Von and'I tan ,hold"a definition of discriminatibn whicVsayi that if ''
,,-those. test "differences =are not reflected rii, differrences -of job, per.

;.,formarice or educaticall achieverperit, then 144 the current situ.
tgion we are going_tb_ have-some xlis!igreem nt over'what might be,

:- dificriminatory.., ., - '. -. . ,

'Mr.,,-Wnss.4Well,, perhaps.Where we'Went off was in My use .Of, the
Word "bias"-whic is What-I:etaited to uSe ancl then you gave me a
double definition .tio;sthat"kind of bias, boy bias Cofid be defilred.

,

---Yotf 4ave me fwo reaponieS and I thought that4here w
.ZliStinglitork 10.7our attitude.' as to those tWo, but .1 'am not' s

, s'n Terhaill we lmg'ht to real)y elftrifiik,'
Is it youl. vieW OVi. tbaR. Da.0s,.tiliourwfapriliariTOW

ittea*Aleirdditeltit0A-TclotOe'rnat the',.satne , conclusiena;o lar
cOncliisialis can accurately' be draWn',"%tO wilk that the tegts ten to,
if nbt s eeh-but, to demonstrate lower scores 'on the basis of racial,
sexual eographic, or sinlar kinds of differences?

Dr. ARTIER,' Yes, I ouldwithout reference to a number of
specific studies in the a aI would say it is my general impres-
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sion of the literature that that in fact is the case, that is, there are
group differences in the educational area as well as in the occupa-
tional area. And I don't find that surprising.

Mr.. WEISS. And further, do you then believe that by opening that
prctcess .up as you say you find these hearings in relation to the

. testing process to be important and to be helpful, 'do you find that
. fhe similar kinds of opening up of the process for examination

I purposes would be helpful and beneficial in relation td teses in the
postsecondary, education field?

Well, let me rephrase it. I may have confused you with my.
verbiage. 'You had said just a few minutes ',go that you felt that
these kinds of hearings and similar kinds of hearings conducted bi
other committees were very helpful in trying to get a clear under-

. standing as to why the PACE examinations,,for example, seemed to
be . biased against Certain groups or show resultrindicating that
certain gretip-do not do as well as other grous.

You, said that you found that thal was Nelpful to have these
hearings in relation to that particular area. My question is, then,
Do you find these hearings also to be helpful in relation to ihe
testing processes in the postsecondary education field?

Dr. HARPER. I 'think I would defer tO' the experts in that area. I
think it would be presumptuous of me to speak for those who
either represent the area or are experts in that area.

Our area of work and expertise is in the occupational field, the
employment field, and particularly the Federal personnel and corn-
pensation.

r, ,
Mr. WEISS. Are there any further questions?
Mr. Buchanan? .

Mr. BuclikNor. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This is as good a time as any for me to 'reiterate a:continuing

concern of mine, and that is the need foi the physician to heal
(..i.......v.ehimself. .

Legislation before us does not deal with the problem of the
deral Establishment, though the Federal Government is the Na-

tion's largest employer. It is a white male establishment in ifs

...:3
, upper echelons, With the exception of EEOC which may approach

being a black male establishment, except at leadership ldvel at this-
f',, point in history. .

s

I wonder, in light of your testimony, if we are going to deal with
the problem of what role testin y play in discrimination on an
ethnic basis, should we.not do s ing in the Federal Establish-

, ment as well, rather than deal only tside the .Federal Establish-
ment, as is the case with this legis4tion..

Mr. GOULD. One of the problems I am hav g is that the legisla-
tion *Is with postsecondary education an excludes all occupa-
tional testing. In the Federal sectox .We are alking about basically
occupational testing. , /

I am having difficulty drawing the analoA .hetween the, two,
asking us in the Federa :sector to abide by something that w4 are
not trying to apply to the Private sector. .

Mr. BUCHANAN. Well, the Gibbons bilb whiCh is also under con-
sideratiOn before this subcommittee doeS include it..Mr.. Weiss' bill
does. not deal with occupational testing but the.Gibbons bill; which ,c.
is for/pally before us as a part of theselea.rings, does.

. ., ,,
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The point I gm making is that we seem to make 4 consistent
exception for the Federal Establishment. We lay requirements on
the private sector, whether it is within ,the area of safety arid
health, distrimination, br, women's rights, while we tend to make
consistent exception's for the Federal Establishment 'under some, I
assume, theory that somehoW the ,Federal Government itg going to .
do right even when others do wrong. ..

It seems to Me thatt your testimony has indicated that'if there is
a problem in the, area of testing,,,that problem oertainly exists in
the Federal Establishment. /

Mr. Goma:I'. I. think that/ is a fair statement. Yes, there is a
problem with testing in the Federal Establishment in the tieuestions
of whether the tests are job related and valid and that will be
decided in the- court under an existing case, We !lid' fmd that the
test does screen out large numbers of mizierities.

I don't know what the problem isit does not appear to be the
test. It appearS the people coming to?that test have been deprived
for one reason ori,ther, of the opportunity to ceme to.that test
as equals.

Dr. HARPER:Mi. /Buchanan, might I ask 'you- a question? Would
your question extend also to the military who have historitally
been large Users o7t written tests?

Mr. BUCHANA14. Yes, gertainly.
Well, iiIhave, iWarlier hearings, expressed that my greatest

personal concern is the extent to which the test may be accurate
rather than inaccurate. If these tests are in fact accurate, they
reflect some much deeper problems' in the system* with which we
also need to deal. ,

Thank. you, Mr. Chairmazi. t '
Mr. WEIss. Thank you, Mr. Iluchamin.
I wonder, just,so we have something in the record about it, Mr.

Gould or Dr. Harper, could you give us some background as to
what in fact the congressional and/or committee history has been
over* course of the loot 3 to t years in attempting to focus on
the Examinations, the nderal examinations that you have been
talking about? .

Mr. GouLD;1 think we can 'provide that for th'e recOrd for You,
sir. To my knowledge there has not been a lo .. The primary focus
has been as it relates to Veteran's preferen and 'the .impact that
he veteran's preference .has, the. augxnentd scores: which prevents
omen from .competing equally.
The work that we have done on the PACE. exam did result 41

hearings in the House 'Potit Office and Civil SerVice ComMitt.
.

'WEIss. That is what. I 'am asking you about:.Can you tell us
when those .hearings 'took plfice, how many .hearings toOk place,
and Itiat the results of those hearings' are to date d. what the. an

. .

projections are, if you know?. .

.

. I

Mr. Gomm I believe the coniMittee hearings have receOtly 'been
.printed. The initial -hearing was held on May 1E, 1979, before the
Subcommittee on Civil Service, liouse Committee. on Post OffiCe
and Civil Service. I am hot aware of ahy Jegislative proposal that
has resulted from the hearings, ,
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Mr. %las. Btit4 had indicated that this report which came
'down on May 15, 1' fis ' giew out of what? Were you commissioned
to undertake this stu

Mr. Goma We d that reView on our own because 'we
wanted to find out if it\ es.,a problem. We had leant through .
various comments, publio, d ,otherwise, that this was a. problem.
There was not informatiott : liable in terms o fthe makeup of the

..people who were taking the\ \
.

'We vent through quite art, ,nsive". ffort\t,d tO identify the
composition of those people. n w e eated- 0. report, as"
recall, the testimony and ,the he: -t hedulqd to coincide
with t'he issuing date that re 1 So t, some time, right
around May 15 that those hearing: plecer\

Mr. WEIss. Right; so that in fact the \\ ost cê d Civil Service
Committee has hafil and has under c$iseratiofi, Wilder active con:
sideration, the subject matter of the

Mr. Gomm. That is correct, sir.
Mr. WEI k you verg much.
If there ar a further questions, I want k th#nk all of yeti.
Mr. Bucha 9
Mr. BUC NAN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask on additianal qUes-,

tion?
r. WEISS. sure.
Mr.-BUCHANANAO yOlI qtve any concerns abotit t1 disclosure

proviiions of KR. 4949 creating pressures upon the loal schools
and teachers to teach to the test, 'to create pressures that. .might
have an impact on loal curriculum? As 'a parent that idea oCcurs
to me. .

Mr. CAMERON. NEA has a concern about teachers teaching to the
test relative to standardized testing in general. We have long been
on record as being concerned about 'that. Anytime 'that you have
standardized testing with all the foibles itivolved you are going .to
have human beings reacting to these standardized tests in attempt-
ing to teach to them.

That is not to say that is a general principle going oh around fife
countzy, but it is a concern of ours. We bre very supportive of H.R.
4949 in order to 'open up the whole process to be qure principles are

. written into the standardized tests which would preclude that kind
of thing.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you.
Mr. \yews. Thank yo.
I want to thank all the members of the pafiel for your patience

as well as for your testimony.
Thank you very much.
The next panel will be Dr. John T. tasteen, Mr.. Frank Erwin,

Dr. Edwin .Fleishman, and Dr. Judy Hall.
Mr. Buchanan, I understand that' you are acquainted with Dr.

Hall and perhaps you would like to introduae her. I had not given
any of the credits. Let me do that at this point and perhaps you
will be able to expand on your credits.

Dr. Casteen is the dean of undergraduate adruissibap, University
of Virginia. .
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Mr. Erwin is a member on the Advisory Panel On Declining, Test .
Scores representing the Americart Society for Personnel Adminis-
tration. - '

Dr. Fleishman is past president of the Division of Industrial and
. Organizational Psychology of the American Psychological Associ-

ation and president of the Advanced Research Resources Organiza-
tion. ..

Dr. 3udy Hall is president-elect of.the Anvrican Association of
State Psychology Boardp.

I see five peoplelhere.:WhO liave I not mentioned? .. .

Dr. FLEISHMAN. Dr. Mtry Tenopyr, who is currently president of
the American Pswhological Association Division of Industrial 'and
Organizational Psychology, who is here as a resource. -.- .., .

Mr. WEISS. We have Dr. Casteen first on our witnesi list and
'perhaps Y6u would like to start. .

STATEMENTS OF DK JOHN T. CASTEEN III, DEANOF 611--)ERGRAD-
liATE ADMISSIONS, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA; FRANK 'ERWIN,
MEMBER, ADVISORY PANEL ON DECLINING TEST,BORES, REP--
RESENTING AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR PERSONAL ADMIN STRA-
TION; DR. EDWIN FLEISHMAN, PAST _PRESIDENT, DIYISI N OF
INDUSTRIAL AND oRGANIZATIONAL:PSYCHOLOGY, AME ICAN
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION,'' PRESIDE2'; ADV CED
RESEARCH RESOURCES ORGANIZATION; DB. JUDY E. HALL,
PRESIDENT-ELECT, AMERICAN. kSSOCIATION ,OF STATE PSY-
CHOLOGY BOARDS; OR. MARY L.:TENOPYR, PRESIDENT, AMERI-

.. CAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION;DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL
AND OROANIZATIOIAL YCHOLOGY; A PANEL

STATE% r DR. JOHN T. CASTEEN III, DEAN OF
..

'UNDERGRAD AIE ADMISSIONS, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

Dr. CASTEEit. , r, Chairman, I' have submitted a written state-
ment to whicI i, Will refer briefly in the time allotted to me.

Attempting to* ilrimarily summarize thefl points Covered in that
statement and' to indicate how I think they have to do with the
practice of uhdergraduate admissions, especially in a State univer-
sity, I haVe, described in the statement three areas in which I and
$many of my colleagues in admissions have been concerned about

- - ,the possible applications of H.R. 3564 and H.R. 4949 on the trade
;that we practice and on the students that We

These arees include the predictable effects of' these bills on how
Students ":".oggessed from high schoolitto college and from under-

,
. , graduate graduate and professional schools, their impact on the

, quality of edlication offered to young Americans at all levels, but
elipecia4 in riedOndary schools, and tlieir imPlications for the op-
portunito*.itvailable aft2)r high school to certain groups of young

-; people Who have only in recent years begun to participate in main-
'. stream, podtsecondary education, which is to say the opportunities

vailableNo the: nonwhite, the nonaffluent, nonsuburban, the
kap*, and even now women.

The B.r8t area of my poncern has to do with the possibility tilt
'iliese bills may disrupt orderly progress for stildents from high

. / school b), college. I am concerned about several possible implica-
idons in this area. .

I
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One is the potential loss of the existing system of verification
that standardized testing alloWs Us to use in evaluating other cre-
dentials that appear in the .student's files.

As you knoW from other testiMony, responsible acaderhic admis,
siOns officers are concerned more 'perhaps with oth,er parts of the
record than with standardized testing,- particularly with the high
school transcript, reconimenclations from schools, statements made`
on their own behalf bY students, and esPecially,, with their own
historical experience *with students from similar backgrounds and
similar goals. : . .

i With that body of evidence, the standardized test scores have
provided for us_an element of predictive validity that has made the
system heCome extremely effective in identifying students who can
indeed succeed, especially in highly demanding, academically com-
petitire programi. :

We are concerned that the legislation ppears to us to disrupt i
this system of verification without providi g a reliably documented
replacement system on which ire can rely o provide the necessary
information to make responsible selections.

We are concerned also that if this dtsruption occurs, the least
harm will occur to those students who come from the most privi-

. leged sections of our society and fhe most haim will come to those
students who come from the least privileged Sections, especially

,from those who; are, as 1 said before, nonwhite, nonaffluent,
nonsuburban, et cetera.

We are concerned, second, about the possibility that the enact-.
ment bf such legislation as that contained in these two bills rhas
actually serve to interrupt an ongoing drive toward reassessment
of the quality of schooling that goes on in this country.

In my written remarks I have referred to three signal docurnents
in this process of reassessment.,,

The fir.st of these documents was the announcement in 1975 by
the College Entrance Examination Board that SAT scores since the
year 1963 had declined in all the releVant areas of Measurement
for all significant parts of the population, cutting across geographi-
cal, socioeconomic, ethnic and other lines.

The second is a series of articles published in the summer of 1976 ,
by the Los Angeles Times about the declining American education, '
articles which attempted tO quantify e the causes , for the declining :
'scores and to begin a national climate in which we could begin a
discussion about the possibility of schooling to our studehts.

The third document is the report of the Wirti Commission, the ' 4'I)panel trying to diagnose the score decline in terms of the experi-
.ence of students prior to taking the tests.

-Since these documents became available to the public, the clèvel- ,

opments have seemed tb me tO be a miXture of good and bad. For
example; I have seen no major assumption of leadership in the

.

direction of reassessihg schooling on the part of the Inajor profes-
sional associations, including the NEA, Arr and other organiza-;
firms representing teachers.

We have seen little from Government iri the way of addressing ,:"
the actual causes for declining Measures of aChievement at the end

,
of high sch4g1 And at the end of college. We have seen movement
on the 'par f local jurisdictions, on the part of individual schools.
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We have seen a growing ene that the pul t
ilic is alarmed that

students seem not to he able to lead as well as they should be able
to, to deal with the English language, write or compute as well as
they should be able to, and moreover .in all fields to perform as.
well as they could before the educational revolutions of the sixties
and early seventies. .0 .

We see evidence that school boards, private employers, the Gov-
ernment, the military, find all of our studenth suffering in one
respect or another, but many of .our students, especially those who
are nonwwhite, nonaffltient, et cetera, receiving .at the end of high
school credentials that appear not to present the qualifications
necessary to make a' meaningful contribution to society after
school. .

Testing hi effect blew the whistle on the failure of the school
system. We are concerned that legislation aimed at interrupting
the normal flow of information 'from properly evaluated tes ng
does not address the crime but punishes the police officer whç1blew
the whistle. .

T1ir4 we are concerned about the possible interruption of ad-
vantOp educationitl opportunities to constituencies which have

histoiitally represented themainstreanrof edudation in this coun-
try.

Testing in the last 5 years has diagnosed area's in which school-
ing and society in general have failed to provide the opportunities
theykshould. It is not the fault of testing. If we do poorly in
thachtlig black children to read, to write, to think in the English
language and to compute, it is instead-the function of testing as it
has to point out areas of failure and it is ',after that particular
demonstration the function of Government. and of education to
move expeditiously end intelligently in resolving the problems that ,
have turned up. .

.

Testing has helped us to bring new constituencies into the educa-
tional mainstream. I need or* poilt to the progress of women in
receiving entry intb the fields of engineering,.businees, architecture
and other fields that have liisfqiically been -closed to women and
second, not all black students ore iovier than white students an
not all students who have Outside the mainstream ar uffe
ing because of test scores, an that in fact the obvious defici nci
in the stool prograw. pursued by such children, a fact I see daily
in my work when I 'find toright black children who have not been

, advised to pursue studie;c in the social studies, engineering, math-
ematics, science and bther areas, in seeing that evidence in my oWn
daily work, I am alarined by the prespect that the normal flow of
information that.dAls us these children may have not been. well, -7-
served may inthrrupted by legislation of this kind.

. 1...
Testing jtv fact in summary served to break certain stereo-

types. It as told u that worpen =Junction well in advanced
progra Pe sci ces andin matEematics, that many black
child ik, especially c 'Wren who have received responsible and

,Iii

car YettAntion in the lower'and secondary schools, can in fact
even in the most collective and competitive college situa-

...and 'can go on to become professidtitil leaders of real sub-
,,,e. , ,

,
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The largest concern is this: For the present system to be properly
indicted, to be shown not to serve this country well, it seems to me
the case against it must be made on a level of. integrity and with
the kind of comprehensiveneis that I have not seen in the materi-
als previously subMitted to this committee:

It seems to me, second, that if the present system i's to be
replaced, the repladement system must be documented as being
equally valid and must be directed to the concerns of the nonmain-
stream student.

My caution to the committee is that we as a country must
address problems- that havl now been diagnosed with sufficient
clarity that we know where five must begin to move. .

It seems to me the. Jargest mandate is not toward controlling
testing but instead toward reexamining the quality of educational
experience and seeing to it that the very young people about whom
we are most concerned in .bringing them into the mainstream do in
fact receive the kind of background necessary to perform well, no,t
only on the tests but also over the course of their academic and
working career's to achieve the kind of leadership-and success that
makes forrn responsible citizenship.

tPrepaied statement of John Casteen follows:]-

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN T. CASTEEN III, DEAN"OF ADMISSIONS, UNIVERSITY
OF VIRGINfA

I am JohrfCasteen, Associate Professor of English and Dean of Admissionsin the
University of Virginia. I have come today to express concern about what I believe
would be the adverse effects of passage of H.R. 3564 and H.R. 4949 (as now written)
in three areas: their predictable effects on how students progress froM high school
to college and from uiridergraduate to graduate and professional schools; their 'im-
pact con the quality, of educational experience offered to young Americans at all
levels of education, but especially in secondary schools; and their implications for
the opportunities available after high school to certain groups of young people who
have only in recent years begun to participate in mainstream post-secondary educa-
tion, which is to say to the non-white, the non-affluent, the non-suburban, the
handicapped, and (even now) women. I speak from my experience as a teacher mad
admissions officer, especially from experience since 1975 as Dean responsible fbr
undergraduate admissions at a state university that attracts able apglicants from
throughout the, Country and from virtually 'all social, economic, and ethnic back-
grounds. My An background is in public education. I share concerns expressed to
you previously by Fred Hargadon of Stanford University, but I want today to speak

. primarily to the implications of these two bills for public higher education. in limes
of declining student populations, declining net indicators of academic accomplish-

. ment, declining' real and relative resdurces to support educati6n, and mounting
public concern about the final results of education.

The potential obstacles poked by H.R. 3564 and H.p. 4949 to orderly student
progress from one level of education to the next have, believe, come previously to
the Committee's attention in testimony offered in behtJf of the American Council
on rkducation and the Educational Testing Service. With other admissions officers
with whom I have discusaed these bills and their predecessor in the state of New.
York, I share the A.C.E.'s belief that public- disclosure of currently ,secured test
items, however well-intended, must inevitably diminish the quality of information
available to academically selective colleges whenthey review applications and also
the credibility of the credential8 available to students who seek to establish the
viability of their preparation for further study. Having seen no practical alternative
to the existing system of secuad, standardized tests designed to measure the final
products of education at each level, many of us in admissions fear th t H.R. 3564
and H.R. 4949 may, especially in the first few years following thei enactmeat,
hinder us in our efforts to understand the complete packa e of credenti s presented
by applicants, and therefore force us to _make less relia le decisions than we can
now make while simultaneously depriving students Of the kind of reliable.validation
of high school courses and grades that now comes to us in the form of standardized
test scores based on secured and validated tests. We are concerned that the report-
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ing and disclosee requirements of these bills, combined with the necessity that the
test preparation agencies develop massive new batteries of test items and heretofore

. untested methods to equate scores and Validate tbeir meanings, will drive costs
beyond what most students can pay. We suspect that students from privileged
communities who apply to the most prestigious colleges will suffer least from rising
costs and sinking test credibility,'but that less affluent students Will be increasingly
less able to pay the cost, hence less likely to qualify themselves for consideration by
the major colleges. Well-known secondary schools, schools in our more affluent
neighborhoods, which are .typically white and suburban; and schools with estab-
lished traditions of Preparing students for the most competitive Colleges will contbi-

. ue 'to succeed as they always have. By contrast, inner city schools, rural schools,
schools whose students happen not to be like those who commonly? -qualify for
admission to the most competitive colleges, will almost certainly suffer if the final .

. measures now available beCome suddenly less, available and less credible.
I share the conviction of the American Cobncil on Education that standardization

is a necessary condition of existence in contemporary cklutational testing. This
conviction grows not' out of personal preference (who can favor gridded answer
sheets, machine scoring, or the intense atmosphere of the rooms in which testa must
be administered?) but out of the 'practical requirement that students be able to
demonstrate that their preparation is 'genuinely comparable to that offered by
others, including students of varying backgrounds, geographical origins, and school
experience& Whe size of our population, the diversity of our educational system, and
the rich variety of backgrounds presented by applicants together demand that we
maintain a workable system to verify outcomes. Not all schools teach the same
things; not all studentajearn the same things; not all colleges need the'same kinds
of preparation in theefreshmen., But one must have' reliable means to sort out
what credentials prove,. The Ivy League schools, major national institutions like
Stanford or the University of Chicago, and a handful of highly selective public
institutions, perhaps including the University of Virginia, can if we must develop
unique, in-house, nonstandardized entry examinations to permit us to validate

. secondary school credentials and to predict student success in our own curricula. No
doubt.we will do-so if genuinely reliable national testing disappears from the scene.
We had such tests before the College Board was formed. But the cost, both in dollars .

'and in lost opportunities for students to participate in the most rigorous kinds of
education available in our colleges, will be high. As student populations shrink, as
tore colleges undertake policies of open enrollment, hence taking less interest' in
the adequacy of high school preparation and perhaps also in the integrity of their
own programs, indeed as colleges realize that the demand for their product, educa-
tion, is less than it once was, concern for quality will seem less important than will
filling the dorms, paying the faculty, and staying in business. Analogously, students
seeking to progress from less prestigious undergraduate programs to the major
'national graduate and professional schools will suffer, as New Yorkers may next
year, if the graduate admissions testa become less reliable and more costly than
they are now. Students at all levels need properly devised, generally administered,
readily comparable final credentials of the kind neW available through the tests.

- My contern about the potentially adverse effects of H.R. 8564 and H.R. 4949 oii
educational quality, especially in high schools but also in collegeC grows- out of

. experience since 1975 with evidence to the effect that schools have been in recent,
years less successful in teaching reading, verbal reasoning, writing, and arithmetic
than they ought to be and once were. The evidence comes from sundry sources. It
first became available to the public in 1975 when the College Board revealed that
mean S.A.T. scores had declined precipitously in the years since 1968. The.College
Board's announcement came as no sorprise to many' of us in teaching itaWadfms-
&ions, because we had known for several yearscth t something was amiss with our
students. At the University of California in Ber ey, where I was teaching when
the College Beard announcement appeared, e had by 1975 been engaged for
several years in mWor remadial efforts in the area of writing. More than one
classroom teacher had already modified his or her methods and expectatiors in .

order to deal ,with new sets of student needs and deficiencies, especially in the most
basic disciplines. National discussion of the score decline began at once. Many
commentators condemned the College Board for making the announcement on
grounds that it tended to bring &credit on schools; others commended it 'on
grounds that .it prowld that times were bad; still others attacked testing. itself,

---- alleging that the, tests, not student performance, were growing worse. This. discus- .,

siOn gained focus with the publicatiOn in August 1976 of three feature articles in the
Lo& Angeles Times. Wtitten by Times education writers Jack McCurdy, and Don

, Speh and entitled "The Decline of American Education," these articles presented
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for the 1tc3t time empirically sound evidence that the apparent decline in student
skills was 'real and not, for example, the result of changes in the ethnic or
socioeconomic makeup of test takers. ' The Times permitted other newspapers to
reprint the series, and distributed copies to educators, members of Congress, and
other concerned persons. .

- McCurdy and Speich offered evidence that the decline was by no means restricted
to SAT and ACT scores, that indeed it appeared with disturbing consistency in
virtually all available indicators of educational progress and at all levels of educa-

_ tion. 'they also suggested that declines in final measures of achievement Closely
matched the upward progress of the mean grades awarded to students during a
decade of grade inflation and lowered requirements. Seeking causes for thedecline,
they suggested among other factors changing school curricula, especially in high
schools, changing student populations, chanking educational objectives, new ways of
learning (notably television learning), and progressive deterioration in the fabric of
$the Amerigan family. McCurdy and Speich -dealt harshly with our schools; their
third article made the case that education generally, and especially secondary
education, was doing little or nothing to remedy the ills of our young people.
Toother, these articles became and remain major documents in the case against
our schools as they now function.

These articles were followed in, turn by the creation of the Wirtz Commission,
properly known as the Advisory Panel on the Scholastic Aptitude Test Score De-
cline, sponsored jointly by the Colleqe Board and the Educational Testing Service.
On Further Examination, the panel s summary report, along with its companion
appendices, ought in my judgment to be required reading for all framers of' educa-
tional policy, concerned citizen leaders, and above all 'teachers. Without attacking
schools or school leaders, On Further Examination documents at least seven major
contributors to the score decline: the changing composition of the college-bound
poPulation (a cause generally acknowledged to be consistent with our national
purposes and of no immediate concern in a negative sense), the proliferation of I

elective coUrses in schools, especially in English and verbal skills, where student
performancehas declined most precipitously, a diminished'seriousness of purpose in
the learning process as 'reflected in tolerance of excessive absenteeism, grade infla-
tion, easier textbooks; and generally, lower standards, increased viewing of televi-
sion, changing structure of the family, social turbulence of the sixties and se

I

verities,
and diminution of learning motivation.

The College Board became involved in this discitsion of the causes for the score
decline orL.y after seriotts and thorough consideration of the possible outcomes,of its
involvemen'b A desirable outcome might have been lerious national scrutiny of the -
purposes anct methods of American education at the three-quarter-century mark,
with an eye t4ward rediscovering What worked well in the past and either adapting
it to present Jircumsntances or developitg effective new solutions to our problems.
Sadly, neither Congress, the Office of Education, state leaders, nor the major educa-
tional associ tions undertook this reassessment. A second possible outcome wad a
reaction agai st the tests. Such a reaction is, I fear, best exemplified by legislation
that would lige the system of final measures, the existing standardized tests,
without guara'nt,eéing the immediate development of equally effective, equally inex-
pensive, and eqt1jy general final measures. I take it as proper and constructive
that our political lea ers should promote the use of good measures of educational
accomplishment, and also that-Congress Mould monitor the services delivered na-
tionally to students, colleges, and American society by the test preparation agencies.
Yet one does not cure disease by -deprilving th'e diagnostician of his tools or reverse )

bad news by executing the messenger who brings it. The educational establishment
failed to take effective action when students first showed signs that the education
revolution of' the sixties had failed. Instead, the testing agencies and the College
Board, the keepers of the final measures, had to do so. Without such agencies and
without their conviction that \the public must know when the evidence suggeits that
students are not learning what they should, we might not know even now just how
.desperately we need to undertake a thorough reexamination of hpw we raise our
children. ..

My third concern, extending educational opportunity to broader constituencies,
eskcially to persons not histotically within the mainstream of higher education,
has been discussed previously by spokesmen on both sides of the issues raised in
H.R. 3564 dnd H.R. 4949. Two matters critical to the actual practice of_admissions I

A seem to me not to hake received proper analysis. One is the place of.testing in the
admission 'process. In colleges that deal responsibly with the applicants, the SAT
and similar tests serve two functions: they allow us to understand the credentials of
individual applicants in light of norms that are larger than hose of the individualt
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high school from which the ariplicent may come or of our own student population,
,notino thM are both diachronic (because the test scores eqkate Lionise time) and
synchroliic (because. all applicants in a given year have faced essentially the same .

lineasure of their readiness to perform in our freshman courses); and they allow us .

to make reasonably close assessments of student skills in the basic areasin read-
ing, vocabulary,. writing, and arithmetic. For every college. whose selection systein I

. know, other credentials matter morei indeed, the test preparation ageacier them-
selves enjoin colleges against simplistiOreliance on test scores, and call on them to
develop what have come to be complex models of student preparation as it can be

. assessed in liundry ways. Higirschoel tianscripts tell us fiow rigorous a program of '

stUdies an applicant has .pursued and how ,Well the student compares to other .
applicants from his oilier school and &tun schools proved, historically to be similar.
Counselor or teacher ommendations, less readily Arailable now than before pas-
sage of the Buckley indment, can add insights into student motivation, ability to
cope with obstacles, mitmtnt to good citizenship, and other relevant matters.
Student self-descriptions can detail personal goals, non-school accomplishments, an
a wealt of other topics, while also giving us a direct sample of how effectivel
applican write and think. Each element matters if the admiesions oWce does its
job conscie tiously and well; ebviouslio the non-quantitative measures matter most
to those of who deal vAth large applicant pools-and seek to admit students.whose ...- .

future ompliehnients, academic and other, are likely to be well above average.
The uliar value of the etandardizedotest score in the selection process is its

1
his rical and contemporary comparability; its potential to 'indicate whether a stu-

1 d t froni a specified background has learned 'what he or' she must in order to
pete and succeed in the requested Program of study.

The second matter is the application Or test scores in the ac
lecting students whose backgrounds diffet from those of what

eneration's mainstream college student, especially in the mor
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, tion agent in any other area of competitive endeavor justly refuse an applicant
because he or she does not look like other applicants. College admissions officers
who do their homework have known these truths for years; indeed, the College
Board arid other such agencjes have throughout my own career worked to educate
the profession on how best to assess the PrOmise of non-mainstrea applicants.
Ironically;-the agencies that I know to use tests irresponsibly, which to say
mechanically, 'with-but regard to other indicators that can be documented have
more validity 'in predicting student performarIce, are not college admission c mmit-
tees (although no doubt more than one errs) 15ut governmental agencies, sta e and -

federal, that ignore the College Board's advice by using fixed cut-off sco es to
determine eligibility for scholarships or entry into special training progra H.R.
3564 would require that test takers be notified of "the score required to pasq he test
. . . or the score which is generally required for admission to instjtutions o higher
education." No one passes or fails tests like the S.A.T. and A.C.T.; nor is a y score
generally required-- for admission to -institutions of higher education., H R. 3564
amounts in this respect tqf a mandate for irresponsible selections, especia y selee,-----
tions harmful to the inter ts of non-mainstream students. t,

My largest reactions t the proposals embodied in H.R. 3564 and H.R. a
these: many actions m dated by these bills are already common practi mong
the major test prepara,tion agencies; bothers are not common practice b pe aps

-dressed these matters in il; still others derive from faulty premi about ow
should bethe presen In in behalf of.. the American Council on Ed cation ad-

especially apout the r latio -of testing to educational and social poli . Tests evel-
tests fit into the adm ssion d selection process, about how studen mature, nd

oped in this countr because colleges and students needed the inal m , cures
implicit in them. Th y developed as results of private endeavor, a i heret re they
have performed their service to students and to college without xpense to overn-
ment and without government's havin: developed expertise of t e kind requisite if
government is now to define reason; standards of performa ce for test makers

testing in the selection . : :e gra:: -
;11 .. I

elcome your examination of the role of
t education generally expects to comply

and users. With most of my

in every sense with any legislation p. may devel rom your deliberations. At the
same time, I am concerned fo r dents to in thpse bills so many potential
hazards and so little cons a o, e benefiw al results of the system that has
developed. My judgment is that cation needs reformation, and that citizens,
educators, and students want to see deliberate national move toward more effec-
tive- schtioling for all young people, pecially for the non-white, the non-affluent,
the non-privileged. To that end, legi ation'that risks sacrificing the effectiveness jof
the existing tests as measures of ere we are and of where we need to go seemito
me to fafflar short of the mark ngress should and can provide leadership in the
search for ant end to the pro ive declines in student performance in the basic
skills, for an bnd to the : I ent disparity between the educational outcomes of our
most privileged citizens a l't those of citizens Who have yet to participate fully either

H. 4949 seem to me /ignore our most compelling needs while taking away our
in igher education or e process of self-government. Sad to say, H.R. 3564 and

y to develop and mploy at least one means of making education effective,
ocratic, and in th end democratic.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much.
We will commence questioning after all the members of the ,

panel, have spoken.
Mr. Erwin?

STATEMENT . OF F ANK .ERWIN, MEMBER, ADVISORY PANEL
ON DECLINING T ST SCORES, REPRESENTING AMERICAN SO-
CIETY FOR PFR ONNEL ADMINISTRATION
Mr. ERWIN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my

name is rank W. Erwin. For the past 11 years I have been .
president of Richardson, ,Bellows, Henry, & Co. a nationally'recog-
nized personnel research firm headquartered here in Washington,
D.C.

In that position I have been involved intimately and directly in
the development and validation Of selection procedures, particular-

P
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ly tests, and dking two of those years served* as member. of the,
'advisory panel o4 the scholasticAptitude test score decline.

I am appeating befote you 4his morning in the hope that what
expeiience I have will be helpful to you, and additionally to, ex;
press the views and the concerns 'of the Ainerican Society for,
Personnel Administration (ASPA) on the proposed testing legisla-
tion you are considering. *.

This society, which consists of over 23,000 personnel practitioners
in business, government, and education has cau,se for concern since
any actioti of this committee which in any Way compromises the
quality 9f these entering higher education ultimately will compro-

'.mise the quality of those who we expect to manage our enterprises
in the years to, come.

In Thal, context) we have approached this testimony with a great
sense of apprehensioh which we hope this committee, will share,
H.R. 3564 and H.R. 4949 venture into one of the most coniplex I.
fields ever addressed by this committee and you are being asked to
take a precedent setting and dangerous step toward regulation of
the educational admissions process and the procedures whith,serve,
at least in part, ai indicators of the quality of our aociety and its

. institutions.
The statement which we make. teday, therefore, attempts to ad-

dress major elements .which must be considered as part of your
determinations as to the need, the purpose, and the potential im- '
pact of the proposals before you.
jI think my predecessor to my ieft has' stated it quite well in

'Nsterms of the role of tests.
In Dicellence, John Gardner wrote that, "Tests are designed to

do an unpopular job." An untutored observer listening to critics
lash out at the imperfectiotis of the tests might Suppose that 4,he
criticisms'would bt-stilled if the tests were perfect. Not at-all. As
the tests improveiffid become less vulnerable to present criticiSm,.

the.hostility to them may. increase.
A proverbial phrase indicati* complete rejection is, "I wouldn't

like it, even if it were good." With the tests, the more appropriate
phrase might be, "I wouldn't like them, especially if they, were
good."

Tests are designed -to serve a performance measure related to
some futdrepoint in time. That is What Mr. Gardner refers to. The

I

-concept he expresses, however, also is applicable to the role of test
scores as messengers about our excellence as a society and the
extent to which ourAinstitutions are functioning.

Interestingly, wl-M yon are being asked to begin restricting the
use of tests, the messages we have been gett g are increasingly
unflattering and unpleasant. A

In "education, these messages center aroun4 the fact that our
schools, particularly those where our poorest c izeg are clustered,N
are doin an. increasingl inadequate job, d ite massive transfu-
ns

-
si of ederal funds. ewer and fewer students are able to read

r and write, or add, subtract, divide, and multiply; and the National,
Education ,Association'e responsels a call for a moratorium on the
use of tests.

- In the einployment setting,,due princiPally to civil rights enfotce-
.

ment activities, tests and test practices tire 13etter than per before
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and these messages are centeting around the fact that those who-.
* do less well on the tests, irrespective of subgroup, whether that be

black, white, rural, urban, female or male, also are doing less well
, on the job.

.All of this should raise questions, first concerning how we can
measure quality, objectively without the use of: tests, and second,
whether" some of the supporters of H.R. 3564 and 4949 have .a
hidden agenda.

The test messengers, like thermometers, are telling us that we
4have a worsening illness. Rather than seeking a cure for the dis- ,

ease, those for whom the test results are most threatening would
ask yOu .to restrict, and preferably destroy, the use of thermom-
eters. Like Persian kings, they would slay the messengers who
bring them bait tidings.

You were wilting earlier about bias in tests. That is an inaccurate
or incomplete measurement. .The measurement is how yarying
groups score on it, but most importantly, does that set of scores
predict, subsequent performance.

Bias in tests and bias in items, different groups performing dif-
ferently, is not real measure of whether a test is indeed discrimina-
tory or appropriate for use., The measure is: Does the difference in
test 'performance correlate with differences in academic or occupa-.
tional performance?'

It is not ,easy to fix what we are finding with differences in test
scores. There 'have been munerous experiments to try. We found,
for-example, removing test items which appear to differentiate
between groups, in general ability tests, to take that- procedure
would more than likely result in the removal of viitually all of the
items in the tests because the difference is consistent across all of
the items.

Those who have supported these bills have diligently resisted or
downgraded all references to the tests' validity and reliability.
Rhetoric has been used in place of evidence and misleading con-
,cepts such as extent of variance accounted for -110e been waved
like flags at a parade.

As a firm rule, given the critical nature of these proceedings, this
committee sho4ild remain unconvinced by such arguments and
should kno at a wealth of data establishing the validity and
usefulness o these instruments for their pitrpose is available to the
committee, it was to the advisory panel and has been to respon-
Bible research rs. Contrary to what you have 'heard, data has been
available.

There is, too, a substantial number of studies available concern-
ing the extent to which, these tests also are applicable to subgtoups
within the total ttst taking population and whether changing the
content, the speed, or the format of the tests eliminates the 'defi:
ciencies which exist among certain subgroups, generally, no; it does
ngt. .

In general terms; the committep first should be 'wary of any
statements based on evidence *VC orre study. Reiponsi profds-

. sionals do not use one study to persuade, particularly wh n there is
a larger body of evidence available, as there is here. do so is °
cptrary to professional ethics and is analogous to taking a rem
out of context.
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Second, the larger body of evidence shows that there is a consist-
ent and likely underestimated relationship between test scores and
subdequent performance which is sufficiently high to justify the use
of. the tests. Obviously tests are far from perfect predictors, a
-condition which is even more true of any subjective approaches,
which you have"heard mentioned here..

-If yeti were to summaiize the data that exists, it would say the
tests are valid for their .purposes. Sigh school grades are generally
better predictors, but 4the use of 'tests in combination with the .

. \igredes are a better predictor of College performance.
High school-grades alone, you ha*.heard questions about if high

school grades are as- good as or better than tests, -WhY not use
grade& Those who raise 'the- question typiditily share a misplaced

. -conviction that tate are hot valid for minorities or females. The.
fact is they are. - N.

. . ; The proponents of thie argumènt as.Ce4,,not aware of thwvalidity of
testp.scores and high school 'grades u in combination. Bj recom-
Mending using just high school sodes, yeti are recommending a

meaps for Selecting people for these critical functions and
aspects pf bur society.

.

may he that 'high school grades' would ,not show such a rela-
tt2nship if test scbres were not present to interact with them. It is
highly likely 'that colleges and univeisities dre using test scores to
A significant degree to determine the reliability of grades, for it id'
.senseless to argue that /Vs gnd B's from District of Columbia
pohools are equivalent to those-of MontgOmery County.

I think a' poll of the membership of both Houses in terms of
Representatives who live-in then District of Columbia and who have
children of sehool age, I would ask, wheze do you send your chil-

. dreg. It .is not likely to be. the District oKolumOia public schools.
They have made, their judgment 'the same as ihstitutions make
their tudgmentt

If t e protesed bills are passed and testSwage liminishes, as ft
will, and don't 'fool yourselves about that, college and university
admissions systems will rely' more heavily on high school grades,

. but more in terms of "safe" schoolsthose high schools known-to
be of higher quality.

The net result could be "fewer stirdents selected frOm poorer
schools, particularlrthose in the cities with their higher proportion
of minorities, Arith the' objectives and pressures that theadmis-
sionseSrstems have, candidates from the Montgomery schools would
be the safer bets; and the safe _choice wotild more. often than not be

/. made.
'You have &lied about test scores and income- level as if the

relationship betWeen test scores surprisbd you. It should not. The
. relationship' exists between tont scores andedeorne levels. But that

is a sillistic look at it.

her income htclude more tWo-par t families, moie higher edu-,

2

A ful er exploration of the subject (timid show that families with

cated families, smaller family size, more value being placed on
education, more books in the home during the early formative
ages, and better diet for both mother and child, in the early years,
along with attendance typically at better secondary education insti-
tutions..

. .g
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All of these things are related to higher .scores and higher per-
. formance in school. It also should be clearly understood, @Specially

to those whO have raised tht question aS to whether high school
grades would suffice as a sole measure of academic success, that
high school grades also' show these kinds, of relationships.

H.R. 4949 requires testing agencies to provide statementh con-
. cerning the extent to which test preparation courses improve test

subjects' scores. This is an impossible apd meaningless task. It
would be ,easier to ask beauty schools toSeport on the extent to
which they make change. With test schools it is virtually impossi-

.ble to do.
And the question- must be asked, does it have'any meaning, what

meaning is increased if .it .occurs? There can'be no question in my
mind despite some claims to the contrary that have been made
before you that coaching makes change, I think. There.is no ques-

' tion, too, that coaching is a burgeoning industry.
I think, Mr. Weiss, you have pointed Out the number of branches

of jat one organization in the test Coaching business. Pasioge of
the bill, however, will add, to that growth and make the coa6h's job
more easy. They don't have lo resort to circuitous means to get
ttiat information.-

There* still considerable controversy on the extqnt to which
coachiig, changes scores, and more importantly, on th.e real value ,
of the.Wanges, if indeed they do. occur. .

, It is reasonable to assume, however, that coaching for.Most per-
sons will result in an increase In the score they otherwise would
have gotten. IVis difficult to measure the magnitude of the differ-
ence and the eitent to which other variables will affect the differ-
ences which will occur.

But it is simplistic" to evaluate coaching in thOse terms. Based on.s,
studies conducted on other elements, including the performance of
various aubgroups on tests 'containing content and more related to
,their subgroup and the 'effect of the removal of time limits on
speeded tests, it is reasonable to expect that majority empllees who
are already higher scoring will in such courses have a scae gain at
least as much, perhaps 'more, than minority enrollees..

If one considers all of the things related to higher income that
were discussed above, it also is reasonable to expect that enrolleei
in these courses from higher income families 'will achieve changes
at least as high and probably greater than low-income families..

In shortf it is unlikely that establishing furiding to insure that all
persons h@ve access to coaching schools 'will do much more than .
.wildly enrich the coachers. Those who would have scored higher
without the coaching will be- more likely. to take advantage of sit

. and will achieve greater gains. The differences, therefore, will not
. be erased and may well be. increased:

. If there is to be a test of test coaching, reporting score'differences
that occur is not sufficient. The test of 'test coaching will be its
validation, to what extent do those persons entering test coaching
schools, and who have a subsequent increase in scores, perform to a
similar higher 'degree when they' go into the educational. setting or.
is that increase false?

For exaniple, coaching on analogies will improve analogy-solving
skill and those-coached will do better on thatjtem typ?.

4
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The question remains as to whether that improved test-taking
skill improves performance in college. The solving of analogy prob-
lems for some reason is related at least in part to college -grade
achievement. It is, however, not a'direct sample of the perfOrmanCe

'behavior; that is, getting good college grades.
Since the relationship is not clearly ,direct, a coached ability to

solve analogy problems may reduce coi eliminate the predictive
power of that kind of item for the individual involVed. .

In short, the difference may be artificial in terms of test ability
buct 'have no meaning in terms of test performance in the acddeinc
spliting. Test coaching and the true test of it lies in the validation
of increased performance or the performance as. a result of coach-
ing to determine empirically, does coaching and the increases re-
sulting from 'it result in a corresponding increase in the perform-

. ance of those individuals coached in the college setting?
Mr. WEISS. We have about 7 or 8 minutes to answer the quorum

call. We will have to leave, but we will be 'back ai quickly as we
can.

[A brief recess was taken.]
Mr. WEISS. We are ready to resume.
I should indicate and should have at the outset, at any time if

afiy of yOu wants. tO Summarize your statement or highlight it, the
entire statement of each of you, without objection, wil11e entered.;
into the record so 'use your sown judgment if you .went to ,have it
entered into the record automatically, and how Much yOu want to

Mr. ERWIN. I will close very quickly, Mr. Chairman, with several
more poMts.

One is destroying tests, whether it will or won't. The legislation
Will indeed destroy sOme tests, particularly those ill the achieve-
ment area and especially ,thOSe such as autobiographical question-
naires, which I Might note for you that if there is any proinise on
suitablie alternatives, autobiographiCal. information is .probably the
best promise orhas the best promise; , t

My statement deScribes this System Much more fully; but provid-
ing answers to questions on' autobiographicatquestionnaires will.
destroy them becaUse of the inherent characteristics of that kind of
instrument. .

There has been Considerable research that indicates, that these
do indeed have less impact than the kinds of instruments we, are
discussing here. Achievement tests, depending on how specific the
knowledge measured, will' become less valid in the short term, and
in the Tong term could eliminate quite a few of them.

The time involied to handle what is before you is extraordinarily
short. The lianel, of which I was a member, the advisory senel on
Score decline, took 2 years to reach its codcludion and even at the
end of the 2 years we felt Very strongly We could have used another
2. We commissioned 87 separate studies .as part of that Work.

The Federal agencies in publishing the uniform guidelines on
employee selection procedUres; namely, the Departments of Labor
and Justice, the Department of Tireasury involved peripherally.
ie EEOC and the.Office of PersOnnel Management took 6 years to
arrive at its uniform guidelines. You are being asked 'to proceed to
mark up in:some 6 to 8 weeks the subject being so complex and so

1.

;.e.
Pt 40 84 0 .09.- 60 4.,r1 .
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k, critical which cannot be handled or dismissed in so short a period
of time.

The opposition that ylu are hearing is more than from test
publishers. The AmericalIP Psychological Association registered its
dissent in .the proceedings on the New York bill. The colleges and
universities uniformly oppose the bills before you. ./ The business community opposes the bills before you; 'and insofar
as 'EPA is concerned, it would oppose the 'bilrs in their present
form and would recommend dithei rejection or, at the'minimum, a

'putting on the shelf for a month. You could raise a question as to
which is bettei for thee industry, and for what we are trYing to do X'
in measurement, the threat of the iron or the iron itself.

In terms of the irons that are proposed, they are not adequate for
. their purpose. We do have legislation in New York. We have less '

onerous legislation in California. .

Two States have turned down similar proposals. The National
'Academy of Science has been taking hearings on the subject of
ability testing and is scheduled to release a report in the middle
1980's. I would recommend at a minimuin that we wait until expe-
rienee is gained in New York and California and the balance of the
States, arid at least until the National Academy. of Sciences has
published its report. 4

I think in the interim that this.,committee has done aYi extraordi-
nary ,t).12 of surfacing what is indeed 'a problem and that surfacing
is goIng to have some effect in terms of things being doile better
and things changing. .

Perhaps we could convince the Federal Government to do more
than it has. Its action' thus far has been to subsgtute for the
Federal Service entrance examin'ation Ja similar example called the
PACE.

It has halitosis in one, bad breath in the other. They are inter-
, . changeable, and there needs to be much friore done in terms of.

'suitable alternatives. The action of this committee thus far, the
threat of the iron will help considerably but in terms of .final
acUon the cominittee should wait.

Thank you very much.
[Prepared Statement of Frank Erwin follows:]
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PREPARED SrTEMENT OF .FRANK W. ERWIN ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN

SOCIETY FOR PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
.

Oxman, Heathers of the Cotmaittee, 'my name ie .Frank W. Ervin. For thc

past eleven `yeers, have been. President of Richardson, Bellows, Henry, and Company,

natinaUy recog4zed personnel research firm headquartered here in Hashington, D.C..

.In that poøition-yf have been.invOlyed,4htimaiely and directly in the development and

validation df selection proceduresparticulary tests, and during two of tbose yearn

servid as meiber of.the AAVisory Panel on the Scholastic Aptitude.Teat Score Decline.

/ am appearing before,you this morning in the hope Oat what experience I)have will

be helpful to yoU, and additionally to express the vilwe and 'the cencerns of the

American Society for Perdonnel.AdministratiOn'(ASPA) on the proposed teeting legislation

you are. considering., This. Society, which consists of.overtwenty-ihree.thousand

personnel practicitieners in business, government, and education, hes nause for concern,

-since any action of this Committee which'in any way nomproMises he quality of thode

entering higher education ultimately will cOmpromise the quality of those who we

.
exPect to manage our enterpriaes in the years to come..

/n that context; we haveapproached this.testimony with a great sense of

.aptreh nsion, which we hope this Committee:will share. H.R. 3564 and.R.R. 4949 venture

e of the most complex fields ever Addressed by. this Committeeand you are being

Aske to' take a precedent.-setting and dangerous step toard regulation of the :

t.

idnc ional admissions prOcesS and 4t!e proceduree which serve , atleast in part, as

indi4ators of the quality of our soCiety and its institutions. The'atateMent which .

e today, therefore, attempts to address major elements which must be considered

as part' of yrdeteruLnationsae to the...peed, the purpose andthe potential impact

of the prOP ale.befora you.

The Role of Tests

Excellence:John Gardner,Arote,that,'Irsts'are:'designed to do:an JnpopuIar

'job:..An untutored observer listeningto critics lash out at the imperfections-of

die tests might suppose that the.critiCiems.vould'he stilled'if the testa were



perfect. .Not at all.. As the" tests improve and become lees vnlnerable to piesent

criticism, the hostility to themmay increeae. A proverbial phrase indiCating"complete
p.

rejection i., 'I wouldn't like it, even if it were good,' With the testi, the more

lipproptiete phrase might be, 'I wouldn't like them, eapecially if they were good.'" .

.

. Tests of course serve as predictors and it is this function to which Mr. Qerdner.

.principally refers. The concept he expresses, however, also is. applicable to the
. a

role.of.test scores,as messengers about our excellence as amoci4py and the e4tent .

to which our institutions are functioning. Interestingly, while you are being asked.

to begin restricting the nee Of-tests, themespages we have been getting are

increasingly unflattering add unpleasant. ,In education; these Messages centei eyound

the fact that our schoOls,particularly those where" our poorest citizens are clystere

are doing an increasingly inadequate job; despite Massive tranfusions of federal fends.

:

Fewer:and
6

fewer students are able to read end write,,or add, oubtract,divide, and

multiply and, the National Education Association's reeponse'is a call for limOrratorium ,
,. .

on the use of tests. In the eMployment setting, due principally to civil. rile

.'enforcement.activities,:tests and test practices are better than.ever OefOrelind theee,

.

messages Are centering around the fact that those who de lese well ocithe.testap. -..

irreipective of subgroup, also are doing less well on the.job.\ f .
. .

4 ,

All.of thismhould raisequestions, first concerning how we can Measure quality-

mbjectively- withoutthe use of tests, and second whether soMe,of ae ssipporters og.

H.R. 3564 and 4949 have a hiddeiragenda. The test messengers,-like / hermometers,

are telling us that we have i worsening illness. Rather than seeking a cure fozthe
. . ? . . .

diseate, those foi whoM.theltest results are most threateningwouldj ask you to restrict,

end preferably destroy the,use of thermometers. Like Persia:11.in they would slay

the messengers who bring them bad tidings.



Thee Validity of.and Reliability orTests

Some oethe most cavaliertestimony that this Comattee his been subjected to

coneerns the extent to which admissions teats'achieve their basic purpose; that is, .

to pioyide oils objetive means by which in individual's probable collegeperforma7ce,".

'pimticulairly'firet.year stades, can be estimated. 'Questions also have been raised

$
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as to whether the test@ show validity for all groups 'who must take them.'

Those who have supported these bills tiVerdiligently regiated or downgraded all

references to.the.tests' validity and reliability; Rhetoric flea been teed in'place

.Of evidence and misleiding concepts, such as extent of variance.accoueted for, have

-been waved like flags at-a parade.. As a. firm rule, given the critical nature of

theee proceedings', this Committee should remain'unconvinced by such.argumente and

shoUld.khoithat a wealth of data eatiblishing theyalidity and usefulneas of Mese

instruments for their purpose As available to the.committee, as it was to the Advisory
. .

Panel end has been.to responsible researchers. There is, too, a Itubstantial number

Of studies available concerning the extent*, shich these teats also are applicable.

to subgroups wiihin the totat test-taking population-and whether Changing the Content,

1

.the speed, or the format rf the.tests elimiha

i

es the deficienciei which ex/sVamong
.

certain.subgroupe.

In general terms, the1Committee first should be wary of any statements timed on

evidence from one study. .RespOnsible professionalp do not use one study to persuade,

patticularly when there, is'a'larger body of evidence available, as there is here. To

-do so is contrary toprofessiOnal ethics. and Al aaalsiousto taking a remark out.of

context.

Sedond, the larger: body of, evidence shows that there is'a consistent and likely

runderestimated relationship betweea test scores and subsequent performance which is

sufficiently hish to juetify the use of the tests. Obviously.teste are far from

perfect Predictors, a condition which.is even more true of 'any subjective.opproec es
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A
.which you have heard mentioned here; .Cur own summary of all of the data reviewed

1

would be tharadmissions tesis.are.valid'for their purpose, that.high schopl grades
. .

are generally better predictors than the tests., end that use.of a combination of tests..

and high school grades results in a mord yalip and therefore.fairer. mesiure of college

potential, irrespective of-subgroup,.thae either element separately. The question is,

does this Committee.want to propose lagislatiOnto requite that formcof use?

High School Gradea.Alone

One question you have heard eaised is ;hat if.high school grades are as good as

or better than'teets, why not just,usi grades?

-Z

Fiala, those who raise the question typically share alaisplaced conviction that

teats are not valid for minorities or females. The fatt 1:they are. The proponents .

of this argUment aleo aie deliberately. ignoringbor are unaware of the greeter validity':

Of test scores and high school grades used in combination. They are'in effect

recommending a less valid and therefore less effective meins to identify those

-most likely to keep this country-competitive. It .may Well be, toe, that high school

grades would not show such Aigh yelationship if testsCores were not present to

4

interact with them. It is.highly likely that colleges and.universities are using test

scorea to a significant degree to determine the reliability of grades1 for it'is

4
senseless tO argue thates and B's from'District of Columbia schools are equivalent

to those of Montgomery CoUnty.

Finally, and most importantly, if the proposed bills are passed and.tist usage

diminishps, as. it will, college and-university admissions systems will rely more heavily

. 0
on high school grades, but more in terms of "safe" schools7thos, high schools known

to be of higher qualiW .The net result could'be fewir students seledted from'poorer

schools, particularly those in the ciiiee with their higher Proportion of Minorities.

. The admissions system's reaponsibility is (1) to ensute Whe quality of the intoming

.student Population so as to maintain the institution's standards of excellence,

4
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(2).to identify candidates With the competence atileaat to absorb the educational

offeiing, (3; to minimize freshman.year atti-ition rates in order to maintain the

*
institution's economic viability, 'end (4) to 'ensUre that public and private employers

look to ihe institution as ne providing high 'quality greduates. With theseobjectives

and their aecompanying pressures; and,continung the example above, candidates from

the Montgomery County schools would be the safer bets and the safe choice.would more

often than not be the'one made.

Tesi Scores and Income Level
1

This cemmittee has been asked rhetorically if it were surprised that test scOres

and income level are strongly.related. The.fact Is that tests scores and income level"

are strongly related. It is, however,.a simplistic look le the problem. A fuller

exploratiOn of the subject.would-show that families With'higher income include more

twoparent familiea, more higher educated families, smaller family size, More value

being placed-on education, more books in the home Auring the early formative ages,

and.better diet er botll mother and'child in the early years, along with attendance

typically at better secondary educatiin institutions. .All of these things are related

.to higher acoses-and higher performance in Ochool. It also should be.clearly

understood,.especially to those who have raised the question as to whether.high school

giedes would suffice as a sole measure of academic success,, that high school grades

also.show these kinds of relationships.,

A a
0

Test Coaching. .
.

/

/

H.R. 4949 requires teating agencies Q provide statements concerning the extent .'

io,which test preParation coursed improve.test subjects' scorei. This is an

impossible and meaningless. taskv

There can be no question that test coaching, particularly admissions test'

coaching, has bleae a:burgeoni g ndhstry. There an be no queztion, too, thai.the

provisions'of thsbill4 ha;iing.to o with the re ass of test answer sheete
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and answers will add to that growth and make the coaches job easier. They. no longer. .

will hsve to 'resort to circuitous.. means to.get their raw material.

There is still considerable contrOversy on the extent to which coaching changes

adores and more iMportantly on the real value of the:changes, if indeed they do otcur.

C 111

/t iereasonable tn assume, however; that coaching for most persons will result

in an iecrease in the score they otherwise Would have gotten. It is difficult to.

measure* the magnitude of the-difference and the extent to which other.variables Will

affect the differences whichAill occur. Based.on tudies conducted,on other

elements such eia the performance of various subgroup n'tests containing content

more related to.theif subgroup and the effect of the emoval of time limits on speeded

tests, it'is reasonable to expeCt that majority enrollees who a're already higher

scoring will in'suchicourses have a scoie gaidat least as Much, perhaps more than

minority enrollee/. If one'considers of the things related.46 higher income that..

were diecussed above, italso is reasonab.e to. ct'that enrollees in these courses
. . w

froM higher income families will adhieve changef; least as high and problebly gteater.

than low income enrollees. In Short, it is unlikely that establishing funding to
E
ensure that ell Persona heve access to Coaching echools will do much more than'wildly.---'V

enrich the coachers. Those who would have 'scored higher Without the coaching wiil be

more likely totake advantage Of it and will'achieve greatergains. The'differeaces

therefore, will not be erased and may well be increased.

There also is a questioh as to the valUe of reporting score 'changes. Score

changes are net,the ruemeasure of the effectivenesi of Coaching schools At this

point, there is no.*reason to.assume that scoieehangei brought &tit by coaching will

result in equivalent changes in college stades. These individual: who are coached

4
will be test smarter, Ink there is'serious question as to whether .their mastery Of

contrii ages has
#

been increased to the point.where it will'make a difference in

college grade achievement: For example, coaching on analogies)will improve enalogy
A

1.1

,

09
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solving sk4ll so that those coached will do better on that type item. The question

remains as to whether.that.improved test-taking.skill imptoves performance in college.

.Tfie'solvini of analogy problems for seme reason is related at least in part to

college grade achievement. It is, however, not a direct sample of the

performance behavior; that is, gettingmood college grades. Since the relationship

is not clearly direct, a coached ability to solve analogy problems may reduce or

eliminate the predictive power of that kind of item for the individual involved.

The true test of coaching sphools and coaching teOhniques, therefore, lies in their

validation end that validation need only would be satisfi-ed by a subetanial showing

'that the increased performance op.the admissions test.as a consequence of' coaching

was also.kelated to increased performance in the college setting.

Destroying The Tests

You haVe heard repeated assu nces that the public release of test

.itela and answers.will.not destroy

patently.false on both and the

agree. In a telegram sent to Governor

legislation, the Americanysychologic

reduce their Validity. That adivsory is

ecord.should show that the profession Aloes not'

ey prior to the passage of the New York .

Association made it abundantly clear that

Section 342 of that bill wOuld result 31n decreased predictive validity of the tests.

The Association.farther.saw no puriose peing served by the release of test iteme and

\answers called for Under that.Section.

1-

'As to assurances that this.legislation will not destroy tests, that must be: '

0

responded to in teres'of test type. 'At one end.of the tesrepecti* is found the

SAT, the ACT, and tests commen1Wdescribed as general aptitude iirsViuments. These .

.

tests,. being of,a more generel.natpre, haVe a wider body of)cnowledge frop which to

.

draw and the problem of repeated item.creation.is less acute than with any other test

type. ihe tests.which are the primary focus of' these bills, therefore, will be most 4

likely to last longest in terms of the release provision....7be uge of such tests will

--Ir
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l-
diminish,hOwever, and costs will o up, as will the use-of other tests and less

reliable kinds of information. 4 e administrations will become leis frequent; if..1.

I

.one.hali to release' test answers every time a test is given, why give it So often to.

. iccosodate student and subgroup needs? :Research inter altetna4Nie methods also will

diminish. Since new deVices.millbe compromided immediately and copyriliti of ,

developers will have 6en rendered meaningless, the economic incentivelsill be gone..

the.next point in the testing.spectrUm, one will find the full array of.

achieve4nt and knowledge tests. Again, some of' these tests will have broader bedies

.of knowledge from'which to draw and ney-item possibilities will be treatet, As a

general,rule, however, it can be'stated that the more cific and, therefore more

limited thi field measured by a'knowledge ofachieve test, the more likeli it is

that the creation of new items will become increasingly, difficult and that the.quality
'

of these tests will diminish as a consequence of lees precise measurement. Ultimate%

'the breich of security provisions of these bills.11111 result:in many.of theee tests'

.demise as meaningful indicators. Also, if the quelity'of these itiatrumenadoes

substantially Alminish, as indeed it.will,,whai.alternatives are suggested by the

-proposers? A/I you.have heard to.date on that subject is euphemilra.

Finally, at the fet.end of the. test.epectrum, you will find interest inventoriee,

7.
.judgement tests, leadetthip and creativity mehaurement inetruments, and perhaps most i

'importantly, autobiogvphical quistionnaires. 'If there is otl characteristic Which

'tethered by these instruments, 1t is that there are no,right or wrong viewers in the

traditicibaleense. °Right" answers tYpicelly arc determined on.the basis of empirical

comparisoee across populations.

. .

You have heard.repeatedir that traditional admissions tests do not measure the.

. personal characteristics of those taking them. That is true, at least in a direct

.masurenent sense. You have"heard, too,, that these characteristics include such

things as achievement orientation, motivation, judgment, and creetivity,.and that '
I

.
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these characterietits must be measured to obtain the fullest measure of the potential

contribution and success of an individual; That also is'erue. There shduld be fuller

consideration of such-elements.

Theieconstructs, or traits as they may be called, perhaps can be measuted.best

/ by sntobiographical information. qUestionnaires. These paper and pencil instruleote

ins based on the simpla.Iogic that personal pharecteristics are predictive And that

paiteexperience and achievement predicts future achievement. Biodata inilruments
.

A! I contain much of..What is.round.in interviews, only the instruments are standardised --
1

al persoesare..12ked the same questiont in the same.way --and their record of validity

'in occupational settings is available and'extraordinarily impressive. The "right"

inswers;. that ii, those which receive a score aye those which are determined by

empirical researh to be seleCted signifiCantly.more frequently by the successful

or unsuccessfid, however that is.defined.. A question concerning high achool grades

received is a biOdata item. The item would call for the respondent to indicate the

°grades he or she has achieved,or to descjibe his or her.class standing in high

schbol, or both. lf higher grades were'shownftty research to he significantly related

to academic or'accopational success; thin higher grades would'begiven.a positive

weightlin the scoring #ystei. Biodaia items also can be constructed tO measure

4 .the eignificance of aChievekenteother than gradea, such.as participation in ..

.athletics, or in social or commUnity activities.. Alditionally, they can tap'

:motivation, achievement.orientation, self concept, and'worklbrientation and values.

i.
It'is important, too,,to nnte that autobiographical questionrires seem to. te

resultin in significantly lower adverse impact than the traditional testerincluding

, . ..

- the PA ueed bY the federal government. In short, autobiographical questionnaires'
.

c -

shwa great promi

i

se.as an alternative or complement to the more traditional tests.

.4.
.

.

.-
Having paid'that, however, it also must bepointed out that while adverse

.

impact may be yeducidhy ihe Wee of autobpgraphical questionnaires, they cannot
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.411minate what the SAT end the ACT toil ut Algut the educitional preparedness of low
# . . P

scorers. Pot example, a vats man in the
e
Disttict of Columbia schOols, a yaledictorian

of his class, was repordSd to.have been denied admission to a university on the basis--

of his SAT scores. Had those scores been coupled in terms of their use.with
OW

attobiogtaphical data--his grades, his achievement as valedictOrian; and I am SUMO

the other activities that this young.Man engaged in, the-impact would haye.been .

diminished and most likely the .young.ban would have been selected. At.the dame,time
. .

there are educational deficiencies which the SAT-unmasked. This young man, as is true

with hundred of thousands like him, is being cheated. Education costs are incteasing

.at an mlmost geometric rate, but there is no commensurate increase.in the-quility of

education; in fact it is going down and increasing numbers of students are.leaving

schools unable to read and unable to compute. As far as nther skills are concerned,.

young gA-ls are coming out of the school systems, piticulaily the large city schools',

,with high school diplomas ingesting mastery f clerical skills, but When'asked to

Ait dawn at a typewriter and take a.typing test,-theymanage to'produce 20 word! a

: minute, if.that. Are fhese teats wrong?''':

Returning to the autilingraphiOal infoYMation questionnaire's:validity and

promise in the educational setting, if either H.R. 3564.or HJR..4949. are passed with.

provisions requiring release of 'test questioAs °end enswere, then the use of

biographical information as &alternative will-be permanently foreCiosed. Given

the nature of the instrument, releasing the right answers destroys.it. I Mould urge

.you most mtrongly if you wish a fuller discussion of.the possible utility-of biodata,

'to invite experts in the field such as Dr.. Williem Owens from the Univisrsity of Georgia,

yhere therellah been extraordinary uee of such a system; inUite D;. Melanie Baehr,

from the University of.Chicago, who said in a recent symposium that Ole has been

usintbiodata tor years and hes found no adverSe impact.
. ,

t.

.
"ic,

:
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. .

.4 Again, however, there wilI be ind can be.no questiOn from any Source that if either

one of these`bills ire Raised witb-thie provislon of releate in.thee, biodata will

surVive.. In fact, it-proeise"will be foreclosed beiore it ean be considered.

: . . .\ .

. . The Site of tht Tasklonclusion..
-...

..

: An ETSetaff member is Silleged to have said,:"We are the,getekeepers.". -.Chat

le an extraordinattly arrogant comment, mitehed only;tWits injudiciousaase.
. ....

.

hevertiagess, we.are talking about.proposils to ligislatehow we measure our excellence
. -...

A

and alr precipitous-action by thieComeittee would be eten more injudicious.

, 0 .

. .--.

.1,- . .

'AB an eiample.of the coMplexity of what you are being asked to control, ihe-

tederal agencies; involved in.eivit rights.enforcement activities, namely the Departeents.

0-sof JustiC:i end Leber, the EqUal.Employeent Opportunity Commiesion, and the,,Ofilee of .

Personnel Management engaged in.the development 'of whatareaailed the Uhiform .

. ,
. . .

Ad/donnas on Emploiee Seledtion Proceduree. These guidelines have aetheir stated.
.

. . . . . . ..,

purpose theproVision of advieCtO the,employing cogaunity as to how to demonstrate
7

the ob-relatSjInise of their.tests. ihe effort the develop uniform guidelines began. -

ln 1972,as a recognition of inconsistencies between standards published by ihe'Office.

of Federal Contract Compliance; the EHOC,.and thethen Civil Service Coumission. The

process .tOok sixyears and the final document is still the. subject Of controversy and
.. .. ...0

C.

heated eontention. the adequacy of certaie of its provisione will ultimately be-

tosted.in the courts and there is question as to Ve extentto which the agencies

have cOmported with professional.ttandards.

:Aa blether example, the Advidory Pane-1M! which I was avember accepted nd

givens and.took almost two yeara to reach:iteConcluSione.. Ficteneive,roviewewere
0\

... tede.of.expting data and thirty-Seven new reseerch:r' :dies; were cosedisiened to

Rreilde.the aiuseerk,we soUght. -Even isith that length flirts and that Aiount'of.

probing, 1441 felt that air' work could have gone on. I think it-important to note,
. .

. .

..too, that I wouldltliect that ihe isobars of.that Panel woH/d Unanimously oppose.the
.

.

*

a..

:attt)
.
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legislative prOpoeals before You..

'

In summary, this Committee ie'being asked to produce legislation which is

perhaps as far reaching as anything it eVer haspeen asked to do, and you should

not be seduced hithe blithe asiurances that you have.redeived concerning(the minimal

impact thar can be expectedfrom'thase bills. YOujare being-asked to venture- into
-

an extraordinarily.complex and critical subjedt, one which touchei most of dela one

44:

ttme or another, and you are being asked to reach conclusions on the dEbject in.a six '

to.eight week time span..

At this point, there is a new law in the Stets of New York. There is a.less

PIk
onerous law in the State of California. Two states have considered such measures -

and have'rejected them. the National Academy of Sciences also'has gathered extensive

testimony' on/ability testing as part of its review of the subject, and a response from

nte Academy is due to be reported in mid-1980, not an unreasonable time. /t would

seem at the minimum that this Committee should,defer.action of any kind on these

measures until experience under the state legislation, including its possible revision

or repeal, is gained and the National Academy of.Sciences report has been published.:

'r

We are talking about the techniques we use to measure preparedness and the

risks.of.tampiiing with them are.incredible. What If the teste are right and their
s

mritics' wronil- Wherpare the.alterriatiVei we can' turn to if'tests are made less
I

effective or destroyed? Gardner's Excellence alsovointed out'that, "Anyone attacking

the usefulness of the tests must suggest workable alternatives.. It has beem proven'

over and over Again that the alternative methods of'evaluating ability are.subject to

. .e gross errors,and capable of producing grate injustices." In one respect, wharyou

have been hearing is analogoue'to requests that permiesiOn be.granted'to tear down

As building to.determine if its architecture is 'gonad. 'The question must be asked if

we tear down.the bbilding and Me do indeed determine that the atChitecture was sound,

who.will, rebuild it, what will be left? 'Again, in the Islet testimony a member asked-

. .

IL



'lima if the-tests are.right..lOnereably latent question which was met by .

slience.: 71.43,1y, ths statement.that it.ippears that only the testing compantem and

'1 publishers oppose these bills ii patently false.' The opposition is being expressed by

the overnylming majority of our Colleges and universities-. OPposition already has

been stated by the psychological cOmmuniti.ind these 'bills are oPpoied by the business

4 Comemnity aewell. On balencetthis-legislaelon *appears to be a child only.of.thosi

with mhiaden agend;,'the-distrection of all testing as we knon-it. The Ameriead

Society for Pereonnel AdministtatiOotharefore Opposes both H.R. 3564 and H.R. 4449

. as ill-coneeived, ill-timed-And unneeemeary. Wmwould urge you to reject or ahelve .

hem in their eniirety.

.Thenk you for Permitting us to appear before you. We would:be happy to respond

te any quéstiontwhich you/have.

Mr. WEISS: Thank you very much.
Dr. Fleishman?

STATEMENT OF DR. EDWIN:FLEISHMAN, PAST PRESIDENT, DI-
VISION OF INDUSTRIAL. AND .ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLO-

.. "GY,'. AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION, PRESIDENT,
ADVANCED RESEARCH RESOURdES ORGANISATION
Dr. FLEISHMAN. Mr. Chairman, my name is EdWin Fleishman,

andl ain happy to , have with me Dr. Mary Tenopyr, current
president Of the American PsychologiCal AssOciation, Division of .
Industrial and Organizational, Pswhology. She Would be an addi
tional reeource to the committee.

I start here as a 'representative' of the .Arneripan Psychological
Asspciation's Division of Industrial and Organizdional Psychology,
Of Ithich I am,past president.

I am also past president of the American Psychological Associ-
ation's Division of Evaluation and Measurement and of its Division
of Engineering PsYchology, and am the current president of the.
International Aosociation of Applied PsychologY.

I. have been a professor at both Yale Uptversity and the Univer,
tatty of California, and from 1971 through1976 was the editor of the'

'4outnal of Applied PsycholOgy, a priMary outlet for the publiCation
of fesearc4on test deVelopment and validation.

I appreciate the opportunity to addreas those aspects of the. Weiss
luid'Gibbons bpi that deal *ith,occupational testing, We support
Ole desire to increase the protecn 'of. Consumers of testing serv-

. iges; however, ' we have serious reservatiOns about specific provi-
gione of the two bills. . 0 t

Xy testimony fpcuses on the impact.of the bills on occupational
_tasting. I do so wily to highlight those byes most directly aPPlica-
ble to tests used in thewerkplace.

Thetadverse effects 'of certain key provisions of the bilis upon
cationat testing have already been amply spelled out by some of
, col1eaues earlier testnnonies before this subcommittee.

. Some of t iTse ebilcerns have-their counterparts in the use of occu-
i"

4

'
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pational tests, in organizational . contexts. _I shall elaborate upon
them shortly. -

. Tests are used for a wide range of personnel decisions including
tliose th4t involve assigning rnililary recruits to different technical
training schools, assessing the oacome of some training program,
or deciding which job applicantd to accept for the limited number
of job openings. The use of occupational tests for selection purposes,

is one that most people are familiar with and one that is expressly
. envisioned by the langauge in the Gibbons bill, which refers to .

occupational admissions tests as "any test which is used as part or ..-

all of the basis for admitting or 'denying asbnission to an individual
to any occupation in or affecting iterestatb 6ommerce.': According-

., ly, the selection context of occupational testing is my point of
reference. . . . -

.

A personnel selection problem is one in which many are called
but not all cart be chosen; they -occur in both industrial and educa-
tienal settings. In most organizations, testh are used over again on
It daily basis with administration to job applicants as they apply.
Occupational tests are normally not . administered on a regular
sehedule, as are scholastic aptitude tests. Whether they occur in
industrial or educational contexts, selection problems require that
decisions ,be based on relevant information.

That is to say, if Mary is accepted or hired and' Tom is not,. it is
because Mary has a higher probability of succeeding in,.the. school
or job than Tom. In the language of the profession., the procedure
in question must be validated.

I would like to present a highly telescoplecenario of what test
validation involves so that we might have a common framework for
the discussion to follow. There are several professionally acceptable
ways of validating tests for their job relatedness. One way of dem-
onstrating job relatedness and one thatis commonly used for tests
of abilities is by means. of a criterion-related validation study.

Briefly, the following steps are involved:
One, a job analysis is conducted to determine what sorts of work

characteristics are important for competent performatice of the job
jn question.

. Two, tests believed to measure the important skills and abilities
identified in the job analysis phase are then developed and admin-
istered to a group of study subjects or job applicants.

Threie, those who are subsequently placed on the job de followed t
up and measures of job performance are obtained. .

Four, at _this point in the study, we have collected two kidas of
'data: Scores on the test and measurements of job performance.'

The next step consists of conducting the necessary statistical
analyses t9 determine if and the extent tq which performance on
the test is correlated with performance on file job.

.- The process I have described is rigorous, empirical, time consum-
.ing, and expensive. It is alp pervasively regulated. For example,
Current Federal, testing' etidelines embodied in the "Uniform
Guidelines on MI loyee Seleotion Procedures" require that, when-
ever technically feasible, the process of valVation be performed
separately for dfferent race d se
determining wh ther a test' tha is valid for one group is also and

groups for, the purpose ofx

equally valid for other groups. f .

1 '



Test-validation is a prominent activity among OsycholOgigts: The
: results of validation studies are written up in techniCal.reportS; the

most significant ones are published in refereed journals, for exam-
ple, the. "Journal of ApPlied PsyChology." addition, validation
studies, are summarized and 'examined in ot)mprehensive -reviews
undertaken froin time to time to integrate the state of the art ot to
elaborate upon some theoretical point of view.. .

The point I make is that the technical report's and professional
journals that are the natural outlet' for the outcome of 'validation
studies. are in the public domain. Consistent with the profession's.
tradition . of sharing the outcome of Scientific investigations, they
describe in some detail the methods, procedures, and analyses by
which it is determined that particulartests are valid for the As to
Which, they are geared. '

These documenta are the moSt relevant and meaningful soUrcei
of information for aficertaining whether occupational tests measure
the abilities and work characteristics related to the job. I am
asserting that those .who would require disclosure of actual tests
and test items for the purpose of determining, by visual insPection, :
whether they are valid are. asking for the wrong kind, of informa-

Since we have been conducting validation studies for some time
now and reporting' the outhomes of thefie efforts, what do these
studies show? I think the -following are most releVant to 'our delib-
erations:

One, the evidence is fairly strong that occupational tests tend, to
show validity for important work behaviors in different work set-
tings, The degree or level of validity is sufficient to render these
tests useful in the typical selection situation

NV, how do tests stack up' against other selection devices, suCh
as the interview, letters of recommendation, and indexes of -aca-
demic achievement, such as grades or rank in class?

The evidence froni these studies is fairly stronk that tests have a.
better track record of validities: This finding should not be very. .
surprising when one considers that tests are more standardized in
'administration and more objective in scoring than the tyPical sub-
jective and unstructured interview, the glittering generalilations
which may characterize letters of recommendation, and the fluctu-
ations in grading standards so common across different :sChools.

I am suggesting that vis-a-vis these other devices, the typical
occUpational test of ability has :built-in procedural adVantages that
lentribute to its better overall record of Validity in the workplace.

Three, the' evidence is fairly, strong that the relationship between
test performance andyjob performance is. linear throughout the
entire. range of the Oast :score distribution. This means that the .
higher the test' performance, the higher the performance on the
job. This means Jljat if for some admiriistrative reason it is ided
to. set tille qualifying or passing score at, let's say, 20, the e Mee
who scores 80 is better qualified than the examinee Who res 25,

Among those who are consideret qualified by yirtue meeting
the passing score, 'soma are better qualified than others. Hence,

ig thT best qualified job candidate that fhe labor market will
ow is a professionally sound business practiCe.
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Four, the evidence is fairly strong that test whi h is valid for
one group twill also be valid and to the saine exte t for another
group. Use of the same test and the same test standa d,is appropri-
ate for all race and sex groups. Put an6therlway, if fd some reason

. an organization decided to hire only blacks; it ,would.still be appro-
priate to use yalidated tests to select the best qualified from among

.-blackapplicants.
. I conclude this part of my testimony by strosing the fact that

.occupationalftesting is pervasively regulated.
First, there are the professional standards-governing test devel-

opment, validation, and use, such as those embodied in the Ameri-
can Psychological Association's standards for educational and psy-
chological tests and the- principles, for the validation and Ilse of
personnel selection procedures developed by KPA's Division of In-
dustrial and Organizational Psychology.

Second, there are the uniform guidelines, on employee selection
procedures adopted by Federal governmental equal employment
opportunity enforcement agenCie and given subatantial weight by
courts in cases where testing is t e subject of litigation.

Third, there areithe Federa courts with jurisdiction over till
aspgcts of employment discrimi ation, including occupational test-
ing?.

Finally, where occupational tests are used in the movement of
bargained-for employees, the grievank and arbitration machinery
ontained in most union7man4genren, contracts provides another

effective safeguard. Those ho would argue that occupational test-
ing is not regulated seriousli underestimate the force of the forego-
ing sources of reg1ation. 'Occirpationallicensing will probably soon
be subject to the same typej of kegulation. In fact, occupational
testing is so pervasively r lated today that psychologista have
.become, in the words of on lawyer, "familiar forensic fixtures" in
employment disôrimination' lwsu 'ts. 'vs

Another effect of regulation, besides insuring test validity and
proper use, is to require Specific tests for individual jobs. Thus,
those employers who test give many different teats for different

ijobs and it s a rare employer Who give,s one general test like the
scholastic aptituthrtest. This fact becomes important in assessing
the consequences of the proPoSed legislation.

Ai-this juncture, while recognizing the desire to 'enhance the
quality of educational and ocCupational testing services in the di-
rection that safeguards the in rests of the many consumers of
those services, I am compelled 'to point out the adverse conse-
quences that flow from the hp lication of certain provisions to u
occupational testing. Two of th se are particularly troublesome.

Literally applied to testing h he workplace, section 6(c) of the
Gibbons bill reduces the likelih of hiring the best qualified. The
law would require qualifi ation evels to be set at the minimal
level of competency. Selpttion .at ve that level would -have to be
random.

The ddea of being satisfied with minimal competency. .inr-an age
when national productivity is o the decline, cornpetitidn for
AmeriCan products and servicei is increasing, and indUstrial jobs
are becoming technologicallY ingie complex is a soufce of puzzle-

.. ment to.us.
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Furthermore, the imposition orrninimal standards is contrary to
the fmdinii I had cited earlier that the relationship betWeen test
performance and job performance is linear. Quite simply, there is
no professional. justification for being satisfied _with less than the'
best. / .

We see the provisions in both,bills which call for the full disclo--
sure of test items as having the \ following adverse consequences:

One, test disclosure of the magnitude ,contemplated in both bills
. will *depress the validity of occupational tests. Validity, you will
,recall, has to do with the concept:of job relatedness; If a test is
valid, individual differences in test perfo ce ape associated
with individual differences in job perfor. ce.

The useof only tests having validit is now xnand4ed by Federal
law and professional standards. Wh some examinees have access
to the test items while others do ot, .the former would get an
undue advantage .on the test which would not be reflected in in-

.. creased ability to do the job,
Put another way, of two individuals with the same probability of

succeeding on the lob, that person would be selected who has had
... prior access to the test items and/or could afford to go to test

coaching schools. This situation Would operate to the. disadvantage
of minority job applicants and exacerbate furthdr group dispatities
in the human condition.

Two, test* disclosure would lead most emph5yers to abandon the
use of standardized occupational tests of. ability. The need to fill
openings as they occur and the requirement by regulation to have
different' fests for different jobs makes the test regeneration proc-
ess almost impossible. Thus, that which is the most objective com-
ponent in the selection process would be abandoned In favor of
such alternatives as the interview, reference checki, letters of rec-
ommendation; and the like.

. As I have indicated earlier, -the validity of these alternative
selection procedures is questionable. Fuithermore, they do not
enjoy the procedural advantages of standardization and objectivity
that .are the hallmark of occupational testing and they lend them-
selves to all kinds of conscious bias.

Three, full disclosure of test items would drastically shorten the
useful life of most tests and require the continuous generation and
evaluation of, new replacement items. The consequent research
effort and dollar investinents required to maintain the quality of
occupational taking under these conditions could become prohibi-
tive. In addition the expense and effort required "tt develop new
items would-discourage research on new and innovative methods
for selecting the best qualified individuals for various occupations.

Isilues dealing with test disclosure are not new. Yini may be
familiar with the Detroit Edison v. NLRB case. In a Situation
invqlving two legitimate but competing intereststhe unionss re-
quoit for access to test mil test,grelated materials in ogler to pilop-
erly ittpresept its membehship; the interest of rnanageltient for the

. continued security of .the same materials-.-the Supreme COurt
upheld the coinpany's refusal to yield the 'requested test materials
tfrtha uilion. No lei* of an authority than the U.S. SupremeCourt
has considered the 'arguinents over tdet disclosure issues -and

.
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v_Atpassed its judgment on the matter. These points have been -ade-
quately covered before. .

To conclude, the adverse consequences I' have mentioned are
bore than inconveniences. Their cumulative and long-term effect
would be to eliminate the most valid and objective component in
the ielection process:

Without a clear laid overriding mandate, indicated, for example,
by documpnted instances of flagrant test abuse or evidence that
mechanisms already in place for requesting testing and for hand-
ing test feedback are not.wo*ing, I urge 'extreme caution in adopt-
ing legislation based on 'the vague and speculative claim that the
bills would increase the accountability of test publishers. -

Whatever else the so-called sunshine in testing bilis may accom-
plish, they should not generate such side effects as would endanger
what may well be an important national resource for identifying
the best qualified people to fill increasingly complicated jobs.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much.
Dr. Hall?

STATEMENT OF DR. JUDY E. HALL, PRESIDENT-ELECT,
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STATE PSYCHOLOGY BOARDS

Dr. HALL. I am Judy Hall, executive secretary of the New York
State Education Department, State Board for Psychology; I am also
president elect of the American AsSociation of State Psychology
Board, and it is in that capacity that I ain here today.

I want to comment on the Gibbons bill, H.R. 3564, and assume
that some of e sections in it which are sufficiently vague. may
permit disci ure at some point, so I am going to include some
comments o disclosure on the effect of licensing examinations in
my comments.

It is my pleasure to represent the Amefican Association of State
Psychology Boards, an association of 54 boards authorized by State
or provincial legislatures to certify/license psychologists.

The purposes of this essociNn are: r

To facilitate communication among member boards;
To sponsor collaboration between and among member boards in

developing dompatible standards and cooperative procedures;
To represent the member boards in serving the public interest in

matters of psychological services to other psychology organizations,
0 legislative, judicial, regulatory, and executiye governmental hod-. b
ies;

To aid membey boards in fulfilling statutory, professional, public,
and ethical obligations.

AASPB wai founded in 1961 at the instigation and suppori of' the
American 'Psychological Association, which recognized the need for
an indepe dent body to' enhance the interstate mobility of qualified
psycholo sts. r .

It wa to that end that a standardized examination was devel-
oped I' 1964 which could be used by all statutorily. /*cognized
bodiek as part of their determination of who is minimally qualified
to practice the profession.

The examination provides an inde4 -of the candidates' ktpwledge
base of the scientific core and the major fields of psychology at a

80
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level that all, candidates; regardless of their specialties, might be
expected to reach. .

The questions are deve1opd and selected to measure the examin-
ees' ability to integrate and pply this 'knowledge, the capacity to
exercise ethical judgments, sand, the attitudes of the applicants
toward the profession. .

The examination for professional practice in psychology is spe-
cifically designed as a test of knowledge; not applied jobS skills.
From that base of knowledge the practitioner can ,decide which
skills need ,to be applied or, if .necessary, what new procedures,
derived from the knowledge base, will solve-the problem.

Note that this exam is riot designed to be the sole evaluative
crittrion on which licensing decisions are based. It is expected that
it will. be suppiemented by, other means of assessing a candidate's
competence to practice psychology )is a professional.
!I/The examination committee of A4SPB consists of carefully se-
lected, prominent psychologists representing the various specialties
in psychology as well as having udditional expertise and experience
in test construction. They, like State board members and AASPB
officers, serve without compensation and at great financial loss to
themselves for the days that they devote to licensing issues. The
decisions related to test construction, validation, setting of passing
points, reporting of scorerto candidates are all ones reached after
many years of experience _with the profession of psychology. and the
state of the art of psychometrics.

Please do not attempt to-zhange our approaches without careful
consideration of the potential outcomes. Test construction is our
field and wq take our jobs very seriously. Let me explain now sot&
of the test construction issues and the progreas we have made in
providing solutions.

The comments 'will relate to specific provisions of the Gibbons
bill, H.R. 3564. .

VALIDITY

- Validity is not only fan end product of an exam, it is a process in
the development of an examination.

In addition to using psychologists to develop items for the exami-
nation through periodic item drives, panels of elperts in the var-
ious specialty areas review the items after each item has been
checked for accuracy, relevancy and conformance to psychometric
principles. These items are" then included in the samples sent to
the examination committee for the construction of a new form.

At this -point at least 15 people.have reviewed and approved lach
item. Involvement of a large representation of practicing psycholo-
gists at every stage of test 'development is for, the purpose of
insuring that.the examination.content is relevant to the practice of
psycholory.

Up until recently there were no funds specific to research on the
examination. In spite of that many States accomplished their own
studies utilizing approaches which could be characterized as con-
tent, concurrent, and construct validity. .

More recently, however, the State 'boards urged AASPB to in-
crease the fee charged to tip States for the use of the examination
so that moneys could be ihvested in validation research. At the
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present time approximately $50,000 i being spent on four content
validation research Proposals. The e fect of the result of this re-
sear& will .be the construction: of even better examination.

-

The construction of the examinatio is a very diffic91t task since
items tapping the functions of a ps chologist are ones which in-

, volve higher mental processes. Items' are such that the candidate
may be expected to see the underlying principle or dilemma even
though he/she may not be familiar with the specific setting.

These items are limited in number. Therefore, it is imperative
:that provisions be made to make the exam secure.

. At the present time the examination is given twice a year on
national testing dates.. Once the eximination has been completed
by the candidate, the candidate does not see the examination
again: Should the candidate fail the examination, the specific form
can be released but only to the State board who is expected by
contract and State mandate to maintain security.

'Any State board can request a rescoring of the examination by
hand as well as a copy of the answer sheet. -

The reasons for maintaining tight security relate to the fact th$
should candidates have ample- opportunity to memorize questions
and should those queritions be reused, the State board cannot ,guar-
antee to the public that those examinees are minimally competent
to practice the profession. The greater public good is secured by
denying individuals easy access to forms of the examination.

If items were easily constructed and forms were equated without
the use of old items, there would be no questiOn about allowing
more detailed feedback to failed candidates. But the examination
forms have'to be constructed with a percentage of these fbrmerly
used items. Professional decisions are riot easily 'made, nor are
items easily constructed which capture the essence of a profesiion-
al's thought processes.

If, for some reason, the gOards were forced to disclose the licens-
ing examination in psychology, there would be no question that the
construction of new forms would proceed at a snail's pace.

The immediate result would be fewer administrations and fewer
candidates entering tip. profession. The end result would be. a
significant drop in the numbeis of providers of. health care and in
conapltants. to business and industry.

SUBSCORES

o subscores exist on the national licensing examination since
the itema which are the best items arA not easily'classified nor are
they mutually exclusive of any other categorical placement.

With the length of the examination kept purposely at no more
than 200 items, subscores would not be reliable novalid.

PASS/FA1L POINT
6

individual State board is legally responsible for determining
the passing point The use of two proceduregnormative approach

".

;. 803
.

_.*, J
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and absolute standardreflect the feat that psychologists cannot
decide which is a Wetter approach for the establishment of a cutoff.

Each mechanism has its own set of strengths and weaknesses.
The choice of one method over another will not prevent abuses. For
the past several years a rationale for the establishment of a pass-
ing point has been discussed by AASPB.

A new approach being explored is a methodology using Bayesian
statistics. By combining obtained score data with other and preex-
isting data on candidate competencefor example, academic de-
gree, years of eperience and national normative test data--the
cutoff could be established after estimating the loss associated with
making an incorrect decision.

The articulation of a rationale is one of the priorities of AASPB
in the immediate future. We psychologists are uniquely qualified to
develop these procedures in the psychometric area. But simplifying
a corblex matter by mandating one method over the other will
only complicate matters.

FEEDBACK TO CANDIDATES i

Score information, relative standing, standara area of measure-
ment on the exam, the cutoff point used in that State are all now
available to the candidates in each State.

At any time a brochure on the examination for professional
practice in psychology can be obtained from the State board or
from AASPB. In addition, a brochure outlining the reasons for not
being admitted to the licensing examination is available. This bro-
chure is designed for.those who fail to meet the statutory requird-
ments of licensure. ,

.1 tcoNciusiom{

What I have tried to summarize is the voluntary efforts, f those
concerned with licqnsingThertification of psychologists. Thse have
occurred in anticipation of sunset review and prior to the1 formal-
ization of the EEOC guidelines. ,

These are in agreement with the American. Psychological Associ-
ation's standards for educational and psychological tests and are in
response to meeting the larger public need of endorsing only those
who demonstrate themselves to be qualified to practice the profes-
sion of psychology.

I would, like to recAnmend that no legislation be .passed that
Would freeze the development -of these voluntary procedures but'
that, instead, we endourage research on testing such as the validity
studies we are prdently funding or such as the National Academy
of Science's study on ability testing which is soon to be released.

Just as AASPB, representing the licenstire boards, is independ-
ent o( the pillbflissional organization, American Psychological Asso-
ciation, .which in turn represents men3birs of the. profession, the
examination must be independent of the academic institutions.

These independent checks on the system are important factors in
the deVeloptoent *of quality professional care. Since the majority of
Nychologiste are health care prosridersove_are_tampering_with the
pbtent'al services to our constituents when we no longer make
secure the examination. ; - t.
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
Let me indicate thdt without objection the brochures and

i
pam-

phlets that you mentioned in the testimony will be included n the
record.

[The information referred to followsl

:

1

V .
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THE PURPOSES OP.THE EXAMINATION PROGRAM

.
The Examintrion for Professional Practice in Psychology (OPP) of the
American Association of.State Psychdlogyloards (AASPB) is provided for
the Purpose of helping the state and provincial boards of examiners in
psythology'to evaluate the knowledge of aliplicants or licensure and

certification There exists a wide diversity of educational preparation
.among,the approximately 4,000 aPplicanterwho seek licensure and certifica-

':' tion each year. This'diversity is one reason that the state and provincial
boards, acting.collectively through the AASPB, construct and annually. .

.utilize a comnon, standardized yardstick (t)e EPPP).

The resources of the Whole profession and of the PrOfessiral Examination
Service (PES) are utilized in tha development and continued improVement, of

the test on A national basis resources whith are not available to an..0.i

individuaLboard. The EPPP is only one part of the oVerall evaluation
procedure used by sehte,and provincial boards. The Association expects
that the EPPP will be supplemented by otherassessment techniques to
determine candidates!'competence to.practice psychology as a profession.

ThesEPPP is intended to evaluate the knowledge of the tandidate with the
equivalent of a doctorate.and ode or two years of experience by sampling
-the knowledge basic to the practice of psychology at a leVel that candi-
dates, regardless.of.their specialty, may be expected to haveattaine4
And by assessing ability to integrate this knowledge and io exercise

ethical judiients. Mit applicants with the' required academic.preparation
should be able to pass thetest with little or no additiOnal.study.or

'other preparation. PBS does not have copies of past examinations which
iecan send to applicants, nor dope it have a list of recommended books
or other material for use in preparation for thelexamination. MOwever,

candidate can compile Ouch a list by considering the entry-level knowl-
'edgenecessary for professiondl.practice in.the areas covered by the

test content outline.

TEST CONSTRUCTION

.The EPPP is developed by the Examinetion Committee of the AASOB in coopera-

.ticin with the Professional Examination Service, which provides examination..'
services in &Ay health-related fields.- The development procese is designed .

Ito maximize ihe content validitY of the examination .for its intended use.'

The+Examination.CoMmittee decides upon the content areas tobe covered.inew

the EPPP. Questions (items) are solicited from psychologists repreienting
all areas of the practite of-psythologY in the United State. and Canada.
/top writers are provided with instructions describing the kindof items
vseB:in the examination. Since the beginning of the program in 1964; more

than 500 psychologists have contributed questions for the'examination.
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The 'intent ii to develo0 items which measure imptortant.knowledge.which is
,directly relatedto the .prect4ce of psychnlogy; Emphasieii on the khowl-

.

.
edge that has wideeproad applicationtand'signifioance in the solution of
Iroblemm,enacuntered'hy,neychologieth in all specialty.araas.. c.-4

.....: f. .

, V . , , ,
The queetions are sCriened'and edited by-As Etaaination Committee and by
test speoiallists'on the.PES staff to ensure Oubject -matter accuracy and
conforiance toleychometric'principles.' They arethaweent to panels of .

r three experts fot'independent subject-matter review. The reviewers! coMments

r are ummd by subjectmetter congultants aid-test editorwin the 'final reView
of 'eankitem. Items which are dpproved througUthese steps are inclu ed in.

'. 'a fil oftitemm froawhichthe Examination Committee conitrUcts each 4ev.
forM 'f the-test. .At. he Conch:pion ofthis.process, at leapt 15 peo le
.have reviewed andapp ved each item:. . , a,

.
. .

. ..
,

.

.

In the development of new form of the teit;'ihe Committee mime each
*.item for continuing rel &no, and for psychometric-performance as shown by-.
item analysis. Each state or provincial board may 'review the test before . .

sleeting to use it, andthe opinions-of the boardeon test content are :

-soughtand used by the Examination Committeein the development of sub-
sequent forms of.the tett.. .% 0-

'

. .

t
TEST CONTENT AND ADMINISTEATION

A
. 4 ' .11.)ii

The examination Coneistf of'objective, multiple-choice nu tione coverIng

the basic arias of psychology., Each form of the examination contain;
-approximately 200 items& The areas below de not represent separate parts
altheexaminatimm.but ire provided al a generalloutline of the Content
of the:examination as-a. whole. !

. 0
general Outline of the

EXamination.for Professional Practice in. PsYchology

-History and Systems
'-PhyriOlOgical and CommarativeTsychology
-Sensation and Perceptiou .

-Leeining ahdiktmory .

-Information Processing,Thinking, and,Language
4Notivation and Emotimm
..-Individual Differences, Intelligence, and DevelopieUtal,Peychology.
.--Personelityend Social Psychology,
-Behaiiior Disorder*
4rogrem EValuation
-ResearCh pesignand interpretition
Aftettetioi end 44epticittve Methods.

Ths00, Doeleprelt, and.Validation
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.Ceneral Outline (coned)

rEnowiedge of Professional'Atfairs
.

j -Profissionel Conduct:and Ethicif..

' 4.1inioal/Onychology

..., .. r:-Coun Psycliology,
.

-4du nal and School Psychology
mIndu trial/Organisational psychology
Ale vior Nbdificarion %

,11 feedback :.

.

.of this b awe... Etch item hap four alternative responsesvonly ons of
inmples items Which appear'in the examination ate given 'in the.back

which is correct., Thnscortis the total number of correct responses. liter*
is nópenalty !Or snagging, and it is to.ths candidate's advantage to answer

..eitc item'eiefl when unsure' of the correct response.. :No credit issiven for
itãs for Whial more than one response isoelectei4 , ' .

1 ,
-Thirtise Illowancain-suff1000-for most candidates to.complete the

.

.

.
.

.

.
.

. ..
.

.

.

,

. . -.
Theexamination is adiinistered'by the state igd provincial'boarde and the
answersheats are scored by PIS which reports the storm', along with relevant

' normative data, to the administering.boart, Candidates arnidentified in. ,

the scoring process only'brnumber. Each-board Esti the standard for passing* ....,

- in ite respeetive state or province, and reports the.resulte.to the candidates,
All procedUrevand decisions.with regard.tO licensure are the responsibility .

If the individuil,boards.
. .

.
.

VALINATTONCT TEN

°ot

.COUtent validity is maximised .by the extensive test-doveloplent process. 'In'

ordeuthat the velidity of the examinationi-may be'continuously assosied, the
.1brim4nation Committee conducts an ongoing.survey.ofthe characteristics'of '\

thre candidate population. Along with ghe exatination materials supplied to' .

state-and provincial boards is a questionnaire which candidatel are requested.
'to complete and which 4s designed to pliant dateon demographic, educational
and:expeTiential baCkground. Candidaens are identified hy-number. The
questionnaire pita are compared with thejtesults of the elimination total.

. score,..pass/fatL:and whether or not &Ohms, Was granted, The results of .

the survey arereported periodically to AASPB and the state mild provincinl,

boards, AASPB has formulated and is currintlyimplimentingfurther content..
and external«criterion vnlidation studies.
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THE INTERSTATE-REPORTING SERVICE

An Interstate Reporting Service has been established to facilitate the

endorsement of.certificates and 'licenses among.states and.provincee.. Ills

ServiCe maintain* a permatienerecord of-examination scorep for those candi-

dates who chooseto register. At a candidate's request, the Service will

report the scare, accompanie&by normative data such as-to assure equitable .

comparison of scores-over time and acrosstest forms, to thnboard.of another

state.or province in which the candidate seeks lidensure.or certificatien.

Candidates may request registration of their. scores with the Service atthe
time of examination 'or any time. thereafter; The Interstate Reporting Service

Oplies only to the nationel written teat. 'Other'requitementsfor.licensure ,

in the states or provinces are determined by the individual boards.

The Interstate Reporting Service is maintainedby PES. .To register.scoree

..on the EPPP,.candidates ehod4-write'to the Professional Examination Service,

475 Riverside DriVe, New York, New York 10027, and should.includethe. date ,

and place of examination and.their unique identification number.of the exami-

nation. Forms for this purpose axe available at the.time the examination.is
administered or can be obtained from PES at the above addlass. Candidates

who do.not remembertheirldentification number should &quire of the board

in the'state or.province where they'were licensed or .certified. Once a score-

has been registered,.the candidate may at any time thereafter request.that.

:this score be reported to another state or provincial board. The fee for

:initiel registration ofthe adore is $25.00; the'fee for reporting.the scout.

to another board is $5.00 for each report made,

FORTNER INFORMATION

For information about procedures and reqUirements-for licensure and

.

Scheduling Of examinations, a canOidate. should write to the Secretary

Of the Psychology Licensing:or.Certification Board in the state or .

proVince in which:licensure or certification is being-eought. A,

listing of addresses of state and provincial bbards,is published annually

,in the June issue.Of'the American,Psychologist.

a
1)
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SAMPLE QUESTIONS

)16. According to'the Standards foriproviders of Psychopeical Services,
4 patient's clinical record mAO.be availableveVenwithout'the'clientis
consent, to-misbore of:

e;

.1. The referring agenti associated with the-clientia treatment-.
2. The client's immediate family. . .

-. 3 The professionatetaff.who cartifithat the record will be used
for teaching purpolis..

4. The profespional d..etaffassOciate.Nith the dlient's treatment,
. . ;:, .

B. . In developing- * we$ghted applica ion blank abith:is to.be used in-hiring
. .

. .. sales.agents forlour.firm, the çirst itev should
N
be: .

..

1. took-over the aPplication'blank now in use, essiignmeights to items
A you cOnsider significant, then.irocaed to.use tit: scores you can

: now.get krom.the blank in ipPraising job applicants.
2,' .Administer a preliminary'aptitude test battery to all ofthe.sales

Agents, and examine the scores.: . s ' :.. .

3. Make.up'a list of productive sales agent's, then study-these agents '",.
-to sen.that, charecteristiCsthey have. .. .

4.- Make up a list.of-the best sales agents and a list.of the poorest .
agents, and ;study the two groups to-.see in what-WaYe they differ.

. . .

C.. The approach to behavior problems which attempts to reduce anxiety throngh
tke elicitation of atesponen incoapatibla-with anxiety is known as:.

.. --.- ..
... . ..

1.. Operant shaping. .

.

2. Reciprocal inhibition.
3. 'Pdelovian conditioning.
4. Conditioned reflex therapy.

D. A teit of adjustat is administered to 100 sUbjects and those scoring in
the bottom 402 are selectedlor intensive therapy. Following e conclusion..,

of therapy,'the test is readministered, and an improvement in 8 piwill noted.

Such an improvement in tept perfortence would probably-be expec ed even
Without therapy because:,

; A

1. Therihas been a lapse of time betWeenthe.first and sec+ adtinistra-
time, .

.

ii. Such teste.are notably nreliablevparticulary When based (install
V samples, .

3. -Regression of scores toward themean ie to be expected as ipniely
chance phenomenon,- . . ' .

4. The range for.which the teat was designet.has been restricted b.), the- '-'

1 :method.of iampling.
.

... accompanied by characteristiiphysiological bodily'ehanges.' TWo of

. ..

E. Valint research suggests the eleep.during dream periods tends to.be.
. .

.tfiese arai

1. Low *oltage, fast EEO waves end REMe..
2. AlpheOREG wave and shallow breathing,
1, Ka* BEG eePee and minute generalised movements.
4. High voltage. EEC wavesend.vaApdilation.

, ..
.

.. .

Answers; A. 4 W. 4 C. 2 D. li-E. 1

'



EXAMINATION COMMITTEE * 11

The'Examination COmmittee is appointed by the Executive Committee of AASPB.

Its members are chosen fot their dutstanding abilities and achievements in

their specialties and provide representation from major areas ofthe field.

The presel, members of phis Committee are:

George W. Albee, Ph.D.
University of Vermont
_Burlington, Vermont

Paul J. Hoffman, Ph.D.
Menlo Park, California

Roger A. Myers, Ph.D.
Teachers Coljege
Columbia UniVersity
New York, New York

. ,

Wilbur R. Rigby, Ph.D.
,Community Mental Health Center

Mission, Kansas "
Virginia Staudt'Sexton,
.St. Johnts University .

Jamaica!,New York :

Raymond1R..Shrader, Ph.D.

'UniVereit of Tennessee'

Knoxvil , Tennessee

Will G. Steiner
Br ey University

oria, Illinois

Michael Wertheimer,'Ph.D.,.ChairPsrson
Uniirersity -of Colorado

Boulder, Colorado

PRS 'Staff Haub

Craig G. Schoon, Ph.D.
President

L'Leon Smith, Ph.D.
DivisionDirectOr

4.
Sharma Richman, Ph.D.

:Program Aisociate, Psychology ,

'Professional Examination Seryiee

475 Riverside Drive
New,York, New York 1p027

r
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: Calendar of Conaon Testing Dates

a

-The Executive Committee of AWE approved the following schedule foi the
administration of the EPPP for the six-year period 1979 through 1984:

,.1979 April 20 \
October 19

1980 April 11
October 10

1981 April 10
October 16

.1982 April 16

October 8

1983 April 8

October 14

1984 Airil 13.. .

October 26

Mr. WEIss. Mr: Er Win, in the course of your oral testimony,
although I could not find it in the written part, you referred at one
point toand I am quotinga hidden agenda.

I wonder What you mead hy that and whether you think that the
authors of the bill or the cemmittee, or others .at the congressional
level, *are engaged in atteinpting to do something other than what
is set forth clearly in the legislation?

Mr. ERWIN: I think that many of the supporters of the bill see it 4
as leading to a demise of testing as we presently know it.. I don't .
think the drafters of the bill had- that in mind, but I do think that
Many of the supporters, in terms of the rationale fon their supPort,
see it ae leading to the decline in testing and possibly the elimina-
tion of testing. .

That is what I mean whedI refer to a hidden agenda.
Mr. WEISS. You also referred somewhere, and again perhaps you

will correct me, but as I recollect it and wrote it down, you refer to
legislation as urging more restrictive use of tests.

Now, if in fact I him that correct, where in the *legislation
dealing with postsecondary admissions tering, H.R. .4949, does it
suggest more reetrictive use of tests?

Mr. ERWIN. I think this legislatiOn's provisions that have to do
with the release of test answers and test items is a restricting ,

element in terms of the use of tests, certainly net directly, but
certainly indirectly a the Minimum.

I think the testimony repeatedly has talked in terms ef the effect
on tests and specifically on certain kinds. of tests, and I .would.
include restricting the use of tests.

I would include within tliat phrase achievement tests where the
items will get increasingly difficult to write and increasingly poor. .

So that the test's validity will indeed diminish. With( some instru-
ments, it will lead to their immediate removal; instruments such asA,

I'
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inherent in th lepslation.
That, 4n is What I meant .by restricting the use of tests,

Mr. WEISS, I think you may haVe wanted yoUr statistics to be in .

reverge. It is .20 whites for every black. I think you said 25 blacks
to every white:

Mr. EawiN. It is reversed, eicuse me.
.Mr. WEISS. Again, without getting into substance of the:tests, the

legislation does' not deal with that .at all. I am just\ curious ds to
whether it is yOUr vieW that biodata is not currently heing used by
most a issionsOfices?

Mr. IWIN. That is correct, in its standardized forms,n the fent"'
professionals wpiild describe it, biodata. or personal chaicacteristics,
are used in the adinissiOne system. .44

People do take account of origins, experiences or.chievetnehts
one kind or another.-It. is done in a relatively subjectiv mix
way.

Mr. WEIss. You are still talking about admisbion to post-Second-
schools, right? . \

.ERwiN. That is night.
ate, as referrkkl to in the professioril sense, is a pencil \arfa
instrument, ttet items of which tap such things as prlr,

814

of the inherent nature of tests, those, tests

will be foreclosed before we have an opportu-
em. The profession is to a substantial degree
e notion that perhaps autobiographical infor-

be an alternative. .

ample I cited about the District of Columbia
a valedicto *an of his class and was turned.

ution because is SAT scorest Biodata would
d there would been weights associated with
as a valedictori d I am sure he engaged in a

His that would be of a positive nature.
in requiring that answers 'be provided to ques-

lose the use of biodata before it ever got off the

Federal sector where perhaps 25 blacks pass for
passes, if biodata wel.e added to the Federal selec-

at there would be a substantial reduction in the
tbat that system now has on minority classes.

g tb eliminate the situation that the SAT and the
Bing us are there, but et least it will bring into the
home a lot of what people have been saying before
we ought to be taking intO account personal char-
and above how an individual does ofi an SAT score
exam. TheEe are ways to do it; namely, biodata .is

or ways.
ity 'of Chicago has been woidng with it for quite a
anie Bare She makde a statent recently that in all

been using it die has less, if any, adverse impact
f this system. The legislation, what it should consist

II:a the promise of those kinds of systems because bio-`
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%achievement, motivati ieve, judgment, work orientation,
work values, self-concept. It d s this in a standardized scorable
wag, It eliminates any need to nake subjective judgments. It is an
emAirical system. It has been. ied in industry for a number. of
,years, decades, in fact.

It has been shown to be one of the most valid predictors of
occupational success in industry. It has not been used except in
rare circumstances in the academic admissions setting.

If you wish to find out more about its use in academic admis-
sions, Dr. William Owens of the University of Georgia has been
experimenting with standardized biodata questionnaires as part of
the University of Georgia procedures and has a substantial body of
data on the extent to which biodata predicts success in academic
settings.

,Mr. WEISS. I am really puzzled by that whole area because it
would have occurred to me, and certainly the testimony that we
have received up to this point from everybody, just about, in the
testing industry, from the colleges and universities, profesglional
schools, indicated to qs in some uncertain terms that the standard-
ized tests are only 5Arery small poktion of the basis on which they
evaluate applicant's admission and that tgey take into account the
applicant's scholastic record, biographiealorecord, achievements, dx-
tracurricular activities, et cetera.

It sortiof reminds me about the old story that he didn't know
theY were speaking grammar until somebody told them.

I don't understand why or how this stabdardization of biodata, if
you will, differs from that which admissions piople have been
telling us they use in any event.

Dr. çasteen, I wonder if you could comment on how individual
biographical information is or is not used currently? ,

Dr. CASTEEN, Mr. Weiss, I don't hear well. Perhaps I missed the
last part of the question. . -

Mr. WEISS. I am not speaking too well today.
I wonder if you would comment on the extent to which the

individual biographical background of the applicant is used by you
and other admissions people, how it is used' for the applicant's
appliCation? l.

Dr. CASTEEN. We have t eé sources of that. One is the applica-
tion form, where the studen responds in longhand or typewritten
form to the questions we propose, questions about their goals,
academic experiences, academic expectations, sometimes informa-
tion about possible careers. ,

, I use one question that says, describe yourself, and 'yes the
student a blank space.

My purpose for that questiop differs from what Mr. r*in is
6 1,

describing as the 1odata form beeause I am look. g for informa-
tion and evidence t at tke student can"write an ink effectively.

So I 1034 the mathrial on a relatively subjecti,e fashion, based
partly on my pwn experience as an Enghsh teac er. I am looking
for things that go into other areas of evaluation rather than those

/described in the biodata research. ,
Other than that, I am, looking for things that might meLuiViffeK-

ent things to different people. I have committee metnbers w o will
read that information.

. i

$1 5 '

1

,
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s Tile other two resources are theikhool report forni, a document
filed on behalf of the student by a teacher, counselor or some other
School official, and trially, in some cases, letters of recommenda-
tion, especia4 lettinv of recommendation that come from respond-
ble adults who have watched the student grow and who can de-
scribe in discursive terms a subjective measurement of how well
the stdent has dealt with obstacles, what the student does in the
fide of resistence, hOw the student is to articulate a goal and
possibly accomplish it through a combination of academic and
.extra-academic activities.

The purposes of the information I collect thaVare used commonly
in 'the more selective colleges and universities differ in basic con-
cept from those pursued in industry and the kind of instrument
that Mr: Erwin is describing:

e are mit interested in scoring at the moment, in scot.' g a
udent's biographical experience. We are interested instea in

seeing how well the atudent thinks in describing it, in seeing how
effectivebr the student can relate that experience to his academic
and personal intentiohs, and finally, in 'seeing whether the student s
writes a reasonable example of standard American English prose.

Mr. WEISS. A number of you have commented on the effects of
coaching-and I think that there was some testimony which related
to how, by providing the answers as well asi the questions, you are
in essence making the job of the coaching institutions easier, "and
that likely it is going to be those Who have the wherewithal to take
the 'coaching coi,Fsds who will be taking them.

My question vsl, Mr. Erwin, you referred .earlier to my entering
into the record the item from the New York Times a few weeks ago
indicating the prevelance of coaching institutions right now.

Isn't it a fact that coaching really goes on at a great pace. at this
point, and what happens currently is that although it may be more
difficult for the coaching institutions to gel the answer:* to ques-
tions, what they are primarily concerned with; that in fact they get
it nonetheless.

Certainly you have indicated that there seems to be a correlation
of improvement among those who take the Coaching courses, that
iri fact what yOu would be achieving by opening .it up is not just
have coaching schools burgeoning but thatt.you would have people
who currently do not have access to coaching institutions in fact be
able to compete on a more equal basis with those who currently
can afford to take the coaching courses?

Mr. ERWIN. That assumes that people who have the answer sheet
by themselves on their lonely basis can improve by themselves
without the coaching., I don't think that is a reasonable assump-
tion. . .

Mr. "Wm. No,' it doesn'tt assume At. It assumes, for example,
that the NAACP whidh testified before us in support of this legisla-
tion may decide -to _undertake a coaching course on their own to
provide them to students.

Mr. ERwm. There; would still remain the basid question, does,
caching make a difference in terms of subsequent performance?
That questioqi, has not been answered by any of those -testifying.
That question-has to be answered.

a ,.1
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Mr. WEISS. You have indicated 'in your testimony that you think
in fact it does improve scores.

Mr. ERWIN. Test scores, yes, I da. I think so. But I think also that
° the question still remains, do those who get coached perform at an

i equally higher level when they get into an academic setting? That
question is unanswered,

Mr. WEISS. But that really has no relevance because the admis-

Dr. Casteen?

sion is dependent on the score; reallST, to whatever extent it is

I

dependent on the score rather than on the basic fundamental,
underlying educational component quality.

1
Dr. CASTEEN. Mr. Weis& may I add a description of three dxperi-

ments that I have undertaken having to db withteet scores and the
relationship between test scores and aqademic training"?

I am not interested specifically in coaching, but for several years
I have been asking students whose records are generally sound but
whose SAT scores include subscores that indicate reading defigien;
Cies and secondly, also students whose

in
readi g deficiencies can also

docuent from other standardized testin that appears in th,e
school reeord, I have been askini,those atu ents on a randbm basis
to undertake some kind of reading improvement program, some-
times-a conimercial program or a program available-at the school
aimed at increasing speed or rapidity of reading, imprming general

, reading comprehension and teaching students how to deal critically.
. . with what they have read, and I have laid down those three stipu. a

lations to be pursued it; the program&
Almost inevitably, stlidents who have taken that, kind of reading ,

impiovement aimed not at the tests but dealing with the skills that
the tests rewarded and also tile skills we 'rewarded in teachinig
studeli at the undergraduate level, I. have found almost inevitably
that test scores improve dramatically for students who take that
kind of remediation in the 12th grade. .

I have for several years asked Virginia residents whose records
are generally sound but whose high school programs indicate they
have not taken the most rigorous program available to them until
the senior rar to wait until after the senior year of high school, .

which for many of these kids is their first experience with five
academic courses in the course subjects, and then retake.the SAT.

I have published an experiment this year about the outcome of
that improvement because we .found tie mean improvement of
those students exceeded the FTC report coaching.

Third, we run each summer a suMmer preparatory program forrn
-, students with nonacademic backgrounds who are Virgi resi-
dents, mostly black students. It has nothing to do with s ndard-1
ized.testsftut it deals in a basic intensive lashion.for 6 weeks with
reading, Writing, and arithmetic. .

- I will be glad to furnish you.the outcome of that program, also,
because at the end of the saintlier we established a SAT for those
students ana found score improvements that go far beyond what
the coaching companies have been able to demonstrate and fur-

. thermore indicate the direct link between the kinds of acadeniic
skills these youngsters are nbt acquiring in school and the kinds qf
skills theY must have to doi well on the tests and succeed in tile
rigorous undergraduate program. . . '

, \
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It is demOnstrable that students who learn to r, ead effectively,
, and btract and multiply effectively get better test scores

her ades when they get into college. That, I think, is the
co of the oblem in coaching. . 1

. r. By AN. Mr. 'Chairman, I might say at the Outset, t ati
.while I appreciate the contributions made by the members of
panel overall, there are two that are of special interest to/me.

j did graduate work at the University of. Virginia which iiilvery :

ally tepresented this morning by Dr. Casteev and Dr. Hall/came
to het present position 'from the university that is my jargest
constituency, the University, of Alabama in Birmingham. So, I.have '
also a provincial interest.in the testimony. ,, ,

.

I am one of the meMbers ef this committee who is undecided in )

this whole area, because, while I think something is t e matter, I.
am very much afraid it's mostly something the mat4ër with the

.. educational system at the elementary and secondary evelei ratter.
than with the testing. .

,

I would like to know for certain, if it is fact, so th t we *can take
more decisive action, so we can take steps to correet the problems.
Some of the problems miy, be with the Iesting, for all 1 know.

As I understand Chairman Weiss' bill, H.R. 4949, the idea is to
.make possible the research that that would further evaluate those

. _tests, and to make sure that there are no restrictioffs on such
tesearch, as well as to let individuals have more freedom pertain-
ing to the information as to how, they performed on the tests.

Now, that may or may not be an acturate explanation of what
you are trying to tt, but tas I understand it.

I guess the are sever things about which I have questions,
,

First, iathis area where Congress needs to act? Does there
but let me ask ther gene ally and ask -you to respond.

need to bqedetal action in this area? The State of New York has
acted although I know that, the primary sponsor, State Senator

.

Kenneth LaValle of New York, has indicated that he is going to
look at certain aspects of his law during 'the next legislature to see
if there are areas of reviskin that shou1,51 be made in the New York
law. 1

Sc, flist of_all, is tbis an area where we need congressional
action? . . .

. , Second, if eo, is this legislation specifically the action we need to
take? D. Ha1.4110 indicated that she is leis, than happy with some
of the rovisions of the Gibbons bill -and ' thffi .impact that they
might have.. Others have spoken, more tØ t e perceived. conse-

# quences'of the Weiss bill.
Is there specific action we can take, and ifi ther action we can

'take, perhaps a little different from either. propoal, that might
nail down w et er or not there is bias in testhig? .

if Congress should act, sheuld' we act now? Is there any-
thing that viguld indicate that we 1*.ed to take a harder Wok before
we act, or 1lf, the situ4ion such that we need immediate action.
Those are all general _questions, but I would appreciate your re-
spouses to them. ' , 0

' Dr. FizalW iit014., Wen, I thk the position twat the professionals
is that we don t need . act now, that
ing 'regulatory forces that are taking.

- that I, represent..are taki
there are a number of
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into account some of the concerns that the committee has
expressed.

Also, there are soMe developments now going on, such 'as the
National Academy of Sciences study which is getting complete, and
the passage of legislation in other States 'which are yet to be
.emaluated. It would Seem to us that it's premature to enact legisla-

, tiOn at this time unless these reports and actions can be properly
evaluated, so that is. how I would respond to your question at this
time.

The third point is that there are side effects of current proporials
which would in fact reduce the validity of existing procedures, and
would also not solve the problem of reducing bias and discrimina-
tion.

Mr. ERWIN. I would agree in terms,of should we act now, that it's
premature. I pointed out earlier he advisory panel on score decline
took 2 years to reach its concl (sions, and) even. then we were not
satisfied. We commissioned 37 eparate *dies of the subject: The
Federal 'agencies involved in tablishing the uniform guidelines on
employee selection procedur took .6 years to reach their conclu-
MORS.

There is law; several Statgs have rejected the Similar lqw. There
is the National Academy cif Sciences study which is nov, ongoing.
All of these things argue in favor of a longer observation period.

I don't think that what is being'proposed is the action that you
mead to take. I think the longer evaluation period will helP bring
that to a little bit sharper focus. I think it is abundantly cleaefrom
the testimony that you have heird, not just from the testing com-
panies but from the professionals in general, that one of the major ,
piroblem elements in thern legislation is the call for release of test 0,
items and test answers.

This in fact will depress validity and is one of the major obstacles
. to a fuller discussion or meeting of the minds.

Now, do you need to act? Act is a broad word. The qu&iition is,
.-you need to legislate?

I don't think ,you do at this point in time: But I think the
Congress ought to include a little bit of leverage in place of
tion. It may Very well be that some meaningful discussion
begin. If we share common objectives, that is to say, what is it t a
can be done to get the data out into the open so that more people
can study the data, and the conclusions can be drawn quicker,
more fully, and the concern about .a\few bodieS having the keys to
the kingdom, if you will, anything thk the Congress can do in itt4
leverage role, not its legislaytte role.

don't think it would be a waste of this committees-times at the
staff level to be talkineto the testing coMpanies and saying, let's
talk about if we agrge'on the need to get data into the open. so that
people can study responsible professiona can see it in its raw-
est form and t summary form, how ca we do that without

*bending yo4ilioses far out of joint:
I think 'responsible discussion can take pla at that level, and

we may aeh agreement. That is possible.
I do think that the Congress role& to just si still. I think you

have/file edible" influence in terms OT the leverageladtor, and that
th,t`leve age factor ought to be used.

ole of
egisla-

can
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; Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank,you very much.
Does anyone else have a response to those concerns?
Yes, sir? .

Dr..CAarm. Briefliit may be useful to you to know that many
of the 'concerns that the committee members have ex QR.:eased and
that have turned up in testimony on both sides of this qlf&tion to

committee are alio the common concerns of those of us inter-
in 'teaching and moving students effectiirely through, the edu-

catiotkal system.
That\does not answer the question as to whether legislation is

. necessar For exaMple, one of my activities as dean at Virginia is
sitting on one of the councils by which the college boards seeks to,
receive opinib, judgments, responses from its college constituen-

,

That council fo 3 years encouraged the college board in an
ongoing project to elease a full copy of the SAT with relatively
detailed explanatory ata that could be directed to students and
used in helping,studeñt prepare for the test, and that discussion
Predated by a,good bit cthigressional interest in this issue of disclos-
ing the contents of not e ry test but ein this case a typical and

. authentic test.
rThe book was published, as u may know, 'last year and, goes to

students'. who take.the SAT's .óna regular basis. That indicates the
fact the wane of what Mr. Weisk,. hag been concerned about has
been the subject of concern in the ofessional community; but .it
also Indicates the extent to which a co munity that initially devel-
oped'testing'because of a clear need in ör educational system and
because of the peculiarity of the American ucation system.

We do not. have a dictated national curri lum. Every organized
industrialized nation. can indeed measure wh it intended by edu-
cation because the 'State dictates what it needs h the Class.

Given thie origins in the testing sys and our educational
program in general, the'fact that the cora unity has been able to
respond to perceived needs, whea they come indicates initially that
the private system works..

On the other hand, it's. going to be the case in the.',course of .
history, we are involved on a daily basis with students and their
credentials and will miss points that will be obvious because ,we are
too close to tfees and too far from the forest.

Congressional scrutiny is a healthy and necessary phenomenon..
In my earlier 'appeal for .a serious qationaL look..,at the whole
qustton4 why schooling does not accomplish-its stated purposes,
and I thin that should be the proper busineas of Congress.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you very much.
I mot say this has been a particularly helpful panel, and. I

appreciate yofir testimony..
Just on, further 'thing, Mr. Chairmati, and I appreciate your

patience. .

Mr. Erwin, you especially, I think, hate been thinking the Ink
fffnkable and spelking the unspeakable *re this morning.

/It does seem to mokthat we need to do a 'good deal .more of this.
you ad Dr. Casteeff have both talked 'about some of the, I am
afraid, very real problems that we are facing; and , of what is
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happening in education in the United States' at the elementary and
secondary level.

I am very inUch afraid that we have not had enough frank,
honest facing up to the realities of She problems. I really think that.

' the standardized tests may be perceived as something of a test for
the teachers as well as for the students, and if that is true, then'
both the teachers, and the students have been flunking the test.
and I think that is not and could not be a happy thing for a
professional group. .

I would say we may discover that the teachers are not the heart
of the problem after all. We have laid unspeakable ,burdens of

i,,.. varous kinds on some teachers in recent years. They, in many
place's, are an underpaid, nnderappreciated group of people who

- have had too little voice in policy administration. Yet, I very much
fear that if we look hard enoug/#: and face the complexities of the *
problem with enough initiative,*nd enterprise, we may find there
are some very real, very severe probleins In elementary and sec-
ondary education in the United States.

One of my great concerns is that if you.don't have clearly valid
standardized tests there to measure how we are doing, whether it
deals with the problems of an ethnic group or a socioeconomic
group, or with the problems or people in general in the United
States, I very much fear we will lose something valuable by- which
we can help or which can help us analyze and try to deal with the
problems as they are:

That is a really long speech rather than a question; but if anyone
would care to.respond, I would be pleased.

Mr. ERWIN. I think that on one count there is a question that
says: "How is your wife?" and the 'response is, "Compared to
what?" .

That has to do with norm reference testing as opposed to crite-
rion referenced testing. The provision in Mr. Gibbons' bill that has
to do with a prohibition against domparing people in terms of their
relative standing, if that kind of external measure, how do we .
stand against the rest of the community, other communities, or the
Nation, and if we arenot permitted to make those kin* of relative
evaluations, one school system as opposed to anothet, then the
parents will have-no measure of how well their children are being
educated because there will be no comparisons available.

They will be .truly the captive of the ''system. There are some
questions about how much do you really want'to find but. We hriow 44

that there is an illness. 7here is just no question about ip. All of
the measures that.we are sayiag, and it's not just the sAT which
is, incidentally declining, something that causes us some concern.

We have seen it in the math s W 1 reports that thine out of thefl
National Assessment Association o

il
Educational Progress; and we

did see it in Dr. Jensen's writing a ''n in the Washington Post of
October 5 the Washington Star. of October 4, where there is' a
report tha the academic quality of young teachers is taking a nose
dive. That is only one study, but to the extent that SAT scores are
declining genehill% they are declining jqst as well for people who
are,going to iXf 'prepared to be teachers ds they are for people who
are going to .be chemists or eiwirpers or doctors or whatever.

)
/
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There are some very difficult bullets that we have got to start .

biting, and that has to do with the quality Of education for our
children and what happens before we get to the schOols:

You are ilight, teachers in .elementary schools have an extraordi-..
nary . burden in the school systems generally. They Etre becoming
the caretakers or expected to *be the caretakers. That is* not thei-..
way the systeni should work. There hal to be some preparation .

before schooling,.and that is taking plate to a lesser degreCthan it I

Ought to.
Ws ought to- do more about the effects of diet on different seg- .

°merits of the population, on us all. We are all the same: Depriva-
tion is very fair. It's much fairer than anything' else in the societY. .

It affects all of us equally, and there are some who are more
dqprived than others, not . onlY in term* of the education: they
rikeive but What happens before they begin tO take their education.

Those things have got to be addressed, and we have got to start
addressing them. I think we need a truth in education bill or at
least start talking about a truth in education bill rather than just a
truth in testing bill. We are still dealing with the thermometers,
and that is intippropriate. .The thermometerd surely, Iiiave .to be
looked at, but We can't ignore what the therinometers aro telling
us, and to a subitantial degree we are.

Mr: BucuANAN. Thank y04 very mUchk
Any other response?

' Thank yoU, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISEL Mr. Erdahl? . :

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. iapologi;eifor not being
here for the panel's presentation; but I will read our testimony.

Mr: Buchanan asked the question I was wondering about. I
's well that this bill ia before us, whether it passes or not, but

think that we have seen the highlighting of a concerni 'whether it's
a concern over the results of the toting or a concern over what
brings those results. about. I guess twould echo what the last
Witness said in 'a different wird perhaps, that makbe' we are pUrsu- .
ing the Wrong villain. The.villain could be a combination'of thingti
whether it's deficiencies in our educational, systçii, in the par,
ents=and I am a parent-with several Childr hooL-7-whether
we a* parentsiliave sfailpd, 'Whether our c ave pent too
much time inifiont of the television; or whate r.

I would hope that with the benefit Ids t' ony did other
statements that we have received bo p an co that wf doul4

e oulidf our deiiberation is With .,mething dly is good for
primarily t1 teacher or the system os t e Government, but
student. That is the main concern we opiht" to, share. as ment4
of t is conimittee and as Members of COgress.- .

you, Mt. Chairman.
or8E0 iMr. Erwin, in, the- courie offyciur testimony you re-

l. think I am alitrovAuoting,' to the arrogance of the.Educa-
est g Service sOwspstrep syhq.said.thar their job, they,

dot gatekeepers." '
tgather from that:that you do not cOnsider that the appropriate

,role of the testing indwitries tO keep pleystiut of institutions of
higher learning. . ` 1

.

4IY
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.r,
Mr. ERWIN. I had a feeling that you would pick up on that

statement and 'had considered leaving it out but thought I would
leave it in.'

That 'is one staff member; I thought it was. If it werctetrue, it was
reported to me secondhand, and if it were true it was arrogant to
say that. I ,think it was inapPropriate and ncit really the function of
testing as we see it. It was also injudicious, to say the 'least.

I don't think the mentality exists, and we were exposed for 2
years during the course of the advisory panel's convenings to a

- great degree to ETS'staff. and generally found them to be extraordi-
marily helpful and very, 'very 'sensitive to their responsibility in
terms of the role that they had to play as professionals. They are a
very professional group of peoplet a very professional organization.

I don't. think they see themselves as the gatekeepers in terms of .,

keeping people out They hive taken substantial strides and from a
'point of view' that 'tests to 'a wbstantial 'degree are the thing that
gettpeople in. . .

If you do agree that people evaluate school systems, they know
the relative quality of school systems. Admissions personnel, that is
their function to know tiow well school systems do in terms of
educating the people that come from them.

The tests very often helP to reach out within school systems
where you know the quality of education is generally poorer. The
tests help to reach out, to pull in, if you Will, -those people who are
otherwise not pulled in,- so I don't think they see themselves as

.1...gatekeepers in the sense of selecling out at all. I really do not.,
I think it was a poor remark to make, if it was indeed made, and

I was using it to go on to the broader point that I was making in
the testimony..

Mr. WEIss, I appreciate your 'utilizing it, because torie it sort of
....highlights Part of Dr. Casteen's testimony ir&esponsea little bit

ago to a question from Mr. ,Buchanan, about when he referred to
die fact that people in the admissions field themselves and people
in the field of testing generally have raised some of the very,
questions and concerns that we have been raising in suggesting

.

legislation, H.R. 4949.
I have been impressed by. the testimony from.professionals who

are not part of the testing industry who' have spent their lives,
some for decades, some for 5, 10, 15 year in the field who live
given us examples where, in spite of what t ducational Testi?*
Service, for example, pretends to make availab raw materials, to
qualify professionals.where some of them have had to go into court
,t,o' gain access to materials of that kind,. so the legislatiop that I am
sponsoring does not have it. as its aim the destruction of testinr

What I am concerned about is, in face; fair testing. I think that
fair testing can only come about if professionals in the field have a
chance to really look tat thb data, the raw materials, and to cri-
tique, because I don't think that the byproduct, the eind result of
testing is only of concern to the testing industry. ,

I think that it's a national concern, and I think that when we
have so many millions of our people having their entire lives,
never mind careers, dependent on some of these tests, there ought
to be as broad .an evaluation as to whit those tests really, test.

' 10,
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Are they re ly. testing aptitudes? Are they testing, as you .sug-
gest, Dr. Casteent reading and* writing capacity,- and so I have tried
to frame this legiSlation.to be 'Very, very strict in adhering only lo---,..
disclosure requirements axiti, not of trying to dictate to anyone what
*ought or ought. not to be involved ' the making up.0 thoge tests
.and how they are to be interpreted y anyone. \ .

I very mUch appreciate your tes ony this mornit. .`k *
. Before ive close, Dr. Tenopyr, you have been \sitt g there very. v

aatiently, ahd I want. to. ask you if you have any comment on
'dhything that has been said? .. ' . .. .

Please, I Want to give, you the. opportunity to. say anything *and-
not walk away and say nothing.. -

. Dr, TENOPYR. I wouldlike to reiterate, business and.indUstry are
already very carefully. reOlated, and you thoUld take the Vinform
Guidelinea on tmployee Selection Procedures 'and enter them into

.-the record...Yon will find them very interesting, and we are 'talking
about people who can't read tipd write. .

These are Written at about the 23d reading. level,. but we are
: qUite heavily regulated. We are doing a lot, of research. All employ-
ers are doing a great .deal of researCh to insure .their tests are
vialid, and we .did so before the regulations and 'doing evel, more so '
now, and we are trying tO take action in other ways and social
. programs to takesare of the-inequities that have resulted-frqm the
probleins of inferior education and dePrivedibackgrounds. 1

That is all I want to .say.
.

./ Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much.
. ,

Does anyone else have any final words to Say. before we conclude
the hearing? .. . .

If not; thank you very mudh.. ,

Mr, BUCHANAN. I Would like to ask 'that the studies to which Dr.
asteen referred be 'made a part of the recerd. 4
Mr. %ma Without objection.. . I.

[The informatiort\
4

referred tO follows:1 ..

... The 1979 class includes 81 (±5) Virginians offered admission conditioned on
. .

retaking the SAT. Of this group, 21%. show no gain, 43% ehow sain in both tests,
28% show lain, only in the verbal 'test, and 7% shoW gain wily on the math test.
Mean gain for the antire group on both testa is 66 points.. For.those showing'gain on
the verbal test, the mean gain ie 53 points; for those showjng gain on the math test,
the' mean *gain is 57. points. Inkier as the standard mot of measurement for the

,-SAT is V81 and M83 and the standard error of the difference is V44 and M47, thee()
gain ire all. All above the statistical moflel. in Other woils, the retake experimenta
wor in that' it gives' students significantly or meaningf ly higher scores on-both

The ypical student in this group is a white female from a*Virginie suburban
tests. ..

. .

public school..Her high. school class rank IA high; het academic program contains ... .

four solids per year with n9 more than:two A.P. cir. honors courses; her 'standardized
test record shows readin roblems dating from %he eighth or ninth grade, and no
effort at early remediatlolL . She was 17 on February 1 and 18 on June 1. Her latest
SAT,scores lift her out of the gup of entering students who most closely resemble

, stikdentg on our probation/sus n ion lists in the 'past four years. Our estimate is
that her new credentials p i fhAteyear work hi the range of 2.5 ± .2 and
graduation on t.' e with an averflg of 8.0 ± . .

45 Sumber p students all with 'histories, of difficulty in. taking sten' ized
, retook the SAT On July 21 under the joint sponsorship of the ice of

dihisolons and the Office of Afro:. erican Affairs. Lawrence .A. Grovea Supervise
'the test adniiniStratiOn. 1'1 (244%) s wed no improvement'on 'either test. 8 (17.7%7
im4Proved on the verbal test, but not n' the math test. 18 (29.8%) improved on the
math test:but not 'On the. verbal test. 13 (2918%) improved on both teets..Among
tHOse who improved on the verbal test (46.6% hrof the whole .group), t Mean.

. ,

:
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improvemenVwas 42.86 points. Among those who improved on the niath test (57.7%
of the whole group), the mean -improvement was 50 points. A tentative conclusion:
the Summer l'orep experience, which includes iniensive work in the core vicademic
disciplines, but no direct tutoring on the sAr or similar tests, appears to produce
improvements in the basic learning skills (reading, 'verbal ream:ming, computation
the skills rewardqd by the SAT) that exceed by significant factors the normative
score gains reported for all students who retake the test. (E.T.S. reports the stand-
ard error of measurement as 31 verbal and 33 math and the standard error of the
difference as 44 verbal and 47 math.)

A note of the Test of Standard VITTitten English: 21 students (46.6%) shdwed
improvement, with a mean iniprovement. of 6.56 . on the scale of 20.-60+. The
replied standard error measurernent is 3.9; the reported standard error of the
diffenhce is 5.4. A tentative conclusion: for students whose command df basic
writing skills improves during Summer Prep, the improvement exceeds the improver
ment reiiorted for all students who improve on retaking the TSWE. ,

Mr. WEISS. If there are no further questions, the committee's
appreciation to you again for your patience and perse0erance
throUgholt your testimony.

The hearing is adjourned..
[Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m., the SubcomMittee on Elementary,

Secondary, and Vocational Education of the Committee on Eduqa-
lion .and Labor adjourned.] .

a



I TRUT11IN TESTING ACT OF 1979;-
'THE EDUCA IONAL-TESTING ACT OF 1979

TIOJRSDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1979

HOUglE OF REFRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUC4TION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION A4D LABOR,

, . W hington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, purguant Ito-recess, at 9:O a.m., in room

2175, . Rayburn House, Office Buildin'g, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding,.

Members present: Representativ s Perkins, Ford, Andrews,
Weise, Kildee, Peyser, Kogovsek, Goling, Buchanan,. Erdahl, and
Hinson. *

Staff present: John F. Jennings, cunsel; Jeffrey W. Brennan,
staff intern; and Richard DiEugenio, minority, legislative associate.

Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come to order.
Our first witnesses this morning are Dr. Harold Howe, v7ce prig-

. dent for education and public policy, the Ford Foundation, anci Dr.
Gary Keller; dean of the graduate' school, Eastern, Michigan
Univers 'ty.

We will hear from Dr. Howe first before we hear from Dr. Keller
, and we hill withhold your questions until both of these gentlemen

te.stify.
You tniy proceed in any manner you wisb, Dr. Howe.
Without objection, all the prepared statements will be included

in the record.
We appreciatetseeing you, here again this morning.

(
STATEMENT OF DR. HAROLD HOWE II, VICE PR1ESIDENT FOR

EDUCATION AND PUBLIC yOLICY, THE FORB FOUNDATION;

y.

. DR. GARY ILELLER, DEAN; GRADUATE' SC
.MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY, REPRESENTING
HIGHER EDUCATION COALITION,1, ACCOMP
ALVIN RIVERA; HISPANIC HIGHER EDUCATI
PANEL

OL, EASTERN
HE *HISPANIC
NIED BY DR.

I

N COAIATION, A

STATEMENT OP, DR. HAROLD HOWE H,. VICERESIDENT FOR.
EDUCATION mip PUBLIC POLICY, THE FO FOUNDATION

.

Dr.. Hows. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It gois ect to be hereand to
, -/-

I see you agait ,/
Mr. Chairman, I would like to itart by sa g that Dr. Ke nneth

,116 Clark, who had intended to come to these earings today, was '
prevent0 frorirdoing so. He asked me to b 'ng his testimony down

(821)
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and deliver .it to the egnimittee which I haVe done; I have given it
to your staff.

I Would like to. read three veri.short.sentences from bis.testimo-
simtlY-tfrgive an overview of what it has to say.

says.: . . .
I. am opposed to the prefient legislative attemPte to. deal with the important

.problem of abuse and misuse of the standardiied test retinas for the following.
reasons:

First, ths.present truth in testibg. legislation' is misleading and confuses the
public;

Secondly, this legislation will not benefit or protect Minority and poor students
from beng discriminated against in obtaining access to higher education or to jobs;
and

Thirdly, t e important problem of cultural bias in test results and their interpre-
tatiOn is obscured rather than clarified by,.this proposed

The'rest of,his testimony implies those points and.willi I assume,.
be entered in the record.

[SErement referred to abOve follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF R. KENNETH B. CLARK, DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR
EmERITUS, CITY COLLEGE OF ME CITY UplIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
-... 4

Mr. Chmrman: I am oppoied to the present legislative attempts to deal with ihe .
important problem of the abuse and misuse of .standardized test results for the
following reasZns:

1. The present vTruth in Testing" legislation is -nlisleading .and confuses the
public.

2. This legislation will Snot beimfit or protect minority and poor students from
being discriminated against in obtaining octets to higher education or to jobs.

3. The important. problem of cultural bias in test results and their interpretation
is obscured rather than clarified by this proposed legislation. . .

In regard to' the 'general prOblem of misleading and confusing the .puhlic,. it is
clear that the important problems involved ift test construction, test validation and
reliability' cannot be resolved by the unrealistic demand that the "meaning of test
scores" be explained to s udents. The constructive evaluation and the interpretation
of tests are highly tec 'cal matters 'which must be dealt with only by ongoing
empirical research eondu by those who are trained in this specialty. Specialists
familiar with this problem know that there is no stich thing asnan absolutely perfect
tea with absolute predictability. But they are also aware pi the fact that the abuse
.of standardized tests cannot be resolved by A simplistic law Which confuses this
important issue with confuses this important issue with consumer protection prob.
lems. To 'approach this problem from the point nf view of legielation will merely
give the public the impression that it is being protected wheal infact this is not the ..

case. This 'is not only misleading but may also direct attention from the research
which is necessary to increase the v4idity of these tests. .

In regard to the proction of minority and low income students,te this law may in
fact have the opposite effect. Middle class, middle inconie families can afford to
proVide their children with the type of specialized tutoring which they belieie will
increase their Eifores. Minority group and low income families will remain victims of
the low scores in spite of requiremenp that testing companies explain the "mean-
ing" of their scores. The gap betweeo..the aretag -scores of middle class whites and

' of factots which will not be resolved bY the requi ements of this ltiw. It is conceiv-
I the average scofles of low. income and minority stu ents is a function of a complexity .

able that this gap may be increased by legislation which promises protection which .
it will be unable to give. .

Closely related to the problem of the proteetion.of minorities by a truth in testing
laW is the persistent and justifiable concern as to whether"standardized tests are
instruments for the perpetuation of bias end discrimination in our society. Those
who are opposed to the professional use of these tests argue that they are culturally =
biaSed. The fact of the matter is that there is at present netest which. can be
culture fret, All tesis measure aptitudes and achievements which are acquired in a
gifien society. or culture.

A truly culture free test would in fact have no predictive value in determining the
ability of an individuil to function at a given level of performance in a given ,
culture. Standardized tests do not create or, when properly used, reinforce biases in'

. , kr
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a society;. rather, they reflect the biases 'and inequities which exist in a society..In
this. regard these tests are valuable diagnostieinstruments which when utied and

kinterpreted by. properly trained professionals Provide us with the indications of
*hat the society must do to remedy existing educetionaVsocial and economie
inequities. Some of us continue- to hope that upon the bags. of the resalts of these
tests, it, will be possible for the society eventually to Make the commitment neces-

. sayy to .remedy these inequities. Without these test'resalts, we Will not have the
"indicators of what remains to be doneand what must bedone.

'THE UIVERB1TY OF THE STATE ov*NEW'Yosx,
THE STATE EDDCATIONpEPARTMENT,

New York,'N, ., August 7, 197.Q.

The EDITOR, ,.1. '
The New York Times,
New York,' N.Y. I

DEAR SIR: On July 24, 1979, the NevrYork Times uncritically endorsed the "Truth
In Testing" legislation, which wee eigried by Governor Carey. Your editorial stated
that this ainendment to the education law would take "the mystery out of college

. testing," and.that "stirdents deserve to know how they are being rated and'judged."
..' In spite of the -good intentions of the Times editorial, it was misleading. So was

RalPh Nader's assertion, in a letter published in The Times on August 3, 1979, that
the legislation will require test companies "to eiplain to Students what tip scores .,
mean and how they will be reported to schools." And Nader's claim that objections
to this legislatign reflect only the "corporate style lobbying effort4 of testing serv-.

.. ices" is inaccurate. The floard of Regents and The Comthissioner of Education of
The State of New York !rave independently advised the Governor against eigning
this legislation. It ie my contention that this so-called "Truth In Testing" law is a
Placebo. However laudable its intentions, this law cannot force test companieri to
explain the meaning of test scOres to students; and certainly this law cannot deal
with the Complex issues of test validity and alb role af cultural factors in influenc-
ing testresults. The construction, evaluation and interpretation of tests are, highly
technical mattere which muet be dealt with by on-going research by those Whct ar
trained in this speciality The important problem of the use and abuse of standar

' iied tests can ot be resolved by a. simplistic' laW which confuses this issue h
consumer pro prOblems. :

Admission tes mealure the abilitjes developed by individuals over a long riod
of time, both. in and out of school. The value of test results is directly related the, 1

equality of opportunity afforded to the candidates taking a particular . The
astiumption that. a candidate's examination of a teet already taken will mehow
improve scores or reduce the chances of abuse is highly questionable. ne can
.further assume that only the more privileged students will avail themse es of the
opportunity to exaMine the test materials. These students will seek priia tutoring
ee the assumption that this will InCrease their future test 'cores. Tholte individuals
Who cannot afford this privilege will certainly nal improve their test scOres by,

ely examining the. test questidns and scores. Th% is a deceptive and meaningless
e. ,

NOW York State version af the "Truth In Testing" law is mieleading and
useo the public. It will not benefit minority and poor students. It could; in fact,
etrimental to alreadyrdisadvantaged individuals. Appropriate legislation in the

g rtrl area of the abase and the premature exclusionary use of standardized tests
ig t be desirable, but such legislation should be the c mination of serious i

,;., quiry, rather than a political gesture. It is ary firm jOlief that this is such
important matter that the NeW York State L.egi4attire should hold a series o
hearings with ancerned profeesionals for the pu of amending this laW,-Whic
promises much more than it can possibly deliye

Sincerely, , .

KENNETH B. CLARK.

Dr. Howz. My own testimony, Mr. Chairman, has been submit-
ted to, you and rather than read it I will simply quickl/ go ovet it, .4000
picking out some key points, the first of which is than think this
inquiry you are making is an important, inquiry alid one that I am
glad is being made because I do think Iliere are problems in this
field of testing and 'the use of testing'and fairness in testing. .

t
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But have to say at the same time that I hope Very much that .4
the ess will not rush, into legislation on this qubject. I think
that th ills before you are not well advised.

Basically, my own view is that this is a subject which, while
important, really represents an undesirable entrante Of Federal
concern about education into a Very special field -in tilt schools and'
colleges. .

I draw atientiOn in my teitimony to some earlier hearings that
you may recall, Mr. Chairman, just before you became chairman of
this committee When the then chairman, Rev. Adam Clakton s. -

Powell, held some hearings on the history textbooks iri th schools.
He was absolutely right. There were serious abuses those

history textbooks, abuses of the recOrd as far as minorities and .-

Rarticularly blacks in America were concerned. 1'ue and that caused:

MBut he, did not go on to
ventilating the issoduce

legislation on ,that subject. He
did a 'great public service by
sonte reaction of a useful kind among the publiShers.

I,suggest that thitii,exercise here could well have a Similar effect
in Lhe field of testing. I. am not trying to say thqt there are no
prOBlems in the testing field, but I would obserie thht, as Dr. Clark
doefii, that those problems are extreMely complex, that the idea of
using essentially a consumer protection :type legislation to try to
get at them will not, I believe, 'do a great deal ,of good. In fact, it
'won't really, address the problems.

I think that the major,point that is unrecognized in much Of the
discussion on this subjectt is that tests really provide for a great
-deal of fairness in the' hthiding outsof educational opportunities in '
the United States, that by using tests we effectively cancel consid
eratiOns of race or wealth or, political power or other undesirable
criteria and really reach for considerations of merit:

Therefore, While there always have been and always will be
problet in regard 'to testing, I don't think we want to attack it
when i is one of our great protections from unfairness: .

I would:call your attention to the fact that in my view at least
the testing-adthorities who work -primarily with college admissions
testing to enter graduate pr4essions of various kinds have increas:
ingly opened up their activffies. as well thoy should and probably
they should gO further in that directlion.

I myself was iristrUmental some years ago in lielping them to
think through the :business of releasing test ecores to students

ey do. The volume and
available to students,

ech, It ought to perease

in, k that legieation by
g about that increase.
y that have shared
h a number of educa-
ormer Secretary john!

cis Keppel, fOriner

inquiry, tWnIcIng, it
abput tire idea: of

which they did not at one time do. Now
mature Of interpretive materials for tes
available to teal usera, tas steadily. incre
more.

Again I say, however, that I do not t
Oongress on this subject is the way to bri

Ffflally, Mr. Chairniani I jUst want to
these general views about these Matters w
tors, ariloing them people well known to you,
Gardner, forMer Secretary of HEW, and F
U.S. Commissioner of Education.

° They 'concur in these-Views Of welcoming thi
wilV do some good, but not being enthusiasti
congressional legislation,in yis subject.

. . 9
rtw
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at is. a brief ry of my tedimony,.Nr.
lad fo answer questi ns. I .

e.prepared stateme t of Harold Howe follaws..]
n
A; mwsPARED ATEMENT OF HAROLD HOWE H, VICE APESIDENT FOR 'EDLICATION AND\, e_

uatio Potiov, Tith Forth FOUNDATION

Mr: Chairizian: It is easy to. Understand the concern of numerous pethona about
:, the fairness and the proper * of tests for guiding admission both to education s

oppOrtunities and to occupationd. Tests. prgvide information about the performance
of individuals in a great varietr of areas,'"and it is important that both those who:
take thern and those.who Use them know as much as possible about ho'W they work,

. how they are administered, hovA their results are properly used,, and what their
'limitations-and shortcomings neJ I welcome the inquiry of this Committee into the
natfire and problems of testineIt!helps to ventilate issues that should be before the
public, and it help8 to encourag in atmosphere of openness in an area that has to
some ettent beQYl characterized by unnecsary confidentiality and secretiveness.

But having said. thisldr. (3h 'thranThl ha to say -at the same time that the two
bills before your. committee con itute overk 11 in reaching for solutions to whatever
problems.. ekist in the çeating fieRkIn my view the enactment of such legislation is
unwarranted and unwe. Although I believe that you; have done education a service

. to open up this 'subject, I strongly.'ireCOM mend that you not rush into detailed
national legislation concerning it.

Back'in 1966 a former Chairmmi of the House bdueation and -LaboliCommittee
fount himself in a situation sommshat similar to yours today.'The Re erend Adam'

- ClaYton Powell conducted hearings on the treatment' of minorities, particularly
Blackfw, in the history fext hooka used in American schools. He called the publishers
before him,4as you have called the test makers; and read them/the versions of
Aigerican history that.their testa portrayed, showing in the Proceas that the inter-
pretations of slaveryi the Civil War, and the situation of Blacks in America had ,.4.
been tailored to suit the tastes of ptevaiingopinion In various parts of the c untry
rather than the facts of history. C airman Powelldid. a great service in ope IRK up
this subject as you have done for the issues of testing..

In the course of those hearings in 1965, ktestified, as the then Unite4 States
Commissioner of Education, that it would be a grave error to legislate Jon this
subject of history tektbooks because it would be an unwarranted intrusioi by the
national government into the affairS 41 eckcational institutions.. This is ex ctly my
view of the legislation you are considering now: Chairman Powell'ii hearing did not
result in legislation, and I hope yours will not.

This Proposed legislation lays a lwavy federal hand on delicate Matte /ln both
education and emplo nt: It constitutes a significant change in the ass. mptions

\under which we operte our schools 'and colleges in this nation. In the nanie of
'Truth in Testing,' ncept that evei'yone should supPort, it' brings federal author-
itY into student and bmpoyeeelection processes in great .detail. To warrant this
sort of intruaion into the affairs of educational institutions and employers would

"require at the very least clear evidence that fundamental and constitutional rights
of individuals are being denied by testing practicej know of no such evidence.
Indeed, it seems to me that test makers and test tpeth ere :growing progressively
more attentive to the problem of minorities women, and Other special groups.

Mr. Chairthan; if You will lOok carefully at the record of two -major private, non-
, rofit ganizations concerned with admissions testing in the United States, the

Beg ntrance Examination Beard and the Educational Testi rvice,'You will
'that over the years both have thoved progressively and voluhtrily.toward the

k nd of openness that this legislaticin advocatee._In the early 1950s dents were
not even ifilowed to know their own scores mr.College Board adtp ons tests, an
unnecessaty secrecy that I and others helped to persuade the (oflègè Board to

majgbandon: trice then the volume end the nature of expl atorrinaterial for test
Wakers and test.users has increased many fold. Sample clues ions, publications on the

nieaning of scores cr,ankuidancafor College adrnissions offl e in the prbper use of
test scores are widely avitilai)le today. The American Col e Testing Service and
ETS publifih auch materials for the tests they provide. So 0 many cOmmeicial test
sources.

I am not sayink that there are no problems and no ab in the field f testing,
but I do assert that they are not sufficiently serious to arrant legisl ion. Which
fundamentally, alters the nature of institutional freedo for schools hd =lieges
and movde federal authority further toward dominati ; of the eduqitlon scope.
Furthermore, I belieVeAhat there are constructive actl no you can t4ke that will.:
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.
.assist with whatever problems.exist withoutstarting down the road that this legisla-

. tion implies.
The very compleicity, and detail of the legislation you are considering suggests

\ that the subject of abuse in testing is a complex and difficult one. It is subject
\ Most educators know little about:I strongly suspect that if ETS were give us
educators a test on testing, niost of us would- flunk it. It is an area wh re quick
legislation designed to satisfy complainis can create turmoil rather tirn fairnespr:
and progress. ... . 1

,,,-for example, it is widely asserted that tests are unfair to minorities.lf that is
trUe, the problems involved, will not be solved by the legislation you are considering.
Dr. Kenneth Clark has nated (New York Times, August 18, 1979) in opposing
similar legislation in New York State, "The important problem of the use and abuse
of standardized tests cannot be lesolved by a simplistic law which confuses this
issue with consumer protection problems." Furthermore, there is good reason to
believe that the proper use of tests adds a major element of fairness to educational
admissions practice in the United States and protects mitiorities as well as everyone
else from arbitrary judgments based on racial discrimination, wealth, political
power and other undesirable criteria in the selection process.

.I suggest that instead of legislating on these matters you appoint an independent
National Commission to review the issues and to report back to you after an
extended study of all the allegations that have led to considering the present
legislation. Such a group will require both qualities of statesmanship in its members
and special skills and knowledge in its staff. While it should have some educators on
it, it should not be sponsored by any organization of institutions or' educators. It
should be truly independent. Its charge should be broad, requiring it to examine the
nature and use of testing in deciding about the educational and occupational oppor-
tunities of Americans and to make recommendations about problems that need
attention from educators, employers, and other parties, including federal, state and
local government if the Commission believes that government should be involved.
To look into all the matters that have been raised on this subject, the Commission'
will require extended time and adequate funds.

I have shared the 'general views presented here with a number of educators and
found them sulaportive. Among them 'was John Gardner, former -Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare, and Francis Keppel, former United States Commis-
sioner of Education. It was Secretary Gardner and Commissioner Keppel who
helped this Committee in the early 1960s to fashion a new role for the federal
government in the field of,education. They agree with me now that this proposal
carries federal regulation of education beyond a reasonable point; that the proposed
legislation does not address the issueS that need attention, that the dangers inher-
ent in it far outweigh any possible benefits, and that constructive efforts to solve
existing problems will be helped by the visibility you have given these matters and
.could urther helped by responsible inquiries Into them.

Fina y Mr. Chairman, I want to recognize that I have not in this testimony
comme tail on the two bills before you. This is mainly because, as noted
already,r. . celieve that the Congress should pass any legislation in this field. 1
do want/ , however, 'that I find Manyb difficulties with various provisions of
hese bfil
At the p1esent time lam Vice 'President for Educbtion'Imr(Public Policy of the
ord Foundation, but this testimony reflects my personal miews rather than those of
he Foundation,\vhich does not take positions on matters of this kind. I attach a
rief resume of zny experience in education.

'HAROLD HOWE II .

Born Hartford Connecticut, August 17, 1918; married Priscilla Foeten Lamb,
September 19401; three childrenGordon A. Howe, Lt., United States Marine Corps;
Mrs. Merrill Hewe Leavitt:Denver, Colorado; Mrs. Frederick T. (Catherine Howe)
Short, Fairbanks, Alaska. Residence, 340 East 64th Street; New York, New York.

Education
Taft School, Watertown, Connecticut-1936; Yale CollegeB.A. 1940; Columbia

UniversityM.A. (history) 1947; Harvard Graduate School of EducationEducation
Studies; and Universkty of CincinnatiEducation Studies.

Honorary degree and awards
LL.D.'s from Princeton, Univirsity of St. Louis, Notre Dame, Shaw, Adelphi; Gold

med41 from New York UniveiCty; Special Citation from Frank Newman's Commit-
tee on.Higher Education.

631
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Employment . ., .
, . .

Darrow &hoot in New Lebanon, New YorkHistory TeaCher andASsistant Head- .

. master, 1940-41. . -
United States Naval ReserveCommanding Officer MineswJecier in Atlantic and

Pacific Theaters, 1941-46.
Phillip§ Academy, Andover, MassachuSettsHiitory. Teacher, 1947-50. rPunchard High School, Andover; MassachusettsPrincipal, 1950.-53.
Andover Junior High School, Andover, MassachusettsPrincipal, 1950-53.
Walnut Bills High School, Cincinnati, Ohio--;-Principal, 1953-57.
Newton High School, Newton, MassachwiettsPrincipal; 1957-60.

. ' Newton Juni& College, Newton; MassachusettsPresident, 1957-60.
'Superintendent of &herds, Scarsdale, New York, 19611-64. a
Learning Institute of North CarolinaDirector, 1964-65.
United States Commissioner of Education, Washington, D.C., 1965-68. 0

Program Advisor in Education for the Ford libundation, New Delhi, India, 1969-
71.
J,Vice President for Education and Research; Ford Foundation, New York; 1971-79.

Vice President for EduCation and Public PoliCy, FOrd Felindation, N.Y., ,1979- .
9,

Extra curricular, activities (past)
(i Mayor's Committee onJuvenile Delinquency, CincinnatiChairman.

. Committee on Examinations of College Entrance Examination BoardChairman.
Commission on -of the American 'Council of Learned; Societies.
.United States-Counc for UNESCO.
Board Of Trustees of he John F. KennedY Center for Performing Arts.
Trusteeships: Yale University, Vassar College, College Entrance Examination

Board, Taft School.
Consultant to Mayor Edward KOChen the City University of New York, 1978-79.

Extra curricular activities (preseni)
Trust of the John Hay Whitney Foundation.
Cleveland Conference..
National Ceuncil on Educational Research, National Ipstitulje of Education.

Publkationt,
Numerous magazine arOcles hi Saturday Review; Vital Speches, etc.
Numerous chapters in Books on education.
Book of Seches as United States Commissioner of Ed don, Picking up the

Options-190

Chairman PERKINS: We want to thank you for your testimony,
Dr. Howe. To my way of thinking you perhaps have been the most
utstanding Commissioner, of Education in iyiy time here at .the ,

apitol. I know that youierved "with much distinction during the
ohnson adrninistration and you established a great reputation for
e building of education throughout the Nation.
I think. your testimony will be -most hilpful to this committee. I .*
pe that yOu can stay around a few mihutes until we hear from
e other gentlemen. . .

r. Kogovsejt, if you want to introduce the gekleinan, we will be
*Med to Mar from you at this 4*.

KoGovssit. Thank *ou, Mf. Chairman. I appiteiate the'
ce to do this. ,

want to say. boy/ tremendously lfroud I am to haVe as a member.
he el this Inorning-- Dr, Alvin Rivera from the HisPaniC
er ucation Coalition ig Washington,: D.C./Dr. RiVera is from
ome dstrit in southeretolorado. , 7"
ant tell you that his testimOn# and/expertise' tan °prove
valuable and 1 want to welcome Dr. River here this morning.r

4 .

... .
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'ST TEMENT OF DR: ALVIN:RIVERA, HIMANICHIGHER
EDUCATION COALITION

Dr. RI ERA. Thank you very much, Congressman Kogdysek. I
apprecia I the opportunity to ave thip opportunity to present
testimon on behalf of H.R. 4949 specificMly. The coalitiorrhas had
an oppor nity to find an \expert, a person froth Eastern Michigan
fUniversi who truly has expertise and Who has written numerous
/books on/ his topic.

w,/ We w uld like to ask, Mr. Chairman, if he niay provide the
/ testimor in this case

STATE ENT OF DR. GARY KELLER, DEAN, GRADUATE SCHOOL,
EAS RN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY, REPRESENTING *HISPANIC

s_MIG ER EDUCATION COALITION
Dr ELLER. Mr. Chairman and members of the. subcommittee, I

will e making several points that go beyond the written version of
the stimony we submitted yesterday.

y. name is Gary D. Keller and I am testifying'as the spokesper-
for the Hispanic Higher EducationiCoalition concerning the

lc of educational testing, particularly with reference to . H.R.
49, the Weiss bill.
Today, as you know, I am accompanied by Dr. Alvin RiVera, a
rmer resident of Colorado and an actiVe participant in and sup-
orter of the Hispanic Higher Education Coalition. That group is

4 I comprised Of representatives or 11 national HiSpanic organizations
enumerated in the writte* version of my testiiiionY which are .

interested in improving ed'ucational condition§ for their constit
encies.

My academic background is as follows: I am the dean . o the
!graduate school, Eastern Michigan University. I have earned a.Ph..
D..in Spanish and an additional masters degree in psychology. I am
the author Of 1,2 bookshaving to do with Hispanic, Spahiah :and
language topics as well. .

As:a Hispanic eduqatOr I have been extensively involved in the
creation of tests and assessment instruments primarily in 'the field
of higher education.

The HisPanic Higher Education Coalition enthusiastically stilt
ports H.10. 4949 in-all but.two 'aspects. Therefore, we wish to make
two suggestions concerning this bill:

One: That data be gathered by linguistic and cultural minority
groupings and that the testing services be required to report scores',
and norm scores Separately for major discernible linguistic and .

cultural groups.
4Two: That the proyigions for disclosure of test questions and \

ans ers be deleted.
e support the Weiss bill because it will go a long way toward

p cting the Hispanic-American consumer. of tests, making the
test services accountable for their product; in facilitating more
equal access to education for Hispanic Americans, in, more acci.p
rately defining the appropriate use of specific tests, in corredting
the unwarranted mystique surrounding standardized testing; sig-

ificantlY increasing the awareness and sophistication of the gener-
1. Public and the Hispanic communitie§ with respect to the nature

A
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.of standardized alifid other tests, and controlling for, nonvalidating
.and nonpredictive distortions of the tests when used with Hispanic

potulations.
,..,

e feel that certain reports with negative iMplications far stand-

L
ro'.dized tests .have not been released. For example, a major- study

duced by and at the Educational Testing Service_entitled "Cdl-
al Bias in Testing: Challenge and Response," prepared by Dr.

David Loye of the ETS stafr at the request of ETS president
. Turnbull. , i

Another example of missing data-appears in the report, "Califor-
nia: College-Bound Senior 1979," reported by the admissions testing
program of the college board.

In that report, both the relationShip between SAT scores and
income level and thefl relationship between ethnicity and income
level of those taking the SAT is reported yet unaccountably the.,
relationship between ethnicity. and SAT scores is glaringly absent,
perhaps because such data might have cast the SAT in a bad light.

The testing agencies need to be Compelled to provide the back-
ground data and statiptics to permit outside,. independent and im-
partial recorders to evaluate the adequacy of the tests.

What little preliminary evidence that there is from outside
sounes due to the overly protective attitude of tHe testing agencies

. is cause for great disquietude. ,
For exanple, David White at Berkeley's childhood and govern-

ment proj t has reported findings indicating a negative correla-
tion between edical exam scores and performance in actual clini-
cal situations, hereby casting doubt on the validity of those tests I
askredictors.

Prof. Bemsh effman's well-known study has demonstrated how
the tests use ambiOities and misleading language in order to make
their questions inappropriately difficult.

_ We need to have research conducted to determine the effect of
such artificial test language on mirmiety linguistic and cultural
groups. We urge that the questions be considered and empirically
resolved about a possible interaction effect between artificially cre-

` ated, misleading English test language and the linguistic param-
eters of the U.S. Hispanic communities.

We need to answer the following question: How much of that
standardized test purports to measure in the scholastic aptitudes of
Hispanic students, and how Much is merely a subterraneous index
of the purely linguistic 1peculiaritie4 of ,various Hispanic commu-
nities?

In this 'regard we 6te that aRparently because the LSAT was a
poor indicator of acade,mic success hi the law schools on the island
of Puerto Rico, about 10 years ago the Educational Testing ervice
established at Spanish version of its graduate record examination,
Prueba de Aptidud Para Estudios Graduados, PAEG, appropriation

-for ni,easuring aptitudes for the study of law.
Currently, studentsweeking entrance to law schools in Puerto

Rico are required to tfte both the English language LSAT and the
Spanish language law test section of the PAEG, a test which was
independently developed for Spahish-speaking students ttlil which
in no way is a translation of the LSAT.

4. - I
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Apparently bilingualm fluent in .both English and Spanish who
take this test have widely varying scores on the English LSAT and
the Spanish PAEG. We need .to carefully integrate this phegom-
enon which on the face of it points to language and culture as very
strong determining factors in tests which are purported to measure
aptitudes such as for hot.

'We need to investigate the extent to which testing agencies have
either confused fr fostered in the g%neral public a confusion be-.
tween the prognostic value of tests. and their diagnostic value.

-Prognostic is the process of predicting outcomes. Diagnostic is...*
the process of identifying causes. Tests identified as prognoitic
function to predict future studenk perfdrmance and have been in-
terpreted as such. ' . .

Using aptitudy tests for diagnostic purposes is, in our judgment,
a test, abuse whIch H.R. 4949 can help control by compelling the
testing agencies to specific for what purpose a test has been
devised. ,

Even the late Dr. Oscar Burras, publisher of the Menta1iMea-
stirements Yearbook and winner of the. ETS aWard for diStin-
guished service to measurement, declared in the Educational. Re-
searcher in 1977 that tbe information available to permit an
civate assessment to be made of test makers secure tests is quite
unsatisfdctory: I quote him, "quite 'unsatisfactory."

The reason for Ibis, it appears to us, is that not enough material
is made availablirfor adequate review. We liken this situation to
having the fox guarding the hen house data.

In sum, the Hispanic Higher Education Coalition endorses the
general goals of the truth-in-testing movement, most of the specific
goals of 11.R. 4949, and most of the provisions by which this bill
proposes to attain these goals.

The first aspect of the proposed Weiss bill for which we are
suggesting modifications is one of the methods by which the bill
attempts to monitor the need to insure equal access.

Th9 bill requires that each test agency shall provide "a compari-
son of the average score and percentiles of test subjects by' major
income groups."

In addition, the bill requires that:
Within 1 year of the effective date of this Act, the ComMissioner shall report to

Congress concerning the relationship between the test scores of test subjects and
income, race, sex, ethnics, and handicapped status.

We propose that H.R. 4949 not only require the aforementioned
disclosures vNch we enthusiastically endorse, but in addition re-
quire affirmatike action to counter linguistic and cultural biases in
the content by means of appropriate modifications in the norming
procedures of tests.

The testing services should, not -be merely required to provide
information concerning the.average score according to income, but
should allo be required to report scores by major discernible -.lin-
guistic anti cultural groups and to scale the test scores Within these
groups.

In other words, we propose that scoring be based on the achieve-
ment of a studentiusing his or her language and culture groups as
Or norm or the cbntrol. Thase-is already a well-Otablished tprece-

4



dent within the graduate record examination and -other stiAdied
tests for' this procedure. r .

In the GRE, for example, the verbal score of any given woman is
converted to. a percentile score based on group scores of women.
Men are given a percentile score based on male performance. This

- prOcedure candidly admits that men as a group are disadvantaged
compared to women in the verbal component of the GRE and that
normalized scores increase their chance to get into graduate school.

, This privederit needs to be extended to all of the pertinent stand-
ardized Jests that affect identifiable language minorities such as
the Hispanic American communities. Only in this .way can we
remove the/biases of our standardized tests, if not from the content,
then from the scoring procedures and the interpretation of the

W wish to emphasize both- the purpose and the practicality of
the .uggestionnhat we.offer to have test scores normed addrding
to identifiable linguistic Minority groups. . .

Hispanic. Americaris should be normed separately, not in 'accord-
ance with any philosophy of educational separatism, but on the
contrary, so that Hispanic students can be .permitted access to the .

. prestigioua American institutions of higher educaticth in the num-
bers tat their capabilities warrant, ----

i The norming procedures that we suggest would control for biases
..Yin the teSting content that hold back significarit: numbers 'of. His-

panic youngsters from equality of educational opportunity-and ac-
cess. We want more Of our children in the mainstrealn of American
education, and that is why we propose these corrective norming,
procedures. *

.In further support of our position, it 'should be noted that there
. 4 at least one law in -force which establishes the requirement for
what we are suggesting. .

In section 121a.530(b), Protection in Evaluation Procedures, of
Kiblic Law 94-142, gducation of Haitdicapped Children, it is. stated .
that testing and evalution material and procedures used. for the

0 purpose of evalukt,ion and placernent of handicapped children must
:. be seleCted and administered so.. as not -to be racially or culturally,

discriminatory.
The problem has been Jto enforce this requirement. Wq believe'

that the .procedure that we are suggating, requiring of the test
.agencies that they normalize test scores for identifiable linguistic .

minorities, would bring us one step tloser to .meeting th legal
. r uirement of Public Law 94-142, and the intentions Of H. 4249.

e.second aspect of HiR. 4949 about which the Hispanic ifflier
education Coalition has reservationsinvolves.those portion4 of sec-
tion 5 which`require the disclosure' of 'all test forms, including all
questions on the test, together with the correct answers.. ;

$,.., The creatin of culture. fair test items is ii difficult task to
perform in the establishment- of standardized tests. Questions
whicii have proven reliability With respect, to identifiable linguistic
minorities need to* be" carefully husbanded. If they were to be
revealed, we don't think that they could be effectively..substituted.

Thosefor., the coalition is cbncerned that the good intentions of
the "%Wass bill might be hindered by the actual dirlosure provision
so that insteaci of the purported goal of the legislation to insure

, .
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equality of educational access, an undesired side effect would occur:
A deleterious weakening of the validity of Standardized tests with
respect to controls for linguistic and cultural bias. -

Instead of .providing general test disclosurei it is more in the
interest of educators concerned with equality of educational access
that the test services be required to provide timely, periodic evi-
dence of the nondiscriminatory nature of their tests, both With
respect to the scaling and scoring procedures and with 'respect to. .

the actual dontent of the questions themselves.
The Hispanic Higher Education Coalition wishes to close this

testimony with one last observation. The intent of .our suggestions
is riot to put roadblocks in the way of the testing agencies with a
view to ultimately destroying the testing industrP Far from it, we
see important benefits to be derived from objective tests, including
standardized tests.

For example, Hispanic educators have bN.eikvolved with bilin-
gual education for the last 20 years and longer. Most Hispanic
educators readily acknowledge the extremelY important contribu-
lion that the development of assessment procedures has made to
bilingual education.

.Hispanic educators are usually leery of assessment Procedures,
and rightly so, because of their potential for bias. And yet, in point
of fact, bilingual education as we }mow it today woufd not have
been possible without the massive, often court ordered, as in the
Aspira consent decree, development of assessment procedures to
determine the language competencies ,of nonnative English-speak-
ing children.

Contemporary bilingual education is irrevocably tied to the good
services of assessment procedures in determining placement of chil-
dren yvithin bilingual classrooms."That is all to the good,' for bilin-
gual educators often have many sad exiieriences to recount in
witnessing the illegitimate subjective placement of minority young-
sters in special education classrooms, often for the mentally retard-

-ed or learning disabled, simply because of their lack of experience
with the English language.

Bias among educational personnel is just as real as content bias
in tests. Disclosure of test items in the area of bilingual eaucation
will serve no useful purpose.

Indeed, to cite one example, it is generally acknowledged in the
city of New York that the language assessment battery, the test
useolto.implement the Aspira consent decree, is in urgent need of
additional, secure versions because a result of the current policy to
readminister it over several grades causes children to become
wise."

Because of repeated exposure to the test, children receive a high-
er paper score than their language competency warrants and there-
fore are removed from bilingual education classrooms.

In conclusion, we fully support the movement toward more ac-
countability in testing. We endorse most of the Provisions of the
Weiss bill. We think that the bill should be modified and strength-

, engd, however, in the particulars that we have described above in
order to better attain its provisions for equality of educational
access for linguistic minority students. .
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. it is beCause the Hispanic edUcator probably more than any
other minority group.professional has been privy to the worst, most
biased asPects of the testing process, as well as its potential for

....accurately assessing .competencies and determining plaoiment, that'
these suggestions are entered in the spirit of a throughgoing re-
form of service that needs to regain public trust in order to
continue to be productive and beneficial to society.

I. thank you very much for your attention and I stand ready to. .

respond to any questions.
[The prepared stateMent of Dr. Gary:Keller followsd

PREPARED STATEMENT. OF DIARY D. KELLER, FOR THE HISPANIC HICHER
ED ATION COALITION

Mr. Chairman, members of the .Subcommittee: Myths ig is Gary D. Keller; and I
am testifying as the spokesperson for the Hispanic -Higher Education . Coalition
concerning the topic of educational test'Tg, particularly with reference to H.R. 4949.
(the Weiss Bill). .

The Hispanic Higher Education Coalition (HHEC) is comprised of individuals
representing 11 national Hispanic Organizations interested in improving educational

'conditions for their constituencies. The HHEC has as its central purpose to increase
participation of Hispanic populations in higher education in the nation. The 11
national organizations which comprise the HHEC are: ASPIRA of America; El
Congreso Nacional de Asuntos Colegiales; League of United Latin American Citi-
zens; Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund; Mexican American
Women's National Association; National Association for Equal Education Opportu-
nitieri; National Council de La Raza; National IMAGE, Inc.; Puerto Rican Legal
Defense and Education Fund, Inc.; Secretariat for Hispanic Affairs, U.S. Catholic
Conference; and Spanish American League. Against Discrimination.

qupport for mos, of the provisions ofH.R. 4949
The Coalition supports H.R. 4949 in .all but two of its. aspects. We wish to make

two suggestions concerning this bill:
(1) That data be gathered by linguistic and cultur I minority groupings and that

these data be normed by such groupings; and .

(2) That the provisions for disclosure of tept items e deleted.
Hispanic communities have long been victimized, we believe, above and beyond any
other identifiable population, by certain kinds of tests, including the princip*
standardized assessment instruments such as the SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT and

i. others, because of the well-recognized linguistic and cultural biases against Hispanic..
''' Americans that those tests have built into them. The testing services have not done

enough to counter or control for these non-validating, non-predictiVe distortions of
alle test sCores when applied to Hispanic American populations, and we believe that
%be proposed H.R. 4949 as well as at least one additional feature in H.R. 3564
represent a first and long-needed step in improving the situation of our community. ,

_ Our remarks will primarily focus. on H.R. 4949, although we recognizethe need for
' greater public accountability in occupational testing as required by H.R. 3564.

The Weiss bill will go a long way in protecting the Hispanic American consumer
of tests, in Making the test services accountable for their product, in facilitating.

._ more egual Access to education to. Hispanic Americans, in more accurately defining
the apliropriate useof specific tests, in correcting the unwarranted mystique sur-
rounding 'standardized testing, and in significantly increasing the awareness and
sophistication of the general public and the Hispanic communities with respect to

# the nature of standardized and other tests. .

We fell that H,R. 4949 provides legal requirements that will encourage more
openness on the part of the testing services. These requirements have become
essential because-if:if the current climate of mistrust within slarge sectors of the .
publicincluding the Hispanic American sectorwith respect to the services now 4

provided by the ting agencies. At this time we ale very concerned about the

tain. reports With n ative implications for standardized tests have not been report-
charges that variou supporters of truth-in-testing. lerislation have made that cer-

ed, fos example, a major internal study produced by and at the Educational Testing
service, entitled,."Cultural Bias in Testing: Challenge and Response," prepared by ,t
Dr. David Loye of the MS staff at the request of ETS president Turnbull. The

.seriodeness and substance of charges such as tfiese have lei to a critical situation.
.

t
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The necessary trust that is essential for the proper use of standardized tests has
eroded to such a degree in the general public, and within the Hispanic communities,
that federal action .is required. We feel that the test subjects and postsecondary
education institutions will welcome the...provisions of the bill requiring the disclo-
sure of information (reports, statistics, rid other information) and will restore the
public confidence in standardized tests.

In sum, the Hispanic Higher Education Coalition endorses the generalgoals of the
truth-in-testing movement, most of the specific. goals of H.R. 4949, and most of the
provisions by which this bill proposes to attain these.goals. .

Need to strengthen the antidiwrirnination provisions of HR. 4949 ' .
The first aspect of the proposed Weiss bill for 'which we are suggesting modifica-

tions is one of the methods'by which'the Wit: attempts to mOnitorthe "continuous , '.
need to ensure equal access for all Ameriaans to' educational opportunities of a high.
'quality," [Section 2.(a)(2)p] The bill requires that each test agency shall provide "a
comparison of the average score and. percentiles of testNsUbjects by major incorne
groups." [Section 3.(a)(B).] Wp ilelieVe that in order to better attain equality of .

educational opportunity, th& requirementa of the Weiss bill. can .and should be
strengthened in the following milInner: . .

We propose that H.R. .4949 nbt only require disclosure but in addition require
affirmative action to counter linguistic and cultural biases in the content by .means
of appropriate modifications in the norming procedures of tests. The test* services
should not be merely required to provide information concerning the average score
according to income, but should also be required to report scores by major discern-
ible linguistic and cultural groups and to scale the test Scores. within these groups..
In other words, we propose that scoring be based .on the achievement of a student
using his or her language'and dultura groups as the norm or the control. As John
Garcia ("Intelligence Testing: Quotients, Quotas, and Quackerx:, in joe L. Martinez,
Jr., Chicano. Psychology,- N.Y.: Academic Press,. 1977, p. 207) has' notbd,IlierVs .

already a well-established precedent within the Graduate Record Examination 'for
this procedure: .' in the GRE " ' for example, the verbal score of any given woman is
converted to a percentile score based on group scores of women. Men are given.a
percentile score based on male performance. Since men, as a group, score lower on
the verbal GliE, each man is assigned a higher perdentile icore than any woman
who does as well as he on the test, and he receives a higher percentile score than
many women who do better than he does. (The converse is true of the quarititative -
component of the GRE). This procedure candidly admits that mep, as a group are
'disadvantaged' compared to women, in the verbal component of ffie GRE and that
normalized scores increase their hence to get ihto graduate school'.

This° precedent needs to be e nded to all of the pertinent standardized tests that
affect identifiable langbaselpi orities such as the Hispanic American communities.
Only in this way co we remove the essential Anglocentric bias of our standardized
(tests, if not from the content, then.from the scoring procedures and the inCerprilta-
tion of the results.

Lest it be argued that .the number of -Hispanic students who take standardized
tests; is too small a population to adequately perform the norming procedure that we
are suggesting, we observe that .according'to Table 10 of California: Colle e-sound
Seniors, 1979, published by the dmissions Testing Program of the College Board, in

, the state of California alone287 Mexican-Americans and 311 Puerto Rican stuf
'dents took the SAT test. This tudent.population base is more than ample to provide
separate norms for Hispanic iudents.

The- Coalition believes that Ithe
should also include "linuistic. and cultural minbrities." .c4n be

grouping categories for both slisclosure and term-
ing requirements
clearly establishedthat standardized tests are biased for both income grouplg and for

g U f
linguistic and cultural minorities and we believe 'that the degree of bias is more
acute .for linguistic 'minority groups. We wish to cite statistical evjtlence of such
biases:

a. In the document, California: College-Bound Seniors, 1979, produced by the
Admissions Testing Program of the College Board, Table 11 breaks down mean and
median incomes as a function of SAT average. The pertinent data is. as .follows:

4

tow $350 $*-399 $400-449 $450-499 $500-549 : $550-599 $600-649 $650 a ovtr. .

Mean.income $19,500 $25,000 .$27,100 $28,100 $30,2.00 . $30,900 $32,400 $33,800

Median income 15,400 20,500 22,100 .023,700 25,000 25,500 27,200 '. 28,80Q

1% I
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There is a c r, direct, manifest, correlation between income level and SAT scores.9ta
The more e inconip level of the parents, the better the SAT score for all income

f grouPe.
b. In Table lb of tjie same report, Annual Parental Income by Ethnic Group, the

relationship..betweeil ethnic origin and income level is reported:

Mexican-American White

Mean income

Median income
so 4 .$16,200 $30,500

13,600 25,100

4

A cOmparison of the statistics reported in a and b. reveals that the mean and
median income of Mexican-Ame cans% below the smallest incom category report-
ed (below 350 on the SAT) while hite students average in the 500 600 range on the
SAT. By comparing the two tables (Table 10 and Table 11 in th4 report), we find

iwhat would appear to be an interaction effect between income an4linguistic minor-
ity origin. Mexican-Americans de Poorly on the S ir because they have low incomes.
The combination of factors interact so that the bi effect' is made extremely. Jicute
for Hispanics.

Apropos of the above analysis, the following comment is in order: Why was it
necessary to make such indirect comparisons? Why didn't the Admissions Testing
Program of the College Board give us a table which directlY compare& SAT scores in
California wit ethnic group,status? Perhaps because such data cast the SAT in a
very negativ ight. Hopefully, the HR 4949 proviSions will clear and
systematic p ntation of 4'mq,ti data, as well as the norming prow ons to control
for the biasse41ich such data point out. ,

Just iia men 'and womph are normed differently in verbal and quantitative sctres,
respectively, we su ges !the same process be used for linguistic minority groups. We
wish to emphasize bo,h the purpose and the practicality of the suggestion that we
offer to have test scoits normed according to identifiable linguistic minority groups.
Hispanic Americar should be normed separately, ot in accordance with ny
philosophy of edu tional separatism, but on the contrary, so that Hispanic students

. /lean be permit access to the prestigious American institutions of higher education
in the numbe that their, capabilities warrant. The norming procedures that we
suggest woilØ control for biases in the testing content that hold back significant
numbers of ispanic youngsters from equality of educational opportunity and ac-
cess. We ant more of our children in the mainstream. of American education, and
that is by we propose these corrective norming procedures.

Mor svr, let no testing agency claim that it is impossible or impraCtical to norm
, in t fashion that we have suggested. In addition to the precedents that we have ..

d ibed, Jane R Mercer, one of the best-knoWn and most respected assessment
' e rts in the United States, has,developed, in collaboration with a number of

leagues, an assessment instrument called: System of Multicultural Pluralistic
Assessment. This instrument, published by onk of the largest test organizations. The I
Psychological. Corporation (a divisio nof Harckurt Brace Jovanovich), among other
procedures, evaluates a child's perMance re tive to others from the same socio-
cultural backirou41, thereby taking into accou4 the cultural specificity of tests and
the distance between the student's sociocultural wide and the culture of the school./ ..

Modeling HR. 4949 bn Public law. 94-142 (education of handicapped children)
In further support of our ipsitio'n, it should be. noted that there is at least one law

in force which establishes the requirement for what we are suggesting. In section
121145430(b) (Protection. in Eioduation Procedures) ot Public Law 947142 (Educatioa
of trandicapped Children), iit is stated that "testing and evaluation material anti
procedures used for the purpose of evaluation and placement of handicapped chil-

-Adren must be selected and administered so as . not to be racially or culturally
'discriminatory." ) II

, The problem has been to enforce this requirement. We believe that the procedure
. that we are suggesting, requiring of tbe test agencies that they normalize test scores

)for identifiable linguistic minorities, would bring us one step closer to meeting the
legal requirement ofiPublic Law 94-142, and the intentions of H.R. 4949.

.. .
Cbncerns about the disclosure of test questions and answers

The second aspect of H.R 4949 with whiclt the His anic Higher Educati n Coali-
tion has reservations is these portions of Section 6 w ich require the disc osure of
all test fonnsa including all queton5 on the test, *ether with the correct,ansWers.

4 .
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It is the contention of the testing agencies that systematic disclosure of test
questions end teiit answeri in itself will legal to # general deterioration of test
quality because it will make pre-testing verY,difficUlt and .repeated use in future
tests impossible. Moreover,: its restrictive effect on the testing agencies' efforts to
both isolate and reject culturally biased test items and to include those, items which
do have high correlations hot only with the mainstream population, but with all

identifiable linguistic and cultural minority populations, will be very .greatly hin-
dered, further promoting bias in the content of tests which have been revealed to be

., biased in the first place. In other words, 1 is the contention of the testing agencies
that the proposed requirements we have alluded to in Section 5 of H.R.-4949 will
further increase the Anglocentrisin of s ndardized tests and cause the collapselof
the ongo* g partial progress that the t4ing agencies and assessment researchers

ve ma p over the last 20 years, to crea "culture fai?' tests. 1ti the extent that the testing agencies can provide corivi ing proof of the
vali 'V of their contentions, we are in concurrence with their rgument that the
test i ms "and test answer disclosure provisions in H.R. 4949 sh uld not be enacted.
Our poSition is that, in 'addition to the suggestions that we have offered to modify
scoring and morning of standardized tests, the 'test services should be made more
accountable for reducing the current biases bf standardized test item content.

The provisions of the Weiss bill ought to be strengthened along the lines of
section 121a.530 of Public Law 94442 which we have cited earlier so that testing
agencies are required to provide evidence that the testees are evaluited in a fashion
not to be raciall or culturally discriminatory. W don't think that this requirement
would be aided ba test disclosure provision be ause the creati,on of "culture fair"
test items is,a difficult task to perform in the e tablishment of standardized tests.
Questions which hik e proven reliability with res ct to identifiable linguistic minor-
"ties need to be care ly husbanded. If they were o be revealed, we don't think that

A they could be effectiv ly substitutekTherefore, t e Coalition is concerned that the
good intentions of the Weiss bill might be hinde ed by the actual disclosure provi-
sion so that instead o the purported, goal of th legislation to ensure equality of
educational access, ari desired side-effect would occur a deleterious weakening of
the validity of standardied tests with respect to controls for linguistic and cultural
bias. Instead pf providi g general test disclosure, it is more in the interest of
educators concerned with equality of educational access that the test services be
required to provide timel , periodic evidence of the non-discriminatory nature of
their tests, both with repçt to the scaling and scoring procedures and with respect
to the actual content of t e ueptions themselves.

Ttie Hispanic Higher Edu ation Coalition wishes to close this testimony with one
lasrobservation. The intent f ourtsuggestions is not to put roadblocks in the way of
the testing agencies with a *ew to ultimately destroying the testing industry. Far
from it, we see important 1nefits to be derived from objective tests, including
standardized tests. For exam e, Hispanic educatore have been involved with bilin-
gual education for the last 2Oyears, and longer. Most Hispanic educators readily
ticknowledge the extremely im'portant contribution that the development of assess-
ment procedures has made to ijingual education. Hiripanic Viticatois are usually
leery of assessment procedures, anal rightly sb, becanse of their pOtential for bias.
And yet, in point, of fact, bilingial education as we know it today would not have
been poseible without the massiveoften court ordered, as in the Aspire Consent .

Decreedevelopment of assessment procedures to determine the language compe-
tencies of non-native English-speaking children. Contemporary bilingual educetion
is irrevocably tied to the good sçrvices of as8essmerkt procedures in determinIng
placement of children within bi , ngual classrooms. SUhis is 'all to the good, for
bilingual educators often have mt1y sad experiences o recount in witnessing the
illegitimate subjective placement o minority youngste s in special education demi--

led, simply because of their
ng educational personnel is
ms in the area of bilingual

'to cite ne example, it is generally
t Che Langua e Assessment Battery, the c

t Decreeis 'iii urgent need of additional,
rent pOlici to administer it over several

e. cause of repeated expoiure to the
re than their language competency war-
ngual education classrooms.
ovement toward more accountability in

s of the Weiss bill. We think that the bill
owever, in ,the particulars that we have .

*rooms often for the mentally retar ed or learning &se
lack of experience with the English language. Bias am
just as real es content bias in tests. iscIosur of test i
education will serve no useful pur
acknowledged in the city of New
test used to implement the.Aspire
secure versions because a result of th
grades causes children to become "te
test, children receive a higher paper
rants, and therefore,are removed froin

In conclusion, we fully support the
testing. We endorse most of the provi8i
should be modified nnden ened,
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tleticribed above!, in order to better attain its provision for equality Of educational
access for lingUistic minority students. It is because the Hispanic educator probably

-,more than any other minority group professional has been privy to he worst, most
biased aspeets of the testing process, LIS well as its potential for accurately assessing
competencies.and determining placement, that these suggestions Eire entered in alb
spirit of a thoroughgoing 4eform of a service that nee& to regain public trust in
order io continue to be productive and beneficial to society.

.Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Weiss.
We will abide by the 5- or, 6-ininute nile first.
Mr. Wgiss. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. My voice is

sUch that I am not sure that I can really even carry on for 5 or 6
minutes,

Dr. Keller, I apPreciate your testimony. I think that you have
really given us some very new and important insights.

You' referred in your testimony, and in your- written testimony
on page. 4 you spell gut in' detail soniething which I was not aware
.of and r not sure if the public at large was aWare Of. That is, .
:that in fact, not in .effect 'but in fact the graduate. record examine-

. tion itself hes a built-in bias in favor of men, that women do tiOt
get the .same break inithat test that,inen do. IP ' I

Is that correCt?
Dr. KELLER. Yes,. sir, that is correct. The converse is-correct, also.

'Women do not make the same distribution of scores overall With
'respect to. the quantitative part of the GREsi so that men' do
significantly poorer. Although they attain a stand& distributlion,
the distribution has a lower threshold you might say. ,

With respect to the verbal coniponentwomert do signifiCahtly
poorer with respect to the quantitative component Of the GRE.

I might add that other standardized tests report out the same
resulth and also have conversion charts for men and for women So
that wdmen are their!own'control group with resPect to the percen-
tiles reported out and men are their own control group in analo-

. . gous fashion.- .

Another such test is SAT: The same thing at the undergra ate/
level occurs. I

Mr.. WEIss,Whichis, at the. undergraduate level again?
{ Dr. KELLER. Men and women vary with reepect to their perform-

ance in connection with verbal versus mathematical aptitudeS. j
Mr: WEISS: But there is no special :helP provided . to women tO'

help them perform as well as iiiien?
Dr.. KELLER4 It is my ndstanding that such a pr edure analo-

gous.to the GRE is in ff4 with the SAT. Scores are reported out
with distribution ace& te gender, male or female. .

Mr. WEIss. So that air the arguments that have-been anade in
support of the impartiality and objectivity by the testing companies
.abOut the tests and their own, attitudes the tests test the same for
everybody no matter who they are and where they come from in
fact is a jlot of nonsense op the basis of this kind of conversion of

.4 their own. " # :

I used stron'ger language than you did.
Dr. >KELLER. The evidence is there that theyspores are reported

out by gender differencesolhat is an uncontefitete matter of fact.
So the graduate achoolssuch as my own Will look at the distribu7

Um of scores for 'then and' analyze those separately, with redOect to
e distribution, OT pores for Women. We don't combine apples and

0
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pears and we don't combine men and *linen with respect to.those
scores. We analyze them and evOuate them for admission separate-
ly.

. Mr. WEISS. Is there a iiinilar kitid of differentiation, by way of
test record conversions on t
,Dr. KELLER. There is no
other standardized tests th
kin agencies. provide.

There is Ett least One, ho
.the written 'version of our
i large commercial testin
that is the SEA, part'of
the-ethnicity and cultural
of IQ test, the SAFPA.

Mr. WEISS. The thing
hearings and all the inquir es about it is* that when it 'conies to our
concern for cultural bias built in on the basis of ethnicity 'or race
or geography or whatever, the argument is always made that you
cannot mess with thenever bind the test itself7-you cannot dis-
close ,what goes into the process because in some way those tests
are sacrosenCt and you will be intruding in the educational process.
That wa,s Dr. Howe's testimony as I understood it,

Here we have an example that in fact those tests themselves are
skewed to.get a result the testmakers want which is to give men
more of a'break in the GRE examples, than they would deserve on
the ekamination.

Ms. Rice shakes her head, but isn't Unit fight?
Dr. KELLER. Yes, a special attentigp has to

significant statistical difference in'tkrct distrib
achieved by men as compared to women on the s
same test items. a

Mr. WEISS. Right. -I. really have only one f
compient. You know what We have had here alt along and t
of the educational testing service and its allies and supforte
attack on a straw man. , .. .

If in fact the bill did what you propose in youi first mod ation
which is in fact to mandate the kind of differentiation of norms on
the basis of different groups, then they could come in and attack us
on the basis that we are trying to tell them what kind of tests to
compose and how to score them and so on.

The legislation, and you criticize it, but the legislation very, very
clearly prevents and does not touch on that at all. What we simpliY
do is te ask lot disclosure and openness.

I don't understand how Dr. Howe or anyone else can Suggest that
this is an intrusion. We are not trying to tell them what to put in
the test. It is not akin to Adam elayton Powell's questionli about
what should be in textbooks.

I think a lot it kople are being misused and misled toy the
testing industry hO.have a very real financial stake in this little-
tion. ti

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. -

j Mr. GOODLING. Firs of all, I might say my colleag e4ecentl
( madef statement, something about s\the people opposed this bi

e basis of ethnicity?
with respect to the GRE, SAT or any
t Educational Testing Service or other

\.n

ever, in existence which is reported in
stimony produced by Jane Mercer and
house, Harcourt. Brace Jovanavitch,

tch test scores that take into account
ackground of the testees. That is a sort

at has distur1;ed me through 01 these

e given tlf the
lion of scores

t with the

her' 'question or
e part
s is an

I at
Chairman Ptniinsis. yr. Goodline
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or those people who have stome. interest in the telitiing programa or
some connection with the, testing programa. . .

Let me tell yOu, as ari. administrator and as. an eucator, I was
'very reluctant to administer standardized tests because of the rills-
USe that leachers Would 'sometimes Make of.' them as' far as deter-.
mining what a youngster.could or could not do.

have real concerne simply because," think. it iS an intrusion .

i-into something we had better be very cfteful'about before we do it.
My .first question would 1$ to Dr. HoWe.' You have been in.this...

business a long time and very close to reducatiOn. Do you. see an
: emergency, tha\ '. requires us. to move, rapidly into 'some kind of

truth-in-teating- iirogram from the Federal level before we .have an
opportunity to see' what. New York is going to come up With .when
they begin thei program, I think in January, or the National

on, before they come up with their results of the
ing which I believe is due..iri the middle of 1980.
kind 'Of emergency?
Coodling, would like to take a moment to
may, father than juSt give a yes or no. answer

he question. is more complicated than Yes or. no;
ve a lot 'of:agreement with Many points made by
en he says that testing heeds to regain public

is right.. There is clearly a' great deal of .concern
among thp public in general, on this subject.
to such eximciples as he has about the misuse of

to be predictive for diagnostic purposes land
, what little bit 1 know about testihgand he is

rt on the eitplicit subject 'of testing than I am, I
n expert on it-niyexperience would lead me to

ght, that there are abuges of this kind, .

, however, is..that I do think 'it is:perilous ground .

t to get into national legislation in this field with
cting- those kinds of problems .Simplyl by laying
open in the way of test seores and 'reporting test ,

ness type of legisllon does not seem ;to me to
lems.
e is suggested in my testimony a point I did not \
summary of it, that you consider appointing a

n on this subject that would be a distinguished'
and informed people With an adequate staff
ese questions lin the kind of depth that no
try in the course of congressional. hearings to .

-many-sources it. is very .difficult for you to"
erstanding.

Science Foundat
study they are 4

Do you see tha
) Dr. HOWE. M
answer %hat, if I
because I think

First of all, I h
y colle4rue. W

rust, 1 think he
among educators

When he poin
tests that are sup
that kind of thin
much more-an eX
am by no means
think t at *, .e is r

My najorpoin
for legis ation, th
the hope ef corr
things out in the
questions, an ope
address those pro

That ic why th
make before in m
national commissi
group of interes
really, to look at -

, matter how hard yo
get interpretations fr
achieve an indepth un

Therefore, to apf3wer our question, I don't think there is'what I
would call a nat*nal e rgency, but 1 think there is a. real probt . -
lem in public confidence o this inatter. \

Since I agree with the timeny that has been given that public
- congdence needs td be rees blished and the 14id of sPecific abuses

(pat have been charged nees to'be looked at in detail/they require
a kind of sophistication and xpertise w)lich I am ready to admit
that I don't have. . /

4 " /
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The .KefOrei again, I ploome th's kind of inquiry .t4 give a chance,

for exactly that- sort of ventilation. But I really worry about two
4 i.thing Is: 4 !

,

.

One, the adequacy Of t is sort of legislation to lead to the result
my. Colleague would (les re and, ieeondly, to come back to some
things that Mr. Weiss is d, I do th. k that there is implied in this
kind of legislation, if no stated rectly in it, the notion that the

: way students are admit d to col ege in the United States is the
Congress bUsiness. I thti k it is primarily, the college's usiness and
not the Congress. I think it ought to be kept that way.

We have recently had a Major debate here in the Congress on
the Federal role in legislation; and a very: close vote on whether we
have a national departinent of education. This Issue of the appro.
priate Federal role was toretty well reviewed at that time and there
was a good deal of controversy on that subject/

When the Congress is saying in legislatioh that it thinks that
multiple criteria is the way to admit students into college, it is

1

1 entering into the college's business. That is what this says.
It is not requiring that multiple criteria be used; but it is sdying

\ that it wants tO eneourage the use of multiple criteria.
:I fully agree that multiple criteria is a fine idea and I am 'for it.

But I am not for the Congress Saying that is where it stands. I.
know of institutions which use open admission systems: Other in-
stitutions use other admissions systems and give varying weights
multiple criteria: . .

. I think opening this door of a national expression of wanting to
bring about Certain results in the business of institutions, Many of
which are private and those of which are public ,are controlled by
the States and pot by the national government, is not a good idea.

Mr. GOODLING. Thank you. '' \ 4

Dr. Keller-- ,
Chairman PERKINS. Let me interrupt the gentleman.
Would you want to recess and go over and vote and come right

back?
Mr. GOODL G. I'd liketo ask two questions. ,

What two c nges do you suggest? .

DLAiELLER. We suggested that the data be gathered, the data
whiV.11 the H.R. 4949 requests be gathered not only by income level
ut by linguistic and cultural minority groups, and furthermore,
at the testing services be required to report scores and norm :

sàores sepatately from major discernible and linguistic and cultural ,

grOups; That is one suggestion. . ,

The setond is that those Provisions for the disclOsure of liest
queStions and answers be deleted from sedtion 5 of H.R. 4949.

Mr. GOODLING. M second question: I am not sure of your age.
Are you old enough o
leges before we had t e kind of national test results now used as

admitted into col-know how, people were

part of that admissions procedure? '
For instake, if you wanted to go to an elite school and you were

a inino-rity or you were poor, what .chance did you have?
Dr. KELLER. congressman, I don't have experiential knowledge of

that; but I have the kind of knowledge that accrues to One who is
acqtlainted with the literature. .
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Letme hasten to say that I think thetHispanic Higher EducatiOn.
Coalition and mypelf personally recognize many of the 'benefits Of
the tasting agencies. We in way widh to curtail or liestroy tl\ie
testing services. P

Our suggestions are made in the spirit of refkm. We do recok-
ize that to some degree the, testing services lave provided f r
dcess to stud nts "Who very well might-not have been admitted

po tsecondary education.
r. GOOD G. Thai* you.

FORD. I am sorry I was not here fQrour testimony; .Dr.
Ho e, but am drawn to your concern about Federal intrusion
int4 educat. n. This might surprise some people because since we
Wor ed tog ther in 1965. I have been intruding constantly from the
Federal le el in educationthat is as an advocate of Federal, intru-
sion. 1 .

.. But, as the ,chairman ofithe Higher Edu ation Coinmittee, I hav
-become more and more sensitive to the pr sures on us all the tim
to Move into areas that 'would completel hange the relatiónshi
of Federal aid to education and Federal oncern for equity an
access in education;They are constantly tr ing to get us involye
in some type of admini§trative entanglement,

I would ask Dr. Keller, not necessarily in yOur capacity speaking
for the organization repregeriti3g Hispanics, but as someone famil-
iar with what happens at Eas rn Michigan University and one I .

am very familiar with, who in Washington would we look to to
. provide the kind of public confidence which is sought in the en-

forcement of Ilegislation of thia kind?
Laying aside the differences'which are involved, if we assume the

adoption of some form of legislation, would it be predictable that
institutiop like yburs would be willing to truat a Federal agency to
assess tilt value of' the testing they were using for -admissions?

Dr. KE$LER. I think that many' institutions would do so renthusi.
astically. Many others would certainly accommodate themselves .

quiCkly to the idea.
Mr. FORD. Let me interrupt you to say for the record that 'East-

ern Michigan has an 'outstanding record of recruiting minorities.
Dr. KELLER. Thank yotver much, sir.
Mr% Yob.-That- is evitlenc y he-diamatic change that has

taken( place jp recent years in th ntire makeup of that institu-
. tion, the at ude).n the campus, and the makeup of the student

body.
But that is one of the schools which I would consider to have

progressed very rapidly in the last decade and a half, and . not
uch before that. I helped to change its name, as a matter of fact, -

from Yipsilanti Normal to Eastern Michigan State Univergity in
1961. It certiinly was not the change of name which changed 'the
'attitude. .

But, woutd we have Federal enforcement which went down to
the norin of the recruiting system at our small private colleges in
Michigan, or to an Easfern Michigan norm?

Is it likely that we could get some.sort of an overall standard
which mould not go down to the loweft common denominator, and
therefore leave Eastern Michigan imperiled in terms of 14vhat it
does as an institution; while staying' conticious of its responsibility

64eate o so 64.
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to ricruit, retain and guarantee the 'Success of minorities? This is a
concern that I have. 1

When you start td talk pbout sItting national standards, it can
become very entangled. If Ilcan go tp a completely different subject,
we used tb have the best clean meat law in the ccitintry in Michi-
gan resarding comminuted meat, which is meat ground tip into
sausage or hamburger, until the Federal Government came along
to help the American public and passed a consumer bill which set
standards for what you can put into sausage. From that day on, we
in Michigan began eating snouts and ears in sausage and we never
were subjected to that in the paSt. .

In making .a national standard, you make it impossible for some-
one who wants to exceed that standard to do so. Whe you note the
tremendous divergity we have in higher educatio , you should
resell that prior .to World War II, I could not have btainedeven
if I had the moneyentrance to schools which I eventually attend-
ed. The system would not let a factory worker's kid get into those
schools.

I grew up understanding that doctors' children h d a chance to
be, doctors and lawyers' children had a chance to be awyers. It lied
nOthing to do with race or sex or ethnicity. It had t do with a very

t

closed system.
Everything we'have been doing since the GI bill has been direct-

ed toward opening up the syStem. We have institutions, such as the
one with which you and I are familiar, which have taken years to
respond to this situation.

,

I ath concerned about what I ani hearing in the testimony here
about putting the Federal Government in a position where we may,
in fact, impede the people who are exceeding without doing very
much for the people who are not.

Is that ti concern that you view as legitimate? .

Dr. KELLERIYeS, Congressman, an extremely legitimate one.
If I may take a minute or two to address myself to your ques- .

tionby the way, I think that your idea to change the name to
Eastern Michigan. University was an inspired one, one which has
benefited the unitersity greatly.

I believe all colleges and universities in the United States, bpth
public and private, are profoundly disquieted by the manifest rela-
tionships that have been reported out, for example, by the admis-
sions testing program or the College Board that show a direct
correlation between income level and tests on standardized tests
such as the SAT.

Mr.Fosn. Does that surprise you?
Dr. KELLER, No, it does not..
MX, PORD. What is the significance of that? I saw the Califorrtla

stsidy and I was amazed that anybody would setiously say that
they had discovered something when they found that people from
families with over $30,000 incomes did beTter in school thapi people
from families with less than a $30,000 inc,orne. They do ..better at
everything. That is what Jimmy arter meant when he said, no,

. life isn't 'fair. t
I come from a family in which o one finished high school. But, I

knoW what the California studf concludes from my work on this
cOmmittee. Why is it surprising, when you recognize that only, 20

.
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percent of the entire population is in that income cate ory above
$30,000probablx, something less 'than 20 percent as a matter of
tact.

The chances of having parents who have a greater' appreciation
for the value of education and provide support for educational
endeavors in all the ways that are important, is that much greater
at that incom4 level.

But I don't understand the- significance of relati g success on
tests, or success in the Boy Scouts or success in any ot er endeavor,
to that income- if yoii don't deny the fact that virtually all the
legislation we deal with here recognizes that people from low-
income backgrounds start off and continue throughout life with a
disadvantage that has to be made hp for in some fashion.
_Virtually all the programs that we have legislated since the
Elementary and Secondary Act ini 1965 have been predicated on
the assumption that there is 'a correlation between low-income
family background and a need for additional help in ,Lichievement
Of some sort of normal educational experience in this country.

Then,.suddenrY after all these years of operating on that assump-
tion, not only for the purpose of designing programs but also for
-distributing most of the money, you take an entirely different

". approach to that assumption. But now peo le say we are surprised
. that people who come from the higher income pertions of the

country score better on tests and that m re of them go to plipfes-
sic:4ml schools. ' 3

That is not bdause of the tests. It is because uf gsruck
they had picking their parents.

Dr. KELLER. The tests provide a very special case. As Congress-
man Goodling, I think, brought up, one f the important arguments
and to a certain extent valid hrgume of the testing services is
that they have provided open ;access t higher educatibn, irrespec-
tive of incothe level and even perhaps $hnicity.

But to the 'extent that those tests re not able to discover the
potential and the aptitude of studen who might be handicapped
simply because of cultural or linguiStic or social class biases, to
that extent it is necessary for the tests. So We forthcoming with
respect to their deficiencies or inadequaci& and it is necessary for

O those educators who are concerned the . problem to refokm
those test services and those specilic ts in order to make them
better. .

That is why I am not sqrprised by the correlation between in-
come level and scores 4n The SAT. I am not surprised by the

' apparentbecause I don't know the actual details, I don't think
the testing servIces have been forthcoming with them, but there

\\seems to be an apparent relationship between ethnic origin sand
scores on the SAT, when you read between the lines f table .10 and
table 11 of California College Bourel Seniots,'1979.

/*tin, I am npt surprieed by thbse relationshij'(I.it I am deeply
and profoundly'saddened by them. I think that thètesting agencies
could dq better *to provide a quality of educational access, mid the

_suggestiOns that we make we believe are practical, sound, affiima-
five action proceduts, fair ones, easy to put into practice.

They. wohld help thoSe. tenting services correct for content bias,
bias in the content modifying the forming procedures. It is easy .

#
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to do. Why shouldn't we do t? Why shouldn't we hell/ the testing
services make their argument more substantiM that indeed they

I are helping to control for the relative states of advatage that can
be perceived in differenNncome levels or ethnic origins? .

Mr. Foitri. But you see; I don't think anyone in this room dis-
agrees with the points that I think you are making. And, I think
that Dr. Howe has agreed with you up to that point.

The question is Whether you are going to accomplish that by
trying to establish some sort of a federally mandated test of what is

ek,, or what is not the right,way to achieve that in a system as complex
as we have in thiS country.

We Visited China this year 'with this committee aisd discovered
that they are doirig a very iriteresting thing. They were very forth- .
coming in telling us that they abandoned testing in favor of politi-
cal committees to decide who was going to attend their colleges and -

universities.
Quite frankly they now. acknowledge that they have lost 10 years

of development fit that level and they are desperately trying to
. reconstrUct 'their system. They insi*d that the first consideration
in the future for entrance to their tolally publiVsystema govern-
mental systemwill be a student's ability as measured by tests.

Gri-,wery close questioning, however, we discovered that even
there, "they are not willing to be that objective. There is gbing to be
an additional subjective test that will be applied at the recommen-
dation of the student's high school or the ectrivalent of the high
school with regard to deportment.

Now I suppose in a Communist country that means whether you
are a party member or,not, but in any event they ate not willing to
go the whole route.

I 'don't. think there are many institutions which are basing ad-
mission entirely on testing. But I am pleased that testing has a .
greater influence on the overall makeup of the student body today
than it did 25 years ago in this country. Because then the admis-
sions system for colleges was an incestuous, very narrowly based,
elitist system.

My problem is: How. do we present the progress that has been
made, and.improve upon that progress without haying the Federal
Government intrude in a way, as Dr. Howe Ras warned about,
w4ich will holt back the people who are blazing 'the trail and .

Moving That You can do things better. \
It is the schools like. Eastern Michigan and others arotd the

country that have piOven tthat you can develop 4 gpod student
body, carry out all the missions of that school, and still meet the
ambitions that many peo4 have for improving the lot of minor;

'Hies and low-income pedfile and still maintain a 'school with rela-
tively high, standards. These are the ones that should be copied.

I would not even liketto see a State average in our State, and I
don't think fou. would 8-1ther. Given ,the competition for students .
/lbw, I suspect th4 if you are warp and have a tuition check in

. your hand, that diere is a college some place in Michigan which
will take, you no matter how you score on the SAT.

Now, that wasn't true just a few years ago, but today it is
virtually that bad. Every time I go near a high school, there are
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recruiting posters. They are advertiSing all over the place.. Five
years ago the shoe was on the other foot.

During thiS period of tremendous pressure on institutions like
.Eastern Michigan, the only way .they could say no to people was, to

. begome very arbitrary with tesiting. I think that is where a lot of ..
the pressure developed which is now being reflected in the .people

. who are concerned with this legislation. . .

I share the concerns Of Mr. Weistl and all the others*We have
just reviewed a very, very arbitrary system which had 15 people for
!every Seat that was' available in a freshthan class.YOu have td find
some Why to ratioh those seati.

For example, many institutions, .particularly the, larger ones in
Michigan, accepted you or Wt./led you down without ever talking to
anyone. You never became more than a pudch card. The joke waa
that if the dean h9ppened to step on your card on the way to play
golf, you might get in by accident. -

But the truth is that kicls were being turned off in the. sixties
because there was .a totally impersonal system adopted. It waS in
resporve to the presSure of too many consumers, and not enough
available product. That has completely changed. To now develop
responses predicated on the extraordinarily wrong things that 'Oc-
curred' during that period of time raiseS 'some questions with me.

For example, I don't know to what eitent there are people who
Avoulct not like to eliminate dependence on tests becauSe the sttii-
dent dhrollment is drotping in some of our small prikrate schools in
Michigan. There has to be some standard some place aloni te
line: .I don't know the difference between' how important a test
result is, to get into Eastern Michigan University Or the' University
Of Michigan, as opposed to. Alma College or Hope College or some
Other sthall school.

I. suspect everybody from Alma or Hope is .interviewed individ-
ually, and a 'good deal of subjective determinatidns go into admis-
sions, There are practically none at the University. of Michigan. It

ris much too big, 'except in the graduate schtiol.
I don't really understand, after all the years hale' tried to

wrestle with thirst what the relative weighb of the SAT is at the .
entry level if .you take -away-the problems of economic access and
access by numbers.

Maybe we are wrestling with prObIeths th-dt are solving (them-
selves as we are here wrestling, with them. I,

Dr. HOWE. Mil! Ford, can I comment that?- S
Mr. FORD. Yes. ( -

; Dr. HOWE. I think* you raised/some 'very ithportant problems. I
think it is important to recognize that the type of progress that has
been made in Michigan abotft .admitting more minorities to higher
education is largely theresult of affirmative action effor

But different institutionzcdnduct affirmative action ji diff9rent
wear That affirmative ,obtidri. in admissions is not quirid by
F eral law.

Ai

I think we- have made some more progress by the congressional
iosistence that there be equality f educational oppditunity in -the

"United.States and by the kind o rovision of funds to back up that
purpolthat you nZnitioned earl r. #

4
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But for Congress to try to start writing the exact arrangements
how that is going to happen is another problem.

SQcond, we face a shifting situation in our country's population.
By the year. 2000; the Spanish-speaking population or the United
States, perhaps well before that, is going to be the largest minority
segment by a long shot. It ip growing more rapidly than any. other.

We are going to have to adjust testing and a variety of other
things in our schools, and colleges and institutions are going to
have to make major changes to be fair to a growing population -
With a language and indeed a culture that demands some institu-
tional adjustments. -

'So, again, I say that calling those kinds of matters to the atten-
tion of educators i very iniportant, getting tkem on the agenda for
consideration and making sure they stay there is very important.
But I do believe that to try to particularize hwinstitutions
should respond on t he National Government is full of
perils,

To repeat what I sal
tion- which .does not req
Weiss quite proper* Sa
kinds -of other changes in education are then likely fo be coming
before the Congress, befoke the Congress for more detailed legisla-
tion, and to me that is unwise.

You said, Mr. Ford, that you had regarded me in earlier years as
an advocate of Federal intrusion into education and that now you
t ught I had changed my stripes.

I think,it opens the door in legisla-
nstitutions to do anything, as Mr.

t opens the door through which all .

r. HOWE. I call your attention to the fact that I testified vigor-
against Mr. Powell's effort to get into the curriculum. I will -

'do again if it comes up.
I think that that kind of issue, while noksiirectly raised here, is

indirectly raised here, and that is why I ii7luded that matter 'in
my testimony.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Buchanan, any questions?
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you; no, Mr. Chairman.
I will read very carefully that testimony -which I missed.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Peyser, any questions?
Mr. PEYSER. NQ; Mr. Chairman.
I also arrived late, and will reserve any questions until. a .later

time.
. Mr. WEISS. Dr. Howe, I don't know how you stand on the cre-
ation of the new Department of Education. I opposed it very strong-

' -,I-y..exactly for the reasons that you have expressed 'about concern
for Federal intrusion into education. I 411)ke second lace to no -one
on that.

lir. HOWE. I waffled on it.
Mr. WEISS. I make no comment on that.
Chairman PERKINS. All right.
Thank you, gentlemen, very much.
Dr. KELLER. May I just address myself very briefly o the Jast

questions that Congressman Ford brought up?
Chairman PERmps. GO ahead, 'but let's make it grief. We have 'a

lot of witnesses jiere. ,

'Dr. KELLER. rIthink that the 'question. that you. are asking 4ig why
should the Federal goverriMent intervene in this situation,

.

5 1
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' Mywcoll liowe, has:. agreed with me that 7thereiris a
climate,. peX ritical one, of puliic .mistrust with respect to
the tiding servid , and the litany inr complaints is exceedingly.
,long. given thatticl ate in the spirit .of a thorough going reform of .

the sRvices, not oniy does Congress and the 'Federal Government
have the right to in .vene but it would be wise to do so in order to.
shore up those important services that the testing& agencies give to
us. :'.

.1 In addition, you. observed with respect tO my suggestions that
'. itlentifiable linguistid find cultural groups be normedi differently.

u made the following observation, that you agreed with it, I
it lieve, and you thought everyone else in this room probe* 1

agreed with it,
I On gratified by that comment, and r sincerely hope that is true.
libwever, I am not sure, and My reading of the situation at this

point is that the testing servides' make the argument that the -- _
Scores can obe reported'out as if there Were only one distribution of
scores irrespective- of income, sex, linguistic and cultural pitrain-
eters, even though in point of 'fact, as Congressman Weiss has
mentioned, theY actually separate the distribution with respect to

,.sex;
Our contention is they .should follow that precedent, and separate

out the scores and nOrin separately those students of identifiable
linguistic Minority backgrounds. ,. .. .

Mr. FORD-I haVe to disagree With you only to that extent. I a/tree
with your general proPosition, and *continue to agree with the.
,general propogition, but when you get to the. Specifics, you get to
the problem of dealing with national standards.

When you are' trying to predict the likelihood of success in law
school where the entire program is in English, and where the basic
testing system in .most of the law, schools is by essay questions
which depelia very, very strongly on your ability to communicate
well in the English language, I cannot conceive of why you should T.
test' sOmebody in a language other than gnglish. This is question-

'
able (especially when it's cleae that it is °not general' /intelligence
here that you' are testing. for. .> , k.....,

It is the probability of beingf able to respond to that course of *.' )

Study no matter how arbitra it nia seem. I wie Puerto IV o, 'for
example, whbre we discovered that cjiiidren who 6, through their

k \entire educational experience, then r ach health prbfessiong educe-
Hon and must switch,to all-English s udy inaterialS. .' , a.

The explApation, given to me was that there aren't Spanish text- .
books or ching materials, nor are re trained PersOnnel to
teach in Spanish. So they have make a total trangformation by
language. Thus, in PUert411 it would make sense to give the ..,

test in either Spards .-
It would' not make nse, 'it seems to Me, to test km adiniAsion to'

-

a professional school another language where 'the langufge. Was
gding to be. in English. 0 .

It's apparent to, me that, if 'you biv9 a system, 'Yeti don't do.
anything to' chaage the systerk you d'o sOmething about how some-.

penetrates/the system. . ,

.. ou have tWo staneards abott 5h6ow you 'get into a professional
school, and two 'stantlards about how you progress in the. profes-

.
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sional school, and then you ultimat y meet a blind test called e
bar examination.

..One group is not going to do as well as- the other. It has nothing .

to do with their intelligente But I predict to you that jf we Start
reporting test rêsplts,' SAT, LSAT's and file rest orr the s asis of
race and ethnicity ell over this country, we will have kook !!rofes-
sors all over this bountry saying, "I. told you so; these ipo a e are

, .inherently inferior."
If you want to push civil rights a generation back, you s art

publishing Government-accepted national figures showing that cer-
tain groups score lower than others. For every intellectual who will
grasp that as proof of the fact we have to improve the opportuni-
ties for those people, there will be 10 people listening and say that
is proof of the fart that these people are inferior.

It sort of sudrises me that some of my friepds over the years
who typically have been concerned with civil ripts don't see that
as a threat.'rhey apparently are not listening to the winds that are \
blowing across this country. Hate is just under the surface, but it's
never, been so willing tp bubble out and slap back at the people we
have been trying to help in this country as it is now; and I see in
that kind of approach a threat that perhaps people in Washington
don't hear.

Maybe Michigan is a little different than others.
Dr. KELLER. We entirely agree with you with respect to the

language in which the tests should be written for 'mainland United
States. It should he English. We are not saying that there should
be separate tests created in .Spanish fox .theit mainland United
State .

The example that we use, of Puerto %Rico is with. respect to
nece a research that has to be done atletermine how much d
the test are really measuring language and culture rather than
the purported aptitude such as laW.

However, it was shown by Professor Hoffman that the tests are
created in a written and artifical language with misleading inap-

A propriate ambiguities, and we suspect thát fluent English speaking \
Hispanic Americans might be prejudiced more than other popula-

, tions within the United States by such artificial language.
That is one of the reasons why we ask for separate norming.

There, are plenty of people at this time, Congressman °Ford, who
claim that women are inferior or blacks are inferior or Hispanics

w. are inferior. At the same time the, precedent has already been .
established, women and men are reported out from those tests
.differently; different percentilei are reported out.

We don't think that any more kooky professors than those who
already exist have or will jump on that fact with respect to women;
and we don't think that they will juitp on that fact With respect.to
identifiable linguistic and. cultural minorities.

But one thing that could happeh is a net increase of students
entirely capable to enter pllegd and professional schools but who
have been turned back simply because to some extent the tests
have been measuring the linguistic parameters and that.distortion
could easily be looked at by Separating the linguistic minority
population from the mainstream populz4ion in norming separately.

/
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..1Ve think it would be a_ good way to' implement the equal accesS
Wrosophy of U.S. educEltion and :the equal opportunity clause of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act..

Mk. FORD. We are still riot M disagreement. HOw Auld You like
": to be itiying to get at the root of the problem of someone whose

basic language is not English and, who' is not doing as well at your
institution, and' then be confrOnted with somebody. with a list of

statistics prepared bY a Federal bureaucrat that proves that the
group that you, are dealing with cank score anyhow, who, for
whateyer other reason, does not want to see you make progress' in'
thati area.

at is what the problem is.. It's not the probleTh m with the
inadequacy of the institution but the inadequacy, of a category of
'people. They are going to have. a Federal stamp of approval on the
phoney figured they throW aroimd. They can't prove the aesertion
'they are making, and that is the only defent'se you got against those
people.

You said a little while ago that you had confidence that the Very
fact the Federal Government would Certify. these tests to be fair
wo iuld nstill confidence in the public..

:I am afrAid that that, is not an advantage. We don't know wheth-
er this Federal agency would make the test fair, but they would*
appear to be faii because the Federal Government said they were.

At that point, if you were etuck with that test, you wOuldTreally
be stuck, because. then You get UnCle Sam putting on his '"Good
Housekeeping" seal, which has been put on bad information, be-
cause I don't. trust the Federal Government to be able to do any
better, than we are doing on an ad hoc, State-by-State or institu-'

'.,tion-b5r-institiition basis now. .

If they do a' lousy job, and if they do what you eUggest is true,
peOple believe that the Federal Government certifies that tests are
fair,-theY will then have undue confidence in the fairness Of those

;tests; and- you will never itifte any progress /beyond that paint.
Somebody-over- here who doesn't know what he or she is doing

says something is good, arid because. the Federal Government has
tested it; they believe it is OK. We have this,problem in accredita-
tign now. We have:a big argument going on whether the Office of
Xucation ought to be accreditirlicaperediting agencies.

The Office of Education says thrftct is that they aectedit any-
dywho-appYes to become an acciediting agénty. The 'result that

produces is that 0-edge-are-led-to_ believe that because the Office of , 4
Educaon, said this is an accr ited accrediting-agency, that, there-
fore, it in fact, Meets the rec4iirements that people would-expecti--..

rand then cIispla that orl th 'r 'literature lirid ;advertise for stu-
dents, eat the 4,idents go to akschool thinking in Ome Way the

ti5 0U. Office of ucation knows whether..or. not that ,is a --gocid
school. . .

Mr. Buchanan and I have been wrestling with that for months
arid have all kinds of political' pressures coming at us, hut we can't
get anybody to suggest what the solution iso 1 0

We wouldn't have a probleM if we didn't havee people believing
that the Federal Government was doping something to protect them
that it does not d0.. .
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We have so many examples of well-meaning Federal attempts to ,

protect the , consumer that in fact have 4 reverse effect. People
believe that ever since we have bad the Federal Deposit Insurance

.
Corporation that they can trust the banker to take care of their
money, and they never have to worry.

ghat ha's never been true, but the purpose of that legislation has
been fulfilled by rebuilding in *this country after. the Great Depres-
sion confidence in the banks but that confidence is 'now misplaced
by an Overconfidence because the ordinary citizen doesn't take the
time to find out what the Federal Government is really guarantee-
ing yon against, and many peOple are far' beyond the scope of any
help from a Federal Government when they , are in a bank that

. rnay have 50 percent of its folio in 'New York bonds.and they are in --

hlichigan. .

The people didn't run on the bank because they believed that
. Uncle Sam would protect them; and too many times we 'hold out

froin Washington a.suggestion that we are doing sOinething that
will prOtect you and so People don't watch out for themselves, They
don't listen to groups who try to tell them, look, you can't trust
Uncle Sam to, look out for your interests, and yon have to trust us,
because we are more interested. / k--

This is where I have the concern.. I ain not really concerned
about the kind of ainendment you are talliing about and, the specif-
ics of what is or is not the real problem/At this point. I just can't

. understand how the Federal Government is going to improve it.
Dr. KELLEit. I don't think that the Federal Government could

possibly certify, the fairness of tests, but it can, and I think should,
take strong affirmative actions to get the test services to be more
forthcoming in disclpsing information periodically on a timely
basis, shoiving what d how they are addressing themselves to the
problems of content - ti, as I say, that reflects negatively on lina,
guiStic minorities 'arid ,certainly I think it is in order for the Fedeir
al Government to require a different norming process for such
Minorities. ^ . .

That will not certify that fairness of the test, and the GoVern-
ment .would never -want to do that, because tests Can always be
improveLL MeasUrement,will always be impérIect to some degree
and improvement will glWays be in order. Howdver, you can make
an extremely 'timely contribution to Amerion ed ation at this
time which is suffering from a climate, of pubric mist Ust, .

Pongressnian Ford, I wi6h to thank you very much for your kind
remarks with respect to the actiVities over the last 15 years that
we'have been undertaking at Eastern Michigan University.

Dr. HOWE. Could I just say, Mr. Ford, that T share your dileinma
abolit the business of accrediting institutions. I remember. when I
was CommiSsioner, I came uP against the schools of Mortuary and
embalming, and I didn't knoW how 'to advise the Congress on the
sub'ect of how these institutions should be properly handled. I
con luded it wasn't a good field for the ComMissionerjo be in, or,
the ongress, and that .is the way. I feel about this ..StijeCt here.

I ould have many worries about the testing services themselves
*going into reporting their data strictly on ethnic grOunds Or ethnic
.classifications. But for the Conkress to say that that is what they

;
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, shOuld do and should norm tlyir tests in those terms, it just Beems
to Me extremely unwise. .

: I come back to my suggestion about an in-depth national look in
an effort to build confidence an develop information on this sub-

., jeCt. This kind'of suggestion tha my colleague has made could well
lie examined in that context a d examined without the weight Of
national authority,behind it. The. national and international inipli-
cations of this Governme legi41ati Mng that the testing inforation
about youngsters in schoo shallfbe collected on an ethnic basis just
seems to me worth thinking about a long time before you put
anythirig like that into legislation: .

Mr. BUCHANAN, Will the gentleinin yield? ,

Dr. .I-towe, I wotild appreciate Your elucidating a little, if you
would, on your proposal for a cOMmissiori. We had a witness yester-
day who recommended that, in lieu of legislating in this field, we
use our leverage, with perhapswith the club of legislation in the
backgiound. However, it does seem to me that getting at the truth
is what the author of the Weiss bill has, at least partially; in mind:

I wond6r if you would elucidate a little.
Dr. HOWE. It does seern to me, as a generalization, when we face

very complex and difficult national issues, that we frequently re-
sort to this 'device and other countrieS do. .

The Royal Commissions in the United Kingdom are for this kind
Of: purpose. They are frequently used, in the field. They are fre-
quently used in the field of education': We have not used them in

-. exactly the same way here in education, but we have had some
significant :commission's, .and we have got one working now on

, international studies appointed by the President and I think it will
provide,some useful suggestiomt! some of which inay reault in legis-/ ,, ....,illation. , ,.

loaded with frustrations for ious institutions, on the one hand,
But it-seems to me that r we have a highly technical area,4" '

and for various- groups on the bther, that the legiSlatiVe process is
oprobab y wise to all w itself to be insulated from action by that

kind O. CO/II/Ilissi0/1:
I do hink that m y of the serious difficulties that many people

see in this area can receive longer ten* more thoughtful, more
analyti al attention, and can be ventilated over a period of time. It
may be that iluch a group would recommend legislation. I would
doubt it,' however. 4 . !

I think that as a Valk proposition, really indepth legislation In
this field does change the balcince of the Federal, State, and local
roles and institutional -roles in education, and that is why, without
haVing. any negative Comment to make at all about the eyident
issues of unkirness that have been called to your attention that
there be by other witnesses, I. do worry about rushing into this
field.

. Mk. BUCHANAN. Thank you. .

Chairman . PERKINS.. Let me compliment the panel. You have
been most helpful to the committee and:we appreciatepour Gppear-
ance here this Morning.

Dr. Howe, we will see yoU back here lagain. We appreci I te your
being back here 'and we will see all of you again. Good luc to you.
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.. NoW we wile# the 'panel to gpf1e around aded by Mr. Albert
Shenker, presidentt America ederation Teachers, who has
been before the coMmittee Ahany times; P . George Jacksmv Na-
tiohal Association of Bledk: Psychologi s.,, Dr. D. Kay CIO/non,
dean, College of Medicine;NUniversity Kentucky; Mr. Devid Gast-
friend, chairman, medical educatio /committee, 'American Medical
Students Association; and Dr. oyd Bond, research associate,
learning research %and 'develo ent center, University of Pitts-
burgh. . 7 .

Also, Mr. Kenneth Dreçèler, president of the student govern-
ment, North Senior High chool, Great Neck, N.Y.; Dr. Clark R.
Cahow, associate professor, higtory and assi8tant provost, Duke
University, consortium on firgincing higher education; and Mr.
William Geer, Jr., principal, Frances W. Parker School, Chicago,
Ill.

Our first witness this mornitg is IMr. Shenker. Let me welcome
you here again, and you have been with the comMittee man

. times. i

I have got to be out for just a few moments in the back room, hilt
you may stad now. You have many other members here. .

Excuse me, we have got a colleague from your-Siete that wants
to introduce you, and that is Mr. Peyser, who is one of our most
outstanding members.
' Mr. Peyser, you go ahead. .

Mr. PEYSER. Thank you very much.
As we welcome the entire panel, I particularly want to welcome

you, Mr. Shanker for the years that you have been working with
this committee and the committees on education. I think the testi-
mony on this issuean issue that is really developing more and

.more awarenessis pointing out what this legislation is involved
with and what is happening' in New York.State. .

We will be most ankious to hear what you have to say. If you
'would start at this point, we will be delighted to hear you first and

..then question you.
I will be glad tp yielduto the gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. FORD. I aA ,for this time to apologize to th --p &net. I have an

le11 a.m. commitmeT4 in line with my responsibi ies as ch irman of
the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educatio , and I an leaving
someone here to catch the highlights which are set'ortIi. I hope
that I will be able to direct Some questions1to yoela r in the

, hearing. . \
Mr. FEYSER. Thank you.
Mr. Shanker? i -

\[Prepared statement of Albert Shenker followsd

PRErifiED SkTEMENT OF ALBERT SHANKER, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF
TEACHERS, AFL-CIO

I am Albert.Shanker, President of the American Federation of Teachers, AFL-
CIO. I am here today representing over 520,000 teachers, paraprofessionals and
'health care' workers who have a profound interest in the future role of both),
aptitude and asiiievement t:ests in oursociety. Our members have an interest in the

, proper use of qualitytests not only because of their effect on the futures of children
they, teach, but also because of their use in partially regulating entry into the
teaching and health professions.

I believe that there are two simple questions that must be asked and answered in
considering the merits of the two testing bills you have before you, I.R. 3564 'and

1
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H.R. 4949. The first w-ccati E'll; the pressurei and problems they attempt to
address? Th second do they provide an appropriate response?

These arenot s' ple questions. Certainly I do mit have all the answers. Propo-
nents .of this t of legislation don't either. Only Monday /the New York .Times
repbrted that ew York state senator Kenneth P. LaValle, 1,4ho marshalled similar
legislation t ough the New York State Legislature, was corisidering recommending
changes i It because of unforeseen problems that had ariyen since that bill became,
law in ly 1979. I noW believe that the hastewith Which the 'legislation was passed
in N York was a mistake, even though the AFT affiliate there supported it. I
ur this' committee to, carefully consider all the siMplications of the legislation

ore you, since anY mistakes that are made will affect the extremely delicate
business of measuring educational achievement throughout the nation.

Let me point out that I find some of the consu er-interest concerns reflected by
some supporters of this legislation very understa dable. Much of the press reporting
on education would have us overemphasize the. se of tests in making key decisions
without fully considering their limits. The erican ,Federation of Teachers has
stated its opposition to this practice, as have Some members of this committee. But .

our Executive Council will shortly reconsider, the 'specifics of positions we have
taken in the light of What has already happened in New York State and with a
clearer view of the possible consequences/6f similar legislation.

The basic purpose behind the developfnent of objective aptitude and achievement
tests was to provide us with an objecti've Standard of quality, that coald be used in .

conjunction with various subjective/meashres like student grades and personal
interviews, in making decisions al:Fiut acjinissions to various postsecondary under-
graduate arid graduate programs./An objective test like the SAT, for example, can
just as w,pll be used to "disco*" the bright student who has done poorly by
subjectiveNgrade standards as t.o raise questions about the possibly inflated subjec-
tive reports on a grade-A stuIént. There is every indication that the public contin-
ues to want Objective and c mparatiire test standards. The continuing-support for
elethentary and secondary ninimum competency tests at the state and local level
are clear evidence of thin he push for this bill must be,balAnced by taking these .

sentiments into account./
Today the issue of te is being considered in two, highly polarized ways. On the

one band is the conti,xluing puph to weigh test scores more and mora heavily even
further in decisions felated to grade promotion, high school graduation and postsec-
ondary school adm' ions? On the. other is the attack being waged against tests by
those who cannot, ar to face the implications of what their results tell us. 'Neither
extrelne positio /serves us well. Shine testing advocates, failing to consider the real
limits of test se are UK) willing to rely on test information alone in making
educational cisions. Test detractors on the ,other hand, readily dismiss the value
of all comp rative test inforMation, and along with this the importance of what
tests expoé about unequal educational Opportunity. I would hope that in ,consider-
ing these/bills, the members of this committee will take care that the legislation
they r7ommend does not have Vie effect of siding with either-extreme. My fear is
that i will' seriously, impede our ability to test and to use test information well.
, Le t me discuss these pressures in relation to the effects of what I believe to be the

controversial provision of either bill, Section 5 of H.R. 4949, which' requires
publishers 'to provide test takers with the test and their correCted answer

eets.- Advocates of sucb a measure assume two thingsfirst, that faulty test items
will be exposed and open to criticism by students and others; and second, that the
studeht will benefit from seeing where he was wrong. I believe that the first of
these intentions is what moires supportere of this bill the most and that its potential
effecbrmust be examined Very carefully. ,

Constant standanis
What will the effects of this exposure be ori tests, whqn the obvious purpose is tO

subject each item to rigorous scrutiny and at the same time make it difficult to use
that item again? While it must beacknowledged that tests, and the individual items
in them are sometimes flawed, I believe that thetpotential negative consequences of
politicizing test scrutiny, accompanied b*the refilaking of testsfar outweigh what-
ever benefits may derive from these processes. Let me explain why. ,

The most basic benefit from good educational' tests, consistently applied over long
\periods of time, is that they provide us with .the only constant standards we have

, over time for assesSing educational progress and achievement. Constant standards
are -essential because without them, we cannot be certain whether children .are
learning more Dr less than they did in previous years and we cannot be certain
wilither some methods of helping children !earn are more effective, than others.
These are vital social facts: educators, legislatorR, and other policy makers must.

/ \ , I\ ,
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haVe them to do their jobs properly; parents, children an taxpayers in general also
need them and have a right te them as citizenS and as consu. ers. .

That right is threatened by the provision for the blanket losure of test ques-
tions. Good ittentiOns'notwithstanding, such provisions are dan rous because they
severely undercut the key method used to 'maintain constant stan ards. This 'meth-
od is known as equating and It Involves including sampl s of pre susly used test
questions on each new versid of a test to make sure th4 each new edition of the
test is no easier or no harder thin the old ones. Differthit tests require different
methods of equating.and the restrictive provisions of these laws may make constant
equating difficult if not impossible for some tests. This is a very:serious matter. Any
insistence on the disclosure of all or more test questions after each test administra:
tion necessarily and inevitably jeopardizes test constancy and the essential educa-
tional truths it permits us to see. . .

We are aware that scime test-producers have prpmised 'to try to maintain test
constancy in spite of these blanket disclosure requirements, but We find these vague
promises totally?' unsatisfactory. We &:ould also quesfion their ability to produce an
endless series of qualify tests with all, new questions in every single edition. We
doubt that the testing agencies can or will maintain test constancy given the factual
circumstances confronting them.

Quality tests .

There is another consideration that must be raised here, the issue of quality. Once
the process of teat development is-speeded. up, and at the same time each test is
subject to the rigorous scrutiny of test critics, I believe that the quality level of the
tests will also be subject to dangerous fluctuation. Some will argue that particular
items are inappropriate for given region of the country, or a particular sex group,
or a particular ethnic group, or for people who lie in rural areas, ad infmitum. I
believe that particalarist groups will argue for items peculiar to their own experi-
ence or orientation and this will 'have the effect of erroding a commOn quality
standard.

Too much Federal control
This legislation's potential effect on test quality and constant standards are the

most compelling arguments against it, but there are other's well worth noting. Why
should the requirements it outlines be a matter for the federal government? Do we
really want the federal government to determine that "no educational or occupa-
timal admissions test which tests knowledge or achievement (rather than aptitude).
shaft be graded (for purposes of determining the score required to pass the test fora
admission) on the basis of the relative distribution of scores oCOther tests subjects."'
(H.R. 3564)?,. Do we really want the federal government defining admissions stand-
ards in such detail? Besides, what is wrong with evaluating comparative perform-
ance, and selecting the most competitive candidates?

I ha've predicted that the creation of a new and separate bureaucrady for educa-
tion at the' federal level will bring increased federal intrusion into educational
matters that are more appropriately decided by individual states, school districts
and universities. I cannot help noticing that/ many supporters of this intrusive
legislation are also among those who'advocated that separate Department df Educa-
tion, and whoare waging a-campaign against testing.

I opposed the creation of a national test when it was proposed by Admiral 'Hyman
Rickover two years ago, and I oppose federal government regulation of test% today
for many of the same reasons. The reports required of test publishers and of the
Commissioner of Education by this legislation actually amount to a series of federal-
ly mandated conclusions about the effects of the tests given. These requirements are
Virtually designed to produce conclusions that will amount to national verdicts on
tests, and I view this as-ene step short of granting the federal government the
authority to approve Solite tests and not othersin effect, to nationally control tests,

Why, for excialple, should each testing agency provide a comparison of the aver-
age score and percentiles of test subjects by major incame groups only, unless the
legislation's authors think this is the only meaningful set of relationships for test
publishers to look at?

'Why should the Commissioner report to Congress on the relationship.betWeen the
scores of test-takers and income, race, sex, ethnic and handicapped status only,
unless it is assumed that these are the only meaningful sets of relationships he and
the Congress both shoald look at?

These kinds of provisions in the law amount to the legislation of a particular
research methodology. Why not look at test scores 'as related to family siw, for
example, or class size, or school size, or family composition, or nulhber of books in
the home,-ir any of the many other varilles researchere suspect may relate to test

859.
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performance? Should federal legislation insist that a f eral official view limited
data in a limited way? Obviously the answer is, no. Th se types of provisions are
extremely. 'dangerous. They are precisely' why we shou d .be very cautious about
legislating in this area. ,

Cast, availability, and otherarguments
. .

There are other argumen which must be Conside ,Irriany of which have
already been presented to thi4 committee:

The cost of test development, and ultimately to students will inevitably goup.
. Should the application of ktisclosure requirements be made rtd employment testing 4

and oral examination as is provided for in Hit 3564, the cost to government and i
to private industry w uld magnify as well.

The number of ti es a test is offered will inevitably go down' as a res of cost
factors. .

While some in.New Yorkourselves incliidedhad a tendency,19 dismiss these
arguments as simply the contrived opposition of the testing imfusteY, their validity
must be given some weight when we now see that tegt publishers are voting with
their feet by deciding not to administer some tests in the state*and not to forward
test resulth to New Yo4 Colleges and Universities,

The federal government does not require .what this legislation would require for
its own civil service examinations and armed services. examinations. In fact, its
testing records are specifically protected from disclosure. Since this legislation has
clear implications for existing government policies their apparent .inconsistencies
should be thoroughly examined.

While the intentiorth of this legislation's authors are good, I do not believe that
the ramifications of the enactment of either -of these bills, has been adequately -
thought through. I welcome the discussion that has surrounded them as a great
coptribution to education of the public and educators on.the subject, including that
of.my own'organization. But, after reviewing criticisms that have been made of this
legthlation by others, and after witnessing the initial confusion that is accompany-
ing the enactment of similar legislation in New York, I am convinced that federal.-
legislation of this type would be dangerously premature. My 'concern for the preser-
vation of test quality and constant standards, nd my fears regarding a drastically
alter f 1 role in education are behind m recommendations to you to delay

\ quick co sideration of these.measures until f their potential hazards have been
thoroughly reviewed.

STATEMENT OF ALBERT SHANKER, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
:FEDERATION OF TEACHERS, AFLCIO; DR. GEORGE JACKSON,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF, BLACK PSYCHOLOGISTS, AC-

' COMPANIED BY ALVIS' ADAIR; DR. D. KAY CLAWSON, DEAN,
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY; DAVIB
GASTFRIEND, CHAIRMAN, .MEDICAL EDUCATION .COMMITTEE,
AMERICAN MEDICAL . STUDENTS ASSOCIATION; . DR, LLOYD :
BOND, RESEARCH ASSOCIATE, LEARNING RESEARCH ii DE-

. VELOPMENT CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH; KEN-
NETH DREXELER, PRESIDENT, STp ENT GOVERNMENT,
NORTH SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, GII AT NECK, N.Y.; DR. .

CLARK R. CAHOW, ASSOCIATE . PROF BSOR, HISTORY AND
ASSISTANT PROVOST, DUKE UNIVERSITY, CONSORTIUM ON '
FINANCINV HIGHER EDUCATION; WILLIAM GEER, JR., PRIN.
CIPAL, FRANCES W. PARKER_SCHOOL, CHICAGT, ILL.\

STATEMENT OF ALBERT SHANKER, PRESIDENT, AMEBICANP.
. 4 FEDERATION OF TEACHERS, AFLCIO

Mr. SHANKER2Thank you very much for this opportunity to be
,

I am Albert Shanker. I represent the American Federation of ,

Teachers, which has over 500 .,000 members in elementary, second-
ary, and higher' education. .

,

here and testify on this Important matter.
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We are very much concerned with the issues which have been
raised around this proposed legislation. In hearing some of the
t4timeny 1this:morning, -I,am vominded of something which came
up a few years ago 'when 'Sidngy Marland was U.S. Commissioner

...., of Education.
I remember at that time the Office of Education proposed to

invest %Ole money in a school district in Brooklyn which would
develop a new set of testS which would bg normed in such a way
that the students 'in *that particular 'distriat which chose the same
range of distribution_as students did nationally. ,'

This was a .district which had great 'educational -problenis,,,The
-students were not.achieving as well-as the nor*: It was a-diStriek-

- - a

with.heavy minority concentrations. '
What I found was very interestirig in that situation. Was 'When

the Commigsioner proposed that such a test -be Created; therg,,Was
an outcry from the parents of children ill' tbat '-community who-
came down to Washington. and Said, "We don't want d test thA is
going to tell us that our children are doing ,as weft ''as 'other chil-
dren when we know that they are not,"

Finally that project was abandoned. I:would be happy,to'go.back
into the archives of the Washington Pokand7t4gNew:Yotk Timeg ,
to pull° out, those clipnings and to see ho* rapidly a goVernment.
ventured into the testtng business for a few Weeks, how: quickly.it
got out. It was driven mit; I am Siire,,hyo the very people,thit some .

of the ,people in the Office of Education thotight they vverengoing to
appeal to ,and help. .

Before we get into 'a few of the specifics here, I have submitted
written testimony,: which I am not going to read. I will just inakwa.

feW points. ' * _ ._ ../

I believe that-someone i iis msreadng the current American tem-,-... .

'per.. I do .not think that .tht .No. 1, 01 2;-or 3, Or 6 items on tl*

, were biabed.- When.- theyo.did Weil '44ti the 'Aests, they ew the tests
most of ihem neVer thought,ifiatthe'te were not fair;.or they -0

.,,, -tes,
.. ,- Min of the American fleoPle Is d whol litt of complaints ,against .-

-, ' ' .,- I think 'Most peolile- 44:there think hatr theY took -testi, ,and-

. . - ,t .

N, V. ! ^ ,_,_ 1\

. -were `good. 'When they flunked thgtn they thought ti/it they hadn't"
:-. --... , . ., ,

'pre red. themsOlveS,
ost ifeople Still' think that way,' that it is' at'very, very .sniall

-group' of.'People.in this country-Who have-developedthiq sOphistica--
tion about Whak,itnis- th-tests xneasure,_464 'iliga-kure,--and vvhat
the difficulties alle.:^ .-' ' ',- '-.,-"-' . _ -'---,..' -

The big-public coriceinhi 'fife, Country ~today is :not 'th-- the
problems of teSting. It is with tile declining standarde,:. nd every-
place you go, *whether 'It is -local or:national or at the State' levej,,
tliere is a demancrfor:a greater.naeof -objective teitS,'

There are problems with, that, We know, -tut 1 -think that- tlidt-_,_.:':
-, context is very ithpOrtant, th i we are considering here:developing

a cure for a disease which n6st.*people don't recognize..
As a matter of fact, the ckire for the disease that we are working

on is likely to create prob ems in terms of athieving whet the
public wants -to achieve, wh h is) a ttightening Of standards and a
raising of standards. . .

. )
.
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. If you create confusipn administration of tests and everything
else at. a very time wh.en you are trying tei improve standards and
tightening up, you start raising questions rabout this test and how
much additional mark has to be done and 'what it means,- and se
forth. ,

You begin a ldhg process of changing the measuring instrument
and you will have a public out there that is going to believe that
the reason we arl changing the measuring instriiment at the very
time when-scores are going down is because we don't want them to

, ,,,... know what. the results are/ . .
.

. .

,- ._ I do :not,believe that ,We have . ii'lmidic in this country that is .

, going-to eppnd billiens.or dollais for education, elementary, second-
arA a!nd'highir° education,-. and deprive itSelf of information as to

',- !.-Zwhether that "honey is bilying-anything, 'and .whether we are get-
.

.- tii)K.better or -worse :frain'tfme. to,time"-inIterins of _the delivery of
that -service.- - ..; - ::'

So I. hope that :the painis' 1:raise-are- taken in that context-pf_

.vhat I believe is a concern: :'' , v,,,,.,: . -..- , .

- I happen to agree -with :that: conC'ern.. .1 Ythirik it is important
;'. before we ,go into 'all the negatiVes, of testing that-there' are some
- positive t ings.,, positives that may be destroye . If others get into

:''.. "ft Va. active :'buisness ,oth.ringing about soine major modifications--
:... ,4(1-.1etAilestart-"with one' very 'clear and simple one. ,

^The exirstence 'of tqPts..pretty, inch. the same tests which are
7-Oven over' n..lOng. period df time creates oile of the few reliable , -

. -. PieceS : of knowledge 'we htive.'16-; our Society .0.Uout how.,well 'our-
, echoojAand our students are doing. ' . " ...

. The interesting'thing when. the SAT, sc res declined; yeu did not
'..- have-a bunch offieople saying they didn *really decline: They are ,

: measuring soinething. .

Thetests, have;,c hied. Every expert in4fie. country who ;looked,

at those said yeCt re is he way1you7éan deny it:There are things - ,.. ..

, .that stiidents were ibleto do- x years aga that they are' not able tb
ido now. I wish ths stores,had gone up. , '

.
-.P wish .we didn't have the bad news, but, we 'hav1-4 -very little,

' er ble infarmation in, the. field of edlication...A1 all If -you know,
--'1' la nitii it inythrrig and yoti will get!I -whole.,1,?unch af,,,

' peonie here-interpr ti bne thing' or another.. '.- ,

- It 031, very good to _have a piece of legiplation that no one has
-contdsted; naniely, that -Whateifer those tetta measure students are t , ., \
Mt 'doing 'aswell as ,thOrn 030 did. 'It is nnportant to have that. , ',

Ithink sewn-oily those testeare used\as one piece Of information ',:,'

.....-. ,,tind evidence-aells*hether or_not*studente.should he admitted ,into
.,.. certain-colleges or inte Programs Dr in' terms of one giede of le

,.

tion, hapt,mlermeof employment relationshiPs, et cetera.
--, I don t know:of anyone who hae Came for* qd 0i, ;4: ...

-has. , diaellitali Atjibtive te 113,;*, '4 F r " 4:5 '."
.,r .

k,!,-

1 ,, and I will su init that my;flexperience as a teach Tiot in
higher educatibn, but,in elementary ',and secondary, that for eVery
time Elest was used to classify a student, and perhaps deny 'him

, some opportunity, I w ed submit that my. experience' is that it
worked 20 to 1 the oth way, that if ydu had a student who did
not test well but% who r onded well in dais ail(' who did well on
the work and everythin well, the tendency of the teacher or the

,
(..1) r
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institution was to question the validity of the test because you had
the evidence of the student's performance right in front of .you.

On the other hand, if yoti had a student virho was not doing
'b particularly well but the test showed that that student supposedly

had great ability, ydu started working on that student and sit down
with the student and say, "This test shows you are really very able
and you are not doing as well as you should. ' .

You talk to the parents and we, have to give themahelp and
provide outreach, guidance, so forth.

Now, I think that what we, are caOht in here is a conflict
between what I tbink is. the overwhelming pressure of the Ameri- .
can public now to use tests more and to tighten up against a
coalition of forces.

Some of it is part of a very good consumer movement but you
have trr'very carefully and make stireiyou are not destroying old
values with the new ones you are trying to create.

But also there is a movement in this country that is kind of
naive that believes if you *get rid of the tests you automatically
create quality. . .

-
If you get' rid of the yardstick, everything is equal, and I am not

making that up. I have been in major national debateS here in the
Capitol sporisored by the National Institute of Education and oth-
ers where prominent organizational 1eadefr.8 stood up and said te
rank people, so that somebody is first and somebody is second aid
somebody is third: That make§ people unhappy, et cetera.

Pwould say that we ought to be rather careful that we are not
overresponding to the views of, I think, very small groups that
believe that achievement should not be a purpose in the schools,
tiM the sdhools are designed for happiness or for play. or for
pleasure or for all sorts of other things. -

I certainly think we should try to make those in oui institutions
happy and try to make learning as pleasant as possible. Bgt we
ought to keep our eye on what sChools are about and what educe-

ig about. Achievement, of course, is a main part of it.
Now, it is our belief that a program which vsroulkT require the

kind of disclosure which is being proposed_here will destroy the
knowledge base that now exists. If you keep creating .new tests
each time because you can't give the one that, was given last time °
because you had to release it, you are not going to be able to tell
the public 10 years from now whether the SAT's went.up or down
because it will be a different te4 each time.

We think that is a very big price to pay, and we ought to think
,long and hard before paying that price. -

We are impressed with the evidence that making up new tests
constantly will substantially increase the costs. / .

0.. We are impressed with the evidence that. as these tests are
opened 'up and Ina& public that we Will defihitely further the
industry of' cram tourses and that we will in a sensebe deterrnin-
ing the. curridulum Of many of our schools .by making the passage
of these tests the major subject of study fo'r quite a period of tithe.

I would say that it is certainly open to .questions-whether any,&
these things.are going to help Elie rich tir the poor. I dont think the
evidence is in, and anyone who is gOing to support this on the basis
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that they knew what the answer is, I think they are develoPing
answers which are riot there yet1.

Now, just a point or s! this question of the way these tests are
aupposed to be reported in terms of race, in terms of ethnicity, in
term§ of sex, income, and so forth.

If yoU are going to have a research iSrogram, I would agree with..
pr. Howe, Who jusespOksk,abOut the dan&ers of that, and associate
mys.elf with the 'remarks Of Congressman l'ord.

If you want to conduct resew& into what it is that makeS
students not do as Well, you oUght to find out how often these
students moVe from one school to another, While they are with the
elementary schobl and secOnd'ary school, what the psychological
and social services were in the community; you might throw p.
something about the medicaFcare they received and the question of
how many hours a week they watch television.

If we are,going to. do some of the research, let's do some researCh.
But I am very worried that in deciding that these are going to 1:*
repotted on an ethnic beeis, for example, that we are hally deter-.
mining something. .' .

We are really saying that if year after year given ethnic groups
do poorry on certain questions, therefore those questions must be
Culturally biased and/ must be thrown out. That was one o the
debates I had with Dr. Mailand when he was Commissioner of
Education. . 4

1 What We:are going tO do is get the companies and testing outfits
to keep throwing out those questions which tend to separate. Some. .

do better, others dO worse, et cetera.
I think it is kind of a nonsensicat approach. It may very well be.

the questions of simple arithmetio or questions in the 'use of the
'language in a sophisticated way, that these skills because of past
discrimination and reCent entry into the country, language difficul-
tieg and so forth are not equally distributed at the present time,
but that does not mean that they are not valid questions to ask.

If we Fiqf through this procpss of getting rid of theie questions,
what we are really doing is destroying stendards and al adequate
testing program and. really politicizing it. We,will end up, I think,
the Public is not going to lose faith in tesiing because of this.

They will lose' faith in government and lose fa' h in eduCation
because they are not going to believe that we arX maintaining the
standards that they want. .

I 4ant to finally point to what is happenip in New York State,
that testing publis ers have made a decision there not to give
certain tests, not to provide reeults within that State. ,

There afe already members of the legislature in the State. wile
are rethinking legislation and there may very well be 'some
changes tare. 1 will .stop at this point just saying that I am not .

ready to sa5r that there are never under any circumstances, that we
should absohitely stay away fro/many legit:Upon.

I. think it Might very well be that after lengthy study on this
that there is some greater sprutiny to which these tests can be
subjected, but I don't like tile rush. The issues are very complex
and the cousequences are pretty serious, if. we 'Take a wrong
'mistake.
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I would hate to sit re with a list of actions which have been
taken in recent years bk e Congress in the name of advocacy and
consumerism which bob, *anged with all.the unanticipated conse-

,quences that are sitting th ,

There'are as many unanti ated consequences as in any of these
kother fields,`so I am here to tic e that you couldn't leok at this and
move very slowly.

Mr. PEYSER. Thank you, Mr. 8. ker, for frourtest1ony.
The Way we are going to prot is to gq throligh; panel and

then the member will have an op , nit sticitii
The ne# Witness is Dr. George Ja I As ciation .of

. Black Psychologists.
Dr. Jackson?

STATEMENT OF DJ GEORGE JAC NATIONAL ASSOCI- :
ATION OF.ULACK PSYCHOLOGISTS I3ANIED BY, ALVIS
ADAIR

Dr. JACKSON. name is Dr. Georg% J,acks, National Associ-
ation of Black Ps chologiSta, 1417 16thWtreet,` .; Washington, ,

D.C. I speak for e association. I am a profess& a HoWard
versify.

At the school of social work where I am currently :prOfessor
excuse me, Dr. Adair is also witii me from the assOciapok and will
be among the persona who willtanswer questions, if thereware any,
for us.

At the sdhool of social work we film out approximately 125
students a year with MSW's. We refuse to use standardized testing
as a means of looking at our students. Our students we would stack .

up against any group of students throughout the country.
One of the reasons, many of the reasons why we are successful in

what we do is because we do not countenance.falsehood.
It is our contention that to suggest that the standardized tests

are able to measure the aptitude of an individual, the aptitude of
an individual, even as a partial predictor, even as a partial prediC-
tor,.is a fallacy..

We believe that it is time -for the Federal Government to move
into the arena -because the test tompanies 'have been recalcitrant.
They have not behaved as honest scholars. indeed, they have at-
tempted to place within the marketplace insidious comparisons. .based on false assumptions. .
. The AssOciation of Black 'Psychologist:9 in 1969 decided to call for
a moratorium on the testing of oppressed people in this country. It
was, not a response to those individuals who said that black people
were inferior.

What we were addressing is the inherent nature of the tests
%itself. It was our contention thatand it is our contention now
psychometry in -its current condition cannot and does not measure
what it purports to measure.

if you are talking about prediction, which is what SAT, GRE say
they are talking abouts measure an aptitude which they are then
able to opredict from, if you are talking about prediction, rit is
incumbent upon the. person who has a theoretical formulation for

86
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doing this to deinonstrate not only prediction but a logital relation-.
ship between the predictor and the crittria.

You can use any variable- as a predictorHskin color, hair color, .
union Membership, et ceteralb terns of how people behave. So it
is incumbent to talk. about not Only prediction but also to talk.. in

. terms of the logical relationships.
If we talk in terms of prediction, and Ike use multiple equatiOn,

-as you. enter more predictors into the equation each..of Ayr compo-
nents decreaseqi in its pikdictability.

If you are talking about using correlations for cause and effect or
relationships :because of a statistic called the 'coefficient Of alien
ation which useS the Aandard deviation and square foot Of your
variables.

You need' to have over a 0.90 correlation before yo :can talk
about any significant degree of variance 'which is dekcribable. It
being describable to your Predictors under considration,..or as we :
put forth in 1969, there is an issue of what we call the Moderating
variable which suggests that when you make correlatiop*'Setween,
say, test scores and GPA in racist institutions, such as are all over
.this country, that 'you may be talkirig about not onlSr a correlation .

which is high because the twO yhriables aie related but because'
there is a third variable, a Moderating variable, 'a. racist curricu-
lum.

Thege and other things are what led us in 1969 to call for a
moratOriuM for testingithe dieadvantaged. I will not go through the
whole list of considerations. /

I would remind you again that/we also suggest that the assump-
tion of the norm' curve, as a -Measurable, as a measure Of continu-
ous variables of abilitY across ethniCsgroups, we regard as a fallacy.

So at the Very least it seems to me if companies are compelled to
place theit questions on the table annually, it will foster. It will:
compel a new . technologY within the psychometry industry,.. and
possibly we Might then throtigh 'tieing able tb get feedback and
knowing what the instrument is, "maybe eventually they will stop
deVeloping what might possibly be called the achievement test,
Which they are not either, instead of aptitude tests.

Some years agO, many years ago, in fact, the New Jersey Corn-
'mission for the tilind made it essential for a blind person to. take
the .SAT and to eCOve at some level, I don't know what, in order to
get Et scholarship to pay for blind persons' tuition, an& so on.
. I don't know how it hapPened; but somehow I was 2 years in the

university and suddenly someone noticed that I hadn't taken the
.SAT, and they called me up and said you have tO come ,in and take
the SAT in order to get a continuation of your scholarship.

rwas getting all A's at that time, excepting in religion, and went
down to take this tes,t,- which I later learned I flunked, so there I

- was moving into m junior year in college, full scholarship, A
average; and they w re telling:me the only thing we can, let you do
is take the. test ove again,

At I as ed, What are I going to do?" I was told, "Well, we don't
ritnow." .1 said, hat can I study?" They said, "We have a 'E'raille

bOokl t /we will- nd you which gives you some sample iteRts, but -

we c t tell yost what to do,", so I.did nothing. :
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The next year I took the test again in Braille and this time I got
a letter saying,.you passed it by such a margin, it can only be
called fantastic. I don't know how I passed it or flunked it, and I
.was unable to prepare myself.

There was another blind student who went through high school
with me who used to doVnathematical problems in his head. Unfor-
tunately, he took the test before he triea to go to college. He
flunked it.

He went to a faciory to work. I am not trying to suggest that
6people shouldn't mirk in factories, but he .was interested in going

o college.
' You might suggest that this is a one-persom example. It is a case
of one. My.experiences in higher education as a black psychologist,
as a musician, and as a politician at times indicates that this is
n ot.

In Newark, N.J., for example, in 1958 on first trial, not one black
student got into a college that year; that is, to the multiple criteria.

We talk in tei.ms of the test beingL,n objective indicator. We
would submit that the test is a psuedoscientific replacement for the
objective or the subjective racist attitudes which we black people
confront, and we would submit that the tests have been used to
exclUde us from admission.

;Yes, it is 'understood that there are ethnic differences. On most
of your psychometric tests, the mean performance for blacks as
compared with whites is one standard 'deviation below' the mean,
below the the white group in most of your standardized testing.

We would submit to you, we understand that we do not have
- education at the level that we would like td have it. We understand

that, but in this notion that the test brings the message and,
therefore, don't kill the messenger.

We submit that is a fallacy. We submit that the messenger is
trying to kill us, and we are not going to,let it kill us.

I think that we have to understand that it is not subjectivity
which determines what test items will be pulled, nor is it subjectiv-
ity which finally determines what a cutoff point will be.

It has never been determined. It has never been determined by a
college or university that they could show a relationship between
SAT, their grade points, 'and success in the world of work or
performance. .

It has been suggested that SAT's and other standardized tests
reflect what is going on in the schools. We say it does not. It does
not mirrOr what is going on in the schools. In o er woras, the tests
do not measure what tiiey purport to measure.

Therefore, to use them is a fallacy and' places a travesty and
dishonesty upon the young people of our country. In HoWard Uni-
versity we have a newly developed doctoral program 5 years in
existence. We do Rot use Ihe GRE.

We have students now, only one student has been lost for aca-
demig reasons. Stlappds at Howard University continually go up,
and sordoes the leve. of our students' performance.

It continues to go up.-,When I was the dean Of academic affairi of `
Essex County College in Newark, I was able to move, with the help

. of the faculty, lir nursing program .from almost losing its accredi-
,
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tation because of the scores that our aduates were getting on the
nursing teit.

1 fear we moved that group to receiving the highest score in
the State, and there was no relationship between the teits which
they recommehded we use as a predictor and the outcomes.

What we did was' we taught the students, and we taught them
not only the content, but we tiught them that they are important,
something which the tests say they are not.

At Seton Hall University, where I was the director of blaa'
studies, we brought in the students who 'had-the so-called nominal-
ly low SAT scores. Those students should not have been able to
perform in dollege if the tests were measuring an aptitude vAfich
we say the tests did not.

Within 2 years you could not distinguish those special students
from other students in the mainstream Of the university. And this
kind of activity where you have faculty and you have people believ-
ing in the fact that they can undo perhaps some of the damage
that was done in the public school system makes it possible for
people to function.

In conclusion, if we hid used as a criterion the black people who .
graduated from our black colleges and. universities who were
taught by black scholars who had a heritage of 'coming' from an
edticational system wlifich in fact was on a par, with anything that
we had -seen in this dbuntry, if a criterion group of that type had
been seledted, perhaps maybe we wouldn't have called for a mora-,
torium. But the test companies still do not do that.

I would have to aftw or disagree with Mr. Shanker, and I am
glad ta disagree with him because I can think of no person who ;
tried harder to hurt black people through Bakke.

It is very interesting that he and I are on opposite sides of this
issue, but we cannot judge issues by the company people keep, It is
just that I never thought I would,have an opportunity to say that -
so close to him after seeing him on television for many years.

Finally, ih 1975%the' Association of Black Psychologistsitecagniz-
ing diets the climate would not be conducive to continuing the

-Inoratoriuin, called for more than a moratorium. We calle4 in
various articles and publicationswe , called for truth in teSt g
laws.

Through thp offices of the National Association for the Advance-
ment of Coldted Peopje we-did sit many times at the table with
ETS and College Boards: They did acknowledge ,that these tests
'behind closed doors are culturally biased.

We called for more than a moratoriinn. We heartily endorse all-
aspects of this legislation.

Chairman PERKINS. Jaet me thankyou very mach.
Our next witness is Dr. D. Kay Clawson, dean, College of Medi-

Line, UniversitY of Xentu y.

STATEMENT OF DR. D. Y CLAWSON, DEAN, COLLEGE OF
MEDICINE, UMVERSITY PF KENTUCKY

Dr. CLAwsoN. I appreeiate the qpportunity of testifying here.
The 0,ollege of Medicine at the University of Kentucky was es-'

tablished in 1966, _specifically to AtCldress the issue of the. doctor
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shortage in the eastern part of the State and in some rural coun-
ties that had been traditionally underserved.

The purpose of my testimony today is to try and show you how
the- standardized MCAT has been an advantage to us in the admis-
sions process, and to caution you about what. I think would be tilt
dilatorious effects of this particular law which you go through on
the admissions.process to not only our college of medicine but to a
number of other ones in the country.

Let me say something about the admissions process into medical
education. Admissions policies are established by faculties in the
various colleges.

This committee usually compoled of basic anci clinical scientists,
practicing physicians from the cOmmunity, students, alumni, and
knowledgeable lay individuals are the ones that make the admis-
sions decisions _to,our khoots.

Chairman PERKINS. Have the students in ydur institution always
had input in the setting Up of standards?

Dr. CLAWSON. We have always had students on ,our admissions
committee, yes, Mr: Chairman, that is correct. We believe that if
you look at the varying criterion used, the MCAT is only one. 'We
give consideration th the accumulative grade point average.

We also use the MCAT in a positive way because we believe it
maximizes the objectivity and insures consistency and makes the
process more fair to all individuals. -.-

Let me tell You a little more about this process because we are
very well aware that a B grade in one collgge may have the same
staudard as an A or a C in another, and we have no way of
knowing tliis except in.the prejudicial mind of people who may be
sitting on this comfnittee or a faculty as to how they might weight
a college. -

In addition, we also know in a college there ar those instructors
who are called hard graders and also those, w o are called easy
graders and we have no knowledge about this.

The MCAT as it is now constructed and as it now works has been
am advantage to us in that we have been able to take students .that
might not for palt reasons be considered on the objective sense of
their grade point, their past performance to be competitive, to
undergo the medical curriculum, and-on the basis of scores that
they have received on the MCAT have made it fICI.

-P I would illtatrate two from the recent class: One, a boy from a
mountainous Pike County in Kentucky who had scored very poorly,
less than a C grade, in college. He went into the military and came
back tokcollege. Ile got better than a C. He started working as
orderly and then a respiratory therapist in a hospital environm t.
and had an excellent track record and still wanted to go to medical
school.

I can say without his performance on the'MCAT I don't think an
admissions committee would have looked at his academic perform-
ance and passed in a gbod pOsition.

Another man in Russell County oad a B-minus level perfor nce
but in grade point levels for admission he would not have ibeen
competitive and yet the MCAT which showed him scoring ip the
top 20 percentile was clearly the thing that tipped the Scale and
allowed him to the admissions process?

1.
8 6 s)
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So I have numerous illustrations like that I could go to, but I do
feel this particular test has been a great advantage to us.

Let me say something about the MCAT itself, We have been
talking about a. lot of other testa.that I know about, but I don't
know the details'. I know American medicine was very concerned
about the old MCAT and through our American medical colleges
-we have contributed over $11/2 million to do research-in and try to

d better tool, even though an,imperfect tool, as a standard-
ized- test, and that is what I call our new MCAT which was admin-
istered for the first time in 1977.

We think it is a much better test. Why we cannot:open up the
pool of questions is very sit-41e. We have-decided in the process of
doing this that we want the future physician, to have a very broad
education. Therefore, we have said that the questions we will teq

v

on will be from the normal first year of college categories and have
selected from that area the questioni and materiqj that we think is
broad based and essential and have the student coming from a
small college have the same opportunity as a student from a large
cbllege.

,

We hope we have don0 this in the process and the pool of
questions is very, ,very small: If we open it up, then we would have
to expand the pool and we would go back to a situation where
students Would be spending years studyipg certain scientific disci.;
plines in-order to pass the test and try'and cover the whole hocizon
rather than getting a broad education.

We think that is a wrong way to go. For thal reason we are'very
pleasedAwith what we have now been able to acconiplish in this
particuLr regard.,

What would' happen if the test Was opened up, I can tell you
probably what, would happen in medicine. I:go back to the days
when it was qpite different, when standardized testing was not as
readily available, and when you got in. by either who you might
know or bedause your father was from a particular background or
a particular school.

At this point in time, we do have-a good tool, one of many. The
grade point- average and the MCAT combined -in our institntion
only make up 60 percent. We look at humanitarian communities,
we look at how the Student has performed in social, religious and
other groups. We:look at' their background in athletics, art, music,
and other thingS. We give extra Roints for those coming from
underserved areas and underrepresented groups in medicine.

So we think we have a fair process of which the MCAT as it is
now constructed and as it is now applied is a very valuable tOol in
doing what I believe the proposer, Mr. Weiss, wants to accomplish
and. that is to getting underrepresented and underprivileged ones
into our medical school. 4

. If we aloe to lose itand go back to locally administered tests, thdy
won't be as good. This will be a burden and a problem for_students.
If we relY on the subjective judgment of the committee members *,
sitting around'the table, I have been through that for many;-many
years and I know how:helpful it is for me if I look at a student's
record and somebody bkr somebodies are, I think, unconsciously
discriminaling against s4mé of our students who for-economic rea-
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sons or for cultural reasons have elected to gO to one of the smallt
less prestigous colleges.

.

There is a psychologic thing in academia that might not give
, , them the same level of credibility as going to the Mote prestigious

institutions, and I can say, now wait admissions committee, take a
look at this. Look how this student really has proven he can
perform coming from one of these institutions.

I think it has been a great tool for us to accomplish the goals
that the bill wants to accomplish and for- that reason Lam very
much concerned abotit the deleterious effects this legislation as it
is particularly proposed right now would have on our admissions
process.

ThiLnk you.
[The prepared statement of D. Kay Clawson follows:]

. . ,
PREPARED. STATEMENT OF DR. D. KAY CLAwsON, DEAN,COLLEGE OF MEDICINE,

"is UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY \
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittiee:-I appreciate this'opportunity to

present testimony on H.R. 4949, "The Educational Testing Act of 1979. ' 1 am Dr. D.Kay Clawson, Dean of the College of Medicine at the University of Kentucky in
Lexington, Kentucky. AS you know, Mr. Chairman, our College was founded in 1960,
because Kentucky was a doctor shortage stdte, and one of our primary missions has
been to increase the number of physicians practicing in the Commonwealth; particu-larly in the eastern, mountainous area whiclr-has traditionally been underserved. _My testimony will be directed at the deleterious effects the proposed legislation
would impose. on our medical school's admissions process and will attempt to show
how the use of the standardized MCAT test has been of great advantage tO us in .

getting qualified rural and non-traditional students into medical school.
The University of Kentucky College of Medicine Lequires, as do 99% of this

nation's medical schools, the careful consideration of Cie New MCAT results as an(
integral part of the review, and evaluation of an applicant's credentials. If enected,
the test disclosure provision of H.R. 4949 would greatly impair the confidence placed
in the reliability of the New MCAT test results, and might eventually eliminate
their Use entirely. Many scholars and educators, have put in cOuntless hours of
extensive research and development to produce this very specialized examination.

'A few words about the medical school's admissions process may be in torder.
Admissions policies are' established by the faculties of the various colleges. The
selection process is performed by a Committee appointed by the Dean, consisting of
basic kience and clinical faculty, students, practicing physicians from the commuhi- ,

ty, and frequently, knowledgeable lay individuals and alumni. To be fully aware of
the implications this proposed legislaron would have on the utilization of the NewMCAT, and ultimately on the admissi process, it is important to.understand that
the evaluation of each applicant's c entials is a comprehensive and exhaustive
process. No single criterion determines acceptance to medical school. Since the
medical student, and ultimately the practicing physiciin, must possess a broad
range of personal and academic qualities,.the admissions decision is based upon the
Committee's best judgement of the applicant's possession of these,qualities. Addi-tiondlly, it is imperative that the process insures that these judgements are execut-
ed in a Manner which: (1) maximizes objectivity; (2) insures consistency in our
review and ultimately in our decision, while allowing for the uniqueness of each
individual as they establish their total record; (3) makes full and appropriate use of
all indicators of the applicant's previous academic achievement; (4) responds to
current and future societal needs; and (5) enhances the diversity of the academic
and personal backgrounds of the students in our medical schools to provide a
heterogeneous output of future physicians capable of providing a broad scope of
personalized services, as well as adequate numbers to enter into research andacademic ursui .

: At the Univer ty of Keptucky, we give maximum Weighting t the cumulativegrade point ave ge. Howver, we feel the MCAT is essential al to insure that,there are not quities as.in the CPA meurement, and to ident f students whomay, for one rea on or another, have had a poor semester or yea , but whose total
knowledge base is significantly .above what their grade point would indicate. I wouldlike to amplify on these two points. First gf all, a "B" grad7 poITtt performance in

. .,

.. 4
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one College may signal the same level of perfOrMance in another College as an "A"
or a :'C. Furthermore, there is no consistency even within a College; ilome instruc-

. tors are "hard graders," and other instructors are "easy graders." The MCAT, as it
is now constructed and administered, calls the attention of the Adinissions Commit-
tee to potentially strong students who, because of grading practices, may be over-
looked. Furthermore, and most important-for us iwKentucky, many of our students
go to smaller, less recognized institutions, ansl there is the constant danger that
subconsciously, or even consciously, Admissions'Committee members may weigh far
'more heavily the academic achievement of students who have gone to tjletradition-
ally well-known institutions; hence the very bright and capable student who fore
economic or socialreasons has selected one of eta, smaller schools, is penalized. The
weight placed on the MCAT gives this 'student an equal break with students' who
have attended more prestigiojs institutions. Secondly, it is frequently alleged that
too much reliance is placed ci a single test such as the MCAT. Howeve, I would
stiggest to the Committee that a student is equally, or at times more, severely

nalized by Weight placed upon a less well designed evaluation tool in the final
xamination of a required course, than oh the well constructed and administered
CAT.' The MCAT allows a student who has' had a bad experience to prove that he

has a greater knowledge base to prepare him for' the study of medicineehan is
. indicated by his grade point average. Two specific cases cotne to. mind Which, I
Believe, will illustrate my previous comments. Both students were applicants to.our
College of Medicine and both were accePted for admission.

The first student is frOm mountainous Pike County. This person entered the,
military after attaining less than a "C" average in one and one-half.years of college.
After his military service, he still did not perform that well in college, but he began

. $korking full-time in jobs as an orderly, pulmonary technician, and respiratory
specialist. He completed all college requirements for medical school, but with a lokv
grade point average. His competitive MCAT scores, however, were the added cogni-
five criteria which increased the Admissions Committee's level of confidedce in his
academic ability and potential. Other supportive documents, letters of recommends-

. . tion, and positive interview reports contributed to his selection. "
The second illustration I would present to further illustrate my point involves a

student* from rural Russell County. This student entered college as an engineering
major, one of the nmet difficult courses of study in the undergractuate curriculum.
His Performance iirthe first two yea ::fisfactoryabout the middle "C"
range, and his- final two years were the ,r . His cumulative perforinance,
nevertheleis, was too low, to be co petitive with ot ical school applicants.
Once again, the Medical College A mission Test proved inva able in assessing his
academic credentials. The candid 's MCAT scores placed im in the top 10-20
percentile of all candidates taki the exam. Without this ndardized 'examine
tion; he would have had littip ch ce for admission. ..

While I have streseed the w hting of the grade point aver e and MCAT scores
for this testimony, I want e Subcommittee to recognize th t in the ltdmissions
'process, many non-cogn e characteristics are identified an ven almost equal
weighting to the cognitive dimensions. These characteristics inclu. (1) humanitar-
ian, cultural, service, or religious activities; (2) premedical recommendations; (3)
interpersonal, grOup, club, or social accomplishments; and (4) vocational pursuits,
artistic, athletic, or professis nal achievements, residence in physician shortage
areas, and minority status.

Before I aniplify move on wh I believe this law would destro tlbe unique value of
the New MCA.T and severely ci promise fairness ip, the ad ns process, I would .
like to reiterate several po ts ade by .Dr. John A. D.-Coo he medical schools
of this country, through t ssociation of kmericah Medics Colleges, have invest-
ed approxithately $1.5 m in in an unprecedented review of the admissions testing
grogram and the .and development necessary to have a 'tore relevant,

nitive test. is has tzulted in the new MCAT. As you know, it was first
inistered in pill of 7 and was the result of a comprehensiie review apd

rating of the r tive ci tent Iprerequisites of over 150 medical school faculty
members. It is ext Po I r the members qf the Subcommittee to recog-
nize that all subjects cove a ormal.oneltar introductory courde in biology,
chemistry and physics are not ted. Only specific topics within each of these
science disciplines have been' ted and these topics are published in order for
students to prepare for t . It is equally important to emphaske that questions
designed to test the ip cs within'the disciplines must be limited to the depth of
coverage normally i olved In a first-year undergraduate colle e course. The deci-
sion to limit the con nt coverage was made consciously and de therately to &scour-
age students from taking all of their undergraduate experience in specific science
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disciph'nes, the antitkesis of a broad undergraduate education. Wheirspecific.ques-
,tions anci.answers mugt be disclosed, a.severe constraint is Placed upein our ability
to.develop and administer a reliable test.. The requirement of H.R. 4949 to disclose
test items would, thus, prevent out testing program from maintaining its present
direction and specificity. If proposed legislation is lowed, it would certainly destroy
the .important elements and direction the New MCAT 'test haw taken, it would
undermine the confidence the Admissions Committee members place in it as a tool .

for admission, and it would certainly Make the admissions proCess more subjective.
Furthermore, this requir'ement could potentially lead to:the development of local
tests Which would increa§o the burden on candidates with.limited resources and
there Would be 'no assurance of the samestandard of 9uality. While the MCAT is
only one dimension of the admissions process, it is an important,dne in assuring

' fairness in the admissions Process to all students. It is welt known that such things
. as personal recommendations presented.to the Admissions Committee are sought, by

the applicant; therefore the process of self-selection most certainly influences the
nature of the submitted recomm ndations. Grading and evaluation practices vary
Considerably ambng and within rldergraduate colleges and universities, and it is
tota4 inipossible to think that Admissions Committees can be aware of the various
differences. Moreover, preconc ivad-ldeas in the minqs of Admissions Committee
Members could prejudice theq against, very desirable applicants. When discrepan-
cies arise and reduce the im rtance or ilny orie of these 'sources of information, it
may present an applicant iq an unfavorable light..Withoutt.the reliability of the
New 'MCAT. 4, predict that Imedical schOol admission committees will be slowly
forced to rely on more' subj ctive and highly ambiguous information in reaching
admission decisiong. I, there re, respectfully urge the members,of the Subcornmit-.
tee to carefully examine the claims made by those ih :support of this t3rlae of

.

legislation. There is an abundance .of cliches regarding admissiond -tests that is
almost totally unsupported bficept by anecdotal evidence. I do not see how the
peovisions Of this bill will.achieve the desired results of those proposing it. Minor-
ities and those of nontraditional backgrounds wilHose the opportunity the MCAT
has give em to demonstrate cognitive abilities at a level which en bles them to
proceed i to and through medical school. I strongly reco mend th' this Subcom-
mittee report negatively on H.R. 4049. I sincerely thad as Chairman, for the
opportunity of expressing my great concern regar this piece of legislation.

Most sincerdy,
D. KAY CLAINSON,A.D.,

Dfan, College of Medicine.
University of Kentucky.

Chairman ktiticiNs. All right. We will get around to the question-.
ing in a few minutes.

Our ,next witness is Dr. David 'Gastfriend, Chairnian of the Com-
mittee on Medical Education, American Medical Student Associ-
ation.

'STATEMENT OF DAVID GASTFRIEND CHAIRMAN, MEDICAL;
EDUCATION COMMITTEE, AMERICAN MEDICAL STUDENTS' AS-
SOCIATION

Mr. WsurruEND. Thank you for that error, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, first of all I am

. grateful .fOr the opportunity to testify on the Educational Testing
Act of 1979, H.R., 4949:

My name is David R. Gastfriend. I am a resident of the State' of
Pennsylvania, a graduate, of Haverford College, and presently a
medical student in the fourth. year at Jefferson Medical College in
Philaderphia.

I speak about testing with a relatively fresh recollection of the
'scholastic aptitude test (SAT) the old medical college admission test
(MCAT) and as recently as 2 weeks ago the tests of the national
board of medical examiners (NBME).

I also serve the American Medical Student Association (AMSA),
,as national coordinator of iti; committee on meclical education. This
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committee convenes theistudenf representatiies to curriculum com-
mittees at all U.S. med4al schools.

AMSA is comprised of over 20,000 duesIxtyffig medical students
<and is dedicated to the improVement of medical educ'ation, health
tare ;and health care delivery. It holds the belief that access to
basic health care is not a privilege but a right.

Our commitment and expertise in the healli care problems of
rural AMetica is recognized by, HEW in that 'MASA. has been the
contractor for "et summer program .of the National Health Serv-
ices Corp.

.

In the past 4 years, AMSA has been increasingly COncerned over..
the issue of standardized testing, particularly w regard to the
NBME which publishes the instrument mOst widgili used in medi-
cal licensure.

yre hold a seat on the board of directors of the NBME and' have
participated vigorously in recent investigations of these tests:This
testimony, however, will be- related primarily to tests utilized in
medical school admissions, i.e, the MCAT.

Let us begin with the assuinption that, the role of this legaslation
is to protect, riot the, standardized tests, but this society which
Makes use Of the tests. Therefore, consider not whether this bill
will have ah adverpe effect on publishers of the tests, or even on
educators.

Instead, we address oursetks lo whether the present situatio%
creates adverse influences on education, or whether society and
those seeking:education stand to benefit from this reform:

While the /Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC)
contends that the MCAT is not a sole criterion in the selection of
America's future doctors, this is wily a partial truth. Since the test
scores are utilized to screen applicants out, for many thig is the str

equivalent of a sole criterion.
I personglly, have known many otherwise highly-qualified preme-

dical studentS, I could tell at least two stories about graduate
students in theA0m, &al sciences who were, sufficiently 'qualified
to be emPloyed Wthedical schools to teach medical students, yet
who were clearly told by advisors and admissions officers to retake
the MCAT because their scores would preClude,accePtance.

Bq I think there are flaws in citing What may turn Out to be
exceptions, even though they might have personal relevance and
we may benefit mire by citing comprehensive studies that have
.been made on'the tests.

This is' a problem on 'MCAT because 2 years ago the test was
changed. I would like to go into what problems we cited as the
need for that change. I think the opinion of studen : ay be borne
out in ther next 2 .or 3 Years by the studieS that the c ange is not as
significant as the Association of American MediCal lieges might .

have us believe.
The AAMC hoids that the tests are 'essential to determine who

will be the best doctors, that they are designed to predict how well j
a student will perform in medical school and later as a, practicing
physician..
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Actgally, medical educators have disputed this among them-
selv,eg for the.past two decades," and recent research has shown °
"that there is no significant correlation between MCAT scores and
performance as a physicia3.3 -

One study which I cite, conducted at the University ok Missouri-
Columbia School of Medicine, reported, concerning admissions, and
I quote:

TyPically, GPA and MCAT scores are used for this screening process. 'As the
screening device becomes more restrictive,. possibilities exist that students with
othewlesirable characteiistics will be eliminated fiom the applicant pool.

Neither of the cognitive measures, college GPA's or MCAT scores, correlated
significantly with internship letter ratings after four years of medical school.
(Exhibit A.)

Another study from the University of California, Berke ly, stated:-

It must be concluded that ratings of internship performance for these students
' were not related to and could not be predicted by MCAT scores ' ".4 (Exhibit B.)

This report ever; found that CAT scores tended to be negatively
related to ratings of the youngf doctors by their superiors. Therp-
fore, the point is made ,that em hasis on these tests is not useful, ,
and. May even be detrimental in the selection of our future phj,si-
cians.- . .

here is further evidence on this issue. A major study of the
M prior to its revision, conducted by the AAMC itself, found
that TMCAT 'performance was significantly related to race, and
satec that: . , ,

An dmissions valicy.based exclusively on CPA's and/or MCAT scores would
prop° ionlitely excude minority applicants from medical education.s (Exhibit C.)

T is' is troubling, particularly since these tesjs. historically -
emerged in the search for equality in education, and objective
sandards held the promise of rewarding ability, selecting purely
on the basis of merit, without regard to racial or any other preju-

, dice.
6.4 Now, we learn that the Objective instrument itself may have an

inherent bias. Thus, many admissions officers fOund it -necessary to
create separate criteria for the admission of those students who
could best serve the 'needs of the society. Meanwhile, those students
selected by the tes arthe best and the brightest' may not have
been the best for so ety. '

. What are the its of this proposed reform, however, because
since these tests h ve been shown to have problematic and possibly
detrimental influe es on the selection of new physicians, we will
let that 'stand as a rimary concern, and not elaborate on second-
ary issues such as whether the bill will injure the reliability,
validity ot economic expediency-of the tests.

However, regarding fiscal implications,J would like to state as a
medical student that when a test will determine the course of the

. Gottheil, E., and Michael. C.M., Predictor Variables Employed in Relearch on the Seloction
of Medical Students. J. Med Educ. 32: 131-197, 1957.

3Gough, H.S.. Hall, W.B., and Harris. R.E., Evaluation of Performance in Medical Trai ng, J
Med Educ, 39:' 679-694 1969.

'Murdea. It. Galloway, GM:, Reid, J.C.. and Colwilt J.M. Academie and Persohal P ictors
of Clinical Success in Medical School, J Med Educ,.53: 711-719, l978.

4Kegel-Plo. P., Predicting Supervisor. Peer and Self Ratings sof Intern Perinrmance, Med
Educ, 50: 813-815. 1975.

'Waldman. B., Economic and Racial Disadvantages as Reflected In Traditional Medical School
Selection factors, J Med Educ, 52:. 961-970, 1977'.
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rest of mY. life, the price of it is the least of my worries, and. I 'have
yet to hear, a fellow student haggle over the cost of an exam in the.

hopes. of a discount. .

Indeed, let us copsider whether the constituency, the student arid
the Public; stands to.gain from this reform. There are three Student
needs which ar4 iiddressed by this bilk'

. One: A need for feeback;
Two: A need for equal ..opportunity. for test preparation; and
'arm A need for input and- partioipation in the evaluation and

p olicy determination process. Let me begin with feedback.
When you think about feedback, you might wonder, for,,what

, God forsákeri reason would 'a student seek feedback on a test after
sitting through 2 solid. days Of riearly 1,000 tffigtiple-choice ques-
tkins? What could be. more tiresome. than to then rev&ew all tobe
answvs you might ask:

The problem here is that you are lookhuri from the perspective
, of one Wild has done' well. lkok again, bu om the other perspec-

tive: Upon seeing your scores you tyiv.\ realiZe that you-riiiy well
fail to gain, adTmttance to the college of your choice, or you may

. . fail to gain admittance to medical school entirejy this year.
'If you are dedicated to the aspiration of becoming a doctor, you

:" certainly warit that feedback bitchy.. Xou will'Avant to kilo* the
-Ikeakriessest in' you': kriOwledge base,,your patitigr, your domprehen-
, sion-antl interpretive SkillS; We' knOw Students want this fbedback.
We know bedause they pay for kt: . .

. : The 'many students who seek out 'corritriercial 'preparative
.. courses, paying as much as $500 to learn this :Flame information,

Often from pirated Or verbatim-memorized test' items, in hoPei of
tO 100-Point imprOveinerits on SAT or MCIT seems, these stud

. dents and many more seek the *ery feedback This legislation would
prOvide.

However, at the Piesent tiine, Only certain Wi :den* can afford
these luxuries. Release of thjs information wouN tend to equalize
the opportunity for ,students to prepare for these tests since eVery
student vtpuld have access to a"' Pool of Standard questions and
correct -anAwers from which to Pretest and . review perforinance..

Finally,' there is the problem of accounlability and diversity of
input into the policy determinations of tesi-giblishers. Educational
testing servide (ETS) reports that " .1" authority concerning its
operations is dispersed among sponsors, committees, professional
associations, staff and institutional users."1

Yet, considering the immense effect of this cOrpotation on the
lives, and careers of 'students, students are notably omitted_ from
any stich role at ETS, Ne.believe that both students and the public
have a necessary . add legitimate role in, policy determination
among educational testpublishers,

In AMSA's experience with the NBME, this role is not easily
accomplished bY the presence of a token tepreSentative on* a corpo-
ration's board. Access to information may/ provide a more tangible
route.

L would Venture that with the information that this reform
would make available,. individual students, student groups such as

Fretner, J. and Irby, A.J., Why Should Some Tests Be Secure?, paper presented at the Spring
Conference of the National.Cosortium on Testing, Arlington, Va., April 1979.
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AMSA, independent research Warns, consumer interest grOupi3, et
cetera, woUld find it easier to examine the policy, manifest in these
tests and these groups would be able to make more active anti valid
contribtitions in this area.

To summarize the points I am bringing to you, there is evidence
that the MCAT is not essential to the selection of good physician
candidates, although it may too often be used as if it were essential
and its use is not helpful in selecting future Aysicians, although it
may be detrimental.

.

ftThis is the essence of our concerns. And economics, reliability,
and validity only serve to cloud the issue.

Students clearly want feedback on these exams which influence
the course of career and life. .The Congress should act to equalize
currebtly available advantages in commercial ciam courses by prot-
viding actual test responses and corrections directly to stbdents.

The public needs more data and better means of scrutinizing the
tegt industry so as to addresS the very types of discrepancies dis-
cussed above.. For these reagonS, the Alnerican Medical Stud&
ASsociation supports the principles of H.R: 4949-. .

Thank you. -

[Material submitted for the recOrd follows:1
4.
.j

'
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EXHIBIT A.

and Personal Predictors
Of Clinical Success in Medical School

Robert Murden, M.D., Greg M. Galloway, M.D.,
John c. Reid, Ph.Th and Jack M. Colwill, M.D.

, 4

AbstradAdmis*ns intervieW data and college academic credentials of five classes
of University: of Missouri-Columbia medical stUdents were evaluatell as possible
predictors . of clinical 'success. Those students who were judged by admissions
interviewers .tO have bigblevels of maturity nonacademic achievement motivation,
or 'rapport were approximately two tO three times as likely to receive outstanding
internship recommendations as those without such p&sonal characteristics. Under-
graduate grade-point-average bad a smaller but nevertheless significant relationship
With clinical suicess as* measured by internship letters. These data Suggest that
additional emphasi.s during selection' upon applicants' personal charaCteristics would
baVe enhanced the clinical, success of these students.,4

Annually adinissions committeei at each
. of the nation's medical Schools face the.

difeCult task of seleeting class from a
huge pool of highly qualified applicants.

,moSt schools this process begins by
screening out candidates who have lower
grade-point averages (GPA) and Medical
Cotege Admission Test,(MCAT) scores:
Committee rembers then interview the
reMaining diandidates. tinally,. admis-
sionscommittees select those candidates
percelVed to be most outstanding, using
as.sejection criteria data on both aci-

t
'demic, and personal characteristics 'ob4 .

Dr. Murden and. Dr. Galloway. formerly medi--
. cal stUdents at the. University.Of Miuouri.Coluni-

bia, aretcurrendy resident' physicians at the. Univer.
sky ofTexas Medical Branch-Galveston, and the

.-UniversitY of Iowa Colieso.of Medicine, Jowl City.
respectively.et. Reid is professor of education and

...Dr. Coiwill is chairinan . of the. Department of
Familrand CoMmunity Medicine at the University
of MissouriColumbia School of Medicine..

64-004'0 - 00 60 :

tained from application forms, letters of
reference, and interviews.

The effectiveness of selection processes
should be demonstrated th;Ough high
cdrrelations of each of the selection' cri-
teria with success in medical school.
Many studies. however, have demon-
strated little or no correlation of various
admissions parameters with academic
sticcest in medical school.'

Typically, investigators have reported
:low correlations of GPA with perform-
ance in the first two years of medical
school and even lbwer correlations with
cliniCal performance. Despite'.these low
correlatiOn$, GOA in most studies has
been the best single predictor .of subse:

,cluent medical school performance (1. 2).
W.001.11mgelloPtimaisil9=1,000Nalioutia

wieupseporkirammeNruidlessoriross,
idiot* gavaillaieleiverirmammo0(3, 4),'

`r"
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he greatest value of the MCAT te has

%teem to screen oul those with low scores
who are more likely to have academic
difficulty. (5). llowever. with today's sur-.
plus of all .but :minority candidates, the
issue is" how to select Outstanding cam&
dales rather thanhow to screen out high,
risk applicanti..

Relatively few researchers have exam-
'ined Ihe:relationships of admisSiOnSinter-

. view data and, meTheal School -perform-
ance. tilittheit and Michael (3) described

impaisliskd study .hy A. W., Ihird,
who reptIted a correlation of .39 be-: tweet'. interviewer's perceptions of appli-
can(s personality and first-year Inedical
school:grades. Gough; Hall and Harris..
(4)..sludying III students. found a low
correlation mf between.overall admis-
sions intukjo ratings and Overall grades
-in mediWichool. Richards anti Taylor .
(6), using 65,thah medical students, re-
ported correhniims from .1.0 to .32 he-

tween admisSions interview Wimp and
gratles in madkal School.. Johnson (I)
ohtained a correlation of .17. between'
overall interview ratings and climulative
medical School grade average of 399 Syr-
actise students, Mensh (8) reported that
neither interview Ma nor. college grades
corilluted. Wid; elinkal grades- at UCLA
"School of Medicine;

At least to a degree these low eor-
relathms may result from methodological
yficplties. .For example, admissions
tkiininittees seek ekndidates with high-
CPA. If all selecli:a apPlicants intd
rPA of 4.11, ,the eorrelation. for tat
grotT,with.any outettrite measUre would

.be zero: Thus, .when sell:cam is based
kiwñ a predictor, the scielAion restricts
the range of the predictor. Consequently,

o later efforts to demoostrate a eurrelatkin
of that predictor With success can only
yieldiowered coo-Maims.

Further. multiple factors probably eon-
'While .10 InetlicYl selwill performance. If

leadership were such a facktr. an achnis-
sinus committee might select a student.
With strong leadership characteristics
even thhugh his OPA might be' low.
Success of this student, in medical school
would further contribute to low correla-
tions of OPA with academic success,
Antall& contributor to low correlations
is low reliability of either the predictor or
the criterion meastire. Such might occur
when GPAs at different colleges reflect
'different levels of achievement (9) or
when the 'Performance criterion is unreli-
able.

Thus, the best assessment of the im-
portance of various piedictors. would re-
Aptire:randoni selection without regard to
the predictors to-be tested, high Miabil-.
ity in nicaftrement of the predictors. and-
high reliability and validity of the per-
formance mauve. It is little wonder that
correlations in past studies have. been
low.

While the absence of a significant cor-
relatiOn of an adniissitin variable. with
medical school perforinaiwe may hot.rule
out its value as a selection variable, it
th,nis suggest' that selection of studPnts
with still higher scores on the variable
will not inerease further the quality of the
class. Ctinversely. the presence of a, sig.
nifkant correltilkm, even when small.,
Suggests that added emphasis on the pre-
diettie may well irease the quality of
the class. '

The impose of this.paper is to report
the .relationships oLjneasures of personal
characteristics and of college' aeademie
.performance with clinieal success, men-

lured by internship.ktters, of University
of Missouri-ColuMbhi mediCal' students _
four:years later: ,.

Emphasii it.given to the' degree. to ...
"which the specifie personal characterisliCs,
of "Maturity," "nomicatfenik achieve
,ment," "rapport," and "inotivMkin for
Medidne:7: as judged by. admissions in-
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PretIkturi tliniol .SatecesilMtentest et al. 713 '
terviewers, were !clot ql to clinical per- rapport,.-and motivation for medichw.
formance. PreVious si
lame of the admissio
(nett overall interview
ratings of specific

ies of..the impor- The-interviewer rated each ofthese chor-
s interview have acteristics on a fiVe-point scale front 2
alings rather than to +2 based upon the degree to Which he

mal characteris- felt the characteristies either.enhanced or
ties. Significant corre tutns between rat-
ings of. specific personal traits.and-clinical
.perfogrance four yeati later would sup. .

port the value of the interviewing process
'and Justify efforts todevelop more objec-
-five ineasMes of these predictori

Also of interest was Whether measures
of pt. sonal traits .could assist admission
committee- members in selecting -the
strongest 'candidates for interview. Typi-
cally CPA and MCAT scores have 'been
used to screen candidates for tlw inter-
view. however, some authors have sug-
gested that raising the CPA level netes-
sary (or acceptafice, without considera;
lion of personal traits, Will not necessarily
increase the tjuality of the claw47, 10).
A icreening process based both -upon .

cognitive factors and personal traits
might, enhance the fluidity of students
broUght to interview. .

Procedure

Admissions data, including college aca-
t1::mio performance and interview ratings,
were analyzed for five' medical classes
(458 students) etitefing the University of
Missouri-Columbia School of Medicine .
froM 1966 to 1970. Sixteen students
were dropped for &endemic reasons.-

...withdrew voluntarily, or luid not gradu-
',Med byJune 1974,

During This periog all applicaats froik
'MiSsouri and a screened portion of out-.
Ittf-stalc apnlicants 'were interviewed
dividnally by three members of the ad-r.

4, "Missions .comniittee. Each. intervkwer
d the stUdents total file, including

aflilicalion materials, college transcr.ipts,
M 'AT scores; and letters of. reference,

ach.candklate was rated on the traits
of Murky, nomicationic iehieventent,

detracted from the candidacy .of theap- .

plkant: Those admitted fell qn a three-
ptiint scale front 0 to +2 witlf90 percent
being rated either. 0 or . Students
rated zero on.any of the ft traits were
regarded as having "it .nhancing"
qualities-stilh respect lo th trait, those
rated from 0 to 1 tvere regailled id having
"enhancin( quolilies, and .tho4. rived
from 1 to 2 were . viewed as having
"highly enhancing" finalities..

Personal churacteristics were nOt pre
cisely defined ftir the CoMmittee; How-
ever, weekly three-hour Ineelings of the
coMmittee to discuss and Selo appli-
cants created informal operational Jeri-
nitionS. .

Nonacademic achievement was broadly
defined for the committee as "leadership
activities. ..aceomplishments-, and other
measures of nonacatlemie success." Sue-
cess in college extra-curricular activities
was uSually the basisfor committee mem-
bers feeling that nonacademj5 achieve-
mem enhanced the candidacyof the.ap-
Plicant.

In this paper dm-performance criterion
is -the internship valuation letter pre-
pared on lkhalf of each graduate by a. la-
ment-bur Internship Advisory Committee.
This comniittee estimated I student's fu-
ture. success ilk an. intern * classifying
the' student into one of four 'categories:
"A74recommended With enthusiasm, IV!
strongly recontmended. "C"-. recom-
Mended with -confidence, and "P", ree-
ormnended with 'reservation. Since,only °
seven of 1111 442 were in the 1) category,
they wereadded to the C category in this'
study.

The.coMmittee met weekly during fall
months to &view and modify draft cval-

.

.
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tuition letters prepared by 'individual'
. .

rOmmittee members. Lach comMittee
. itlilinkr advised eight -to 10 students and

flid responsibility both tivounsel those'
stubents regarding internships.and to pre-

.

pare the 'initial draft of the evaluation
idler The committee us a whole, having
available tip draft 'letter,. the student's
file, and usually a.persunal knowledge.Of
the student, voted on the level of recom-
mendation. Inasmuch as the commilke
used clerkship evaluations as part of the

'information to tate students, these clerk-
ship evaluations correlated betwee9 .68
and .77 with internship letters. lefie.stu.
dents were .rated ou their clerkships in
the following areas: clinical knowledge,
.hasie understanding of medical princi-
pies, manu'al and personal skills, atti-
tude.s..and desirabilityas aliouse officer.

Further, unrelations of admistions
data with each of the clinical clerkship

enures were nearly identical to corm.-
ations of admissions data with the intern- .
hip letters. Thus, the findings reported'

J here would have been similar had 'clerk-.
ship measures been.used us performance
criteria instead of internsfdp letters. Cor-
relations in this paper are SpearMan rhos.

FIndingi
Table I lists in decreasing order correla,
tiOns of personal traits and academie cre-
dentials with clinical performance.- As
generally noted in previous studies, over-
altcmielations are snuill.diloillomiadla
0800101.10414110118eami1s1 osti1 ary

.$46000almownwoopisiolosiihnowlral
galas1*Jamslosiiikinftwaihipisiloss**0
lamireismkposemOsemlisolaisedii. On
the other hand, ratMgs by admissions
interviewers of the personal charactas-
tics of .mgturity, :nonacademic .achieve-
men1;mdtivation kir asedkine. and rap-
ist. nrcorrelated significantly 9.441t the in-
ternship letter, atIng (p ,= .0003).. -.

Vol.. 53, Sirrikaki 1978

Maturity, otivation, and rapport
seemed to form a constellation in the'

eyes of the interviewers, with maturity
correlating ..60 and .59; respectively.
with motivation,and rapport. Motivation
correlateIl with rapport .49 .(p .0001

for all three correlations). Age was not
correliited.with maturity (r =. (il). Non.
academie achievement correlated with
the constellation of niaturil.y; rapp)rt,
ind motivation..30, .40, and .24 respc-
tivcy < .0001 (or all Three).

.1.0w:correlations noted in Table I may
simply reflect the fact that students were
slected from a narrow portion of the
total applicant pool on that variable.
Consequently, comparison of applicants
rated highest .and lowest on admissions
variables might more effectively demon-.
'straw the predictive value 'of the vari-
ables. Such a comparison is reported in
Table 2:.Students with highly enhancing
levels of Maturity', nonacademic achieve-
ment, and rapport were two to .three
times more likely to receive A .internship
letters' than those without enhancing
levels.. (Two-by-two chi squares'on.these
three variables' with A and C letters ver-
sus highly enhaneing and nonenhanCing
qualities yieldedsignificant levels of .less
than ..p02 (in all three.) High and low
OP.A and M.CAT scores did not,discrim-
intik: significantly. betWeen A and C let-
ters.' -

Combining two or mdre relatively un--
related predictors might further discrimi-
nate between A. altd C letters. Because
ratings of GM and elicit of the pqrsonall
characteristies showed .. little correlation,
the investigators compared the combined
effects of each of the personal character- .

istks and GPA its predielors of internship
letters. Table 3 includes fohr three-by-
three-by-thee tables of internship .ktter
categoriesitbulated by levels of GPA'.
one table each for maturiti. nonacademic

,
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. TABLE 1
Cs/Meadows et Admiestees. Preekters MIA InternaMp Letters el 4341/n1-

varsity of Missouri-Columbia Medical Students Entering 11144 le 11176
Spe

. . Person annan

Maturity
Rapport
Nonaeademk achievement
Motivition
Science Gradc-Puint Average
Medical CnIlegt Admisaion Test

.22!

.22'

.18'

.111

.08

Verbal Ability .04

Quantitative Ability - .01
Science - .03

Age - .04

p <40103.

2ABLE 2
impact el 141gh' And 1.6w' 'Measures el Admissions Prodders en Intern-
ship Letters el 436 University of Minewl-Columble Medic& Students

Entering 1N4 tp 1870

715

Category

Maturity
Highly enhancing
Nonenhancing

Nonacademic achievement
Highly enhancing 122
Ninienhancing 118

Motivation
Ilighly enhancing 128
Nonenhancing. . 90

Rapport I
Highly enhancing 199
Nonenhancing 34

roial GPA
3.5 or eve,
3.0 of under

Science MCAT .
6® or ova
470 or under

Total Gfoup

No of Percemage of Leiters',

Students A B C

145 33 42 23
78 10 38 . 51

35 40 25

40

30 41 . 28
17 39 44

33 . 40 27
13 39 46

115 31 33 36
180 19 42 39

".

88 26 36 311

,53 21 30 30

.442 24 42. 14

Letter ratings: A recommended with enthusiasm. 0-d strongly fecotnmendcd,
..and C recommended.

.

. _2-- \

achieveMent, motivation fqr Medicine,
and rapport.

The following paragraphs describe the
statistical analyses used to evaluate the
relative contribution of GPA and each of

. .

the four personal characteristics (Tabk
3). In Table 3 GPA has been divided into
low, medium, and high levels, and each
of the four personal characteristics has
been categorized as nonenhancing, en-

.
0. .

(1.
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. TAR" 3
The Relation of Werner* Letter, Pereoriel ChereelerfetIce.-41nd Outdo-Point Averages. for 435

University of Mieloutt-Columble Mettleal Students' Entering 1969 to 1970
. Griulepoini A.craac.
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1 00 or,iler 3 or to 3 49 511 of Ova

Intern.hip Ixtter (*Waffles .

P6,11.--Actioura I lighty
' Initance Enhanca

Maturity
. Noodle, of murIon- .

Perventagpvtietwo.
. A

-11

f
141111110:1141v1111t achirnoanunl

Nurolwr f modem%

l'Orcolaii; of Odium
A
0

-Mormalkor
Numb:3 of Ouilents
PoLeolato: ilik.14:11crs

A

C

Rapport
NinthI iii sludrinn
Km:mop of knras

A 0
45
53

For kner noinp. ru Ishic 2 fuoInOic.

31 88 57

3

35

111 25

42 47
40 28

MS* rhtunr
11;;Atil't 1 iduntc Ifilhanct karbec

28 . 86 61 19. 38 21

LII-
111114,V

25

36

39

21

48'
31

31

48

21

0 37

47. 32

53 . 32

56

19

26

50. 82 . 44 46 81 48 22 31 311
4

- 16 12 311 .. 22 . 23

46 41 34 33 48 54

38 43 36 46 28 15

- 36 89 51 . 36 1111 51 18 40 26

14 16 '24 19 26 27

42 43 41 36 . 48 49

44 . 42 33 44 26 24

18

41

41

It
28
41

50
27

23

22 84

.

17 32 50

39 32 fr....,
44 35 27

601 211 67 86 12 '26

33 13 33 ' 8. 19

311 51 7 45 42 38

35 3.4 22 , 511 42

17 22
411 46
43 32

huncing, or highly enhandng. In general,
the higher; the applicant Was rated on
CPA. anJ personal characteristics, the
higher was.the internship letter rating.

The extremes of OPA.and each of the
personal charaeleristks clearly demon-
strate the ce1Mbirled 1111101c1 of these pre-
diciors.. For exumple..only three percent
of the applicaots with4low GPA ond
Unenhaneing levels of matnrity received
.A letters. while 56 percent with (WA
greater than 3.5 and markedly enhancing
maturity reeeived A letters.

To coinpare statistically the umthimid
effcets of GPA and.Maiurity on intern-
ship letters. the first part of Table..3 wps

:analyzed as though it were ii three-by-
nine Ole, The data yielded a ehi-s4are

51 '
22
27

o( 47.55., p < MOM. Thus, OPA and
maturity combined had a significant Ma-
tionship with internship ratings. The next
step was to- test the contributiyo
writ), to the internship letter independent

'hot GPA. When cells differing in (WA
alone were Aided, a three-by-three table

of internship letters by matusity rulings
resulted. A eV-square (4 dl) on this
three-by-three table was 21.89, p =
.04812. Thus, maturity ;thine had a signifi-
eant rdationship..iith internship ratings.
.The chi-square (4 df ).of 21..89 for maw!
rity when subtracted from the overallyhi-
square (16 dI) produced a chi-square (12

. of 25.66 (1). .112) (11). The lust %Ad-
square represented the impact of OPA
on internship yteis after maturity. had
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heels. accounted for. 'Elms;
significant predictor of thetint
ter (p < .02). though less so
rity (p < .0002k. A better, though less
common. test in this situatiorris Kendall's
tau for ordered contingency tables (12);
it produced similar results. but with p <
OMMI03 for the relationship of maturity

pmd internship letters..
Analyses.. of the effect of ihe other

three personal variables. mmacadenfic
achieveinent, Inotivatim and rapport to
GPA and internship ratings were carried

'out in a similar manner-. . .

For nonacademic. achievement the
oVerall chi-square *(16 df) was 36.54, p <
.00.3. indicating that the eOmbined effect
of GPA and ratings of nonacademic
achievement had a significant relation-
ship to internship ratings. Nonacademic
achievement had- a signifieant relation-
ship with internship letter (chi-square 14

I4.88,p < .005), as did GPA after
subtracting nonacadcmic achievement-
frorn the combined effect .(ehi-square,112

= p < .05). Kendall's tau
produced a significance /level of p
.0003 -for the relationship- of minium:.
demic achievement and internship let-
ters.

Fur motivation the- combined 'effect of
.GrA anitmotivation produced an overall
chi-square (16 di) of 26.44. p < .4)5.
.Motivation did not have a sign& nt
relationShip with:internship letter by c i-
squale nor did GPA alone. Kendall's au
for motivation did internship le ers
yielded a significance level of .00.2.

The combined effect of rapport and
GPA produced an overall chi-squar (16
dp of 47.11. p = .0001. Rapport had a
significant relationship with infernship
letter (chi-square }4 21.59, p
.0002) as did.GPA after subtracting rap-

Iiort from 'the effect (ehi;
square 112 dfi 25.52..p < .02). Ken-
dall's tab (p .000007)4ndicatecl that
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A was' a rapport and internship letters- were sig-
nship let- snifieantly related.
an matu-

Ratings mid traits obtained -foim
admiisit mis inter icws had higher -cone-
latiunS ith cli cal success as measured
by im rnshi rycommendatian letters'
than did.conventional cognitive variables
such as. undergraduate GPA and;MSMT
scores. Highest correlations occurred
with the interviewer's judgment of the
degree to which the candidate's_ maturity
enhanced' or detracted from his candi-
dacy. Indecd, enhancing levels-of matu-
rity seemed' utmost a prerequisite' for
outstanding performance inasmuch as
only 10 percent of students without en-
.hancing levels of maturity received A
letters. Further, students.with_bighly en-
hancing leLels of Maturity. nonaeademk
aehieyement . or -rappurrwere two- to

%three times as .likelyto recefie A, letters
as those svithout enhancing' levels-.

The fact that this study shows greater
correlations of personal characteristics
with clinical success than GPA with din,
ical success is not surprising..While
roissiob commWee members cumsciously;
paid great atiention- km the candidates'
personal characteristics and discussed
thqns lit length in committee. most would

agree-subieetively thatthey placed great-
est emphasis on CWA. Thu's, the range of
GPA was restricted. Further. it is likely
thaf the clinical faculty in their assess-
mem of students* clinical performance
gave great weighting to the personal

. eharacieristics of students. Relationship
with patientsywillingness to: work long

. , hours. .orgai iational and judg-
ment are c nomented upon in _faculty

.evaltiation at least as frequently,as
ments alaiit basic intelligence and factual
knowleil . characteristics were
1*rceivell us highly important by the in-
tenshij advisory committee. .

t
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*Ibis Stiffly shares mime limitations with.
Other studies. It is confined to rs local
populatiOn. Students were selected in a
nonrandom fithion and represented a
small roportMt of the total applicant
pitol. thus restricting the range of predic-
tors. There is limited knowledge of the
reliability both of grade-point avenges
and of interview ratings. Despite. these
findings, the following observations con
he made:

The Significant (*relations with
clinical success suggest that further em-
hasis on the persOnal. 'characteristics,

:- including maturity and nonacademic
achievement, would have enhanced the
overall clinical abilities of members of
these classes.

A decade has passed since the first of
these five classes entered method school,
At that time the surplus of qualMed appli-.
cants was not nearly 'As. great as today.
Consequently, 40 percent. of accepteds
students in this study had college GPAs
of less than 3.0. Today, these individuals,

. even taking into account grade-point in
Ration, would he discouraged from ap-
Plying by preinedical. advisers and would
not even 'he interviewed by -most -admis-
sions committees. Nevejthekss propor-
tionally more of the students in this
group obtained stronger internship rec-
ummendations than was the case for the
group with low maturity (Table 2).

Voi . $3, SIWJENIII:It .1978

1...ach admission committee- has no Of-
ficully selecting the "winners," . those
lichieving the highest scores in all mea-
sures. Problems lie in selecting the re-
maining. candidates. The choice free
quently is between 'applicants with high
GPA hat .with few strong personal char-
acteristics or candidates with high levels
(if maturity or no academic achievement
but borderline A. The data (Table 4)
would.support Ceisilm by committees
io select applica of reasonable GPA
who ..hlive high ional characteristics.
rather than,those of highest (WA who di)
not have e ming personal characteris-
tics.

2 res of nonneadernie achieve-
nential fdr screening candi-

samiedompasiaisinnoimowhowaraisaise
vaputriliypiamilaoleallYoonakftithtfiname
anpftwoutiertivireareeninpurearsomW

smientirwitirmfronlaiewhireiwatasamis.
aiastriiiiieweiimiewsse4rearibriappiamay
pooh

The screening process shOuld function
both to minimize the pc entage of C
letters and to maximize t percentage of
A lettets.'Measure of ith nonacademic
achievement and A can be obtained

(4,

TABLE A
Extremes ot Grads-Peinl. Average, Maturity, .and

Predictors of Interne,*
(WA enil MatutttV tiP

Admicsninc Intetnshm

Petcent
iPA hletunty Nu. GP

A

^I ligh I ligh 56 26 27 ugh

I Alw 111gh 25 2H 57
lligh Low '0 53 19 .1 ligh-
I.ow tow 3 61 31 _Low

cademic Achievement as
tier'

sod Nunscadetnit. Achimment

!missions Intetinliti; I .ellet

' for letter ratings. we .lah112 Imola

Nonacademic PCIWni N
Achievement

I ligh
I ligh
Low
Low

_ . .

50 21 30
30 44
18

.6,36

41 22
16 38 . 50

,t
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from medical school applications. The 2. Gm_Iminia. R. E. 'An Explorailon of
Iwo. measurei have low coNelations, and the Prediction of AcadeMic Performance

each probably does discriminate between Through the Use of Adjusted Pre-me&
cal Grades. Unpublishett doctoral diner-A and C letters given an unrestricted taIion, Ohio Slate University:1970.

range. Using both variables in the screen- 3. Gorritrit, E...and MiCHAIL. C. M. Pre-
ing process hai'lhe potential to enhance dictor Variables Employed in Reseirch
the quality of the applicants brought to on the. Sekction of Medial Students. I.
interview and thus to increase the like- ttled. Edutil..,..321131-147 1937

W. B . *ad H alihood of selecting outstanding clinical
fiRli.E. Eva. luatAiumn of PerioramanCeAir;

students. Medical Training.- I; -Med.
; For decades admissions committees M679 692.1961.
have advoca led.sekction of well-rounded 5. JOHNSON, D: G,. andHInctoms. E. B.
candidates for medical school. This-study Doctor or Dropout. 4 Med. Edw.,

4111097-(269,1966.prolides validation for this approach. .wicumtos. 1. M.. JI.. and TAYLOR. C.
Ov ralL 3.1 percent of Missouri medical
school graduates who in 'college had
GrAs of greater than .3.5 received- A
level internship letters. If these individ-
uals also had a highly enhancing rating on
one or more of the persdnal characieris-
tics. the likelihood of receiVing .in- A
letter increased to over SO percent. On
the other hand, if those with higti OPA
had nonenhancing *levels on one o more
of the personal.characterhlics, the per-
centage of A letters dropped to lesi than
20.Percent (Table 3).

The value of these predictors needs to
be reviewed in other popula(ions. More
precise definitions of 'thew- predictors
may well lead tolhigher predictive values.

Referee/in ,
1. DRAOIND, P. L. The 'Relatkinship lie-

tween Success in Medical School and

W.. Predicting Academi Achievement in
a College of Medicine from Grades. Test
Scores. Interviews and Ratings. Edw.
Psycho!. Meas.. 21087-994 . 1961. .

7. )(unison. D.. G. A Multifactor Method .

of Evaluating Medical School Applicants.
-1. Mrd. Educ.. 37656-665.1962.

8. MINIM, I. N. Orientations of Social Val- .
nes in Medical School Assessment. Soc.
Si. Med., 3:339-348:1970.

9. CiArp, T. T.. and RsID, 1: C. Instil's-
tiiinal Selectivity as a Predictor of Appli-

a Cant Selection and Success in Medical
School. I. Med. Mite S1:1110-832.
1976.

10 RHOADS, J. M.. OALLENDIE. J. L.,
GIANTUICO. D. T.. and OMINOUS. S.
Motivation, Medical School Admissions
and Student Performance. I. Med.
Edw.. 41111191427,1974.

11 4 NEYMAN. J. Contribution io the Theory
of the e Test. In Procnylings of *Arley
Sympothon on Mohawks! Sotisiks
and Probability. 1945-1946. Los Ante-

Both Selected Academic and Nonica- . leE University of California Press. 1949:
demic Prediction Factors. Unpublistffd 12. KINDAI I M. O. Rank Correhiletn Mak
doctoral dissertation. University nif ods.. (Third Edition.) London: Griffin.
Sonthern California. 1971. 1962. .
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Predicting Stipervi

AndiSelf livings of
.1*

tgePFion.ls: PhID.

.

/he work pf ihe physician is likely to be Viewed
snmewhut differently by his colleagues. his
patients. and by. the physician himself. Each
-viewer" May. in his Rani. contribute a unique
and meaningful perspective to the overall as-
sessment of the physician's performance. In or-
der In test, in part. this contention. supervisor%
of, inwns. intern peers, and interns themselves
were asked io rate the performance of medical
interns on four diniensiuns. knowledge of mak-
cal sciences, clinkal effectiViness. interpersonal
effectiveness. and overall competence/proles
siorial prnmite us a physieian.R mines born the
three sources over ibe four dimensions were
compared -in -order to determine elements or
communality and/or difference in the wings.

In addition, the author spies. honed the estent
to which eating% of intern performance could be
predicted from earlier 'measures nf apktudel
achievement, and personality. sl o answir this
question, an assessment vies made -of the eV
ficacy of medical school adilissiomobtfr (pre.
medical grades.- Medical College Admission
Test thICATI scores, and interview ratings).-
personalitainventory measures.' and medical
school gra -point Average ((iPA) and faeulty
ratings in forecasting the internship perforin
once ratinsTrThe,interns nail' were die entire
male graduating class of MN of the Untversits

'of California'schuol of Pledwint )% San 1.ran-
cisco (N .1111) The interns, in residence 'ilt 0

82

EXtRit B

r, Peer,

tern Performance

This paper as based on a dostoral dissolution
completed at the Mouton of Pelson:oily Assessment
end Research, flakeks. as pan so Me, mutinies
ammoniate progiam of rematch in metheal education.

KegelFlum h inserts+ thy chattiest a ith the
School of Optometry. .0mversity of Cahromia.
BerkelrY

leo inventories isertinimistvied durinp the
MIA week ul medical schut$: Ihr .tirgoae j aflowat
fareeett NONA ISV111). *MO Manures *mink,
of ow, *cm, to the Mimeos of prisons success
fill

.

) VII ed aariows occupations, sand he
Con/amid hirkoJorocal boysther It Pit, char,
sums 11 positive geeSUalll 1111s, lul iSa
responsibility. toleranm, and intelleciudt.efficiems

Journal of Afedkal Edwation

medical facilities throughout the tinned Slates.
Were tried at,the close of their internship year,
June 19+9

Amino of Interns
In general. supers is rated intern perform-
unce higher than d the interns peers or the
interns themselses: supervisors` wings .wete
also noire variable. ranging rutin a SOW al Irto
12 rin every dimension: interns, on the pther
hand, were rellietant tolive very. hiph or very
low ralingi to their peers ur to themselves

Ratings by supervisors on the four dimetv
sions of performance were highlY ittercorre
laiedt correlations among self-ratings and

among peer ratings, were lower than those
among sapervisors' ratings. buts they also
tended to he more highly associated intone
theniselves than with ratings from the other two
Sallrees. Closter analysis of the Lating.correlii-
lion muftis indicated thut supervisori. peers.
and interns theinselvus had indeed rated per-
formance differently and that these rater differ-
trusees Were greater than rhe niters' distinction
belYreell tic vitriouS 4nrk dimensions. for ex-

between clinical effectiveness and

knowledge nf medical sciences. Three clusters
emerged in thOsnalysis. the first based upon
'supervisor ratings alone and the second sok!
thjrd based most heavily upon self and peer
ratings. respectively. In subacquent analses
eackintern was given three criterion -cluster".
scores. Each predictor Variable Was then rested
for its ability to forecast supctvisor, self, and
peer rating.cluster scores.

'Predicting Innen Ritiogs

Inling%Premedical grades demonstrated a low
positive eorridation with ratingsof intern per-
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formance: admission inirrview raflinp were
almost completely uniiim=animiwitiit of intern
performance.

kihtiefklINIM premedical grades. or admiw
Sion interVkveratings.

A number of personality inventory measures
Correluted.significantly with one or more or Ihe
ratings of intern- performance (Table I). Al.
though different :personality dimensions cor-
related hest with supervisor. self. and peer
rati4gerespectively, interest scales relating to
business and sales occupations tended to corre-
late mi.:Hilly with all ratings. In other words.
the interests of highly rated interns:were decid.
eilly unlike the interests of persons in. those
Occupations. Interns given.high rntings hy su-
pervisors had interests most like physicians:
however, the tjtyskian- interest 'scale was not
signifiamtly correlated with self or peer ratings
or intems.,Peer -esteem wns uniquely and most
sighificantly related .to the personality Unit .of
tolerance. On Ihe olher.hand. it was dominance
and (lack of) ilesihility. which characterired
interns who gavethemselves the higher ratings,

finales achieved during the four 'yEllrs of
medical ichool and faculty ratingsf student
performance in the third and f th years

"\coirelated well with rulings of hilern perform.
ante (Table l). Supervisors' manes of intern
performanee were belt predicted by earlier
medical school faculty ratings. Self ratingsape
'highly associated with both medical orol
grades and facuky refine. 'Peer ratings tended
to he less associated with- medical school per:
fornianee Shan were the ratings by supervisor'
and self.

In order :In -determine the hest bind' most

efficient combination of- variahles to predict
ratings of intern performance, a step-wisemut
link regression analysis was conduCted lasing
Norinan's (I) double-split cross-validation
method 'fille.ittlern suntrik was divided into
ndil-nambered and evemnumbered suhsnmples
(N1 14, .; 55), each predictor. varinhle
Correlated With the intern performance ratings
within sulisamples and then multiple regires.
Ilion analysis conducted within each suhsampk.
Equations developed to fOrecast ratings in
Group I (odd-numbered:subjects) were cross.

.

Vat.. O. AttatHIT P975

vnlidatcd on. (Iroup II leven.numbeed sub-
jects) and equations developed in Croup II wore
cross.valielited on Group I. The mean of the
Iwo cross-validntion coeffkients was 4ikek is

%the hess eStiniale or the degree to which ratings
in the internship could he forecast froni linear
emnhinations of the predictor %whittles.

Supervisors' ratings were 'forecast hest hy
comhining the following variahles'. Medical'
school GPA. year one. medical school freaky
rnting on clinical perforfnance In years three
and four, and the physician interest seale. In
other 'words. the interns rated most highly by
their supervisors were those who did well in
their medical science enurse Work. esielkd in
clinicel medicine, and possessed the interests of
physicians. 7

The hest combination of whittles In predict

of the California
self ratings wits

scale

mulative medical school'.
GPA. the domina
Psychological Inventory (('e1). and (nw.
lively) the flesihility mole W the CM. In
:summary, interns who rated thentselves highly
tended, to he forceful und selfennfident hut
somewhat rigid persons who had itchievedhigh
levels in their medical school work: ,

Personality varinhks }Vane were the hest
'predictors of ratings hy peers.. prediction was
.norienhanced hy lidding medical school lier-
forrlinnee meosuresiothe repession cqualkanS.
The hest rrediction of peer ratings was a
combination of personality inventory varinfiles
which gave positive weights to tolerance and
psychological mindedness and negative weights
to scides measuring the interests of pharmacists
and life insurance salesmen.

Conclushoss

The findings of this study support the.conten-
, Sinn that themedical intern's perfornianee is

viewed somewhat differently.by his stiperVisor.
by his intern peers, and hy the -intern hintself
and (hal these differences may ofter) he greater .

thin differences between various aspects qf
work. When admission dull,. personality
tory Measures, and medicalschnotperformance,
were considered together, it was fnunethat
'supervisors' ratings of interns were hest fore-
enst hy earlier medical.schnol faculty ratings.
self ratings were forecast hest by a combination.
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roninounkarionsaegel-Flanr

of personality inventory measure* and meilkal
I school vides nod peer ratinp were hist

predicted hy a unique.cnnibinetn of persaal.,
ity inseniory measures.

the fact aim p#medical prudes, MCAT
scores. and admission inlervkw ratings WII
predict ratings of intern performnnee is entirely
consistent with earlier studies of medical in.
terns (2). psychiatrie residents:Of: and Ohysi.
cians in. practice (4, 5). The performance of
Medical interns, .like that of physkions in
generaL s opparently issoCiated more with
personal qualities and medieal training than
with relative kvils of aptitude and underpradu.
ale achievement:

R15
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Michigan Council of Deane
.

And Cooperation in Medical Education

Ralph E. Lewl-s!

A new spirit of cooperation bas,nppeared in
Medical education in Mkhipan and is evidenced
by the Michigan Medical Schools Council of
Mins, Although the deans of somb 'medical
schools in other parts or the country get

Idgelher periodically. the Michigan Medical
Schools Council of Mark apparently is the only
such organiration with a fulblime paid staff

ElreAncil was organiml in February 1973
yyith the appointment or a fidi.1ime exectitive
-dives:no' and the establishment . of air office.
talthough the jeans of the four medical schools*
bad met since late 1970 '

The deans, their asstIciale deans, and other
key stall members Meet with the' council di.,
rector monthh. The council winks coopera.
lively on prohlems and .programs,ond -is the

.pr Lewis Is esecioire director of, the Mkhlgun
Medical' Schools ( outsell of L)sno: Ank Athor..

UnivertitY ot Michigan Medkol School, Mieht.
ion State Universityll.olkie of !tumult hledtcige,
Wayne .Stale lInnersity Reboot sit Medicine. mid
Mkhipn State llnivetsity L'oliege 1sf (kieopathic .
Medicine. .

9

entry point ho requests to the medicol schools .
for information. cooperative.projects, and other
joint efforts. The 'admission% officers, director%
of conlinuing Medical education. financial aid
officers:curriculum officers, public information
officers. studenyuffairs officers. and-directors
of communily medicine/primary .eure/family
medicine MCC! .prrindicully with the coudcilri
director.

AcerimplIshmtents.

Following are some of theliccomplishments oF
the Council of Mans in Its firSt two years ill
operation:

1, Cooperation with the Association of
Anierkun Medical Colleges and fik.medical
Schools in California on ii pilot matchinp pro.
grain for mediell school admissions The three

pcoduoing schools kichigan
Awed in the study, which:wits concluded in con..
jUnction with the Schools' repulur admission
procedures for the 1974 1975 entering class
Thc results of file "match" were compared with

sv

5

f". '5 .

4
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EXHIBIT C

Economic and Racial 'Disaavantage as Reflected
In Traditional Medital School Selection Factorq

Bari Waldrnim
a

Abstrect Medical College Admission Test scores 'and undergraduate grade-point
.averagei show that both lower income epplicanti i9 general arid minority applicants
in particular .are at a competitive diiadvantage In gaining admission to medical .

School. This study examines the. extent 6 which inc&tle and race, viewed independ-
ently of one another,.affect these selection factors. By analyzing data collected by

the 'Association of American Medical Colleges on aPplicants to the 1976-77 entering
class, factors astociated with race were found to have a far more significant influence;
on applicants' redentials than factors associated with lower family. income. An
admfssions policy based exclusively oh GPAs and/or MCAT'scores would proportion-
ately exclude minority applicants from medical education but would have no similar

eiffect On lower incorne white applicants.

Previous data pubLished by the Associa- .
tion Of American Me4ical Colleges
(AAMC) have indicated that applicants
to medical school from minority groups

.. traditionally underrepresented in medi-
cine generally 'present credentials reflect-
ing a lower level of achievement on the
Medical College Admission Test (MCAT)
and in undergraduate grade-pOint aver-
ages (GPAs) than do their white Counter-
parts (1,2). Sitnilar data have also shown

e that performance on these traditional
measures 'bears. a. positive though lesser

. relationship, to the applicant's of
parental income (1).:Howeimr. ne=0/61-

loisiOirisionelatateriiplinthstimiss.
isms.issoisitammiroo,(Aeadisikommamillair4

MCINIZEMPWOO1841MOCalia"
Mr. Waldman is special assistant to the presi-

dent. Association of American Medical .Colleges.
Washington. I.C.

1

.OA1

i4 er9,1.1110EiROONOWMPPItill00.111fithat

salialiM1411141.10111011111ftplielgigenal
afiiMoliallildWiliefiliTA,11,011111-
Miiremeadigyourmar

This study was conducted in an attempt
to:answer these questions. Further, the
investigater attempts to evaluate the an-
swers in order to reach very general
conclusions as to the comparative 'levels
of economic and racial disadvantage in-.
herent in the use of GPAs and MCAT
scores as criteria for admission to medical
school..

'When reviewing these data, the reader
should bear in-mind that small discrep7
ancies in GPAs and MCAT scores are
not neessarily predictive of success in
medical school.' For .example, compara-
tive graduation rates for students With
scores on .the MCAT" Science subtest of
500 to 549 and 600 to 649 were 93
percent and' 95 percent. respectively,
when analyzed for the more than 75,000

'891
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students who entered U.S. medical
schaols during 1949-58 and who were
followed longitudinally tivough the fall
of 1962,13). .

More recent reports indicate that re7
tendon rates are now even higher (4, 5).
Ninety-five percent of all 1968-69 en-
trants had received the M.D. degree by
1973, and in additional. 1 percent of plc.
students were still in school, for a net

ittrition of only 4 percent. AlthoUgh the
retention rate for the underrepresented
minorities was slightly lowei than that
for all entrants, 49 percent had already
graduated by 1973, and 91 percent were
expected to traduate eventually despite
relatively modest undergraduate GPAs
mild MCAT, scores (4). And first-year
retention of black Americans has risen
from 91 percent of 1971-72 entrants to

t 95 percent of 1974-75 entrants (5).
'Thus, the reader should not assume that
lower performance on these measures
necessarily implies that an individual is
unqualified ftir the study of medicine.

Method

Thc data base for all displays and analy-
ses is the .AAMC Medical Student Infor-
mation System records for epplicants and
accepted to the 1976-77 entering class
at U.S.medkal schools. The two princi-
pal data coliectidn sources for these rec-
ords are the MCAT and applications
submitted to. the American Medical Col-
lege Application Service (MICAS),
Data from these sources.have been sup-
plemented by routine dmissions reports
from each medical school.

The study utilizes the .following varia-
bles;

I. Parental income. Those applicants
reflorting grim combined parental in-
come of less than $10,000 are differen-
fisted from those reporting parental in.
come of 810,000 or more. Incomee re-
ported are for the calendar year prior to

.

Vol.,. 52, DECEMBER 1977'

taking the MCAT (in most cases itir
calendar' year. 1974).

2. Racial' background. The racial de-
scriptor is.based on the applicant's Self-
description; alk0ough some data dis-

played pertain specifically to black
Americans, all comparative analyses are
between whites and "underrepresented
minorities" (defined as black Americans,
Mexican American., American Indians,
and mainland Puerto 'Ricans).

3: Undergraduate college grade-point
averages. The GPAs have been con-
verted by AMCAS to a uniform .system
Of grading based 'Ma scale' of 0.0 to 4.0..

4. Medical. College Admission .Test
scores. Scpaiate subtest scores for Verbal
Ability, Quantitative Ability, General
Information, and Science ere reported.'

The .data presented reflect the total
information available within the AAMC
MedicalSiudent Information System for
the 42,155 applicants and the 11,774
accepted to the 1976-70 first-year class.
The .analyses necessarily were limited to
those individuals for whom GPAs,
MCAT scores, racial identificatión, and
parental income' were reported. Grade-
poitit averages were unavailable for
4,946 applicants (11.7.percent of all ap-
plicants) and for 1,208 acceptees (8.2
percent of all acceptees), Medical Col-
lege Admission Test scores were unavail-
*able for 869 applicants (2.1 percent) and
for 190 icceptees (1.2 percent). .Racial
identification was not reported by 2,210
applicants (5.2 percent). and by. 558 ac-
Ceptees (3.5 percent). Parental income
was not reported by 1,826 applicants
(4.3 percent) and "by 457 acceptees(2.9
percent). In addition, the mean GPAs
.repotted in Tables- 1 and 2. reflect only
those applicants who filed at least one
application through AMCAS and, there-
fore, exclude apPlicints who applied only
to one or more of the 29 schools which
did not participate in. AMCAS in 1976.

8'9 2
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TABLE 1 . .
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. .
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*TABLE 2
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ihidINIVolomod Moondoe Mock Minnow
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Otherwise, all data reflect the total punt
of applicants to the 1976-11 first-yeai
class who took the MCAT examination at
any time.

Findings

posliishlwashas(as reflected in GPA),
hanksamilimaimendisaldishaadaiiklihili.
fammerivemstamstosivisihrotalotimi.**
milluienheiisminithassisuession,

ftsbipsomeb This relationship exists for
both applicants and acceptees..

As shown graphicalW;in Pisani
through 3, the distributions of GPM and
:of MCAT scores are very similar for
lower income and higher income whites*.
Likewise,, the distributions arowery sir&

. .101V

gold Ils* mot Piresid Mew

awanfilmei 1 1111LNI.

olkIN
moo

=ow war I Otos
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lar for lower income and higher nciame
underrepresented minorities. A hough,
the lower income applicants within the
given racial grouping consistently per-
form slightly- less well tkan theii higher
income counterparts, the, difference be-
tween these two groups does not ap-
proach the magnitude of the disparity
between white applicants and underrep-
resented minority applkants, even in
the same income-range:

These findings are fupported,by the
mean data sOmmarizeil in Tables I and
2. ".:These displays show that the mean
total GpAs of the higher income and
lower income white applicants are very.
similar (3.34 and 3.27, respectively). The
mean total GPM df the higher income
and lower income underrepresented mi-

;?.
Mee 01*

A A- so S-S.C.
INIIIMAAIIVATE CPAs.

C New C A A- I I A- go C. C C

INHICAOAANIAIC

' . .

hauls I
.

Undergraduate OPAs of applicants and occeptees to 1976-77 entering clam of U.S. medical t
schools, by race anil parental !income. f
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197647 enforing dos of U.S. oodles'

amity. applicants ar Iso edit:Wally Men-.
Ikal (2.80 and 2,79, ctively). How-
ever, the difference lfl mean CPAs be-
tween 110114 income 'hite end lower
inconie underrepresented qnority
cants is As, and the diffetfue between
higher incniti whke and higher income
.underrepresented Whisky applicant, it
.54 (derived from Table 1)..
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Inkiest soma of qpilasats sod scaptisss o
schools, by. ram taW pronto! income.

Table 2 &two that, the mean total
GPAs.ol the higher- income and. lower
Income white acceptees to the :1976-77
fkit-year Class are also essentially klenti-.
cal (335 and 3,54, respectively)... Like-
wise, the mean total (MAI of the higher.
income and lower income underibpre-
Wilted "Rdird. ly begepteell are virtually
the same 3.00 end 3.02, respeetivelyk
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However, the difference in meen OPAa
between lOwer 1000Me white and lower
income undciseØescncd MinOrity ac-.
apices Is '.52, and difference be-
6veen higher lnomé white Auld *her

Meow underrepresented minority ac-
ceptees is .53.

Singly results are found for the mean
MCAT scores presented in Tables I add
2. For example. the mean MCAT Science
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. subteal scores of the higher income and
lower income white applicanti are very

, (589 and 571, respeCtiSely). Like-
wise, theii only 24-poilt difference
between 'the mean MCAT Science sub-
test scores of the _higher income and
lower income underrepresented minority
applkants. This comperes with a stan-
dard deviation on thnt sublest of approx.
hnately 100 points. HoWever, the differ-
ence in pean scores between lower in-
come white and lower Wow **demo.
resented minotity applicants is over 100
points, as is the comparable .difference
between higher Income white and higher
'income underrepmented minority
ails (derived from Table I).

Table 2 indicates *Aube mean MCAT
-Science stibtest scores pf the higher in-
come End lower incoMe white acceptees
Ere also very similar, (629 and 625, re-.
spectivelY). Likewise, the mesh MCAT
Science subtest scores of: the higher in-
come and lower income underrepre-
sented minority scceptees ire...only 16
points apart. However, the dilictencn In
...leen scores on the. subtest between
loWer income' white snit lower income
underrepresented minority acceptees is
U2,- and the difference between-higher
income white and higher Income under-
represented.minority icceptees is 100.

Table I also 'shows that 5,977 of the
40,328 applicants with knoWn scores SW
Parental incomes identified themselves in
the under $10,000 incOme group. Of
Oda, 3,527 identified themselves as
white and 1,416 identified themselves .
with ona of the underrepresented minor-
Ity groups. The remaining 1,034 students

'either klefitilkd themtelves with another
ethnic/racial, iroup or failed to ;answer
the self-kkatificatIon question. It is gen-

.. erElly presumed that moot of those failing
to answer this question Ere white appli-
cants.

893 .4
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findings.demonstr'ate that an appli-
eant's lower ec000mic status alone result.
in a very sfight, if any o-coMpetitive .dis-
advantage because of lower performance
in undergraduate workor on the MCAT.
On the other hand, the variety-of factors
InvOlved in minority racial slam; confers

far greater- level of educational disad-
vantage which results in lower OPAs End
MCAT scores End which Is only slightly
slleviatedin-the higher income minority
group. Th)se dais do not permit an as-
sessment of the social and cultural factors
4swicisted with rsce which underlie this
educationel disadvantage.

Num 1-3 graphicilly demonstrate
the degree of disparity in performance of
minority and-majority students on these
traditional Measures of scsdemk qualifi-
cation for medical school; They sko show
the high degree of congruity of perform-
*nee of higher and lower income students
within the same racial classification.

If medicil tchools had chosen to admit
.studehts based solely on ime or mnre of
these five traditional criteria, the 15,774.
'acceptances offered. in "1976 Would
quickly heve gone to individuils-identi,
fled at the.'extreine high- performance .

side of the curve. At this extreme, only a
very small proportion of minority appli-
cants cOuld quefily.

However, admissinn based solely on
these traditional Criteria would result in
Only slight exclusion of lower kncome
appliants, since their performana par-
Ads that of the Maher income topplicants
of the same .racial eroup. Only to the
extent that greater: numbers of lower
income applicanis alio belong to the nd
notify population would, lower income
applicant; be denk:d* admission dispro-
portionately. What seems evident, how-
ever, is that those students accepted front

v
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If m
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ere to select students
solely on the basis of M
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cience
.

subtest scores, the data indicate thitt a
student w

ould need a S
C
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ye of approxi-

m
iddy 605 or better to qualify. T

his w
as

derived by assutaing that only.w
hites and

underrepresented
m

inorities reporting
racial self-delcription are applying for
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ission and by adm
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w
ith the highest scores. O

f the 15,774
acceptances, 15,444 w

ould be offered to
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hitet and 330 to m
inority candidates.

O
f the total acceptances, 1,496 w

ould.be
offered to students 'frcim
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w
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hderrepresented
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parison, underrepre-
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m
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The cutoff score for adMission would be

aPproximately a 3.38 GPA. Of the
15,774 acceptances, 1,633 would gO to
lower 'income applicants-1,448 to
whites and 185 to underreprerented mi-
norities. Thus, in this model 11.3 percent
of the lower income acceptances and 2.8
percent of the total class would be under-_

represented minorities. It mull be noted,
, however, that this model makes nci 'at-

tempt to weight grades accOrding to.the
quality Or grading practices of the appli-
cants' undergraduate institution!.

In both of the above. models the rate.
.1or acceptande of lower income applkents
(alb only slightly below their ratt of
application. Lower income. applicints

, constitute 13.7 percent of the total pool
oi white and underrepresented minOrity
applicants (10.8 percent of white appli-
cants and 41.9 percent of minority appli-
cants). In the MCAT Science subtest
score model 1,496 lower income students

were admitted. This amounts to 9.5 per-
cent . of 'all acceptances. In the .GPA

nsodel, 1.633 lower income students
(10.4 percent 44 all acceptances) were
admitted. The data from these 'models
are displayed in Table .3.

Althoigh no school wOuld be likely to
apply a single gilterlon for adMission,
emphasis on thge two criteria In thestabsence of any 'special admi ns pro-
gram would tend to produce esults in
the range iiredicted by these models.
What seems apparent from these analyses
is that while lower income white students
generally webld not suffer any severe
disadvantage from the use of these troth-

,. .. tional ailerill, underrepresented Minor-
ity applicants clearly would. Further-

1

Vol,. 52, DEMISES 1977

0101:e, Me racy disadvantage reflected
in these models and in Figures 1-3 ap-
pears to be based on factors which tran-
scend purely econtimic considerations.

Thus, within a given ethnic/racial
groupies, applicants' CPAs and MCAT
scores vary only slightly according lc
parental income. But within a given in-
come group applicanis' OPAs and
MCAT scorn vary far MOM substantially
according to race,: From these observa-
tions it seems reasonable to conclude
that lower income aPplleants as a class
are not educationally disadvantaged in
applying for admission to medical schoC1,
whiie applicants from underrepresented
minority groups are disadvantaged by
factors, extending beyond economics,
whkh lead 10 a lower level tlperform-
ance as reflected In GPAs MCAT
11COMII.
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Primary Care Education Trends
In U.S. Medical Schools and Teaching Hospitals

Joseph J. Glacalone and James I. Hudson, M.D. .

A biked hi 1973
ichools in order t
had occurred by
same survey i
conclusions f

roeder and colleagues conducted a survey of U.S. medical
nein the nature of change in primary care education which

t date. In 1976 the authors of the present paper utilized the
ment to document trend 'data over the three-year period. WI&

rhe 1973 survey pictured primary care education in a transitional
state, the 1976 data punt movement toward a general consolidation Of efforts.
The 1976 data indicate a continued emphasis on education in the ambulatory care
area with no well-defined locus for coordinating institutionwide primary care training
efforts, a leveling off of interest in health maintenance orgaikations (HMO)1
affiliations, no significant change in the number of affiliated programs for tralni
nurse practitioners or physician's assistants, and a marked increase in the number of
ichools with affiliated generalist ryidency programs in internal medicine andpediat-
ries.

In the past decade new initiatives in
primary Care' education hive been taken
by virtually all the nation's medical
schoOls and teaching hospitals. These
programs vary in scope annin content.
Almost universtily. they have involved
broader utilizagon of ambulatory care
facilities for teaching; and in many in-.
stances they have 'resulted in major
changes in ifilliated residency programs.'
The changes so far initiated are likely to
have serious implications Wilh respect to

Mr. Olacaloae is Mall Maxim aid Dr. Hodeos
is *rector. Drtmeat of Heel* Services. Associ.
Won of Ameri Medical Colleges, Weddaatori.
D.C..

The @whom have adopted the Alpert sad
Chirmy (I) defhtitkm of pdmary owe as lint
contact medichte which essamas losokodinal re.
spomiMiity for the padeat modem of doe pros.
once or dime of &ease mod where the provider

h him-dons se en "imeirstioalst" of Mobil care*
Me patient. .

. '

ft

future financing of medical education,
particularly graduate medical education.
t In 1973 Schroeder, Werner, ind
Piemme (2) conducted for the Associa-
tion of American Medical Colleges
(AAMC) a major survey of 116 U.S.
medical schools, of which three were not
involved in clinical teaching, in order to
astertain the nature of changes in pri-
mary care education which had occurred
by that date. That survey supported the
general impression that \ here had been'
intense activity in the yelopment of
primary care programs wit n these aca-
demic medical centers cbtri the two to
three years preceding the su y. What
emerged Wu a picture of pri ry cure
education in transition with no r pat-
tern of optillum program deve nt.
The eventual

agramsWas projlled
of indiv
as contingent
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Chairman PERKINS. Dr: Bond, go ahead.
Dr. Bond is the director of the Learning Research and Develop-

meilt Center, the University of Pittsburgh. s'

STATEMEk OF DR. LLOYD BOND, RESEARCH ISSOCIATE,
LEARNING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER, UNIVER-
miry OF PITTSBURGH .

Dr: Bora. Ii would like to correct part of my record. That is not
illy correct, title:I am a research associate there. -

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, 'my name is
Lloyd Bond. I aril an assistaitt professor of psychology at the Uni-
ves%ty of Pittsburgh and a research associate at the Learning

itch and Development Center in Pittsburgh, Pa.
y atademic training, teaching, and research are in the general

. area of research methodology, statistics, and psychometrics.
I appreciate the opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee

on proposed legislation regarding tests and their uses in higher.
education. Both as a psyChometrician and as* a citizen Of color, I am
both personally and professionally interested in any legislation
regarding standardized testa and their inipact on minority stu-
dents.

- At the start, may I say that I fully support many of the provi-.
sions of the bills under discussion and I support what I perceive to
be their general intent. If theSe bills, in their final form, result in
increased *public knowledge and understanding of tests and how
they are Used, then the legislation will suzely be in the public good.

I should like to summarize My perception of the rights of stu-
. dents tind the public regarding testing and test use..

First, before they take any test which is subsequently used in
decisions affecting their lives and careers, students should know
what the test purports to measUre.

Moreover, I wOuld go even further and suggest that students are
entitled to a comparable form of any test used for selection in
Order that they be 'familiar 'in a general way with the kinds pf
items they Will encounter on the 'actual telt.

Seconcli students ani the public* generally should have some
. surance that tests_ are lair, that they contain unambiguous ite
*.: that they are rdiable, moilt importantly, that they vali ly

predict the performance ey are intended to predict.
Third,-students have a basic right to know that tea results are

accurately wired and ,reco ded
Finally, students have a fundamental right to know how and to

*what eictent test results will be used along with other information
in making final selection decisions.

Much informatiOn .rele ,*n.t,to- the rights outlined above is al-
ready in the public domain: For example, w recent publication,_
"Taking ihe SAT," 'contains n'bt only a complete sample SAT tA,

. but also detailediliscussions of the sorrect ansWer to each type of
Item. -

Information regari1ng die relationship betWeen test scores and
the Performance th y. are intended to predict is readily available
from testmakers themselves, from college publications and from
numerous gther sou includhig the technical literature.

402
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To state, however, that information is available to interested--
persons does not imply that everyone will avail themselves of the
information. To the extent that any legislation increases the likeli- .
hood that test information will be more readily and 'systematically
aVailable to the public, then it serves a useful public function.

I believe many of the provisions of PLR. 4949 and H.,R. 3564 will
go far in answering the above concerns. I am deeply disturbed,.

. however, with section 5 of the Weiss bill, H.R. 4949, which requires,
upon request, public disclosure of test items after each administra-
tion of a test. -1/4

As a measurement specialist, I believe this portion of the bill is
fundamentally misguided. It will in no waY advance the rights and
legitimate concerns of students and cons4mers, and I believe .that
it will eventually militate against bla*Ignd other minbrity Btu-

/dents. .

Fair, unbiased achievement test items which, validly predict fu-
ture. academic performanee take months and even years to develop..
Such Reins should be carefully.guarded rather than 'revealed after
each administration of a test.

The result of item disclosure will lead to the hasty Snd unprofes-
sional construction of items which are likely to be ambiguous, more
susceptible to cultural bias, and generally, poorer in overall irredic-
tive value. .

Further, I see no merit whatever in the belief that substantial
instructional benefit will accrue from the examination of individu-
al right and wrong answers. Admissions tests measure knowledge,
competencies, and skills acquired over a relativOly long period of
time, both in and out of school-. Increased performance on these
tests result from sustained effort and quality instruction in aca-
demic areas. Examining individual items is a misleading,...superfi-
cial, and meaningless exercise.

It is conceivable that the item . disclosure provision will be a
bonanza to the coaching schools sinCe it will provide them with a
ready source of items to use in 'their coaching sessions.

As such, it will be especially beneficial to those students able to
pay for the facilities of these schools which is precisely' the reverse
of what is intended.

&mild like to comment briefly on the current controversy
Allbraunding the effectiveness, of coaching schools in increasing per-

formance on standardized tests. Part of the confusion on thiS issue
results from the differing definitions of coaching.

. Two- or three-hour cram courses,I am certain, will do little to
increase /performance on these tests. If, 'however, coaching is de-
fined as sustained instruction in mathematics, grammar, vocabu-
lary, and general reading skills, then, of course, such coaching will
be effective. It is Oecisely developed competence in theses areas
that the test Measures.

, Some have claimed that item disclosure may aid ih the detection
of biased items onbachievemerit tests. The ipchnical literature is
replete with attempts by content and subject matter sPecialists and
by black and other minority educational researchers to seardh out

. and 'remove culturallrbiased items from standardized achievement
tests.



Overwhelmingly, the resuolts of lege attempts .point to the same
*conclusion: Substantial differences in the- achievement scores of
middle class white students anti various minorities remain even
after presumably biased itdms are rthnoved. In fact, many items
which are not considered biased show larger mean differences be-
tween white and minority students' than do items which are re-
moved.

f . This result should not surprise anyone because the notion guid-
ing'the search for biased items is rong. -The search for such items
seems predicated on the belief that the quality of education re- ,
ceived by inindrity students is comparable to that of other. students t
and that average perfbrmance differences therefore reflect some
kind of cultural "extra-school" bias in the tests. And if we could get
rid of this bias, everything would be OK. That is absurd.

Clearly, biased testa are undesirable, but I believe the continued
research and concentration on this aspect of tests °distracts both the
scientific, community and the public from the real issue here
namely, that minority education in this country is outrageonsly
deficient. . .

A related belief 'is that somehon disclosure of test items will
assuage the unequal quality, of eduktion- in this country. This is
simply not true.. Quality items on Ondardized testrretlect in part
the intolerably poor quality of ducatipn received in public
schools. . 1.

I do not believe, unlike., my colleague, Dr. Jackson, that we
should kill the messenger who brings the bad news. Rather, we
should' use the evidence. td support further seffoias to improve in-
struction and learning.

Mr. Chairman, other disadvantages °of item disclosure have al-
ready been mentioned before this committee and I need not go into
them in detail here. They Include increased edsts to students them-
selves, reduced services to students, less flekibility in terms of
alternativeftsting dates, and less comparability across forms of the
tests, Theare iniportant consequences for the students them-
selves. Any legislation should carefdlly weight these disadvantage0
against the preffumed advantages of item disclosure.

There are other aspects of the proposed legislation which I be-
.. lieve epuld be changed for the better, including the requirement

that dnpublished and tentative research papers on standardized
tests be made publicly available. Surely this portion of H.R. 4949, if
it is enforceebl# at all, 'hi' counterprighictive and may even increase
public misudilerstanding And suspNlon regarding.' tests and test '
abuse.

A longstandOg practice in acadethic circles has been that one's
lleagues and others trained in a parjicular discipline should have

t e opportunity to critigally review r9search papers before they go
into the public domain. The propose4T legislation flies in the face of
this commendable tradition. .

Id conclusiOn, piay I restate lily I" agreipent with legislative
activity prhich iicreaade public understandink and decreases the
likelihood of test 'abuse. The importance of standardized %thieve,'

eat: Tests often car/ more,blent tests
*bight thaThe should.

he lives bf students is

6
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But in our 'zeal to remedy oirerinterpretation and overreliance.on
test scores,- we should be extremely carefur to ensure that the
effects of such legislation will not result in testi that are lees useful
and more susceptible to misuse. .

I would 'like to comment briefly on some matters hrought up
earliev.reghrding predictive validity, and differential predictive va-
lidity.

Since 1972, the niversity of Pittsburgh has started a very vigor-
. ous. program to i crease the number of black Ph. D.'s out of that

rogram's psych logy department. Prior to 1972, we had four black .

lu D. s there. ince that time we have graduated over 20 in such
areas as sociology, psychobiology, and mathematical psychology.
We continue/to use test information in the selection of those stu-
dents.

There/have been as many studies which were shown to not
predict performance for a black student. I think Itan citOtwice as
many which show positive correlations between black students'
scores on academic tests and their performaiice in college.

zee. nothing whatever wrong in asking a student to multiply
two numbers. I see nothing whateve wrong with asking .a student
to 'define a word.

A recent study by the NAEP showed that '71, percerit of black
students in this country, high school students, could not do the
following: A room is 12 feet long and has a total area ,of 96 feet.
What is thOwidth?

That is not a biased item and our continued concentration on
this notion of bias as somehow artificially removingthese absurd
educational deficiencies engendered by Our schools is a travesty.
i Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman PERKINS. Our next witness is Mr. Drexeler, president
of the senior itlass,1G.reat Neck, N.Y.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH DREXELER, PRESIDENT, STUDENT
GOVERNMENT, NORTH SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, GREAT NECK,

Mr. DREXELER. I thank you for- the opportunity to testify today. I
am the president of the student organiziation which is the student
government of the school, not just the selifor class.

I think I can bring to you this morning a viewpoint which
nobody else on the panel can, that of a high school student who has
taken the PSAT, has taken'the SAT's and who is studying to take
the SAT again this Saturday and hopefully will be takilt the
LSAT in the future. -

Out' school has gotten involved in the i3uestion of the testing
industry and the trath in testing bill primarily as a result of

iseveral ncidents which occurred at our schools. There were errors
made by the educational testing service. I described them in my
testimony and have given them titles. They are not official titles.
but are used to give identification to the incidents..

First, the case of the missing paper and the duplidated test.
In 1976 the Great Neck school district notified ETS that a test

booklet of a SAT exam was missing. It subsequefitly developed that
the missing booklet was taken by a Great Neck teacher who made
copies and used it to giver students practice in taking the SAT tests.
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There,was no question but that what the teacher did was illegal,
but the. test was used for purposes of coaching. Other examples are
reported as missing and such tests should liever be repeated. The
teacher never contemplated, even as a remote possibility, that ETS
would repeat the same test.

When WS unaccountably, did repeat exactly the same tgst only 2
years later, almost 50 Great Neck students, fewer than 5 of whom
had even seen the earlier test, had their scores invalidated. ETS
promptly brought a suit of cOpyright infringement against the
teacher which was subsequently settled out of court.

No justice, however, was available to the 50 Great Neck students
. whose tests .were invalidated 'clue not to any fault ot their own but

to the gross inefficiency of ETS in repeating a test when a copy had
been reported missing.

The October weekend fiasco: ETS, to its credit, is aware that
some students observe Saturday as their Sabbath, and it gives such
students the option of taking its exams on Sunday.

On Sunday, October 29, 1978, 13 Great Neck North students took
the PSAT exams. Incredibly, ETS administered to them exactly the
saine test that was given to their classmates on Saturdar, October
28.

The results:. (1) The National Merit Scholarship Corp. disqualified
the results of the 13 students who took the Sunday. exameand (2) to
make amentds, ETS asked the NMSC, which bases its scholarship.

Q .awards on a formula based upon PSAT scorers, to use the regular
. SAT scores which the 13 students obtained the following spring in

making the scholarship awards.
. This has caused protests from others Who claim that the scores

--,- on the regular SAT's are generally far better than those on the
PSAT's, that the two are not comparable, so that in the words of a
school newspaper editorial, It's like comparing apples and or-
anges, or more appropriately, it's like comparing. responsible orga-
nizations to irresponsible profitmaking groups such. as- the ETS. It
just cannot be done."

How to demolish a ,student's college prospects: ETS permits a
student to cancel an exam by filling'out a cancellation report when
he turns in his test paper. If he does so, ETS->promises that it will
not grade the exam noX make any report thereof.

One of the better students Who had been rejected by some col-
leges later discoVered that ETS had reported to all colleges to
which he applied the results of an exam which he had canceled
after completing fewer than half the questions.

There is no way: to ascertain how substantially this ETS blunde t
affected the decisions 'of the, colleges from which he *was rej
But how do you make restitution to this studetit? One must surely
speculete as to how many times this has happened and gone undis-
covered.

All ,three of these events occimed in oue school with a popula-
tion of 1,200 students in 1 year's time.

A recent article in the New Republic desribed a. tuore serious
and widespread incident: ,. There is no real recourse if Era sends inaccurate informatiot to a college
about a student, because mostly likely 'the stOdent will never find out %bout 'it. Onp
sucirandal became public during the 1975-76 academic year. Some of the LSAT
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score reports sent to law schools contained an asterisk indicating that the applicant
was an 'unacknowledged repeater"someone who had failed to indicate on the test
registration form that he or she had taken the test before. Applicants were not told
that overlooking the seemingly innocuous question about past tests risked incurring
the deadly asterisk. Even worse, the ETS system accidentally labeled an unknown
number of test-takers incorrectly.as "unacknowledged repeaters." ETS eventually
notified admissions deans to ignore the asterisk. But it made no effort to rectify the
damage already done or to inform the victims of the error why they may have been
rejected from law school.

Significantly, Ed Kiersh of the Village Voice reports that private
citizens have brought more than 50 lawsuits against ETS or its
clients during the past few years. Despite the numerous errors
made in my school, I know of no family of ri -student affected by

. theSe errors who has filed such a -lawsuit.
This Certainly leaves us wondering how matiy blunders have

4 actually been made but gone unpublicized and also unchallenged,
primarily because the aggrieved, students are dispersed throughout
the count". . I

.. , There is no centrEil clearinghouse and therefore they have no
communciation with each other as to errors that have affected
other students. Oveiall, our unfavorable experience with ETS ap-
pears typical. ..

In protest of these regrettable situations, our student govern-
ment unanimously passed ,a.. resolution strongly condemning the
actions of ETS and requesting_ that an independent and impartial
investigation be made of the testing organization.

Then, last May I organized a series of seminaf A. at our school on
the entire testing issue, including discussion of the New York truth
in testing bill, the yalue of coaching schools, and the integrity of

s the testing industrg, .
,

The participants were Prof. Banesh Hoffman, author f "The
Tyranny of Testing'.' and a longtime critic of 'standardize 'tests;
Robert Moulthrop, director of the information division at E S; arid
Allan Nairn, author of the Ralph Nader report on ETS. These
seminars received, coverage from the New York Times, Newsday,
and CBS.

*haps the most serioui and in4quitable problem of all deals
. with the lack of securitY o the testS. The aforementioned incident

in which a Great Neck teacher took a copy of an SAT exam is not
by any means an isolated occurrence.

During the course of discussions I have had with teachers, both
in my school and outside of y district, I am consistently told of
the simplicity 'with .which w ich one can takerri,,test.4144 hat the
practice is both frequent and widespread, especially amo teach-
ers who give preparation course privately.

Apparently, when the test booldets are counted at the con lusion
of the exams, onl, a superficial check is made, often only ttle top
sheets are counted. Thus, a teadher serving as a proctor 1-re-
move the inside of the booklet and merely return the cover eet.

.In preparation for -the SAT exam which I will be tAking this
Saturday, I have just completed a $275 Stanley H. Kaplan coaching
dune. The most important feature of the course lies in that it

lows students to enjoy prior familiarity with SAT-type questions
a* apparently actual SAT ,questions as well.

90 7
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A relative of mine recently took a Stanley Kaplan course in

preparation for the medicat.College admissions test .(MCAT). Upori
returning home from the exam the students in the 'Course received
telephone calls 'from the Kaplari organization asking theM which
questisims they remembered. The Kaplan organization subsequently
threw a party.that Saturday night for all .of the students in: the
course; during whiCh the students were again grilled on their mem-
ory of questions. I have been told that this is a fairly cornmon
practice. , : .

It is also thought by many that various test preparation centers
will pay a group of people, often possessing so-called photographic
memories, to sit_through exams. Upon leaving the testing site they
iinmediately wirte dOwn the questions for use in prep courses.

Thus, at a reCent session of mY Stanley. Kaplan course the sit-
etructor told. us that Virtually all of the questions either .are taken
verbatim frOm.actual exams or are very similar. A report released
earlier this year by the Federal Trade Commission affirms that
taldng a prep course can substantially increase a student's score.

The truth-in-testing bill requires the disclosure of test questions
and thiS is important. 'For many .years black students 'have scored
conaistently lower on standardited exams than white stUdents who
are on an equal lArel of scholastic abilitY by all other indicators. In
most cases, these black studets come from poorer homes and
cannot afford to take expensivecram coursei. With the adoption of
the truth-in-testing bill 'in New York State, all Students there Will
start out on an equal 'footing. .

Obviously, the testing industry does not wieh to comply with this
New York law, hence many teat producers have threatened to
withdraw their exams from New York after the law takes effect on
January L. in order to circumvent this new laW. This questionable
tactic must not be permitte4 to work.

Another point which is in controversy is whether that would
reduce the quality of the exame The president of the AAMC says
there is a limit to the number of relevant questiona that can. be
used on the MCAT.

I think a Newvday. .editorial answered this best when they said:
None of these Claims is even marginally convincing. To argue. that there's scene

liinit on .drawing up questions for prospective medical students euggest a dismally
narrow view of professional education.' Nor is it clear how preparing fresh tests
periodically would compromise quality. Isn't it more likely that repeating the stine

..questions would limit quality and invite misuse? , ;

:I think there Is a fallacy in the way which m'any' people are
interpreting this pill. Dr. Howe Mentioned this morning that test, .
ing is our greatest profeasion and that he doesn't know that We--
Want to attack itt )

,

The major po. ln t is that this bill does not attack testing. It merely,
insists that the testing induStey be -required' to conform to certain
standards of ac ountability and regulation.

I am speaki g to you today not merely in my capacity as student
gsvern p esident; but also as a student who has already taken
some of exams, PSAT's, SAT's, end achievements, who will ,

be taking the SAT again this Saturday, and who plank to be taking
4 mo4re tests the next years, that is, VAT's::

,
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Though there is undoubtedly a need for some standardized test-
ing, the testing industry must nevertheless be. required to conform
to certain standards of accountability and regulation in the interest
of protecting the rights Of all students and imprOving the selection
process for higher institutions, of learning.

Accordingly, I strongly urge the members of the House Subcom-
mittee on Elementary; Secondary,%and Vocation Education to sup-
port this national truth-in-testing bill.

Thank you. .

[The information referred to followsd
.

(From Newsday, July 23, 19791

THE MEDICAL COLLEGES FLUNK THIS TEST

A reasonably assurate diagnosis can be made of the Association of American
Medical Colleges' threat to retaliate against the state's new "truth in testing" law:
It's symptomatic of acute arrogance.

The A.AMC, joined by the American Dental Association, says it will cease to
administer the Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) in New York after the first
of next year. Virtually all medical schools in this country require student applicants
to take that test; 5,000 New Yorkers sit for it every year.

How does the new law affect the medical examinations and others such as the
College Boards? It merely permits students who have taken these tests to obtain
their grading sheets and a list of correct answers so they can compare them and
-verify their marks.

What are the professional associations' objections? According to Dr. John A. D.
Cooper, AAMC president, "there is a limit to the number of relevant questions that
can be used on the MCAT," Dr. Thomas J. Ginley of the ADA says making the
answers public would be "compromising the quality of the test." A spokesman
insistg that new questions would have to be developed every time the test is
administered and that this would be impossible to do foraome parts of the exam.

None of these claims is even marginally convincing. To argue that there's some
limit oh drawing up questions for prospective medical students suggests a dismally
harrow view of professional education. Nor is it clear how preparing fresh tests
periodically would cOmpromise quality. Isn't it more likely that repeating the same
questions would limit quality and invite misuse? ,

State education officials are meeting with the the associations to talk the matter
over. They have a right to talk tough. The Educational Testing Service, a leading
lobbyist against the 'truth in testing" legislation in Albany, employed many of the
arguments the AAMC and ADA are using, but it's not threatening now to suspend
college tests or harass New York students. What do these two professional associ-
ations exist for, anywayeducation,or intimidation?

[The New York Timm July 24, 19791

TRUTH IN TESTING

'The intemperate responses of some academic testers to New York's truth-in-
testing law are certain,to damage their cause more than the law itself. The associ-
ations that admiriister admission tests for medical and dehtal schools have threat-
ened to pull out of New York, and the Educational Testing Service, the' nation's
biggest testing enterprise has said it might curtail services. Dioubtless, the law will
require more work on their part, and there will be added costs. But their complaints
are overstated. In fact, the law is welcome; it's time to take the mystery out of
college testing.

The law signed recently by Governor Carey applies to such examinations as the
Scholastic Aptitude Test and the Law School Admission Test that colleges and
graduate schools use to rank their applicants. As of Jan. 1, 1980, a copy of any test
offered in New York must be filed% with the State Department of FAlucation. In
addition, data on how a test was constructed and validated must be made public.
What irks the testers most is a provision that allows anyane who takes an exam to
receive a grade4 copy. Questions used for research but not counted in scores and
specialized achielrement tests are exempts V

The testers say the law means an exam given in New York cannot be used again'
because its contenks are likely to be disseminated elsewhere. They'contend, too, that
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Chairman PERKIN . Mr. Andrews, you have a distinguished wit.;
nesserom your Sta and You may introduce him.

Mr. ANDREWS, nk you, Mr. Chairnian.
We have a witn from my State who has distinguished himself

there and whom I ould be privileged to introduce.
Dr. Cahow, we w lcome you from DukelYriiversity.

STATEMENT OF D 'CLARK R. CAHOW, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
HISTORY,- AND ASSISTANT PROVOST, MIKE UNIVERSITY,
CONSORM OI4 FINANCING HIGHER EDUORTION

'Dr. CAHow. I ha e been connected 'With the universities for the
past 25 Years. I have had the opportunity of seeing what has
happened as ,a restilt of the improvement of test Scores and the
reporting of test scores.

I have come to the conclusion as the majority of the schools in
the consortiuta on higher education haye also concluded that there
are some serious prOblems with the proposed legislaiOn and I Wish
to speak on that issile.

We agree in effect with the previous testimony of tred Hargadon
representing the college bard and Robert J. Solomon oc the educa-
tional testing setvice. And while we do agree with them, we are not
as .concerned with ETA- as we are with what might happen at the
college and university level and with the students seeking admis !
sion in the colleges and universities across the Nation. $

Editorial cgmments on the bills concerning the predictive Valid-
ity of the s*ndardized tests I. think is sufficient and. I l not
comment any further on those matters. .

I had the privilege of serving a the American Assoeiatióp of
Law Schools Review Panel of the Bakke decision when it vas
,issued, and I think if, the Bakke decision spoke to any issue, it
reaffirmed the fact that schools are guaranteed tinder the first a d
sixth amendments of 'the Constitution to admit students tho
choose to admit, to teach as.they choose to teach, and I would hope,

triiswhatever comes O t of this series Of coliferences and any \
latfogi that. might forthcoming would keep this, factor in \ I

mind. 11/

64-834 0 - 80.- 68
_ _
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. The only concern of the court was that in the decision process
there beet guarantee that there be no discriminatory, actions taken

r% against gpplicants. If this is d condition that is protected in the
admissions procesS, the court has taken the position that standard-
ized tests in fact can play arid otight to play an important role iri.
the decision. process. ;.

, The literature of both the ACT and the college board speak to
the fact that tests are constiucted to assess students' general edu-
oational development, and ability to compete in college level, work,
to require that a IstUdent demonstrateboth problem solving and ,

reasoning ability. .
s. ,

Both agencieS readily sfate that the tests, are good predictors of
performance in college but they are riot precise and should not be .

treated as they were: We take this into account as I think all
, --,resporisible admissions officers take' it into acCount.

For a number of reasons, no teSt test measures with precision.
The reliability of the verbal section is considered 0-91 and 0.92 OR
the medical section. We think publication of test methods and
results Would datnage this reliability. ., .

Because We khow all test scorei have impretision, we alsO know
it is a generally accepted . practice to interpret - scores as ranges
rather than as precise points. I am not trying to imply that test
scores are wcrthless. They are riot. On the contrary, we use test
scores bebaus.0 we glieve they Measurably improve the Validity of
the adriiissionst deciSion. .

It has been deinonstrated that the predictive validity of a high
school record 'is better' than the predictive ability of thi SAT Score
alone. A combination haS higher prediCtive value. .

HoW tests are used in bonjunction with other factors is a matter
left to the individual school. Nq amount of disclosure of test infor-
mation will hlter the right of schools to use the tests as they see fit.
We know that under this 4nd of condition test data can be mis-
used. When 'only ta SAT math score of two individuals. differs 69
points on a 200 to 800 scale, is there any significzw,t. difference
expressed in the ability of those two studenth?i

. Those orus in the admissions eld know thdt this is tfle case and
we know full well that' the col ege boards has cautioned against
such misuse of tests.

Nonetheless, when a student with a 550 verbal is placed on the
waiting list, one with a 540 yerbal is rejected, and one with a 570 .. .

. verbal is accepted, students raise thequestion and testing. agencies
outside the college board raise the question of the Validity of the

1

telt.
A 'decision like this if .it is not based on other factors is far fi

4

orri
. 0

defensible. The commoll assumption that board scores are the pri.:.
mary determinant raises the level both of frlistration and suspicion
on the part of *the applicant. ,

. ,.

It also raises a level of frustration and extreme effort on the part
of people' in college admission offices when they are' called upon to

t,

explain why it is that when botird scores are put with other factr
, in the decision Process, the school has admitted a student with a

mid-range 800 score and has rejected a student in the 1100 range
, Score, both from the Same school.

9.1,.
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Thii is a difficult procedure but one w'e aCcept. ai part' of (air
responsibility. I actually know of no school that uses test scores in
such an isolated and arbitrary fashion.

The test score by itsellWill not get g student in or keep a student
out of a selected school. Schools lhat are not selective-and with
the population drop as it is coming on us now in the next 10years,
more schools will, not be selectiveschools that are not selective, in
those schools test: scores play little or no role in the decision
process.

Without tests we are convinced that it will be .harder to-;discover
and .admit the student who for whatever reaSon Of dbiadvantage is-
less known and less predictable without the test measure..

We have found this to be the Case at Duke. I ,am sure it is the
case in Other 'schools in the consortium.

° o
Yousr ay be interested in knowing, for instance, that the average

res Of entering freshmen in the 30 independent 4-yearSAT
colleges of North Carolina °ranged from 559 to 1,240. In only 4 of
the 40 colleges did the average student have a score of over 1,000.
The average .scores of entering freshmen in the public senior insti- -

tUtions ranged from 588 to .1,063. This is information provided by
the participating schools.

:Only one university had average scores or over 1,000. At Duke,
the entering class was compoied of -a Wide variety of scores ranging
from 700 to 1,560. The Duke range, incidentally, is similar to that
of the 29 selective schools in the consortium.

Federal' iptervention in. the matterS of standardized testing when
there is no perceived criSis will not Change the way sChools admit
students. We believe that institutional reaction to variance in test-
ing and the unintentional. conseqiiences frorri hastily
structured legislation will prove .to be counterproductive to the

4 needS: to higher education and to the goals of students seeking
admission to colleges.

We would urge caution in thetonsideratiort bf,the present kids-
lation and a thorough review of the results stemming from the
actions taken by New York and California.

We would further urge support of the testing services and the
American Council on FAucation's proposals to undertake :certain
initiatiires that will lead to: .

, A niutual apPreciation on the part of all:concerned parties f the special elation-
ships among the public's right to know, the university's need for educational auton-
omy., and the' testing organization's obligation to sustain high, professional standards
in its work.

If I may make one or two 'comments about the preVious testimo-s ny this mornhig, I Would agree fully with Dr. Keller, that in all
probability the testing services ought to pride data Abased upon
linguistic groupings and report that data norm -groups by lin-
guistic backgrounds. .

I think this can be done. I think it can be done without legisla-
tion. I 'am concerned over the. discussion that was heldr+and I may
be Muddying the water, I, Will try not to do soover the iseue of
the way*st scot* are reported in both. the $ATjand the graduate
record examination *is-a-vis Men hnd women tes*takers.

The scores are retorted against men horms and' women norms in
both the verbal' and quantitative areaS in order that institutionik

91.2
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reviewing those scores will not in fact discriminate against either
men Or women.

The norm is not a blind norm. It is a norm based upon men's
peti'lormance and 'women's performance. This, I think, is what Dr.
Keller was ask,ing .for in terms of reporting scores for minority
students and it is one that I Would support.

If there is no differential reporting of this ki d for men and
, then schools will have less of a base for m king nonbiased

ecisions.
I am inclined to agree with Mr. Shanker's
sues* of test yalidity, cost, and the cram co

convinced would spring up across the Nation.
The availability of tesequestions and an ers

ily solve the pro lem of providing a given
tion he needs to improve his testing. Those questions and answers,
Coupled with an extensive and expensive, in all probability expen-
sive, coaching program might help:

But it-is the minority student, the economically disadvantaged
student, who will noit, have the funds .at the secondary level to
secure that kind of coaching. Without that, for the students who
are marginally able and who can afford the coaching and the
possibility of skewing testing as a result, we see a real threat tope
system that we work with now and that we understand in that it
doei allow us to evaluate a candidate's record at his school, is his
nmiqualifiable factors that we are looking for in our given student
'body 'and a vAlidation of his ability to succeed at Duke and any
other selective institutions. We see a danger posed to *that process.

I believe as the queen of hearth, when she addressed Alice in
Wonderlan4 ind when Alice asked hbw she should make the report
and where 'she should begin and how long she should take, the
queen said, start at bile beginning ;ind go to the end and stop.

Thank yon, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Clark Cahow follows]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CLARK R. CAHOW, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, HISTORY AND
4 ASSISTANT PROVOST, DUKE UNIVERSITY

Mr. Chairman, my name is Clark Cahow. While I hold a position of Associate
Professor of History at Duke University, my primary responsibilities as Assistant
Provost, are in the areas of undergraduate admissions, university financial hid and
records. I have over twenty-five years of experience in these two combined fields.

For the purposes of this hearing, I am privileged to r
colleges and universities known as the Consortium, on Fi
(COFHE). re

I thank you for this opportunity totalk with you today about the pro
legislation sponsored by Representative Gibbons in the Truth in Testing Act (H.

. 3564) and Representative Weiss in the Educational Testing Act of 1979 (H.R. 4949).
My presence here today is to record serious objections te the legisration pending

before this Subcommittee. Duke University and the other colleges and universities
fepresented in the Consortium believe that, Os presently constituted, no proposed
legislation could have cnore potential harmful results on the quality of the admis-
sions process than these two bills. While we concur in The substance of the State-
ments made bofore this Subcommittee by Robert J. Solomoh of the Educational
Testing Service and Fred A. Hargadon representing the Co1le*j3oard, our concern
is less for ETS than it hi. for the institutions of higher learvng thht depend upon
standardized testing aeone aspect .of their admissions procedure and for the stu-
dents who seek admission to colleges and universities across the nation.

Testimony before this Subcommittee and editorial comments concerning the
threat to the quality and predictability of stanclardized tests Oat is contained in

ony on the
hat we are

wiP not necessar-
al the informs-

resent a'group of thirty
ncing Higher Education

,



these bills has been "sufficient and does not )require my further comment I do wish
topeak to the function of standardized testa in the admission process .

e Bakke lecision, if it spoke to any issue, reaffirmed the fact that schools are
guaran right to decide how they will teach, what they will teach and who
they will ch under the protection of the First and Sixth Amendments of the
Constitlitio . As long as schools`iriake their decisions, in the latter iristance in a

- nondiscriminatory manner, .the use of standardized tests, in the opinion of the
Court, repreients a valid factor in tbe admissions decision process.

'The literature provided by the Admissions Testing Program indicates that the
Scholastic. Aptitude Tett "measures deVeloped verbal and mathematical reasoning
abilities Opt are related to successful performanro in college." 'De literature pre- /

' pared .by the American College Testing Program indicates that ttlie four academic/
subject matter' tests "are constructed to assess (a) student's rneral educational
development and ability to compete (in) college level work (and) require that
the student demonstrate both problem solving and reasoning ability," Both agencies
readily state that "test scores are good, predictors, of performance in college (espe-

-. cially during the freshmah year), but -they are not perfectly precise and
should -not be treated as though they were." All scores should, therefore, be ied in
conjunction with other factors such as high school grades and rank, and evid nce of
motivationan intangible quality not measured by any test. .

For a nuMber of reasons, no test measures with perfect precision. The ps chomef
ric term used to express -the degree of precision is called the reliability c fficien
This value which ranges from --r1.00 to +1.00 indicates "the extent which an
individual would achieve-the same.score on repetition of a test that is e chances
that John or Mary Doe will receive the same score from a second or third attempt
of the SAT or other standardized test. Although not perfect, that is lacking a
reliabilitycoefficient +1.00, the reliability of the SAT-verbal sections is estimated to
be approximately .91 and approximately .92'for the SAT-mathematical sectioneThe
reliability coefficients of the ACT ire somewhat lower than those of the SAT. 'They
are between .74 and .77 for English uaage; between .79 and .83 for Mathematics;
between .71 and .73 for Social Studies; between .69 and ,74 for Natural Sciences; and
between .86 and .89 for the Composite Because all test scores have a certain
imprecision, it is a generally accepted practice to interpr* scores as ranges instead
of precise points.

I am "by no means implying that sten raized test scores are worthless. On' the
cdutrary, test scores measu bly improvejhe validity of admissions decisions. It has
been shown that the predi ve vali ity of.the high school record is higher than the'
validity of the SAP A "alone, and the combination of grades plus scores has
Meier validity than that of t e high school record alone.

How tests are aired in conjunction with other factors iS a matter left to the
individual school. No amount of disclosure of Wet informaton will alter the right of
schools to use the tests as they see fit., The scores of groups and individuals
obviously can be misuied. Examples of misuse might be acceptances or rejections
based primarily on very similar SAT-combined scores such as 1230 and 1260 or Aell
composite scores such. as 19 and 20. The psychometric concept most appropriate here
is the Standard Error of the Difference, ivhich is roughly the square root of 2 times
the Standard Error of Measurement. This value indicates "the normal variation to
be expected-between the scores of two people on the same test due to measurement
error alone." Score differences of less than 1.5 times the Standard Error of the

. Difference have virtualk no significance..Thii value varies by section of the test. To
'illustrate this concept, the Standard Error df the .Difference 'for ACT subtests is
approximately 4. For each composite score, jt is approximately 2. rp- core differences
of less than 1.6 times 4 equals 6 points on a particular subteet ofinnot be used to

iinfer pal differences n ability. For the AM' coiriposite score, the Standard Error of
the Dfference is approximately 2. In practice, two students pr &eating NCT compos-
ite scores. of 17 and 18, which is a difference (nese than 2 points h ye, for all
practical purposes the same ability as measured by the ACT. Also, RI cannot be
inferred that scores of 17 and 19, for extimple., on any of theACT subtekts, or any'
soiree which differ by lees than 4 point*, mnify real differences in ability. By
comparisft, for SAT-math scores, the Standard Eri s. of the Difference is approxv

.69This means that o when SAT;math scores Of two individuals differ by More
mately. 45. To use our computation woule be 1.5 times 46 which equals

thab 69 points on the to 800 sea% is there any significant different.) in ability.
Fot years, the College Board has cautioned against such misuse, but there is kill
the powibility pf placing a 650-verbal scorer on the waiting list; /rejecting a 540-.

aao indebted to Miss Thurletta Brown, Assistant Director of Admissions, DuldP University,
for inf,erpretatioxi of technical terms. "V-.
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verbal scorer; while accepting a 560-verbal scorer. Such decisions are not defensible
unless there are other factors in the application on which the .decisionvire based
and which make the test score less than critical.

I know of noachool that uses test scores in suchsan isolated and arbitrary fashion.
Diane Raviedh, Teachers-College, Columbia University, has put the issue in clear
and succinet terms as it relates to the recently passed, New York State law and as I
believe it relates to the legislation under consideration before this Commi

"Colleges ask their applicants to take standardized tests of verbal and mathema
ical skills because the,score6 are useful in comparing the aptitudes of students fr
all kinds of secondary schoolspublic, private, ur6an, suburban, rural. Colleges use
the tests because they have sortie value as a podictor of future academic perform-
ance.. .

"College admissions officers are professionals. They know that standardized tests
have, limitations; they know that such tests reveal nothing of a student's imagina-
tion, creativity, motivation or character; they know too that some stUdents freeze in
test-taking situations.

"The scores are only one element in the student's' record, which is made up of
high school grades, rank .in class, extra-curricular activities, teacher recommenda-
tions, work experience, and a personal interview."

A test score, by itself, will not get a student in or keep a otudent out of a selective
school. At schools that are not selective, test scores play little or no role in the
decision process. It will be harder to disgver and admit the student, who, for
whatever reason of disadvantage, is less known and less predictable without the test
measure. Properly employed, test scores are a critical ingredient in the evaluation

_

of a student's potential for success at a given school. The test scoies provilan
toadditional opportunity discover candidate who will succeed who might othe ise

have been overlooked, However, the clear assumption in the legislation
es

that
colleg and universities use test scores to provide automatic cut-offs that p lude
qualified students, particularly those that are "culturally deprived," from ing
admitted.

You may (be interested in knowing that last year the average SAT scores of.
entering freshmen in the thirty independent four-year colleges of North Carolina
ranged from 559 to 1240. In only four of the thirty colleges did the average student
have a score of.over 1000. The average scores of entering freshmen in the public
senior inkitutions ranged from 588 to 1063. Only one univemity had average scores
of over 1000. At Duke, the entering class was composed of a wide variety of scores,
ranging from 700 to 1560. The Duke range, incidentally:15 eimilar Ate that of the
twenty-nine selective schools in the Consortium. - 0 r

Many of the supporters of the Gibbons and Weiss proposals are seekingtcorrec-
tions for "abuses" that these proposals will not, in fact, correct. For examPle,
students oppose the tests because of the power they believe the tests have in
determining where they will be offered admission. If the tests have that power,
giving the students access to all test. questions will not change how the schools
choose to use the test scores. Minorities oppose the testa and support the proposed
legislation because minority students do less well, cm the liverage, than other
students. Again, giving students access to tests will not change how minority stu-
dents perform on the teats. The only students who might do better are those who
can afford to enroll in the commercial courses which coach students to take the
tests. These, ceurses will become even more popular once more sample questions
become available from previous. tests. The reiult l work, against low-income,vhr
culturally deprived students, many of whom/are minorit etudents.

Federal intervention in the matters orstandardi 'testing when there is no '
perceived x rieis will not change the waY schools admit students. We believe that
institutional reaction .to variance 14( testing and the unintentional consequences
resulting from hastily structuTHegislation will prove to 1:k counterproductive to
the needs to higher educatio and to the goals of students eeking admission to
colleges. We would urge ca 'Jain the consideration of the pr nt legislation and a
thorough review of the r ultsternming from the actions take by New York and
Califqgpia. We would further urge support of the testing services nd ths American
CounEll on Educatioxj '6 proposals to undertake certain initiatives th t will lead to "a
mutual 'appreciatio on the part of all concerned parties of the spec l relationship
among the publip. right to know, the university'ri need for educati nal autonomy,
and the testin anization's obligation to sustain high professional standards in its
work." /
'. Thank y,..d. ..w.

%
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Chairman PERKINS. The last witness is Me William D. Geer, Jr.,
principal of the Francis W. Parker Sdhool in Chicago.

TATEMENT OF WILLIAM GEER:JR., PRINCIPAL, FRANCIS
W. PARKER SCHOOL, CHICAG0,-ILL.-

MGEEn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman..
I am

today an
the rights o

I have .cons
Let me review
come from in this

I am' an English
principal in a schoo
English at Harvard an
English at the Lawrence
1965.

From 1965 to 1973 I was th
School in Newton, Mass. Sinc
Francis NV:Parker School in Chi

I &it worked for ETS and the
when I was employed to- grade En
they contained a section that had to
than machinei. .

From 1963 to 1965 I graded English a ced pla ement exams.
From 1963i to 1965 I worked on a special p 'ect in Trenton, N.J.,
and that Vas a project that involved special s pport, special educa-
tion, and in an attempt to evaluate what partcilar elements on
those tests were putting thii black high school 8tidents at a tre-
mendous disadvantage

ery pleased to be able to testify before this committee
ring before you a matter of grave concern pertaining,to
fitudents taking tests.

erable experience with ETA and the College Board.
y background to give You"some idea of where I

atter.
cher and school administrator, preeently a
in the city of Chicago. I was trained in

the University of Pennsylvania. I taught
'lle School, in New Jersey from 1956 to

principal of the Newton South High
1973 I have been the principal of

o.
liege Board in the early sixties

ish achievement tests when
scored by readers rather

In 1972. and 1973, while chairman of the Educe onal Policies
Committee 'of the Massachusetts Principals' Associati n, I. worked
with CEEB: th set up an e4e4mental prograni to explore the use
of achievement tests to qualify high school students to take univer-
sity or college courses While still in high 'school.

I also served as a member of the council on entrance services of
the Cqllege Board, a 3-year term running from 1972 through 1974.

is is an advisory council Which is giVen the responsibility for
making recommendations to the College Board pertaining to the-
SAT and achievement tests.

Although I have had a number of criticism:I of the College Board
admissigns testing 'program and the ETS' about their testing pro-
grams, &An reitently I lave always fOUnd that I. could seek redress
of the probleml.through the regular channels of review afforded by
the College Bqard.

The matte/PI brigg o. you: today I do not feel .was successful in
raishig the issue thfough E'TS or the College Board.

The matter I *ant to raiie, I haVe written te all of the adminis-
trators of both ETS and the College Board a d been involved i4
Correspondence with theni Over the pad 3 mont ,

The issue pertains very specifically to:the tion of the stu-
dents' rights in a process olocore review that manages or hus,

41 know, witIJAT, and I asume with others. The score review is'
ant attempt to use conipUters and other devices to ferret out and



'find students who have copied on tests. My knowledge o) the sys-
tem is based on telephone coversations and my specific experience .

with one student at my school that got iolved in this.
Let me bring you into the matter and 1Ttr of real concern to

you, because I do think it's a clear question of a civil Aright of a
student and probably thousands of other students who have been
subjected to this process.

I became familiar with this practice in January when a student
came to me for help after being accused of copying on an SAT
exam. I have given to you copies of the entire correspondence
between myself and ETS, responses from ETS, my letters, copies of
my letters to trustees and two letters from Robert Solomon, who is
mice president Qf ETS, which basically says, in my judgment, that
ETS has every right to withhold students 'scores based,on a system
which is completely devoid of due process.

The student came to me on this whole question stating the
student had been accused of cheating oh the test. The student.
professed innocence, so I immediately began on the whole question
of what could I do. The test was given in my school and I, as a
reasonable person, said: "If ETS has accused you of this there must
be some validity." I was handed the letter and could not tell .what-,,
.the basis of this'decision was.

I had a lengthy 'series of discussions with the student and re-
viewed the student's record. The student had been in my school for
14 years. There had never been any question of the student's
integrity; and she had a distinguished academic record and was one
of the outstanding students in the school.

I also talked to the proctor of the test. The test session only had
24 students in it; and the proctor knew every single student in the
room. The proctor said there were n sregularities. No student left
the room. The desks were spaced perly at further distances,
they say they have to be 5 feet.

I then entered into my lengthy telephone dialog with officials at
ETS to determine the specifics and ..to ask that they, revieW the
matter. In short, over a period of 3 months I was unable to get a
-detailed statement of charges from ETS.

I finally received one in a month; but as'I look at that thefe are
so many things that are not there and there are obviously so many
issues that are concern:4Di that were not covered in that 3-page bill .

of particulars, and it wTs of no use to me to enter into ariy iiirther
discussion with ETS.

A review committee, ruled that the student's academic record,
testing history, arid stateMent from the proctor were not sufficieht
to outweigh the evidenCe-that they had. In early March.the student
took the SAT over again under controlled circumstances, and the
score of the second testing confirmed t.Le sore that ha0 been
questioned, so We locked her in a rOom. Fie took the test again,.
and the score of the second test cdnfirmed 'that the tat they were

.auestioning was walid.
It took ETS ovei a month to report the validated SAT scores to

the colleges.%
She took the seCond SliT in March, the firs* SAT in December,

and no cone e receiVed her validated SAT until Ajiril 24. In my
judgment,. S' actions almost certailly. kept this statient from

*
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going to a *lege of first choice. The student was a distinguished
"student andhad a fine character record and has been able to goon
to 'college; but in my judgment the qUestion of where the,student
m4ght have ended up as opposed.to where the *student di4 end up
are two entifely different things.

From the last week in January until the third week in April a
student's scores on an SAT were withheld because a computer in
Princeton an& a review committee . using probability and statiatIcs
determined that 'copying probably occurred." Neither the student
nor I toting for the student had any effective way .of queationing
the allegation because We did not know the specific factors' that led.
to the conclusion.

I understand the awesome responsibility of ETS to exercise all
care 9nd vigilance tb detect cheating and cowing on their tests,
but given the importance of these tests in determining the future.
of a student, certainly from the testimony today, probably their
'system should be much more sophisticated and much more respon-
sive than it is.

But given the importance of those tests, ETS /Mist afford a
student due process, and it's On that point that I sixtifically differ
with Mr. Solomon. His contention is that ETS can withhold a score,
without any due process, that their review committee which is a
group of professional employees of ETS has dyery right to withhold
the score and all their responsibility is to Inform the student that
the score has been withheld.

I am concerned about the House bills, becaUsetit seeins to me one
of the objectives of particularly H.R.' 4949 is to protect the rights of
students and I am 'certainly not a constitutional lawyer, and I get
into the question of wording bills and what would work and what
wouldn't work. r

It becomes very complicated, but I think that something should
be done to make certain, no matter what is done with the rest of
he truth-in-testing bill, to make certain that a student's rights in

Matters of gOre review are scrupulously protected.-
I think;what coullhappen; EIS. sithply could file with the. Com-

inissioner of Educdarr a detailed account of what they did, tilt
they had a review committee .and here are the procedu0s, and that
would meoit all of tbe criteria of your bill. j

There is no irtrocit requitement that a student's tights be pro,.
e question of
issues.' In my

udent. The
exam scored and

tected. I also explored at some length with ETS t
breach of. contract; and that raises some vryjarg

'judgrnent, breach of contract is between ETS
st

, to
C e

tion
ments

paid a fee to. take the exam, to have
those scores reported to colle es.
ly, in all of my discussions, ETSfelt that their major Oblige-

to he colleges and universities. They /would make stateL
ike we would be 'irresponsible to repOrt.to any college a

Kore ihich 'we' felt was in any way in qUestion. NOW, I was
interpretive; but! think ther. Are bmach of, contract issues there
as welt Atkcouseitutional but9P4eave/that to you, the law- ,
makers and the lagers, to protect in some way, whether it's
through a specific bilror whatever other way that you see as
sufficient, the legitimate int#rests of students, tlici question of evi-
dence, which I think this is the met impOrtant issue.

/
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I would urge you to consider rewording article 3 specifically and
maybe something could be done to protect the issue of evidence, So--
I would leave it with lawyers, and others to look at thow areas.

I don't have a specific wording to recommend, because that is not
my field. The Most troubling aripect of this whole matter to me has
been the insensitivity of the officials at ETS to the impact of their
practice upon students.

The letter notifying a student that ETS h concluded that copy-
ing has probably occurred is sent to the student and no -one else so
that the school doesn't receive it. The parents don't receive it. A
student receives it. ETS defends this practice as a protection of a
student's privacy..

[The prepared statement of William Geer, Jr., follows:]

.PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM QEER, JR., PRINCIPAL, FRACIS W. PARKER ,

SCHOOL, CHICAGO, ILL

I anl very pleased to be able to testly before this committee today and bring
before'you a matter of grave concern pertaining to the rights of students taking
tests.

Let me briefly'review my professional background and experience with the CEEB
Testing program before I survey the matter of my specific concern. I am an English
teacher and a school administrator. I received an AB in English .from Harvard

\University in 1956 and a MA in English from University of Pennsylvania in 1963. I
taught English at the Lawrenceville School in New Jersey from 1956 to 1965. From
1965 to 1973 I was the Principal of the Newton South High School in Newton,

'Massachusetts. Since 1973 I have been the Principal of Francis W. Parker School in
Chicago. I first worked for ETS and the College Board in the earlY sixties when I
'was employed to grade English Achievement tests when they contained'a' section
tht4 had to be scored by readers than machines. Following that, I raded English
Advanced Placement machines. Following that, I graded E nglish A vanced Place-
ment exams for 3. years. From 1963 to 1965 I worked on a special pro ct in Trenton,
New Jersey, to try to.determine some of the factors that kept successful black high

--. school students from performing well on the SAT. In 1972 and 1973 while chairman
of the Educational Policies Committee of the Massachusetts Principal's Association I
worked with CEEB to set up an experitnental program to explore.the use of
Athinvement tests to qualify high school students to takt univesity or college
courses while still in high school. In 1972-1973 I also served as a member of the
Couneil on Entrance Services of the College Board, the advisory council given the
responsibility for making recommendation to the College Board on matters pertain-
ing to the SAT and Achievement tests programs, Although I have had a number of
criticisms of the CEEB Admissions Testing Prog'ram, until recently' I have always
found that I could seek redress of the problems through the regular channels of
revies afforded by the CEEB.

This hat not been the case in the matter I bring to your attention today. Al-
:though I have written to all of the trustees of both Educational Testing Service and

the CEEB and to the administration of both organizatio s neither organization has
taken. steps to protect students from the dear violation o eir civil and constitu-
tional righte present in ETS's process of score review.

I became familiar with this practice in January when a student came to me for
help after being accused'of copying on an SAT exam: I have included all of the
correspondence between myself and grs concerning the matter in the packet you
have received and would be glad. to answer any sgecific questions that you might
have about the details, but let met briefly ,rei^ the highlights. The student
protested innocence, and a review of the student's record and general character as
well as lengthy discussion with the proctor, who had taught the student, tended to
support the student's position. I then'entered into a lengthy phone dialogue with
.officials at ETS to determine the specifics and ask for a review. In short I was
unable to get a detailedatatement of the charges from ETS for almost einionth. ETS
ruled that the student's academic record, testing history and statehiepts from the
proctor were not sufilcient to overWeigh the evidence that they had. In early March
the student took the SAT over under controlled circumstances and questioned score
was confirmed, It took ETS over a month to report the SAT scores to the colleges,
and in my judgement ETS's actions almost certainly kept the student from going to
a college of first chpice.
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Prom' the last week-in January until the third week in April a student's scores on/
an SAT were withheld because a' computer in Princeton and a review committee
'hang probability end statittics determined that, "copying probably occurred." Nei::
ther the student or I acting for the student had any effective way of quest oning the ----.
allegation because we did not know tha.specific fctors that led to the co elusion. I
Understand the responsibility of ETS to exerci4 all are and vigilance 'to detect
cheating and copying On their tests, but giveqf the importance of thesè, tests in
determining the future of a student, ETS must ord students due precess tnd the .4,,

right of review before a score is withheld. Thalr present practice findh the student
gull% 'the score ia withheld, and then the student1 without knowing any of the
vein* facts that led ETS to come to its decision, is informed that the student may

. supply information to a review committee for consideration.
The student had contracted. with ETS and CEEB to take the test, have the test

scored and have the scores repotted to colleges. Whether the issue rests in a breech
of contract between the student and ETS, a direction that H.R. 4949 seems to
explore, or whether the issue is really one Of fundamental constitutional rights of

i denial of due process, I leave to the lawyers and law makers.. There certainly was a'
callous denial of a student's rights when guilt was deterthined without any due
process.

I have reviewed both H.R. 9664 and H.R. 4949 and am not certain that either or
both of these sills if enacted into law wolfId protect students against such practices.

'certainly ETS and CEEB could meet all of the requirements under Section 3 Of H.R.

,.
V949 and continue their present practices. All that they would have to do is spell
out the practice of score review under articles 6, 7 and 8 of Section 3, The only er
part of II.R. 4949 that might pertain is Section 3, article 10C which I interpret to
meafibthat theprocedure for appeal or review of a test score by the teat agency must
be spelledout. -I would urge you to consider-rewording these articles ofSection 3 so
as insure that the civil and Constitutional righth of the test be guaranteed. I
feel that this can be done by requiring due proceis before a re

e
is ithheld and/or

affording a student a detailed statement 'of -the evidence ntl an opportunity to '
respqnd before a review committee makes its decision to withhold scores. .

The most troubling' aspect of this inatter to me has been the insensitivity of the
officials at ETS to the impact of their practice upon students. The letter notifying a .
student that ETS has concluded that copying has probably occurred is sent to the
student and noone else. ETS defends this practice as a protection ota student's
privacy, yet in my experience most students receiving such a letter in the middle of
-their senior' year face the impossible situation of going to' either their patents or
school officials for heIp and being able to do nothing but protest their innocence

. because -they have -no idea of whet the specific 'evidence is. Given the general
anxiety about college admissions in the middle of the senior year, my guess is that .
most studenti, if they can, try to forget the letter. While talking to an official at
grs I was told that they are confident that the program of score review is effective
because so. few students ever respond to the initial letter from ETS. In fact ETS
probabbt,counts a nonreaponse as an admission of guilt. Hotv\. many shattered
innocent students there are who received such letters in the six or seven years that
ETS has engaged in this practice and could do nothing is a matter of conjecture, btit

.
.... having' lived through the hell of one student improperly treated by this system, I

can 'speak of the agony and confusion that it creates.
It .is a legitimate interest of the Congress to protect the civil and constitutional

rights of test takers, .and ,I urge you 'to strengthen the present bills or draft a
separage bill to ap just that. .,'
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I am writiOg you to call your attention to a practice of Cduca7
tionai Testing Service connected with the SArprogram that 1 Judge

órbitrary.and JrresponsIble. The-practice 1 question.is'the tomputer
identification and review of major variations in the SAT scores of a

student.

.As a.result f this practice a student at Francis W. Parkee, was

informed, "that copying probably occurred," and that the scores for

aDetemb'er SAT were belng..heid. I am endlosing copies of the Icttei

that the student.received, a letter.l'wretesupplying informaCen and
reasons why I thought thoJudgment unfair and the formal: documertatl'on

that the "review" committee supplied'meconcerning-their original

Judgment. . .

.

The maiter-was.finallly resolved when the student:took the SAT'over
again and the score, was cenfirmed, bet the whole. procedure had a crushi

effect on the student. I.obJect to the practice tecausez. .

Although the stdcnt.was'not legally dharged.with cheating, the

. impacf. of...thbletter -had the efrect of a formal charge.

.
. . . .

Neither 1 nor the student could adequately respond to the °charges"
because we were never InforMed In writing of their-specific nature
until effete the "review" committee-had met.

t.

The scores for the SAT In question were not reported to Pit the

copeges :until April 19th yet the.retake of the SAT wat scored by.

Marchitth. ..

.

. .
.

.

.

.

. . .

..' The more I have learqed over the past three.months about this prat,.

tice of EIS:the more AiSturbedi become 'about It. ETS and,the College :

0,:.ard are In fact servinothe student.who is paying for the administra-
tion, scaring-'and repcirtIng of scores of theexem, yet in.this matter it

.apOears that ETS Is willing to assume guilt without clear preof and. Is,
willing- to sacrifice a student to.thenced to. report reliable 'copes."

rurther. the blind, reliance on a computer Modcl to detect "unreliable".
Scores representi.bureaucra0c arrogance of the highest order, \

1(
I..

L._ .. .1,4
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itseems to me tklat th concer of'ETS Could be met by simply

informing students, whose s esin aseby more than a -certain amount,:

that they should retake thttjett bcqbsemost CollegeS wkll consider

sciots that have rismn,by. t at. amount unreliable. ETS has"creted a

consIderiple rmlphan4sm to e k, fiWd, an4 deal with stUdents WhOse

v---saords fall to pass througff he computer screen. 10 fact 'this syltem

assesses guilt and then a It dent must proOe'innOcense, a Complete

...contradiction to our JudiOa .syitem. The procedure of review has the

'*tuperfkcial bppearance of.4 process*et In fait.there Is none.

As a trustee you have the responsibility to Investigate theiprar

Oct of the review', and as it'reprcsents a misuse of the considerabi

pulilke.trust of oth ETS and the-Coliegu qoard, ice that it eith

ceases or is changed to remove its arbitrary andirresponsible e ements.

W41111eW

Enclosures')

.Sineerelyi

William D. eer,

A
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Educational Testing-Service (ETS) routinely checks the scores recorded

for CS, Sablastic Aptitude Test (SAT), As a reeult of ins general

check, elie Saud of Review--a panel Of senior stele me..berst at ETS-is

. conducting a detailed reviewof-the 'score, 'hoarded in your name for the

:.c.re r 2, 1971 administration of the $AT. .

This detail+, 'view includes two oompariSons: *rot, youi oUrrent

scores were Compa wk with earlier sccres end found to be quite 4ifforent.

Such lard* score differerices are unusual but lerge differences-alone are

not sufficient reafpn for queitioning *cores. -Second, your,Snswer sheet-

Wee compared with others fron the sam test center. 'Youeahawers are in.

close agreemen"; with those on another answer sheet'' Stehxraiesigreement

is unusual and indicatei thet.copying protablv,occurrid.: The Roar" has

dloadwa tnat there is Sufficient reason to vestion your.ecOras 'hems.
unusual results were found in both of these comparisonS.

The inclosed pamphlet (ETS Procedures for Determining the VaI4dLty of

2uestionable Scores) axplaiha details of all the options. availabl to

you in :his review of your scores. -Please lead it,oarotully. In brief.

tneee cptione'allov you to:

Request a retest.to..conarn-you'l.lpeitior,ed scoreh.'

tNot availebli Overseas.)
_ .

AUthorise éancellatian of your questioned scOtres.

Supply the 1oard with additonal information
regarding the validity of any of your s'cores.

e

.
.

You will be informed of any further action.once 'you reply, Meanwhil:)

your:score wort will read, "Absent or Scores neleyed"--a phrase tA .

-for all delayed scores. 'Colleges
andothers designated by you to receive

0 I.
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' February 1, 1979
c,

. 1!i
. .

your scores will not be infOrtrd that a review is in Progrees. If you
do not choose any of the options described in the pirtphlat 'or i you do

, not reply, there will be no further action but your icoras will not
reported. Please note thet in your case this r...aans the questioned
scores will not hi fornally cancelled and the test feei will not be
refunded as stated in the parphlet.. Atwever, your previous scores ,or
any future scores will be revited at your request.,

Whenever the Board, raccc.rends agailist reporting a candidate's scores,. 0,

thee: is one additkonal and special opt4Ln available, , You :nay requesk
that the quaitioned scores r4 a atazer.en't 9na#1's reservations'
about- their valieflty be zent to se,' Lnatit-zticn you ehoose, provided the
institution is both willing to eximine this inforp.ation and to .7.1intain
its oon ,didantiality.

Bee 3.4 zou reply, ou cay wish to s4ak advice from our parents, .counselor,
or atteisg.": And" ykar hSve 'It*.T.mstions Vegaiding thIlf.'mattii,6 ball me.': 4.7

collect it 609014t160:' `.." .4 r . A.-

s AAA: -t : 1::.
. _

#incealy your*.` ' .o!: ! ,r .
f . .1 I

a

. Sstrttary,' Sbard br'Nviato

3.v.DriatjE" -4

-.Enclosure

o c.: -

' 97:
: .

. .

cl. r

...T. Wt.%
TA-7. r c::

t . .

.-. .t .

..'
-,. -A.: c

.:,
:.1:

s . r: . 1:4 . " ! *.ir. . /:*. '.

1 oilif' .C..' ;.0. '! :.: 'I. !cm& .
rv t,irt,^' ' 'fi,.:: ..:r.v.. . .. 1- b Ifs

,
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..t

Meeks:Shirley IN Kane-Orr
Secretary, SOard of levies,
ldueational Testing Service

. Princeton, N.J. -08541

-

tDear Mrs. Kans.Orrt-
. .

.Inellsed is the material theç t discussed with yins yest day.

concernihg . As y4 cies serfrom her transcr ts,

hertgrades particularly during th.b last two years En Inski h and
=History courses have-beren excellint. Included fai her rinscriptls-
our record of her schlevement'testing lncludins the At. 'Eat ma
briefly review what I think is the Valid inIoaatt9i. that should-

presentedto the &ivied .Soard. One, her verbal PSArscore 'asft one hundred points above her 35 TAT score,which she took.tJ
.March of 1978. She took AchielOment rests %Lcs. once En May of ,'78
and-once in November of ,78, and.as you cad sea from her transcapts,

.her &gash Achievement and Literature ,A,ChlevemeNelksres have been .

Sl and 13 on'both of those testing,. /
J.7ifr-

As I indicated to you on- the'phone, we do some costing at
Francts.Parker and NM gave a complete- battery of the California
rest of Mental Maturity to in the third and.sixth,grede.
In-the third grade her Indies per as..folloWs:

resscis yr. Plomze SCHOOL

5)0 Web#:es Avenue

Chicip. !Jima JCG14

Febniacy 7, .1979

1

Reading
Yoe. 4.7
comp. 44
Total. -4.5

In mition to that-we
in hMT h.of '73 in her

goading
Vac. 9.4

Comp. 3.1

Arithmetic
Ages. 4.7

. Fundd
Total. 4.8

Lang.,,

. :,1ech. 4.7
Spat. 4.9

Total, 4.8 .

save her thi California Test of Mental Maturity
sixth grelie,year 3nd her scores wares. .

. .

athematic
Rea.. 7.0 ,

Fund. 3.3

Lang.
.

Mech. 10.3
Sped. ll,3

As I indicated to you also oaths phone, has been working
with the Stanley Kaplan program tNimprove SAT scorea this fall. Al.
though I havinkt talked to.the teacher at Stanley Kaplan,
reflectad_to me that they had top her that she was consistently working
in the high 500 on their practice test material, Mycyndarstanding is
that. is going to have the person the; she worked with at Stanley
Kaplan prepare a letter for'you.

MY.final congern has to do with your letter of Maras lit to 'I

Wh n we-talked on She Ohne yesterday you indicated that yoU I

were not a cueing . of chdating on the SAT, but thet your. iopcsinsi
,
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\

was. sty oes,of ,reporttng it true tre to a college and insure a '
oprogaiku tshich attiap,r "to. treats 4 hedge against fait.', ilnfortunitety

te tht second paragraph of your lector you state,.."Your 'anggers Ars in

,clOse agreenent with those wanother ansuar sheet. Stith Moss agree.

sint is unusual and indicates that copying gcobakty kccurrad.!' - fie

trauma chit . .. and hit parsecs have mika :thfougti" i)it' rsigiondlOg to

\ s.hat chey-Laterpret as .1a accusation of FbilatIng pip;i4en; 'Elope dlifficult.

., Ai t indicated to you, "-- collSge adotisiLOOU situation'UX'Undec
reyiaL fOr March 1st ind the delay in adores . l'' igliinie, hai ittraw .

created a problem. 1...you corisented on tha phone. you (pit Oat Os
latteevai unfortunate and./ Jodi heartily concurl--Yli: uy judgioint .

... no such. /attar shoupl,be sent co ,i. is tudont upless;yoO .havo emrsoely.;

silenhatidance that the stAdint him acouattt constrtlea' viaftlt
.

k .C1,7tte:
' -Vt ill i. r.' I- ' . '... , - . - t... - .

.1. 3411bRP4Fst.fndin
that tP

,
, .is maLtin; to yoeodc-it '7.-

,stotengat autporising. 'to.refor't hert:Scoricto the'FriheCntieer
Schooppd:thet You 14 .isiso toclitdi ce, stICè ,nIindtcattnrtl. iroardia.
r.s.cregion appiat: theie.yatldttr.'' I' ;'"'"

. .

: .'.'il el :b)7e
, . .:7P:.k a se., 4.. ba

4(41; indi a %"1::. r. f l'dt -Ite r AV't.fr 'r
.- 17 .,.: Eta.. S., 4..1you :you. _lb 1 i ao S al, s reatkei.,

.043,.... .-.6 .gyo-sift.co cake da tAt.,LvtleANAnis sir awaha:r

FP.ArolAd,x1f-Eciwitosias, -:.. 'kir? : -.vv.. , 1: A :IL ! 14e- ., L -
Ai. :-. ! ot .. IP .:*(WI. El *ono :::.: :

It -tpers. Ls any further Inftiratattoik chat Au luta tied m1a pleas,-r. 'e.. ft!'7. s II 1-.

feel free. CO.. cCl. cr..4C .Ch.e. ?MCC, '4. Parkeirlcb WI t

9. .:: it .: ' . . 1..: '.:,-, %...?.:i.c: : .fiffsr iy.,i

. -
\

,
-% 1

.... it o

.1111142.0. Geer,.
I

.

.1rOCIdie
Enc.

V ;I'S .

J
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Februery 28, 1979.

'w

Mr. William D. Zest,. Jr.
Principal
Francis W. Fsrker *hool

'3301.Webiter Avenue

Chicle, Illinois 6C814

Dear iMr, Geer:

-
PlitNCETON. N.J. 0954

/
'

.Thank you for your letter of February 7, 1979 written in behalf of

This correspondence', which included grade transcript,
and Acores for the November and May 1978 Achievement
,Tests were given to the Board of Review for consideration:

As I informed.you by telephone, the Board.had reaffirmed its initial
decision to require a ieteit in this instance and-also directed that

. .the material requested be released to you.

haVe therefore .:nclosed both the initial Summary for the Board ot
Review and the resubmittal of February 14, MC

If I can'Wof further assistance, please telephone'collect.

Sincerely,.
.

-r .cF"
(Mrs.) Shivley'F. XaneOrr
-Secretary,.3oard of Review

SKO:cjr

C.
EnCrbiures

a

^ 0

7

4
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SIMMARY .tOR THE BOARD Of REVIEW

- Probable coemunication ....tannery 31.11979

Cindidetst
.

.t of Chicago," II.
_

Stores .Questinned by:.
12/78:CBATi Comnter Seers Cain Check.'

. CesdidAis4n question

tgre ,' Date . Scores Improvement.

V H WE 2, I la 1r

12/78 : 610 430 58. 264, -60 9 206..

.3/78 350 510" 49

7.Candidate Blots Paper
.%

.Correepotdsi.-

Smug!. Record:

,

'.

\Documents in Evidence:

. Data Atom Improvement.

V )1

11/78 . 6-170 5-10

3/78 610 500' 54

11/78 EN.570. LR 620. FR 550

5/78; LW 500 LR 580 FR 610

.

(1). .RegistratiOns and score reports.

. (2) 12/78 answer- sheets. 3/78 answer

sheet for Candfdlt in anestion
A.

(3) ing's telephoned report that docuMent
for were written by t1s same person.

(4) Response. analysis:

(1) .Book numbers used:

fCand1datjcjcN used. /139048
(rpm. itild4/1 used 0139047

(2) In theMerbal' Section the correspond

of incoirect reeponses is a4X.
4 .C1 Candidate in ,

. (4) 65 orrece
4 14 incoirect

d omits

(b)!AflmtgabOhas 65 correct

- 12 incorrect
a omit.

I.



r

....lanuriy. 31, 1979 I

.

(C) 9 incorrect were cocoa to both
papers have ident al reeponsest Index

.11.- 168, result 6
,

1

1
candidate in

.

(d)auva.tionhas 4 nitswers correct that
1n(V_ i does not have .correct.

candidate la .

..(e)euestioq i - ,has erased 10 items and

) '
changed to 9iporrect an& 1" omitted respoos
identical to, 1-selections.

. .
( .,(f) The longest rim is 4 incorrect.\

Index B - 20, which is the: total of
incorrect end onitted resPons,es onloth
answer sheets. The result is 6.

(3) Inthe Written English, thernis no
eVide3Ce- of copying. !.

(i)ouestion has 45 correct

V.,
5
0 tif.

vht.
(h) 'haw 43 corteat

6 incorrect
1 or-it

(4) In the Math Sections, 7, of 28 incorrect
ensurers correspond -.23Z.

' candidate la
(a tie7t-1:71 las 29 correct

28 incorrect
3 omits

.14..corrigt - 2

15 incorrect
. 11 omits

candidate in .
(c)ouestion has 8 answers correct that

4'0* does oot have correct.

'.(a) Erasure.s ate not Ignificent.
, 1

(5) In the Expedoental Section, there is no
evideice of copying.

candidate la
(a ts47iciA7g las 17 correct

(Math 6 .incocrect
\ 2 mats

_ (b)
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34ruiry 31, 1979
./..,trpg

hes 36 correct 1

$ incorrect ----
4

.110

Appereotly copying gas pO3athlS at we 12/78

SAT.
.

4'

. .
Recommendation:. Complete security proce.seins of the 12/70 . .

forSAT .1%43 nr!' :

4 .

. .

--S4iell41./i144r44
..Shirley.T. Kaue7Orr

. .
.

SYXFdi 1)-

r: 0

.

. N

.f:f

930.
1.A
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CASC RASU411/1110

Dotal-

TOc/pronritot

_Ants tt ?envious Summary:

Action Diroctedt

.

Additional Inforpation Rataivod;

Aiditionel Actiomf
t

Reeommendation:

k

. . .

,Februarv.14, 1979

Copy/12/78 SAT
...

.

January 31, 1979

Complete Security Processing

I.

.

1) Letter dated February 7 from Hr. William
_Geer,'Principal of School.1.

2) Letter.froz. authorizing
release Of all information frdi flie to
Hr. Geer.

:3). Additional score report for
indicating scores for 6 chievement testis.
thst tbe Board had'not originally,son-
sidered.

A retest has been sent to the school at
Mr. Geer's request.

.Inform that a retest is required
and submit file.to counsel regarding the
release of information to Hr. Geer.'

4.-Lats./4/47%o

Shirley V. Kane-Orr
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Mr. Willitm D. Ge4, Jr.
Principal t

Francis W. Parker Sthool
330 Webster Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60614

Dear Mr. Geer:

.

July 27, 1979

Your letter of July 13 to Mi. Turnbull was referred to me
tecause he is onleave for several months. We:appreciate
your taking the time to look fnto the case of one of your
stUdents.and your general.auggestions about the hahdling.

of quiltioned scores.

iThe basic problem, I think, is that no:procedures. aretotally
aCceptable to.all of he parties involved -- students, tAir
Schools, receiving institutions, testing centers and ETS.

duf own view is that ETS has a responsibility.for reasonable
checks on the integrity of reported.scores. 4the process,
ge trr to causetthe least inconvenience or embetrassment tt '-

the student. have no direct interest in identifying or
labeling wrongdo ng --,Only-in providing valid scores.

I

With no intent.to Minimize the reactions of the student about
whom you wrote, allow rieto review some of the issues that
Might not he apparent to someone outsidebf-the System.

A The computer isusivi in the prodess but only asthe servant,
r not the :;ester, of people who are examining the record. ..

carefully and making deasions. ThecOmputer does flag.

unusual scor, changes,. The ilarcentage of cases.is very

small (0.05). HoWever, the/student is not-contacted until

47*-

the entire retord has been studied and othef facts raise a
serious qUeition aboUt the validity of the score.

Your suggestion that ETS ask students toretake the test without
suggesting that an/ irregularities exist other.than a score gain
sounds plausible and has been:made before. We feel, however,

that te suggest.to the candidates thq aeadmissions officer. '

sN.

"
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Mr. William D. peer,. Jr. july 27, 1979'

' might question scores and urge retests based solely-on alarge
score gain would be wrong.. Vucb action would indeed endorse

reliance on a computint model" and properly draw ci=iticism.
Furthermore, what would ye do if the student says that.he.dcas.
mot ChoOse to take our suggestiot? Only if we acknowledge that.

-.we have a strong indication of copying'or other irregularity do
we have.any rig t to withhold scores or otherwise inconvenience
the student: We er the student all reasonable options '41100.00°

. cancelling.the score, retesting promptly' under Controlled
conditions, supplying the. ETS Board of Review withinformation
that.would alter.the dedision,..or'evenauthorizing the scores to
be released to schools withafull record-of.the case. Note that
unless.the-student.chooses-.0'release.information, no public
"charge's" are leVeled:agAfiSt him; he'is 'simply told-why ETS.finds'
it necessary. to.inconvenience him.

You express concern that the student had no opportunitOo
respond" to the Board of Review until after it had met. The
initial meeting was for the sole purpose dot deciding whether
there was suffidientreason to question the scores or whether
they should be released. As stated before0Ve do not consider .

. a large score gain by itself to be sufficient reason to question
scores. .In tbis case we also found an unuSual, close agreement
with responses n another person't ansver sheet.; the_serial nUmbers
on the two answer sheets were consecut,e. Thus, in the'ccintext

.nf our considerable experience coOing seemed probable.'

It was at this point that the stUdent wasainvited to respond with
aoy information that.would explain.the large score gpin and the
close agreement with inOther answer sheet. .The student was..
encouraged to cnnsUlt others, to call us collect or to write to us.
The student did turn to you for help and you were able to talk to
our staff and, I.trust,. receive all the.information you desired.4
The response that you prepared was careftlly reviewed by the Board
of Review at its Second meeting, at wbich time the deeiSion waS
reaffirmed to ask for a.retest. We were pleased that the student .

elected the retest option,and confirmed the'validity.of her scores..

Your concern.about the delay between the retest' and.the reporting of
-the originai scores.ia justified. I am informed that the delay
resulted from clerical procedures that have already been changed. I.

have-asked that these procedures be reexaminedtp ensure that delays
:will be minimal.

, .
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Ar..William-D..Geer, Jr. July 27, 1979'

When ye write to.students about questioned scores, we include a

. leaflet describing the procedures,andatudent options in detail..

In.case you did.not haVe an opportunity to seethe leaflet, I,am:

enclosing one for your review.: .

The issues in dealing with.questiOned scores,are Co lex and, as

you must sense, something. we-have.struggled with at length'to find

-.the most fair and'effective precedures. Ypur interlirs

appreeiated-
.

r Sincerely, 1

cc: William W, TUrnbull,

a

k 1.th

Pdbert . Solomon .

Executije Vice President

0

934"

4'

e



D. GEER Mt

PRINCIPAL

FRANCIS W. FARKIIR SCHOOL

330 Websteyikeoiue

Okay, Illicffs 00614'.

Mr. Robert J. SolOmen
'Execetive Vice President
Educational Teating_Service.
trinceton4' New JOrser 08541

Dear Mr. Solomon:

Thank you eo much folr taking/the time to write such a thorough.'
and detailed response to,my4tetter. Despite the thbroughness and
.detall of your.response; there_still are several. questions Whit's.' -

caese me gra4e.concern.
.

August 23, 1979

s

i
. My primary concern is the wIfóle question whichsrises when EIS,

for.whatever reason, concludes that.there is strong indication that
copying or other irregularity has occurred. At this pOintI feel it

.

ileperative that. ETS treat the matter in.'euch a way that a student is
afforded due process, end im 'Would require.that a student know the
exaCt deteils of the charge:and all'of the information that has led
ETS. to draw such-conclusions. As I indicated in 0 Istterfei did.-not.

.

receive-the detailed-statement on'the case until the first week.of -7-1---7
, March,' end / had been discussing the matter with official. at ETS ::' . ..*

since the end of Jenuary. Alsooas I got.ferther into the matter,'
I found.that elicit time I discussed the matter with people at Princeton.:

.

another fact or issue would come to. light. Lengthy phone cells with
eomeone at your office in Princeton is.no substitute for a clear end
detailed etatement of the cadoes- and reasons why ETS feels that copying
has occuritd. I also strongly feel'that there is no way-that people'
sitting in Princeton,-New Jersey, cen come to an absolute conclusion . .

that a etudent. in 0h/cal:Ohm's Cheated.simply by analyzing answer sheets
.

and comparing patterns of right and wrong answers.
.

. . A
.

. .

A further concern ibout the opportunitY to respond'comes from my

11

feeling of. uncertaiety abou e*actly what the RevieW,Board was consider-
ing. When I sent My leg4ie including hackground infbrmation on the .

seudent in queegon't aeadersic,record snd general testing record, I had
odly the most giherel understanding of.what the specific issues.were
that had led the Review Board to their conclusion that the student had
probably copied. Unless a student, and those acting as advocates for
the student, know the specifics, I see :no way that ON student can ever
effectively respond to the conclusion tpat ETS has made that they have
probably copied.. ;

My final Concern, af
not clear as to whether y
of ETS on the.matter,.or
formal review of. their Or

s

WDG:ew
cc: William W. Turnbull

reviewing your letter, is that I am
response constitutes a final:statement

ether EIS will conduct a more'open and ..
educes.'

Sincerely,

-

William D. Geer,
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Chairman PERKINS. I am' going tO interrupt you at this time so
w4 will have an(opportunity to ask Mr. Shanker questions.

He must leave at 1 o'clock, I understand. Mr. Shanker, I will
start off. .

You have been before this cOmmittee several times and you have
had a wide experience in the educationaLarea.

You referred in your testimony to thrlaw which th8 New YOrk
Legislaturse recently enacted, and I understand a lot of the people
who were backing that law tqday have some misgivings about the. .

wEty that it has turned out.
However, that is just hearsay. ut what do you thinc that we

can learn from New York's experience? Assuming that fthe Weiss
bill is enacted and implemented, what do you think 4bo.ut that
sftuation?

, , .

Mr. SHANKER. I think it is' too early toày whqt we can°learn.
The law was just signed a matter of a few months ago. The impact
iswith the exception of what the publishers have said they will
'dothe impact of that is still in the realm of conjecture, which is
what all of us gre, to some extent, engaged in here. ,.

I would certinly thinic that, given the fact that such a law 'is
there, that one of the things that might be worth doing is to wait a
little bit longer here toqee what the effect of that is, because right
now with the exceptipn of the threat of the publishers not to give
some of the examin tions.there or release scores within the State, I
don't think New rk is in any better position to know right now
what the /impac of that is than we are here in discussing it.

We haVe got series of conjectures andzthat is what they have/got there, bu we will know. pretty soon and it's probably worth
waiting her to take a loo. -

Chairmqn I3ERKIN5. What if this committee suggested a study, as
; suReste this morning by Dr. Howe, the first witness that testi-
fled; d ou think that that might be helpful?

,

i' Mr SHANKER. I think continued studies of the issues raised here
ançjAwhat will happen in New York would be very worthwhile, yes.

hairman PERKINS. Do you feel that the enactment of this lqw
ould bring about higher costs, insofar as ,the testing is concerned?
Mr. SHANKER. Yes; I believeI 'am not an expert in this' field

Out there* are people at this table who are, but I have not only
heard thern but I haye met with others over a period of time -and
tried to listen to the'different points of view.

. . .

I am convinced that it +will increase the 'costs and will resuolt in
times on the examinations which are not as good. #

It vdlio result in a rush to action to create more and nulre and
more' tests and' test items rather than better items, and that the
cobsequences of the publicapon and release of the items 'will be
negative rather than positive. . I .

.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Weiss?--
, .

gr. WEIss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ,

iFirSt, let me express my personal welcome to Mr.' Shanker, for
his presence and participation. We, are .associates. I am losing my..

voice. , ., . ' , .

Mr. SHANKER. Associates cuid friends.
Mr. WEISS. Right.- ----- 1

S. -6 i
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,

I am surd; brif you don't, let . me tell yipu that the area of
greatest concern about the New York test and the New York law
and its effect on tests refers to the 'small volunie tests and the
requirernent, burden that;would be imposed on making or pUblish,
ing new tests in those instances.\ Our legislation, I think, almost totally 'cures that problem, be-

, cause we exclude tests Which are giv n to a few of the people over
.Vie years. That bears cause to be re sured on that ground, but let
me ask you, aniH aSk you these qu tions only because when we
we' in the process, my office with hirley Chisholm and George
MilleOn preparing thiS legislation, and we tried to touc base with
all elethents of the educational community who would e affected
by this legislation or would have a natural interest in i .

One of the groups that we touched base with was the American.
Federation.of Teachers and its coMponents at that time, and you
correat me, let me ask the question first, but isn't it a fact that
your union, the AFT, had in July of this year adopted a resolution
at its coriventionsupporting both the New York law, and national
efforts.to reforni tting procedures?

Mi. SHANKER. ll, that is going a bit too far. Let' me review
that

You are certainl right in saying that you had more than
touched bases. You h d met with and soug t to find out what the
views of both our Sta e affiliate and natio al organizations were,
with TeSpect to the issu s involved here.

In New York State o r affiliate, did support, was not the prime
mover, but did support the laif which passed there. It has not
changed its position. It 's in the process now; as some of these
consequences coine out o examining its position, that I can only
say while on the books, the position is there and it may end up
being exactly the same as was before; it may also be a few weeks
from now: "Hey, we Move a little quickly and we wish we had
given ourselvee sonie breat ng time," so I. am reporting the policy
in the State is there, and th e is also a reconsideration.

The national resolution w ich was adopted refers to nb specific
piece of legislation, nOr does\ it call for a spécifid: It does 6all for
greater. scrutiny. It is a one-sentence resolved With some whereases
whiCli. point out we recognize there are problems and abuses. There
is nO question about that.

I inolicated in my stateinent before that I am not here to tiake the
position that nothing needs to ke done. I ain here to say that I'am
imPressed with the coniplexity 'of the issues. I am convinced that
moving very quickly on these is going tO result n a let of damage,
and I would 'say that our organi tion, after the e is enough either

'The same differences in our or anization that xist On' the Other
panelsthat you have had and t is pa el, I don come here repre
senting a half million people who ha e fgot 'una imous opinions. I
don!t. eVen haVe that many people t at have lo ked at the issue.

I need sonle time. We. have asked ir and received a grant from
the National Institute .of Educatio o conduct-, series of cohfeiZ-
ences for teachers *and the countr to bring people like the ones
on this panel -and:, bring teachers, round this country, so thiS
debate can go on all across' the cou try, and we would like some-
time to educate oUr people and invol e them in this process.
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We did the same thing a year ago on the question of reforming
the -.tax base for 'education: We found most people in education
around the CoUntry really were not aware of what the taxpayer, 1
and equity issues were, We ended up publishing a booklet and
running .a series of conferences and developed a good deal of qual;:
ity leadership in this field, .

.

I just am worried about conclusions at this earlY point. Nosq, yoti
'are right in your opening statement that sO far as. the only. conse-
quences on these special examples, they are given to smaller
groups, but I don't think We have seen what the consequences of
that legislation are. We won't till il it plays itself out for'a .year or
two.

Mr. WEISS. I just simply wanted the record to reflect our past
involve/tient hi corning to a conclusion,. and also one further item I
ought to mention for the record:

There was a representatiVe of your organization that participat-
ed .in the announcement Of the introduction of this, legislation;;
support of our efforts, and I assume that that was dale with the!
authorization of you? ,

Mr. SHANKER. I have not come here to-complain. I haven't been
consulted, and I will even say that you had strong reason.to be1iey0
that yOu would have much More immediate support than you ai
getting from me at this moment.

.

Mr. WEISS. That is all that I wanted to establish.
IMr. SHANKER. I will be very glad to acknowledge that. \

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Goodling? .

Mr. GPODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman:
We have so little time that I don't believe I better as1 s. all of the

questions that come to my mind.
Mr. PERKINS. SiX or seven Minutes.
Mr. GO6DLING: Just listening to the niost recent conversatio

there was a mention of excluding tests given to 5,000 individuals r
less. I suppose Russian and Hebrew might qualify for Each n
exclusion. Beyond that,' I can't imagine what other exams would be
excluded,. because when you talk about 5,000 nationwide, that ig a :
drop in the'bucket. ..

dragger, ,I suppow that is the way it is termed. SO. many *rnes ye
- You answered the question I was going to ask you. a foot

have such well-meaning intettions and quickly write legislation,.
which We think is going to curt a number of problems. But instead,
we sometimes do an injustiCe' to the people we were-trying to help.
This hag been mentioned many Cants today. .

So I. ask you the question that I bave asked so 'many times: .

Do you see such an emergency' that we cannot 'wait until we see
What happens with the i California and the much stronger Nvw
York legislation, or the National Science Foundation study?

.

d
Is the emergency so great that We cannot wait and see before we

mething wrong in attempting to cure the ills? / i .

r. SHANKER. Well, as I indicated before, I don't think the
emergency is in, the legislation that-the people of the United States
Write this' feeling that the testing is_ horrible and unfair and foot
valid and accurat* I don't think that the overwhelming majority, I -

think, the emergency'is in another field.

: 4.
.
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I think that tlie people tfeel they are paying an awful lot for'
. education and the scores are going down and the standards are

loosening, end what we s at -local 'and State levels all across the
cotintry is a way, to figur out hbw we can tighten the standards,
and l'WoUld say ;at the s e tlin also use these resrilts on some of
these, the information o ISOme o these tests to realize that we are

- not doing an adequate j b in ed cation, to try to figure out what
we should be. doing there

My. worry is that 0.0 have s 'me instrUmerits now. There are
plenty of problerrig ass iated with the use of those instriimerits,
and I think that Congr ssrrian Weiss and his associates who have
introduced thd legislati.n have c rtainly served a great purpose in
'bringing to light' man of tiles problems. But I think that on
balance, it is.a lot bette tO try to improve an imperfect instrument
than it is to open thin s up to the point where you may very well
weaken the instrumen make it less sharp, less useful than it is at
the present 'time.

YoU Say 3.iou are a fdot dragger. Well, Ldon't accept your evalua-
tion of yourself. This !is an unusual stance for me..I am usually
here to say the followpig things ought to be done and I am con-
vinced, but I do a lot of thinking and I do a lot of reading, arid you
have heard a lot of Oidenceand there iS sufficient amount that
has been placed before you tO show that the case has not been
Moven and thaf if you go ahead with this and the opponents are
right,'the consequenceslare prettY serious.

, .Mr. GOODLING. Than you, Mr. Shenker.
I have no other quest' ris.

. Chairman PERRINS. Mr. 'Andre.WS? 1

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank !you, Mr.:Chairman.
If I may' digress froni the subject I minute and ask it ry

, of your friend from Kenitucky, What happened to Dr. F guson Who
left the University of Greensboro and went to the , niversity qf
Kentucky*in' about/ 197IP Is he still there? e a

Dr. CLAWSON. Whe isIthere I don't know:him. *.

Mr, AignitEws. He was president of the University .pf Kentucl.
Dr. CiAiv;soN. Not inlrecent Yearp. It iS now President Singletary.'
Mr. ANDREWS. I beg'your pardon. It was Singletary.
Dr. CLAWSON% He is. still president and doing very well'.
Mr. ANbREWS. ifherie are so many questions.
Chairman PERKiNS: All tight; we will let your Witness,.go. ,

Thank you Very much': ;

.Mr. SnAmcgit;Lwould like tb thank yo u for this opportunity. and,
if I may, I din, going tp run away, but one point 'that keeps recur-
ring hete is 'the belief that if somehow we throw the tests away
that this is going to result in better editission standards insofar ms,T
the admisiions.of Mindrititis are concerned:

'. I think wheib you eliminate staridards of a core of objectivity,
ecogriizing Nit this is orily one of the pieces of legislation and ir
you use these Nts oWtheilt. Own it's wrong and stupid. If you throw j
it away you areieither left tO local tests, and there is nd eyidencp'
they are going to be ,atiy better, or you move trier tcovarioA
subjoctive standards., . ;

NOw, subjective standards may very well produce greater a ibis-
sion of miarities dulling a piriod of time when that is 'a.po lar

\

,
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cause. Then when that causetecomes less popular Oil .unpopular,
and all we have to do is see the swing of public opinion pn various
political issues and how quickly, that happens, the aholition or the
destruction of Standards that move through different periods could
lead to periods when there are greater admission of minorities
than others when the subjective standards result=in massive
discrimination.

So one of the reasons for my support of standardized testing and
objective testing and its improvement is a belief that in the long
run minorities are advantaged by, a rule of law rather than by .aA
sway of opinion or popularity at any given time.

Thank you very much.
Mr. WEISS. May I comment very briefly on that?' .

at you just made bothers me, because there is
t or anyone else's part sUpporting this legisla-

,

s responding to Dr. Jackson, nOt to you.
ink]. Throw.away standardized tests. Quite to
en to believe that standardized testing has a
nal field. I

y concern is the slipshod Way wbiali it is operated now, both as
to alidity ahd as to security Which has destroyed the credibility Of,
th se tests. I want t undertake a system of...opening it up, so it will
regain credibility an sometimes therelS a confusion as to whether .

in fact who is in fact more likelyto secure acceptance of valid tests,
those who want to form the..process or those who are willing tp
stick with the proce s, which everybody admits is terribly- foolish.

Chairman PERKIN . Let Mr. Shenke respond. ;
Mr. GOODLING. I ant to respond tOthat in relationship to this

conversation.
I would ;like to :r d a sentence from Dr. Bind's testimony, be-

cause I:think this is he key.
The mat* of item disc! ure will'be to the hasty and unprofessionstruction

of items which are likel to be ambiguous, more susceptible to cultural bias and
generally poor in overall redictive value.

The conclusion t
no effort on my pa
tion to--

Mr. SHANEKR. I w
Mr. WEIes [contin

the contraiy, I hap
pla e in the educati

I believe that is
will do and; therefor
to' say.

Chairman PERKINS.
Mony now.

Mr. GEER. Let me pi
The point was that t

ple; and as a person wh
appalleil at the ifhpact o
the stUdent.

The letter was relleived i
was really no way for the st
of why this decision was ma
of what does a student, in the
reteive such a letter?

Doyou go to your parents?
Do you go to your school guid nce counselor, your school piiiici-

pal. and say, "I Tecefred this lett ; what do I dor

hat the legislation s it is presently written
, I have to agree with most of' what you have

All right. Let the gentleman finish his testi

k up the point again.
ere are clear civil rights issues as a princi- ,

personally kneW this student I was most
he letter and the action taken by 4TS oh '-

the middle of the senior year. There
dent to."question or to har any idea

. Thinking about that, the question
iddle of their sentor year do if they

940
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'Obviously, a student ak e has little Or no access or ability to
tiuestioh the deelsion' or to \ en aslt for an effective review.
I. Given the gdneral anxiety' about college admissions in the middle
,of the senior year, my gueSs s that most students, if they can, try
'to forget the letter. I was tol4 that theieProgram of score review is
effective, because' so few stu nts ever /respond to the initial letter

, . from ETS and in those conye Sations My understanding is that this
practice has been going on f r ,6 or 7 years, and probably 'volved
thousands and thousands o tUdents. . .

ETS probably counts a inonresponse from any stude4t as an
. adMission of, guilt, and in their evaluation of their program they

assume every time they 'send a letter 'like that out and receive no
response from the' student, \the student is admitting that the stu-

, dent is guilty. : ,

,

How many shattered innocent students are there who receive
such letters in the 6 or- '7 years? ETS has engaged in this practice
and could do nothing about it is a matter of conjecture; but having
liied through the hell of one student improperly treated by. the
system, I can speak of the agony and confusion that it creates. It is
a legitimate interest to the Congress to protect the civil arid coristi-
tu ional rights of test talters.

would urge you to clean the present bill or draft separate, billa
to do just that to deal with the right of the civil rights of students
in the matter of the specific -review of tests and the accusations of
CQ ying or cheating or irregtilarities.

hairman PERKINS. Let me congratulate all of you. Now, I will
try to hold our questions to 5 minutes the first time around.

I would like to ask the distinguished doctor from my Own State a
quittion, Dr. Clawson.
efore the national Medical schopl admissions , test was devel-

oped, how did Medical schools choose students, and do you see any
da ger in going back to those practices if the national test must be
ma e public after it is given?

. CLAWSON. I will try, because each college obyiously has dif-
fer f, admissions tandards and have had for many years, but I,
thi the faCt t American mediCine has underrepresented
gro ps, and it speaks for the fact that the previous practice was
not he liest practice and for the most part it was a matter of your
kno ing an alumnus or your daddy went to tha.school or you had
-som 'contacts with people on the admissions committee, and the
proce s was less,objective than it is with the MCAT.

I ho d no grief. The MCAT is still a better tool. It is a etter tool
now than it was in 3.975, and my concern is in listening to people
discuss il as a bad tool, *bat is going to.take its place?

1 ain very much concer ed that what would take its place is not
a better test, but:going b k to More' subjective ways of admitting
students which then therê are inherent biases withiif the admis-
sions committee, that I think would be damaging..

The comment by Mr. Gastfriend 'about the role of the MCAT; I
believe, he testified most on MCAT as I did, stating the MCAT
position, stating this was a great and good predictor of practice.
: I have,been With that organization in one way or another, for a
long tioup, sitting on its council of deans for' 4 years, and I don't
believe OS that is the perception that most of us haye. It is only a

-911.,
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tool. I am surpiisedi hearing the amount of weight that admissions
comniittees 'put on the standardized testing.

I don't hear 'that much Weight bejng put on tit, unless it seems to
highlight something that we are m sing from the other criteria for
a ission, and so 4nyconcern is that Without an inst ment that
,w haie reliability or' validity, or feel ,we do, and we wi I go back to
. .

some öf the previo S phictices of either-giving an exainination
loc ly irk .the schoo or using some of the [Alley criteria, so that' is
my aslc concern in this. '

'ilt
.

I feel ,t We h ve in the voluntary sector put a great deal of
money in o trying to make the examination better. We do publish
a booklet that is railab1e to everybody as to what the exam looks
like, how .the q stions are structured; and we have answered
many of the thin s voluntarily.

The question that was ntised to my left here about ari editorial
that appeared, heavens, there are plenty .of ques ions. Sure; we can
construct questiOns-forever. You can cpnstruct q estions in chemis-
try that will test the mind of a-Ph. D. That i ot our desire in
constructing this examination.

That is why the pool .Of questions is very li ited and those
writing the editorials did not recognize that we 'do not want to
force' students to take 5 or 10 years preparing themselves to get
into a medical school by theway in which the.test\ is constructed.

We have:purpoSely limited the poo/ of questions to a very small
number.

Chairman Ptaxnfs. Mr. GoOdling?
'Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't have enough time )0 ask all the questions I would like to

ask. I am scheduled to meet with a group of my constituents.
i pp.-Jackson, il would like you, to send to me a response tO a.

conple 'Of comiAnts that reheard you make during your testimony,
*!-which I interpteted as pretty much antistandardized testimony.

You said at the end of your testimony that at Howard University
the standards are going up and up.

Would you reipond to me in Writing? I-got the impression that 0
.you also were inferring that there were some ,3ther testa involved,
but thg stall/lards_ axe going up snd.u.p_at Howard. Can yoq explain
as measuored 'Ey what or by. wliom and a e they going 4 in rela-
tionship to some telting tool that has bee eveloped there?

Then, is theref4ny possibility of teac ing the testing tools or
anything of that nature? It will take too long to reapond to these

; questions now, but if you' Could respond in writing. I would be
certainly. interested. If you have a better tool I would want to 'get
behind a better tool. ,

David, you present an interesting picture as I was thinking oil/
pre-World War II. I don't know your background and family situa-
tion, but 'prior to Wofld War II yOu wouldn't havetotten into the
institution ypu attended unless you had previously attended some

.. prestigious prep, school or someone in your family had the proper
connections. .

. However, you also present the interesting gicture; in all próbabil-
ity prior to pre,World liar II that institution wasn't.prestigioup
eitough -to get you into elot of mediCal schools, and that is one:of
t concerns Lhave.

,

. t,
. ,.
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Now, there is no tion wh\en yov talk about feedback. Stu-
.

_

dents should have feecidubea\k. However,' if that means releasing these
tests, then I have a prob em with that, because you go on to say
equal opportunity to prepare. HI thought there was any way we on
the Federal level could provide equal opportunity for all young
people to Orepare for tests, I would certainly get 100 percent be-
hind it. But to do that, I would have to make sure that they haye
an equal opportunity for all the cultural experiences as they are
.growing up that many do not have.

I would have to make sure that they have an equal opportunity
to have a stable family situation. If I provide them test

ern m
eleas

o
e
r
se,

thep what I am doing to them, I think, is making it e
difficult for theni, bechuse then all of those agencies tht want to
make a quick buck get involved in this business a t toring, et
cetera, and they can afford it. _

Mr. GASTFRIEND. I will 'respond to that, because I assume that
you are asking me a question. I am here to give testimony .rather
than hear it.

Mr. GOODLING. Yes, but you are also here withoutltoo much
experience, and so we want to share our experiences with each
other, because it will make us both better people.

Mr. GASTFRIEND. I am all for good people.
The question about what happens with the releases of the scores

can be answered pretty easily by looking at a college bookstore in
which yoikfind books with compilations of questions, some of which
have been gotten through the means .of the Kaplan courses and
others made up by edircators, people who have even been involved
in the test preparation industry; that is,, working with ETS, the
MCATR, andithings like that who later go and write preparatory
books. ! I

You find that students do go out and purchase those boak's and
review these things, but that is not the same thing as finding out
why you scored.a 400 or a 520 when you thought you did well, and
it's not the same as .going through and seeing where you flawed.

Looking at the exact questioni that ou answered, and you may
feel that that is not significant, but I 'll tell you in the minds of,
students 4 is significant, and they ma be inexperienced, but at
present these are people who do not have a representative voice in
the powers that produce, utilize and make policy on these tests,
and that those students could not obtain such a voice through
conventional means such a§ receiving appointments to those
groups, but one way in which !they could have a sense of ownership
over tile contract that they are making with the schools and test-. i
ing services is just to know what other people think thpy are doing. ?

It's curious to me that some of the members of tile committee
who have asked some speakers to respond ivive not asked or not
commented on the factual accounts of problems in the score raPport-
ing and the security problems that we have heard factual accounts
of, and we have not heard you que ion further the data of the
flaws in the predictive ability of the Vsth.

I sense a bias.
Mr. GOODLING. You are going to take all of my 5 minutes in your

respons& 1-

! 4.

r
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Mr. GASTFRIEND. Perhaps you would be interested to respontd in
writing to me.

Mr. GOODLING. I am sure Mr: Geer didn't expect us to throwl out
the babY with the bath water' because of seyeral isolated incidents.
You have to look at the overall picture.

Dr. Bond, may I merely say. that I thought your, testimony was
outstanding. If I had any influence in the White House7-at all I
wouldn't be so scared about a Department of Education, because I
would make you the new Secretary of the Department of Educa-
tion. Then I knoW that we would work at the problems we have in
education.

Kenny, I Wotild only say I liope if you have the profit-making
information abOut ETS that you get it to IRS. I am sure IRS would .

be Yery pleased to haYe any informatin about ETS as a profit-
making organization.

I think you should make sure and; second, I woUld hope you
have not visited ETS that you woUld spend 'at least 2 days there.
Yon appear to be kimeone who wants to be very fairniinded, so you
should want to haye an' overview of the whole situation.

Two, hundred seventy-five dollars is a complete waste. You are an
intelligent young man. You can get this free and the books that
David talked about for less than $20.

e idea of tlrowing
n yon were giving At

Mr:Geer, I do want to ask, you did not have t
the baby out with the. bath water, did yon, wh

testimony?
'You cited a very serious case, and certainly

done 'about it when you. look at the oyerall p
,ence yod have had..

Mr. GEER. My conCein oVerall witb testing
initrur4ent like SAT, which is the ono I am
which Was designed to do certain .things, h

omething sh uld
cture of the xperi-

is that you litIve an
ost familair wi and
been extraordi arily

carefully monitored and protected now 35 years. I. think the
largest problem with the SAT not the xainple itself, but the
'gross Misuie of the $AT.

That tept was never designed to evaluate America:1i high school
education; and yetthe annual report Of the decline in SAT. scores is
nowabeing vieWed as a measure of American high schcol education.

. Mr. GOODLING. Our legislation doesn't totick that.
Mr. Gam. As a peison serving on cou4cils,I protested as loudly.

as I coUld:and told.the College Board and ET& tbey had no right to .

usp that information in that way, 4ind thek were\ using information
thati was on an examination, information that they had collected
Ovor 35 years, and they were using it in incorrect, improper, and
maniptilatiye ways; in my. judgment.

Those are the issues that I arn perfectly willing and very, very
ca able :of arguing within the Councils of the College Board and

S. I Ak alio the president of the Advisory ComMittee on
Non-PublicSchools and represent 1,400 Iniblic schools, 370,000 Chil-'
dren, .and 1 don't want the Federal Government too involved in
education.

I do. not Want a schbol board sitting in Washington. We
very,, very thotigtitful and a very successful relationshi

'thb 'nonpublic schools anithe State school board in II
that ,is complicated enou for us in. educating-the ic

\

haVe a
; :tween

Iis,
and

board
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and making sure they understand the rights of nonpublic schools
and, therefore, the rights of the students in those schools in terms
of testing.

Mr. GOODLING. I agree wholeheartedly with what you said.
Mr. GEER. It's time for a major revision of the SAT. You are

perfectly right in saying the system that the SAT replaced in the
later thirties, early .forties did nOt serve American educafion and
was clearly discriminatory.

The SAT was designed in the middle thirties and is an instru-
ment that has served the education well, but is no longer, in my
judgment, the kind of instrument that we should have fkr college
admissions and for placement.

Mr. GOODLING. Does that take Federal legislation?
Mr. GEER. No; it certainly should" be possible through the College

Board and ETS and that instrument could be designed. One of the
things that .Dr. Howe talked about, as long as the SAT was a
totally closed and secret instruMat, students didn't even receive
their scores until the middle sixties, there would bQ no- way any-
body would have access or understanding of SAT even question
it.

The tekiting and issues, the fact that much more information is
now aviliTable, has been positive on the question of whether all the
questions on all the SAT's should be published. I don't know., Every
time a student takes a SAT, they contribute to the verification and
experimentation with valid. scores. I don't know how many thou-
sands of valid questions ETS has. They talk about having 24, 25, 26
valid vprsions Of the 'SAT. My guess is they also have literally
thousands of other individual questions that are valid and I am,
having served on the Council on Entrance Services, a little uneasy.

I think that, is a somewhat definitive argument. I wish they
would talk about whether that examination really meets the needs
of Anidrican education. In my judgment, it does not and that it:s an
instrument, a good instrument, an interesting instrument, but no
longer as useful as it was in 1938, 1940, *hen it waS designed.

Mr. GOODLING. I am sure you would agree with me; we tried to
get teachers to use standardized teats a% a. trl to improve their
teaching; to help young people with their shortcomings. Again I
don't pelieire *e 'lied Federal legislation.

ChfilirITISD PERKINS. Mr.. Weiss?
Mr. WF.ps. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I happen to be one of, those old-fashioned people who thinks that

the educational process ultimately works. On the other hand; hear-
ing some of the questions froin this side of the table and some of
the comments after the days and days-cf hearings 'that we have
had on all sides of this issue, I tend to doubt iny own judgments
and conclusions.

Mr. Geer, yoil have beer§ working with students. What is your
opinion as to the effectiveness of coaching sessions?

Mr. GEER. Well, I Mluded to my experience in Trenton which
involved a kind of coaching, and I would agree that you have to
define what coaching is. I .think that experience With the' SAT is
'extremely beneficial to a student, and you see this reflect in SAT
scoring matrix.

915
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They. actiust the score downward every time a student takes d .

test, because till, More familiar you become with that instrument
the better your scores are going tO be:You haVe to look at some-
thing like the SAT which is a modified intelligence test and, there:,
fore, the more experience you have with that particular kind of

-. test the more you will be able to respond to it.
Students do benefit cOnsiderably from eXperience with tlOt test.

Understanding the way they normally operate in school, is riot the
way that you can operate on that test. If you .have a student Alo
reads a reading comprehension pasSage and is interested in under-

1 standingthe material and wants to find the right answers, that
f student puts himself to an enormous . disadvantage Of that test.

. You must develop the capability.to move raptdly and quickly and
,accurately and efficiently from Rein to item, and not think.about

an item 5 minutes ago. that you may hwee missed:or. Yon may be
thinking about. There are special kinds of concentration, and there
are special kinds of mental disciplines that are necessary for the
SAT.

.
. .

Unfortunately, they are not the kinds Of mental disciplines that I
as a person running' a.school would want mY teachers tO do in a

. normal classroom. They are contradictory to standard classroom
proceedings: _

Mr. WEISS. When the pamphlet that ,the Educational Testing
: SerVice ends ou,t as being an indication that all yOu have to do is
.. read this and that and that really takes the place of the coaching

.. schools-, you don't agree that that benefits us?
Mr. GEER. It certainly helps us. The fact that a student can take

a test and have eXperience with thefl pacing and the timing that you
'have, there are 6 half-hour sessions on that test. One is a test of
standard. Written English. One of them krill even going to be
scored, probably three iriatch, or three verbal, and how a' student
paces himself., moves from .section tq Section in that 3-hoUr 'period
works under considerable pressure., - le

Mr. WEiss: Would you' tell your students, for example, who are
considering taking any of the established coaching schools, that it
would be a waste of $275 if theY took that?

Mr. GEER. No; I am very, very uneasy about an issue that Mr.
Goodling did talk about. There are lots of unscrupulous people that

. prey 'on students and parents aM citizens' and present completely.
. unprofessional andAietrrinEvital experiences in programii to KePare
stUdentS for SAT's, and I am. Opposed to that..There is? woq that ,

can be done, experience -and practide, familiarity, with the 'exam for
a student to be able to -know what hip strengths and, weaknesses
are.

That- is dal that a selident Imaw when lie .can take a reason-
able choice hetweeri two answere-or when a is probably a wage pf

' 'time. They are not gding to do very well in that lection, so ft is bek
tO cut their losses and movt Oii: The .other issuewith, the SAT is
the fact that the strident haa to deVelop the skill in knowing -when

, not xto answer a questiori,.because every question that yonlinsiver
:P , an& get wrong rediices by a quarter- sually d quarter, reduces the

,numbet
skills in knowing when it's reaso able,/ when thr hive a good ,

o a student must developef,questionS that you haVe ght, It

r
.. . f ) tt N .
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chance of getting the, question right and when they are doing
themselves a disservice to answer the question.

We dOn't teach that in schooL You don't get that in YOur daily
classroom experience. My feeling working with minority students
in Trenton, that is where they killed themselves. They .were duti-
ful, hard working, thoughtful, earnest students. They would start
on that SAT and get every single` question right. They got about
two-thirds of the test. They answered questions they have no busk_
ness answering. They had a terrible time not answering any ques- 9
tion, because they felt it was an ir%ult to their intelligence.

HoW could they give me a test? I am a good student and work
hard and if I don't answer this I am somehow saying something
about myself! All of the ualities that made them superb high
school students destroye on the SAT. They had to 'practice
and go through the expe hat is that instrument like, how
is it scored, .and the stud wh. did that, worked through that,
their scores increased incre I

There- were some students om. that kind of practice never
made any difference inik thei , scores at all. You do need in my
experience to have somebody jhat can lead you through. Some very
bright students can pick up that practice book and you have the

* explanation of the questions, the scoring, explanations in that SAT
book which are materials that the College Board has never pro-

'. duced before and is extraordinarily useful.
It's 'a beginning, but I would like to see a lot more information

like that. I would like to see the College .Board put out a book with
three or four SAT's in it with, the kind of explanatory information
they began to put in the book.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much.
First of all, let me commend you. on the presentation tifiat you

made. Listening to you it was hard to acknowledge and recognize
the fact that you are indeed a high school 'student. You were one of
the best and most self-Assured witnesses, that.we have,had, not only
in this hearing but in the hearings that I have sat through over the
course of these past 3 3iears or so, and I want to thank you ,fiir your
testimony as'well.

I want to start off with a comment that Mr. Goodri.pg made, if
you want to take a trip to the ETS Center at Princeton, yini might"
indeed find it interesting. I accompanied him" on that trip, and I

, found a 300 or 400 acre, very modern center with a model, m'ost
modern imaginable, very nice. They ban, a mail order system,-
whieh- makes a working politician's .mouth1vater, because I would
Jove to be able to have that kind of capacity.

Mr. DREXELER. Not only am I going to go, but our student gov-
ernment is going to 6onsor a field trip to look at this.

Mr. WEISS. Don't expect that that is going to one way or the
other tell yoti-how the system works. It's a value judgment.

Let me ask .you as to the coaching schools, how large is- your
;senior Class?. . A .1

Mr. DREXELER. My senior clasS is about 350 students.
Mr: WEISS. WhatIpercentage of thoie students do you think have

been or are taking any of the ,coaching courses that. you referred to
that. you ,are. taking? . d

' A
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Mr: DqEXELER1 I would say probably. about one-third, but being
froni Gr t:Nec , whict is reputed as .a Ay affluent .community,
to .be abll to take a ourse like Kaplan is much more easily
afforded than in a 'coi4iunity whiola 'is not as affluent, and that
puts the students in G eat Neck who can take it at a big advan-
tage: ,

Mr. WEISS. Dr. Bond, in the course of the`testimony today and in
the course bf testimony on this Jegislation throughout- the past five
or-MSc hearings that we have held, J keep le-aiing commefits about
wha is really required is improvement to the basic educational
Pitoc

I t ink you addressed yourself to that. I have no fault to find
, with that as being the major thrust, but focusing on improVing the

educational processAoes that preclude-taking other steps like re-
forming the proceseV the standard aptitude tests that are given?

Isn't the argu&ent that' we hear about really the problems, one
of continuing education very much like the argument we used to
hear before the Supreme Court decision in 1954, that Separate but
equal is OK?

That is not the problem. The problem is improving education.
Dr. BOND. Exactly, and the country is still desegregated. You are

absolutely right that, yes, there are other things that -can be.done.
My concern, however, is with the notion that item disclosure will
somehow result in lessening, if you will, of the consistency 0
standard deviation, the differences that wt find..

I predict that if there will be any change in th consistent
difference, it will tend to increase any 'percent. My peçsonal opin-
ion is that those who will benefit from this particular sOction of the
bill will typically not be black students.

I think the basic notion that, oh, I got this one wrong, and the
real answer was No. 5. If it does not involve concomitant construc-
tion in the underlying principles of that right answer, thaf is kind '
of a superficial exercise.

would like to comment briefly, if I inay, on Mr. Geer's testimo-
which I found rather enlightening. I Wie also had other in-

sthnces at the University of Pittsburgh where that 'has occurred a

which tends.to protect the rights of stUdents.
I have seen this happen in the past, and I cannot be in any more

agreement.
Regarding the deficiencjes in multiple choice testing, I would

agree ,th'at there are certain pressures and certain problems irc-
vOlved in multiple choice testing which are, for example, dismissed
or obviated when you considet own-end questions, where the stu-
dent actually has to provide tl% Milt answer.

It is this kind of thing/that I am talking about when I say, OK,
let's go to open:ended quastions. I don't believe that will solve the
problem either, at leastAechnical problems will not solve the fun-
damental causal agent here.

I am curtently involVed in resoarch which irivolveS an alterna-,
tive to mUltiple chTice, dichotomously scored items.. It essentially
involves the idea that students .shyuld get partial credit for any
information they have retarding a particular item.
' woUld be glad to send that researcp to the conimittee.

e-
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Mr: WEISS. Dr, Cahow, isn't your expkrience that earlier on whe
we }lave a situation like that which Mr! Ford referred to and the e
seemed to be so many more.people applying for admissiun to ail-
leges and universities, that he said at that time perhaps the tests
were used to keep people out because they had to have some w'ay of
doing that?

Is it your experience-that perhaps the tests were used that wa
or 10 years ago?

Dr. CAHosy. I cannot Assume that that has not been the case in
instititions where in.essures were severe for admission, but I don't
know of any cases, but 'perhaps there could have been an overem-
phasis on the scares.

Mr. WEISS. You commented in the course 9f y6ur testimony on
.Dr. KeIler's 'earlieit testimony as to the norms used in relation to
distinctions between male and female and scoring them separately;
and that noting at the admitting 'schools as to what was happening.

Do you think that ought to have been done in relation to other
'areas of differences, be it race, ethnicity, or geographical differ-
ences, rural versus urbaridifferences?

Dr. CAHOW. Yes, I do.
Duke, along with the consortium of schools, have been asking for

this information for several years because we think it is critical to
our marketing routine-to discover where these students are that we
think can benefit from our school.

The question, who owns the data? ETA takes the position ,that
the test score belongs to the student and is released ,to an institu-
tion upon perhiission by the student and s. may not be released to
the outside world and ETS cannot release it to the outside world.

I have reason to believe because of my cbnversations with the
college boaird and at ETS that they probably could _release the data.
They have been reticent to do so because of the inCorrect interpre-
tations that (might be made because lower scores are achieved by
one ethnic group than a nonethnic,group.

Mr. WEISS. According to Dr. Keller's testimony, if I understood it
correctly, what he was ,saying with regard to the GRE was that
there is in fact a skewing done, there is an additional credit given
to men because they arenot expected to do as well on the basis of
past experience on the verbal part of the test and that thePeforein
essence the men get an advantage because they have a certain
position given to them within the test scores.

That seems not to have required anybody's approval. Why should
it require anybody's approval to do anything in the other areas of
differentiation?

Dr. CAHOW. The men's scores are based on the men's norm and
the women's scores based on the momeh's norm. So there is not any
skewing to give men or women an advantage or.disadvantage. You
are merely comparing men's scores with all other men's scores so
yod can see where he ranks.

I don't believe it would require ETS to get any kind oc special
, clearance to release this information in aggregate, I think it .cer-

. thinly would for an individual student's scores, to\be released. ,

The information that is released on the GRE is aggregate infor-
mation. I don't think we are breaking any laws if ETS decided to °

,
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: do thiS in terms of linguistic background. Or economic background
: 4 Dr:teller aiked: 4 . .

Mr. WEISS. Dr. Clawsoh, do yen kno* how long the olii MCAT
? tetits were in effect?.How long weiT the old MCAT tests used before

the new onbs were created? . -1'. ,... .
. I

Di. %CLAwsoN. 16 years..Thei were not in 'effect when I went to
;.médical school: TheY were put, in subsequently,.. but they were in
t effect for many SrpfirS. -

Mr. WEISS. I assuiffe that since the new ofies have thily been :in .

effect since 1977; that ,really it is too early to tell as to whether in
fact theYI will .Or will not Prove out to be any, judged to be any. ,.
better or any .more valid by eyemtfie Medical college community
than the old MCAT?

Dr. CLAWSON. I think it depends :entirety on whether the test is
used appropriately or Misused: Almost everything I have been
hearing in thd testimOny this Morning are misuses of tests. If it is
0igused and if it is thought that it will be the .key predictor in the
Suede& of irperson going into medicine, then it is going to not be a
:good test. ;

The only basig thing that went into it, was a conceptual one in
which it involvdd *some .150- faCulty and students. I might say the
organization of student representatives worked and had great input
into the construction-of the new test. In the past the concept Was
that you tested in considerable depth in the subjects that Vie
being tested. , - ,

_ The concept of. the new MCAT is that you limit it,to very specific.
types of courseSj that is, the .courses that would normally be taught
in the vfirst year of college and the questions- were selected by
student. facultylianels as being the'best questions.

It does.not, though, aim to be the predictar, if you will, in terms
of who is going to be a good Physician. I tliink that is quite clear.
That is not the pointof it. It is tekhave an objective measurement -

. to Ale able to fietter equate the grade point average§ that students .

ere 'presenting to you wfien you come in with the student's ability
in those courses that we are t4sting in. .

That .is the:point of, it. The grade point average has got, to be
looked at as variable, depending upon the college that the person

, . goes to. It is not an absolute term' at all. This iS, I think, the great
----advantage_of the MCAT and the new formula. 1

Mr. WEIS'S. You torrect_melf I am wrong-.-there is not 'just one
single new forth, is there? There --iistbe- a ies of new forms. It
is not just bne test of 151 items o4 questions. h renrat--be-a-ha
dozen new forms of 15 ,questims, would assum .

Dr. CLAvcitrfos. Th are far m e questions han '15.0. The *150

were the ones wörk1 on by. the peple putting the test 'together.
There'are far mote test, than that, /Aft not the exliaiDstive schooL
It is not large enough to prevent thestudents from memorizing the
answers. -

Mr. WEISS. Suppose you telate it-to what happens to those tests
,and the experience that they had'at his high school in the course of / i

1 year. Is there any reason to believe that* in fact,there will not be
'plc, sent in by the -so-called' cram schools who- give courses pn

CAT, to Ineinori7,e tfiose questions, that- there Will not be fn-
.
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stances where inadvertently or unintentionally sdrne of those forms
.. will end Up reaching the outside world? '

:. What ,happened in those instances, assuming that those are real
yossibilities?

.

Dr. CLAN/40N. That is a possibility. that concerns -all .of us, not.
onlk al:passibility. but ,a probability that that will happen. I think

we have ta- leave it to the board of MCAT to be sure that they, can
Over time adjust the questions enough over time so as to get some

jevel of predictability as to the degree of what is happening.,

I have great faith in that particular testing institution as being
totally fair, trying very hard to look out for the student's interests
as well as getting a standurdized school.

\- I am sure th4t questions will be changed on an annual basis. But
I think ihe testimony here of Mr. Bond is, to me, strikes home. It

.takes too long to put together a whole new. test. That is why we.,
, - want to be able to use questions over again, but we will use them,

in different patternt.
Mr. WEISS. Of course, you know that the testimonY that we have

received-from the American College Testing Service, for example,
which I think ,prepares the MCAT, stated that on their college
admissions not the medical sollege admissions, but that they, I
ethrnk four out of five sections on any particular test are composed
of 100 percent brand new questions 'and, tlierefore, overall 80 per-
cent of their questions on any particular test given are in fact new ,

questions. So that I am not sure that in fact it is- that kind of a
burden. ,

But my question to you is: If in fact it is reasonable to pursue the
kind of thing Kenneth was testifying to will occur with the medical ,
college test as well as the others, aren't you in fact giving an
advaittage automatically to those students who can afford to. go to
the cram schools to the disadvantage of those students who cannot
afford to go to the cram schools?

Dr. CLAWSON. YQU are bringing up an issue that is really rather
foreign to me where I happen to be working. .

Well, different courses, if you want to call them cram courses, or
that, to .any student who comes to us who wants to spend the time
and efforts. <,

We have facility That w4hire to Work with groups hat feel for
whatever reason-they may be underprivileged. We do ive courses
for any student that wants to come to us on test taki g on how to
take standardized tests. It is an open thing. It is not an expensive
thing. .

So in my area Of the country I do not hear this as being a great
problem. 'We have an open door policy and we will help students

. who want ta prepare themselves to take the MCAT tests. We put
, On night.courses and do everything to open, it. .

So thls 'is something that I must say I had heard about, heard
about in particular sections of the country. It is not a big problem

0 for us The answer is clearly, if the school' that a student is apply-
ing to I puts tremendous weight upon the MCAT Wst, Vlitch ours
does nbt Unless there are other factors that make us want te ,look
at it in great' depth, then students are going to try to take any
advantage they can of anything in order to make their MCAT's,
better.

.
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So 'I tliink you have Set sothethyg in motion and I don't think
that the bill and the release of t . e qUestions as such is going to
really be of that much benefit to the itudents over the opportunity
to work with faculty to help them d*elop the, skills necessary. for
both-taking the test and 'answering thb questions.

. Mr. WEIss. Mr. Gastfriend, di you Want to Comment?
.Mr. GASTFRIEND. Yes.
First of all, I think again it to It. Clawson's credit and to the

,
.

.

credit of his school that he can say t ese kinds of things abOut MS
medical College.

I think that: by and large that is in- the minority of medical
school setups. I .Want to point out that what I was quoting about
our position about. the MCAT I had taken from an AAMC press
.release quoting from John A. D. .Coeligr: "The t6sts are essential.
They are designed to predict how well a student w4I---perforin in
Medical school and later as .a practicing physician."

Mr. WEISS. Indeed that press release was sent to us on the first
day of the hearing. .

Mr: GASTFRIEND. OK 0 .

Another thing I want to point out as to preparation, the ndtional
board exams which are given to Medical students and postgradiaate
training physiciang issue a series of tests in subject areas.

They also issue what soine Schools call a miniboard .prior to the
tests which are given after 2. years of medical school. These tests
are very, commonly used for the purpose of preparing the medical
school's sophomore class to, take the 1:loards. They are given 4
weeks in adVance and scored quickly and, given back to the stu-
dents and they use this to practice the testing situation. .

So I think medical Schools at least are well aware of the need of
preparation and learning the system of test taking. ,

The last thing I should mention, I ani sorry Mr. Goodling is not
here, being from PenniYlvania, but last week in the Pennsylvania
State Senate a bill similar to the New York one I am told was
introduced with 10' out of g18 members of the education committee
cosponsoring the bill.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ERKINS. Mr. AndrewS?
Mr. ANDREJVS. Thank yOu, Mr. Chairman.
Obviously; the hour is quite lath and the .Subject very complex. I

Wbuld just comment, first of all, that I _have been tremendously
impressed add confused by the opinions that the witnesses we have
.had.today and numbers of those, we. have had previously exhibit in
my estimation, both tremendous comprehension of the subject and,

in-depthtommitment to hold it as it is and the best 'interests. of
what they consider. to be the right perspective or to change it for
the same reasOn. ` : . . .

And to try tO, as a member of the committee, look upon thisin a
rather judicial way; having a great deal of respect for the pegple's
ability and their motivations, and then to have to decide oB' one
side or the other when they differ so .extensively is quite difficult,
for *me, knowing leas' about it probably. than. any wanes% :herr

But I can't help but Conclude that,'Ets isl the case with in 'st

that thil is a good, bill 'or whether it is mit doesn't seem there te
legisIation,(Ahat apparently whether the given witness conch' es

t
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!tO rest Upon the itf rmation the various, witnesses have or their
_commitments to what right bUt rather the perspective they lute
as to,What the Mission of the school is.

Now that is the only conclusion I can come tp. It seems that each
has a perspective, depertding upon where that pers9n comes from.

. One group seems to see the mission of the schopl as having a social
benefit: But what sogal benefit can the school give to society as a
whole? . .

Other witnesses seem to think thdt the primary mission should
be the civil rights of applicants for admission to a given school.

Others don't seem to think it, is a matter necessarily of civil
-rights In terms of necessarily %Mb can score the best and by the
fairness measurement, but rather if they, are.minorities or women
or not,- et cetera.

But I can't but go back to my own experience just as I think
most witnesses go back to theirs. The onlY mention that has been ..
niade just in passing that relates to my 'own was Made by Dr. ./
Clawson when she, I think, just parenthetically said that a certain-. i
number of years ago it was determined that in eastern Tennessee
more doctors were needed arid that is why the medical school Was
established in the first place: .

' In my experience which with this subject is rather briK but as a
member of the North Carolina Legislature, I can remember so well
the fight as to whether _there should be a medical school added at ;
east Carolina because doctors were aeeded in eastern North Caroli-
na, the more rural areas rather than in the Piedmont. Hence, you
should geographically have a school in the east

I can well remember the fight to double the entrance to the
medical school at ChaPel Hill because, as you say, it was conceived
that more doctors were needed generally back then which was in
the sixties.

SO I can't but conceive that the schools basicallyI think that all
perapectives hdre are valid and they should all be considered: The _

schools are publicly supported, Individual members of the publit,
., be they students, or' parents or whomever, have a legitimate, I

' think, rightand I agree with that.
The total distribution can't just be the school or the need for

doctors in a given area. But I still think that has to be paramount.
I think that is reallY what the schools are paid for primarily by the
Public to accomplish and that is to afforil doctors o lawyers or
whatever, the social workers or whatever is sought o be accom-
plished ultimately, or people who are trained, not n essarily the -

' civil rights of those to be trained. . \
4 d.cax't sa that is not important. I think it is a legitimate

I coneenAo But don't think that is the end unto itself. That is not to'
S4Y it should hot be given due and fair consideration, but I believe
.tag real objective ultimately, not the only one but the :principal
one, is that the schools, should produce for the community not

. necessarily soeial improvement or.civiI rights Imit instead the mis-
sion of. the school.I- think primarily is to produce people who in

. turn can produce whatever goods' or.services are desired and hence
Olak is why the school was established.

,' : Frefm that_point I have to be tremendously influenced by the fact
itIrt the schools, then, I would thinkshould themselves dtermipe

P
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. Whether tests shoutd be given and under what circumstanceS and
Whether they tioUld .be made public and to what extent, if- any,
they should be made a criteria in the determination as to whether

:a given °applicant sliould be enr011ed.
If that is the case, I don't see how that the Congress as repre-

sentatives of a total public can fairly or. adequately,,and I. as
member give due and equal consideration to student rightsi-eivil
tights, social chifnge in ternis of minorities, and all the other many
thingS.that we as Members of Congress are supposed to be account-
,able for..

I think instead Ike have to consider that we are basically dealing
with schoOlS and it just seems to me.that, therefore, the resolution
of this problem has to primarily, rest, therefore, with the schools--;
rather than to be tisurped by we, the representatives of the total

That is about as good a way as I can describe the situation in a
short tithe, felt some obligation to attempt to enunciate the way I
felt about it.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank all of you distinguished wit-

nesses for ytur appearance here today. I know that this is Very
Controversial' and it is reteiving considerable thought from the
cbmmittee and it will continue to receive considerable thought!

Bid you have been most helpful and I hope that we can -come to
the right conclusion when we do commence to mark up the legisla-
Ition. You have been most helpful, I appreciate your coming.

Mr. Weiss?
Mr. WEiss. Thank you', Mr. Chairman.
I would simply like to ask unanimous consent to have entered in

the record an article that was referred to in an earlier hearing.
This is by Dr. Michael Wallach of Duke University.

Chairman PARKINS. Without objection the article will be entered .
into the record.

[The information referred to above followsd

-
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Michael A. ankh Tests Tell Us Little a out Talent

. -",Although Measures of academ ills are widely
used to determine- access-:4.ton edtest.educational

e opportunities, especially in their upper rolTes they
A

.

-,: i t , 17 1 .'lach utility for predicting professional 'achievement ii
'"''' 1,',. i ,., ., .b.,,, ,

' i.,,,. .4 .f.4 ,iii --.
..--.

Quality echicationid resources are
an inevitithly scarce commodity),
and the decisions as to which young
meu aHd wo. leo Will gaMadmission
to highly iegaided colleges and.nni.
versifies and receive sc holiw.hips or
fellowshiFs while they are there ore
difficult ones. How slithild these de-
cisiOns be wide? The relativemerit
of candidates is the usual criterion,
but the definition of c-,erit is, prob
lematic. Typically, "merit.' is de.
fined as scores on tests of Ottellet to.
id abilities and grades in the cas-
taway types of academic muse

rerk, which themselves are usually
termined by some kind of test.

Of course, tcst scores and grades nie
not indices of merit in their own
right; they are jimtglit to provide n
shorthand indic ation of a student's
competencies in the world out:ide
testing arid classromn situations.
Recent resear-lt on the nature of
talent indicat , however, that the
factitive that ta ta -erica the poen.
tial for schic eat is false for
scores across the mper part of the
range on customary assessments of

Aforlsarl A. Wallach Cs l'refroaar-of.Ppychul-,
ooley at !Atka (1,107/, y. liv has abo., had
faculty p.cccrcoccn cii linrwmi. MIT, and lhor
ltaaa,sily ,,f Chi. got lir did loos undrr.
ghoodaate smolt at Spent-mum and is 0 /lei!
tart41'h Wailaolo, mho so.ro-ed al rdi.
tiso. the 1.urr51 cf Persomaltiy
191,4-72, Ic ci pasrpreatdeat of the lhar.can
On 1%114101W) mod the-Art o-/ Mr Am,. an
1'who.lag;tal Atom pi, It teari It has .
iho bah d dor that, cf toogoptkve o oactiortra-
I ica, Went., and shah oh tholdrrro cad
adults, cecil, parte. a low orferrarfkto omplan.
toy!. Pr tag -ma Cdutotiontif isihrors and
Pearlier.. Ile is rglnothIlI 4cc 014,/, fv171.

resuohwy rth,reth.,, Ttocliing All Children
. llestl, orloido s I, hs pahlodord n rody'

157114 thr I laic en el y tlm nolo Tres.. Ad.
drew- llegaattracnt of P.ocslathogy,' Bake
i IP" atIf , DIM 110 IT I, NIr. 21706.
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academic skillsprecisely that part
of their range in which such scores
rue most often used for select ic.,t re-
cipients uf the mos.t cnnteited'edu-
cational opportunities. The answer
is not, as I and some others first
thought, to sreplace tests aimed at
asiessing academic skills with tests
that would reflect ti person's "crea-
tivity"; rather, teets should be used
ony b. screen out candidates who
score too low. To moke distinctions
among Cie candidates who remaili,
we should rely nut ori tem% but on
samples of professional competenL
cies themselves.

Disenchantment 'with the utility of
tests in their upper ranges for ufe-
dieting the sought.fur compekticies
is not limited to the study of talent
but has been increasing amoi.,t !
psychologists s. ho attempt to deVise
ways of assessing human behavior.
Trsditionally, after tiworizing
ahout the relatively abstract dispo-
sitions the; presumably uhderlie
the display otthe behavior, the psy-
chologist attempts tt. dev.Oop tests
that would signal the.pperation of
these dispositions. Sini13 the con-
nection homiest to critei ion is nie-
dialed by complex theoreticalcon.
structions, the former need have
nothing in connaon behaviorally
with I he latter. A psycludogi. t could
try to evaluate the chances that ci
particular therspeuti i. treatment
would succeed with a subject by
sometlirg twelated ns the way
in whi the subject cohipleted

siems or interpreted anibigu-
otis pictures

With enough negative evidence in
baud frpin attempts of that sort, we
now know (se e.g. Mischel 1972)
that miwe reliable nnswers are pro-
yided by assessing what the subject

does in a 'ample of.the treatment .

situation itself. The ratiblein is thai
the test responses, even if they pas.
ItCST a modicum of -ciiterion valid-
ity",--that is, give results' better
than 'chance at predicting the br.
hrivior of direct intertstinevitc.oty
relied other factors as Well !see

.Wallach 1971a; Wallach end
Leggett 1972). And the.greater t.e :
conceptual distance Lween J.
test and the performanco to be pi' .

diked, the less rerson thne is *u
believe that the test will Leh ou
chat you reallv want to know. It
will tell you abbot the person's re-
sponse tendencies iii situations Oyu
Resemble the test rather than in ;it .

actions that resemble the criterion.

Acadenlicskills tests
Above intefinediate score levels, se-
adeini kihls assesetnents are found
'ea show so little criterion-validity as
iv be questionable bases on which
se make consequential decisions
,rilont students' fulb-es. What the
raudeinic testasifo incclict are the
lettalts a person will Witain on other
Ions of the same kind: Some of the
taidence for this statement is hosed

111 accomplishments uf directly
Intritorious kinds during Hai' stu-
dio! years, end we shall consider it.
hot. Alter that, we will turn to ac-
eonplishments in occupatioinil and
pofessional roles. Ilse research
riling both lines is extensiVe enough
tint We can Only humph. it here
hit tlw sample is tepreeentative.
Feather amplification of this evi-
dame and its meaning cats be found
in Wallach 1971a, 197114 and .in
piss; Wing and Wallach 1971; and
Wallach and Wing Issp.

m.At of what i-onatitutes hha tisual
masteinit course work, with its di-
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ot more-or-less forMal cur-
ricUltiifl ie then eheced by
memory-oriented examination
questions, differs in kind-from meat
vocal ional rolee. The. cramming mid
teet-taking skills needed to Obtain
good- grades in sUch courses, how.
ewr, have mut+ in egmnion with
the skills that should help earn high
scores on lode of intellectunlahili-
ty, and it shnold not klIrpri+rtis tic

find scores on ."intelligence" tests
correlating rather well with "aca
dein ic achievement" indices a
point that has been th ghly due.
umented (Tyler 196re Wallach and
Hogan 1985; Wing and Wellach
1971). By the later high echool
years. however, students are capa-
ble of producine work of intrinsic
signifiemice in n vocational Renee.
Sometimesthough llot altvaGs
this work is accompli. hed outaide
the schtiel curriculum.

in a study by Parloff, Dana, Kie-
rnan, and Handlon (1968) the nos.%
elty and effectivenees ot research
projects conducted by high school
students iydepcndent .of course
wnrk were evaluated. Ihif ferences in
quality among the projects were
subsitantialbut were Juirelated to
irotellectual aptitude test scores or
to high school grades. Even course
grades in 'graduate schmil often
seem unrelated to the competencies
associated e.:th proles:shiest perfor-
mance. Using a judginent scale
taken from Taylnre (1958) wurk nn
the quality .nf rostarch by lodes.
Sional scientists, Mednick (1963)
asked. fecult'y members to evaluate
research projects conducted .inde,

'pendently by psycludygy,greduate
sadden's (or the imaginativeness of
the projkg and the degree to which
it .vonstituted a Contribution to
knawledgerensonable criteria of
competence for professbnal work.
The judged quality of tile Projects
ranglel widely, but differences in
quality had nnthing to do with the
grades received by the stndents
their courses or with their scores oil
the Miller Analngies Test. Scores on
this tett, huwever, predicted the
course grades.

These results typify the finding of
a- wide arrny nf studies ef high
school, college, and graduate-level
ettnlente concerned with avessing
accomplishments that. Afieillate
pood41moling sobievements. Pub.
lic recognition by knowledgeable
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evaltuitors is a major criterion of
quality in this researchand, while
admittedly imperfect', it Is reason-
ably close to die way in which pro
fessinnal excellence is judged in life.
Attainmetp -M science, literature.
art, music, anti dramatics have all
been studied. and indieatinns of
qunlittigelndl, fnr example, publi.
Catkin ot /1 scientific paper in a Pro-
firlssionnl Yowled rir of orieinal writ-

-hog in a notienally cireulated prri
odical or a bnok. While rue-wtitnes
direct evidence of such attniiimente
fan be obtained le.g, Morrison
1963, where direct judgnwnts of
cninpetenee dramatics are made).
it nlso has been found that student
reporti on lac nuitteie ere stiffi.
ciently. accurate to provide a usable
enurre of data. Maxey alca Ormsby
(1971), for exnmple, denumst rate
high- egreement between student re-
ports on out.nf.scloul accomplish.-
ments and inforniation provided by
ihe schooleven whe.: college ad-
mission is at issue for the students.-

The resuits nf these studies ehow
t hat, fnr iicstan c, fnr the more than

undergraduate's studied by
Wallach and Wing (19(9). accnm-
plishnients nutside the classroom in
each of -the seven fields explored
were Mimit as frequent among stu
dents in the lower thina as maim
three cc the upper third on the Col-
lege Entrance Examiriation itoard's
Scholastic Apfitude Test (SAT).
The fields chesen were intended to
span a representative array ef the
a.cconiplishments beyend lbe class-
room for which schriol is expected
to serve as a preparMion. Some of
these ctivities--work in hterature
mid sciowe--are close to tradition.
n1 aca mit; disciplines, while oth-
ers, likc,.niueie arid art, tlintielt not
troulitio ally acndemie fields. are
still wit in the customary purview
.of most itigher educatiimal institu-
tMns Still othersdraniatics. for
instancemore oi may »ot he in-
cluded in a colleges currictiler spec-
trult.For none of i hearensttialicd--
literature, science, art, music, dra
malice, political leadership, rind MI-
cird service activities was accom-
plishimot rclated to SAT scores. ti
ther considering t he 'sample of t u-
dents ns a whole or inking men mid
141)/1/141 srparnIely. Furthermore,
the extent to which ratJents
ited achievements in more than one
of the seven areas %ens likewkeini.
related to SN1' scores. These find

.

ci

ings hnrdly suppoit the idea that
the SAT in this upPer runge rellects
hrightnese bro; ly defined. Cm the
tither hand, st ents with the high.

.er RAT SCOr wrm.fnund to have
higher course trades.

Even more compelling . data
pointing in t he *time direction conk.
from Wing mid Wellach's (1971)
attunes nf college nopliesnts I ti that
work, the subject pool was broad-
ened o inetude not just undergrad
uotes hut high school sturkolis who
lind Applied for admission.
ticuis of accompliihment Metside the
classroom were restricted to relit.
lively rare richievemente of nwrit
for eenniple, publiention nf original
writing in a regtilhrly circulated
nnnschool puhlicat inn er the memo'
den award (nr such writing; fleeing.
wnn top prizes io. state or regional
science corneet it 1tim. or haying 11. n
chosen to attend it summer science
program sponsored by the Natimed
.Science Foundation; hnving woo n
prize in a musical competition or
having done professional work in
performaike or composition.

The SA'r seores nf the more than
4,q00 Applicants of both epees stnd-
iad in our research on this question
lee i,os very little nbnut who is more
likely to excel at aecnmpli diluents
of these kinds. We found that . if
cendodales are selected from them,.

. plicant populet inn according -to 'n
hymithetical decision rule that in-
clIts applicants who scored high on
SATtests. applicants with the soots
of accomplishmenta just noted re
ceive little nr no dilarential benefit
Yet the selections actually made
through the Othnissions worms
were found to be pi (-dominantly ti
-function of the SAT score o-stilts.
Similar results have been kr-find in n
study by Holland and Richards
c196.51'among otherk .

An implication nf the foregoing is
that score distitwlions within thi
upper range should fail to predi-i
the people who have demonstrated
m Tiblerot achievemente- in occu-
lt I i ri, li.coind proifitisstic:n71 roltecstrinfirt.r,

I i mod, a I hs 00 s s .

!co he :nse. This outcome is so un
conifortnble that evidence Wong
these liiws can meet with resistance.
it 'nke, (tor esnmple, a carifid study
'by Harmon (ITO. in which the
professional cOntrillutions Ar some
physicists .and biologiste were evil!.

%
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Lulled by scientist, juidgcs on the
basis pf suet) criteria as pAhlicatitms
nd patents granted. The

tim by airee or more experts
working independently, were about
as sophisticated and meaningful lel
such judgments soutd he., They-
were tompirect -with ciao ge-level
academic praficiency clata-7cus.
tomer). kinds of verbal- and Olathe.
matical. aptitude lest sCores. 11.e

'score earned on an Auk...need
achievement te in the stilderit's
field of concentrittion, and grades
obtained in science cour4s. .110w
good professionst scientist the
person became could not be pre-
dicted front any of this a ademic
proficiency information nit .in "Creativity" teSts tional field 1Wallach 1970), Intrit-
deed, for nearly half the carrels. aPective amanita- la highly; tilt--
tines computed; the direction of the Extensive atleimits to's- te-ss "crea- ented writers', scientkts, mat hema f.
relationship was liegittbv rather tiyity"or "originality" ',mined Inc ticians, mnsiciamythd 061%1 s of th
thorn 'positive. Vet I 1.1rOon's rear. . mentuni in the 1960s; 'leading - imptirtanee for.% thyie creative .

lion to this finding is to question quick1V the need' t, make &dint.- achievements of letttng bletis flow
not the prediclors but the 'criteria! ' tions between tets that were vim- -ahundaIrtly in an assIrciative mar*

. ply assessing feu intekence pfica .nei are alsmitv Aidence. They:Were_
ThE same result .hps emerged in -again. hot ohde'r a mile fashionable., far -front drisive. :of cours0.., since

genre test scores or coorsi gra-th;s molly %%kit conventional tests of'ire Bctcrize. ie 4alented-coninbutins ,
study after study. whether intern. label tests that correlated niini4...ideatranNoency could aka char,

are osed itS ureiiuctisr tlelson tellectust skill: (see Wrillai h and hi the'(urts and seiences..A11 or tIi
Ciutclifield (19711) found for e,athn- Kogan /11/65; Wallach 1962s). The, did seree to diliae hopes that'idea..,-''
maticians, for exaniple, Om' iiie 1(.1 tests that seemed hest to meet thiS t innal fluency tests would .be More
scores of those chosen l.y. tootvl. .cquirement Mansell 1tfu pro. helpful '.hrin academie skilk 'testi
edgeahle peers as doing particularly vides an esrsive sifting im ;he 4;vi: "far mtukiuig prngnoses abnie future
good research work wc., e no dtf kr- dencii on tins question) foci:, on the accomplishments.
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superior qpnortunitiet for ednitit
tioruil advauremeat Plan can be
granted them, and the question or
how, within this range, selectiorti
are to he inlle is a real one. The
lack of predietabilit; sevns all the
.more striking when wi..!ronsider
the', a srlf.fulfilling 'prophecy kfect
no doubt . exists 'in ionic degree, .
leading student/. With superinr test
.seures and grades to lie ;irefer-cil
for kill/N.:or' vicupotiimal slots over

e.g. Wallach and Kogan 19r; Wal-
(tach aml Wing 1969; Wallach 1970,
1971a). More unusual ideas tend to
come later in the sequences of ideas;
en that urnisusilness seems tn ride
the bad/. as it were, of the tendency
to'produce lnnger ideational.st rings,
and respondents' are relat ively run-
sistent in their degree of idestiOnal
Iltiency 'across different kinds of

those with lint. impressive acrid. Mic EXplanations tor .the
The . eVidence would ferenees in, ideational fltienq

sec o to be-all the strong,er, since RI eluded varyilig tendencies to enier'
;Mist he emerging. its Spite . of Attain 'the hypothetical. (Wallach
prophecy, hies of that.kincl. 1967). or to .pick 'up inforpintion..,

:

from th'elperiolleiy of ope's

.-,

cqt frdm those of cold rots. Chemists shady tO produce m reViInce 10 ,,

and mathematicianc chosen by iiven Aask a large number of ideas Some limited evidence can belound
peers for the quality rif their contri- -° that -are reasonably apt :opriae hir 'the success of Iluise testi:, In
billions %sere. f(.uiid liy Warm% And; at leeSt partly because of their: , Wing's 0949) (1;11,0
-(1962) to.score no higher than con"- numher, include.a,rirther large pro- student. siondq, I hose stosing in the
trots .ory ri variety 'of intellectuid porut a of relativtly unusual re highest thiriron ideational floinc.j,
ability tests*: Fuqer. data .on re, sponses, Surprisingly, ideational showed more' out-of.schnol attain.:
genre-t arienticts from MacEiMnin fluency" 'hi this-Sense hhowed; far rmaain literature-and sciencethan
(19114 yielded the same in:qr.:Nui those ebov(;,nn intermediate level" '14v scaring in the bottom' third.'

results :emerge on academic.skills, corrilatam At' hem: (fie Inikages Wen:tenuous,
Prom studies o YchulUeists (Mar 'with Swittlingvn intelligenee tests. .howevei, find farsonle kinds of-tel. :-

197,1). lisu 1911'41, ' .-.. ented-Wiiivior no links o sjujtuemn
IMacKinrioti' 1969, The iaationar ttttenCytests typits1-.. al,fluelicy %%;ere fliund,st

as yell al. horn rangb-d',6.-i-denee Ay tkstied-lhe:respuntfeilt 44! generate ,er shred of positive eVklence is

revitWed by-Hilyt (196.fi, 191401:iiir possilllu. waYs Jn ":WtrirCh s'Pecitied. ;Singer and Winton' 1971) finding--
between chib

j fluency.: test
ir intelligence

Itudinio (100`-sinularly'fisids tut .hewstia(ier): or )uss-Zde in";i:niers. of le,k.S.:.scori!,sand-- mdged,:les-
dergradMite -achtteniie Ilistinatuncs. 0, skiificitcategory (suet' astImng ores4ven'e4s of-lhe.ir drawing's. In
!Irving relittionsliqr stIli,e-. that' iriure :on %sheets), or" possible .stodY, AVOnirunor sad ,
qpent . occupational 'eltitelp101 interpreln lions 'Gil varidds presont- Jluc1s,ntii (19751 found cionpariihle!:-
among scictiti.,;(-4- '. -rd abstract line forms (such 'aS a positIO,evidence f:Dr a clay 4i-twine!:

Lionel, ,orsi'iltitcteiti Oa; e btt tyn)rali (friloioots) .

Although critics like 'Weirriniin....!, 711iM'e and again: Wino: hitch tnMli lot_children.-.Atteentits ti1 tutu,
(1972) Seek to qpetlitin such dennaist ratd ttiot 'sNriphg tonging Vide -CriterinO, fOr :idea=
ings Ott tile ground that these Shut intermi.diate to hipletm c4is tional Tests by Cnipley7
ies consider too narnov a tenet* Of inquiry intelligivnee indices showIlt: 11972; %earth-a the restralysel ofTrit-
academie . akin% differences, the
range is ltrupd enough Lu include
many more individuals who leek

psiupai irmal. 31'0)P1"-ra ore similinqsqch tic ^ nr a bit .of lintOge
research,. engineering, inedlinue, a eat /01-4,111- tief,-ur p dren's identiOnal
end bit uiu as In _Great Itritaht., slur Font, iirdinaryillireet.-Asoicblis'a. -Acoreir-ff-Init not t

tle or nifielation Ito the number, orl pley's data 1J 197Tursiiil hj
tinustidne .s 'of 'the ideational reF. -Kogan ai1d Pal; 'We 11971) eeent
14todses on tests off tbiS' kinchlkee quite nejallYip in their outcomes. .
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Ideational. fluency yests may be
Minimally related to intelligence
tests, but they are little if any'bet
ter at predicting-, the: achievements
We care about. Subjects vary widely
and systematically in their attain:
iments;tet Nile ir an of Pout sys-
tematic variation ikcapt tired by in- From tests to attainments

Isirocy testa (althoOgb the tests too. Ntie aecognire talent "from tilt; dis
w wide and consistent differ- play o( escellence ra vocal ional .pur:.

encey from person to pm iT - well suits. and ii is ihese sienificant se--
-.beyond ,v;hatever small pqrtion of compltshruents! an guy!. thal offer

. thoSidiflirenerrmay relate to sig the oncost legiiimale basis:-prwe
nifienyit attainments). Aealif.'we are certain acidemiC %Ails qualifice
king the muitiplY. determtneclon hcen met4of the judg,

, ture of the teitt reprnineciBut the- tneolc (4 merit ihnh Mist accuinps
.. Inferential gni- between .iest - he-albeitt Mit Aof...-erftiegtionel Fr;

9.53

had proZted In possess t he hoped-
for criterion.validity, making them
stofficiently impervious to direct
coaching to he useful for preetkal
'purposes would have-been difficult
if not impossihle. .

dividual differences on identional

. sPohsr% indwriting or Seitor sotorc cowlH this sp:S,

.''.'.1tainmehts, Ino .-proto-h 1w imple Med?: hly rev
. )aky tor nth oro wire littd: in conmendion-iou to,Ablinklun tiC

the-Mini i a Woavant to prtdict:. 'onigades. lout

'2"-' to Inni nice led.. responip,: -to limit 'their:role the sCreening

.perba tout .oc, thiiseWilli ere too low. le
, ..

. , -Wing. end -Wall

" . floe t ing 1o: ninihers or task- -direet tafent a tsments on college

o sppr i.responc.. -.and reaching. 41(6k:inns, fe immiice, let, imply.

-","- thete ..mnre time al v.stalistically cutoffs i hat reject candidates7frotn
- infrequent, efinlkimp(y reflei . great. furl h,,r of.flKidelifirm :V their SAT
It''..eo,firetrinity.. to Om -finplicit or sentes place them in the lower half
'.esteit expliriy xmlestions of an ask' - of the slisfribution for high school

7 therity tetlief-,..that thiti--seniors tCh.tr-go on to:college or if

- kind ofbehaigjor beprovided. heir grldeot ploce.ibeno-In the low

ern reflect faerwive est: third:Of titeir crass...Clittic:e' ot .
making of finer-grained disfirtCi: These naj-ticular-.Cilt.,offs was based

C.. lions among retponuts that Sortie.. -oh priOrtions i,fclicajingthat,thotie
-One. els° is.aware & but simply ie.. "above the :ntnitio shrnjidtñ, able to'
nores, tut, fer example, in enmoesSt . du the academie work expect:4.d
fog the kinds o: hint; a cent-hang.. 'afticlants AI highly Selective.-col

er uld be-unt 41: for. Thin, Bowers lege. I:Or:those above die rutnffs,-
stait der- bfettleP.,(1970) found ".. SAT scores nnd grades receive notti

"tilde* OM( furth r attriotiton in ninking .prefer:
-al differences- sn ideational' fluency stony' dyittions. for adintounoto or

. lest stores cortotated suPplob, for. 1.14 ive have
t .in iiithin.such"upper ranger.

test MIT and course grade
with seoree on wscale'presuined tn ;4ee
measure xusteptibilitv to livplincis, *th
The figtling that ..those who seem limn neon -to ha withtiut

ailgitOli.ble re'ilNuise to an. ty for predicting accompliabMent:
figurvistIK susceptibility nutkinwallsolute about the

to hylpeortle' rnenehre enrn par1ienl3r -cntoff point5 :. hot ninhe ,
scurea!'niridetitional itiency ' smelt thresholds' should bespecilied

testa 'amnion' 4.; thilt.thoe sut briber increments ibovetfieM
-- ..highee in, nuggektibiliOCIry, h's

..":.talireivide Olaf fluf Worst-seems 1. 7'

tvant cm the idiatioonl fluen6.. tests. Vo;nWleet otoolig -studvit's who fall

'"Yet".11.4! Platinum talking itleit tonal iihnve"_the' academic cutuffi, we
fluency arsies aaikrunet,iuiuleqomv _must ..speCifY the kilids of life
.kleot for. creitive-atfailimetilit;14- 'achievements- deemed rateritt4u.s.

the data to' menti that erea.,.. jit tioeietea 9 right:. the onyx dolmen

!Aye piooplirareMOresuggestilibX ..may- vary-depeoditih' or ..the pur
t he -selettiow.. It willko roe-

111).'iendc.ni-fc -FAilltf tents in Oteli%rier.itv.i:CYCI Air:graduate Mil Pro.
:upperoSpti.gatell littleabittit volea: fessional SO000lot than for college

.,;;tionol 4napiteneieli ."ereotivilym- -admissions, since a mute. dchnite
.:Inrget i,rilrort!.immi compel eon Is

gem.° (score- range ero)nat, about: to tireseit. Undergradunfent,'' the
6iegspi,Iteen ir at wittily tents' 'heft apirciwity,40.1p nottavidtue7,

A.60'.4At4rA44'fii
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achievements in whatever
pu its a college goys it prepires
its intents to follow, restrict con-
aideration to achievements of higli
quality, and give priority to candi-
date* with noteworthy, ac!hieve-
mean hi more than one realm.

'Nen classes of 'evidence nholdd be
gathereda veritiahle sighs nf public
reeognitionio oyn .1,4ted by qualified
judgtos mmii WilfreenvoletO Ito be eve!-
unted I iy the selection commit tee i t

*self. eqndidaten in literature wuold
losaskett to provide verified infur
mationon, work they have had tiolo
fished in lionschool publications. on
°the natiirrof those publications. go
;OM the.kind of appraisal that went
into the pithlicntion desjsion ci,m be

atsessed, on aworOrftey . have re-
ceived fur writ-4,w work, pod tin the
nature tif fite awarding ng'encies, sit

-01111101in an appraisal can-he mode
of -the worth of ,Ibe reeuguition,
i.andidtjc would olso he asked to
pim;ide n sainple of thrh hest writ-
ten Work, to-he judged by annr.npoi-
ate. faculty-members *:, the it.eIrt-
IfOn committee, - .

.Fur prospective suientintx, Rims or
public recognition would inelude,
verified information on research
'published in scientific journals or

ntivischoot publications, on .,

theItiloire,of th,esto publications, ton
research awards iiiceiyed-in,seienee
compet tone, and on thrnitt ore of
114 awarding agencies.7Candidates --

Id ram lie requented to submit .

ts un..-scientific projects they -

f

..!
ire
In e cuqducted, to lie evalteragd by
isuillgoleaelectioil commit tee fetidly
Nottoori:The:aibicvettonts may gl
way pot hate their Point or origin .

'llailiil Ii" 4bours curriculuin: tier -',
college applicanta the work- that
terialifies it murelike,to be extra-

paduate echocC t

sr/tit-alp than. fci liplicanW,, for,

.,
llitiw . are can4Idater to .bo ,Ippor.'
linnetl nitaing,different fttikba. At
the 'grata/tie level, the answer ,00.
re» ls ri, each deparlonent's goals-
on remeorces At' the. outdergrood-
ani let-el, one Anosildrplan would-
'le-too fellows' (Wing rtioil ,Wooll'ach
` /971k. Orfine all the tiebis not lona. . -

aelinto wants tio rePreseut in its `i
/tll'ing. kisl eltIllMants talmit'e the .;

academie skills enttoff I inellescend-
ling oftler of pork hottlity within
soch field, but giVe priority in the )
*Sting sequence In thillibill

th-coilitnlifittr#016
.. .,.....,.1

64-8 34 0 -. 80 - 61



field. Then proceed around the
fief& in carausel Gish inn, taking the
'pens. most qualified from the find
field's -list, then fnim . the next
field's list, and sn on, remnving a
candidate fi.nn piny nther lists in
Which he or !the may appeat ls soon-
as the candidat ins been chosen
from one list..After choosing the
mast qualified person in each field,
select the next mnst quslified per
son in cash lieldond coetinue until
the available slots have been filled.

. .

An hstitution can st line fields as
hroadly or as narrowly I it wisheoi, -
It may hnve only twn car nisei Hisi.
l'anssay, the sciences and the
humanities; or it may have post
lions for, crit icisn'siitelittitato -e and
the arts, histuricnI essaps
writing, physics, biology, chemi dry,
psychology, and sociology. It may
include performance ON art end
music or restrh t itself to history
and criticism in these fields. It may
weight .he iivltls in 'any prtrportion
it finds appropriate, taking two
people who wieldy in literature end
the arts, Rey, for everY ant. in the
sciences, or vice-versa, basing-the
decision on its feelings about its
strengths and mandate as an insti-
tution. what higher education
should concern, or what the society
net But it must mnke its choices
clear both to itself and to its.poten-
tial applasids, en thet the forms of
competence it iindt:itakes to sett, t
for and- nourish will be reasiMably
exi Neil and hence avoidable for (1:-
amination and critique.

"CaLT;cobjection might be mnde thnt

stir, tg to put into effect. Rot selec-
ese proposals %tnti:d be time-con-

.

lion commit tees already spend large
imminits of time and effort in
reaching their decisions. The differ-
ence is that t of their present
prnee.(J:ei nee relatively unsys-
tematic. and the apparent olnectisi.
ty of test senses can influence thorn
more than -it sl Id rind more.
than they,lielieve it does.

It might oilso-be objected that some
students will try to develop certe:n
competencies in order to gain ad-
mission or Scholarship support oil n
more selectiee college or itaiversit".
Rut this criticism brings Iodine the
impottalice Jsf concentrating tissess
rnent efforts on inherently meriteri
OUR activities rather than rii nwn-
suret that take their justification
frBm the hope that they can preditt
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these ',activities. Students' will al-
ways feel Rome Pressure to dn the
thi ign thnt will increase their edu-
retionnl chances. Our Mitigation is
to make the sources of such prese
sure as vnlid as posShle--to reward
students for meapingful displays of
ennipetence rather than for excell-
ing onmeaninglesslests. ,

Flesideetheir intrinsic signilihnee,
'do the accomplishments, we have
con .idered also, point ts what pee
pie will do in the future? Richords,
Holland,' and Lutz (1967): give a

-clearly affirmative onswer to this
question across the years from hig1).
school tu college. tim a study of near-
ly 4,000 high school students of -
both sexes who were followed ,up
after one or two years at inverse Col.
leges; datn on out-of-schnel achieve-
ments in lit erotism. science, mmrt, hnd
music were collected for the high
school-and college perinds, along
with data on high schotd and college
grades And scores conYe'titionaf
academic skills tests taken nt .the
end of high school. Once again, high
school grades mid test scores tend
to intercorrelate, and both tend to
predict college grain's. Neithei test
senses nor grades, on, the other
hand, predia whish students_ have
excelled in nonclassroom projects in
the Sciences and the luniernitic .
high school or . college, out
Achievement's in some field while in
high school tend to give oi good basis
for predicting that the person
continue to -manifest aro onnilis4-
Ment in that field while in collegee .

And the- availableyidence (see
MacKinnon 1961Itgerits that 'ac.
eomplishments outside the class-
room during the student years pre-
dict who will he makieg &Mist/mail
ctintributions in professional wnrk
Inter onthe information this time
coming from what adult profession-
els nay about their past behavior.,
Evidence of highqtiality proles-
sional contrihutiona at an early

oint in one's career, in turn, gives a
mod basislor predictingthem later

as well (see Albert 1975)so from
nigh school on, competence seems
to beget competence.

Woidd it mike a
difference?

'rho catalogues of.the selective eol-

A recent study by .Mondny. nnd
Davis (197-t) giyes res'ults compare-

_ Me to those ol Itiehards et al., but
. this time comparisons svere made`
across e longer t Lim span frnin the
end_of highscluad to six years. after

,thit, typically two years after col-
lege graduation. Academic skills
test scores, high st hool grades, and
college.grades relate to nee nnother
but do not relate to outmf-school
nchievementx during the high
sellout -years and do nut .prediet
such achievements six years later.
But out mf-eclionl achievement in a
given -held during. Instil Schre4 pre-
dicts itch:svenient Mettle eadre held
six years hence. It does so,
Mame, to about the same degree as
academic measures at the end of
high sr hoot prethet ssillirge grades
even though in the formei cae
are talking about n spen
and, in the latter a four-yenr
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legen claiin - to seek ;tridents who
have eipressed their talent outside' --
the classroom in the wnys we have, .
been considering. To determine to.
wlmt extent ecttial practice matches
this ideology, Wing and Wallach
(1971) -conducted studies of actual
admissions decisionS which includ-
ed consideration of bighly selectis-e
eolleges--institutions where, if any-
where, out of-sshool achievements .'
could in pri play a role in se-
lection, since these colleges are
heavily overapplisd and most appli-
cants are reasonsbly well- qualified
in terms of academic skills. Thiele.
solts indicated that even At there
colleges selection decisions tend tn
be in onolit 'molly -oriented toward
-conventionnt academic stnndards.
l< -ledge of as simplistic an index
as an applicant's ss..re on the verbal
aptit tide section of t he SA'r lets one
predict rather accurately the likeli-
)mod of the candidate's being ac-
cented or rejected at both selective -

and unselective, institutions. The .

difference between tit!. Iwo kinds or
colleges seems not lam much whether
they deitentl'on SAT-verbal spires .

in making admissions decisions, but
on the les el of score required for ac- .
ceptance.

For instence, Wing and Wallach
(197 II found that, oil n random sant.
P .1ro colleges hirb.balliii1 yidqt.
rem/ince imirrenses more -than four.
fold when tempsrine applicants
with SAT-sierhal scores felling
within 'score int erVals of 350 :399
fled SW -MK) (4( wes can range from
200 to 8001; wInle at n Flunple a 13
highly selective' colleges; the same
order of increase in likelihood of ac
ceptanee in found when comparing

le
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annliennla whose SAT.vezhat scores
ea within semi inteivala o S00-
840 and 700- 749: SAT.verhal scnres
tn the fi50-!.99 interval put a candi-
dale At approximately the 1404i
centile of high ri hold seninrs ti tin go
on to college. Vet likelihmal of se-
centime/. at the highly selectit e
leges sampled i. three, hint:
great ir the atmlicant g score falk in
the 700 719 ;art thn' iii 01: al.
ready high.intertal uf 550 ic1.1 -lois
means that, v.I.31 relatively mist-
lett ice colleges use verbal
scores as U Imsis for. screenioa.. out
candidntes whose scoresogre torilow
for, them to cope with college %lima,
the highly selective. colkus ue
!hem to discriminate ainom, eppli
cants who nirenily cluster tiriniiid
'the high and of the measure Mar
ginei increments in SAT.veried,
scures wit h itt Ihi upper par! of the
distribution detesmine arceptaiice
versus rejeCtion:,

Indeed, Wing and Wallach further
disenVered that predicting edmis
skins actions at H typkal s.
lective colleye in terms of combined
consideration t.o an
basis of the candidnte's verbal And
mathematical scores an the SAl`
along with hi . scademic i;rhire-
ibent level in.high school led to such
a h:gh degree of accuracy in sc .
counting for accelfbinces and n.jec.
lions as th lenve little room even in
principle for ether factors In.plac A

Abont 80% of nil decisions, and
about 80% of all acceptances n. well,
were-co:rectly nredicEed this WAy--.
even thaugh.the jaissible predictive
accuracy in these udlunt ions is lower
Than 109% because the devisions to
be predicted are themselves made
wit4 less than perfect rehihiIity
This general result was replicated
across two succesinv cent years'
applicants for a sion to the
freshman class, with more than
4,200 -ApPliCants one yearand Inure
thin 4,690 the next, in spite Of the
fact that one year's applicants were
retraired to provide Inore Octensive
information on uut-of.school ac-

complishments..

Adinissioink practices seem to he
substantia0 At variance, ,ianu, with
the diversity of talents that highly
effective Institut' say they seek.
Could /*election be carried out in-
stead in ti wive that wittild genuinely
implemelf this goal? Wing and
Wallach esplpred this qtiention by

$I Ameiken fwientio, gimeAt
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applying a hypothetical decigh.n
rule that gave preference to Candi .
dates who had demonstrated sub.
stential accomplishments iii the
(kIds outlined earlier. The rule also
gave prefAreure to cardidates, as a
binction 'of the numther of fields ir
%shirk such nccomplishments had
iwen .1:inally, it raw
milled candidates to he Accepted
the- waY rink if their seines
and v.ere 1,11,0 enough ISAT
scorer in the km hal( nationally for
high sentop...sho go op to
college, and grades in the top tWo
thuds of the high sclaml elns0. If

seb-cts by these ci Reit& the li
polhcti:al accepted class re erten%
only 4(J-W,.with the class actually
accepted (Remember, by 'coalrast,

. that selecting. I'M eandidates.with
the hii.diest St,T sColl:c and grades
in he:h.-chord remits io an accepted
rhos ih,iii inerlaps ninr 89,..o with
the-class actimlly accepted.)

What are the a pplivants like 1NIKI
are necepti d by the rule that cm:
phasizes professional accomplish-

sl In the Wing and Willierk
01.1113f-NCht.ail

/Le% entente of high quality are
found for I STA; of the accepted
unties compared to 8 As,, ilf the male
applicants, and for 15.5% or II.e fiC-
ceped reunites compared to 7 4% of
the female appiiennrs- Out-of.
school v. riling achievements cf high
gumbo. ore horrid for 19.:m. of the
accepted males coliparesi tji 4.;.:.";i of
the male implieents, mit! for 33.8.-..
of the accepted femah\s cr'impared
to 14.0s. of the female applicants.
The act ented grump is comparably
aecomph-dierl in Ilia ether fields 'of
actiVity that were assessed; . these
achievements are represented with
for hailer incidences I hip their
rates of occurrgnce in I he applicant
po.il Basile. 41(41 ton% on conven-
tional academie criteria, on the
other band. or considering the se,
teething made by. the actual arliM..
sions committee, yields an siecent.,d
group far less distingnished in its

. Achievements.

One defense or the u,e o( standard-.
'I/ed leSts like the SA'I' fur ndrilis-
gam. 'almost.% ig- that they are lion
discriminatory as such. nitd pentium%
less discriminatiny than any alter-
native objertive basis for selection
would be. The Wing'iind Wallach
dein give us an opportunity to aim-
pare for an apPlicant pool.- the ef--:

feels on nuniwhile candidates of
nsing a hypothetical deeisilin -rule
bnsed iou SA'.1' scores nnd one
oil accomplislimenls tome' cerhiin
'minimum cliteria 10, tui SAT 94'0Ires
and high schisit grades are snti-fied. .

Ilse nt -the .SAT ilecision.-ride was
fuund to he drastically discriMina
tory in its consequences: alinOst all
nonwhite candidates in, the...ippli
Crum pont tsould be excluded hien)
the ;Joon in es ot 1:ii .t

acciiirialishnients,- hit. cen
trust. v.:le f01001 In lead to ii *pile .

different initcnine; notmllite candi.
dale% mail& he incepted in about
t he NMI.? prioportkii
denee i it the applicant poirdat;on.
Thm, m.mg lucemophish.onent. ratio
er than test 'wows. a. the liaaiS for
-selection stein,, if aiwthiog. to he
less discr:Mioatory i» its Clince-

cpience. fOr

believe thnt our`propusill would
produce.n college class qualitatively
diff.nei41 f those selected by
convent word.. ine.01... Does Ow dif-
ference hold nannies' ions lor the so..
ciely? 1/iirwin argued tbat
cal ii .iraeteri- I ie.-, pfosper -across'
generat ions to th,; degree dant they
are represent iii in the orgaidsms
that breed. Something analogous
mny go on in sel -tidry
it conventional test-taking skills
noire Clan significant eimmetencies
pit ern access to ciintested Oil

opportointir, these
potencies will In. tinderri.-presemed
itt the ultm win more afil-

(-due. liana! credentials in the
i.iwic't%'. I lasn,y, the credentials .

demi% to- open thaws to ro-% of.
grelter influeni so the 111161).0.s..
of the people holding gulch roles ism
he inore likel tollifliwnee the over
all direction of the sociely.

Perhaps the reason why the more
selecuve colleps -mad gritdmite
.schools elonn to seek Stink-Ms who
demonst Ade diverse talents, while
in reality I Ionising the rernrse. is .
the extent to which neademM
legts and Ømurse emu ll i ll ations are
rather a umatirallv oqnstrued IT
faculty and' administrators a.. Ie
fled' g n "intelligenve" or
"I iglitiwss'' iui all the senses id Iln.
lerlrf. Oblnilailig the hright est sm.
dents pOssible bet limes a way of de-
1 g the quality ol an institution,
and when colleges and ipttversit its
judge one mint herl_iisitional stand,
ing in Leona of the average
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scores of the incoming tfteshman
class or the a ge 4111K aptitude
teak acnrei of the incoming graduate
students. the heavy use of such
yardsticks ill admisSi 4444 should he
no stii;tris.e. As Wing and Wallach
(1971) and Campbell have
.puinted outs furthettame, the (tient.
ty 'members at- such irmitutions
have themselves been selected fur
cdtleationld adynncement lareely hy
the very crttcrm whtee t;,.e st have

.quejleioned. It is natural foe them tn
peliellinte anti see %Orme in the
ways nf defining .merit that led In
their 'own rise-even when faced
wit h contrary evidence:

The role plaved by testate .11:eneies
in prequ ving the establOn.l ways
nf doing tl.ings must n: he me*
tinned. They has e, after ali. a vest
ed nth rest in the con!Jetmit And
iven in.-tplified use of tin testing
devices thee know luta Ina e. To
justify continued etelphtts r tests
like tin; SAT and the Gal.: it the
grounds that they recite course
grntleti, wht i neie her the ol score
nor the.course grade dincronces iii
their tipit,..r 11111ro iri lift I 'actual
accoMplishinent, is. questionable to
say the least.

The irnny is Cnrnpoimiled uh'en ed
udational comntentatnos like Jencks
and Itiesinan (1(168) urge even
heavier use academie aptitude
tett acores irrieriel of grades in se-
lection on the ground that the for.
mpr are fess subject than the latter
to irrelevant sources of lhas such as
leachers giving higlmr grit des tn atm
debts who are more polite. For ot is
their corietntion with p Jeles -that
provides the aptittiek tests 'with.
their beide justification in the first
place. Hut to deal with teal (tycoon,
plishments, nucy certain academic
ability thresholds !sive been
crossed, is to restrict th, use of tests
to a much more eircutnterthed func-
tion than testing agencies envision.
!rest* agencies should perhaps,
devote less effort lii tesk and more
to helping eduratori. asSess.risliire

.ment 511 activities that we value. .
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Chairman PERKINS. Do you have something fo put inihe record? .
.Mr. IREXELER. Yes. I referred to an article in. Newsday .before

and the is also one in the New York Times. , . .
I thim you very much. % .

Chäirtn'an PRKIN8. I thank you very. much. .

[NyhereUpon, at,2 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned.1

. .

. .
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PREPARED STATEilENT GORDON M. AMRACH, PRESIDENT) THE UNIVER-

,' Eirri or THE' STATE 9P. ItTEW YORK AND CoiMISSIONER OF .DUCATION

t am Cordon M. 'Ambach, Comrnissioner of. Education and 'President of

the Univereity of the State of New York. I appreciate this opportunity to

Submit a statement for the record on the subject Df admissions teotring

legislation.

-The New York State. Educa tion Department is often.. stewed as the 'nation's

leading. publisher of. "open tests., which is the label currently attached 'to

tests that'becorne aVailable to the eicaminees and 'the 'general public after the'

teets .have been administered. Open Listing has characterized our oldest

testing program, the Regents examination program, since its origin in 1865.

During .the current. school year, the".New York State EduCation Department will

pOlish 36 Regents examinations, 16 Other high school achievement tests, and
t

10 competency tests F a total of 62. examinations that a-re completely Open

and available to' anyone, who wvitfil them. In addition,' 8 other tests will. be

'administered, as a pan of our pupil evaluation and competency programs, that

are .t.'semi.open' in the Genie that thjy Are available for inspection. in thousands

of school. buildings 'throughout the state. AU of these tests are published for
' 1

.

use. in New York Stkte, schools, as a nitokns:of maintiining aeadernic standards

iand providing grilt for the tnill of accountability.

Neverthelest we find it neceisary to-oppose the enactment of. Nit. 4949,

the' Educational Testing Act of 1979., al drafted presently, The essence of the .

bill is discloeure of tests. While It may be desirable to. have such dIsclopuie

for those who 'would want to' see their papers and reselts, the colt to all. of

those 'tested. because of the ticular diacloeure. provision,. in' Mt 4949 seems

to outweigh' 'the :.benefits. The bill is concerned 'with all tests- which are used for1 6.

.

.
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,
postsecondary or .profesMonal school admiaaions or tests Used for preliminary

prepa'ration for such testa.. Stith tests. will include the Scholaa tic Aptitude Test,

the American College Testing Prbgraim assessment, the Graduate Record

EXaminations, the Miller. Analogiee Test, the Medical *College Admission Test,

'and the -Law School Admission Tests. As Vie are learning in New.York, the

law may include testi, not designed for' or, 4-in orne cases, inappropriately being

used for admissions. 'An example is a portion of the medical licensing examin-
__

ition which is used for' admission of many foreigh rained medical students. It

is conceivable that HR 4949 could be interpreted o apply to our Regents

examinations because postsecondary institutions use them as part of the

admissions process. /...1though these teats are already open and offered free of

charge to studente, other provisions of the law would sreate a severe financial .-

44 v i .i'. burden for the state and no ben-fit to the students.
.

As I :indicated, the Itew .Yfork State Education.Department publishes many

(nen tests each year. They are educational achievement tests, and they are

open because they serve as a means of communication between 'the Education

Department and the classroom. They, tel,1 teachers and atudents exactly what I,

outcomes of instructi,on are important, and they accomplish this Laid( muCh r

more effectively than any of the other forms of communication that we usA

including the publication of syllabuses, course outlines, study guides, lpilletins,
1

and newslettesre. The educatthnal benefits of having open Regients examinations

and competency teats clearly outweigh the drawbacks of producing (12e* ens of n w

examinations each year.

have also ha4freliperience with secure teets... For rnany years We

adMinirtered a secure examination for the purpose of eele king winners of the,
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more than l8,.00tt Regents college scholarship...Ai that are awarded annually .to

high schoOl seniors. Currgent ly, the Department's College Proficiency

Examination_Program use aecire exarninatiorls aft a service' to individuals

who wish to earn college 'credit for: knowledge and skills acquired outeide of.

ivy-covered walls. Ma:* of our professional licensing examinations are also

'secure. Because of our need to use secure for aome purposes, I

understand many of the problems facing the test publishers arul sponsors

affected 'by the bill.

Looking only at -the cost implicatioro of IT, 4949, there can.'lle nb.

.guestion that the publishers of admissions tests wonld° be required to increase

their expenditures for test development in order to maintain their current

testing schedules. Assuming that about .2 of. the items used on each secure

tests are new items, the cost of developing open tests, would bs five times'

.greater than the cost of developing seCure tests. Assuming again that the

actual. total direlt and indirect cost Of secure tedt develoPment represents

24e)of .a .publisher's total expenditures, the total expenditures 'would double with

Open testing. Vsing. a .different set of assumptions, one may forecast a smaller

or larger impaCt on the publishers of admissions tests, hut it is difficult to
4111

.avoid the conelusion that the impact Will be %significant. The greatest effect

wilt be on publishers of tests taken by relatively Small groups' of applicints.

It is a realistic possibilitty that. some of these tests may be forced out of

existence because the applicants will be unable to absorb the cost. In

particular, I am thinking of tests which...are used for admission to highly

. competitive graduate level professional programs. Which 'applicants would be...

a.
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hurt the most if one:of these tests was withdrawn? I doubt .that it would

hurt the elite students from, the mOst..prestigious colleges: The lack of a

su.pporting teat score Will,have the greatest impact on the adult ,learner. with.

a "stale" undergraduate background, the economically disadvantaged shtdent Who

was forced to attend a less prestigious institution, and the student who obtained

lower .grades in the first Yeai or two of co:Mega because of tt. disadvantaged 7
4,

background. In ether woids, the law may hurt .sorne of the 'students it was

designed to help.

Unfortunately,. there is another step that publishers could take to'.

minimize the impact of. the proposed legislation. They cotQd simply reduce

.the number of tests administered. For example, instead' of Offering the SAT

on seven Saturdays and seven 'Sundays, its publisher., could administer .the. tePt
.

only twice a year, .thereby reducing, the optional testing sp.es and dates for the
_

student... The greatest impact will be en applicants who are given the opportunit

to tali' special administrations of these major tests because they cannotatiend

the 'regular 'administrations for various reasbns including illness; physical

handicaps or religious beliefs. We estimate that ,speeial administrations of

some major tests Are 'actually given on nearly one hundred different dates

during thia year. No publieher can be expected to continue this PraCtice under

the proposed law.
, . .

Our general concern. for New York State residents is heightened by the

fact that. sixof the admissions tests affecteCi by thO proposed legislation are use

as the basis: for awarding scholarships and fellowships In eight different

*1
4.

6.



scholarship and fellowship programs. administeref by the. State Education

Department. The major argument:for using three test8 is to avoid the needless .

't duplidation of testing which Would result from the ufge of Department-prepared

exarninatfons, tb the extent that our own tests would. parallel .the vailous

admiseion (-tests. Thus, the negative..impat of the, proposed legislation would

be rno acute for 'scholarship and -fellowship candidates, many of whom havn the'

least ability to pay the increased fees and trayel to oth'er locations to take

the examinations.

The use of admissions tlists for .seholatship and fellowship purposes
I;

introduces an addillOinalf concern and potential source of increased fees. As a

convenience to candidates, they. tire& :iubrylit tiCO're$ obtained On any testing
.

dite prior to thc:,, filing dealine for the scholarship o-r fellowehip application.
,

avoiis many administrative problems hssociated with a single testing date.t
At the adme time, it creates a need for test sores that have identieal scale"

t - 4

values regardless of the form.. that is taken:
c

A major .criterion for admissions' tests is that the scores be comparable
,

behveen different ,forms of the teat. This requIrek a benchmark or standard

for eqtiating. There are two basic strategieu used for this process. The

first involves simultaneoits administration of a riew and old form. This .cOmmonly

used alternative will be elirninatbd by tile p.roposed 11411,4949 bm. The second r

strategy inyolveg the uee of a few equating questibns on each new form. .

Although these equating questions may be kept secure, this is riot a simple

solution to a complicated problem. I urge you to reconsider the equating

problems. which have been cited in other preeentations.
4

\
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Many of the problerns of equating are Made acute by the short time

period impose4 before implementation. 'Test development is a long and

V.

coMplicated process. .. Many of the tact, io be Administered several rnpnthg

from now have already..been developed. "Many of these have been develoPed
,

*.

using the first strategy rnentio d above., Can thoy be changed within a few
s

weeks to ro1le accurate 'and consistent scoies using a 'different ..trategyi

I doubt it. f1t neve and unproven equating prpeedure is'used,.,only the test
I -

candidates ....An: suffer if it fails:

There is also a potential thieat to the inclusion of nowooperational items

on a test f.f) tin Tlely for uee in equating ailsd pretesting. In the ...pcholas tic .

Aptitude Test, -exernineer spend one-sixth of ttheir testing 'time answering

questions thit have no bearing- on their scorns, and they have- no idea

which items these are... Irthis. test beeoines- open, one -can anticipate

considerable pressure On its publisher to eliMinate- the non-operationsid itesne.

This will .force. the publisher io'..devise new, more costly, and, lees accurate

.nietCods for equating test forms and fol' pretesting questigns. .

.1k test, like any other product, may ,contain iautts. No reputable

test publishet would Claim that its test is Perfect. 'Ole dependability of a

complex industrial product is based -in part on the use:-of tried and proven
_

components. An bxaqiination composed of previously ueed and proven questions

is no different. If -all 'of these, questions Must be replaced by new and untried

question: for- each administration, the qualitY of the Product will decrease.

'With reference to the, begefits that-. are claimed foi 1134949. it may be

_worthwhile to examine them more closely. Oita benefit). that it would make

II

0,
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teet5 available ior 'all to insPect, evaluate and administer in independent

research. As it.nowstands, however, some publishers have released 'forms

of their teats for these very purposes. Further, this benefit could be realized

-?imply requiring all publishers to release one or two forms of their secure
II

tests.. It is unlikely that this would ftrce .publishers to redesign their -evatire

Byetema of teat development and increase fees or decrease services,.

A second benefit .claimed for FIN'4949 is that it would allow exafnittees

to review their answer papers in o der to verify the accuracy of . the scoring

and 'challenge any. questions that e Poorly writien'or incorrectly keyed..
41

Assuming, that this is réteaa,y/or deefrable, it, too, could be accomplished

by less radical surery. &pi s of answer papers and scoring keys could be -

furnished and the publishers c uld be required to designate certain locations
-

in which examinees could review question keys under secure conditions. This

Is thee procedure follovied with New York State Civil Service Examinations, and
I

it works well without any adverse effects upon the cost and quality of the

examinations.

In sum, while the State Education Department ag4 es with the intention

to assure that the purposes, procedures, and. use of achnikasion tests are made

available to the public, 4949, as drafted, is not an effective means toward

that end, Since Hit 4949 id patterned after the New York State statute. we

urge a delay in the enactment of any Federal testing legislation until the full

impact and radtfications of the New York State statute are realized. In this

keay, any adverse effectsfrom .the New York State. epcperfence can thereby be

prevented in future Federal legislation. If a delay is not poseible, we urge

that alternatives developed Which will not haVe adverse effects upon th S

cost, quality and ccessibility of the examinations. .

;



THE UNIVERSITY OP THE STATE OF NEW YORK
THE STATE EDUCATION. DEPARTMENT I 0

Oman OP .Tior lowliumfty or THU UNIVERSITY
AND COMNISSIONER OP EDUCATION

AI.OANY, P11W YORK 11114

/

17 1979

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On August 13, 1979, I submitted a statement for the/record
opposing enactment of HR 4949t the "Educational Testing Akt of 1 979."

Governor Carey on enacting the .New York State Standardized .

Testing Law (Educatibn 'Law. Article 7-A ae enacted. by Cbapter 672
of the Laws of 1979) asked the Department to prepare a -repo rt on thefl
impact of this law. I have recently submitted to Governor. Carey our
initial report &nd wish to include it as a part of my earlier statement
submitted to you. for the record:. I hopl.this will..be help/ul to you as
you further. deliberate HR 4949.

t. If I maY be .of any-further aesistance, please da not hesitate to
call upon me.

fclon M. Ainbach
.4

7-

Honorable Carl D. Perkins
Chairman
Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary

and Vocational Education
Committee on Education and Labor
Witshingtos, DC 2051 5.

cc Senator' Javits . 1--
Representatives Biaggi Weiss, Peyser, Chisholm and Goodling

a.

4

S.
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mut uNweasnw cw'THE efara.OF NEW VORK

THE UCATION t NT

OPIPICR OP TNE PRESIDENT OP .ThE UNIVERSITY
AND CONNIOIONER OP EDUCATION

ALSANT, NEW TORE 111114

Dear Governor Carelp .

October 16,.1979

4.

ram pleased to transmit .an initial statement-concerning
the mitioipated-iMpact,of Chapter 7A ofthe Education Law.
This report is submitted in accordance with the request.in your
approval Message. of July 13, 1979.

. . 1 .

.
I.will'shortly send this report to New York.colleges

and universities asking how they plan to deal.with the antici-
pated changes occasioned by the legislation: An analysis*of .

the .responses frOm the colleges will'furnish informAien for
a subsequent report.

NoveMber, I will bring to the Regents propoited.amendments
to the Regulations of the Commisdhpner of Bducationrta implement
the Law...Both the-proposed RegulatiOns add commonly asked questions
and answers about.them are includgd as.part of this impact report.

^

The. Honorable Agh Carey :

. .

The Governor of 'the State of.New York
. Steps Capitol
Albally, .New York .

S rely,

ordon M. Ambach

3

.J.4

t I

fxr_.
A. ;
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.' 'Introduction-0
. . ."

..
. -: 4

. .. Debete ofrer the Proposed adpt4ioh testing legislation* generated'
i

/.;
'... 114meroos-statementeof support nJ oppoiition.. In his!me4orandum of .

. :-, approWal-of ikise bill,-thepoire or acknowledged these:conflictipg
., . .

.

.

. . .

--,ststoments.ind asked the Commissioner of EduCatice to report:on the.
_ , . l simpactof tleA.egisintion-and on any edmknistrative problems caused

.

by ite itpiepeniation. Thie'repott 9uUYnea the.potential impact

THE UNIVERSITY O,.Tht TTTTT or NEW YORE
THE STAirE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

. NEW YORK 11334

Initial Impact Report
4

'of ihe !

Admission.TestingLegislatien

67

L

,

0.4ations being considered by'the test agencies. the liar impact of.-

Wei'legislatioll willnot be known-fOteen,V months.and a more CoMplete

. ALre ri will.be generated niter thelmajor iest agencies gave complew

the

The impact'oUthe.edMinsion testORglegislationis inOuencSd.bi.
_ . ,,the decisions of.individ6altest epohiers.loThilikreport is. divided,

10. .

into severnleectiOnS. A. brief backgro40 eisOuSsion is folloW001..bi

e- diacUssion of the Astebeing withdrawn frOmese in the ttite. '.The

probable reasons Is= wifhdrawal.ofthese tests as*ell as Me inpact

on-stUdente areincluded. Next, the:reductien ineervices for. other

test progragi ie described.in terme of its impact On candidates. Tte .

%
Jest sectionel:ofihie:report.diecue; teOhnioal and .administraa4 prob-

lems, One ofyhichalay have:severe iMpact on testing during theeecend
.

haXf Of the 1979-8kscademic year.
. '

. .
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BackgrOund -

, . .

OnAUgust 1, d few days after the admission.testing bill was

Signed, the Education Department Mailed a copy of the Law to over-sixty

test sponsors and publisheFs. A covering letter (Attachment asked
.

these agencies toidentify the tests which come underirovisions of the

Law. The .test agencies were also asked.to provide their plans for lest-
or

. .

ing After the effective date. As a result of this letter, the, names.of

twenty-sixedmissionstesting. programs have been ident4ied. In most

.cases a program consists of only A single test,. howeber,
,

.a'progrom'contains several individual tests.

AithoUgh the names of admission testing'programs were-provided,

the sponebro almost uniformly Stated that it wad premature for them tO AP

oake p1ans for tests to tte given after the effective date of the legis-
.

'lotion. They expssecirconceroabOut the ambiguity of somseect ono

of the Law and re possible consequences of various interpretation of.

the Law% Meetings and telephone conversations were held with individual'''.

aponsors to discuss the interpreteAion.of.the..Law. The sponsors wanted,

all aspects of.thej.ew 04 be defined by'Commissioner'S Regulations, The

Department takes the position'that interpretation Of, the law.cae Only

be made by 'the Courts'. The Department has expressed its opinion about

various sectiOni of the Law in a series:of questions and answers. .These

opinioni as well as proposed Commissioneris Regulatibns will be.circu-

4ated within i few days. Copies of these two documents Are included as

Attachments.2 and 3.

Mosteponsors now haVe provided the Department with snidest.' ot '

the testing plans they 4re Considering. .Although the plans are teiita-

N.
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1

tive, they provide a basis for reporting on the prObible impact of the

law. Attachment 4 lists the various admission'testing programs identi-

fied by the sponsors.: Theie.prOgrams are divided between'those which'

are expected to continue providing some services in New York State mid

those'which are expected to withdraw services, In.reviewing the

list, it is.critical that two important.chnsiderations be,kept in mind.'

First, the /1st includes.only iests identified by_tbe sponsors. 'Other

testing programs probably will:be added to the list during the next.

few months. Second, the classification of..a testing program into.one

of the two basic groups.must be-considered,tentative. -The sponsord of '.

ail of these tests 00pear to be working to overcome obatacles which are .

. .

forcing curtailment or-elimination of Services in Nei/ York State.
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TESTS TO BE WITHDRAWN-FROM OSE IN NEW YORK!STATE

4 !

4
A reVilir of Attachment 4 reveals that tWenty of the twenty-aix

. 1

test programs may be withdrawn.from use in New York State. Most of.

these tests are given tosmall numbers ok:persons comOared with the.

Jamie number Oicandidates taking the icholast'ip Aptituile.Test and
/

the ACT Assessment' BrograM. .Small numbers.of candidates is the

%.teasOn cited by the sponsors for withdrawal of most of these tests.

In a few.other cases the flexibility of teetadministration pro:.

cedures was.cited as the Major obstacle facing the sponsors.
4

The attual development:colt of a new test form.is relatively

-independent of the number of candidates to be tested. Although

'this cost may vary considerably, $25,000.ii a conservative estimate

of development cost for many halfr-day tests. AThiS figure includes

the cost of question. Writing,xeview, ahd validationi it does not

. include othex costs...such as test administration and overhead. These

development and administrative costs,are borne by the.candidates

taking the test. When the nUMber Of Candid s is small, the coet

Per candidate is'high unless it is possible reduce the total

coit'by.the reuse of individual questions. .U0der the new legisla-

tion, .the release of' questions after use will require development

of totally new forms for eackadministration. .Such development will' .

-.be reaistically impossible for the sponsors'of many of these tests. .

N.

At least six of the tegts are administered to'less than'500 Newyork
o

.

State candidates each year. ,One sponsor provided the qxample of its

.graduate school admissions test. which is administered three:times

each year to a total..of.300 candidates in'New York tate. Ileingthe

estiMate of $25,000 tp simplyAdevelop each form,.the sponsor stated, '

;-k
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thaCihttota1 deVelOprli4 met would be $75,000 each year or'$250
i !

per .cand date. .ReducingetbenUmber.of administrationvtdonce each

year wou'd still resulflin a 4velpipment cOst:in excess of $80 Ber

'candidat On this financial:lbw:is alone theaponsor lees no
,

alterna ve 'other than to withdraw the test from use in New York.

Some of the otherytestsin this group are giveh op locally

ichedUled dates set by\independeht administrators or individual

institutiond..Althougha fev(Of these. tests Are given,to large

numbers Of-bandidates, thil46b1eMs facing sPonsors are-illustrated.
'

in the following statement!submitted ty one sponsor:

..."The problems Of using\this flexihle administration
procedure under the LaValla ect relate to its.require-
ment that aftera single person is tested.ieany New
York State Center in 1980 (Oh in an Out-of-state Center
but with resulti repOrted to:a New'York institution) we
WOuld be obliged to Make the test content public after
thirty, days, with the resulting loss of test-security,
and need to create new aecUre'forms.

For us to change frowthis.flexible arrangement to a
fixed-testihg-date lan in NeWYOrk State only, would
require the'determi tion of bmp:to four.dates and
negotiations to set p examining sites, since some
existing Centers Ma not he interested in, or capable
of, changing their s yle of operation. We would have
to alter our methods of scoring.and. reporting of results..
Wherets'at present e tests are scored and initial
reports are sent out13y tile local examiningtenter,.the
change. for New York ould-require a sCdring.and report,
ing system operating ut.or our,offices."

Many of the administr tive'problems alluded to in this state.;

'leant could be overcome... T. do dp, woad require time, however, and

k

changes wOuld 'be made at th eXpensilof the very flexibility which .

has made the tests to Useful to t a.holleges.

im act of Tests to be Withdr

'If :Ally a majeritit.ef th tfst in this grbup are actually

withdrawn,;there will still b a'qieek iMPact on the State.
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,SiXteen'of the'twenik, tests are designed for use by health

related programs. Thip fact,hy itself, is of Major concern. The

greatest negative iMpact will undoubtedly result fiom withdrawal

of toitalleed.by.programa WOth highly.ComPetitive admissions proce-

dures. Loss of the tests will not hurt.the.elite students from'the.

Most pregtigioue collegeS. As the dean of one medical-school
a.

,reloorted,-it is wall, to pick only the top Students from the top

- undergraduate-programs. HisSChool,.and other, else .riview the

applications of many.other indiViduals who would not have been con-
r

sidered except for their good performance on the admissions test.

This group often includes the economically disadvantaged stupent

,who.Waslorced ta attend 4 less prestigibus college or 'the. StUdent

who obtained,lowir grades ln the first year,or two of college because

of a disadvantage4 background.' Iasome'programs this group includes
I.

the adult learner with a "dated", Undergraduate packground.' The per-

centage f students admitted from'this group may be no more'than ten

'to twen/y percenti..however, the numbers:are still significant. .A4-.

though pacific data is unavailabl this vroup appears to contain a

-high propertion of-minorities and economically disadvantaged students..

During the last few years considerable effort ..has bees made to increase

the representation of minorities within the professions... The loss of
. 4

the dmissiok test'as an.independent measure of ability presents a

partial roadblock to.correction of this inequity. The disadvantaged
1

student With superior undergraduate grades is likely to' be admitted.
.

even with lower admission test`scor s. On the other hand, the Btu
..

Aent with equal ability,'but le .impressiVe Credentials may never be.
. -

considered. without the benefit' of a test.
. .

.
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Less significante will resuli from withdrawal of the tests

designed for use by practical nursing. programs. These programs are

able to accommodate most applicants who have achieved satis4ctory'

high school grades. In most other health related programs, the,

competitiOn foe.admission is keen.

The Re ants Scholarshi Pro ram.for Medicine Dentidtr and 0 tomeir
0.

Each year the Regents award a total of 135 scholarships in

.medicine, dentistriand optometry ons Compeative bests as recibired

by Education Law. Medical and 'dental scholarships.were originally

based on'the results of a Department developed test designed Specif-
.

ically for this purpose. However, this teSt was eliminated by the

19}7-7B Budget as was the test used for.undergraduate.scholarship.'

awards. The admission tests4used by medicA and'dental schooli were

then accepted as the.alternative fordetermilling schOlarships.

In 1977, optometry.scholarshipe were created bythe.legislature and'

the Optometry. College Admission Test was selected as the only appro-
-

priate.test tO use'in making awards.

The sponsors of these three'tests have informed ihe Department

that the tests may be withdrawn from use in the State. If this

c
occurs, the Regentsidll have no appropriate method of making the

Awards.

7
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-TEST PROGRAMS TO BE CONTINUED.IN NEW. YORK .STATE

.At leait six admisoiOn testing programs are expected o
,..-

....
.

.

continue serving.New York State students and institutions. /n

. .
. . .

.

.

all cases, however, services ard expected to,be reduced,. The iolloW-

,

ing is:a brief description of the tentative plans which have been .

provided by the sponiors.
\

ACT Assessment Program

'/ The sponsor has-provided no specific plan.for.reductipne in

the nUmber of regular administration dates, however, continued
1.

availability wi

l

h some decrease in sprvices is anticipated. Telephone

thiconwersations i icate at special administrations probably will.

be.sharply.reduced or eliminated; 'Most significant in terms Of
r

Jo numbers of candidates is the probable elimination of residual
i .

(on-campus) testing. Secure forms of the test are currently available
. i

to colleges.fOr.use in evaluating applicants who did not"take a .

1...

regular form of the.test. ApproximatelY 2,200 students were tested

in'thie .way during- ttil last testing. year; many, if not the majority,

were adults who needed the Spokes for placement &other than admission.

Over 300 other students wete tested on non-Saturday test dates
4

(usuaily the followin ay) due io religious reasons. To avoid

ank questions over-the Validity.of-icores caused by a compromise in

security, these students are'given a different form of the test.

In, the- futureo'the,numbek of spey.al non-Saiurday'test dates may boo

drastically reduced.. Handicapped.qtudents ere now permitted to take a

forM of the test on virtually any day in the year. This practice

probably will be eliminated and these candidates willYhe expected to

iake the test op the regularly schedhled administration dates,

z
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Giaduate na ement AdmisSion.s..iest

This test normally administered on p Saturday.and on the
N

following Monde inthe months of October, January, March'and.

July. The Janu ry and. March 19R0 dates, will be continued but.the

Monday administration'in July will piobably be cancelled. Thiir`

will. affect approximately 140 sabbath observers. While the sponsor
6

has not determined itp New York testin/ g achedule for the following
- 1

Year, it states "..,hhile.it may be possible to maintlin the'same

numLer of Saturday test-dates, it may be necessary to reduce the

puMber Of times the test itioffered on Monday.". The.sponeor had

.planne4 to introduce special forms (large print; Eralpennd

caiiette). of the'test'in July 1900. 'Bedause of the time and money

required to produce these fermi, their introduction will be post-

poned.' Thereafter, testing using these formats may be limited to

one or two dates a year. Make-up testing for administrationsq,

cancelled due t,unferesen emergennies wi/1 be available only when

the same form of the,test given on.the regular date at other

locations cae be reused.beforepublic.disclosure.

Graduate Record Examination Program-

The Graduate' Record Examination Program consists ofone general

Aptitude Test and numerous Advanced Tests in different Subject
/

areas. . The Advanced Tests Were specifically excluded from the

disclopUre provittions Of the'Law and it is unlikely that-their

availability will be reduced. The.availability of the Aptitude

Test Wobably'will be reduced from the current six times per,year.

.to four or poisibly fewer times per ear. Also, Mondey adminis-

trations for Sabbath 'observers whic,$ are,noW.h4ld'after five of the

six Saturdaydates will be reduce . It is that the sponsor

may cancel the administrations a ea0y icheduled for Monday'in

116
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January, Saturday in February (no Monday date.was scheduled) and

'1
both the Saturday and Monday dates in Jae. The only remaining

teat .dates will be the Saturday.administration in Jahuary. and
.

the. Saturday and Monday administrationx in April. Approximately --

5,600 potentialliraduate 'student:Irwin be affected by these probable

-cancellations'. Further, the sponsor states that:

."Until the effective date of the legislation', it will be
. possible to cOntinue past.GRE practice of re sing secure

forms (or editions) of the Ap itude.Test. is flexibility
has permitted the development of a variety special. .

.

services to meet the.needs of 9aduate insti tions and
Who are requi ed to submit adores.their applicants'

The requirements of the La Val e law Make dis Osure of
each testafter small administrations prohibitively expensive
because of the indrease in the namber of new test forms
that would be required.to-ensurd secure testing 'conditions

.

y -Currently, handicapped students may take the Aptitude Test
on any scheduled administration date (national or "special")
and may use,.as appropriate, teste.presented in large print,
braille, or on cassette tapes. use of the high. costs

i
ililgof producing test vers,ions in b l ail and on cassettes,

these two options wilenot be prov d in,New York in
April 1980. 'Thereafter, testing using either of these
formate, and pdssibly large print as well, will.be restricted,

i if available at all, to one or two, dates a year." ..

:In addition, the Aptitude Test is available to military personnel

through the Defense Activity for Non-traditional Education:Supports.

Because many of the military personnel might want resultasent

'into New York, tge DANTES testing Will be temporarily discontinued

on January 1, 1980, except for testing during the week-following

.Athe April national.test

Law.School Admiesiorie Test

t

' The sponsor has conveyed its clear desire to dontihue Providing

eservices within the State.' It haa noi,, however, determined thesi.

specific actiOns it Will take for test datei alreadY schedUled

/-.and for dates tq be acheduled-in subsequent test years. In developing
. .

iis scheduler the.sponsorhae particular:concern over.tow to

accoMmodate the'relave1911arge mumber of sabbath'obserVers who

4.
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reqUire special testing-dates.

Prelimine Scholastic A titUde Test ational Merit Scholarshi

Quelifying T/Ist

The first administration of this test.sdbject to provisionl of .

the Law would be October 1980. Although'regular administrations on

. a Tuesday and Saturday.in October are still envisioned, it is likely-

'that arrangements for alternate tepting will have to be'discontinued.

Scholastic Aptitude Test and Achievement Tests

The College Board Achievement Tests as Well as the GRE Advanced

Tests mentioned earlier are excluted from disclosure provisions Of

;the law. For this reason, no Major long term test administration

Changes.are antiCipated. The Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) on the

..other hand, is sdbject to all provisions Of the law. On October 10,

the College.Board, eponsc4 of the test,'-announced Canceliation.of the

January administrittion and.two other scheduled Sunday-administrations.

'TheJanuary Achievement Test administration was also canCelled because

i
of the high cost of openi

1
te5t centers for a comparatively sm 11

volume of candidates. As any as five of the Sunday adjnInistnttion,

-

affecting.'1,800 sabbath observers, may be cancelled in:1980. In
0

addi)tion, the sOonsor le considering the cancellation ofall January
. .

and NoVember detes which would adversely affect an additional 28,000

. Artudents.

A very'limited number of forms of a Spanish version Of the SAT

(Plueba de Aptitud'Academica)' are developed in Puerto Rico. The

;

sponsor, does not feel it is poesible'to Identify even oneform of the

'test.for'disolosure in New York, -Thiedecision will affeCt approxi-. .

mate* 400 New Yori sttidento.

-Alternate and make-..up:testing.awwell as institAtional admin-

9 S
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.1strations probably 'Will be elimina%d. The number of.students,

affected'may vary from about.350 to 75Q each year.

"Current practice. permitsAkeating of handicepped students

dh virtually any date and at any place:mutually. convenient.to

the studlOrtandtestItdmpistrator: Because of the high cost of4111

conve4, tosts.into Braille, large type-and en.udio-:cassettes;

and the' uent disclosure of each edition of the:test, handi-

capped testingin New York State will be.restricted to.a very

limited nuaber of scheduled test dates." Approximately 40.0 Nee

a 1/

York students willbe affected by, this action.

7.The-tentative plans described above do not InClude reference

to two:other important factors on which theliponsors have not

.

reached final decieions.. The first is.feeAncriaaes to coVer the

coats illcnrred in meeting the provisionsofthe law. .All sponsors

:anticipate an increese,in the test feese however, no indicatioil.

.of the amount of change has. been given.. Thus it is impossible to:

predict the cost impact. ,The second.concerns the current practice

;of providing tatietical repor4to inetitutions.. This factOr witi

.be disscussed in the following seotion on impact.

Impact of.Tests Offered on.a Reduced.Schedule

The simetestingprograms
mentloned above are taken by thousands

of students.each year. Most postsecondary institutions uee.the

:results as part of the admission selection process; the,reeults are

lso used foreeveral scholarship.programe. For-these reasons

changes in availability which appear relatively MinorstAl can.

have a serious'impabt on thi%large population of potential,candidates.
-..

Sabbath observers maybe the specific group Most adversely

affected by thelaw, The regular administrations of theseitests

1

IP

'
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are_given on Saturdays,to avoid school, employment and religious
. .

.conflicts for the vast majority of test candidates. Alternate test

dates, usually on Sunday oi Monday, have been provided after virtually
. .

every.adanistration for those candidates whose religious beliefs

.preclu0e.Saturday testing. .The eXact number of sabbath nOservers

tested during the last year is believed to be between 4,000 and .

5,000. Bnfortunatelyi this'very signifiCant total appears small

when.distributed among the various administrationpll the ditterent.
! -

test4.Thereductiminthe number of AUnday and Monday adminis-
.

tretiens is expected to be drastic. Sortie tests maybe made iVailable
a

tO sabbath observeis obonly 'One or two dates in the year. Candi-

datem-who miss this date or dates for legitimate reasons Will have

Jrae.oppOrtunity to be tested in the reasonable future. These' candidates

will be at-a disddvantage when applying to postsecondary institutions

and they may be.ineligible for scholarship competition..

'Physically handiCappeolstudents are prOvided with varrous extra
. .4i

services inclUding administrations held in hospitals'and the candi-..-
.

-

dates' homes on virtually,any date. The sponsors which provide

testing at these special locations have indicated that they will .

continue this practice but only oehet regularly scheduled datep.
. .

The majority of physically handicapped.candidates -have visual

handicaps which'require.special forms of the tests. Based on the

tentative plans of the sponsors lt appears khat "large-type"
4

ditions. of Stasttests will be generally aVailable, but Braille and

fcassette formats will be aveilable for onli a limited nuftd.ber of test
..

dates. The hi4h cost and limited usage of these ePecial forme is

the reason given by the. sponsors. 'This decision will affect over

1 500 handicapped candidates annually. 4

Other special test administrations are held annually. for
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3,000 to 4,000.candidatelfwho could not lie titsted on the regular

.dates. Many of these candidates take the test through the post-

secondary institution to whicithey'have applied.'. This specialservIce

.is expeCied to be eltminated by the sponsors who nOw make it available.,

The kesult is that some candidates may have their enrollment.delayed

for a Semester or a year and other candidates may be denied the

credit or advanced standing which the test would validate. Thie

lattoir faotor particularly affects Candidates seeking undeigraduate

4

admission and placement.
.

All 'candidates are likely to feel some, effects of the anti-

cips4d reduction in test administration dates. A reduction ih

the number of administrations *ill increase tlie numr of caddidates
4

tested on the remaining dates. This will burden soml administra,-.

pion'canfers and necessitate the need for new centers run by in-

experienced personnel. such necessiiy may IntUrn adversely affect
4.

the quality of the administrations_until. adequate,test sites.are'
4

located and personneiare trai*d.: To hel0 compentate'for this

pOtential problem, a few sponsOrS,have inaicated that it may be

necessary to reduce.special services. These sekvices are likely tb

include the provisions for late.rlpstration'and "walk-in" candidates.
..

All candidates may be indirectly affeCted by the sponsois

action relafive to the prbvision.of the Law regarding disclosure,

Of:statistical
1 reports.. Institution6 generally receive reports

fNam.the test pponsors-tummarizing iesCinformation about candidates

%applyin% to the institution and,-.1n soMe Cases( comparing-these'

-;:applicante:to all applicants for other institutions CoMhihed. This

;

'Alpe 0.4formation lives the institution an estimate of.the

,

!
'of iteapp/icants compared with the,qualitii of applicants.in.genersl.

a



a

Met sponsore.also provid validity studies .used'by the institutions

to'establish and kefine their s lection procedurs. -These various

. reports and studies are consi ed confidentOl.doCuments for the

individual institutiOns. .The Law, however, reqUires'thatall sto-
1

tistioal reports be4ome. public. TO avoid being placed in a potential.

.legal confliCt between the Law.and the 1Wetitut1one. rights, the

test'sponsors' have indicated .that theyprobably will stop routinely

providing this service to the.institutions,-. lthough these data
*
'etill.,could be generated upon request-rot-the iistitution,very 'feW-

institutions are likely-to request this !service since they will not

want this information made.public.. In the long run, the loss of

:validity date will adversely affect the selection process and, thus,

'the applicants.

e"

-6
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ADMINiSTRATIPE PROBLEMS ROULTING.FROM THE LAW'

The Effective'Date

.MOst admission tests are.:edministered on dates dUring the schwa

.year. For this reason, in part,-most tent sponsors use an.academic year

rather than a- calendat yeari' Registration WaterialsAre preimred in , 1

s.

the spring lor use by.candidatee planning to be tested on anyof 141e
r

-dates sphedUled_during the following school,year. These materials'for

the .1919-.80 year have al-ready been'distributed.to many' pkospective:can.4

didates through lobal high schooli and colleges. rho sponiors of several

adMission.tests including the Scholastic Aptitude.Test and'thesACT Assesi-'
s'

.ment'program repory that several thousand candidates have alreadyliled

-applicatipns for testing dates after January.1, 1980. This places he

sponsors in &serious lege dilemma.'

Tfie Law requires test agencies to provide apecified informaticn

"... along with the registrationjorm for'the test..." Although

majority of this information is already provided, no registration ook1et .

'contains all the necessaiy inforMation. Further, there is. nolUar ntee
.

.

that distribution of supplemental material would reach every prospe tive

.- candidate Who has already obtained the registratiop.material. For' hose
1

candidates who have already filed applications, it is clearly too late..
r

_for test sponsors to oomply with the provisions of the Law. The spo4-'
, 4

:Bore must make a Aifficult choice even if their long term intention Ei
. .

.

'to Aomply fully with.provisiOns of the Law. .11. 2's t, theY.can oontinue..

With.adminietrations 'schedUled. between Jan e ary and' June 1180, even though-
.

they are-technically in'violation of the- law'and subject to a$.500 penalty

forpeach offense. Second, they.can cancel thesatadministratiOns and
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. .

schedule.new dates after the registration materials:have been revised:

Last.year approximately 15,000 candidatee in Ne* 'York State completed

th4 January 1979 adminiitratioeof the' SAT. If the January 1980ad-.

ministration had bein held, the College Board-would have been Object

.ta.0 penalty in excess of seven milliOn'dollars. Although ihis le

the iost dramatic example, Other sponsors faCe comparable pibtflems..
,

Interpretation of'the Law

Several different provisions of the Law have evoked major ques-..

lions otinterpretation. Test agencies and other interested Parties-.

have asked. the Department to clarify.and interpret the Law through

COmmilleioneee Regulations. This.use Of Regulations ii sometimes

appropriate when the Commissioner is empoweredby a law tO determine

.violations. In this case, however, the Commissioner is emiowered

only to.collect 'information which must be furnished by the test
kr,

agencies.: As a result, interpretation as well as the determination.

of violations must rest with the 6ourts. Numercus iengthy court .

caSes could.evolve which would be detrimental'to all parties. knell

likelihood the test candidates would be the major victims of these aelaya,

:Impacton the Department

The probable loss of the 4Lts used to award scholarships in

medicine, dentistry and optometry has already Wien cited as a problem.

'The Law gives the Commissioner and the Education Department certain

administrative responsibilities but'no eppropriation- for this specifid.
.

purpose. The Department believes that significant resources may be.

needed tomeet its responsibilities under the new Law. --Since:the bill

was signed, it has been necessary to have elle management level-4400

devote virtUally full time to .the topic. In addition, numeroA other

0



devote virtually full title 'to tlil topic.' Tin a dition, numerous other

management, professional 4nd support Btaffhavi been involved on a'

paiti-time batis. *.s involvelntls exi010Ved!to inCreate:untilwell

'After the effective date.of the Law. Thereafter, the involvement of
. ,

.. management level staff may decrease bat it will bioffset by the

a 'involvement of other staff!, The cataloging-of thoUsandi of pages of
,

statistical data will require the-use of trained professiopal staff.

This and other required related functions will. require many hours of.
, .

Work: .A specific example fi the need to commaicate with test oandi- .."

dates who disagreewith thetest agencies over the interpretation of

test_quettiocs. Thousands of candidates are expected to file complaints-

with the fest agenc,es.over the questions and answers for.each test.

41ost ofthese.candidatee will be informed by ihe testegencies that'.
. .

their coMplaints are without merit, and .tben many of the candidates

'will turn to the Department for Assistance. Although not mandated by
..

the Law, the DepartMent believes.if is obligated to comMunicatewith

the candidates and serve &e'en ombudsman.

The Department has an obligation to monitor compliance ith the

Lew: ApparentViolations will be brought,to the attention of the

. test spontor and, if necessary, the Xttorney General. As a first. step,

all postsecondary and profeseional -schoels in the State will be asked

to identify all tests Used for admiseions purposes. This is likely

to result in the identification of other tests which-are actually beipg

.used for'admission selection purposes. It thenwill be poskible to alert

.students, institutions and test agencies that the,LaW applies to these

..teStS.
ill?

Other types ofinvolvement.and intervention may els& be needed,

;lb

.
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-summ,&.

Twenty-six_postsecondaty school admiseiorlktesting programs used in

New York State have been identified by.'the test agencieh. Based on very.

tentative inforMation available by October:1S, about.tWenty of these pro--

grams may be withdrawn from use in thaStaie. Postsecondary institutions
,

..will be surveyed within the next few weeks to help determine the current

use of these teseprograna and to identify other.testing.ptograms being

used.by the institutions for admission .seleetion.purposes. It is likely

that. other-byte, not designed for admissions purposes, ere actually

-'being used in this way by the.institutions..

Fiye of the six programs expected to continue. in'the State are

published by the'Educational Testing Service for various spnnsors includ-

'ing the College Board. The sixth is the ACT Assessment !Program Elponsored '

by The American College Testing Program. .The sponsors of these six test

. .

programs have all indicated their degire to continue. testing,howeVer,

they all expect to reduce services. The.number of regular adMinistrations
. .

isexpected.to be reduced somewhat and special testing.will be nurtailed

sharply.. This step is likely to have the greatest effect on the physi-*.

cally handicapped and sabbathobservers..

About half of the twenty test,programs which may'be withdrawn have

very limited usageAn the'State and their elimination may not produce a

.severe impact.'..The other half, however, include several testa. used-fox

admission to:highly. competitiVe'health related.programs such'es medidine
,-

d dentistry'. Also to be withdrawn are teats such,as.the Miller Anal-:

ogies Test which is used by many graduate level programs in the Staie.

Withdrawal of these tests is.expected to have the greatest impact on

applicants with-prior acsdemic.backgrounds which are gu@stionable or

to..the institution:
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TOE UNIVERSITV OF: TNC STATE oencw room

THE STATE RODDATION DEPARTMENT
. CULTURAL CLINCATION CENTS R

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
ROPINICHCR EDUCATION SERVICES

At.eita. New TOING

August 1, 1979

Dear Test Publisher/Sponsors

As you may know, legislation has retently been enacted

in New York which requires, Wing with the 'Commissioner of

- Education and discicieure to the ppiplit of tertain information
AY:attuning tests-used in the process of the admission of
Students to post-secOndary and profeasional schools in.New

York. -A copy of the keW, which was enacted on July 13, 1979

.and becomes effective January 1, .1980, is attached for. your ..

'. infolption.
.

.

.

. . .

. .

.

.

.
.

.

.,
.1he proviSions of thenew law apply to any teat which

is given at the .expense of the test subject and is designed

for use or, in fact used in the process ofselection for post-
Secondary or prqfessional school-admissions, where the test '0

is adMinisteredIE New york State.or the results of the test h
.., ,

'

are providedlto institutions located within the State.

.. The New York Stfte Education Department.is tompiling
1.

.

. .

a list'of the tests whith are subject to theaaw'indicating
the planned administration datel,for each test during the

motion Will be used *to plan our adMinistration of the laW, 1:!';14111

period January 1, 1980 throUgh Ncember 31, 1980. This in-

4id: to prepare a report to the GoUernOr and the Legisldttire.
.t

tin .the anticipated im?act of the. aw. .

.

l .
.

4 ,
.

.; .. ,

. . .

.
May I ask that you provide us with-a list of all tests

developtAponsored.or administered by,your.agenty 'for use by
-, -post-sec nddry or professional Schools in the-prbcess of.se-

lettidn-of Studenis kOr adissiorts. . Please indicate which of

.
those tests will bit .administered in New,York State in 1980 or,

without regartrt&the place of administration, those testa the.-

'results of which will be provided to institutions located in..

New,Nork State. Will you also indicate ycar plena and schedule :.

r (%

*Is

. 4

,
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forte administration of such.tosts in 1980..
' greatly appreciate your,transmitting this- inforMation by
-August.15, 1979.

1

The information requested above,-and all information-
and materialswhichmust be filedwith.the State Education
DeOartment in accordance with the'nOW law should be.addressed
an.folloWsi

. .

ti. David R; Bower
Administrator of Postsecond*Y

. Test Programs
New York State Education D rtment
Room 5D28
:cultural EducatiomCenter
.Albanyi Now York 12230

: Thank you for yo6r assistance and cOolleration.

p

Attachment

Since

A vin P. L e er

!.

1

0
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4
srpArrK. OF NE* YO.1-M

.

S. 5200A

Cal No. 1215

1979-1980 Rogyear pesoloris

A. 7608A

SENATEASSEMBLY
Apill 28;11979

'

IN SENATEIntroduerd by Sens. LaVALLE, ACICERMAN, BABBUSII,
BARTOSIEWICZ,. BEATTY, BERMAN, BERNSTEIN, BRUNO,CAEM-
MERER, aiNNOR, 1.1Y cM LI ft ER, GOODHUE; hA LPERI N,- LACK,
LEICHTEIt, MARKOWITZ, McCALL,.M EGA, MENDEZ, OWENS, PA D-
A VAN, PISANI, PRESENT, RUIZ, SOLOMON, TAURIELLO, TRUNZO,
VOLKER, WINIKOWrend twice ind ordered printed; mid when printed to
be committed to the Committee on EcluentionreOrted favorably from sahl
committee mid committed to the Committee on Higher Eduention7-reparted..
favorably from mid .eommit tee ordered (o first, ind second report, ordered to n
third rending, Mended mud 0i-tiered reprinted, retaining its plate in the order of

.
-third rending

IN ASSEMBLY-Antrodneed by COMM PITEKON It ULES(nt-remsest of
M. of A. Worn, ImPoyette, Ilimwhi, Iloyl:md, CO01111111% Coupermnis, Eve,
Farrell, Plaiiisgan, Port one,. Gatti ried, Ornonis, Ci ilfilhi, II menberg, I linelsoy,
)Jirsch, linehbnirekner, Howard, Jarabsdraki" KaiipAl, Lento!, 1,mi.; hip.

.
sande. 'McCabe, O. W. Miner, Nine, Pamminnnts., rine, 'Vomit, Serrano,'

. E. e. Virgilini D. II. WhIsh, Zugame)tvad mire mud
referred to the Committee on I ligher.Eduentionreported Anil referred. to the
Committee.oP'St Rya noel Meanscommittee diaclmrgetc bill mnended,Ortiered

, reprinted iv% souenOed nod recommitted tit mod committee .y

. AN ACT to amend the 'education law; In relation to stendardiled testing.

t The People of We State of New Fork reprcanded in Senate and Anembly, do
enact crafettows:

.

I Section t The eduentkm.law is mnended by: adding rrnew.nsiicle seven-A to
2 Abad 111 fullow0: ..

S. / /. ARTMLN 7.4 .

; 4 , 3TAMM rummy TR377NO
5 Sretion8.40. Definitions.
O 841. Warman! :ithwt.4 and etatistirat drda.

' . 80.1) Khmer of fret nontents. .

8 . 848. olio. '
844. Morklare of kg setiOt

10 . 440. Itt.guletionk g
E 'I.ANATI9N Odin I., (W koln14: onnlifir in Infol,04 ) Iqsd Is.. to 14. Possithit

A 4 PPS%



8. 5200A . A. 7008A .

1 $4(t. Vidatmns. .

.

2 $47. Sreernhility. .4.. .

. .

3 § $40. Definitions. As used in this ort We: I. "Stowinrdizrel throe lest'! woo
'4 guy kst that is Oren at Me ripense of Mc trst subjeriond designed for use flumes! in
5 . the process of Relation for post-swandnry ar profruiimol school Omissions. eh
0 tests ihnll include, but ore not limited lo, the Preliminnry Scholastic Aptitude 7.'est,
7 Seholiudie Aptitiole. Test' ACT Assessment, 'Gradient, Record Brnmination,

:8 : Afrelical College Admiuion Teal, Law' &knot Admission Test, Dental Admission
D. Testing Norm; Graduate Mnnoyement Admission Tea; and Miller-A noloyies

10 Teal 7'his article shall not OpPly In any state, federal, or local civil seraee test, any
11 4 kst designed anst used solely for rum-admission pincement or credit-by-cenminntinn,
.12 -or an y'lest derellpertand administered by an individstalselwol or initilutionfor its ..
13 own:purposes only.

.. \
14 . R. "Commissioner"means the commigi ioner of educntion of the state of New
16 York: .. . .

0

. .

,10 8..."Test fielded" shall mean nn indiyiduat to whom 'a test is ndministered.
17 4. "Test ague!'" shall mean any myna:olio, nUorintion. eorporntion,
18 partnershiP, or individual or person Ilmt develops, epoorsors sor mbninietera a test
IP. i W. Dockground reports and antixfirni skta. ,l,. ll'howeer any test armory
29 prepares,.allian In hrtio prepnred or praridq the dohi which air usod in any study,
21 evaluation or statiseieal report' pertaining fait lest, ineh study, enguatiou or report
22 sludl be filed with the commiuioner.

.
.

23 2. If any reporle or other documenta submitted pursuant to this section contains .
24 information identifioble with any individuuNrst subject, such informaion shall be
25 deleted or obliterated prior to submission. 4 .

. .

20 . 3. An data, reports or other documents inbmilltdpursunat to this section shall in, .

27 public- records. . .
1 ..28 1$0. Disclosure of kit contents. I. Within thirty dno after the results ofnny

.29 standardized test arc released, the test agency shall file or 'eons:. to be filed ilf the
30 office of the commissioner: , .

31 a.'a copy of all ten gumption, used in ealculotinY the list subject's raw score;
32 b. the correepanding acceptable answers le those questions: and
33 e. all :rules. for trwisfereing nun scores iniX those sago reported 10 the test,subject
34 together with On explanation of such rides. s. .

35 I After the test has been fited with the commissioner, and upo Me request of the
30 .text stibjett, the WI agency shall Und to thc. test Rubject:

. .
37 a. a ccipy of the test questions used in dcternining the itthjeces rauffinirc;
38 :b. the subject's individual answer sheet together with a ropy of the.4..orrect (rower
39 sheet. In the same WU with questimno cooling toward thc siihject's raw score so .

40 maiked; and . :
.

41 e: a statement of the raw score 'used to ealeubste_the scoirs obindy sent to the .

42 subject, pinuided that such request bas been made iuithhi ninety dor of the release of
..43 the lestsetwe to the test Melded. . .

44 The agent', may charge a nominal Ice for sending out such information, not to
,46 arced the direct cost of pnwiding Me information.

40 1 This section shall not 'apply to College Nerd Achirvenirnt Tests or VW .
4 .47 Advarwc4. Tat& . . .

48 4.- Documents anboatted to the comMissioner pursuant to this section shah be
49 public retards: . .

.

.. All . ..1 $43. Notice- I. Pch test agency Ann provide, along with the registration. forth
51 for a test, the following .information:

. .

52 a. The purposea for which the test is. constructed and ii Welded 10 he wird, ,
53 b. Thisubjed mratcrs inrluded an such test and the.ksiosoledye and skills which the'
54 test purports to measure. .

.>"A: :
..

1
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2 including natlimited mdanatians o the P..kt Store vide, thr AM ;Rh, ril rrror of
1 c. Statements designed Io prouide inflrointihn for interpreting teAt results

3 mensueement of the WI, and a list of available Correbitoms between st seems (Ind

.4 grades, sureessful completirm of a Mese of :dotty and partofnt MOW%
d. now Ute testecoresmin be reported, whether the rout tell scores will he allere( fin

0 any ray before being rsporkd to 14i lest subject hnd whether and Loot the lest agency

7 will use the test score in ra w or transformed form.by itself or together milli tiny other
8. information about the test subject to predict in any icny the subj.:C.1's future ocodemie
9 .performonim for .any post sreondary educational institution.

10 e. A vomplete deseription of any proMises or cos.enants that thc Aest cue!, makes

II to the test subject with regard to accuracy of seoring. timely fo wrding of
12 . information, policics for notifying lest subjects regarding inaccuracies coring or

13 seore'reporting .and privacy of information rgoting to the test subject.
14 j, Whether or not the test scores are the property of the' test subject, how long they
15 WU be retained by thc trot agency, and policies regarding stnrhge, disposal and
10 future use of test score data. . . . .

17 Z. Any institution which is a lest score recipient shall be provided. with the
18- informution speelicd in this strtiyn. The test agency prouide.snch informatina

10 prior to or coincident with the first reporting of a lest ,seoi ear scores to a recipient

20 institution. Such institution shall be encouraged to pruride inkrprclive processing by
21 qualified personnel where such personnel are limitable,
22 1544. Disclosure of test scores. The store of any test subject shalt ntd 5c rrleused yr

23 disclosed by the test agency to any person, organisation, corporotinn,
24 eollepe, university, or porernmihtal agency or subdivision unless spreifirolly
25 authorised by the test subject: A test agency may, however, release ali prerions .seores
20 ,reciived bY a leit subject on a test to a nYone designated by the lestsubject to reecho., the

17 current gore.
28 Tkis section shall not be consteed to .prohibit release of scores and other
29 inforenntion in the poesesion -of a kit agency fnr purpors of researeh lending to
30 tudies and reports concerning the tests themietces. Such studies and reports-muit .

31 -contain no information idmlifiable. With any individual kg subject.

32 3.46. Regulatiolts. 77te commissioner shall promulgoteecgulutione to implement

33 Me provisions of this article.
34 § 346. Violations. Any test agency.whichuiolides nny scelion of thiS artiele shod

35 be liable for a Cieit penalty of nal mare than fire hundred dollars flr cych rinlat .

30 347. Seiternbility. If any 1iiaspish:m.4 this article shall be d( dared iniennstitutio

37 nal or invalid, the other prorisione shalt remain its effed notwithstamliog.

313 § 2. This net shnll hike Ova on the firstAny ut Sammy next eurceeding tht.

39 date on wirkh it Anil hove becalm, a. law.
40
41
42
43

4
44

5

47
48
49
50
51.
52
53
54
55
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Attacnment

THE UNIVERSITY OF THE TTTTT OF NEW yoNK
THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

ALEROMMEW YORK I MA

.Nei.York State.Standerdised Teating Law

(idUcation Law.Articla 7-A as enacted by Chapter 672
of the Laws of 1979)

QBESTTONS AND ANSWERS'
'. October 1, 1979.

Below are some commonly asked questions conderniRs the
Standardised Testing Lap. The.answers refleot the opinion Of
the StataEducation Department.

Section 340.

1..'Question: To what tests doas.the Law aPplir

.Answert The Law applies to ink test which Jai given at the
expense of the test subject and'is designed for
use or inrfact is used in the proclaim of seleotion

.w est is administered in New York State.
for staicondary orprbfessional eohool admissions,

or the results of the test are provided to-institu-
'tione locatid within the State.

2. Question: The definition of "testragencyr'contained in the
.Lawincludes individuals who administer a test.
Does this mean that proctor* and organisations'

.

which simply provide testing space,are obligated

4 4to furnish test-inOrmition?
.

#inewers No. One who simply pravides space or proctqring
services is nob conside ed a test agency. . imary
responsibility-for com' iance with the Lair ests
wvith the. sponsor.' . Spe ific responsibilitie may
be delegated by the-sponsor to the.teit publisher
or another agency.

3. Question: Dose the Law apply of*y'to machine scbrable,
multiple-choice tests? .

.
.

Answer:: NO, the Law aleo appliee to any form of test which
meets.the definition in SectiOn 340.

Quentionv Is.a test which is in fact used in the admissions
!rooftop subject to the provisiongs Of the LawNeven
if it-was not'designed,or validated for use in the
adabiesiona process?,

.'o
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.' Answer: Yea. .The Law specifically applies to testa
designed ,for or,2.2.4 in the admissions procees.

Question: .Does the fact that a teat.acord is included in'an
applicant's admission fOlder automatically subject
theteat to the LaWr For example a high achool '

retord submitted to,a college might contain test
results hot required.by the postsecondary school.

Answers No. The Law applies only to tests required.and
use In phe admissions process 4

6.. Question: teA test administered and used ohtside the State
ject to the Law' if it was taken by'a New York

.8 te redldent?
. .

Ihswer; No. ,The Law woUld not apply simply because the
test waa taken by a resident of the State or
simply because scores were mailed tb a candidate'
living in the State.

...

Question:. Dose the phrase "...at the expense of the' test
sUbject..." include tests for which fees are.
paidAndirectly by the test subject?

.

Anewer: Yee. The Law does not' differentiate between
direct fees paid to the test publisher and in -
direct fees which.may be included in an applica.t
tipn.fee required by the school:

'Section 341'

a. Question: Are test agencies.obligated to reltase reports
apd data prepared for individuali.netitutions?

,Answer: YeA. The Law does,not'exempt any type of report
6r data. However, information identifiable with
amiodividual teat subject mutit be deleted.

.

. . Question: Are test agenciee obligated to.Obtain
Atudies prepared tyOthers?

Answer: Under certaiwcircumatancee, yei. leat'ag nciee
are required to.file those reports which th y
prepare or cause to have.prepared,:or for w ch.
they provide the data. Test agenciee\are no
required to file studies prepared by others w ich
ire baseisolely'on data available to the gene al
public unlesesuch studies are andertakenAt.t
,request of-the test AgoAdy.

. 4

.t-rsPe

.

e.
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Seciion 342

10. Question: Are test agencies required to return the original
answer paper to the test subject?

Answers No, a legible copy is 'sufficient. However, a
computer generated .listpof the test subject's
inswers would'not be acceptable.

If a test agency fUrnishes the raw score with
the original standard score rtpolt, is the
tigency obligated to provide the subject's raw
.score a second time if.aaked to do so?

. .

'11: Questions

, Alkswers No. .

12.. Questions Subdivision 2 of Section 342, which requires that
certain information concerning a given test be

_sent to each test subject upon request, provides
a 90 day deadline for the making of such requests.
.Does.that deadline apply only to requests for the
subjeat'araw score (paragraph c), or does it

.apply as well to requests for copiesi of the test
questions (paragraph a) and the subject's answer
sheet and the correct answer sheet (paragraph b)?

Answers The.90 day deadline for making requests applies
to all of the information spedifiedln.paragraphs
a, Find c..

13: Questions 'Do"direct cost" includa the. salaries.of-extra
°staff needed.to coMply with the Law?

Answers Yes, direbt costs are those additional costs which
a testing agency will incur in meeting the mandates
of the Law.

Questions. Mast the test agency provide-a test subject with
the inforMation specified in Section 342.2 even
if the test subject does mit appear for testing
or ordersthat the test.not be scored?. .

Answers No I,

Section 343

QUestihr Must the "statements" mentioned in Section 343.1.c
refer to the specific form of the test to be
adminietered?

/*?
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. .

Answer: o. The statements may be based on information
collected from.other forms of the teat.

16.. Question! Subdivision of Section,343 requires the filing.
of -"available correlatione". .Are test agencies
obligated to prepare and fprOvide correlations
betweentest scores and other factors if such
correlation's would%not te.prepared except for
the provisions:of thsliaw?

.Answert No. Test agencies are -obligated to. provide .
correlations only if. prepared for Other pur.
poses. !".

9ection 344 ,

17: .QuestiOn: 6ection 344 provides that tneTscore of any test
subject shall not be released o othera unless
"specifically" authorized by t e,test.subject.
Does that mean that a sepir0 and specific .

request mast be Made by tteet st subject,for
each scortrrelease?

Answer: No. The test subject Must specifically authorize
the release of scores, but this authorization
would permit the release of scoree to all insti
tutions which.request them, unless limited by
the subject to specific institutions.,

, .
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THE uNlaniiirr Or THE sx..ye 0; NEW 'YORK

i'HE sr TIC IIDU9ATI0N 06PARTMENT. ALBANY, AEW 11011K 12334
o

. ,
. .

. ...: ':*.

AMENDMENT TO-REGULATIONS. OF THE COMMISSIONER OP EDUCATION

Tursuant to Section 345 of. the Ethication lass

The Regulations of the'Commissioner Of Education
are amended, effective Janpary 1, 1980:

#, by the addition of.a new part 56..to read as follow's:
. -

Section 30.1 Definitions. . .

,

Sponsor ail used 'in this part shall include any organiration,
association, corporation, partnership orindividual resPon-
sible.for creation of a test.

.

. .

. .

. ,

Section 56.2 Responsibility for compliance.

Compliance with the requirements of EduCation Law Article 7-A
7'. and Of these regulations phall'be tbe-responsibility'of the

sponsor. A'sponsor'whibh deleghtei specific responsibilities
tes the.testvablisher or anotheragent shall lo.advise the
Department in writing within 15 days after makingsuch dale-
gation.

Section 56.3 Piling of test information and materia11.111

. . ,

. .

4
(a) On Or before_Jahuary 15, 1980 and the fifteenth day of each

. .

Subsequent.testing year used by'rbe.sponsor;.the sponsor
. . shall file.with the Commissioner of Educations

(1) 'A list of the names of ;.the tests of sOch sponsorwhich
are subject to the Provisions OtEducation Law Arti-
cle 7-A, and

12) The beginning and ending datei. of the test year used
brthe sponsor; and .

41k3) A calendar of the.regularly scheduled-administratiol
dates and anticipated score release dates for such

. administrations dUking thctest year; and --.

0 .

.(4) 'A cOpy.of Apchgeneral publication prepared for rotstini
distributift to test.subjects, and

.(5) A list of the spectfic chities required for compliance
with the law which the sponsor wishei to delegate.to
another ogent. The.names and addresses of.the agent.or
agents-should Be.spetfied.

!..

Pao0.. ,
4 0r. A .4

'id



; (b) Background. reports and statistical dat eguired by-Education .

Law Section 341 to. be filed with the CWrnissioner of Education
Shali.be filed within thirty days after completion.

*. 997
6

Section 56..4.T4ummittal of information to test Subjects.
or.

.
(a). Each request by a test subject for. the material described in

. Education Law Sa9tion 342, Subdivision 2 shall be in writing
and signed by t1e test subject. 1.Such Material shall be..
'transmitted to thiatest subject within. 30 days after receipt

. of.each such eguest by the test sponsor 'or the sponeor's
designated a nt.

(b) Each test.Subject's answer Sheet shall be considered to include
' any.documents. or-materials prepared or produced by the test

subject fiuring the test administration, provided such documents
or prodficts are evaluated by the test sponsor or the sponsot's
designated agent for purposes of determining the subject's.
scoke or performance on the test.

^ V

(c) The test..sponsor or the Sponsor's designated hgtnt may provide .
the test sUbject with a photocopy,of the teSt subjeOps answek .

sheet.
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Postsecondary and Profesdional School Admission Testing Progkams
Identified by Sponsors or Rpblishers

Grouped by Tentative Plant of Sponsors

September 20, 1979 .

.z .

Programs to be continued with no reduction in services

None.

rams tO be cohtinued with some reduction in'serVices--

ACT. Atseisment Program .6

.Graduate Management Admileions Test
Graduate Recotd Examination
taw School Admissions Test'. . .

Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test/National Merit
Scholarship Qualifying TesO .-

. tcholaStic Aptitude TestAsnd Achievement Tests

Programs to be withdrawn from use in New York State .

Allied Health Entrance Examination
Allied Health Professions Admission Test
Aptitude for Practical Nursing Examinetion
'Aptitede Test for Allied-HealthiPrograms
DentaVAdmission Test .

.10oppelt Mathematical ReaSoning Test
°Entrance Examination for Schools of Health-Refated Technologies
Entrance Examination fer Schools.of Nyrsing
°EntFance Examination for SChools of Practical/VocatiOnal Nursing
Health Occupations Aptitude Examination
'Medical College Admission& Test' .

Miller Analogies .Test
Minnesota Engineering Analogies Teat
Nursing School Aptitude Exemination
Optometry College Admissions Test
.Pharmacy.College Admissions Teat..
Pre-Admission Assessment.fon Practical. Nursing
Pre-Nursing and Guidance Examination
Pruebas de Aptitud Academice and Pruebas de Aprovechamiento Academico
Veterinary AptitudetTest

t.

S.

4,

F.

4;
4 6

. . . . .

*The PSAT/NMSQT is specifically named in the iaw. According to the
, vubliSher, however; it is not used for admission purposes. if

.. . .
. .

.

. .

04...
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FEDERATION OF ASSOCIATIONS

OF SCHOOLS OF THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS

, One Dupont Circle, Suite aio Washington. D.C. 20036

(*TICE Or CHAIRMAN

STATEMENT OF THE'
FEDERATION OF ,ASSOPATIONS OF SCHOOLS OF THE. HEALTH, PROFESSIONS

.ON pRoposED 'TESTING LEGISLALION
.

(H.W. 3564 'and H.I. 4949)

.Submitted to the House Comitteeion.Education and labOr

Subconshittee on tlementary,'SeCondary, and Vocational Educ4ion

On September. 25, 1979

Mr. Chairman:
_

. As educators 'in health prffespons fields,'we uphold the institution of standardized
testing. While they shou d not be the sole factor in evaluating a. student, test
results, combined with 'other academic and.sociologiCa1 data, help to give the complete,
picture of the student. The demise of such testing Would negate many benefits that
our schools --.and all higher edutation -- have been realizing over the years.

. .
Fair treatment and equal rights for-all examinees, we believe, are essential. We

share the concerns.' expressed by many that the testing Procedure be p fair one, that

\ individuals being examined be fully informed about the tests' .nature and use,- and
that some mechapism be in place to assure the examinees that test/gores accurateliy

.report performince on the examination, . .

. 0

,
.

Nationally endorSed standa and safeguards'regarding,standardized test development:

and administration have be in place for a number of years. These standards, devel-

: oped by testing 'and measureme t specialists through their professional associations, '
hove fostered develoOwnts of reliable test instruments as well as sought to- pro ci,

'the rights: of, examinees. This program is -dynamic, continually under revieW and

vision to assure that standardized te,sting programs remain responsive, to these-

standards. This historical psecetienit has convinced us that such a 'program is. the

:
.appropriate mechanism to carrtrinup to a/Sure that the rights of eaaminees be protected.

, Thus, at the present time, it has' not been demonstrated that government. regulation in

this area is 'necessary. ., . 4

.

,
. . .

We woul1strongly oppose a new, law thai would allOw public discloture of test questions
,. and answers, since thiS would destroy iTenyof the important advantages of standardiz.ed

testing.
so .

. A
.

.
.

, .
. ....Continiled

MEMBER OMIANIVOIONS American Association of Collo of Ciateopathlc Medicine -6 American Associsition Of CoAlrnlegeenecaonf .

Pharmacy Ainerican Association ol Colleges of Pothate oceelne

Society of Awed Health Prefessioni Association of Ai.ricsfl Medical Colleges Aitsotiation of AmeriCan Velermary

Medical Colleges Msociatiori of Schools and Colleges of Optometry AssOCHItion of Seheots &Public Health ASSOcia-

lion of University Programs in Health AdmithehatIon
National League for Nursling (Council on Baccalaureate and Higher

Degree Programsl

11.

a
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A major raison'ciltretif standardized tests is that they provide a standard mdisiOe
through time ancithus provide a mochanism to evaluate individuals, programs, abd
indeed whole educational systems. if a new examination had to be written for each
test administration, as would be the case if public- disclosure.ef the test items
existed, these advantages'of standardized testing would be lOst. Such a requirement
wguld also Make it impractical for the companies to improVe teits by elimdnatfng
meny of the apatistical procedures available when the same test questions are used
over time. This would decrease the power to'differentiate those students who have
knowledge or ability froM.those who do noi; it woUld decrease the high reliability
which'characterizes most.nationaT standardized tettS.

Another problem with-disclosing test items arises in.cOnnection with the more special-
ized academic areas in which the writing of an unlimited number of test questiOns is
constreined by the more narrowed field. It is likely that within a.relatively short
-period of time nedtall the most desirable test questions, would have been given,

. thus providing the' a antage orknowing thequestions in advance to future examinees.

.

'Cost is another factor. In the healtfi field.the number of examinees is generally'
-- small: -Any increase in the costs of test deVelOpment.and administration must be

Weed among a small- audience; representing f6r some students an..additional artificial.
honacademit barrier to.admissi6n,

. We would like to 'potht out two paradoxical', and perhaps unforeieen,'effects
of proposed

testing legislation. First, the unrealistically. high price tags that would result for
testi given to'small numbers of examinees would cause.many testing firms to discon-
tinue*their testing erograms. Only the largest firms administering tests to large.
numbers of studebts woulli be able to keep their examinetion fees reasonable enough
to continue their testing Programs. This,'onfortuhately, would hove a tendenC, to
create emonopolyrsituatiOn:

. .

Second,-withciut the aid of standar zed tests, student admissions decisions would be
based upon more subjective inforniatfbn. Contrary to the belief of some, standardized
-test scores, when properly.used, actually have afforded institutions thelopportunity
to diversify their student bodies. These objective and standard measures of students

-from al1 educational inititutions have allowed admissions committees to-evaluate can-
didates independent of biases and suspicions of grades earned at known and unknown
schools: Also, when used as a diagnostic indicator of student abilities,.standardized
tests have allowed institUtions to deyelop academic support prOgrams for groups of
stUclentt desired by theinstitutionyetTreviously disqualified because of records Of
poor. performance.

We appreciate the opportunity to present this statement, Which was unanimously endorsed
by the current membership of the Federation of Aisoaations of Schooli of the. Health .

Professions: American Association of Colleges of Osteopathic Medicine, American
Assodation of Colleges of Pharmacy, American ASsociation of Colleges.of PodiatricMedicine, American Society of. Allied'Health Professions, Association of American
Medical'Colleges, Association of American Veterinary Medical,Colleges, Atsociations oof Schools and Colleges of Optometry, ASsociation of Schools of PUblic Health, Associa-Iion of-University Programs in Health AdMinistratien, National League.for Nursing1Council on Baccelaureate.and Miter Degree Programs):.

WA.
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At

PREPARED STATEIKEiiT OF !DR: CLIFF .STOOREN, DIREOPOR OF ADMIS-

.. 8IONSI tTNIVERSPPY OF MICHIGANANN ARBOR .."

:
I sUbmit this statement for the record first as the Director of Admissions

at the University'of Michigan, klarge.institutiOn Of Itharlearning that coniists

` of eight undergradOatc'schools.and colleges and-ten grahate andprofessional schools,

eath of which employs Seleaive and competitiviiadmisiions.

- a
.

Talso write'on behalf of the American Assiciation of Collegiate Registrars

and Admissions Officers (AACRA0), a national, non-profitillicational association

wtich is composed of ipproxidately atcredited colleges and universities that..

ire'represented I); Over 6,906 indiyiduaTembers from the field of recruitment,

admissioni, régistraponand records, Oudent.financialsid, and institutional

research at the undergraduate, graduate, and professional levels...

My collea§uei And) share with the sponsors of HR 4949 and HR 3564 their

basic philosopily of.providing qual end thr.best postible higher eduCation OpPortun-

'.
ities for all of the youth Of Our nationAnd I might add we support these opportun:

ities for all adults as well; . We do not share.with the sponsors and the proponents

Tof.this proposed legislation the thesis that tests are theosole.or primary criterion

foradmissions to higher education.. Nor do we believe that the enactment of Federal

legislation wNiFh will cause nationallyTecognized and respected testing agencies to

'.divulge test booklet's, anSwers, and associated data to examinees or to.private

researchers will give greateror easier access.to higher education for those.who

seek admissions.

.

-The professional and gradUatetschools have lready voiced their concerns:

before thiscommittee on problems they will encounter if the.bills are passed.. We

support them.and their podltions on handicaps that will be imposed on th6se schools

with the pending disclosure requirements.

.
The undergraduate recruitment and admissioni prOcesi and the outreach programs

well established through.the nation in higher education to embrace the economically

and educationally disadvantaged and the minorities are, we believe, in equal-jeopardy.:

The possibility of exPanding educational'Opportuni.ties will also be drastically'reduced.

if such a law is enacted.
k The concerns I wish to place before the committee in.this statement are

_limited to the possible and probable ddverse impact such a-law would have on the.

. undergraduateldMisisons process:

.To elUcidate: At the University of Michigan the schools and c011egeSsre

selective.aS they enroll only students for whom-a high probability Of .succesi can .

he predicted.. Because all qualified studentS.cen liot bp admitted due*to space

limitations, admissions, are also competitive.

61
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Admissions t the Univeesity is based.on a complex and'interrelated Set of

factors that combine fto provide'ividence of academic potential and educational

AA readiness. The seto da),,y school experience, which intludes grades, class rank,

. .quility of courses illected, and the Success pattern of previous graduates at the

Univeesity, provid the most significant influence on adelissions decisions. The*

Scholattic Aptitud .Test (SAT) is alsoan important factor in the decision of severel

candidates. No s ngle'criterlOn will rantei either admission. or 'rejection. -The.

importance of t test score diminishes ever, as consistency and quality are

revealed n the econdarylchool record; example, an applicant to Michigan Who

attended.an.atc tked high school, earned a 1Waverage and had completed arigorous

program of stud 05111011 be admitted regardlats of.SAT peeformance. Offurther

significance i the example of an applicant, frequently.a minority.or rural-Student,

:who attended a school Of marginal quality and achieved a Ci- average, but who presented.

strong SAT's r a commendanle standard on a biology achievement-test would be given

a close look ince there 'is evidence that he/she is capable of learning even though

hiS/her educe ional environment might hive 'retarded scholastic achievement:

'.'The est predictor of academicbehavior is previous academic behavior.
.

Reliable tes detail, therefore,,gives the applicant the opportunity to demonstrate

competenbe e en thOligh his/hee previous record was mediocre.. The University, as.,,is.

true at near y all, if not all institutions oftering undergraduate courses, does not

employ "cut- ff".scOres nor do test scores prevent an otherwise well-qualified candidate.

from being a itthd. -Test sccires sOpplement the more important factors'of classroom

performance. High test scores generally have more relevance in the admissions
. .

decision thai do low test scores.

Rel abie test data' help hold back the negat e influence. of grade inflation.

Awould be' mpossible for Michigan to assess the q ity of the estimated LOCO

seco dary sc ools from'which applicafiens are. received. Standardized measurenents

are heeded t maintain our efforta tO'provide'fair treatment to all candidates fOr

admisiions a d,to'not rely solelion subjective teacher evaluation. The admiasions,

. process at ii chigan, therefOre, depends on reliable end secure standardized

examinationslthat are frequently administered at low costs to the students. We

feel that NR 4949 greatly reduces oUr efforts to service all applicants fairly.
i

Previous'testinony on HR 4949 suggests that tests are particularly

descriminatory against minority and low income students.' Xt Michigan, the:opposite

is teue. As previously stated, reliable test data will assistus in identifying

students with academic-promise. Further,'as we attempt to increase the diversity

oistudents represented an campus, we seek tO find the besi studants-pOssible from

a variety of groups'of'people with similar characteristics. In a ,sense, these students

.41
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.. COmpete,within thei oiwn.groupras we.seek to.enroll the most Oalified students from'

teach of several grO. S that include nonreiidenti, rural students,/foreign students, '.

black students,Michigan residents, natiVe Americans,.andLothers.' Until a satisfactory

Asepresentation hes been achieved for each,group, we extend'admissions priorities'ior

that group., lest.scores amen important Weans of.identifying. the most capable .

tandidates from.each of the populations. .

Y .

4 '.. 1 would flow offer some general comments on the propesed legislation. Having

read carlfully the statements of testimOny.and having completed nineteen years as

ali admissions- officer, servetperiodically as a consultant to seVeral prestigious.

'institution of hisiber learining and served five years.as a secondary school teacher

and counselor, I bring thi followIng observations. to the attention of the. committee:

. -1. At the.undergraduate level, most institutions uie multiple selection.

*tots for admissions. The position is fully supported by valid research releated

'this month )n a Survey. of our.AACRAO membership.which revealed that only 1.7% of.

factOr in aissions:decitiont. This does ke from tests,their ignificance as a

'responding institutions ported that test wire the single most important'.

'.singplarimportant faCtor Ind disputes their uselor' discrimination.

2.- The prOpose legislation will increise test costs to students, reduce,

the number of test administrations, and reduce:the number of test sites4ell.of which

will.work to the disadvantage of the student, particularly' those wholare
I
poor and

.

'who reside in.geographiCally isolated areas.

3. 'A singleteSt tem that.has.been dsclgsed in the past and is used on.a

new form damages the,ialid of the test and wiil-give special advantagei.to those.

who enroll in profit.nbing est coaching.schools. -

4. 'college ehd universiti personnel today are much more knowledgeable and-

sophisticated in the uSe of tests for admisSiont purposes. The improvement in this A

respect since tne 19604.and early 1970's has been reMarkable. II

5.. Reliable standardized tests more Often work for; rather than'against, an

.
applicant who has acadenle pOtential. . .

6.- Because "cuk-off"'scores are pot add should not be Used, uncontaminated

'research on the deliree tO which tests predict alademic success, woUld be impossible.

Indeed,-tests should.be uSed only to SuPplemendithe More reliable secondary school

achievement record. Consequently, it would be impossible to' indicate the percentage. ,

of improvement tests provi4e in.predicting academic success as required 4.HR

I. Minority,7ural, and low income students who have academiciptential

can Often be identified by reliable standardized tes where they mlpht.be Missed

by evalUating school performancet only. :Test agencie now compile ata at the

request of an institution'to enable thl institutiOn t ureach these students.

Institutions'will tend to drop this' Vie oisrogramrather than risk the chance ,of

/

a

I
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having.their data 'now supplied in confidence to testinOgencies released to the

puhlic.and taken out of context to rink them against other institutions,, for.example.

The disclosure provisions.in the proposed law would mike thli possible under.the

Freedom of Information Act'. Nany.institutions would hesitate to provide information

On students tests lcores ler,fear that personally identifiable data.might be'

possible to ascertain. . . .

, 8. The requaeMent of the pending legtslation for documentation of the.ability

of testS to predict career success is questionable. While the bill placetthe onus on.

the testing agencies, the basic data would have to come from the instttutions. There

is mo available evidence.that tests can predict .career suiceSS:if, in fact, *ie can

adequatelV define what "career success" is.

9. The proposed legislation,,if enacted.into law, leads to a dangerous'and

real 'possibility of excessive-Fede0 contrOls of the.admissions Process:

10. Test agencies (The Coflege Board:tha American'College.Test, etC,) have

-substantially improved ind are continuing to improve their literature. andOther

comnunicative deviCes'on the proper uses.and limitations of their tests. Professional

associattons (AACRAO, ACE, NACAC and others) have also monitored the act6ities of

their memberships and "statements,of good practices" hAve'beed written'and-widelY

circulated. . I
. .

.The concerns I have cited are not'just at the University of Nichigah. , They/

are the concerns of adMissions officers throughout the United Statei.- I submit that "

the.major undergraduate admissions programs now offered by the colleges ane universities

of thie Nation have been designed and have been-proven successful in reaching out to

many more of the youth of AmeriCa--the future leaders.of our Nationthan was.previousli.

,thought possible.. 'Greatetrides,have been made, with the help Of the.testing agencies;

. to encouragelany young persons who had preiously been,without'hope of a.college

education 'po participate. A look,at a college or university campus today will show

..you a mix of Anerica hardlydreamed of even two decades ago. To destroys through the

emactment of Federal legislatioh,- avsyStem known,to be effective withdea tested'

.alterhate system in.place will weaken the affirmative action programs considerably.

A tria) and error period to replace the present system will deprive-many of our capable

youth of, a collegeeducitibn %necessarily. ft will cause a hardship tolmany citizenS.

"and to institutions.of higher learning who would like to helP them.

In sii1tary I utge the toismittee to either cease further consideration of

Mlboth HR .4949 and HR 3564 or delay any: further action until.the full effects of the

New 'TOrk law can be properly evaluated. If the bill is enacted into law,. the fair4

and educationally sound processes of.admihions as now practiced will needlessly be

6 changed. Institutions and test agencies ane'eagerly and effectively meeting their

..resOonsibilities to their constituents'. WeWould inOitee Closer examination.of our

.practices before'serious damage.occuri.' .

.

0
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PREPARED. STATEMENT .OF THE NATIONAL BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAM:-
. INERS;. PHILADELPHIA, rA.

r .

.
'The purpose 'of this.document is to.coMment. on.the legislation

concerning educatiewa.and.oacupational admiasione testing (H.R. 3564

Auld H.R 4949) now before the Subcommittee.on Eiemedtary, Secondary, and

Vrocati al Education of the.U.S. HouSeOf Representatives. The.National

Board. Medinal Examiners views these:two bills with concern benausethey".

. .

tontain provisions.which.pose serious threats to the quality of educational

.

and occupational testing. r.

. The National Board of Medical Bxaminers is'a privaie,'nonTprofit

drganiCation which, since 1915, has developed examinations leading.to

licensure and certifieation 'In medicine and more recently in certain

,

allied health professions. These examinations are accepted by.state

regulliory agencies.which are responsible for the licensute.and certification'

'-of'physicians.and allied health personnel.. As:such, they-provide the

only external,evaluation of professional qualifications for practice that

'independent of bbth the educational institutions add the licensing

Successful.performance on the requirid qualifying examination
...

.rsulta in licensUte or certification'and thereby in legal authorization tn...

practice the'healing arts in this country. lecause.consistent and.eubstantial

inproveMents in these exaMinations.have been achieved over the paet 65'Years4

the'Oublic has Come to expect that satiefactory teat performance indicates
04

that a candidate:for professional practice possesses the knowledge and

prob1em4so1ving skiils required for safe add effectiye health 'dare delivery.

With\tespeCt to occupational testing in.the profnssiOns, some.provisions

of H.R. 144 and R.Rt 4949 jeopiardize the capacity'of such tie ing Programs

A '

f
. .

':44'

4.
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lo evaluate accdrately the lualifications of candidates for professional

Irlicensure anolcertification: 'Theae provisiona thereby weaken.the degree

A'
tO whith these testing programs can protect the public welfare, and 'the"

1 .
NationallBoard feelsit must oPpose Ouch provisions In order to fulfill/

its-responsibility to the pdblic.:-
#

. .1n addition to its responsibility to the public welfare,the

National Board 'of Medical'Examiners also recognizes its responsibility

to those who take its examinations'to make those examinations fair and

valid tests of relevant professional and stientific knowledge' and skills.

In fulfilling its responsibility to examinees, the National oard Flrovides

detailed descriptions'of its examinations which are revisd annually

("Bulletin f Information and. Description of National Board Examinations"),

and a referente book:is availible which describes all of the operational

procednres and research and development efforts of the Nationalqoard of

Medical Examiners (Hubbard, John P., NeasUring Medical Edncationt The'

Tests and the Experience of the National Bdardof Medical Examiners." :

c

Second Edition,I1978.)

4

The

;

e two publications provide detailed Information

to 'examinees cerning the subjects covered in each National Board

I

examinetion, the types l:of professionacapabilities that are.tested, the

.1 \
scoring and standard setting procedures employed, the standards required

to'pass each examination, the National Boardls policy regarding.the

reportingof examination scores, and the rights of examinees to determine

which agenaies will rdteive these scores. Examinees are Meso given

information that is helpful in interpreting their scores on the individual

subjects'covered by each examinetiom:- This.enables examinees to identify

. *
,' I

,
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!melte of relative ettength and weakness. In addition, examinees are

adVised of their tights to.have.their examination.scomes rechecked by

'hand. Samples%of the content And-format of test questions drawirfrom

preVioue.administrations of each examination are also provided. Seatiatical

.analyies And validation studies of National Board examinationd are also ..-

described, and rmprints-are available at no charge on reqpest.
.

Theee.materials provide all:examinees with a coMprehensive description:

:

()Leach exaMinqion, a thorough orientation to the-teeting materials they

will encounter, and a full disclosure of their tights to privacy and-

due.process. Such materials have'been Available to those Who take

National Board examinations for many .years. Ititeational Board of

'Medical Examiners is aware that similar materiali ire available in
. .

other leating programa and constitute a widely followed standard of
.

practice within themeasurement.profession.

t

However, the reader of if.R.'3564 and H.S. 4949 would conclude from

the provieiona of,.these two bills that little or noauch information

is provided to examinees, Although the National Board supports the

I
diemlotOre of linformAtion'to examinees, it is of the opinion that

little can .be achieved by passing these two bills when they mandate

the disélospre of'infotpation which, by and large, is alieady. providet,

'routinely b,:test sponsors and testing.agencies. The National Board
i

.does not'believe that the sponsors of these two bill, have demonstrated

that the.provisions in them will achieve added enhancements in the quality

4

of occueational testing-which.have not aiready,been achieved through the
P.

voluntary efforte of the profeseionaand of testing agencies.



Indped, it ip the provisions of theaOhills Which are not now standards.'

Of practice Within the measurement profession that seriously concern the

National Boaid of Medical Examiners. Rather than'advance the quality of

N)ccupational 'testing, these provisions would.periously endanger its

POrtiVeneas.

first Of these provisions is contained in H.R. 3564 (Section 6(c))

and prohii) ts the establishment of passing scores'on'the basis of the
I I)

relative dist bution of scores of other iest subjects;", Setting examination.'

standards is an eistreMely complex activi4 requiring the integration of'

accepted psychometric rinciples end techniSues with the careful judgment

of multiple experts in a profession. .In examinatiOns that are used

'admit individuels 6 a profe ion, the examination standard mot be set

at a level which maminizes the

"been correctly classified as either alified or unquaiified for profesaional

piactice. At the.present time, there a e tWo basic approaches to setting

kelihood that individual egaminees.have

xlmination standards. One is to set a re e standard.haeed on'the.

peiformance of a reference group of examine Tys approach would be

prohibited by.H.R: 3504; The other approach a t. set an absolute standard

withouCconsidering the performance -clf any gi up of e aminees and consequently,

difficUlti of the questions

inchicied in asiven exaMinaiion. The relative standard cane described -

as ope.in which a.fixed percentage of examinees in soma group must fail;

ihe_absolute standard can be described as one in which a fixed proportion

of questions must be answered correctly in order to pass-a given examine--

.tion regardless of the actual difficulty Of that.examination.. Both

ideting any objective measure of.the



apptokIa areaubjective; both require anelement Of judgmentl and n therik

..
has been afiown in theacientific literiturato be superiv tothe othe

Mawaver, both approaches can be implemented in afair ind logical manne

'such that oncean-eXatanation standard has been established, it can be

applied uniformly.from one test administration ip the next. The prpviai

in H.*. .3564 (Section 6(c)) which prohibits the uee of one standard sett

'approachaheathere iaTio sound evidence iathascientific literature or

'even consensue y1610.06 meaSurement profession.tegarding the superiorit

of either approach is an arbitrary and unwarranted restriction which in no

8

.way enhances the effectiveness or thafairnees of standard detting. There ore,-

the National *Board of-Medical Examiners strongly urges the elimination of
. .

Section.6(c) from H.R. 3564.
;

Another provision that ia particularly troubling to. theNational

.Board of,Nedical 'Examiners le the requirement in H.R. 49.49 (Section 5(a)(1)A-B))

fOr thadisclosureaf test questions and answers following eaeh administrati n

.Ofan.examination.. licensure andcertification etaalnations in the health

professions are designed to test those ispeCts of knowledge.and problem-

solving skills that ate essential requisitea to 'safe and effective' health

care delivery.. The three exaMinations which comprise the -National Board

. .

.

Emaminations are developed-each.year through the major commitnent af time

andafiort of over 100 experts'in the basic and clinical scienCes. jr is
. .

Conservatively-estimated that these.experts devote wire than 4,000 man hours,

. .

to the development anew test questions for National Board'Examinationsi

()Utile total'namber of iteas reviewed each year', only fifty per cent are

judged-to miet the high standards M stientificcarreetneas and.Paychometric,

t
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"quality required of examinations that will be 'tided to assess inlividuai

qualifications fOr. medical liceasure. The task of developing high quality

test items.is a complex, arduous, and time-consuming.one....(ince iest items.
. .

hav been Administered.in actualliatioaal Board Examinations'and ire'found
. . -

to be Of sufficient scientific-an psychometric qualityr_they are classified

..aCcording to a Nati-dimensional categorization system and stored in
.

. computer-managed test item library for use on future NationaInoard-

Examinations...This process is-a significant laCtor in.maintaining the

high qUality of these examination progreMs bdcause it provides a mechanism

whereby 'previously tested items can be reused on subsequpt examinations,

.thUs ensuring.not only the quality, but the equivalence of examinationw :

from year to year. Multiple administrations of high quality test items
N I

jvnot only ensures the continued validity and equivalence of examinatiods 4, t
Z

. :... . h-

from year to year, but also results in cos& savings which help ksop the fe4m1A0
_

P

for these examination programs Withia the financial means of the students.

who must take them.

The requirAent to discloseall test questions and answers 'following

each administration of an exaMination will impair the effective reuse of-

high quality test items,and in so doing will have a lonrtetm negative

effect on the quality of test materials found in these'examination prograbs.

.-"MorkiVet-, this prpvision-will increatie by a signitic;int proiortion the costs

of tese development, test-administration, test production, and scoutng and'

analysis. Because test items that are used in calculating an examinees

raw scor0.,m4pt be dtsclosed following the administraqon of the test, these

items will.not.be reusable on subsequent xaminatiob . .This will have iwo

4

4

.0
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consequences. First.,'itwillyesult in a thirty tolorty per cent increase

In the :nuMber of new tehrquestions that must be developed eaCh fear.

Moreover, in Order to include'a sufficient number:of'testitems for the.

ettablishment of testequivalence from year to Year, the length ofeadh

eiaminati willhave to.be increased by approximately twenty4ive per cent.

Students who. ould normally' eit for a tWorday,examination will now have'to be

tested .for two d a half days. Costs for developing.tesi. items', renting.

examination cen ere, paying fees to proctors, printing, scoring and

analyzing such a.test will increaee substantially. Bechusemost occupational

t.esting programa involve a much smaller number of4bxaminees than is found,

in admissions testing._programs, the impact of-increased coke On.individual

examinees is mull greaterfn occupationhl testing programs4
. .

,
Another'ser ous'coneequence of test item disclosure is that it will

'destroy the 'secu iti of the National Board'e test item pool which now

forma the basis f- constructing three other examinations useCto assess

qualificatieus f r graduate.Medical training'andmedical licensure .

thI licensure examination of the Federation ef State Medical

illssrdssibith is acceptedby all licensing authorities ih the United States

and.its ierriteries'could ne longer.beteveloped as it is today from
.%

previously Used and hence etatistiCally calibrated test items. The Visa

Qualifying Examination and the examination of-the Educational Commission

on Foreign Medical Graduates wouldbe similarly affected.. These examine-.

tlons are used to evalUate the professional qualifications of foreign-trained'

.physicianp whn.are beekitls entry'inio the U.S. educational and hettIth cat

delivery.system. Under thetest item disclosure provision, thes

tions'muld.no.longer be developed'by drawiqg upon'the same test items
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: .

that have teen used to evaluate the ptofessionol qualifications of

'medical stUdenta. DuringXheimat deeade,.an enormous effo t has been Made.,

. .

and SUpported in pert by the action of Congress,. to'enstire.khat allI.
physicians,in residencY training end all candidates for nedical licensure

in this,country meet the same standards for knowledgeandproblemrsolving

skills. The disclosure of test items will severely compromise the National

Board of Medical EXIaliners' capacity to meet this national goal and ensure

the content and Psychometric equivalence'of these'testing programs.

Potentially the single most serious consequence ofthereseitem

disclosure requirement will be its negative impact on learning. Without

. 7
c- doubt, the sudden availability of thousands of test questions and corresponding

answers will divert the attention Of medical students and students in other

. .. -
health professions away.from the scholarly study Ot the biomedical sciences.

Instead, students willbe. strongly tempted to engage in Trash crampling.;,

A
relying po disclosed test material from previous administrations. WhOleaalf

review of test questions sod ansolers will result in'a superfitial and only

transitory acquisition'of knowledge. A deePer understanding of scientific .

facts and principles will be lost, and will inetead be replaced by a super-

ficiaI and glib awarenes f the correct answers to test queations. The only

way in which professional c..etence is acquired is throdgh.conscientious

study' and 'ongoing experience in the applicatiOn.oI'scientific principles.

Any activity which distracth a professional student 6.on that bagie.mission

seriously weakens professional growtivand development and produces poorly

: prepared individuals who lack fhe firm.understailding, skill,-and sound

judgment'required Ior safe professional practice...
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The dierriptive maiotials.roUtinelY ave.biable tp.eXamineee already..
. A v

previde adequate gue.effective,orientationsnd guides to'the preparation'

l'xaminationsi. There:can be nO further benefits to-be:derived-from

:Aisclosing:teet questions.and answers folladng saqh adminiatratien of an

examination., Indeed such a practice Will JeopardizNe the measurement of.

Jil,SccuraCy of such ex ntitione and will' interfere with the thorough and

sound acquisition of scientific knowledge and understanding. The proponents

of fest item disclosure have:failed to document the euppoéed gains to be

derived from suCh a requirdiment. In fact, no Mich gains exiet. Inetead,

.
only serious threats to.the valid 'assessment of professionaleiompetence

ran be expected. It haa been Observed that "to the degree that we are

able.fo-measure rempetenCe, to just that same degree willmedicai competence

be available to the people." (Womack, N.A, !IThe National Board:of Medical -----

Exaelners L- A Perspective."' The National Beard Ekaminer, 1963,- 10(7): 1-4.)

.

The Natignal Board of Medical Examiners urges that H.R. 3564 and H.R. 4949'

not be approved.
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The Ale ican Society of Clinicai Pathologists (ASCP)is a

.

non-profitqe udational. and scientific medicalfspecialty.society._
.

. ..-.

representing nearly 23,000 pathologists and othertmedical laboratory

.professionaie Qur.members practice in &wide ve iekof laboratory
.

environments: hapitals, universitiee, independeit'laborgtortes, :$

bilitary and veterans' hospitals, and 'federate state and'locill.
.

government facilities. Cur organization is. itally -concerned with.. ,

t
the qUality:of health Care itl thisnation, an we are committed to

upholding4he-very highesi s ndards.in the flinical.:laboratory. .,,

The MO major actiVities of t e ASCP are-the deVelopment of

educational programs and produoAts for laboratory profeseionalw,

.and the fortification of non-ph.sician medical laboratory personnel.

It is because:of this latter adtvity.that we are concerned..With

legislation presently under consideration by.this SAIRMmittee,

and We appreciate.the opportunity:to sublit coMmentW on H:R,

and H.R. 4949'..

t_



: The ASCP:and fts Board of.Registry.have-been invOlVed ih the
_ .

certification Of medical,laboritory..persohnel since. 1928. .To date.,

..tbeloard of Registryllas certified jOst.onder.200,000 individuals.

At.present, .certiftpation is offered in three generalist categories

(Medical Technologist, Medical Laboratory Tedwician,and 'Clinical

taboratoryiAssistant).and in the.following Specialty areas: 'Micr9-

biology,. Hematology, Chemistry, Blood Bahking; Immunology; Mucfear
. e

Medicine, Histotechnology and CYtotechnelogy- The Boardcf Registry.
.

is a private, voluntary certification_agency. Examinations are .

. .

administered twice.a year throughoOt the. cOUntry. The Board of

Retry iteelf is Made up of six .pathologists, six medical

technologists,' two.pUblic member's, and one 'representadrve from eack

ofthe following-orian4stions.: Ambrican Academy of:MiCrobiology,

American AssociationOf BloOd,panks,..American Society of Cytology,.'

National Registry In dfinical ChemiStry, American Society of,.
. ,

Hematology, and thd National Society,fOr Histotechnology."The,

0

present Chairperson of the Board is an ASCP-registered medical

-teChnologist: This Board and'its examination committee's -- approximately

100 professionsls -- are responsible.for the development and

%

updatihg of the varioua examinationlorms and the pool of test items.
4.

'
They baVe.staff support of 36 individuals in the ASCP Board of

Registry offices-in Chicago.' Ihis staff includes testing and'

%education professionals: t

Our concern with H.R. 3564'and H.R. 4949 grows'out M ur.

present involvement -with and fifty-one Years experience in testing

and certification. --Although it is our understandthg'that, 'as

-they are. mTitten, heither.of thele bills would apRly"to private,

4.
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voluntary certifying organizations,such as ours, we feel that any..

agency involved in Dr intetesied in testing should be closely

mbnitorint 'and participating in the consideratiOn of legislation

-such as this. Wemust state our strong oppoSition to these two

As members of.the Subcommittee may. know..in the health Care

field, private certifying agencieS have, 'with Fedfial support,

recently established.thelkational Clmission for health Certifying

Agencies. This atganization will set standards,.evaluate, and

accredit the Various 'agencies which certify health care professionals.

It-is, we believe,.a fine example of what.can. be achieved in the

private sector, with government'support and cooperation,,xadier

.than by lovernment regulation. It is a model which Otis Subcommittee

7.might.study,as attelternative to the.prOposed.legislation.

Though the.gOalsof the sponsors of H.R. 3564 and.H.R. 4949

are lapdable, it'eeems apparent that these bills would not achieve

thede goals. This fact hae been pointed out by both witnesses

and metbers of the Subcommittee dating recent hearings.on this

legislation. Based on our,experience in testing, ourDlose reading

ofthe bills, andounobservation of the problems already'being-

. enceuntered in the.state of New York where similar legislation has

been passed, we certainly Concur with that position. Indeed, Lie

believe that the implementation of this legislation mighy prove

harmful to the very individuals its sponsors wiksh to help.'

Further, there!appears to be no established need for many of

'Applicants felt examinations are'presently provided with A considetable

thIpProvisions in this legislation; particulatly those of H.R. 3564.

*Amount- of information prior to the examination, and those who siE.

)

-AL

-,111
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.

forthe examinationilt given explanatory.material with theiZ test
1 .

.

nsults. This is certainly true of the Board of Registry"examination,

:and. TO haVeinclni i4ed, a attaehMentsto,this statemeni,,simples of

:the materiaLodrfeXianees 'receive, prio,to -and after. the.

examination. This material includes a.subject oUtline of information

,..
Upon which they will be tested, samples of the kinds of. Anestions

to appear on the examination, teetacores broken ..down by subjeCt

..VatelOry, and a list of individuals within-the Board of Registry

staff tO contact should they haVe.need of further information% .Itt

is bur understanding that man; te;ting-agen es hive made availab

to,this SubcommttteeaiMilar samples of the types of material

.....which they provWe to.examindes. 1.R. 3564 and pafts of 0: 4944

would simply be a codification of practices presently/in effect

Ontebtinf agencies.. r

In testimonY before this Subcommittee imiortant potnt, ihave
. .

.

made which refqe 'the claims made.by propbnents of these'bills

regarding secrecy of examinations.. $1117 most examinations are

in fact. developed, screened-and eValuated'by prOfessionals in the

:subject:areas being.testedit can hardly:be held that professionals

it the fieid;donot.have access to he eXamination. The Medicat

,College Admissionalest is.:developed and efaluated by physicians

and physicianreducatoi, the Law School Admiasion Test.by attorneys

and la 4hool faculty members, The ASCP BOard of.Registry examination

/

loped and,evaluated by.laboratory pirfessionals pathologists,

technologists and clinical scientists.

1
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.Our tsalbr.concen with this legislation is the-provision

(Section 5.of'H.R. 4949) which vould reqtre disclosure of the*

examination itself ancleorrect enswers.to the test questions. It

14.is.oUr'belief that this. proviiiop, ifedadted, would be truly

destructive to mahy examinations!Presently administered; Thoyh

H.R. 4949 in its present form epplies onlY to educational admissions

examinations, We are-concerned about possible ameadments.which.

. would.combine it with/H.R.'3564, or otherWise extend its.provisions

to.occupalional examinations. Ire are exaMples oftesis within

both categories of.examination'-7 educationalend_occupational

whichare limited because they are designed to test certain tyPe6

of .knowledge,'or because they.take a unique approach to the knowledge

for which they test. Disclosure of the eiaminatioh.questions and'v.

answers, swthat those particularquestions could not be used again,

would.have serious-conseq

it

nces for these achievement,-- as oppOsed

..

to aptitude -- examinati hs,
.

I

In our BOardnf Registry examination, for"exeMple, title pproach

taken ih designing a test item is as important ail the substan e of the

material being tested. The examination is based on.a define content,

,appropriate methodd of constiNction, criterion.validity and
\

reliability. Because. e are'testing for acquiaition of-veryt
\.

'

specialized knowledge, because we Seek to assess more than pst

cognition, ouritest items are designedeccordingly. _Further, becluse

of developmenti in health-care-Yeahnolow, and the ever-changing

nature of the practice of medicine, you can well imagine the.

'dynaMic nature of the base of knowledgeon which examinees are

being tested.. It differs scimeWhat from.the material.used in an
A

4
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dmitsiona examined* coVering general knowledge of, for example,
.. i

mathemiti s, grentharer history.
:-.

Wee rtainly agree with the spensors of this legislation that

- a feedback echanism is needed, so that an eximinee can learn from.

the eXaminat on.wocess. It is lor this reasen'thai we break down

our teseresqlti into subjecteategbries which correspond to the

categories in the
subje

dt outline giVen to the applicant prior

V
to the.examination. (see attechments),, The examinee is told how

manY questioni.he missd in each of the categories of the'subject

outline. Told.that he missed 8 out of 29 questionsAn Nicteriology,

for example, he will gV back to that subject.area and review it

to determine Where his mistakes were. .If, on.the.other hand; he

had questions and answers; he.would Check:to see what the correct

answer was and go no further. The efforts of-test 4eVelopers.would

,be better spent'in constructing more sophisticated methods of
I

providing meaningful feedback to examinees than kndeveloping More

and tore test Ieems to replace those disclosed after each. test

',administration.'

We estimate that our overall cost for developMent of one

test item is $300-$400, and this figure does not include-a factor

for'the many hOuree8 time donated by volunteer members of our
I .

Society. The Mehbers of our Board of Regisery and its examination

committees.-- all of them laboratory professionals,.scientists,

educators meet several tiMes during the year to work on test

development and updating and also put in many hoursef time workink

individually on *test items. They receive no payment.for

a
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We aro able to maintain the very higheit standards in our examinatiOn

because of the constant 'efforts Of these professiOnals and of ,

our Board .of Registry 'staff to develop and Update our test AteM

pool. If each of.our exaMination forms were made public, with.

-correct answers, that item pool would soon be %Lepleted, our costs

for development. woujd Ancrease, and the process by which We

certify laboratory profeasionals Would be altei/significantlyl

Wi belre.that smny testing agenciesawould find themselves in a .

similar situation were this legislation to' be enacted.

Based on. ourrexperience in the testing'field and our knowledge

of test development and administration, we urge the Subcommittee.

to reexamine theSe .to compare.the legislation itself to

the goal's its sqonsors seek to achieve,- and.to give careful

consideration-to the testimony of testingprofessionals and.

educators. This legislation'does not setve those who are now

. .takins examinations or those who will sit for examinations of.

all types in the future, nor is.it-in-the'best int/rests of

education or occupational certification.. We stronJgiy 'oppose

14.R:3564 an H,R. 4949.'

-.Thank'you for this oPportunity to submit ou Cdmments.
4
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plicants for Board 01 Registry Examinatiorls

MEMORANDUM.

Mce of the Director'

Examination Proceduras

i

osed documents have been prepared to explairi important Board of Registry ex-
procedures and to provide you with a general content outlie fin the specific ex-

ion for Which you have applied. With regard to this outline, itihould be notea that
c references are not mentioned.The Board of Registryteels tar Vice the laboratory

ces.literatUre is so voluminoue, lys Inappropriate to officially reviewjedommend, or
rse any material.in the form of feeding lists.or study guides. The Board can suggest
an applicant use any standard texts or referenCes as,alls In reviewing for an examine.
. To further help in structurihg thiS review, the enclosed content guideline includes the

proximate number of Items that can be expected to appear within each major area with
a exception of Management and Supervision, Education, Research and Development

actions which will not appear at this lime.

Please contact the specific staff units within Jhe Board listed below if you have any clues.
tions regarding the following tbpics:

For Ouestions Concerning: Coptact:

Application Status
Reporting of Scores
Examination Procedures

, 5

do Boafd of Registry
P.O. Bo 4872
Chicag , Illinois 60680
(312) 738.1336

err

*1.1078 b American Society ol Clinical PalholoPiele
REV. 121

Applicant Services (ext. 125, 133, 134).
Applicant Services (ext, 130, 132)
Administrative Services (ext. 141, 217)

02 4

9,
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EXAMINATION PROCEDURES

MEXAINATION QUESTIONS, _
All Bpard of Registry examinations- contain written objective questions which may-include: multiple
choice, matching, multiple response, and In Nuclear Medicine, several true-falsetjuestions (seepage 3 for
examples of these formats). Some of thesuestions may refer lo charts,.diagrams, color plates, or other
visual material. The Board of Registry inditiorates (pretests) several objective questions at random within
most Its examinations for the purpose of obtainintj statistical In( ormation. Thls is done to evaluate the ap-
propriateness of particular quikstiorie at the level for which they are Intended, thus enibling the examine-
tion Committees to make a more valid decision_for Incorporating a question into a future examination.
These pretest questions are not used to calculate means, pass/fail points or scores, but only forresponse
feedback. ''

In addition to the administration of objective questions, the specialist examinations In Chemistry,
Hematolegy, and Microbiology Include a series ol essay questions; the Blood Banking and Histologic
Technic examinations Include a practical component and the Cytotechndlogy examination includes a
visual component.

i'IME LIMITS

A maximum of four (4) hours is allotted for the examination.

SCORING PROCEDURES . s.

Al the present time, the Board of Registry utilizes a norm.referenced procedure for determining minimum
passing scores on Its examinations. A minimum passing score Is calculated by subtracting one standard
deviation from the mean. For example, lIthe mean scorepn the Medical Technologist examination is 135
points, and the standard deviation equals 2d, the passing score would be equal to 115 points. In this exam-
pia; any ekeminee attaining a score et or above 115 passes the teat and is subsequently certified.

TEST CENTER PROCEDURES'

I. When you ke your examination, you should bring with. you at least two No. 2 pencils with. good
erasers.

II. Scratch paper yi be provided for you. No books, dictionaries, or paper may betaken into the examina-
tion rOom. "..

III Though they are notnecessary, the Board of.Registry does allow the use Of slide rules and calculators .

by applicants. They must be brought in without cases.

.IRREGULARITIES

if an examinee is found cheating on a certifying examination, the results will be held until such time as the
applicant appeals to the Board of Registry. The Board will review each Individual case and determine the
appropriate consequences. .

4

:t

3

;

4
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FeEPORTING OF SCO-RES.
. '. .

The examination results are generally released apprOxItnately six(6) Maks following the date of the ex
lamination. It is inadvisable to call the Board of Registry for your results, since test results cannot be re-
leased.over the telephOna to anyone. It is suggested that you Inform the Boafd in writing If you do. not
receive your scorewithin two (2):months after taking the test. If you are thus affected, you may Contact
the Scheduling and Reporting Unit (see first page of metnoraridum for address).

Individuels who fail an examination will fticeive, In addition to theft* scofti; Information regarding reap-
.

-

plication.

EXAMPLES OF OBJECTIVE-QUESTION FORMATS r

The (allowing questions illustrate the variety cif objectiVe Rani ldarnats that iney.appear on a Board of
Registry examination; not all question types wat necessarily ba administered on any particular examine.
don. The most widely used 'formats Oa all exadlinalions are the multiple choice and multiple response.

Please note that the material presentedlIn these questions is nol necessarili laboratory relevant nor repre.
sentative of the content.of Board of Regislri examinations. These questions are presented solely for the
purpose of Illustrating question formal.

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
I .

. .

IC!Directions: Each ot the questionsor Incomplete statements belovv is followed by 5 suggesied ansvvers or
comp etions. Select the one that is BEST in each case and blacken the appropriate space on. the ansvver..

. list,

1. Which Of the following U.S. cities is known for ith abundance of lakeS?

A. Minrieapobs
B. Chicago
C. St. Louis
D. Dallas
E. .San Francisco

Answer.A

MULTIPLE RESPONSE QUESTIONS

Directions: For each of the incomplete statements below, ONE or MORE of the completions given is cor-
rect. On.the answer sheet blacken the space beside:,

A. .if only 1. 2. and 3 are correct
Et.f if only 1 and 3 are correct
6. if of* 2 end 4 are correct
D. if wily 4 Is correct .

E. if all are correct

2. WJlich of the following illnesses Is adsociated With a .vitarriln deficiency?'

I. ScurVy .

2. 1Pneumonia
3. Rickets

'Hepa titis

Answer B '

1027_
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MATCHING QUESTIONS

Directions:For Items 3-6 below, indicate the letter of the most closely related Item.The same letter may be
used once, more than once, or not at all:

A. #4 players
By. 5 players
Cf 6 players
D. 9 players
E 11 players

3. Baseball
Basketball

5
6: Hockey .

Answers .3. D
.4. B

5. E
6. C

TRUE FALSE QUESTIONS

,

Directions: Please Indicate whether the following statements are true or falserlf true, blacken An your
answer sheet, if false, blacken b. I

7. The number of feet in a rnile 131,000. True False
IL The mast common blood type is 0. True False

Ariswers 7. B .

. 8. A

'EXAMPLE OF QUESTION BASED ON Wall L MATERIAL
.

high

IT
6- Physical

Comfort
low

low high
Temperature .

Thearaph presented above shows the relationship letween temperature and an index of physical conifort.
On thabasis of these data, the BEST conclusion ragarding this relationship Is that:

A. as the temperature gets warmer, people become more comfortable
B. ad the temperature gets cooler, people become more comfortable
C. teraperature and physjcal comfort are not linearly related .

D. temperature and hysrcal comfort are both related to a third variable.

Answer C

1
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EXAMINATION DATES: Examinations ire conducted on the thud Friday of February and August each year.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS FORrARD OF REGISTRY CERTIFICATION

DEADLINE DATES: `four application.must be in our ofliceby the first working day ol October for the Februaryexamination
add the tirt working day of April fur the August examination. The Board ol Registry strictly adheres lo Me estata
Imbed deadline dates. Applications received alter the detace wilt pe processed fdr ihe following examination.

EXTENDED DEADLINE DATES: Extended deadline.dates are indicated in the scoring information lor applicants who lall
Itia examination And wish to be reexamined lof the next consecutive examination.

APPLICATION FEE; The initial apptication lee is $50.00 No application will be processed unTess accompanied bytbls fee.

EXAMINATION Eligibitity for examination is estAished by meeting the current itated minimum require.
mere liar'a particular categoly.or level of certification. submission of an application and payment of lee. The data
eutreilled on an application musl be verified before an applidant is determined eligible.

OFFICIAL DOcUMENTS: .

.' and 1.11,fraierw, .-'s A bane -.e:saiit rei,..etf complolion if 'I.-. Ifq1IIIPs. 4141114
.. N. if is.. !lath, a Modred me 1 HIS LetCUME it I MUST. BE IN OUR OF-

"..r: BEI SOU Val tl SCoLUULED P011 LAAMINANON.
2. I 1; tally - Air et boa] transcript from a regionally accredited collegeluciversity bearing the

cral-pe'creversily fist vrrinalroe t',9 sloe and !: lite your egree ty_sekjoideired or will_bo
IJ MUI1 PIP IN OUR 0/.1,CE BEFOPE EXAMINAIION SCORES CAN BE-RELEASED.

3 A. olher categories which tensed) a college background An oflicialitanscripl Item a regionally accredited col-
hea.riii,; the seal of the collegeruniversily. the signaluio of the Registrar and the date the degree

v.a, Coll!011.14 THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE IN OUR OFFICE IN ORDER TO DETERMINE ELIGIBILITY.

CHAlo.:,' OF NAME.AND/on ADDRESS: Notify us promptly it yuu have a change of name androraddiess. Changes re-
c. , 'Jr...mien wi,alt.periud priCa In th- esvuiimsatlorr daln will not be 'rollecled on your examination
t Aide letter

CHAGE ;34,5EXAMINATION AREA: Requests for change ol evaminalian area must be in our office two weeks before the
ad o,,Iration of lite ex:ii ,010Iland musl he accompanied' hy an soldurss change. A Ice ol$10.00 is charged for this

. attar ..cliedale Immo; rids& ben mailed No Randers will he made within the same lestrePhsa.

rri...;,.1ceoF SCORES. E sainiration scores are released torlirrvppbcsintarrd the officials ol the program in which the ex-
11,Ila.. wan mole(' .

FOR HATISSCORE: An 3ppircaot er allowed Ialla olio a the dxinol receipt ol i.cores questina examination
. ., V

APiZY. S MECHANISM: Corea/Mils and appeals must ter submitted 0 the Board of IMgistry in writingwithin 90days ol
uCet or ivliscatron, The derision of the Board will be reported to theappropriate

11E7 AND RESCHEDULE FEES: II you cancel. trio 110t isCPejf, loll the examination or are determined ineligible for ex
armee:ion. you must submit a lull .7.pply:a tion fee prior to Ihe 'established deadlinif dale along with yourrequesi lobe

e/7.P1111;tie:1 mA rirlIN application form ls nol requited"'
: dates. rttxt wousing day ol Acre re October

peruNos, it rar ..mitererradmil eseligihie.tor exaur ination. yo,a aidomalically be relunded to

. Mon ;I srI a IA Ice and notification that all rtiicurrrs. havebeen reinuvrd, your application
Oe prortsn,., I for the next possible examination Smcceapplications are rtined in our ollice I or a period Of live .

yrnic., ydst tin nal noeJ la iesubrrill an application form -. VIII

'.a r' ;rho!, lee wiP. he il you cancel al I, ast live week,, poor to the examination dale. Afleflhall
,,Sr I i.:. be iss.ard- -------

REEXAMINATION: To.i ore permitted to take the examination 'a totad of Six heel If you are unsuccessful alto, six al
ed:..,yrer ere inei,je,la Inn furrier examination. .

APPI.;CATital.t;. HUD FOR FIVE YEARS: Apir'icatibic, reain vaiat Ice a Pee, I ol five yere.tram Ihrr date ol submission
101. tenOrdulld to; the same caiegory of Ovauflirliiflot. within this lime I mil. submit a lull fee aS50110

.:or g cam IPP loquaring riformalium Name (Maiden name when appliaukaraddiese. dale applied and last examine-
1,J., tahln (if aortic:deo) Alter live 01 years. II will be necessary Ice you lo submit a new applicaiion, with the !Lidice

. and meet current regierereetils.

CcA!lACCqEDlTED PROGRAM'S: The education received Nana CAHEA Program is acceptable for a period

or lire (S) years hum the date of cninplebon
OrklFRAl. CORRE`WONDENCE TO: It..hedut.Recrin`ry PO 9 111,,,,1.t-,0412\ shinr,s

.11 I ., r1rtrrit i. narik4.0 D.J.:net-0 ants.4 ...tfe'vu address orreSpOn-
exer,e.traini..vil."sti clear WAD GRADES to: Boald of Registry. P O. bur SOS.i, Ciacago. Illinois 60880.

029

v.
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FACT SHEET

IMPORTANT; Please retain this Fact Sheet containing the qst of examinati6n areas and the rules and
regulations for your Information.

ALABAMA
Birmingham

ALASKA
Anchorage

ARIZONA
Phoenix

ARKANSAS
Little Rock

CALIFORNIA
Ls Angeles
San Francisco

'COLORADO
. Denver

CONNECTICUT
Hartford

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
'Washington, D.C.

s
FLORIDA
Jacksonville
Miami

GEORGIA
.

Atlanta

HAWAII
Honolulu

IDAHO
Boise

ILLINOIS
Chicago

PERMANENT BOARD OF REGISTRY
EXAMINATION AREAS

. . . ,
INDIANA Neiv MEXICO
Indianapolis Albuquerque'

IOWA
Davenport .

KENTucKy
'Lexington

LOUISIANA
New Orleans

,MAINE
Augusta

MASSACPUSETTS
Boston

MICHIGAN
Detroit

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis

MISSISSIPPI'
Jackson

MISSOURI
St. Louis
'Kansas City

MONTANA
preet Falls

NEBRASKA
Omaha

NEW JERSE'Y .

Edison

NEW YORK
NeW York
Albany .

Buffalo
$

NORTH CAROLINA
Durm

NORTH DAKOTA
Bismarck

OHIO
Columbus
Cleveland

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City

OREGON
Portland

PANAMA CANAL ZONE

PENNSYLVANIA
.Pittsburgh
Philadelphia .

PUE1100 RICO
San Juan

RHODE qLAND
Providence

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston*

SOUTH DAKOTA
Rapid City

TENNFSSEE
Knoxville -
Memphis

TEXAS
Dallas
Houston
San Antonia
El Paso

UTAJI
SalteLake City

VERMONT.
Burlington

VIRGINIA
Richmond

1 WASHINGTON
Seattle

W S T .VIRGINIA
C rleston

W CONSIN.
Mil aukee .

WY MING
Lar e
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BOARD OF REGISTRY

EXAMINATION CONTENT GUIDELINES

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST EXAONATION

MICROBIOLOGY KNOWLEDGE AREA

Content Areas I through V have essentially the same general format as appropriate for each Ares.

Number ofQuestions

I. Cocci dfam positive and negative

II. Gram posltive,serobic end eneerobiU rods **` 3 6
al. Enteric sod other gram negative rods 4 7
IV. MyróbacterIa and miscellaneous organisms fat* tee, mycoplasms,.etcl 4 7
V. Mycology (yeast, molds and yeastlike molds/ 4-8

A. Morphology [cellular) .
1. General

a. shape
b. arrangement

2. Use of stains 4 staining characteristics ire

3.
\

Structures
a. flagella
b. spores
c. capsule
d. granules

B. Cultural characteristics
1 Media

a. growth requirements
b. Inhibitory compounds
c. role of nutrients In metabolism

2. Redox potential
3. Environnientel requirementa. 4
4. Colonial appearance

a. sire, shape, consistency, etc. of colony
. . b. chromogenesis '.

Ô. effect op blood
d. ef fact on other media

C. Secondary Identification A
1. Physiological charactenttics
2. BiochernICal reactions -

. 3 Antigenic structures and serologic Identification
D. Specimens

1. Sources
2*. Processing

.

a. tug ety procedures
*b. contaminants
c. prirrary culture"

S. Interpretetio and/or trouble shot)I. ' .

01978 by 0. American Society of CariCalPethologistA
flSw.lO!78

#
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vt. Parapites 4.6
A. 14.4001,01,

2. Structures
B. Specimens

1. Sources
2. 'Con taminahts end artifacts

C.. life cycles
VII. Media Preparation and reagents

A. Piinciples
B. Procedures
C. interpretation and/or trouble liftooting

VIII. Disinfection and sterilization t 1-2
I A. Principles

1

B. Proatiurse
C. Interpretation and/or trouble sicioting

IX. .Cluality Control
1

1 -.2
A. Procedures
B. Principles

C. Method comparison andlor deveropment
D. Interpretation and/or trouble shooting'

. XI Antibiotics Including sonsitivity Wing
A. Procedures
B. Principles

.

C. Interpretation end/or trouble shooting
I

Xl. Genetics principles t
A. Chromosome structure ind function
B. utation, transduction, transformation, ConIugetion

. XII. P tnicity. . .. ./ 1
A. Disuse states
B. Mechanisms

XIII. Host Defense ti a 1 3 .
. A. Nor.specific f

B. Specific
. C. Contributi isotors

1. Cort °steroids
. 2. Re lion/ , 3. tiblotke

4. lease states
/XIV. Epldeniiology

2.3

0-1

1-2

.

A. 1Pr.v.ntlon
Spread
Nosocomial

X Standard Operating Procedure
A. Recording
B. Reporting
C. Safety

XVI. Viruses
,A. Nature

13. Replication
C. Types of infections
D. Collection and handling of specimens

1-2

0-2

2-4 .

4
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::.14ENIAT0L0GY KNOWLEDGE AREA

Erythrocytes 8- T5 questiona 3. Inclusion bodies
A. Formation

1. Bone niarrow
2. Liver
3. Spleen
4. Kidney
6. Endocrine glands .

. B. Function 1. IemoglobInopethlu
C. Collection Pathrlóglcel.t$tea
N 1. Anticoagulants scrocylle anemias

Venous'
1

2. ormocytic anemias
3. \ \Capillary 3. icrocytic snimies
4 Bone marrow 4. Ii4Tmohnic anemias
5. SpitProcedures

0.
handling 5. Polycythemlas

D. Enurnerativ
Manual Csert II. Leukocytes B- 1 questions

2. Automated bourit
3. Railcutocyte

't.4, indices
5. Correlationolresulte
B. Quality contrbl

E. Basic iests
1 . Sedimentation rate .

. . a. Wintrobe
b. Westergren

2. Hernatocrit
3: Fragility
4. Sickle cell
5. Hemoglobin
0. Heint bodies
7. Sugar water teat
B. 'Aim test
9. Hemogibbin electrop-horesis
10. Correlation of relults
1.1. Quality contror

F. Cy.tochemistry
1. Wrighi's stain and variations
2. Iron stain
3. .Supravitel stain

G. Enzymes including Genetics
1. Glycolytic

a. Glucose-a-phosphate
4ehOrogenias (GEM

b. JSyruvate Iciness

c. Glutathione IGSH)
2. Non-itycolytic .

a. lactic acid dehydro.
genase lL1311)

H. Morphology
1. *Normal'

s. Piripheral
b. Bone marrow

2. Abnormal
.s. Peripheral
b.' Bone marrow

4. Correlation of results
I. Redionueldes

1. Blood volume
2. Schilling Wet, Bo, rotate
3. Red cell surviVal

J. Genetics

A. Formation
1. Spleen
2. Thymus
3. Bone merrow
4: Lymphaticaystem

B. Function
.C. Collection

1. Anticoagulalts
2. Venous
3. Capillary \

4. Bone niarrow
5. Special handling
0. Lymphnodelirprint
Enumerative Proc ures .

1. Manual count
2. -Airtornated colint
3. Differential
4. EosInophil cou
5. Correlation of r sults
0. Duality control

E. Basic Tests
1. Lupus erythema osus (LE.)

F. Cytochemistry
1. .Wright's stein and variations
2. Giemsa
3. Peroxides'
4. Periodic Acid-Schiff
5. Sudan black
0. Leukocyte alkatin" phosphates"

G. Morphology..
1. Normal

a. Peripheral
b.. Bone marrow
C. Lymph node
d.. Electron microrleopli

2. Abnormal
a. Peripheral
b.. Bone marrow
C. Lymph node
d. Electrcin microscopy



3. Ingralon bodies H. pathological States
4. Cdralation of results I. ThrombocyMpeniss

. N. Genetics 2. Thrombasthemiaa
.1. .Philadelphia chromosome. . 3. ThrombOcythemlas

.. 2. AnomaNea IV. Bone Marrow in Miscellaneous
I.. Pathological States Pathological States 2-4 questions

1. Genetic Inherited Conditions A. 'Morphology
2. Infections . 1. Genetic Inherited Conditions

a. Baftedal 2. rnfelitiorm
-b. Viral e. Bacterial

C. Parasitic b. Viral
d. MycoloilIc c Parasitic ,
Metabolic and Toxic Conditions' d. Mycologlc

4. Leukemoid States 3., Metabolic and Toxic Disorders
5. NeoplestisDiseasse 4, Leultemold States
. a. Leukeallars

b. Lylniohomlos
5. NeoplastiC Diseases

U. Leukemias
c. Multiple myslomas b. Lymphomas
il. Metastases C. MultiPle myelomas and

0. Miscellaneous Cqnditions of Unknown Etlelogy gammopsthies (ParoProtelnemia1)
s. Lupus Elypwriatosus . d. Metastases
b. Pencytopenias e. Miscellaneous Conditions of

llI Platelets 4 qtiektions UniMownEtiologi .

A. Formation B. Techniques
1 . Spleen 1. SpeciMenHar.ng
2. Liver a. Tissue Block
3. Bono marrow b. Particle Slide Smears

B. Function q Culture
C. Collection 2. Special Stains

1. Anticoagulants 3. Chemical Analysis
2. Venous 4. Slide Evaluations
3. .Ca011ery V. Coagulation 0 B questions
4. Bone Marrow : . A. Theory
5. Special handling 1. 'Intrinsic

D. Enumerative Procedures 2. Extrirwic
1. Manual counts B. .Factors

. a. Counting chamber . 1. Nomenclature

b. Slide method 2. Function
C. Basic Testsc. Phase

2. Automated counts . 1. Bleeding time

3. Correlation of results . 2. ..Clotting time

4. Quality control. 3. Plasma recalcIlloetion time
E. Enzymes and Factors , 4. Prothrombin time, lefts

1. Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) 5. Activated Partial Ihrpniboplastin
2. Platelet factors 1-through 7 Time IAPT7)

Special teats 0. Fibrinogen
T1. \ Clot retraction 7. hrombin iime

SIP.e:cSiailibTsstittustion testa
2. RumpelLeede
3. Adhesiveness
4. Platelet factoi assay 2. Factor assay,.

G. Morphol;Sly 3. Fuglobulin lye"
1. Normal 4. Fibrin Split Products

a. Periptieral
b. Bone marrow

2. AbnOrmal

a. 'Peripheral
b ;Brine marrow

3: Correlation of results

4

1

E. Closely Control
F. Correlation of Results
G. Pslhological Slates

1. Intrinsic
a. Hemophiliac States
b Prothrombin Complex Abriormablets
C. Fibrinogen, ftbrinolysis, ComOles

Abnormalities

-7^

At
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Extrinsic
a. FActor VII

.* b. Other Tissue Factors
3. Combinad Delidioncy States .

a. von Willebiand's Disease
b. Disseminated Intravoicular

Coagulation IDICI

VI: Instrumentation.
A. Principles

N.
B. Components
C. Standardization

. Doproventive Maihtenenee
E. troubteShooting

VII. Laboratory Safety
VIII. Miscellaneous

A. Spinal Mulct Cell Count and Differential

2-4 questions

1 2 questions
1 2 questions

sir

I /
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IMMUNOLOGY IIMPAGNONEMATOLOGV) KNOWLEDGE AREA-

'
I.' General The Immune Process

A. Natural IMastnity and immunologic substincea
1. LYeosymes
2. Basic polypoptibe .

3. Proper& ,

B. Antigens . .

C. Hummel anddeflufar ImMonliy
1. Specificity

. 2. Mechanism of antibody formation
a. Lymphocyte function
b. Thymus gland function . .

3.-
I. C

b. Ge properties, structure
c. Identification techniquei

1) InimuncrelectrophOresis
2) I nodiff Won
3) I Iluorasc.nce
4) easy (MA)

4. aftandary response
5. Passive nity .

D. Antigen an ;sections .
..

1. Indicators'', antigen-entipgfy reactions
. Ana, don

b. Lysls luding hemblysis
c. Facial

.:
el: C. nt fixation .

. Fluor. t Antibody Technique
.g. Neutralize of antigens by antibOdies

'`' S. Opsonizat
E.. Complement.

.
F. Autoinvnunity - ae1. Natural toierence of one's own protein (self concept)

2. Autoimmune esponsee
a. Antra ne hemolytic enemies

1). A. iced hemolyticanemias cause'd by incomplete warm antibodies
21 A hod hemolytic anemias caused by cold autoantibodies
3) Paso yamal cold. hemogiobinurte
4) Aty autoimrnune harriolytk anemias

b. Aut cobgen dismiss .

3. lbduced toter . graft refection and tumor ImMunology

A

G Allery g delayed persensitivIty 1 /I; ologitlests for Sy bias .r
Generel pdnciplee

B. False positive*
. C. Flocculation test
. 0: .Comglement lia ieste

E. Flugrescant Tre ma Antibody IFTA)
F. Ousaty control

1. Deporting re ts
2. Record Miint

. 3. Reagent conk
4. EquipMent ma tenance

11 1 5 questions



; .

III. sarodlagnostic Tests nINolyphifitie ;
., A. Widd reaction .

0: Opsonnytophagic index .

G. Febrile agglutinins
1 Brucell.. osis
2. Weil-Feks (Proton OX19, 0X2, OXKI
3. ,Paratyphoid A
4: :Typ,tadH

' 6. Salmonella kE
D. .Cold algItitinins including streptococcus MG egglutin t
E. Streptnoceus grouping .

s". F. Serologic tests for rheumatoid sithatis :.

1. Latex fixation tests (inclUding screening)
.

-. 2. Bintonite Odeculat,lon . .

' G. Anntreptolydn 0 titers
H. Antihyaluroddase titers
I. . C-reactive Protein .

J. AutoimmuneArbstaneei .

K. infectious M ;nueleosIs Testing
1. Heterodde

a. Presumptive
.b. Differential

2. Monospot .

4.. regnancy Tests

54. ther
.. Tularemia., .

. Leptospkosis
Toxoplesmosie
Echinococous
Trichinosis

ustity control
Reporting results
Record maintenance
lialfifttinfrol .--- :

4 Equipment maintenance

IV. Immo 011Orna101ogy , Blood Banking '

A. 0 oisdection; Pronssing of blood: Blood colliction
1 Donor identification . 1

2 General qualifications

.' 3 Medical indication for donor repletion
a. Protection otdonor
b. Prottietion of redpieht t.

41.15.

Physical form Including lab dote
Therapeutic bleeding

B. Autologous transfusions
7. Plasmaphereals
41.. Routine donations .

. Blood collection
b. Blood processtn? arVI ng

c. Blood pristirvet on end ag.

9. Donor reedlons
B. . Bio Components --, preparstionind Indication lotus*.

I. Whole blood
2. PaikAd cells

. 3. Froth frozen plasma
iyopreelpitate

5. lllteletrlchplssma
0. LOkocytepoorbIood

\. I

9 11 questions
o

2-14 quntIons



g. Proiwztloo sod adnii.stration of blood
1. Patient identification
2. .Biood grouping and typing
3. Crosametoh (nsior and minor)

a. Signe, ritom temoeretYr° Phase
b. High protein. 31°C phase
C. Enzyme
d. Antihuman Gidbulin (Coombs).

4. Antibody tectlign and identification
a. Scr cell pane)s
b. Tin ion
c. Ab orption, elution
d: F tors all ectIngblood group antigen-antibody reactions

5. Prot4a solving tocrossmatches
6. Emit. eney use of blood
7. Tran4fuaion reaction

D. Other g.i.rat blood banking consideratIons
\ 1. G.r,tICi of blood group inheritance
C 2. AB groups

lood group systems:
3.

bsystem4.
5. Himolytt dIseaseof newborn .

ai Cause. Rh. ABO, other
b.. Detection
: 11 'Elution

21 Antibody identykation
e. Exthengs transfusion
d. Therapeutic seaoRh immune globulin

E. Quality control
1. Reporting re.st.ilte lgtouping. tyPing. crossmatching)
2. Wanes and transfer of blood and components
3. Record Maintenance

a. Pr-tranorusion
b. Post,trensfusion

4. Reagent control .

S. Equipment maiptenance .

. 104
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misc4tANEous Twips

This outline covers the following knowledge areas: Urine & Other Body Flitis, Cylogenetics. Management & Supervision, Education, .

41 r
Research & Development and Fundamental Analytical Principlek end Laboratory Calculationa;

URINE & OTHER BODY FLUIDSI16- 20 questions)
I. Renal Physiology 2-4 questions

B. Feces
Physiology
Specimen collection & handlingA. Olomeruter Function; 2.

B. Tubular runction 3.
1. Secretion 4.

-2. Reabsorption.
3. Threshokl

C. Endocrine
D. Volume
E. Urine Composition .

F. Pate of Formation ..
G. Carelation of Results with Pathophysiology

.11. Routine Urinalysis 9 -13 questions
A. Physical Tams

(includes orinciplea &sources of error) .

1. Appearance
2. pH, ntratable acidity
3. Concentration

a.. specific gravity
' b. refractive India

.c. osmotality
Chemical Tests
Iincludes principles & sources of error)

tarnohydrates
a. gitreose
b. reducing *rigors
c. other reducing substances

2. Proteins

3. Ketones
4. Pigments

a. Lthruber

O. urobiMnon
c. hemoglobin. myoglobin
d. homogentisic acid, melanin
a. porphyrins

5. Miscellaneous
a. phanylpyruVIc

b. urinary calculi
Sediment Examination
1. Cells .
2. Casts

3. Crystals
4. Lipids

6. ..Mositext 'mai, bacteria
D. Stiecimen Collection & Handling
E. Duality Control. .

F. Correlation of Test Results
III. Other Body Fluids

A. Cerebroepinal
1. PhysiologV
2. Specimen collection 81 handling

3. Correlation of tesTresulta

.#
0

3-7 questions

t.

Physical tests
: Chemical tests, qualitative

a. occult blodd
fat

t, pepsin
6. Correlation of test moults

C. Onside Fluid
1. Physiology
2. .Specimen collectiori& handling
3. Gastric analysis .

4. Correlation of test resulti
D. Seminal Fluid

1. Physical tests .

2.. Specimen collection & handling
3. Fartility.& sterility studies

'(includiog routine semen analysis)
4. Medic/04gal studies

(typing. chemistry, etc.)
6. Correlation of test results

E. Amniotic Fluid.
1. Physical testa
2. Specimen collection & handling
3. Correlation of test results

F.- -Ascitic Fluid & MUNI Fluid
11. Physiology
2. Specimen collection& handling

. 3. Correlation of test results
G. Duodenal Fluid

1. Physiology. t
2. Specimen collection& handling
3. Correlation of test results
Salivary Fluid

1. Physiology
2. /Specimen collection F. handling .

3. Correlation of test results'
I. Synovial Fluid

1. Physiology
2. Specimen coliection and handling

3. Correlation of test results

CYTOGENETCS 11 -3 questions)
Cylogenatica
A. Genetic principles
B. Specinien collection & processing'

1. Examination of smears .

,2. Cell culture techniques
1. analysis

C. Correlétion of results

I 10



MANAGEMENT & SUPERVISION (3.5 questions).
I. Budget

A. Dperating Expenses
B. Cost Accounting
C. Salary Expense*.
D. Justification of Change in Budget

H. Person/el
A. Work kV anatysii dggsdunng

I. MAW of tests
2. Number of hourif-

e. Hiring Prectices
C. Advancement Prectice.
D. Termination Practices
E. Evaluation of Personnel

III. .Laboratory Spatxt
A. Planning New Facilities
B. Utilization of Existing Facilities

IV. Laboratory Supplies
A. Ordoring
B. Storing
C. Inventory.

V. Laboratory Equipment Fixed or Wavy
A. Procurement Purchaee, Leas*
B. Maintenance, Including Record Keeping

& Quality COntrci
C. Trouble Staining, Including Record

Keeping & Quality Control
vi. General Principles of Records, Federal State

Regulations, arid Lahoratory Safety
A. Records .

B. Federal & State Regulations
C. Laboratory Safety

(Inckides rediation safety)
VII. Ethics & Medical/Legal Matters

A. Ethics
B. Medical/Legal Matters

EDUCATION (3-4 questional
I. Job Entry indoctrinatim
II. Continuing Education for taboratory

Employees ..
lB Interdepertmental Rotatiori
IV. jnservice Education

'A. Interdepartmental
B. IntredePartmental

Effective Mechanisms of teaching
A. Ob)eotives
B. Curriculum Development
C. ELialuation

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT (1 3 questions)
I. Eveltiation of Test Performence

A. Quality
B. Quantity

Cost
II. Initiation of New Procedures

A. 'Criteria for Initiation '

V.

I.

B. Evaluation Criteria
I. Accuracy
2. Precision
3. Coot

C. Info/m.0On Dissomination
1. To lab.oratory porsonnel
2. To physicians
3. Change 2.1..lormal values
4. Tootherins tloonal personnel

departments

FUNDAMENTAL ANALYTICAL PRINCIPLES
ANO LABORATORY CALCULATIONSII 0 14 questiOrial
I. Solutions end Standard: 1 3 questions

A. Motel, Molar, Normal, and Percent Solutions
B. Specific GravItY
C. Hydrates and Water of Hydration
D. Dilution of Solution and Serial Dilution
E. Cl/Aversion Problems
F. Belences end Weighing

.

G. Analytical Standards
H. Glassware precision

11. Preparation of Grephs 0 1 questions
. A. Use Of Graph Paper (Certesien; Log, Semilon/

B. Coordinates
C. Standard Curves
O. Units

Ill. Spectrophotometric Calculations ...... 1 3 questions
A. Applications of Beer's Law
B. Molar ExtinctiOrtCoifficient

IV. General Principles of QUality Control
A. I Bask Statistics

I. Mean, medion, tjsd
2. Standard devlstl4n. variance
3. Coefficiont of var Hon
Quality Control.
1. Accuracy, preclsl4cs. relisbiN

significant figures
2. Confidence limits, percentile.

iipment of es
3. Distribution

valueristics4. Devel
5. Control charte

V Hydrogen Ion toncontration & pH
A. Stendard Acids and Bps
B. pH Ref steno. Solutions
C. Calculation of Hydrogsig 11iH

D. Calculation of Hydrogenlon Concentration
E. Ruffen, Hendorson-HastolbalCh Equetion

VI.' Principies of Microocoiry 0-1 questions
/ A. Light

B. Dark Fisk&
'C. Fluoraancs
Rt.:Muse Contrast
E. Intederence b

I. 'Principles Of Nuclear Medicine 0 1 questions
A. Radion.ucirde Physics

0. Regulations to Selety

3 5 questions

2 4 questions

. 7
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CHEMISTRY k6lOWLEDGE AOA

1. , Instrumentation The following classes of Instruments am to be covered

1.. Cou brood*
2, Spectrophotometric elhotomotric

a. emission flame
b. sten* absorption
C. colorimeter

3, Fluorescence & Phosphorescence
Automated Analysers
a. continuous flow

. b. *mete sawing.
5. ElectrophoNtIc & ChromatograpNc
8: Potentiometric lincrudlog blood gas analyzers) ,

7. Picording devices
8. Cenulfuges -
9. Oimometers .

10. Balances
11. nadir:nuclei' instruments

A.. Theory of Operation
I. Physical pdncIples invoked in operation

2: Chemical principiesinyobrid in operation

B. Euential Components of Initruments
Example: Colorimeter

. 1. Power supply `
2. xclt.rlmp
3, Monochrometor,
4. Simple holder
5. Photo det6.

eridouttilit

C. Mechanism 810pitstion ,
0 Application /Use of Instruments

Operation .

2. Maintenance
e. calibration teem&
b. component changes & documentation

3. Choice of InstrUmem Type
E. Special Precautions, Specimen Creection & TtoubleShoCting

II:, Theory & Apphcalon of Physiologic Biochemistry
..33 35 questions

5-7 questions

;

The following subtopics and dtecdptlys componentswill be spoiled to topics A-J.

1. Normal $1. ebnormallgisiology .

2. Test procedures .

a. principle
.' b. procedure

c. speelel precautionerePectmen collection & trouble shooting'

3. Interpretation
. a. Atited.to physiology

b. notrnm sbn.ocimr 110
c . validqv & socureey of procedwe
d. interrelationship with other leboretory tests

4. Quality control
a. statistics & data niCordIng
b. Interpretation & ye of date

O. New test development
a. freluation of new pi

of setting;;ZofOcadur"

0

4
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A. Crabohydretes.
3-5 queations

To incited* all carbohydrates of medical importince witether monoseccharldes, disaccharide, or poly-
Seccharides. Identification tolerances, etc.

.
. Electrolytes:

3 6 queitions
Talnelude the maim electrolytes and trace elements. Substances such as amino acids and proleins ere

' ' cOilired separately In topic E.
C: Acid Base Balance/Mood Getes

3 6 question,
Distribution of ions in intracelluier and exuacelluter compartments, GibbsDonnenEquilibrium antos- .

rnalilitrlienderson-Hesseibitch equation for bicarbbnate-Carbonic acid sistems; other body !ARV
aiatems; teanspoet of oxygen and carbon dioxide.

D. . Enzymes* P
. . . er 6 question,

To Include alenzynters of clinical significance. Enzyme kinetics, factors governing the rate of enzyme
reactions, enzyme ectivetorcend inhibitoes, enzyme denaturation and. Inhibition, role of coenzymes
end isoenzymea.

E. Proteins & Amigo-Acids:
. 3-5 questions

To include all simple arid complex proteins except lipoproteins and enzyme,.
F. Noncrotoin Nitrogenoua Substances-

6 t 3-5 questions
To include all malorcomponents such es creit lining, urea nItrogerrand urip'ecid..

G. Heme Derivatives-
3 6 questions

To include heme precursors such as pyrroles end porphyeins, heme per se, end the inetabolic break-
down products rellged to hems such as bilirubin and urobilinogen.

.. .H. Lipldr .

3-5 questions
To include the following: lipoproteins, nonesterified fatty acids, triglycerides, glimeroPli'oePhalidee.

,sphingdipids, sterols end fatty acids!'
.

I. Endoctinotegy
3-5 questions

To Include the nature end action of hormones, control ol hormone secretion. Sbecific areas to be
covered include edrenqcortical hoemones, steroids', androgens, estrogens, prostaglantline, pituitary
hoemoneek insulirj, catecholamines, vaniimandelIc acid. serotonin and 6-hydroxylndole acetic acid.

J. Toxicoiogy ' . 3-5 question,
To Include gams such as carbon monoxide; volatile substances such es ethanol, methanol, cyanide,

.kerounc cotrosiye metals such as arsenicals, lead; non-metals such es bromides; flubrides; organic
substarices such as ernphetaminei, barbitbratas, saticylates.

0

a.

.
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PAt'AKTI SCOPE

PAA6

triFKT,..A NUMBER

AMERICAN SOCIETY OPCLINICAL PATHOLOGISTS
P.a g..4sta. Chkmitt k..ü 110480 Phone (312) 7311-1132

DEAR CERTIFICANT1°

.17 IS A PLEASURE TO INFoRM yOU.THAT YOU PASSED THE BOARD OF
REGISIRY EXAMINATION ADMINISTERED DN AUGUST 17, 1979. WE
WELCOME YOUTO Tie RANKS OF OUR CERTIFICANTS. YOU ARE NOW
ENTITLED TO USE KT(AScP) AFTER YOUR NAME, INDICATING- THAT
YOU 'ARE CERTIFIED BY THE BOAROVOF REGISTRY. OF THE AMERICAN,
SOCIETY OF CLINICAL PATHOLOGISTS.. YOOR CORTAFICATE ANO ADEN-
TIFICATION CARD ARE. ATTACHED.-

IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT yoU KEEP US INFORMED OF YOUR CORRECT
ADDAESS. THE ADDRESS SHOWN ON THE IOENTIFINTION CARO As RE-
CORDED ON OUR bATA PROCESSING RECORDS. IT THIS NFORMATION
IS INCORRECT, OR 1F YOU CHANGE YOUR NAME OR'AODRESS PLEASE
NbTIFy US PROMPTLY, STATING YOUR FULL NAME, CERTIFICATION
NUMBEWDLO AND NEW*A0DRESSES, INCLUDING ZIP CDOES.YOUR cm-
TIFICATION NUMBER IS INCLUDED IN THE ADDRESS BLOCK ON YpuR
IDEMTIPICATION CARD AND SHOULD ALWAYS BE INCLUDEO:IN,,CQMMUN:.
!CATIONS gITH THE BOAV UF.REGISTRY.

CONGRATULAT1ONSHAND BEST WISHES FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUCCESS.
. ,

SINCERELY YOURS,

gall:WO:CV). Co...tia,twux.
Barbara M. Cttst1bberry,A.SN I41(ASCP)
CHAIRMAN', BDARA(e. REGISsYRy

; JACK HOLT
MT(AS ) 222222

r 200 E.1ff1ARIO STREET
CHICK

;

12a

MT 222222

.It
PASS (

60611

ra4,
NIA.04f

iloun
r IDENTIFICATION
CAW. OUT ALCXY51
. DiVITEALINES.
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PAPARE TAT?N4.NT. OF DR. OW IVICIERNAN:EXECUTIVE DIACTOR,.
TATIONAVA. OCIAtION OF, S NDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS

.Mr. thairman and di s ti ngui she d members of .ihe Committee, f' thank You'

fOr the opportunity to Share ewith you he National 'AsSOdiation Of Secondary

School Apicipals' concerns about a bill_ cUrrently before your Committee,

the Edutational Testing Att of 1979 (H.R.4949). Fil:st, you should. know

that46.NASSP.represents more than 35,000 secondary school administrators

nation-widei who in turn are responsibrE -for the .education of 20 million

American. youth..

. We 'have reviewed this proposal,- and Wish to explain our firm opposite

to it 'on 'the grOunds that (1) it calTs for the federal government to'interfere

With, and,fintrude into, an important area of eduCation in. a Manner whith is
_

totally inappropriate; (2) it represents yet another eXample of federal

paperwOrk to which Americans are taking increasing exceptiON and (3) it

enlists Uncle Sam.ih federaliiing admission pOlicies in our higher educattri
0 .

institutions. Let me be more specific inAur opliositfonAo what we believe

to be a bad bill.

0

Nel

1
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*
,
Pirst, alias long been our belief thatAcation Is p local function,

a state responsibility; and a federal concern. Only two weeks ago.,'Congress.

'gave its-final approval to legtslatlon creating a separate cabinet7level
e

Department of Education...We applaud this action. IA thaVlong-and heated .

deb$te the tongress, in its wisdom, included language to forbid federal

control of edueltion, and mbre positivelyto ensure itate and 3ocal control

of America's schools. H.R.4949. flies in the face of this clear direction.,

containing the roots-of federal tntrusion into the highly technical gstandardized

test industry...And which federal agency will be charged with the responsi-

bility to carry out such a law--the Department of. Education:

'Regarding tAS intrusion by the federal government, let ne cite several
.

.glaring exampleS in the text of H.R.49494 In Section 2(b)4, you will-note

one of the purposes of the Act is"to encourage use of multiOle criteria in

the grant or denial of any significant educational benefit," 'What.form Will

this "encobragement" take? Does this imply that our highereducation institutions

will be."encouraged" to modify or revise their-admiisions policies?. Aod hoW

would-they .be so "encouraged?" This seems to us to be a crude invited' $o

bureaucratic inte ference with the legitimate authority of edMational

ki

administrators, a di 'vehemently oppose,such a purpose.

Furthermore, letIne'call your attention to Section 7(2)E,F and G where you

wil) note that the Commissioner (Secretary of Education) is empowered tO monitor

the fiscal activity of nonprofit testing organizations. This is a clearly

inapprjriate'role for the Department of Education to'assume. It assigns

regulatorY functions to the Qppartment in the.area.of.privAte,ehterprise which

have never been Contemplated for this agency. How would the Department use

thit.information regarding revenues and.expenses of test-making agencies?.
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-Would it.coordinate.fts information with the Internal Revenue Service?

..-Jhis portion:of the bil) more than any other smacks of witch hunt that

is abtolutely unsupportable, and raises questions as to 61e real purpose

underlying thelentire bill, These purposes are presUmabbi6stated in

Section 2, and have been presented elsewhere as being primarily tp

protect persons taking standardized tests against error and improper

application. 'So* of the controls and limitations on. the use of standard

testing soudlitto be imposed by this billysuggest more far-reaching -

objectives, however, i cluding the,possible elimination of standardized

testing entirely op the asis-of some'philosophital objections not stdted
0 .

in-the legislation.. Indeed, Subsection (i) 4of Sectiorr2, setting forth

.the bikf's. findings 'and purpose'does 'say that "there is increasing concern

among'citizens. edUptors, and.public offiiials regarding the ippropriate

use of standartlized tests in the admissiont decisions.of postsecondary

aducation institutions." . We would respectfully point out that there'is at

least as much concern among many citizens, educators, and public officials

that reasonable standards be maintained by those institutions to assure the

'public that the diplomas'and degrees they grant are worth more than the

paper on which they are printed.

Mr. Chairman,, I think it is.incumbent upon.the mem6ers of this Committee

to reCognize the serious crisis of tonfiaence into whith we haye fallen in

recent years.regarding the..quality of education at.ali levels. .Without

attempting to debate this wider issue here today, it would hardly seem

prudent at this time to weaken publi confidence further by seeking.to'destrOr

.mechanisms for assuring some measureof evalUating the quality of'student

I'

'abilftiet lnd student achievement, as well-as,diagnosing. weaknesses andpro--
. -viding remedial instruction. T the extent-Mg:A ..is_Itt262ective-of.

.

0 .4
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this and similar legisfetion, it-must be seen as particularly pernicious.

Finale, we oppose N.R.4949 as.a further contribution to the paperworK

blizzard. We agree that a greater understanding of standardized tests is a

right of all test subjects-, sincetheir academic futures will be atleast

partiallY affected by their performance.On'such tests. At the same tiMe,

th-is'bill exemplifies an age-old federa,1 probleMof information overkill,

.Sdftion 3, for example, requires provision'in "understandable language" of

the intents, pbrposes, and skills measured 'by testp$ and an explanation of

interpretAion of scores. In addition,'hOwever, it requiees thatthe subjects

of the tests be-informed of the "standard error of measurement" :and "Correlation

between scores and success in careers.", We contend that these kinds of

technical test analyses, alhough very useful in upgradingtestt, will.be of

tittle use to test subjects. Instead, suCh loequiremenp can.only be viewed .

as a continuation of the.111-advfsed tendency okongress and fAderal agencies
0

to'collect data for the sake of collecting data. We believe ny such procedure'

.to be inappropriate.

/he release of test questions and answer5 Ss requiredin Section 5(1) and

(2): wouldnot only add to the cost of developing tests but mill.be Of 14ttle

use to test Oubjects. It goes without saying that the majdr effect.of.

releasingquestions and answers to.tests will not be the improvement of a

subject's subsequent score, bo4 merely an increase in the nUmber Of sample
4

questions presently supplied. The beneficiaries.of released questions and .

answers may very well be thOse.whcirun costly test preparation' courses rather,
o

than,* subjects themselves.::

In 1978 a ResOlution'was unanimously adopted by our Association which

states, "The NASSP sugorts standardizedtesting in secongary schoOls as an

:appropriate measure Of student perfolkmance when such tests It the atatg level

are properly'devised, administered and interpreted. NASSP encourages continuing

7,efforts_to ifiprove standardized testing as Opposed to testing abandonment."

1.



Thiscontiques to be our.position odaY.

. We believe that the approach of H.A. 4949 to the legitimate.goal of

_.._

providing students protec .on against error arid abuse of standardized testing

!is. ill-advised.- We urge he Comm tiee to defeat thfs misguided attempt to:. .

bring the standardized test industry into submission.

'Thank you for the opportunity to present our views on this legislation.
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. N
PREI'ARED STATEMENT OF THE AbfERICA N. EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

ASSOCIATION

. Preamble

The American Educational Research Association (AERA) is a professianbl association
of nearly-14,00 members engaged in ihe breadth and depth of educational inquiry. Our
members are doneerned ,with both the quality (reliability, validity, and accuracy) and the
effectiVe and fair administration and use of educationaPtests. AERA members are actively
.engaged in the iMprovement of ethicational tests and in studies on the educational,
psychological, and societal impact of testing. .

.

We submit thii statement hi-the spirit of assisting tip Congress in its deliberations and
decisions concerning testing legislation which has'far rerching implications for the future
practice of educational measurement. We belieVe that the Congress should legislate in this
area yith great care and, on balance, 'the services Iii-01743-ed to. individuals and society by
admissions tests outweigh disadvantages inherent in any gfort to assess human potential. It
is not, however, our intent to take a polemic position eh either of these bills or specific
aspects of the legislation before the Committee. In fact, there is no clear consensus among
researchers and scholars regarding the need for this legislation. There is, however,
agreernen't .that the consequences of the proposed legislation are not well known at -this
time.

We share with Congressmen Weiss, Gibbons, and their co-sponsors the interest In increasing
the understanding of the purposes, development procedures, contributions;and limitations of
admissions tests. We also share their interest in constructing and applying such tests in a
Manner which does not arbitrarily discriminate against test subjects because of their race,
sex, ethnic, income, or family background. We recognize that individuals from varying
backgrounds score differently on admissions tests; however, these differences have also
provided needed information to the public Ind Congress which has. been useful in creating an
increased awareness of discriinination and prejudice Ain:the society. This increased
awareness has been a significant component behind the enactment of programs and has often

-used the results of educational measurement.and abijity assessment to argue for enactment
of educational legislation.

Educational measurement, including admissions tests, is far from perfect and is
limited. In the ability to predict future education or occupational performance. As
educational researchers and concerned citizens, we hope that any congressional action In the
testing arena will improve the development and:administration of admissions tests and
enhance the equitable and fair treatment of test .subjects. We believe that the proposed
legislation this already stimulated health discusSion and debate. We are, however, not sure
that the. specific provisions of these bills Will accomplish the laudable legislative purposes
which tbey set forth. -Legislative 'action should promote increased understanding of
educational meaSurement by stimuiatingt more and better research andanal)isis of tests;
however, no such action should undermine the validity and reliability of the tests.

The most serious concern with the proposed-legislation s the required test item
disclosure. Any. such measure should improve test development, administration, ,use, and
nderstanding without, providing an.unf air advantage to those who can most afford to use the

t information. .

i

.4
(,`
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$. ACTING FROM A BNE OF KNOWLEDGE
. .

The Committee has heard from numerOus witnesses explicating' the advanthges,
potential harm, and unknown consequences, of the proposed legislation. We belibie that the
most salient feature of such testimony has been in the area of "unknown consequences." We,

'therefore, belleveithat the Committee's deliberations and decisions would be greatly
enhanced with increased knowledge and understanding from the following phenomena:.

I. Ability. Testing .Report; The Committv on Ability Testing of 'the. National.
Academy of Sciences (see ATTACHMENT -A-, for members & staff) has
undertaken a "Major examination of the role of standardized testing in American
society" . (induding considerations of aptitude, intelligence, achievement, or
abifity tests)..."It is expected thal. the (NAS) Committee's work will result in a

Jeport that illuminates the probliths posed by .the use of standardiied tests, and
recommends appropriate policy alternatives." (NAS, March, 1979) 'The repoit is
expectedto be distributed byAugust 1980. . . 4

2. Starards for Testing. AERA, the AmeriCan Psycholog'cal Association, and
the Na nal Council on Measurement in Education have a reed to undertake a '
revision, of their Standards fot Edudational and Psychoi cal Tests. These
Standards are widely used. . They are recognized in thr federal Uniform
'Guidelines in Employee Selection Procedures and have been used in at least two
instances the U.S. Supreme Court as the standard guide to sound professional
practice in testing and by maim' test publishers throughout the country. The ..

current and revised Standards will provide the "Cominittee with useful

1
background and informaticsallent issues and topics being considered by
researchers,,test producers, t9t administration ageticies, and test score users: .

3. New York. The tecently ehacted New York State admission's testing
leislátion a mandate similar to the, test disclosure provisions in H.R.
4949. Obliervation ancl.analysis of the impact of the NeW York law' will provide'
the . Committee with useful information and understanding. of 'the potential

. consequences of test item disclosure and other spedfic, prpvlsions. of the:,
proposed bills.

4. Study Commission ix Mandated Study. Alternative ill. Several witnesses have
suggested that a congressionally esrablished Study cornmission would signficantly

*assist the Committee. Alternative 112. The' Congress could mandate an
admissioni testing Study to be conducted by National Institute Of Education
'(NIE). The commission/study on educational and occupational admissions testing
could use available information fromthe above phenomena. Additional research
and data on testing, witch could be.provided by th testing agencies, indlvidual
res'earch effort's, and f .deritt agencies could also be examined. In. addition to
ptbviding the. Committee with useful, policy 'relevant infotmation the
commission/study could point out areas where existing knowledge is unavaillble
or uncertain. .

The commission Itir advisory group for the..mandated stddy could incilide representatives of
various interested parties, sugh ass test'takers, parents, teachers, pUblic interest groups,
test producers, test administrators, test users, test developMent and education frieasuremeAt
experts, researduis. (testing and social & individual impact of tests), legal. scholars, ,
minorities, Women, school and' higher education administretors (including professional
schools). Ex officio members 61" Congress and federal agencies concerned with educatibn
p.nd occupational testing would provide an blgoing interchange of informatiori while the
study and analysis is being conducted. 1. -

,
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.

ISSUES AND A 'CHARGE, TO THE "COMMISSI N".OR "STUDY"
.

The proposed legislation and testfmony. presented to t e Committee provide a useful
set of Issues.and questions foe a congressionally charged st dy or cornmission.i Through a
process Of interim and final reports, the* Committee c uld benefit . from thorough
exarnination of the following/Issues:

--A. Is federal legislation needed to assure that test takers have adequate
information both prior to and following their participation in admissionstef?F--

Proponents argue that test agendet either not provide adequate information or that they
only do so when under pressure from outsidLconsumer and public interest goups. They also
argue that such Information .could reduce ñyths and overreliance on. lest scores in the
admissions process. r

Opponentsdargue that nearly all of the information required by the prOposed legislation?. is A'
already provided and that students, schools, and institutions of .higher 'education already
have information related to standard errors of measurement, scoring prpcedures,.
limitations, and purposes of the tests.

CHARGE: The commission/study could provide an external validation of the claims made by
test agencies and outline for the Committee.any discrepencies between information required
by the proposed legislation and that already provided to test takers and user institutions and
organizations. There Could also be an analysis of the degree to which such information is
used by test takers and test score users to improve the individual and public understanding
of 'the value and limitations of admissions.tests. .

B. Should legislation Mandate the disclosure of specific test items used for
scoring purposes (including correct answers) to. test takers and the federal
government, user institutions, and public?

Proponerts argue that it is a form of just due process for test takers to see the instrumentS
upon whh their academic future will be judged. Such disclosure vould also allow a more
thoroug, examination of test validity, bias, and characteristics of admissions tests. They
also argue that disdaure wouldimprove test performance given a better understanding of
testing domains and areas where participants do pobrly. Disclosure would also, according to. .

the proponents, lead to improved test develoPment, expose scoring errors, and 'Improve
research on testing. ,

. .

Opp6nents argue that test agencies already provide sample tests and that item disclosure
wily increase costs (to participants), reduce test administrations (particularly for special
gr ups like the handicapped), reduce test, reliability and fairness, cause "equating" problems,
reduce the value of copyrighted material (without compensation), cause some test producers
tt cease such activity (cabsing increased monopoly of test development), increase teaching

the test (thereby increasing the influence of tests on edUcation curricula), ahd have
.adverse effects on those test takers least able to afford test coaching or ush test Reins to
improve performance. The test agencies argue that they already have elaborate safeguards
to, prevent scoring errors.
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CHARGE: .The commission/study could examine several of theie issues, including the
potential impat on different populations. For example, it would be Ciseful to know If high
schools in large cities and remote rural areas would have the cappcity to use test items in a
manner similar to those in affluent communities with.large co hseling and guidance staffs.
Cooperatioq with testing agencies, who could. provide se re:_ tests and analysis of
development procedures and costs, would allow a better, un erstanding of the potential-
benefits and costs (including validity, reliability,.and equating problems) under conditions of
disclosure. The New York case will provide valuable insights 'Into many. of the unknown

#congequences. .,.. .. .

"
C. Will the proposed legislation provide an opportunity to clarify the issues
surrounding cultural or age;sex, race, or regional bias in admissions tests?

Proponents argue that the tests are inherently biased and have proVided the Committee with.
research studies demonstrating that different vulnerable groups score lower than, the
national average on Some of the most commonly 'used tests. They claim that these tests
play asignificant role in limiting the educational and occupational life chances of certain
populations. They also claim that the test agencies refuse to reveal information on

Aifferential scoring by racial and economic groups.

.Opponents do not dispute the diffeiences in test scores among certain groups; hOwever, they
argue t at such-differences are a reflection Of the broader society and have provided policy
makers with needed information to develop and. enact policies which are designed to reduce
scoring gaps. Test agencies argue that they engage ih research and development efforts to
eliminate "arbitrary" bias in the tests. They also state that some data on income and ethnic
background is not collected or, if revealed, would be a breach of privacy or agency policy.

CHARGE; The commisSion/study could examine the available research on test bias. Under.
agreement to retain test- security, they could examine or commission qualified.researChers
(under, the same security agreement) to examine test items used in different tests.
Procedures used by test agencies to eliminate or reduce arbitrary bias could be examined'
and assessed.. The commission/study could establish .guidelines for determining who should.'
have acces4- to test items for legitimate research purposes.

..

.

D. Wig the proposed legislation place the use of test in proper perspective
with MFgard to academic and otcupational admissions?

Protionents argue that there is an overreliance on test scores in admissions procedures, such
procedures are .too rigid, the tests do not measure important criteria for academic and
occupational performance and success (e.g., inotiyation, interest, perserveranCe, etc.), and
that the econornic' benefits or producing cheap paper and pencil tests places an undue

emphasis on rote learning to the neglect of conceptual skills..

Opponents argue that the test agenCies advise academic institutiais that the tests should
.not be t e sole criteria for entry and postsecondary education associations have stated that
their members use a variety of criteria beyond test scores to determineacademic edtry.
TheY also argue that the test .producers have eliminated a greet deal, of bias. found in early
versions of the tests and that these tests have helped reauce arbitrary sele.ction procedures
in academic admissions. Institutions of higher education claim that the proposed legislation
could reduce the use of standardized tests and increase the use of "institution made tests"
which would likely be of poorer quality. Some fear that the disclosure provisions of the
legislation may increase the relative importande.of.testing beyond stated limitations.

10

art
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CHARGE: The corpmission/st4dy could çamine the available. r.esearch on admissions
peactices andin coVeratIon with funding a endfts,'exailne a sample of such institutional
practices. They couni also examine the ecife of ie teits and ability of test producers to
aIssess soine of the criteria mentioned abo

.

E. Would the proposed legislation increase the understanding of thelimpact

, of test coathing schools? °

Proponents argue that coacMng does have a positive effect on test perforrpance for some
test takers and that test coaching is e growing business. They argue thdt coaching schools
gain access to tests, and for those 'able to afford then), create an unfair. advantage .for

,

higherincome

OppOnents argue that the evidence on test coaching, is far gom conclusive and. that the .

.propose egislation will create an undue bonanza for cbaching school's

. CHARGE: The commission/study could examine the test 'CO-athing arena; including an
examination of th e numbers, tyPes, and effects of coaching'schools. Such an.examination
should also include an assessment Of the degree to Which test security 'can be or is' being
violated bisuch schools and the ability to coach for 'the testS'..

.

F. Is federallegislation needed 'to reveal the Mandel arrangeMenti between .,
test.producing and test administration agenCies ancl the. costs .and income .:14 test

agencies?. . .
...

'Proponents argue.that testing is a large industry dominated by a few .frganizations and
corporations. As such, they argue- that test 'agencies should be treatVci. like 14) id.utilities*.'

'svhich are subject, to° certairi financial disclosure .requirements. They elao arjè that. sUch , .

.disclosure Val reveal the main of income pver cost among the non-profit tes agencies. lt
is argued that such information would be useful in determining the heed for increased costs

'to test takers and users should the reporting: and :item alsclosure requirenient; of.. the
legislation be enacted.

...

Opponents 'argue that test agencies provide a valuable Public service. Nonprofit test

. agencies state that they use income . for a variety of purposes detigned to improve testing,: .

", Including research end.developmeni projeCtS on testa. Both commercial and nonprofit test
.agencies say that the proposed financial .diSdosure requirements. are not based nn,
substantiated.daims of misuse of the funds they receikt... They also say that thissclosure
woUld Plate them at a disadvantage in competition for contracts and that certain, rights of
PriVacy Wiji, be violated by snme of the.disdoSUmprovisions.

-CHARGE:".. The commislipntstucly could ekamine the legal and oohstitUtional,issues
surrounding the varioug I inanci.t disclosuKe prnvisions of the' proposed legislation.. Since .. ,

suck fequirements are not ind edsid" the New york -Jaw,..such an..examiriation -would 'be\

-- the 'tornmittee t *tarn:line the: ecisibility of enforcement' anP the-legal
probLefos'assotiatedVithl man dificlosuret

. G. is federal legislation-needetito' stimulate imikoyed adheflcC"tOptofssi
standards of test development druiiiie?-

PrOponents argtie that t he' cultural bias; Secrecy, end liraietitins' of 4110;edolissions tests".

indicate that protestiorN '$ta'Rclards ere'not -folloivtl, not enforced, or that it is hnkasible.,

to`deterrnine if-they ate folloWed:
"

54-133O 0 -"au - 67

\
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Opporlents argue that fen agenCies follow the requiççments of th AERA, APA, NCME
Standarsisband that no- charges of violation have bee substantl ed. Testagencies state that
they als7 adhere to their own guidelines and pre dures d igned to assure fairness and
proper development.

. ..
CHARGEF The commission/study could conduct an examination o he degree to which such
Standards areother codes of testing conduct are followed. .

legislation .necessary to increase the.federal study of admissions testing
antrto ovide increased information. to the blic d researchers who other-

o not ye access to suc ata an i orm, -
Propenents ergue.:that there is an inadecjuate base of kpoWledge and information to *duct

s'needed ',research on testing; test develapment .and the effects of tests on different
.popUlOticins. TheY.orgte that atterots .to gain. study data on cultural bias and, test validity
anct reliability is. eatler-cliffiCult btaln Or notatfailable, (either due to. its lack of .\ exislnce t a ricy.06,11CyprOrenting.dlsclature). They also argue that' test producers
have lo ga 5 dingle:11401f researChstudies and that they.only release data

ight..-tYpe.s of re,Searth
. .

.0 'nen- "artue; that t 'egeri5i already provide a gee. I creal of .olata to researchersiand
t at,, they :tont:wok:sly 4lease pOrts.,. present-papers,. and publish results . of- rtsearch .

. 'istudies On testrond teittrig. y argne.that the current form of, the legislation would place
an. undue.'burdea. tot age e1. them- tp,prciVide the government with any
study baied..on date tlitY pkov' e. restilt thg tOtagency either
reducing -their :dataliceeseer placing certain'restrictionS on. Independent researchers. They
.acsd-dann,that the legislation' is-Nague with- regard:to what constitutes "a study,.evaluation,
or. statistieta report.n ,It is ccimmon that prelinniniky draft reports are not- disclosed because
revisions rnoe. be necetfaiy following. a review period, Premature: release of .statistical

: 'tel)orto:Or;esearch stilAes ray*: usedto mislead the Oublic and policy makers.

7C1-1ARGEr.. The conirrskSionistiudi.coUld proVide, the CoMmittee.with an a§sessnient of. the,
"state' of tRe.,aiity wAregarcf to testing research. , Sitch an assessment could, inclu,de, .

, of -,.avallable data ..tOr sncir.,...studies;', the: currentritnowledge and informatiOn
limitatiOns .regardink testinW researChi and; the :availa611Ity' federal, and ncin;federals

. . support fors.och reseafcb, The analysis could also include-an assessment.of the research and
'!"Traluatien components-of thelegislation to. determl e its-enforceability arvlireasonablenesss

, va
of the study requirements.,

..
.

.-

4.1,14.
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SUMMARY .

The :post salientopposing themes of the proponents and opponents of the proposed

legislatton can be summarized as follows:

' PRO

The legislatIon Is a reasonable
federal effort to.assure due process
for indtviduals; further the public
interest, and Increase the under-
standing of admissicins tests and
their use. Admissions testing Is
dominated by a few large orgardzatloT
which have.significant influence over.V '11
individuals, academic institutions
and occupational organizations. there-
fore,. testing agencies should be.Sub-
ject.to close public IlteprOiessional
scrutiny (in a manner similar to that
required of public utilities).

CON

The legislation is a first step toward
: improper federal regulation of testing

and admissionsoprocesses. Many of
the charges leveled 4 gainst testing.
are; In effect, attern to "shoot the
messenger." This legis ation could
damage a valuable public.service which
...voluntarily does 'much of what the#
legislation would rqandate. The flew'
of the proposed legl,slation is often
vague, occassionally unreasonable .

and, in some instances, violates existing
legal protections of plIvacy; copyright,
and academic freedom.. .

The debate and discussion stimulated by these two bills has done much to Olarif y
the.issues andproblems associated with federal legislation in the admissions testing arena.

The testimony has made a significant point that we share; Thal :is, the consequences of
the central features of the legislation are not well understood. Test item security. has

'been a tenant of the testing process. Any definitive statement on the effects of test item
disclosure would be both misleading and premature. The Committee faces four fundamental
questions as they act on these bills:

.

I. Is the legislation valid? That is, will the provisions of the proposed
legislation-accomplish the purposes which they set forth?

2. Can the legislation be improved with further understanding and knowledge
gained from existing or recommended studies?

3. is such legislation necessary?

4. If so, is the federal government the apprepriate body to enact, administei,
and enforce such legislation?

1

.

4-

ot all of these questions can be answered by the fotir phenomena noted in ourstatement:
.

.

--The report Of tke Committee on Ability 'testing of the NAS. .

' --The analysis ofete recent New York law and its Consequences

--A review of the Current and.revise&Standards for Educational and

esychological Tests .
A congressionally estab/ished study commi3:11*yr mandated ME study on ) '

admissions testing. .

_
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It is our belief; however, that these events, itudies, and reports will significantly
assist the members of the. Committee In making their decisions on, the proposed legislation.
We have already provided the Committee with the names'o a number of individuais who,
from a basis of research and scholarship, are able to provi4Jexpert testimony-on the
proposed legislation. We wilibe.pleasedio further assist Ihe members and staff of .

the.Committee as.they continue their Ascussion on these Ws.
. ..

THE AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH .ASSOCIATION

contact;
David H. Florio, Director
Governmental and Professional.Liaison ,

a.

41.

10
t!,

A .! '

I

a.
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Assembly Of Behavioral and. Spciel Sc*e

CCarru

*Wendell R. Garner (C)airmin)
Dean of die Graduate SchOol.
Yale Univeraiy
(psychology)'

MarcusAlexis 1

Department of Ecinamice
NOrthwestern University. .

William Bevan
'Provost
Duke University
(psychology),

*Lee J. Cronbach
School of Educktion

:Stanford Uniyersity .

(educational psycholOgy.

psychometrics) '

*Zvi Grilichas
Department of Economics
Harvard-University

Aster Handlin
History Deparrment .

Harvard University,

leadarch Counci/

TESITN0
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in A. Novick
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Jonas
AnthropoloKY Dapartsent$

rCity Universitof 74 York

Lyle V. Jones
Dean of the-Graduaie School
University:pi North,Carilina
.(psychometrics, statistics)

Philip P. Kurland
School of Liu.
University of Chicago r

-

Burke Marshall :

School'of Law
Tali University

Williim jam. Maill
President
Columbia Univirsity '

(psycholOgy)

.04 ,

.*Meiberof the National Academy of Sciences

Depar. s4
7

0
University.of huaert9.4

. !

Miilliam Sewall 4
Dipartment of Soiiol
University of Wisconsin. ison

Janet T. Splince '

Department.of Psychology.
University ofi!lexas'

:-Alan A. Stone
-Sthool of Law
Harvard University
(psychiatry. lay)

Tanopyr

H n'Reaourdes Laboratory
Ame ican Telephone anq Telegraph Company

. (indnstrial psychology) .

*John W. /Okay
Bill Telephoni,Laboratories. ,Itc.

(statistics)

I. Salrin Williams
Educational listing Service'

(Plychology.)
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.112win P. Hollander. Study.Director
Alexandra K. Wigdor, Aasociate.Study Diractor
Susan W. Sherman, Senior It h Associate'.

Gladys H. BostUk, Administrative Secretary
1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONAIJE,G.. Z
.PSYCHOLOGIST AND PROFESSOR OF PSYC
. SITY, ON BEHALF OF THF .AMERIC'A
ASEIOCIATION''

I have been asked ,,by the

nel and Guidaice Assopiation

bills,

;;..

.1[11 3564,iiitir94Sced/bY Representative Gibboni, and

HR 4949, introdpOed by Representative Weiss and others.

T. haVe been's. member of this orfani zaii on sinc d I was in

graduata!pohool preparing to tecome a' profeasional counselor.tnd

im greatly honored to. be .asked to:represent its. mere. than 40,000

membere. .

/-*

/
icers of theAmerican Peraon-,

6 prepare' a statement On the two

1

SKI, ED. D., COUNSELINO
CiY, IOWA STATE ITNITER-

ERSONNEL AND GUIDANCE

I. have been for the last 14 years a counseling psychologisi

ths'staff of. the Student Counseling Service at Iowa. State
.

Pniversity. thks capacity, I see numerous students each week;

401(1 endeavor to use:my professionai. skills to help them with

their educ ational 'career; and perional c onc erns I :am ale o

. Profepsor of Psychology, teaching Counselors.in-training the

skills and competenc,ies..of he profession. As well, this year'I

-4

am serving as the .president of the Association for .Measurement

and Evaluation, in Guidance, a division of 'the Association,' and

have just retired as editor. of the division's joarnal, Measure-

Mont. and Evaluation in Guidance. I am also a Fellow of the

American Psychological Association, a liCensed psychologist An

'the Stata of ;owa, and a diplomate ot the Americ'en Board of

Professional Tiychology I would emphasize-my very first' stated

qualification for this tasks that I see college students; on a
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,
, . % k .

, .

derby-day basis,'SbOut their very serious and real conoeins in
.. . , , 4, .

'attaining their educational and life loald.. ..
. .

4 ..

No one can'disagree with the-stated purpOses of HR 3564 and

4p4§1 to ensure equal rights and fair treatinent:of test takers,
.

. .

.to promote'mere knokedge of.tests and admissiens uractiCes, and

toimprOve the quality of.standardized.tests. .?rofessional .

'ccmnqlors are wellosware of the anguish of seme students as

their take admissiOns4tests and many have seen instances of the 1,

isuSe of teet scores in the admissions and placemen t proeeds
f

,. endoree thesepurposes wittlait reservat On. '.

- c

A generdl reading of thebills giv srise to -the implies-

tion that t4ere are a .nUmber of specific' grievances onothe part

et-applibanis to Colleges and post-lmadtate programsmhich must
. .

. ,
. .

be aghtedo. exclusive reliance:on a test score, prOfiteering;

y the test developers, secret i-eporting codes, serious errors

computing scares-, applitations with noticeablY low validity. .

;

While testimony aecempanying early hearings onthese bilis re-' 0

eoUnted such charges, from my..perspective as a dayLtoclay.
1

counielor; and as obe who keeps abreast of the publications re-
.

lating 'to my profession, I know of no credible reports of such

abuse is widespread. Atter reading the provisions of these

bills,I conalude that they mill work far more.damage and herd-
. .

Ship than:that'which thtg gre'intended to cdrrect.

Mr. Gibbons' Bill, HR 3564, applars
j

to call 1:or twszL
.

'ihingel more .information about the nature.and purposes of the

tests, and.for certain requirements in theru

admissions testis. Many tests in current use, such .A! the

f occupational

.`

, " 1 1.
59,



Graduate Becord.EXamination or he ACTACasessme t, appear.to me
1

to'eXCeed 'the informatión equirements "of bill already.-

The ACT test does an excellent job of.pres ing-results fot the

understanding of the.test taker,: and hed goes to the trouble
9

Of imluding in its information booklet entire teat; witP a
,

correctnSwer key, end norming informatipn. 1 believe:that

other test producers could be induceds-to.come up to.this stand-

ard wlthout taking the time and attention-of the.COngress of

the United States. Concerning the occupational featUres ill Mr.

GitflPorm' bill, it seems to me that its requireMents are amply

provided for by the EEQC"regulations on emPloyment testing: Is.

it necessary to duplicate this already functiOnal

Mr. Weiss Bill;*HR-4949, is much more specific,in its

'requirements and merits more.extensive comment-. I will limit

mine.to several major.features of the bill, since I haVeread.

testiaony'from teet publishers which address many of the tech-
/

nical. and legal specifics whieh -concern them most.directly.

Much .pf the bill coneerns itself with the misuses of tests.'

Yet,' the ;proposed regulations are applied to the producers of.

. tests ,instea,&of the users. Of course, a test publisher shoulct

reasonably be expected to offer evidence of the quality Of any

test. But the re'sponsibility-for showing:the validity of a tat

'Arlf..anY spedificimtplicatiOn should rest.withthe user.

:this principle which is embodied'in the EEOC regulations on
A

::employmelit testing. Ile. low predictive utility is revealtid..in

a giyen apPlication, Alcbehooves the' user- to select a better

eat er other indicator, or to examine the nature of their
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criterion (usually first year grades) to determine whether it ie.

contributing:to the problem. Many test producers provide services

to compute these coeffioients on a custom basis, perhaps the

Manorial Institute of Education could be asked to provide

assistance for institutions which .cannot avail themselves of

**such services.

-,The till.does mit acknowledge anoth4r use of tests, which I

belieVe might be interfered with if.enacted. In.many state

"colleges and universitiesi*adMission is mandated by etate-legis-
Ile.

.latures, often on the"besia of rank in one's high school.graduat-
.

ing class. Tests whicA7E% used.for admissions purposes in other

.institutions are used to assist.in placing the new student in

courses where he or"she,may have a reasonable. expectation of-

success. Validity information in this application is mtich more

difficult to obtain owing to the slaller numbers and'lack of

torrespondencebetween the many 'courses'which are affected.

It is hard not to'conclude that the bill seeks to discourage

the use of testst While it is etated that.the purpose itato

:encourage the use of multiple predictors, the bill only asks for

disclosulteebout one such predictor--tests--end fails to address

otfier extensively used predictors, suoh as previous Arades or

rank in dlast, or lettelp of recommendation; Should.it not ask

lfOr the reliabilities and validities of these predictors to be

made Tublic.as well?
. !

Th1e New York "Truth, in Testing" law recently enacted-may

be instructive tpthe framer's of NR 4949. It has beenvepdrted

that the' tpons rs of the.pedical and dental.college admissiol.

4

rt.
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tests will not administer these tetts in New York. On the

.basis of what information will New York's students beadmitted
4..

to medical And dental schools? Grade average? .There are many.'

reports of "grade inflationi" which. would-reduce the value.of

grades in selebting atddents forkpost-badcalaureate education,

Recommendations? Personnel psychology has published many.

reports Of research which show that l'etters of recOmmendation.
,

are the least effective predictbra f performance. I am,
) . .

illtessed by the irony of the situation: Tests were first
4111v

.

introduced to correct imfaOneas in access to opportunity! the
. ,

0:--truth in Testing" laws could very well return us to that'Oid

wrong.

Although Mr..14eissYBill names governmental agencies n his'

.definition pi test-score recipients, I note that the.government

is absent in the definition of test agency. .Governmental units

of all kinds are among the highest volume test producers!

State, dodnty, ahd.municipal civil serviceotests,. th.ePACE Exam

the Federal Civil Service-(which.in my experience produceso

is mudh anxiety mmong college.seniors as the SAT does among
highoschOol seniors), and the Armed Services Vocatiani Aptitude

_....
.

Battery (whosedinformational materials appear t9 me to not meet

'the standards Of.the ball): .All of theae organizations provide

post-secondary education. In4fact, tlp appeal of the Armed

Services. is to 'continue one's education. If the bill. ia to

achieve its,stated purposda; tthese tests Should.surely be

.Covered by'ite provisions.

-Further, do the bill's spOnsorsrealize that some states
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are.both.producers.and.uetrs of'college admissions test. ran

a federal law apply to these oircumstances? Should A high school

student'be protected .nhen she or he takes the SAT,but not when

he or she'takeS the ;tate-deVenped teE)1?
A

A

T provision of. Mr, Weiss! Sill which is- most controVers-

ia, cle ly, is the disclosUre of test items .with their correct.

answers. Such a praetice'seems-quite consistent with the- grow-

. ing opennets seen in.the Freedom.of.Information Act, open meet-,

fRg laws, -theillfruth in Lending Act, and the like. Presumably

for tests, this-provision would allow Ihe.test taker to ascertain'

whether.any error has been.made'in computing or reporting 1s

"Or her score. In contrast with the i<ormation ravealed.in the

foregoing laws, any test item with its .correct answer which is

made public become% useless and must be replaced in the hext.

.

administration. As. I 'am sure the test producer's have testified,.

'and as even the rawest elementary school teacher c.an verify, it'

is a difficult prOcess to produce A good, fair, and valid test.

What is more., the reyelation of test items will without doubt lead

to practices which will reduce the range'of scores earned, which

a
in turn will reduce the Validity of the test.

'As an alternative:if a test taker suspects a sevious error.

% in her or his scorg,.could not a person be designated in a

.

school-who would receive the test taker't answer .sheet and acor- .

ing key in order to do the manual-check of the machine score?

That person could eVen coUnsel with the test:taker about the

A

nature of their wrong responses, if the test were Scored_
.

correctly, What better person could be designated than
o

the
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school' counselor, who very likely had the.responsibility for

admcnistering)thetest in the first place,.and who saw the test.

'items but whoee regard for.professiodalisM. does no damage to t4e

'future of Ithe'tett by.revealing them. Ths same counselor probably

also has the expertise to insure that the augmented information

about.the testcpuld be'used to reduce the test taker's. anxiety,

or could apply anxilty-specific counseling as well.

If the purpose of tis provision ii-educational as well,'

publication of a copy of 91e.test, as several publishers now do

and as the recent California law speciflies, should suffida.with

out the potential for damage that revelatton has.

:Several b its are attempting to prepare more extensive

;tresponses tp t /roposed legislation, National Science Founda-

tion, the National Consortium on Testing of the HurOn Institute,

.iand the Association of Measurement and%Evaluation in Guidance

are three.that I know of.atthis writing. Would it not be more

reasoned to postpone action until these groups, representing .

producers 'antusers as well as personally disintetested parties

.have had an opportunity t'o pr2dUce their analyses?

In summary, while I know of misuses of admisdions testing,

I do not believe that they are soomidespread nor sp damaging 51.

to require legislation as comprehensive as HR 3.564 and HR .4949.

I would:rather that such. legislation be based'on the findings
.,

of widely published and Verifiable Information, sudh as may be
)

forthcominvin the near futyre. If the Congress is intent upon 0

enacting such 4 law, I would respectfully. requ st that,it consider--

.incorporating the .ollowing modificattonsi

/



1. Require that the reliabilities and-validities of all.

variables used in admission's decisions be.palculated, and avail-
,

able uponrequest from the:user, such as the EEOC guidelines.=

employment require.

,2t Be certain that all tests which amused in admission Io

educational.opportUnities, particularly those promulgated by

,governmental units, are included in the coverage ofthe law.

.3'...11ncourage the..pUblication pf a sample tsst, with scor-

ing key and norts, in the infor ti= about the test which is

.given'to tett takers before th actually take the test.

.. 4.. Permit a disintereste and protessional-third party,

a Counselorto examine the 1st taker's answer shliet, attheir

request;'for soaring errors.

\
...f. , . ',...
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'PREPARED STATE/LENT OF _DR. DAVID G. STRATMAN, DIRECTOR,
UAMPAION Fon 7HE FuTuRE r

Mr. 9sairman and Members of the Subcommittee:.

,h4; name is Doctor parold E. Jervey, Jr. I am Executtve Dirac 7St:cretirryof

the Feden;tion of Shoe Medical Bo.ords of the Linited States, lncotporJed, which was

.founded In 1912. The membership consists of the medical licengkoaids of. tile Oft);

states'and thi District of Colurnisla; together with Puerto Rico, Guam,'Crthal Zone and

2the Virgin Islands. In addition, eight independent state osteopathic examining boards -

ore members and the *ten Canadian Provincial, LIcensini hoards areilliFiliate Members.

Mr. Chairman, although Henry Ford, an acknowledged genius obierved that."Hipory

is bunk";.I woZrld xespectively submit.that for ordinary mortals he who does not know

history Is condemed to repeat the mistakes of the past. Ttie history-of medical licensure

is a case in point.. Until 1968 each stafe board developed and scored its'melikal litensing

examination. 'The system was chaotic and state board exacrinatIons lacked uniformity. Ina

the majori4, of states exams were largely subjective. The test methodology wasrelatively .

,unsophisticated. It would be difficult; if not impossible, for Iwo or more.examiners, grading
.

the- same exam, to arrive at the lame scores. Reliability and venally ware terMs foreign

to the vast majority of board members.

Over the past fifty-six years, thousapds of dollars and couroless roan kours hays been

Spent by dedicated, intellkjent. individuals to create o high quality examination' whlph all

states would accept.. Through the efforof many, this goal was finally:achie;ai in 1968.

'and "FLEX' woeborn. The eponym stands for Federation 'Licensing Examinativ. The "d"

was added to make it more euphonistic; otherWise, it would be ihe "FIX" examination.

Not very dignified!

v.

re
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4
. .

. .
could'eiqslain how "FLEX".'ls Constructerd: -14';3w .the queetions ant evaluatedfar ignobility

. A

*
and how the scoring ts.denit. These issuestheve been dealt with in great detail by others and

tlietalls no need for' me fa repeat. ' IC

One Oithe problems that ttis aropissed Legislhtion Intendi ta correct: and; I quote,
. . ,

"Testing. of ler entry ink! an occupation whetistr of 'a 'profession, craft or trade,nature,

is,a critical factor gchterning the evict, flow of individual skills in interstate commeracand

#
.

; seriously- affects the .nation's capability for isconoinic grpwth". I would agree.. What Ims 7.

. .. . .

. ILEX" accomplished In resolvIng.this problem? ...

Eight satesparticied in the.FLEX program. in- 1960. In the relativeI5, ihort span of ten
0

. . S.
. . . ,

. e
years', with Florid% ntJng the program this year, ell 50states, the District of !Columbia, Canal

. .

Zone,the Virgin Wands,. puerto Rica., OuaM, .and the Province of Saskatchewan, use *FLEX". 4,
Thismeans there. Is dangle examinatlan lased 'across the ILI: 'and Its territories., The Federation

. , a _ .. -

'.: is justly proud of this ashle:oemet;t. This not only gives ?sense Of confidence hi ihe competence of

physitions enteiing the Pralti2e.af,medicine, but rertiovei barrlemrwhich existed prior to 1968.. In

. the years before,..states would recOgnize the exqmination of certain slates as being equivalerit to .
. s.

. . i
their own,.but would not accept others. Reciprocity convects were entered Into by statt. -These,

. . ..

.. ..-. -.
tn.effect, said, "You :take 'my licensee-and I'll take yours% There was no.consistant rationale as

. .
. ,. to'how these decisions were made... As a result, physicians could not move from one state to'

.
another without being subjected to-another.axamination. This was° "criticalfactor goverpIng the `- ..

' even flow ii Individual skills. in'Interstate'cOmmerce". This problem does not eixist in 1979.- With
.

thetuniversal acceptance of' "FLEX" there. IS Increased Physician, mobility. ..'.. ;

Itirii will. the proposed. *. Letgislatibn affect' the. ivinarkable. prOgress that has been ma. de in

., medical licensure"with the,advent.of "FLEX"?. '', . . ..

,r
As othersliave, testified,. the peel of questions Is limited.- The, requirement thar the candidate

:t

can request ond mustise given'a copy eyf the exam with all the. Coefect answers'anst thoso.mlssed

/
Auld, withli) a short pitiiod of .tliffe Maiieli:a force. ...By reviewirs31,isysrol. exams, any

d.
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-

*
reasonably intelligent, highly motivated individual would be able to moke'a passing store.

Tbe validity ;Ind reliability of questions and seCurity of the entire exurb would be'non-existent.

The proposed r'equireir,ents for,fee disClosure and justification are also inappropriate

in the context of tfis state'medicar boort. Obviously, the ex6ination 'fees levied by

su,ch' board) are already a matter.of record. The justification for those fees is

.
tvreadily apparent.. As arms of the various state governments, these boards are charged with

maintaining the qualification of new physkians - a role traditionaly accepted by the states.
L

.. .By virttie of &it status it would be inappropriate for the Congress toattempr to regula)e,

-or Oversee'their activities..AN is particularly the pase- since there are no alleged abuses

.

.

by the stale boards Aar Wco 1d-call for seferm; .
. ...

* Prom -thsr.standpoint of the federotidn. of State tical Boanie, the oVerriding conczn-

is, "DO-es this, committee, through 'this proposed Leallalcon,.wish to threw out the baby 'with

the bath water0 ror the reasons stated, a; well ds others, I aeoreosonobly confident, if
-41-t

these bills were passed, some of the state Medicar l boards would withetiow from die "FLEX"
.

.. .

.proororn. Sucb boards wooi once again develop -their cavn exalnindfi6ns, with all the

jnequiifes and, irrationality that you wish to Forrep. AU cif the efforts expended and progress
.

Macle'Might well cease. Medi nturri.courd well revert, back to the pre 1968 days..

AftC.2-1.
.

I would think the same cbnoeL, be voiced by such' groups as. Dentistry, Law, Nursing,

-Osteopothy and Pharmacy.

. 'The Aderation opposes- HR 3564 and 49
..e .

..-`:.;'present.form. The.; hafheen no groandsalf

es that they not'lie`possed rip their

ess to be ome lovolt.d in medical

licensure. In my. judgmentkth.e''stated MeriRous Objeetives'Will nat be achlanied. Progress

will nothsu4.

1 thanIc you, Mr. Chairmen, for the opportUnity of festifying. I will be happy to

,answer any .questiorn you or the committee members may have.
. N

4t

'
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"PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR...HAROLD .E. JEFEY; JR., EXECUTIVE PIREC-'
TOR-SECRETARY, FEDERATION OF STATE MEDICAL BbAlws OF THE

UNITED STATES, INC.

mr. Chairmanl .

.1 am David Stratman, Director of the Campaitn for the Future, an .

organizaiion committed.to the revitalization of public viratien. .

I wish to thank you for the .oppertunity.to offer testimony on

H.R. 4949, the Eplucatisnal Testing Act of 1979.

We welcome and endorse the Educational Testing Act, as an importgnt

'...-atep in providing to students and parents information about a pro-
, .

cess whidh has immense impact on.studentst education and on the

oppbrtunities which. will hp open to them upon graduation. We aee

.
the importance of this ldeislation to bp ndt only'what its enact-

pent will,accomplisill we yieW it as the opening round in what Must

become a natiOnalidebate.on standardized testings on itp uses, its

limitatienp, and on its effect on the educational process. 'Few

Al7ues strike so deeply to the heart of educational policy and

'precticeps the issuesrakd by siandardiied testing.

The conedin of Campaign for the Future is with standardized testing

.at all levels'ef education. H.R; 4949 speaks only to.standardized

:testing at.the college Aeyel and beyond. I would like o comment

.on the epecifiC issues raised by the Educational Tentinr Act, ana
.

alsote'octend the discussion to questions related to standardized

testing which.pprtain as well to elementary and secondary education.

The mbst critical questibn about any form'of testing is, "What do

74

. 54-8340--- 80 - 68

4.

9
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these tests Measure?" The questien ic imporAant becaus( it.

., brings to attention not Only the educational useUngss of-the

test, but also raises questions involved with test design and con-

struction. Wr. Robert Solomon, Executive.Vice President of 1:,duca-

.tional Testing Service, raised this question. in his testimony

.: before this Subcommittee on.July 31. The question involved is

-one cf cultural biasi

The

...the argument is made that testd Of academic
ability are biased because they represent riddle
class culture.. .These tests.do reflect skills and.
knowledge considered important in the mainstream
culture, in many jobs and in higher education.. 'hut

(lhafact that a test mirrors the common culture ip a
poor basis for .calling the te0 biased. .

case for removing the shroud of etcrecy from educational

testing. does not hinee upon the .charee of cultural bias in testing.

eStudents and parents have a-right to know on what basis their

_

lives are being directed tcward one option or another apart

from the general valiOity 02 the bases of. these judgments.

ivevertheless,.the claim that standardized.tests simply "mirror

the common cultilre" is :not true in the sense In which it i interWed

in the statement.: vie "cultural bias" inherent In standardized

testinis not,a peripharal problem, to be resolved by a simple

MOV.fication of particular test. quesitions. ,It is inherent in the

design and the purposes of the'tests. . :

e

The design'of a test is afunction of theuse for which
1 -

it is intended. .
If a teacher want:pito know how well4her students
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thave 'learned their multiplication tables, sht ask. her Students

_ .

some of the problems they have stUdied.I0That is called acriterion

-referenced test, snd is used every.day, y cAKSsroom teacher's. it %

is a useful. kind oftesting, becauae it heliJa the teabher design
,

the nett stepAil the students' instructional program. This iipd

of test 'is no.t inherently biased. ,

If a.teacher has beep told to-grade het. students on a "curve"

with- some A's, some F's, and some students'falling 1.40 betWeen, ahe

will.need to deeign a test whiCh will procude that distribution of

scores. A tbst designed to produce.'a "normal" or "bell-shaped.

curve" Is called a.norm-referenced test4 Its'purpose is not to

measure what Students know,.but to sort them.out aiOng a bell-

'shaped curve. If all ofa teacher!s.students have learned their.

multiplication tables well, SO that they would get all A's or B's

tested on their tables,.the teacher would have to design g test

that weu4 sort the Eqmpients.out.On some other basis"than their

lincoeaedge of their times tables.

1

This could be 'done in any number of iJaye7iby.presenting the

1
queetions in-confusing language that only eeme of the children would

4

understandi by making the test a speed test that some of the
, .

students Wbuld not responthto as wells...or by-testing these atudents

.on sOme differtif materil and then claiming .ttat-the children were--;

ng tested on their "mathematical ability° or °mathematics

P
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Stdndardizedlnormreferenced.tests use all ofthese techniques to

ai

.

produce test score s. that the test-makers claim reflect students'
. .

"mathematic ability",.or "Verbal ability." The standard achieve-
. ,

ment tests frequently.administered to gradq- school youngsters are

Artists ofthis type:

Tests of this type are inherently biased, because.thig are designed
. . -

te produce a predetermined distribution'of,scores irrespectiVe of

the students' knowledge of what they have been.taught. To design

'a norm-referenced test, the test-maker,must first dEcide which

students exhibit what he considers to be intelligence orachieve- /"

nent. He then designs Et set of questions at fulfill his expects-
,

tions of who is smi* -.Alf students whom he has selected perform '

poorlY on a certain question, he rejects-that.question andselects

a new one. And vice-versa: if children whom he has judged to be

poor students perform well-.on a.questionv that question is.rejected.

Questions like "What. isointelligence?" Or "Who is-sdart?" or "What

is student achievement?" are quepti,ons that the test-maker answers

Otnthe basis of his'assumpt&ops about students before he censtucts

the test designed to answer these questions.

,
Zcholastic:Aptitude 'ests apd Othermajor 'standardized college

r.



'entrancecicaminations Are referred to by their publishere as

"perforMince tests."..Whila they differ in eome reapects from

,standardiied.achievement teats, they are similar in that they aro
. .

dedigned to 841 students :out rather than to test what they know.

'4
o

In 'the case OfjpAT's, the tests ai'e designedto sort etudents in such

a way a'ato predict thbir success in college. This is their Nalme

to the'tpileges which:subscribe to the 1dtona1 TestingSeryicee

\ Services.: 'Questions areeeleoted foi the tests not because.they'
.

\\reflect soMe curriculum which all thcteet takers have shared and

\thus car{ be.expected.to know. :They 'are selected becauie those

students who tend to do well in. c011ege terldto answer them

correctly. If studentv Who have not historically done.well in

o011ege answer certain Tiestions correctly, but.students who have/

done Well do not, those quations are rejected.in faver.of.better.

'predictors;

. #.

Thus standar zed entrance exaMinations are not."mirrers of aloietY"
, . ,

in.the sense that they:?tflect the.skills and knowledge of students

from different backgrouads. They are mirrora only' in the senseAhat
.

.

they'reflect-and e e historical .patterns of secial h&erarchy.,
. ..

'They are not arrors of ao and apiAity but gatekeepers

Mreon.the paths to eocial usat. .Clasa and race bias areAnevitably 1r

part of their 'design, hecauee theie factors cannot be didassociated
* .

. .

from the predictive purpose of the tests.

4
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A critical question related to standardrzed testing ib, "What is the'

educational effect of these.kinds of testing?" This question

emerges most forcefully inoonsidering norm-referenced testing.

especially at the)elementary and secondary level...

Standardized.tests are used to. make decisions about students at.

. .

many critical junctures in theineducation. They may lead.a child'

to be labled. or "tracked" ea having only a certain levalof

.ability. 'They may influence guidance.qounselors and teacKers o

so Advise on treat .a child 'in a.certain way. They can affect a

students chances for college or schOlarshiP money. Their impact

and potential for harm On.students lives are imMense.

a

_But the sorting process and'the bell-shaped burve of theltest

.can have another effect that is of a more day-to-day and finally

more.important nature. Standardized tests are an outside "authority"

.that seems to be coding.from on.high. Parents and teachera may

feel uneoysy about these tests and the judgement's which they.

impose,,but:Still_find it difficult to challenge them.

f,
liecause the.tests compel, and legitimatiie the sorting And labelling

of the students, they necedsarily have an enor-mOuó effect on how

.'teachers And parents vidir the students', and how .the.studentsview:.

themselves.

s
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'Ale half of students tested overall, no matter how well they hav-

mastered.the material, are told that theyare "below average."

Each student is toll' by the test.that his lerformance is important

ofily.to 'the extent that he compares rgainat other students taking'

the test--eince that is all these tests.can do. (Remember that

tthe performance is based on 'Haptitude," net knowledge of the

curriculum.) .

Standardized intelligence and achieVement tests n other words;

bring into the classroomand into.the lives o the etudents 19. view

of themselvee, of ellucationo.and of each oth r that can only damage

their educational development.

A third area of our concern is with the barrier of eecrecy which

.'has been erected ardund testing. H.R..4949 speaks.pointedly to

thiSissue.

From early-childhood. through.entry into professional schoole or

'jobs, standardized tests make significant judgments about our

children. letno,portion of'the,public schoolayetern is less
4

understood than the factsa standardized teats, their assets

and their limitations.. -.Campaign for the Future is deeply concerned

-that testinc programs are teing authorized, paid for, instituted

or withdrawn and evaluated without any .broadlipublic discussion on
1

.

many.of the moMehtous issues raised by-these programs. As parenti

or.
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and-teachers, we feel it .is iMpertant to achieve 4 greater degrec

of accountability ikthe testing process-, yet such a-review or

piablic disown:49.JB 1 difficult.or impossible cbecauSe:of thev ..... .

intense secrecy tha i surrounds these tests.

Due to the mask of "security, the public has been unable to

evaluate diSpassionately the claims.of test, makers, theuses

by public school systems and instituteeof higher learnin91, or
4

the man4 reported abuses. Information about the tests and the

testing process a minimal and Is rarely shared "after the fact"

with those most intimately concerned students ind their families.

Yet these tests serve as ;atekeepers to the future for'our

children; they, develop patterns of expectationby teachers and

schdol systems that.often are totally unrelated V; a child's true

capabilities; and because the power to-test is the power to

influehce curriculum, they tenp to reinforce curriculum patterns

.that respond only to the ultimate goal of "looking good" on the

national tests. .

While A.R._4949 would by no means address these critical.questione .

directly, by lifting the shroud of sebrecy from these teats, It would.

.)for thefirst time allow-a.broad and informed debate over .-their

construction.and Uses, The debate would ailoW both the public and

the individual student to put.the tests a more reasonable perspec-

tive.

1'
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Campaign for the Future has.a further concern-with standardized .

testing which,telates tO its effect on the future of. d tion in

'the United States; Many experta:en educatiohil testing have pointed

to the history of standardized testing as a' Aevice for social

control.

:

4

Itelirst Use* boih abroad and in the United States, have been as

a.means of sorting out those-individuals with backgrounds and

Values most Ake the most powerful groups in eociety.

"gatekeeper" function of testing is to. dbrt out those wh ill

."succeed" in these terms, and 'to justify the rejection Of hose

whe'do not; As it was with immigrants in the -19I0's and 1920s,

so it if now.with the children of.the working claims standardized

testing is constructed to justify the adVancementof the

children of the middle class, andlito amsig to orking class

children e low siatusand a diminished future. The tests.justifY

in terms 6f "aptitude," "ability,'" oreven "intellifence,";what.

s in fact a'clash of values and family background. -The tests are

ti½s uSed to justify an unequal society whichlOpromises in the future
7

to'beco re unequal.

It is this historical pattern which concerns us mOst. The UBe Of

standardieed tadting has been greatly increased in'the papt several

years, at the elementary and secondary level, and promises to be

,. even more influential in childrenle lives in:the future. As

1 4
! *
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.
eeonomic opportunities diminish in what will likelY be a

contracting social hierarchy in the next decade, there will be
-

powerful pressures on the educational system'at.all levels not to

educate students but to.sort them'out, and to justify their selection

with.suppOsedly "Objective" measures. This eventuality would be

disastrous for America's children and for'the schools; indeed,

it would'mean a historic reversta in the direction of Americam

society. 1We see the premieres for increased testing to be akin .

Ao the pressures for tuition tax credits and.other attempts to

make-education the irivilege.of a few. Their aim is to.lower the

societ.Vs expectations of What its children can achieve.

(

I would like to make one further comment in support of this

...

legislation: .Critics of the bill have alleged-that i.k.4949 .

IS a measure'for further federal control of education. In fact,
t.,

it is nothing of thy)kind. What exists now in education is a 1

..,huge testing establish ment, lith immense effect on millions of .

studentsflives, which ii veil d inisecrecy'whd accountable to no.'

one. Thielegislation does not propose- goVernment regulation of

the industry! it merely would 'enforce thedemulation" by the

1

industry of its own processes by making them open- to test

subjects. The. biil does net.in rrupt the rights of private

,

individuals:. it restores them.

We urge this subcommittee to act favorably oh this legislation,

Thank you,.'W. Chairtan.

078
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PREPARED. STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL JJE.tOUE FOR NURSING, NEW
YORK, N.Y.

V.

STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD OF HEARINGS

ON ILL 4949 AND H.R. 3569

. The National Leagpc Nursing,. a coalition of nurses, other health
professionals. co and health agencies' .- 17,000 individual
member and 1, 8 cies -- .all of whom work together to help meet
community nurspg needs and to assure high quality nursing education,
respectfully submits this statement for the Record of Hearinge on
H.R. 4949 and H.R. 3569.

Il .
. .

..

NLN provide. preadmission and achievement test services to state- proved
echools preparing 'registered and practical nurses. The League als serves

'as the test service agency for.the State Board Test Pool Examination for
. both registered and practical nurse licensure. Each of the licensing .

examinations is a nationally standardiied test, administered twice a year
.on uniform teating dates. . . t

1 ,
The.National Leapie for Nursing has had many years of eXperience in ad-

futon testing in the areaa of guidance and placement of students in
c oole of nursing. The first edition of the Pre-Nursing.and Guidance

.. EXamination (PNG) for use by registered nursing prOg;ams was.published
in 1946 and an edition of this battery has been coptinuously available for
'the lait 33 years. NLN has provided a preadmiision test battery for
practical-or Vocational nursing prograins since the 1950s. Although we
understand the serious concerns of many cona)imer groups and students

.over a procedure that plays such an important role ill, the education and .
careers of many, the League believ.es that there are serious flaws In.some
of the provisions qf the proposed.legisaation. - Therefore, we wish to focus
our comments on the.issue of disclosure of test content.

. , . . .

Legislation advocating dtsclOsure Of test questions and $1,nsweri seems hasty,
. .

. .

especially considering .that the result might be the drastic reduction in
., standardised testing wiailable for guidance and placement of applicants

to postiecondary,progranis and the, subsequent use of the. Subjective criteria
.1, .

in many cases foi this.purposei

It shoUld be remembered that fairness to the examinee is the primary objective' .

of test security. The practice of treating.test content as secure material
evolved so that no test taker would enjoy an.advantage over another through
prior familiarIty with.thi Specific questions included in the test. While granting
all 'exaMinee. access to test content before testing may seem to be providing'

:fair and equitable treatment to test takers as, well, realistically this, is not stt.
,Given the wide.divereity in circuirptances for examinees, factors - not the !.

least of wiaich is econoirc - will decrease the opportunity of getting the
questions for mani.

*
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Keeping test forms secure ensures that each test taker is being presented'
with the same test proklenis. Standardizing testing conditions are necessary

.for sound test developmentand tatistical studies for equating scores fl-om ..
different editions of a particular test. The customary equating procedures
require the comparison of studentperformance on a.new set of questions
with performanece on a set of questions previously administered within.the.
testing program. One widely used method of carrying out this compariscin
is to administer, as. part of.a.new test, a sample of questions that had been
previously administered as pait of the sameprogram. 1

. ..

Only when all test takers encounter testing materials for the first time
under. eimilar gemination conditions is it reaionable to uee perforthance on
the larger body of material from which tile test is drawn. If-all such pre-.
viously administered question' had already been released and widely
circulated among examinees, alterations would be required in the equating

'process since it would no longer be possible to treat both sets of questions
as identical forpurposes of establishing the relationship between.new
questions and the previodily adminietered questions.

A standardized test is valuable particufarly in two kinds of situatione:
situations ip whili comparisons hive to be made; in which there are large

. nudfb.ers of people about whom decisiont need,to be made, but for whom the
decisinn°-maker.has no common or cOmparable data. There are a great ,

: number of situatiOns in education where comparisons need1to bT Made. One
important example is guidance anct placement of applicants to educational
programs whethet the concernis fb select the best qualified for a limited
number of available openin'gs or to allocateteachers and facilities to meet
the learning needs of prospective students in the country.

... o

Standardized tests are also veryt valnable as predictors of future behaviors..
As pert of NLN's service to test users, the League has conducted studies'
on our admissions tests to 'determine their usefulness as predictors of ..
performance in schools Of nursing. The most recent validation study or
the current edition of Pre-Nursing and Guidance Examination affirmed the

fusefulness of that instrument as an aid in making admissioneand placement
decisions for school. preparing registered nurses.... The results indicate that
the Pre-Nurping and Guidance Examination battery functions well as an.
indicator of future performance in schools of nursink, and on the licensure
examination. Although each test in the battery contributes to prhiction

4

of ecess within tlie nursing program, conduct of the study enabled NLN to
_ ide ify those tests which contribute the most.

The constructibn of sound etandardized tests is a long arduous process
and the investment of money and effortis a formidchle one.. The first

.



jep.id coestructing a standardised test is development ofthe plan
and specifications for the test. Thin'items hail; to be written to fit
the sPecifications,'reviewed, editdir, and tried out on grofips similar
to those for whom.the test is intended. Next,, item analysis must be
clang.. On the basis of the results of itenianalysis, the items for the
final form of the test are selected, or iteins may be ievised and new

items written and tried Out again. When all the items for the final form
of the test are reids' the pots have to. be printed', :a representative
national saMple must be retruited, and thatests administered to the

* sample of students. Tests must then be scored, raw .sconlis tabulated,
and norms deteloped. At this point idditional -data need to be .gathered
and analyses carried.out.to perinit determination of reliability and
correlatiOns with other measures. Manuals 'for administering the test .

"oand interpreting the results muit be prepared.

This precast! is obviously a very painetakingr. time .consumingatld costly.
one. Test disclosure would require thatportions of this, process be
eliminated or modified drastically hecause of time censtraints.and that
other portions be repeated each time atestfis administered. The most
obvious increise in time and expense 'willresult from the additiong
test items that will need tobe wriVen and readied for use. Witneis
the recent example of New Tork.Stite where .as a result of the. pkssae .

of.the Admissions Testing Act of 1979, somateiting programs a
charging as much as $5 more than' students elsewhere to talte.exa s.
The Nationil Leagtie for Nursing Would, accrue large cost increas s
with the construction Of neW tests 'and associated printing costs. Thera,
also exists the very real danger that; there will be a deple n the,
pod of high quality items. Especiilly.wheireomuch of the in ormation' 4

to be tested is of a discrete; technicalnatfte, s in.the.health, professions.
,there is limit to the number of questions' thit can'be lieveloped.

nother.very critical point thit needi to be more clbeely extitnined is
hether the disclosure provision of the iegielation, will be ablatd'accomplisb
hat it is intended to accorriplish. That is,..raksing the lest questions

alone would not be of much benefit to the ..tudent withoutlany knowledge
of other factors involVed in develdping the Veras such as therelitionship

.of hidividual queetione to the test as a .wlible or.thaleVel of difficulty
of ther itecps. Understattding this requires specialiaed training . If the
intent of tRe legislation'is to reveal the questions so students.will be able.
to identify the areita where they ar.aacademicklly weak, theo.review'
book.. are available for all the majer idmiseiona tests,and could surely
be used. forlhat purpose. II iet items are required to be disclosed, they
.will limply provide an additional.sampling Of test queetions; some of
which ire always found in review books now. In addition, most test.'
adnlipistrators already inform applicants' of the generak areas to be covered

1

.4.
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and after testing, tell him how they did in each specific subject area.
.The State Board teqt for, registered nurse licensure most assuredly
does _this.

Proponents of the legislation also believe that thettublic...release of tests
and answers could help to'detect cultural bias in the test Aems.. .

The exaA opposite situation May well oCcur considering that standardized
testing provides the data fog research .on. cultural compaiis'ons in test
performance. There is the danger, considegpg a greater availability .

of transportation, time and financial resources to white Middle class
. students, that -they wold be more likely to acquire test items and gain

more understanding of the entire testing.procedure because of having
wore support systems available te 'them. Test useri would be required
to obtain personal data from examinees beinktested in.order to comply.
with tile terms of the proposed law. Conceivably, some test subjects

. might object to providing Petsonal information - Such as family,income - in
thestesting situation.

At the present time there are many serious repercussions occurring in
New York State as a result of the Stateie new Admission Testing Law,
requiring that publighers of standardized admissions tests file test
questions and correc't answers with the New York Commissioner of'
Education. The State Education Department has estimated..that 20 of the..
26 collese and graduate school admission tests covered by tge law would
be withdrawn f m the State after January because of.,the cost of developing '
addition4al queit s. In addition, the frequency of lest sessions will be
reduced,' making iore difficult for examinees to select a convenient
time for testing. P oposed legislation would make it More difficult for
NLN to accomodate the needs. of handicapped students. .Before enacting
legislation on testing of this scope, legislators would be well advised to
take The titine to examine the implications and repercussions of "truth in
testing" in New York State.

A

11.1
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PREPARED STATEDIEIrt CHF 114V ALWARICAN 'NURSES' ARSOICIATION. .

AB the:national professional memberihip organization far registered nursea,. the

American Nurses' Association is 4edirated to improving the quality and availability

of health care seFvices for all. Americana.: A key factor in meeting these goals ie.

an adequate supply of competent nursing manpower. There is opportunity and need .

for developing and utilizing talent from all seciOrs of oursociety,most certainlry.

including minorities and educationally disadvantaged gioups.

Standardized testing performs a.critical role in cultivating thie manpower

resource. Tests are used to.identify students .of_promise to provide feedback for

continuing development in'hoth educational and profesaional praclids settings, in,

licensure to'determine ability for safe and effective nursing kactice, and in

; .

certification to ass* quayficatione in apecialized fie/ds of nursing. -Through-
. .

.national atandardpization, tests promote educational opportunity and mobility of

lrofessional workers,. While sung tea.s.should always be used in conjunction with

.

other indienttors of abilities and qualifications, we know Of no fully adequate

suhatitute.assessment method.

The American !urges.' Aesociaiion therefore wishes:to insure that aspirants to

iand.members of the profession have timely access to highly valid and.fair testing.

.programs without artificial.barriers to candidate succesa. We do not believe that'

e'
the.proposed legislation will contribUte to this-purpose. In prevpus.testimony,

othera have raised verious questiOns about the effects' .of such law, including

coricerns about-the''prospective negative impact on8inorities, quality of tests,

accessibility and costs of tests to candidates, and misdirection of.student 1

-learning( We belleve any case for regulating testing shOuld be based upon .11

doCumented need and a thorough analyeis of costs and benefits to be achieVad.

We ask that this statement be made a part of the permenent learing.tecord.

*
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PREPARED STATEMENT OE ROBERT GLASER, PRESIDENT2 DIVISION OF
EVALUATION 'AND MEASUREMENT, AMERICAN PEIYO/IOLOGICAL.

ASSOCIATION.

.The. Division of Evaluation and Measurement of the American Psycho-

1.

logical Association kupporta the,intent ofaboth y.R. 3564, the.Truth

in Testing Act.of.,1979, and,D.R..4949i.the Educational Testipg,act

of-1979, to imProve the quality and avaiplability of infnimation

about.tesis and testing. However, we do oppose certain aspects f

both bills because teChnical considerations Would'work tO vitiate the

fulfillment.of thilintent.

' 'vie support the following: First, that students and other peisone'

who-take test8 should have a sample of test items available to.them

betOre.the test is given so that they.can see the kind of items they

will be confronted with in the ictual test. Seconci, that students also

need some assurance that eheir answir sheets have-been correctly scored

and' recorded. Third, that they need to know in general about the fe-

lationship of test scores to the achievement or performance beittgi

predicted.. Finally, that the collumer needs to knOwthat the items are .

fairand of good qatity:

1 o



t
We believe, however, that none of these purpo' s ie.served by

1(

:Section .5 .of.H.R. 4949 requiring- public disckosureof all tesc items.'

In. fact ,' diaclesure oi item. Used on stindardizO teifs has many

disadvantages .(most oi which militate against the students them-

, ,

"selVW which far outweigh any pOsiible.advantages. In some cam's,

. . .

a complete sample test wtth instructions and explanations of carect

answets ii provided to students who sign.up to take the test and study

guides frequently are available for many other teete.
. -

ACcurate scoring of test results has not been a serious problem

-
Nith modern, standardized tests.' 'The number of checks and. balances

.
in 'coMputer-scored. tests makes error's. extremely 'unlikety.. Furthermore,'

it is and always has been standard practice to recheck the scoring on

a test when doubts or .disputes arise.
t

Intensive statistical data are aVailable on the ielationshi

between test scores 'and. the achievement that they are intende pre-

dict. Mks -information lies keen avail able to anyone interested lrom

. numerous and varied (ourCes includimg publications by test developers.,

4
college publications,. and the technical jeurnal literatur;...

. .

Regarding"the- consumers need to know that test items are fair and

of good ouality, we helieve ,that item disclosure will work against the 0

-construction and use of such items. (luality items on standardized tests,

.take months add even years to develop in' order to insure that..they are.

fair-I:that they validly .predict future performance, and theli../they are

14..
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IS

unambir,uoui. To disclose ouchitema,n(ter everyadministratidn'of a.

test:eventually .eould result in,the hastycons4ruction 'of new items
.

.
. , J. .

. .,
which, in all probsbileti,- Vould'be less'fair, less valid,.mbre ambi-

guous; and generally of poorer overall quality. %oreoVer, the effect of

disclosing items inevitably'would 'result irr fewer servicei 'provided, to-

tne student. For example, the Gtsduate Record ExaMinatIon.noW is given

six timea a. Year, in sdditionto BOHAI administrations for handicapped

persons and tor persono whose-religiouvconvictions prevent.their taking

tests on Saturday's. Such special services to students could be seriously

curtailed.

Additionally, we wish.to point out that-decisions.currently require-
. :

ing test scorea as one poutce of information will.continbe to be made,

and if teOts beomeless reliable and less valid,. then more sub'ective

judgMents of student achievement'and quslifications'will .be relied opon..

It is &Ito important to.realize tglat release of test items will not .

assuage the ineqUities engendered by the unequal quality of education.

Imst of the.provisions of theoe bills appear to be in the public

interest, and tile DiVision fully supports the mcNement toward more ac-

countability in testing and more public knowledge regarding how test

information-is used, At the same time, we oak the Conwelepersons in-

volved fo consider the deleterious effects that hastily Conittacted,'
nonreusable tests will have on all 'students, majority and minority stu=

Aents alike, we believe that stn'tents, themselves would be the'principal

losers if the provisions of Section 5 of Sa. 4949 were.to beceme law.

.1;

1
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we .izould , of cOurse, welcome the opportuTty to aid you in ony. way . . ..

possible towero im.prOvektents, in these bill.s:PPlease. !eel tree to contort
.':.

'-eiXher of the unoersigned to a meetir with representatiyes. of
. .

.
q..,:

6e Division it this would be tteLpful ..
, t

R40-64-44-
kobert Closer, resident .0
Division of Eva, Vaticin and easurement
American Psyetio. Ogica1 Astióciation

;.t .

-

Lorraine Eyde, Siforetary-Treasurer
Division of Lvaliiiition and Measurement
kterican. PsycholdOcal Association

y ,

0
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PftErARED °STATEMENT OF WILLIAN 'F. 4.14CelieCaq, D.V.Z1 PRIEFAEOWT,
. .

.

'. . AMERICAN )4390114.0rr Miumcul, Assocuvilm

The American ireterinary Medical AsseCiation has reViewed H.R.- 3564.and
'paesents the tollowing comments for the record of hesringe. . .

. t.

We are persuaded most strongly that testing leading to the licensing
and.certifidation of.professionals. should remaida police power of the
respective states. Or where etpriete it should.be retained by the organ-
ized body attempting to raise vorpetency level ot the practitioner-of a
discipline. We are further persumided.that occupational.groups plkviding
testing servicestathe various state.a4enbies must rehaln in tJla capacity
of servioe and advice, with final alstbority reserved to'the ap priate state ..

,agency or agendiesecharged by the laws of thet state with the sponsibility
of assessing the .competency.of candidates for.licensure, certificetion, or

%., registration.'

4

..1festing.for cOmpstency certification within the various professions
.(i.e., ipecialty boards and colleges) should remain a function of the dikci-
plina.or profession involved Until such tine as states see fit to require
such dieciplines or professions to be licensed or certifiedlothin the police
pagers of the states. . .

Wet are opposed to anylegislation which:would in any way require the
pmblic diecipsure of the examination items. Meny valid reasons maY be
pmesented in support of an item bink that prepares, validates, stores, uses
ansl-analyzet test itdms that deternine the knowledge and ability necessary
for certification of an individual to practice a profeseiOn. We belieVe.

'that the elininationet the.opportunity to continue thid practice would haVe .

the folloWing effects.

1. It would markedly increase the cost.of creating the examination',
and this.cost would have to be pegged on tethe exaninee.. In

small professions such-as veterinary medicine and the smaller
.: disciplines within it (e.g. veterinary radiology, etce), these-7-

costs to the individual would be extremely high. .

2. With increased cOsts,.the number of tines an examination could be
administered would be reduced. This would Aarkedly reduce the
opportunity noW available for multiPle state licensing within a
reasonable tine period (e.g. the first year after graduation).
This ability to be licensed in several states presently provides
for mudh greater professional mdbility. If the national board

..examination-were given, less frequently, this opportunity would be

elininated or great4 reduced.

. ,
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'Public diselosure of test iteds would tend tbward 'the development
of'new-test itaie which would.have a tendency to move toward the
triviel, and this would.reduce the validity of.the exemination.

. The OpportunityAb test repeatedly for the more critical knowledge
and skills permits a.more reasonable and practical test.which will
more nearly measure the knowledge'add skill of greatest impottance
.to the public. welfare.' '

Publit diiclosure which would'weakenandior eliminate the test'
ipso banks would have a significant.impact on small but.critical
atias of knowledge where only A few ite4Pheight be appropriate.* .

Pubie disclOsure.of such item's would pernkitmemorization of pat
rs tether thin demonstration of valid understandingand

.

know-
lsdg of euch material. .

. Publid disc*sure of.test materials 'would have an inhibiting-effect.
'.on the deCelopment of new.testing matitods. .11de ie of great concrn
to the veterinary medicalTrofession wittph hai made.eignificant"
Progress in test design ind examination-Procedures that pronase to -

be of much greater accuracTin. measuring candidate ability and skill.'

.6. Public diselosure of test materiekls would eliminate ihe.opportUnity..
to usweuch Materials for the coftification of candidates on in '

individual or small group basis since.new tests could not be ^. 4

'developed for.sUch limitdd use.. Many state veterinary medical
.. practice acts now provide 'for administering ihdiVidual examinitions .

under appropriate.00nditions. We do not wish to deny such individuald
this opportunity orbs unable tO mead such a need.

. . 4

In summary, we believe.thet there is no persuasive need for federal
legislition in the area of pccupational certification and that, in fact,-this
`is an abrogation of state &tights. Rather; we believe that legislation written
in the perceived spirit andjntent of H.R. 3654 wouli have a markedly disruptive.

. and destructive impact on such testing within and for.veteritaty.medicine,
t, we are of the opinion that the candidates for such examinations are

nefited to a greater degree by present.practiOes .than would be the case if
H. . 3564 were- to be nacted. We request thit ill those having apthority or
po6er.to influence such legislation use their position to prevend theI-
elactmont of H.R. 3564..

dt #

(
9-

Aespectfully-idbmiited,

AmetiOan Veterinary Medical,Association

di6am P. Jaokson, D.v.M., President
\

N
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALFRED B. ILLCOX, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
. THE MATHEMATIC ASSOCIXTION .0E-1 AMERICA .

Mr.'Chairman, I sm Alfred.)). Willcox, Hxecutive Director of the Mathe.-

.matical, Association of-America (MAA).. The MAA is an'organiratioo of:18,500.

members, the largest.organization in the world,devoted to the improvement

of the teachinkand content-of collegiate mathematics. Our members include

..persOns at"all leveleand In all branches of thimathelatecal Sciences, tut

theliackbone of our membershivconsiste of faculty in Our nation's 1,500 colleg,

late and university departments in the mathematical.sciences.

The officers of the Mathematical Associaion tof'America haverecently

epproved on behalf of all of our members the folloWing statement, which has

been sent with minor editorial changes to themembers of yourOcomnittee:

,

I
H.R.,.4949'

H.R, 4949, the Weiss Bill, calls for full disclosure OT all
standardized tests - all questiona on each test, together with
the correct answers.

Tte bill is introduced in the name of consumerism, but it
is certain to lead to ipereaeed.costs to the consdmer and, to .

deteriOration in the quality,of the tests.

Costsmill rise because compiemised tests will havd to be
replaced after each test administration.

Qualityliill deteriorate because it will no longer be pos-
.

sible to Standardiie tests. Standatdization is accomplished by
tepeatlng selected test questions to compare'different:forms of .

a test and different test Populations, a practice that will clear-,
ly not be possible under the disclosure ;equirement.

0
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Thus tile Weiss Bill will lead'to more expensive "standard-

..
ized" testrthat have no standards;

!for these and other reasons, the officers of. the Mathematical
'Association of America strohgly oppose H.R. 4949 and respect-

tully urge ite defeat. .k

'This Statement stands alone, and it summariies the position of the. Mine-

matical Associetion of America on H.R. 4949. levever, such a brief Position

statement necessarily.cmits most of the subtle /motile in the proposed leilela-

don. To understand our position fullymnd.ito recognize the Most serioui flaws

in H.R. 4949 one must understand these issues..

In this testimony I will amplify.the above statement in order io explain

more fully why we feel that the Weisubill would, in the long run, decrease

accessId education By deserving Americanryouth and be detrimentslln. many !rays

tit education in the. United States.
. 4

Standardized testing,.in the formve know it in the United States through

,

sUch testing programs as those of. CEEB and AC?, came of age after World War II.

.1n response to the drive to open post secondary school education to all qual-

ified-studefitC Colleges and universitiewsuddenly faced serious problems in . .

evaluating the apptitudes and training of vast members of high scheol graduates

vying for 4 limited'aumber of college openings.
Difficult choices had to be

or

made among applicents on the basis of sketchrand unreliable.informetion. High

school grades from.thOuiands oV high sc ols spread over the entire geographical .

'andeociO-economic spectra wore almost Uselessoredentials for deciding which

epplicants were.More qualified end at tat level a successful candidate zould
,

most efficiently begin studying in a localcurriculum. Colleges and universities.

faced difficult probleis in deeigningthelecurricula to fit the needs of the .

'American student and in.edvising schools how to .train'their.students better
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for enterineintu the college curriculum.

The opening of post secondary.education at all universities to.all etu-

'dents, without geographic or socio-economic restrictions, made it absolutely

_necessary that some norms be established to measure both secondarY and post

secondary.educatiOn.

Mendardized.testing-progremsVere developed to provide the only data.' -\

for evaluating aptitujeAnd training that could span both populatiOns and time.

The information provided bY such tests as the SAT and ACT.tests provided one

data coMponeni, to be added to the other components proVided by school trans-

criptsvecommendations, interviews, and anecdotal evidence-of,.speciel talents,
4

that helped colleges select, helped students know where.to begin, and helped

educational institutions coordinate their curricula.

.: Without standardized tests, our educational system would fickly drift

back toward the.elitietEuropean style in which pedigree and position pre,

,determine edu cational.opportunity. t

We recognize the dangers inherent in any large scAle testing program

which is conducted in greet secrecy end which can determine or strongly in-

fluence future educational and economic opportunitieh for individuals. How,

ever, this description does'not fit the standardized testing programs in the

United at at all. .Both CEEB and ACT have -made Tracy effort to disclose

boas much a their tests and about the grading and Acoring procedures as is rx

;

..possible within the minit constraints of standardization. Colleges and unt
1

versities have learned to use multi of these tests as one'data-point among .

many in asking admissions and placement decisions. No institution we know

alows a high SAT score io guaranted admission or a low one to deny:admission'

when contrary information is available. And colleges.and universities have not

111

a

4.
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dIminiehed.their efforts furfind newsources of information about applinarits-

becausetof the alailabiliti of standardized iest data. In short, we-believe'

that the evils attributed:to standardized testa.by opponents of these programs

° are illusory...

Standardized tests ars not only benign, they are vital national educe-

tional resources. I hive argued s in the historital 'comments above. Let

.:me nom give an ensiple of curs interest. 'I has'been evident to.colloge

and university teachers (amo others) Ivo* since'the turbUleht 60's that

something profound and disturbing las happening tO the asademi Rualifica

tIons.of Incoming freshmen., 'Classroom teachers have been relating anecdo-

tal evidence of a decline, in the apparent ability of entering students-for

,over i decade. "But the -evidence was local, or at least locally observed.
g .

The first reaction of an individual teacher or an individual department to

the perceived decline in.Wdent ibility wassto uspect that. university.

standards mpst be creeping up. Teachers iiondered whetherthey were grad-

.\
ually exilecting.too.puch of their students; deans, alarmed at depressing grade'

statistics and Increased failure rates, pressured academic departments to mind

their grading standards; allolances were made to restore.the familiar bell

curve-to its nonaef position. There was no natiOnal consensus to ease grading

.st rds. 'There wire only thousands of individual adjustments made con-
4111

ciodaly or aubconciously to meet trends which were felt but only dimly per-\

.ceived. The net etfect was as smooth a national program of grade inflation

ad could have,beep orchestrated by the most efficient and influential Educe-

tional,Commiseion:

:
Then it was noticed ihat SAT 41COTes had been declining for quite. a num-

bifof years. This obserVation first-announced the poseibility that; for.what-'

2-.
111 .

4

09
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ever compfex reasons, thejevel of raining and ability of'enteringcollege

tudents was in a real detline. -.A flurry of statistical-research on trends .

- over.time and'actoss'populations (male/female, bliick/white, urban/rural. . . ).

and a cacaphony of discussion and debate exploded on our nation. Some in-

sights on trends in our educational aystem.and in our society have emerged.

Among other things,.wm.spddenly recognized rampant grade ielition for whai

was. Standards halie begun to be tightened. SoMe basic changes in both secon-
o.

,,.dary.and post:secondary'education are 'being made to reveyse a trend that, once

iecognized, was frightening.
.

The point of this anecdote is ihat it was preaselY the-testing programs

that had been in place foi more than twenty-years, involving tests that were

caiefully -eqüpted over time and population, thatienabled uu to see clearly a

trend thet was invisible inour day...to-day academic experience. The tests

did not temediately reveal the nature f the trend, nor did they provide

sautions to the problem. But they were a vital data source - an important

national resource - that.served'our nation well in a crisis.

What does this i:ave to say about the Heise Bill? The answer in Clear

when one realizes that orie tesurt of H.R. 4949, possibly not foreseen by its

a aUthors and supporters, wOuld make it Virtually impossWe to standardize

.te-sts. Such atandardization, called 'equating," involVes comparing different

nopaationa oftest-takers by studying how they perform on selected test.items

'which must be repeated in the administektion of the tests to these population?.

.If the test populations.being compared exist at afferent times then this

volver repeating test questions at.diffeeent times, often many times ovcr.e..

. period of years. tThis would clearly be impossible if all test questions

were made public after each teet administration. '
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ithout standaedization'of tests students wouId again be prisoners of.

class, location, and time. eolleges and univeisities would once avrie be

forced to'rely.on established "old-boy" networks givit"Ifference to Orepa--

ratory schools ehose.programe are well known to the' individual admiseions

officers and using othole tried and.true but.restrictivescreening. devices.

American education cOulebe set back thirty yeare by the removal of sten-.

daras from solluidardized tests.

As we all know, the State of Newyork. has paesed.a."Truth in Teeting".law

which requires dieclosure of standardized tests. It is legitimate to ask why,
4 .

in the.lightof the arguments presented above, the SAT's, the Graduate Record

Exams, and other standardixed'testa will be.continued in New York. The*

lies in the fact that the'New York law specifically exem(ts certain types of 1

.

tests ie:g. the CEEB aChievement.tests) andtertain parts.of other testa (the

striating sections of SAT's) from the disclosure requirement. Without these ex-
...

emptions, al/ of theta tests.would 6s frozen out of New York State entirely

and Nfil York itUdents would be placed'at s'aistinct disadvantage, vie a vie

their countdrpartp in the rest of the-nation; in admission to colleges, univer=

sities, and_professional schools.

/n face,- several testing organfzations, specifically those offeiing tests

used for admiision to law and medical schools,have Announced that their tests

will hencefoith not be given in New York. Matteotti; like many others, are of

the'type for which equating is not possible by means of special "now-operationso400
. .4

iections specificall?exempted bythe New York.law. '.

.

This serves to illuettate the havoc that can be caused by a hastily con-

sstructed dieclosure law,no matter"how goOd'the intentiOns of the framers.

In

1"

m't t form the Weise bill contai.a disclosUre requirement pat-

4111
. t

4

04 .



terned after, butmore inelusive, than the requirement in the .New York laY.

It would tilers/fore be a fas more serioud blow to standardized testing. But-the'

,

fact that.SAT's end GRE'S could be saved in New York:poly by the specific ex-

clpsidn of Vega 'pprticular'tests is edequate,teatimony-tbat the operative dis-

closure provisions arepoorly conceived. .AlreadY-se are learning of other tests
.

that-thauld have been excluded..,How are the-citizens of New Yorli to know what
.

other,testing programs, Oresent or future,: mill be crippled or made.impossible

I J.

by the.indiseriminaterequilrement:of disclosure. Expanded.to a. nitienal'level..

such.a blow to a major educational resource mould.be 'catastrophic. .

In testimony to your committee, others,havedescribed additional ways in

which the Weiss Bill would harm education in the United States. Others.have des-

cribed the strong efforts of testing organizations tollsclose as much infor-0

mation about tests and testing procedures as possible Sithin%the constraints of

4.

standardization. Still others havedeberibed,the strong efforts of the educe-

tional community, through such organizations as the Americ4.Couric1l on Educe-

to review and evaluate all standardized testing progiams i the light

of present-day concerns (which we, all agree are quite valid.in,our free'demo-
1.

cratie society). We wish only to add our strong plea that the disclosure

'clabse.in the Weiss-Bill. not be allowed to tiecoOk lei). This is why we oppose
P.

the Weil' Bill. If it is defeated then pelcan perhaps consider other leiis-

latiop incorPorating some of the beneficial asp,cts of H.R. 49,49 and H.R. 3564.
.

Thank you ler your careful consideration of our concerns and for all of your:

efforighto improve aduational oPportunities for the youth of our nation.

7

, k



PREPARER STATEMENT 'or JACK J. SroCivroN. PRESIDENTJ
..'AFIROc4TION. OF AMERICAN VETERINARY .14.EDICAL COLLEGES.

.

/

"Standardized" #xaminatione az*givon for a number of reasOns. A few

of the very imiROrtant ones are: ). to establish "norms" and identify

'tholes who, 'for ithatever reason,. re at the extremes; (2) to provide some

long-tdra and continuing baiistor comparisonts which may be useful in
, evaluating the total system; a) to identify "areas" of strength and weak-

ness in the exasdnoestoth i,fldividuaily and-collectively; and (4).to
.vide anotheve/emient in the proms' used.for selection. Admissions groups

'need'all the help they o get in making iound judgments on selections to
highly ccopebitiveprograisi, And licensing boards'aust determine competency
to perform and render rOliable services to the.consuming public. In a .

purely.academic ietti 4, the'educational value of providing feedback on .

xaminations has prponents abd opponents, but in that setting there if;
,general .recognitth that suCh procedures do have educationalNalue. how-
ever "Standardid Testing" as currently conducted, whether it be for entry
tO the university or for professional, liCensure dibisions, haiudifferent
objectiVes.. The statiLand national dimensions of these examinations aIso
isiply an entirelk different set ofcircumstadess than that ter an examina-
tion in a given course in a-given educational institutioh, and detailed .

feedback is not essential.
.

Specifically,the Association of'American VeterinaryMedioai Colleges
: speaks against the Proposed legislaticobecauses.

. .

(l) We ire not convinced that such isroposals would solve anY ills .

- that are perceived .as currently existing. In fact, suoh-legis-
lation Would.be complicating and counterProddctive to the Overall .

objictives of standardized testing as currently practiced. '

$

,
-.. (2) The body of knwoledge is extenSive and sampan% is essential.

;Al. major and important concepts are tested for In
new test items would tend toward the'trivial i questions and

examinations,

answers Were routinely pubrIshed. 9

(3) Flexibility would be greatly:reduced.' Students now have ad.
,opportunity to take a 'number of.examinations in varied. locations

it.various times. For example, the Veterinary Aptitude Test

(VAT) is currently offered 5 times per year. There would be a

movecto many fewer offerings per.year and in the instance of VAT.

... probably to once per year. .

tC'tha
.

group.affected. For example, mopt high schooketudents'in the
United States take the SAT and/or AcT Tept, ankthere is a
.relatively low defoloOment cost.per student is coepared with
those teats for many, many fewer examinees, e.g., human medicine
and MCAT and veterinary medicine and VArwhere the development .

cOst.yould increaae significantly._
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:

There would be a great waste Of professional tine in'the
J. redundancy of new examination oonstruction, detracting from.

the ability to evaluate, analyze, and improve.

(6) The tendency tO produce a "levelling effect" in test performance
-it a grave Concern, since the advantages of innate ability and
concerted study effort-onm broad front would 'tend to be negated.

fairness, objectiviti, and.capridiousnesig are not in contention as
these are fundamental and obvious conderns-of society. Examinees need to
know the mature.and use of examinations and to be assured that test.aCores
accurately .reflect performance. YeedbaCk on areas Of strength ana weakness
ihould.be available. WS believe testing services are.sensitive to these -

Matters' and ire mot just the- money-mongers'some try to make them out to be;
Howeverthe profit motive is as realin providing services- as it is In
selling hard merchandiXe, and the free enterprise system., if it ie to obtain,
cannot be battered and.beai by the very hand that it feeds.

Evaluatiowis as fundaMental to the educational system as the- jury is
to the.judicial system. An examinationi.which is anmvaluation device, is
an exercise to determine a person's.knowledge, ability; and qualificatiOne .

iMa prescribed area which'aiy be rather broad or rather limited in scope.
If a person has bOth the questions.:or problems and the answetp, there is in
effeot no examination; and thelundamental objective of the Jhole process--
evaluation--is negated. .That the system is imperfect is recognized and
admitted, buf so is 'the political'syste, the judicial system,-Or any other
system davieed by imperfect people. Before.the system is radically manipu-
leted it should be understood as it.is being used and mith recogni-.

,-tion Of what radical changer will accomplish.
1

. .

,Ae participants and educitorminm health profession field, we support
the concept of 'standardized testing. Concurrently it should be emphasized

ythat such telt@ are not the only criterion, used In Arriming at judgment.
-decisions which.mUst be made. Rather, test results are combined with other

,4Cademic-and sociological dattto provide a breadth of inpOt in helping to
evaluate ability and. motivation. Discriminating.elements need to be honed
and.regined and not blunted or made more diffuse.

. - .

The Association of American-Veterinary Medical'Collegemcan see no
:benefit to students, the general SOblic,' educational in titutions, or the
educational testineindustry" from these' bills, and:we tion whether
the bills would have tpa effects claimed by their pr 'tents'. We believe
it is necessary to ildeet these bilpAn.order to pr4 rvp, the systems. of
.viedUetemedical. Mat piiIhnemNttro,misionaltlifistn in ex...now exist

.

n

I

Aespectfully'rubmitted,

Association of-Aberican Veterinary.
Medical Colieges '

Jack 3.-Stockton, D.V.M., ilssident
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OP*. ARCiIITECTURAL
. . . REOISTHATIoN NoARDS

-

1. The.NetiOnal Council of Architectural Registration Boards -
lb* National Council of.Axchitectural Registration Boards (NCARB) is a
*non-profit corporation whoWaly'members are the architectural regis-
tration-boards.of the fifty states, the District of Columbia, Puerto
'Rico, Guam and the Virgin'Islands. 'NCARBts principal funttions are to
foster uniformity of laws relating to the regulation of architectural
regtetration and practice i4 order td'facilitetethe free flow of Pro-
fessional practice.in interstate commerce. Its.activities are more
tally described in.the Appendix attached and entftlad,-0Bow Architectuial
Registration Boards Work Together..."

... .

2. The Architectural 41Aceneing Examinationa - The States And
Territories whose architecteral registration boards comprise NCARB'have,
beginning in 1891, all enacted.statutes regulattng.the practice of A
architecture and creating the state registration boaids to enforce tHe

4respecitive State laws. 'Common to the registration procedures of all. 'of
....the States. and Territortis is the requirement that all candidates for'

architectural registration pass Certain licensing.examinations which-are now
- prepared bY NCARB with state board participation and are adopted for ise
by all state boards, a probess whith has been judicially rebognized and -

. approved. Henkes Fisher, 314 F. Supp. 01.(1970), aff'd., 400 USto,
985 (1071), .

The Profissionai'ExaLination consists of two parts. Part A. is
. . .

a design examination'requiring candidates to demonstrate their competence
to produce a graphic solution to an architectural design problem. Part B

. is a two-day, 16-hour-multiple choice.examinetion'which poses to the can-
didate actual *chitectutal practice situations n which hts Or her
abilities to eXOrcise value judgments ate tested and evalAated. This :

examination is giVen in !mt.-sessions-covering the following fields in'
. the context of aspecific building project:

(a) environmental analysis - covering the natural and Manmade
sutra:Wings, relevant laws,.and the.dommunity setting:

covering-overall planning of(b) : architectural programming
the project: A.

design and.iechnology coVering detailed design of the. 1

.prject: an

(d) construction -.covering cOptract.adminiritration, construc-
tion manegement, constructlion methods, and materials.",

Cihdidates mustechieye a minimuM-score on
4
each of the four Nitta in order

to. pass.
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Candidates Without an Accredited degree are also required to
take the Qualifying Test, a two-part 22-hour examination diviOed into !
the following sections: architectural history; structural technology;
materials and methods of 'construction: environmental control Systems;
And principles of site planning and Architeptural design. All sections
Are- multiAle choice. As with.the Professional Examination, a minimum

. score forlpaqh separatelpart must be.attained.. .,e

. . .
. .

Through. WCARB, the content pf these.exams is reviewed con-
tinuouslY by representatives of boards around.the country. Educational
Testing Services of .Princeton/.New Jersey, serves as testing consultants.
IA 1977 an independent panel of internationally,recognized architects'
in practice and in education reviewed the objectives of the Professional
Examination in order to verify that the 'examination was reasonably related .
to the areas of knowledge-, skill and'ability being tested.. This process
will be repeated periddically to ensure that the 'examinations do their
job. . .

!
.

. .

Part.B of the Professional Exam is written by the members of
NCARE's Professional Examination Committee. For .the most part, the
exam writers are oracticing architects; a few of them are educators.
Nearly all Are drawn from the NCARB's member registration boards,.with
geographic representation through the country. -

. .

' About 30 architects serve as exam writers each year'. They work
without bompensation under the'supervision of a Chairman and foui .

Coortinators. A coordinatbr directs the wdrk,of seven or bight exam
writers on each pf the four' parts which comprige the Professional Exam.
The NCARB- gxaminAtidns.are more fully described in the attached Appendix
entitled, 'The NCATB Examinations--A,Summary RepOri of. Their Preparation
and Setting of- Passing Scores."

3. H.R.3564 - NCARB ur 9 s that H.R.3564 be giyen unfavorable action
111by the .Congress. H.R.3564, a ill-introduced by Congressman. Gibbons of

Florida,."To Require All. Educat onal Admissions Testing CondOcted Through'
Interstate Commerce, and AlA Occupational Admissions.Testing (Whilph.
Affects Commerce) to be Conducted With Suffibient Notice of Test Subject
Matter and Test Results, and for Other Purposes," is flawed in three
basic tespects: first, it establishes federal"jurisdiction over the' .

entire range of all occupational licensing which heretofore has been a
local matter left to the individual states; secondi it establishes federal
ocCuofttional licensing policies (and the precedent for such pofibies) .and

oust,: the states from enforcing inconsistent or contradictory occupational'
licensing Roliciesi and third, as with nearlY all sweeping declaratimia
of broad principles, this particular' bill establishes requirements which
are ambiguous and difficult to properly administer and whiCh invite need-
less ind disruptive, litigation on-the .part of disappointed Candidates for
architectural licenses -- of whom there will always be Some.-

!. -

11 Oa ,
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A. Creatih g. ederal jurisdiction over occupational liceniing
is'unwiee

: Since the-early-days-of-the-Republie, it-hae teen a recognized'
_aidi accepted funotion of state gOvernmentsbo regulate activities which, .

even though formally private in nature, nonetheless affect the public'
health, safety.or welfare. One. aspect of this role has been the.regula-
tion of the.professiOns, whose membeki'are-proper1Pconsidered to have . .

.special responsibilities to the public:as well as to the individuals

"regulation. wee set forth by the U.S. 'Suprenre Court. in v, WestDent
receiving services. . The essential rational" and standard for such.

Virginia, 129 US 114, 122 (1889), whenthe Courbsaid:

The power Of the state tq provide for the lg.:Lel:Welfare
of its people authorizes it to prescribe all suoh regulations
ad, in its judgment, will decure Or tend to seoure them.againat
theconsequences of ignorance and incapacity as well as of -.

deception and fraud. As one meins to this end it has been the
practice of different States, from time immmmorial, to exact in
many puricits'a certain.degree of skill and learning upon which' -

the community may confidehtly rely, their possession being
generally ascertained ugon-an examination of parties by competent
'persons; or inferred fram a certifiCate to them in the form Of. a.
diploma, or licensefromAn institution.establisbed for instruc-
tion on the subjects, tcientifAc And etherwise, with which such
.pursuits heVe to deal. The nature and eXtent of the qualifications*
required must depend primarily upon the judgment of. the State as
totheir necessity.

, . NCARB does not know ill of the ocCupations for which all of the etates
now administer some form of "aptitude or achievement examination, whether.
Vritten or oral, and linoluding) Any objective multiple choice, maChine.
scored,essay,. practical,'performance, or demonitration examinations" ./

the definition of an Oecupational admissions Iltest" to Which H.R.3564
applies. .We suspect, howeveri.that the list Je nearly endless, and
groWing each year. The precedent established by enactment of this bill
would therefor extend federal jurisdiction in a massive reach over a
multitude of professions, occupations and trades.

/

We do not hold any particular brief for this growing list of regu-
lated occupations, and believe in each instancs,(before subjecting An
occupation to regulation) that the states.should answer thetwin quedtions

.Ofhow suchretulation. will protect the 'consumers of services Tendered
by the practitioners, and how such regulation will protect the public at .

-large
. We believe that in the case of architectural practice,Appro

priate regulatiOn both protects coniumers who might otherwise be vic- (

timized and the public who might otherwise be.injured.

But the particular standarda, including testing standards, which cad
most effeCtively protect the public interest is a matter far better left
with the states. 'Establishing.atan4ards for entry into professions and
occupations-is A.subject partiCularlY appropriate for exerdiee Of .the
states'. traditional polioepowere. The diversity'of different regions.'
needs.and the.differing perceptions of the public interept_can better be.

z

. .

4 0... 40 - 70.

4'.
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accommodated at the stet level. On the othe hand, establishing
Uniform federal standardj regulating occupati nal entry seems almost

. ,pertain to require that/there be a single vie of the public interest
hat submerges the different regional needs d the perCeptions of
people in a given locarty. ..

.

,

\

B. The new-fede al jurisdiction wOuld.su plant state jurisdiction
over subject matter noW regulated.

. N.W.3564 addres es two subject.mat er peas, one. -- education testing
net now generally subject to any govar al regulation, and the Other --
occupational testing -- presently subje extensivegovernmental regu-
lations. For all o the reasons mention lsewhere, we question the wis-
dom of. this bill, b tlif the Congress feel'that there is sufficient need
to broaden federal uasdiction'testing generally, we suggest
that it give prima attention to such testing as is now subject to no
regulation.

Architecture
.they are now. the
not merely bad pr
inconsistent stet
each.applicant be
.of error qr the
basis of ixperiM
requirement, it
tests be verifie
or measure knowl
.ragistration boa
is'unclear hoW
verify -- then
and could there
a particularly
the Professiona
be minimally co
for such design
demonstration e amination" covered by the bill's definition of "test
(Sec. 2(3)): Yet weare at a loss to see how staile'registration.boards
candetarmine "Margin of error 'or extent of reliagglity on the basis of
experimehtal use," andAive the required notice tO applicants for
architectural incensing.

;In a more lirect manner, N.R3564 prohibits a'particular method of .
gradtng tests. Sec.' 6(c)) Inthis respect also, the bill would supilant
all state policies/which are Inconsistent. ,

C. The bilys ambiguities invite.needless and disruptivelitigation
An the ederal courts.

The most critical andoiguity of H.R3564 is found n Sec. 6;,a) (3)
noted above. None of theme terms refledt a common bod of meaning and
general understanding in the testing.field generally; they have even
less meaning when they axe sought to be applied to particular occupa- '
tional tests such'as architectUral tests. Moreover, there/9 no federal
authority given rUle-making responsibilities to anlighten tile state--
occupational licensing-boards through regulations as to the proper
meaning of the "reliability" requirement. Instead, individual Federal .

licensing tests are Clearly covered by this bill,. and'
ubject of state lawin all the states. This bill is
cedent; at least in two reepects it could supplant
law policies. fn Sec. 6 la)(3), the bill requires that

provided with a written'notice containing "the margin
tent of reliability of. the test, determined on the

ntal Uses." ',easing the ambiguIty of thiS mandatory
ppeaFs at the least to require that all occupational
ingWome manner in terms of their.ability to predict

dge or aptitude. -And being mandatory, ifen architeotural
d had not Verified this by experimental usage -- And it
perimental usage of differentyearly tests_could so
could mit give notice of this required inTormatibn,
r not give theexamination. This requirement presents
cute problem regarding the design portion (Part A). of
Examination for architects. We believe architects must
petent to eicpress themselves graphically, and testing
competence is quite clearly "practical, perforMance, oi

v
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Dietrict'Court JO will .be left to decide the Congressional intent
.on a4pase. bY case sii. And in almost all instances, thd decision.
,Will bave to be Ma a by.the judge (and responded to by the state .

licensing 'board) Under the severe time pressures of ad application fOr
.'..permanent.or temporary injunction. (Sec. 7(a))

i

..

We cannot state that no grading errors-have ever occurred ih grading
.the architectural examination, or:that the test format or questions 'cep-
Rot' b4 improved. i Each year literally hundreds bf hours are given witpik..
out compensationby practitioners, edu'eators..and others whl are the

.state officials rving'on NCAMB's.member state boards to assure that
.. examinati ns acc ately 'and adequately test candidates' knowledge, skill

and ability in ap lying professional ievel judgment.to architectural
.

problems. . .. % ! .

There is a substantial bo4y of case law which over the years has
developed to protect candidates for occupational licensing against
arbitrary and capricious actions or other violations of their due process
rights. The majority view has been that in the absence of arbitrary
or capriciousthactt, failing candidates' rights are,sufficiently pro-
tected if ey ma retake the failed examination. Tyle; v. Vicke ,

517 F. 2d.1080, 1101 (5th Cir. 1975) cert. den. 426 US 40 (1976 ) ;
Singleton v. La. S ate Bar Ass'n., 413 F. S. 1092 (E.D. La. 1976)0
'In Re Mead, 197! M4rs. Adv..Sh. 599 (4a. 1977). See, Detroit Edison Co., v.

L.R.B., 47 U.S.L W. 4233 41970); Henkes v. Fisher, supra.; Whitfield v.
no s Bd. of La Examiners, 504 F. 2d 474 (7th Cir.. 1974)0 Chaney

tate Bar of Ca1ifornia, 386 F. 28 962 (9th Cir. 1967). NCARB su m ts
that thLe eyolving body of law offers more appropriate protectibf for

I

. disappointed candidetes then does H..11.3564.
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HOW ARCHITECTURAL REGISTRATION
BOARDS VOW TOGETHER

INTRODUCTION

. This document has been prepared by the archi-
tectural registration boards of -the United States in
an effort to acquaint state !rigid/ars and members
of state executive departments with the process by
which architectural registration boards work to-.
gather. It explains the inter-relation of the state
boards and, the National Council of Architecrorel
Registration Boards ("NCARB") which serves tr$ a
national forum for its member boards.

THE NATURE OF ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE
AND ITS EFFECT ON REGISTRATION

It is important to appreciate, at the outset, the way
in which architectural practice In the United States
differs from that of matt of the other learned
professions and how that difference his afflicted
registration.

While the regulation of the practice 'of archi-
tecture, like other learned professions, isremitted to
the states.by tradition going back to the nineteenth

'century, the architect Is typically involved in
interstate commerce in a way unparalleled by other
professional groups. It is true that lawyers, doctors,
and accountants require some measure of reciprocal.
licensing .in order to permit the lawyer, doctor or
accountant to move his practice from one state to
another (without the necessity of submitting himself
again to the full, Nnitial licensing process). These
professions rarely, however, riquire the capacity to
Move routinely across state lines. Architects, on the
other hand, customarily do their work in their base
state and surrounding *tides; and America's larger
architectural firms -have a prectice which is national,
if not international, in scope.

Of course, each particular state is concerned.with
the quality and ssfety of buildings constructed
within its borders. Each state his as keen an interest
in examining the Qualifications of an architect from
another state coming in to do a project as it has with
regard to the qualifications of an architect.resident
within the state.

The process by which an epplicant is edmitted to
registration in his base state is eppropriately
substantial and extctind. To require that every
architect seeking to design a -project to be built in a
state other than his base. state comply with that
Substantial procedure:Would seriously obstruit the
dapecity of architects to move from state to state.
Both architectural registration boprds and, the
profession at large early recognized that there was
no Place in the syStem for -the local protective

'BM gi'

instinct which sought tO obstruct the free flow of
practice from state to state. In general, there has
been nearly unanimous recognition Of the notion
that it is In the interest of the public as well as the
profession to facilitate interstate practice.

Thus, each statewas charged by its legislature to
protect the public health, safety, and welfare by
examining the qualifkationeof Persons who were to

..ba permitted---toriellgrritffectures witElt7 that
Jurisdiction. At thi saMe time, there was a .cleer
understanding that the public interest required that
the practicing architect. be free to move from state
to state in order to practice his profession. The first
solution to this Medina wog to provide in state
statutes that an architect registered in his base state
could come into another state if the base te
permitted the second state's architects similar to
have actess to practice in the base state and 1 the i

standards for registration of the base.state were no
less than the requirements of the second state. Such..
a solution broke down in two respect: First, it was
exceedingly .difficult tor an individual state to
scrutinize and evaluate the requirements of every
other state. Second, it was diffiCult to asiess
whether another state was opening Its doors to
architects from the host state. A state board heard
of aggravated cases only, and often thOse cases
overshadowed the goodfaith reciprocity Which may
have existed.

4 mikh more ef fective solution was to provide a
national clearing house, controlled by the boards of
the Several states, which would evaluate and
recOmmend candidates seeking regittration in a
second state. -This scilution, however, posed still
another problem. If there mit an infinite variety of
standards among' the fifty.five jurisdictions, could.
any state board, charged with protecting its citizens,
allow a national clearing house to make judgments
concerning the equivalency of standltds? .

. The registration boards ultimately succeeded in
resolaing this problem to a large extent by creating
the NCARI3 as a forum for the joint developmeht of
normative standards for the nation. Thui, the
member boards irs a group, acting Through the
NCARB, study and 'recommend Standards for
training and education which, .when adopted by the
member boards individually, become the NCARB
standards for granting its Certificatea doCument, -.

.evidencing the NCARB's affirmative recommen-
datibn to a member board that the Certificate- Ax
holder is qualified. In fact, the process has worked'.

.All states use the. national examinations developed
by NCARB:, All states recodnize the NCARB' Certificate as evidence of an applicant's qualification
to practice. Many states have adopted the NCARB

if



training and aduCationol standards as their oWn
stenderds kir registration.

0
WHAT IS f,,CARB?

. .

In 1919, the architaCtural bOards of I handful of
states, re:Ognizing the ROW= posed by inter.state
practice, met to discus, tbe formation of a national

.organiz On. These diedussions resulted In the
es*ablishjh.nl f the National Council of Archl.

.lectural egistration Boards in 1920.
NCAJIB, lOcited In Washington, D.C., la a

membership organization established
undei 4. laws of the State of lows, comprising the
rigiftr4lon boards of the fifty states, the District of
Cokim,i, the Canal Zone, Guem,.Puerto Rico, and
thWginlalandi .

It lo important to emphadze that NCARB's only
nillfrOrs ore the legally constituted architectural
registration boards. Only the boirde forn3ilate the
rules and policies of the NCARB, and elect its
directors and officers. To be elected a director or
officer, 'candidate must be ctirrentlyserving on a
member board, although he may subsequently be
ieelected or elevated to I higher office at a time
When he may no longer, be serving on his State
board.

The chief activities of the NCARB can, for
conveniente,-be divided into two general areas. The
fkst 'area Comprises thew services rendered by the
NCARB to its 4nember boards, including the
development of . the. registration exams to. .be

, administered by member boards, the development
of reqommarded educatiOn end experience. sten-

. dards which ay be adopted by member hi:lards as
the standerds to be required -of candidates for

. registration, and the development of recommended
standerds of professional conduct which mey be
OoPted by member boards pursuant to the

power generally found In registration
tutus.
The secOnd category comprises servicei to

registered architects, the thief of which is the'
; .'.maintensnie of a nation4e system, based upon

the Certificate issued by the NCARB, by which an
architect registered in one state is edmitut to
practice in another state. This system, perhaps
unique to the profession of architectUre, has evolved
oyer the years and represents the principal path by
which architects are able to conduct their practice
beyond the botders of their base state.

In its most recent fiscal year, the dues collected
from its member boards comprised less than two
percent of NCARB's gross reVendes. NCARB's
charge for the national examinations and stsociated
charges comprised opproxiMately thirty-eight per-
cent of the Council's gross revenues. Nearly sixty
percent of the gross revenues of the.NCARI3 Came
from registered architects Wing -the CounCil's
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services in connection 'with interstate practice. These
figures underline the rather unique position of the

, Council whin compared with similes national
councils of governmental organizations: while the
entire control of the NCARB is in the hands of its
member state boards, over half of its reienUe is
generated from the services it affords private
practitioners

HOW NATIONAL STANDARDS ARE DEVELOPED

NCARB snoops in extensive work by commiftilififir
; develop the recommended standards which wing

discussed above. The committees comprise memberi,
of NCARB's member boards. The Committee on
Procedures and Documents re-exemine each year the
standards for training and education; the Committee
on the Intern Architect Development Program is a
major effort to reexamine the procese by which

' young applicants for reforation develop adequate
training experience; the various examination-com-
mittees deal with the.. Qualifying Test and the
Professional Exam; and the' Committee on Profes-
sional Conduct is presently making recommen
dations to all member boards concerning a Code of
Professional Conduct which the mentor boards may

, edopt by regulation. In this Neal yisr, thirty-seven
states have members of their boards participating in
this 'committee work. The States without wird-
Cipating cothmitteismambers this year will doubtless
have participants in the next few years, for it has
been the consciOus practice of the NCARB Board of
Directors, who Sepresent the member boards and
whiz come .from eech geographic aree of the United
'States, to constitute important committees in such a
way as to be sure they reflect a broad geographic
crosesection of member boards. .

During the year, the committees 'deliberate on
their areas of relponsibility. In cases where outside
consultants ere necessary, (e.g., testing expects, legsl
counsel, educational experts, and the like) these
consultant's pe retained by NCARQ to assist the
committeehe work of the committees is reported
periodically to the NCARB Board of Directors.
Every important policy consideration, including any
important change In the standards to be recom-
mended to the member boards, passes under the
scrutiny of the Board of Directors.

. In addition, policy matters are reViewed in the
separate meetings of the Regiorigi Conference/ of
the NCARB. Each member boerd ls alio a member
of e Regional Conference, which is 3/geographical
grouping of boards; there ere six "Regional Con-

two meelinOs ich are crucial to the
ferences. The Regionalv.Vnf graces hold at lust

process. These regional meetings are frequently
source of new policy proposals as well as en
occasion for study of outstanding matters. Typi-
cally, national officers and staff personnel attend

a ,
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est regional meeting. Their task is to provide a
&ailed picture of proposals which ant expected to ..

irspu:starilitted for vote at the Annual Meeting. These
s are discussed and frequently modified at

the regional meetings.
At host thirty days prior to the Annual Meeting

in each' year alf matters to be voted on must be sent
to the mamba boards. This requirement enables the
member boards to deliberate themselves on the
questions to be raised at the Annual Meetinif

At. the Annual Meeting new policies to be voted
on iiRs presented in detail. The chairman of the
committee responsible for such policies is given
ample time to present the proposal to the entire
Annual Meeting. They we informally disctissed In
regional meetings held et the time of the Annual.
Meeting. Frequently the committee Chnirman or one
of the national officers is invited to join the regional
meeting to answer questions raised by region
Members. Thereafter, the policies are debated IR
plenary session.

When the issue comes to a 'vote, each member
boardhas a single vote. It has been the tradition of
NCARB that no mai& policy changOeput into
effect when supported only by a narronajority.
All such changes have been held in abeyance until
there is substantial consensus in favor of the change.
The membership is always sensitive to the fact that a
change in the standards for the NCARB Certificate
effectively changes the rules by which a registered
architect is free to prectice in another state; If a

'single state refuses, as a result of the change, to
accept the NCARB Certificate, the entire structure .

of interstate robistration may be Gndermined.

surAMARY

The foregoing underlines .the Importain told- bf

NCARB as the forum through which its member
boards affect national registration policy. At a time ,

when responsible state budgetary authorities art /4
seeking ways to Mute the cost of government, it is
useful to emphasize the unique utility of th .

NCARB for its member boards. As en example, it.
commonplace for items of "outofstate-travel" o
be the first victim of budget reviewers. While r9any
such Inter.governmental agency meetings are'tTheful
only as an educational experience (exchange of
ideas, staying abialst of current s), the
NCARB meetinfs inevitably affect the licy of
registration In eachmember boards' sover
No sate can afford to be absent when changes in
standards are discussed and adopted. While it is true
that e particular state mry refuse to adopt the new
Standard when considering an application from
another state, if it does so persiste tly, It runs the
strong risk that its own reglstranI will be barred .

from practice in other states. In sort, the delicate
national system of 'mutual rect and comity .

among the registration boaids of the Wier! Ion states
survives only because, to date, substanti Ily ell of
the states have recognized the importance of the
decisions taken by rnemr boards at NCARB
meetings.

'As another example, many state government
officials question their..board as to why it should
defer, In any way, to the ludgrnents of a substantial
number of the boards of sister states. Each state is
sovereign and can make its own judttnent as to hoe;
best to protect the health, safety, and welfare of its
habitants. No one denies the validity of that
proposition; but no one con deny either that the
free flow of professional practice throughout the
country requires a sense Of mutel respect and
comit9 among registration boards. It is through the
forum of NCARB that the delicate belance 'la
mai nta I ned. , .

,

ger.

,.
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APPENDIX D-THE NCARB EXAMINATIONS

A SUMMABY REPORT ON THEIR PREPARATION AND
SETTING OF PASSING SCORES

1. BACKGROUND 1

Before the uniform multiplerthoice testing forinet
was developed, Registration Boards wrote their oWn
individual examinations. These were gengally Of the
essay 'type. Each hoard graded its own papers and
established Its own criteria and standards to deter.
mine passing papers.- Tha subjects 'coverea in the
examination 'followed a syllabus recommended by
the NCARB,,,but the content of each examination
was determined by each BOard. The passing scores
lbr each section of the axamination varied from 60
to 75; however, passing As determined on the basis
of thetoel examination and of achieving a percent

; age (e.g..s.60, 65., 70 or 75) of a possible 1,000
points. ,

In the late '50s, NCARB began investigatingthe
uee of the multiple-choice format for the seven.part,
four-day, 36-hour examination. The first multiple .
choice tests were used in 196Z end by 1965 all
portions of the seven-part test except for the two
graphics tests were cast in the muliiple-clioice

4 A format.
The required passing scores for these tests were

determined by the members of the Member BOards
meeting at the 1965 NCARB Annual Meeting in
Washington, D.C. The procedure called for the dale.
Oates present to evaluate the questions in each of the
tests and to rate the difficulty of each question for
the minimally grabbed candidate. In addition, each
delegate was asked to `indicate his professional
opinion as to the percent of the lotal number of
question's the candidate should answer correctly in
each

we
order t9 pass. All data were collected '

and eValu , and tte exam passing standards re

establi .

In 1968, further research by NCARB led to the
development and implementation of what are now
known as the Qualifying Test end the Professional
Examination. These two examinations became eftec.
tive In 1973. (149te: The ,Qualifying Test was ini.

'belly entitled the 'Equivalency Examination.)

*lb

2. EXAMINATIONS

The .Qualifying Test is designed to test the candi-
date's knowledge, skill and ability in the fundamen-

, Nis of the art and science of the practice of
architecture
The Professional Examination is designelto test

thescandidate's knowledge, skill and ability in apply-
ing professional level judgment to architectural
problems and their ability to syntinsize all teehni.
cal, programmatic and aesthetic aspects in .the reso-
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lution of an architectural design problem as related

.

to the practice.if architecture and the protection of
the public.
A. Test Developtnent Bockground

*s. 1. OptilfyIng r
Before a subject areas were defined or any
test quest ns written, an exhaustive study was
made to determine which subjects form the

. core of knoWledge, skill and ability necessary
fOr the Pra4tice of architecture. The Commit-

.. tee assigned to this task concluded that the test
should be designed to elicit a level of knowl .
edge, skill_;and abilities equivalent to that of a
student Abut to be graduated from an 'added-

.
ited program in architecture. .

Preliminary content specifications for the
lour subject areas of the 9ualifying Test (His-
Iory, Structures, Materha and Methods, and
Megienical) were prepared by the Committee.
These test specifications were then distributed
to all schools of szl4ecture with accredited
programs for their, r and comment es
related to the content a depth of coverage of
each subject as taught in the schools.

Additionally, faculty members from the
Schools were requested to submit copies of
thelr final examinations as well is a number of'
multiple-choice test questions for the Commit-
tee's review and possible use. The information
collected from the schools were analyzed and
the final test specifications were prepared. The
writing of test questions was then undertaken
complying with these specifications.

The NCARB Committee writing the Qualify.
ing Test consists of architects, educators and
Board Members. Two.thirds of this Committee
is made up of arthitedt-aducators recognized in
academia for their abilities and knowl pi of
their specialties. The architect.Boar bers

are noted for their expertise in pa ar sub-
ject areas and 'bring to the Committee the con.
derns of registration Boards as a policy.setting

-lector, The Committee has sixteen active meni .
bars who meet. twice a year In formal sessions
and also contribute considerable personal time
iri writing test questions at home.

2. The Professional Examination
The Professional Eikemination, multiple-choice
sections. (Identifieeas Section B) progressed to
its present format after' several years of inten-
sive study end development. The suliject areas,
of the Examination wera derived after a study
was made of tl,e practices, procedures and ser-
vices offered by rchltects, and an analysis and/
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MIKA:in of what architectural practice and
public needs might be In the future. The
schoolt of architecture were contplted for their
aqpraisal of the future of architecture in order
-to develop realistic and aPpropriate. subject
areas end tett ipecifications.

A mock Professional Examination Was devel-
oped and the Member Boards reviewed the con-
cepts, subject areas and whole test questions.
The .procedures, format, subject areas and
'schedules for the new examination were WOO-.
t.sd.,n 1972 and the first official tell was given
in Dlcember 1973:

The nitial NCARB 'Conimittee of forty per-
sons chad with the development of the
Examinat' was comprised of architects,
educators, geheraIists and interns. Over the
years, this CorrtñsIttee has been effective With
fewer members now numbers twenty-eight
persons comprised of*chitectBoard mernbers
and anchitect-educatorslids Committee meets
three times during the y* and each member
spends a great deal of perso I time in writing.
questions, Az/viewing TIP matIraI and .taking
the examination.

3. EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVIC (ETS) .

INVOLVEMENT IN 'NCARB EXAMINA IONS

V

Educational Testing Service of Princeton, New
sey, and Berkeley, California, hits assisted NCARB in
the preparation of examination materials for more
than twe9tyfive years, Their -testing specialists in-
struct the. NCARB Committee members on how to
write multiple-choice questicins; edit the questions
for clarity, punctuation, grammar, etc.; score the
exaras; prePare rosters of the candidates' perfor-
mance; and accomplish the statistical and analytical
work related to the whole examination-a/well as to
individual questions. . b

ETS neither etteMpts to write examination ques-
tions nor to establish the required minimum scores
for passing;. however, they do provide background
dets and guidance on accepted tasting procedures
and provide the technleal expertise and administra-
tive workforce for the NCARB. prepared testing
Instruments.

4. EXAMINATION WRITING

QuestiOns in eVery NCARB examination.are written
by architects or educators who teach architectural
subjects. Questions ere reviewed, criticized, rewrit
ten and either accepted for WS or rejected. The
questions are written to cover the subject areas as
specified. Each queetion.in all NCARB tests except
Structural Technology are valued et one point each.
In the Structural Techhology test, fifteen questions

'are valued at five points each because they are-calcu-

I

:

teflon questions, taking more time to ansWer; there.
fore, these questions have a higher point value.'

Within every test a series ofpUestions appear that
have been used in previous tests. These questions are
used without modification for the purpose of corn.
paring the difficulty of the current test with previ
ous tests and to compare the ability of the total
candidate group with the group taking preiious
testt. These questions are called "'equators" in that
they provide stattstical data that *din establishing

, the required minimum raW scores for passing the
test thereby 'enabling the maintenance of uniform
passing standards for each test. .

SETTING OF MINIMUM REQUIRED SCORES

Of critical importance is the establishment of the
Initial rePuirements fdr the demonstration of mini-
'mum competence.in a given subject area. This is the
most difficult and agonizing asp** of the entire
examination process. After the test has been given
and a significant number of answer sheets have been
scored, those few questions (items) in the test that
'have poor performance statistics are analyzed by the
Clrainnan of that pOrtion of the test. Then a deci-
sion is made on whether to-retain the Item; to ngect
It or, In rare cases, to change the answer (key).

The next step is to analyze the test with regard to
its difficulty as compared to previous versions of the

-test: A test's difficulty Is determined by tabulating
the difficulty values of the test qUestions and divid-
ing that total by the number of questions in the test.
Difficulty N rieteimined by observing the perfor-

ance of candidates and translating that perfor-
ce into numbers kihrough use of formulas

s to the testing ihdustry. A aim of 11.7 on
a ale of 0-20 repreients middle difficulty.
NCA tests strive to be in the rtge of 10.0-13,0
in cliff' Ity sting. Also, the candidate, as kgroup,
are evalu for their overall Ability th com-
pared to th revious candidate group abil . Candi-
date group ability is assessed by measuring
perfpzmance o the bright.* candidates of one
group to the abilltyof the brightest candidates from
previous groups. These analyses are accomplished .-
through the incorporation of the "equates" ques-
tions (see item 4 above).

Regardiest of the number of questions In a tett or
the length of time allowed to answer the questions,
the passing score of a test can be fat that is equiva-
lent to that of previous tests through epplication of
the. test difficulty and group ability data. Through
this process, once the initial levels of performance
have been set, each new test applies uniform stan-
dards In relation to its predecessors with regard to -

the candidate ability required to attain the Mini-
mUm passIng. :Core. Thus, it becomes possible to
require that candidates perform at the same stan-
dards as previous candidates.

54-834 2924
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No 5 is considered pore important than any
other; sWipe cqdsldsred equal in value. Onitponion
of the thsellfY Test Likotion B--hes a nR.b.r of
questions which carry a higher point value. This is
sometimes called "weighting". The questions in the
Structural portion of the test that are "weighted"
are the calcUlationtype questioni. The purpose for
''weighting" such qthstions is to ensure that the
candidate will attempt to answer them and, also, to
reflect the importance of answering such questions
In ordeeto pets. . .

Members of the Eximination Ctipmittee must
analyze the data generated from the fest adminietro.1
tion es noted above. If the test under consideration
is a continuation of OVevious versions, "equating" '
data aro utilized in the setting of the required mini,
mufti re/ store (number of 'questions answered
correctly). If the test is the first of a new form, his-
torical data holt previouctests on similar subjects,
or "pre-test" date, will be Considered and incor-
porated into the procedure. . .

After careful study of tha data, the Committee
pekes a determination on behalf of public health,
safety end welfare as to the level_ of performance
required .to demonstrate minimum competence in .

the eubject pros of the test. The mirilmum required
raw score established in this manner reflects the .

Committee's professional judgment of the expecta-
ions of the public end the profession with regard to
minimum competence. Once the minimum required
raw score is established, a conversion tete iidevel-
aped through Mich raw scores cerr be ed to
* scale ranging from 1 through 99. In "the clnversion
table, the required minimum wore is set to equal, or
convert tO, Th. The number '75" is sh;opfevan *Pi-
troy number and does not represent a tape of
the total number of questions in the te4 The. num-
ber "75" is the converted score required to pass the
test. . c..--..

(On a test where raw scores can range from 0 to
150, and a raw score of 87 Istletermlned to be the

1

,
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minimunt required score ti) pass, 87 Is set to convert
to 75. Akaw score of IM might convert to 83; and a

. raw score of 45 might convert to 80.)
The difficulty of any test hes a direct relationship

to the required minimum passing score. The testi are
not blended tonic.candidates (that is, to find out
who II bestoverage or worst). The tests are designed
to determide if a candidate hasidemonstrated mini-
mum levels of knowledge; understanding, skill and
ability in the subject area. Since esch test covers a
'number of salient Points about the subject of the
tett that are related to principle*, animist and their
application, there may be several test questions. on
single aspects of the subject. Consequently, several
opportunities are given.to the candidate to respond
to the principles and theories of the tett subject..
The test is not designed to require expert status on,
any subject; its purpose is to allow the candidate to
deinonstrate minimum competence. .

Samuel T..Balen
Director of Professional Development

't
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National Association of Boards of" Pharmacy
1 East Wacke Drive Suite 2210 CI!lcago, IL 60601 3420E7-6220

thairman Carl Pgrkins :
Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,

and Vocational Education
Committee on Education and Labor
B-.346-C.Rayburn House Office Building
U.S. House of Representatives.

.Washington, D.C. 20515

July 20-, 1979

.
, .

.

In response
,

to the needs of our member boards, the 57 state'iwardstof pharmacy
In the United Statesand Canada, the National Associatioh of Boards of Pharmacy

J) (NABP) Is now the prOducer of q standardized and uniform egtry-level licensure
examination used in 49 American jurisdictions Our examination, entitled NABPLEX

11
(for-the "National Association of.Boards Of Ph macy'Licensure Examination"),
would fall under the scope Of "The Truth.in,"ies ing Act.of 1979," H.R. 564, as
introduced by the.flonoeable Sam M. Gibbons, and refereed to Our subcommittee.

.

. .
.. .

..In the.sponsor's "Dear Colleague" 1ette5.40 May 3,Mr.-Gibbohs salde."I would
appreciate your suggestlorr.on how thls bill can be improved With Its overall
purpose in mind withOutonduly.burdening testing.firms, professional and occupa-
tional licensing boards or educational. institutions." The proposid Act is basic-
ally a good and useful ihstrUment; yet slOme provisions would be injurious to.the
methdds used in constructing -and administering a secure and non-discriminatory ° ,

examtnition. Specifically, Section 6(b)(4) Is too broad and would Permit examine-
tlowcandidates to request scores of other.candidates,-Coples of test items or.

, other test information which would..contradict good testing procedures and'good
public policy. " * ..

.

.

'. .. . , . -.

In °addition, Section 6(c) appears,to be aimed at eliminating hOrm-referenced .1.,

score ipterpietations. : However, IheOanguape eliminates, the use of statistical
treatmeht and reporting of sCores based.on.the relative distributten of scores,
It would alsb eliminate the use of average scores whjch are based on scores:of .r
other test subjects which have been statistically treated on/the basis of score

. .distributions. 'This langulge is aWkward and would militateagainst the use of

). 4 :! 0' .
% /i

J.3

sty Presidirnt Piesidenf . ., Picsidcafloci '. Vice Aichnt S. i. /Mesmer Pitecutirs threctot.Siontery
cent Tenor* Earl W Chao . Joseph 0 Bhalhisky .1M Vc4ge , Marilynn $.4 Jurovich Fred T Mahaffey

. Uteh Washburn. North Ilehoto Kansas City. Kontos Frankir.....t. Kentut0y. Casper. Wyommg CMcago. Illinois .

. Executive Committu fr ^ Ai
.."

Chsirmmn . .

Carl Bhelchek Donald Ben.' . John P . . &Salm Golden
Eugene. Ortgon. Pittaburgh. Pennsylvinia

i
Fairmont. est Virginia Dover, Delawam

. .

/
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acceptable scientifIc testIng practices:to both:i report nd Interpret scores..i.Perhaps the intentlori li toemphasize criterlon-referenced approaChes to e
;interpretation. If so, care should be taken. to: speCify ha:, crl teria-are e a-:
bllshed both from.the public .pollcy standpolnt and from ,..the standpoint of the
current state-of-the-art of the tests:and measurements field.

.

. .

Thank you- for, the opportunity to comment on H.R. 3564.. The language we have
. crIticized would make the bill entlrely 'unworkable and would'negate. the bill's

purpose and overall effect.. ... '. .
Sinc

cc: MAIO Eisecut Ive .Convn I ttee ;t

Fr d T. Mahaff , PhartiD.
- ExCcutive Director

tt4'

An identical letter Vas also

received from Dr. Mahaffey

representing the Federation

of Associations of Health

, Regulatory Boards.

\6. k
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Carnegie Council on Poty St
in Higher Education .

2150 SHATTUCK AVENUE 'BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94704 015101-4474

0

The Honorable Carl D. Perkins
HoUse of Representatiyes

2252.Rayburn Building-
Washington,'D.C.

pear Carl:

. August l4,'1979

This is to teIl you of my concern with bills to regulate
standardized testing,.H.R. 4949 and H.R. 3564 now before your
SUbdommittee on Elementary,Becondary, and. Vocational Education..

"4
Both bills refleet an awareness.that standardized teste have

aim* to have an iMportant place in the American educational system:.
Those who havendeveloped the tests,ard alsd acutely aware. 9f this:
fact.and, io my knowledge, hava been extraordinarily Consodentious-
in carrying Out the rdsponsibilitieatheir role'implies. 'But the.
very'objectivity they have sought.to guarantee for the teat
development and administration process boa made atandardized
testing an .almostUniquelly impersonal part of the educational
system.

This impersonality is now being widely interprete as a nial
ofthe worth of the magy'voluabie hUmam qualities the tes s do not..
purport to measure. These qualities should be taken into account.
in-an educational.adminsions program. 'They are so taken into
account Vherever the admisSions process iq conducted 'iO a knowledgeable
and farsighted manner. ..

. /

The need, however, is fbr each institution to have such a
balanced adassions.procass, not to discard teqobjectiwity of tests
or to make.objectivity more difficult to achie e. It is yorth- ..

emphasizingand considering in'the deliberati ns of your committee
the great contribption of-objective staddardiz d tests in opening -.
uR opportunitjes formany, many studente from sadVantaged backgrounds.
If is. through such tests that suCh students who have:come from Unknown
schoels,, have lacked teachers who.could give them usefUl recommendations-.
and who have sought careers contrary to.race and sex stereotyPea have .

been enabled to demonstrate their promlae and tO enter outotanding
institutions.

A/CARNEGIE FOUNDATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF TEACHINO

al*
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. There sill be nany students in thi future,. also, .Whowill.
,

.need such-opportunities.. They willbe ill-served if it becomes
'harder to take such teats, or more expensive or if.ao =Ay test .'.
...questions are placed in- thd public :that it will he'

r,increaeingl difficult to-frame questio that genuinely andy
fairly test knowledge and ability. St dardized teats are
valuable _servants- of the educational System and ofthe itudents
lobo havi,nO other way' to dhow that they will mike good use of

: ,educatiOnal

. . . .
. . .

.

c.r

Sincerely,'

Clark Kerr -

k

) ). Y S6.-1

4
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-Via,PRLIIRRINT AND PR
THR ROTONDA r

I

C. -ET;143M. . Perkins
Chairman, Education. and Labor Commiitee
Rayburn House Office .Building
Washington, D. C. 20515 :

'Dear Mr..Perkins:

I write to express my concern about th Weiss Bill
(HR4949). tow under consideration by yOur sub mmittee.

: Aa I am sure you are-aware all public &ale s and univer-
sities are being Continual y confronted with 1 demand for'
accountability, -and as a m jor public institution We- At
the University of Virginia. reel that it is impevative to
make the most effective -use of the facilities add resources
entrusted. to us by the Commo wealth. One of our most

-difficult problems is that o making decisions ab4ipt
admission:: of students to th various programs mid' schools
.of th4a institution. We have found that a wide spectrum
of information is necessary i making these. difficult
ecisions about what students o admit, and the results
of the various standardized tests furnish. us 'some of the
most useful, information we receiVe.

OUr problem is a huge one. We receive about 25160
applications for admission to the various parts of the .

University, and we cah .admit only .about 5,000. new students
each year. It is highly important fOr us to have ttle best
information we can have abdut the people who apply fOr..
admission so thati we can beat verve Virginia and be
accountable to the. General Assembly..

. Our objections to the .Weiss Bill, have to do especially
.with Section 5, which we are certain would have the .effect
Of 'destroying the' quality of the vaxiouS .standardized tests.
or pricing them so high that the cost wOuld.be-damaging to
the people who take them.or'both. We think. that Sedpien 5
if enacted wduld in large measure destroy the utility of
standardized tests .as part of the admissions process.

1110

'UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

CHARLOTTESVILLE
EE903

'Auguat. 14, 1970
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Mr. Carl D. Perkins'
August 14, 1979 /

PageTwo

'We have two-arguments to make ag41.nst Section.50 The.
Weiss Bill is'designed, say its propoBents, to serve the 4
purposes df students'as consumers. We think it is -atqleast
equally important that'the Congress consider the interest
of another group of Astra, the acadenlieinatitstions.

. .

tPurther, the history of standardized national tests in,this
country is enlightening. Before good twits for admissfons
were developed many colleges and universities, particularly
the prestigious private ones, had in large part an admissions
.process which could legitima$ely be called !the old boy.
system." That system was clearly elitist. This historical
fact seems to escape proponents of the Bill, who fkil to
realize that the wide spread upe of,ttandardized admissions
tests has had a democratizing effect.-N4ndeed; some pro-
ponents of the Weiss Bill argue ahat standardiked teste
are elitist. They are not elitist; they are meitocratic.
There_is a vast difference between an elitist society, one
based tp n inherited privilege, and a meritogpstic society,
suoh as Thibm s Jefferson envisioned, based 45On the demonstrated
merit of peop *

..DAS:qr

N..

-

f Sincerely yours;

i";74.0:44..Hot%
David A. Shannon
Vice President and Provost

4.
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'EASTERN VIRGINIA MEDIOAL SdHliCIL
700 ot.Ney Roio

POST OPP/CE 60)(1000
NORFOLK, VIRGINiA 23501 \

Auguat 13, 1979

Honorable Carl D. Perkins
Chairman
House of Representatives
House Office Building
Wasllington, DC 20315.

Dear Mr. Perkins:

We strongly urge your non-support of H.R. 4949.
-

TELEPHONE 1804) 445 5800

In our judgment, the -impact of this bill, as currently structured, woUld
`seriouily affect our ability to maintain the integrity, high ualfty, and
useful:up of the New MCAT as one criterion in the highly complex process
for evallation of medleal school applicants.

The destructive provision of H.R. 4949 is the reqUirementthat a copyof the .1

New MCAT examination and correct answers must be publicly disclosed
after each test administration. The highly specified nature of the New
MCAT precludes the development of an unlimited supply of new questions.

This legislation could adversely .affect our ability to select candidates
capable of attaining high level scientific understanding and clinical \
performance as future physicians and therefore affecting the, quality of
health care for the .citizens of thiS country. .

.

.Sincerely,

Robert M. Mcombs, Ph.D.
Interim Dean

RMM/cdb

.1

0.
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NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 461I '

: *

'August 16; 1979

Members Of the Education and labor Committee;
U. S. House'ofRepresentativea -
Oft-, Carl D. Pericins, thajinnin

me( Paul Simon (Illinoid-24)
Mr..john N. Etlenborn(Illinois-14)
Mr. Daniel B. Crane' (Illinois-A2)

14r. Robert H. Michel, )dncrityWhip,(Iliinois-18)

.

'Washington, D.C. 27 ..

.

The following 1ett is mitten to expreatimy concern about provisions- f HR 4949

recently intr 'Hr. Theodore S. Weiss, of New York. My specific concerns

are the impact of the bill cn qualifying eureathatials-offered thr the uediun

Of the Association of Americanliedical 'alleges and the Nati Board of Medical

&miners.-

These examinations are of the highest quality and are wing. the most carefully pre-

pared anithoroughly researdhed examinations offered,anyWhere in theiarld. The pre-

- Partition of the, examinations is painstaking and.acddimpliahed through the services .

voluntarily Offered by humineds of physicians and'ecientiste thrcuglout the cOuntry '

'and in Canada.. All examinaticels used are ted and the results of eadh examine-

tion subjettedto computerized scrutiny tove m ,:te material that is nisleading or

mu-discriminating. The results of the,Maskina are indiipensible te uedical

schools both'in the admissions proceas:to uedical schools and in evaluation. of,:

.; students as.they progress throuel medical educaticn. 'While the MCAT!'s are highly

predictive in. the mbility of candidates for adedision to satisfactorily pursue and
conclude their studies, the MC exaadnationmprovide invaluable assistance in measur-,

ingatudents' ability to.bedomea registered practitioner of nedicine. In fact, as

.is accepted byimany sta in lieu of anothee licensing examination. ,
you probably know; suctOssfullypassing the three parts of National'Board exsudnations

.application,by the Deantof a medical school, a profile of the.perfoimence of his/her

students in anyle.ven subject can be obtained, thus allowing the Dean and chairman !

-.of a t to ascertain the reliability of.the:curri um in Lsub-

Jett we as mdasurtd.sgainst naticnal standards.

Each a- tlearns hmhe/she 'performs in eadh silct. To require testing agency-

,--te de the performance in'eadh queation and therlght answer for each question as

.' uel asetoreke a copy of the total exardnaticn public, would lead to destructicn of -.

both testing agencies. The-eamainatboware extrenely complex to prepare, pre-test,

research and evaluate.' Providing questions and answeralmuld be laborious an0 costly.'
. . .

,4

Tmeifteo;wimmmotutewmopNomrilmsimmummisn/

.

611.$34 0



Of greater significance ia the facithat the pool of questions available woUld in a

. .

few years becode totally eXhausted, 'dos destroying the validity of the use of the
' examinaticna. Occaaional copies of past,examinations have, been stolen and are avail

. Able in *deo for large sums of.unney. I mention this only.to underline the value
.

of the availability of thelwritten exlmination.
.

.
.

.
. .

The propoaed regulations cam serve only one purpose; to destroy an extremely high
grade evaluative process, to further capplicate the loTocedh of admitting students
to uedical sChbol and evaluS theiwgress through the school, and to reduce-to

'mediocrity the methods of dS is competent'to practice uedicine.
I.

.

Ifl Can he of any help in apuplying additional information, plesse let ue know. r,

--1 . I \SinCerely yours,.
.

.

NORTIVEsDaRN uravEpny MiDICAL sum;
UJ e.

ames E. Eckenhoff,. M.D.
;. Dean \ .
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\ ./ .

.The Honorable Carl D. Perkins
.,

U.S. House of Representatives .

Washingtone.D.C. 20515
'

Dear Mr. Perkins:
.

.

On Juty 31, 1979,.Dr. John A.D. Cooper,-President of trie Association of .

American Medical Colleges, testified before the House Subcommittee on
.

.flementar , SeCondary, and VocationalIducation, Cohnittee on Education ahd

i
ifLabor. . Cooper's conments were addressed to two bills, H.R. 3564 and .R.

4949, cu ently pending. The former is entitled, "The Truth in Testing Act,of

1979," and the latter is entitled, "The EduCational Testing Act of.1979." .'

.

. It is'our belief at
,

the UniversitY of Illitiois College of Medicine that

neither of the bills Would assist our Admissions Committee An its efforts to

use fair and impartial procedures.for selecting candidates for admissionto

:the College. We believe that the new Medical College Admission Test (MCAT),

.

when used inAhe spirit for which It was created, provides us with.8 valid and

reliable measure. of oUr.applicents' potential for success in medical school.

'We further believe that this examination covers only a finite amount of
material for ehich only a'finite number of,reliable questions may be developed

1 and used. Publication of such examination.items would ultimately serve-to
invalidate the reliability of the new MCAT mid cause our Admissions ComMittee

to rely solely on grades (giventy faculty and schools of variable quality),

letters of recommendation (proVided essentially on student request), and a
.

relatively short interView that may assi4t in identifying non-cognitive
variables, but certainly not these of'a cognitive:nature.. Despite the fact
that Ahe results of the ntiv MCAT donot constitute the largest portion of our

data base, a potential loss of reliability of that examination will make our
very difficult job all the-more difficult. We wOuld further-run the risk of

".
denying admission to otherwise well-qualiffed students who, by virtue of
attending an undergraduate program that.does not give jrades, can present no

cognitive credentials. .

i

We, therefore, strongly support Dr. Cooper's presentation and most
respectfully urge that the bills ih question be tabled until, more information
.on their on validity and ultimate effects can be obtained and certified.

Thank you In advance,for your attention and.support.

Sincerely,

rten Ker(is, Ph.D

eputy Executive Dean

1119



THE UNIyERSITY OF ROCHESTER

MEDICALCENTER
601 EVAWOOPAVENUE
ROCHESTER. NEW YORK 14042

AREA. CODE 716 275 4022

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE AND DENTISTRY SCHOOL OF NURSING .

STRONG nagmoRIAL HOSPITAL

(ENTER FOR BRAItt R0SBARCH
BOX p05

Congressman Carl Perkins'
2328 Rayburn House Office Building

. Washington, D.C. 20510
.

August 1.7, 1979 ,

:Re: HR 4949

I'am appalled by the Provisions of this bill: The results of the bi/l
will be the elimination of one of the few relatively, objective criteria we
have for evaluging potential medical stndents. Theae testa were developed
to avoid the subjective criteria, or at least to serve as a counterbalance to
the subjective criteria, obtained in interviews and letters of recommendation'.
The effect of the bild wtill be to increase the.importance of subjective,
potentially prejudiced individual judgements relative to the much more objective
and "color blind" data derived from testing.

With rampant grade inflation and tremendOus variability in grading
'criteria from one University to another, 'the MOAT test h s been the only
objective criterion for comparison with the subjective j. dgement. A mixture
of Objective and subjective criteria are desirable in se ecting medical
Itudents,for a.variety of reasone in that some.of.the pe sonal qualities
that are necessary in the physician are not'eaSily detec ed on testing of
this seri: Publishing the questiOns,would greitly incr ase the expense and
difficulty of administering this test and deerease its- ffectiveness. The
expenses involvail in developing a new test, with new fin stions every year,
wauld add greatly to the cost to the student withOut si nificantly helpitg
him In addition, a different test everysyear would m&ke Wimpossible to
Aetect trends in performance from year to year.

In'summary, I find thebill very mischievous, md for second time
in My lye, have been pufficieetly bothered,by a pen ng bill to write ó
.Congreeeman atiout it. X hope you will oppose this 1 gislation.- 4

Si cerely,

Rcibert M. Herndon, M.D.
' Director, Center for

Brain Research'

,o

0
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UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA,
VACULTT or ARTS AND KUNCIS 4

CAIIILL HALL

-CHARL0111SVIIII 22035

August 17,. 1979 tee& Mk, N4'.8189

;Appliedypry much that you willteke a stand against the. WeiSs.

49. Its effect would seem to be that of =king standardized testing
to administer thmt'the Nture of such testing would be in gftat doubt,'

painted. In addition, if it were passed it would be unwarranted Inter-
the federal goverdnent in higher education. .$

Sincerely yours.

Elwin Floyd .

Dean



WASHINGTON. O.C. OFFICE
1101 17TH STAES!N.W
SUITE 1006
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Augudt.20, 1979

honoreble Carl. D. Perkins,
Chairman

SabcomMittee on Elementary,
, Secondary and Vocations Education
P65 Rayburn Buil4ing
'Washington, D.C. .ed54.6

Dear Mr. 'Perkins;

. The American,Dental Hygienists' Association is grateful
for the opportunity to submit a statement on H.R. 4949,."Edu-'

.

cational Testing Act oi-1979", and H.R. 3564 "Truth in Testing'
Act of 1979" currently being cOnsidered by the Subcommittee

.

on Elementary, Pecondarx,.and Vocational Education.

The Association is licit in kavor'of federal legislation
at'this time to regulate 'the tet.ing industry. There is no
.evidbice toddy that such legislation is.needed. The Associ7
ation eels that a study of the results of the National
Acadeby f,Spiehces and American'Council on Education studies
on stand. diked testing which will soon be released should
be underta en prior to the enactment of federpl legislation.
With New YoJc state passing a similar bill, there also exists

.

an excellentiopportunity to learn from their experiences.
Much more evidence' ehould be uncovered from currently avail-
able sources before action ,of this scope is undertaken.

If the proposed.bill is enacted, t e effect on hollege
testing and admissions malipbe undesifa e. Programs that

.

testomnall numbers of -mpficahts would. e severely buxdened
economically because.of the substantialadded costs of preparing
and shipping hew test forms several times a year. In effect,
these smaller testing programs would ceaae, and colleges would
have to rely solely on the, larger testing agencies'which test
enough peopleto offset the added costs. In most cases, then,
colleges would have little choice in selecting appropriate.
tests.

\ .

NATIONAL NEATIOLEMITER6 213 EAST CHICA00 AVE

.

, CNI6,00. ILLINOIS 00611 131. 944 7007
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Honoable Carl.D. i'erkina
Page.2
August /Q, 1979

: THe Dental Hygiene Aptitude Test is the only currently
available instrument that is specifically designit for dental . .,

hygiene applicant:3. This test' provides informatian to the
applicant:on his or ter.standing in comparison to all appli-.
cants, and on hie or.her standing compared.to others with
comparable education. Evidence shows that this type of infor-
mation.is:useful to- admissions officers. . , . . .

.

.

. .

If thil; proPosed leglelaikon is enacted, the Dental Hygiene-
.

Aptitude Test would havi to be abandoned since the cost would
become-so prohibitive alrto.diminish its desirability to insti-

( tutions and to prosoecifve.dantal hygiene students. To'prederve
the integrity of tha teat, at least three.test forms would be
required annually. Costs would triple irCorder to: maintain
a suitable size item-Pool: cover costs for extra printing: ship

. additional tests; and construct nevversions.1 These costs, of
o course,would have to be pasied along to the consumer.

, . .

The XaAT scores are not the only'criteria used by insti-
tütiong'in admissions screening. Personal interviews, grade .

pointlaverage, other. test scores,' and life experiences are
also part-of tOe selection process. The.DHAT can offer.an
.applicant who has lOng been out of sChool information on the
'likelihood-of success; it can also identify individuals who
may require remediationo it obvious that the DHAT can be.
a useful admissions tool. .

The Association firmly believes that any legislation A
this point would be detrimental to the bHAT and to the colleges
that use this instrument as en initial scteening device. The

gain in predicting aCademic success, as compared to selection
of students.at random, is large enough to warrant its use.
this point the Association urges the adoption of a "Wait and
learn" attitude to avoid the consefluences of a hasty decision
that not be in pie cohsumer's best intereet.

4:rt. Sincerely, '

i

66Q..let.,_ ill Luok, ci*---.
Kathleen A. Mast, RDH

1.1

'I, ,0*,$: -. President, ADHA .
fcc: Subcommittee on Elementary,

SectondarY and Vocational .Education
ADHA Board of. Trustees

4
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COUNCIL FOR BASIC EDUCATION
725 FIFTE.ENTII STRUT. KW WASHINGTON. D.C..20DOS (202) 347.4171

August 29, 1979

Honorable Carl D. Perkins
Coimittee on Eclocation and Labor

, Rayburn 'House Office Building

Washington, DC' 20512

Dear Congressman Perkins:

The.Council for Basic Education hae a long-standing interest
in standardized testing in the nation's public schools. 'Your .

Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education
is currently; considering two proposed bills, H. R. 3564 and .

H. R. 4949, on which the Council Wishes to comment.briefly.
For a dote detailed analysis of college admission tests, I
refer you to the enclosed 1974 publication of the.Council, .

Usea and Abuses of Standardized Testing in the Schools by George.

Weber (pages 22-33). I have also enclosed some information

about CBE. _

A4 far as college admission.tests are concerned,, there is.

no need for either of the proposed bills. Both imply causes for

legislation that siMply do not exist, tontrary to theae replica-

tions, college admission testing provides d iodel for all test' .

makers t in'explaining their tests to tiet-subjects and ,

cl-Welste_test.Users, eople most.concerned.-. 1See Weber, pp. 25-2114

Unfortueately, ournalists, legislators', and the public sometimes

blur the significant distinctions that properly should he drawn

between college adaission tests,and other kinda-of standardized
tests that are indeed flawed. The Congress probably cannot

legislatd successfully against such ignorance.
.

.It may be that college admission testing has been deMned
by its mistaken.association with bad or abused test.. Group

."intelligence tests, for example, probably should be abolished,
llecause tht stigmatize children unfairly and becuse they.do

not actual measure wort they, purport to neasure.--patiVe mental

Capacity. (See.Weber, pp. 3-6.) Misuses of good tests can

ba.cited as well. The results of standardized achievement tests
are widely misinterpreted-by teachers, school boards,. legislators,

.
journalists, and the public. (See Weber, pp. 13-16). In all

Iona of testing6\abuses are possible; in.most they occur frequently..:
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August 29, 1979
page TOo.
Honorable Carl D. Perkins

lut college admission tests rate high earks by any standard
, of judgment. Perhaps this is because the existence and'use .

of.college admission tests are determined outside the schools
whose students'ate being tested, a feet that.meani reduced
likelihood of abuse. .6

'With no help from government, college admisaion tests
already effectively accomplish their intended purposes for

-colleges and students without harm to either. These tests
are fiot afflicted with ills that require new legislative
cures,.nor do the two.proposed bills offer any improveMeni in
the admission tests or the testing process we now hive. In"

short, the bills appear.to be:unneeded efforts to deal with --

nonexistent problemm--hardly solid ground for federal action.
. .

Should you.wish me to develop these ideas in greater
detail as teetiniony for the'Subcommittee,-I would be pleased
to do sd.' . .

Sincerely,' f.

/1.4 14:1744: :

A. Graham Down
Executive Dirge

'AGD/srb
encl..

-cc:. Heibers of Committee on-
Educatioi and Labor'

I.
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-'1; MILLSAPS COLLEGE Jackion, Missistippl. 39210'

OF F ICE OF THE PftESIDENt

September 7, 1979

George M. Harmon

The Honorable".John Hinson"
1512 Longworth
House Office-Building .

;Washington, D. C. 20515..

Dear Mr: Hinson:

lik.has CoMe to my attention that yoU will be sitting on a
committee considering two Bills: -The Educational.Testing
Act of 1979-(HR 4947) sponsored-by Congresemen Wise; and
The Truth and Testing ct.of 1979.(HR-3564) sponsored by
Congressman Gibbons...In mY jmdgment these Bills would have
a severe debilitating effect on standardited testing-as'it
is used Constructively'by educational institutions to astist
and.provide guidande.to students, .

Stancrardized tests, while not the only criteria,' are invaluable
as tools for educators' in assistin:,. students to: underitand
themselves And.tc make wise educdtiOnal and career choices. 'm

Laws.violattng the security of these instruments will pig-.
niffcantly ihcrease the cost of tylr.develnpment, thus
limiting their availability to th disadvantaged.. Because of.:
litaited items aVailable *some. testing areas the possibility
of imparpial testing may removed. entirely. 'Further, the door
wdll be opened for "test taking" courses based On .the itemPv
made public, again creating.an unfair advantage for the affluent
and possibly.leading. to incorrect decisions relative to.the.uses
of the test. .

It is.uy.hope that you.will oppose and work for the defeat of
.both Bills. f you have questions I-will be mOre.than. glad to
provide fUrther-information at least as regards this institution
and'its- concern.

Sincerely,

-21o. 7ke.sr-....
George. M. Harmon
Presldent. .

GMH/mn,

A.
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MiMelf
NATIONA1 ASSOCIATION Of

REAL EVATE UCENSE LAW OFFICIALS

REAL ESTATE COMMISION
1223 E. Court Aye Dee Moines, IA 50319

September 10, 1979

Chairman Carl Perkins /

Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and VOcational Edutation 111.

Committee On Education.and Labot.',
B-346-C Rayburn HoUseOffide Building
U.S. House of Representatives \

Wadhington, D.C. 20515
. .

RE: U.R. 1564 .

Weiss and Gibbons Bills

The Iowa Real Esilte COmmiesion cam well appreciate the
Legislators thinking that there is a possibility-of a need tpaw.
some federal regulation got:timing licensing and certifiCation,
but.the IoWa Real Estate Commission it of.the strong .belief
that this type of regulation cap be regulated more efficiently
on a state level Without federal.legislation. .

In Iowa each applicant for a real estate licenee must pass'
a written exaMiliption authorized by the Commission and 0Aministered
by the COmmissi8h or persons designated by the Commiseion. The -

exmmination shall'be of scope and wording sufficient in the
judgment of the Commisaion to'establish the competency.of the
applicant to aot as a real estate broker, salesperson,' or.apprenti.ce
salesperson in such manner as to protect the interest of the pUblic.

.

. . .

The Iowa Real Estate gpmmi on urges the Committee on Education
'and Labor in its investigatidt f the regulations governing
ocOpat onal admissia teats to recogpize that the regulations of
steh bu iness has been aotively'delegated to the Iowa Real Estate
Commiss.on by the etate legislature since 1930. License lawn have
been anti are regularly being rdyieed to Meet the needi brought
about py changes,' .

. .

a
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lehaipan Carl'Merins
SepeSmber 10, 19 9
Tage Two

There hem been close comórationwith the.Civil Righte
Commission or coMmittee to el, thilt the contenla and the
structure of thefexamination does not discriminate.

. . . .
.

The Iowa Aeai Estate Commission does not believe'that there
is.a convincing Oase for .federal legislation at this juncture,
'and that' the occupatiVnal admission test should remain the
Obligation of eaOhatate ind not a federal regul'ied.program.

I

k If

V.//I' )/- +..,
r4

C. M. GalVin
Director
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THE UNIVERSITY 0' MISSISSIPPI MEDICAL CENTIR

!kis Wit ,

3ACr3 M1331551111 39216

. T Honorable Jon C. Hinson'
151 bangworthi
uouse Mee Building
Washing , D.C. 20215

Dear Repres tative Hinsom:

. .

I am very concekned about HR 4949, the Educational Testing,Act of 1979'
introduced by the Honnrable T. Weiss. Having reviewed thebill and'the
reMarks about it in the Congressional Record dated July 25 1979 I am
disturbed Over thepossible Implications for dental educat on..

. . .

I have discussed the proposed bill with my Chief administr tors and..
Certain members of the faculty of the School of Dentist*. It is my
underitanding that Bill 4949 may be reported out by the sutcommittee in
late September and-may discussed by the House Committee n Education
end tabor soon after. Si ce you are a'member of this impor ant committee,
I vuint to express my conce n over the-possible effects such legislation
uoufd have on our new and pidly developing School of Dent stry in

rJaegson. Listed'helow are e salient points from our join discussions

which I would like to bring o your-attention.

. . .
.

-Generally the bill inten to alleviate bias in testin , improve

pUblic accountability and mandate financial disclosure. These are

notable but we fail to see how.this bill will alleviatebias in'
testing and improve public accouhtability. Iecan, we believe,-
mandate financial diaclosur . 1

September 12, 1979'

5EP 8 1979

i t CM. (.21
9C1.41:1

- In.relationship to test bias the bill cites studies relating
income,to test.scores. One uld just as well cite studies showing
that there is a moderate cor latimn between intelligence level and
income. Perhaps such.a.correl tiob between income level and test
scurei reflects intellectual f ctors? In other words, the Problem
of test bias is much more compl x thih that which is addessed in.
the bill.

!.

- Test ma)cers foryears have attars ted to develop tests that would
have preatctive'validity (Le. p dict criteria with a high correlation

between test scores and the crite Research would support the
&fact that many of the aptitide te ting programs in fact do a
fairly gMod job of this thus-eavin the student and taxpaysr Much
frustration and concern. The back round data presehted

thbill is biased fio Zr is standpoin when they say correlat ons are
very low.
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TheHonbrable.Jont, Hinson
September 12, 199
Page 2

s -Fe bilieve the bill is too restrictive and-places unfair guidelines
On Cne teat companies, especially the requirement for%companies to
send a copy of thnquestion -and answer sheets to.the subject. .This

is unresIistic and in some teiting areas item pools would be depleted
verY'gdickly. Since all possible items would be available to
anycne, it would-defeat the purpose of testing.

. .

-Some points of the.bili such as providing more information to the
subj.:rt concerning the purpbSe of the test, skills demanded; eporting
of srores and privacy of students are necessary. If testing cjompanics
are in.fact taking'advantage of the public related to costs, tften
the accountability section of.th4 bill would seem to'be appro riate.
However, very little .baCkground data is provided on financial

.acccr4ntability. 0

Iblisummarb this bill does not seeht to be realistic in whaC ithopes to
accomplish and the methbds of doing so are impractical. We believe a
more adeT:.ate.bill with much less restriction should be written. I
would ver7 much appreciate your reaction tothe concerns, of the administrati n
and faculry of our School of Dentistry and please accept my appreciation .

for yodr ronsideratipn.
. ..,

Sincerely, -

I

///...

Wallace V. Hann, Jr., D
Dean, Sch.lol.of Dentist

wvm/ajt

cc: Dr.Earry Bruce, Executive Director 4 7ill4tic.an Asgociation of Dental Seh6o1s.
Dr. :Mamas Ginley, Secretary.- Council on Dental Educatien
Dr. :3mes Graham.- Aseistant Secretary - Council,on 'Dental Education

.

a
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Eonorable'Jon Hinson.
House pfReRreeentatives

:-'ishingtoti, DC 20t1,;

Deae.lon:

T
I wanted-to write you with regard toi tbio reiited bills (H.R.3564 and
-949) which are cnrrently under study by the House Committee on Education
and Labor, of which you are a member, I'believe. .

, .'.' 0
.

. .

: gimpll wanted to express my very.strong opposition to this type. of

:e (t

!

l lotion; rice again, it's like taking a cannon to.kill a fly!

4
7h is legislation somewhat similar to that'which has passed in New

'for state and is-being'Considered in a number of other ttates. Such

:egisption strikes perilously close to the heart of the academic enter-

1,. .7.rise. Such legislation would have the general effect Of requiring that .

:est.questions and answers be disclosed to students after their test
results are returned as well as:requiring that certain information'be
!istributed to students at the time they register to take the tests
CACT, SAT,,MCAT,. LSAT,. etc.). 'Also, they reqUire that all itudies
'tnvolving test results, be filed'as a mattei of pgblic record. Further, :
:ne of the proposed pieces of legislation would fimit the use of test
results in selection decisions. .

1

13sically, I aeopposed to such legislation because it is quite apparek
:hat Representitive-Weiss from New York is trying to place this on thef
!ederal level since MCAT'opted out of New York state after the New York:
:egislature approved a'similar bill. If that's wbat New York wants, thatt

: is their privilege but I do not believe that is necesserili good for the,'
r.ation just because New York may desire it.

Althought the proponents cite admirable goals and disclain any intention '
to interfer with the edMissions processor wfth the nature of the tests, .

'?
the legislation would-accomplish just these goais'in a most ineffective
way. Further, the potential impact on institutions as well ag students-
and their families hai not been clearly established not have the relative
costa and benefits to students and society been documented. Finally, the
limited evidenCy tlileS fax presented does not seem to document sufficient
,cervasive harmful4restilts of test misuse to justify legislation inter-
vintion nor to assure that the.cure would not be wbise then the disease. .

a

..

,

..,

1 3 I



Honorable Jza Hirison September 12,' 1979 \' .Page

I shall app:eciate your thoUghtful runsideratioe of these matters and
jook forward to being a Washington in, the eot too distant future-to-
liscuse these.ps well as Other-TS4with yau. . .:. .

.

.

With very best wishese
.

Lewl,Nobles, President

r
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GideonOffltp ,
Ndrthflold, MInnasoto 35057
(01-061arrvxmala 507/063=429477--
September 14;.l979

Am

'Congressman Arlen Erdahl
'House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515 f

Dear Congressman Eidahl:

..I am aware of the "Truth in Testing" legislati4 which.is currently being deba ed in
Congress, .referred to theEducatiOn and Labor CoMmittee.

.

As a mid-level administrator at.Carleton College fOr 17 yeam I have counseled studenta
and alumni regarding test. required for admiseion to graduate end professional'schools,
and I have also administered many tests 'which would be affected by the pending legislation.

In my opi4on, "Truth in Testing" provisions would be harm61 for these reasons:

(1) The este would become more expensive, since new questions would have to be written
for ach new gdministration. A valid test is a very valuable document, and you
mann t imagine the great care that.is given to writing, validating, "de-culturing"
a te t. After that, extreme security is practiced in the distribution end collection
of t sts..Wben one considers the labor which is given to that effort, the.costs of-
test ng borne by the test takers is very low. The testing business is sn\extremely .

effi ient one I feel, and I've worked with them a long time. By the way; I do not
cons er myselfin advECiie of testing companies--ey allegience is to my job as
a pie ement professional--my fl.tat. loyalties are to students who take the tests.
I tee they are served very Well..

.(2) Press remould build for thst preparstion. Expensive workshops to "cram' for law,
medic l and other boards would proliferate. !lore expense for the serious applicant!
But . concern is also that tests are just one of many considerations that X college/
unive sitylshould consider in admitting a student. I think this is ptaoticed pow 4n
most ases. Federal legislation which would enable ehe wealthy or thetnniving
type f indiVidual to enhance his chances of college admiesion'is 'contra to
.inlig tened practice. Present policy serves very well--ptacs44622:etiond4ud
general information about test questions are available to all;

(3) The quility of testing, would have to sink.if security was broken each time tests are 1

admini tered. Teats lin a11. reputable companies are prepared with the help of consul-
tants nd committees from fheir users. Members of Carleton's staff help in the work
occmsi4nally. Cooing:frost wide variety of baCkgrounds, they insure that tests are
wnitte4 which insure, as muli as possible, the broad represent...Wm.: of questions
desire4 for the test's purpo e. 'These people,'the.test companies could not keep up'
the de ed quality of work in the fact of constant need for new tests, unleseithere
were h e amounts of money expended.' More expense! Cteater margin for error! It
is poss ble that testing'quality would drorso that testing would lose credibility
to the *ent that it would be unusable. That would put us baekin the Dark 'Ages

,014 t-884 - 00 7

(continued)
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'May I say, ip clo lag, a few things about'the performance of test companies which I'm most!

feMiliar with. They are'the Educational Testing Service of Princeton, NJ, the.American :

,90 111811 Testing ompany, Iowa City, And the Psychological Corporation, New-York. -Their i

\de ivery of se ices is exeaplary.. They have earned and enjoy a'high level of.trust in
the academic c unity, incleding the overwhelming. number of students, for validity,
eff ciepcy, an , beyond that, an enviable performance in promoting equal opportunity to
the general pu lic.

I wold hope hat you will consider carefully the "Truth in Testing" legislation. I _fetal

it ia unneedefl and countrutoductive to good educational practice.
,

.

i ,. 'Si cerely,

Congressman Arlen'Erdahl
'September 14, 1079

.

Pege 2 .

1130

. again as ierles the selection of cauididatea-for educational oppertuoity:is concerned

14-eR

)(srilyi J. Hill
A.aaoc'iate Director

Placelent Coordinator

1
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ftongrelos of the Matti ii$tita
*0W 01 Xepresentatibes

4ntonC. 20515
September 19, 1979

The Honorable Carl Perkins
Chairman .

..Subcommittee on EleMentary, Secondary
And Vocational Education .

B 346C

Pear Carl:

The enclosed correspondence from the president of
Illinois State University, Br. Lloyd Watkins, addresses

W. .the issues involved in two truth in testing bills currently.
under consideration by your Subcommittee qn Elementary,

.Sepondary and Vocational Education. I hope President
Wilkins' comments Will be useful in your deliberations-on

this legislatioh

a

EM/jad

.

. Since

Edward Madigan
Representative in Congress

k

41

THMITATIONISkY riumijcp ON pAr!N 1:NW& MTH RECYCLX0 origins
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Illinois S6te University.
President

The Honorable Edward R. Madigan
U. S. Hotare of Representatives
1614 Longwortb House Office Huilding
Washington, D. C. 20515

,

Dear Representative Madigan:

1132

ge2Lember 6, 1979

te
11

My purpose in writing is to oppose the proposed legislation of The Weiss bill
(H.R. 4949) and The Gibbons bill (H.R.3564), the so-called "Truthib Testing" le-
gislation and similar to The New York State bill p.5200, LaValle et al.) which was
recently enacted.

In opposing this proposed legislation I am not unaware that some misuse of stan-
dardized testing does occur. The solution to the problem of iniproper use of stan-
dardized tests, however, is not to enact legislation as proposed in the Weiss and
Gibbons bills. The disadvantages of these two bil s far outweig the advantages.
The disadvantages are several, and each is subs ntive as a po Hal disservlce

" to graduate education in the United States. Firs and primary, s the
test quality. It may not be posaible to maintain 1the present quell and of
the test as an aid for decision-ntaking for etude t admissions. Tis is icalarly
true for the immediate future when 'he requir ent for disclosur of test questions

and answers will result In compromised tests
, .

Sec9nd, the proposed legislation, (II enacted, uld increase stud n t costs. Theoi
constant development of new test:4 which is xtremely difficult, i' expensive.
Third, the proposed legislation would probe ly result in fewer teri4 administrations,
thereby decreasing access ta taking the test for tfie student. This4could have anecl-
verse effect on admissions processes. .

Your consideration bf these disadvantages in the hearinis on October 10 and 24
will be appreciated. In my opinion, the legislation should not be enacted.

4 Sicerely,
$ '

-
%..., i .

t s 1.44-it P ' /
-LloyWatkins

-

. , PresidInt

LIW/ge

.

144srmal.liloomingion Illinois

Phone: 309/430-56

Equal OpportOnity/Afformative.Action University

1136

HOVey 30#

Normal, Illinois 61761
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'AMERICAN BOARD OF MEDICAL SPECIALTIES

October 9, 1979

.The Honorable Carl D. Perkins
Chairman, Spbcomnittedon EleMentary,;.'
Secondary dnd Vocational EduCation.
Room B346C.
Rayburn House Office Building
Waihington, DC 20515

. ATTEHTION: Hancy Cober

Dear Sir:

0;r19149.444494 &Ma 1160
Evsnolon. Moots 90201

RIR 4914091
e-

I.

7
This letter transmits to'you testimony which the Amer-ia Board of Medical Speci ltiee
had hoped to be able to present in persOn fo the Subcommittee on Elementary,.
Secondary and Vocational Education since it is directed to two bills, HR-3564 nd
HR-4949, which ste..currently being examined by your Committee. .. '

Since we,lhall.not haviligthe opportunity to testify in person before your Committee,
I dm submitting wrigten material with ihe request that it be considered by your.
Committee as.part of the deliberations on the "trUth in testing",legislation, in..
accordirith the suggestion ofyour staff.

. .

. .

. It seegdappropriate to me to'qubmit the statement as we have prepared it for otal
presentation; I trust that yourCommittee will also consider this form satisfatt

$. tory. If there are any questions regarding the testithony, the position of the
k .Anericen Board of Me4lealeSpecia2ties aneLany of ita member boards in regard to
I' :this legislation, I ihall be pleased to tespond on behalf of AEHE or to secure

.authoritative responses from our member boards, whichever procedurepight beet
secure the information which you desire.

.
.

If additionel hearings are scheduled at a future date, and if you deem it appro-
priate for a representative of the American Board of Medicai.Specialties to pre-
sent testimony, please let me know and we stall be pleased to send an informed

.representative:'

Yours sincerely,-

/
. ( .

r / Of-
/Glen R. Ley ater, M.D.
EXecutive D rector

CRL/jem

Attachgent: American Ebard of Medical Speci,alties.
t. .

c. Testimony Regarding Propoeed' .

"Truth in Testing° Legislafiod'yi,
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.%

Testimony Regarding Proposed "Truth',
in Testing". Legislation befOre the,
HoUse SdOdpmmittee on EleMentary, "

.Secondary, and Vocational Education -
of the Committee on Education and

labor; ton. Carl D. Perkins, Chairman. ok

4
. Good day, Mr. Chairman,'.and meMbers-of the Committee.

The American Board Of.Medical.Specialties appreciates this.

opportunity to present its views onHR1t64 0(141R 4949.

[Description Crf ABMS]
,

I am Dr. .Gordon W. -Douglas-, President Of the,American

Board of Medical Specialties, .Accompanying me today:is

Dr. glen R. Leymaster, Executive Direetor and Secretary of the

American Board of Medical specialties. The 'American Board of

Medical Specialties, whiCh we. refer tO as "ABMS," is an organ?:

lation wpose purppse is to assist the'23 medical.specialty
.w

boards. Which:are members intheir indiVidual efforts.to evalr

uateand.certifY physicians Specializing:in .the various lields

.of medicine. The 23 member specialty boardeeach conduct

G voluntary tertification programs'in the fieid ofMedical prac-

'tice they represent, 'These specialties rangerom anesthesi-.

ology to urology.- lyould emphasize that thele certification
. _ .;;

..programe are Oluntary. They do..not affect a.physician's

license to practice; rathercertification by a medical spe-

cialty beard constitutes formal,- recognitiok.,of*a phyaidian's

-'comPetente in a chosen spItcielty by .his pr her professional

peers.

As an'unibrella organizationi'ABMS.also. serves as a
.1"

spokesm for and representative ofite:member,specia]ty boards.

.

k

0
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within the medical professiort.' For example, ABMS was one of 0.

the organiiers of sudh bodies at; the Coordinating Council on

Medical Education,.the.Eiaison Committ4e.on Graduate Medical.

Education, and the Liaison Committee on Continuing Medical

'Education... Thus,ABMS is-closely concerned with medical eft-

cation:and is inVOlved in a variety of eflorts to aSsure that_a

high level Of physician comPetency is maintained in the medical

piofession. .As a result, I egpeq t my testimOny will

reiledt many of the same concern by representatives

of.the National,ioaid of.MediCal the American Asso-
,,

B r

l:ation of iftdkcal Colleges.,the Fed n of State Licensing.

ds, and otherb. I believett is-fair tO say that virtually
, .

..

all f these professional.groups lave.grave concerns about the

!kSffe the proposed:legislation might ultimately have on the

t-

,

stendaid of medical.practice in the United Stites.

'-[Problema in the'Proposed Legislation]

While it dOwnot.appear that the bills presently

beforethis committee would directly affect-the Voluntary .-

testing end certification programs of the various'medical
q

specialty boardsi -ma is-concerned thatthege bills ly mark

'the heginning-of a development that would ultimately be:,,detri--
..-

A

mental to.the goal of assuring the highest possible lev4 of

.professiosal competency.among physicians.

Of course, ABMS has no quarrel with the stated. goals

of the proposea legislatiOn. Everyone can agree that tests

-used-in evaluating educational admissions or entrate to various

occ4atiOns shOuld be fairly and equally administered. -That is
.
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4 0
-nOt the only wbr hwhile goal to eilursued,. however. Partied-

, laity in the'cas of highly sephi icated professions like

Medicine, the.public his in overriding concern that a high

level of individual'competence and excellence be maintained.

Indeed, the medical.profession has, alWays approached the evalu-
. .

ation ogrAysician competency as a public trust. Iieceuse of

the oNious adverse effects of allowing any but the most skilled

individuals to.practice medicine, the medical professiorrhas

always sought.the best possiblstesting programs to insure the

.excellence of all.who-are admitted to practice.

In a very real sense, medical testing programs and

:testing programs 'developed by.the Otherlearned professions

like.dentistry and law -- have a fundamentally different purpose

than tests used in dther vocational settings: In many Occupa- .

tional areaa,.tests merelyserve.to verify that an applicanto

has some-minimallevel of skills. 'In'thesesettings,

accountability for the.fair and even-handed administration of

the test may be.of tantamount concern. By contrast, profes-
.

sional testing programs strive to assure that professional

.practitionere demonstrate the"high levels of competence, skill,

and knowledge CoMmensurate withthe profession's public trust.

In.thiS:Context; the foremost.test criteria must be the'assur-.

ance that the.test used.wilI duccessfully screen out all. but

the genuinely competent.applicants. Muse- appropriate teeting

standards must be geared to the testing context. .We submit:

that inflexiblSstandards.of test administration; such'as those.

0

found in the present bills, should not be'allowed to undercut

411

-3.

4ao
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1

the assuranca of-profelisional medical.competenc which the;

American public expects and deserves.

ADisclosure of Queitiona and'Answers]

I am sure that the committee has already received
,

..teslikmony from A variety of individuals and groups, including:

.other Spokeiien Crom the medical profession, regarding some of

the Specific-problems and hazards Posed by the proposed bills.

I will briefly touch uponine item which appears.to be crucial

--to a wide variety of testing programs now used by the medical

profession.

The most troublesome provision in the proposed legis-

lation is.the requireient that test'questions-and correct

amswers be discloied. .This ppies two problems.. First;'once
f

:published, we believe it.would be the height of irresponsibility.
.

to renie a. test 'question: We do not want physicians to be ,

,licensed.or Certified because they can learn correctAnswessv ,
. .

..

111P

_from past exam

1

ations; we onlywant physiciane ttlFbe licensed .

if they have a r essionally.sound knowledge of medieine._ In

1(Some highly.Specia ized areas of medicine, the need to Constantly

devise new.test questions may pose practical difficulties.

Second,.and more fundamentally, the need to Con-
.

Staitly use new test questions may reduce the validity and

-reliability of the test/themselves. r think eirkone would

-agrae that.questiont whicb:arevague or which contain Some

.hidden.flaw thatinisleade the._test.taker.are bad.questioni,
* '

Similarly, and pariicularly in profeseional testing, we do not'.

want questions that lend themselves tO large numbers of correct
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guesses; rather, we want questions that accurately Opd reliably

;:t1(

measure the test-taker's knowledge. Modern test-construction

procedures cdh eliminate many of these types of bad questions.

For example, by statistical analysis, it is possible to weed.

out questions for'which.testItakers' answers do not correlate '.

gith their.overall.sCore. .A.lack of correlation between hem.

well test-takers.do on a particular question and how they do on

the overall.examination suggests that question really isn't.

measuring the level ofithe.test-takers' knowledge. Similarly,
-

questions that are geherally too hard ox too easy can beiidenti-

'fied statistically and eliminated..

But these modern test-construction techniques require

good idorMation'on the past performance of.the question in

previous examination seiiions. By preventing reuse of questions,

disclosure of.test questions will severly limit the use oi

sound testl-construction methods. In short, the 4isc1osure
.

.xproposaliappears to be couriterproductive to the g4al of the

.-proposed legislation.' It willmot make tests fairL -- it will

dhly make them less reliable.

4 - The damage thatgeuld'be done tO medidal testing by

disclosutè ofluestions and answeis would mot be offset by any

positive benefits.- 1 uAerstand that some previeus.witnesses

:before this coMmittee have suglested that disclosure would

eqUalize the advantages now supposedly enjoyed'by.test-takers

who;take test preparation courses orthatrev4aling correct
.

answers would be a "learni g experience" for_the_te!t-taker.

1 1
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Neitber of thosesupposed benefits hi0 any relevandy to.Orofes-"':

:Ilona testing:. The medical.proiession wants phydicians to'

learn medicine in medical schooli not by repeated efforts.to

simply'pass examinations.

.[Interference with'Professional Standards]

'What disclosure may ddr.powever, is to expose e4uca-
.

tiodaik and professidXal. standards tointerferenceby a Wide

variety of interest'groups who.seek not to issure the highest

levels of prófessional qualifications, but rather to assure

their ownsUcce;s'in gainingentr to a phOsen schoolor field.

One can redsonably predict:that professions or institutions

which attempt to maintain standards of Txcellence Will/find :

thetielves embroiled in-controversy and. litigation, At a result.

More broadly, ABMS is concerned About whep, the whole
.

concept of a federal standard of "truth in testing" is leading.

Begulation ofthe professions is a rolertraditionally occupied

by the states. The states, in tarn, have relied heavily on the

various profedsions to define, improve, and maintain prOfes-
.

xional standards and qualifications for practice. We are

confident that Congresq does not intend that this traditional

structure of professional regulation shouldbe altered'simply

to facilitate the prescription of
,

Yet, thrOroposed bills pose that

define_their scope of.coverage in

uniform testing standards.

tleat. The propoied bills

terms of "interstate commercelL

I am not a lawyer and I Cannot speak to the.quesi4on of whether

medicine is an aspect of interstite commerce as a legal matter.



I am toldthat some.courte have given'that concept rether.broad

meaning inth'e jast. But I can say that the medical profession

does not view itself that way. ;And traditionally the states

have not viewed medi lkne tiit viy, either.. .

[Exemption for Professionii Testing Programs]

In Sum,. ABMS is cpPosed to the present bills.. Ifthe

committee believes that some legislation is required in this

area, ABMS nrges that the ligislationehould be carefully

tailored to exempt the sophistitated testing programs employed

in professione.such as medicine. To the .best'of our knowledge,
,

no one is claiming that there.are any significant abuses in

medical Rrofessional testing'programs. None have been brought'

to our attention. I belieVe that any review of the preset* :

structure of medical testing would show that medicine and a

variety.of other learned professions are .lignt yeard ahead of..
.

the run-of-the-Mill testing methods used.in maby Occupational

aettings. In yiew of the serious problems posed by theproposed.

.legiplation, its scope should be no broader than Absolutely' .

necessary to meet the specific abuses the committee identifies.

Medical teeting programs should be explicitly exempted.

,
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AMEVICAN .DENTAL ASSOCIATION
WAsHearot ElpicE SUITE 1004 1101-17TH STREET. N W WAsiohorot.i. :) C 20038 PHONE 202 633 3036-

6ctober 11, 1979-

,The Honoralke Carl D. Perkins

Subcommittee on Elementafy, Secondary
and Vocational Education

2328 Rayburn House'Office Building
.Washington, D.C. 20515

..Dear ChairMan Perkins;

I am writing on behalf of the American Dental Aasociation to exprets
our 'concerns regarding the disclosure prOvisions of the Educational
.Testing Act (H.R. 4949), and related measures, now pending before -

the SubcOmmittee. .

As you undoubtedly appreciato, the.ability to perform highly precise
manual procedures is a fundamental skill necessary for the practice
of dentistry. Unfortunately, not. everyone Who seeks admission to

entalschoo1possesse this maneal dexterity. Until 1950, the. na-

Itional7attritipn rate in dentalSChools averaged between.20 and 30

percent. This: reiulted, in lafge measure, from the belated,discovery
that many studthts entering.their clinical years of training were

uation. In response to is problem the AMerican.Dental Association
simply unable to master the fine manual tec

th

hniques required for

develeped what is known as the Dental Admission Testing Program (DAT).
/ Following the .introiluCtion Of- the DAT and its acceptance as a condition

entrance.to all acoreditd dental,schools the attrition rate was . .

reduced.to aivrOxiMaiely 7 percent. A critiCal element in this dem-
onstrated suCcess cf.the DAT is a series of perceptual and space
relation tests which.are desigiled.to measure an applicant's manual

dexterity.-The Current format\bf'tbis aspect of the examination is

.
no verbal, consisting of tWo and three dimenSional objects which tfie

'subject must relate to.

The ilemma whicb is posed by the disclosure provisions Of the legis-
latiJ ceners on the fact that there is a. finite number of geismtric
form whicb Can be represented in.a test of this- nature. If the Dental

Admis on Testing Program were requiredto reveal the actual tests
After ach'examination, as is proposed in H.R. 4949, the dimensional

1
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ThrHonotable Carl D. Perkins.
Pa6d. Twq:'NW
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October 11, 1979 /

posstbilities for measuring perceptual motor,skills will baVe been
exhausted within A very short Period. When -that occurs, these impor-
tant manual dexterity tests will. hAVe-to be discontinued because
thein va ue will have been compromised.

In s ary, the DAT is Unique because it is the only entrance exam-
on program which'containeiests that measure abilities as well /

as academic knowledge.- A disclosure cf the verbal aspects 6f-the DAT,
such as its science Or reeding.comprehension tests,- could be compen-
.sated for'in part'by other'critertao However, there is nofcomparablg
instrument to replace the manual dexterity component of the DAT.. Its
loss, through discloeure, would severely restrict.the,ability of the
dental schools.to.discriminate manual technique skills among their
applicants.

, For thaf reason.we strongly, urge the Subcommittee to ensure that any
legislation, which may contain test disclosure requirements,.provide
an exemption for the Dental Admission Testing Frogram. Such an exemp-
tion could, fOr purposes of the DAT', be accomplished by the:inclusion
of language stipulating that the disclosure provisions shall not apply
to "any perceptual ability test or perceptual ability.portion of a
larger test" or, "to any standardized test which. will be administered
to fewen'than 10,000 tegt subjects nationally per admini.stration." I

:am enclosing a. copy of the Association's testimony on this issue which
will provide additional background on the DAT. Your consideration qf
this request is'greatly appreciated.

v.

WEA:vt5

Enclosure

bcc:' Mr. John F. Jennings
I.

Sincerely,

William E. Allen, D.D.S.
Chairman
Council on Legislation

p.
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7HE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY BALTMORE, MARYLAND' 21218
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Congress of the United States
House of Representativei
Committee on Educatlo and Labor

kbubcoMmittee on El ma tary, Secondary
and VoCational Edtic tron

.6.-346C Rayburn House Office Building
,Washington, D.C. .20515

October'17, 1979

Statement'on HR 3564 and HR.4949 Concerning Standardized Testing

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on two bilis on standardized
testing, HR 3564 and HR 4949. The two bilis have the laudible intentof,
protecting consumers, mainly students and Job seekeis, fromlesting abuses.
However, some of the mechanisms proposed to provide this protection will do
more harm than good.

. .

The major difficulty with HR 4949 is Section 5, wflich requices that
the actual content of each.test be disclosed. The apparent Intent of tilts
provision Is to help the student determine whether his answer sheet was
correctly scored. Merely providing arr answer key and a copy of the student's
answer sheet will Permit checking for clerical errors. Publishing the,

questions will verify the answer key, but has many adverse effects.

Students seeking to improve their scores will argue that ,no single cor-
recL answer exists for most test items. Scoring the IteMs %Ail be challenged

advocacy proceedings. The bill thds invites the substitut on of judloial.
46.fe- juUsent foc educational judgment,

'

Pubikhation of test items Will put a tremtpdeus additional burden on'
tliwhOrepare test Items, since many more will be needed. Since every

iteMlifost be-carefully feviewed, pretested, and analyzed statistically .

/before beinfrused operationally; the procedure will be hard-pressed and
reducation lo,oplality of items seems inevitable. There is also more chahce

/ for biassed lAids to slip through the screening pretess.
P.

P'2.
is a limit on the number of newquestions that can be produced.

it will possible to 'provide .a new form for every occasion on Which

tests arejg ven and so services wIll,suffer. Special administrations.will
no longer-be.p0Oble for the handitapped, for those who cannOI, .for rell-
Agious Jreasents, take tests od.Saturday,'and for those needing to he tested
,befa esthe hext available regular date. .

" teiting works against'new,kinds of ability measures. ProponenIS

of the bi rgue that the legislation will encourage alternative measures,

l, tic aptitude" test In the Graduate Record xamiEriltiOn Is still under
Out Airy surely do not mean alternative tests. For example, the new'

"ana

and modIfICatiOn two years after introducing it. New types of items -
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: Statement on HR 3564 and HR 4949 Concerning Standardized.TestIng..
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are being tiled; 1 all items must.be published, a huge'reservoir of
available items Is.required before a new test can be introduced,:and the

,. tendency will-b. Wavold anythlpg new. The GRE'"analytit" measure,.for
.example, may well'have'to be scrapped....

Two aspects of HR 3564 need repair; because hey advocate questionable
test practices. Section.6b3 requires publication of the score reguired
for admission to an occupation or a university. Usually there.is no such
score, and proper test use avoids specifying a particular score cut-off.
Test scores should be used In conjunction with records of past accomptlsh-
ments, letters of references, Inter/Jews end other-pertinent information In
making a final.judgment.

.1Section 6c of-HR 3564 requires that any test of knowledge or achievement.
as astinct from Aptitude, be graded absolutely, rather than.relative to
other students. Experts.differ on hew to do this, on whether it can be'done,
and on how to distinguish aptitude froM achievement. The requIrementin-
volVes technical matters that ere stilt unresolved. It would be premature
to "solve" the problem legislatively.

The b1.11s, stripped of-the sections mentioned, endorse the test
standards. already'put in place by the American Psychological Aisociation
and the American Educational Reeearch Association. They require publica-
tion of information already In the publicdomain. They also antiCipate
86 yet undisclosed recOmmendatIons of the distinguished National Research
Council committee on testing. At the least, the bills are premature; I

believe that they are unnecessary.

Some of the language-in-the bills suggests that the tests may be .

biassed In favor of studeAs from familles.with high. income, and, by impli-
cation, in favor of whites. Because aptitude tests.measure general ablii.7
ties develoPed over mem% years in educational environments, they reflect

.the quality of education experienced by the student. Average differences
In test 'scores, between rich and poor, white and black, reflect average dif-
ferences In educational opportunity. he,pnly way to avoid these differences
Is to impovqulity of educational oppOstunity.. Destroying the tests
won't help. Also t is shortsighted tOdPus oh the average values. The .

tests provide an op rtunity or each Fffdislidual to demonstrate.their talent.
Nany.flneetudents cmfrom unknown sChOols; without tests to demonstrate
;heir 'Skills, they Ad be considered bad risks.

.1 ',ficre no iiiiphant benefit from the legislation, and great potential.
herrn.' 1-reCommend that- the'committee decide against the bills.

13FW:bl'

t.

Respectfully submitted,
I

Bert F. Green

Professor of Psychology
ThelJ ns HopkJ.ns University'

/ to
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The Coundloof 9raduate Sch is,in qUnited States

One Dupont

if:nilleV1223449*:, .

October 19, 1979

-Hondrable Carl D. Perkins, Chairman
Subconvnittee on Elementary, Secondary,.and

Vocational Education
Rayburn House Office Building, 8-346C

. Washington, D. C. 20515-

Dear Mr. Perkins:
I

O'hi's is in response GI your'October 9; 1979, letter stating that you will
4. Accept a written.statement from Tne Counal of Graduate Schools for inglusionl.

in the hearing reCord concerning the two bills dealinguvith standardized,
testing, H.R.3564-ind'H.1184949: ', .. .- .-- , .' - .

,

Let the record nOte that The Council of Graduate Schools in'K t II hitedt'
States, representine the wiLhes of:its gA deans, is against the
passage of"H.R.3564 and HV4949. Attac ed'id support Of 'this statemen is

- &sampling of letters from-our constitue ts; Same have written directly:to
.yOu. There are approkinetely 365 member institutions tithe Council of .` .

"0 Graduate Schools. We are against:H.11.3564 and H.R.4949 forlhe`following,
reasoni: ,.. -

.- ,
,

(1) We, believe that the 6111s are:overly precipitous. Before radical
change is Mandated; careful study shouldle made of the argtments -both for
lnd, against the proposed legislatibn deterMining the justificatiOn anethe
probablk-rainificationS of:-such legiilation; !!' 7 .

,

(2) He Lfear .that test qualitY will *Meliorate since a may not be
-pessitsle, to maintain the present quality prid. Velue of the test:'es an aid
for deeisidn meking-for student a,dmistions° if disclosure, df test oultstibns
And ar§Wersts Mandated; ; :. : -7 "..si,.. ,%,. -, .., ° .. t ,-,

.

-

,..,_

rS)1/41-e fear'ilna th4-itudent will Suftertlibm increased costs if =the: ----"-'''

testi ngncortmunitif 1 s7., loMced -td.continUally'rekace itompromiserteSts;
- . , :^. -'7- ;.. - .1 ''!-".;". -"-.; -.-. ..

`,7.

, ,

i'
" ' n

-

8:4-884 Q 80 8
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libmorable Carl fl. Perkins' '

Octiber 19, 1979
Paglr2

'

Or We fear that the proposed legislation will result in fewer teSt
administrations, thereby decreasing access to taking' the test for the
.student.s. In shOrt, 'a decrease of -service to $he student,.

jhank you for giving The Council of Graduate tchhiteolhe opportvnity to
submit to-the recbrdothe,views of its members. ,

.

.
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UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
OORAL GABLES, FLORIDK 35124:

,September 19, 1919

The Honorable Edward J. Stack

U. S. House of RepreSentatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Stack: #

4 am writing to e NLmy.conCerns about the so-called "Truth in Testing"

bills. namely, the iss Bill (H.R. 4949) and the Gibbons Bill'(H.B1 3564).

My major concmrn'is with the Weiss Bill, specifically the requiremMts for

disclosure of all.questions on the test together withlhe correct answers.

Much time and money is dedicated to
the COnstruction of these tests to insure .

their comparability at different times and in different places an4 to develop

in them a high degree of reliability
insofar as their predictive value is

concerned. If new tests haVe to be designed eachyear, their quality will

decrease, their cost will increase, and the times at which they can be

administered will decrease.

The Graduate Record Examination is important in the-selection of graduate

students. It is the only commxi denominator um have at our disposal.. Grades

fro one university are not comparable
to those from another nor does a letter

of recommendation from one person have
the same meaning as that from another.

My eight years of experience as dean of a
graduate school have shown that when

graduate students run into difficulty in their comprehensive examinations or

have difficulty in producing a satisfactory
dissertation, their performance on

the Graduate Record Examination.has been marginal.

.

It is an inordinate waste of tine and money,
both on the part of the student and

the university and its sources of support,
to admit students to a graduate program

and then dismiss them for acadiamic failure a year or two-later.' I am convincid

that the results of the Graduate Record Examination help us t0-keep such mistakes

at a minimum.

Share tills letter with other members of the House of Education and Labor

. Thal* ycw for your attention.

:Mt

voo n
ttri \ .

T.I.(Sos)244-4154

'NCGS/g .

!cc: Or. Michael J. Pelczar
* Council of Graduate Schools

Dr. James J. Hudson, President

C°uncil of S°u9SCRIA1441014921itemwil'ammdeo

N*114
twilyNiblutW Wien fookor.

, Sincerely yours,

C. G.' Stuckwisch
Dean for Graduate Studies
and Research ,

;:

. 0

:
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. 'WASHINGTON STATE :UNIVERSITY
PULLIIAN,WASHINGTON mu.

TWICIADWATiSCHOOL

Siptember 19, 1979

SEP 2 4 1979 .

Michael J. Pelcsar, Jr.

President
Council of Graduate lichtlois in the U.S.

One Dupont Circle
Washington, D.C. 20036

-*

Dear Dr. Peletars .
.

Ibsnk yoo -for the Ausuat'17 package outlining pending legislation aimed

at.standardisud teats: I @here your concerns.about the legislationt

*tat is, on Om Owlets, an admirable attempt to force testing egeacies

to inform "consumers" of the litepe in an important acadeic prOcerie will

in fact de:troy/the common vie of standardised tests. For many of our

department:, ITS ixamlnations are ieportant simulate In eh: admission..

proem!. Although all-of us paranoia that siendarditied.exams are ,dop

when coosideied with other criteria. Losing the .use of standardised testi .

perfect, theyicertalnly are helpful indicature of.sn applicintie potential- ,

will make,aihissions decialoni.tore difficult.

Certainly we shall lose the use Of'the exams tii-a4gsai extent: AlifisSverel

of the legislk-UPs opponents bare pointed out, the cost of the sums will

undoubtedly rise dramatically end th4,quality-of thip examuwill drop.'

Because of the higher coif Qf the exam, fewer mtudent will take it. Many

departmeotskuill no"Boubt react to the hillier cost by no longer requiring .

the exam. ',scram. the validity of the skim will be seriously compromised-

by continual total ilvisioq, few departments All wish to use it.

,

We are not stave. I repeat, weellym that the present set of standardised

mums are not'Pekfmeti conseqmpirJy;-we
do not.use.risulte flow theme exams'

exclusively for admiesione declaims.. But the exams are useful todl whim

'used in conjunction with other ueeful Jolt sa a carpenter is not '4

rendered completely ineffective if one tool is removed from his box, so

will our admissions committees not collapse completely without standardised

'ragtag however, like the.cerpenter, our,committees will notliork es effectively.-

as thiy would wire they Allowed Nome all of their tools.

0.4P ilea's-record us, thendieS being oppdsed to the Weiss-end Gibbormrbills.

.Sincerely; '

..

Richard II, Fulton .

Assisteat to the Dean

/13
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The Honorable John Buchanan ..

.; United States.House of Representatives
2159 Raybilrir House Office puilding
Wa ahingtoil._D. C. 20315

bear Mr. Buchanan: I
-e 1 ern tends this.opAtunity to express to you ny u

proposed legislation' aimed at standard educatiOn Lest's; the
bill (H11494) and the Giigpons bill (HR3564)' the so-called "tr
testing" bert. which are being considered by the Ifogse EdUcat
and Labor ComMit

Although the pr inane of these hills might soorn non( untro-
-

'vernal, they could drastic effectiupon studcints and grad:fate
program.. Principallythese would bet
. -

.

I. Costs to the test agencies and eventually.to students
would rise dramatically completely new test

woued have to batleveloped each examinatiop.date
. and.the existing method of pretesting or validating
futiir question. would have to-be replaqed with a more
expensive system. I am sure that.the mechaninne.of

: . these cbrcumstances fuive been brought to your attention.

;. Students will have ferNaa opportunities to take the exam-
inations since increaled diftiulty in constructing, tbe
tests and the iMpossibiIity of reusing questions will
greatly restrict the number of times during. fhe year
that the epaminatir can be administered. .For example,

.-to accoininodate atudent demand, the GradUate Ftbcord .

Ekarnination,is otfered bin times per year. A reduction
-in number of times offered to tvio - a rneiningful
probability -.would significantly reduce student freedom
ans/ impair a nationally established graduate ichool
admisiion proceep.
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.Quality of the toniininntitma wonld deteriorate. TII. re.
is a Ii mit I o Me number of j, I questions .111 be

developed Andy/diddled, and as the qtqlity-of !lie test
questi iiii decline the,value- of the oNa 'Ilion as a .:

l'inupultent of the gradual-it admissions process wild be
lIiiiittd. :'

fl The Test of English as a Foreign Language, a "standard-
ised teat," is used widely to.determilie the ability Of foreign-
students to utilise the. English language in Aimrit an,univer-
kties. At a Aline when United States higher ethic:ditto is
Wing celled upon, Ocreasingly; to eglueate.stinlviits of
tither 4,ountries, 'a cmnpromise of the (flectiaella
alldity id this examination coald result in our unive.rsilies
admitting students WilliouCtruely alfiotiate'English,couripe:
teniya thus compromizinethe teaching and learning.
.environitient.forthe foreign students :and our own English
speaking Students:.

S. With the wide variaticin in academic programs and grading
systemkexisting throughout the country, it iv e:.senti;al
that soin-ti form of frciquetitly administered, well vahtlated
national eitarritnatiqn be.asailablefor use in the gradnate A

admissions ptocess. Lika other sdiools, The Ibliversity-,.
of. A labatila does not rely on national examinations alone,
but.they are an ImPortant item In the total group of
fec1ols whkh are considered.ln determining which sttqts
have the potential to succeed In graduate studies and are
admitted thereto. Unfortunately, no suitible.tiubsiltute
:eXista at jhe present time and reduCtion in frequency
'end qJality of these well oatiblished examinations weinld
impAir our .abillty!to assess a studentcs graduate potential:

.

.1 hope my comMents may be of semis value to you as 'you consider.
HRP51,4 RW.1-1124949, ana I Would be happy to provide any additional
'infertilation you might require on this subjecto.

Sincerely .yours,

.

WilliaM H. Macmillan
Dean

bee: President David Mathewe
Dr. Richard Thigpen
Colonel Floyd H. Mann
Ile:* Michael Jec'eleaar, Jr
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FOILLEGE OF GRADUATE STUCRES
.

-(

OFFICE OF THE OEAN.

MPONTANA STATE LINNERSITY. BOZEMAN 59717

** .14.Congressmen Pat'Williame, Mantas*
House Education and Labor .Committee
0,S..house of Repeasentative
WishingtO% D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Williams:

Septenber 13, 1979

having poruled two bills pendiuf before Congress, namely the
Weiss 111),1 ..(11.R. 4949) and the ibbons Bill (11.1t. 3554), I .
should like to voice my negative concern about both of them.

H. here feel that any federal overnight of standardised testing
'Tones grave dangers to the entire integrity of the system. This
kind cif centralisation Ind regimentation is bound to linit. the
frequency of testing and to compromise the quality of the ex-
aminations, since the Weiss Sill tells for disclosure of ell teet
forms. : .

IA short, while admirable in their attempts tof assure .fairness
through federal res4ationi,.thn.bills seem lure tp- jeopardire
the 'reliability and avnilabilliy,of the examinatidne themselvet.

Thank, for your consideration.

.

't

HP14/me
.

nes Hichae1'..7.4Pe1cser

1R11401114014104,4144 '

1 \
Tours -Vary Sinceirely,.. .

\ .

. .,
".../- Pal .' kj, ,.. L........_

'Michael' P. hal ne . .. .

pean of Gradua4. Studies . i
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ST. CLOUCYSTATE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIE.S

Graduate Studies (611)255.2113
International Studies (612) 3554287
St. Cloud, MInnesoti 56301 .
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Augnt 24, 1079

,

Mr. Michael J. Pelczar, Jr.
Presideot

. Council of Graduate Schools
Cte Dupont Circle
Washington', De C. 20038

ther MO. Pelcsar: A-
My name is LowellOillett. I am Dean of the Graduate School at

Mt. Cloud State University. I am writing to express,my coocerns relative
to the so-called "Truth in Testing" measureá that Pei currently under
consideration by the Googreas--(H.R. 4949 and H.R. 3584). As you know,
St. Cloud State University is a state supported Institution. At the ._..

preseot'time. we do not restrict admission to our graduate school
programeto any specified number of students. lie secant ell who qualify,
with this decision based on 'several factors: past academic performance,
potential performance (fcc which We use the Graduate Record Examination),
or prom performance in a profwegooal_capacity in Which we peek to
obtain evidence that the stusient's combinatiod of ability and'
motivatioe are indeed likely,to resuit in successful rraduate stuay.
GPaduate education is expensive and we feel that admitting to rraduate
school only those students who cad provide evideace of potential
success is our obligation to the taxpaying public.. Our phil6s0PSY is
to provide graduate opportunitieeto all who tan demonstrias their
ability to profit from-advanced study. But we believe that we must. .

rovide every:possible option to the stuaeit.to demonstiate that ,-
*/

poteotial.
.

.

.

.

.
:
: .

. Me " uth'in /resting" legislation, if enacted', eouid undoubtedly- I

render standardised tests such as the Greduate-Recced Isamination..(ORR) .

: relatively useless ae a.m4aedre pf potential,. since cbaching for a' ..
..

test, using actual test queetiods, will-render the results warthlese.
And we will no.longer utilize tbleoptioo ifee coesider tqs information
to be Worthless,. On the other hand, the present firms of coaching'
(which appear to nave generated many of the.pressures for'euch
legislation); appear.to be large3/4y;fooused upon increasing the student's
fecility in-the use of the Inglidh language and upon isproVinrhis/her
mathematical skills and understanding. The higher scores result ng from. .

this kind of coaching are based on increases:in the mtudent's kno edge.
and understanding Of the subjects which are the foUndation of all
%formal leeraing.. Therefore, these are etfaets that, should theY *'
miser's., test scores sufficiently to result in the admission of students .

Who WORld Otherwise be,dedied, ar nevertheless truly beneficial.lo
th e. student's acjustPluccess In graduate Study. The. abilities which .

111. oie.isproved ies, in fact, among thcaut whicbcontributesto successful
. ° .

.
.

.3.' .,

KSO h t" 69.0"..""V 4IfirM100 C110 t101041 VW It l canIniitat. with oi
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Br. Michael J. Palomar,
September 94. 1979
Fags 2

Acischmete wart. In . many respecti,1then, the present Coaching efforts
are actually beneficial, not only to the student through admission.to

'graduate ohool, but tq the society..

Oa the other hand,.if.the concern is that the present.coaching .

activities benefit only those whose.finantial means permit their
perlicipation, surely an* legislation which seems certiin to increase the
use.of costly "coaching"' programs will further mince the access to
higher education of lower Jamie persons. 'Unfortunately-1 a high.

- proportion of tbese person. are members of signeity gribups. .Further,
with'test questionsavailable; the coachihg will certainly .stress the
'-tfist questions themelves,'rather than attempting to raise the
loundation knowledge. and Mills which are Accessary fcr academic.
success..

. . .

.

i

. In my twelve years as Graduate dean, I could cite angstrom examples
of students Mo would be seriotely herded IA? the elimination of this
valuable to0I, that'is, they- would not have heenaceepted intis graduate ..

schisol: But my.peremal come is an excellent.example. I was an
iimatUre'late-bloommr. My'high school record *as modest. I las.

,admitted to Gustavus based solely on my standardized test. scores. In'

eollege, I had still not settled doin andie0-scademic perpforeance me
.only slightly better thanmediocre. I eventually applied for admission
to graduate school at the University of.kinnetotra/tad waS denied. I.

persevered and Vas ultimately accepted provisionally, again based on
MY 'perforiance on standardized teats. Without this; option'being

; available, I would not bays been given the opportunity to pareWgradUate
.study.

. .

. If me are tO provide people.the opportunityAO maximize their'
.productivg potential, we need allthe evidence possible to assese the.
potential of mob applicaht. 'Therindividual should be given every
opportuaityto demonstrate his/ber potential for moms!, and
staadardized tests protlde a useful tool in that assessment.

I urge your fictive opposition tO theise bills--bille which. will
seriously reduce'dr eliminate.the poesibility of Utilizing-standardized

.'testi productively. As with so many things which' 6avs occurred in .

4odern society, I canIconfidently predict that in this Case,'the
propoeed cure will.dp more harm than the dismiss.

Yours vary truly,

Iowan R. Gillett ,

Dean, School of Gradvate.Studies

)
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llinois State university
President

.;
In opposing this proposed legielatlonI am not unaware that some misuse of sten-..
derail* testing doss ocoilr. The iolution to the problem of IMOraper use of sten-
derdiied testa; however is not tO enact legislation as proposed in the Weiss end
Gibbons bills. The disadvantages of these two bills far outweigh the advantages.
The dleadvanteges are several, Ind Nob I. sUbstantive as a Ootential disservice
to gradwite education lirthe.United States. First, and primary is the threat to test
(polity. It may not betinbgleto maintain the present quality end value.of the test .
as an sid for decision-m for itudent admisqlons. Thli is particularly true for /
the immediateluture when the requirement for disclosure of test questions and an-.

Imre will result in ooMpromised tests. . , ..

. ...,
ile000d, the proposed legislation, if enacted, Would Increase student noels. The
oonstaht developmert of new testa, which is extreinely difficult, is expensive.
Third, the proposed legislation would probably result 14 fewertest administrations,
thereby decreasing access te tall the test foPthe studbnt. This could pararsely .

, affect sthniesions prooessee. . .
.

. ./ : c.,

.

Your.00nolderation of these disadrantages in tie bearings on Calabar 10 and 24 will ..
.be eppreciated. In my opinion, the legislation iihould not be enacted. , ..0' .

. .
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The Honorable CarlD. Perkins, Chairman .
House Education and Labor Coin:lints),
U. 5. House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20615

Deer RomtesentatiVe Perkins:

ify purpose in writing is to oppose the preoposed legislation qf The Weiss
(CR, 4940) and The.Dibbons hill (H.R. 25644 the so-oalled "Truth in Testing" le-
gislation end similar to The He* YorirState bill (8.5200, LaValle ) which was
recently enacted.

6eptember-6, 1979 ..

'a

J 4

I.

LIW/go

Norrnal-Woornington, Illinois'
PhQØS 309/435677,

Binceasly,

;./i//e4/1.41.(E.141
L Ws

Prridept

4,
lqu pppoirmiliy/Atlirmatire Mlo IMIrtnaly

. - .

Hos5
Normal, Illinois eiiII

_
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AUBURN UNIVERSITY
AAA A MA

TIl ORADUATI SCHOOl

September 14,.1979

Tha Honorsble pill Niehol.
2417 Wyburn Building ;

Washidlton,-DC 10515

.Dear Dills

-

1.6.65466 0264100
Ma Code 205

tam deeply concerned'about two Bills presently'under consideration
.
- by the House Committee'on BducatiOn mnd Labor. These ores The

ltducational Testing Act of-1979 (H.R1 4949) and the Truth in .

'rlestingACt of 1979 (H.R...3564). Sone of the information reqUesfed

6.in'these Bills will certainly be helpful to applicants required to

submit' scores on standardized tests for admission to undergraduate

and graduate programs in institutions of higher education. ,In

fact, 4f is uy impression that much of this information is already

...Venable. Some of the provisions constitute what I believe to be
informetion overkill.."That is to say the informationmight be
intereeting, but it is not critical to the objectives of the
legislation, emelt would tepees an additional, unnecessary burden .

op those affected by the loglilation. -And parte of the 'proposed ,

--legislation will camas unitersities great difficulties with the
already difficult task of laking.admission decisions. Thii is

especially true under Section 5 .of House Bill 4949.. This legisle-
tion will require that agencies offeripg standardized tests release

copies,of all test questions and answers to the public ulthin 3q

.days after the.results of the test ere released.

Let me.make. several points te'underscore'the difficulties caused
by ihis sectieflof the proposed Bin. Universities areillaced with

tOo Skternatilies in making admission.dacisions. They can /adopt an

' open admission policy and admit ill persons that Apply to graduate 40"

and undergradoste prograes, or thereat' ittempt.to limit Omission

to the...students. that appear to have the hest aptitnde and chance

of success in programs'ef'higher education. Meet universities in

this country Italie opfed for the veCend approach because lteited. .

resources rquire that admission.to'mest of their programa be
restricted.in some wsy and because the quakity of graduate' and

.
undergraduate prop/mai. dirictly dependeneupon the academic
ability Wthe.students enrolled la, thole program!.

.
I

. .

.

.\ /-
A 1,11.4.0011 A-NT'?.1 /411,1111M'



°rabic Sill Nichol:
September 14, 1979
Pagel.

1.156

+the question of criteria to bi used in making adissimn'dectsions

. ': is In itself very difficult pioblem. Basically universities ,

depend tn-grad47point averages, acoriaion standardised teste,40
wr %

w ith additioMai items as letters of recommendation and interviews, 0-

A. you are well aware, the +salts: of a grade-point avetase.'es
ctiterion for admission le directly'relatld to theiWallty of tha
school,wheta theirs:de-point average is earned. It is impossible

to standardise( gr e-point &erases, and Thardly need tell'you ,

about the subjecti nature Oflettire of recommendstion.and

interviews. So th4only. tool available to university.admission
officers.that ifl.I some ohjective Oasis of comparison between .

thevarious candidates applying to the uniliersitymre'standardiied '

testa euth as the Graduate Record Examinations (CRS) used by many

g raduate schools.. .

.
.

. .
.

.

lbe'GR6 is edmintstered to thousands of students each year and as
I Doted above, offers an-objective basis on Which to compare a .

stOdent's aptitude for.graduste study on national scale. .

FUrthermors, the aptitude tests ofthe GRIPmealure such skills as
reading comprehension, basic:mathematics, data interpretation,
logical analysis,'and ability to comprehend relationships.
FUrthermore, these aptitude tests have been-shown through- a number-

. of studies to be reasonablapredictors orauccess. In aca4mmic
'program:. It should also be pointed out Abet most univilisities
-use these telt@ in conjunction with other information such as
graduati grade-point averages nd letters of recommendation. when .'.

-milking admission decisions, At Auburn we.have found.that there is

n
reasonakly-good'correlation between' success in graduate school °

.
as medeurall by graduate,grads-point verages' and a weighted
admission s'c'ore derived from ORE scores and undergraduate grads-

point averages. I don't went:to belabor this point, but I do-want

you to understand t6e importance of standardised tests ilkmaking
admissiontAeclitons in.universiTI4S-;--- 7 .

.

,. .

In ordei to s ndardixe thest'tes10 they are given to-la ge

Tampers of spddents in different locations and the questi no used

ara carsfufrfy construttad, evaluated, and pre-tested before-

inclusio in the r ular examination. This is ties-consuming
4

4. and expinsive pro s. If, following each administration of the'
examinationeit becoita tocessaryto.ieleaSe all the questl no .

;
. ., used aid' the answers, then the testing agencies vill have t

.prepare vompletely gem question's for each eximination. Th I sowill

have several effects.. It mill greatly increase the cost of ths .

exeminations.toprospective students. It mill: decVeaae she '.

prectsion ano quality of the questions included in the examina-

tion. It will likely lead'to fewer adminiatrations of the :

.

1.4



The HOcorable Bill Nlchold
September 14, 1979
Page 3

eximinationsgroatly-inconvoniencing many applicants-fOr gtaduate
and professional programs.. And, it will most surely decrease the i

reliebiliti and Aralitlity of the standardised tests.
; '

o

, .

ask your careful coneldoration of these factors as you detegAne
'Cur position'-on these two piddes of legislation. If I can tiA.of.

assistance td .vou in your deliberations, please call on me. Thank.
t

yoU for your continued support of higher education in the State of

Alabama.

PFPnms

.

Sincerely,

1 P. Parks.



r

September 11, 1979
.9

Dr. Michael J. Pelczar, Jr.

President .

Council of GraduM5i Schooli in the.U,S.

_One Dupont Circle
Washington, D.C. 20030 .

'Dear Dr. Pelczar: .

loer copeunicatioii.cmcerning Truth-it-Testing legis tion s

received. The Gradeate School of Arts. and Sciences is coneerne about

the proposedbills even tho0OW the results of standerdized test -are
used at HoWardUaiVirsity'primerily for diagnostic and research pur-

poses rather thin for odeissions.

Our analyiis of the;prOposed legislation and related material;

Can be summarized in the followini-onner:

ADVANTAGES OF TRUTH-IN-TESTING LEGISLATION . -

Passage of such iaws might be.heldful in enlighte;itng studehti,

and parents'and reducing present linorance about7such tests. -'.

2. Such legislation might cause publishers and administrators of

these.tests to be more circumspect in theit construction and.
interpretations of stAndardited tests.

3. jducationa1 institutions might move in the direction of in- 1. 1..:

creasing the.wlight given to Other factors in their admissions

processes.

DISADVANTAGES Of MTH-IN-TESTING LEGISLATION .'.

1. The ost for studwits.wilfincrease substantially&

:

2. The umber of.studentsiiking the4est and the nuaber'of
inst utions requiting it may decrease..considerably.,

.
.

& 3. The demandsiblaced on teiting'agenciet are Sb great

that number of annual lasting adeinistrations may be

marked reduced. Thcqualit, of the tests;may be affect00

4 dvarse 4. .
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"-

DISADVANTAGES (centinuej)

4. 'Muck confusion, aniaosity 'and legal action may result.because

of different interpretations of correct answert,:marking Oro - .

cedures, and.applicability of results.
.

.

5. Most of tba proposed-laws have not provided sufficient time

before voting for public cOnsideration and:reaction.

6. Passage cit these laws mighi'result in fewer disadvantaged

students eking the test; .

Airthe above indicate, our current beliefistthat the proposed

.TrutIon -Tilting legislation contains more dipdvantages than advan-

'..-taget to higher and professional education. . . . .

. a

4..
Sincerely

d4WW. Nawt4rne,-, . Ph.D. I

a
I

. .
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ThE UNIVERSITY .OF 'NOR"I'll CAROLINA.

4" AT GREENSBORO . :"
/.- it,

Sdrai el\ealik Playsical EdUcatIc.i,
and Armlike

Mks d theDesa
*,

, .7.. .
,

.
'P

. ..:

. .

MI6' HonoraOli Ike Fl Andrews . ...

:. U.1, Mona of - Reprerettitlyiif
. ' .1 Washington; D. C. 20515 401,i5e: :*

": trf,.; !;-: -... -. - .,.., .,.:-...
. . .. .. . . .

I' it writing to emptiest, Sty. *to over the pending legislatioh /aimed ..".r4.:--5,
mt..ptindarsi testi. . I t.!141.,'..w4 thout *.qins ion. true that the leilslation would

. ;;:;44ccoll 'teuse A detellpAat. ion a.tast gust! ty.. inctgased costst and less.. t...

le, Ai ..r.. :to the persent involyed. . MY greater -Concern, nowevet. relites 'to ..

eowoe .

SiPtemat 26..1979 '
`'

.

.

OA

14.1etron wOuldttlo .tO thm-visliditi.pf the AeSts. NO telt. I s perfect,
-but ,4:i. ,lImmikqn .thkiesuLts o.f?good *teits 4te wilier than sheer'. es: l':

',C,1',:-t.. .i)iitt7yMPItfluerice to turn the,t_rde of: this.legls1:.
.,-, wind ,ban4Per Iducatidna114411411on Miking at all. levels..
".;; ',.. '.,..'.-',.' !.. '.:.;' *.-. ...;, ; '',. ': ;4-.4,, ., ::,!'fic

. .... S1ncerel

Rosemary M ee
/14/st

Acting Dea

Monti Cia41.:111Ayst41:
iMIOUNA why....1 4 do fit*A. 'Mk soak iriiktiono fs NottA .Cerefia.

; Wades* ',441"4.

4.;:

.
. ;

,
.t Y1L

,r4
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SEP 2 0 1979

Tfie Uli.iVersity of Vermont
OFFICS D THE DEAN. ORADURT COLLIOE

WAVE REIAN BUILDING, SURLINOTON, VERMONT 06401 1,1-

' E E ..-
, 11102145641110 '

The nunorable ames A. JeffOrdt
"U.S. house of epresentatives

a.;-Wathington; :C. 20515 ,

tear Me.. Jef fords/ ; .

I am writing tolkpress my reservations about the proposed bill

H.R. 4949, The Weiss'bill Ind companion proposals, to require cult&
inforMation be peavidad ta rndividuals who take standarbiied educafional

.adMissions teits,' MY reservations are based on the following

Observations:, 4)., .
- Such leis1atiOn as prOpos61.above will increase ,

.the costs, primarily to thdselaking the tests,
- and. more imoortanfly may exhaust the various ways

Wwhich a specific set of ieems're1ated_to4n .

important concembOr'skill can be enpressed. For
.

example, quesEidAs dealing With spatiatrelations,
sequential reasoning,'and tranSferability of information.
frawone specific situation to another can ,be

Jramed in a finite and small 'number of questions
without giving.away the potential discriminability

of the item.

-,
.Results from standardized tests mike up en1y one;
componint. of the admission!s file.of.an applicant_
to graduate or professional schools. 'The extent to
which aCadeiltc grades and standard test scores. are.
Congruent proyide degrees of:Onfidence in.an.admisgions, .

:decision that would be mapromised if such test iteffis '

became available.to potential applicants. I suspect

'the relationship betWeen gradesand test scores will
becOmeAntreasingly important to' deciSiant on 'Admissions

as the interval between completion of undeilgraduate .

educatioh andapOlication to graduate or professional
schoolkincreases as has.been the case in recentYears.

. . .4 .
.

:There are a number of tutoring fechniquei and procedures
availablein preparing for ltandirdized admiisions tests
which appear-to influence (albeit modestly) test performance.

14S

: _Septetber 24, +979

:'

,:4n .
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despite such modest changes of test performances, one.
Of the objectives.of standardized admissions tests
'it to assess potentials and aptitudes fashioned from
the previoUs, and cumulative educatiOnal experiences
extending over years of prior'education. Accordfngly, .

the availability of test items may indeed comproMiSe
an important index of such aptitudes and potentials.

I ask you no% tosuppOrt the above legislation or comparable

proposals. I wtll be glad to ansWer any queetions 'about the above

upon your. request (802-666-1160). , . ,

My best-wishes to you.

RBUldi

cc: President Lattie Coor
niversity. of Vermont

sident M. plow, CGS

SinCeOely yours,

ilobert B. Lawson',
*sociate Vice President-for Research
and Dean of the'Graduate College
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i
Congressman Butlsr Derrick

'United States House of Representatives
44.1shington, D.C. 2051A

Dear Butler:

. .

.. I are-airily en)oyed yhur remarks to theSertoma Club
yesierday! ,Everyene appreckatep the candor with wh h.you

addnissed each.issue,'includirig(your pay raise.

OCT: 1911

044 x-'3, 1979,

r

.: .
The "Ttuth in Testing° legislation presently p oposed by

tvio Wls, HR 1,564 and HR.4949 is of great concern , o the
higher education community. I mentioned to Mike t at I would.
send yud several items from my file on this sub)ecI for your i

revi.. In ten words or less, it is bed-.1egielati n and will -:
pila a deirastati,ng effect on undergreduat% and gra uate ,.

admMoolw in colleges. everywhere.. The aOlmrienc that New 4.

1,.ork-St,ate is having'should be eeimined carsful4 before sUch
chilo,7"[I. allowed-to spread across the entire natiOn, ..

'2Encioeed is information on the New York State legislation
0 an4 HOO1.0 of.the reaction to it. Also attached are the two HOOOO

hills'Along with testimony given before the sdpcommittee and a
letter from Lyle J011484 Vice .Chancellorof the\Universiry-of

Borth:Carolina. . .

. .

.
. .

I hope you 4111 agree thai ite legisletion,is 111-conceived
.

.

-,and is noCin.the boot interest of qualityrhigher education. .'
:Any acsAon yoecan take to defeat.thtee bills would be. a'worthy )'
serviZto tu the educational commodity. ,

.' ..
.

: ....

.. Since Fyours,,

/1)

Attachments

...cc.: Oredident Mill L. Atehley
.6r.Alchisi. J. Pelcsar, . .

. President, Council of Graduatelchools in the U.S. :1
.

A. Schwartz
Dean of Graduate Studies.
and Univereity Research

,

MUSICK SOUTH ONIOUHS SOSS1 TS (MOH. lOWONO11/4

1 6 7.



13984on College,

4Graduaie School Or AM. and SCIer14;e$

01c4044134O

: .

The Nonorale-Carl D. Perkins
Coemdttee on Education ind'Labor .

Subcommittee oh Eleientary, Secondary &
Vocational Education

B -346C Rayburn Nouse Office'Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Nr. Perkins:

in responsejoyour kind letter of October
be'pleased Waccept a written statement f
hearing record in oppositiowto the two bill

.testing, H.R4Se4-wW-H7R-..-4949, .currently
..mey I associdte myself with'Ule position tak
Graduate Schools in.American Universities an

. graduate:deans to your. Subcommittee. e

All of these without exception urge that acti
ve6.minimum be deferred' until we may have t
under the recent testing legislation adopted

-Ai presently.drawn, these biils are both p
should not be passed,

h indicating that you Imuld
me for inclusion in the
dealing with standardized .

fore xour Subcomnittee,
n.by the Assodiation of
Ahe letters of countless

. .

n uponthese bills at a
benefit of the experience.-

x New York State,

ture and.defective,and ;

Si

Dea

ly yours,

41 'Alit
J. Wh te

,
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qational eseociation of college admissions coupselors
.9933 laimiet Avenue, fluke 603, Skokle, Whole DOOM Tel. 31210700600'

*.

11111141110.911104I mow

SigLI;04..14 .

f)ctober 23, 1979

The Honorable Carl D. Perkins
The House of Representatives
2365 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. '20515 .

Bear Mr. Perkins:

We ar riting on behalf of the National Association of College '-

Advise s CounselOrt to express our deep concern with. legtslative
propose H.R. 3564 and-H.R. 4949. The subject of these two

proposals ims.debated by 1300 awanbers, at our .recently concluded'
National Conference.. We.are etOecially`Concerned with how Ahese
hillso011 affect the student or the-educatjon consumer.

It is with the following purpose in m(nd that we ask yoer committee
to wtthhold a'decision on these bills until the next.session of . .

Congress for the reasons listed below.W=11
trAE"Elswo

"'TeX

. man ,
trotot=

C
ttliCAC is a not-for-profit associition of 3,000 high school counselots

and college admissions officers. One of-our articles of incorporatIon

is "to terve students, parents, secondary schools,"postsegondary
. educational institutions and related educational organizations and. .t

agencies by cOnsidering the whole range of Jnfluences on a.student's
transition from secondary school to further education without regard

to race, creed, sex, political-affiliation or national origin:" .

Specifically: . t

1. Mhile NACAC fully eddopes students' rights to free and
'full .information, we are codterned that such access not

, result in either limiting a student's educational oppor-

tuoities or dramatically increasing the,costs of-tests".

to students. '

. .

2. Theimpact of state laws on the testing_isiue (bspecially'
New York State) nas not had an opportunity to be fully

"tested". There shoeld be sufficient lead thee to pre-
pare for changes before national laws are imposed upon the
admissions process. Consideration mustbe given to the ..

ramificationi these bills will have, if,enactet.

I.

tel!col4iinkg,ion 4 141 f4mool il04.4en owl We. Atriarr lad mi.,* Aka Onivity.Niviwt Meanie

s

-

1169
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Honorable Carl D. Perkins
ber g3, 1979

1166
,

In July, two major testing agincies stopped administering
testd in New York,State and it now appears that twenty

. more tesesponsors will.follow suit. The College Board
recently revised its 1980 schedule or administering the.
SAT in the same state. The result: fewer tests and higher

4 costs to the student.. Further, NewYork State has moyed
up the date for iMplementing its new law to July 1, 1980'
instead of January 1 as previously scheduled. Reason for

the action is to give.the New York State Assembly an
opportunity,to again review and revise, if necessary, the
approved legislation.

3. The lecondary, schOol counselor will bear the burden of
aoy changes in the law is will the student. Federal A
regulation is not needed at this time on a dystmn that
is already overburdened with the new laws and prodedures
on financial aid and the Privacy Act. . .

4. leenacted as written, the new laW would.require more
'counseling on behalf of the student at a timetwhen.mOst
local school tudgets arebeing cut back in.the area of
student counsdltng strokes.

5. The lo$ical approach to cirrecting test abuse is through
eduoation rather than.through legislation. TFaining all

counselors and admissions officers who use tests each
day to help or make decisions on'behalf of students is a
national necessity. Professional associations like NACAC
see this education process as a form of self regulation.

6. Our society needs to deetphasize the usevof tests irrihe
admissions decision process. The proposed laws tend to
highlight testing and teke it out Of perspective in the
admissions process. .

7. If.enacted, the law will increase'the opportunity for .

nonprofessionals to profit from questionable serviceS ,

regarding test takiy. *

We have stated these seven reasons because we ao noi be
committee has received aoy testimooy from the professio
work with ttudents and parents on a daily basis.

Before 44 bill is sent to the full committee, NACAC, representing
the professional ccmnselors at both the secondary and postsecondary
leyels, stands ready to work with you and your colleagues on how
new'testing lem can be written to enhince the educational value
of the tests and enable students to have free and full information

on tests.'

A



Ilehe Honorable Carl D. Perkins

Cttober 23. 1979
Page 3

je

.
. ,

Enclosed are three MAW doyumenti fot yourinformation -
Statement of Students'Alights and Responsibilities in the College
Admissions Process, Statement of Principles of Good.Practice, and

..the Monitoring Procedures these statements.
. .

CAM!mg
Enc. .

cc:. Members of Subcommittee on'Elementay, Secopdlry and

Vocational Education .

Representatives WetsmiMillei and Chisholm

ince;Aly yours,

Dst-,55
Delwin K. Gustafson
President

e Ated.tie--
Charles A.4Marshall
Emetutive Director

.

1

A
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NGRESS QF THE UNITED STATES ..
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES .

COMMITTEE ON.EDUCATION AND LABO,
SUECOMMITTEE ON.POOSECONDARY EDUCATION,

5111 HOU= CIFIVICIL IMUILOiNCI MOM( /I
- WASHINGTON. D.C: 10115

October 24, 1979

Honorable Carl D.,:Perkins .

Chairman.

Subcommittee on Elmaentary'; Secondary

and Vocationallducation.
4-346-C Rayburn. HOS
Washington, 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:
:

Aa the ranking Member of the Subcommittee on Elementafr, Secondary

and..Vocational Education, aMd the Chairman f the SubcomAttee

on Postsecondary Educatiod, I haVe received considerable correspohltence
-o-

on H.R. 3564 and H.R. 4949, whieh Address the issue of educational

tasting.

11111110SITYMIPAWM
!OM N. DAMMAM. M. AL,
AM.% MYPOUOVW.
MOlT l0.1011. OKLA.
TPONka A. TWicf. IOWA
THOMAS 6. vn
1041u. AMON.. cam 01 01410

Of'the correspondenv I haye receiveC-the attached letter from

Dr. Ira Polley; Assibtant Provoei for.Admissions and Records at

Nichigan State University, was particularly enlightening. Dr. Polley

makes several excellent points, which I'would like to share with

you and have Ihcluded in,the hearing record for theal troo bills.

I sm Sure you will also find his obisemvations most-helpful in

your analysis of the'legislation.

With kind'regards, I ai '

.

MDF:ran,

1 'Enclosure

cc: Dr, Ira Roney.

4'

.

4

Sincerely,'

.

lanum D. FORD-
Chairman

*.
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..1ktober 12; 1979

The Honotable William D. Ford
House of Representatives
2368 Rayburn Hquse Plffice Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

bear Bill:
I .. .

.

As a member of the-Subcommittee ori Elementary, Secondary arid Vocational kducation, '

.House Committee on Education and Labor, you may be interested in the reactions

that I have to H.R. 3564 (the Gibbons' bill) and H.R. 4949.(the bill introduced by

Mr. Weiss foe iiimself,lics.:Chisholm arigiAr. Milleitof-California). *.

4
.

I can understand some of the concerns that have led a.number of f jne.Jpeople to-

believe there are grave problemi with admissions tests that can e corrected'only

infl
with national testing legislation. lipt tn my y rs in educational posts of

one kind cif another, I. really have ndt seen con incin evidence that there are

abuses that.victimize students and parents. -It may that a few higher education-

al institutions place too inuch reliance on. some testp,'but very few universities

or colleges make decisions on admissions by according geeat weight-to national .

tests. We at Michigan State University do use the SAT:and the ACT tests, but

neither plays the.decisive role in our wprk. High school gl.ades 14) academic sub-

jects, the number of "soltd" subjects taken, and the trend in,the grades are the

decitive factors. If a few colleges do place.inordinate reliance on nationaltests, i

parents arid students haVe a eemedy: That is, eince there is puch a large number

of excellent public.and privateuniversittes and colleges, no one Ns "to do busi-

ness" with any College that say. believe tests.give infallible guide. As se matter .

of fact, I personally knowl-Of no university or college that operates on ,the assump-

',Mon that. test results art the decisive'element in the decision-making process.

.
.

.

TIA Gibbons' bill, as you know; peovides, in part, that everyole who takes the

tett is,to be informed of "the score Which is generally requirfdifor admission.to

institutiqns of higher edWition". There is here an assumption fhat is based on

no facts at all. As my earller comments,have suggested, the system of higher ed-

ucation in America is a.pluralistic one/. There is no test score that all'intd-

tutions, fifty perCent of the institutions, or even three percent of the inttitu- ,

:tions use. Indeed a single institution looks_at test scores tlong with many others

.factors, and accordingly has established nascore.thaeguarantees admission 0e

. that results in a 4en4al. , . . .

'
, .

EAST LANSING MICHIGAN HIM

s-a*o i, 4
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The Honorable William D. Ford
4

Page 2
October 12, 1979

Let me say a few words:onoone feature of the bill introduced by Mr. Weiss and ,
others. It contemplates that any one who takes a test hos the right to a copy'
of the test and the correct answers. This provision is Tilled with mischief.
Some of the clear consequences are as follows. First, its operation would make
difficult.Athe improvement of tests. I recall from my days, years ago, as a
teaching-assistant in Political Scifice at the University of Minnesota. In the
large American gcAternment courses; with enrollments of a few thousand, multiple
chOice questions were used. We hadrassistance from a testing office in the Uni-
versity to do validity studies, so that imperfect questiods including those that.
do not discriminate could be eliminated. For example, if 95 percent of the stu-
dents know that Congress ista-bicameral body, that quesition isn't of much yaw
(it does not discriminate). Or if only five percent of the students can identify 46

1930 as. the date of the Norris-LaGuardia Act, againthat question may not be suit-
able. .To return to the Weiss bill, I do not see how lialidation studies and test
improvements could be prosecuted; if all-tests and right answers ere to be pub-
lished. And this leads me to my second po4nt. The testsiand answers would indeed
become published by tutoring orgaiTiill'ons that would be Oving assurances that
they can guarantee your youngster will perform magnificently on a test. in this
connection, please see the excellent letter (cppy enclosed) that Dr. Kenneth B.
Clark, the author of Dark Ghetto, wrote to the New York Times.

1

I have-A third observation about the Weiss bill. If it is passed, the people who
will suffeTiFe the parents and the students who will have to pay substantially
more for national tes t,/

To summarize, it is my profound nviction that there are ipsonvincing reasoas
why Congress should enact nation testing legislition. -44-1 matter of general .

philosophy, I share many'of the v1ws that Mr. Nader has. But I do not believe
that either the Gibbons or the Wei s bill should be supported on the mistaken
idea that it is an enlightened exa le of a measure to protect consumers. It most

certainly willonot benefit parents ond students who seek lo enter underpraduate
or graduate programs.'

If my domedts provoke questions in your mind, I will be happy to respond. Or if
your%staff colleagues wish to purspe any of the points I have tried to make,i'll
be happy to assist them.

All best wishes. . .°

cereIy,

14N,

Ira. Pblley

Assistant Provost for Admittions and*Records

IP/jh

Encloiure

to
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'11[From the NeW 1r Pik Tim ,.. AtIfilIgt 18, 1979 ]

'This So-Called Truth-in-Testing Law Is Olacebo'
To theEditort '

On July 24., The Times wicritically
endoned the lltrutRintesting" legis
lance, which was signed by Governur
Carey. Your editon I stated that this
amendment to t don law
would take "the m) I college.
testing" ;nd that ' erveto
know how they r'WT rated and
judged." 0

Invite of thived intentions Of your
editorial, it W3S nrileadrag. So. Was
Ralph. Nader's assertio in an Aug:3

. letter. that the legislation will require
test comparaes "to explain td students
what ahe scoics mean and how they
will tie mooned to schools," 'And
Nader's claim that objections to this
legislation reflect only the "corporate. style lobbying efforts of testing Sent-
ices" is inaccurate;

The Board of Regeadar4 ths-Com,
missioner of EducatiOn cl the Statkoi

: New Yerk.indrpendently achased the
Governor against signing this !rola.
tiori. Itis i¼sy cantentain that this so.
called truth.m.testiftg law is a. place-
bo,

. However laudaWe ItS interetions. this '
13W Canriat force test companies-to ex."
plain the meaning of test scores to stu.
dents; and certainly this law cannot

- deal with the ccntplex issuesof testan-
lidity and the rele of cultur;1 factors in
InQuencin; test resulq. The construc-
tion. evaluation and thierpretatioa of
-tests are highly technical matters

i which must be dealt with by.ongoing
research by thine whdan trained in
this specialty. The important problem
of the Use and abree at standardized
tests cannot be.resolvgdby $ simplh-
tic law viluch confuses this issue with
consumerprotection problemk

Admiision testi measure the obit,
hies clevoloped by individuals over ;
fog period ef time, bOth in and out of
schoal. The value..61- test, results is di.

erectly related to the equality of oppor.4.,
trinity afforded,
ing a parliCular test. The assumption
that a candidate's examination of a

. test already takeg will somehow im.
prove scores or reduce the chances of
abuse is highly questionable. One cap
further assume that only the more

. privileged students will avail them-
selves of the opponurlity to examine
the test materials. These students wilt
seek private tutoring on the assurnp-

, ticn that this-will increase their future
. test scores. Those individuals Who can.
not afford this privilege will certainly
not tmprove their test worm by
merely examining the test questions
mid scores. This is a deceptive ahd
nieaningless exercise.

I

,

The New York State version of
truthintesting law is misleadiniSIDIF
confuses the public. It will not benefit
nuronty and poor students, It could,
in lact. be detnmental to already-dis-
advantaged individuals. Appropriate

. legislation in the general area df the
, abuse and the premature exclusionary

Use DI standardized tests might be
desirable:but such legislation should
be the culmination of serious Inquiry
rather than a political gest ufe., t

_II is my f belief that this Is such
an import matter that the New
York State islature should hold a
series of he ngs with concerned pro.
ftsslonaisf he purpose of amendmg -
this law, w cri promises much more
than is canpossibly deliver.

KENNETH B. et_xxx
( Member. Dela rd of Regents

New York. Aug. 7, Ira

1 1 75-
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October 24, 1979

.

The Onorable Carl E. Perkins
.

Chairman, Elementary, Secondary ani:- .

. ...Vocational Eaucation Subcoamittee,
.

House Education and:LaBOr Committee.
B-346 C Labor and Houee Office Building . .. e
Washington', DC. 20515 .. ., I

DearMr. Peikins3 1
... .vs

. .

Ai Rar your.letter of Octobei 941.979,:1' am writing:several stated..

manti in reeponse,totWo bine dealing with standardized. testing'.
114 R. 3564 and 4949. Mis'opinions.are ay odn and have been fel-ululated0

by.my working with standardized-testing programa for six years. My
Oesition 16 Coordinator of Testing atMiaMi-Dade Community College, Z

NOrth.Campue. I administer one of the largest testing ograms (over
50 ptandardized teets).in the United States for the 'n ilonal r,sting
agencies (Educational Testing 4Arvice, American Col1ee Test g ,.

program and PsythOlogical Corpfration). .

---.
'10

I:will summariie ty opinions in a series of stettments:

'.',1, I feel that the passage of the bills will, notbe in'the
beat intarset of the potulation they intend to eerve. !

4

2. The cost-of the. adiiisionotestelill be inbreised. greatly,

.

. ...
.

thas reducing accees flccolleges'and-professional Prograls
.. ..by seVerel categories of students. 'the testing agenCies

will simply reduce the number of test sessions, thus causing
the test centers.to increase the cepacity ef testing sessions.
Many schools And univeraitieslwill nog be able. twaccoimodati

.,.- this incr,eaae.,

. ,

.

. . .

:3. As a professor teaching graduate courses in tests And
measurement, I cannot see the benefits tbst wouId be serOed' ,..

by'sending originalenswer sheets ang copies of test items
6 to students. Aetearch studies have Wham some fluctuation .

.

.
in scores, but within certain limits'," I think the tests.'

. are valid pradictors of success in college andprofessional
programs. .



,

Mr.CarlE. Perkins ..-

OCtober 24, 1979.

V.
1

4. If monitoring of,ttandardized-testing.programs in necessary,
I.pr011ose ttiat%this.he dons.by4the newlrcreated Department
of Education. The testing agencies abide by Certain con-,

,straints with respect to.itemi and item pools. Professional

admission councils monitor the programs noW. Research indi-

elates that.there is alligh Obrrelition, generally: betWeen
test,scores and success in colleges and graduate studies.

5. Finally, I wonder if the testingagencies Cmi, within the
-.time frame specified, woduce :entirely different forms of
standardized.admission fests, equate and norm them for .
comparability,of scores. :The fact that students beye acdess
to the actual teit items will change certain factors in the .

process of standardized Coating. '

'
.

6...1Before these bills are acted:upon,.I think some.research
studies need to be done in New York State, showing- the.
lampliCations ofthis type of legislation:

Thank'yon.for.your time in thislmatter:
.

Sincerely',

ohn R. Scerba, pti: D.

.11822 V. E. 12th Court
liorWHiami, Florida :13161
(305).685-4412

' A

JRS/ec
cc: CongresemanSibbons-

.. Congressman Weiss

Attachments



AMERICAN'.
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SSOCIATION
876 NORTH MICHIdAN AVENUE.; SUITE 1150,..10HN HANCOCK CERES, CHICL, IWNOVOMT 1(312) 787-2572

,. .

. unvE OFFICE. . . ..
. .. .

.

.134eber

'.. 'Honorable Carl D.:Perkin., Chairman.
.

.temmittee ow,Rdueetion'and Labot
..U.S. Houfp of Representatives ....

...' '..11151 RHOR ./. k'''.

. ..,.

,WAshington, D:C. 20515. '.

. ,

,

.. 4..
-. ,!ilear Mi; Perkins:

. ,

. .
. . .

In bahelf.ofthe 23,000 memberIeof the American Medical Record Association, (AMRA),
,

,..I telethis opportuaity to comment on the.panding prbposed federal test legislation -

..15..R.,#3564 and H.R;.4949. I understand that hearings were held recently On this
- . .

...-14gisAation and,I wieh to enter these remarks:ie pert of the Committee.hiaria .

:! :proceedings.- .-,

. ..
- - ,.. 4 ,

. ..

. .,

.
. . .

.
4

I

. ...

..first; AMRAmepports the institution of standardised testing and the concept of
fair reperting practices to consumers. We arOn support of requireeents of H.R.

3564 and.H.R. 4949 te require: description of the test Purpose, description of

'. ,jubject. to be.tested4. bargia.ef.error and.extent of reliability, distributtme of :

..s .xest.scores, applicanti tights to obtain iest.scores and details of such.disciasuri. .
::: Theaepiocedures.are tound.practices whilrthe Alerican MedicerRecord Associatiot.
i curren4y.fopow. in its National tertifVetion testing,program. ,..,

T.
.

Secondly, ARRA recognisee and eupperte the ptiyate :lector netronally endorsed .

'. ftspdend., safeguarde, and procedures setablished for.tandardited test develtipment

-tend.idainistrAtion. Such stanetdp hag. been sat by professional testing and
measuremsnt'epecialists and he resulted inxeliable test instrument... Hadavor -

Maintaining private.aector d'optr3 oeer testing developmentand procedure.'"
%. .oppOse the sub.:I...ionof test questions, scores, and'scoring procedures to t
:U.S.'Comiiesioner Of Education,; We oppose entry OI the federal,gbVernment in o
; ;hese' procedures; as phis will lead to.geveropentcomtrol of educational testing

ini.the United.States. '. e 1
.

.

third'. AMRA oppoiss any.iegislation,that would.mendate dieclosure bf questions and

A:newer. a standardised testa to.the pel4c.or test applicant: We opOPee.releAde

lof,this informition because:. ,
.

.

,..; ,
-

.

le
;.41111.
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Hodorsble Carl D.Oerkins,fhairman :

.117.5

Page 2

1) .The value of standarclized test questions used acrose.time will be ,.

lest. . . . .

.

, .

2)- The "pool" of test qeeltione, especiilly for'specialized academic
-.I. areas, woad diminiskover time; &TIC, the availability of tfie

question pool in-the-public arena would provide unfair advantage

.to applicants with ready access to the "pool". Thus, the high

reliability of.standardised tests to tnst finoWledge or ability

Would diminish. .
.

.

) The.costof testing will'incrosse due to the necessity to prepare,
coipletely newiests each time a test is givent77 in many instances

..1 eeveral times a yeat. . , .

..: ._ _ . i _

.
In summary, AMR11 supports fair.testing developmenc, and administration procedures

which have been developed.by the private sectOr and which are sugMpted in H.R.

.3564 and H.R. 4949. :
.

. .

.

.

We stand Opposed".however, to.the.submission.of test.questions snd answere to the

.federal government-Ind test

r

ppliCants. .

. . .

Thank you for the oppertuniiy to submit these comments for the record.
6,

4 -40E-
Carolyn Cave, Ph.D., RRA
Executive Director
AMERICO MEDICAL RECORD ASSOCLATION

OC:JR:Im

4

. . .
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Constems ot tbe illutteb *tato
it *oust ot Seprolentatibts

IllasUngten. MAC. 2050

6e.

'October 31, 1979

The'WonorahleCarlib. Perkins
Chaisman,-.Element y,-Secondary, and
Vocational Education-Subcommittee,'

House Education and Labor Committee
-83.46C Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

'Dear Mr. Chairman:

015TRic-r cornet.
1537 FaixnAL 114/11.00.4

700 Wall' CArrrol.
LITTLE Flock, ANKAN544 72201

(501) 371-5951 .

. . .Enclosed ere copiesqA letters I received from Dr.
James J. Hudson, Dean of the University.of Arkansas t

. Graduate SchOol, and Carl S. Whillock, President of
4: Arkansas- State University, advising me of their codcerns
About the "truih in testing" bills, H.R. 4949 and H.R.
3564.

I understand both Measures are before the 6ubcom-
mittee for.hearings, and I wonder if yotf Would be kind
enough to review and retain.Dr. Hudson's and Mr. Whil-
lock's correspondence as part of your pertanent record
of public comment oh this issue. I'm sure their thoughts
will prove valuable to the Subcotmiteetas hearings pro-
gress.

Your considerationt and attention to thede viewS
Are sincerelY appreclat .

/

E13;abb

Enclosures

Sincerely

1 0,,

Ed Bethune'
Member of Congress
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The Honorable EdIethune
U. S. Bongressman
House Office.Building
.Washington,.D0 0510

Dear,Ed:

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
STATE UNIVERSITY, AR 72467

501/972.3030

:October 1, 1979

,

0

.

PleaBe give your most careful attention.to the legislation.proposed

init., R. 3564 and H. R. 4949 which relates to the standardized test-

.ing programs that are'Vital to American education. Thimlegislation

'would seriously damage the systemi of measurement.and evaluation that

Mre essential to our determination of.the Strengths and weaknessei of

persons seeking admission to various higher education programa, the

quality of our programa and their effectiveness, and the lev

attainment in knOwledge and ability by those people completi
programs.and entering.the many_fields of employmentthroughout. he

American society, We strongly request your assistance in defeating

these proposals:

Shouldyou deiire specific information about the proposalmand the

ispact that would result from their adoption, we suggestvihat you ton-

tact the Council of Graduare Schools in the United States, he American

Association of State Colleges and Universities, or the National Associ-,

ation of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges, all of whom have

offices atOne Dupont Circle in Washington, -D.. C.
4

. .

Your assistance with' this importantmatter will ba greatly appreciated..

Sincerely

i

.Carl S. illock
President.

'CSW:ph
1.

I

41



UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS. Graduate School

The Honorable Edwin Bethune
U.S. House of RepresentatiVes

, Washington,. D.C. 20515'

Dear Congressman Lethune:

."1 OFFICE OF THE OEM.

315 Administration Bundin ..

(501)5754P
FayaliavIllt Arkansas 72701

October 3,- 1979

Ai Dean of the Graduate School at the University of Arkansas and-President .
'of the Conference of Southern-Graduate Schools, I am concerned about the !lioth
in Teiting" legislation aimed at stineareized tests. Although the intent.of
the proposed legislation appears unassailable on the sur(ace,.deeper analysis

reveal reasons for cOncern:
.

A ..

_One of the key elements of the Weiss bill (H.R. 4949) is the require-
,

ment for 'disclosure of all test rorms--aii questions oh" thetesf, together .

with the torrect answers. This requirement is,counter to the manner in

which such tests as the Graduate Record Examination are developed in order
to provide assurance that they are not compremised'and to provide assurance
that test results taken at different-times and places have comkiarability.
dreat value is placed upon'these features'of the test and considerable
effort in time, talent, and money are dedicated to this cause.

Standardized test scores represent. one of the relatively-few meahingful
.criteria for.evaluating students for admission to Colleges or graduate and

.professional schools. Admission decisions based on fewer criteria'are
more likely to result in unsbccessful experiences on the part of students,'

.
'leading to frustration and disappointment and walteful utilization of the-
resources by the institution. -COnsequently, eVery effectiveevaluetiontool
needs to be employed in ale search for qualified students.

. .

Although standardized teats have been criticized-for possible cultural
bias against minorities, the elimination of standardized tests would be

:
detrimental to the minority student who has strong innate ability but who
graduates from a leas prestigious undergraduate school. Rather than taking

th action Which will weaken or. destroy standardised exaWinationi, a more benefi-
cial course of -action.would be to ellminate,cultural bias from such tests.
I understand theEducational Testing Service (the produCers of the C.R.E.
and several other popular standardized tests) is taking action to solve.this

bies problem.

The Univiteny of msenses Is en equal opporluthiylethynetive eeliOhInsInulion
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Page.;
.tOngiessmal Bethune .

I strongly urge degeat of the Weiss.bill and the similar Gibbons bill
(H.R. 3564) and encourage support of tecessary legislatioS to remove cultuAl
.and ethnic 'biases from standardized thts uses in admission criteria for
cducational programs.:'

ILr Sincerely, .

1"\ "

James J. Hudson
-Dean
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EMORY UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
GAMIEU. HALL ATLANTA NOMA X1322

.COngressman Carl. 'Orkin. Chairmen,
Subc6mmittee.op Ilementa4, Secondary and Vocation& Education..

FBANR:-, Harold L. Marguis, Acting Dean

DAM'. lioesmber 5, 1979 -
."

I.
RE: 'Stitemipt for entry into the record of the hearing's on Federal

Admisefens Test Bills HR 3564 anct HR 4949 .

The Bills currently undo; consideration pose_a_serious threat.to
the continUationr;of.the practice-of standardized testing.of law school

. applicants; The admipistretive difficulties and legal pitfalli fining
the test:administrators' under these Bills.may well result'in the
abolition of the Law School Admissions loot. Hot,only would uch al
.consequence.result in the lops- to-most law ichools in. the United States
.of-a proven valuable predictor of likely law school performance but

a/so.it would sea& a return-to the previous Practice of evaluating

lrge numb* of.applicants for admission on the pasis of undergriduate

.rpcord andtrsonal references alone.
,

..The underlying assumption of these Bilis seems to be that there

*are major defects in the .prevrofessional testing.of applicants which-

need goeernmental attention. This kesumptitn!appears to be based upon

a misunderstanding Of the-nature of the standardized test and the use

.to which it is put. The /Jolted purpose of the-LOAT,le to provide
'i

Admissions personnel eith a Predictor ofverformance in a law school

setting. Ai such a predictor it is highly useful and.studies by ;TS
have demonstrated.a fairly high correlation between LSAT scores and

, performance in lee school,for all applicant.. Even so, it is not the.

oely factor to be considered in the Adoissions decision. Huy factors
go into that decision and no applicant shouldlie admitted to law school

nu/testis whole recorCincluding his LSAT.score indicates'that he is
likely to be'able to Cpmplete the.law School program.' Reim/lug the

%only standardizedlredictor from this process weidd mein'-fhat Admissions
'personnel, feced with hundreds of applicants ef varied backgrounds and .

experiences, mould be more likely to Make inaccurate comparative. eyaluations.

0
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Thus the Chancei of admitting students unable to complete the law school

pros ail or deniing admission to students who might well perform Itatis- ..

rt
..f orily mould, be substontielly increased. Moreover, the loss of the '

.a andirdised predictot -would be likely to' work to the detriment of students

hivingliaturee in tfieir pre-application background which make theit .

ctedentiske difficult to evaluate. For example-v.0mm students may 'haLe

*pent eivlral years At hmee or out in.-the work Mice after completion.'
of their undergiaduate edUcition.- Others may hail gradusted from colleges

whose reOucition is not well, known.to the AdmissioAs:Committee, Without

'thmassietance of thei,SAT si a predictor df likely performance in.law

c sChool, it will be attromply diffinult tt, acnurately assess the potential ,
,. of those applicento,MaJew students. . .

.

.
.

,
..

.
.

:In.sum,.we fp Emory:Lea Scheol believe thecthe LSAT lui reliable

and accurate device for predintinilaW school pitformance. It is not

the only predictor,but it hasproven its usefulness. Had the Admissions-

Comaittes ae Emory Law School been diisatistied with.the test.or had

reason to question its validity'as a predictor, then its'use would have

been discontinued; We Urga.that these measures which may tesUlt in thei

loss of that, predictor and the subsequent undermining of offarts to fairly

and accurately evaluate' candidataw for admission tolaw school., be foliated

lry.the Committee.

Barad .1...16:21ar?iii4uis

Acting Doan

op* tol_ Congressman Wyche Fowler
'tongre.ssan Elliott Lmvitas
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TESTIMONY IN FAVOR OF PASSAGE OF H.R. 4949

As a public school teacher administrator for thirty years, I give my enthusias-
tic support to the passage of I. -4949, the Federal Truth in Testing legislation.

There is no question in my mi d that students should have the clear cut right to
examine the questions on which they are judged and see their corrected responses..
Testa with this potehtial for control of lives ehould not be shrouded in secrecy
particularly when they are corrected by machines subject to mechanical error fed
by attendants subject to human error.

I saw the possible devastating effect of standardiied, machine scored, test error -
first hand 'recently. When the medical school adinission testa were administered to
274300 students on April 15, 1978, 90 percent of them received scores lower than
they should have. My.son was one of those takihg the test. "\

The error was found, however and medical schools were notified by the testing
aompany to ignore the original scoresas were tlia students who took the test.
While the net result was positive, "Three Mile Wand" possibilities existed in the
secretive process. .

Test secrecy is perhaps the last majoj tyranny sanctioned by our Government. It
should be liftedand H.R. 4949 is a good vehicle for doing so.

Sincerely,
v WILLIAM D. CORBETT% 0

4.
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December 18, 1979

Hon.. Carl D. Perkins
Chairman, Committee on Educatidn and Labott
Subcommittee on Momentary, Secondary and

Vocational Education,
Rayburn House Office Building, Poom 346C
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Perkins: '

°

The National League for Nitraing is a coalition olnutses, ... other health ,
-profession:Hs, cole'thnners and health agencies 7- 17, 0004ndividual membere

. :nd 1,800 ageliciee -- working together to..help meet community nursing
needs and to assure, high qualitrnursipg edueation. Among its Many functions,
NL14 provides Preadmission and achievement test service: to state-approved
'schools preparing registered and practical nurses, The League Ilso aerves

.. as the test service agency for the State Board Test Pool Examiniiion frir
-both registered.and practical nurse liceneure..

We would like to express our views on the Truth 'in Testing legislation that
was the 'subject of hearings held by your Elementary, Secondary and.
Vocational Education SubcoMNttee last sesaion.

We oppoie the Cil.bOns and Weiss Proposals for a nuthber pf reasons, not
the least of which are the technical and administrative difficulties which
'would resnit from having to disclose test questions and answers to test takers.
Thii provision, however, I. likely to hive the most hardfelt inipaceon

_ testing candidates. a

Method: of scoring and reporting of results would have to be changed; -in
addition to the extra time and stiff resources that would be neededlo
.,compoie.new taste for .each adminiitration. The League'has coniervatively .
eitimatod that changes Of thirtature'would cost approximately $100,000
annually..

a membership orgeniiell edicated to meeting the health needs ot lhe people by improving nkustng education end nursing aorylci.

,
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Yet; the brunt of the negative results that would occur.from enactment of
auch a law would'be on prospective teat candidates. First of all, the .

previous flexibility ot test agencies in administering make-up exatnihations,
and scheduling alternative dates fpr handicapped and ieligious Sabbath
observing students Will no longer be feaiible because of the eXtra cost.
This I. precisely the situation which.bes bccuredin New York State with ..
the iassage of the LaValle Act,. . ..

.

The enactment of this legislation in New York State.has posed other
formidible problems. Presently, twenty of the twenty-six test programs
threaten lo be withdrawn from use in New York State. The main reason is
that many of these tests are administered to small numbers of candflitei
and test agencies wi}1 not be able to absotb excessive new adminictrUve and
personnel costs. If these tests are withdrawn, the greatest damage will be
to programs with highly competitive 'tduiission procedures. Losiof tests .
will not hurt the elite students from the most prestigious colleges; it I. very
*as y Ur deans to select only the top stUdents froth the top undergredulte
provams. Many.ichools .review the applications of 'many other individuals
who wouldnot have beenconsidered except for their good performance on the ,

admissions tests. This group very often includeithe esonomically disadvantaged ..
student Who was forced tO attend a less vrestigiouccollege or the,student who '-

obtained.,lower grades Lathe first year or two of co ge because of a disadvantaged
background. Although l!1LN hap not discontinued our eating Cervices in
New York, as a result of the LiValle Act, Vie have d to iaise our fees and
decrease services to sonie extent. . .

. .

Wa feel strongly that thit institution of standardised testin'g should be upheld
as a tool for the guidance and nlacement.of applicants to educational insti-
tutione. IsiLN's preadmission tests here been used very successfully as
predictars of futureLperformance in schOols of Uureing. .

....
Finally, we urge you tO examine the severe financial repercussion. and
other disruptive consequences cif the lAValle Act in New York State before
Considering thie matter at the:national level. .
vie would be happy to discuss thin topic with youat

/MU 'Mk' any question. you Might have. 1

Sinderely,

Pamela Maraldo
'public Affairs liirectOr

Maw

some future date'and
a,
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New York State Department of Civil Service

-a

'THE STATE OFFICE BUILDING CAMPUS ALBANY; NEW YORK' 12230

comimmom

Vidor S. Bnou

, Pagnomm

JottphInt L OtIr4bino

Am, T. McFatlend

kihnlMamw-

ADMINISTRATIVE DIRICTOR

.DeceMber 20,. 1979

.Hon.Carl 1,erk s
Ohairman, lloujS Subcommittee on

. Elementary, Sebondary and
- Vocatiqnal Educetion

B-345C Rayburn Office Bupding
Washington, D.C. .20515

Dear Mr..Ohairmant

. . In view of the conflicting and often confusing viewpoints
,being presented in the area of 'Truth in Testing," ii stAllwseemS

.

important that those involved in setting policy or,designing legisla-
tion should be aware1of'an brformation eystemLin effect in New York
State. The' attached "Examination Review" is a summary of this system
and highlights the procedures in use today. hese have been
.develpped over a number of _years.

%
.

The system we use ensures that two objectives of. testinge
are met: (a) The system te'job related. Individuel test takers
can review the test mater4als (but they may not keep them) to
'determine whether the questions and answers are, in effect, job
related. FoIlowing.this.step a .second check takes place, namely,
(b)'the indiv uar-test takers can'bes and compare their answers to
the correct o modeX. answer, ensuring.that the systeM ha. beemapplied
correctly. T1 ouble checking would identify any mistakes made in
scortng or transferring of scoree, etc., made when the-scoring system
was' applied'to individual answer sheets-. Individuals want to know
whether they have been treated fairly and our system provides theM .

with an opportunity to determine this for themselves:
.

You will note frpm the. charts and graphs prepared.as part
of the itatistical information We have gethered,that ihe ndpber of
requests for this.information is Iditte modest. Thuscit is seible
that the issuer while an important one, has been blown clear utof'
proportion. If our experience.in the employment setting gene elite.
to other settings, it. would appear that only d few individuals will
f tow up and obtain'the information desired, thus keeping cost et
'a inimum. In one of the inetance cite .only 3/4.of one pe ent
o the test takers for a parttc ar exam tion found fault and

ected to.any of the questi s. Note tha do.not.give any t st
oriels away, father that aware reviews ral location

'un er.controlled conditto andlwithin a rasonabl t period,
after which the review portunity-As over and all ten are
returned to uS.

,

, e

.44434 0'1.00 - 76

6

NIA

- -.41111a.
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' Let us know if we.cao ba.cf.additionalAelp or if.you
Would like any of the points clari,fied. I W/11 be hapPy to.talk
with you, or you may contact our Assistant Administrative
Director, Mr. John M. Keefe, for information on administrative
concerns...He can be reached at (5101.457-6203. My telephone

.

number is.(518) 457-5358.

AVachicents

Grace H. Wright, Ph. .

0. I Research Peychologidt
Director, Validation.Program

s.

4'

1 1 9
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EXAMINATION RtVIEW

The Department of Ova Service accepts the' responsibiltty to

maintain .security and integrity in the examination prtocess. This calls'

for 'fair, treatment. of all candidates and for: controls tO insure meeting

these.objectiies.. To make.certain, that no one.candidate can-benefit from.

.Unauthorized access. to test.materials, we enforce measures to protect

those test materials at each 'step in the examination procedure.

After an examination is administered, ail ..papers are' iteturned

.fran. the testing centers to. Albany for rati ng. Olen 'the papers atIri ve ,

r -vs.-they mot be accounted*for and checked fordiscrepancies.. This is. an

. important initial step in maintaining tight ecurity and preserving the .

integrity of the entire examination process.

A. rating key must be- prepared for use In the- Preliiknery siring
, . . .

..of answer sheets.:. The; -answer iheets-'are 'icanned for.double.answers,

extraneous marks and mossy erasures. If thiso.is not done, scóring errors

will dccur.,

s.

In many.examinations, we imiite candi dates to retutn at a later
.

, date to review the questions and the tentative key .(correctr'answers.

(See A At the pre-.rating review the candidate`is provided a:

tes Oki and...tentative answer key Which-ere. reviewed in the. presence

Of Moniiors. The writtan .objeCtions received .from all candidates who chOose

tO make thil reyiew aee analyged.' -in depth by the':exeminingistaff. In

eadi ti on , tife answe r' sheets, tiv rated, and candi dates ' responses to each

."1tir qUes ti on. are tallied,' St.. co--1' is. ti 1 l-ixerciSedet thir. point to

maintain eXam security. Although ligitimate candidate's may review the

questions-,'enrd -tentatti ye key" they.must leave' all copies:4ff these qUestionS::,

. .

.
.

:

. ' \ .
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and keys in the revieWcentet. Thits prevents ltakage of the contents of

the test to 'individuals who 'might take a similartest ifilthe future .in which

'the same or similar' questions may be used.;

The respokes are Jeviewed, plongwith the candidates' objections,

to, detenkine whether: there is. reason'to suspect the correctness of .a9y
$.

. tentative key ansWer. h1s rpiew process also helps to reveal faulty Or

ambiguous questions and ensures that no cane-date is harmed becauSe a pOorly

constructed' questi on was 'used.

The res'ults of this review are transmitted with recommendation?

to a consultant.. The consultant, in turn', analyzes the record, and may
t

request information .or discuss certain 4uestions with the examining staff.
.- .

. -

The:consultant then submits a report and recomendations tO a comittee

t df the Civil Se6ice Commission.. .The recommendaSions olikthe comtnittee are

then considered anlbact:d upo'n by the Ovil Service .COmmi'ssion. This arduous
l : % 4

- prockdure 'ii designed to perfect the rating ey' which is then uniformly ..44

applied to all papers.

A requency tfistrcbution is next prepared stiowing 'raw scores for

all 81Ih did tes. For e-xample, the distribution might show thaeone candidate

a 90- uestion test had 84 correctin resama,...1.0.43ad 81 correcitresponses,

and so on andidates.. This distribution forni carries a great deal

+of data pekinent to the examination and to the Positions to". be filled.

The distrtbutionfurm analyzed discusse.d 'by the responsiblti
,

examinet's. Where necessary; conferences are held with informed persons who
.

dan'hellOreacti decisions'about the difficulty level of the tes-t, the quality

qf the competitton and the kinds of persons neededlo pe,rfonn effectively

A
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)

in the positions.to be filled. The passing point in the. examination is

then setas is the lormula to be used in converting the raw test scores

to final swat-. Not Until fin scores are computeci'do.we initiaiethe

procedure whi cit. reveals the Jdenti ty of succetsful candi dates.

computatio l review takes place after the final answer .

key has been established. At. this reView the candidate it. provided a ,.

copy Of the final)kswerkey-and.his own test answer sheet whose surface

'has been waxed/te' prevent tamPering. The 'candidate may then determine

whether the final answer key has been. appled correctly tp his own answer

sheet and:whether any .ether procedures, such as weighting, have been

performed Correctlr. These materials also are reviewed under the close

supervision of a monitor.

Post-ratihg reviews are a combination of the pre-rating and

computational reviews. these allow candidates to review bot the-quality
I .

of the rating given their responses, as in a subjectively score free-
.

. reiponse type essay, as well as.the accuracy, of the calculations made in

arriving at the final score. These procedures provide 'candidates with

information about .the test, abqut their.performance on .the test, and how

their final sores were determined.

,When the eicamining staff has finisheitl. ts ilork, materials jn

most:examinations must thdn be-processed through coMputer equipment for

preparation of the official list ofsuccessfUi 'Candidates, notices to all

II. Candidates of the result Of the examination, and other related docunients._

With the exception.4,f antlyset and other technical material which go into

the permanent examination file for use in developing a,new test, this

1

4.

ri "
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1

.t.

completes the examination process as itswelates to the candidates. The

reviea'results are filed with the other materials used in developing the

test and are consulted when other exams are developed wilich may use the

same or similar.questions.

alk:GHW:CHT:s1
4

October, 1979 .

New York State
Department of Civil ,Service

11
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TABLE 1

.1 .. .

Number of DtaminatiOn Questions by Type.with Rate of Appeals and Number of
Examinations ServiCed

4.

4 .

Examinations he 1 d invol ving
written tests (State; Local
'and OCA) .'

Test questions -.used

'Questions from files - kit
revised

!

4,201 I.. 4,080

. 1

.4,306 4 955

34,876 36,618 34,052. 45,123

25,894 28,807 28;259 35,904

Questions from files - revised 3,892 3,500 .2,518. 3,025

New questimn - outside iources 1:975 1,790 . 1,611 ; 2,975

New questions -.staff 'written. 3,115 2,52) 1,664 3,237

, Essay, design, drawing questions 301 33 44

Appealedmultiplechoice qu4ions 2,440 . 2,139 2,469 : 3,147

% of multip\le .choice questions 7% 5,8% 7.2% 7%

appealed .
-.

iNEW YORK STATE DEPARTHE OF CIVIL SERVICE

September; 1979

1105
*
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TABLE 2

Computational and Post Rating Review ActivitybY MonthHfor i Six tionth.Period in 1979

Jurisdiction . March-

1979

April May. :June JulY Aug:i7t

iTATe
Comp.I Post Comp.1Post CompAPOst Comp.IPost Comp.1Post ComO.JPo*

&'Requestsfiled 734 5: 637 ...1 . 423 2 435 1 '560 ti 579 .0 .

Failed to appear 14 '1 184, 1 117'. 1 48 0 137 1 116 1

Object received 11. 5 6 *0 11 1 5 0' . '10 0 .11 0

..
.

LOCAL
. "

...'

,

'Requests filed- 227 5 1?3 .9 100
1

9 . 225 -123. 6 .135 10*

'Failed-to aPpear 44 16 0 76 L-41. . 24 1 57 3 137 12

Objeci.received 4 4' 4 0 2 O 5 6 3. 3 6 1

7, , .

Rae. These figures reflect ac ivity in the Central Files Unit during giVen periods of..
ITTiF and do not necessarily inter-relate to each other on an exam series basis. For

example. the 132 people who failed to appear for State computational review in March-are

probably not included in the 734 people who requested a review during March, nor can it

be-saitirthat the 184 people'vlbo failed to appear in.April are from that gVoup of 734.

Computational review is.limited to a check to see that.papers have been scored correctly

against a final key and does not allow aPpeals regarding the torredness of the key.

Some appeals result from the candidate's failure to understand the Scoring'forMula and

not as -a result of an incorrectly scored gaper.

Post-rating review allows6objections to the ratings. giyen tO a candidate's response
(usually of the free respdnse typeiessay or drawima, etc.) as well as to the'accuracy of

the'calculatioms made in arriving at the final score.

EXaminations are held on about.15 scl.leduled-dates a year. (usually Saturdays)'at 38 State.

and more than 100 lotal test centeri. In recent years, more than 600 State,and more than

3,000 local written tests were conducted'annually. As many as 30,000 candidates have been

tested in a single day. In 19780ests for. 220,000 tandidates were processed.

. . .

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL SERVICE

September, 1979

11.9tt

a.
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TABLE 3.

Candidate Review Experience for. a Recent biritteh Multiple 'Choice Test

Category Frequency

Candidates filing for test

Canddates taking test

Candidates reviewing test tjuestions
andtentative key answers .

Candidates nOt submitting objections
to, any tentatiife key answers

Candidates submitting objections
tosome tentative key answers

22,679

14,817

355

241'

114

'Note. A total of 330 objections were received for this 90 question test. Of these .

90 questions, 61 received objections. Resolution is expected to take an additional
8 to 10 weeks. The large lumber of appeals was ascribed to the large and
heterogenous nature of the candidate group and was not typical if, exams in general.
Even so, of those appealing (355), somewhat less than twO-thirds (241) did not
submit an objection after reviewing the test question. '

NEM iORK -STATE DEPARTMENT. OF CIV11. SERV10E

SeptepteP, 1979
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w

v, (355)

EM.
o take Took . Requested and

test reviewed test
questions.

No e. Of the ca

not show up to t
appeals, not bei
group challenged
taken or kept of
(ile appeals.) .

C.

figure 1.

: (241)- I

Satisfied, after
.looking it

questions .

.

_____rnriA11.4)._

a .

FREQUENCV RATES

CandidateReview Experience

Not satisfied-
-after Tooking

,at questions .

. and filed

appeals

4

didates Who.fiied for a test (22,679), approXimately one-third (1,862) did .

ke the test. Of those who did (14,817), Only 3/4 of IX (.00769) have filed
9 satisfied with the information provided during the review. This small'

Aixly-one of the ninetyOettions in thetestv (Nb demographic information is

pie characteristics of canditlates who.review 1\tems or of those who eventually

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF'CIVIL SERVICE .

: October, 1979
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